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Al>\ Kl IT I S1-: MK NT.

The extension <>!' the scope of the National Museum during the past

few years and the activity of the collectors employed in its interest

have caused a great increase in the amount of material in its possession.

Many of the objects gathered arc Of a novel and important character,

and serve to throw a new light upon the study of nature and of man.

The importance to science of prompt publication of descriptions of

this material led to the establishment, in L878, of the present series of

publications, entitled "Proceedings of the Tinted states National

Museum," the distinguishing peculiarity of which is that the articles

are published in pamphlet form as fast as completed and in advance
of the bound volume. The present volume constitutes t he sixteenth ot

the series.

The articles in this series consist: First, of papers prepared by the

scientific corps of the National Museum; secondly, of papers by others,

founded upon the collections in the National Museum; and, finally,

of facts and memoranda from t he correspondence of the Smithsonian

Institution.

The Bulletin of the National Museum, the publication of which was

Commenced in 1ST."), consists of elaborate papers based upon the collec-

tions of the Museum, reports of expeditions, etc., while the Proceedings

facilitate the prompt publication of freshly acquired facts relating to

biology, anthropology and geology, descriptions of restricted groups

of aid ma Is and plants, the discussion of particular questions relative to

the synonymy of species, and the diaries of minor expeditions.

Other papers of more general popular interest are printed in the

Appendix to the Annual Report.

Papers intended for publication in the Proceedings and Bulletin of

the National Museum are referred to the Advisory Committee on Pub-

lications, composed as follows: T. II. Bean (chairman), A. Howard
Clark, If. E. Earll, Otis T. Mason, Leonhard Stejneger, Frederick W.
True and Lester F. Ward.

S. P. LANGKLEY,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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INTRODUCTION TO A MONOGRAPH OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
BATS.*

BY

Harrison Allen, M. D.

The bats constitute the order Cheiroptera. Unlike related groups

which are equally extensive, the bats do not vary in sufficient degree

to be confounded by any possibility with other creatures. By au un-

trained observer shrews might be mistaken for mice or voles, some of

the smaller marsupials for minks or weasels, conies for marmots. But
the popular impression of a bat is accurate, since this creature is the

only mammal adapted for true flight, and no other mammal resembles

it. If any mammals exist or have existed that are half bats and halt

moles, half bats and half lemurs, half bats and half marmots, they are

quite unknown to the naturalist. Paleontology is silent as to the

origin of the bats, though comparison of their bony framework with

those of the Insectivora, Lemuroidea, and Eodentia suggest that they

may have arisen from the mammalian stem not far from the points at

which the differentiation of these branches began.

MEMBRANES.

Let us examine the undissected bat, and endeavor to establish thereby

general conceptions of the creature and of some of the signs of the

superficies by which its varieties can be named. It is at once seen

that the anterior extremities are furnished with greatly elongated

fingers, the intervals between which are occupied by two layers of skin.

Goldsmith uses a happy phrase when he says " the fingers serve like

masts that keep the canvas of a sail spread and regulate its motions."

* The monograph from which this introduction has been extracted will be pub-

lished as a Bulletin of the National Museum. The printing of the latter having been

unavoidably delayed, it has been thought best to publish this introduction in

advance.—F W T
Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 019. 1

Froc X M. 93 1
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Layers of skin thus make up the wing membrane. They are continuous

from the last anger and the thumb, or some adjacenl surface, to the

sides of the body, the neck (holli above and below the arm and forearm),

and the outer side of the posterior extremity. Bach wing membrane

reaches below the knee and from this point, in varying degrees, to the

ankle and the foot. The space between the posterior extremities is also

occupied, as a rule, l>,v two adjoined layers of integument which con-

stitutes the Lnterfemoral membrane. This structure as opposed to the

above is less constant in form and dimensions. It may be guided by a

Ion.-; tail quite to its tip, it may allow the lip to project in different de

grees beyond its free margin, it may greatly exceed in size that of the

stunted tail, it may be defined as a hem along the inner border of the

limbs, or it may be entirely absent.

I! follows from these statements t hat all bats are provided with a

back and a front skin expanse from the sides of the body to the extremi-

ities in a constant manner, but from the tail to the posterior e\t reniities

in an inconstant manner, the lastnamed presenting modifications deter-

mined by degrees of outgrowth of the tail itself.

The membranes present many details with respect to the manner of

their attachment to the sides of the body and to the various parts of

the limbs. Interesting variations of plan are seen where the skin

crosses joints. In the elbow joint the skin may be attached entirely to

the cpicondyle, so that the joint lies quite to the under side of the

wing, as in the African fox-bat, EpomophorU8;
a
OT it may be attached

midway, namely, to the olecranon, as in many tonus, but perhaps best

seen in the neotropical American Saccopteryx; or it maybe attached

entirely to the epitroohlea, so that the joint lies quite on the upper sur-

face of the wing, as in "Rhinolophus pearsoni and Tapkozous, At the

wrist distinctions are seen in the manner in which the tendons of the

extensor carpi ulnaris and flexor carpi ulnaris are disposed at the angle

which is formed between the radius and the tilth metacarpal bone.

When this angle is marked, aud skin folds arc conspicuous over the

tendons named, a radio metacarpal pouch is defined. The knee always

lies on the upper surface of the membrane. It is most free in Mitcrotits

and least so in the Molossi.* The membrane attached to the ankle may

lie entirely to the pollioal side of the joint, but is disposed to cross it

by an oblique raised fold and be secured to the minimal, /. c, little toe

side,

I have found it convenient to employ a number of names tor the Sab-

divisions of the dermal expanse.

The membrane which extends from the sides of the trunk to include

the anterior extremity IS the wing membrane ("bat wing," patagium).

The membrane between the legs is the iiiterfomoral membrane (uro-

patagium).

rhe group named the Molossi will lie held in this cssaj bo be distinct from the

group of which Emballonura is the central genus, 1 am of the opinion thai these

alliances are distinct and oo-equal.
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The wing membrane above, the arm and forearm is the prebrachium

(antebrachial membrane, propatagium).

The wing membrane below the arm and forearm would become anti-

thetically the postbrachinm. But since the postbrachium could not be

separated from the sides of the trunk and the legs, it has been found

necessary to discard it.

The part of the wing membrane lying between the body, the humerus,

the lower extremity, and a hypothetical line drawn downward from the

elbow and intersecting the free margin of the membrane, is the endo-

patagium.

The boundary at the elbow is often fixed by the vertical terminal

branch of the intereosto-liiimeral line. The subordinate lines (probably

platysmal in origin) in the endopatagium incline obliquely either to-

ward the humerus or the trunk.

The part of the wing membrane which is limited by the line at the

elbow as above given, by the forearm, and the fifth metacarpal bone

and phalanges, is the mesopatagium.* Within the mesopatagium the

subordinate lines incline either toward the forearm or the manus.

The part of the wing membrane limited to tin' maims becomes the

ectopatagiuin (dactylo-patagium). The subdivisions of the ectopatagium

are the first, second, third, and fourth interspaces. These are named
from the pollex toward the quintus. The series of bones which is em-

braced in the metacarpal and phalangeal lines being conspicuous in

the bat, it is desirable to possess a name in referring to each series

taken as a whole. The name digit will be used for the rod of segments
embracing the metacarpal element. The nerve which appears at the

anterior margin of a digit becomes predigital, and that of the posterior

margin, postdigital.

The cartilaginous tip to the terminal bony phalanx, respectively, of

the third, fourth, and fifth lingers will receive the name of the third

phalanx when three phalanges are present, and of the fourth phalanx
when four phalanges are present. The shapes of the terminal pha-

langes are of interest and some of these will be described.

I have examined a sufficient number of genera to suggest that an
account of the markings of the wing membranes and of the shapes of

the terminal phalanges enter into all discriminating studies.

The division of the wing membrane into the parts endopatagium,

mesopatagium and ectoopatagium is sustained by what is observed in

Taphozous mauritianus, since in this species the endopatagium is of a

dark color while the rest ofthe membrane is white, excepting the extreme
tip of the end of the third finger. Now when the animal is at rest the

surfaces above named are those only which are exposed to the light.

In all young bats which cling to the mother, without exposing any other
portions of the membrane than those named, it is evident that for a

"The endopatagium and mesopatagium am together the same as plagiopatagium
of Koleuati. (Beitr. z. Naturgosch. derEurop. Chir., Dresden, 1857.)
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long period the endopatagium has functions which arc not exacted of

the rest of the wing membrane, and in consequence, in my judgment,
it is easy to see how this portion of the wing expanse should be dis-

tinguished from those portions which arc used only in flight.

The digits on their palmar aspect may he sharply defined as in the

PhyllostomidsB and Corynorhinus, or they may be obscured by the mem-
brane or the upper part in the forepart of the hand, namely, in the

region of the second, third, ami fourth digits, as in Molossi, Yesperti-

lionidie and the genns Antrozous. The membiane may lie chiefly on
the upper aspect of the digits, as in most bats, or at the lower. That
in the second interspace may be attached to the upper border of the

second and to the lower border of the third metacarpal bone.

The skin is much more loose about the legs than the arms and on the

interfemoral membrane than the wing membrane. The membranes are

attached to the lower border of the first two or three caudal vertebra',

thus permitting them to be seen distinctly above, and to the upper bor-

ders of the remaining vertebra', thus permitting them to be seen more
distinctly below.

The skin of the two sides of the body unite in such wise as to per-

mit a very narrow interval to exist between the two layers. The upper
layer of the wing membrane is extending directly outward on a level

with the back of the chest and of the loin, but the lower layer is vari-

able. It may extend outward as in the upper layer, but a disposition

exists for it first to conform to the curve of the side of the trunk and
join the upper layer near the union of the side with the upper surface

of the trunk. In one remarkable instance, Ghilonycteris davyi, the

under layer extends quite to the middle line of the back, and thence is

deflected in an acute angle outward to join the upper layer. The re-

gion of the axilla is greatly depressed in bats, owing to the inclination

for the under skin layer to extend upward and backward. This space

is so large as to suggest the adaptation of the pouch thus' formed for

the protection of the young. In Cheiromeles it must have another sig-

nificance, since it here constitutes a huge bag like involution which

extends as far as the middle line of the back.

HIE WING 5IEMBRAKE AT BEST.

The bat when at rest folds the lingers by a movement of the root of

the hand (carpus) downward on the wrist end (distal end) of the forearm.

This movement is characteristic and when completed brings the ringers

in a compact bundle (like the ribs of a closed umbrella) under the fore-

arm and parallel to it. The hand is thus tucked up toward the rest of

the anterior extremity, and as the forearm (in the same movement) is

sharply tlexed on the arm the entire extremity presents the greatest

possible contrast to what it exhibited when prepared for flight. The
bat now supports the body in one of two ways. It is prone, i. e., with

the front of the body downward on the plane of support, or it is pend-

ant, i. c, hung by the claws of the hind feet. If it is prone the base of
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the thumb and wrist supports the body and is furnished with a hard-

ened pad of skin (callosity) for the purpose, the thumb being held at

the same time well out of the way, and the posterior extremity taking

the position nearly the same as that of terrestrial quadrupeds. The

best example of those that scurry* when the wings are folded are the

Molossi. In this group the phalanges of the third and fourth digits

are now no longer held ill axial line with the metacarpals as in flight,

but are drawn upward and to the side, though well out of the way.

The tail in all prone forms remains extended and the tip touches

the plane on which the animal rests. If the bat is pendant in rest the

base of the thumb and wrist do not support. The thumb is without

callosity, is more engaged in the wing membrane, and is drawn more

or less in toward the under surface of the wing. In this event the foot

is furnished with sharper and more recurved claws, since they are now
prehensile. The leg assumes a position quite at variance with the ter-

restrial position and is different in this regard from all mammals, the

sloth alone excepted. The tail in the pendant form, at least in our red

bat, is drawn well forward and rests on the lower part of the trunk. It

is readily seen that very long digits of the anterior extremity would be

more or less in the way in the prone forms, while they might be extended

to any degree in the pendant forms, without interference. In fact the

first named have smaller digital elements than the last and the wing

expanse is correspondingly more restricted.

t

THE WING MEMBRANE IN FLIGHT.

While interesting characters are thus observed in the bat when at

rest it is in the use of the limbs in flight that the chief peculiarities are

noted. The intervals between the digits vary greatly in the different

genera. As already remarked the under surfaces of the second and
third digits are boldly outlined or are covered with membrane so as to

obscure their outlines. In the forms in which this obscuring is noticed

the fifth finger is supported by a little rod of cartilage.

The opening of the wing exerts a powerful influence over the posterior

extremity. It pulls it outward in the forms in which an interfemoral

membrane is present and thus makes tense this membrane. The entire

limb is abducted from the terrestrial position and the foot is turned

with its plantar surface forward.

*A word was needed to express the terrestrial motion of a bat whose wings are at

rest. I venture to use "scurry" in lieu of a better.

tThe contrast between prone and pendant positions of bats when at rest is an

instructive one. It supposes the existence of a number of adaptive characters, which
will be observed in the accounts of members of our fauna. So little is known of the

habits of bats that it would be premature to base any generalizations upon these or

any other isolated groups of structural peculiarities. I have seen our common brown
bat in captivity hang itself up by the claws, but have never seen it other than prone

when at rest in its native haunts. I am also aware that lihynchoiiyclerig (which has

a flexed thumb and a small potlical callosity) comes to rest like a moth; i. e,, with

wings expanded yet prone.
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The \\ ing membrane may be said to be redundant when the expanse

above the arm and forearm extends freely to the carpus and embraces

the small thumb to a poinl beyond the first phalanx of the thumb;

when ii extends down to the loot beyond an oblique muscle line which

extends upward ami outward from the lower part of the leg; when the

space between the second and third digits is ample, and that between

the thumb ami second digil is provided with a well-defined hem of

membrane.

Skin folds are often disposed along tin 1 lines represented by the

palmar fascia, at the proximal end of the fifth digit.* The flexor ten-

dons at the radio digital angle are often covered with similar disposi-

tions of the skin.

The membranes are supported not only by the parts of the skelatal

frame work, as these parts are usually defined, but by a number of special

adaptations. An accessory cartilage at the somad margin of the ter-

minal fifth digit has been already named (Molossiand Yespertilioimhe,

except Plecoti). The interfemoral membrane is supported at the free

margin by a special cartilage (calcar) from the tarsus in all bats except-

ing the Pteropi, Khinolophukc, and the Stenodermidse. The calcar

may have a process from its under margin, as in Noctulinia noctula.

The terminal joint of tin 1 tail may be spatulate, as in Nycteris. Termi-

nal cartilages of the third and fourth digits are present except in Ptero-

pidse, Rhinolophidse, and Kmballonuridte. They are of varying

shapes, the whole arrangement having for its object the support of the

free margin of the wing membrane. These cartilages, as a rule, are

deflected outward, though they may remain axial, as in Phyllostomidffi

ami Plecoti.

All things remaining the same, the degreeof strain may be measured

by the extent and variety of these special supports, and may be said

to be in the line of specialization for aerial movements. Hence, in forms

in which they are absent the membranes are broad and may be said to

exhibit more of a parachute arrangement than in other types in which

they* are present, and the motion o\' the wings to be like that of a slow

fanning rather than a rapid, varied flight.

Strain on the membranes is also shown in the angle form between

the portions of the wing farthest away from the body, namely, the

region of the second and third digits. These- are pulled away from the

fourth and fifth digits, which remain nearly passive by the traction of

the muscles which extend these bones (extensores carpi radiales longior

et brevior), and the whole membrane becomes tense. The contrast be-

tween the shapes oi' the wing in this regard is considerable when such

forms as Artibeus, Nyctinomus, and Atalapha are compared.

When the wing o\' a bat is held up between the eye of the observer

and a bright light the membrane is seen to be translucent. The deli

cate connective tissue lines (trabecules) arc seen uniting the various

' Vespertilionidxe (excepting Plecoti) and Afolossi.
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parts of the bony framework, and the positions of the nerves, blood

vessels, and muscle- fascicles are displayed. The paths of the nerves

and blood vessels constitute one system and may be spoken of together,

but the traceuhe and muscles are distinct from these and in some degree

from each other. As in the case of the relation which exists between

the skin and the bones, so in the arrangement of the parts just named
the degrees of strain to which the wing is subjected account in the main

for the difference in the various genera. The muscle-fascicles are most

numerous in the membrane near the body, and are better developed in

the narrow-pointed winged forms, such as Molossi and Atalapha, than

in the broad, parachute-like forms. The muscle element in the wing is

especially weak in the Pteropidse, Rhinolophidse, and Vespertilionidae.

The tibrous lines which extend across the membranes are not without

system. Many of them are excessively attenuated tendons; such, for

example, are the fibres of the palmar fascia, already mentioned. Others

are the fibres which connect the joints of digits; more of them yet ap-

pear to be parts of a true derm. The nerves and blood vessels pursue

the same courses. Since the directions of nerves are of more impor-

tance in morphological study than the vessels, the former will be alone

named. In each interdigital space a nerve tends to enter at its proximal

end and, dividing into two branches, incline along the sides of the op-

posed metacarpal bones. The departures from this plan are numerous,

and are so constant in groups of generic and even specific limitation

that they constitute a valuable addition to diagnoses.

The wing membrane, when expanded, exhibits differences in the width

of the interdigital spaces. These differences relate in an intimate man-

ner with the behavior of the parts in flight, and consequently with

habit. The subjoined table indicates some of these distinctions:

Manal (pteral) formula of the widths of second, third, and fourth interspaces.

Species.

Lophostoma
Schizostoma
Maerotos
IVsmotlns
Vampyrops
Chilonj otoris—
Hemiderraa
Vampyru8
Louonoglossa—
Moiiepliyllus
Avtilii'us

Brachyphylla
ICormopa
Phyllostoma
Rhynohonyoteris
Cynopterua *

Veapertiliot
Epomopuorus {.

.

Rninopoma
Molossns §
Noctilio
Pteropus

||

11.

3

Ji

it;

:i

3

4

3

3

4

III.

mm.
17

It!

IS
21

17

15

20
41

19
17

21
'

. 25
16
29
16

18

11

21

13

13

17

IV.
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This list is selected in the main for comparison in members of a sin-

gle family, viz, the PhyllostomidsB. The Inst eighl forms are from lami-

lies other than the one first named.
It is believed that these distinctions may be eouveniently included

in the eharaeteristic proportions of bats.

In flight the thumb is extended in Yosportiiionuhe, but partially

flexed in Phyllostomidse (excepting Deamedma and THphyUa) and in

Plecoti. Thr degree of inclosure of the thumb in the membiane an-

swers to the amplitude of the membranes generally ami when extensive
tends to draw the thumb slightly toward the palm, the space between
the thumb and index finger being moderately occupied by a skin expan-

sion.

It is a tendency under certain conditions for all growth processes to

dominate functions Other than those which are essential to their own
activities. The best general conception of the manner of extending a

fold of skin between the limbs is seen in the Batrachia. In tin 1 water

newts a longitudinal ridge is often seen extending along the sides of
the trunk. This is continuous along the hinder border of the anterior

extremity (well developed in Menopoma) and reaches as far as the tip

of the fifth digit. This fold is supplied by the ulnar nerve, which ap-

pears to be in its earliest expression a nerve for the skin of the poste-

rior border of the forearm, of the fifth digit, and the muscles found in

these regions. The phenomena of a fold of skin extending between the

toes is one already familiar, so that the general plan of the skin expanse
in a creature so low as the Menopoma prefigures that of so highly spe-

cialized a form as the bat without violence and without leaving a Single

line obscured. Difference of degree and not of kind separates them.

The very exceptional disposition in the bat for the skin from tin 1

trunk to extend the entire lengths of the limb, and in the case of the

anterior extremity to form enormous webs between the produced dig-

its, is associated with an inclination for the ears to become greatly ex-

panded and for cutaneous offshoots to appear at the muzzle, chin, and

the sides of the face. Even the prepuce is disposed to be redundant.

Together with this inclination, dermal structures are highly specialized,

so that the sebaceous glands, hair follicles, and tactile bodies are well

developed. It can be readily Surmised that special adaptations tor a

variety of purposes occur in this group of structures, so that secondary

sexual characters are found in the inland masses of the skin of the neck,

and of the skin folds, the details in the ears, the pouches of skin, etc.,

are available for purposes of classification.

THE EXTERN LL BAR.

In this connection let us glance at the peculiarities of the externa]

ear. The external ear is markedly modified from the type usual in

quadrupeds, its simplest expression is seen in the Pteropidai and the

l\hinolophida\ In these families the widely separated auricular carti-
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lages are closely enwrapped by integument and the tragus is absent.

In such an eai (lie terms inner and outer borders and tip, exhaust the

list which are demanded in their description. In the ears of there

maining families it ia far different. The auricle here is expanded to

degrees which bring the outer parts to a greater or less degree down
ward and forward on the upper parts of the neck and reach the region

of the mouth, or even the chin, while the inner border, being guarded
by a skin fold which connects the ear to the crown, is disposed to be

uintcd with the corresponding part of the ear of the opposite side and

extend in varying degrees toward the snout. Skin lappets arise from

both inner and outer borders. Those from the inner border from a

long appendage which lies in advance as defined in the simple ear and

becomes the internal hem. As a rule it ends as a free lobe interiorly,

which thus becomes the internal basal lobe. The line of the true inter

nal border being always discernible becomes the internal ridge. The

external border, which is distinguished from the true external border

which now becomes the external ridge is also disposed to form ahem
(external hem), which, however, in contrast to the inner is apt to be

divided into an upper and a lower part ; the upper part forms the first

scallop, and the lower the second scallop. The free lower end of the

outer border becomes the external basal lobe, which may be separated

from the lower scallop by a deep basal notch, or the second scallop may
extend across this notch and the external basal Lobe and becomes con-

tinuous at various distances with the face or that over the lower jaw.

These parts will not receive distinctive names. In most examples the

auricle is also conveniently divided into an anterior and a posterior

part, the anterior part is marked, if marked at all, by lines repeating

that of the internal border, while the posterior part is marked, if

marked at all, by conspicuous transverse linos or stria 1

. The hair

when it extends Upward On the ear from the crown is usually of the

color and character of that, of the crown, while that of the posterior is

of the color and character of that of the neck.

The tragus varies exceedingly in form. The following term's are em-

ployed in its description, viz, the inner and outer border, the tip, the

notch, which is near the base of the outer border, and the basal lobe,

which lies below the notch. The tragus is said to be absent in Ptero-

piihe and Rhinolophhhe, but in some examples of the family last named

arudimental tragus can be discerned. The tragus always arises from

the ridge which lies in front of the auditory meatus and connects the

inner and outer auricular borders. It is of interest to observe that

while this connection with the borders is imperfectly defined in most

bats that in the recently discovered hhidertna it is markedly so united

and tends to constrict the basal parts of the enormous auricle.

Not only is this the ease, but the ears are often united by a band

(inter auricular membrane) which extends obliquely forward. In Cory-

norhinns and Macrotus it is on the face, and in I'romops perotis reaches

quite to the snout.
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In illustration of fclie value of the car in classification the following

table is drawn up from the members of the l»ats described in this

memoir.

Phyllostomidw.— External car without internal basal lobe. External

ridge rudimental or absent. External basal Lobe no! marginal, but lies

well within the large second scallop, which is continued well in front;

tragus prorect, coarsely creuulate or spinose on outer border.

Molossi.— Ears without internal basal lobe. Internal ridge produced

forming a "keel." External ridge marginal, produced, bounding exter-

nal basal lobe. External basal notch open, /. <"., not covered by lower

scallop; tragus rudimental.

Vespertilionidce.— Earswith internal basal lobe. Internal and exter-

nal ridges rudimental, not produced. External basal lobe marginal

(except Plecoti), not touching external basal ridge. External basal

notch occupied by produced lower scallop. Tragus obscurely crcnil-

late on outer border, or smooth.

SECONDARY SKIN DEVELOPMENTS.

At the muzzle the skin folds are median and lateral. The margins

of the nostrils expand above and at the outer side while they are sepa-

rated by a groove or a ridge in the middle line, as is seen in Brachy-

j>ln/ll<( and Nyctinomus. Or the two Lines of perinarial expansion may
meet below in the space between the nostrils and the lip to forma
swollen ridge as in Glossophaga or a lappet as in most Vavnpyri, while

the internarial ridge is continuous with a vertical Leaflet. This is the

type seen in most of the Phyllostomidae as exemplified in this memoir
in Artibeus and Macrotus. The nostrils may remain simple with upper

border advanced upon lumen of the opening so as to divide it into two

cornua as in most Vespertilionidae or the lumen may be oval as in llu-

derma

The lower lip is firmly held to the gum of the lower incisor teeth, as

in Yespertilio. or it is free and forms a protrusile. membranous fold

as in Atalapha. It maybe entire or divided in the center so as to form

two chin plates as in Macrotus and as a variation in Nycticejus. In

Atalapha a distinct Lappet extends entirely across the chin and in de-

grees of development distinguishes the sexes. The chin itself and the

space directly back of it is adorned with scattered warts in all forms,

but in Phyllostomidae, as shown in Artibem, the entire (dun is conspicu-

ously adorned with verrucas arranged in median and lateral groups.

In Chilonycteris and Mormops these are the sites oi curiously complex

leaflets.

Tin' sides of the face are furnished with skin folds of various Lengths,

which are continuous with the external border of the auricle, or a large

wait lies directly back of or below the angle of the mouth, while the

sides of the muzzle are apt to be more or less thickened by swollen

gland-masses, which tend to embrace the side of the nose leaf as in
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Artilxus and MacrotuSj or ascend toward the vertex of the face, where

they either approach each other on the top of the muzzle as in Antro-

zous, or end free as in Corynorhinus.

HAIR.

The hair of the body is arranged in regions having well-defined bound-

aries. The crown of the head, the region directly in front of the ear,

the neck, especially the side and back, inclusive of a line across the top

of the chest, the shoulder itself, the sides of the under surface of the

body, the rump, and pubis are all regions which are often separately

colored, or clothed with hair of distinct texture, or rate of development

than that of the other portions of the body. The sides of the neck are

always furnished with longer hair than is the front and ordinarily than

is the back. The hair of the pubis is more woolly than that seen else-

where. The hair extends farther on the dorsum of the face in Vesper-

tilio than in most genera. The same region is naked in Adelonycteris.

The shoulders are occasionally furnished with shades of color contrast

ing with that of the rest of the body.

The membranes are clothed with hair in varying degrees. The greater

area is naked. The interfemoral membrane is more thickly clothed on

the upper than the lower surface, a tendency reaching its maximum in

Atalapha, while the lower surface of the wing membrane between the

body and the border of the manus—a tendency also marked in Atalapha,

but most marked in the Asiatic form of the noctule bat (Noctulitia, noc-

tula lasiopterus). As a rule the fur from the under surface of the body

extends from the upper third or half of the arm to the knee. The

presence of a clump of hair on the dorsum of the forearm is a good

peripheral character for Atalapha einerea. The interfemoral membrane
as a rule is covered with an extension of hair from the rump to the

basal third in most Vespertilioimhe. In Vespertilio an interesting char-

acter is noted in this clump, not being well defined, but straggles down-

ward in an irregular manner and is lost near the ankle. This disposition

is especially developed in Vespertilio capaeeini and in the Nevadan
variety of Vespertilio nitidus ciliolabrum. The lower border of the

membrane is constantly fringed in some forms of Vespertilio, but as

an individual variation in the North American species. It is rare to

have the lower border of the wing membrane from the foot to the

manus fringed as in Pteropus, but Vespertilio, as seen in North

America exhibits a singularly constant, minute bristle which overlies

the membrane at the tip of the fifth finger. The ears are apt to be

sparsely haired on the inner surface near the anterior border, on the

outer surface at the basal third or half, and on the external basal lobe.

On the whole the bats which take the prone position in rest are less

heavily furred than those which are pendent. In one of the most

marked forms of the former group
(
Cheiromeles) the skin is nearly naked.

Interesting contrasts can be made in this way between the haunters of
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caves, attics, and old tree trunks and those which are caught hanging

from the smaller branches and twigs of trees and bushes.

Bristles (setae) usually surmounl warts (verruca'). They are best de-

veloped on the lace of Molossi, though they may be found in the group

last named on the upper surface of the interfemoral membrane. The

very long hairs of the sides of the muzzle, which arc so conspicuous in

many of the small mammals of other orders, notably the Rodentia and

Carnivora are absent. The best examples are met with in YcspertUio

and Choiroin/cteris. Fringes of bristles adorn the margins of the toes

in Molossi.

In describing bats in this manner the attention which has been given

to the details of the coloring and the markings on membranes require

an exact use of terms.

When hair arises from the membrane it will be seen that the clumps

follow the directions of the trabecuhe and are detected in the trans-

lucent wing as minute black dots arranged in rows. These must not

be confounded with pigment spots which dot the naked spaces of the

wing in some species.

GLANDS.

The skin glands are best developed on the sides of the face directly

back of the muzzle. In Molossi a large, median, coarse sebaceous gland

lies on the under surface of the neck. It is best developed in the male.

The mammae are large during the lactatiug period when the nipples are

projecting and the aveolar space naked. At other times the nipple

disappears and the gland is reduced to the smallest possible propor-

tions. In Savcoptcri/.r and its allies the wing membrane above the an-

terior extremity is furnished with a. sack which is lined with folds which

yield a fetid secretion. The position and size of this sack furnish ex-

cellent characters to distinguish genera as well as sexes of individuals.

COLORATION.

It is necessary to state that the colors for the most part are described

from alcoholic specimens which have been removed from the spirit and

permitted to dry. Mr. I1

. W. True writes in the Smithsonian Report

for 1888 that alcohol disturbs the color scheme of a mammal. The
character of alcohol is not especially here named and the remark is

undoubtedly correct for specimens which have been preserved in wood
spirit. However, none of the specimens used for study have been pre-

served in other than commercial alcohol which has been variously

diluted with water. 1 have observed no differences of the kind named

between the few living individuals 1 have seen, the fur of the dried

skin prepared in the usual way with arsenic and in skins dried after

prolonged immersion in commercial spirit. It must also be remembered

that since all the material available for my study has been preserved
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in the same medium the comparisons arc sufficiently exact for purposes

of identification of museum alcoholics. It is barely possible that the

color description may require some modification as contrasted with

these drawn up from living specimens.

SKELETON.

Skull.—In describing the skull in bats, 1 have borne in mind that the

form of the brain gives expression to the shape of the brain-case to a

far greater degree than is the case in other mammals. The divisions

of the brain are readily outlined externally, and yield convenient bound-

aries, since the shapes of associated parts harmonize in some degree to

them. Thus the region of the prosencephalon, of the mesencephalon,

and of the mesencephalon are defined. In like manner the impressions

made by the lines of attachment of the temporal and masseter muscles,

the former on the cranium, the latter on the lower jaw, are valuable.

For the temporal muscles I have named the median line between the

two the sagittal crest or line, and the anterior and posterior temporal

impressions the anterior and posterior temporal ridges or lines.

On the under surface of the skull the size and direction of the proc-

ess (sphenoidal tongue) which extends backward and outward from

the basisphenoid is worthy of notice. As compared to other mammals,
the cochlea is unusually large at the base of the skull, and is, as a rule,

but partially concealed by the tympanic bone.

The otic capsule varies in the degree in which bony laminre occupy

the spaces created by the semicircular canals. On the side of the skull

the surface (opisthotic) which adjoins the squama in mammals gener-

ally is in bats crossed by a process of the squama uniting with one from

the exoccipital, as in Atalapha, or the surface is free as in Nyctinomm,
The old-world genus Hipposideros resembles Xyctinomus in this par-

ticular. When the otic capsule falls out, as it is apt to do in the over-

macerated skull, a foramen or a notch is always defined between the

squama and the occipital bone. Sometimes a foramen of the same sig-

nificance, viz, one occupied by the opisthotic during life, is seen on
the occiput.

The otic capsule in Pteropidre alone is inclosed in bone, to form a

triangular wedge comparable to the os petrosa of other mammals. As
a rule, the form of the cochlea and semicircular canals are outlined as

though in the human skull the encapsuling petrosal bone had been

chiseled away, the degrees in which thin plates of bone fill in the

semicircular canals being alone subject to change. The horizontal loop

in all forms examined is filled with bone.

The following scheme of the otic element will be found useful:

External loop entirely occupied with bone

:

Superior loop augulated, open Artibeus.

Superior loop nearly filled Nyctinomus ( X. brasiliensis).

Superior loop about half filled llalapha.
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External loop almost entirely occupied with bone:

Antrozou8.

I t.spi rtilio.

Adelonyoteris
( A.fuscus).

External loop and superior loops not occupied with bone:

Noctilio.

Macrotus (ocoasionallj excepted).

Hemiderma.

Chilonycteri8.

The tympanic bone is sometimes incomplete, as in Vespertilio, at its

upper arc. where it limits the zona tympauiea superiorly. The bone

constitutes the bulla, which presents various degrees of extension over

the cochlea or forward along the side of the glenoid fossa. The width

of the origin of the sterno-mastoid muscle is much greater than in

mammalia generally. This interval in Artibeus equals one-seventh of

the greatest length of the skull, which in Canis it equals one-nineteenth.

Seen from above, the face is described as forming a \ ertex. This ex-

tends from the region of the proencephalon to the upper border of the

anterior nasal aperture. On the side the region of the face is equal to

the length of the dental series. The orbit is, strictly speaking, t mt

portion of the skull which accommodates the eyeball; but this is much

smaller than the space as defined by the bony limits, as seen in many

othermammals. Since custom has sanctioned an acceptance of an or-

bital region which would be limited posteriorly if a process were present

extending from the anterior temporal ridge toward the zygoma, a simi-

lar region so restricted is held to be a valid one in all bats. In some

genera, indeed, as those of the Emballonuridse, the post-orbital proc-

ess is constantly present, and in the Pteropida' varying degrees of

posterior limitations of the orbital region are seen. The fact', including

a pari of the frontal bone, is inflated at the side in bats. I have called

this the fronto-maxillary inflation. It forms a ridge or swelling at the

upper border of the orbit. Theinflation of the skull at the anterior

part of the frontal bone to form the frontal sinus is much less conspic-

uous in the Cheiroptera than in some other orders, but the maxillary

inflation is greater. This peculiarity gives the face a broad effect at its

junction with the brain-ease and modifies the shape of the orbit. The

ethmoidal plates variously change the shape of the inner wall. As a

rule, the frontal bone here permits the ectoturbinal parts to be in part

defined. The region oi' the lachrymal bone appears to resist the dis-

position to inflation; hence the peculiarities of the inflation give char.

acter to this portion of the cranium. Onthe vertex theinflation causes

the face to widen front the proencephalon to near the anterior nasal

aperture, where it is abruptly narrowed, and to create depressions of in-

constant kinds in the line of the conjoined nasal bones. The extent to

which tin* recession of the nasal bone from the anterior nasal aperture

occurs, as well as of the palatal notch, dm 1 to the rudimentary state oi'
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the premaxilhc, afford bases for some characters of minor value. The
length of the intra -orbital canal and the peculiarities of the outer wall

ofthe canal are of interest. In Artibeus the canal is long and for the

most part smooth externally, as in Canis, while in the fauna generally

it is short, as in Felis, and is often elevated.

The hard palate may be either in the main axis of the skull, as in most
forms, or deflected upward and forward. The characters furnished by
the pterygoid processes, the palatal plates, are here as useful as in

other mammalian groups. The premaxilhc arc rarely firmly united to

one another. When they are so united, as in Phyllostomidre and Mo
lossi, the median incisors are disposed to be contiguous. When they are

not united, a large median interspace separates them and is continuous

with the vacuity which in other mammals represent the incisorial for-

amen. The presence or absence of the spheno-palatine foramen is used

in some groups, as Molossi and in Plecoti, in separating genera. The
disposition of the turbinals is also of interest, the peculiarities of the

arrangement being definitive of the families as established on other

structural characters. If in mammals generally an outer and an inner

turbinal group is recognized, then in the bats we have a median lamina

which bears upon its inner surface one or more scrolls (endoturbinals),

and an outer lamina with much simpler accessories (ectoturbinals).

The simplest arrangement of the turbinals is seen in the N"ycterid;e and
Rhinolophidic, the most complex in Pteropidse. In Natalus alone is

the cctoturbinal rudimental or absent. (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Feb.,

1880.)

In addition to the peculiarities of the masseteric impression on the

lower jaw, already noticed, characters are furnished in the height of the

coronoid process and the degree of deflection as well as the size and

shape of the angle. The post-symphysal spine which is conspicuous

in some extinct forms has not been seen by me in any of the extant

forms, and I have examined most of the genera of the order.

The shortening of the face, pari passu, with reduction of teeth, is seen

in Carnivora. The tendency is seen in Vesper ugo, and in bats gen-

erally. In Vespertilio the shortening of face is accompanied by dis-

placement inward of the premolars. In a mechanical sense it amounts

to the same as reduction in number. In pteropine bats a remarkable

persistence of facial length remains, while the disposition to reduction

is evident. One may conclude from the instance last named that the

shortening of face and reduction of teeth are independent. The same

is true of the Ungulata.

In Atalapha the lower jaw closes in front of the upper. The lower

canines articulate with the anterior surfaces of the upper laterals their

entire length. The upper canines are free, i. e., do not articulate with

anything.

Vertebral column.—The vertebral column is without large processes

other than the lnemopophyses which are well developed in the cervical

reuion.
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The atlas is broadest in Pteropidae. [n both Pteropus and Epomoph-

orus the bono extends downward posteriorly and at the sides so ns

to conceal the lower opening of the canal lor the vertebral canal. The
ttppef border of Hie conjoined Laminae is boldly rugose. In Artibcits, a

member of a group in the New World analogous to the foregoing, the

atlas is greatly reduced in the proportions of the laminae and the trans-

verse process^ the lower opening of the canal for the vertebral canal is

exposed on the posterior aspect of the bone, while the upper border of

the conjoined lamina' is scarcely rugose. In the vespertilionines, molos-

sines, and phyllostomines minor peculiarities distinguish the atlas.

These are given in the diagnosis of genera and species. In a general

way it may be said that the pteropines are broadly separated from all

the other bats by the characters presented by this bone, In Pteropus

and Epomophorus the axis possesses n large neural spine which almost

equals the length of the body Inclusive of the cylindroid odontoid pro-

cess. In Artibeus the spine is but one-half the length of the body

inclusive ofthe tubercle-likeodontoid process. Theremaiiiingport&onof

thecervical is curved moreor lessantero posteriorly. This is less marked
in the pteropine and phyllostomine genera than in the vespertilionine

where the curve is so great as to bring the occiput almost to the first

dorsal vertebra. The sacrum, at its upper portion, exhibits a compressed

projecting ventral surface. The spinous processes are tlat, distinct, and

increase in size from above downward in molossines and Atalaplia, but

they are low and continent in many forms as in the pteropines. The
first coccygeal vertebra in tailed forms is large and resembles those of

the sacrum. The caudal vertebrae below this arc cylindroid. They
vary greatly in length, especially at the beginning of the series.

h'ibs.—The ribs are tlat, broad, with wide intercostal spaces (coales-

cent in WatfUus and Hipposideros for the region of the first and

second ribs). The other interspaces are also well defined in Pteropidae,

but as a rule they are narrow, and in Natalus and Hipposideros are

practically obliterated. The costal cartilages are relatively inelastic

and are disposed to become early calcified. Indeed, the entire chest

is rigid, and the ribs often become anchyl >sed to tin' Spine, and in some

tonus, as in old individuals of Vespertilio nuiriniis, the contiguous ribs

to each other. Hence the respiratory movements are for the most part

performed by the diaphragm and the think muscles.

Sternum.—The sternum possesses a massive, broad presternum and a

narrowed mesosternnm and metasternuin. The prosterniini sends a

conspicuous process forward into the neck (as in many terrestrial mam-
mals) in molossines: all the others are without this process. The first

joint is usually conspicuously keeled, and in PteropidaB this keel is

divided by a deep notch. The mesosternnm in the same family is also

keeled its entire length, bnt in the other groups it is barely ridged or

smooth.

Anterior limbs.—The clavicle is present in all bats. It is firmly at-

tached at both the acromial and the sternal end. The last named
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effects an important articulation with the cartilage of the first rib and

in the sterno-claviculo-costal joint; in Molossi, at least, it is of enormous
strength. The scapula, as in other claviculate forms, with few excep-

tions, in which the large anterior extremity is not supported on the

ground, possesses an infraspinatus fossa very much larger than the

supraspinatus. The bone lies well up on the side of the. neck in the

forms in which the cervical series of vertebra' is bent forward. Excel

lent characters are yielded by the coracoid process. It is always longand
slender, simple, and gently curved in various ares in Pteropid.se, Rhi-

nolophidae, Emballonuridae, and Phyllostomidse, but bifid in most

Vespertilionida'. It is interesting to find the genus Vcspertilio aber-

rant in this respect, the process being simple and curved quite as in

the larger groups first named. The posterior tubercle is prolonged to

form an oblique posteriorly-directed process in the molossines and in

Chalhiolobus.

With the exception of the tuberosities of the humerus no check

processes exist anywhere in the bones of the limbs, thus presenting

marked contrasts with the limbs of birds. The trochlear end of the

humerus yields in the shape and direction of the epitroehlea valuable

characters. This process conforms to the terrestrial type, i. c, it is

transversely inclined in pteropines and the genus Saccopteryx; is de-

flected downward parallel or nearly so to the shaft in phyllostomines,

but is absent in vespertilionines. In vespertilionines again the articu-

lar surface is axial, i. e., is in the middle line of the humerus, but in

phyllostomines it is thrown wrell off to the outer side. Narrow-winged

forms, as the molossines and the genus Atalapka, exhibit large tubercles

on the humerus and wide trochlear surfaces. Thus these characters

harmonize with rapid flight. On the other hand, the forms with smaller

tubercles and narrow poorly defined trochlear surfaces have broad

wings and presumably slow flight.

The radius constitutes the main support of the forearm and presents

few variations from a single type. As a rule it is nearly straight, but

is much bent in Hipposideros. It is always obliquely grooved by the

tendon of the extensor ossi metacarpi pollicis. The size of the large

deep fossa for the insertion of the biceps flexor is variable. Since the

ulna does not enter into the composition of the anterior arc of the

trochlea, and its place is here taken by the radius in addition to the

wrork this bone does in articulating with the humerus at its outer half,

it is easily seen that the radius is provided with two facets at its prox-

imal end, and that the main ridge on the distal articular surface of the

humerus fits in between these two radial facets. So far as the degree

of invasion of the radius into the trochlea has been noted it appears tq

correlate with the degree of activity of the prone form in scurrying.

It is thus market} in Cheiromeles and Molossus, and is small in

Kerivoula.

Proc. N. M. 9§ li
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The ulna is more inconstant in form than the radius; in all il is in-

complete and is composed of a proximal and a distal rudiment. The

proximal rudiment is free at the weak olecranon, which resembles the

parts in the sloth, and is continuous in most genera with an arched

rod like shaft of uniform width, which is ossified, as a rule, with the ra-

dius at about its proximal third. Exceptions are noted to this arrange-

ment in some of the vespert ilionine genera, e. g., Scotophilus and Mini-

opterus, as well as in the molossine Promops, in which a small anchy-

losed olecranon unites by a filiform shaft to the proximal third of the

ulna, lint the vespertilionine forms as a rule (Harpioeephalus not ex-

amined) retain a \'n'^ olecranon which is continuous with a filiform ta

pering shaft, which ends free in the muscles of the forearm. Coryno-

rhinuSj Nyctophilus, Chalinolobus are exceptions even to this arrange-

ment, for here the shaft is entirely absent , the rudimental fixed olecra-

non constituting the entire proximal end. The tendon of the triceps

muscle as it is inserted into the ulna is occupied by a sesamoid hone.

No other animals possess a bone in this situation. It is either a sepa

rate ossicle developed in the tendon, or the disjuncted epiphysis of the

ulna. This relatively unimportant hone receives the muscle which

alone extends the powerful forearm. The extensor carpi ulnar is—

a

muscle as constant in this group as in others—arises from it. All the

relations of the ulna, therefore, are with the extensors. The distal end

is anchylosed to the radius at the wrist. The form may he that of a

quadrate plate which is usually entire, though it may retain a minute

foramen of insufficiency, as a rule, in the vespertilionines. The plate

may be absent when a hook like process directed proximally, as in mo-

Lossines and Atalapha; it may project nearly at right angles to shaft

and be conoidal. as in phyllostomines, rhinolophiues, and the genera

Saccopteryx and Tfatalus) or it may he absent, as in the pteropines.

The carpus of bats exhibits some valuable characters. In all forms

the first row of bones is composed of two hones only—viz, a large hone

which constitutes the greater pari of the row and will here receive the

name of the seapho lunar, and a small separate bone at the ulna horder

of the seapho lunar which appears to be the cuneiform.

The second row is composed of the trapezium, trapezoid, os magnum,

unciform, and pisiform. The os magnum and unciform always unite

to form a convex surface for articulation with the second row. With

the exception of the pisaform all these integers are easily recognized.

The carpus on the whole is simple, since the first, second, and third

metacarpal bones are in axial articulation with trapezium, trapezoid,

and os magnum, respectively, while the fourth and fifth metacarpal

bones articulate with the unciform.

In pteropines the trapezium and os magnum are greatly Larger than

are the Other bones of the second row, and give a peculiarly massive

appearance to the carpus when the wing is folded. The bone first

named is without nodosity on the palmar aspect. Wedged between
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the two bones last Darned is the insignificant trapezoid. Owing fco the

abruptly curved line formed by the heads of the metacarpals the

second and fifth bones lie at the level of the plane, which would unite

the ends of the curve, while the third and fourth form the bottom.

The cavity defined by the curve as indicated is almost entirely Occupied

by a large hatchet-shape prolongation of the os magnum. Thus the os

magnum, beside its axial attachments, is held on theone side to the

second and on the other to the fifth metacarpal bone. The heads of

these bones are so disposed ns not t;> approach each other. The pisi

form is absent unless it is represented in the palmar prolongation of

the os magnum.
In rhinolophines the plan is that of pteropines. Though the bones

are less massive than in that group, the methods of articulation are

the same, and the pisiform is also apparently absent.

In Artibem the palmar part of the os magnum articulates with a

separate but much smaller element, which occupies the place of the

hatchet-shape plate in Pteropus. The heads of the metacarpals are

scarcely curved, and those of the second and fifth are disposed not

to approach each other.

Among the vespertilionines we notice the following: Corynorhinus

closely resembles Artibeus. In Adelonycteris the trapezium possesses

a tubercle on the palmar aspect; the os magnum is without palmar
plate either united or separate. The heads of the second and fifth

metacarpals approach each other and almost touch. In Atalapha the

tubercle to the trapezium is retained, while the palmar extension of

the os magnum is absent. Articulating on the pollical side of the fifth

metacarpal bone is a separate ossicle, which appears to take the place

of the part last named. It is elongated and much larger than any of

the carpal elements. I have named it the pisiform. Antrozous is

much the same as Atalapha; the ossicle by the side of the fifth meta-

carpal bone is triangular in shape. The plate of bone which is con-

tinuous with the os magnum on its palmar aspect in pteropines appears

to be the same as the separate ossicle in the same situation in Artibem.
The bone which articulates by its base with the fifth metacarpal bone

in Atalapha and Antrozoits would appear to be identical with the above
plate, since when it is present the os.magnum ends in a simple manner
toward the palm. It would appear to be the pisiform, since in .1 talapha

it was observed to receive the tendon of the extensor carpi ulnaris.

Sesamoid bones.—The sesamoid bones are found in locations where
great motion is permitted on the side opposite to which the bones arc

lodged—the purpose being apparently to prevent stretching of the
muscles which carry the sesamoids. At the point at which stretch-

ing would begin the bones lock with the joint surface and takes the
strain. They are best developed on the dorsum of the carpus in phyl-

lostomines.

The tendency above noted for the second and fifth metacarpal bones
to incline toward one another on the palmar aspect of the carpus, and
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as a result for the second bone to lie in front of the third and for the

fifth to lie in front of the fourth, is a notable feature in the inanus of.

the bat. Minor differences arc seen in the relative lengths of the bones.

They are shortest in pteropines and rhinolophines. The second meta-

carpal is usually slightly shorter than the others, but in Ifipposideros

it is much shorter. The fifth metacarpal bom.1 is apt to be the largest,

as in Pteropits, but in Hipposideros and in the molossines it is the short-

est. In the group last named and the related genus Atalapha the bones

are marked by grooves for the powerful metacarpophalangeal flexors.

The third metacarpal bone is commonly the largest, the fifth the shortest,

the fourth being intermediate, yet in North American species of JYs-

pertilio the fourth bone, being slightly shorter than the fifth, is some-

times an individual variation. Megaderma is remarkable for having the

above order reversed—the fifth metacarpal is the largest and the third

is the shortest. Viewed as a whole the manus, notwithstanding its

enormous longitudinal development in the third, fourth, and tilth (de-

ments, is singularly unimportant in the first and second. The second,

however, while unsupported by elongated phalanges, has strong archi-

tectural functions at the line of its union with the carpus.

The phalanges present few points of contrast. They are uniformly

elongated rods. As a rule the second digit possesses a single rudi-

mentary phalanx which may be lice or semianchylised to the metacar-

pus. The highest degree of development is attained in the pteropines

and in the genus Rhinopoma, the former having three and the latter

two phalanges. In the pteropines the third is ordinarily furnished with

a daw. They vary greatly in the range of motion, those of the second

and fifth digits being the least mobile: in their relative lengths in the

pteropines and the genera Noctilio and Miniopterus, these forms being

remarkable for the degrees present of lateral and dorsal flexion. It

has been noted on p. that the disposition and relative sizes of the

phalanges vary in the scurrying and pendant forms. In t lie position

of (light the row of first phalanges is Hexed downward, but the row

of second phalanges is at the same time deflected laterally; i.e. to-

ward the body. In the position of rest the parts either remain axially

disposed or the row <>f the first phalanges is laterally or dorsally flexed,

as in the molossines and emballanourines. The terminal cartilages are

apparentlyabsent in pteropines and rhinolophines. When present they

remain in axial line with the phalanges, as in phyllostomines (excepting

Wimpi/nts), or they are deflected from that line, as in vespertilionines

and molossines. These little rods appear to be indices of the amount and

direction of strain to which the membranes are subjected, and point,

therefore, to distinctions in methods of flight. It may be said that

they are absent, or, if present, axially disposed in the broad-winged

forms, but are deflected in the narrow winged. 1 n vespertilionines and
molossines (excepting Kerivoula (?) and Antrozous) the fifth digit is pro-

vided with ini accessory cartilage, which lies to the outer side of the
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terminal cartilage. It slightly projects from the margin of the wing
membrane.
The much greater length of the third digit, as compared with that

of other digits, is a noteworthy feature of the bat wing. Its relative

length in different forms serves as a guide to generic and sometimes
to specific distinctions.

The peculiarities of the thumb are so marked that they can be best

considered apart from the other nianal parts. The thumb, as a rule, is

free from membrane beyond the basal third of the first phalanx, but

may be almost entirely inclosed, as in Thyroptera. The extent of the

enwrapping membrane determines the size of the little fold of skin

which lies between the thumb and the second metacarpal bone. The
thumb is relatively large in pendent forms, since it is here of value in

prehension; per contra, in Thyroptera, in which genus a suctorial disk

takes the place of a prehensile thumb, this digit is also small, though
the animal is unadapted to activity in the prone attitude. It has been

already noted (p. 5) that the thumb is bent downward and the under
surface of the first metacarpal bone fairly well outlined in the pendent
forms. It is not known how Desmodus and Diphylla, which process

with large projecting thumbs, support the body when at rest. The
claws on the feet are weak, and the animals are probably not pendent
at rest. With these exceptions, the phyllostomines possess the semi-

flexed thumb, as do all the other families excepting the molossines and
vespertiliones.

Posterior limbs.—The innominate bone always exhibits a narrow rod-

like ilium which occasionally projects slightly above the line of the ilio-

sacral articulation, but as a rule is level therewith. The dorsum of the

ilium is flat, in most forms, but it may be concave and broad, as in

molossines, Atalapha and Ghilonyoteris. The pubis is, as a rule, defined

in the males, but is absent and has a wide interval defined between the

innominate bones anteriorly in the females. The shape of the ischium
and of the thyroid foramen is subject to slight variation in genera and
even in species. The innominate bone is in most forms distinct from
the vertebral column. In molossines, Ghilonyoteris, and in rhinolo-

phines, it is anchylosed, both at the sacro-iliac junction and the ischio-

sacral or ischio-coccygeal junctions. Ghilonyoteris is an instance of the

union last named. In all bats a disposition exists for the tuberosity of

the ischium to approach the vertebral column, thus presenting a marked
contrast to that seen in terrestrial quadrupeds. Antrozous exhibits a
facet between the tuberosity and the first joint of the coccyx. The sloth

is the only animal I can recall which exhibits a fixation of the ischium
similar to that found in the bats. The ilio-pectineal spine is marked;
often a large tubercle, it may be a needle like spine. In Hipposideros

it is of enormous length and is anchylosed to the ilium near its upper
border.
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The interest which attaches t<» the osteology of the hind extremity

has led me to give in more detail the following:

In pteropines the ilium is curved outward to a slight degree at the

crest. The ridge from the upper border ofthe acetabulum is inconspic-

uous and does not extend entire length of ilium; thus the ventral and

dorsal surfaces are not separated and there is no special external bor-

der near the crest. The tuberosity of the ischium is deflected markedly

from the line of the ilium and lies against the coccj^x. The pubis is

thickened interiorly; the pectineal spine is absent or scarcely discern-

ible.

In Hipposideros among the rhinolophines the ilium is expanded and

is concave on both dorsal and ventral surfaces. The broad crest ex-

tends outward and unites by a broad thin flange to the tip of the long

pectineal spine. Tuberosity of the ischium not projected backward:

nearly the entire pubis and ischium converted into abroad plate of

bone at the expense of the thyroid foramen. Symphysis pubis long,

entire. The trochanters of the femur are drawn backward and ap-

proximated; the inner trochanter is the longer; the outer side of the

shaft below the head furnished with a flange. The condyles small and

separated by a wide notch. In the tibia the spine for hamstrings com-

pressed. Internal tuberosity prolonged] no mallelus.

In phyllostomines the ilium is not. deflected at crest. As seen in

Artibeus the ridge above the acetabulum rudimental as in pteropines

—

the ventral and dorsal surfaces therefore scarcely distinguished. The
external border below the crest is rugose and enormously thickened.

The ischium is turned but slightly toward the coccyx. The inferior

border ofthe pubis produced inward as a long blunt process and the

upper border forms a long acicular process (pectineal eminence) which

extends one-half the length ofthe ilium. The trochanters ofthe femur

not carried back, the outer not separated from t]w head by a notch.

The inner is much longer than the outer. Tin 1 shaft at its inner side

at the proximal fifths exhibits a conspicuous crest. The condyles are

of equal size. Above them posteriorly is a depression (best marked

over inner condyle) to receive in forced flexion the posterior border of

the articular surface ofthe tibia. Intercondylar notch, pit-like. Prox-

imal end of the tibia with scarcely any inward projecting process;

malleolus none; tubercle for insertion of hamstrings markedly devel-

oped; surface for articulation with the fibula rugose.

In Hemiderma the innominate is much as in Artibeus, but the pubis

not projecting or thickened; the pectineal spine but one-third the

Length of the ilium. The femur quite as in this genus, bat the outer

trochanter separated by a notch from the bead. In Macrotus the in-

nominate bone much the same as above, but the pectineal spine over

one half the Length of the ilium. The trochanters of the femur approxi-

mated and carried well to the back of the shaft. The fibula only half

the length of the tibia,
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In Mormops the ilium is greatly compressed between the ventral and
dorsal surfaces; first joint of the tail very long. The femur and tibia

as in Maerotus. Ghilonycteris in like manner exhibits a compressed

ilium ossified to sacrum with broad rugose external border adjoining

crest. Dorsal surface slightly concave and expanded. In both Mor-

mops and Ghilonycteris the tuberosity of the ischium is anchylosed

to the sacrum. The pubis in the male of Mormops is bony and entire:

in Ghilonycteris it is less firmly defined. The pectineal spine in Mor*

mops is two-thirds the length of the ilium. \\\ Ghilonycteris davyi it

is remarkable for being nearly as long as this bone and bound by

fibrous tissue to the vertebrae. In both of the genera of Lobostomidse

the trochanters of the femur arc approximate, confluent, and carried

well back of the head. Tibia and fibula much as in Maerotus.

In Molossus the innominate bone is compressed, expanded. It is con-

cave dorsally with narrow iliac upper border slightly projecting. Pec-

tineal spine one-third the height of the ilium. Pubic symphysis en-

tire, bony. Tuberosity of the ischium projects well backward, but is

free from the sacrum. The inner trochanter much larger than the

outer ; truncate with a downward projecting projecting spine, not car-

ried backward. The outer trochanter separated from the head by a

slight notch. Condyles equal in size; notch wide, shallow. Tibia

.straight with large malleolus.

In Promops the pelvis entire as in Molossus; characters much the

same as in this genus, but the upper border of the ilium without spine

and the tuberosity articulating with the sacrum, but uot anchylosed

thereto. Femur and tibia of the same character—the distal epiphysis

of the femur narrower than the expanded shaft. In Nyctinomus the

ilium as in Molossus, but the pubic bones free ; femur and tibia the

same.

In Atalapha the ilium is quite as in Molossus, but is not anchylosed to

the sacrum. The pectineal spine blunt, rudimental; tuberosity of the

ischium lies in the same line with ilium approaches sacrum, but is not

articulated therewith. Both trochanters of the femur are carried

backward as in Vampyri, but are not approximate; i. e., they are visible

from in front; the inner is the narrower, though they are of the same
length. Condyles high and narrow, the inner scarcely the wider;

notch narrow, deep. Tibia curved with mediauly projecting inner

tuberosity, malleolus scarcely discernible. Fibula entire; upper por-

tion membranous. In Antrozous the ilium is anchylosed to the sacrum

and in the male at least the symphysis pubis is well defined; the tuber-

osity of the ischium extends back of the line of tue ilium and almost

touches the sacrum. The pubic bone without a thickened inferior

border. The femur and tibia much as in Vespertilio.

In Vespertilio the ilium is narrow, not expanded above and not con

cave posteriorly; the outer border scarcely thickened near the crest.

The pectineal spine low. compressed, directed slightly forward, blunt,
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scarcely higher Mian the acetabulum. The inferior border of the pubic

hone greatly thickened near the symphysic line in the male. The in-

nominate hone is lightly hold to the sacrum and at the symphysis pubis.

The inner trochanter of the femur equals the external. Both are small

and the gluteal crest is scarcely larger than a flange which unites the

inner trochanter to the shaft, thus making the femur unique. The in-

ner condyle is slightly the larger and the notch narrow. The tibia

with large projecting median spine at the proximal end; malleous dis-

tinct.

In Adelonycteris and Lasionycteris the parts quite as in Vespertilio,

the pectineal spine slightly longer; the shaft of the femur just below

the head less expanded.

Gorynorhinus much as in VespertiliOj but the upper part of the femur

much less expanded, the shaft near the trochanter scarcely at all.

The femur is without neck. The outer and inner trochanters are

subequal, and of large size, the outer tending to become the larger as

in the molossines. The enter side of the shaft below the trochanter

is often marked by a flange in position of the third trochanter, llip-

posideros and all phyllostomines show an inclination to the development

of a conspicuous flange on the inner side of the shaft near the inner tro-

chanter. This is most marked in Chilonycteris, Mormops, and Natalus.

In the genera last named the trochanters are drawn backward, lie on

the posterior surface of the hone, and are in close relation (resembling,

with the head, the anterior end of a geometric larva), while as a rule

they are on lines which answer to the lateral ligaments of the knee

joint. The condyles are approximate markedly unequal with a narrow

intercondylar notch, the inner condyle being the larger, as is the rule,

or wide apart with small condyles, as in molossines and rhinolophines.

The tibia may he shorter than the femur, as in Artibeus and Molossus,

but it is. as a rule, longer than that hone. The inner tuberosity is fur-

nished with a horizontally-projecting process in vespertilionines; this is

an excellent character defining the family. The tubercle for insertion

of the hamstrings is most marked in strictly arboreal forms, as the

pteropines. The malleolus is often rudimentary or absent, as in phyl-

lostomines and rhinolophines. The fibula is uniformly imperfect above

save in the molossines, where it is complete, or in Antrozous, where a

membranous ftllel continues the form of the hone to the inner tuberosity

of the tibia.

The toes retain two phalanges to the first toe; all the others have

three, hut differ in their relative lengths. Thefirst phalanx of the first

toe is, SO far as examined, longer than that ol' the other toes. In

Pteropus the lengths of the toes from the second to the tilth gradually

diminish. In Chilonycteris they abruptly increase, that of the second

toe being one-third shorter than the fifth. In all hats the tarsus and

calcaneum are elongate and exhibit the general character of these hones

in mammals, in which little or no weight is borne upon the posterior

extremities. Both bones are so disposed that the larger end of each is
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directed proximally. In Rhinolophus the calcaneum enters into the

ankle joint. In other forms the calcaneum is independent of the joint.

In Phyllostomidw, including Xatalus, as well as in the genus Rhycho-

ni/cteris, the calcar* is placed in axial line with the calcaneum. In

other families it joins the calcaneum to its outer side at a well-defined

angle. As a rule the astragalus and calcaneum are nearly of one size,

but in the genus last named the calcaneum is notably the smaller (Am.
Naturalist, Feb., 1886, 170).

GENERAL PLAN OF ANTERIOR EXTREMITIES IN FLYING VERTE-
BRATE!) ANIMALS.

From the above consideration it will be seen that the wing mem-
branes possess various features which can be used in distinguishing

the members of the order. But after what manner are the flying mam-
mals distinguished from other flying vertebrates ?

There are two distinct types of modification winch the vertebrate

skeleton has undergone in adapting the animal for flight, both of which
depend upon some peculiarity in the structure of the anterior extremi-

ties; and in order to obtain a correct opinion of them we propose to

cast a glance at each in turn.

I'lon of bony .structure of the wings offlying vertebrate animals.

a. Hones of carpus ununited

distinct; flight main-

tained by dermal ex-

panse.

I. Wing membrane supported by all lingers.

Bats (Vespertilio), order of Mammalia.
II. Wing membrane supported by the fourth linger

only (which is immensely developed), the

others remaining free.

Pterodactyles, order of Reptilia.

III. Bones of metacarpus, two to three in number;
feathers not radiating.

flight maintained by >
Liri "" Mrd* (AvES)-class.

dermal appendages. 1
IY * Boues of metacarpus, tour in number

; feathers

radiating.

I AreJuBopteryx (Aves)—subclass,

f I. The Bat, in which the humerus is long and slender, with a small pectoral

ridge. Ulna rudimentary. The radius constitutes tin; bulk ofthe forearm;

carpus composed of six bones ; the metacarpal bones, live in number, sepa-

rate and distinct; the phalanges generally, two in number; thumb, and in

some genera the index linger, surmounted by a claw.

II. The Pterodactyle, in which the humerus is short and straight, very broad

at head, with angular and prominent pectoral ridge; ulna and radius dis-

tinct, of nearly equal size; carpus composed of five bones; metacarpus of

four bones, separate and distinct; first linger with three joints, second

with four, third with live, fourth with fourjoints, all provided with claws,

with the exception ofthe fourth, which is remarkable for the extraordinary

development of its several joints. It is from this last-mentioned linger to

the base of the foot that the skin was stretched by which the animal was
enabled to fly.

*The calcar is an element of doubtful homology. It supports the free border of

the iuterfemoral membrane, and is of the same significance as the accessory carti-

lage of the fifth mamil digit.
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I

111. Tlic Bird, in which the humerus is ourved, more <>r less slender) pectoral

ridge prominent, nol angular; ulna large, curved, uol united with the

Blender and more diminutive radius; carpus or two bones; mot a carpus of

two, sometimes of three bones— the ii is t beiug small ami cj lindrical, the

other t wo of larger dimensions ami united so as to form a bone resembling

those of the forearm; ulnar phalanx of one joint, united to the radial,

W hich is composed of 1 WO.

Thopower ofsustaining Highl not dependent upon the expansion ofskin,

but upon the oxcossix e develo]mient o I" dermal appendages ( feathers |.

[V. The Archteopteryx agrees with the typical bird in genera] particulars, bul

differs in the number of metacarpal bones, which are here four innumber:

the tirst and second are slender, free and separate from one another; the

third and fourth hear considerable resemblance tot hose of extant birds, in

beinglarge, stout, andcloselyapproximated; but are not, however, united.

Flight is supposed to have been maintained in the same manner as in

li\ Lug birds.

In addition to the instances already given, certain fishes, as the

Exoceetus and Dactylopterus, possess the power ot snstainig true flight.

I'he mechanism that lilts the body of the fish from the water, and up-

holds it for a short time in the air, is obtained in the pectoral fins,

which, in these animals, are enormously developed. The structure of

these tins is homologous to that ot' the anterior extremities of other

vertebrates

—

their form alone being modified to adapt the animal to

the medium in which it is placd. Thus we have, in each great subdi-

vision of vertebrate animals, a representative capable of sustaining

flight.

Another somewhat similar modification of the animal economy is met

with in a few animals ot' arboreal habits. Here a peculiar arrange-

ment of the skin is observed, which enables the possessor to break the

force of downward leaps. In the Plying Lemur
(
Galeopithecus), in the

Flying Squirrel [Pteromys), and in the Plying Opossum [Petaurista),

the furred skin extends laterally from the sides of the body, and is

attached to anterior and posterior extremities at the metacarpal and

metatarsal regions respectively. The only instance of osteological

development is obtained in the Dragon [Draco polans), a small lizard

from Sumatra, in which long, t ra us verse processes from either side of the

lumbar vertebrae support a thin membranous growth which is capable

of being opened and shut by means ot' muscles attached to the bony

frame-work.
I 1 lVI'll.

In describing tin 1 teeth tin 1 nomenclature ot' Prof. 11. F. Osborn will

be followed. The diagram herewith presented is copied from this

waiter's paper in the American Naturalist. December. L888, p. 1072,

UPPER mci \i;-.

Ant .to internal cusp Protocone. pr.

l'osiero- internal OUSp or sixth CU8p Hvpoeono. hv.

Anlcio-external OUSp raracone. pa.

Postero external cusp Metacono. mo.

Anterior intermediate cusp Protooonule. pi.

Posterior intermediate cusp Metaoonule. ml.
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I.i i\\ l.K MOLARS.

Antero-extemal cusp Protoconid. pi" 1

Postero-exteraal cusp Hypoconid. by 1 '

Antero-internal cusp or fifth cusp Paraeonid. pad

Intermediateorantero-internal cusp (in quatlritubercular molars).. Metaconid, med

Postero-internal cusp Entoconid. end

The upper molar in most bats presents to an extraordinary degree

depressions on the outer or buccal surface of the crown. Such depres-

sions receive the name of "flutings" andareseen in the teeth of many
mammals other than the bats, as for example in the moles and sinews

among- the Insectivora, in the Ungulata, and in a marked degree in an

extinct genus described by Prof. Cope, Lambdotherium. "Flutings,"

while of no homological significance, furnish systematic characters, and
will therefore be noted in the descriptions. Disposed so as to define

two Y-shaped figures the "flutings" extend as a sinuate commissure

between the paracolic and the metacone. Of the twoVs an anterior

and a posterior will be distinguished. Each V has two limbs, a first and

a second. In the third molar various degrees of loss of the system

of flutings occur. Commonly the anterior V is retained while the sec-

ond is lost, excepting the buccal half of the first limb, as in V fuscus, or

the "fluting" is reduced to the anterior A', the palatal half of the sec-

ond limb being lost, frsmMacrotus and Atalapha. In the Bats of North

America the least reduced last molars are seen in Nyctinomus and V.

hesperus.

The tri-tubercular tooth which results from the presence of the three

cusps, the protocone, the paracolic, and the metacone, may be con-

lected with a triangular figure by bands which unites the cusp-points.

: ^hesc bands will be named in this monograph the commissures. In the

molars of the bat such a triangle is seen whose apex is palatal and

constituted of the protocone and whose commissure extends from this

cusp to the paracolic and metacone. Its base is the extraordinarily

sinuate ("fluted") buccal surface of the crown. A careful search must
be made for the true positions of the sides of this triangular figure for

they lie on the opposed sides of the teeth and are inconspicuous. The
crown at the " flutings" is of great vertical extent and dwarfs even the

proportions of the protocoue. When seen in profile the proportions

between the size of the "columns" of the two V's and the "cusp" of

the protocoue aft'ord materials for interesting comparisons in the differ-

ent genera. The hypocone presents excellent subordinate characters.

It is a development of the cingulum. Usually fiat, as in Macrotus, it

maybe a sharply defined as in Promops perotis, or provided with a sharp

cusp as in the exotic genus Xoctilio. The cingulum can be traced as a

delicate ridge which lies basal to the sides of the tritubercular triangle.

It varies greatly in extent, being best developed in Nyctinomus.

In the lower molar scarcely any fluting is present and the plan of the

tooth is simple. The protoconid, paraeonid, and melacouid are united
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by commissures. The apex of the triangular figure is buccal. The
Ueel or hypocouid is large. It is united to the triangle by a commis-

sure at the lingual side. Such a commissure is provided with a sharp
cusp iu /'. perotis, but us a rule it is smooth.

KEY TO GENERA.

I. r>:iis wii h median appendagetonose, four incisors in lower jaw . . . Phyllostomidje.
<i. Body massive, auricle Bhorter than head, no! united wil li its fellow. .Artihi iis.

ii
l

. Body slender, anricle as la rye or longer than head, united with its fellow

)facroti(8.

II. Bats without median appendages to nose.

/*. Nostrils circular, wings narrow and pointed ; tail Long, produced tar beyond

interfernoral membrane; marginal toes fringed with coarse hair.MoLOSSi.

Lips grooved Nyctinomus.

Lips not grooved Promops.

I>'. Nostrils elliptical, wings broad, ample; tail as long or only slightly longer

than the broad interfemoral membrane ; marginal toes naked

Vl'.SI'KI; TII.KlXllt.K,

C. Two incisors in upper jaw.

tSix incisors in lower jaw.

interfemoral membrane more or less hairy.

Premolars
i

Dasypterus.

•>

Premolars 7 tiiilnjilm.

* * Interfemoral men 1 Inane not hairy Nycticejas.

\ \ Four incisors in lower jaw introzous.

1 1. Four incisors in upper jaw.

1 Premolars ; greatesl width of tragus at l>ase equals one-half of inner

border idelonycieris.

t
t Premolars -.

'Greatesl width of tragus equals much less than one-half inner border;

nose simple, ears separate Vesperugo.
F Greatest width of tragus equals one-third height of inner border;

auricles united.

$ Nose with lateral club-shaped gland-masses Corynorhinus.

$ $ Nose without lateral el 11 b- shaped gland -masses Euderma.

1 1 1 Premolars -; greatesl width of tragus at middle and equals two-thirds

height of inner border Lasionycteris.

1 1 1 1 Premolars ''. Lips whiskered, dorsum of face furred Pesperlilio
3

'



NOTES ON THE GENERA OF VESPERTILIONIDiE.

By Harrison Allkn, M. I).

At the conclusion of a study of tin's family I venture to place on
record my views respecting the position of the genera Antrozous,

Corynorhinus, Synotus, Noctulinja, and Kerivoula.

Antrozous.—Antrozous is a composite genus. It is not specially re-

lated to Corynorhinus and Plecotus. In the incomplete tympanic bone,

in the absence of the palatal plate to the premaxilla, in the markings

on the fourth digital interspace, in the shape and relation of the ulna,

in the possession of a tubercle on the palmar surface of the trapezium,

in the details of the molars, in the arrangement of the nasal scrolls,

and in the deflection of the cartilage of the fourth digit toward the

thumb, Antrozous is in alliance with Vespcrtilio. It is distinguished

therefrom by the absence of the accessory cartilage to the fifth digit.

Affinity with Corynorhinus is suggested by the shape of the muzzle-

glands. Antrozous resembles Atalapha in the shapes of the last molars

as well as in the proportions of the hypoconid, but in the presence of

four incisors in the lower jaw,* in the free lower lip, in the head not

being in axis with the body, in the manal formula, in the disposition

for the nostril to bear a vertical internarial ridge and the upper border

of the muzzle a constant transverse outgrowth, in the presence of a

hem of membrane on the pollical side of the second metacarpal bone,

recalls the Phyllostomidae.

Corynorhinus.—This genus is in close relation to Eudcrma and Pleco-

tus, so the term Plecoti adopted by Dobson is a useful one to be em-

ployed in this restricted sense for the genera above named. 1 would

exclude from the group Antrozous and Synotus. Nyctophilia and

Otonycteris I have not studied. Corynorhinus differs from Antrozous

in the greater development of the hypocone in the upper jaw and its

equivalent in the lower jaw. The points of the cusps are more pro-

duced than in the genus last named. The thumb is semiflexed (thus

denotive of free motion in the carpometacarpal joint), the callosity is

rudimentary. The palmar aspects of the manal digits are well defined

at the proximal ends, being thus without the radiated raised folds of the

skin seen elsewhere in the family. The terminal cartilages of the digits

* Iu the restriction of the lower incisors to four in a family where the dominant

number is six it is of interest to note that in Nyctinomus brdsiliensis the third in-

cisor on each side is rudimeutal or may he lost, thus reducing the number from sis

to four,

29
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are axially disposed to their respective phalanges, a character qo< seen

in Antrozous or in the Vespertilionidse other than in the Plecoti. The

third metacarpal bone is relatively short, a character often mot with in

the Phyllostomidae. The trapezium is without a palmar tubercle, again

;i character of the family last named. The sphenoid foramen lies at the

bottom of a deep recess. The interphalangeal joint of the fifth digit

is freely movable. Cdrynorhinua thus shows characters which distin-

guish it from the vespertilionine group and relate it to the Phyllosto-

niid;e.

Synotus.—Synotus exhibits the tubercle at the base of the trapezium;

(he terminal cartilage of the fourth digit is not axial, as in Coryno-

rhinus, but is deflected toward the thumb. In like manner the first

metacarpal bone is not freely movable at the carpometacarpal joint,

as in Antrosous and the Vespertilionidae generally. The interphalan-

geal joint of the fifth digit is soinianchylosed. These characters indicate

an increased strain on the wing membrane as compared with Goryno-

rhinus, where the joint movements are freer, and places the genus in

close alliance to Adelonycteris, Vesperugo, and Vespertilio, while remov-

ing it from the Plecoti.

Hfoctulinia.—This genus was established by -1. B. Gray (Ann. and

Mag. N. 11., L842,x,255)j Jerdon (Mammals of India. L867) considers

the genus valid, though zoologists generally have followed lveyserling

and Blasius (Wiegm. Archiv, 1839, p. .">17^, who include the noctule

bat in their genus Vesperugo. 1 propose to rehabilitate Noetulinia.

It is (piite distinct from Vesperugo, notwithstanding the similarity in

the number of the teeth.' A rudiment of a biceps muscle is present in

The following is quoted from .Union's "The Mammals of India." Roorkee, 8vo,

L867, i>- 86:
lien. Noetulinia. Gray.

Feet quite free from the membrane, which is attached to the ankle only; other-

wise as in Seotophilus. Incisors. '
; molars. t|j by age,

j |j with a very small false

molar.
Noetulinia noctula.

Vespertilio apud Schreber.— V. lasiopterus, Schreber.— V. alticolans, White.— V.

labiata, Hodgson.—Blyth, Cat. 89.

The Noctule /.'((/.

Description.—Ears remote, oval-triangular, or rounded, wide, extending nearly to

the angle of the mouth; tragus short, broad, curved, ending in a broad rounded

head: muzzle short, blunt, nude; lips somewhat tumid; fur dark, reddish brown,

both above and below.

Length, r to 5 inches, of which the tail is nearly •_': expanse. 11 to 15 inches;

forearm, 1

This fine bal has been sent from Nepal by Hodgson, who states that it is found in

the central hills of Nepal. It is not uncommon in England, and its flight is lofty.

[The above extract includes the short statement of Gray regarding the manner of

th. attachment o( the wing to the ankle and the indication ot" affinity of the genus

to Scotophilus. It remains clear that my diagnosis as now given is the first offered

>.<{ the genus Noetulinia. 1 have not studied loynrti'/o hixhri, which is placed in the

same group W it li the noctnle bat. H. A.
]
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the thigh. The penis is provided with a bone. The mnzzle is sepa-

rated from the upper lip by a naked, smooth space. The lower border

of the muzzle is not continuous with the upper border of the muzzle,

but ends upon the sides of the face to form the lower border of a groove,

the upper edge of which constitutes a distinct ridge at the side of the

muzzle.

The lower lip presents a well-defined triangular mental plate; at the

side the lip forms a thick rounded border. A deep groove lies below

this bolder, which is limited in part by a low fold of skin almost joining

the auricle as it ends near the angle of the mouth.

The proximal ulnar rudiment is anchylosed to the radius, ami provided

with a filamentous shaft. The pisiform bone is massive and lies parallel

to the fifth metacarpal bone. Both the above characters are present

in Atalapha and Dasypterus.*

Noctulinia and At«t<<ph<< and its allies (I would place here Miniopterm)

are thus seen to possess molossine affinities. The disposition for all the

forms named to possess hairy wing membranes and the tragus to be of

the same general character are also in evidence that they incline to

form an alliance.

Kerivoula.—J. E. Gray showed good judgment in separating this

genus from Vespertilio. The more the forms are studied the wider the

interval will become which removes them from one another. In a study

of K. hardwickii I found no trace of a phalanx in the second digit.

The phalanges of the third digit were of the same length; those of

the fourth digit were very unequal, the second being the shorter, while

in the fifth digit the second phalanx was almost the length of the first.

There was apparently no accessory cartilage at the side of the end of

the fifth digit. There was no oblique tibial line on the wing mem-
brane. 1 know of nothing similar to this in the family. Seven rugae

were seen on the hard palate. The ulna was anchylosed to the shaft

at its middle, a character broadly contrasted to Vespertilio but

but resembling that seen in the majority of the order. The first meta-

carpal bone Mas bound down its entire length to the second matacarpal

and its callosity covered the entire palmar surface. A fleshy wart was
found on the dorsal aspect of the forearm at the elbow.

* Proceedings of Am. l'hilosoph. Soc, xxix, February 11, 1891.





NOTES ON A FEW FOSSIL PLANTS FROM THE FORT UNION
GROUP OF MONTANA, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF ONE NEW
SPECIES.

BY

F. H. K.NOWLTON.

(With Plates i-ii.)

The material which is the basis tor the following notes was obtained

by exchange from the University of Minnesota through Prof. C. W.
Hall, the professor of geology in that institution. It consists of a single

slab which bears no less than nine beautifully preserved leaves upon

its surfaces. It was collected by Prof. A. D. Meeds, also of the

University of Minnesota, dining the summer of L884, and is labeled

" Southern Montana;" but, from the nature of the matrix as well as

from the species of plants preserved upon it, it is more than probable

that it came from the Yellowstone River, not far from the town ot

Glendive, Mont.

The first material from this part of the country was obtained by Dr.

F. V. Hayden, while attached to an expedition made by Lieut. G. K.

Warren, of the U. S. Army, in the summer of 1850.* This expedition

proceeded from St. Louis to the mouth of the Yellowstone, at which

point they arrived July 10, 1856. They intended navigating the Mis-

souri River from this point to Fort Pierre in a small boat; but, as this

could not be procured for some weeks, they spent the intervening time

(until September 1) in exploring the Yellowstone as far up as the

mouth of the Powder River.

Plants were also probably obtained during the years 1859 and 1860

by Dr. Hayden, who accompanied the exploring expedition under

Capt. (later General) W. F. Raynoldsto the Yrellowstone and Missouri

rivers.t The plants obtained at these times were described by Dr. J.

S. Newberry in 18674 This material had come, according to Dr. New-
berry, from various points on the Missouri River, at Fort Clarke, Red
Spring, Fort Berthold, and from 100 miles below old Fort Union, at

*Prelimin;uy report of explorations in Nebraska and Dakota in the years 1855,

1856, and 1857, by Lieut. G. K. Warren, topographical engineer II. S. Army. Re-

print, Washington, 1875.

tExploration of Yellowstone and Missouri rivers under direction of ('apt. W. P.

Raynolds, 1859-'60. Washington. 1869.

JLater extinct floras of North America. Annals of the N. Y. Lye. <>f Nat. Hist.,

vol. ix, 1868, pp. 27-7G.

Proceedings National Miisiuiu. Vol. XVI—No. 921.
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the month of the Yellowstone, and on the Yellowstone, at OTallon's

Creek, 100 miles above where the Yellowstone joins the Missouri, and
in the \ alley of the Yellowstone between this point and its month.
Much additional material from the same general region was obtained

byDr.C. A.White and Prof. Lester F.Ward, of the present Geological

Survey, during the years 1881-1883. Prof. Ward's material came from

the Yellowstone in the vicinity of Glendive, Mont., and the results of a

preliminary examination of it are published in the Sixth Annual Re-

port by the Director for the year 1881- ?85 (pp. 512 et seq.) and also as

a special bulletin (Types of the Laramie Mora, Bull. U. S. Geological

Survey No. 37). Prof. Ward's material, it will be observed, is from
practically, the same region as much of that obtained by Dr. Hayden,
and. as shown both by the matrix and by the species represented, some
of the material must have come from practically the same spot.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

Thuya interrupta Newby.

Later Extinct Floras, p. 42; Illustrations of Cret. and Tert. Plants, PI. xi, Figs. A .">«.

This beautiful species has not before been obtained, so tar as 1 know,

since the original specimens were collected by Dr. Hayden, near Fort

Union. The slab obtained by Prof. Meeds bears a single small, but
highly characteristic branch of this conifer.

Fopulus Meedsii, sp. nov.

PI. i. Figs. 1. i'.

Leaves short-petioled, 1- to 20cm long, 3 to 7cm broad, long-lanceolate,

usually being broadest in the middle, from which point they taper grad-

ually downward into a wedge-shaped base and upward into a similarly

shaped, rather acute apex; lower third of margin smooth, remainder
provided with very short outwardly pointing teeth separated by shallow

sinuses; midrib strong, straight: secondaries, 12 to 14 pairs, alternate

or subopposite, emerging at an angle of 15° or 50°, running straight

toward the margin, along which they arch, forming a nearly regular

series of quadrangular meshes, and from which slender branches enter

the weak teeth: tertiaries strong, forming lattice-like bars nearly at

righl angles to the midrib or in some cases more nearly at right angles

t<> the sec laries; ultimate nervation line, quadrangular.

This beautiful species, which I take pleasure in naming in honor of

Prof. Meeds, the collector, seems to find its nearest living analogue:

in Fopulus angustifolia James( /'. baUamifera var. angnstifolia Watson),

a species still living along streams from New Mexico and Colorado to

California and Washington. 1 "lie living species differs merely in hav-

ing the leaves more nearly ovate lanceolate and in being erenate-serrate

with numerous tine teeth. The nervation is quite similar in both, being,

however, less regular and with the secondaries at a more acute angle
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in P. angustifolia. It is certainly quite remarkable that the fossil and
living- species should be so intimately associated, and seems to warrant

the supposition that P. Meedsii represents an undoubted ancestral form

of the living P. angustifolia.

Populus Meedsii is also evidently related to P. Heerii Sap.* from the

Eocene at Florissant, Colorado. This latter species has the leaves long-

petioledj ranging in size from 5 to 30cm in length and 2 to 12lIn in

width. They differ slightly in shape, being in general broadest below

the middle, and have sharp upward-pointing teeth, separated by acute

sinuses. The nervation is nearly the same in both. It is probable

that P. Heerii is even more closely related to the living P. angustifolia

than is P. Meedsii, which accords well with its geological position. If

this view of the relationship between them be correct, our present

knowledge of the development will stand as follows

:

Pop id us Meedsii sp. nov. Fort Union Group. Lower Eocene.

Populus Heerii Sap. Green River Group. Upper Eocene.

Populus angustifolia James. Living.

Quercus Dentoni Lx.

Cret. and Tert. Floras, p. '22-1, PL XLVIII, Figs. 1, 11; Ward, Types of the Laramie
Flora, p. 26, PL x, Fig. 1.

The type specimens of this species were obtained by Prof. William

Denton from the Bad Lands of Dakota, but probably not far from the

mouth of the Yellowstone, therefore practically in the same region.

The single partly broken leaf on the slab obtained by Prof. Meeds
differs slightly from the figures given by Lesquerewx, being broader

and having the secondaries less arched. It is more like the leaf referred

to this species by Prof. Ward from Point of Rocks, Wyoming.

Dryophyllum, cf. D. aquamarum Ward.

Types of the Laramie Flora, p. 26, PI. x, Figs. 2-4.

The type of this species came from Point of Rocks, Wyoming. The
leaf under consideration is much broken and it is impossible to make a

positive identification.

Pterospermites Cupanioides Newby. sp,

PI. ii, Fig. I.

Phyllites Cupanioides Newby., Later Extinct Floras, p. 74; Illustrations of Cret. and
Tert. Plants, PL XXVI, Figs. 3, 4 (wrongly identified by Lesquereux as P.

vcnosHs).

Pterospermites WTiitei Ward, Synopsis of the Flora of the Laramie Group, p. 556, PL
i.vi, Figs. 5, 6; Types of the Laramie Flora, p. 94, PL xvi, Figs. 5, 6.

Leaves large, 12 to lo"" long, 7 to Scm broad, fleshy, ovate, elliptic

in outline, rounded or heart-shaped at base, subacute at summit,

•Lesquereux: Cret. and Tert. Floras, p. 157, PL xxx.
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margins coarsely and obtusely sinuate—toothed above, simple or waved
below; petiole 4 to (>"" long, straight, very thick: nervation pinnate;

very strong; midrib straight or slightly ftexuose; lateral nerves about

six pairs, somewhat crowded below, more remote above, alternate,

basilar pairusually short and simple and uniting above with the ter-

tiary branches of the second pair to form a marginal festoon; middle

secondaries each bearing one or two, rarely three, branches near the

summit, upper ones generally simple: tertiary nervation very distinct,

forming lattice like bars connecting the secondary nerves at right

angles.

The above description is, with slight modification, the one given by
Dr. Newberry (loc. cit.) for this Phyllites Cupanioides, the changes being

simply relatively unimportant details afforded by later and in some

respects more perfect material than he evidently had at his disposal.

It will also be observed that this description does not differ essentially

from that given by Prof. Ward for his Pterospermites Whitei. A coin

parison of the figures of the latter species with those given by New
berry and also with the ones under discussion shows that they agree

essentially, the differences being insufficient to permit a generic or

even a specific separation. The leaves figured by Prof. Ward are a

little less strongly toothed and more markedly heart-shaped ai base.

The nervation is the same in both.

Dr." Newberry's specimens are labeled •• Port Union, Dakota." which
is in the vicinity of the month of the Yellowstone: but, as the Fort

Union group is exposed in practically identical material from above

the mouth of the Powder River to the Missouri at the mouth of the

Yellowstone, they are shown to be from similar if not identical beds.

Several of Dr. Newberry's types are in the collections of the United

States National Museum and are seen to agree exactly with the pres-

ent and other material from the Yellowstone.

Viburnum asperum Newby.

Later Extinct Floras, p. .">t; Illustrations .>t' Cret. and Tert. Plants, PI. xvt. Figs.

8,9.

A single, considerably broken leaf seems to belong to this species.

The type specimens were obtained by Dr. llayden near Fori Union.
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ON A COLLECTION OF BATRACHIANS AND REPTILES FROM
MOUNT ORIZABA, MEXICO, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF TWO NEW
SPECIES.

BY

W. S. Blatchley.

While a member of the Scoville expedition to Mount Orizaba, Mex.,

in the summer of 1891, the writer made a small collection of batrachians

and reptiles, which furnishes the basis of the present paper.

The collection was made about the city of Orizaba at a height of

4,000 feet above sea level, and on the southwestern slope of the moun-

tain between the heights of 8,000 and 14,000 feet.

No special effort was made to secure specimens of either class, only

such being- taken as came readily to hand "while collecting insects.

The collection is not to be viewed, therefore, as a representative one

for the localities mentioned.

My thanks are due to Dr. O. P. Hay, of Irvington, Ind., for the loan

of books and other aids, and to Mr. Leonhard Stejneger, of the U. S.

National Museum, for the loan of specimens for comparison. The types

of the new species have been deposited in the U. S. National Museum.

BATRACHIA.

Urodela.

plethodontidae.

SPELERPES Rafinesque, 1832.

Spelerpes bellii Gray.

"Cat. Brit, Mus., 1840, 4G," Boulenger, Cat. Batracli. Grad. Brit, Mus., 1882,68.

Cope, Batracli. N. A., 1889, 161.

This was the most common salamander on the slope of the mountain,

numerous specimens having been taken from 8,000 to 14,000 feet, at which

latter height it was frequent beneath stones and the bark of logs. At
12,000 feet three specimens were taken which were uniform plumbeous

above, the series of yellow spots usually present being wholly obsolete.

These were the largest specimens secured and measured respectively

14G, 153, and lG7 mi " in total length. Among the others the young had
the series of spots most distinct, but in all the spots in life were yellow,

not red, as stated by both Boulenger and Cope.

U. S. National Musium, Nos. 1926.V192G5.
Proceedings National Museum, Vol, XYI—No. 922.
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Spelerpes orizabensis, sp. nov.

Palatine teeth, separated from parasphenoids l>y a wide interspace;

extending externally beyond the aares. Parasphenoid patches sepa-

rated, scarcely diverging posteriorly. Head long and narrow, but little

wider than body; greatest width, which is at angle of jaws, contained

one and three fourth times in distance from snout to gular fold. Snout

short and blunt; nostrils and eyes small. Body cylindrical, elongate,

measuring from three to three and a half times the distance from snout

to gular fold.* Limbs weak, the digits slender and margined, but not

webbed ;it base. Tail cylindrical, tapering gradually to a point, slightly

restricted at base, a little shorter than head and body. Gular fold dis-

tinct ; twelve costal grooves.

General color, after immersion in alcohol, plumbeous; the body with

a broad reddish-brown dorsal stripe which is blotched here and there

with small dark spots and margined below by a band of gray which ex-

tends from angle of jaw to base of tail and is broken into patches by the

black eostal grooves.

In life, the dorsal stripe was a bright red and unbroken, very similar

to but brighter than that of Plethodoncinereus erythronotus Green. In

alcoholic specimens the darker blotches appear.

Measurements: Total length, 96min ; snout to cloaca, 50mm ; snont to

gular fold, 12mra ; width of head, 7"""; length of fore limb, 11"""; of hind

limb, L2.5mm ; of tail. 46mn, j distance from axil to groin, 32mm.

S. orizabensis differs from 8. leprosus Cope in possessing a notably

longer and narrower head; a blunter snont; a much less divergence of

the parasphenoid patches; a more elongate body, the distance from

axil to groin being exactly one-third the total Length, whereas in lepro-

sus it is very slightly more than one fourth; a shorter tail; more slender

and less depressed digits, and in color.

Three specimens were taken from between the bark and wood of a

large spruce log, at the height of 1 L,000 feet on the slope of Mt. Orizaba.

l
T

. S. National Museum, Nos. 19266-19267.

Through the kindness of Mr. Leonhard Stejneger, a bottle containing

five specimens of Spelerpes, belonging to the U. S. National Museum,

and taken at Orizaba by Prof. Sumichrast, was forwarded to me for

comparison. In a letter accompanying the specimens Mr. Stejneger ex-

pressed the opinion t ha* one of them was an undescribed species. This.

after a careful examination, 1 find to be the case. and. with the consent

of Mr. Stejneger, the following description is herewith inserted:

Spelerpes gibbicaudus, sp. nov.

Palatine teeth in two nearly straight series, extending externally

beyond the nares; separated from the parasphenoids by a well-

marked interspace. Parasphenoid patches long, separate, diverging

'The extreme Length of bead renders this proportion comparatively small.
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but slightly posteriorly. Head narrow, but little wider than body, not,

depressed; greatest width contained one and a half limes in distance

from snout to gular fold. Body cylindrical, elongate, measuring over
three and one half times the distance from snout to gular fold. Fingers

and toes short, not webbed at base. Tail cylindrical, shorter than bead
and body, and of almost the same diameter of body for three-fourths of its

length, then tapering rapidly to a blunt point. Skin not wrinkled, but
very closely pitted, the pits, beneath the lens, resembling- circular scales.

Gular fold distinct. Twelve costal grooves. Color uniform brown; the

center of the dermal pits on dorsal surface of body and ventral surface

of tail yellow, giving those regions the appearance of having been

sprinkled with yellow dust. This appearance may be due to the action

of alcohol.

Measurements: Total length, 85mm
; snout to cloaca, 46m,n

; snout to

gular fold, 10"""; width of head, 6§mm j length of fore limb, 10'
; of

hind limb, ll 1 " 1"; of tail, 39mm j distance from axil to groin, 31mm .

From 8. leprosus Cope, this species may be known by the straighter

palatine teeth; the less divergence of the parasphenoids ; the narrower

head; the proportionally more elongate body; the unwebbed toes, and
the shorter and much stouter tail.

One specimen, U. S. National Museum, No. 191255, collected at Orizaba,

Mexico, by Prof. Sumichrast.

Anura.

BUFONID^E.

BUFO Laurenti, 1768.

Bufo intermedins Griinther.

Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, 307.

A single specimen of Bufo, taken from the gutter iu a street of the

city of Orizaba, varies from the description given by Boulenger, loc. cit.,

as follows: The hind limb is longer, as, being carried forward along the

body, the tarso-meta tarsal articulation reaches the anterior border of

orbit, instead of "to the eye." The color of intermedins is given as

"olive above, with irregular, sometimes confluent, dark spots; belly

immaculate or with slight spots." The specimen in hand is dark olive

above, with a narrow ash gray (white in life), dorsal line extending from

snout to anus. On top of the head this line widens, forming an ashen

cross-band which extends across the anterior half of eyelids and the

intervening frontal space. Sides and belly white with numerous small

dark spots. Limbs with many large olive spots ; front ones immaculate
beneath. Length, 42'""'.

U. S. National Museum, No. 19268.
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iiyi.id.i:.

HYLA Laurenti, 17C>s.

Hyla eximia Baird.

r. S. and Mix. Bound. Snrv., n. 29; PL xwvin. Figs. 8-10. Boulenger, Cat. Batr.

Sal. Brit. Mus.. 1882, 378.

Several specimens of this handsome tree frog were secured from the

leaves of bashes in the gardens about Orizaba. When on the leaves

the general color was a bright pea green, instead of olive as given in

the descriptions, loc. cit,

Hyla miotympanum Cope.

Proo. Acad. Phil., 1863, 17." Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, 400.

This species was quite common about tin* city of Orizaba, on tall grass

and the leaves »>f shrubs. One specimen was also taken at a height of

8,000 feet, near San Andres.

REPTILIA.

Lacektilia.

IGUANIDjE.

SCELOPORUS Wiegmann, 1828.

Sceloporus variabilis Wiegmann.

Herp. Mex.. 1834, 51. Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., H,236.

Frequent at Orizaba and as high as 14,000 feet on the mountain.

About the city it was most often seen on the Stone walls surrounding the

gardens, especially in the suburbs. A single specimen, a S measuring
140""" in length, was secured there, and three others on the mountain

slope, all of which were smaller.

Sceloporus aeneus Wiegmann.

Berp. Mex., 1834, ."-i'. Boulenger, Cat. Li/. Brit. Mus.. n. 233.

Three specimens of this lizard, two $ $ and a 9 .were taken from the

slope of the mountains at a height of L2,000 feet, and another, a '

. at

a height of 14,000 feet. < Hhers were seen, but could not be captured, on

account of their swiftness.

Measurements—adult S :

Millimeters.

rotal Length 91

Length <>t head 11

Length of body .'>.">

Length of tail 45

In the held it is difficult to separate aeneus from variabilis, as from

above they are quite similar in appearance. When captured, however,
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the larger size of the lateral scales, the greater prominence of the femo-

ral pores, and the brilliant blue mottlings on the ventral surface of

the $ of cencus easily distinguish them. Moreover, ceneus, when full

grown, is a smaller species than variabilis.

Sceloporus microlepidotus Wiegmann.

Herp. Mcx., 1834, 51. Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., n, 232.

The small-scaled lizard was the most abundant species on tne slope

of the mountain from 9,000 to 14,000 feet. They were continually seen

along the pathway, and when pursued took refuge beneath fallen rocks

or in the clumps of dense bunch grass. One was surprised at a height

of 14,000 feet, with a half-eaten beetle, a species of Lachnosterna, in

his mouth, and was chased quite a distance before he dropped his

prey.

The species is at once known by the small size of the dorsal scales,

there being on an average about seventy-five between the occipital

plate and the base of tail. Four males, five females.

PHRYNOSOMA Wiegmann, 1828.

Phrynosoma orbiculare Wiegmann.

Herp. Mex., 1834, 53. Girard, Stansb. Rep. Grt. Salt Lake, 1852, 359. Boulenger,

Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., n, 241.

This, the only species of " horned toad" taken, was common in the

fields about San Andres, between 7,500 and 9,000 feet, but was seen at

no other locality. Those secured evidently belong to the variety

Cortezii Bocourt, as the occipital spines are shorter than the longest

temporal ones and the head is broader than long.

Measurements—adult 9 :

Milimeters.

Total length 131

Length of head 19

Width of head 24

Length of body 69

Length of tail 43

Length of fore limb 34

Length of hind limb 42

ANGUIDJE.

GERRHONOTUS Wiegmann, 1828.

Gerrhonotus imbricatus Wiegmann.

Herp. Mex., 1834, PI. x, Figs. 2, 5. Bouleuger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., n, 272.

A single specimen of this genus was captured on the slope of the

mountain at a height of 11,000 feet. It was creeping slowly through

the bunch grass, which, at that height, covered the soil, and when dis-

covered made but little effort to escape, but darted forth its tongue
rapidly after the manner of a snake.
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The ventral scales are in twelve Longitudinal series; but in the outer

row on both sides several scales have been divided, giving thirteen to

fourteen scales in sonic of the transverse series. The tore limb, when

oppressed, reaches the posterior instead of anterior corner of eye;

otherwise it agrees fully with the description cited.

Measurements : Total length (tail defective), 216mm ;
length of head,

29mm ; of body, 94mm j of tail (reproduced), 93n,m ; of fore limb, 27""";

of hind limb, .'>">""".

U. S. National Museum, Ko. 19262.

Hum School Biological Laboratory,
Terre ll<u<te, Indiana, September 14, 1892,



DESCRIPTION OF TWO SUPPOSED NEW SPECIES OF SWIFTS.

BY

Robert Ridgway.
Curator of the Department <>f Birds.

Chaetura lawrencei, sp. now

Sp. OhA"R. : Similar to G. guianensis Hartert, but smaller, longer upper
tail-coverts darker (outer web almost wholly glossy blackish), and

flanks paler slate-gray, in marked contrast with the glossy black under

tail-coverts. Wing, 3.85-4.20; tail (to base of spines), 1.35-1.45.

HABITAT: Grenada, West Indies; also, Tobago, and Trinidad, or

Venezuela'?

Type, No. 84841, TJ. S. National Museum, 9 adult, Grenada, May 7,

1881 ; J. G. Wells. (Length, 4A inches, extent of wings, 10 inches.)

An example in the collection of Messrs. Salvin and Godman, of un-

certain locality (labeled "Venezuela?") is quite identical with the

type in coloration, but is considerably smaller, the length of the wing
and tail being the. minimum of those given above. It is labeled " Ghce-

t ><r<i salvini Hartert" (unpublished synonym of G. guianensis Hartert);

but, having a typical specimen of the latter for comparison, from

British Guiana, and also tive good specimens from Costa liica and
Nicaragua, I feel quite certain it is different, all of the six specimens

of G. guianensis ha,Ymg wholly gray upper tail-coverts and much darker

Hanks, the dark gray color of the breast gradually shading into the

glossy black of the under tail-coverts.

The two forms arc closely allied to G. cinereiventris Scl., of Brazil,

and the three should probably be considered geographical races of one

species rather than distinct species, a more exact idea of their relation-

ship being expressed by the following nomenclature:

1. Ghcetura cinereiventris Scl. Brazil.

2. Ghcetura cinereiventris guianensis (Hartert). Guiana to Nicaragua.

3. Ghcetura cinereiventris lawrencei liidgw. Grenada; also, Tobago,

Trinidad, or Venezuela?

The three forms maybe distinguished by the following characters:

a 1

. Belly and Hanks light gray, like breast, abruptly contrasted with glossy black of

under tail-coverts.

b l
. Upper tail-coverts black, or with only inner webs edged with gray ; rump,

lighter gray ; larger (wing 4.20-4.30). Uub., Brazil C. cinereiventris.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—Xo. 923.
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ft
3

. Upper tail-coverts dark gray, with outer webs glossy blackish; rump darker
gray; smaller (wing 3.85-4.20). //«/>., Grenada, West Indies; also, Tobago,
Trinidad, or Venezuela ('. cinereiventris latorencei.

<i'. Belly and Banks blackish gray, not conspicuously different from color of under
(ail-coverts. Upper tail-coverts with both webe gray, Like rump. Hah.,

Guiana to Nicaragua C. ctnereiventris guianensis.

Cypseloides cherriei, sp. nov.

Si\ CHAR.: Adult (No. L27069, U.S. National Museum, Volcsin (le

[razfi, Costa Rica; George K. Cherrie). Similar in size and general

form to C. brunneitorques (Lafr.), but tail quite truncated, with feath-

ers less ri.o-id and only very minutely lnueronate. Color, uniform sooty

black (much darker than in C. brunneitorques), the under surface some.

what paler, especially anteriorly, where becoming light grayish on the

chin. A large, sharply defined, spot of silky white on each side of the

forehead, immediately over the lores, and a short streak of the same
color immediately behind the eye; lores velvety black, in very sharp

contrast with the white spot above them. Length (skin), 5 inches;

wing, (>; tail, L.87; tarsus, 0.50.

This apparently new species needs no comparison with any other,

the peculiar white markings of the head being sufficient to at once dis

tinguish it.

The type specimen was generously presented by the authorities of

the Costa Rica National Museum.



NOTES ON AMERICAN HEMIPTERA HETEROPTERA.

BY

A. L. MONTANDON.*

I.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO A KNOWLEDGE OF THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS
COSMOPEPLA STAL.

This genus of the subfamily Pentatomina, as constituted by the emi-

nent Prof. Stal: O. V. A. F., 1807, p. 525, has the following characters:

Corpore latiuscule obovato, sul)tus sat eonvexo; capita valde deflexo, thorace

brevioxe, parviusculo, ante oculos utrimqueleviter sinuato, ante sinus vix angustato,

apice rotundato-truncato, jugis et tylo aequo longis, marginibus sub-acutis; bucoulis

s.it elevatis, postice altioribus; ocellis inter se qnani ab oculis fere triplo longius

reniotis ; rostro paullo pone coxas posticas extcnso, articulo primobucculas superante,

articulo secundo apicalibus duobus ad unura vix breviore; antennis mediocribus,

articulo primo apicem capitis Bequante vel vix attingente, secundo tertio breviore;

thorace anterius sat declivi, marginibus lateialibus obtusis, callosis, integris, angulis

lateralibus rotundatis, baud prominulis; scutello mediocri, apice lato et rotundato,

tresis ultra medium scutelli haudextensis; venismembransesimplicibus; mesosterno

leviter carinato; ostiis odoriferis paullo elevatis, in sulcum baud continuatis; tibiis

teretibus, sulco destitutis.

The important characters of this long diagnosis have been summed
up by M. Distant, in Biol. Cent. Amer., p. 52, as follows:

The lobes of tbo bead are of equal length, the scutellum broad and rounded at the

apex, the lateral angles of the pronotum are rounded * and the nervures of

the membrane are longitudinal and simple.

Up to this day live species were placed in this genus, in which Stal,

in his great work Enumeratio Hemipterorum, 2, 1872, pp. 18, 19, enu-

merated three already described species: Cimex odmifex Fabr., E. S.,

Suppl., 1798, p. 535 ; Eysarcoris decoratus 1 lahu, W. I., n, 1834, p. 117, Fig.

198; Eysarcoris eonspicillaris Dallas, List of Hemipt., I, 1851, p. 225,

and diagnosed Gosmopepla cruciaria Stal. Recently M. Distant added
to these Cosmopcpla binotata Dist., Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hemipt. Hete-

ropt. Suppl., p. 327, Tab. xxxi,Fig. 7.

*SlR: I have the honor to submit for publication tbo accompanying "Notes on

North American Hemiptera Hoteroptera," by Mr. A. L. Montandou, of Bucharest,

Roumania. The notes are of authoritative value and Mr. Montandon has based them
to a certain extent upon Museum material which I have sent over to him from time

to time.

Respectfully,

C. V. Riley,

Honorary Curator of the Deportment of Insects.

Mr. F. W. TBUE,
Curbtor-in-Charge of the I . *. National Museum,

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. £VI—No. 924. 45
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I in port ;i ii I material received from many parts of the A.inerican con-

tinent enables me i<> ; i « 1 « 1 two new species.

The synopt ie table ami i lie following descriptions will enable one t<>

identify easily the seven species of i Ju* genus Cosmopevla known at

present :

A. Soutellum verj obtusely rounded al the extremity ; frenuni verj short, no1 quite

one-third the length the soutellum; .shape of the l » < » <
I

>•

broadly o\ al.

B. Ipioal margin of soutellum yellowish oohraceous; abdomen beneath with a

regular, narrow edge, extending ii> the st igmata : bodj above

slightly and sparselj punctured,

C. Pronotuni with a t rausverse fascia and a Longitudinal oentra] spot reach-

ing iron i the anterior margin back to near the posterior mar-

gin; thorax oohraceous, shining, and impuuetured,

( . oruciaria Still,

C. C, Pronotuni with a transvorso o< Uraoeous fascia, but withoui the longi-

tudinal spot; the disk of the pronotuni punctured ai the

middle as at the sides before and behind.the transverse

fasoia (
'. arrttleata Montaud.

B, I!. Ipioal margin o( soutellum ooncolorons, not yellowish oohraceous, body
abo\ e thickly punotured.

D. Soutellum %\ i 1 1 » a red spot on each side near the apex; transverse

fascia and longitudinal central spot of the pronotuni nar-

row linear; abdomen above narrowlj edged with red,

t '. iiirnihx Fabr.

l>. l>. Soutellum entirely oonoolorous, transverse fasoia of the pronotum

irregular, broadened in the middle, slightly elevated; abdo-

men beneath broadlj edged with yellowish ochraoeous; this

margin inwardly sinuated opposite each stigma,
(

'. uhltri Montand.

\ \ Scutollnni loss obtusely rounded at the extremity; frenum reaching almost

one halt' of the Length of the soutellum; the body a little

longer than thai of the preceding group; above slightly

brassy and thiekh punctured.

1 frausverse yellowish ochraoeous fascia of the pronotuni irregu-

lar, slight Ij cle\ ated : soutellum punotured to the apex : nar-

row l\ edged with yellow at the apex; abdomen beneath

broadlj edged with yellow; yello\> margin deeply sinuate

on each segment ; stigmata Mack . c. oonspicillaris Pallas.

E. E, Transverse yellowish oohraceous fasoia of the pronotum shin-

ing, regular; apex of soutellum more broadly edged with

\ ellow i>h ochraoeous.
1'. Soutellum punotured near the apex on the j ellowish oohrace-

ous pari ; transverse fasoia of the pronotum extended back-

ward to near the base of the pronotum; two dark spots in

the middle of the fascia; abdomen beneath with the lateral

margins broadly pale ochraoeous; a segmental sei

small, dark, rounded sp,«is covering the stigmata.

C. biiit>ttt!,i 1 >istaut.

1'. 1'. Vpe\ of seutellum shining, iinpunotate on the yellowish

ochraoeous part ; transverse fasoia of the pronotum not ex-

tended haekward, iuipunotate, slightly elevated; abdomen
l>ene;uh with pale oehracoous lateral margin of equal width

including the stigmata ('. decorata llahn.
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Cosmopepla cceruleata, sp. nov.

Several entomologists have given me this species with the name C.

decorata Eahn, which is manifestly incorrect. These two species, how-
ever, are almost alike with regard to the disposition of colors, and on
considering only Halm's figure, W. I., Tab. lxv, Pig 198, one may be

led to confusion. Here is the description of the author, loc. cit., n, p.

117:

Schwarz, blaugriinlich, glanzend, puoktirt; die Seitenrandei mid ein Incites jjjlat-

tea Querband fiber die Mitte des Riickenschildes bleichgelb, die Spitze des Schild-

cheus gelbroth ; die Sander des obern Theils der Halbdecken schmal, die des Uin-

terleibes breii bleichgelb; Lauge 3 Lin. ; Breite If.

Now, in the species that I describe, the color is not blue greenish, but
polished dark blue; the abdominal yellow edge is not so broad as in

Balm's species, and the respective proportions are different; C.

cceruleata Montand. is broader (4 to 4£mn') proportionally to the length

(5| to 6£mm ).

Ilahn gives Mexico as the native country of his species, and indeed

I have received and studied many examples from that region (Durango;
rOtats du Centre, Duges) which were surely ('. decorata Hahn. But

specimens of the G. cceruleata Montand. have been received from Vene-

zuela (collection Fallon and my own); CostaEica (Van Patten) (collec-

tion of National Museum, Washington, and my own); Costa Rica,

Alajuela (Sec. Orozco); San Jose* (P. Biolley), in my collection.

Notwithstanding this superficial resemblance this species deviates

very much from the real C. decorata Ilahn in the broader shape of the

body, the broader scutellum at the extremity, with a shorter frenum, the

more delicate and not so dense punctation, and by .just these charac-

teristics (J. cceruleata Montand. is closely allied with C. cruciaria Stal, as

described by the author (Enumeratio Ilemipt. It, p. 1!)):

Cserulescente nigra, nitida, remote punctata, marginibus lateralibus anticis, fascia

media vittaque percurrentibus thoracis flavescentilms, Icevigatis.

C. cruciaria Stal differs only in the longitudinal ochraceous shining

line on the middle of the pronotum, which is very apparent and does

not exist in 0. carulcata Montand., in which the disk of the pronotum
is entirely punctured before and behind the transverse fascia; in the

blue color of 0. ciBrukata Montand. (not dark violaceous, as V. cruciaria

Stal), and by the relative length of the fifth joint of the antenna,

which is shorter than the second and third conjointly in C. cceruleata

Montand., whilst the fifth joint is a little longer than the second and
third together in C. cruciaria Stal. But Avhether this last character is

constant or not, can only be settled by an examination of a larger num-
ber of specimens.

Stai's species is mentioned by the author from Bogota, New Grenada
(Mas. Holm.), and 1 possess in my collection two specimens from Cauca,
Colombia; so that these two allied species live in the same countries

and constitute the more southern forms of the genus.
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Cosmopepla Uhleri sp. uov.

Castaneous, with :some metallic reflection, especially on tlie head, and
(lie anterior part of pronotum; above densely punctured. The lobes

of the head are equal in length, the centra! lobe a little narrowed ;it

the apex. Pronotum with the lateral margins and one transverse

fascia ochraceous, the latter slightly elevated, with unequal callosities,

sinuated before and behind, inclosing four castaneous, finely punc-

tured spots, two on each side impressed and a fifth similar spot on the

middle before the line of the four just mentioned. This fifth spot tends

to disappear in the examples, in which the transverse, ochraceous fascia

gives forth a central longitudinal ochraceous line extending irregularly

forward, and reaching sometimes to the anterior margins of the prono-

tum. Scutellum broadly rounded at the apex, uniformly colored, cas-

taneous, punctured to the extremity without any yellowish ochraceous

edge. Elytra castaneous, punctured, with a somewhat shining interval

to the internal angle; the exterior margin with an ochraceous callosity.

Membrane of the same color as the elytra with 5 to G nervures. Connexi-

vmn above ochraceous, with a castaneous spot at the base of each seg-

ment, arising from the exterior margin of the elytra. Body beneath with

bluegreenish reflection, especially on the disk of the abdomen. Breast

with small pale spots punctured with black at thebase of each of thelegs.

( )stiolar canal ochraceous. Lateral margins of the prostethium ochrace-

ous, with a spot of the same color on the middle of the margins. Lateral

margins of the metapleura callous, ochraceous, with the posterior mar-

gins narrowly edged with ochraceous. Abdomen beneath broadly

edged with ochraceous, this edge inwardly crennlated by a small ex-

tension of the color to the middle of each segment, opposite to the Stig

mat a. The hitter rather dark; the larger part of the genital segment

brownish. Extremity oi the femora, tibise broadly to the middle, and

first joint of the tarsi, yellowish brown. Sometimes, howrever, the legs

are entirely darkish.

Length, 5| to <>"""; breadth, ."U to 1""". California, one example (col-

lection Lethierry). Nevada, two examples in my collection.

It affords me special satisfaction to dedicate this species to Prof.

Uhler, who thought that it constituted only a variety of C. conspicil-

(aris Dall., from which it is, however, very distinct from the broader

and proportionally shorter body and the more broadly rounded apex

of scutellum, which is not edged with ochraceous as in specimens of

the trueT. conspidllaris Dall. The author of this last species gives

this character in his diagnosis (List of the specimens of hemipterons

insects in the collection of the British Museum, Part 1, L851,p.225):

'•Scutellum narrowly edged with yellowish white at the apex."

C. Uhleri Montand. differs also in the brownish spots on the connex-

ivum which is here exposed, whilst in C. conspidllaris Dall. the connex-

ivimi, hidden under the margin of elytra, is narrowly edged with yellow-

ish and without spots; also in the inward crennlation of the abdominal
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edge, which is produced by a small extension of the darkened abdomi-

nal disk, covering the stigmata in C. consjaicillaris Dall., whilst the edge

is erenulated with a small extension of the color of the edge opposite

to the stigmata in C. Uhleri Montand., the edge covering the stigmata

being slightly darkish in this last species.

Pref. Distant (Biol. Centr.-Amer., Tab. 5, Fig. 8), gives a very good

figure of (7. conspicillaru Dall., probably the type of the author, pre-

served in the British Museum. It is one of the darkest and least shin-

ing species, almost black, slightly bluish, with metallic bronze reflec-

tions. It is larger than 0. Uhleri Montand., and measures in length

0-7""". My collection contains one example from Vancouver Island,

and by the favor of Prof. C. V. Riley I have studied two specimens

from Los Angeles, Cal., which are in the collection of the National

Museum at Washington.

Every entomologist knows G, camifex Fabr., which is widely dis-

tributed throughout the United States and British America. It does

not deserve special mention.

('. binotata Distant is very well described by the author (Biol. Ceutr.

Amer., Suppl., p. 327) and figured (Tab. 31, Fig. 7) in the same work.

The color of this figure does not appear to me dark enough, but the

distinguishing characters are well shown. 1 also have seen two speci-

mens of this species, one from Duraugo, Mexico, which is in my collec-

tion, and another from Wisconsin, in the collection of Prof. Lethierry.

11.

SYNONYMICAL NOTES ON SOME NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES OF TIIE

GENUS ALYDUS FABR.

Alydus conspersus Montandon.

=Calcaratii8 UMer, nee, Linn<S.

Grayish above, sparsely hairy on the head and the anterior part of

the pronotum; head black, anterior margin and a longitudinal spot on

the middle of the anterior part of pronotum black, the middle of this

black spot sometimes with a very small longitudinal pale line. Tin;

posterior part of the pronotum and the elytra grayish with tine punct-

ures, with castaneous and numerous irregular black spots. Membrane
pale vitreous with darkish nervures and numerous round spots irregu-

larly scattered on the surface; the greater part of the back of the ab-

domen red, base and extremity black. Oonnexivum black with a pale

spot at the base of each segment. Body beneath black with metallic

bronze reflections, especially on the abdomen. Antenna dark brown,
with the basal two thirds of the second, and third joints pale. Legs
black, the tibia 1 brownish, with the base and extremity darkish. Fiisl

joint of the tarsi brownish, with the extremity black. Length, 10

to 11""".

Proe. N. M. 1)3 1
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1 have received this species from Constantine, Mich.; Burlington,

Iowa; Massachusetts; Colorado; and Dakota.

Of the same dimensions and color as the European species, A. caled-

ratus Lin., with which at first sight it is very easily confounded. It

differs in the more sparse hairs, which are almost wanting on the disk

of the pronotum; in the small, dark, rounded spots on the posterior part

of the pronotum and the elytra; and especially in the whitish diapha-

nous membrane, with the nervures darkish and the numerous, small,

rounded spots scattered on the surface. It is closely allied to the

following species:

Alydus euHnus Say: aier Dallas.

This species is larger than A. eonspersus (12 to 13' 111
"), darker in every

way, being most frequently entirely black, with very small, pale, almost

imperceptible spots at the base of the segments of the connexivum

;

the hair of the head and surface of the pronotum very dense and black.

Some pale varieties have the elytra grayish, but the membrane is en-

tirely infuscated and the back of the abdomen is darker than in A.

conspersus Montand., sometimes entirely black.

It is as abundant as the preceding species, and my collection con-

tains numerous examples from Iowa, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and

Florida.

Prof.Uhler has correctly placed it in his Check Listof the Hemiptera-

Heteroptera of North America, 1886. Of this species Say gives the

following diagnosis: "Body blackish. Ji«i)'i/, punctured; thorax densely

punctured, mafic" (Description of New Hemipterous Insects collected

in the Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, 1824). It can not be con-

founded, as was done by Stal (Ennmerat. Bemipter., Tart i, 1870, p.

213), with A.pilosulus, II. $., which is not of the same form, having

the lateral angles of the pronotum prominently acute, as well repre-

sented in II. Schaeffer's figure 870, which gives a clear idea of this last

species. Consequently the synonymy should be corrected thus:

Alydw pilosulus H. S.=eurtftus Stal nee Say.

The small, lateral, pale edge of the pronotum renders this species easily

recognizable and it is also very common. I possess specimens from

St. Louis, Mo.; Florida; and Massachusetts. From the lateral acumi-

nated angle of the pronotum this species could be placed in the sub-

genus Megalotomus Fieb, but it has not the long antennas, the firstjoint

not being longer than the second, nor the broad hollow at the base of the

pronotum, as in the following species, which it approaches:

Alydus (S. C. Megalotomus Fieb.) quinquespinosus Sa.y=cruenius II. s.

This last species is widely distributed throughout North America,

and my collection contains specimens from Canada, Massachusetts,

Wisconsin, New York, and Florida.
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF TWO NEW NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES OF HETER-
OPTERA.

Dendrocoris pini Montandou.

Oval; pale yellow ochraceous; above coarsely and densely, beneath

more finely punctured, concolorous. Head as long as broad (including

the eyes), the vertex moderately convex. Antennae brownish red,

with the third joint twice as long as the second, shorter than the first

and second together; joints 3, 4, and 5 equal in length. Pronotum,

with a short longitudinal callus, smooth to the middle of the anterior

margin, with the cicatrices of each side at the anterior part of the pro-

no!um slightly elevated and partially smooth; the lateral margins of

the pronotum straight, anterior angle very slightly notched, humeral

angle obtuse, not prominent; margins of the scutellum with small,

shining, and slightly elevated pale spots. Elytra with a small hnpunc-

tate portion in the middle of the disk, lateral margins occasionally with

pale spots like those of the margin of the scutellum. Membrane reach-

ing the extremity of the body, concolorous, with the body and with the

nervures very slightly apparent. Connexivum separated from the elytra,

concolorous and densely punctured; the segmental sutures slightly

elevated. Rostrum brownish red, reaching the posterior coxa3. Ex-

tremity of the femora and of the tibia) and tarsi more or less reddish

brown.

Male and female: Length, 5 to 6 I1,m
; width, 3£ to 3f

mm
. Found upon

Pinus monophylla in the Argus Mountains, Oal. Collection of the U.

S. National Museum and my own.

The genus Dendrocoris Bergroth (Revue d'Entomologie, 1891, p. 228)

has been substituted for the genus Liotropis Uhler, preoccupied.

I am of the same opinion as Prof. Bergroth, who says that this genus

should not be placed in the subfamily Asopina, in which Prof. Uhler
has put it, and it evidently belongs to the subfamily Pentatomina,
near the genus Lopadusa Stal.

The new species just described is easily distinguishable from the two
which are recorded in this genus, IK humeralis Uhler and D. fruticicola

Bergroth, by its smaller dimensions, the lateral obtuse angle of the

pronotum not prominent, and the pale color of the body with con-

colorous punctures.

Sinea Rileyi Montandou.

Ferruginous brownish with a grayish pubescence, very short and not
so dense upon the elytra, denser beneath, especially on the breast.

Posterior and middle femora in the middle and all tibia* in the middle
paler than the body. Head a little shorter than the pronotum, with a
double iow of three short spines before the eyes, the anterior spines
longer than the posterior, and behind the eyes on each side two
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tubercles before and behind the ocelli. Necfc not spinous. Anterior

part of the pronotum covered with small, uol very acute tubercles,

more robust at the middle, the anterior pail one-fourth shorter thau

(lie posterior which is granulosej <lisk much swollen, will) a slighl

longitudinal impression at the middle; lateral angle sligbtly acumin-

ated; posterior margin narrowly pale with two small teeth alongside

the scutellum. Elytra paler at the base, (he lateral margins and Hie

small quadranglar discoidal cell tiear the membrane ; brownish on the

disk and at terminal exterior angle. Membrane pale vitreous with a

brownish black spot a! the interior angle, divided and continued upon

the nervines and reaching to the extremity <>l the membrane. Ab-

domen much broader than t he elyt ra
( $ and V ), laterally margins largely

rounded in the two sexes, especially 9, with a broad pale fascia at the

extremity of each segment. Abdomen beneath ferruginous, paler in

the middle. A nterior femora as in all species of the genus Sinea, with

sometimes whitish and very slender hairs. Superior spine at the ex-

tremity of the femora robust and pale as t he spines of the inferior part.

Antenna' wanting in the specimens before me.

$: Length 9|ram ;
abdominal width, 2|mm . 9: Length, 11"""; ab-

dominal width, I""". Panamint Valley, California. Collection of the

[\ S. National Museum and my own.

1 lake pleasure in dedicating this species to Trot'. ( J. V. Riley, who has

sent it to me. At first sight one may identify this species by its pro

portionally greater breadth than in the other species of the genus; by

the rounded shape of the abdomen ; by t he pale spots on each segment

of the connexivum, by the greatly swollen pronotum posteriorly, ami by

the very plain brownish mark of the whitish membrane.



CATALOGUE OF THE FRESH-WATER FISHES OF CENTRAL
AMERICA AND SOUTHERN MEXICO.

Carl H. Eigknmann,

Professor of Zoology, Indiana I diversity.

Id this paper I have endeavored to complete the enumeration of the

tropical American fresh-water fishes. The species inhabiting this region

should have been enumerated with the South American species* with

which they are closely related. The list was omitted because several

works bearing on these fishes could not be examined before the South

American catalogue went to press.

The region covered by this catalogue embraces the fresh waters north

of the Isthmus of Panama to the Tropic of Cancer.

*Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 1891, pp. 1-81. Since this paper was published a number of

new species have been described. I take this occasion to add these and also to give

a number of* species overlooked in the former paper.

Bunocepkalua iheringii Boulenger. Proc. Zool. Soc., 1X91, 235.

Pseudopimelodm cottoides Boulenger. Proc. Zool. Soc, 1891, 233. (Closely allied to

P. parahyba- Steindachner.)

Pimelodella eigenmanni Boulenger=P. buckleyi E. &E.,not Boulenger.

Pimedodus nigribarMe Boulenger. Proc. Zool, So©., 1891, 232. Distinct from P. ralen-

ciennis Luetken.

Pimelodus argentem I'erugia. Ann. Mus. Genov. (2) X, 031, 1892. Plate, R. Parana.

I'iiiH lodus epegazzinii Perugia. Loc. cit. 632. Durango.

Pyijidlum minutnm (Boulenger). Proc. Zool. soc, 1891, 235.

Acanthopoma eameeiena Luetken. Vidensk. Mcdd., 1892. (Near StegopHlua.)

Otooinolua nigrioauda Boulenger. Proc. Zool. Soc., 1891,234.

Chwtostomus aculeatue Perugia. Ann. Mus. Geuov. (2) x, 677, 1882. Paraguay.

Lorienria etideir Ilenscl — L. lima Kner.

Loriearia evansii Boulenger. Jaganda, Matto Grosso, Brazil. Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist, July, 1892.

Elopomorphua tritineatus

'

Elopomorphm orinoeeneis Steindachner. Orinoco. Ichthyol. Beitrage, xix, 1888.

I'h llnxlcchs crt/tltr'tniis Cope, ChaleWB I n/lh rums Cope.

Tetragonopterua steindachneri sp. nov. [quitos. Loc. cit., xv, July 26, 1892. The

name lineatua is preoccupied by T. Uneatua Perugia. April, L892.

Tetragonopterua anomatut Steindachner. Corrientes. Loc. cit., 27.

Tetragonopterus nigripimnia Perugia. Ann. Mus. Genov. (2) x. 613, April, 1X92.

Tetragemopterua Uneatua Perugia. Loc. cit., 644.

Tetragonopterua mooril Boulenger. Chapala Platas, Matto Grosso. Ann, and Mag.

Nat. Hist., .July, 1892.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI, No. 925.
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PETROMYZONTIDiE.

LAMPETRA Gray.

Lampetra spadicea Bean. Guanajuato, Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1887, 374,

I'l.w. Fig. 6.

GALEORHINIDJE.

EULAMIA Gill.

Enlamia nicaraguensis (Jill RioSauJuau. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877.

LEPIDOSTEIDiE.

LEPIDOSTEUS Lacepede.

Lepidosteus tropicus Gill. Mexico, Guatemala. Proc, Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

18G3, 172.

SILURIDiE.

AM1URUS Rafinesque.

Amiurus dugesii Bean. Rio Turbio, Guanajuato, Mexico. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

1879,304.

ICTALERUS Rafinesque.

Xctalurus meridionalis (Guentlier). l>'io Usumacinto, Guatemala. Cat.Pisli. liiit.

Mus., v, L02, 1864.

RHAMDELLA Eigeumann and Eigenmann.

Rhamdella parryi E. & E.—Rio Zanaleneo nearTonala, Chiapas, Mexico. Proc.

Cal.Acad. Sci., 2d ser.l, L30.

Rhamdella petenensis (Guenther) Luke Peten, Chiapas, Mexico. Cat. Pish. Brit.

Mus., v, 126.

Rhamdella brachyptera (Copo). Mexico. Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, xm, 104.

Braehychalcinua retrospina Boulenger. Santa Cruz. Matto Grosso. Loc. cit., 12.

" Intermediate betweou Tetragonopterm Cuv. and Lnetkenia Stdr. Dif-

fering from both in having a movable spine, directed forwards in front of the

dorsal tin.

Pseudocorynopoma dories Perugia. Arroyo Miguelete. Ann. Mus. Genova (2), x,

1891,646, fig. (April.) Bergia altipinnis Steindachner. (July, 1891.)

Piabuca malanostoma Eolmberg. Argentina. Bol. Ac. Cord6ba, 1887.

Xiphorhamphus jenynsii Guenther. This is said to be a good species.

Xiphophorusheckeli Weyenberg. Primero River. Versl. Ak. Amst. (2) vin, 201, 18—

.

Haplochilus balzanii Perugia. 653.

Orestias bairdi Cope. Titicaca. J. Acad. Phila., 1876.

Orestias orloni Cope. Titicaca. Loc. cit.

Orestias frontosua Cope. Titicaca. Loc. cit.

Bhodeoidea vaillanti Thominot. Bolivia, Magdalena. Bull. Soo. Philom. (7), vm, 150,

i ss l

.

Percichthya vineiguerrcb Perugia. Loc. cit., 610.

Crenicichla punctata et polysticta Hensel C. lacustria (Castelnau).

Geophagua balzanii Perugia, 632. l'rio Paraguay, Matto Grosso.

Geophagua rhabdotus, bucephalm, labiatm, ncymnophilus, el pygmama rIensel.=Cr. bra*

sinensis Quoy and Gaimard.

1 wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. von Ihering, of Rio Grande Do Sul,

for suggesting many of the above correc
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Rhamdella baronis miilleri (Troschel). Pacific coast of Mexico. Mueller, Wier-

belth, Mexico, 1865, Id:'.

Rhamdella guatemalensis (Guenther). Huamuchal, Guatemala, Nicaragua. Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., v. 122.

Rhamdella salvini (Guenther). Rio San Gerauimo, Guatemala. Loc. cit,. 130.

Rhamdella policaulus (Guenther). Rio San Gerauimo. Loc. cit., 131.

Rhamdella managuensis (Guenther). Lake Managua, (iuentlier. Fishes Central

America, 393 and 476, 1866.

Rhamdella hypselurus (Guenther). Mexico. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 126.

Rhamdella motaguensis (Guenther). Rio Motagua. Loc. cit., 127.

Rhamdella laticaUda (lleckcl). Mexico. Loc. cit., 127.

Rhamdella nicaraguensis (Guenther). Lake Nicaragua. Loc. cit., 125.

Rhamdella micfopterus (Guenther). Rio San Geronimo. Loc. cit., 124.

Rhamdella godmani (Guenther). Lower Vera Paz, Mexico. Loc. cit., 124.

CATOSTOMIDiE.

ICTIOBUS Rafinesque.

Ictiobus meridionalis (Guenther). Rio Usumacinta. (iuentlier, Fishes Central

America, 486, 1866.

MOXOSTOMA Rafinesque.

Moxostoma austrina Bean. Guanajuato. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1878, 302.

CYPRTNID^S.

ALGANSEA Girard.

Algansea australe Jordan. Lake Tupataro, Guanajuato, Mexico. Proc. U.S.Nat.

Mus., 1879. 300.

NOTROPIS Rafinesque.

Nctropis altus.Jordan. Lake Tupataeo, Guanajuato, Mexico. Loc. cit., 301.

Notropis sallaei (iuentlier. Cuernavaca, Mexico. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, n, 484.

Notropis nigrotaeiiiatus Guenther. Altisco, Mexico. Loc. cit., 485.

CHARACINID^!.

TETRAGONOPTERUS Cuvier.

Tetragonopterus fasciatus Cuvier. Mexico, Guatemala, Rio Chisoy, Vera Paz, Rio

Guacalate, Rio San Juan outlet of Lake Nicaragua.

Tetragonopterus microphthalmus Guenther. Pacific coast of Guatemala. Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., v. 321.

Tetragonopterus panamensis Guenther. Guatemala; Panama. Loc. cit.. 321.

Tetragonopterus brevimanus Guenther. Yzabal and Rio San Geranimo. Guate-

mala. Loc, cit., 324.

Tetragonopterus petenensis Guenther. Lake Teten, Loc. cit., 326.

Tetragonopterus ..neus Guenther. RioFrijoli; Oaxaca, Mexico. Loc. cit., 326.

Tetragonopterus humilis (iuentlier. Lake Amatitlan, Guatemala. Loc. cit., 327.

Tetragonopterus mexicanus Filippi, Lake Mexico, Izucar. Steind., Ichth. Not.,

ix, 1869, 11.

Tetragonopterus scabripinnis Jenyns. Xamapa, Mexico, (iuentlier, Cat. Fish.

Brit, Mils., v. 325.

Tetragonopterus belizianus Boconrt. Belize. Bbcourt in Ann. Sc. Nat.. 1868. rx, 61?.
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Tetragonopteru.: cobaneusis Bocourt. Rivers of Coban. Loc. oit., 62.

Tetragonopterns iinitimus Bocourt. Orizaba. Loc. (it., 62.

Tetragonopterns fulgeus Bocourt. Province of Cnernavaca. Loc. cit., 62.

Tetragonopterns nitidus Boconrt. De Tasco. Loc. cit., 62.

Tetragonopterns oaxacanensis Bocourt. Oaxaca. Loc. cit., 62.

Tetragonoptenis argentatus Baird and Girard. Arkansas to Mexico.

BRYCON M iil K r and Troschel.

Ciialcinopsis Kner.

Brycon clen'ex Guentber. Lake Nicaragua, Rio Motagua, Rio Usumacinto, Yzabal.

Cat. Fisb. Brit. Mus., v, 337.

BXESTES Guenther.

Rcestes guateinalensis(Gucnther). Huamuchal, Lake Nicaragua. Cat. Fish, Brit.

Mus., v. 347.

BRAMOCHARAX Gill.

Bramocharax bransfordi (Jill. Lake Nicaragua. Proc. Acad. Sci. Philad., L877,

1ST.

DOROSOMIDiE.

DOROSOMA Rafinesque.

Dorosoma petenensis ('uenthei . Lake Peten. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mum., vii, 408.

CYPRINODONTID^I.

CHARACODON Guenther.

Characodon ferrugineus Bean. Guanajuato, Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. L887,

372.

Characodon variatus Beau. Guanajuato, Mexico. Loc. cit., 370.

Characodon lateralis ('uenthcr. Central America. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 308,

Characodon bilineatus Bean. Guanajuato. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887,370.

Characodon furcidens Jordan and Gilbert. Streams tributary In the Gulf of Cal-

ifornia ami southward. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., L882, 354.

Characodon atripinnis Jordan. Guanajuato. Proc. I'. S. Nat. Mus., L879, 354.

GIRARDINICHTHYS Bleeker.

Girardinichthys innominatus Bleeker. Near City of* Mexico. Giinther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Alns.. vi, 309.

ZYGONECTES A.gassiz.

Zygonectes dovii Guenther. Punta Arena. Costa Rica. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

vi, 316.

FUNDULUS Laccpede.

Funduhis labialis Guenther. Rio San Geronimo, Yzabel, Guatemala. Loc. cit. ,319.

Fundulus punctatus Guenther. Chiapaui. Loc. cit., 320.

Fundulus guatemaiensis Guenther. Lakes Duenas and Amatitlan, Rio Guaoalate,

(Western Ecuador). Loo. cit., 321.

Fundulus pachycephalus Guenther. Lake Atitlan. Guatemala. Loc. cit., 322.

Fundulus dugesi Bean. Guanajuato, Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 373, PI.

xx. Fig. 5.
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PSEUDOXIPHOPHORUS Bleeker.

Pseudoxiphophorus bimaculatus Heckel. Cordova, Mexico, Guenther, Cat.
Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 332. Pceciliodus bimaculatus Steindachnef.

Pseudoxiphophorus reticulatus Troschel. Mexico. Guenther, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., VI, 333.

BELONESOX Kner.

Belonesox belizauus Kner. Lake Peten, Honduras, Guatemala, Mexico. Guenther,
Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 333.

GAMBUSIA Poey.

Gambusia episcopi Steindachuer. Obispo. Ichtbyol. Beitr., vi, 11, 1878.

Gambusia nicaraguensis Guenther. Lake Nicaragua. Guenther, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., vi, 336.

Gambusia gracilis Heckel. Orizaba, Mexico. Guenther. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi,

336.

ANABLEPS Linnams.

Anableps dowei Gill. Chiapam, Guatemala. Guenther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,vi,

338.

PffiCILIA Bloch and Schneider.

PceciliamexicanaSteindaclmcr. Chiapam, Rio Chisfly, Vera Paz, Lal<o Amatitlan.

Guenther, Cat. Fish. Brit, Mus., V, 341.

Pcecilia thermalis Steindachner. San Salvador, warm springs. Giinther, loc. cit.,

341. P. modcsta Troschel.

Pcecilia chisoyensis Guenther. River Chisoy, Vera Paz. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v,

342.

Pcecilia petenensis Guenther. Lake Peten. Loc cit., 342.

Pcecilia sphenops Cuvier & Valenciennes. Mexico, Vera Cruz. Guenther, Cat.

Fish., Brit. Mus., vi, 343.

Pcecilia dovii Guenther. Lake Nicaragua, Mexico. Loc. cit., 344. ? G. plumbea
Troschel.

Pcecilia spilurus Guenther. Central America. Loc. cit., 345.

? Pcecilia couchii Girard. Rio San Juan, Province New Leon. Loc, cit., 346.

Pcecilia fasciata (Miiller & Troschel). Mexico. Guenther. Loc. cit., 339.

Pcecilia butleri Jordan. Mazatlan. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 330.

MOLLIENESIA Leseur.

Mollienesia petenensis Guenther. Lake Peten. Guenther, Cat, Fish. Brit. Mus.,
vi, 348.

Mollienesia formosa Girard. Palo Alto, Mexico. Guenther. Loc. cit,, vi, 349.

Mollienesia jonesi Guenther. Huainantla, Mexico. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xiv,

370, 1874.

XIPHOPHORUS Heckel.

Xiphophorus kelleri Heckel. River Chisoy, Cordova, Mexico. Guenther, Cat.

Fish. Brit, Mus., VI, 345.

PLATYPOZCILIUS Guenther.

Platypcecilius maculatus Guenther. Mexico. Loc. cit., 350.
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GIRARDINUS Pooy.

Oirardinus pleurospilus Guenther. Lake Dueuas, Guatemala, Loo. cit., 353.

?Qirardlnue oooidentalis Baird a Qirard. ItioSantn Cm •, Mexico, Loo. <it ., 354.

MUGILIDiE.

A.GONOSTOMUS Bennett,

Afionostomus aasutus Quenther. Rio San Goronirno. Loc. nit., It;::. Dajaus

elongatits Kner A Steindaohner.

Aciiiiostmnus nioiiticola i Itanoroft). Mexioo (Wesi [utiles). Loc. cit., 164.

&.gonostomua globioepa Guenther, Veva Cruz, Guenther, Ann. ami Mag. Nat.

Hist.
|

l }, \i\. 370.

Agonostomus miorops Guenther. Rio Guaealata, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 162.

ATHERINIDiE

CIIIR< >ST( >MA Swainson.

Chirostoma humboldtiana (Cuvier «S Valenciennes). Mexico. Guenther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mns., in, loi. /. oomerlna, ('. A A.

Chiroatoma braallienalB Quoy a Gaimard. Mexico. Proo. U. S. N a i . Mns., 1879,

Chiiostoma ostor .lonl.'in. Lake Chapala, Moxico. Loc. cit., 1870,298.

CICHLIDiE.

ASTRONOTUS Swainson.

Thkraps.

AstronotUBlrregularia Guenther, Guatemala, < ';ii . Pish. Brit, Mus., iv, 284.

\ STlfONOTl K.

v itronotus reotangularia Stoiiulaohnor, Mexico, Steind., Cliromideu Mejicos,

Astronotua bifaaoiatus Steiudachuor. Mexico. Loo. cit., I.

Astronotus lentiginosus Steiudachuor. Mexioo. Loo. oit., 6.

Astronotua maoullpinnia Stoindachner, Xamapn River. Loo. cit., 13.

ABtronotus gibbioeps Steindaohner, Toapn River, Mexioo. Loo. cit., 12,

AHiionotus rot ill a Bransford, Lnkc Nicaragua, run-, aend. Nat. Soi.,

Philad.; 1S77. 181.

AstronotuabalteatUB Gill «S Brausford, Lake Nioaragua. Loo. oit., 184.

Astronotua oentrarohua Gill »S Bransford. Lake Nioaragua. Loo. oit., L85.

ABtronotus baallaiia Gill a Bransford. Rio San Juan. Loo. cit., 182.

Astronotua beani Jordan, Mnzatltui. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., 1888,332.

Astronotus pavonaoeus Gurmau. Monolava, Coahuila. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

1881, 98.

Astronotus oceruleopunctatua Knor a Steiudachuor. Rio Chagres (Western

Slope Andes). Bair.Ak. Wiss., 1864. L6. PI., Fig. 3.

Astronotus parma Guenther, Xnniapn River, Mexico. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., IV,

Astronotus feneBtratuB Guenther, Kamapo River, Mexico. Loc. oit., 21

Astronotua msrgsritife] Guenther. Lako Peten, Maniomi. Loo. cit., 287.

AHtioiiotus iiiel.mopoi'.oii si ri iul:i ilnior, Central \ in . Steiitd., Cliromideu Mejicos,

16,

Astronotus melanuruB Guenther. Lako Peten. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.. i\, 288
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Astronotus macracanthus Gaonther. Chiapam «.SL Huamuchal. G. Fish Central

Amerioa, 451.

Astronotus spilurus Guenther. Rio Motagua, Guatemala. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mils.,

iv, 289.

Astronotus cyanoguttatus Baird& Girard. Texas, Mexico. Guenther. Loc.cit.290.

Astronotus nigrofasciatus Guenther. Atitlau and Amatitlan. Fishes Central

America. 452.

Astronotus multispinosus Guenther. Lake Managua. Loc. cit., 453.

Astronotus longimanus Guenther. Lake Nicaragua. Loc. cit., 454.

Astronotus helleri Steindachner. Teapa River, Tabasco, Mexico. Steind., Chromi
den Mejicos, 8.

Astronotus urophthalmus Guenther. LakeFeten. Cat. Pish. Brit. Mus., iv, 291.

Astronotus troBcheli Steindachner. Mexico, [chthyol., iv, 12.

Astronotus aureus Guencher. Mexico, Guatemala, Rio San Juau, Rio Motagua,
Xzabal. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv,292.

Astronotus afflnis Guenther. Lake Peten. Loc. cit., 292. •

Astronotus labiatus Guenther. Managua. Fish. Central Amerioa, l">r>.

Astronotus erythraeus Client Inr. Managua. Loo. cit., 157.

Astronotus lobochilus Guenther. Managua. Loc. cit., 457.

Astronotus citrinellus Guenther. Nicaragua. Loc. cit., 459.

Astronotus altifrons Kner & Steindachner. Western Veragua. Guenther, fishes

of ( 'ent ral America, 459.

Astronotus friedrichthalii Meckel. Lake Peten, Rio San Juan. Guenther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus. iv., 294.

Astronotus salvini Guenther. Luke Peten, Yzabal. Loc cit., 294. Reroa Iri-

gramma, Steindachner.

Astronotus trimaculatus Guenther. Chiapam, Huamuchal, Fishes of Central

America, Mil.

Astronotus dovii Onentlier. Lake Nicaragua. Loc. cit., 461.

Astronotus motaguensis Guenther. Motagua. Loc. cit., 462.

Astronotus managuensis Guenther. Managua. Loo. cit., 463.

Astronotus microphthalmus Guenther. Rio Motagua. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.

iv., 295.

Astronotus oblongus (Guenther). Rio Motagua; Fishes of Central America, 464.

Astronotus nicaraguensis Guenther. Nicaragua. Loc. cit., 465.

Astronotus deppii Heekel. Mexico; 0. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv., 290.

Astronotus niontezuma Heekel. Mexico; G. Loc. cit., 296.

Astronotus godmanni Guenther. Cahabon River, Guatemala, G. Loc. cit., 297.

Astronotus nebulifer Guenther. Mexico. Loc. cit,, 297.

Astronotus sieboldi Kner »\ Steindachner, New Granada; C. Fish. Central

America, 166.

Astronotus irregularis Guenther. Rivers Chisoy, San Geranimo, and Santa [sa

bel, Loo. cit., 467.

Astronotus intermedins Guenther. Lake Peten; G. ('at. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv., 298.

Astronauts angulifer Guenther. Santa Isabel River. Loc. cit., 298.

l'KTKNIA.

Astronotus splendida Guenther. Lake Peten. Loc. cit., 301. Heroa insidiator

Meckel.

NEETROrurs Guenther.

Neetroplus nicaraguensis Gill & Bransford. Lake Nicaragua. Proc. Acad. Nai

S.i. Philad., 1*77. L86.

Neetroplus nematopus Guenther. Managua; Fish. Central America,. 470.
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GOBIIDiE.

GOBIOMORUS Lac< ipi >de.

Gobiomoi'iis lateralis (Jill. Rio Presidia, Mazatlan, Panama. Guenther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mas., in, L22.

Gobiomorus dormitator Lacopedo. Mexico. Lake Nicaragua. Guenther, loc. cit.,

1 l!>. <•'. longiceps < I nenl her.

DORMITATOR Gill.

Dormitator niaciilatns (Bloch.) Anamahal. Cordova. Guenther, loc, cit., 557.

ELEOTRIS Blocli and Schneider.

Eleotria,pisonis (( Jimlinl. Rio Bayano. Guenthor, loc. cit., \--.

Eleotris sequidena (.Ionian & Gilbert). Mazatlan, Colima. Proo. I'. S. Nat.

Mns„ L881, 461,

SICYOPTERUS Gill.

Sicyopterus gymnogaster Grant. Mazatlan. Proo. Zool. Soo. Lond., L884, 158.

CHONOPHORUS Poey.

Chonophorns taiasica (Liohtonstein). Both (oasis of Mexico, entering rivers.

Guenthor, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., in, 59, as <;,>l>iit* banana.

Chonophorns mexicanns (Guenther). Eastern slope of Mexico, Loo. oit., 61.

GOBIOIDES Laoopede.

Gobioides broussoneti (LaoepMo). Mexico. Steindaohner, Zur Fischfanna ties

Cauca. etc., 13, L879.

The following marine species have also been round in fresh water:*

Tachisurus jordani Eignenmann & Bigenniann. Rio Presidio, Mazatlan.

Tachisnrus gnatemalensis (Guenther). Rio 1'residio.

Tachisnrus coernlescens (Guenther), Rio Presidio.

Centropomus robalito Jordan & Gilbert. Rio Presidio.

Bairdiella icistia (Jordan A. Gilbert). Rio Presidio.

Genes pernvianns Cu\. A Yal. Rio Presidio.

Genres lineatus (Humboldt). Rio Presidio.

Bloomington, Im>.. September P>. L892.

-See Proo. P. s. \ : ,t. Mus.. L888, :>•_'!•.

x, 1 1 1 Dr. Tin , i Gill has kindly oallod mj attention to the following paper ami list of new species;

Hulmborg, F, I. Sobrc algnnos Pecos uuevos o pooo conooidos de la Republics Argentina in K<-\

Ai- Hist. Nat
. I. 180 I!':, 1801,

A 1 1 ia rues uiederleinii, |i 181, |
Ailianics (Miill.) is a mere synonym of Clobla. T. Gill]; A. chaooen-

sis. (v 182 Heros centralis, p 183 L'urintatus nltens, p. 184 ; C. oonspersus, p. 186; Procmledus platen-

sis, p. I8(i Loporinus solarii, \< is?. IVtraiconopterus currentinus p. 188; I' orythropterns, p 189;

riialcuni|n'li i us (u. g.) at -i'ii li mis, p. 101; I'l.iluua iiu'laiu'stiiiiia. p. 192; M.\ li'lcs (MyleUS) niisopula

inn us, p, [03.



ON THE MAKING OF GELATIN CASTS.

J. W. Scollick, Preparator.

in undertaking the preparation <>l' a scries of the various breeds of

domestic fowls for the U, S. National Museum, it was necessary ai the

outset to solve the problem of replacing the natural combs i>y artificial

ones since the natural combs wlicn dried are so much distorted from

shrinkage as to seriously detract from the appearance of the mounted
specimens.

Since no modeling, however skillful, can give the exact appearance

and pattern of the papilla; with which the comb of a fowl is covered, it

seemed desirable that the artificial comb should be cast in a mold

made from the natural one. For the cast itself some durable material

was needed that could be readily worked and easily colored, and was

capable of resisting changes of temperature.

While wax possesses the iirst, two qualifications, and is, from its

translucent character, very effective for combs and wattles, yet cold

renders it brittle and the heat of a Washington summer causes it to

soften and lose shape. It is, therefore, unsuitable for the purpose.

Preparations with glue (or gelatin) for their basis having been used

successfully for anatomical models, cast of fishes, etc, it seemed prob-

able that this substance could be employed with advantage for artifi-

cial combs. After considerable experimenting the following combina-

tion was found to give good results:

( tnnci'M.

Best Irish glue 1

Gelatin* , 2

Glycerin ' 1

I Soiled linseed oil
j

The glue and gelatin should be softened in <>0 per cent- alcohol, only

enough being used to barely cover them. The object of this is to in-

troduce as little water as possible into the compound.

t

The glue should then be melted and the glycerin stirred into it, to-

gether with a few drops of carbolic acid or oil of cloves.

Casts made of the above material have lain exposed to the sun for

*A strong gelatin such as is used by photographers is best.

\ Other methods may be followed, bowever, sucb ;is wetting the glue and wrapping

it in a moist, cloth.

Proceedings National Museum. Vol. XVI—No. 928.
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an entire summer and been kepi in a warm, drj room for tlio rosl <>f

1 he year w it I nui I shrinkage or other change of form.

Owing !<> the small proportion of water, this compound is so dense

and dries so rapidly that it is with difficult} poured into a mold, ami

in making casts of combs it is besl to warm the mold, fill each hall'

with the melted mixture, ami press ihr halves firmly together.

The comb of a low I is, of course, cnl oil before being molded. The

artificial comb is attached by applying a coat of the gelatin compound
to the cranium, warming the base o\' the comb with a hot modeling

tool, ami Immediately pressing the comb in place.

IMohl marks ami oiher imperfections are to be removed by brimming

wilh sharp scissors and running over the places with a warm iron

modeling tool) but some little practice is needed in order to do this

well.

By slight modifications in the proportions of glue and water and by

varying the method of manipulation, casts may be made of a greal

variety of objects, and the compound is, of course, equally available

for gehll m molds.

It inns! be home in mind lhal Ihe addition of more water, while in

creasing the fluidity oi' the incited mass, also increases the amount of

shrinkage of the cast, since, sooner or later, the water must dry out;

still, in most instances, a small amount of shrinkage is of little conse

ipienee.

Another method of making a cast is to till the mold with small

pieces of the compound which have been incited and dried, place the

mold in a steam oven with a \ cssel containing a little water, and sub

jcet il to a Continuous heat. The moisture piodncod by I he eva porat

iug water furthers the melting of bhe glue, and can be driven off by

exposure to drj heat. The objection to this method is the rapid de

terioi at ion of a plaster mold under long-continued heating, but where

onl\ one cast or a few are to he made t his is of no consetpience.

While this is the best method of heating a mold and keeping it

warm, il can he done successfully by using a deep, open pan containing

2 or ."> inches of sand.

In making large casts, or even those of moderate size, a wooden

block or core ma\ be used not only as a matter of economy, but to

permit the more rapid drying of tin- mass, to lessen the chance of

shriukage, and to give a firm base for the attachment of supports.

Thiu casts, like the wattles of a fowl, mfcj bo strengthened with wire

clot h or with bolt Lllg clot II.

\ -round color ma\ be given to gelatin casts l>\ t he nst> of dry or

tube colors, but in eit her case the coloring matter should be thoroughly

mixed with the glycerin before this is added to the melted glue.

Molds should be shellacked and oiled before using, as in making
plaster casts, and it ina\ be said that an oatmeal pot of the glazed

ironware, known as "granitoware,'
1 makes an excelle it gluepot.



CATALOGUE OF THE CRABS OF THE FAMILY MAIID/E IN THE
U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM.

BY

Mary J. Rai hbun,

Department oj Marine Invertebrates,

( With Plates, m vm.)

In the following catalogue the same general plan lias been followed

as in the author's "Catalogueof Periceridte" published in the Proceed

ings of the Museum for L892, No. 901. Of the .'Jl known genera, but

l!> are reiuesented in the collection and by .">'.> species only. Tliis

includes One new genus and 5 new species described below. Of the 39

species, are European; 17 are North American, of which 7 are found

only on the east coast, and Sou I lie west coast, while 2 ex! end by (he

way of the Arctic Ocean from the Atlantic to the Pacific; I species

IS from (lie east coast of South America, 2 are confined to Japan,

while L3 are found in various localities thl'OUghoul the [ndo-Pacific.

At the Close Of the catalogue a list of 10(1 species and varieties not in

the collection is given iii the hope that they may be obtained in the

future through gifts ami exchange.
• In an appendix are added descriptions by Dr. William Stimpson of

Maiidee collected by the North Pacific Exploring Expedition. Illus

(rations of 2 species not- hitherto figured are published, the original

drawings having been enlarged by Mr. A. II. Baldwin, who furnished

also the other drawings ibr this catalogue.

Maiid.i:.

IMaioid braehyiirans with eyes retractile in distinctly defined orbits

which are often more or less incomplete below or marked with open

fissures in their upper and lower margins. Basal an ten mil joint always

more or less enlarged.

KE"V TO SI r. CAM 1 1, IKS.

A' Carapace usually subtriangular. Rostrum well developed. Anterior logs in male

usually enlarged ; fingers not excavate at I ips Maiiiuv

A." Carapace broadly triangular or oval or nearly circular. Rostrum very short or

obsolete. Anterior legs in male small, slender; fingers usuallj excavate ;ii

t ips
". Schizojihrynina

Proceeding!* National Muse Vol. XVI, No. 927.
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A'" Carapace suboblong. Rostrum vertically or nearly vertically defioxod, usually

broad, lamellate Fingers acute al tips. Basal antenna] joiul very uiucli en-

larged. Eye peduncles long, genioulated, and laterally projecting.. Micippina

ki:y to GENERA.

Mttiiiur.

A Rostrum vertically compressed and bifid or notched at tbe extremity. Orbits

shallot and very open above; eyes when retracted visible from above; eye

peduncles shorl and thick.

B \inl>ul:iti>n legs extromely long and slender.

C (Orbits "with two fissures above and below) Eyeria

C (< (rbits with one fissure above and below) Chorilibinia

1! Ambulatory legs of moderate length.
(

' Ambulatory legs with the merns joints dilated in winglike expansions.. Hemus

C Ambulators legs compressed and flattened Chionceceiea

C Ambulatory legs subcylindrical.

I ) Second joint of antenna dilated Hi/aa

1> Second joint of antenna Blender, subcylindrical.

E Rostrum with lateral margins involuted Ca locertta

E Rostrum with lateral margins not involuted HerbsHa

A Rostrum composed of two niore or less distinct divergent spines. Orbits deep;

eyes when retracted) concealed; eyes small; eye peduncles slender.

1! Orbits large, directed forward, usually very incomplete below ; upper margin
usually prominent, with two deep fissures and long spines.

C FlageUum of antenna arising within the orbital cavity Maia

C Flagellum of antenna arising within the orbital margin, and separated from

the cavity of the orbit by a narrow process of the basal joint.

I > ( aiapaee pyriform.

E I Rostra] spines short ) I'h)i< <nl<s'

E ( Rostra] spines long) Oplopisa

I

I

( 'aiapaee subtriangular.

E Merns joint of outer maxillipcds notched for the insertion of the next

joint.

I' Ambulators legs spinose ('hloriimirfts

V Ambulators legs unarmed Para itiilli nix

E I
Merns joint of outer iua\ ill ipeds w it li anteriormargin ontir&)Acanthophrya

B Orbits small, directed outward. Orbital margin not prominent, with one or

two hiatuses above and one below .

C First ambulatory legs very long.

I ) Spines of rostrum with au accessory spinule near the extremity Naxia

|) Spines of rostrum without on accessory spinule.

E Basal antennal joint narrow, with or without a spine at the antero-

external angle Hyastenus

E I
Basal antennal joint dilated and unarmed externally, uuidentate poste-

riorly and in the middle) Lcpidonaxia

C First ambulator] legs of moderate length.

It I'raoeular spine present.

E Rostra] spines parallel or in eon t act to near their extremities Pisa

E Rost ral spines di\ ergent

.

F CholipedB much smaller than the ambulator} legs Ltptecta

F Chelipeds as large as the ambulator] legs

(i \ inhu la tory legs armed with spines Nlbilia

»i Ambulatory legs unarmed.

There is some doubt as to the proper position of this genus.
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II' Second and third joints of antennae dilated Scum
II" Second and third joints of antenna', not dilated.

K' (Palms elongated) Notolopaa
K" (Palms robust)

% Rockinia
D" Praeocular spine absent.

E' Basal antennal joint elongated, its distal portion visible from above.

Pelia

E" Basal antennal joint with its distal portion not visible from above.
V (Spines of rostrum subparallcl) Pisoidea

F" Spines of rostrum laminate at base, slightly divergent Eurynome
F'" (Spines of rostrum detlexed) ; MUAppoidea

Schizoplvrysince.*

A' (Fingers acute at tips) Temnonolua

A" Fingers excavate at tips.

]>' Spines of rostrum with one or more accessory spines Schizophrys

li" (Spines of rostrum simple ) Cyclax

Micippince.

A' Orbits very incomplete, denned above, open below.
15' Orbits tubular.

C (Prajocular spines small) : . . . Criocartinua

C" (Praeocular spines much enlarged) : Picrocerua

B" Orbits not tubular Paeudomicippa

A" Orbits narrowly oval, well denned Vi(i)>i><t

A'" (Orbits scarcely defined either above or below ) Faramieippa

KEY TO SPECIES EXAMINED.

Henm8.

Ambulatory legs with the merits joints dilated in winglike expansions ertstulipes

11
II
as.

A' Carapace subtriangular; hepatic region not dilated laterally. Basal antennal

joint subtriangular araneua

A" Carapace lyrate ; hepatic region dilated laterally. Basal antennal joint with

sides nearly parallel.

]>' Posterior angle of hepatic projection rounded. Basal antennal joint without a

large tubercle at t he antero-external angle coarciatua

B" Posterior angle of hepatic projection subacute. Basal antennal joint with a

large tubercle at the antero-external angle hjrutus

Chioncecetea.

A' Carapace tuberculose; branchial regions flattened opilio

A" Carapace -spinose ; branchial regions dilated tanneri

Ilvrbstid.

A' Inferior orbital margin not toothed. Legs not spinose condylialq

A" Inferior orbital margin toothed. Legs spinose (Herbstiella) camptacantha

"The genus Pleurophricua, A. Milne Edwards, which Miers places in this division

of the Maihhe, is classed by Ortmann among the Coi ystoidea.

Proc. N. M. 93 5
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( n lot , i it h

Carapiu'o \yilh six median spinoH grandia

Main.

A Carapaoe spinoso above, Chelipeds iu malo enlarged aquinado

A Carapace tuboronloso above, Ohelipods Blender in ii'uoosa

I'liinmiUi i tt t

\ Chelipeds in male enlarged; baud odmprossed; oavpua with two Longitudinal

ridges, the outer usually oblique Subgenus Paramithrax

B Carpus with inner ridge smootb pwonii

I'. Carpus "witli ridges spinulose edwardaii

i; Carpus \\ il li in hit ridge out into lobes latreillei

B Carpus, including ridge granulose aternoooatulatva

A Chelipeds in male elon fated; liaud and carpus suboylindrical; carpus not ridged

Subgenus Lcptomithrax

B Carapace, luerus, and oarpus spinulose australia

B Carapace, morns, aud carpus covored with llattened tubercles longimanua

< 'hltiruitiitlt s.

A Rostral borus bifurcate apatulifer

A K'.isi i.ii horns not lu I'niva i

<• longiapinua

I'isti.

A Cholipods m male will) palms dilated; lingers arched, and meeting only at the

ouds tetraodon

\ Cholipods in male with palms elongated, slender; lingi i • almost straight, aud

meeting along their inner edges. tribulua

I t jilt ft H

Cholipods much smaller than the ambulatory Logs ontatua

ll i/tistt litis.

A ( larapaoo smool h abo\ e, i wo Bpiued. Prroooular angle subacute diacanthua

A t arapace nearly smootb above, Hirer spinod. Pnoooular angle obtuse caribbaua

\ Carapace i ttberoulosc or spinulose. I'ncocular angle with a sharp spine.

B Subhepatic region with o prominenl spine Uyaatenua, Bp,

B Subhepatio region without a prominenl spine longipea

A'i/.i-/u.

Carapace oovered with Btrong spines. Nostra! boms ]>aralLel for halt thoir length

robillardi

Voyra.

Carapace with a tubercle at the postoro lateral angle aouMfrona

I in iiinniit .

Carapace triangular. Legs spiuuhforous, Superioi orbital tissure open aspera
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Pelia,

A' Hands in male with margins tapering to the fingers, which have their edges

tnoel Lng l hroughoui pacijica

A" Hands in male with margins tftth parallel; llngors gaping at base.

If Basal antennal joint with its distal half visible from above.
( '' Rostrum moderately donexed mntioa
("' Rostrum strongly deflexed rotunda

15" r»as;il antenna! joint with only its extremity visible from above Pelia, sp.

X il> Hi <i.

Ambulatory legs armed wil li spines erinaeea

Schizophrys,

Carapace covered with granules and small spines. aspera

Pseuctomicippa.

( larapace with prominent tubercles. Sternum without granulated crests ...variana

Mioippa,

\ Rostrum terminating in four spines maacarenioa

A" Rostrum terminating in two lobes.

I'.' Lobes rounded externally, with the antero internal angles acute spinosa

l>
' Lobes inntow or spinous thalia

Hemus cristnlipes A. Milne Edwards.

Miss. Sci. iin Mexique, pt. 5, I, p. 88, pi. xvi, ftg. I, 1875. Miers, .lour. Linn. Boo.

London, \iv, p. 654, 1879. A mi \ illius, K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Hand., Bd. 23, 1, p.

45, pi. 3, fig. 6, L889.

Off Cape Oatoche, Yucatan, lat. 22° 07' 30" N., long. 87° 06' \V., 21

fathoms, white rock, coral; station 2363, U.S. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross, L885j one female (15167).

Length, 7; greatest width, 5.7mm .

Previously recorded from the Gulf of Mexico and Central America.

Hyas araneus (Linns').

Cancer araneua Linnr, (Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. KM I, I7<><*>).

H}/aa araneua Loach ( Mai. Podoph. Brit., pi. \ \ i A, 1815) ; Trans. Linn. Soc. London,
xi, p, S28, 1815, and synonymy. Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nut. Hist. N. Y., \n,

p. L79, I860. Packard, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. IlisL, t, p. 302, 1867 (aranca).

Smith, Trans. Conn. Acad., v, p. 18, l*7!>. Carrington and Lovett, Zoologist

(3), v, p. 414, 1881. Miers, Challenger Rept., Zoo!., wn, p. 17, 1886 (aranea),

and synonymy. Scott, 6th Ann. Rept. Fishery Board for Scotland, pt. til, p. 255,

1888. Aiirivillius, K. 8r. Vet.-Akad. Hand., Bd. 23, I, p. 45, pi. I, figs. l-.
r
>, L889.

G. v. and A. p. Dixon, Proc. Roy. [rish Acad. (3), a, p. 30, L891 (habits).
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RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Bjonen's Bay, Spitzhergen, 7 to 10 fathoms; l>r. Eckstein, U. S. Navy, U. S. S. Alliance,

August 10. L881 (451
1

).

Kielerbucht, Qermauy; K. Mohius (3304).

Hebrides; A. M. Norman iii:>l7).

Greenland; Dr. Pavy, Howgate Expedition (3571).

Disco, Godhavn Harbor, Greenland; Ensign II. G. Drosel, (J. S. Navy, July, L883

(14990).

Labrador; \Y. Henry (16280); L. M. Turner, November, 1882(5844).

L'Anse au Loup and Forteau Bay, Labrador, r> to 25 fathoms, sand, kelp, and dirt

;

W. A. Steams, L882 (5242, L0031).

St. Johns, Newfoundland; U. S. Pish Commission, L885 (10138).

Gulf of Maine: l'. S Fish Commission (8826).

Gloucester, outer harbor, Mass., 8 t<> 10 fathoms; r. S. Fish Commission (2867).

Off (ape Cod, Mass., 15 to L06 t'atlioins; T. s. Fish Commission.

Eastern coast of Nev England; S. M. Johnson and Bro."(3319).

Northeast roast of North America; U.S. Pish Commission steamer Albatross, 1885

and L886:

Cat.
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Hyas coaictatus Leach.

Ilii(i8 eoarctatua Loach, (Mala. Podoph. Brit., pi. xxi B, figs. 1 and 2, L815); Trans.
Linn. Soc. London, XI, p. 329, 1815. Leidy, Jour. Philn Acad.. (2), m, p.17,1855.
Stimpson, Boston Jour. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 150,1857. Packard loc. cit. (coarctaid).

Smith, Rept. U.S. FishComuir. for 1871 and 1872 (1874 ),p. 548; Trans. Conn. Acad.,

v,p.43, 1879; Rept. U. S. Fish Commr. for 1882 (1884), p. 347; for 1885 (1887), p. 626.

Lockington, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., yn, p. 65, 1876. Carrington and Loyett,

Zoologist (3), v, p. 115, issi. Miers, Challenger Rept., Zoiil., xvn, p. is. (.886,

(coarctata), and synonymy. .Scott, op. cit., p. L>r><>. Aurivillius, op. cit., p. 46,

pi. 1, fig. 6.

Hyas latifroM Stimpson, Proc. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci.. ix, p. I'll, 1857. Lockington, <>]>.

cii., p.fJl. Smith. Trans. Conn. Acad., v, p. 45, 1879. Murdoch, Rept. of Exped.
to Point Barrow, Alaska, p. 137, 1885. Aurivillins, op. cit., p. 46, (Greenland).

Stimpson's species latifrons is based chiefly on the shorter, broader,

less acute rostrum, the closed orbital fissures, and the broader anterior

portion of the carapace as compared with coarctatus. A large number
of specimens from many different localities along the Atlantic and Pa-

cific coasts have been examined and the following observations made:
In the specimens 2 inches or more in length from the Atlantic, ranging
from Nova Scotia to Greenland ami from shallow water to 81 fathoms,

the rostral horns are short and blunt and the orbital fissures are closed,

or in a few specimens very narrowly open, varying in different indi-

viduals from the same locality. The width of the anterior portion of

the carapace is from 0.7G to 0.87 of the branchial width. From Bering
Sea and the Arctic coast of Alaska vast numbers of large specimens

have been obtained by various collectors, including an interesting

series from off Bristol Bay collected by the Fish Commission steamer
Albatross during the summer of 1890. They are not oidy variable in

width, but the orbital fissures, while usually closed, are not uniformly

so. The rostral horns are always rather short, broad, and obtuse.

The width of the anterior portion of the carapace varies from 0.69 to

0.85 of the branchial width, the narrowest specimens being larger than

any that have been obtained from the Atlantic. The two series of huge
specimens from the Atlantic and Pacific coasts are absolutely indistin-

guishable, as the minor characters mentioned by Stimpson, the swollen

carapace, the number of tubercles, and the obtuseness of the angles, all

vary with the individual.

In smaller specimens the orbital fissures are usually open, the ros-

trum proportionally longer than in larger forms, and the anterior width

is greater, varying from 0.86 to 0.92 of the branchial width. The only

European specimens which I have at band are seven from the Shet-

land Islands and one from Kielerbucht. The former are from 1 to 1.]

inches in length, have a very long rostrum, wide orbital fissures, and
are of medium width anteriorly. The merus joints of the ambulatory

legsareunusually long. This form, which isprobably the typical coarcta-

tus, we find reproduced in large numbers on the Atlantic coast of
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North America, excepl that the rnerus joints are rarely as long Occa-

sional specimens of small size, however, have a shorter rostrum and

fissures narrow or almost closed. Small specimens from the Pacific

coast, while having, as a rule, the orbital fissures open (this character

being present even among Stimpson's types), mor3 often exhibit nar-

rower fissures than do individuals from Europe and Eastern North

America. This variation of many of the small Pacific forms from the

normal type is of no special significance, as the same variation occurs

even on. the Atlantic side. Specimens from Greenland, three fourths

i)\' an inch long, with fissures very slightly open, are identical in form

with others of the same size from Bering Sea: while it is impossible to

separate specimens with open fissures found on Georges Bank from

others found north of the Alaskan Peninsula.

Length of largest specimen, 80; greatest width, 64.5; length of cheli

ped, about 14 1millimeters.

The following tables show t he comparative width of the anterior and

posterior portions of the carapace in various males from the Atlantic

and Pacific oceans:

ATLANTIC.

Locality -

Greenland
Station 2400
Ariobat. Nov a Seol ia

Labrador
Station 3455
Shetland
ml Cape Cod

Do
oil Georges Hank....

O.!

oil' Cape A nn
Grand Manan
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RECORD OK SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Shetland; A. M. Norman (6319, 9060).

Kielerhucht, Germany; K. Mobius (16286).

U. S. Fish Commission:

Off Chesapeake Bay, 18 to 373 fathoms.

oil' Martini's Vineyard, 26 to 158 fathoms.

Off Nantucket Shoals, 18 to 62 fathoms.

Off Georges Bank, 35 to 906 fathoms.

Le Have Bank, 45 fathoms.

Off Cape Cod, Massachusetts, 16 to 90 fathoms.

Massachusetts Bay, 45 to 90 fathoms.

Off Cape Ann, Massachusetts, 7 to 42 fathoms.

Gulf of Maine, 23 to 98 fathoms.

Grand Manau, New Brunswick.

Off Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Arichat Harbor, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, 30 fathoms, stomach of cod; \V. A. Stearns

(15289).

Henley Harbor, Labrador, shallow water; W. A. Stearns (5240).

Greenland; Dr. Pavy, Howgate Expedition (5239).

Disco Harbor, Greenland; Ensign H. G. Dresel, U. S. Navy. Greely Relief Expedi-

tion (13988).

Lat. 70° 20' N.. long. 56 \Y., 90 fathoms; Ensign C. S. McClain, U. S. N., U. S. S.

Alert (13759).

Stations of the IT. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1885 and 1886:

Cat.
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Bering Sea; U.S. Fish Commission Steamer Albatross, 1890 and 1891:

Cat.
No.

15870
1587]

15872

I ,8 7 1

15875

15876
15877
15878

L5880
1588]

1 5882
i 188 I

1 588 I

15885
15886
15887
15888

15889
15890
1589]

15893
1 589

'

15894

L7077

17078

Station. Lat. N.

58 20 30
18 34 15
58 1 1 30

57 22 20
f,7 05 50
56 12 30

56 27 on

56 ! I mi

56 30 15

56 28 00

50 16 30
56 39 30
56 26 30

56 58 30

57 14 00

57 30 00
..7 16 15

57 38 00
57 45 15
.".7 27 00
58 02 30
57 51 30
57 24 30
.'.7 06 80
57 06 00

Long. W

161 36 0J
102 22 00
[63 -

'

:

loi 05 00
164 24 i"

loi 27 15

102 13 00

162 39 15

ii; io 00

16] II L5

ioi 50 15

101 10 30

Hi i
.,

| 00
160 'J'.i 00
io 00
150 11 00

159 35 00

159 03 30
150 07 30
160 12 15

160 23 30
ioi 13 45
101 io 00
161 17 00
170 22 30
170 35 I
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says this species li inhabits deep water on the coast <>f Oregon, where

it was found by the United States Exploring Expedition." Dana, on

the contrary, in describing the Crustacea from thai expedition, records

this species only from Pnget Sound.

RRCORD <>|.' BPKCIMKXS i:\A.\IIM '.l>.

Cat.
N.i.

11720

14721

1 1726
I I r<J7

14722
14721

1 2504
11718
1 1727

14719
12510
1 1728

14708

6243

lis 1

1

Locality.

Cbiobagoff Barbor, Aitn
Kyska Harbor
Constantino Harbor, Amcbitkc
Bay of [fllontlR, Adakli
( laptains I [arbor, Qualuaka
Befkoffsky Ha\
Port Levasbcff
Coal Harbor, Huga
Cbajafka Cove, Kadiak
Off Marmot i. land
K.irli.l>in;ik Bay, < look's I nl.-l ,

Port Ktebea
Sitka Harbor
Wraugel

Nakal Harbo

Port Wrangel .

Steamer Baj
Menziea Bay, Discovery Passage, B. C

6872
16279
0777

I.
ri7!i8 Victoria, l'.. c

l ;".r,.,'.i Kadiak, Alaska

16541 Porl low nsriiil, \\':isli

l''iil h.mis. Materials

6-7
7-14
i; in

16

25 7.'.

15 25

i; 9

12 il

20 60
5 is

15

S. G
S
S. si

S. M
ore. s
Sh.Gr

S. St. M
S. M

sdy. M
G-.St...
G-.M ..

Collector.

W. II. Dall
.1..

.I..

.In

do
...do

do
do
do
do
do
.I..

...do
Dr. W. II. .lours,

II. s. Navy.
Lieut .< '.iiiiin.lii.lrr

H.E.Nichols, U.
s. Navy.

...do

...do

....do
Dr. c K. Nev
oombe.

U. s. Fish c
lllisHi.Ill

do

Remarks.

Abundant.

I i.i.

Stations of the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, L888 and 1890;

Cat.
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Stations of the l. S. Fish Commission Bteamer [Ibatroaa, 1888 and 1890—Continued.

Cal
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RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Fishing banks off Newfoundland; If. S. Fish Commission Btoamer A Ibatroaa, 1885
and L886:

Cat.
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Alaska; I', s. Fish Commission steamor Albatross, 1888, L890, anil L891

Cat.

15472
15471

15475

15467

15469

15476
15470

15468

15826
15827
15828
15829
15830
15831

158 12

L5833
15859
15834

15835
15836
15837

L5838
L5839
15840
15841

15842
15843
15844

15845
15846
15847

15848
15849

15851

15852

15853
1 585

1

17073

17074
1707:".

17076
17(1! 17

Station

II 1166

2847
2848
2849
285]

2852

3216
3219
322

1

3225
325]

3252
3253
3255
3256
3257
3258
3259
3263
-V212

3278
3279

328]

3286
3288
3306
3309
3310
3311
3312
3313
3321
3333
3334
3438
34 ig

3441

3442

i at, N

54 00 00

55 01 do

55 10 00
i i 16 00

... 15 00
7,7 00 00
54 10 30
..Ml 00
54 42 50
54 48 30
57 35 50
57 22 20
57 05 50
;..; :: ; 30

56 is 00
54 49 00
51 48 00
51 10 50

55 04 00
55 31 10

56 12 30
56 25 40
56 '.'7 00
56 1

1

00
56 30 45
50 39 30
56 26 30
57 24 30
56 56 00
5:; 50 51

53 50 36
53 59 I I

54 oi 51
5:; 33 30

57 06 30
57 06 on

. i 00
57 01 -JO

57 10 00

Long, w

163 15 00

160 12 00
160 18 00
160 28 00
159 52 00

159 57 on

L53 18 00
163 57 00

165 57 00

105 19 00
164 05 00

164 24 io

101 27 15
101 31 io

101 34 10

165 32 00

L6 . 13 30

165 05 30
165 04 00

16 I 07 I

162 13 00
162 39 15

162 08 00
161 41 15
16] 50 15

160 29 00

160 00 00
161 17 00

166 28 53

!9 43
!5 09

15 40
30 15
".i 15

170 22 30
170 35 oo

170 41 00
170 52 30
170 17 15

166
166
100

io;

100

100

Bottom.

Fathoms. Temp. Materials

45
51

18

110

Oil

35

58
00
01

121

36
13

I"

si

70

11

01

::i

47
•11

16

36

57

15

71

58

85

15

08
51

HI
5(i

•JO

II

18

51

47

11 7

12

1'J

41

45
II. s

41.

8

!!

Hair.

38
38. 7

38. o

57. 5

44.8
35
! 7

X,

19

10.

39. 5

4'J

38.8
37

41

:is."j

11.5

45. 5

18 o

57.0
41.5
41
45

4-J.T

11.5

42.

II

I'm', gy. S Jnlv

Ine. gv.S
-ii. M
gn M \ n .

gy. S. Ink. (ili ...

OU.S. M
-n M
bk.S M M.in

i.k.s. <;

Me. S. G
bk.S

I -i imo
l.k. M'

m.S
gn. .M.s
gn. M. Ink. SO

i.k.s. i;

bk.S G
l.k. M
bk.rd.S
fue.gy. S
toe.gy.S
toe. gy.S
gy. s. bk. Sp
Fne.S. mi. M ....

file 'y.S.Sli '. .1 i.ls

i.k. *;'

toe.gy.S
gn. M Vug.
1'iu'. dk.S. M
gn. M
liu\ S. M
inc. l.k.S
dk.M
gn.M
•MS
I'll.'. g\'. S. Sll . \ :<

fne iik. s
l.k M.Sh
l.k. M. Sh
bk. M.Sh

Remarks.

Do

22 Stomach of coil

28

31

Abundant.

4

4

10

21 Y.t\ :i1. umlaut.

22 Abundant.
II Do.
1 1 V. tv abuudant
li Do.
I I Al.iimlaiil .

II Do.
'24 Do.
24

24

24

27
28
28

-

28
29 V.iv abundant
17

17

22

4

15

15

15
15 Abundant.
18

22 Very al. umlaut.
•_•_>

3
3 Abundant
5

3

5

D(

Chioncecetes tarmeri, sp. dov,

Plate iv. Figs. 1-1.

There exists in bhe deeper waters on the Pacific coast of North

America from Bering Sea to the southern extremity of California a

species of Chioncecetes closely allied to opilio, i > u t possessing striking

differences.

Tlic carapace is much swollen at the branchial regions, which are

distended both vertically and laterally,. concealing the lateral margin

of the carapace. Between the two branchial regions along the median

line there is a deep, narrow, triangular depression which widens out

anteriorly and joins the depressions between the gastric and branchial

regions. The carapace is covered with spines instead of granules or

tubercles. The mosl conspicuous spines <>n the carapace are arranged

in irregular rows, one of which extends t ransversely across the anterior

pari of the gastric region ; a second row extends from behind the orbits

diagonally backward across the branchial region; a third row extends

from near the inner angle of the branchial region almost transversely
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to the outer margin, from which paint a row of loug spines extends for-

ward along the lateral margin and is continued on the pterygostomian
regions. This marginal row of Ian-' spines, while forming the apparent
lateral margin, really overhangs and conceals the real margin. This is

a conspicuous difference between this species and opilio, in which the

branchial region is flattened out so that the posterolateral margin is

visible in a dorsal view to a point just back of the cheliped. From t lie

lateral row of long spines a small row of three or four spines extends

up on the carapace near the anterior part of the branchial region.

Small, sharp spines border the orbits, the outer margin of the postocu-

lar teeth and the infero lateral and posterior margins.

The rostral horns are longer and narrower than in opilio, leaving a

widely V-shaped notch between.

The second segment of the abdomen of the male is bent downward
at the extremities in almost a right angle. There is a transverse ridge

of spiny tubercles on the sternum in front of the abdomen. Anterior

to this ridge the sternum is deeply excavated.

The posterior margin of the epistome is strongly deflexed in the cen-

ter and arched at the sides. The external maxillipeds when in place

do not tit closely into the buccal cavity as in opilio; merus joints

strongly spiuose on the margins. On removing the carapace from
specimens of tiumeri and opilio of equal size, the gills in the former are

seen to be much larger than in the latter, being about two fifths longer in

tanneri. There are corresponding differences in the maxillipeds. The
scapliognathite of the second maxilla is very much larger (pi. iv, figs.

2 and 5), and also the endopodite of the iirst maxilliped (tigs. 3 and G).

The foliaceous part of the flabellum has about twice the area of the

same in opilio (figs. 4 and 7).

The legs are armed with spines longer and stouter than those of

opilio. In adult specimens the ambulatory legs are longer than in

opilio, especially the merus joints, which arc much narrower and in the

males do not widen out at the proximal end as in opilio. The ambula-

tory legs of the female are shorter than those of the male, as is the case

in opilio. In comparing young specimens of both species the difference

in the length of the ambulatory legs and in the width of the merus
joints is not evident.
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The specimeD figured is a very large one, in which the spines arc more
worn ami blunt than in medium-sized specimens.

nihil hi' measurements.
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Herbstia condyliata (Herbst).

('(Hirer condyliatus Herbst, Natnr. tier Krabben unci Krebse, I, p. 246, pi. xvm, figs.

99 A, B, 1790.

Herbstia condyliata Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust., I, p. 302, pi. xiv bis, fig. 6,

1834, and synonymy. Miers, Jonr. Linn. Soc. London, xiv, p. 655, 1ST!); Chal-

lenger Rept. Zool., xvii, ]>. 49, 1886. Aurivillins, K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Hand., IM.

23, I. p. IT, 1889.

Naples, Italy; A. M. Norman (14509).

This Mediterranean species has also been recorded from the Canaries

and Azores.

Herbstia (Herbstiella) camptacantha (Stimpson).

Herbstia parvifrons Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.. vil, p. 185, I860 (not

Randall).

Herbstiella eamptaeantha Stimpson, op. cit., x, p. 94, 1871.

Herbstia camptacantha A. Milne Edwards, Miss. Sci. an Mexique, pt. 5, I, p. 78, pi.

xvin, fig. 3, 1875.

AHthrax ! armatua Lockington, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., vn, p. 70, 1876.

Herbstia (Herbstiella) eamptaeantha Miers, Jonr. Linn. Soc. London, xiv, p. 655,

1879; Challenger Rept., Zool., xvm, p. 49, 1886.

The specimens agree very well with Stimpson's description, except

that instead of the blunt tooth near the base of the dactyl the edge is

minutely serrulate along the gape.

The largest specimen is 13.5 millimeters long and 11 wide.

RECOI5D OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Catalina Harbor, Cal.; beach (16320); 30 to 40 fathoms, sandy mud (16321); W. H.

Dall.

Southern California; W. H. Hall (16322).

Sau Diego, Cal.; C. R. Orcutt (16323).

Off Magdalena Bay, Lower Cal.; U. S. Fish Commission, 1889:

Cat.
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in l.uo ol I lio liopal ic I'CgioU aild m'M'H mi « acli l>i ;i lit li 1.1 1 1'Cgion, ;ii

ranged as follows: Two large, widely separated, i ii a line with (lie

posterior margin of blio gastric region; i \\ *
» near the cardiac region

arranged almost longitudinally; two running illmow! ;i parallelogram

wnii the latter; and <'iu> aeur (lie posterior margin, There are five

lateral spines, decreasing in siy.e from the largo, strong hepatic spine to

iiir last fin" en iIk 1 branchial region. On the rigid side there Is an ad-

ditional small spine above the last lateral spine,

Rostrum broad, upturned; margin thick, involuted. In the speoi

i urn in hand, tlio end of the rostrum is broken off, as are also the Jiagolla

«>r the antennai, l*ra»ooular tooth prominent, Upper orbital ilssure

closed at its anterior cud. Postooular angle dilated outwardly in ;t

stout tooth. Basal antounal joint thick, broadest posteriorly, bearing

i w«> tcotb on the orbit and < wo teeth below these, of which the poster*

rioi one points downward, outward, and forward, and the anterior one,

situated at the anterO'Oxtoiior angle is vorj stout, rounded :ii the end,

and projects hori ontallj forward and slightly inward. In a lino with

those last two, toeth is one below tho postooular tooth, pointing down
ward and another at the angle of the buccal cavity, rhero are two

spines on the subhepatic region, nrranged almost longitudinally,

\ l x

l

onion of female with n broad carina through tho center, ;i median

spine on the first and second segments, and a broad median tuberelo

on the third, At eivoli end oftliesecond segment there is ;i broad

tubercle, the distal half of which is flattened horizontally.

Ghelipeds <>r tin- female not so long as the first pair of ambulatory

legs. Merus subcylindrioal with two or throe small spines on tho upper

surface. Carpus with i wo or three spinj tubercles, Palms compressed,

about (wit-o as long :>s broad, tapering slightly toward the distal end,

Fingers ovenl
%> dentate, almost meeting when closed, Ambulatory legs

Stout, ilivn';isni;: regularly in length, unarmed CXCOpI lor a tubercle at

the upper distal end of the moral joints,

Tin' maxillipeds, lower i-*\r,c of tho carapace, margins of the stcruuui

and abdomen, and especially the anterior portion of tho sternum are

IVinged with longhair. Legs hairy, except the distal two-thirds ol the

dactyls,

[jongth of carapace, without rostrum, 08; width, without spines, 87;

length of cheliped about tot uiillimeters,

One specimen collected i>> the i . S, Pish Commission steamer \ll><t-

--. in the Gulf of Mexioo, lai. ""
• i 10 N . long 88 oi w .. ;o

fathoms, yellow sand, black spe< ks, station 2 :>>. March i. i $8 > (OtitU),

Mat* tquinado I Hw bat

)

rr At/MiNiirfo HorlvNt, Natur, .l.i Krabbou nut! KitImw, 111. put ;
. p, 83, pi, i.vi,

in-:

i ktroill^ (Hist, Nat, Crust,, VI, p, 98; I'h.-n.. pi, ccucxvti, figs. 1 and

Milno Kdwards, Hist, v-m Crust., 1.
|

'. Mid synonymy, Bell,

Im.i Crust,', p. 89, fig., 1868 Miers, Jour, l tnn Sot i ondon, \n
. p, 666, pi,

\u. llga ;. s is,.
i Carringtun Mid i ovett, o N

. p, U6,
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RECORD OP SPECIMENS EXAMINED,

Cornwall, England; A. M. Norman (15387),

Channel Islands; Edward Lovett (6648)

Jersey; A. M. Norman (6773, 6774).

Greece (14484 >..

Locality unknown < i -

r

:

;

t i ),

Maia verrucosa Milne Edwards.

Cancer equinado Herbst, op. oit., I, p. 214 (pars), pi. kiv, figs, 84, 85, 1790.

Maia equinado Boso, (Hist. Nat. Crust., i. I, pi. vu, fig. 3f). Audonin, (('rust, do

1'Egypte, par M. Saviguy, pi. \ i, fig. 4).

Main verruooaa Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust., 1, p. 328, pi. in, 1834. White,

Crust. Brit. Mus., |>. S, 1X17. Capcllo; .lor. Sri. Lislm;., p. (2), 1873. Aunvil

lius, K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Hand., Bd. 23, I, p. 47, pi. i\ . ftg. 2, 1889.

Two male specimens of this Mediterranean species are contained in

the collection, with the exact locality unknown; received from Henry

A. Ward (16281).

Paramithrax peronii Milne Edwards.

Hist. Nat. Crust., i, |>. 324, L834. White, <»|». oit., i>. 7. Jacquinot et Lucas, Voy. an

Pole Sod, Zool., in. Crust., p. lo, pi. i, Bg. 3, 1853, Miers, Ann. Nat. Hist,., (4),

\ vu, p. Ulii, L876; .lour. Linn. Soc. London, xiv, p. 656, 1X70. Haswell, Proo. Linn.

Soc, N. S. Wales, iv, |>. 440, L879; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), v, p. L46, 1880; Cat.

Austral. Crust., p. 13, 1882. Filhol, Bull. So.-. Philora., i\, |>. 26, L885. Aurivil-

lius, K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Hand., Bd. 23, i, i>. 48, pi. iv, fig. ::, 1889.

Bluff Barbor, New Zealand; three males (16277). New Zealand;

OtagO Museum, one. male (16284),

Found also in Australia.

Paramithrax edwardsii (do llaaiu.

Maja (Paramithrax) edwardsii do Haan, Fauna Japonica, p. 92, pi, wi, fig, 2, 1839.

Paramithrax edwardsii Adams and While, Voy. Samarang, p. II, 1848.

Paramithrax (Leptomithrax) edwardsii Miers, Ann. Nat. lliat. (4), xvn, i>. 220, 1x70.

Japan; II. Loomis; two males (16272).

Miers places tins species in the subgenus Leptomithrax. The cheli-

peds, however, are not greatly elongated nor the
i
»: 1 1 1 1 1 subcylindrical.

The carpus is similar in shape to those ofperonii and latreillei
f
h&8 two

ridges, and is spinulous. In the larger specimen the fingers meet along

their inner edges when (dosed; in a specimen about one and a half

inches long, they are gaping at base, with a tooth on the dactyl.

Our specimens of longimanus and australis have fingers gaping al

base. This, therefore, can uot constitute a subgeneric character. Ed-

wardsii is allied also by the form of its carapace to the subgenus
Paramithrax^ in which the caparace is oblong ovate, while, in LeptO'

mithrax the carapace is triangular-ovate, in edwardsii the eyes reach

the postocular spine, as in Leptomithrax,

Proc. N. M. 93
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Paramithrax latreillei Miers.

raramithrax barbicornia Miers (nol Latreille), Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.. (4), kvii, p.

219, 1876 (Cat. Crust. V /., p. 6, pi. i. fig. 2, 1876); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hisl

i\.|». s. L879. Haswell, Proo. Linn.Soc. \. S. W., iv, p. 140, 1879; Ann. Mag.

Nat, Hist., (5), \. p. 146, 1880; Cat. Austral. Crust., p. 13, 1882.

I ',ini in i llirn.r hilnilhi Mi. is, Ann. Mflg. Nat. Hist.. (4), XA II, |>. 220, lNTti.

Paramithrax i r'mtalua lilliol, Bull. Soc, Pliilotu., t\. |>. '_'•;, L885 ; (Rec.Venus, in, Abth.

2, p. 358, 1886).

Filhol (Bull. Soc. Philom.) shows thai the specimens which in L87C

Miers referred to barbioornis are not identical with thai species, and

proposes for l hem 1 lie name eristatiiSj apparently nol aware thai Miers,

in bis preliminary description (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), xvn, p. 219,

1876), designates the species as latreillei, if it should prove distinct

from Lai reille's barbicornis.

New Zealand; Otago Museum; two males (16283).

Paramithrax sternocostulatus A. Milne Edwards (tesU Miers)

Paramithrax sterHocoatnlatua A. Milne Edwards. Miers, \nn. Mag. Nat. Hist (5),iv,

l>.
!t, is7'.». Haswell, Proc. Linn. N. S. \V., i\ . p. I in. L879; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

v, p. lit'-. L880; Cat. Austral. Crust., p. 13, L882.

Paramithrax gaimardii Miers (nol Milne Edwards'), Cat. Crust. N. /., ]>. t>. 1876.

Tori Jackson, Australia; Australian Museum, Sydney; male and fe-

male (17013).

Found also in New Zealand.

Paramithrax (Leptomithrax) australla (Jacquinot).

\faia aitAfraltoJaoquinot, in Jacquinol and Lucas, Voj . an PoleSud, Zool., m, Crust.,

p. n. is:.;;.

Paramithrax {Leptomithrax) australis Miers. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. I i), kvii, p. 220

L876; (Cat. Crust. N. /... 1876)

One male specimen inis been received from the Otago Oniversitj

Museum, Dunedin, New Zealand (16285). II is 93 millimeters long from

the tip of the rostrum aud 82.5 wide, without spines. The chelipeds

are extremely Long, aboul 223 millimeters; the hands are very long and

strong.

Paramithrax (Leptomithrax) longimauus. Miers.

\nn Mag. Nat. Hist., (4), xvn, p. 220, 1876; (Cat. Crust. N. /... L876); Jour. Linn.

Soc. London, \t\ . p. 636, is; 1
.'.

Dunedin, New Zealand; Otago Museum: three males (16282).

The speei mens do not agree exactly \\ iili Miers's description. Midway
on the margin of the branchial region is a short, stout, blunl spine

curved forward. Thecarapace is tuberculous rather than granulous.

The length of the rostrum isonlj a little greater than half the width

between the pra?orbital angles. Merusand carpus of cheliped tubercu

Ions; inanus conspicuously granulous inside, minutelj so outside,
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Chlorinoides longispiniis (do Haan).

Mum (Chorimi8) longiapina ^m Haan, Fauna Japonica, p, 94, pi. win, fig. 2, 1839.

Chorinus longiapinua White, Crust. Brit. Mus.,p. 123, Isit. Adams .-mil White,Voy.
Samarang, p. 12, is is.

Chlorvnoidea longiapinua Miers, Challenger Rept.. Zool., xvn, p. 53, 1886.

Enoshima, Japan; 1'. L. Jouy (12345). Japan; II. Loomis (16274).

Chlorinoides spatulifer (Haswell).

Paramithrax apatulifer Haswell, Proc. Linn. Sue. N. S. W., vi, p. 540, issi
; Cat. Aus-

tral. Crust., p. M, 1882. Miers, Crust. Alert., p.194, 1884.

Chlorinoides apatulifw Miers, Challenger Rept., Zoul.. \\u, ]>. 52, 1886.

Port, Stevens, Australia; Australian Museum, Sydraey; one femcle

(17014).

Pisa tetraodon (Pennant).

Cancer te'raodon Pennant (British Zoology, iv, pi. vni, fig. 15).

I'isa tetraodon Leach, (Malac. Pocloph. Brit., pi. 20, L815). Milne Edwards, Hist.

Nat. Crust., I. p. 305, pi. \i\ bis, fig. I, L834, and synonymy. Bell, Brit. Crust.,

p. 22, 1853. Carrington anil Lovett, Zoologist (3), \, |). 358, 1881. Miers, Chal-

lenger Rept., Zool., xvii, p. 54, 1886. Aurivillius, K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Hand., lid.

2::, i, p. i!>, iss«).

Weymouth; A. M. Norman (6329). Channel Islands; Edward Lov-

ett (6549). Locality unknown (16278).

Found also in the Mediterranean, Portugal, the Azores, and Teneriffe,

50 to 90 fathoms, and at Aden.

Pisa (Arctopsis) tribulus ( Linin ).

? Cancer Iribulus I,mm (Syst, N;ii., ed. 12, p. 1045, 17(it!).

1'isn gibb8ii Leach, Trans. Linn. Soe., m, p. :527, 1815. Carrington and Lovett,

Zoologist ('>), v,
i>. 360, figs. 1 and 2, 1881.

Piea (Aretopeia) tribulua Miers, Challenger Rept., Zoul., wii, p. ;V>, 1886, and
synonymy.

Channel Islands; Edward Lovett (6532). Guernsey; A. M.Norman
(6315).

Found in the Mediterranean to 7r> fathoms, and ranging to the. Gape
Verde Islands, 38 fathoms.

LEPTECES, tfen. m.\ .

Carapace subpyriforni or triangulate, slightly convex, tuberculous.

Praeocular spine present. Rostral horns divergent. Orbits with two
hiatuses above and one below. Abdomen in both sexes seven jointed.

Antenna' with a, spine, at the anle.ro external angle of the basal joint,'

the ftagellum visible in a dorsal view at the sides of the rostrum. Ex-
terior maxilliped with the antero-external angle produced and rounded,
the inner angle notched. Chelipeds more slender than the ambulatory
legs; palms very long and slender; lingers meeting along their inuer
edges. Ambulatory legs of moderate length, the anterior pair much
the longer; joints spinous,
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Lepteces oniatiis, sp. uov.

Plate \ i. Fig. 1.

Entire surface, excepl the hands, granulous. Carapace ornamented

with tubercles of two Kinds; lirst and most prominent, raised mush-

room-like tubercles, each surmounted by a flat, circular disk, granu-

lous and spinulous on the margins. Tubercles of this character, with

disks overlapping, surround the cardiac region and outline the" inner

margin of the branchial region; there is one on the posterior edge of

the gastric, lour follow the posterolateral margin, two are arranged

transversely on the intestinal region, while a line of four runs almost

transversely across each hepatic region and up on the gastric. There

are many additional smaller tubercles of this character. The second

variety of tubercle is smaller, luit slightly more elevated than the lirst,

spheroidal at the summit, granulous, and surmounted by a few long

hairs. There are four such tubercles on the gastric region, two of

which are on the median line, six on the branchial region, two or three

on the cardiac -region, and threeonthe posterior margin. The entire

surface between and beneath the raised tubercles is crowded with

stellar granules, varying in size.

The rostrum is composed of two regularly tapering, divergent spines,

with long hairs, especially on the inner margins. Praeoeular spine

strongly curved upward, at an angle of about 45° with the rostrum;

acute, bearing a few long hairs near the tip.

Basal joint of antenna with the outer margin convex and tubercu-

lous; a stout spine at the anterolateral angle, pointing forward. Fla-

gellum exceeding tin' rostrum. Posterior margin of the epistome di-

rected abruptly backward near the center, then turning again almost

transversely to form a shallow V at the median line. The depressions

between the abdominal segments in the male are continued in grooves

on the sternum.

Ohelipeds in both sexes weak, slender, much shorter than the fust

pair of ambulatory legs; merus strongly and irregularly tubereulose;

carpus feebly so; hands smooth, extremely slender, tapering to the

fingers, which are in contact; prehensile edges finely dentate. Ambu-
latory legs stout, somewhat angled; anterior pair much the longest,

armed with an irregular row of long spines above, a series of shorter

spines on the inferior outer margin, and a lew scattered spines. Prox

ini.il half of dactyls Spinulose, extremities horny.

Length, including rostrum, 17; width, 9 millimeters.

Two males and six females of this unique form were collected by the

U. 8. Pish Commission steamer A Ibatross off Arrowsmith Bank, Yuca-

tan, lat.20 :>!>' 30" N.. Ion-. St; '_>;;' 45" \V.. 130 fathoms, coral, station

2354, 1885 (9546).
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Hyastenus diacanthus (de llaan).

I'isa (Xnxia) diaeaniha&e Haau, Fauna Japonica, p. KG, pi. xxiv, fig, 1, and pi. G, 1839.

Naxia diacantha White, Crust. Brit. Mus., p. 6, 1817. Adams and White, Voy. 8am-
arang, Crust., ]>. 10, 1848. ' Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., ix, p.

218, 1857. Holler, Reise Fregatte Novara, n, 3, p. 3, 1868. Aurivillius, K. Sv.

Vet.-Akad. Hand., Bd. 23, 1, p. 51, pi. n, fig. 5, 1889.

Hyastenus diacanthus A. Milne Edwards, Nouv. Archiv. du Mus., viir, ]>. 250, 1872.

Miers (Cat. Crust. N. Z., p. 9, 1876) ; Proc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 26, 1879; dust.

Alert, pp. 194, 182, 18-sl; Challenger Rept., Zool. xvn, pp. 56, 57, 1886. Haswell,

Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, iv, p. 442, 187!); Cat. Austral. Crust., p. 20, 1882.

Walker, Jour. Linn. Soc. London, w, p. 109, 1887. De Man, Arch. f. Natur.,

uii, p. 220, 1887. Cano, Boll. Soc Nat. Napoli (1 1, in, p. 178, 1889.

Hyastenus verreauxii A. Milne Edwards, loc. <it.

Japanese sens; IT. S. S. Palos; two females (16288, L6289).

Japan; II. Looinis; three males, five females (16273).

Sydney Harbor, New South Wales; William E. Langley (5740).

Distributed throughout the [ndo-Pacific region.

Hyastenus caribbaeus, sp. no v.

Plate vi, Fig. 2.

Carapace triangular-ovate, with a stoui spine on the summit of the

posterior portion of the branchial region, and another on the intestinal

region just above the posterior margin. Regions distinct. There arc

three inconspicuous tubercles on the gastric, and one at the inner angle

of each branchial region. Carapace covered with a short, close pubes-

cence, with scattered bunches of hair. Rostrum nearly as long as the

carapace, entire for about one-fourth its length; horns slender, slightly

divergent; margins hairy. Basal antennal joint without a spine. Fla-

gellum not so long as the rostrum.

Chelipeds slender, unarmed; merus subeylindrical; maims long, com-

pressed, narrowest near the carpus, widening slightly to the base of

the lingers; dactyl arched, with a tooth near the base; lingers gaping

at the base when closed. Ambulatory legs very slender, the first pair

longer than the chelipeds.

Length of carapace, exclusive of rostrum, 13; width, 10.5; length of

rostrum, 9.5; length of cheliped, about 154 millimeters. A specimen

with a total length of 14 millimeters has comparatively a much shorter

rostrum and spines than the one described above.

Sabanilla, United States of ( 'olombia; OVS. Fish Commission steamer

Albatross, 1884; two males (16315). This is the first species of Hyas-

tenus recorded from the Atlantic Ocean.

Hyastenus longipes (Dana).

Plate vii.

Chorilia longipes Dana, Anier. Jour. Sci. (2), xi, p. 269, 1851; Crust. IT. S. Expl.

Exped., I, ]». 91, pi. i, fig. 5, 1852. Stitnpson, Jour. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., VI,

p. 455, 1857. Lockington, Proc Cal. Acad. Sci., vn, p. 69, 1876.

Hyastenus (<'h<»-ili<t) longipes Miers, Jour. Linn. Soc. London, xiv, ]>. o'58, 1879;

Proc. Zool. Soc, London, p. L'7, 1879.
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Hyaatenus japovicua Miers, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, }>. L'T, pi. i, 6g. 2, 1879; Chal-

lenger Kept., Zool., xvn, p. 56, 1886.

Hyastvnus lovgipea Miers, Challenger Kept., Zool., xvn, p. 56,1886.

This species ranges from 57° north latitude, off Kadiak, Alaska, to

32° north latitude, oft' San Diego, Gal., and in depth from 27 to 003

fathoms. It exhibits wide variations from Dana's types, especially in

more southern latitudes, where, as a rule, the carapace is very much
swollen at the branchial regions, making the width much greater in pro-

portion to the length; the second and third joints of the antenna' are

much more slender; the hepatic region is furnished with a sharp spine;

and, lastly, the tubercles of the carapace are more numerous and some

of them spinous. These characteristics, if uniform, would be specific,

but the two extremes intergrade to such an extent as to render im-

possible even a varietal separation. The broad form is with one ex-

ception confined to deep water; the typical longipes ranges from 27

fathoms in the north, to 456 in the south. Variations exist in speci-

mens from the same locality ; for example : The broad forms may possess

a hepatic spine or a tubercle; the antenna] joints are narrow in some

individuals and wide in others. Occasional specimens of the narrow

form have a sharp hepatic spine. An examination of the branchiae

of the broad and narrow forms shows that they are larger in the former.

Corresponding differences exist in the size of the maxillipeds, the tla-

bella being larger, as well as the scaphognathite of the second maxilla.

The endopodite of the first maxilliped, however, which is seen to be so

different in the two species of Chioncecetes, is the same size and shape

in the two forms of Hyastenus longipes.

The width of the typical form ranges from 0.71 to 0.8 of its length;

of the wider form, from 0.82 to 0.9 of its length; the length being

measured from between the bases of the cornua. The measurements

are taken of male specimens, with one exception. In the following

tables the stations are arranged from north to south:

Table of measurements.

Station.
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RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

From Kadiak to San Diego; U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1888-1891:

Cat.
No.

154 90
15497
15495
15499
17081
17085
17083
17086
17088
17080
15194

15498
17626
16776

16030
15515
15512
15514
15510

10777
15511
15590
15508

15507
16031
15509
15502

15510.
15505
15501?

15500s

1 5504
15503

Station. Lat. N.
\ Long. W.

2X55
2802
2877
2874
3449
3454
3451

3459
3466
3445
2865
2882
3085
2889

3350
3112
3114
3205
3126

3187
3193
2893
2960

2950
2979
2890
2980

2982
2937

2928
2927

57 00 00
50 49 00
48 33 00
48 30 no

48 29 40
15 27 5(1

48 25 10

48 24 20

48 18 30

48 16 00

48 12 00

16 09 on

44 29 30
4:; 59 00

38 58 10

37 08 oo

37 oo 00
36 55 10

30 49 20

36 14 00
35 25 50
34 12 30
34 10 45

33 57 30
33 56 30
33 55 30

33 49 45

33 24 45
:::; 04 30

32 47 no

32 43 in

153 18 00
127 36 30
124 53 00
121 57 00
124 40 10

124 42 40

124 37 50

121 24 40

123 22 oo

123 45 05
122 40 00
121 22 30
124 17 OO

124 50 00

12.! 57 05
122 47 00

122 32 00

122 23 50
122 12 30

121 58 40
121 09 10

120 32 30
120 16 15

120 18 30

119 22 30
120 28 oo

119 24 30

119 07 oo

117 42 00

117 27 30

118 lo oo

117 51 oo

117 16 oo

Bottom.

Faih. Temp. Materials:

69
238
59
27

135
1 52

106

123
50

100
40
68
42
40

296
02

210
450

298
160
145

207

52
388
:S70

003

r
404

417
313

44
44.7
15. 5

50. :;

44.2
45

44.5
48. 5

44
51.7
45. 8

40
47.7

48. 4

41.8

43.7
52.8

41.1
44. 1

48.0
48

53.1

42.

8

38.9

4 ii. 7

40. 5

41

43.3

gn.M
gy. S. P
i.'k. S. M ....

R. Sli

gy.s. G
gy.S.rky...
g. st

gy-s.p
gy. S.S'n. rk\
rky
p:
gy.s
fne.gy. S...

C. SB

fne.S.M--..
foe. gy. S ...

M ..".'

bk. S. R . ...

gn. M..:

yl. S.M
gn.M
I'ne. gy. S. M
gn. M
Inc. gy. S. R.
gn. M
yl. M
gn.M

S. M. G
gn. M
M

bk. S. G
gn. M..

TV. S . .

Hale.
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spine ;il tlie antero external angle, and a spiuule further back on the

margin. The larger specimen, a female, bas slender chelipeds; merus

and carpus spinuliferous, as is also the inanns on the upper margin

near the carpus. Ambulatory legs slender; mcral joints Spinulous

above, dactyli spinulous beneath.

Length, including rostrum, 8; width L5 millimeters. The smaller

specimen is only 5 millimeters long.

L;it. 24 58' 15 N., long. 1 15 .».'. W., 30 fathoms, temperature 64.3°,

coralline; station 2989, U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1889

(17380).

Naxia robilJaidi Miers.

Proc. /•>lil. Soc. Lou clou, p. 339, pi. jcx, fig. 1. 1882; Clialleuger Rept., Zool.,

xvii. pp. 60, 61, L886; Pocock, A.nn. Mag. Nat Hist. (6), v, p. 79, 1890.

Mauritius; 11. A. Ward; one female (1C316). This species lias been

taken, at .">0 fathoms, off Mauritius.

Scyra acutifrons Dana.

Amer. jour. Sci. (2), \i, p. 269, L851; Croat. I'. S. Expl. Exped., r, p. 95, pi. n, \\g.

•_', L852. Stimpson, Jour. Bostou Soc. Nat. Hist., \ i. p. 155, 1857; Lockington,

Proc. Cat. Acad. Sci.. VII, p. 69, 1876. Miers. Jour. Linn. Soc. Lonilon. XIV, p.

f>i\\. L879; Cliallenger Rept., Zool., xvi, p. ('.I'. 1886. Smith, Rept. Geol. Survey

Canada for 1878 79, p. 210 l'« 1 1880).

A large series of specimens serves to confirm Prof. Smith's supposi-

tion that Dana's description was based on immature individuals. In

large males the carapace is very nodulous, the rostrum wide, and the

chelipeds strongly developed. In females the regions are much less

elevated, the gastric region evenly rounded, without tubercles.

RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Kadiak, Alaska; W. G. W. Harford (14801).

Victoria. B. ('.; Dr. ('. V. Newcombe (15793).

Port Orchard, Pugel Sound; O. B. Johnson (14966).

Pugel Sound; D. S. .Ionian (3099).

Monterey, Cal.; I>. S. .Ionian (16291); l>r. Canfield (3449).

Southern California; \Y. 11. Dall ( L6290).

From Vancouver Island to Santa Barbara, Cal.; I. S. Fisb Commission steamer

Albatross, 1888 L890:

Cal \.>

16 ;n
16343

L6020
l.V.l 3

16341

Station.

288]
-,'1

H24
2961

1969

:il
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Eurynome aspera (Pennant).

Cancer asper Pennant (Brit. Zool., iv, t. x, f. 3, p. 13).

Eurynome aspera Leach (Malac. Brit., t. xvn, 1815). Guerin, Icon. Regne Anhu., n,

pi. vii, tig. 4. Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust., i, p. 351, pi. XV, lijj. 18, 1834,

and synonymy. Bell, Brit. Crust., p. 4G, fig., 18f>3. Miers, Jour. Linn. Soc.

London, xiv, p. 659, 1879. Carrington and Lovett, Zoologist (.'!), v, p. lis, 1881.

Scott, 6th Ann. Rept. Fishery Board for Scotland, pt. in, p. 250, 1888. Aurivil-

lius, K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Hand., Bd. xxm, 1, p. 51, pi. i, figs. 7, 8, L889. Cano,

Boll. Soc. Nat. Napoli (1), III, i>. 178, 1889. Osorio, Jor. Sei. Lisboa (2), i, p.

53, 1889.

Eurynome spinosa Hailstone, Mag. Nat. Hist., vm, pp. 519, 638, 1835.

Guernsey: A. M. Norman (G314). Channel Islands: Edward Lovett

(0507).

Recorded from the British Isles, France, and the Mediterranean.

Pelia mutica (Gihbes)i

Pisa mutica Gibbes, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., in, p. 171, 1850.

Fclia mutica Stimpsou, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., vii, p. 177, 1860. Smith, Rept.

U. S. Comrar. of Fisheries lor 1871 and 1872, p. 548 (1874). A. Milne Edwards,

Miss. Sci. an Mexique, pt. 5, i, p. 73, pi. xvi, fig. 2, 1875. Kingsley, Proc. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Phila., xxxi, p. 385, 1879.

I find this species extremely variable in the divergence of the ros-

trum and in the antero-external angle of the basal joint, which is some-

times unarmed and sometimes armed with a small spine. The species

ranges from Vineyard Sound to the west coast of Florida, and the more
northern specimens, that is, from Vineyard Sound to Beaufort, are those

most likely to present the antennal spine, while the southern forms have
usually a blunt angle at that point. There is no constancy in this oc-

currence, however, and no accompanying characteristic that is invari-

able.
RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Vineyard Sound, Mass., low water to 12 fathoms; U. S. Fish Commission.

Virginia (Union College Coll.).

Beaufort, N. C. (Union College Coll.).

Calibogue Sound, S. C; U. S. Fish Commission (16350, 16773).

Florida:

Florida Bay (Union College Coll.).

Marco; 11. Hemphill (16999).
-

Charlotte Harbor; W. II. Hall (17002).

Sarasota Bay; H. Hemphill (16208).

Goodland Point; II. Hemphill (17000).

Cedar Keys; Lieut. .1. F. Moser, U. S. Navy (16207) ; H. Hemphill (0119). on coral,

one fathom (17001).

Pelia rotunda A. Milne Edwards.

Miss. Sei. an Mexuiue, Pt. 5, i, p. 74, pi. xvi, fig. I, 1S7">.

Two males from off the Riode la Plata, one in Iat.36°4# S.,long. 56°

23' W., Hi fathoms, sand, broken shells, station 2764, I'. S. Fish Com
mission steamer Albatross, 1888 (16347), and the other in hit. ."><;o 47' S.,

long. 50° 23' W., KM fathoms, sand, broken shells, station 2766 (17321).
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A. Milne Edwards records this species in the text as rotunda, while

in the description of the figure it is designated as rotundata. The types

are from off Patagonia and Brazil.

In characterizing the two specimens at hand, I have compared them

with specimens of mutioa of equal Length from South Carolina, and

have made the following observations: The width at the branchial re-

gions is the same, but rotunda is wider ;it the hepatic regions. The

gastric and cardiac regions are a little more swollen in this species.

The rostrum is the same length in both species, but in mutica the horns

are strongly divergent, while in rotunda the outer margins are snbpar-

allel. The rostrum is more dellexed and wider at the base in rotunda

and there is a corresponding width underneath across the basal antennal

joints. The fingers do not differ essentially from those of mutica. It

is very probable that a large series of specimens of rotunda would show

that the above-mentioned characters are not constant, but offer indi-

vidual variations as in mutica.

Pelia pacifica A. Milne Edwards.

Miss. Sci. au ftfeiique, Pt. 5, 1. p. 73, pi. svi, fig. 3, 1875.

RKCORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.
California :

CataUna Harbor; W. 11. Da 11 (16204).

Southern California; W. 11. Dall (16203); many specimens.

San Diego, LOfathoms; II. Hemphill (6385). C. R. Orcutl (16205, 16206); Rosa

Smith (16998).

Gulf of California; U. S. Fish Commission, 1889:

Off Adair Bay, Mexico, lat. 31( 22 N:, long. 114 07 45 \\'.. 17 fathoms, gravel

broken shells, temperature 65.2 .station 3026(16349); one female, with rostral

horns a little more divergent than in typical specimens, but otherwise corre-

sponding.

The types are from the Bay of Panama.

Pelia. s|>.

Much like pacifiea. The single male specimen, however, has cheli-

peds very strongly developed. Manns wide and swollen, fingers

arched. The first ambulatory leg is Longer than in pacifica, the merus

joint nearly reaching the extremity of the rostrum ; the penult joint is

longer and more slender than in pacifica. The rostrum has its horns

converging, but is deformed, as the two sides are of unequal length.

Off Ma.udalena Hay, Lower California, lat. 24 58 15" N\, long, 115°

53' W., 36 fathoms, coralline, temperature 64.3°j station L'OSO, U. S.

Pish Commission steamer . I //m //•<>*>•, 1889 (16348),

Nibilia erinacea A. Milne Edwards. 1

lldbstia Schramm (Crust, de la Guadeloupe, p. IT, pi. vn, fig. "-':!, 1867).

Mhiii<i eriaocM A. Milne Edwards, Miss. Sci. an Mexique, Pt. .">. i.
i>. 133, pi. xxv,

L878. Smith, Rept. Commr. of Fisheries lor 1885, I'. 627 (1887).

• Mbil'm armata \. Milne Edwards belongs properlj among the [nachids.
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Off Cape Hatteras, N. ('., and Gulf of Mexico ; II. S. Fisli Commission steamer Alba-

tross, 1884-1885:

Cat. No

7L'50

14091

9088

Sta-

tion.
Lat. N.

2301 ::.". II 30
2595 35 08 on

2380 29 15 00

Long.W.

75 05 00
75 05 30
88 00 00

Jiottom

Fath. Temp Materials.

75 era S. bk. Sp .

I

gy. S. Ink. Sh
61.8 b'u. M

Date.

Oct. 21

17

Mar. 4

Sex.

1 VOUIH

Wiih eggs.

Recorded from the Caribbean Sea.

Schizophrys aspera (Milne Edwards).

Mithrax (taper Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust., i, p. 320, 1834. Dana, Crust. U. S.

Expl. Exped., i, p. 97, pi. n, fig. 1, 1852.

Maja (Dione) affinis de Haan, Fauna Japonica, Crust., p. 94, pi. xxn, fig. 4, 1839.

Adams and White, Voy. Sainarang, p. 15, 1848. Stiinpson, Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci.

I'liila., ix, p. IMS, 1857.

Schizophrys serratus White, Crust. Brit. Mus., p. 9, 1847; Proe. Zool. Soc., London,
xv, p. 223, fig., 1847; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), n, p. 283, tig., 1848. Adams and

White, op. eit., p. II!.

Schizophrys spiniger White, loc. cit. Adams and White, op. cit., p. 17.

! .' Mithrax quadridentatua Mac Leay, in Smith, Annulosa, Zool, South Africa, p. 58,

1849.

Schizophrys affinis Stiinpson, Amer. Jour. Sci., xxix, p. 133, 1860.

Schizophrys aspera Stimpson, loc. cit. A. Milne Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist.

Nat., viil, p. 231, pi. X, figs. 1-1 f, 1872. Miers, .lour. Linn. Soc. London, XIV,

p. §80, 1879; Crust. H. M. S. Alert, p. 197, 1884; Challenger Kept., Zool., XVII,

p. 67, 1886. Haswell, l'roc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W., IV, p. 117, 1879; Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. (5), v, p. 117, 1880; Cat, Austral. Crust,, p. 22, 1882. De Man, Jour. Linn.

Sue. London, XXII, p. 20, 1SS7; Aichiv fur Natur., LIU, p. 226, 1887. Walker,

.lour. Linn. Soc London, xx, p. 113, 1887. Aurivillius, op. cit., p. 51. Cano,

op. cit,, p. 179.

Schizophrys serrata Stimpson, loc. cit.

Schizophrys spinigera Stimpson, loc. cit.

Mithrax spinifrons A. Milne Edwards, Ann. Soc. Entoin. France (4), vn,p.263, 1867.

Mithrax affinis Capello, Jor. Sci. Lisboa, p. 261, pi. ilia, tig. 4, 1871.

Mithrax (Schizophrys) triangularis Kossmann, (Crust. Reise Kiisteu. Rothen Meeres,

pp. 11, 13, 1887).

M. (S.) triangularis var. africanus Kossmann, (op. cit., pp. 11, 14).

M. (S.) triangularis var. indicus Kossmann, (loc. cit.).

Japan] II. Loomis; tour males and one female (1G3PJ) of the typical

form, and corresponding to the figure by de Ilaan.

Samoa; II. A. Ward; one male and one immature female (10318) of

the variety spinifrons (A. Milne Edwards).

This species is widely distributed throughout the IndoPacitic region.
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Pseudomicippa 9 varians Miers.

Ann. Mag. N. 11.. (5), iv, p. 12, pi. i\, fig. 8, 1879; Cms!. Alert, pp. L82, in:, 1884;

Challenger Rept., Zool., xvn, p. t;s, 1886.

Toil Jackson, Australia; Australian Museum: one female (17015).

Micippa mascaienica (Leach).

Micippa philyra Leach (no), Herbst), Zool. Misc. m, p. Hi. 1S17. Guenn, tcon.

Crust., pi. viu Bis, fig. l. Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. dust., 1. p. 330, 1834.

Adams and White, Voy. Samarang, |>. 15, 1848. A. Milne Edwards, Nouv. Arch.

Mus. Hist. Nat., vill, p. 239, pi. m. fig. 2, 1N7L'. Richters, in Mobius (Me. 'its

fauna Mauritius u. Seychellen, i>. 143, pi. xv, (ins. ti. 7, L880). Miers, Crust.

Alert, i»|>. L98, 182, 1884.

Micippa philyra var. mascarevica Kossniann, (<>i>. cit., p. 7, |>1. in, fig. 2). Lenz and

Richters, Abh. Senck. Nairn-. Ges., mi,
i>. 121, 1881. Miers, op. (it., p. tt.

Micippa supercilio8a Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W., iv. \>. 446, pi. xxvi, fig. 2,

1S7P; Ann. Mag. N. 11. (5), v. |». 117. L880; Cat. Austral. Crust.. ]>. IT.. L882,

var. Miers, op. cit., p. 199. *

Paramicippa asperimanus Miers, op. cit., pp. 525, 517, var.

Micippa ma8carenica Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.
( :.), xv, p. 7. 1885; Challenger

Kent. Zool., XVII, p. »>!». 1886. Walker. Jour Linn. Sue. London, xx, p. 109, 1887.

Mauritius; 11. A. Ward; one male specimen of the typical form

(Hl.'ilTL Length to base of rostrum, IS millimeters; width, 1<»; length

of rostrum, !>; length of cheliped, about 'JO; length of first ambulatory

leg. about 22 millimeters.

Chelipeds smooth, covered with indistinct, light-colored spots. Palm

slightly compressed, notdilated. Fingers with a very narrow hiatus at

base when closed.

A common Easl Indian species.

Micippa spinosa Stimpson.

Micippa spinosa stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., IX, p. lMS. 1857. Haswell,

Cat. Austral. Crust., p. 26, L882. Miers, Ann. Mag. N. 1L (5), XV, p. 8, L885;

Challenger Rept., Zool., wii, p. 70, pi. viu, fig. 2, 1886.

Paramicippa spinosa Miers (Cat. Crust. N. /.., p. 9, 1876); Crust. Alert, pp. 182, 199,

ism. Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W.,iv, p. 447, 1879; Ann. Mag. N. 11.(5),

v, p. 1 17. L880.

Por1 Jackson, Australia; two males and two females; Australian

Museum, Sydney ( 1 701(5).

Inhabits New Zealand also.

Micippa thalia aculeata (Bianooni).

Pisa i Micippa) thalia <le Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust.. p. 98, pi. win. fig. ::. and pi. G,

L839 (non Cancer thalia Herbsl ).

Micippa aculeata Bianconi (Mem. Accad. Bologna, in, p. 103, pi. \, fig. 2, 1851); Hil-

gendorf, Monats, K. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, p. 786, 1878.

Micippa haanii Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., p. 217, 1857; de Man, Jour.

Linn. Sue. London. XXII, p. 20, 1887.

Micippa thaVut var. aculeata Kossniann, (Malae. in Zool. des R. Meeres. p, S, pi. in,

fig. 5, 1877); Miers, Ami. Mag. N. H. (5), xv, p. 11. 1885.

Micippa thalia var. haaui Miers. Crust. Alert,, pp. 524, r>17. ls s i

Japan; 11. Loomis. Recorded also from Chinese Seas and Indian

Ocean.
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LTST OF SPECIES OF MAIID/E NOT REPRESENTED IN THE COLLECTION OF THE
U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM.

EASTERN ATLANTIC OCEAN.

Herbstia ovata (Stimpson) Cape Verde Islands, 20 fathoms
rubra (A. Milne Edwards) Cape Verde Islands

violacea (A. Milne Edwards) Cape Verde Islands; Wesi Africa ; etc.

eryophora Kochebrune Senegambia
bocagei Ozorio ( Fide Archiv fiir Natur., u, 2, 1889) Eastern Atlantic

Main goltziana Oliviera Portugal

Phycodes antennarius A. Milne Edwards St. Vincent
Pisa hirticornis (Herbst) Mediterranean ; Aden ; also East Indies (Herbst)

earinimana Miers Canaries; Senegambia
Schizojihrys dichotoma (Latreille).Mediterranean ; also East Indies ( Adams and White)

KAST (OAST ol AMERICA.

Herbstia (Herbstiella) depressa (Stimpson) St. Thomas, Brazil, 30 to 350 fathoms

4foelocerus spinosus A. Milue Edwards Florida, 1!) fathoms
Oplopisa spinipes A. Milne Edwards Florida Straits, deep water
Piaa antilocapra Stimpson Off Florida, 52 to lis fathoms

prmlonga Stimpson Off Florida, 118 to 121 fathoms

erinacea A. Milne Edwards Florida Straits, 37 fathoms

Notolopas brasiliensis Miers Bahia, 7 to 20 fathoms

Rochiniu gracilipes A. Milue Edwards..* 'ape ( 'oiri elites ; mouth Rio Negro, :'>') fathoms;

near Patagonia, 41 fathoms.

Tern nono tun granulosus A. Milne Edwards Barbados, KM) fathoms

simplex A. Milne Edwards Barbados, 100 fathoms

WEST COAST OF NORTH AMERICA.

Chorilibinia angmta Lockington Gulf of California

Herbstia pubescens Stimpson Manzanillo, Mexico
(Herbstiella) tumida (Stimpson) Manzanillo, Mexico
(Herbstiella) parvtfrons Randall West Coast of America, Cape St. Lucas

Notolopas lamellatus Stimpson Panama : Manzanillo

WEST COAST OK SOUTH AMERICA.

ChionoBcetes chilensis Streets Chile

Herhstia piriformis (Bell) Galapagos Islands

(Herbstiella) edwardsii (Bell) Galapagos Islands

Pisoides edwardsii Bell Panama; Galapagos Islands; Chile; Straits of Magellan
Peliapulchella Bell Galapagos Islauds

EAST INDIAN REGION.

Egeria araehnoides (Rumph).. Australian, Indian, Malaysian, and Chinese seas, to in

fathoms.

Chorilihinia gracilipes Miers '. N. and NE. Australia; New Guinea
Herbst in crassipes (A. Milue Edwards) Australia

Main spinigera do Ilaau Japan ; East Indies

miersii Walker Singapore

? rosselii Audouin Egypt
Paraviithrax ursus ( Herbst) " South Sea "

iv rrueosii>cs (Adams and White) Eastern se IS

barbicornix (Latreille) , .. ., Australia ; \c\\ I loll and
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I'ai.i with r<i< gaimardii Milne Edwards New Zealand

apinoeut Miera Norfolk Island

minor Filhol Cook sua it. Ni'H Zealand

( / eptomithmx) awetraliensia Miera Tasmania

v
/ tpttimitlmu) bn virostris Miers Locality unknown

( / eptomithrax) compresaipea Miers ('anion

v
/ eptomithrax) apinuloi n-> I las will Tasmania ; King Goorge's Son ml

Chlorinoidea longitpinua bituberenlattw Miers Amirantc and Ptw idence

groups, 19 bo 22 fathoms

aoanthoHOtm (Adams and White) Borneo

aculeatua (Milne Edwards) Seas of Asia

aouleatua armatua (Miers) N. and NE. Australia, 3 to 11 fathoms

halimoidi » (Miers) Oriental seas

i oppingei i (Haswell) N. and 1.. Australia
;

.la pan

t, niiirosliis (Haswell) Tones Strait

filhoh (A. Milno Edwards) Stewart Island

dcantkophrge oristimauua A. Milue Edwards Nonkahiva; Marquesas

pauoiapina Miers Ovalau, Fiji Islands

Pita brevicornia A. Milne l.dw aids Madagas< ar

acutifrona \. Milne Edwards Zanzibar

Hn,i-i<nus ,ui,s (Latreille) Coromandel

spinostta A. Milne l'.dw aids Archipel N iti ; Mozambique

sebw White Philippines; Aniboina; Indian Ocean

pmnasiua (Adams and White) Chinese Seas; N and NE. Australia;

Singapore.

pleione (Herbst) Oriental Seas; Mergui Archipelago

orii.r \. Milne l.dw aids Philippines; Australia; New Caledonia;

Singaporo; Providence Island.

graciliroatria Miers Fiji Islands

omtiii (Dana).. Sandwich Islands; African or Eagle Islands. 10 fathoms;

Poivre Island or Isle des Koelies.

si nop, Adams and White China Sea ; Philippine Islands

convexua Miers Tort Molle. N. 1'. Australia, II fathoms

hilgendorfi de Man Mergui Arotripelago

broolcii de Man Vnil-oina

temticornia Pooook china Sea, 25 bo 30 fathoms

fosoicularia ( Krauss) Natal

Lepidonoxia defilippii Targioni Toi etti rava

Scyra oomprtsaipea Stimpson Japan, ii bo 50 fathoms

.Yu.ri.i s,,puli/tr,i Milne l.dwards N. and \Y
.
Australia

Itirtti A. Milne Kdwards Kast Africa; Indian Ocean

kyatrix Miers Moluccas, Aniboina, 100 fathoms

elegant (Miers) N > : " Ei Islands, i id fathoms

In inns PoOOOk China Sea. 32 fathoms

Mioippoidt - anguattfrona A. Milne Edwards Fyi

l,»i,,ini,inns Haswell Port .laekson. Australia

lini/nom, loiu/munia StimpSOU Cape of Good Hope, 10 fathoms

ero»a A. Milne I'd wards Samoa

stimpsunii Miers Pro\ ideuee Reef, Masea renes

Sehizophrys datHa (Herbst) fW. Australia ; PAmerioa

Cyolax pnriii l>ana Pitts Island. Kingsmill Group

*l>ini,in,tits Heller '>''' s,;l

I

( 'yclomaia) suborbicularia (Stimpson) Gaspar Straits

fdomaia) margaritaia A.Milne Edwards .W. Australia ; New Caledonia;

Sandwich and Viti islands.
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Crux-urchins 8upercilio8U8 Milne Edwards New Caledonia

Pierocerua armatus A. Milne. Edwards New Caledonia
/'srlKltiniiripptl iliiiliisn Heller Red Sea

tenuipes A. Milne Edwards flnuian Ocean

Micippa eristata (Linne) Indo-Malaysian Seas; Philippine Islands ; Java

philyra ( Herbst) [ndo-Pacific ; Bed Sea

thalia (Herbst) typical Indo-Pacific ; Red Sea; Natal
ilmiid in Moris (Gerstscker) Red Sea

xpinoxa affinis Miers.. Bass Strait ; East Moncceur Island; New Zealand to 38

fathoms.

curtispina Haswell N. and NE. Australia ; Singapore

Paramicippa tuberculosa Milne Edwards S. Australia

EXTRACTFROM AN UNPUBLISHED REPORT OF DR. WILLIAM 8TIMPSON,
ON THE CRUSTACEA <>E THE NORTH PACIFIC EXPLORING EXPEDITION,
L853 TO 1856.

Leptopus longipes (Herbst) Latreille. *

Cancer longipes Herbal (nan Lin.).

Leptopus longipes Latreille; Gu£rin, [con., pi. x, (ig. 3.

Egeria herbstii Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. <les Crust., I, p. 292.

Egeria longipes Adams and White, Voy. Samarang, ('rust., p. 7.

Among a large number of examples of this species collected by the

expedition there are two adult maleswhich difler so much in the size and

character of the chelopoda from the specimens ordinarily found and

those hitherto figured and described, that they might well be taken for

a distinct species. The carapax of one of these specimens is 1 inch long

and 0.85 inch broad. Proportion of breadth to length, 1 : 1.17. The
chelopoda are large and robust, 1.8 inches in length. Hands much
inflated; fingers gaping posteriorly; movable one with a large tooth at

its inner base.

In nine-tenths of the male specimens taken, many of which are at least

two-thirds as large as that above described, the hands are slender and
weak, like those of the female; this (immature) form is that represented

by (iucrin's figure. En the sterile females, which occurred in equal num-
bers with the ordinary females and the males, the abdomen is flattened

and only two thirds as wide as the sternum.

In all of OUT Specimens tin' pneorbital tooth is very small; the orbits

are interrupted above by two deep fissures, and below by one wide fis-

sure divided into two by a small tooth. The projections of the carapax

are rather tubercles than spines. In color, the body is light reddish

above, mottled with white; below, white; feet, whitish annulated with

red. The figure given by Milne Edwards in the "Begne Animal" is

less characteristic of our specimens than that of Guerin.

Dredged in the Harbor of Hong Kong, China, on a muddy bottom, at

the depth of 6 fathoms.

A synonym tor Egeria arachngides (Humph.).—M. J. R.
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CbJonoscetea Behringianua Stimpson.

Chionm ( ta BehringianHS Stimpson, Pro©. Bost, Soo. N:it. Hist, vi, 84, Feb., I857j

i;..st. Join. Nat. Ilisi.. \ i, ti!». L857.

PelopUuttw Pallatii Goratn»okcr, Aivhiv ftir Naturgesohichte, \\n, 105, Taf. i,flg. I.

Qersttecker has given an excellent figure of this species in the Arehiv

lui Naturgeschichte tor L856, but his paper docs not appear to Lave

been published before April, LS57; our name has therefore priority.

The entomologist of Berlin docs noi seem to have been acquainted

wit li Krovoi s genus ChiouarcU s, to w huh the species certainly belongs:

in tacl it is most closely allied to tln v type C. opilio.

This species was found in Bohring Straits, and northward as far as

the expedition penetrated; inauv specimens having been dredged by
('apt. Rodgers. It also occurred to southward o[' the straits, as tar as

Mativi Island. It is found only in deep water, and on bottoms more

or less muddy. In a living state it was of a light brick red color above,

often iridescent; below, yellowish-white j
sides of feet shining white.

The posterior feel are short. The dimensions of the carapax of a large

female are— length, 2.57; breadth, 2.72 inches.

In Cterstavker's figure the surface of the oarapax posteriorly, and

the upper sides o\ the ambulatory feet, are represented as much more

rugose than in any of our specimens.

Cliioiimi t<s is evidently nearest allied to ////<*»•, although probably a

higher form, in young specimens the resemblance to Uinta is"easily

noticed, Hina chilensis should probably belong to it. It has consid-

erable resemblance in general appearance to Solaria of the opposite

extremity of the American continent, of which it may be considered

the analogue.

Hyas latifions Stunpsou.1

Hyao eoturetattu Stiuupaon (non Leaoh), Bost. Joor. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 150, L857.

This species differs from ET. coarctatns of the North Atlantic »n the

following characters, which are found to be constant upon examination

o( numerous specimens of both forms. The body is thicker and much
broader anteriorly across t he post orbital apophyses; the ancles are all

more obtuse. The dorsal surface is marked with tew er tubercles,

which are also much larger and more obtuse, most of them being rather

swellings than warts. The rostrum is shorter and less acute; and the

superior fissure of the orbit is always closed, its margins overlapping.

it is subject to considerable variation in some of its characters, par-

ticularly in the greater or less approximation of the forks of the ros-

trum, which may be so closet) appressed against each other as to over-

lap, or may diverge so as to leave a narrow \ shaped space between,

Thej diverge most in the young. The feel ami inferior surface of the

bod) are densel) hirsute in some individuals and quite smooth in others.

Ki| ii i \ :i leu i to VhioHcccetes opilio ^ >. Pabrioius). - M.J. K.
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The color is a dusky brick-red above; whitish below. The dimensions

of a male from the Arctic Ocean, north of Bering Straits, are: Length

of carapax, 2.85; greatest breadth, -.P.'; greatest posl orbital breadth,

1.75; breadth at constriction, L.59 inches.

This species was found by us in great numbers in all parts of the

North Pacific Ocean north of the, parallel of 50°. The following locali-

ties may be mentioned: Sea of Ochotsk; Avatscha Hay and ofifChe-

poonski Noss, coast of Kamtschatka; off Matwi Island; in Behring

Straits, and in t he Arctic Ocean. It occurred on all kinds of bottom,

from low-water mark to a depth of 50 fathoms or more. Among sev-

eral hundred specimens of this species, not, one of //. aranea was found,

although this latter species is said by Brandt to occur in the sea of

Ochotsk.

The, specimens from t he waters of Avatscha- Bay, which are somew hat

brackish, do notdiffer from those taken in the open sea.

Brandt, in the Zoology of Middendorff's Peise in den Sibiriens, Part

1, page 78, describes a Hj/as from the Sea of Ochotsk, which he consid-

ered a variety (alutaceua) of ff. coarctatus. lie states, however, that

it differs from the Atlantic form in the somewhat more strongly granu-

lated (starker chagrinirte) upper surface of the carapax; in the broader

posterior side of the body, and in the broader hands. These, characters

are, certainly not those of our species, and for this reason we have not

applied to the Pacific form the name alutaceua. In some of the larger

specimens the surface is indeed granulated to some-extent, particularly

at the summits of the swellings; but specimens of ordinary size are

always much smootherthan any from the Atlantic. It is not impossible,

therefore, that there is still another species in the North Pacific.

(iciius MICROPISA Stimpson.'

It has been found necessary to institute a, new genus for (Jie recep

tion of a small Pisalike crustacean which was taken in considerable

numbers at the, Gape <!<' Verde Islands. It has a short and broad

ovate carapax and flattened rostrum. The orbits are much less com-

plete than in Pisa, and have a single fissure above. Ct resembles 8cyra
in many respects, but the external antenna- are not concealed beneath

the rostrum. The outer maxillipeds resemble somewhat those, of Pisa;

but the outer angle of the almost heart-shaped third joint is strongly

projecting, and there is no notch for the reception of the fourth joint;

I he palpus is broad.

Micropisa ovata Stimpsou.

Proe. A.oad. Nut. 8ci., Phila., i\. p. 217, ix:»7.

In this little crab the carapax is rather depressed, and but little,

longer than broad. The regions are sufficiently prominent, but gener-

ally smooth and rounded; there are, however, three inconspicuous pro

''Not distinct from Ihrhstiit.— M. J. K.

Proe. N. M. 03 7
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tuberances on the genital, and three on each branchial region. Sur-

face pubescent, the more prominent portions often surmounted by a

lew curled set;e. The antero lateral margin is swollen, hut without

teeth, except that immediately behind the postorbital tooth, and a

small conical one at t iie lateral extremity of the branchial region. The

chelopoda of the adult male are robust ; the merus toothed along the

angles; the hand smooth, somewhat compressed, and surmounted

above by ;i ridge. Posterior four pairs of feet pubescent, the merus

with a small tooth at the Summit undone ortwo near the base. Length

of carapax, 0. 1 : width, 0.38 inch.

Several specimens were taken in the harbor of Porto Praya, Cape

de Verde Islands. They were dredged on a nullipore bottom at the

depth of 20 fathoms.*

Micippa spinosa Stimpson.1

Body depressed; proportions of the carapax, breadth to length, as

1 to L.3; upper surface uneven, crowdedly tuberculated and setose.

Spines of the back few in number, but Long and slender, with blunt

extremities. There are three spines on the median line, two of which

are on the gastric region, and one, the largest of all, on the cardiac.

A large spine on each side on the branchial region, between which and

the postorbital tooth on the lateral margin, there are nine spines,

irregular in size and distance. Posterior margin spinulose, three or

four spines near the middle being larger than the others. Rostrum

inclined at an angle of45° and bent, at its extremity into the vertical

plane; it is dilated at the extremity, the corners being broadly rounded

and minutely erenulated; at the middle there are two diverging teeth.

Ocular peduncles rather short, in length little more than twice their

diameter. Orbit with two assures above, the inner one closed, the

outer open, separating the postorbital tooth. The pterygostomian (re-

gions) are full convex, tuberculated, and not setose. The third joint of

the outer maxillipeds is greatly expanded at its autero-exterior angle;

the second joint is marked with a longitudinal furrow near its outer

margin. The basal joint of the outer antenme is very broad, its ante-

rior tooth short, with nearly smooth margin; second joint oblong, com-

pressed, with the margin ciliated with long hairs, Chelopoda equal-

ling the carapax in length, smooth and glossy, fawn colored, with white

bases; carpus and hand minutely and obsolotely granulated; lingers

with black tips. Ambulatory feet compressed, thickly hairy, the merus

with a small terminal spine above. Color o\' the body pale reddish,

rendered indistinct by an accumulation of sordes retained by the seta'.

\. Milne Edwards (Nouv. Axon. Mas. d' Hist. Nat., iv, p. 51, pi. xvi, fig. 1.

1868) represents this species "with several unequal lateral teeth, and the ambulatory

logs regularly tuberculosa.— M.J. R.

t See page 92.—M. J. R.
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Dimensions: Length of the carapax, 0.75; greatest breadth, 0.59 ; <lis

tance between tips of gostorbital teeth, 0.45; length of first pair of am
bulatory feet, 0.80 inch.

Specimens of this species were dredged on a muddy bottom in

fathoms in the harbor of Sidney or Port Jackson, Australia.

Micippa hirtipes Dana.

Micippa hirtipes, Dana ; l f
. S. Exploring Expedition, Crust. I, p. 90, pi. 1, flg. 4, 1852.

The following description is drawn up from specimens preserved in

spirits; it maybe useful, as Dana's specimens were dried: The body

is moderately depressed; carapax minutely and somewhat unequally

tuberculated above, without spines, except a small one at the branchial

region on each side and a marginal one in front of this; these arc con-

tinuous with the series of teeth on the anterolateral margin. The pos-

terior margin is denticulated with granular tubercles somewhat larger

than those of the surface; the median two being Larger and dentiform.

The anterolateral margin curves upward a little and shows nine mi-

nute teeth, two of which in the depression between the hepatic and

branchial regions are much larger than the others. The superior mar-

gin ofthe orbit is two fissured. The eye peduncles are exposed through-

out their length and fully reach the tips of the teeth formed by the

external angle of the orbit. Rostrum broader than long; its upper sur

face with two convex ridges; extremity broader than the base and

four-toothed, the middle teeth being short, triangular, and blunt, the

lateral ones sharp and curved upward. The movable part of the

antenme is at the base of the rostrum, separated from the orbit only

by the narrow projecting terminal edge of the basal joint, which, seen

from above, forms a slender tooth. Below the surface of this basal joint

is smooth.

The upper surface of the body is hairy, the ambulatory feet densely

so; hectognathopoda also hairy. First pair of ambulatory feet long.

Dactyli much curved. The dimensions of a, female specimen are as fol-

lows: Length of the carapax, 0.59; greatest breadth, 0.48 inch; propor-

tion, 1 : 1.23; length Of first pair of ambulatory feet, 0.64 inch.

Our specimens differ somewhat from Dana's figure in the greater

prominence of the tooth of the basal joint of the antenna', which projects

so as to appear conspicuously above. The species is, however, undoubt-

edly the same. It approaches M. philyra in character, but is more

hairy, the margins with smaller teeth, the teeth of the rostrum shorter

and the outer ones recurved, and the movable part of the antenna not

widely separated from the orbit. It has also some resemblance to M.

phitipcs Ruppell, but- has not the sharp terminal rostral teeth of that

species.

Our specimens were taken at the islands of Loo Ohoo and Ousima.

Those of the Exploring Expedition are IV Tongatabu.

VA synonym of Micippa philyra I
Berbst).—M. J. R.
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Micippa Haanii Stimpson.*

The Japanese specimens of this species are said by I>e Uaan to dif-

fer from the original specimens of Cancer thalia described by Eerbst

in wanting the two spines od the posterior margin of the carapax, and

in having a spine on the meras of the ambulatory feet near its superior

extremity. In all of our specimens from the Chinese Sea the charac-

ters are the same as those found in De Haan's figure and description,

while none present the above-mentioned characters of C. thalia. Nor

do they agree with the description of Eerbst's specimen given by Ger-

staBcker in the Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, vol. xxn, p. 109. Under

these circumstances we have been led to consider the species distinct.

and to propose a new name tor De Ilaan's crustacean.

.1/. thalia Kranss, which inhabits the coast of South Africa, seems

also distinct from the Uerbstian species.

Naxia dicantha De llaan.t

In living specimens of this species the body is covered with sordes;

when cleaned it is found to be of a yellowish-brown color above ami he-

low, the feet annulated with pale purplish-brown. There is a great

diversity in the size of the hand and the shape of the fingers, shown

between Large males and those of ordinary or small size, as mentioned

by De Ilaan.

The diversity in the shape of the rostrum in Naxia serpulifera and

.V. dicantha does not seem of sufficient importance to warrant a generic

separation. The deep orbits, with peculiar fissures widening at the

bottom, are characteristic of both ; although in A", dicantha the inferior

fissure is much broader than in the other species. There is, however,

in the Japanese species a notch in the margin of the merus of the hec-

tognathopod at the insertion of the carpus; while in A", serpulifera,

judging from Guerin's figure, that margin is entire.

Naxia dicantha was taken by the expedition at the following local-

ities: Bong Cong Harbor, abundant on shelly bottoms in 10 fathoms;

northern China Sea in 20 fathoms; Kagosima Bay, Japan, in 20 fath-

oms, shelly bottom.

Scyra compressipes Stimpson.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Soi. Phila., i\. p. 218, L857.

Carapax irregularly ovate, proportion of breadth to length 1:1.1*7

(rostrum and lateral spines included). It is rather depressed poste-

riorly, well contracted between the hepatic and branchial regions.

Gastric region ample, rounded above, and nearly smooth, with the

exception of two or three minute tubercles along the median line and

Equivalent to Micippa thalia aeuleata (Bianconi). See page 92.— M. J. R.

• See i>au«' 85,
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one on either side posteriorly. There is a sharp tubercle on each side

at the hepatic region, and a short, sharp spine, extending horizontally

and somewhat curving forward, at the summit of each branchial region.

Cardiac and intestinal regions rather small and only moderately ele-

vated. Posterior margin with a slightly prominent tubercle at the

middle. Rostrum scarcely as long as broad, laminiform, scarcely con-

tracted a1 base; horns shorter.and less acuminate than in 8. acu&ifrom.

Prseorbital tooth prominent and acute, but rather short. Parts about

the head below much as in S. acuUfrons. The tooth forming the ex-

ternal angle of the orbit is deeply concave below, leaving the orbit at

that point widely interrupted. Margin of the pterygostomian region

with three small, obtuse, lobe-like teeth; a deep sinus separates this

margin from that of the side of the carapax. Feet all much compressed.

Merus of chelopoda four-sided or prismatic, obtusely tuberculated

along the angles; superior edge with blunt teeth near the base, and
one prominent sharp tooth near the extremity, being one of three large

teeth surrounding the insertion of the carpus. Superior and inferior

edges of ambulatory feet somewhat setose; the penultimate joints of

these feet, however, are smooth and slender. In this and the other

known species of the genus the setae are stout and clavate in form.

The dimensions of a sterile female are: Length of carapax, 0.65;

greatest breadth, 0.51 inch.

This species was dredged in the Harbor of Ilakodadi, Island of Jesso,

Japan, on a bottom of weedy sand, at the depth oft; fathoms.

Only one other species of the genus is known, 8. acuUfrons Dana,
which inhabits the opposite coast of the North Pacific.

Dione affinis de Haan.*

The only specimen taken is young; the dimensions of the carapax

being, length, 0.57; greatest breadth, 0.41; breadth between praeor-

bital spines, 0.35 inch. Proportion of this interorbital breadth to the

length, 1: 1.03. This proportion, in de Haan's figure, is 1 : 1.93. Our
specimen differs from those described by de Haan in its more depressed

form, its narrower and smoother carapax andbroaderfront. There is no

tooth within at the base of the movable finger, and none on the outer

base of the hand. The horns of the rostrum are longer than in the

adult J>. affinis, and the abdomen of the male is not dilated near the

base.

Having no opportunities of comparing our specimen with the young
of the species to which it is here referred, we do not venture to con-

sider it distinct.

It was taken in a harbor on the northwest coast of the Island of

Ousima.

*Equivalent to Schizophrya mpera ( Milne Edwards). Set; page 91.

—

M. J. R.
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Mithrax suborbicularis Stimpson.

'

Plate \ in. Kin. 2.

Proo. Acad. Nat. Sri. l'hila., i\. \>. 218, L857.

This species belongs to the division Mithrax transversaux of Milne

Edwards, The following description is taken Prom a sterile female, the

only specimen found: Carapax rounded, not narrowed anteriorly;

length and breadth equal; margins dentated with teeth of moderate

size, (last rie region broad and convex. Upper surface with about

thirty small, nearly equidistant, prominent warts, the interspaces gran-

ulated. Rostrum formed of two small, sharp, triangular, diverging

horns, outside of which on either side project three slender spines be-

longing to the anterior margin of the basal joint of the antennae. Eyes

large. Superior margin of orbit with two deep fissures, and three

teeth, the middle one o\' which is short, truncate, with a t ri till clove like

apex. The tooth at the external angle of the orbit is rather long and

sharp, curving forward: immediately behind this there are two teeth on

the anterolateral margin just in front of the hepatic constriction. Be-

hind this constriction oil the lateral margin of the carapax there are

si\ teeth, the posterior ones very small, and placed rather above than

on the margin. At the posterior extremity of the shell there are two

small, blunt submarginal teeth. Outer pterygostomian regions with

granulated surface upon which arise a few tubercles, llectognathopoda

and the adjoining triangular surface smooth and ungranulated. Fossa1

of the inner antennae excavated in the inferior side of the horns of the

rostrum. Chelopoda small, slender, smooth, and glossy. Ambulatory

feet hairy above: three of the joints spinulose; below smooth. Those

of the posterior pair nearly smooth above.

The color in the preserved specimen is white, tinged with reddish

brown. Dimensions: Length of carapax. 0.8; greatest breadth, the

same: breadth between tips of the larger spines of the antennae, 0.4;

between tips of the spines at outer angle of orbit. 0.57 inch.

It was taken at Selio Island. Caspar Straits, by Mr, L. M. Squires of

the steamer John Hancock.

Eurynorae longimana Stimpson.

Plate vni. Fig. l.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. l'hila.. i\.
i>. 220, 1857.

Carapax with the regions distinct but not deeply separated; propor-

tion of breadth to length. 1 : L.38. Upper surface rugose, the rugosities

consisting of rounded, flattened warts, somewhat irregular in size, and

sometimes confluent. A large triangular tooth behind the orbit at the

hepatic region : live teeth on the branchial region, four of which are

'Cyclomaia suborbicularis Stimpson, Aim r. Jour. Sci.. \\i\. p. 133, I860.

Cyclax (Cyclomaia) suborbicularis Miers, Jonr. Linn. Soc. London, xiv, p. titio,

lsT" M. J. R.
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marginal or submarginal, and one erect at the center of the region-

Two small spines on the gastric region. Cardiac region rather promi-

nent, oblong. Posterior margin with a slight protuberance on each side.

Rostrum deeply bifid; horns long and sharp, somewhat divergent.

Orbits and antenna' much as in E. a&pera, except that the superior

orbital fissure is not open. Hectognathopoda roughly granulated.

Ohelopoda of* male nearly twice as long as the carapax, granulated and
somewhat spinous; hand rather slender, with three or four stout spines

toward extremity on superior inner margin. Pincers deflexed. Ambu-
latory feet bicarinate above, the carina' most distinct on the inerus,

where they are each 3-4 toothed.

In the female the carapax is pubescent and more convex than in the

male; the chelopoda are very short, and the hand scarcely twice as

long as broad.

Colors: Carapax above dull red ; feet whitish, or variegated with pale

red. Eyes small, black. Dimensions of $ , length of carapax, 0.47;

breadth, 0.34; length of rostrum, 0.12; of chelopod, 0.8 inch; of 9,

length of carapax, 0.39; of chelopod, 0.3 inch.

Dredged in 10 fathoms, on a rocky bottom, among Gorgonia', etc.,

in False Bay, ('ape of Good Hope.
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Via. 1. Lepteces ornatus, gen. <-i sp. qov., f

ii.' .'. HyaBtenus caribbceus, Bp. qov., d", x 2§.
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Fig. I. Eurynome longimana Stimpson, </, x 8J.
Fig. 2. Cyolax (.Gyclomaia) vuborbiculari* (Ktinii>son), y. x 2.





NOTES ON ERIAN (DEVONIAN) PLANTS FROM NEW YORK AND
PENNSYLVANIA.

I). P. Penhallow, F. R. S. C,
\fcdll College, Montreal.

(Witli Plates ix-xiv.)

Among- a largo number of Eriaii plants submitted to Sir William

Dawson and myself by Mr. C. S. Prosser, of the V. 8. Geological Sur-

vey, were several which seemed to admit of ready identification. The

larger part were, however, of a doubtful character, in small fragments,

or appeared to be hitherto undescrjbed, and thus demanded special ex-

amination. The results obtained by me are embodied in the following

notes:

The history of the specimens, as derived from Mr. Prosser, is as fol-

lows:

Nos. 3, 0, and 7 are from Skunnemunk Mountain, Orange County, N.

Y. The roeks from which they were obtained are designated simply as

Devonian.

No. 45 is from the same locality, but derived from the eolleetion of

Prof. D. S. Martin, of New York City.

Nos. 8, 9, 19, and 3G are from the Upper Chemung of Lanesboro,

Susquehanna County, Pa., and are deposited in gray mica slate.

Nos. 15, 28, and.'{_! are from the Hamilton Group of West Hurley,

Ulster County, N. V.

Nos. 21, 24, 27, 37, 38, 39, and 41 are from the Genesee shale of Lake

Canandaigua, N. Y.

Nos. 25 and 42 are from the Genesee Shale of IYnn Van, N. Y., while

No. 20 is from the Marcellus Shales at Union Springs, Cayuga Lake,

New York.

Owing to the very imperfect nature of much of this material 1 have

deemed it expedient to separate all sueh from the more determinable,

and have thus brought the whole under the two general heads of (1)

dubious species and (2) determinable species.

DUBIOUS SPECIES.

A number of the specimen^ eonsist of small fragments and show

either so little structure or so complete an absence of it as to render it

inexpedient to assign any definite positions to them at the present

time, more particularly as they can not be made to harmonize with any
Proceedings National Sliueum, Vol. XV I - No. 928.
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previously described species, although in one or two cases there are

certain general resemblances which may prove to have greater signifi-

cance when more complete material is secured. It will, therefore, be

sullicient to place their descriptions on record.

No. 24 is a fragment of a small, branching plant of very imperfect

preservation and obscure characters.

No. 45 is a fragment of some large plant, which shows a number of

coarse, parallel stria 1

, the fragment being too small to exhibit their

terminations. 1 should be inclined to refer this to Calamites transi-

tionis (idpp. or to some closely allied species.* Comparison should be

made with Calamites ramosus Artis., and G. pachydermia Brongn.;t

also with Bornia radiata Brong.J and B. scrobiculata Sternb.§

Nos. (J and 7 are probably structures of the same nature. They rep-

resent aggregations of similar, simple, straight filaments about 1.5 to

2""" in diameter, disposed in a parallel manner. They were originally

structures of considerable volume, as their transverse section is nearly

round. It is not unlikely thai they represent roots, but it is impossi-

ble to assign them to any particular plant.

Nos. 27 and M are fragments of similar linear, branching stems, 11

and 12"" long by 3 and omm wide. They show no structure whatever

and can not at present be referred to any species.

No. 38 is a fragment of a stem without branches, S"n long' and lJV'm

wide. It shows no structure beyond tour longitudinal and parallel

ridges or nerves, which are about equidistant. It is probable that

this may be a fragment of the same species as No. 25.

No. 41 is a narrow stem 12"" long- and .'>""" wide, showing no lateral

members for a distance of 7"" beyond which there appear, on opposite

sides, what are either the stumps of branches, or more probably, per-

haps, the basal portions of leaves. They are distant :v<«. The speci-

men bears a slight resemblance to Parka decipienSj but the relation

can not be satisfactorily established.

Nos. 23 and Id are of the same nature. Each is a small fragment of

a stem showing near one end a pair of branches or leaves, of which only

the basal portions remain. The stem is 4""" wide. The specimens are

altogether too fragmentary to admit of their reference to any species,

but in this connection reference should be made to Calamites radiatus\\

Brongn. (Archceocalamites, Sternb.), as it is quite possible these frag

ments may be parts of this plant.

•Gopperl : Fobs. Flora dee Ubergangsgebirges, ]>. lli>, PI. in, iv. Dawson: Foss.

Plants ofthe Dev. and r. su. ofCanada, Geolog. Survey of Canada, L871, p. 25, PI. iv.

t Brongniart : Hist. des Veg. Foss., i, 127, PL wii. xxii.

fSchimper: Traite" de Pal. Veg., PL xxiv.

$Goppert: Foss. Flora des tlbergangsgebirges, PL x.

||
Dawson : Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 170; Solms Laubach : Foss. Bot. Eng., ed. Trans.

1>. :>l'o. Vi^. 11; Brongniarl : Hist, des Veg. Foss., i, p. 122, PL xxvi; Dawson: ross.

Plants of the Dev. and V. SU. of Canada; Geolog, Snrvey of Canada, 1871, p. 25, PL
iv, Fig. 12.
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NoS. 21 and .'!!» arc fcwO short fragments 7""" wide and 7.5om long.

Bach shows near its base a short stump of a Lateral member, and al

Innately with tins at the top, a lateral member which is 3.5°* long and
4""" wide. The surface shows no structural markings beyond three

longitudinal stria-. It is very probable that these are fragments of a

fern stipe of species similar to No. 25, although it- is also to he, observed

that they bear a certain resemblance to highly altered specimens of

Psilophyton nerve recently brought under my notice.

No. 25 is an imperfect specimen, of which one side is wholly wanting.

It is l.S"" wide and 220ni long. On one side it shows the basal portions

of five pinna- with enlarged articulations. They are distant 3.5°™ ami

6om. The surface shows two coarse longitudinal ridges and numerous
tine stria-. This is an undoubted Oyclopteris,* and closely resembles a

specimen in the Peter Redpath Museum of McGill College, marked (J.

No. 26 consists of narrow, leaf like filaments L"
1 "" wide at the base,

but broadening upward to 4t
mm

. At a total length of 90m they are in-

complete. They show no structure beyond two nerves. They are

strongly suggestive of the leaflets of a Cycadaceous plant. They are

also equally suggestive of the leaves of ScMzoneura paradoxa Sch.t or

of S. Meriam Sch.f with which comparison should be made.
1

1*1. ix,

Pig. 8.]

No. 3 consists Of linear filaments 2 to 4""" wide, with a somewhat
conspicuous midrib or axis. A small fragment on the opposite side of

the stone shows a branching similar to that of EaUserites, but as if is

not repeated it might also be that of a root. If, is a very problematical

specimen, which requires further material for determination. It is not

unlikely that it represents a- poorly preserved specimen of llaUscrilvs

Deeheni<mu8. [PI. ix, Fig. !.]

No. 42. consists of a tuff, of narrowly lineai', simple filaments, appar-

ently leaves, about 0.75 ' in diameter and upwards of 14"" long. No
structure is apparent, and the specimen is altogether too incomplete to

admit of reference to a particular species. [PI. x, Fig. r>.|

DETERMINABLE SPECIES.?

Specimens numbered 8, !>, L6, 17, 18, L9, 20, and 36 present many
features in common. They all agree in their regular dichotomous divi-

sions and linear ranmli. None of them show signs of fructification,

while some are distinctly COState and others are not.

"Kept, on Pose. Plants of the Dev. and U. Sil. of Canada, Geol. Surv. of Can. 1871,

215; 1.1. w.
fSchimper: Traitd de Pal. Foss., PI. xm, Fig. s.

tibia., PI. xv, Fig. 1.

§ In connection with my determination of these species, I desire to acknowledge
the courtesy with which Dr. \v.<;. Farlow of Harvard University, placed at my <lis-

posal lii.s valuable collection ofMarine Algae; also to Dr. (i. L. Goodale for permit-

ting reference to the large collection of fossil plants in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology,
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I ' p«>ii ;m informal examination I was inclined to regard them as

altogether distinot from Haliseritea Qechenianw GKipp, to which certain

of them had been referred; bnt, after carefully describing each sepa-

rately and comparing them with one another, ii became evident thai a

generic relationship existed between them, while repeated examina-

tions only tended to strengthen the view that some at least could be

identified with Haliserites, while others qiusI be nearly related. In

order to ascertain their proper relationships it will lie desirable t<> ex

amine tin' characters «»t' tin' genus Haliserites as employed by Sternberg

andQoppert and compare this genus with themodern genera Haliseris

and I>ictiiol<t in order to ascertain upon which it was based.

Sternberg* applied the following characters to the genus Haliseritesi

Frone plana, luembranaoea, oostata, sporangia oapsularia in Lamina frondis ad

costaw ooaoer\ ata.

Gbppert J in assigning the species Dechenianus to this genus, describes

it in the following terms:

Fronde plana uttonuatim dichotome ramosa, ramis rninnlisque linearibus costatis

nqualibus apice quaudoqne ciroinatis, costis mediis.

Prom this description, as also from his figures, it seems probable that

he confounded Psilophyton with Haliserites. In fact some of his plants

referred to the Latter have been shown to belong to the former. With

respect to what belong properly to HaliseriteSj he elsewhere}: speaks of

both broad and narrow forms. It is therefore most probable that this

genus was based upon the modem spoeios Haliseris diokotoma Spren-

gel,§ as it shows also both narrow and broad forms, and the agreement

with Haliserites is very close throughout, but the Haliseris dichotoma

ofSprengel is new l>ictu<>t<t dichotoma of Lamoureoux, a fact which it is

important to keep in view, while we should also not lose sight of the

fact that certain species o\' Dictyota, e. ,u'. /'. divaricata A.gh., show

recurved terminations, which, with the dichotomous division, give the

plant the appearance ol' many specimens of Psilophyton. Ilalis, r%8 and

Diotyota differ in their external characters, apart from the fruit, in the

fact that in the former there is a distinct midrib and the terminations

o\' the ultimate ramifications are simple, while in tin 1 latter the ranmli

are not costate and their terminations are generally bifid. Both agree

in having a regularly dichotomous frond with more- or less Linear divi-

sions.
|

This, together with the transfer to Psilophyton of a number of

plants originally referred by Gb'ppert to Haliserites) seems to render it

desirable to give a fresh definition of the characters which distinguish

this Latter genus.

•Sternberg: \ era., ti, p. 34.

FGoppert: Fobs. Flora <!<•* Obergangsgebirgesf-p. 88, PI. n. See :ils«> pp. 10 and

259.

tioirf., p. s ''-

JSowerbj : English Bot., xn, p. it. PI

jjsowerby: English Bot.,xu, pp. 138,49,109. Harvej Nereis Boreali Americana,

i. pp. 102, 108, PI. N ii. A
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In the Light of these data, it becomes possible to separate our fossils

into two groups. Nos. 8, !>, L6, 17, and •'>(> are costate throughout and
show single terminations of the ramuli. Their affinities are thus clearly

with Haliseris and they must, therefore, be referred to the genus
Haliserites. Nos. IS, 1<>, and 20 are not costate and the terminations

of the ramuli are distinct ly bind. Their affinil ies are with Dictyota and

they consequently should be referred to a related genus.

Brongniart* formerly referred a large number of fossils of diverse

character to the genus Fucoides, some of which he brought under the

division Dictyotites from the general resemblance they bore to Dictyota.

These have since, been variously distributed among different genera, so

that the name Dictyotites has lost its function, and so far as I am
aware it is now altogether obsolete. It therefore seems admissible to

reintroduce the name as a generic one, under which specimens 18, 19,

and 20 may be described.

Haliserites Dechenianus Gopp. PL x, Fig. 6.

This species is represented in No. 17 by an imperfect plant answer-

ing to t he following:

Frond dichotomous; divisions linear-').')""" wide; angle of divergence

10°; midrib prominent throughout, margin wavy.

The specimen shows no normal terminations of any of the ultimate

divisions, but its general characteristics are otherwise so well defined

that it is quite-safe to refer it to the above species. Mr. Prosser informs

me that this fossil was identified by Lesqneronx as a fruiting frond of

//. Dechenianus. This I consider inadmissible. The parts mistaken

by Losquereux for fruit are, as the specimen clearly shows, nothing

else than alternate elevations and depressions in the marginal portions

of the ramuli caused by a wavy margin such as is not uncommon
among membranaceous alga).

Haliserites Dechenianus <;<">p|>., var. lineatus I'n., nov. var. PI. x, Fig. 7.

In No. S the frond is regularly dichotomous throughout; divisions

linear, sometimes somewhat narrower at the base, chiefly 2.25""" broad.

The divergence of members is from 30° to 44°, chiefly about 40°.

Midrib well defined throughout, but small. Margins regular.

This appears to correspond to the narrow form of G5ppert's //. Dechen-

ianus and, according to Mr. Prosser, it was so identified by Lesque-

reux. It would seem better, however, in view of the conspicuous differ-

ences between it and the preceding, to distinguish it by a varietal name,

for which I would Suggest the one given above.

Histoire dea V6g. Fossiles, p, <>7, PI. v, vn, and ix.
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Baliierltei llneatui »]i nov, PI. x, Fig. 8a; PI. xi, Fig. 8ft,

Tins is represented by the two specimens, Nbs. LO and 36, whioh are

undoubtedly oulj forms of the same species, in No. ii>, the frond is

diohotnmous, divisions linear. Larger rainuli " .25 i<> !""" broad, the ter

1 1 1 i 1 1 : 1 1 rainuli 0.5 to i.»""" broad. Divergence of members 30 to 50 .

Costate throughout, margins striot.

In No. 30 the i Voi K l is diohotomus, di\ isions Linear. Principal rainuli

.". wide, ultimate divisions L
mm or less. Divergence of the larger

members about 14°, of the smaller divisions 2G°to80°and io . Cos

tato throughout, margins regular.

No. L6 was Identified i>.\ Lesqueroux as ;i narrow form of //. Ihwhcn-

hums, inii i think the difference too great.

ll.ili'.i-i it i". i-hoiuli ifoi iuIh, i|> \u>\ I'I \i. I'i' '

No. is ;i spooimon which presents, at first Bight, very peculiar

features. H Is somewhat remarkable for the wide divergence of its

principal members, fdr an apparont stipe and the peculiar form of one

of its chief divisions. On close examination, il is seen thai the other

w i
.( regular <H\ ision of i he frond Is disl urbod by an abnormal growth

in one of its principal segments. The apparent stipe resolves itself into

the midrib, from whioh the marginal parts have been more or less com

i>ih«'I\ separated bj decay, as is obvious from detached fragments

which lie along < - 1

<

1 1 side. The midrib Itself Is prominent as a <lo

pressed lino, showing the collapse of what was originally a somewhat

bulky structure, but it seems to disappear shortly after passing into the

more expanding portions of the frond. A detailed examination shows

:i dichotomous frond, divisions linear, sometimes broadening upward.

Principal angles 00 '; those of the ultimate divisions 10° to 55 ', chiefly

Hamuli • lo.i""" wide. Midrib obvious, becoming very prominent

in (in- basal portions, Margin regular,

rii i' general feat uresof t his fossil arc closely represented among modern

al'.rl>\ ll,tlistris dilii-dhilti I .a nioiir., bill in inh more eloseb l>\ //. J///.7

leri. which shOWS (In* Same narrow. slipe like bast- with (In* Clioudn

formis divisions of the priuoipal part of the frond.

Diotyotitott l.uuiolns. s|> u,>\ . II \i. I'i ••. I0o; PI, XII, Pig. !<>/>.

In No. l!> the fronds are diehol onions, divisions numerous and uar

row l\ linear. I.,)""" wide, forming a more or loss lulled mass. Primary

divisions for the most part obscure, but obviously bifid, the lobes short

ami rounded,

In lliis fossil the narrow rainuli are so massed as (o obscure the nor

ami division, but from the terminations of the rainuli ii is probably

sate to refer it to IHctyotite8
}
although the state of preservation does not

admit of determining the preseuoe of a midrib, lis whole aspect is so
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strongly suggestive of Dictyotafasciola Lamour.* that] have deemed
it advisable to assign it the above name.

In No. 18 we also have a plant which is in all probability the same
species.

Fronds dichotomous, ramuli narrowly linear, 1 to L.5mm wide nnd
not costate, aggregated in tufts. This is a very imperfect specimen,

but I think there, can be little doubt asto its identity with the preced-

ing.

Dictyotites maximus, sp. nov. PI. xi, Fig. II.

No. 20 is a fragment of a. plant so imperfectly representing important
details of structure as to render its proper relationship extremely

problematical.

Fronds regularly dichotomous, divisions linear, 2.75 to 3.5mni wide.

Divergences of members 55° to 60°. Midrib none, margins regular.

In this specimen there are no normal terminations of the ramuli, and
the state of the preservation is such as to render it impossible to de-

determine iftheplant was originally costate. Ateacli bifurcation, ;i third

member is seen, but from their relative positions I am led t«» consider

them parts of another plant, accidentally associated. The plant is cer-

tainly either Haliserites or Dictyotites, but which is doubtful. I will,

therefore, refer it provisionally to Dictyotites maximus as indicative of
its obviously Large size.

Psilophyton grandis, sp. nov. PI. xir, Fig. 12a; PL Kill, Fig. 12ft; PI. XIV, Fig. 12c.

The material comprised in Nos. ir>, 28, and 32 is all oft he same char-

acter and obviously fragments Of plants of the same species. No. 15

shows on one- side numerous fragments of narrow steins of the same
Size and character as in No. 32. On each side of the main axis thcreis

a row of compactly arranged acute scales 1""" broad at the base in a
vertical direction and 13""" long. There is also a circinate termination

ofabranch, which measures L
om in diameter. The opposite side of the

same slab shows two fragments of stems. These arc L8cm long and
1.5'"' wide, each. They show asomewhat carbonized mass, but no well-

defined surface markings. The margins show well developed scales.

These are l"
1 "" broad at the base—measured vertically—and are dis-

tant, from center to center, .V They are all more or less broken off,

but a prolongation of their sides shows them to have been lanceolate,

acute, slightly curved upward, and 5mm long.

In No. 28 there are on one side of the slab fragments of branching
stems (i""" fox wide, with Literal rows of closely arranged scales of

the same dimensions as in .">2 and 15. None of these stems show well-

defined surface markings.

On the opposite side ofthe slab are dichotomously branching stems of
all sizes, evidently parts of the same or of similar plants. Nearly all

"Harvey: Nereis Boreali Americana, i, ins, PI. vin, I;.
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these stems show more or loss well-defined and perfeel lateral vows of

scales which are triangular, acute, l""" broad at the base and2ra,n long,

[n the larger stems l lie scales become somewhat larger. There are few

surface markings, but where they occur they are the same as iii No. 32*

No. 32 is ohiefly represented by a branching stem 5mm wide and 21om

long. The branch separates from the main stem by a somewhat nar-

row angle, a feature which characterizes nearly all the fragments Oil

these three slabs. Lateral rows of scales are prominent. These are

triangular, acute, l""" long by 0.5B,m broad at the base, and are closely

arranged. This stem does not show any well defined surface markings.

There are also numerous short fragments of stems. One of these is

1""" broad and branching, and is an undoubted Psilophyton. Other

pieces show somow hat obscure superficial markings in the form of pits

similar to those in Psilophyton robustius and /'. prinoeps. Others again

show distinct transverse markings, which are triangular, acute, l"" 1

broad at the base and 'J'
1 "" long. They are undoubtedly to be regarded

as the scales of the steins turned over and flattened down upon it

transversely to its axis. Prom their relative positions, it is probable

that the scales are disposed spirally.

From these details it would seem clear that the plant in question

must be a Psilophyton, but differing materially from those already

described,* chiefly in point of size and in the size and aggregation of

the scales. 1 would, therefore, propose i'ov it the name of Psilophyton

grandis, as i1 was obviously a plant of much larger dimensions than any

of the hitherto known species.

I'pon the data t hus presented, the following classification becomes

admissible.

Genua HALISERITES St, rub.

Fronds plane, membranaceous, costate and dichotomous throughout;

the more or less linear ramnli with simple terminations. Sporangia in

groups lateral to the midrib.

Haliserites Dechenianus Giipp.

Fronds regularly dichotomous; the divisions linear, .'»""" or more wide;

margins regular or wavy, terminations strict. Angles of divergence

about 40°, Equally and strongly costate throughout.

Haliserites Dechenianus G5pp., var. lineatns, nov. var,

fronds regularly dichotomous throughout; divisions linear, often

somewhat narrower at the base, U.L'.V"" 1 broad. Divergence ofmembers
!<•

,marginsregular, midrib well do lined throughout, but not prominent.

"Dawson: Koss. Plants of the Dev.aud r.sil of Canada, Geological Surv, ofCan-
ada, isTi. |>|>. :;t u, PI, i\, \.
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Haliserites lineatus, kj>. nov.

Fronds dichotomous throughout ; divisions linear, the larger members
upwards of 4mra broad, the terminal ramuli l

1 or less, and strict.

Divergence of members from 14° to 50°. Costate throughout, costa not
prominent ; margin regular.

Haliserites chondriformis, sp. nov.

Fronds dichotomous; divisions linear, the larger members sometimes
exhibiting an unusual form. Ultimate ramuli 2 to .'>""" broad, strict.

Principal angles of divergence 90°, those of thesmaller members, 40° to

55°. Midrib obvious, becoming very prominent below; the base of the

frond contracted into a narrow stipe; margins regular.

The general aspect is that of ChondrvA.

Genus DICTYOTITES, gen. nov.

Fronds plane, membranaceous, and regularly dichotomous, the ulti-

mate ramuli generally bifid. Midrib none, margins regular

Dictyotites fasciolus, sp. nov.

Fronds dichotomous, divisions narrowly linear, 1 to 1 .5"u" wide, and
generally aggregated in tufts.

Dictyotites maximus, sp. nov.1

Frond regularly dichotomous, the divisions linear, about 3mm broad.

Divergences of members about 60°. Margins regular.

Genus PSILOPHYTON Dn.

Psilophyton grandis, sp. nov.

Stem L.50m in diameter, branching dichotomously into slender rami-

fications; angles of divergence narrow; terminations of branchlets cir-

culate. Leaves in the form of spirally arranged, lanceolate, and acute

scales curved slightly upward, those of the main stem 2mni broad at the

base and iV"" 1 long, distant .">"""; those of the branches becoming smaller

and more closely aggregated, finally 1""" broad and 2""" long. Surface

markings as poorly defined pits or short longitudinal stria'. Fruit

none. Plants chiefly found as impressions, rarely carbonized.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES. Plates ix-xiv.

No. 1. Fragment of a fern ? Similar to No. 25. Natural size.

No. 2. Fragment of a fern? Rhachis x !.

No. '.'>. Leaves of Schizonewaf or some allied plant. Natural size.

No..!. Roots or possibly BaliserUes, Natuyaisize.

No. 5. Grass-like leaves of undeterminable character. Natural size.

No. ti. Frond of ffaliamtea Vecheniuma Gopp-j shoeing a wavy margin, Natural

size

.

Proc. 2(. M. 93 8
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No. 7. Frond of Haliserites Dechenianun Gopp., var. lineatus, Pen. Natural size.

No. 8o. Proud of Halisertes lineatus Pen.

86. A frond of the same species. Natural size.

No. !'. Haliseritcs chondriformis Pen. Natural size.

NO. lo.f. !>. Fronds of Dictyotitesfasciolus Pen. Natural size.

No. LI. Partial frond of Dictyotites marimus? Pen. Natural size.

No. !'_'. Various portions of Psilophyton grandis Pen., showing circinate tormina

tiou. ramiiical ion, 1
<

• ; i % es, etc.

[a) Showing various portions of branching stems which also exhibil the scales,

Nal ural si e.

(o) Portions of the large stems showing the scales. . x \
;.

(c) A branching stem .show ing line scales, Natural si
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NOTES ON NEMATOPHYTON CRASSUM.

BY

D. P. Penhallow, B. So; F. k. S. C,
McGill University, Montreal.

\ With Plates x \ -\ vm.)

[n a formei paper* I had the occasion to describe certain fossils from

the middle Brian of New York, -and referred them to Nematophyton eras

sunt. Pen., although originally described by Sir William Dawson under

the name of Celluloxylon primcevum. This transfer was based upon in-

direct evidence and was regarded by me as requiring confirmation.

It was, therefore, a matter of special congratulation when, during tin-

past winter, fresh material was placed in my hands, which seemed to

substantiate the correctness of my original determination.

In January last (1892) Prof. F. II. Knowlton, of the U. S. National

Museum, informed me thai new specimens of A', crassum (Gelluloseylon)

had been found iii New York, and later transmitted three slides of sec-

tions, together with the stem from which they were taken, and also a

slide of the type specimen of Celluloxylon. This latter was, there-

fore, from the same specimens as those originally described by me and
upon which Sir William Dawson based the genus of that name. Addi-

tional comments upon this are not called for at this time, but reference

should be made to my former description of its structure.

The other specimens forwarded by Prof. Knowlton were collected

by Mr; C. S. Prosser, of the U. S. Geological Survey, from the Cooley

Quarry on the southern extremity of Skuunemunk Mountain, Orange
County, New York. According to information received from Mr. Pros-

ser the horizon is to be regarded as in all probability middle Brian. It

agrees, therefore, in its position, with that of Celluloxylon, which was

obtained from the Hamilton Group in Hopewell, near Ganandaigua.

The section of stem measures about ."» inches in diameter and shows

no external evidence of structure beyond a band of prominent, longitu-

dinal stria' on one side, and detached masses of carbonaceous matter

on the opposite side. Prom this specimen three slices were cut in such

a manner as to represent as nearly as possible the three usual direc-

tions of section. I shall, therefore, distinguish them by the usual

terms.

"Trana Royal Soc, (Jan., vn. iv, 23.
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TRANSVERSE SECTION.* I,lr

558

The transverse section as ;i whole shows considerable diversity of

structure, obviously due to alteration in the process of decay and the

subsequent formation of siliceous crystals. In one part the cell walls

andall cell cavities are sharply defined. The cells are fairly uniform in

size, ranging from L'.'i // to in n, with an average of 34 /<. The walls are

very black and 3.8 i< thick. The cells are, as a. rule, rather remote, be

ing distant 3.8 n to 19.4 //, thus giving to the structure, as a. whole, a

very louse, open character. There is very rarely an indication of in-

tercellular filaments where now and then a. large one, running trans-

versely, has survived the otherwise general disintegration of the hyphae.

All the intercellular spaces are occupied by a tine cellular appearance,

due to the disposition of a very thin layer of the altered carbonaceous

substance upon the surfaces of small crystals of silica.

In the other parts (see Fig. 7), ''J,', the large round cells are obvious,

but the walls have become thickened in an irregular manner and have
lost their sharp outlines in a marked degree, while they are commonly
connected with one another by coarse lines of carbonaceous substance

in such a way as to make the intercellular spaces appear like large

ami imperfectly formed parenchyma cells with irregularly thickened

walls. All the intercellular spaces are occupied by a mass of line crys-

tals, having' the appearance of a very tine cellular tissue.

In yet a third area (see Fig. 5),
'

rVH
'', the round cells of the first have

almost absolutely disappeared. Only here and there can a trace of one
be found. They have been wholly replaced by typical Celluloocylon struc-

ture, indistinguishable from that found in the original type specimens
of that genus. That these three conditions do not represent normal
structures is at once obvious from the transitional conditions to be found

within the same section.

RADIAL ! SECTION (fHO-

In this the Gelluloxylon structure is very prominent. In many places

it shows derivation from tubular cells, the position of these latter being

very obvious under a low po\ver. As in the transverse section, there is

no evidence of intercellular filaments. Rarely, obscure indications of

open areas are met with.

tangential:' section (',.'£)•

The general structure is the same as in the radial section except that

we here meet with well defined evidence of open areas. These are irreg-

ular in form, somewhat numerous, and tilled with a mass of very fine

crystals of silica, about which carbonaceous matter has been deposited,

"The numbers given refei (numerator) to my laboratory number and (denomina>
(mi to the number as given in the collection of tin' r. S, Geological survey,
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so that the whole presents the aspect of a very line cellular tissue sim-

ilar to that which is found occupying the intercellular spaces of trans-

verse sections. Into these open areas the large tubular cells are found

to project in a vermicular manner, precisely as in perfectly preserved

specimens of Nematopkyton Logani and other species examined by me.

The tubular cells are in no case perfect, but sufficiently so to indicate

their original character. No evidence of intercellular filaments could

be found.

Comparing these specimens with the typesof Nematopfoyton crass ion,*

we find they agree with it in all respects except the absence of inter-

cellular filaments from the former and their presence in the latter.

But this difference may safely be attributed to the operation of greater

alteration in one case than in the other, and it is therefore admissible

to consider that my reference of Celluloxylon primcevum to Nematophyton

cra88um was not only correct, but that it receives striking confirmation

from these specimens.

It may also be well to place on record a few observations made dur-

ing my examination of this material, as bearing upon the alteration of

organic structure by decay and crystallization.

The extent of alteration appears to depend in the first instance upon

the extent of decay in the organic structure at the time when crystal-

lization of the infiltrated silica becomes pronounced, and thus upon

the conditions favorable or adverse to freedom of growth in the crys-

tals. This is clearly shown by the transitional forms of the structure

as already described, which, in turn, also show that the imperfect tub-

ular structure seen in longitudinal section and the large parenchyma-

like cells of th<; typical Celluloxylon are derived, not from Hie tubular

cells of the original structure, but from the spaces surrounding and

lying between them; that is to say, crystals or groups of crystals form

in the intercellular spaces ami, finally, in the cell cavities in such a

way as to crush the tubular cells into shapeless masses of carbon,

which afterwards become more or less broken up or remain as large

and irregular masses of carbon at the angles of the Celluloxylon cells.

Three stages in the conversion of the normal structure may be noted

:

(a) Conversion of the intercellular hyplue, the medullary structure

remaining largely intact. This results in the formation throughout

the intercellular spaces and in the open tracts of a fine Celluloxylon

structure, due to the aggregation of numerous small crystals of silica,

upon the surfaces of which the carbonaceous products of decay are

deposited. This gives to the present specimen the peculiarities of

structure which distinguish it from the' typical A', crassum.

(b) Conversion of the intercellular hyphae and partial conversion of

the medullary structure the tubular character of which is nevertheless

evident. There is also in this condition a partial formation of the

*Trun.s. Royal Soc. Van., VII, iv, 25, PI. i, Fig. 5.
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typical Celluloxyion structure, ;is determined by the developmenl in the

intercellular spaces of very large crystals or small crystals which ar-

range themselves in groups of corresponding size.

(c) Complete conversion of all the organic structure, which is no\* re

placed by the typical Celluloxyion structure. Here the filaments of the

, medulla are broken up both transversely and longitudinally in such a

w n\ that the resulting Celluloxyion cells form long scries occupying the

intercellular spaces and having the aspect of vermicular filaments

similar in position to (hose of the medulla, hut having a considerably

greater diameter. Between these three principal conditions all degrees

of transition arc to be noted.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate \\

.

Fig. 1. Section from type specimen of Celluloxyion primcevum, showing characteristic

structure, x L54.

Fig. 2. Section of Nematophyton Logani, showing typical Celluloxyion structure. The

same preparation exhibited typical Nematophyton structure, x 154.

l'l.vn. XVI.

Fig. '>. Section of Nematophyton crassum, showing Large tells of medulla, intercellular

filaments, and an open area, x 154.

Fig. I. Longitudinal section of the type specimeu of Celluloxyion primwvum from

Prof. Knowlton, showing the disposition of the crystals i<> conform to the posi-

tion of the tubular cells of the original structure. \ 50.

Plate XVII.

1 1 ii(

Fig. 5. Transversesection of Celluloxyion -g~ . showing characteristic structure, lmt

the carbonaceous matter very much massed. Also showing remnants of occa-

sional cells of tin- original structure, x inn.

Fig. i>. Transverse section from the same slide as the preceding, showing normal

structure of the large tubular cells, lmt replacement of the intercellular fila-

ments by tine crystals. Also showing an open area. .' \ 100.

l'l.vn Will.

Fig. 7. Transverse aection from the same slide as the two preceding, showing eon-

version of the normal structure into Celluloxulon structure. .. , x 100.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal section, showing the tendency of the crystals to form along lines

conformably to the original structure, und thus essentiallj the same as in Fig. I.

"''
x 50.
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Scientific results of explorations by the U. S. Fish Commission Steamer Albatross.
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No. XXIU.—REPORT ON THE ACTINLE COLLECTED BY THE UNITED
STATES FISH commission STEAMER ALBATROSS DURING THE WINTER
OF 1887 L888.

BY

J. Playfair McMurrich, M. a., Ph. D.
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The collection which forms the subject of this report was forwarded

to me soon after its arival in Washington, and I gladly availed myself

of the opportunity thus presented of continuing the investigation of

the deep sea Act iniiiiis. which was so admirably inaugurated l>y Prof.

Richard Hertwig. The studies of this distinguished naturalist have

resulted in the establishment of a new and more correct basis for the

classification of the Actiniae, by calling l<> the aid of the somewhat un-

certain external peculiarities, the more pliable characterise ics revealed

by a thorough anatomical study of each species. The revision of the

Acfinians in accordance with this new system of classification founded

by Prof. Hertwig has been carried on by myself for the Actinia- of the

West Indies and by PrOf. Haddon for the forms occurring on the coasts

of Great Britain. Much has been added to our knowledge of many
tonus, and many errors have been corrected, and it lias been my hope

that the present study woidd clear away st ill further the mists that ob-

scure the relationships of the various Actinian groups.

The present report deals with the Kdwardsia-, Protactinise, lb-vac

tinisB, and Cerianthea3 obtained by the AIbatross. I hope in a future

report to ij'ive the- results of my studies of the Zoanfhea-.

[ gladly acknowledge the many courtesies I have received from my
friend, Mr. Richard Rathbun, during the preparation of this report.

I am indebted to him for the opportunity of comparing severalspecimens

in I he collection with allied and occasionally ident ical forms obtained

by t he Pish Commission steamers off t lie eastern coast of Nort h A merica.

Part I.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE ANTHOZOA, AND ESPECIALLY OF THE ACTINIA.

What may be termed an approximately correct idea, of the relation-

ships of the various groups of animals now included under the term

Antho/oa or Actinoxoncan be said to have come in only with the begin-

Proceedings National bfuseum, Vol. kvi No 930.
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y, of the present cenl ur> , and to have had its first exponent in Cuvier.

Earlier authors were led astray by the supposed vegetable character

of the corals and similar tonus, ami later, by attaching too great im

portance to the presence or absence of a hard skeletou, whereby closely

related tonus were widely separated. Tims Linne* in the twelfth edi-

tion of his "Systema" referred the genus Actinia to the M.ollusca, the

remaining Actinozoa being referred to two groups, the Lithophytes,

which included the Madrepores, and Zoophytes, which, in addition to

the Alcyonaria, contained also sponges, Bryozoa, Sertularia, and Pro

tozoa
(
Yorticella). Pallas (lTtid) improved this arrangement slightly

by fusing the Lithophytes and Zoophytes to a single group, lmt the

genus Actinia he referred, along with the Echinoderms, to his group

Geutronise.

Cuvier by the foundation of the Padiata. a group containing, it is

true, very heterogeneous members, did good service in bringing to-

gether more closely than previous authors the allied Anthozoa. The
third class of the badiata, the Acalephs, contained the genera Actinia

and Zoantkus with which was associated Lucernaria, while in the fourth

class, that of the Polypes, were grouped together the rest of the An-

thozoa under the term •• Polypes eortieaux a polypiers." The tribes ol

this latter group with some of their principal genera are as follows:

Tribe 1 Ceratophytes Antipathes, Gorgonia.

'2 Lithophytes Tsis, Madrepora, Millepora.

3 Polypes iiageurs Pennatula, Ren ilia, to which were added

Orbulites.

4 Alcyons Alcyonium, Spongia,

It will be seen that the character of hardness or softness was given

considerable weight in the Cuvierian system, leading to the association

in the same tribe of an A leyon aria n, a llexaeorallian. and a Eydrozoon,

and similarly to the separation of various Aleyonarian genera, accord-

ing to their relative consistency. The separation of the Actinians

from the Mollusca and their reference to the Acalephs is however a step

in advance, though their true relationships were unperceived.

With contemporary and succeeding SystematistS these two features

held firm ground. Lamarck (1818) though referring Zoantkus to the

Polyps with Hydra, Coryne, etc.. returns to the classification of Actinia

with the Echinoderms as advocated by Pallas, being followed in this re-

spect by Schweigger
1 1820), who makes the presence or absence ofa hard

skeleton the criterion according to which the Zoophytes are referred to

the Z. monohyla or Z.heterohyla, the former division containing Infusoria,

Rotifera, Zoantkus, Tubularia, and the Alcyonids. The reference of the

Actinians to one of the groups of the Polypes dates hack to Lamou-
roux (1821 ),

who still relying on the presence or absence of a skeleton

divides the Zoophytes into (1) Polypiers flexibles, (2) Polypiers pier-

reux, and (3) Polypiers sarcoides, the last group containing the Ac-

tinians together with the Alcyonids and the compound Ascidians.
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Notwithstanding the heterogeneity of these groups, Lainouroux's

classification paves the way for the more accurate systems that fol-

low. Noticeable especially is that of de Blainville (1834), who asso-

ciates together in Class III Zoanthaires o1 his Type Actinozoaires the

•Actinians, Zoanthans and Madrepores, thus cutting loose from the

consistency systems of his predecessors. The remaining Anthozoa,

together with the Hydroids, Millepores, and Bryozoa, he refers t<» the

fourth class, Polypiaires.

Beforede Blainville, however, Rapp('29) had published a classifica-

tion of the Polyps which, though not accepted by his successors, stands

out, in the light of our present knowledge, as an evidence oi'tho value

of anatomical distinctions as a basis for classification. In his preface

E&app says: "Bei dem Studien der mil einem Geruste oder Polypen-

stock \-erselieneii Polypen win' dieser Theil, indem man das Thier selbst

vernachlassigte, bisher hauptsachlicher Gegenstand der Aufmerksam-

keit. * * * Zwar fehlt es liber diese Thieve nicht an trefflichen

Beobaclit un^eii, wclche man hauptsachlrch der neuesten Zeit verdankt,

aber sie stehen bisjetzt meist noch zu isolirt, als dass sie auf die ganze

Gestalt desjenigen Theils der Wissenschaft, welcher mit diesen Ge-

schopfen sieh beschaftigt, einen durchgreifenden Einfluss gehabt biil-

ten." To bring these isolated anatomical facts together, and to add

to them was the task K'npp set himself, and as the result of his studies

two important facts were brought to light. In the first place he recog-

nized the near relationship of the Madrepores and the Actinians, and

secondly he discovered the Actinian nature of the form previously

described by him as Tubularia solitaria, now known by the generic

name of Cerianthus proposed by Delia Chiajein 18:»i\

Bapp assumed as the basis of his classification the mode of forma-

tion of the reproductive organs. lie found thatsome polyps produced

ova on the outer surface of the body, while in others the •• Keimkorner"

had their origin in the interior; the former constitute his IJ.roaricr,

while the latter are referred to the division Endoarier. To the former

division he assigned the Hydras, Corynes (including Sertularia and

Tubularia) and Millepores( !), while to the latter were 1
, referred the

Alcyonids, Tubipores, Corals (a group which included Corallium, (lor

gonia, Isis, and Antipatkes^)*), Pennatulids, Zoanthids, Madrepores,

and Actinians. Bearing in mind the fact already stated that Rapp
associated the forms now known as Cerianthtw with the Actinians, it

may be seen that his division Endoarier is equivalent to the modern

group Anthozoa, while his Exoarier corresponds essentially with the

Hydrozoa, though he does not include within it the Hydromedusae,

whose relationships to the Hydroids had not been discovered.

It is interesting to note that in this classification Etapp forestalled the

Eertwigs ('TO), whose proposed division of the Code literates into

The mark <>1' interrogation is Rapp's.
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Ectocarpae and Endocarpae is founded on the identical characteristic

which Rapp chose, though the more recent, authors define more accu-

rately the place of origin of the reproductive elements in the terms of

the germ-layers, structures unknown to Rapp.

I 'n fori mutely, the s\ sterna fists who im mediately succeeded Rapp did

not advance the position he had occupied. De Blainville's association

of t he Actinia ns with t he Madrepores has already been noticed, a happy
exception to t he complicated contusion into which ho falls as to other

groups. On the whole, however, his classification must be considered

an advance as compared with that of Ehrenberg ('34), who falls back

to the Old consistence system, though avoiding 1 >e Blainville's perpct

nation of the earlier misconception of the Bryozoa as allied to the Zoo-

phytes. To Ehrenberg we owe the substitution of the term \nthozoa

for that of Zoophyta, employed bj earlier writers, and this "circulus"

he divides into two orders whose limitations may be seen from the fol-

lowing synopsis:

Circulus I. \ 1 1 1 ho/on.

ordo 1. Zoocorallia.

Tribus I. Zoocorallia polyactiuia (Actmiaua, Zoantbaus, ami Fungidie).

Tribua II.—Zoocorallia octactiuia (Xenias, Tubiporids, Alcyonids, and

Peuuatulids).

Tribua 111. Zoocorallia oligactiriia (Hydroids).

Ordo II. Phj fcocorallia.

Tribus IV. Phytocorallin polyactinia (Ocnlinids and Astrseids).

Tribns V. Pbytocorallia dodecactinia (Madrepores and Millepores).

Tribus \ I. Pbytocorallia octactinia (Corallium, ls'nls, ami Gorgonids).

Tribus VII. Pbytocorallia oligactinia (Allopora).

It will be seen from the above thai the Zoocorallia includes all those

forms which are destitute of a hard skeleton, or which, like Fungia,

possessing a corallum are not fixed, while the Phytocorallia embraces

the forms provided with a hard skeleton, being at the same time

lived. Such a classification necessarily separates closely allied forms,

as, for instance, the Fuilgidft) from the other I lexacorallia. and the

Pennatulids from the Gorgonids. The group Anthozoa as conceived

by Ehrenberg differs from the modern conception of the group in in

eluding the Hydroids and Hydrocorallime, in which respect Ehrenberg
falls far behind Rapp, and in excluding the Antipatharia which are in

this system referred to the Bryozoa. In one particular, however,

Ehrenberg surpasses his predecessors, with t he exception of Rapp, and

that is in employing for his secondary gneups characters which belong

to the living animals. The number of the tentacles is a feature which

within certain limits has been found to be associated with the features

which mark out the various groups as now recognized.

The association of the various eight-tentacled tonus into a single

group was one Of the important steps which now followed. According

to a statement made by Dana ('4Ca) this was first done by Milne I'.d
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wards,* who divided his group of the Polypes parenchymates into three

groups:

Sertulariens. Zoanthaires.

Alcyouiens.

Of these the first group corresponds to the Eydroidea, the second to

the Actiniaria and Bexacorallia, and the last to the Alcyonaria.

A most important classification appeared in 1S4<> as the result of the

extended study of the Zoophytes of the Wilkes exploring expedition

by Prof, dames I). Dana. His groups are as follows:

/OOl'lIYTA.

I. ( >rder. Ad inoidea.

I. Suborder. Actinaria.

I. Tribe. A-strteacea—including tin- Actiniatis with which Lucernaria was
associated anil the Aetreid and Fnngid corals.

II. Tribe. < laryophyllacea—including besides 6he< !aryophyllids and Cval ho-

phyllids, t lie Zoanthese.

III. Tribe. Madreporacea—including Madreporids, Favositids, to which an;

referred the Milleporcs and Poritids.

IV. Tribe. Antipal bacea,

II. Suborder. Alcyonaria.

II. < >rder. Hydroidea.

It will he seen from this that the order Actinoiden is practically

equivalent to the group Anthozoa of to-day, and that a clear distinc-

tion is made between the Actiniaria and the Alcyonaria. The former

group includes all the I Iexacorallia and the Actiniaria of later authors,

as well as the Ant ipathacea, and it is interesting.to note that Dana in-

sists upon the unimportance of the stony corallum, grouping together,

as De Blainville had done before him, the non-skeletogenous Actinians

and the skeletogenous Bexacorallia.

One of the principal groups of the Anthozoa, the Alcyonaria, being

thus delimited, and a second, the Antipatharia, also marked out, though

not considered ofequal value, it will be well to go back some distance and
note the gradual discovery of various forms recognized now as distinct

groups, but included so far as known in the first two tribes of Dana's

Actiuaria.

The earlier authors recognized a single genus ofActinia only, though

other names,

—

e. </,. (
T

rtie<(, Hydra, and Priapm—had been proposed.

In 1801 Lamarck separated the genus Zoanthus for the form described

by Ellis as Actinia .s</ci<it<<, and thus paved the way for the distinction

which later authors made between tins and similar forms and the

Actinia' proper. Cuvier also recognized the genus Minyas, referring

it, however, to the Holothurians, its true position not being recognized

until later by Lesueur ('17). A further divisionof the genus Actinia

was inaugurated by Oken in 1815, who established the genera Metrid

iwm and Cereus, and set the example for the more accurate generic

'I take this statement from Dana, not having access to Milne Edwards' work.
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classification found in later authors. The large number of forms

brought to notice by the scientific voyages of this period increased

noticeably the uumber of Actinian genera, and in the classifications of

De Blainville and Bhrenberg we find a considerable number of genera
established.

Attention has already been called to the discovery of the Actinian

character of Cefianthus by tiapp ('29), the subsequent application of

the generic name by which it is now known by Delia Chiajc. In 1841

Quatrefages ('41), in a paper which is a model of accurate observation

and description, established the genus Edwardsia on essentially the

same basis ;is that on which it now rests, though more recent obser

Nations have added certain particulars which the methods of micro

scopic investigation of the day have brought to tight.

The year 1S11 marks therefore tin' establishment of most of the groups
of Actinaria which are now recognized, so far as they possessed generic

value, but for some time Gerianthus and Edwardsia were considered of

equal taxonomic value with Actinia, Thalassianthus, Discosoma, and
other simply generic terms. The Zoanthus group formed to some extent,

however, an exception to this ride, probably on account of their colonial

habit of life and the power some possessed {Palythoa, Gorticifera) of

encrusting themselves with calcareous or siliceous particles, recalling

by their consistency skeletogenous forms. Their gemmiparous repro-

duction induced Dana to group them apart from the rest of the Actin-

ians, and associate them with the Oaryophyllid corals.

To give a resume then of the state of Antho/oan taxonomy at the

middle of this century it may be said that the group was definitely

delimited, the Bryozoa having been excluded in accordance with the

observations of Milne-Edwards. The Alcyouarian forms had been
grouped together from their earlier separation into a number of groups
each equivalent to the Hexacorallia, Actinia, etc. The Antipatharia
were referred to the Antho/.oa, and even constituted a group of slightly

less value than the Alcyonaria. And lastly, the Actinia' had been
divided into a number of genera and associated with the Hexacorallia,

the similarity of structure of the animals themselves being considered

of greater moment than the possession or absence of a eorallnm.

A new era in Antho/oan classification was introduced by the publi-

cation in L857 of the first two volumes of Milne-Edwards' Histoire

naturelle des Coralliaires. In some respects, notably in the severance
of the Madrepores from the Actinians. a backward step was taken
which has been maintained up to a comparatively recent date, but on
the other hand, a decided advance was accomplished m the more accu-

rate delimitation of several groups, and in the recognition of groups of

genera among the Actinians.

Milne-Edwards recognized Leuckart's division of the Cuvierian Uadi-

ata into the two groups Eehinodermata and Coelenterata, and divided
the latter into two classes, the Acalephs. including three sub classes,
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i. e., the Medusae, Siphonophores, and Bydroids, and the Coralliaires.

The Coralliaires he again subdivided as follows:

Class Coralliaires.

Sub-class Cnidaria.

Order Alcyonaria.
u Zoantharia.

Sub-order Zoantharia malacodermata or Actinaria.

Zoantharia sclerobasica or Antipatharia.

Zoantharia sclerodermata or Madreporaria
Sub-class Podactinaria (^Lucernaria).

It will be seen from this that Milne-Edwards's class Coralliaires is

equivalent to Dana's order Actinoidea, and his sub-class Cnidaria to

Dana's Actinaria minus Lucernaria, a step toward the separation of this

genus from the Anthozoa, and its reference-to the modern group of the

Scyphozoa. In his division ofthe Zoantharia, however, Milue--Edwards

retrogrades towards the older consistence systems of Lamoiironx and

Ehrenberg.

So far as the Actinaria are concerned Milne-Edwards did excellent

service in delimiting the various genera that had been proposed, in

dividing these up in some cases, and establishing new genera, such as

Paractis, Phymactis, Oulactis, etc., and in grouping similar genera to-

gether, forming families, subfamilies, etc. His larger divisions are as

follows:

1. Family Actinidse.

1. Sub-family Miiiadae. m

2. Sub-family ActininaB.

.'{. Sub-family ThalassianthinaB.

1. Sub-family Pbyllacl inse.

5. Sub-family Zoanthinse.

2. Family Cerianthidae.

The sub-family Actininae was agaiu subdivided into sections, thus

:

1. Actinines vulgaires—including forms with smooth walls and adherent base.

2. Actinines verruqueuses—including forms with tubercles or verrucae upon the
column.

3. Actinines perforees—corresponding to tin- family Sagartidae of more recent sys-

tems.

4. Actinines pivotantes—including forms whicb do not possess an adherent base.

In analyzing this classification in the light of our present knowl
edge of the relationships of the Anthozoan groups we note a recogni-

tion of most of the modern taxouoinic groups, with, however, very
unequal values attached to them. Thus the Alcyonaria constitute

a group equivalent to all the others taken together: the Antipatharia,
another of equal value with all that still remains: the Cerianthidae
are recognized as ;i family equal in value to all the other Actiuians;
while the Zoanthinse are equivalent only to the Thalassianthiiia\ etc.

The Edwardsise do not have a group value, being recognized simply as

a genus of Actinines pivotantes, where they are associated with Ili/on-

thus, Peavhia,) and N/>/*t?«opNs, the last belonging properly to the Zoau-
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thina?. In choosing the relative consistency of the various forms as a

basis for his division of the Zoantharia Milne-Edwards naturally falls

iuto certain of the errors which such a classification entail?, and which

had been handed down from earlier days, as for instance the group

ing of the Millepores with the Madreporaria, In this, however, there

is neither loss nor gain, since none of his predecessors, with the con-

spicuous exception of Rapp, had suggested the reference of these forms

to their proper position. The principal error of the classification, as

already pointed out, lay in the attaching of too great importance to

the presence or absence of a corallum, and in the disregard of the sim-

ilarity of the soft parts of Madreporaria and Actinaria so definitely

slated by Dana.

Milne Edwards's classification had a marked influence upon later

writers, most of whom adopted his larger divisions, the principal mod-

itications introduced by them affecting the arrangement and definition

of the lesser groups. An exception to this, however, was the < lassili-

cation of Gosse ('60) who adhered to the arrangement laid down by

Dana, but went a little further than that author in dividing certain of

the tribes of Actinaria into families, thus:

Suborder Actinaria

—

Tribe I. A.strseacea :

Family I. Metridiada3=forms with compound tentacles.

II. Sagartiadse with simple tentacles, adherenl base, and column

pierced by cinclides.

III. Antheada3=column smooth and imperforate, margin simple.

IV. Actiniftda3=margin beaded.

V. Bunodidse=column waited.

VI, Ilyanthid.e-rltase non-adherent, rounded, simple.

VII. Minyadida3=ba8e non-adherent inclosing an air chamber.

Tribe II. Caryophylliaeea :

u. Without a corallum.

Family 1. Capneadse simple.

II. Zoanthidse compound.
i. With a corallum, certain corals divided into four families.

The coralligenous Astraeacea Gossedoes not classify, none of the gen-

era being British, nor does he divide the Madreporacea or Antipathaeea

into families, for the same reason. The Lncernariada' he excludes from

the Actinaria. recognizing their affinities to the Medusa'.

On comparing this classification with that of Milne Edwards, it will

be seen that, independently of the association of non-coralligenous and

coralligenous forms, there is a very different grouping of the genera.

The family Metridiadae (a name badly chosen) is equivalent to Milne-

Edwards's Thalassianthinae and Phyllactinae, the Sagartiadae are the

Actinines perforees, and the Bunodidae the Actinines verruqueuses,

both raised to the rank of families. The Actinines vulgaires are

divided into three families, two of which, the Antheaihe and Actiniada'

belong to th<> Astneacea, while the third, the Capneadae, is referred,

with the Zoanthidse, to the Caryophylliaceae, while Milne-Edwards's
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family Oerianthidae is abolished, Gerianthus and Arachnaetis being

associated with his Actinines pivotantes to form the family Ilyanthidae.

Tliese comparisons refer to the broad features of the groups, there being

differences in detail in some. Many new genera were established by
Gosse, as for instance, Bolocera, Bunodes and Aiptwia, and this, as

well as his disregard for the most part of non-British forms, renders it

difficult to make a detailed comparison between the two authors.

By the exclusion of the Lucernariadre the Authozoa obtained the

limitations which they now possess, except that the Hydrocorall ines

still continued to be referred to the group. Agassiz indeed upheld their

hydroid character, but it was not until Moseley's brilliant observations

(7X) were made, that they were definitely assigned to the position long

before pointed out for them by Eapp. .

As already stated, subsequent authors were more influenced by Milne-

Edwards than by Gosse in drawing up their classifications, though
the division into smaller groups was not unlike that proposed by the

latter. Gosse's smaller divisions were more or less adopted and sub-

ordinated to Milne-Bdwards's system. It will be altogether unneces-

sary to refer to all the classifications presenting tliese features, but still

it will be convenient to give one or two examples, choosing those which
present most historical value.

One of these may be the classification proposed by Verrill in 1865,

which outdoes even that of Milne-Edwards in placing inordinate im-

portance upon the corallum. Verrill divides the Gnidaria or Polypi

into 3 orders, i. e., (1) Madreporaria, (2) Aclinaria, (3) Alcyouaria, the in-

crease from the number proposed by Milne-Edwards 1 >eing accomplished

by raising the Madreporaria from the subordinate position they occu-

pied in the order Zoantharia and making them of equivalent rank with

the Alcyonaria. The division of the Actinaria which Verrill proposed

Mas as follows

:

Suborder I. Zoanthacea.

Families. Zoautbidse and BergidaB.

Suborder II. Antipatbacea.

Families. Antipatbidae ami GerardidaB.

Suborder III. Actinacea.

Families. Actinid8e,TbalassiantbidsB, Minyidae, Uyantbidse, ( ierianthidae.

This arrangement is important in giving the Zoanthids a greater

importance than had hitherto been assigned to them, and in separating

the OerianthidaB from the IlyanthidaB, though they do not receive the

same position that Milne-Edwards gave them. The family Actinidae

Verrill divided in various subfamilies, differing somewhat from the

equivalent groups of Gosse and Milne Edwards, a subfamily Phellime
being established for the genus Phellia. Milne-Edwards' Phyllactinae

and Thalassianthina? he unites together in his family Thalassianthida',

which is subdivided into the subfamilies Phyllactime, Thalassianthnue,

Heterodactylinpe and Discostomime (Verrill, '68), the members of
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the last named subfamily having the tentacles arranged in 'radiating

rows, more than one tentacle communicating with an intermesenterial

space. The establishment of this peculiarity is important, as it is a

character which approximates the A.ctinaria with the Madreporaria.

To the Discostominse Verrill referred the genera Viscosomamid Gory-

nactis, classed by Milne-Edwards with the A.ctinines vulgaires, and

Capnea and Aureliana, referred by Gosse to the Caryophylliacea.

The classification of Klunzinger ('77) may now claim our attention

as showing a further step toward a corred differentiation of the groups.

The classification is to a very large extent similar to that of Verrill, but

contains certain important innovations. The Madrepores are. following

Milne Edwards, considered a separate group, ami the remaining groups

are as follows:

I < >r. Aloyonaria.

1 1 i »r. A.ntipatbaria.

III Or. Zoantbaria— including the Zoanthidre.

IV < >r. A.ctinaria.

1. Family Actinidte.

1. Subfamily A.ctinin»e.

2. Subfamily Phellinop.

;:. Subfamily Sagartinse.

i. Subfamily Bunodinae.

_'. Family [lyanthidas.

:>. Family Ceriantbidas.

I. Family Discosomidse.

5. Family Thalassianthidse.

1. Subfamilj l'h\ llactinte.

2. Subfamily Tbalassianthinae.

The first noticeable feature of this classification is the separation of

the Antipatharia ami Zoanlharia from the Aetinaria. ami the elevation

of their rank to that of groups equivalent to the Alcyouaria. Further-

more, among the lesser groups there is the separation of the DiscOSO-

make from the Thalassianl hhhe, with which Verrill associated them,

the radiate arrangement of the tentacle being the characteristic feature

o\' the family. Kluuzinger, however, failed to associate the genus Cory-

nactis with Discosoma, stating definitely that its tentacles alternate

with each other. The other families and subfamilies are essentially the

same as those of Verrill, except that no mention is made of the Miny

adae.

We come now to the monograph of the Actiniaria by Andres ('83),

which must ever remain a monument to the industry of its author, to

whom all actinologists are indebted for placing in their hands such a

carefulh collated and complete list of the Actinians known up to 1880.

Unfortunately for our purpose, Andres does not express his ideas as to

the relationships which his Aetinaria hear to the Alcyouaria and An-

tipatharia, hut confines UiS attention solely to the Zoanthdria nulla-
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codermata of Milne Edwards. He divides the group into seven fami-

lies, thus?

Edwardsinae. Zoanthinse.

Ac tin i n;r. Cerianthinae.

Stichodactylinae. Minyadinae.

Thalassianthiriae.

The names of the majority of these groups indicate their limitations;

the greatest innovations are the separation of the Edwardsias from the

Actinime and the establishment of the Stichodactylinae. This family

possesses for its distinguishing character the feature upon which Klun-

zinger based his family Discosomidae, i. e., the radiate arrangement

of the tentacles, but at the same time it is made much more comprehen-

sive, the Phyllactinae of Klunzinger being associated with Discosoma,

Capnea, Aureli<ii>«. Phymanthus and other genera, all of which possess

radially arranged tentacles. The Thalassianthime is, consequently,

poor in genera compared with Klunzinger'sThalassiantlmhe, contain-

ing only a few forms with large compound tentacles. Four of Andres'

groups are certainly well established, namely, the Edwardsime, Ac-

tininaj
, Zoanthinae and Cerianthinae. He was influenced, however, too

much by the arrangement and structure of the tentacles in making the

Stichodaetylime and Thalassianthime equivalent to these four; they

should more properly be made subgroups of the Actinime. The same
remark applies, perhaps, to the Minyadinae, though we are still in ignor-

ance as to the structural peculiarities of its meml >ers. Thefact that some
of the species evidently have their parts arranged on a hexamerous plan

favors this view, and the occurrence of others possessing a decamerous

arrangement can not be considered as of great weight in favor of keep-

ing them distinct, in view of the same symmetry occurring in the Hal-

campidae, for instance, and in other sporadic instances in which there

can be no question as to the advisability of associating the forms with

their hexamerous relatives in the Actinime. In fact, it seems proba-

ble that the Minyadinae are not even to be given a value equal to the

Stichodactylinae, but are rather to be referred to the Halcampidae, a

family or subfamily of the Actinime.

The disappearance of the Ilyanthida* from the list of families is an

important point also. Andres has diminished the importance of trivial

characters in accomplishing this, and has emphasized the importance

of the numerical relations of the parts as a basis for classification

in separating from them the Edwardsias and referring the thus

restricted groups to the Actinime.

Andres enters into a much more minute division of his families into

subfamilies, many of which are well founded, but it will not be con-

venient to criticise them here.

With Andres the second period in the history of the classification

of the Anthozoa may be said to close. The period was marked by a

gradually growing tendency to divide the group into a number of

Proc, ff, M, 93-—9
*
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equivalent subgroups, and, so far as the Actinians are concerned, l)y

the increase in the number of recognized genera and their division into

families, subfamilies, etc. The distinguishing characters of the various

groups were drawn for the mosl part from external characters; impor-

tance, for instance, being placed upon the presence or absenceofa

corallum, whether the base is adherent or not, in the shape of the ten-

tacles, etc. Comparatively little was done toward attainiuga thorough

knowledge of the anatomical relationships of the various pints, orper-

hapsil would be better to put it in this way, that the anatomical

knowledge that had been acquired was not sufficiently extensive to be

employed for systematic purposes. Thenamesof Qollard, Quatrefages,

llainie, Thorell, Teale, Schneider and liotteken, StoliGzka, etc., recall

important additions to our knowledge of Aetinian morphology, but the

observations were not sufficiently extended to have suggested the im-

portance that should have been attached to them.

We are now in the third period, so brilliantly introduced by the

brothers Hertwig with their monograph on the Actinians ('79). The
period in its beginning overlaps, consequently, the second period. The
fundamental characteristic of Aetinian classification at present is the

foundation which it possesses on anatomicaland phylogenetic features.

The arrangement of the mesenteries and their ontogenetic succession

are the criteria which serve to separate the larger groups, and these

criteria have been extended, so far as our present knowledge allows of

it, to the group Anthozoa as a whole. The first step in this direction,

as stated, was made by the Hert wigs ('79), who, as a result of their

observations on a number of Actiniaria, arrived at the following con-

clusion:

Bei der Eintheilung der Anthozoen sind <li<' Septen in erster Reihe zu beriicksich-

tigen, aber weuiger die Zahl alsvielmehr der Bau, die Anordnung derselben am das

Schlundrohr und ihre Entwicklung. Wenn wir von dieser Griuidlage ausgehen,

werden die Anthozoen voraussichtlich in mehr als 2 Ordnungen zu zerfallen sein.

Mil Erfolg aber kann ein neues System erst dann aufgestelll werden, wenn die ver-

scbiedenen Familieu der Zoantharien, der Eleischpolypen sowohl als der Korallen,

auf die Morpbologie ihrer Septen, iiber die \\ ir vielfach nocb gar uicbts wissen, nach
alien Richtungen antersuchl sein werden.

The BertwigS recognize live groups of Anthozoa, based on the charac-

ters indicated in the above quotation, viz, the Actinhhe, Edwardsiae,

Zoanthida-, ( Vrianthida', and Alcyonaria. As regards the Madrepo
raria, they do not commit themselves definitely, recognizing the paucity

of the information with regard to their anatomical peculiarities at their

disposal; at the same time, however, they consider it probable that

when the required information is acquired the group of the Zoantharia

sclerodemata will be split up, a huge part of the corals being associated

with the Actinhbe, others, perhaps, with the Zoanthina\ and others

with Edwardsiae, while others, again, may show an arrangement and
structure of the mesenteries peculiar to themselves.
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The idea brought forward in this work was elaborated more fully by
Richard Hertwig in his report on the Challenger Actiniaria ('82), in

which the structural peculiarities of the various forms are employed,

not only to distinguish the principal groups, but also to define in an

accurate manner the various families of the Hexactinia}. In some par

ticulars the idea was carried a little too far, owing to the absence at

that time of anatomical studies of a large series of forms, Hertwig be-

ing obliged to rely entirely on his own observations in deciding as to

the relative importance of a character. Omitting the Alcyonaria and

Antipatharia from consideration, Hertwig recognizes six tribes of Acti-

niaria, which correspond in taxonomic value to Andres's families. These

tribes are(l) Hexactiuhe, (2) Paractiniae, (•'!) Monaulea?, (4) Edwardsise,

(5) Zoanthea?, and (0) CerianthesB, and all are characterized by the ar-

rangement of t\ie mesenteries. Three of these orders correspond to

families of Andres 1

classification; other three of Andres' families, viz;

Thalassianthime, Stichodactylime, aud Minyadina 1 are grouped with

his Actinime to form the tribe Hexactinia1
. while two other tribes, not

represented in Andres' system, are instituted for forms presenting an

arrangement of the mesenteries not previously recognized. In com-

paring the systems of Hertwig and Andres, however, it must be re-

membered that the two works were so nearly contemporaneous that

the respective systems were entirely independent one of the other.

Andres, it is true, had the advantage of the earlier work of the

brothers Hertwig ('79), which no doubt influenced considerably his

ideas as to the relationships of certain of the groups, but had no cog-

nizance of Richard Hertwig's later observations.

The introduction into the classification of the Anthozoa of a system

based upon anatomical peculiarities, instead of one resting entirely on

variable characters, readily subject to modification in accordance with

external conditions, was very important. There yet remained to be

taken the further step of adding to anatomical characters the informa-

tion derived from embryological investigation, a step the importance

of which the Hertwigs had recognized and contributed to, to a certain

extent. Some of the necessary information was contributed later by
Boveri ('90) and myself ('91), and as the result of these observations

I drew up a classification of the Anthozoa founded upon structural and
embryological characteristics. Either of these classes of facts, taken by
itself, is liable to lead to errors; it is only by combining both that a

true knowledge of the phylogenetic relationships of the various groups
can be obtained. For instance, relying entirely on embryological data,

the Hexactinia 1 could be separated into three distinct groups, one in-

cluding those forms in which the mesenteries appear according to the

succession described by Lacaze-Duthicrs; a second, in which the

mesentery succession is that described by the Hertwigs ('79); and a
third, in which it is that described by Haddon ('87), H. V. Wilson

('88), and myself ('91). 1 have shown, however ('91 a), that the third
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method is to be regarded as the typical one, and that the orders of

succession described by Lacaze-Duthiers and the Hertwigs are secon-

dary modifications of this, called forth by peculiar conditions; and,

furthermore, anatomical investigation of forms developing in these

various manners shows so much similarity in them all as to <lo away
with any idea of classing them in three distinct groups.

The classification which 1 proposed differs from thai of Bertwig in two

particulars. In the first place I disregard his tribe ParactiniaB, which 1

have shown to be unnatural and untenable, and 1 group the form upon

which his tribe Monaulese was founded with the Gonactinia, long before

described l>y Sars and later studied more thoroughly by Blochmann
and Bilger ('88), and with the Orudis Diomedew, described in subse-

quent pages of tliis report, forming thus a tribe, the Protactiniae, the

members of which I take to represent stages in the phylogeny of the

11 exact ini;e. Strictly speaking, perhaps each of 1 hese three forms should

constitute an order, but is seems to contribute to the convenience of the

classification, without introducing anyconfusion, to group them together.

I recognize the following tribes of Anthozoa

:

1. RugoScE. .">. Cerianthera.
'_'. Antipatharia. <>. Zoaiitheae.

:•. Ucyonaria. 7. Protactinise.

I. Edwardsiae. 8. Hexactinise.

The propriety of considering the Rugosae as forming a tribe equiva-

lent to the Alcyonaria, tor instance, is open to question, since we nat-

urally know nothing as to their soft parts and can only form an ex-

ceedingly uncertain idea of how they were arranged from the arrange-

ment of the septa in the corallum. The Antipatharia form a natural

group, apparently, though it is uncertain what their affinities with the

other groups may be. The remaining tribes seem to have their phylo-

genetic relationships fairly clearly defined.*

In ;i recent paper Ed. van Beneden ('91 ) contests the idea thai there is a phylo-

genetic connection between the Ceriauthete and the Edwardsiae and Hexactinise.

On pages 1 10— 1 1 1 of his paper he sums np the differences which the < lerianthese show

to these forms, and ii maj not he out of plan' bere to consider the value of these

supposed differences. Difference No, 1 does not require consideration, since it.

stands or Tails with the accuracy or erroneousness of No. 2. This is as follows: [f

the sulcar directives arc designated as 1 and the remaining mesenteries of a twelve-

mesenteried Hexactinian are designated according to their succession, counting from

the suloar directives towards the sulcular, as II. III. IV. V, and VI, then the em-
bryonic succession of the mesenteries in the Hexactiuue is III, V, I. VI, II, IV . while

in ilir Ceriantheto the succession of the first twelve mesenteries is II. 111. 1. IV, V,

VI. The fallacy of this is e\ ident. It lias not been claimed that the first twelve mes-

enteries of ( 'eriant lice and I I exact ini;e are homologous, but only that the first eight

in both groups are homologous with the eighl Edwardsia mesenteries. Considering
the embryonic succession of these mesenteries in both groups, it will be found to he

identical, thus: in. I. il, IV. Difference No. 3 refers to the presence oflongitudinal

(adductor) muscles on the mesenteries of the Kdwardsi.e and lle\aetini;e and their

absence on those of the Ceriauthete, ami to the presence of ectodermal longitudinal
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A detailed criticism of ) lie various families which have been proposed

is not necessary, since this will be entered into in the descriptive por-

tion of the report, so far as certain families of the Hexactinise are con-

cerned. Andres ('83) added a considerable number of families to those

which had previously been recognized, and the majority will, no

doubt, stand. Hertwigtoo has added a number of new families, and
at the same time has given an interesting criticism of Andres 1

classifi-

cation and a comparison of it with his own. Many of the families

Andres recognized are more accurately defined, and atteution has been
called to the criteria upon winch families should be based. One of

the most recent classifications, is that of Danielssen
(

1

90), which is

essentially that of Hertwig ('Si'), confused, ami without the corrections,

which Hertwig ('88) subsequently introduced. In fact, it must be
acknowledged that Danielssen's work is a great disappointment, in

that the descriptions are given in such a manner as to preclude con-

fidence in their accuracy, while the figures illustrating them are bean
tiful examples of "how not to do it.'' The tribe uEgireae, which Dan-
ielssen proposes, certainly requires further study before being accepted,

and the same remark applies to his families Sideractidas, Madoniac-
tiihe, and Andvakida\

1 shall content myself with stating the families which I believe to

be worthy of recognition, making some brief remarks on their limita-

tions, and on certain somewhat doubtful forms.

I think it convenient to consider the mode of arrangement of the ten-

tacles of classiticatory importance, and to recognize two subtribes of the

Hexactinise to which Andres' name may be applied: Aetinime to those

to which the tentacles are arranged in cycles, and Stichodactylime to

those in which they are arranged radially. To these two I added ('89)

a third, the Dendroineliine, which is hardly of equal value, and which it

will be better to reduce to the rank of a family. It includes forms which
possess dendritic or globular processes or arms projecting from the

column wall below the margin, such as are found, for instance, in Le

brunea, Ophiodiscm, and Viatrix*

The Thalassianthinse 1 would not, however, adopt as a subtribe, since

they differ from the Aetinime only in the compound character of their

tentacles, and a passage to them is furnished by the member of Andres'
subfamily Heteractidae. This family is, however, not altogether natu-

ral since the genus Eagactis must be removed from it and referred to the

muscles in the latter and their absence in the other two groups. The absence of
"adductor" muscles in the CeriantheaB is a, question of observation, since Boveri
has described and figured them; and with regard to the presence of ectodermal
longitudinal muscles in the Hexactinise, van Beneden has apparently overlooked
Hertwig's account ('NX) (if their occurrence in CorynactU spf and Corallimorpkua
oUeetua. In the present report I describe their occurrence in Haltmrioa pilatus.

'It seems fairly certain that the actinian recently described by H. V. Wilson
('90) as Hoptophorta coralUgens (sir) is identical with the Viatrix globulifera originally
described by Diidiassaing and Michelotti ('60),
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Sagartidae, as was demonstrated to me by the late l>r. J. 1. Nbrthrupj

who discovered the Sagartian character of R. lueida, an observation 1

have since been able to confirm.* The genus Elodctis also proposed

byAndres ('83) lor tin 1 llyanthus mazeli of Jourdan (*80) seems to belong

rather to the Halcampidse, E. Mazel't being apparently nearly related to

11. producta of Stimson.

The following is the classification 1 suggest

:

Tentacles
cylin
il r i ca I.

smooth.

I

Column
umple.

]

A.

Tentacles
arranged :

in cycles.

A< liuinn'.

c t. . , , Mesenteries
1

, . • I not numerous.. Hakampid*.sent or weak ; AI
'

, - j Mesenteries
{ numerous Vntheadae.

Sphincter nndoderinal

;

tentacles deciduous Boloceridae.

Sphincter meso- t No acoutia Paracl idaj.

ultra 1 / Acontia Sagartidos.

Sphincter endo- 1 Acrorhagiwart-like.Bunodida3.
• It' r in a 1 < i r-

cnmscribed. ( Acrorhagi foliate. Phyllactidaa.

i Tentacles simple . I leteractidae.

I

Tentacles wartj or branched Tentacles
( compound . Thalassianthidse.

( Tentacles reduced to stomidia. s Polyopidse.

I Sicyomdse.

Column provided in its upper pari \\ ith branched
or globular processes Dendromelidse.

Free-swimming tonus Minyadae.

I

Tentacles few, capitate Corallimorphidi
rentacles all ofJ Tentacles numerous, cylin-

one form. | drical Discosomidae.
( Tentacles nodulated lurelianidae.

B.

Tent a • It's a r-

ranged r.adi

ally.

Stichodactvlina

ranged rail i- c ... . , ...
,,

' it'iitat It's ut two
ally.

t <> in i>

Marginal tentacles cylin-
drical; disc tentacles
wart-like, branched, or
foliate Rhodactidse.

Marginal tentacles pinnate,
I disc tentacles wart-like.. Phymanthidae

Tentacles of various tonus, not cylindrical . ..( !riptodendridsB.

1 have chosen the term Balcampidae in preference to that of Ilvau-

thidse because we are at present ignorant of the anatomical charac-

teristics of llyanthus] it will, however, probably prove to be similar to

ffalcampa in many respects, in which case the older term should be re

stored. The Siphonact inid;e, 1 think, should be fused with the Hal

eampidse, the presence or absence of a conchula not being of sufficient

moment for family distinction.

The Boloceridse is a new family, for whose existence reasons w ill be

given in Tart 11. The Ant hcomorphida- of Hertwig ('82) I include

* li seems doubtful, however, it' the /.'. pulchra of Andres is likewise a Sagartid.

I should rather be inclined to consider it a Phymanthus, since it presents certain

striking resemblances, judging from Andres' description, to /'. cruoi/er.
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for the present with the Antheadae. My reasons for placingthe Phyllac-

tidae among the Actininae have been given in another place ('80a).

Hertwig's Polyopidae and Sicyonidae I have placed in the Actininae,

not recognizing his tribe, Paractiniae. These forms require further

study. The Liponemidae are too much open to suspicion to be accepted,

as will be seen from what is said in Part n concerning Boloeera bre-

vicomis, Lip'onema recalling strongly a BoJocera, while Polysiphonia re-

calls Actinernu8.

Under the Sagartidae is included the Phellidae, which may be re-

garded as a subfamily under Haddon's name of Chondractininae, and
the Amphianthidae, which are probably all referable to the Sagartidae

and to the subfamily Chondractininae.

The Minyadae are inserted with the Actininae as a family, but little

is as yet known of their anatomical peculiarities.

The classification of the Stichodactylime hardly calls for comment,
except to point out that, of the Aurelianidae and Criptodendridae very

little is known, nothing indeed as to anatomical characters. 1 have
employed the form of the tentacles, following Andres with modifica-

tions, as a basis for the classification; but in those groups members of

which have been studied it has been found that more or less definite

anatomical features are associated with the various tentacular modifi-

cations.

This classification is, it must be understood, intended to be purely

tentative and to take cognizance only of families which seem well

authenticated. No doubt the changes and additions which will be
required to make it at all accurate are numerous—how numerous
future observation will determine.

Part II.

DESCRIPTIVE.

Tribe EDWARDSI/E, Hertwig.

Actinozoa not forming colonies ; with eight mesenteries, three of which
on each side have their longitudinal muscles upon their sulcar faces,

while the other two, situated at the sulcar surface, have these muscles

on their sulcular faces. Tentacles simple, usually more numerous than

the mesenteries.

Genus EDWARDSIA, Quatrelages.

With the characters of the tribe.

I do not consider it necessary at present to divide the Edwardsias
which we know into two genera, as Andres ('83) has done, much less

to make the number of the tentacles the feature upon which to base
such a division, since this is a character liable, to judge from the de-

scriptions of species which we possess, to numerous gradations. When
a thorough Anatomical study has been made of a number of different
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species, it maybe found advantageous to make a division; at present

it docs not seem advisable.

1. Edwardsia intermedia, «]>. nov.

Plate xix, Pigs. 1-4.

No. 701. Station 2783. Lat. 51° 02' 30" S. ; long. 74- OS' 30" W. Deptli 122 fathoms.

1 specimen.

The single specimen for which I propose the above name was strongly

contracted, the entire capitulum being introverted. In this contracted

condition (PI. xix, Fig. 1.) it measured 1.7 ,,u in height, and its greatest

diameter is 0.45fm .

The physa is rounded and translucent, allowing the mesenteries to

show through. The scapus is covered by a thin, brown, chitin like

"epidermis," resembling, apparently, that covering E. Claparediij but

unlike it, being almost smooth, it is quite translucent and consists of

two layers (PI. xix, Pig. 4) ; on the outside is a thin layer of foreign matter

(/), consisting of very fine sand particles, spicules, etc., and below this

a cuticle like layer (cw) covering the ectoderm (ec) and sending here and
there into that layer prolongations which seemed occasionally to unite

with the mesoglcea. The arrangement is very similar indeed to what I

have described for Zoanthus sociatus ('89), though it is not so certain

in this case that the cuticle is really a portion of the mesoglcea. The
ectoderm (PI. xix, Fig. 4, ec) consists of cells, not at all columnar, as is

usually the case in the Actinozoa, and shows no trace of either gland

cells or nematocysts.

The scapus is marked by eight longitudinal furrows, corresponding

to the insertions of the mesenteries, and the intervals between these

furrows are occupied by numerous irregularly scattered clear spots,

which recall the tubercles described by Andres ('80) and Danielssen

('00). Their structure is, however, somewhat different from what these

authors have described. The ectoderm over a small area is slightly

thickened and projects through the covering investment, but no nemato-

cysts were to be found in it. The transparent appearance which is so

characteristic of the tubercles is due to a comparatively large oval cavity

in the mesogloea, lying below the tubercle and always separated,

apparently, by a very delicate layer from the ectoderm, though a small

collection of granules and, in some cases, a lew cells are to be found in

the cavity. (PI. xix, Fig. 4).

In transverse sections it is seen that a portion of the scapus is intro-

verted as well as the entire capitulum ; sections taken at a little more
than 3""" from the upper extremity of the contracted animal show the

cuticular investment which is characteristic of the scapus. In this in-

troverted region, how c\ er, t he layer of foreign material (PI. xix, Fig.2,J )

is very much thicker than on the outer surfaceof the body, and, further-

more, in each interval between the insertions of two mesenteries a
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strong ridge, formed principally of mesoglcea, projects, and as the

capitulum is approached cavities appear in the ridge, givingii in cross-

section a club-shaped outline.

The capitulum is apparently very short and is destitute of any in-

vestment. The number of the tentacles I could not ascertain, but they

seem to be few, perhaps eight, almost certainly not more than sixteen.

They project down into the stoinatodaeum in the manner described by
Quatrefages ('41).

The stomatodaBum is short and is slung by the eight mesenteries, whose
musculature has the usual arrangement. All the mesenteries are gono-

phoric and possess mesenterial filaments. Since Andres ('80) has stated

that in E. Glaparedii the respiratory portions of the filament are wanting,

I may state that in the species here described they are unmistakeably
present, though short. The bases of the mesenteries at their insertion

into the column wall are furnished with pinnately arranged muscle proc-"

esses (PI. xix, Fig. 3 h m). The longitudinal muscles are strong, resem-

bling in transverse section those of E. tecta as figured by Haddon ('Sit).

It is impossible to identify this form with any of the species that

have been described. Within recent years a number of Edwardsias
from deep water have been described by Moseley ('77), Marion {'82),

R. Hertwig ('88), and Danielssen ('90), but the descriptions are not in

all cases sufficiently detailed to permit of a correct idea of the mor-
phological characteristics. The structural features which are of im-

portance for classiflcatory purposes seem to be the tubercles, the shape
of the longitudinal and basal muscles of the mesenteries, the presence
or absence of longitudinal ridges on the column, and, what is probably

of less importance, the number and arrangement of the tentacles.

E. intermedia'.agrees, as already stated, with V. tecta (Haddon, '89)

in the structure of the longitudinal muscles, but differs from it in pos-

sessing tubercles and in the shape of the basal muscles of the mesen-
teries; it approximates E. fused Danielssen ('90) in the number of the

tubercles, though they are not arranged with anything like the regu-

larity which they have in Dauielssen's figure, and in addition the shape
of the longitudinal muscles is altogether different

;
it resembles E. ear-

ned (Haddon, '89) in the possession of longitudinal ridges on the

capitulum and upper part of the scapus, but differs from it altogether
in the shape of both longitudinal and basal muscles.

In consequence of its possessing certain of the characterisi ics of each
of these three species I have named the form hoc described E. inter-

media.

Tribe PROTACTINIiE.

Anthozoa with twelve primary mesenteries, of which eight at least

are perfect, and which are arranged in pairs, the longitudinal mesenter-
ies of each paii' being on the faces of the mesenteries which are tinned
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towards the intramesenterial space, exeepl in the case of two pairs,

the directives, situated ai the extremities of the sagittal axis of the

stomatodieum, whose longitudinal muscles are <>n the faces of the me-

senteries which look towards the adjacent intermesenterial space.

In addition to these primary mesenteries secondary mesenteries are

also present; of those there may he one on each side, situated in the

sulculo lateral intermesenterial space, or a pair on each side in the

same intermesenterial space, or two pairs on each side in the suleulo-

lateral and Lateral intermesenterial spaces. The development of the

mesenteries is upon a bilateral plan.

(..nils ORACTIS, gen. not .

Protactinioe with twenty mesenteries, twelve of which are primary,

ami two pairs on each side, in the sulculo lateral and lateral interme-

senterial chambers respectively, secondary. Only the eight primary

mesenteries corresponding to the Edwardsia mesenteries, are perfect,

gonophoric, and provided with mesenterial filaments.

2. Oractis Diomedeae, ap. dot.

Plate \i\. Figs. 5-8; Plate w. Pigs. 9-11.

\,i 727. Station 2839. Lat. ;::: 08 N.; long, lis 10 W. Depth, 41-1 fathoms.
s, \ rial specimens.

All the specimens are contracted extensively (PL \ix. Pigs, 5 and 6),

and measure in this condition 5 to S""" in height and 10 to 1,'»""" in

diameter. The base and column are colorless and translucent, allow-

ing the internal organs to show through, but sections show thai the

disc and tentacles have yellow pigment granules in their ectoderm, and

probably in the living condition they had a more or less decided yellow

color.

The base is more or less rounded | PI. \i\. Fig. 5) and passes directly

into the column, there being no limbns. The column is marked by

twenty longitudinal grooves corresponding to the insertions of the

mesenteries. At the summit of the contracted animal ten tubercle-like

processes can be seen surrounding the entrance into the cavity con-

taining the contracted tentacles, and in sections these tubercles may

be seen (PL w. Pig. 11, tu) to bo due to thickenings of the mesoglcea.

In some of the specimens they appear to be infolded along with the

tentacles. The ectoderm of the column wall has entirely disappeared.

The mesog'loea is thin, and more or less fibrillar in structure with com-

paratively few cells. The sphincter muscle is of the diffuse type (PI.

\\. Fig. LI.), its mesoglceal processes being long and numerous, so

th.it a fairly strong muscle is produced.

The tentacles appear to he ten in number. They are rathei short,

cylindrical, obtuse. In transverse sections it is seen that their longi-

tudinal muscles are confined to the ectoderm, and tor the most part are
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of moderate strength, but towards the base t wo regions arc to be found

upon the outer surface of the tentacle where the muscle processes reach

an excessive development (PI. xix, Fig. 7.) In sections which pass

through the point of origin of the tentacles, jusl where they arise

from the disc (PI. XX, Pig. KM, it can be seen that these two muscle

bundles (hi) are continued upon the disc, forming strong muscles lying

immediately over the mesenteries, one bundle of each tentacle coming

from the mesoglcea over each of the mesenteries which limit the in

tramesenterial space to which the tentacle belongs. These muscle bun-

dles are not, however, continued to any extent upon the disc towards

the mouth opening, but appear to be confined to the peripheral region

where the tentacles arise.

The stomatodaeum (PI. xi\, Fig. 8t) is rather short, and has only one

siphonoglyphe which is deep, its mesoglcea being much thicker than it

is elsewhere on the stomatodeum. The remainder of that structure is

marked by six longitudinal ridges, each of which corresponds to the

insertion of a mesentery.

As is indicated by the furrows of the exterior of the column there

are twenty mesenteries. Eight of them are perfect, gonophoric, and
provided with mesenterial filaments, while the remaining twelve are im-

perfect, sterile, and destitute of filaments. The arrangement of the

mesenteries is exceedingly interesting (PI. XIX, Fig. 8). There are two

pairs of directives, having the characteristic arrangement of the longi-

tudinal muscles; that pair (III) which is attached to the siphonoglyphe

marks the sulcar surface of the body. On each side of the sulcar

directives is an imperfect mesentery (V) with its longitudinal muscle

upon its sulcular surface, and succeeding this comes a perfect mesen-

tery (I) forming with the imperfect one a pair. Then follow a pair of

imperfect mesenteries (VI 11), then a pair formed by a sulcar imperfect

(VI) and a sulcular perfect mesenterj (II), then a pair of imperfect mes.

enterics (VII), and finally the sulcular directives.

It must be stated that the figure 1 have given is to a certain extent

diagrammatic, inasmuch as in a section through the stomatodaeum the

longitudinal muscles of the imperfect mesenteries could not be readily

made out, while further up the column, in sections which passed through

the column and disc, they were well developed. 1 have represented

therefore the arrangement as regards the perfectness or imperfect ness

of the mesenteries as seen in a section passing through the stoma
tothvuni. but the musculature as seen in sections passing through the

column and disc.

The longitudinal muscles are not strong, and in the perfect mesen-
teries occupy the greater part of the surface (PI. xx, fig. 9). The
endoderm of the mesenteries presents a rather peculiar vacuolated ap-

pearance, reminding one of the structure which it presents in Cerianthus.

The mesenterial filaments which are developed only on the eight per-

fect mesenteries appear to lack the " Flimmerstreifen " but 1 can nut be
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certain bbal they arc really absent. The contraction ol the specimens
renders il difficult to understand the exacl structure of the filaments.

The ova are large and con in in a considerable amounl of food yolk.

The significance of the arrangement of the mesenteries of this form

1 have elsewhere pointed <»nl ('91). The eight perfect mesenteries

evidently correspond to the eight Edwardsia mesenteries; the imper

feci mesenteries which form pairs with adjacent perfect ones (1 arid II),

are evidently the mesenteries which convert the octomeral into the

dodecameral condition with paired mesenteries. The imperfed pairs

VII and V 1 1 1 are secondary mesenteries and arise in pairs in tin two
intermesenterial chambers nearest the sulcular directives.

It" we omit pair vim we have the arrangement which occurs in Oonac

tinia (Blochmann and Bilger, '88), and if the sulcular member of

pair \ n be omitted the condition obtaining in Scyiophorus (Hertwig,

'82) will appear, [t seems that these two tonus, togetherwith Ontetis,

represent three links in the chain by which the. ancestor with twelve

mesenteries, all of which arose singly and bilaterally, becomes con

verted into the Hexaetinia?, in which the muscles arise in pairs and

radially. In Scytophorus the original method of formation is carried

over into the formation of the single secondary mesentery. In Qonao-

tinia the paired mode of formation is beginning, in Orudis it is

thoroughly established, but in both these forms the bilateral mode still

holds. Finally, in Halcampa I he mesenteries arise in pairs and radially.

It will not be necessary to enter into the details of this idea here,

since it has been treated of elsewhere in connection with some other

facts ('91a). It may be well, however, to point oul thai there is embryo-

logical evidence to show that the secondary mesenteries of the llexac

tiniffi make their appearance in the siileulo lateral chambers earlier

than in the others, and those of the lateral chambers develop before

those of the snlco lateral ones
(
Dixon. '89), a succession which exact ly

corresponds with the phylogenetic development seen in the Protac

tinia'.

Tribe HEXACTINIiE.

Actino/.oa with six, eight, or ten pairs of perfect mesenteries, which

form a principal cycle, and to which may be added a varying number
of additional cycles, perfect or imperfect, the mesenteries Of which

develop in pairs and radially, appearing almost simultaneously in all

the intermesenterial spaces. The longitudinal muscles of each pair

are on t he faces which look towards t he int rainesenterial spaces, except

in the case of two (occasionally one) pairs, the directives, which are

at (ached to I he I wo (occasion;! Ily one) siphonoijlyphes, and whose longi-

tudinal muscles are on t he faces which are turned low aids the adjacent

intermesenterial spaces.

The above definition differs considerably from that given by Hertwig
('SIM, who founded the tribe. Tliis results from the fact that I include
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within it- not only hexamerous forms, but also octamerous and decam-

erous Actinians. In other words, I fuse with the original Bexactiniae

Bertwig's tribe Paractinise, which is altogether artificial and anneces

sary. My reasons for thisopinion have been given at Length elsewhere

and need not be repealed ('89, '91).

Order A< 'TITV INvK, Andres.

BexactinisB in which the tentacles are arranged in cycles, only a sin-

gle tentacle communicating with each endoccel.

Family BALCAMPID^E.

ActininaB with a smallnumber oJ mesenteries, six, ten, or twelve pairs

being all that are present; longitudinal muscle pennons narrow, but

strong; no special sphincter muscle; conchula present or absent; base

usually rounded and vesicular.

[n his monograph, Andres ('83) divided the family llyanthidae, which

had been previously limited by the exclusion of the Ceriantheae and

Edwardsiae, into three distinct families, or, as he termed them, sub-

families. One of these, the 1 1 a lea mpida-, contained thegenus Halcampa,

the Llyanthidse included only thegenus tlyanthus, while for those tonus

which possessed a- conchula the family Siphonactinidae was established.

A more recent author, Baddon ('89), seems to regard this last fam-

ily with uncertainty. At all events he removes from it and associates

with the Balcampidse the genus Peachia, recognizing, however, the

the possible necessity for the establishment of a separate family for it.

The uncertainties which interfere with t he delimit at ion of t he family

Balcampidse are mainly two. Are forms which possess a conchula to

be associated with others which do not have this structure, but whose

mesenterial arrangement is similar
1

! And are decamerous to be asso

ciated with hexamerous forms'? I believe that, both these questions

should be answered affirmatively. The forms belonging to thefamily

Siphonactinidae, so far as they are known, agree in certain important

features, viz, in the usual absence of an adherent base, the absence of

a sphincter, the small number of mesenteries, and the strong though

narrow Longitudinal muscles, with the members of the genus Halcampa,

ami differ from them only in the possession of a conchula, a structure

ofprobably comparatively little morphological importance. As regards

the arrangement of the mesenteries, even if we separate the forms with

a conchula. from those without it, it will be necessary to associate

together hexamerous and decamerous species, unless we wish to multi-

ply families beyond convenience and necessity, TTalcampa endromitata,)

etc., arehexamerous, and H.produota is decamerous amongthe i Lalcamp-

id®; and among conchula-bearing forms Peachia hastata is decamerous,

while Bicidium parasiticum is hexamerous, possessing twelve pairs of

mesenteries.
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I Miiuk thai the purposes of classifloation \\ill be better served by

uniting these and similar forms iuto a single family, for which t lie name
I lalcampidte, already usvA in this sense by Haddon ('89), may be

employed, and to recognize in this family several genera. The genus

Haloampa seems to be well characterized i>y its hexamerism and the

distinction into capitulum, scapus, and physa. //. producing of the cast

coasi of North America, aud H.vapensis \dr., H. brevicornis (Stimp

Bon), and //. Stinipsonii Verrill ('65), dec-amorous forms, may l>e

referred to another genus, though probably it will be well to separate

H. produota from the other three and refer il to a separate- genus. The
form described bj Jourdan ('80) as Tlyanthus Mazeli seems to be

closely related, and //. productn may be referred with il to Hie genus

Eloactis proposed by A.udros ('83).

In addition to these Hirer genera, since Andres' genus Halcampella

ami Danielssen's Halcampoides ('90) do noi seem necessary, there will

be of the conchula bearing forms Peaohia^ which is decamerous, and

liividiuni) which is hexamerous. The genus Actinopsis^ which is asso

ciated with these i\\<> genera by Andres, presents certain external

characters which make one hesitate somewhat to retain it in tin 1 group.

Until an anatomical study of it has been made it will probably be as

well b> leave it where it is.

Among the Albatross material I find two species which may be re

ferred to the family thus emended. One of these is a Peachia; the

Other must, I think, be referred to a new genilS related to llitlcti»ip«

or Elonotis.

Genus HALCURIAS, gen. uov.

Ilalcainpida- with an adherent base; column cylindrical; tentacles

numerous and short ; ten pairs of mesenteries, all of which are perfect,

though four pairs situated in the sulco-lateral and lateral kitermesen-

terial spaces are less extensively developed than the other six. No con-

chula.

.<. H.ileuii.is pilatus. sp. nov,

Pinto w. Pigs. 12 L3. Pinto \\i. Pigs. 1 1 15.

v.. roy,709. Station, 2785. Lat.,48 09'S.; Ioug.,74 36 W. Depth, 449 fathoms.

till I . .|ln itUOUS,

The base is Hal and adherent, one of the specimens being Seated

upon a piece of dead coral. The column (PI. xx, Fig, 12) is cylindrical,

much wrinkled from contraction, bul apparently possessing no warts

or tubercles. It measures '_''!"" in height, while its diameter at the

base is '..'"". Slighl indications of longitudinal bands of color can be

perceived, bul they are exceedingly obscure and could not be discovered

on all t he specimens.

The margin is Smooth and forms a Very distinct parapet around the

bases of the tentacles. These are numerous, amounting to about

seventy in one specimen in which they were counted, and are arranged
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in about three cycles. They are simple,, cylindrical and taper to a point,

and cover almost the entire disk. There being do special sphincter

muscle, the tentacles are not covered in contraction.

There is no conchula, and only one siphonoglyphe, which is neither

very deep nor well defined. Thesurface of the stomatodseum possesses

numerous ridges, which are high (PI. xxi, Fig. 11, 8t.) and maybifarcate

at the extremity or give off secondary ridges. They are more numer-

ous than the mesenteries, and do not seem to stand in any very

definite relation to them. The mesenteries are twenty in number.

They are arranged in pairs, two of the pairs being directives, and are

all perfect. Below, however, it is seen that four of the pairs, as in

Peachia, are much narrower than the other six, these narrow pans being

situated in the sulco lateral and lateral intermesenterial spaces. The
mesenteries are thin; at the base there are pinnately arranged muscle

processes (PI. xx, Fig. 13, bin.), and separated from these by a region in

which the mesentery is exceedingly thin are the longitudinal muscles.

These are very strong (PI. xx. Fig. 13), but at the same time narrow,

forming a strong protuberance upon the surface of the mesentery.

Above, however, they widen out ( PI. xxi, Fig. 14) and the processes are

not so high.

All the mesenteries bear reproductive organs.

There are a few points in the histology of this species w liich are inter-

esting. The mesoghea is fibrillar, especially towards its inner surface,

and contains very numerous cells. It is in the ectoderm however, that

the most interesting peculiarities appear. The ectoderm of the column
wall is high and contains, as usual, manygland cells. In addition to the

usual elements, however, it also contains numerous nematocysts (PI. \xi,

Fig. 15, n) lying in its outer portion, sometimes very closely crowded

together. Immediately external to and resting upon the mesogloea,

roundish bodies— or, rather, bodies appearing round in cross-section

(mf.)—which stain somewhat deeply, can be perceived. These seem to

be muscle tibres, having a longitudinal direction. They have all the

appearance ofmuscle fibres, but I was not able to lender their nature

certain by the study of maceration preparations. Futher evidence for

their muscular nature is, however, to be found in the presence, exte

rior to them, of a thin layer of fibrillar having all the appearance of a

nerve layer.

Longitudinal muscles and a nerve layer are, as a rule, absent in the col

limn wall of the Hexactinhe; but, on I he other hand, arc well developed
in the Ceriantheae, and it seems probablethat the more primitive Actino-

zoa likewise possessed them. Hitherto they have been found among
the Hexactiniaa only in Gorynactisf sp? and Gorallimorpkus obtectus, in

which forms they have been described by Hertwig ('88). The tibres

ofHaleurias resemble those of Gorallimorphw in beingpoorly developed,

and are apparently fewer in number. In Gorynactisf on the other

hand, they seem to reach a fair degree of development.
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A few words are necessary regarding the affinities of this form. It

differs from all other genera of the Balcampidse by its adherent base

and by the large number of tentacles which it possesses. Actinopsis

possesses the same characteristics, although the tentacles are much
longer in proportion, but differs in having a conchula. There is reason

to doubt, however, whether Actinopsis can be referred to this family.

A mong t lie members of the family, however, indications of an adherent

base are found, as in Wloactis producta, and the importance of this char-

acter seems to be far outweighed by the small number of the mesen-

teries and the structure of their muscles. It seems tolerably certain

that the llalcampids are the simplest and probably the most primitive

of the Eexactinise, and the presence of longitudinal muscle fibers in

the ectoderm of the column wall of Halcurias is a primitive character-

istic. 1 think, on the whole, that it is to be regarded as much more
nearly related to the Halcampids than to any other family of Hex-

actinia 1

.

Genus PEACHIA, Gosse.

Balcampidse, with rather short tentacles, few in number; witli four

pairs of narrow sterile mesenteries, situated in the lateral and sulco-

lateral intermesenterial spaces, and six pairs of perfect fertile mesen-

teries; and wirti a single deep siphonoglyphe. Longitudinal muscles

of the mesenteries strong. Conchula present.

Gosse ('55) instituted this genus tor the reception of P. hastata and

Halcampa chrysanthellum, later on, however ('58), removing the latter

form to the genus to which it is now universally assigned. Andres

('83) employs, instead of Gosse's name, that proposed by Koren and

Danielssen ('56), Siphonactinia, but the term proposed by Gosse has un-

doubtedly the priority, as lladdon points out ('84). In his revision of

the British Actinia', lladdon ('89) gives a definition of the genus some-

what more precise than that given above, including certain peculiarities

which seem likely to prove specific rather than generic. If they are re-

tained the form described below and Siphonactinia Boeckii would be ex-

cluded from the genus, to which they seem naturally referable. Bather

than establish a new genus for their reception, 1 prefer to extend

somewhat the Limitations of the genus Peachia.

4. Peachia koreni, up. nov.

PI. xxi, Fig. it;.

No.954. Station, 2764. Lat., 36 12' S., long., 56 23' W, Depth, 11* fathoms. One
specimen.

The single specimen of this species | PI. xxi, Fig. Hi), which 1 dedicate

to Prof. Koren, to whom, in collaboration with Prof. Danielssen, we owe

the Fauna Lateralis Norvegise,is evidently closely related to/'. (Siphon-

actinia) Boeckii (Kor. el Dan.). 1 regrel that I can not give as complete

a description of it as 1 should like to do, owing to a disinclination to

mutilate tin' sole example obtained.
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The base dues not seem to tiave been adherent, but it is somewhat
mutilated, so that it is not possible to be certain of this. N<> distinction,

however, into capitulum, scapus, and physa is possible. The column

is considerably wriukled by coni rad i<»n and shows no I race of tubercles

or warts, and is not covered with foreign substances. Toward its

lower part longitudinal grooves, marking the insertions of the mesen-

teries, are to be seen, but they can not be traced upward toward the

margin lor any distance. The height of the column is L.lora and its

diameter 0.8cm .

The margin is simple, and in the contracted specimen covers the buses

of the tentacles. These are only eight in number and are short and

stout.

The conchula, formed by the prolongation of the lips of the single

siphonoglyphe, is as long as the tentacles. On each side of the main

portion of the conehnla is a lobe rising only to about balf the height

of the former, and at the sulcular extremity of (lie mouth is a still

smaller unpaired lobe.

By cutting across the column until it, was almost divided I was able

to ascertain the arrangement and number of the mesenteries without

appreciably mutilating the specimen. There is only one siphonoglyphe,

which is long and deep, with thick and firm walls, almost cartilaginous

in their consistency. The mesenteries are twenty in number, arranged

ill ten pairs; two of these are directives, and in addition to these there

are four other perfect pairs of about equal width, inakiug altogether a

principal cycle of six pairs of mesenteries. The remaining four pairs

are imperfect and much narrower, and are situated in the sulco lateral

and lateral intermesenterial spaces. The longitudinal muscles are

strong.

The arraugement of the mesenteries is the same as that found in

Peachia hastata, but, as already stated, the general appearance of the

animal, the form of its tentacles, and the possession of a well (level-

oped conchula bring it very close to /'. (Siphonactinia) BcecMi. Whether
the latter 1ms also ten pairs of mesenteries remains to be seen. If has

twelve tentacles, which would lead one to suppose that it, was hexani-

eroUS, but the species here described shows, as does also Peachia has-

Iota with twelve tentacles, how little can be ascertained as to the num-

ber of the mesenteries from the number of the tentacles. It, is possible

that the specimen of P. Koreni examined was young and had not de

veloped its full quota of tentacles. 1 can not make any statements with

regard to the presence or absence of reproductive elements, not, having

made microscopical preparations of the mesenteries.

1 think, however, that there can be no doubt, as to the specific dis-

tinctness of this species from that obtained on (he Norwegian coast,.

The form of the conchula is entirely different, a fact, in itself sufficient,

in the present state, of our knowledge of the anatomy of the conchula

bearing Balcampidre, to warrant, t he establishment of a distinct species.

Proc. N. M. 93 10
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Family A Nil 1 BAD .v..

The limitat iona of I Ins family proposed by l»'. l [erl wig ('82) seem sat-

isfautory and will be adopted here.

Gonna actinia, Liun.

it seems doubtful whether such definitions as Andres ('8.'l) proposes

oau bo maintained for the genera Actinia and Anctnonia, H maybe,

perhaps, bettor to unite fill the forms of those genera which possess

acrorhagi under the genus .\<-tiui<<, leaving those destitute of such

structures and without adistincl collar and fosse in the genus Anemo
ni<(.

r
> A<t im.t Lnfeounda, noin. no\

.

Plate xxi, Fij?. IT.

Synonym: CoiiMctiitjlagvUiJ'era, Hert, (non Daiia).

Nob. 967. 1739, A.brolhos IslaudB. Two specimens.

The resemblance of these forms to that described by Hertwig as

Comae/is jliti/i lli/'i r<i is very groat, aud ii seems almost certain that they

are identioal with it. They are somewhat smaller, measuring 0.25OTO in

height, with a diameter at the base of 0.5om , and nt the margin of 0.7cm .

The sphincter muscle differs from the figure given l>.\ Elertwig ('82)

only in being a little broader, aud the radial muscles of the disk have

the Oerianthau appearance which Hertwig mentions. The siphono

glyphes are not well defined though easily made oul in sections, and

have as usual directive mesenteries connected with them,

All the mesenteries appear (<> be perfect, though the youugest cycle

ore clearly marked on! in sections below the middle of the stomato

< l;en m by being much narrower than the mesenteries of the other oyoles,

all of whioh mo aboul the same width, so Mint n pair of broad mesen

teries alternates regularly with a narrow pair. I found indications of

reproductive organs, i>ni the ova were fe\> in number, though fairlj

large, and appeared to occur in ;i few of the larger perfect mesenteries.

Hertwig did nol succeed in finding reproductive elements in the speci

men he examined, and considered it therefore to l»e immature, since,

however, the specimens which I have studied possess ova aud yel are

smaller than 1 1 erl wig's specimen it seems probable that the latter is to

!>e considered mat m 0.

One interesting histological peculiarity I have observed in this form

may be mentioned, it is in connection with the structure of the upper

part of I lie mesenterial lilainents. Tho lUOSOgluMI lias as a rule only ;i

few scattered cells, but in the prooosses which support the median and

lateral portions of the filament in its upper part the cells become es

eeodingly numerous, closolj packet l together iu the thickened uaesoglcea,
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(I'l. xxi, Fig. 17, nig). I have not, met with such an arrangemonl in

any oilier forms, and if forms ;i very striking' peculiarity.

As already stated there seems little room lor doubl but that this

species is (lie same as that described by Bertwig as Comaetis flagel

liferti. .The external appearance is the same and the anatomical pe-

culiarities are so similar that I do not believe a separation of them
would be justifiable. Nevertheless, 1 have not followed Hertwig in

liis identification of (lie form. If was with some hesitation thai lie

associated liis form with Dana's Actinia Jlagellifera, recognizing the

<;re;it difference between his specimen and the figure given by Dana
('46). lie. regarded Verrill's accounl ('66) of the alcoholic specimens as

furnishing ;i reconciliation of the discrepancies, notwithstanding the

paucity of Hie facts which Verrill contributed. Johnson (''»!) has,

however, studied the sea anemones of the region where Dana's-' form

was collected, namely, Madeira, and convinced himself that it was in

reality identical with (lie common European Anemonia snlc<<i<t, which

view is accepted i>,v Andres. For l his reason ii seems advisable to

separate Hertwig's Comaetis under a new name.

Genus ANEMONIA, Risso.

6. Anemonia variabilis?, Bp. nov.

A ppendix I'. )

Plate xxi, Figs. 18, 19.

Nos. 694, 1362. Station, 2768. Lat.,42 24' S.; long., 61 38'30"W. Depth, 43 fath

oins. Numerous specimens.

The numerous specimens (I'l. xxi, Fig. 18) were for I he most pari onlj

partially contracted, and measured in t his cm id it ion 0.0 io o.7" M
in height

ami 0.5 (o I"" in diameter nf I he base. They were i eated upon sponges
or occasionally upon Tubularian stems, the base of the A.ctinians in the

latter cases surrounding t he stem.

The column is somewhat wider at the base than higher up and has

therefore a slightly conical shape. The ectoderm for the most pari

has been macerated away, leaving the slightly translucenl mesoglcea
exposed, and allowing the insertions of the mesenteries to be seen

through the wall as line longitudinal stria?. The mesoglcsa is com .

paratively thin and almost perfect |y homogeneous, containing very lew

mesoglceal cells. No verrucas or aerorhagi are present.

The tentacles are short and numerous, usually approaching one him

dred,but varying in number in the various specimens. Onetentaclecom
municatcs with each exo- -and each endoco3l, and their number depends
upon tin; n iim her of mesenteries present in anyone individual, iii I he

majority of cases they are completely exposed, tin- sphincter muscle of

the colump being endodermal and diffuse and very weakly developed,
as is the ease with the general musculature throughout the body. The
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ectodermal muscles of the tentacles and disk form ;i simple layer, the

mesoglcea not being raised into supporting processes.

The stomatodaBum is elongated, but without well-marked siphono-

glyphes. Its ectodermal lining is thrown into very pronounced folds,

supported by delicate though high longitudinal ridges of mesogloea

(PL \\i. Fig. 19).

The mesenteries are irregular in number. In sections of t hree speci-

mens, for example, there were respectively 28, .'>">, and 3C pairs. As a

rule a perfect and an imperfect pair alternate, but this arrangement is

not infrequently interrupted by the succession of two pairs of perfect

ones, or ofthree or two pairs of imperfecl ones. There are twopairsof

directive mesenteries, and the number of mesenteries intervening be-

tween them on each side is usually the same, though there are excep-

tions to this rule. In the specimen of which a section is figured on PI.

\\i. Fig. L9, it will be seen thai onlj eleven pairs of mesenteries inter-

vene between The two directives (D) OU one side, while there are as

many as twenty one on the other side. This section represents the con-

dition as seen towards the level of the lower extremity of the stomato-

daeum. Higher up two pairs of mesenteries are to be found which are

not represented at the level figured, ami these increase the number of

mesenterial pairs of one side of the body to fourteen

—

i. e., thirteen

pairs intervene bet ween t lie two directives. Even in the uppermost

sections, however, there is not equality in the number of the mesente-

ries ofeither side. That the irregularity which is found in the succes-

sion of perfect and imperfect mesenteries is not an ail ilieial production

is shown by the relation of the perfect pairs on either side of the two

(a?) and three (y) imperfect pairs of the figure. It is there seen that

these perfect pairs are attached to the stomatodaeum opposite succcs

sive mesogloeal ridges, and this rel itiou of tin- ridges to the insertion

of mesenteries, though not constant, is of sufficient frequence to war
rant the assumption that the groups of mesenteries a?, y are truly im-

perfect.

The inesoglcea of the mesenteries is considerably thicker a short dis-

tance from their insertion into the column wall than elsewhere and is

raised into only very low muscle processes. Consequently the muscle

pennons are almost wanting, the longitudinal muscles forming little

more than a simple layer over the surface of the mesogloea. None of

the specimens examined were mature; immature ova were observed,

however, in the endoderm of some of the perfect mesenteries and in that

of the directives.

The habits of this form suggested identity with thai described by Yer

rill ('83) as Sagartia spongicola. Examination of specimens of the

latter showed at once that the two forms were very different, 8. spong-

icola, for example, possessing St rong muscle pennons on t he mesenteries

attached by a slight pedicle in a manner recalling the conditions de-

scribed by ELertwig ('82) tor Leiotealia nymphcea.
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7. Anemonia ('!) inequalis sj>. imv.

Plate \ \ \ i \ , Figs. 11 1-1 15.

No. 742. Pichilingue Bay, Lower California. Littoral. Two specimens.

The two specimens which represent this species are contracted, though

the tentacles are not completely concealed. The base- was adherent.

In height the largest specimen measures 0.7"", with a diameter of 1.3cm .

The column wall is thin and soft to the touch, and shows 72 longitud-

inal lines which mark the insertion of the mesenteries. The ectoderm

is completely macerated away. The tnesoglcea is fairly thick and is

homogeneous in appearance, with numerous cells scattered through the

matrix. A. sphincter is present; it is endodermal and of the ''diffuse"

variety, forming, however, a not very compact mass and being- rather

weak. (PI. xxxiv, Fig. 114.)

The tentacles are short, and apparently thirty-six in number, ar-

ranged in a single cycle. Their ectodermal muscles are weak and are

not embedded in the mesoglcea.

The stomatodsBum is ridged longitudinally and possesses at least one

shallow siphonoglyphe. In half the circumference of one specimen ex-

amined eighteen pairs of mesenteries were present, from which it may
be concluded that there are altogether thirty-six pairs, a number which

corresponds with the number of longitudinal lines seen from the

outside. Their arrangement is very peculiar. All are perfect above,

but below they are evidently divided into three cycles, each consist-

ing of twelve pairs. If the hist cycle he considered to represent two

primitive cycles, the apparent second cycle will really represent the

third cycle, while the apparent third will be the fourth, in which, how-

ever, only half the proper number of pairs has developed (PL XXXIV,

Fig. 115.). The mesoglcea of the mesenteries resembles that of the

column wall, being homogeneous and tolerably thick. The longitu-

dinal muscles are not very strong and cannot be said to form a cir-

cumscribed pennon. The parieto basilars form folds upon the surface

of the mesenteries, the edge ot the fold sometimes, however, uniting

with the mesentery and so producing one or more cavities enclosed

within the mesoglcea of (he mesentery near 1 he insertion into the

column wall. No ripe reproductive elements were present, but I suc-

ceeded in finding a few very young mother cells, the macerated con-

dition of the internal parts preventing, however, an accurate determi-

nation of their distribution. Some certainly occurred on one of the

mesenteries of the second actual cycle and 1 thought I could distin-

guish others on some mesenteries of the third and fourth cycles, but
of this 1 can not be certain.

I assign this form provisionally to the genus Anemonia. It differs

materially, however, from the typicalforms of the group, as, for instance,

in the short and not numerous tentacles. The abnormal arrangement
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of the mesenteries is not, I believe, of sufficient importance to be

generic and in the general structure there are undoubted affinities to the

Antheadfe. As to the presence of acrorhagi nothing can be said, on

account of t be absence of the ectoderm, and the macerated condition of

the internal parts proved a decided obstacle t<> a thorough study of

the specimens.

Genus CONDYLACTIS, Duck, et Mich.

The genus Condylactis was established in L866 l»y Duchassaing and
Michelofcti ('G6) lor the reception of the common West Indian form G.

passiflora. 1 have shown elsewhere ('89) that this form is in all re-

spects an Anthead, and that it agrees closely in general characteristics

with the form described by Delia Ghiaje as Actinia aurantiaca, subse

quently assigned by Andres ('83) to the genus Cereactis, which is re-

ferred to a special family. The generic name proposed by Duchassaing

and Michelotti has.undoubted priority and must replace that proposed

by Andres. I see iio good reason for separating Condylactis from the

other Antheads, from which it is distinguished by the absence of acror

hagi and by t he presence of a fosse l»et ween t he margin and the bases of

the tentacles, as well as by the usual presence of minute verruca' upon

the column wall.

8. Condylactis ciuentata (Dana).

Plate xxi
3
Figs. 20—21.

Synonyms: Actinia cruentata, Dana (1846); Cereus cruentatus, Milne-Edwards (1857)

Bunodes cruentata, Gosse t I860).

N<>. 736. Sandy Point, Straits of Magellan. Littoral. Four specimens.

All the specimens (PI. XXI, Fig. 20) are contracted, the tentacles being

concealed; in this condition the height and diameter of the column are

about the same .05 "". The preserved specimens show no coloration,

but in sections brown granules of pigment are found in the endoderm
of the disk and lei.i.:: les.

The base is adherent. The column wall is thrown into strong folds,

and toward its upper part are rows of verrucse to which particles of

sand are strongly adherent. The verruca? cease at the well-marked

margin, between which and the bases of the external tentacles there is

a well-marked fosse, which is made especially evident in contracted

specimens by being drawn down by the strong longitudinal muscles of

the mesenteries. Circular muscles are developed upon the column
wall but are wanting at the margin; internally to this, however, a few

small muscle processes are found which represent the sphincter. It is

very weak and can have only little effect in producing the concealment

of the tentacles; this is mainly brought about by the longitudinal

muscles of the mesenteries.

The tentacles are not very numerous ; their longitudinal muscles, like

the radiating muscles of t he disc, are not imbedded in t lie inesoglcea.
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The stomatodaeum possesses well-developed siphonoglyphes with

smooth walls, the rest of the stomatodaeum being longitudinally ridged.

There are only sixteen pairs of mesenteries, all of which are perfect,

eight losing- connection with the stomatodamm, however, sooner than

the others. The longitudinal muscles are strongly developed, forming

a strong pennon (PI. xxi, Pig. 21), and the parieto-basilar {pbm) forms

a strong fold upon the surface of the mesenteries. The reproductive

organs are borne by the mesenteries of the first cycle, wi; h the exception

of the directives. No acontia are present.

There is necessarily some doubt as to the correctness of this identifi-

cation. The external structure agrees well with Dana's species, as does

also the habitat; as to the coloration nothing can be said. In referring

it to the genus Condylactis, I have separated it widely from the genera

to which it has previously been assigned. The nature of the sphincter

and the arrangement of the mesenteries indicate a relationship to the

Antheadae, and of existing genera of this family, by its possession of

verruca?, and of a fosse, and by the absence of acrorhagi, it comes near-

est to Condylactis. It differs from the described forms of this genus in

its size and in the prominence of the verrucas, but it seems advisable

for the present to include it in the genus.

9. Myonanthus ambiguus, gen. et sp. nov.

Plate xxi, Fig. 22; Plate x\n. Fig. 23.

No. 731rt. Station 2839. Lat., 33c 08 N. ; long., 80° 15' W. Depth, 414 fathoms.

Many specimens.

In looking over the collection soon after it reached me I noticed that

in the bottle which contained the species described below as Paractis

ciitosa, there were a large number of examples of a form which, while

resembling the specimens of P. vinosa in general form and size, yet dif-

fered decidedly in color. On submitting them to anatomical examina-

tion I found that very decided structural differences existed, and that

I had to do hot only with a distinct species, but even with a member
of a distinct family. After much uncertainty as to the family to which
it should be assigned, I determined to insert it in this report as an ap-

pendix to the Antheadae. My reasons for so doing will better be under-

stood after a description of the specimens has been given.

They are all more or less contracted, some having the tentacles com-
pletely contracted, while in others they remain more or less exposed
(PI. xxi, Fig. 22). The color of the column and tentacles is pale pink
or flesh color. In height the less contracted specimens measure about
1 C1

", their diameter ranging from 1.3 to 1.5cm .

The base is adherent, and in many specimens is more or less covered
by a dark brown, somewhat granular cuticle. Its diameter is as a
rule somewhat greater than that of the column; in the specimen from
which the measurements given above were taken its diameter was about
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2cm . Its mesoglcea is rather thin, allowing the straw-yellow color of

the reproductive organs to shimmer through.

The column wall is smooth for the most part, except for the slight

folds caused by contraction. In the more intensely contracted speci-

mens in the upper part twenty-four longitudinal folds were more or less

distinct, terminating abruptly at the margin; twelve of the folds are

smaller than, and alternate with, the other twelve. The ectoderm has

been to a large extent macerated away from tin' column wall, but where

presentit has the same color as the mesoglcea. No trace of verruca1

! or

tubercles could be discovered. The mesoglcea is much thicker than that

of the base and has a fibrous structure. It is not, however, stiff and

parchment-like to the touch, but on the other hand rather soft and

tough. Just at the margin, where the longitudinal folds of the con-

tracted specimens terminate, is a well-developed endodermal sphincter

(PI. xxu, Fig. 23). It can hardly be classed either as "circumscribed"

or "diffuse," since, though well defined, it is not connected to the

column wall by a distinct pedicle. It is rather intermediate between

these 1 two varieties of sphincter, ami resembles closely that form of

muscle which I have elsewhere ('89a) described for a species of Phyl-

lactis. I would suggest the application of the term "aggregated" for

this variety of muscle. Its appearance in cross section may be under-

stood by a reference to PI. xxu, Fig. 23. It is to be observed that anas-

tomes between the muscle processes are not unfreipient, so that bun-

dles of muscle fibers become enclosed within the mesoglcea. Imme-

diately adjacent to the sphincter the ordinary circular muscles of the

column are hardly developed, but lower down they become stronger,

without, however, forming a second sphincter.

The sphincter seems to occur just at the margin, and apparently a

slight fosse exists between this and the outermost tentacles. No aero-

rhagi could be detected. The tentacles are numerous and arranged in

several cycles, but I could not ascertain their actual number. Their

color is the same as that of the column and they are of fair length and

rather slender. Their longitudinal musculature is not imbedded in the

mesoglcea, resembling in this respect the radial muscles of the disc.

The stomatoda-uin possesses two siphonoglyphes whose lower ends

are prolonged apparently some distance beyond the lower opening of

the stoniiitodaaiin. In consequence of this the directive mesenteries

are attached to the stomatodaeum throughout a greater extent of their

length than arethe other perfectmesenteries. There are, altogether, four

cycles of mesenteries, of which only the six pairs forming the primary

cycle are perfect. The mesenteries of the fourth cycle are small, and

li;ndl\ project beyond the endoderm. All the mesenteries except those

of the fourth cycle and the directives arc gonophoric. The reproduc-

tive organs are very evident in dissected specimens, owing to their

bright orange color due to the presence of numerous oil globules in the

ova and sperm mother cells. The mesenterial filaments are notdeeply

colored, as in P. vinosa, This forms a simple point of distinction be-
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tween the two associated species. The longitudinal muscles are only

moderately developed, aud do not form a well-marked pennon. The
parieto-basilar seems to be weak. No acontia occur.

From the above description it maybe seen that this form is not read-

ily referable to any of the recognized families. On the whole, however,

it seems to approach more nearly the Antheadae than any of the others.

The smooth column wall and the distribution of the reproductive ele-

ments are points of similarity, but on the other hand the small number
of perfect mesenteries and the strong sphincter are decided differences.

The sphincter, however, is practically an endodermal one, and the

definition given by Hertwig ('82) for the Antheadae does not exclude

the existence of a recognizable sphincter. In fact, in Act in ia infecunda,

which he recognizes as an Anthead, a sphincter is present of such a

form that an excessive amount of differentiation would not be called into

play to transform it into such a muscle as we find in Myonantlius.

I think, accordingly, that it is advisable to refer this form to the family

Antheadae, regarding it as a somewhat aberrant form, which has the

power of completely retracting the tentacles, owing to the possession of

a well-defined sphincter, a character which has suggested the generic

name I have applied to it (,v.uu>v — a knot of muscles).

Family BOLOCERIIKE.

Actininae with usually stout nouretractile tentacles, strongly con-

stricted immediately above their insertion into the disk, and hence

readily deciduous. Sphincter muscle endodermal, diffuse, or in some

forms approaching the circumscribed type; the tentacles and disk fully

exposed in the contracted condition. With more than six pairs of per-

fect mesenteries.

Bolocera tuedice discovered, in 1832, by Johnston, and later referred

by him ('47) to the genus Anthea may be taken as a typical example

of this family. Gosse ('(JO) established for it the genus Bolocera, and

separating it from the Antheadae, with which Johnston and Milne-Ed-

wards ('57) associated it, placed it among the Bnnodube, in which clas-

sification he has been followed by Andres ('S3). A study of the form

occurring in the deep water off the eastern coast of the United States,

and which has been identified by Prof. Verrill with B. tuedice, as well as

of other species of Bolocera from the Albatross collection, has demon-

strated that, so far as their anatomical peculiarities are concerned, these

forms are very different from the Bunodid.e, but stand in relatively

close affiliation to the Antheadae. The nature of the tentacles, how-

ever, and other structural characters, seems to be of sufficient import-

ance to warrant the establishment of a distinct family for them.*

"It seems probable that Danielssen's ('90) Sideraciis is a Bolocera, though the ex-

istence of an endodermal sphiucter would preclude such an identification. It is to

lie noticed, however, tbat Danielssen's figure (PI. VII, fig. 10) hardly bears out his

assertion on this point.
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GenuB BOLOCERA, GoBse.

Willi the characters of the family.

10. Boloceia occidua, Bp. nov.

Plate wii, Figs. 24-27.

No. 706. Station 2783. Lat. 51 02' 30 S.; long. 71 08 30 W. Depth, \S2 fath-

oiiis. Tu o specimens.

No. 701. Station L'TTii. Lai. 53 06' S.; Long. 70 40' 30" W. Depth, 771 fathoms.

Three specimens.

No. 697. Station 2771. Lat. 51 34' S.; long. 63° VV. Depth, r.o.l fathoms. Two
specimens

| j oung).

The base is evidently adherent, and is slightly smaller than the col

uinn. It is marked with lino radiating ridges, which arc continued

over the limbus upon the column.

This is nearly cylindrical, expanding slightly above, and in the con

tracted condition can not, be said to possess verructe or warts, though
(he entire surface is marked out into small quadrangular areas by the

crossing of vertical and circular furrows, processes of inesogloea sup
porting the ectoderm of the elevated areas (PI. XXII, Fig. 24). In the

largest specimens the height and diameter of the column are abou

I

.">"". Near t he margin, in most of t he specimens, complicated strnctiu es

could he seen which, on examination, proved to he mesenterial filaments

protruding from openings formed by the falling off of the tentacles.

The margin i* tentaculate. The tentacles arelargeand stout, cover-

ing the greater portion of the disk. They are arranged in about four

cycles, of w hich the two inner ( ycles each possess twelve tentacles, the

third cycle twenty-four, and the fourth forty-eight. The tentacles re-

tain their cylindrical shape in the preserved specimens and are plainly

furrowed (PI. xxn, Fig. 26). At their insertion into the disc they snd

denly diminish in diameter, so that they are attached by a short and
narrow pedicle; they are thickest immediately above t he pedicle, whei e

the inner tentacles in the largest specimen measured 0.9cm in diameter,

and from that taper gradually towards the extremity, which is s e-

w hat obtuse. The length of the tentacles of the innermost cycle in t he

largest specimen w as 5em .

In consequence of their manner of insertion into the disc the tentacles

are readily broken off, leaving a circular opening upon the disc which
indicates their former position. The Opening, however, is diminished

by a circular fold of mesoglcea, covered by endoderm, which encroaches

upon it (PI. xxii, Fig. L*7, tsp); the free edge of the fold is thrown into

numerous muscle processes, and it seems probable that by the approxi-

mation of the edges of the fold the opening may be completely closed.*

' since this was written < larlgren ('91) has described, in a paper on />'. longicornia,

a similar sphincter fold. He points out, correctly, that the sphincter is thrown off

with the tentacle, and il therefore dors not serve to close the opening left on the

snrface of tin- disk. My description,was drawn up from sections through tentacles

still adherent, ami the conclusion was somewhat hastily reached that the uso of the

sphincter fold was to occlude the opening.
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The circular muscles of the tentacles and disk are ectodermal and com-

paratively weak.

The lips are prominent, and are marked by delicate and numerous

striae, which are continued down the stomatodaann and apparently

correspond approximately to the mesenteries. Two siphonoglyphes

are present and are deep, the directive mesenteries being comparatively

narrow.

Thesphinctermuscle (PI. xxn, Fig. 24, sph) is endodermal and diffuse,

the endodennal muscle processes of the column being more numerous

and somewhat higher just below the margin than elsewhere.

The mesenteries are arranged in three cycles. The first cycle con-

sists of twelve perfect mesenteries, including two directives, the sec-

ond cycle likewise of twelve mesenteries, which are imperfect, how
ever, and the third cycle of twenty-four mesenteries, which are quite

narrow and imperfect. All t lie mesenteries of the first and second

cycles, with the exception of the directives, are gonophoric. The Ion

gitudinal muscles of the mesenteries are fairly well developed, the

supporting process covering the entire nou-gonophoric region of the

mesentery and being of almost uniform, height throughout. (PI. xxn,

Fig. 2o.) There is no special development of the parieto basilar muscle.

In its general appearance />'. occidua resembles very closely B. tue-

dice. I have been able, however, to examine some preserved speci-

mens of the latter obtained bom the deeper water off our eastern coast,

and can state that there are marked differences in the anatomy of the

two species. For instance, />'. tuedidi has the tentacles arranged in

only three cycles, and the parieto basilar muscles upon the mesenteries

show a condition similar to what occurs in />'. pannom, to be described

below

.

It is possible that the form here described maybe identical wit h

Studer's ('78) />'. Jcerguelensis, which is described as having the ten

tacles arranged in several cycles. We possess, however, no account of

the anatomical peculiarities of this form; and since the general shape

of the body differs decidedly from that of B. occidua, and there are

said to be seven cycles of tentacles in large specimens, 1 have consid-

ered it advisable to separate the two forms. I believe that in a case of

doubt it is preferable to consider the newer form a distinct species;

the union of forms improperly separated is a much simpler matter than

the separation of forms erroneously identified.

A third form, with which B. occidua might possibly be identified, is

B. multicornis, of Yerrill (*7i>). Andres ('83) places this form among
the doubtful Bunodidae, not being able to determine from Yerrill's de-

scription whether it is truly a, Bolocera or not. I have been able to

examine a specimen of it, however, and can confirm Verrill's assign-

ment of it to that genus. The greater number of its tentacles and

their much smaller dimensions show that it is distinct from II. occidua.
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11. Bolocera pannosa, sp. nov.

Platexxn, Figs. 28 and 29. PL xxm, Fig. 30.

No. 729. Station 2839, Lat. 33° 08' N. ; Long. 118 10 \Y. Deptb, Hi fathoms.

Eight specimens.

This form, in its preserved condition, presents at the first glanceonly

;i remote similarity to other species of Bolocera. One misses the ro-

bust appearance and the large, stout tentacles, and finds instead a

ragged mass. Closer observation reveals, however, many points of sim-

ilarity to B. tuedice, and it is necessary to consider both as belonging

to the same family, and probably also to the same genus.

The base is oval and attached. In average specimens it measured
7"" in length and 2.5cm in breadth. It is thin, especially toward the

center, allowing the mesenteries and the dark, wine-colored pigment

of the mesenterial filaments to be indistinctly perceived. Toward the

periphery radiating and concentric grooves are readily made out, mark-

ing off the surface into small quadrangular areas.

The column is low; in none of the specimens docs it exceed 0.7 el" in

height, and it is folded back upon itself, so that the margin and limbus

are nearly in contact. Immediately below the region where the bending

back occurs is a relatively strong, circumscribed endodermal sphincter,

which is, no doubt, the cause of the reversion of the margin. This

sphincteral,xxm, Fig. 30) consists ofa inainmesoglceal process project-

ingout almost at a right angle to the column wall and giving rise to

numerous secondary processes mainly on its marginal side, other proc-

esses arising below it directly from the column wall and grading off

into the ordinary circular muscle processes. This sphincter, it will be

noticed, is situated low down on the column wall, some distance away
from the margin. Muscle processes supporting circular muscles occur

above it, but they are not specially aggregated to form a sphincter.

The sphincter which is present is to be regarded as a lower sphincter,

the marginal sphincter not being developed.

The surface of the column is divided into small quadrangular areas

by longitudinal and circular lines corresponding to the radiating and
concentric grooves of the base. No warts or verruca', however, seem to

he present, nor are there any very decided mesoglceal processes sup

porting the quadrangular areas as in B. occidua.

The entire animal is of a pale rosy tint, or in some cases salmon-

colored, the mesenterial filaments being of a deep wine purple. Prob-

ably in life the colors were more pronounced, resembling the coloration

which seems usual to the Boloceridae.

The margin is tentaculate. The tentacles are numerous and strongly

entacmseous, arranged apparently in about seven cycles. (>, (>, 12, 24,

is. in;, L92. The inner tentacles measure about .">.7"" in length, and
apparently are not capable of being contracted to anj very great ex-

tent. In their general structure the tentacles resemble those of B. tue-
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dice, being constricted just at their insertion into the disc, bring widest

just distal to the constriction ; consequently they readily fall oft', leaving

a round opening in the disc. These openings are, however, partially

closed by a muscular fold of mesoglcea arising from their margins, and

similar to what has been already described for B. occidua.* Notwith-

standing their close similarity in. the structure, .the tentacles have a

very different appearance from those of the species just mentioned. In-

stead of being plump, turgid, and robust, they are flaccid, flattened,

and rather slender, and give to the preserved specimen ;i very nigged

and torn appearance. It is on this account that I have bestowed upon
the species the name pannosa.

The musculature of the tentacles is weak, the ectodermal muscles

not being imbedded in the mesoglcea (PI. xxn, Fig. 28), but supported

by hardly noticeable mesoglcea! elevations. The longitudinal ridges of

mesoglcea whijjh give to the tentacles of the Boloceridse their fluted

appearance are readily to be seen in the tentacles of the inner cycles,

but they are not so well developed as in other species of Bolocera.

The disc is almost entirely covered by the tentacles, only a relatively

small area around the mouth being naked. Its ectodermal muscles

are weak, though the endodermal circular system is fairly well devel-

oped; less so, however, toward the margin.

The stomatodaeum is prominent and possesses two siphonoglyphes.

The mesenteries are numerous, there being probably about ninety-six

pairs, of which twenty-four are perfect and non-gonophoric (two of them
being directives), twenty-four well developed, though not perfect, and
forty-eight relatively small. All the imperfect mesenteries are gono-

phoric. The musculature of the mesenteries is not particularly strong,

but presents a very peculiar arrangement. If a transverse section of

a mesentery of the first cycle be examined (PI. xxi, fig. 20) it will be

seen that at its attachment to the column wall it is comparatively thin;

it soon, however, becomes thicker, and numerous cavities, containing

apparently the degenerated remains of cells, are seen in the mesoglcea.

The exocoelic face of this portion of the mesentery bears muscle proc-

esses which are cut transversely (pbm), and therefore give support

to longitudinal muscles, or rather to the oblique muscles forming the

parieto-basilar muscle, The inner edge of this muscle is to a slight

extent free from the mesentery, and it seems as if the cavities hud been

produced by the fusion at intervals of the mesogloea of this free e(]<^'

with that of the mesentery during the growth of the animal. Beyond
the region of the parieto-basilar muscle the mesoglcea becomes thinner,

and its exoccelic surface is covered by a simple layer of muscle cells

whose fibres internal to the parieto-basilar region run longitudinally,

then became transverse, and finally near the insertion of the mesentery
into the stomatodseum become again longitudinal, being now supported

'See note p. 154.
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on short processes of mesogloea. <>n the endocoalic face of the mesen-

tery near its insertion into the column wall arc muscle processes bear-

ing longitudinal muscles (Im), but the greater portion of the surface is

covered by a well-marked layer of transverse muscles (im), amongst

which, however, some longitudinal fibres may be detected. Tliis trans-

verse layer covers about two-thirds of the surface, but the third adja

cent to the stomatodseum is occupied by the moderately developed

longitudinal muscle-pennon (Im). The arrangement appears at first

sight to be the normal relations reversed, so far as the (aces of the

mesentery are concerned, and to a certain extent this is the case.

The greater port ion of what normally would he exoccelic transverse

musculature has become longitudinal, while the endoecelic longitudinal

musculature has to a huge extent become transverse. The longitudi-

nal muscle pennon, and the parieto basilar muscle still, however, retain

their normal relations. ,

A histological point was well shown in the preparations oft his form, on

account of the specimens having undergone a certain amount of macera-

tion in the preserving alcohol. Delicate mesoglceal filaments can

readily be seen to extend from the muscle processes out between the

cells, both of the ectoderm and theendoderm. 1 have called attention

to this fact in the case of Cerianthus americanus ('90), and have since

observed it in numerous forms, so that it is probably a normal arrange-

ment.

12. Bolocera brevicornis, sp. dov. (See Appendix, p. 209.)

PL xxin, Figs. 31-33.

No. 730. Station2839. Lat. 33 08 N., long. 118° 40' W., 414 fathoms. Two speci-

mens.

This interesting form was dredged in the same locality as /»'. pannosa.

It is represented in the collection by two specimens, one of which is

apparently full grown, while the other is evidently young. The base

is circular in outline and adherent. It measures in the large specimen
* >< in

The column wall is bent downwards, so t hat t he margin is almost level

with the base, and the whole expanse ofthe disk is exposed. The column

is marked by numerous longitudinal lines, extending from the lim-

bus to the margin, where they terminate in a well marked circular fold.

Apparently the upper portion of the column is furnished with verruca-,

but owing to the somewhat imperfect preservation of t he column ecto-

derm it is impossible to be certain on this point. The mesogloea of the

column is moderately thick, and on its inner surface is richly folded,

so that the circular musculature is relatively strong. In the region of

the circular fold, which forms the margin, the muscle processes are

longer and more closely aggregated than elsewhere, forming a well-

marked endodermal sphincter of the diffuse type (PI. xxm, Fig. 31).

Below the sphincter the wall is thinner than elsewhere, and has the ap-
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pcarance of being pouched, the pouches perhaps corresponding to ver-

ruca'. Below this thin region the muscle processes are somewhat
longer than farther down, suggesting a second sphincter.

The disc is very broad, measuring 6cra in diameter. Its whole sur-

face, with the exception of a small area immediately surrounding the

mouth, is covered with tentacles, or with openings which correspond

to them. The tentacles must have been exceedingly numerous when
all were present, having been arranged in as many as fourteen or fif-

teen cycles. They are short, very short, when compared with those 1 of

B. tuedice, those of the inner cycles, a few of which persist in the

large specimen, measuring only l.C c '" in length. In other respects,

however, they have all the characteristics oi the Bolocerid tentacles.

They are attached to the disc by a narrow neck, the mesogloea of which

is very thin. They arc readily deciduous and they are fluted. In

character they resemble tin 1 tentacles of B. pannosa rather than B.

tuediae, being somewhat flaccid. Above the neck of the tentacle there

is a sphincter-bearing fold of mesogloea, projecting into the cavity of

the tentacle, as in other Bolocerids.

The mouth is slightly prominent and two well developed siphono-

glyphes are present. It is difficult to estimate the number of mesen-

teries present. I judge that there are about forty-eight pairs of perfect

mesenteries. Between each pair of perfect mesenteries there are three

well defined series of mesenteries of gradually diminishing size and be-

longing to three different cycles, so that if the estimate of forty eight

is correct for the first cycle, there will be in all three hundred and
eight-four pairs of mesenteries, arranged in four regular cycles. This

number does not, however, at all compare with the number of tentacles,

and if the column wall be closely examined a, number of minute ridges

may be seen between the pairs of mesenteries, hardly, if at all, rising

above the level of the endoderm, and not apparently arranged in regular

pairs or separable into definite cycles. These seem to be somewhat
irregularly formed abortive (or incipient?) mesenteries, an attempt be-

ing apparently made to preserve the relation of mesenteries to tenta-

cles which is usually found.

The specimens examined show no trace of reproductive organs, but

from the general appearance of the mesenteries it is presumable that

the ova or spermatozoa are borne by the imperfect mesenteries of the

second, third, and fourth cycles.

The musculature of the mesenteries is weak and presents no such pe-

culiar appearance as has been described for B. pannosa. The muscles

on the endoccelic face, however, appear to be transverse in the region

near the column wall, but form a low and diffuse longitudinal muscle

pennon covering the inner three-quarters of the muscle bearing region

of the mesentery (PI. xxiii, Fig. 33). The parieto-basilar muscle is

present (PI. xxiii, Fig. 32), as shown by the direction of its fibres,

but it produces no such cavities in the mesogloea of the region of mes-
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eiitery occupied by it as it does in />'. pannosa. The musculature of the

rest of the excoelic surface is for the most part oblique, becoming for

;i short distance transverse, aud finally, as in B. pannosa, becoming lon-

gitudinal. The geueral arrangement of the musculature therefore

agrees closely with that of />. pannosa, the main difference being the

absence of cavities in the mesoglcea of the parieto-basilar region.

Thisform isoneof considerableinterest. When I first saw it in glanc-

ing over the collection, I believed I had before me a specimen of licit

wig's Liponema multiporum ('88). The presence of the tentacles,

however, induced me t<> believe that I was wrong in this supposition,

but the general similarity in appearance suggested tin 1 idea that pos-

sibly Hertwig's specimens were identical with this, but had lost all their

tentacles. When 1 had finished my study of the anatomy of /•'. brevi-

cornis,] perceived thai this idea was not quite correct, bul thai though

the two forms can not be considered identical specifically, yel they arc

so closely related as to warrant the conclusion that they belonged to

the same genus, and that Liponema multiporum isa Bolocera which has

lost all its tentacles.

To anyone who has followed my description carefully and has

compared it with thai of Liponema, I think the similarity between the

twofbrms will he apparent. There is the same general appearance, the

same folding back of the voluminous disk, the same "stomidia" almost

covering the disk (though in the Albatross form these are normally sur-

mounted by tentacles), the same circular fold at the margin, the same

longitudinal lines on the column, a similar double endodermal sphincter,

the two muscles being separated by pouchings out of the column wall,

the same discrepancy between the nn miter of mesenteries and tentacles

(or stomidia), and a close similarity in the arrangement of the perfect

and imperfect mesenteries.

These similarities are, I think, sufficient to mark the two forms as

belonging to the same genus. The different shape of the marginal

sphincters and the slight difference in the arrangement of the mes-

enteries leads to their assignment to distinct species.

It is worthy of note, too, that Ilertwig describes a sphincter fold

Closing the openings on the disk, the "stomidia." This reminds me

strongly of the muscular tbld in the tentacles described in the preceding

species of Bolocera. Taking all the facts into consideration, I believe

that Bertwig's Liponema multiporum should henceforth be known as

Bolocera multipora.

Family PARACTIDiE, R. licit.

Actinia' usually with numerous perfect mesenteries; circular muscle

strong, imbedded in the inesoghea: acontia wanting.

The family Paract hhe w as established by R. licit wig ('SL.') on ana-

tomical grounds, the forms belonging to it having been previously

associated for the most part with the Ant hernia'. In the above delini-
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tion I have modified somewhat that given by Hertwig, thereby extend-

ing the limits of the family so as to include certain forms with short,

stout, non -retractile tentacles. I consider the presence of a strong

mesogheal sphincter and the absence of acontia the two most marked
characteristics of tlie family, the number of mesenteries being of less

importance, for although the majority of forms to be assigned to the

family possess numerous perfect mesenteries there are nevertheless

some in which only the mesenteries of* the first cycle are perfect. These

are, however, so closely related to those with numerous perfect mesen-

teries that it seems to me injudicious to separate them.

Andres ('83) independently established a family ParactidsB, which

probably is identical with that of Hertwig. The definition was, how-

ever, founded altogether on external characters, which are undoubtedly

of less value in Actinian taxonomy than are anatomical features.

Genua PARACTIS, M.-Eclw.

Paractida? with smooth body-surface, without papilla1 or marginal

spherules; tentacles, slender, not exceptionally numerous, nearly equal

in length and strength; margin not lobed. Sphincter widening some-

what abruptly in its upper part, and occupying near the margin nearly

the entire thickness of the mesoghea. This is the definition which Hert-

wig ('82) gives of the genus, with the exception that he includes in

the definition the presence of u numerous longitudinal furrows of the

wall,"' which it appears to me limits the genus too narrowly, and by what
is probably a more or less trivial character. He himself points out the

possible alliance of his P. excavata to the Actinia peruviana of Lesson,

in which the longitudinal furrows, are wanting, except near the base,

the column wall being described as smooth.

In the Albatross collection there are two forms which must be as-

signed to the genus as here limited, although they differ greatly in

certain respects. In one, the column wall, though not particularly

thick, is leathery, while in the other it is of a much softer consistency;

and again in one the radial muscles of the disc and longitudinal muscles
of the tentacles are imbedded in the mesoghea, while in the other they
are ectodermal. Whether this latter feature is one sufficient for ge-

neric distinction can only be determined by the examination of a large

number of Paractidae. 1 propose to place both the forms provisionally

in the genus Paractis, leaving it for future workers to decide as to the

advisability of their separation. There is one feature in which they
both agree, and that is in the shape of the sphincter muscle, which from
being very narrow below gradually widens as it nears the margin, and
has consequently a somewhat club-shaped form. Apparently /'. exca-

vata has a similar sphincter, though Hertwig has given no figure from
which its form may be accurately determined.

Proc. N. M. 93 11
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13 Paractis lineolata (Dana) M.-Edw,

Plate win. bTgs. 34-36.

No. 719. Station 2804. Lat. 8' It! 30 N.; long. 79 37' 45' W. Depth, 47 fathoms.

Eight specimens.

The .species to which I refer the form about to be described was first

mentioned by Dana ('46) as Actinia lineolata, and was subsequently

referred by Milne-Edwards ('57) to his genus Paractis. Yerrill ('68),

however,removed it from that genus and placed it in the genus Sagartia,

and Andres ('84), assuming it to be a Sagartid, assigned it to Xenxtc-

ti.s. In its general appearance the "Albatross" specimens seem to agree

with Dana's description, and the absence of acontia show that they are

to be replaced in the genus Paractis, as it is here understood.

The individuals are small (PI. xxiii, Fig. 34), and, for the most part,

contracted to a hemispherical shape, the tentacles being entirely con-

cealed, as a rule, though in some specimens they are not perfectly

infolded. The base, which is adherent, measures in the contracted

specimens 0.5C™, and the height of the contracted column is about 0.6cm.

The column is pale in color ami is marked with irregular chocolate-

brown spots arranged distinctly in rows, and giving the effect of longi-

tudinal bands of brown on a pale ground. There is some variation in

the width of the bands, but 1 could not make out a regular alternation of

three narrower bauds with a wider one, such as Dana describes. The

column Avail is perfectly smooth; its mesoglcsa below is rather than,

but near the margin it thickens rather suddenly. In this thickened

region the sphincter muscle (PL xxiii, Fig. 36) is imbedded. It occu-

pies in its upper part nearly the entire thickness of the mesoghea, being

separated from the endoderm on the one side, and the ectoderm on the

other, by only a small band of mesoglcea. In its lower part it tapers

off, and lies nearer the endodermal than the ectodermal surface. The

mesoghea throughout the column wall has a fibrous appearance, and

the slightly oval muscle cavities appear to be separated by fine fibrous

partitions in transverse sections.

The tentacles are short and obtuse: in one specimen in "which they

could be seen they were numerous, probably numbering ninety six,

while in another there seemed to be only forty-eight. In this respect

the form here described differs from Dana's .1. lineolata, which is de-

scribed as having only twenty-four tentacles, arranged in two cycles.

The longitudinal muscles of the tentacles, and the corresponding radial

ones of the disc, are rather weakly developed and are entirely ecto-

dermal in position. The tentacles seem to cover a huge portion of the

disc, though, owing to the cont racted condition of the specimens, this

could not be accurately ascertained.

The mesenteries are few in number, and are arranged in four cycles.

The six pairs of the first cycle are alone perfect, those of the second

and third cycles are gonophoric. while those of the fourth cycle are
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quite .small and arc destitute of mesenterial filaments. This was the

arrangement in a specimen which had about forty-eight tentacles. It

will be seen from this that we have an arrangement of the mesenteries

which Ilertwig considers typical for the Sagartkhe, but a careful

search, both in dissected specimens and in sections, for acontia failed

to reveal their presence. The longitudinal muscles of the mesenteries

form a distinct, though somewhat narrow, pennon (PI. xxiii, Fig. 35), but

the parieto-basilar appears to be very weak.

14. Paractis vinosa, sp. nov.

Plate xxm, Ei^s. 37-40; Plate xxiv, Fig. 41.

No. 731. Station 2839. Lat. 33" 08' N. ; long. 118° 40' W. Depth, 414 fathoms.
Many specimens.

The majority of the specimens were contracted, many, however, show-

ing the tentacles protruding (PI. xxiii, Fig.37), while in others they were

not at all infolded. In the latter the height of the column was 1.1 to

1.6 CI " and its diameter 1.2 to 1.6cm .

The base is adherent and thin, allowing the insertion of the mesen-

teries and the dark color of the mesenterial filaments to be seen through

it. In some specimens it is covered by a somewhat granular membrane,
which is very friable and easily removed in fragments, and seems to be

equivalent to the firm basal membrane occurring, for instance, mAdam-
sia palliata.

The column is of a leathery consistence, quite thin near the base,

where it is marked with vertical furrows corresp* Hiding t< > the mesenteries,

and fading out rapidly above. lu color the column wall is white, owing

to the absence of ectoderm, the few fragments of this which persist

being of a pale brown color. The. mesoghea has a finely granular ap-

pearance in sections and is thickest near the margin. The sphincter

muscle (PI. xxiv, Fig. 11) occupies the greater part of this thickened re-

gion and is strong. Below it tapers oft' slowly, extending a long dis-

tance down the column wall, lying immediately below the endoderm
and passing gradually into the ordinary endodermal circular muscles

which are well developed and borne on strong processes. (PI. xxiii,

Fig. 10.)

The margin is smooth, although in some more contracted specimens
it may be thrown into a few folds. The tentacles are arranged in about
tour cycles, and their number appears to be sixty-four They are white

and translucent, but probably this is due to the ectoderm having beeu
macerated away from their exposed surfaces, since in some of the

strongly contracted specimens the ectoderm of the tentacles contains

granules of reddish pigment. The disc is of a deep wine color, as is

also the stomatodauim, the pigment granules being so abundant in the

ectodermal cells as to completely obscure their structure. The ecto-

dermal muscles of the tentacles and disk are imbedded in the mesoghea,
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occurring in tin- tentacles at about the middle of that layer. (PI. xxm,
Pig. 38.)

The stomatodaauin is thrown into strong folds, borne on rather stout

Longitudinal elevations of the mesoglcea. The siphonoglyphes are

dee]) with smooth walls, and the ectodermal cells Lining them have the

pigment confined to their outer ends and not scattered through their

entire thickness as happens elsewhere and on the stomatoihenm.

The mesenteries are thirty-two in number, sixteen being perfect and
sixteen imperfect. The longitudinal muscles are fairly well developed

(PI. win. Pig. 39), covering the greater portion of the surface of the

perict t mesenteries; the parieto-basilar is not, however, particularly

strong. Only the imperfect mesenteries are gonophoric, and the repro-

ductive organs are very conspicuous on account of their bright orange

color due to the presence of large oil globules in the ova and sperma-

tozoa mother cells. The mesenterial filaments are, like the disc, of a

deep wine color, the general endoderm being colorless.

In its coloration, so far as this can be determined, this form comes
close to Paractis mints obtained by the Wilkes Exploring Expedition

at Valparaiso. The very different habitat of the Albatross form, which
is an inhabitant of deep water and the uncertainty of an indentitication

of an alcoholic .specimen with a form described as seen living and with-

out any characteristic anatomical features, has induced me to consider

for the present the Albatross form as distinct.

Genus ANTHOLOBA, Hertwig.

Paractidae with a large number of short tentacles covering the greater

portion of the disc; margin of the disc lobed as in Metridium. Sphincter

strong, prolonged a long distance down the wall.

Hertwig ('Si') established this genus for a form previously referred

to the genus Metridium, and which bears strong resemblance to the

forms properly belonging to that group, at least in so far as the margin

and the tentacles are concerned. On the other hand, Hertwig has

shown that in this case the external similarity is accompanied by such

differences in internal organization that the establishment of a new
germs and the reference of this to the family Paractidae is necessary.

15. Antholoba reticulata, (Dana |
licit.

Synonyms.

—

Actinia reticulata.—Dana I'. S. Expl. Exped., 1846.

Metridium reticulatum.—Milne-Edwards, 1857. Verrill, L868.

Aclinoloba reticulata.- -Gosse, 1860. Antholoba reticulata.—R.Hertwig, 1882.

Nos. 737, 738. Station: Port Otway, Patagonia. Littoral. Two specimens.

No. 739. Station: Lota, Chile. Littoral. One specimen.

No. Tin. st;iti(in : Charles Island, Galapagos Archipelago. Littoral. ( >ne specimen.

I have very little to add to the description Hertwig has given ofthis

form. I do not find, however, that the margin of the disc is "swollen

like a pad," but on the contrary the uppermost portion of the column
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wall is in some specimens thinner than it is farther down. The presence

of a pad may be due to contraction.

The sphincter muscle, as Hertwig pointed out, extends from the up-

per to the lower end of the wall. Its shape may be of generic impor-

tance, since it does not present the sudden widening near the margin

which is to be seen in the forms I have referred to the genus Paractis,

but tapers off very gradually indeed as it passes down the column.

The specimens I examined did not possess reproductive organs, so

that I can not decide the question Hertwig has raised regarding the

hermaphroditism of this form.

Genua Actinermis, Verrill.

Paractuhe with thick column wall; margin lobed; tentacles short,

situated near the margin, the mesoglcea thickened toward their bases,

so as to give them a more or less bulbous appearance. Sphincter

muscle rather weak (sometimes absent?).

The genus Actinernus was established by Verrill ('70) for a deep-sea

form obtained off the more northern portion of the east coast of the

United States. Verrill's definition and description speak ofthe margin

below the tentacles being "divided into acute lobes or teeth continuous

with the body wall," the tentacles being adnate to these teeth. This is

the appearance which Actinernus nobilis presents, but I have preferred

to speak of the teeth as thickenings of the mesoglcea of the bases of the

tentacles, since this more nearly describes what obtains in A.plebeius,

and probably also in A. saginatus. The sphincter muscle is quite weak
in A.plebeius, as will be seen from the following description, and ap-

parently is wanting in A. nobilis, being indistinguishable with a pow-

erful lens. This character offers a marked difference, independent of

the nature of the tentacles between this genus and Antholoba.

The similarity which the figure of Polysiplwnia tuberosa given by
Hertwig ('82) shows to an Actinernus is very striking and suggests

its possible reference to the latter genus. The lobed margin, the ba-

sally swollen tentacles, the disc marked with radiating grooves, the

chalice-like shape of the column, are all similarities which attract at-

tention. The sphincter muscle, too, though differing in shape from

that of A. plebeius, to be described below, is nevertheless mesodermal
and by no means powerful. The principal characteristic upon which

Hertwig relies in the establishment of the genus is found in the rather

large openings at the tips of the tentacles. Such openings are known
to be of frequent occurrence, and their enlargement within certain limits,

unaccompanied by a marked abbreviation or other alteration of the

tentacles, can not be considered sufficiently distinctive for the forma-

tion of a new genus. It seems to me that a reference of Polysiphonia

tuberosa to Verrill's genus Actinernus will place it with forms to which
it is far more closely related than it is to Potystomidium. (See Appen-
dix, p. 209.)
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16. Actinernus plebeius, sp. nov.

Plate xxiv, Figs. 42-45.

No. 711 Station 2791. Lat. 38 08' S.; long. 7.
r

. 53 W. Depth, »i77 fathoms.
One specimen.

The body is calyciform and measures about 5cm in height, with a di

ameter of about 7"" at the disc. The base on the other hand measures

only 2.5cra in diameter. It was probably adherent, though from its

great distortion in the single specimen it is difficult to be certain what

its character may have been.

The column wall is rather soft in consistency, though relatively thick,

and its surface being somewhat torn into thread" has a rather ragged

appearance. The ectoderm is almost entirely macerated away, but the

few fragments that remain show that it was of a chocolate brown color.

The sphincter is embedded in the mesoglcea t far from its endodermal

surface. It extends some distance down the column wall, but is very

narrow. In sections (PI. xxiv, Fig. 43) it is seen to consist of a scries of

cavities placed one above the other, for the most part in a single row,

each cavity being separated from its neighbor by a distinct partition

of mesoglcea. Each cavity is occupied by a mesoglceal network of

line fibre, in the circular or oval interstices of which the muscle cells are

arranged.

The margin is tentaculate and wavy or lobed in outline. The tenta-

cles are about ninety-six in number ami are arranged in two or three

cycles at the margin. They are of a purplish-brown color and are

short and slender, each being provided at the outer surface of its

base with a marked mesoglceal thickening (PI. xxiv, Fig. 42), which ex-

tends a short distance upwards towards the tip upon the outer surface

of the tentacle. The longitudinal muscles are weak and are not em-

bedded in the mesoglcea.

The disc is concave and of a wine-purple color and is marked with

radiating ridges, due to the roofs of the inter- and intra mesenterial

spaces being pouched out. The radiating muscles are ectodermal and

not at all embedded in the mesoglcea.

The mouth forms an elevation at the center of the disc. It is provided

with two well-marked siphonoglyphes. The stomatodseum is longitud-

inally ridged, the walls of the deep siphonoglyphes being on the other

hand smooth. The ectoderm of the stomatodseum is of a deep wine-

purple color.

The mesenteries are arranged in four cycles, though indications of a

fifth and sixth cycle were present, neither of them being, however, per.

feet. In a sextant of the wall examined only one pair of mesenteries of

the sixth cycle was present, and five pairs, instead ofeight, of the fifth

cycle. Only \\n x six pairs of mesenteries of the fust cycle are perfect,

and only the mesenteries of the third and fourth cycles are gonophoiic.

The musculature, both longitudinal and parieto basilar, is very weak.

What corresponds to the muscle pennon is very low, the mesogloea being

raised into short, blunt processes which carry the muscle cells and give
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to the surface of the mesentery on which they occur a eremite appear-

ance in transverse sections (PI. xxiv, Fig. 44). The endoderm of the

mesenteries and that of the body wall is of a purplish-brown color, paler

than the stomatodaeum, while the mesenterial filaments, in whole or in

part, have the same deep wine color which has been described for stoma-

todaeum and disc. The mesoglcea of the reproductive region ofthe gono-

phoric mesenteries is much thickened, as is shown in PL xxiv, Fig. 45.

Genua ACTINOSTOLA, Verrill.

Paractidse usually of large size, with firm, leathery wall, which may
be somewhat corrugated or folded, but is not furnished with verrucae.

The margin is not lobed and is tentaculate; the tentacles are short and

stout, fluted and with their longitudinal musculature embedded in the

mesoglcea. Sphincter well developed, extending a considerable dis-

tance down the column wall and not expanding abruptly above.

The genus Actinostola was established by Verrill ('83) for a species

which he had previously
(

?82) described as Urtieina callosa. In Ids de-

scription of the genus he states that the column is "covered with large,

irregular tubercles not having the power of adhering to foreign substan-

ces,
1
' and in the description of the species ('83) he says: "The surface

of the column is usually more or less covered with low, irregular, often

flatfish verrucae, which become more and more prominent and some-

times form longitudinal[series or crests on the upper part, but fade out

to mere wrinkles toward the base." In specimens of .4. callosa, which

I have, through the kindness of Mr. Rathbun, been able to examine, I

could find nothing that could be properly termed verruca', or even

tubercles, though the surface of the column wall was more or less cor-

rugated, resembling in some specimens beaten silver, and bore irregular

ridges of mesoglcea near the margin. The Albatross specimens present

the same appearance, though in one case the corrugations are sufficiently

strong to give an almost warty appearance to the column.

Verrill considers the genus Actinostola to be allied to Bolocera, Ur-

tieina, ami especially to Actinauge. What the genus Urtieina, may
embrace remains to be seen, but the other two genera, mentioned have

certainly only very remote affinities with Actinostola, Bolocera being

related to the Antheadse, and Actinauge one of the Sagartid genera.

17. Actinostola callosa, Verrill.

Plato xxiv, Fig. 46; Plato xxv, Figs. 47-62.

Synonym:

—

Urtieina callosa, Verrill. 1882.

Nos. 7M-71"). Station 2792. Lat. U 37 S. ; long. 81- 00' W. Depth, 401 fathoms.

Four specimens.

No. 721. Station 2807. Lat. 0° 24' S. ; long. 87° 06' W. Depth, 812 fathoms. Two

specimens.

No. 723. Station 2818. Lat, 0° 29' S. ; long. 89° 54' 30" W. Depth, 392 fathoms.

One specimen.

The Albatross specimens denoted above I can not distinguish from

Verrill's A. callosa, with authentic specimens of which I have carefully
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compared them. They measureabout 8CM in height, with a diameter of

5.50m . Most of the specimens (1*1. xxv, Fig-

. 47) are only partially con-

tracted, allowing the tentaclesto partially protrude, but in some they

are entirely concealed from view.

The base is flat, marked with line radiating lines, and has the lini-

bus folded back over its edges in all the specimens. The column is

nearly cylindrical, and slightly smaller above than below. Its wall has

a firm, parchment like consistency, and is variously corrugated, in part

owing to contraction. In the more tally expanded specimens the sur-

face has somewhat the appearance which beaten silver or other soft

metal presents, while in others the corrugations may be sufficiently

pronounced as almost to justify the designation of irregular tubercles.

There are, however, no indications of verruca'. Below the margin the

mesoghea is rougher than elsewhere, and is raised into irregular ridges.

The column wall has a snowy white appearance, the ectoderm in all

the specimens having almost disappeared; the fragments of it which

remain in some specimens seem to indicate that it was of a pale, brown-

ish-purple color. The sphincter (PI. xxv, Fig. 51) is well developed

and extends a considerable distance down the column wall, in its

upper part it does not occupy the entire width of the column wall, but

lies throughout its course nearer the endodermal surface than the ecto-

dermal, its cavities passing,in fact, directly into the ordinary circular

musculature of the endoderm. It does not expand suddenly above,

but its upper part, though larger than the middle region, tapers off

very gradually as it is traced downwards. In its upper part the closely

packed muscle cavities show a tendency to be arranged in longitudinal

bands (1*1. xxv. Fig. 52) separated from one another by streaks of

nearly homogeneous mesoghea, and recalling the arrangement which

Ileitwig ('82) has described for his Dysactis crassicornis.

There is no well-defined margin, the tentacles being inserted upon it.

They are rather numerous, situated close to the margin, and are short

and stout, with well-marked pores at their extremities. They have a

more or less decided pink or salmon color, and are rather indistinctly

longitudinally tinted. Their longitudinal musculature is imbedded in

the rather thick mesoghea (PI. xxv, Fig. 48), as is also the radial mus-

culature of the disc. This portion of (lie body is smooth and concave

and has the same pinkish color which occurs in the tentacles. The
mouth is wide, and the stomatodseum is about half the length of the

body. It is longitudinally ridged, and has two well-marked, deep

siphonoglyphes with smooth walls, which are continued down below

the lower ^n\^ of the stomntoda'iim, almost to the base.

Twenty-four pairs of mesenteries reach the stomatodseum, but twelve

of them are united to the stoinatoda-nm to a less extent than the other

twelve. In addition to these there is another cycle of twenty-four im-

perfect pairs, which may he counted as the fourth cycle, while the fifth

cycle of forty eight pairs, also imperfect, presents the anomalous con-
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dition of one mesentery of each pair being much more highly devel-

oped than its fellow ( PI. xxv, Fig. 4G). One of each pair is quite small,

without reproductive organs and mesenterial filaments, and hardly

projects above the column endoderin, while its fellow is fairly broad,

and carries reproductive organs and a mesenterial filament. A similar

disparity, though less marked, is to be found in the pahs of the

fourth cycle, but I could not distinguish it in the third cycle. The re-

lation of the small to the large mesentery of each of the unequal pairs

seems to be constant, and is shownm the diagrammatic figure (PI. xxiv,

Fig. 46). It will then be seen that in the fifth cycle (v) the small mesen-

teries are those nearest the mesenteries of the fourth cycle (iv), while in

the fourth cycle the strongest mesenteries are those nearest the pairs

of the first and second cycle. A few irregularly disposed mesenteries

of the sixth cycle could also be seen. The mesenteries of the fourth

and fifth cyles are gonophoric.

As regards the musculature of the mesenteries, it is not very

strongly developed. At the base of each mesentery (PI. xxv, Fig. 50)

there is a strong development of muscle processes on both sides, pro-

ducing a basal muscle (bm) similar to what occurs in the Edwardsiae,

and to a less extent in many Hexactinians. In the mesoglcea of the

basal region of the mesenteries of the first three cycles some cavities

are to be observed similar to, but less highly developed, than those al-

ready described for Bolocera occidua, and like those developed in connec-

tion with the parieto-basilar muscle (pbm), which forms a slight pro-

jection on one side of the base of the mesenteries. The longitudinal

muscles cover all the muscular portion of the mesenteries in an almost

uniform layer, only toward the inner edge of the muscular region be-

coming longer and forming a rather weak muscle pennon (IM. xxv, Fig.

49). The muscle processes, especially in the pennon, show a tendency

to be arranged in groups on more or less distinct blunt processes of

mesoglcea.

Amongst the Challenger material Dysactis crass/conns presents cer-

tain features of marked similarity to Actinostola callosa. The general

arrangement of the muscle cavities of the sphincter muscle seems to be

identical in the two forms, and the peculiar arrangement of the

mesenteries of the younger cycles shows interesting similarities.

There are, however, certain differences in the arrangement, which

have made me hesitate to identify the two forms, though I am inclined

to believe that Dysactis crassicomis is to be properly referred to the

genus Actinostola, and that it is even probable that it may be identical

with A. callosa. There can be little question that its reference to

Milne-Edwards' genus Dysactis is incorrect, since we know that two

at least of the forms referred by its author to it, />. annulata (Lesueur)

and D. biserialis (= Aiptasia conchii (losse), are Sagartids, while

D. chilensis is also referred to that family by Verrill and Andres. If,

therefore, the forms referred to Milne-Edwards' genus are Sagartids it
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can scarcely be proper to associate with them Paractids. In cases

like this where the definition is imperfect we have to interpret the

genus from the forms which have been assigned to it and not vice versa,

and a more perfect definition of the genus Vysactis will include a men-

tion of the occurrence of acontia and cinclides. (See Appendix p. 209.)

18. Actinostola excelsa, sp. nov.

Plate wvi. Figs 53-56.

No. 696. Station 2770. Lat. 48 ."7 s. ; long. 65° 46' W. Depth, 58 fathoms. One
specimen.

No. (iiiS. Station 2771. Lat. 51° 31 S. ; Ion-. (IS 00 W. Depth, 5<U fathoms. Two
specimens.

This very striking form (PI. wvr, Fig. 53) measures about 6 c™ in

height and from 5.5 to <>'"' in diameter. The base is evidently

adherent and the limbus is not folded over it, as was the case in A.

callosa.

The column is cylindrical, narrowing slightly towards the margin, and

is apparently capable of little contraction. Its walls are linn, and for

the most part smooth, though in contracted specimens irregular longi-

tudinal ridges are to be seen below the margin; these, however, seem

to be due to the state of contraction. The ectoderm of the column has

a pale brown or buff color; where it has been macerated away the sub

jacent mesoglcea is seen to be cream white. The sphincter muscle

(PI. xxvi, Fig. 54) is fairly strong, but nevertheless is unable to over-

come the resistance offered by the firmness of the column mesogloea, so

that in none of the specimens are the tentacles concealed from view.

In shape the sphincter differs markedly from that of A. callosa. It

forms a delicate network, occupying almost the entire thickness of the

mesogloea in its upper half, and its inner surface passes into the gen-

eral circular musculature of the column wall. There is no tendency

for the muscle cavities to arrange themselves in longitudinal rows as in

A. callosa, but rather in horizontal lines perpendicular to the surface of

the column. The column wall is less thick in its uppermost part than

a little lower down, and consequently the thickesl portion of the sphinc-

ter is below its uppermost ^il'j;^, in fact almost half-way down. In its

lower pari it is thin, lying close to the endodermal surface of the meso-

gloea, and is prolonged downwards some distance in this condition.

gradually becoming lost in the muscle processes of the circular muscu-

lature of the column wall.

There is no definite margin, the tentacles occurring at the junction of

the disc and column wall. They arc rather numerous, numbering per-

haps one hundred and ninety two. and are short and stout, with pores at

their extremities. They arc longitudinally fluted, and also transversly

grooved, so that the surface seems much corrugated. The mesogloea

of the tentacles is al si entirely occupied by the longitudinal muscles
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(PL xxvi, Fig. 56) ; in the elevations which give rise to the flutings, how-

ever, it has a very delicate structure resembling greatly typical areolar

tissue with its connective tissue corpuscles.

The mouth is large; the stomatodseum is irregularly ridged longi-

tudinally, and the siphonoglyphes are deep and prolonged below the

lower level of the stomatodaeum.

The mesenteries are arranged in ninety-six pairs, of which only

those of the first two cycles, twelve in all, are perfect. These, together

with the mesenteries of the third cycle are sterile, the reproductive

organs occurring only on the mesenteries of the fourth and fifth cycles.

The longitudinal musculature (PI. xxvi, Pig. 55) is fairly strong but does

not form any distinct pennon upon the surface of the mesentery. The
muscle processes show a tendency, especially in the basal portion of the

mesentery, to be grouped upon low elevations of the general mesoglcea.

The parieto-basilar muscle (pom) is well developed and forms a decided

projection upon the basal portion of the mesenteries, which portion,

where the parieto-basilar occurs, contains a number of cavities, evi-

dently developed, as in B. occidua, in connection with the growth of the

muscles.

19. Actinostola pergamentacea, sp. nov.

Plate xxvi, Figs. 57 and 58; Plate xxvn, Figs. 59-63.

No. 695. Station 2769. Lat. 45° 22' S. ; long. 64° 20' W. Depth 51} fathoms. Five

specimens.

These specimens (PI. xxvi, Fig. 57), which seem to belong to the genus

Actinostola, are very much macerated, the tentacles having dissolved

into shreds, so that it is impossible to ascertain their shape or struc-

ture. The specimens measure o'"1 in height and 2"" in diameter.

The base is evidently adherent and larger in diameter than the

column. This is almost cylindrical, enlarging somewhat at the margin

and limbus. Its walls are smooth, firm, and parchment like, being

brittle rather than tough, and readily broken. It is pure white in

color, the ectoderm, however, being entirely absent. The sphincter

PI. xxvn, Fig. 50) resembles in general appearance that ofA. cxcelsa, but

is by no means as strong. None of the specimens show the slightest

trace of the margin being infolded over the tentacles, and this is not

remarkable, considering the stiffness of the column niesoghea.

The tentacles seem to have been numerous, perhaps one hundred
and ninety-two, though this is merely an estimate, since they are too

badly macerated to allow of a count. Their longitudinal musculature is

imbedded in the niesoghea in a number of small cavities (PI. xxvn, Fig.

00). The disc is roughened by radiating rows of small tubercle-like

elevations, and the radial musculature resembles that of the tentacles,

though in one specimen the cavities were elongated and separated by

narrow trabecular of niesoghea, presenting the appearance shown in

PI. xxvi, Fig. 58.
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The moutli is prominent. The siphonoglyphes are deej) and longer

than the stomatodseum. All the mesenteries, with the exception of

(lif youngest cycle, are perfect; there arc apparently live cycles, the

mesenteries of I lie third and fourth cycles being gonophoric. The
muscle processes of the longitudinal muscles are developed over the

entiic muscle-bearing surface of the mesentery, increasing slightly

towards the inner edge of this surface to form a weak pennon. In the

upper part of the mesenteries, above the region where the parieto

basilar occurs the parietal part of the mesentery is somewhat thick-

ened, and the muscle processes in this thickened region are somewhat
more numerous andmore slender than el sew here (PI. xxvn, Figs. 62-63).

Over the general surface of the mesenteries the processes are com

paratively stout (PI. xxvn, Pig. 61). The parieto-basilar muscle pre

sents essentially the same characteristics as in .1. callosa, the mesogloaa

in the region occupied l»y it Laving small cavil ies enclosed in it. As in

I. callosa also a basal muscle is present (PI. xxvn, Fig. 62), but it lias

relatively but a slight development.

Genua PYCNANTHUS, gen. nov.

Paractidse of moderate size, with thick, though rather soft, column

wall ; no tubercles or vernier, though the upper portion of the column
is marked by more or less distinct longitudinal ridges running to the

bases of the tentacles. Margin tent aculate, not lobed; tent acles short,

but slender, not swollen at the base. Sphincter muscle rather weak,

lying close to the endoderm.

I have established this genus for the reception of a form which does

not seem to be assignable to any of the genera of Paractidae as they

are here understood. The weak sphincter and slender tentacles ex-

clude it from the genus Actinostola; the absence of a marked dilata-

tion of the sphincter and the occurrence of ridges upon the upper part

of the column, running to the bases of the tentacles, show it to be dis-

tinct from the genus Paractis. The ridgesare hollow, with rather del-

icate walls, and resemble those found in certain Sagartids which pos-

sess a capituhim. The absence of acontia, however, precludes the

association of the form about to be described with the Sagartidse.

20. Pycnanthus maliformis, sp. nov.

PI. xxvn. Figs. 64-67; PI. \\\in. Fig. (is.

No. 728. Station 2839. Lat. :is 08 X.; long. 118 l<> W. Depth, 414 fathoms.

Fourteen specimens.

The largesl specimens (
PI. xxvil, Fig. »'»i >. measure 2.5cm in height, and

.">..;'" in diameter. All are contracted, t lie tentacles and upper por-

tion of the column being infolded. The alcohol in which they arc pre-

served is stained a very distinct yellow, and when specimens are placed

in fresh alcohol this quickly assumes the same coloration. The pig-
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ment seems to saturate the alcohol quickly, fresh alcohol continuing to

extract more of it even alter several changings.

The base is thin, allowing the mesenteries to be seen through, when
the more or less membranous brown coating which covers it, is re-

moved. The margin of the base in all the specimens is concealed by
the limbus being reflected over it.

The column is white, the ectoderm having been entirely removed,

and is irregularly corrugated; no tubercles or verruca', are present,

however. The mesoglcea is very thick, measuring in one specimen at a

point a short distance above the limbus as much as 3.5""" in thickness.

It is uot, however, harsh or resistant to the touch, baton the contrary

is rather soft, and in structure is almost homogeneous or hyaline, with

small cells scattered through it. Towards its upper part a re a number
of ridges, which are hollow and thin-walled, and pass to the bases of

the tentacles of the outer row. The sphincter muscle extends a con-

siderable distance down the column wall (PI. xxvn, Fig. 65), but is

throughout thin. It lies throughout its entire extent close to the endo-

dermal surface of the mesoglcea, passing into the circular musculature

of the column wall. Above it is very slightly thickened, but not at all

as in Paractis. The muscle cavities for the most part show little ten-

dency towards any regular arrangement (PI. xxvn, Fig. 0(5), though

towards the lower edge of the muscle they are somewhat elongated, and

arranged in lines nearly perpendicular to the surface of the mesoglcea.

The margin is tentaculate. The tentacles are arranged in four cycles,

12, 12, 24, 18. The ridges upon the upper surface of the column run to

the bases of the outer tentacles, aud from the bases of the inner ones

ridges extend outward, but only for a short distance, losing themselves

before they reach the outermost cycle of tentacles. The mesoglcea of

the bases of the tentacles is only very slightly thickened, and the longi-

tudinal muscles of the tentacles are imbedded in the mesoglcea. In the

disc the radial muscles are mesoglceal and are arranged in a very char-

acteristicmanner (PI.xxvm, Fig. 68), recalling what Eertwig has figured
for Dysactis crassicornis. Opposite the insertions of the mesenteries

into the disc the radial musculature is interrupted so that it is di-

vided into radial bauds, each separated from its neighbors by a depres-

sion on the surface of the disk. Each radial band appears to be a

single flattened cavity, traversed by perpendicular, somewhat branch

ing, tine trabecuhe of mesoglcea, which divide the large cavity into a

greatnumber of smaller ones, in which lie the muscle cells.

The stomatodaaun is longitudinally ridged aud is continued down-
winds almost to the base. The siphonoglyphes are deep, and near

their lower extremities two transverse folds, lying one above the other,

project across the cavity of each, closing it below.

The mesenteries are arranged in ninety-six pairs, the youngest cycle

of forty-eight pairs being indistinguishable to the naked eye. The
twelve pairs of the first two cycles are perfect, the twelve tertiaries
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also reachiug the stoinatodseum, but being united to it to a leBs extent

than are the primaries and secondaries. The reproductive organs arc

borne upon the mesenteries of the third and fourth cycles. The lon-

gitudinal muscles of the mesenteries do not form a distinct pennon,

(PI. \\ \ 11. Pig. (17). In (lie perfect mesenteries t lie processes which sup-

port the muscle cells arise in bunches from stout elevations of the

mesogloea. The parieto-basilar muscles extend only a very short dis-

tance up from the base, and in sect-ions through the middle of the

column are not to be distinguished. N<> acontia appear to be present,

fhe endoderm is considerably macerated, so that the form of these

structures, if they existed, could not be made out; 1 base my state-

ment as to their absence in the absence of nematocysts in the tissues

lying in the body cavity, the macerated remains of the mesenterial

filaments.

Genua CYMBACTIS, gen. nov.

Paraetida' of moderate size, crateriforin in shape, with the tnesoglcea

of the column wall lather (hick but soft; surface of column rugose in

contracted tonus, but without verrucas or warts; no capit tilinn with

longitudinal ridges. Sphincter muscle relatively weak, lying close to

the endoderm; margin not lobed, tentaculate; tentacles numerous,

situated close to the margin, short, slender, not bulbous at the base.

The form lor which I establish this uenus approaches somewhat in

appearance an Actinernus, having the short tentacles concentrated near

the margin as in that genus, a large portion of the disc being left un-

covered. The absence, however, of any bulbous enlargements orthick-

ening of the mesoglcea at the bases of the tentacles induces me to place

the form in a separate genus, which, from the cup-shaped form of the

specimens to b, referred to it, I name ( "ymbactis
(

l\ riifin—a drinking

cup).

21. Cymbactis faeculenta, Bp. nov.

Plate \\\ mi. Figs. 69-71.

No. 732. Station 2839. Lat. 33 08 N.; Long. 118 In \V. Depth, 414 fathoms. Six

specimens.

All the specimens seem to be immature, as I did not succeed in find-

ing reproductive cells in those 1 examined. The largest specimen

measured - "" in height, with a diameter at the margin of 2.5 om
, and

at t he base of I
.•"> '

"'.

The base is adherent. The column which gradually enlarges from the

base to t he margin, producing a more or less enp or vase shaped form,

(PI. xxvin. Fig. 69), is rather thick walled, but soft to the touch, the

mesogloea not being of fibrous structure but hyaline. The ectoderm

has macerated away from all the specimens, but when a trace of it is
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[eft it may be seen to be of a chocolate brown color. In consequence of

the absence of ectoderm the column is white, though in someof the

smaller specimens, in which the mesoglcea is thinner, thecoloi was a dark
slate blue, due to the-dark pigment of the endoderm showing through.

The column wall is very rugose, probably due to contraction, and shows
do signs of possession of verrucas or permanent warts. The, sphincter

(PI. xxvin, Fig. 70) is weak, compared to what it is in most Paractids,

and is for the most part confined to a thin layer immediately external

to the endoderm. Toward its upper part a few scattered and isolated

cavities are to be seen deeply imbedded in the mesoglcea, apparently
undergoing degeneration.

In the contracted specimens the tentacles are concealed partially by

an infolding of the margin, but this infoldingis Dot carried far enough
to conceal the disc and the wide mouth. The tentacles are situated

close to the margin in about five cycles, and are apparently about nine

ty-six in number. They are short, acuminate, and slender. Their ec

toderm and that of the disc seems to be Of the same color as that of

the column. The radial musculature of the disc and the longitudinal

muscles of the tentacles are imbedded in the mesoglcea. Themouthis
wide and Leads into a stomatodaeum which reaches nearly to the base.

The siphonoglyphes are well developed.

The stomatodaeal ectoderm and the endoderm throughout is of a dark
wine color; the pigment occurs in tin; form of granules scattered

through the cells, and is insoluble in alcohol, turpentine, and xylol.

The mesenteries appear to number twenty-four pairs, half of which are
perfect. Their mesoglcea is thick, and there is no special muscle pennon,

the longitudinal muscles being comparatively weak (PI. xxvin, Fig.

71). No reproductive organs could be made out.

Family SAGARTID^E.

Actininae with sphincter muscle imbedded in the mesoglcea, usu-

ally with only a lew perfect mesenteries; furnished with acontia.

According to the above definition the Sagartidaa will form a group
parallel to the Paractidae, and distinguished from them by the presence

of acontia. Whether this is a character of sufficient importance

for a family diagnosis,and indicates phyletic affinity of all the forms
which present it future observation must determine. It seems at present

convenient to associate all Actininae with acontia in a single family,

though it maybe necessary to recognize in the family various sub-

families, as several authors have already done. Iladdon ('89) has
discussed the limitations of the family as they have been placed by

various authors, and accordingly it will be unnecessary to repent, such

a discussion here. The same author has established a new subfamily

Ohondractininae, which may, for the present, be adopted, though it

seems not improbable that it is practically identical with the sub
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family, Phellinse, which was separated from the Sagartidae by Yerrill

('67), and recognized by A.ndres(*83)andHertwig('88). I have in a pre-

vious paper (1889) proposed the separation of the Sagartidae into the

subfamilies Sagartinae and Phellinae, but since Haddon's subfamily is

somewhat more extensive than and probably may include the genus

Phellia, it seems advisable to adopt it.

Subfamily Sagartinje.

Sagartidae with the ectoderm naked, theaeontia being emitted from

the mouth and through the column wall, in which definite openings

(cinclides) are present (always 1

?) for their emission.

Genua SAGARTIA.

Sagartinae with smooth column destitute ofverrucae and with no

special arrangement of the cinclides; margin tentaculate; tentacles

concealed in contraction, the sphincter being fairly strong.

In alcoholic specimens it is not always possible to be certain as to

the arrangement of cinclides, and some of the forms which 1 assign to

this genus may possibly be more properly referable to some other Sa-

gartian genus. The absence of verruca 1

, the tentaculate margin, and

the concealment of the tentacles in contraction are points which assist

in determining the assignment of a form to this genus.

22. Sagartia lactea, sp. nov.

Plate wvin, Figs. 72-75; Plate \\i\, Fig. 7rt.

Nos. 710-956 Station 2785. Lat. 48 09 S. ; long. 74 36' W. Depth, 449 fathoms.

Numerous specimens.

The specimens were adherent to a dead coral, and were for the most

part strongly contracted, forming a low rounded cone with a widely

expanded base (PI. xxvm, Fig. 72). In these the tentacles were com-

pletely concealed, but in a few forms the contraction was not so great,

and the tentacles were partly visible. Such specimens measured from

1.1 to l..'>"" in height, with a diameter at the upper part of the column of

about 1.1"" and at the base of about L.5 or 1"'"'.

The base is provided with a brown membranous covering, evidently

a secretion of its ectoderm cells. The ectoderm in all the specimens

has been entirely macerated away from the mesoghea of the column

wall, which has a milky white color. It is tolerably firm and parch-

ment like, though not very thick, and is for the most part smooth,

though in some specimens more or less wrinkled by contraction. In

the upper pari of the column delicate Longitudinal ridges can be seen,

which become stronger as they approach the margin and recall the

capitular ridges of Actinauge; they are not, however, visible in the less

contracted specimens, and seem to be produced by the contraction of

the sphincter, and to be due to a certain extent to the pergaincntaceous
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consistency of the inesogloea. The sphincter muscle (PI. xxvin, Fig.

73) is fairly strong and in its upper part occupies nearly the whole thick-

ness of themesogioea, being separated from the ectoderm and endoderm
by thin layers of inesogloea. It is composed of very numerous more or

less circular (in section) cavities lined with muscle cells, and so closely

arranged as to be separated only by very narrow bands of fibrous me-

soglcea (PI. xxix, Fig. 76). In consequence of their arrangement this

portion of the column wall, under low magnification seems to have a

reticular structure. The sphincter extends a considerable distance

down the column, becoming thinner and having the cavities more sep-

arated in its lower part, until finally they are scattered singly or in

pairs in the lowermost portions.

The tentacles are slender and acuminate, and their number I estimate

at slightly below one hundred, though I was unable to make a definite

count. They have a cream-white color. Their longitudinal muscula-

ture is ectodermal, and the mesogiceal supporting processes are fairly

strong. Large numbers of nematocysts occur in their ectoderm.

The disc has strong radiating ridges corresponding to the endocoels

of the first and second cycles of mesenteries, and has its radiating

musculature ectodermal, like the longitudinal muscles of the tentacles.

In the ectoderm of the disk are numerous oval or spherical bodies, of

a granular structure, which stain deeply with borax carmine. I could

not detect a nucleus in any of them. Their abundance and general ap-

pearance seem to preclude the idea that they are foreign bodies, and

the only explanation as to their significance which suggests itself is

that they are glandular bodies. The preservation of the ectoderm was
not sufficiently perfect, however, to allow of any certainty on this point.

The stomatodseum is rather small in diameter, and possesses about

ten longitudinal ridges; in some specimens there was only a single

siphonoglyphe, but Avhether this is a characteristic arrangement I can

not say. Judging from the observations of (1. F. and A. Y. Dixon

on various species of Sagartia ('88) and my own ('01) on Metridium

marginatum, it is more probable that there is a variation in the number
of siphonoglyphes, some specimens possessing only one and others two.

As in the case of Metridium and Sagartia venusta, there is only one pair

of directives in tliose specimens of 8. laetea which possess a single

siphonoglyphe.

The mesenteries are arranged upon the decamerous plan, there being

in all ten pairs of perfect mesenteries, all o^' which, with the exception

of the directives, are gonophoric. I was in hopes that it might be possi-

ble, from the distribution of the reproductive organs upon the mesen-

teries, to ascertain which of the mesenteries of the second cycle it was
which had failed to develop, the normal hexamerous arrangement

being thus converted into a decamerous one; but in this I was disap-

pointed. Counting the ten perfect pairs of mesenteries as representing

two cycles, one of which, the second, is not quite complete, there is present

Proc, N. M. 93 12
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a third cycle of ten pairs, all gonophoric. a fourth one of twenty pans

destitute of reproductive organs, and indications in some exoccels of a

lift 1 1
|
tair, which is, linwc\ er, incomplete. The meseuteries arc thin, and

their musculature not very markedly developed (PI. wvin, Fig. 71).

The aconl ia arc fairly numerous and show a large development of gland

cells (PI. xxviii, Fig. 75). The convex surfaceofan acontium is occupied

mainly l>,\
r nematocysts, between which a lew scattered coarsely granu-

lar gland cells occur, while immediately below the nematocysts these

cells arc very abundant, as they likewise arc at the sides and towards

the concave surface. For the most part they stain deeply with borax

carmine, t hough many— probably I hose in which the glandular products

are more completely elaborated— refuse to take the stain and show a

yellow color. I n one specimen I found the acontia protruding from the

month, but con Id not find any emitted through the coin inn wall, although

in sections through the wall line canals can be readily observed which

have no appearance of being artefacts, and probably are cinclidal. 1

could discover no definite arrangement of these canals.

There are three interesting features about this Sagartid: (1) Its

decamerism. There are fen pairs of perfect mesenteries, ami the imper-

fect mesenteries are arranged symmetrically to these ten, those of the

ne\t subordinate cycle developing in the exocoels between adjacent

pairs of perfect mesenteries. I have already suggested fiU) that this con-

dition probably arises by 1 he suppression of a pair of mesenteries of the

typical second cycle, so that this cycle consists of four pairs only in-

stead of six. Whether or not it is the same pair that is suppressed in

each case in which decamerism occurs can not be staled at present, hi

the decamerous Halcampids it has been seen that it is the mesenteries

on either side of t he sulcular directives that have disappeared, but it is

not impossible that in sporadic cases of decamerism, such as we have in

»S". lactea, that it is the mesenteries on cither sidcof the sulcar directives

that have disappeared, or even the lateral mesenteries of the second

cycle. Eowever that may be, it is certain, 1 think, that we must re

gard t he ten perfeel mesenteries of a decamerous form as equivalent to

the first and second cycles of a hoxameroiis form. It follow s from this

(2) thai we have in 8. lactea another instance of a Sagartid in which
more than the six primary mesenteries are perfect. Bertwig ('82) as

sinned as a character of his family Sagartidse the presence of only sis

perfect mesenteries, which were also sterile, but von Beider ('77) had

already shown that there were numerous perfect mesenteries in Cereus

pedunculatus, and F. Dixon ('88) has since shown that in those Sagar-

tias which < rOSSe considered typical species of (he genus there are more

than six pairs of perfect mesenteries. It is certainly a fact that the

majority of SagartidS whose anatomy we know possess only six pairs

of perfect mesenteries, but too many except ions exist for this peculiar-

ity to be included in the definition of the genus. Bui not only does 8.

lactea have the mesenteries of the second cycle perfect, but (3) the
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mesenteries of the first cycle, with the exception of the directives, are

not sterile. Here again we have a feature which places this form out-

side the paleof Bertwig's genus Sagartia, but it shares this distinction

together with Aiptasia spl and Aiptasia pallida, whose peculiarities in

this respect I have already pointed out ('89a).

I have considered the form described in the following pages to be

the representative of a new species. I do so, however, with considera-

ble hestiation. Several Sagartids have been described from the west

coast of America, by Lesson ('30), Dana ('46), (Jay ('54), Verrill ('68),

and Ridley ('81), but unfortunately the descriptions furnish no suffic-

ient basis for the identification of alcoholic material. The form winch

Verrill ('68), with some reservations, refers to Lesson's Actinia nivea'

seems to be rat her closely related and may be identical, though I should

be inclined to doubt, without good evidence, the identity of a shallow

water form with one living at a depth of 150 fathoms. It is doubtful,

too, whether Verrill's form is really Sagartia (Act.) nivea, since Lesson

expressly states that in this form "l'enveloppe est Ires lisse, tres-douce

an toucher et seulment marquee de quelques ondes on plissures verti-

cales," while Verrill's form has the "integument thin but firm," more
nearly resembling 8. lactea in this respect. It is on account of this un-

certainty of definition that 1 have preferred to consider the Albatross

form a new species.

23. Sagartia Sancti Matthaei, sp. nov.

Plate x\i\, bigs. 77 and 78.

N<.. 954a. Station, 2764. Lat. 36' 42' S.; long. 56 23 W. Depth, !U fathoms.

Three specimens.

The three specimens differ somewhat in external appearance. One
is quite small, while the other two were larger, measuring about

0.5"" iu height and (>.(»"" in diameter. ( )ne of the specimens was colored,

the column being chocolate-brown in color, the tentacles much darker,

but of about the same color. The other two specimens showed no

traces of this coloration and may possibly be different species. The
anatomical details given below were derived from the study of one of

the colorless specimens.

The base is adherent and not much larger than the column
( PI. x\i.\,

Fig. 77). This is somewhat wrinkled by contract ion, but bears no warts

or verruca1
. Its wall is rather thin, soft, not parchment-like. In one

of the specimens an acontium protruded through the wall, but no cin-

clides were elsewhere visible. The sphincter (PI. XXIX, Pig. 7.S) is nar-

row, but well developed. In its upperpart itoccupies the greater pari

of the thickness of t he.column wall and tapers off gradually below. In

section the muscle-cavities in the upper part are elongated perpendicu-

larly to the surface of the column, becoming gradually more circular

towards the lower edge of the muscle.
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The tentacles are exposed fco ;i greater or less extent in all t lie speed

mens; they are Short, and pointed at the apex. They are strongly

entacmreous and their number is probably less I haii one hundred.

Their longitudinal musculature is ectodermal and is fairly developed.

The mesenteries, as in the preceding species, are arranged upon a

decamerous plan. There are ten pairs of perfect mesenteries consti-

tuting the first and second cycles ; the third cycle is imperfect, but

well developed, while the fourth cycle is considerably smaller. Mere

and there pairs of mesenteries of the tilth cycle can he seen, hut this

(
ye.ie is not complete. No reproductive organs were present. The longi-

tudinal musculature is fairly well developed on the larger mesenteries,

the mesoglceal processes increasing gradually in size towards the

inner margin of the muscle and there abruptly diminishing.

24 Sagartia paradoxa, sp. nov.

Plate \\i\. Figs. 7'.' 81 ; Plate \\\. Fig. 84.

No. 692. Station, 2766. Lat., 36 IT s. ; long., 56 23 W. Depth, 10J i'athoYns.

Several specimens.

In this form (PI. \\i\. Fig, 79) the base is adherent. The column is

longitudinally ridged \\ ith line elevations, and does not bear any tuber

cles or verruca', nor were any nuclides observable, acontia being

emitted from the month, however, in several specimens. Nearly all the

specimens have the tentacles and disc perfectly nnretracted, and the

Stomatodieum is more or less evaluated in many. The specimens

have an average heighl of about 0.8onu ,
and a diameter of about o.'.»""-

The sphincter muscle (PI. \\i\. Fig. 80) is very well developed, notw ith

standing the nonretraction of the tentacles. It occupies the entire

thickness of the mesoglrea, and is thickest about the middle, tapering

ofl above and below. The muscle cavities are very numerous, and are

separated onlj by very thin trabecule© of mesoglrea, so that the column

wall in the region of the sphincter has an openly reticulate appearance

in longitudinal section.

The tentacles occupy the margin and are very numerous, short and

acuminate, and decidedly entacimeons. Their longitudinal muscula-

ture and the radial musculature of the disk is ectodermal, the muscle

processes being fairly well developed. The disc is smooth. The stoma

todaaim is longitudinally ridged, and has two siphonoglyphes, one of

which, however, seems to be much deeper and more distinct than the

oilier.

The mesenteries present a rather peculiar arrangement ill the two

specimens of which an anatomical study w as made
|
[PI, XXX, Fig. 84),

They are arranged on an octamerous plan, [f we consider for convou

ience in description eight pairs as constituting the fust cycle, then the

first three cycles (I, n, lit) are all perfect, the mesenteries o\' the third

cycle losing their connection however with the stomatodseura about
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half-way down. A fourth cycle of imperfect mesenteries is present

but it is not complete. There are two pairs of directives (D), one <>(

which, connected with the deeper siphonoglyphe, is much strongerthan

the other. The regularity of development of the mesenteries is some

what interrupted on either side of these smaller directives. Disre-

garding the rudimentary mesenteries of the fourth cycle, a pair of

mesenteries (*•) which arc perfect succeed on cadi Bide these directives,

and next there conies a pair (//) belonging to the second cycle, which
consists of one perfect and one imperfect mesentery, the latter being
nearest the directives. This arrangement occurred on both sides of

the directives, and in both the specimens examined, and accordingly

is probably normal.

Acontia are present, as above stated. All the mesenteries except
those of the fourth cycle and the directives are gonophoric. The lon-

gitudinal musculature is well developed (PI. xxix, Fig. 8), a marked
pennon being present, the various muscle processes of which arise in

dependently from the tnesoglcea.

25. Sagartia crispata (Bradley) Verrill.

No. 71K. Station, 2799. Lat., 8 44'N.; long., 79°09' W. Depth, 29i fathoms. One
specimen.

The 8. cri&pata described by Verrill ('68.) was dredged in from 4 to

6 fathoms in Panama Bay, and occurred upon the shell of a large Murex
(Phyllonotus). The specimen which J identify with it with some hesi-

tation, was found in slightly deeper water in tin 1 same locality, and also

occurred upon the shell of a good sized Prosobranch, apparently one
of the Muricidae. It is very much flattened in contraction, tin' margin
and tentacles being completely concealed. The base measures about
2.7cni in diameter, and firmly clasps the Surface of the shell, which was
inhabited by the living mollnsk and not by a Pagurid. The column is

wrinkled and somewhat roughened by minute elevations produced by
contraction, but does not seem to possess any verrnc;e. Acontia are

emitted through the column wall a short distance above the limbus,

but no series of cinclidal tubercles could be made out. The column is

marked by numerous, irregularly wavy, longitudinal lines of a choco-

late brown color, which are very distinct upon the white ground.
Not, wishing to destroy the single specimen 1 can give uo particulars

regarding the internal structure.

From the fact that the acontia are emitted a short distance above
the limbus it is possible that this form is an Adamsia. Its identifica-

tion with >S'. crispata is necessarily uncertain, owing to there being no

opportunities for a thorough comparison of the two forms. The differ-

ences between the coloration in this form and Verrill's description of &
dispute may be due to preservation.
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Genua ADAMSIA Forbes.

Sagartinse with adherent base, the ectoderm of which secretes u

membrane; column without \\ arts or verrucse, but provided with one or

two horizontal series of cinclidal tubercles a short distance above the

limbus; margin tentaculate.

26 Adamsia (?) involvens, sj». now

Plate xxix, Figs. 82 and 83; Plate xxx, Pig. 85.

No. 71(1. Station, 2793. Lat. 1 03' N.; long, so 15' W. Depth, 711 fathoms.

T« elve spepimens.

Every specimen is fully contracted and completely incloses a (ias-

teropod shell, being wrapped around it in such a manner as to conform

itselfmore or less to the shape of : lie shell (Pl.xxix, Pigs. 82 and 83). < >u

this account it is difficult to give any accurate measurement of the

height of the A.ctinian, bul this may be averaged for the contracted

specimens at about 1.5 to -•'"'•, and the diameter at from 1.25 to 1.

5

cm
.

The column is of a pale flesh color, but becoming thinner toward the

limbus it has a darker shade, and is here longitudinally streaked with

white lines, indicating the lines, of insertion of the mesenteries on the

column wall. In this thinner region, too, the internal organs shine

through. The tentacles are of a salmon color, this tint depending, to a

certain extent, and probably entirely, on the bright reddish orange

pigment which occurs everywhere in the endoderm. The coloration

w hieh these preserved* specimens present is entirely independent of any

colors which may have been present in the ectoderm, since this layer

has entirely disappeared from the surface of the column.

The base incloses the gasteropod shell, and, as it were, forms the

opening of the habitation of the mollusk. Its ectoderm secretes a

very well marked ehitinous layer, not Only over the region in contact

with the shell, but also over that which is free from it.

The column wall is smooth throughout and has a parchment-like con-

sistency, the mesoglcea being very fibrous in structure, though rather

thin. No Cinclidal tubercles eon hi be perceived. The sphincter muscle

(PI. \\\, Fig.85) is well developed, though not very broad. Toward its

upper margin the muscle cavities are in section more or less circular

in outline and distinctly separated from one another, but lower down

they are more elongated and are separated by narrower partitions, cir-

cular seat tered cavities lying upon the outer surface, it is separated

throughout from the endoderm by a thin layer of mesogl03a. Thecircu-

lar muscles of the endoderm are only slightly developed, the cells being

arranged in an almost smooth layer and not supported Oil well-devel

oped processes of meSOgloea.

The margin is tentaculate, and the tentacles are arranged apparently

in three cycles, though their exact arrangement it is difficult to ascer-
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tain on account of the contraction of the specimens. They seem to bo
ninety-six in number, and to bo arranged in two cycles of twenty (bur

each, and one of forty-eight. Their longitudinal musculature is well

developed and is entirely ectodermal, supported on strong mesogloeal

processes. The mesoglcea of the Tentacles does not partake of the

fibrous structure of that, of the column wall, but is hyaline.

Two siphonoglyphes are present, apparently, and two pairs of direct-

ives. There are forty eight mesenteries, only the six primary pairs

being perfect. The secondary and tertiary pairs bear the reproductive

elements, those of the fourth cycle being quite small and destitute ofmes-

enterial filaments. The longitudinal muscle processes are fairly well

developed, but do not form a very distinct muscle pennon. Acontia

are present; in some of the specimens they were emitted from the

mouth, but in none did 1 find them protruding from the column wall.

On account of any failure to discover cinclides it is of course doubt-

ful if this form is correctly referred to the genus Adamsia. The shape
of the sphincter is decidedly different from that, of Adamsia parasitica,

and A. polypus as described by Hertwig, but does not, however, differ

so materially from that of Addmsia hlol of our eastern coast. My prin-

cipal reasons for considering A. involvens a possible Adamsia is its hab-

itat on gasteropod shells and the secretion of a strong chitinoiis mem-
brane by the ectoderm of the base, features which are, however, of com-

paratively small value.

Subfamily < 'HONDBACTININJE, Haddon.

Sagartidae with thick column wall, usually with the upper portion

(capitulum) different in character from the lower (seapns) and capable

of being entirely invected; the seapns provided with an external cuti

cle and usually nodulated or warty ; i he sphincter st rong and imbedded
in the mesoglcea; only the six primary pairs of mesenteries perfect

and at the same time nongonophoric; acontia emitted by the mouth
only, there being no cinclides.

Genus ACTINAUGE, Verrill.

Chondractininae in which the capitulum is provided with longitudinal

ridges; seapns strongly tuberculate or nod n late, t he tubercles near the

junction of the scapus and capitulum being usually stronger than those

lower down; each tentacle with a bulbous thickening on the outer

surface at the base.

This genus was established by Verrill ('83) to receive a form which
he believed to be identical with the Actinia nodosa of Kabricius. The
definition given above contains the essential points of VerrilPs defini-

tion, with the addition of a mention of the presence of a bulbous en-

largement at the base of the tentacles, a feature to which lladdnn

('89) has called attention, and made an important factor in the limita-
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bion of the genus. In the definition given by Baddon the capitular

ridges are limited to twelve, while Verrill expressly states that they

are as numerous as the tentacles. Prom an examination of specimens
of the type species I can slate positively that (here are forty-eighl cap
itular ridges in it, one ridge corresponding to each of the twenty four

more or less distinct rows of tubercles, while a smaller ridge intervenes

between eaoh pair of these larger ones. Haddon likewise limits the

bulbous enlargements to the bases of the threeinner circles oftentacles,
lm I in the type species I here is no sue 1 1 limitation in their distribution,

all the tentacles possessing the enlargements. The numerical limit a

tionsof the ridges and bulbous enlargements must be regarded as of

specific 1ml not of generic value,

27. A.ct.in;iU£o Venillii. no\ . noiu.

Plate xxx, Figs. 86-89; Plate xxxi, Figa. 90-82; Plate xxxv, Fig. 121.

Synonyms: UrHcina nodoqa
t
Verrill < ist:!> ; Avtinattg< nodosa, Verrill (1883); Actmaugi

(sp.) .'. Haddon ( 1889).

No. TIL'. Station :'7!U. Lat. 38 08 S.; long. 7:. 58 \\ '. Depth, H77 fathoms.

s.\ en specimens,

No.734. Station 2839. Lat. 33 08 N\; long, lis 10 W. Depth, 111 fathoms.

< >ne specimen,

Nos. 733,735. Station 2839. Lat. 33 08' N.; long. 118 10 W. Depth, 414 fathoms
si\ specimens, j oung.

No. 724. Station2818. Lat. 29 S.; long. 89 ••! 30 W. Depth, 392 fathoms,

One specimen | lunch torn),

1 liave been able, bj direct comparison, to identity the specimens

marked No. 712 with Specimens of I. VerrilUi from the eastern coast of

North America and shall give a detailed account of the structure of

these specimens. The specimen No. 7 .">
I presents some dilVerences tVom

the typical .1. \'<rrillii, and it is possible that it may belong to another

species, 'ml 1 did not investigate the structure of the single specimen,

ami will content myself with giving a description of its external pecul

iarities. Nos. 7,">"> and 7,'io were obtained in the same dredging as No.

734, and are probably young forms of the same species, and call for a

brief descripi ion. Finally, No. 72 1 is referred to t his species with some

hesitation; it is very much distorted and lorn, so that it is impossible

to examine it satisfactorily. It is possibly the tnhnriilosa variety which

Verrill has described as a distinct species, but nothing can be said con-

cerning it.

All the specimens of No. 7 1
'J are thoroughly contracted, the tentacles

and capmilnni being concealed (PI. xxx, Fig. 89). The column isoylin-

drical, and covered with well marked, large tubercles, thickenings

of the mesoghea, which are especially high in the upper part of the

column, where they are somewhat square in out line, and arranged

more or less definitely in horizontal and longitudinal rows, there being

about tweuty four of the latter. Lower down upon the column the
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tubercles become much flatter, and toward the base they are repre-

sented by slight transversely elongated, narrow elevations, the longi-

tudinal arrangement being nearly lost. The limbus is smooth, the

elevations fading out a short distance above it.

The base is much smaller than the column and is deeply concave, :i

quantity of mud, which evidently seised !<> anchor the animal, being

inclosed in I be concavity.

The upper part of the column or capitulum does not possess any

tubercles, these being limited to the scapus. The uppermost tuber

cles are usually more, pronounced than those lower down, and form a

untie, or less distinct coronal series (I 'I. \ \\, Fig. 89 cov). Consisting of

twenty-four tubercles. Prom each coronal tubercle a ridge (<. r.), ex

lends across the capitulum toward the bases of the tentacles, and be

1 ween each pair of these coronal ridges a smaller ridge intervenes, so

that the capitulum hears in all forty eight ridges. They arc decidedly

prominent, with thin walls, the cavities which they contain communi

eating with the endoccels. Before reaching the level of thebasesof

the outermost tentacles eacli ridge Bomewhal suddenly increases in

height, and more suddenly diminishes, giving rise to a pouch like

structure. The ridges terminate at the bases of the tentacles of the

four inner cycles, the tentacles of the oilier cycle being situated upon

the sides of the intermediate smaller ridges, in the manner indicated in

the scheme given on PI. xxxv, Ki^-. 121.

When the cuticle is preserved the column bas a dark-brown color,

but the tubercles arc white lor the most pari, owing to the cuticle iiav

ing been rubbed Off. The, capitulum in the alcoholic specimens is

colorless; the disc and tentacles, however, are orange or salmon

colored, while the stomatodaeura is brown.

The mesoglcea of the column wall is thick and delicately fibrous in

structure, with a, few cells scattered through iL The ectoderm, where

present, is covered by the thick cuticle, to which particles of foreign

mailer adhere. The tubercles arc solid elevations of I he meSOglCBa.

The sphincter muscle
(
IM. xxx, Pig. 86) is fairly strong, but varies some

what, both in its thickness and width, in different specimens, the dif

ferences not beingdue to age, as hi some cases I have found the muscle

much weaker in a large specimen than in smaller (»ncs. It occupies the

entire capitular region, and extends a varying distance below the cor-

onal tubercles. Throughout its entire widlh it is widely separate from

the endoderma] surface of the column and lies in the scapus very close

to the ectoderm. In transverse section (PI. XXX, Fig. 88) if is seen to

consist of more or less circular cavities, traversed by irregular par

titionsof mesoglcea, though in some cases the cavities are more numer
ous and smaller, and almost destitute of partitions. Toward Hie lower

edgeof the muscle the cavities are in one, or two series, but liny be-

come more numerous above, but there is no well marked, sudden I hick

ening of the muscle iii its upper pari . A curious arrangement is found
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in the upper part, in some forma ;it least; the muscle fibres and the

cavities instead of being cut across by a bransverse section through

the muscle, give the appearance of being cut parallel to their course

(PI, \\\, Pig. ST) and 1 he section has the appearance of a horizontal or

t ranaverse section through the upper part of the column-wall. Further

more, the cavities, brauchiug and anastomosing with each other, pass

toward the ectodermal surface of the niOSOglOBa, and apparent l\ in

some cases conic into contact with the ectoderm. This arrangement,

as 1 have said, is not so distinct in some specimens as in ol hers, hut is

more or less marked in all my preparations.

Tin' tentacles are ninety-six in number and are arranged in five

cycles. They are rather short, bul slender and pointed. At the outer

surface of t he base of each t here is a bulbous swelling (PI. \ \ \, Fig. 89),

formed principally of t liickened mesoglcea (PI. xxxi. Fig. 91 ). The ecto-

dermal musculature, both of the tentacles and of the disc, is rather

weak, the meso^heal process for its support being Ollly slightly de-

\ eloped.

The sfomatoda'um is long, extending, in the contracted specimens,

almost to the base. It has tWO sipllOUOglyphes, which arc well devel

oped though not particularly deep.

There are twenty-four pairs of mesenteries arranged in four cycles.

Only the si\ mesenterial pairs of the fust cycle are perfect. The
mesenteries of the second cycle, though imperfect, resemble those of

the first cycle in being nongonophoric, the reproductive organs being

borne altogether b\ the mesenteries of the third (PI. XXXI, Fig. 90) and

fourth cycles. In the region of the mesentery occupied by \\\r repro-

ductive elements in female individuals the mesoglcea is greal ly enlarged

(PI. xxxi, Fig. 90), the ova (ov) being imbedded in the enlargement.

This docs not occur in the mesenteries of male individuals from the

Atlantic coast of North America; all the Albatross specimens I ex-

amined for t his point proved to be females. The longitudinal muscles of

the mesenteries are not particularly well developed (PI. XXXI, Fig. ML'),

and there isno circumscribedpennon. The low mesoglcea! processes tend

somewhat to be arranged in bunches of a few arising from a common
basis. At the bases of the mesenteries, i. c, at their attachment to the

column, there is a well -marked pinnate parietal muscle. The acontia

arc not abundant.

No. 7.">l, as stated above, differs in some respects from No. 712. Its

base is not decpl\ concave as it is in No. Till, nor docs it seem to

have inclosed mud or sand for an anchor, but appears to have been ad-

herent. The tubercles of the Column are somewhat more distinct and

rounded than in No. 712, and are all covered by cuticle. The sphincter

has essentially the same structure as No. \ L2, but I did not dissect the

specimen sufficiently to determine if the likeness extended to all the

parts. I think, however, that there is little reason for disbelieving in

the specific identitj of the specimen with No. 712.
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The specimens Nos. 733 and 735, obtained in the same dredging as

No. 731, are both small, and while, or pah* blown in color, the cuticle

being only very slightly developed. The base is only slightly concave

and seems to have been adherent. The upper part of the column is

marked by twenty-four longitudinal ridges, which show more or less

distinct traces of transverse grooves, dividing each ridge more or less

perfectly into a series of tubercles. 1 see no reason for supposing that

these are other than young individuals of the same species as No. 734.

In changing the name of this species I have followed the suggestion

made by Prof. Baddon ('89), and have named it after the distinguished

naturalist who first described it. Vcrrill identified if with tin- Actinia

nodosa of Fabricius, but the more recent- observations of Baddon ('89)

and Danielssen (".»<>) show that the two forms are quite distinct, and
the former has assigned Fabricius' form to the genus Ghondractinia pro-

posed for if by Ltitken ('<><)). This being the case, it seems advisable,

for the avoidance of the confusion which might ensue from two so

closely related forms possessing the same specific name, to change the

name of Yerrill's species.

28. Actinauge fastigata, mini, ikjv,

Plate xwi, Figs. 93-97.

Synonym.

—

Actinauge nodosa, rar, coronata, Verrill (1883).

No. 713. Station 2791. Lat. 38° 08' S.; long. 7.. 53' W. Depth, 677 fathoms.

Seven specimens.

It is customary, when a form originally described as a variety is ad-

vanced to the dignity of a species, to employ the varietal designation as

the specific name. I have thought it well in the present case to depart

from this precedent, since the specific term coronata has already been

applied to a form belonging to the genus Chitonactis, which is nearly

related to Actinauge.

The specimens of Actinauge fastigata, obtained by the Albatross from

the same locality as most, of tin- specimens of A. VerriUU, are in all re

spects similar to thosedescribed by Vcrrill ('83) from deep water oft

t he St. George's Hanks.

The specimens measure from .'5.5 to 4.1"" in height, with a diameter

at the upper part of the column of from 15 to 2.5cm .

The base is somewhat smaller than the column and, apparently, is

adherent; one of the specimens clasps the tube of a Hyalincecia. In

none of the specimens is it deeply concave, inclosing mud or sand, as

is the case with A. VerriUU. The limbus is smooth, and in nearly all

the specimens is destitute of cuticle and is rather thin, allowing the in-

sertions of the mesenteries to show through.

The column is cylindrical (PI. xxxi, Pig. 93), gradually increasing in

diameter towards the upper part, the capilulimi being, however, com-

pletely infolded in all the specimens. The lower part of the column is

covered with low 'and small waits, arranged, more or less distinctly, in
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rows, ami giving the •column almost a granular appearance in some
specimens. They become smaller as they approach the limbus, and
lade out a short distance above it. A dark brown cuticle covers this

portion of the column. Jusl below the capitulum, and forming there

fore the summit of the contracted column, arc two circles of verj

prominent tubercles, tipped with ltlunt chitinous points. There are

twenty-four such tubercles, arranged in two horizontal rows of twelve

each, so thai there may he said to be twelve longitudinal rows of these

large tubercles, each row consisting of two tubercles. Between each

pair of longitudinal rows there is usually to be seen a row of small

tubercles, so that there are in all twenty four longitudinal rows of

tubercles, twelve of them being very large and prominent, and twelve

small and almost hidden by 'he larger ones. The capitulum is essen-

tially the same as that of .1. Verrillii^ possessing forty-eight longitudi-

nal ridges which run to the bases of the tentacles. It is destitute of

entitle and tubercles. The sphincter (PI. xxxi, Fig. 94) resembles that

of .1. Verrillii closely. It is tolerably wide, hut not thick, being only

slightly thicker in its upper part than it is lower down. In section it

appears as a number of more or less circular cavities, traversed by del

icate partitions, which support the muscle cells In the lower part

(PI. XXXI, Pig. 95) there is only one such cavity to the thickness of the

muscle, but above (PI. XXXI, Pig. 96) there may be three or four, or even

more, since tin 1 cavities tend to become smaller in the upper part.

Throughout its whole width the muscle is separated by a broad band of

mesoglcea from the endodermal surface of the column, lying nearly mid

way between the two surfaces.

The tentacles are ninety six in number, as calculated from the

number counted in a sextant. They are decidedly entaencrous. and

are arranged apparently in four cycles, it being difficult to distinguish

those of the first two cycles by their position. Each tentacle possesses

at its base a bulbous enlargement similar to that described for .1.

Verrillii. The longitudinal muscles of the tentacles are weak. The
tentacles, disc, and stomatodseum seem to have been of a salmon or

flesh color.

The stomatodaum is provided with two rather shallow siphonogly

plies.

The mesenteries are arranged in three cycles, there being only

twenty four pairs in the specimen examined. Probably, however, a

fourth cycle is present in larger specimens, since the number of

tentacles would lead one to expect forty-eight pairs of mesenteries.

The mesenteries of the fust cycle are perfect and UOngonOphoric, those of

the other two cycles being imperfect and at the same time gonophoric.

The Longitudinal musculature is well developed (PI. xxxi, Pig. 97), there

being a Btrong muscle pennon situated near the outer edge of the

mesentery and having a somewhat abrupt inner edge, beyond which,

however, are a number of much lower muscle processes gradually di
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minishing in size and finally disappearing a little internal to the mid -

longitudinal line of l he mesentery.

As stated above, Verrill originally described this form as :i variety

of A . Verrillii) statiug I Uat intermediate states between if and t lienormal

form are aot rare. The Albatross specimens do not show any such

intermediate gradations, though both the presumed variety and the

typo species were obtained from the same locality. Leaving out of

consideration the possibility of an approximation of the arrangement of

t he tubercles in I he two forms, there arc yet other characters which, it

seems to me, are of sufficient importance to necessitate' l lie separation of

the two forms as distinct species. These may be briefly summed up as

follows: (I
j The proportion of the diameter to the lieighl of I lie column

in A.fastigata is considerably less than in A. Verrillii, the latter having
consequently a much more robust form than the former; (2) the base in

A. fastigata is adherent, while in A. Verrilliiit is deeply concave and
incloses a mass of mud or sand which serves as an anchor; (3) the

relations of the nongonophoric and gonophoric mesenteries differs in

the two forms; (I) the longitudinal musculature of A. Verrillii is weak,
whereas in A.fastigata it is strong and forms a well-developed pennon.

Genus CHITONANTHUS, gen. nov.

Cliondraef mime in which I lie c;ipil iiluin is provided with longitudinal

ridges; the sen pus, especially in its upper portion, with strong pointed

tubercles not arranged in any definite order, or else with a single circle

of coronal tubercles; the cuticle strongly developed upon the tuber-

cles; tentacles without any bulbous enlargement at the base.

I suggest this genus lbr two forms already described by Hertwig
('82, '88) as Phellia )»eliii<(t<< and Phellia .spud/'era. There can be no

doubt that it is advisable to remove them from the genus Phellia, the

typical members of which have a smooth capitulum. If the definitions

which lladdon ('89) has proposed for the various genera of Chon
dracfinhhe be accepted, Hertwig's /'licllid spivilcni finds no place

among them. It comes close to Chitonactis, but "differs in possessing

ridges upon the capitulum. It, is to be noticed that lladdon has as-

signed the form described by Hertwig ('si') as Phellia pectinata to the

genus Hormathia of (iosse. If this be correct, Phellia spinifera must,

be referred to the same geilUS whose definition will require to be

amended so as to include forms possessing tubercles scattered irregu-

larly over the scapus. However, if the figure given by Gosse
(

?60) of

his Hormathia margaritcD be correct, its capitulum is smooth and it

would perhaps bens well, especially when we consider how little is

definitely known regarding the type species of the genus, to reserve

Hormathia for those forms in which the capit iilnm is smooth and which
possess only a coronal row of tubercles, associating the Phellia pectinata

of Hertwig and the Hormathia andersoni of lladdon ('88), which
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possess only coronal tubercles but have ;i ridged capitolum with licit

wig's Phellia spini/era in the new genus Chitonanthus. It is of course

a question as t<> whether the presence or absence of capitular ridges is

worthy the importance which this arrangemenl gives it ; but it must be

recognized that the classification of the Chondractinince is at present

more a question of convenience in identification than of phylogenetic re-

lationship, and that what may he trivial characters have been raised to

the elevation of generic distinctions. Thus, to judge from Baddon's

definitions of the genera, the principal feature which distinguishes

Chondraetinia from Ghitonactis is that tin' tubercles in the latter are

pointed, while they are mostly low and nodnle like in the former. (See

appendix p. 209.)

29. Chitonanthus pectinatus (Hertwig).

Plate xxmi, Figs. 98-102.

Synonym: Phellia )><<ti»,<t<t Hertwig (1882); Phellia spinifera Hertwig i L888).

No. 70::. Station2780. bat. 53 01 s. ; long. ?:« 12' 30" W. Depth, 369 fathoms.
Three specimens.

The three specimens which represent this species have a very different

appearance from one another. One (PI. xxxn, Fig. 98), which may !>»'

considered the most typical, is seated upon a detached valve of a Lame!

iibranch shell by a broad, flat disk. Its column was much contracted

and thrown, to a certain extent, into folds. It measured 2.1"" in height

and l.9em in diameter, and wascovercd with irregularly scattered tuber-

cles which were low and Hat near the base, hut sharp and prominent

above, where they become more numerous. The upper tubercles owe

their sharpness to a strong development of cuticle over them, and it is

possible that in the lower ones this cuticular point has been lost.

Though scattered irregularly over the column for the most part, yet

they show a tendency to arrange themselves above in twelve longitu-

dinal rows.

Tin' second specimen, the one which I chose for detailed study, is

larger than the fust, measuring 3.5cni in heighl and .'>"" in breadth. Its

base ivS broad and Hat. like that of the fust specimen, but had been de-

tached from its support, only particles >f a shelly nature being attached

to it. The column is almost smooth and white in color, the brown cuti-

cle, which covered the first specimen, having disappeared, except in the

immediate neighborhood of thelimbus. The general smoothness of the

column is, however, relieved by a few nodnle like elevations (PI. XXXII,

Fig. 0;>), and some rarer, more prominent nodules tipped with brown

cuticle. Toward the summit, however, one finds twelve strong ridges,

each more or less broken into rows of tubercles and terminating above

in a strong tubercle tipped with a prominent thickening of cuticle.

The third specimen measured l!''"
1 in height and 2.5c,n in breadth, and

was seated upon the valve of a Lamellibranch shell. Like the second

specimen it was white in color, only a few isolated patches of cuticle
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persisting. It differs from both the others, however, in being utterly

devoid of tubercles, t lieonly indication of any such structures being the

occurrence of about twelve ridges at the upper part of the column,

which end abruptly at the junction of the capitulum and scapus, but

are not tipped with a cuticular thickening.

The external appearance of these three forms is so dissimilar that

one might suppose them to be distinct species. Their occurrence in

the same locality, the similarity of their support, in each case a Lamel-

libranch shell, and the gradations which they show led me to believe

that they were identical. I made a detailed study of only one, the

second, and consequently can not speak as to the identity throughout

of the internal structure, hut so far as this could be examined by slit-

ting the specimens longitudinally there way perfect similarity and I

have little doubt but that all three ought to be assigned to the same
species.

The infolded capitulum in all the specimens possesses twelve longi-

tudinal ridges and, as in Hertwig's Phellia pectinata, the ridges towards

their upper termination are divided by a longitudinal furrow which

maybe extensive enough to give the appearance of twenty-four ridges.

In the hist and second (PI. xxxii, Pig. 99) specimens a few tipped tuber-

cles are found on the infolded portion of the column, resting in the lower

portion of the ridges, and each is more or less distinctly eleft into two
parts. The strong sphincter (PI. XXXII, Fig. 100) has the general appear-

ance figured by Hertwig for P. pectinata. In its lower part it is thin and
composed of cavities which are circular in section, but in its upper part

(PI. xxxn, Fig. 101) it thickens somewhat and the cavities are elongated

in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the mesoglcea, some
scattered round cavities occurring upon the outer surface of the muscle.

I did not find in the mesoglcea of the column wall any of the concre-

ments which Hertwig describes in P. pectinata. These seem to have
been absent in his P. spinifera and are probably accidental foreign in-

clusions.

The tentacles (PI. xxxn, Fig. 99,£) are rather short and slender and do

not appear to have a bulbous enlargement at the base. They are ar-

ranged in about three cycles and appear to number forty-eight. The
first two cycles correspond to the ridges of the capitulum, regarding

each of these as really representing two, while the third cycle tentacles

alternate with the ridges. The longitudinal muscles of the tentacles

are fairly well developed and are not imbedded in mesoglcea. In color

the tentacles seem to have resembled the disc, which was of a. purplish

brown color. Its radiating muscles present the peculiarity already

described by Hertwig in P. spinifera.

The stomatodaaim is long, reaching to below the middle of the inter-

nal cavity (PI. xxxn, Fig. 00, St.), and is of the same purplish brown
color which marked the tentacles and disc. The broad but shallow
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siphonoglyphes are, however, uol pigmented, and consequently are

very noticeable when the animal is opened longitudinally.

There are four cycles of mesenteries, of which the primary cycle is

alone perfect, and at the same time sterile; the fourth cycle mesente

rics are small and are not gonophoric, the reproductive elements de-

veloping only in the mesenteries of the second and third cycles. The

longitudinal musculature is well developed (PI. \\\n, Fig, L02), but

can hardly betermed"very strong." Thepennon is not wide, the muscle

processes arising in bunches from one to three stout elevations of the

mesogkea; it is much more marked in the upper portions of the mesen-

teries than it is lower down, where it becomes lower and at the same

time broader. 1 did not observe any extensive folding of the trans-

verse muscles, nor could 1 find in sections any parieto basilar muscle.

Acontia are present, lying in bunches in the lower portion of the inter-

nal cavity.

1 identity this form with Hertwig's Phellia spini/tra, with which it

agrees closely. 1 have, however, accepted the possibility which licit

wig suggests, that his /'. spinit'cm may be a variety of his P. pectinate,

described in his first report ('82), The dissimilarity in the arrange-

ment of the tubercles iu the two forms is to a certain extent, as he re-

marks, bridged over by the specimen obtained from station 320, and

the second and third Albatross specimens help to bring the two forms

into closer connection. If the difference in the nature of the disc mus-

culature in the two forms holds throughout, it may be necessary to con-

sider them distinct, but since in all other particulars they shade iido

each other so closely, 1 think it better to consider them for the present

identical.

Genua STEPHANACTIS, Hertwig.

Chondractininse in which the body is elongated in the transverse

i\is, the base inclosing a cylindrical body, such as an Alcyonarian

stem; column with thick wall, but not, covered by a well marked

cuticle; capituliun smooth, separated from the smooth seapus by a

well marked circular swelling.

In his report on the Actiniaria, obtained by the Challenger, Hertwig

('82) established a family Amphianthidie for two genera Amphiantkua

and SU pluumt -Us, both of which were characterized by the body being

transversely elongated, the base clasping and inclosing the stem of a

Gorgonia. Prom his observations on St<ph<uu«(is {>ibc>ritl«t«hv found

that in the arrangement of the mesenteries, and in the presence of a

sphincter muscle imbedded in the mesoglOBa, there was a great similar

ity to a Sagartid, but he failed to discover acontia, although cinclidal

openings pierced the column wall. Previously to Hertwig's discovery

of these forms, von Koch ('78) had described an Actinian, adherent

to and embracing by its base the stem of Isis clotlffata, ami in this he

fancied in- had found a clue to the ancestry of the Antipatharia. This
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form, which von Koch named Oephyra dohrnii, ETaddoii ('89) has in-

vestigated, and. finds that " it belongs to the series of typical Sagar-

tians." Danielssen ('90) again has described a form Korenia margar-

itacea, probably more correctly assignable to Hertwig's genus Amphi
anthusj concerning which he states that " thegastral filaments are richly

beset witli nematocysts," a remark which suggests the presence of

acontia. He, however, finds that there are twenty-four perfect mesen-

teries, though acknowledging a possibilityoferrorin this determinal ion.

Mention must be made also of Verrill's Actinauge nexilis ('83), a super-

ficial examination of which leads one to the conclusion that it is ;i

Chondractinian, though I have not been able as yet to detect the occur-

rence of acontia, the single specimen in my possession not, being

satisfactorily preserved, and consequently not suitable for accurate

observation. A study of sections, which, unfortunately, I have not yet

been able to make, may reveal these structures. Concerning this form I

believe, too, that it is identicalwith Stephanactis abyssicola firstdescribed

by Moseley ('77). It is undoubtedly a Stephanactis, and the superficial

resemblance to Moseley's form is so close that, relying on the external

characters, which are all in reality that wre have to base a judgment
upon, one would have little hesitation in pronouncing in favor of the

specific identity of thetwo forms. Finally, Chitonactis marioni Eladdon

^'8i>) resembles Stephanactis in the elongation of the transverse( '!)

axis, and the clasping nature of the base, and is, fide 1 1 addon, a 8a-

gartian belonging to the subfamily Chondractininse.

In view of this evidence, which it must be acknowledged is by no
means conclusive, 1 think it is advisable to abolish the family Am-
phianthidse and include Stephanactis and Amphianthus under the sub

family Chondractinime. Furthermore, it seems not improbable that it

may be necessary to disregard the clasping habit, ami the consequent

elongation of the body to the transverse axis as generic characters,

since, as in the case of Chitonactis marioni these features may be as.

sumed by species belonging to genera not characterized by them.

Independently, however, of these features depending on the habitat,

the genus Stephanactis is sufficiently well marked out from other Chon-
dractinida; to warrant its retention.

30. Stephanactis hyalonematis, up. now

Plate xxxn, Fig. 103.

No. 720. Htation L'x<>7. Lat, (J 24' S; long. SIP 06' W. Depth, 812 fathoms. One
specimep.

The single specimen I was unwilling to mutilate any more than was
absolutely necessary, and consequently am unable to give an accurate

description of its structure;- nor can I even determine from it whether
or not acontia are present.

I 'roc. N. M. 93 -13
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The base clasped firmly a sm;ill buncli of Hyalonema fibres, the mar

gins of thebase coming into close contact, but still being separable by the

use of a hi i If force. The animal (PI. xxxn, Fig. L03) is much elongated

in i he direction of the axis of the bunch of Bbres to which it is attached,

and is low. The column wall is remarkable on account of its brittloness.

It is hard and brittle, like parchment, and is much wrinkled by con-

traction, [n sections through a small piece of the wall noectoderm or

cuticle could be observed, bul the mesoglcea was found to Uave beeu

altered into a chitin-likc substance, not taking the stain (borax-

carmine) except oil the outer and inner surfaces In a slight extent. A

distinct thickened ring surrounds the upper part of the column sepa

rating the scapus from die capitulum. The latter lias ;i slightly

irregular surface, bul is not tuberculate, and differs from the scapus in

lacking the chitiu-like induration of the niesoglcea. [ could discover

no trace of cinclides. A strong sphincter imbedded in the inesOglOBa is

present, but 1 can give no account of its shape in transverse sections.

The tentacles are completely concealed, and my preparations do not

throw any light upon the number or arrangement of the mesenteries.

family I'd NO I )| U.K.

A_ctinina3 with numerous perfect mesenteries, and with a strong, cir-

cumscribed endodermal sphincter. Column wall frequently provided

with tubercles, verruca}, etc.; margin frequently with complicated

acrorhagi. No acontia.

(. <muis LEIOTEALIA, Hertwig.

Hertwig ('83) established this genus for a form which differed from

all forms which had previously been assigned to the family Buuodidfle

by lacking the tubercles or verrucsB which had been considered char

acteristic of the family. The internal arrangements of the Challenger

specimen showed it , how ever, to be closley related to tin 1 verrucose

forms, with which Hertwig very properly associated it, substituting

lor previous definitions of the family, which he named Tealida-. a more

accurate one founded upon an anatomical basis.

To the genus Leiotealia are to be referred BuuodidaB without verrucse

or acrorhagi, and perhaps to this may be added the pinnate arrange*

ment of the muscle processes constituting the sphincter.

31. Leiotcalia badia, sp. m>\

Plate \\\n. Pig. 104; Plate \\\iu, Fi.^. 106,

No. 702. Station 2779. Lat. 53 06 S.; long. 70 10 30 VV. Depth, 77$ fathoms.

( >ne specimen.

The base is firmly adherent to a large annelid tube. The column is

contracted to a somewhat conical shape, and measures 2cm in height

with a diameter midway between the base and mar&in of 2.30m . It is
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wrinkled transversely by contraction, and also is roughened bynu-
merous small elevations, which, however, do not represent tubercles or

verrucae. The specimen is one <»f the few of the collection which have

retained to a certain extent their coloration, the ectoderm of the

column wall being of a dark brick-red color. A noticeable feature is

the readiness with which the thick ectoderm separates from the meso

gloea in targe pieces; an explanation of this is found in the peculiar

struct nre of the lower layer of the ectoderm. The outer layer of the

ectoderm contains a lew small neinatocysts and a, large number of

gland cells, some of which slain very deeply with carmine, while others

hardly stain at all. Below these there is a granular layerwhich stains

rather deeply, and next to the- mesoglcea, occupying the region, where,

in the tentacles, for instance, the nerve layer is found, is abroad,

slightly stained, fibrillar layer, in which are numerous delicate spindle-

shaped cells. If seems probable that this layer is more or less nervous

in its nature, but whether it is to be regarded as entirely nervous can
not be determined. It is in this layer that the rupture takes place,

when portions of the ectoderm detach themselves, the structure of the

layer being delicate and maceration of it easily brought about.

The region of the column immediately above (or internal to) the mar-

gin is much depressed, appearing to represent a distinct fosse, and at

the bottom of the depression there is present a strong circumscribed

endodermal sphincteral, xxxiu Fig. L04). In section it resembles closely

that which 1 have described ('89) for Discosoma anemone^ consisting of

a central axis from which processes arise, producing a more or less

pinnate appearance.

There being only a single specimen of the form, I cut out only a

small portion of it for the examination of the sphincter, a piece of the

excised portion being cut transversely for a study of the musculature

of the mesenteries. I can not accordingly give any facts as to the ten-

tacles, disc, or sfomatod;euin, or even regarding the arrangement of

the mesenteries. A few tentacles were cut in making sect ions of the

sphincter, and it was evident from these that their longitudinal

muscles were very Weak.

The small portion which was sectioned for the purpose of ascertain-

ing the nature of the musculature of the mesenteries contained repre-

sentatives of three cycles of mesenteries. Two of these bore repro-

ductive organs, while the third was sterile. Approximately the ex-

cised portion represented one twelfth of the circumference, and it may
be computed that there are at least- twelve sterile (and perfect?) pairs

of mesenteries and twenty-four pairs that aregonophoric (and imperfect).

The mass of the mesenterial filaments is very great, but no acontia

could be recognized. Themusculatureof tin >senteries isfairly strong,
gradually increasing in thickness from near the parietal r^\^v to about
the middle ofthe mesentery,where itabruptly diminishes (PI. xxm, Pig.

10<»); the parieto-basilars (pbni) form distinct folds upon the surfaces
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of the mesenteries, and numerous cavities are inclosed between Hie

mesoglcea of the fold and that of the mesentery proper, as in Aetinostola

callosa.

Owing to the lack of nunc complete data with regard to this form, 1

:ii lirsi hesitated to classify it. II seems, however, to belong to Bert-

wig's genus Leiotealia, though without some knowledge as to the ar

rangeinent of the tentacles, the correctness of this reference must

remain uncertain; the probability seems to lie in favor of a cyclical

arrangemenl of I lie tentacles, 'flic form recalls somewhatthatdescribed

by Verrill ('67) for Kagosima Bay, Japan, as Urticma ooc&inea,) but

tin- "few, slightly prominent, inconspicuous verrucas'' could not be

detected.

Family I'll YLLACTin.H.

BEexactinia3 with simple conical tentacles at some distance from tin'

apparent margin ; between them and the margin arc low tentacularor

foliose structures (fronds). Sphincter endodermal, nunc or less circum-

scribed, lying in the interval between the tentacles and the frondose

or tentacular structures. From two to several cycles of mesenteries

perfect.

I have elsewhere ('89a) discussed the question as to whether this

family should be referred to tin 1 suborder Stichodaetylinae, as Andres

('83) has done, or placed in the suborder A.ctininse, and have decided

in favor of the latter position. Upon this view the fronds are to be

regarded as differentiated acrorhagi.

Genua OULACTIS, 1M.-K.lw.

Phyllactidse in which the column is provided with longitudinal rows

of verrucas in its upper part ; the fronds are foliose. Sphincter muscle

more or less circumscribed,

32. Oulactis californica, sp. nov.

Plato wxii, Fig. 105; Plate xxxm. Figs. 107-108.

No. 711. Pichilingue Bay, Gulf of California, Two Bpecimens.

The base is adherent and rather thin, allowing the insertions of the

mesenteries to be seen through it. The column (PI. WXII, Fig. 105) IS

cylindrical, and in the alcoholic specimens shows no trace of color. The

two specimens measure, respectively. 3C1U and .*>.;">"" in height, with a

diameter near the upper part of the column ot 12"" and near the base

of 1..V". Toward the upper part of the column .ne verruca' arranged

in forty eight longitudinal rows, each row being composed of from eight

to ten verruca'. The upper portion bearing the fronds is not concealed.

The fronds occupy the margin and extend inwards to the bases of the

tentacles, which surround the mouth ; they arc foliose, apparentlybecom-

ing t bickly so toward their external extremity, and appear to be forty-

eight in number, corresponding to the rows of verriu ;u, but owing to
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their close approximation in the preserved specimens their exact num-
ber could not be accurately determined. On the endodermal surface of

the region which intervenes between the fronds and the tentacles is the

sphincter, whose form may be better understood from the figure (PI.

xxxiii, Fig. 108) than from a verbal description. It will be seen that

it approaches the circumscribed type, but still 1ms a considerable attach-

ment to the column wall. It may, however, be fairly termed circum-

scribed.

The tentacles are simple and few in number. They appear to he

arranged in two cycles, there being six in each cycle, but it is diffi-

cult to make them out satisfactorily in the preserved specimens.

The stomatodseum is provided with longitudinal ridges supported oh

elevations of the mesogloea. The siphonoglyph.es are deep, with smooth

walls, and with the mesogloea much thickened. There are twenty-four

pairs of mesenteries, twelve of them being perfect. The longitudinal

muscles form a broad, well defined muscle ]>ennon(lM. xxyiii, Pig. 107),

ami a well-developed parieto basilar muscle is present. No reproduc-

tive elements could be discovered.

This form may have some relationship to the form described by Ver-

rill ('68) ;is Lophactis omata, ;is in that form the fronds are more
foliose near their outer ends than toward the bases of the tentacles.

They seem, however, to be more numerous, though, as stated above, it

was difficult to decide upon the exact number,owing to their confusion

with one another in the contracted preserved specimen; perhaps
twenty-four would be more correct, each showing indications of a

division into two toward the outer extremity and so giving the ap-

pearance of forty-eight. It seems probable that it is unnecessary to

separate Verrill's genus Lophactis from Oulactis, though very decided

differences exist between the present form and his L. ornata, with

which one might be inclined to identify it.

(it'iuis CRADACTIS, gen. nov.

Phyllactidse with the fronds represented by bunches of simple or

slightly branched, short, tentacle-like structures. Sphincter aggre-

gated or circumscribed. Column with verrtfcse.

Among the actinia; which 1 described from the Bermuda Islands

('89a) was one which I referred to the genus Oulactis as 0. fascicu-

lata. I propose here to unite this form, which differs markedly from

Oulactis in the structures of its fronds, with a form in the AUmtross
collection, in the above new genus. An objection to this may be found
in the very different nature of the sphincters in the two species, thai of

the one being almost diffuse, while the other is typically circumscribed.

The structure of the fronds has been a generic character hitherto for

the Phyllactidse, and it is convenient for the present to retain it as
such. When the anatomy of a larger number of species is known, it

tau be determined whether a classification upon this basis can be re-

tained.
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33. Cradactis digitata, s|>. nov.

Plate xxxiii, Figs. L09-112.

No. 692a. station 2766. Lat. 36 IT S.; long. 56 23' W. Depth, 10| fathoms.

Three specimens, two of which, however, are small.

The three specimens of this species were contained in the same

bottle which held the forms described above as Sagartia paradoxa.

The base of the single adult specimen was injured, so that it is impos-

sible to say whether or not it was adherent originally. The column is

cylindrical, and measures in the adult, specimen 2cm in height and 1.5""

in diameter. The base is somewhat smaller than the column. Numer-

ous, somewhat scattered, verruca' occur on t he column wall, beingmuch

more distinct near the apparent margin than lower down. The fronds

consist of bunches of short, blunt, tentacle-like processes (PI. xxxiii,

Fig. 110), each of which divides, near its extremity, into two short arms.

The endoderm of the fronds is colored with brown pigment. The

sphincter (PI. wxiiT, Fig. Ill) is very strong and is circumscribed,

resembling closely that form of sphincter which is characteristic of the

Bunodidse.

The tentacles are short and stout, and each has apparently a pore at

the tip (PI. xxxiii, Fig. 10'.>/). They seem to be arranged in about two

cycles, and are not numerous, probably not exceeding forty-eight.

Their endoderm contains brownish pigment similar to that of the

fronds.

The stomatodseum in all the specimens is considerably evaginated. It

possesses two well developed and deep siphpnoglyphes, whose inesoglcea

is decidedly thickened and smooth, that of the rest of the stomatodaaim

being raised into longitudinal ridges.

There are twenty four pairs of mesenteries, twelve of which are per-

fect. The longitudinal muscles (PI. xxxiii, Fig. 1 12) are well developed,

forming a broad pennon, similar to that of Oulactis californica; the

parieto basilar muscle is also well developed, forming a fold upon the

surface of the mesenteries. No reproductive organs were observed.

Order «TICHODACTYIiINiE.

Hexactiniae, in which the tentacles arc arranged radially, more than

one communicating with some or all of the endoccels.

family CORALLIMORPHIDJE.

Stiehodacl \lime,w ith a marginal coronaof tentacles, and intermediate

tentacles similar to those of the margin arranged in radial series, each

series consisting of from one to many tentacles. Musculature through-

out weak; no specially developed sphincter.

This family was established by Bertwig ('82) tor the reception of

the two forms described by Moseley ('77) under the generic term
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Gorallimorphus. In the "Supplement" Hertwig ('88) added to this

genus, as another member of the family, the genus Gorynactis. Pre-

vious to this, however, Andres ('83) had denned the family Cory-

nactidae, splitting up Gosse's family Capneadae, which he had previously

accepted ('80a), thongh recognizing that it was not altogether natural,

and agreed with Hertwig in incorporating in his new family the genera

Corynactis and Gorallimorphus, adding also the genus Capnea. The
aame proposed by Andres is preferable to that of licit wig, both on

account of the greater antiquity ofthe genus, which serves as its sponsor,

as well as on account of Hertwig's name carrying with it a significance

which might give rise to misunderstanding. licit wig's name has, how-

ever, the priority in publication, and it is therefore proper to retain it.

Genua CORALLIMORPHUS, Moseley.

Corallimorphidic, with capitate tentacles, there being only one inter

-

mediate tentacle in each radial series; some of the marginal tentacles

have no intermediate tentacles corresponding to them.

34. Corallimorphus profundus Moseley (1X77)

No. 7316. Station 2839. Lat. 33° 04' N. ; long. Ms low. Depth, 414 fathoms.

Two specimens.

These two specimens I round in a bottle which contained also speci-

mens of Myoncmthus ambiguus and Paraetis vinosa. Both were in a

very poor state of preservation, so that I can add nothing to the ana-

tomical description given by Bertwig ('82). One of the specimens

was attached toafragment of a gasteropod shell. The column measured
1"" in height and the disk had a diameter of 2.5cm . There were no

indications of any tendency to infold the margin, and sections demon-
strated the absence of any sphincter.

The marginal tentacles were forty-eight in number, twelve being de-

cidedly larger than the other thirty six, and there were twelve inter-

mediate tentacles corresponding to the larger marginal ones. The
capitate nature -of the tentacles could be made out only with difficulty,

but they certainly possessed that character. There appeared to be a
slight thickening of the disc mesogloea at the base of each of the inter-

mediate tentacles.

family DISCOSOMID^.

Stichodactylinse with tentacles of only one form, short and tentacular,

and covering the greater portion of the surface of the disc. Sphincter

muscle strong and circumscribed, not embedded in the mesogloea.
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Genus DISCOSOMA.

Discosomidse in which l lie column is not covered with tubercles,

tbotigL verrucsemay be present in tlie upper part. Tentacles short and

fingerlike.

35. Discosoma fuegiensis (Daua) M.-K<h\.

Hate swiv, Figs. 113 and Hi.

Synonyms: Actinia fuegiensis, Dana (1846); Discosoma fuegiensis, Milne-Edwards

(1857); Sagastia fuegiensis, Gosse (1860); Cereus fuegiensis, Vefrill (1868).

No.693. Station2767. Lat. 40° 03' S. ; long. 58 56 \V. Depth, 52 fathoms. Four

specimens.

There is a certain ;imount of doubtfulness in this identification, since

it is not possible to be certain as to whether the form described by Dana
('46) is really a Discosoma. Milne Edwards ('57) considered it to be

such, and Andres ('83) places it among the doubtful species of the

same genus. So far as the description goes the Albatross specimens

agree fairly well, and come from a station not especially remote from tie-

locality in which Dana's form was found and from comparatively shal

low water.

The four specimens differ considerably in size. The largest measures

2.5cin in height, and f..
r>""in diameter, while the smallest is 1"" iu height,

with a diameter of 2.5om at the base. Three of the specimens are only

partially contracted, the prominent lips of the month, and the outer

cycles of tentacles being visible, while one of the smaller forms is com-

pletely contracted, the tentacles and mouth being entirely concealed,

and the body having theformof a cone, sloping gradually upward from

the flat base.

The base is adherent and has attached to it fragments of a brown

cuticle. The mesoglcea is thin and in some specimens has been rup

fined, allowing the mesenterial filaments to protude.

The ectoderm of the column has been macerated away for the most

part, the few fragments thaf persisf towards the linibus havingadingy
white color in the preserved specimens, and presenting a reticulate

appearance. The exposed mesoglcBa has a cream-white color, and is

smooth. In some of the specimens it has been considerably macerated,

especially towards the upper part of the column, where the mesenteries

are exposed. Owing to < he absence of ectoderm, it is impossible to

determine whether or not verruca' may have been present in the upper

parf of the column. The sphincter muscle ( PI. xxxiv,Fig. 1 13) is strong

and is of the circumscribed endodermal variety, resembling greatly

that occurring in certain Bunodidae.

The margin appears to have been lobed. The tentacles are numerous
and short, and are arranged ill radial series. Their ectoderm is very

richly supplied with nematocysts. Their longitudinal musculature and
the corresponding musculature of the disc is well developed, and is not

imbedded in the uaesofflcea.
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The mouth is very prominent, and shows indistinct traces of a dark,

slate-gray pigment. The mesoghea of its lips is thickened, the thick-

ening gradually thinning out, both towards the disc, and towards the

stomatodieum. This is marked with longitudinal ridges, supported

by mesogheal elevations, and possesses deep siphonoglyphes.

There are ninety-six pairs of mesenteries. Twelve of them, repre-

senting the first two cycles, arc perfect, the rest imperfect, the fifth

cycle of forty-eight pairs being very small, hardly projecting above the

eudoderm. Reproductive organs are borne upon the forty-eight mes-

enteries composing the third and fourth cycles. • No acontia are pres-

ent. The longitudinal muscles of the mesenteries (PI. xxxiv, Fig. 114)

have a moderate degree of development, forming a rather diffuse pen-

non. The paricto-basilar is, however, strong, forming a well-marked

pouch upon the surface of the more developed mesenteries.

Very decided differences exist between this form and />. anemone

previously studied by me ('89)> but nevertheless a general similarity is

well marked, showing itself in the shape and structure of the tenta-

cles, the character of the sphincter muscle, and the deep siphonoglyphe.

The musculature of the mesenteries has, however, a very different

arrangement, and the relationship of the perfect and imperfect mesen-

teries is quite different. These points, however may be justly regarded

as specific.

Tribe CERIANTHE/E. Hert.

Anthozoa, with a large number of unpaired mesenteries, and with a

single siphonoglyphe; the eight Edwardsian mesenteries are situated,

four on each side, at the sulcar surface, and new mesenteries are added at

the sulcular surface, being interposed, one on each side of the sagittal

plane, between those immediately preceding them in time of formation.

The base is not adherent and is usually provided with a pore opening

into the body-cavity. Column Avails, with stroog ectodermal mus-

culature.

Family CEllIANTHID^E.

With the characters of the tribe.

Genus CERIANTHUS, Delia Cliiaje.

Whether the form described below be correctly referable to the genus

Cerianthm is questionable, inasmuch as it seems to differ in several

particulars from any of the forms hitherto referred to the genus. An-
dres ('83) divided the forms assignable to the family Cerianthidae into

three genera (not including Arachnactis), but the characters upon which
these genera were based hardly seem at present of sufficient importance
to be cousidered generic. It seems to me preferable, at present, to

assign the specimen described below to Delia Ghiaje's genera rather

than to establish a new genus on insufficiently understood characters.
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3G. Cerinnthus vas, Bp. uov,

PI. \wi\. Figs. 117 L19; PI, \\\\. Fig. 120.

No. 726. Station 2888. Lat. 28 12 X.; long. 115' 09 W. Depth, 44 fathoms. <>n«>

specimen.

The single Ceriantliid which 1 found in the collection gave so much
promise of interesting results thai I determined to sacrifice it to an

anatomical investigation. Unfortunately, however, ii did not prove to

be well preserved, and many points on which I bad hoped to obtain

definite information remained obscure, partly owing i<> the preservation

and partly to the difficulties in the way of obtaining all the necessary

data from a single specimen. A portion of the upper part I (ait in

longitudinal sections in the endeavor to obtain, if possible, definite in-

formation as to the absence of tentacles, and was thus prevented from

making a thorough study of the arrangeroenl of the mesenteries.

flic specimen (PI. xxxiv, Pig. 117) measured _.()"". in length and

about (>.!•"". in diameter, ami had a decided vase like appearance.

The margin was slightly reflected, aud there was a distinct neck like

constriction a little below it. 'flic column was cylindrical, tapering

gradually below, where there was a large, widely open pore communi-

cating with the interior cavity. The ectoderm had a pale brown color,

and its musculature was richly developed in the manner characteristic

of the Cerianthidce.

No tube accompanied I lie Specimen, nor have 1 any information as to

whether there was one when it was found.

A remarkable peculiarity which attracted my attention at once was

the apparent absence of tentacles. Neither at the margin nor upon Hie

disc could any of these structures be found. It is possible that they

may have fallen away, an idea to which the fact that any sections

through the margin did not show continuity of the column wall and

disc, except in one or two cases, gives support. It seems hardly possi

ble, however, that if they had been present they could have disappeared

so completely as they seem to have done, and I am rather inclined to

believe that they were absent or reduced to mere rudiments.

The stoiiialodaaini was narrow, extending only a short distance into

the interior cavity. The portion which I used for longitudinal sections

probably contained the siphonoglyphe. Upon the other side of the

stoniaiodaaim no siphonoglyphe occurred.

In a section through the middle of the column (PI. XXXV, Pig. 120)

twenty two mesenteries could be counted. They showed a teudencyto

be arranged so that broad and narrow mesenteries should alternate

with one another, Imt this arrangement was frequently marred l>\ a

broad mesenterj occurring in the place ofa narrow one, aud vice versa.

It is evident, however, that two grades of mesenteries are represented

in the section, one consisting of aboul twelve mesenteries quite wide

and bearing reproductive organs as a rule, and one whose mesenteries
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were much narrower and were also destitute of reproductive organs.

Whether, as I am inclined to believe Is the case, a third grade is pics

cut, extending only a short distance below the stomatodseum, is uncer-

tain. I was not able to prepare :i satisfactory series of sections which

would demonstrate this point, but sections made through a small por

tion of the column wall at a level with the stomatodseum seem to show

a greater number of mesenteries than occur in a portion of the same
Size lower (low ii.

The character of the mesenteries attached to the sulcar directive 1

did not discover. Opposite the sulcular end of the stomatodseum I

found a single mesentery (PI. \\\i v, Fig. lis, mes) which rapidly dim in

ished in size as it passed backward, and even at the level of the lower

edge of the stomatodseum was reduced to the merest rudiment. This I

lake to be a newly formed mesentery, its fellow of the opposite side

not having appeared.

A decided abnormality was seen in sections taken about, the middle

Of t he col 1 1 m n (PI. WW, Fig. 120), which involved two mesenteries sit ii

ated at or near I lie sulcar suiTace( K'). These had united to form a band

from which two lamella' extended into the body cavity. A little higher

these lainelhe were likewise united so that a cavity was inclosed by the

united mesenteries.

1 was not able to distinguish any aconlia in the region where they

usually occur in < 'eriant hids, though mesenterial filaments Occurred on

all the mesenteries. They were very imperfectly preserved, however,

and did not allow of an accurate study.

The reproductive organs are borne by the widest mesenteries, which

extend the greatest distance down the column. Both ova and sperma-

tozoa seem to be borne by each mesentery. (Plate \ wv, Fig. 119, ov and

te.) Ova are certainly present, and occurring with them, inclosed in the

inesogloea, bodies which I take to be spermatozoa. They (te) vary much
in size, occasionally being many times larger than the ova, and consist

of a deeply staining wall crowded with small nuclei, a cavity occurring

in the center of the larger ones and containing numerous nuclei, at

tached to Which I could in some cases discover delicate appendages.
They do not resemble the spermatozoa bundles of the I lexa.cl iin.c, but

bear a close resemblance to the testes of C. membranaceus, figured by
the Bertwigs. Cerianthm vas is accordingly most probably one of the

hermaphrodite Gerianthids.

The endOderm covering the mesenteries presents t he same characters

as thai found in the same regions in C. americanus, which I have de

scribed elsewhere ('90).

UNIDENTIFIED FORMS.

No. 725. Station 2825. Lat. 24° 22' 15" N. ; long. 110 L9' 15" W. Depth, 7 fathoms.

< >nr specimen.

No. 955. Station 2765. Lat. 36 43' S ; long. 56° 23' W. Depth, Hi fathoms. <»n«'

specimen.
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Part 111.

geographical and bathymetrical distribution of the actiniaria.

To anyone \\ h.> has studied the habits of Actinians the dependence

of tlie various species upon their surroundings is very evident. Some
tire to be found only on rocky shores, others prefer sandy bottoms,

while others again make their homes only in muddy Hats. Some bury

themselves in the sand or mud so that only the disk and tentacles pro-

trude, others are to be found only on gasteropod shells inhabited by

Hermit Grabs, while others again firmly clasp stems of Gorgonians.

In other words, nearly every species has a more or less definite habitat.

Furthermore, as a rule the various species have :i more or less defl

nite distribution, so thai it is possible to mark out more or less definite

geographical regions characterized by their Aetinian fauna. Thus the

eastern coast of the United States (.resents three fairly well defined

regions so far as the Aetinian fauna is concerned. North of Cape Cod

we have what may be termed the Boreal region, characterized by the

occurrence, among other forms, of Tealia crassicornis, Metridhim mar-

ginatum, and Cerianthus h<>n<<Iis Yerr. Secondly, there is what Yerrill

has called the Virginian region, which includes the Virginian and Caro

linian coasts, and probably Georgia to the south, and Delaware and

part of New Jersey to the north, characterized by the presence of I'lii/-

mactis cavernata, Adamsia sol, and Cerianthus americanus among others;

and lastly, there is the Florida region, characterized by forms identical

with those of the West Indies. Northern New Jersey and Long Island

Sound constitute an intermediate region possessing forms such as

Mi Iridium marginatum, reaching t heir most perfect development in the

Boreal region, and others, such as Eloactis (Halcampa) producta and

Paractis rapiformis, which belong properly to the Virginian region.

When the distribution of genera is considered, however, this definite*

ness. as might be expected, becomes more or less indistinct, though

even with some of these distinct areas of delimitation can be estab-

lished. With the larger -roups the same holds true, and even when

the orders are considered a certain amount of limitation of their dis-

tribution can be determined. The Actinina\ it is true, have a world-

wide distribution, but, as I have pointed out ('89), the Stichodacty-

lin;c. though of wide distribution, have their headquarters in the Pacific

and West Indian regions, and it maybe said in the regions of coral

formation.

Our knowledge, however, of the Aetinian fauna of a great deal of

the Pacific and Indian Oceans and of the South Atlantic is as yet very

Blight, and "it is hardly ti to enter into an exhaustive discussion of

the geographical distribution of the larger groups, families, and orders

of the Actinaria. So far as the Albatross collection is concerned, there
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is only one point that deserves special mention in this connection, and
that is the very wide distribution which it reveals for certain deep sea

species.

Actinauge verrillii and Actinauge fastigata have been obtained by
the U. S. Fish Commission at various localities off the eastern coast

of the United States. The former is recorded from various stations

from off* the coast of Nova, Scotia in the north to oh* Cape Ilatteras in

the south, from depths ranging from .*>() to 500 fathoms. A. fastigata

has been recorded from off Martha's Vineyard from a depth of .*;oo to

980 fathoms. In the Albatross collection these forms were obtained
from the following stations:

A. verrillii: Stations 2791, 2818, and 2839.

A. fastigata: Station 2791.

Station 2791 was off the coast of Chile; station 2818 off the coast of

Ecuador, in the neighborhood of the Galapagos Islands; and station

2839 off the coast of California.

Another form, Actinostola callosa, has likewise been obtained at

various stations on the eastern coast, ranging from the Grand Banks
of Newfoundland on the north to Cape Fear, N". C, on the south, at

depths varying from 50 to (>40 fathoms. This form likewise occurs

upon the west coast of America, having been obtained by the Alba-

tross at stations 2792, 2807, and 2818, all of which are off the coast of

Ecuador, and vary in depth from 392 to 812 fathoms.

Since we have seen that species of Actiniae are to a great extent de-

pendent upon external conditions, this wide distribution of these

deep-sea species is interesting. It seems improbable that they are

wanting in the deep water of the southwestern Atlantic; or, in other

words, that they occur sporadically upon the east and west coasts of

America. Future observations will probably reveal their occurrence
off the east coast of South America, a portion of the ocean whose
Actinian fauna is still to be studied, and it seems probable that they
occur over the sea bottom of the western trough of the Atlantic

throughout its entire extent, and doubling Cape Horn extend up the
west coast in deep water as far north at least as California. Since we
know that the temperature at considerable depths is fairly constant
and low, it may be supposed that over this wide area these forms rind

conditions sufficiently similar, and have thus been enabled to extend
their distribution.
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[ give here in tabular form the Localities and depths at which the

various species of the Albatross collection were obtained:

Name of species.

Tribe Edwaxrisise:
I'll irai dsia mil rmedia

Tribe Protaotinia
< Iractis Diomtdece

Tribe Bexactipia?.
Order ^ctininas.

Family ffaloainpidaa

:

HcUcuriat /'Hutu*

Peachia Koreni
Family Antln ;nl.<

Artini.t infeounda
Anemonia variabilis
,•1 in intuitu ( 'i inequalie
Condylactis cruentata
Myonanth us ambiguus

Family Boloeeridte:
Boloeera oceidua
Eolocera oceidua
Boloeera oceidua
Boloct hi pannosa
/.' loct in bit vicornia

Famih Paractid®:
Paraotis lineolata
Paractisvinosa
A.ntholoba reticulata
A Dtholoba reticulata
Antboloba ni iculata
Actinernus pit btjui
Actinostola callosa
A.ctinostola callosa
A. ttinostola callosa
Actinostola exeeUa
I etinostola excelsa

Actinostola perramentacea
Pyenanthus mal\fo>mis
Oymbactisfcbculenta

Family Sagartidse

:

s >t rtia lactea
Sagartia Saneti Mathcei
Sagartia pat adoxa
Sagartia crispata
Adamsia (.') mvolvens
&.ctinauge Verrillii

A.ctinauge Vei rillii

A.otinauge Verrillii
\ ri inange fastigata
Chitonanthus peotinatus. .

.

Stephanaettshyalonematis. .

.

Family BunodidSB :

Leiotealia badia
Familj PhyllaotidiB:

On bit lis calyfornica
Cradactii dxgitata

Order Stichodaotylii.se:
Family ( toraUimorpbidaj

:

t lorallimorphns profundus.
Family Discosomida?

:

Discosom a fuegii nsis
Tribe Ceriantheas

( 'erianthtu vas

Statiou.

2783

2839

2785
2764

2768

2783
•-'779

J77

1

2839
28 19

-.Nil l

2839

2791
•J7-.IL'

2807
28 1

8

'.'77(1

'.'771

2769
2839
2839

2785
2764
•J7(iti

2799
2793
2791
2839
2818
2791
2780
2807

2779

2766

_'7ti7

Latitude.

o / //

51 02 30 S.

.;.. 08 00 N

18 09 00 S
36 42 (Hi S.

Longitude

71 08 30 w

1 18 in no W

36 mi W
23 0" W.

33 08 cu N.
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the discovery of Oractis, although the Paractinice have been removed

from their higb place. Two out of three of the genera forming the

Tribe Protactiniae are deep-sea forms, including m n< I «-i this head all

those which live at depths approaching 500 fathoms.

It is doubtful, however, if any such limitation can Ik- set to distinguish

deep-sea lor shallow water forms. What we mean by deep-sea forms

are forms which live under conditions as a rule only to be found in t he

deeper water, one of the most important of which is perhaps great

and constant cold. This is a condition which may he obtained at

various depths according to latitude, and it is quite possible, in fact it

does happen, that forms which in more southern latitudes are found at

300 to 500 fathoms, may, in higher latitudes, occur at a depth of 30 to

50 fathoms. If, however, a limit is to be given I should suggest one

much less t han that proposed by Prof. Hertwig, perhaps as little as 100

fathoms. It would be better probably to allow the limit to vary, con-

sidering the zone at which the conditions arc practically constant

throughout the year to be the limit of true deep sea tonus.

There is definite evidence of a wide bathymetrical distribution of

deep-sea forms. For instance, Corallimorphus profundus was obtained

by the Challenger from 1,375 to 2,025 fathoms, while the Albatross speci-

mens were obtained from a depth of only 414 fathoms. So, too, we
have seen that Actinostola <«ll<>.s<< ranges from 50 to 812 fathoms, Acti

nauge fastigata from .500 to 980, and .1. Verrillii from .';<> to o77. Con-

versely also shallow water forms may extend down to depths sufficient

to overlap the regions inhabited by what maybe considered deep-water

forms. For instance, Antholoba reticulata is typically a littoral form,

yet the Challenger obtained it from a depth of 55 fathoms, a depth

greater than the highest limit from which either Actinostola <<tll<>.sa or

Actinauge Verrillii has been dredged.

.Making allowance for such cases, however, it is not difficult to divide

the Actiniaria into such forms as are typically deep sea dwellers and

those winch inhabit shallower waters. Reviewing the various families

as to their peculiarities in this respect, it will be found that certain

groups maybe assigned to one or other category, while others have
representatives in both. Among these latter are the Ed w ardsiae, Pro-

tactiniae, Sagartidae, Paractidae and Oorallimorphidae; among the

Sagartidae the Sagartinae are principally shallow-water forms, though

somesuchas Sagartia I<<<!<« and Adamsia ( ?) involvensoccurindeepwater,
while the < 'hondractininae areessentially deep-water forms, though Phel-

Ma hasseveral species dwelling in the littoral zone. The Paractidae, too,

though containing littoral forms are apparently more abundantly rep-

resented in deep water, and it is interesting to notice that in these as

well as in the Chondractininae, the deep-water forms are characterized

by the thickness and firmness of the mesoglcea of the column walls.

The Boloceridae so far as known are deep-water forms, as are also the

genera Polystomidium, Polyopib,a>u6\ Sicyonis; and, ontheotherhand, the

A at headae, Bunodidae, Phyllactidae, Heteractidae, Thalassianthidas, and
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in fact all t lit- forms with abnormally-shaped tentacles, excluding thosein

which these structures arc reduced to stomidia, are essentially inhab-

itants of shallow water. Perhaps an explanation oi the development

of fronds as in the Phyllactidse and of branching and nodulose tentacles

in shallow water forms may be found in the greater or less mimicry

of the plant forms, with which littoral actinians arc associated, which

is thus produced, and which would serve as a protection from carniv-

orous enemies.

As with the geographical distribution, bowever,mucb yet remains to

he done before any proper generalizations as to the significance of and
the causes which govern the batln metrical distribution ot the Actini-

aria can be made, and t lie remarks here presented are simply a sketchy

outline of some of the ideas that have suggested themselves during the

investigation of the Albatross collection.

May, 1892.

APPENDIX.

Since the preceding report was completed 1 have had the opportunity

of examining the collections of Actinians in the museum at Berlin,

and also the Challenger collection in the Natural History Department
of the British Museum, and must express my sincere thanks at this

earliest opportunity to Prof, von Martens and Prof. Jeffrey Bell for the

courtesy with which they acceded to my request to examine these very

valuable collections and for their ureal kindness in affording me every

facility for studying them. I also desire to state my obligations to my
friend Prof. A. C. Haddon for many valuable suggestions and much
interesting information with regard to the European Chondractinince,

as well as for the opportunity of examining the valuable collection of

forms belonging to that group which he possesses.

As the result of my studies of these collections 1 have been able to

confirm the correctness of certain suggestions made in the report, and
also have obtained new light upon the identification of certain forms,

and have thought it advisable to incorporate in this Report in the form

of an appendix some of the more important of my results.

Anemonia variabilis (p, 1-47).— In the Berlin Museum are preserved the

forms described by Studer ('78), which were collected by the Gazelle

expedition, and among them is a form which seems to be identical with

that described above as Anemonia variabilis. This is Corynactis carnea^

Studer. In size and habitat it agrees very closely with the Albatross

specimens, and the capitate character which Studer describes for the

tentacles is not at all well pronounced. It was upon this character

that Studer relied in assigning it to the genus CorynactiSj but the ten-

tacles are plainly arranged in cycles, a fact which may be deduced from

his statement that the tentacles are "zahlreich in zwei Keihen." The

similarity is so striking that, taking it into consideration with the fact

that both have the same habit, and come, from essentially the same
locality and depth, i have no hesitation in pronouncing for its identity
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with the Albatross specimens, whose, name should consequently be
changed to Anemonia carnea (Studer).

Bolocera brevicomis (p. 158).—In the Keport 1 have expressed my
opinion that Hertwig's Lvponema multiporum is a Bolocera from which
all the tentacles have fallen away. After an examination of the dial
lenger specimens I feel more than ever convinced that such is the ease.

It is, however, as I suspected, specifically distinct from /»'. brevicomis.

Genus Actinemus (p.165).—There can be no doubt but that Hertwig's

Polysiplionia tuberosa properly belongs to the genus Actinernus
i
though

its specific distinctness from all forms of that genus hitherto described

is exceedingly probable.

It is interesting to note in connection with the extension of the

geographical range of the genus from the western basin of the Atlantic

to the Pacific that I hidden* has recently noted its occurrence in

the eastern portion of the Atlantic, in 750 fathoms off the southwest,

coast of Ireland.

Adiiiostola callosa (p. 107).—Hertwig's Dysactis crassicomis is un-

doubtedly identical with this form. The description given by Verrill

of Crticiiia callosa was published in '813, and Hertwig's report of the
ChallengerActini&r'm appeared in the same year, as did also apreliminary
report, t It consequently is a question as to which name has the
priority. There can be no question as to validity of VerrilPs generic

term, and it seems probable that his original description, which appeared
in the March-April number of Sillinian's American Journal of Science,

slightly antedates Hertwig's preliminary report. Leaving this aside,

however, it seems preferable to adopt VerrilPs name in its entirety,

since the term crassicomis has a prior association with a member of

the genus Tealia.

Genus Chitonanthus (p. 189).—In establishing this genus I have laid

stress upon two features: the presence of capitular ridges and the ab-

sence of bulbous enlargements at the bases of the tentacles. The un-

satisfactory nature of the classification of the Chondractininse alluded

to above is principally due to the importance bestowed upon the nature

and arrangement of the tubercles*. The specimens of Chitonanthus pec-

.

tinatus in the Albatross show of how little importance this feature may
be in some eases, and it seems advisable to seek for some more constant.

characters. It is possible that these are to be found in the nature of

the capitulum and of the bases of the tentacles. The genus Actinauge
seems well marked off, but this is not the case with Chondractinia, Chit

onactis, and Hormathia, genera, established principally on the nature of

the tubercles, or on their arrangement. It is not improbable that it

will prove necessary to fuse these genera into one, removing from it,

however, Hertwig's Chitonanthus (Phellia) pectinatus and Haddon's

* A. ('. Haddon.—Report on the Actiniae dredged off the southwest coast of Ireland.

in May, 1888. l'roc. Roy. Irish Acad., 3d ser., Vol. i, 1890.

tSitzungsber. Jenaisch. Gesellsch, 188-'.

Proe. K. M. 03 U
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Hormathia Andersoni, both of which have been referred by the latter

author to the genus Hormathia.

The Ohondractininse, if this suggestion prove worthy of acceptance,

would then consist of the genus Hormathia characterized by the pres

ence of tubercles and a smooth capitulum, and by the absence of bulb-

ous enlargements at the bases of the tentacles; the genus Actinauge

possessing tubercles, a ridged capitulum, and bulbous enlargements to

the tentacles; Chitonanthus with tubercles, and capitular ridges, but

without tentacular bulbs; and 8tephanactis, if it prove to be a "good."

genus, without tubercles, capitular ridges, or tentacular bulbs, but with

a clasping base. To these it may !»< necessary to add Phellia without

tubercles, capitular ridges, or tentacular bulbs and without a' clasping

base.

November 8, L892.
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Plate xix.

Fig. 1. Edwardsia intermedia, Nat. size.

2. Transverse section through introverted scapns of E. intermedia. Zeiss A 2,

S. Transverse section through mesentery otE. intermedia. Zeiss A2.
4. Transverse section of column wall oiE. intermedia, passing through a tuber-

cle. Zeiss I) 2.

5. Oractis diomedeos, viewed from the side. Nat. size.

i,. Oraeiis diomedea, viewed from above. Nat. size.

7. Transverse section of tentacle of 0. diomedeoj Dear its base. Zeiss A 2.

8. Transverse section of column of 0. diomedew. The roman numerals indicate

the probable embryological succession of the mesenteries. (An error has

been made in the reproduction of this figure. The mesentery numbered

V should be I, and the imperfect mesentery intervening between thin uud

III should be V.)

Plate xx.

Fig. 9. Transverse seel ion of a perfect mesentery of 0. diomedea. Zeiss a 2.

10. Transverse section cutting column wall, disc and baseof the tentacles of 0.

diomedece. Zeiss A 2.

U, Longitudinal section through margin and upper pari ofthe column wall of O.

diomedece. Zeiss :i 2.

12. Halcurias pilatus. Nat. size.

tS. Transverse section through mesentery of II. pilatus, Zeiss A 2.

Plate xxi.

Fig. 14. Transverse section through the upper pari of the column of //. pilatus. a 2.

15. Transverse section through ectoderm of the column wall of //. pilatus.

Zeiss D 2.

16. Peachia Koreni. Nat. size.

17. Transverse section through a mesenterial filament of Actinia infecunda.

Zeiss I) 2.

IS. Anemonia variabilis. Nat. size.

19. Transverse section throngh the column ofA. variabilis. % and //denote areas

where the regular sequence of perfect and imperfect mesenteries is inter-

fered with, x about 10.

20. Condylactis eruentata. Nafr. size.

21. Transverse sect ion of primary mesentery of Condylactis eruentata. Zeiss a 2.

22. Myonanthus ambiguus. Nat. size.

Plate xxii.

Fig. 23. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of M. ambiguus.

24. Transverse sect ion of sphincter muscle of Boloeera occidua. Zeiss a 2.

25. Portion oftransverse section of primary mesentery of />'. occidua. Zeiss A 2.

2<j. Portion of transverse section of a tentacle of /-'. occidua. Zeiss a 2.

27. Basal portion of longitudinal section throngh a tentacle of B. occidua. Zeiss

A 2 unscrewed.

28. Portion of transverse section of a tentacle of B.pannosa. Zeiss A 2.

29. Transverse section through a perfect mesentery of /•'. pannosa. Zeiss A 2.

Plate xxiii.

Fig SO. Transverse section of the sphincter muscle of />'. pannoea. Zeiss A 2.

.*?/. Transverse section of the sphincter muscle of /.'. brevicomis. Zeiss a 2.

' Outer portion of \ ransverse section of mesentery of />'. brevicornis Zeiss A 2.
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Fig. S3, [nner portion of transverse section of mesentery of Bgbrevioornia. Zeiss A2.
84. Paractia lineolata. Nat. size.

Transverse section of Imperfect mesentery of Paraolia lineolata. Zeiss a 2.

36. Transverse Beotion of sphincter muscle of I', lineolata. Zeiss a -.

Paractia vinoaa. Nat. si/e.

Trausverse section of tentacle of /'. vinoaa. Zeiss A. 2.

39. I'ori ion of transverse section of mesentery of /'. vinoaa. Zeiss A l'.

in. Portion of transverse section <>t" sphincter muscle of /'. vinoaa. Zeiss 1) 2

Plate xxiv.

Fig. 41. Transverse section of sphincter of /'. vinoaa. Zeiss a 2.

/.'. Transverse section (somewhat oblique) of base of .a tentacle of Actinernua

plebeius. Zeiss A 2.

43. Portion of transverse section of sphincter muscle of A. plebeius. Zeiss A L\

44. Portion of transverse section of primary mesentery of ./. plebeiua. Zeiss A 2.

45. Transverse seet ion of mesentery of .1. plebeilt8. Zeiss a •_'.

ii',. Seel ion, partly diagrammatic, showing the arrangement of the mesenteries

of Actinoatola calloaa.

Plate \\\

Fig. 47. Actinoatola calloaa. Nat. size.

is. Transverse seel ion of a tentacle of A. calloaa. Zeiss A 2.

49 and 50. Transverse section of a perfect mesentery of A. calloaa. Zeiss A "_'.

51. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of .1. calloaa. \ 2.

52. Portion of transverse section of sphincter muscle of .1. calloaa. Zeiss A 2.

I'l.A IK XXVI.

Fig. 63. Actinoatola excelaa. Nat. size.

54. Transverse section of sphiucter muscle of I. excelaa. Zeiss a 2.

r>;~>. Transverse section of perfect mesentery of .1. excelaa. Zeiss a 2.

56. Transverse section of portion of a tentacle of A. excelaa. Zeiss a 'J.

57. Actinoatola pergamentacea. Nat. size.

'58. Tangential section of portion of the disk of a specimen of Actinoatola perga-

nu niacin. Zeiss A 2.

Plate xxvh.

Fig.59. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of .1. pergamentacea. Zeiss a 2.

60. Portion of transverse sect ion of a tentacle of .1. pergamentacea. Zeiss a 2.

CI. Portion of transverse sect ion of mesentery of I. pergamentacea. Zeiss D 2.

62. Outer portion of transverse sect ion of mesenterv of .1. pergamentacea above

the level of the parieto-hasilar muscle. Zeiss a L'.

63. Middle portion of same section as that from which Pig. I was drawn.

64. Pycnanthu8 maliformi8. Nat. size.

65. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of /'. maliformia. \ 4.

66. Portion of transverse section of sphincter muscle of P. maliformia from the

region indicated in Pig. 65. Zeiss 1) 2.

Transverse section through a perfect mesentery of /'. maliformia. Zeiss a 2.

Plate \\\ m.

Fig. 68. Tangential section through disk of a Bpeci i of /'. maliformia. Zeiss A 'J.

69. Cymbactia fasculenia. Nat. size.

70. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of C. fasoulenta. Zeiss a 'J.

;/. Transverse section of mesentery of first cycle of C.faoulenta. Zeiss a 2.

Sagartia laciea. Nat
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Fig. 73. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of S. lactea. x about 2.

74. Transverse section of of primary mesentery of S. lactea. Zeiss a 2.

75. Transverse section of acoutium of S. lactea. Zeiss D 2.

1'LATK XXIX.

Fig. 70. Portion of transverse section of Sphincter muscle of S. lactea. Zeiss A 2.

77. Sagartia Sancti Mathan. Nat. size.

7S. Transverse section of sphincter of S, Sancti Afathcei.

Zeiss A 2.

79. Sagartia paradoxa. Nat. size.

SO. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of S. paradoxa. Zeiss A 2.

81. Transverse section of a directive mesentery of S. paradoxa.

82 and 83, Adamsia .' involvene. Nat. size

Plate xxx.

Fig. 84. Semidiagrammatic section through the column of S. paradoxa, showing
the arrangement of the mesenteries. The roman numerals indicate the

cycles of mesenteries, x and // the abnormal pairs.

85. Transverse sect ion of sphincter muscle of A. involvena.

86. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of Actinauge Verrillii. Zeiss A 2.

87. Transverse section through the upper third of the sphincter muscle of A.

Verrillii. Zeiss A 2.

88. Transverse section through the lower third of the sphincter mnscle of A.

Verrillii. Zeiss A 2.

89. Portion of upper part of column of.l. Verrillii, the specimen having been

divided longitudinally. Nat. size.

Plate xxxr.

Fig. 90. Transverse section of mesentery of the second cycle of A. Verrillii. Zeiss A 2.

91. Transverse sect ion through the base of a tentacle of A. Verrillii. Zein A 2.

92. Outer portion of transverse, section of a mesentery of the first cycle of A.

Verrillii. Zeiss A 2.

93. Actinauge faetigata. Nat. size.

94. Transverse section of the sphincter muscle of A. faatigata.

95. Transverse section of the lower part of the sphincter muscle of A. faatigata.
Zeiss A 2.

96. Transverse section of the upper part of the sphincter muscle of A. faatigata.

Zeiss A 2.

97. Transverse section of a mesentery of the fust cycle of A. faatigata. Zeiss A 2.

Plate xxxm.

Fig. OS. ChitonanthuB pectinatus. Nat. size.

99. View of surface of a dissected specimen of C. pectinatua which had been
divided longitudinally. Nat. size.

100. Transverse section of the sphincter muscle of C. pectinatua. x 4.

101. Transverse section of portion of the sphincter muscle of C. pectinatus.

Zeiss a 2.

In.'. Transverse section of a mesentery of the first cycle of C. pectinatus. Zeiss

a, 2.

103. Stephanactia hgalonematia. Nat. size.

104. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of Leiotealia badia. Zeiss A 2.

105. Ouluctis californica. Nat. size.
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Plai r XXXIII.

Fig. W6. Transverse section of primary mesentery of /-. badia. Zeiss A 2.

107. Transverse Bootion of a mesentery of the lirsi oyole of 0. caltfornica.

tOS. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of 0. californica. Zeiss A 2.

t09. Portion of margin of Cradaotia digiUtta, showing the tentacles and the

fronds, x 'J.

Ha. View of frond ofC digitata. Enlarged.

///. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of C. digitata. Zeiss A •_'.

//.'. Transverse section of directive mesentery of 0. digitata, Zeiss a 2.

Plate xxxiv.

I'ui. //'.'. Transverse section of sphincter muscle of Diacosoma fuegxenais. Zeiss a 2.

///. Transverse section <»t the mesentery of the second cycle of Diacosoma

I'tlri/ii nsis. Zeiss ;i L\

tlS. Transverse sect inn of Bphincter muscle of Inemonia ' inequalia. Zeiss a 2.

tl6. Transverse seotion >•! a
i
>« > i* t i « > i > of the column of A, inequalia. Zeiss a 2.

//;. I'tiiiiulliiis ms. Mat. size.

118 I tarsal portion of 1 ransverse Bection of (In- upper pari of the column of C.

rus. Zeiss ;i 2.

tl9 Transverse section through gonophoric region of a mesentery ofC vaa

Zeiss 1> L'.

Plate xxxv.

Fig. !?(> Transverse seotion through the middle of the column ofC. vas. points to

tlm fusion of two mesenteries.

/'/ Diagram showing the relation of the teutacles to the capitulai ridges in

dctinauge I'irrilUi-
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ON THE STATUS OF THE GRAY SHRIKE, COLLECTED BY CAPT.
BLAKISTON, IN YEZO, JAPAN.

BY

LfiONTTARI) Stejneger.

A recent paper by Mr. II. E. Dresser (Remarks on Lanius excubitor

and its Allies< Ibis, L892, pp. 374-380), and especially bis remarks on

p. 378, on ;i certain specimen of gray shrike from the island of Askold,

near Vladivostok, in Eastern Siberia, led me to reexamine the only Jap

anese specimen ever taken, viz, U. S. National Museum, No. 96130,

(Blakist., No. 1097, ?
; Mohitze, Yezo, March 9, 1873). The two local

ities are nearly under the same latitude (43° and 42° N.), and almost

facing each other across the Japanese Sea.

Mr. Dresser describes the Askold specimen uu :is having no trace of

vermiculations on the under parts, nor any trace of brown in the

plumage, but it lias a single alar bar, and lias the rump and upper

tail-coverts pure white," and lie considers it ''extremely puzzling," be-

cause, as lie says, "in all the targe series which I have examined this

is the only specimen I have met with lacking the vermiculations <>n

the underparts and all trace of the brown tinge in the plumage."

However, it is plain from his subsequent argument and from the way
lie quotes Mr. Bogdauow in regard to the American L. borealis, that he

believes the hitter to be more or less brownish, even the fully adult.

It is evident, then, that he is not acquainted with the adult L. borealis,

which is quite as pure gray as />. excubitor, and if Mr. Dresser in all

the large series he 1ms examined has not seen an adult //. borealis, one

might be tempted to believe that he has not met with the adult

L. major (Auctorum nee Wilkes), or L, sibiricus, as it is preferable to

eall it, except the Askold specimen.

The .Japanese specimen above alluded to agrees in every particular

with Dresser's description of the Askold bird. But, on the other hand,

it also agrees most minutely (except outer tail-feather, which is whiter, a

character of no value in these birds) with ;i specimen from Russia (U.

S. Nat. Mus. No. 98550). Now r

,
Dresser considers the European speci-

mens unworthy of even subspecific rank (torn, cit., p. 375), but, if so,

he ought to call the Askold and the 5Tezo birds L. excubitor pure and
simple. I do not think he will do so; but then the Russian and
the Askold Ye/.o birds are most assuredly identical and indistinguish-

Proceedings National Museum Vol. XVI- No. 831
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able, even by a splitter of so horrible a reputation as myself. What are

we going to do in this dilemma ?

Someone "anxious to lump" might take the horn of considering it now
demonstrated that as (1) the European specimens with a single alar

speculum have been "proven" to be nothing but L. excubitor, and (2)

the eastern Asiatic birds are indistinguishable from these, the so-called

L. sibiricus is also '-proven" to be L. excubitor pure and simple; fur-

thermore, :is (3) it has also been "proven" that L. lorealis is not even

subspecifically distinct from L. sibiricus (Dresser, loc. cit.,p.379), it fol-

lows that even the North American bird must stand as L. excubitor.

There seems to be some logic in this, yet 1 doubt if anyone will heboid

enough to draw the consequences.

The other horn is this: The American adult bird (L. borealis), and 1

wish it understood that I speak of the adult birds alone, as I do not

think it possible to separate all the young birds, is always* distin-

guished by having the under side cross vermiculated, and has always

a single wing speculum; L. sibiricus also has a single wing speculum,

but the fully adult bird is pure white underneath; L. excubitor, un-

mixed, has a double wing speculum. L. borealis is strictly confined to

North America; L. sibiricus occurs from the Japanese Sea all through

northern Siberia and northern Russia to Norwegian Finmark; /..

excubitor, unmixed, is confined to central and southeastern Europe

(broadly speaking). The boundaries of the two latter forms do now

meet, or in certain places even overlap, interbreeding and consequent

intermediate specimens being the result; but I have reason to believe

that this meeting of the two species, in some places, at least, is of com
parativcly recent date.

The very great uniformity which L. sibiricus shows over such an

enormous area, from the Pacific to the Atlantic oceans, as evidenced by

the specimens referred to above, speaks in favor of its stability and its

distinctness. And this point alone, if there were no others, is suffi-

cient to indu< e me to select the latter horn of the dilemma. Whether
this view of the case is the true one 1 think is beyond anybody's power

to say for the present, for 1 do not believe that there is enough material

in anyone museum or city to decide, and I even doubt that all the

specimens in St. Petersburg, London, and Washington to day, if brought

together, would settle the question beyond dispute.

In the mean time I think it perfectly safe to call the speci • Yo>n

Askold and from Yezo Lanius sibiricus (Bogdanow).

""Always" in tho sense which does not preclude possible exceptions due to indi-

vidual variation.



THROWING-STICKS FROM MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.

BY

Otis T. Mason.

In the report of the National Museum for 1884 I published a short

paperon the Eskimo "throwing-sticks"in the Department of Ethnology.

The object of the article was to show how the methods and problems

of natural history arc applicable to the products and apparatus of

human industry. Hero we had a homogeneous people in blood and

language, occupying a zoological area which we call hyperborean, and

stretching out to cover Labrador, Greenland, all Arctic Canada, and

the shores of Alaska, from the Mackenzie district all around to Mount

St. Elias. It was with genuine pleasure that the author afterwards

received from Dr. Seler, Mr. Murdoch, Dr. Stolpe, Dr. Uhle, Mr.Bahu-

son, Mrs. Nuttall, and Dr. Mortillet their own later contributions upon

the same ingenious Implement, with the acknowledgments that their

publication was stimulated by the "Eskimo paper."*

In Science, for October 30, 1891, 1 gave a brief description, without

figures, of an example secured for me on Lake Patzcuaro, Mexico, by

Cant. John G. Bourke, U. S. Army. The apparatus was bought by

this gentleman from a hunter, and may now be seen in the U. S. National

" Altmexikanische Wurfbretter, von Dr. Ed. Keler, Internationales Archiv fur

Ethnographic, Bd. io, 1890; The history of the throwiug-stick, which drifted from

Alaska to Greenland, by John Murdoch, Am. Anthropologist, July, 1S90 ; Ueber

altmexikanische und stidamerikanische Wurfbretter, von Dr. Hjalmar Stolpe, in

Stockholm, Internal. Archiv f. Ethnog., lid. in, 1890; Ueber die Wurfhtilzer der

Ind inner Amerikas, von Dr. Max Uhle, Mittheil. der Anthrop. Gesellsch. in Wien,

lid. xvn, n. P., vn, 1S87; Ueber siidamerikanische Wurfholzer im Kopenhagener

Museum, von Kristian Bahnson, Internat. Archiv i'. Ethuog., n, L889; Mrs. Zelia

Nuttall, in a paper read before the Woman's Anthropological Society in Washington

,

entitled "The Atlatl or Spear-Thrower of the Ancient Mexicans, Arch, and Ethnol,

Papers of the Peabody Museum, I, No. 3; Les propulseurs a crochet modernes et

l«icliistoriques, par Adrien de Mortillet, Rev. Meiisuelle de l'Ecole d'Anthropologic

de Paris, i, 15 aout 1891.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 932.
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Museum. The thrower is 2 feet •"> inches long, and has two finger-

s\ holes projecting, one from the righl

/ \ /\ and one from the left side In my
paper on the Eskimo stick no case

of iw<> (inger-holes occurs, and the

only example in which :i finger

hole projects from Hie side at all is

from Point Harrow . Sincethe pub-

lication, however, another specimen

comes from Cook Inlet. In Dr.

Stolpe's paper is the exactcounter

pari of the Bourke specimen, only

the latter lias no ornament and is a

practical everyday implement for

killing ducks. The spear-shaft islO

feci long, of slender cane, and has a

hole at the after end for the hook

<if I he Hi row ing-stick. The gig con-

sists of three iron barbs, for all the

world like those on the Eskimo tii

dent for water fowl.

Mr. Charles II. Read read a paper

on the 10th of March, 1891, before

the Anthropological I nst it nte. Lon-

don, being an account of a collection

of ethnological specimens found

during Vancouver's voyage in the

Pacific Ocean. Among the illus-

trations (J. Anthrop. Inst.. Vol.

XXI, PI. XI, Figs. 1, L/) oceans the

picture of an atlatl, ~»; inches in

length, the shortest of which we
Klii

have any record. The description duck-spear, r.s.
" , . ,. . . ,.

,,' Xat. Mus., Cat. N<>.

given by Air. Read is as follows: l5302o. (Capt,j.G.

•Spear thrower of moderately Bourke, u. s. a.)

hard, I i<; lit colored wood, pierced with two holes

for I he livst two fingers. The

hook is made of a piece of

bone, rudely shaped* The
whole seems to have lieen

once covered with red color,

new almost worn away.

Prom the hone hook to the

projection at the broad end f

of the implement is a shallow

Nat.Mus ,Cal No.153020

fCapt. .1 G. Bourke i

S A.i

. Vancouver throw

stick. British Muse
. (C. II. Read i l

channel, as is usually lound. Anthrop [nsi i i

This would seeui to be the ' Santa Barbara throw "" r' n1

iug stick
' of the MS. catalogue, both from its similai ity in work to the
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US

Fig. 5. T'lingittbrowing

mg-stick I nl isli Mu-
seum. (('. II. Read).

other Santa Barbara specimens, and from the fact that the other throw

ing-sticksin the collection correspond

with their respective numbers in the

catalogue."

Accompanying this specimen in the

same plate is a harpoon bearing- the,

following description (Fig. 2, PI. xl) :

tk Spear with loose head."

Now this Vancouver specimen is

identical in every point with the one

from Lake Patzcuaro excepting its

length, and points at this moment to

the most northern

limit of the type,

withfingerholes on

either side. Any-

one familiar with

the apparatus will

see at once that it.

will lit either the

right or the left

hand, while the

northern type will

lit only one hand,

usually the right.

In PI. xvii of my
former paper two

V e ry interesting

Fig. 4. Vancouver u \ ( \ specimens are
retrieving spear. , .

British Museum, described from the
(C.H.Eead.) Tlingit or Kolos-

chan area about Sitka. One of

these is figured in Ensign Mblack's monograph
(Smithsonian Report, Part n, 18S8, PI. xxvn, Pig.

157). These specimens are very Old, are covered

a> ith totemic devices, and represent a decayed arl

passed into its mythic stage. Similar apparatus is

shown in Mr. Read's paper (PI. xl, Figs. 3 a, b, c.d,e).

In this connection attention is drawn to a device

for throwing a bird or hsh spear found along the

west coast of the United States, which slightly re-

calls Mr. Head's specimen. It consists of a flat piece

of wood with notches for two fingers, and it is at-

tached to the end of a long spear shaft. Historically fig. g. Bird and fish har-

ji , ,i , i
'.,. . . iKKiii staff. Makah In-

fills is not known to be either parent or descendant
dians, Waehin«ton state.

of the Vancouver example, but being found half u.s."Nat.Mus.,Cat.ifo.

way between Monterey Bay and the Tlingit area-
7275"-

<
J - s- Swaa ->

it raises one of those inquiries which stimulate further research.





SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF EXPLORATIONS BY THE U. S. FISH COM-
MISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS.

[Published by permission of Jlim. Marshall McDonald, Commissioner of Fisheries.]

No. XXIV.—DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW GENERA AND SPECIES OF CRABS
FROM THE WEST COAST OF NORTH AMERICA AND THE SANDWICH
ISLANDS.

BY

Mary J. Rathbun.

Department «/' Marine Invertebrates,

Of the new forms described in the following pages, the Sandwich
Island region is represented by seven species; of the west American

forms all but two are fonnd in southern California or Lower California,

including the Gulf coast. In all six genera and forty-six species are

described, of which four genera, and forty species were collected by the

U.S. Fish Commission steamer,llbatross ; of these forty species, seven

had been previously collected by other parties, but had not been de-

scribed. In the Proceedings of the Museum for 1891, 1892, and 1893

have been described seven new species of Panopeus, Periceridae and

Maiithe from recent Albatross dredgings, making a total of forty-seven

new species of brachynran crustaceans collected by that vessel between

July 1, 1888, and December 31, 1891. From this calculation are

omitted the results of the cruise to the Galapagos Islands in the spring

of 1891.

Family INACH II ).F.

Subfamily Leptopodienme.

Genus ERICERUS.

Carapace much elevated at the cardiac region. Rostrum long and

simple. Postocular spine present. Abdomen of male six segmented,

the penultimate and terminal segments coalesced. On the sternum,

in front of the abdomen, there are two spines pointing downward and

forward, and situated on either side of the median line. The rlagellum

and a portion of the basal joint of the antenna are visible at the sides

of the rostrum. Merus of the external maxillipeds with the inner

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XYI—No. 933.
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224 NEW GENERA AND SPECIES OF CRAUS RATHBUN.

angle strongly produced, acute. Chelipeds much stonier than the am
bulatory legs; merus trigonal, curved ; baud broad and inflated; fingers

no longer than the palm, arched. The ambulatory legs diminish rapidly

in length from the first to the fourth; they are slender and subcylindri

cal ; dactyli short and curved.

This genus is intermediate between Metoporhaphis and Podochela; it

differs from the former in the relative length of the ambulatory legs

and their dactyls, in the absence of the long spine from i he meraljoints,

and in the broader Lauds and arched dactyls of the chelipeds; from

i lie latter m the more elevated carapace and longer rostrum.

Ericeius latimanue

Surfaced carapace and legs pubescent. < )n the gast ric region l here

are two small tubercles on the median line, the anterior the smaller;

the cardiac region is armed with a prominent, blunt, well-rounded

tubercle; there is a tubercle <>n the first abdominal segment; on the

margin of the carapace there is a minute spine in fronl of the cheli-

peds, another on the hepatic region, behind which there is a third on

the pterygostomian region. The rostruni is about as long as (lie post-

frontal portion of the carapace; it is triangulate, acuminate, slightly

curved upward, hollowed underneath for its proximal half, flattened

above between the orbits. Orbital arch thickened. Basal antenna!

joint with a.blunt tooth at theantero external angle. Chelipeds spinu-

lous <»n the inner margin, granulate beneath; merus with the outer

margin irregularly tubereulate, and a spine on the upper surface at the

distal end; carpus one-spihed above; lingers dentate within, gaping

except at the tips. A.mbulatory legs hairy, especially on the penulti-

mate joints; dactyls slightly curved, spinulous beneath.

Length of carapace, including rostrum 2G, width 12 millimeters.

Collected by the U. S, Fish Commission steamer Albatross in the

Gulf of California, at Ooncepcion Bay, Lower California, March 1!>,

L889 (17325); and oil Adair Bay, Mexico, lat. 31 21' N., Ion-. 113 t9'

W., ll fathoms, sand, broken shells, gravel, temperature G7°, station

3024, L889 (17324).

Podochela tenuipes.

Branchial regions flattened, hepatic moderately prominent, the gas-

tric region rounded; cardiac prominence small, tubereulate. Uostrum

thick, triangulate, acute. The re is a small post ocular spine or tubercle.

The pterygostomian ridge is moderately developed. The abdomen of

the male is composed of six segments, the last two normal segments

coalesced; flrsl two segments \isilde from above; first segmenl long;

second very wide; from it the abdomen tapers rapidly to the last seg-

ment, "which is long and rounded a1 the extremity. The abdomen of

the female is pubescent, and fits over the thin erect laminiform expan-

sion of the sternum, Basal antennal joint with a blunt longitudinal

ridge on the posterior two-thirds of Its length, which is a little nearer
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the thin inner edge than the thickened outer margin and is divided

from them by deep grooves. Merus joint of outer inaxillipeds strongly

produced on the inner side, deeply cut at theantero internal angle. In

adult males the chelipeds are moderately robust, pubescent; merus

trihedral, curved, outer margin spiny; tlie carpus has a superior, pos

terior spine; palm inflated, lingers shorter than the palm, gaping. In

females and young the chelipeds are slender, the hands seinicylindrieal.

Ambulatory legs long and slender, especially the first two pairs; with

long hairs, those on the upper surface curled
; dactyli falciform, toothed,

in the first pair about one third the length, in the remaining pairs

about one-half the length, of the penultimate joints; these joints have
no thumb processes, but in the last two pairs are slightly thickened in

the distal half.

Length of male 14, widtli 9 millimeters. Length of female 14, width
10 millimeters.

Southern California; \Y. II. Dall (1750.")).

Lower California; LJ. S. Fish Commission steamer A Ibatross. 1880:

Station.
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Podochcla ^C'oiyihyiichus) lobifions.

Carapace pubescent. Cardiac protuberance prominent, surrounded

by a deep sulcus; gastric region slightly swollen; hepatic prominence

with a laminate, granulate projection. PostocUlar lobe large tor the

genus, thin and rounded. Pterygostomian ridge prominent, its lithe

showing from above behind the hepatic lobe. Postocular, liepatic, and
subhepatic lobes spinulous. liostrum broad, thin, not produced be

yond the antennular fossfe, slightly notehed.iu (lie middle. The ocu-

lar peduncles have a spiuule above, and traces of a spinule on the an-

terior and the posterior portions of the middle. Sternum deeply exca-

vated in a transverse groove bci ween the chelipeds, and in ( wo rounded

grooves in advance of (he chelipeds. Male abdomen composed of sixgrooves in auvance o] one cneiipeas, iwa.ie amiomen composed <>i six

segments, the first of which is long and bituberculate <»n the median

line. Basal anlennal joint exceeding the rostrum, strongly angled,

the anterior portion as deep as it is broad, the anterior surface deeply

grooved for the insertion of the nagellum, whicb is hall' as long as the

carapace. Merus jointof the external maxillipeds broad, truncate at

the anterior edge, strongly notched at the an tero internal angle, the

inner margin prominent. Chelipeds stout, one-half again as long as

the carapace, pubescent, spinulous; ischium and uaerus spinulous and
spinous below and on (lie inner sin lace, the spines on t lie margins broad,

Hat, and ornamented with spinules; carpus strongly spinous above;

inaniis broad and swollen, spinous on the margins, spines of the inner

margin in groups; fingers widely gaping lor one-half their length; ;i

prominent tooth on the dactyl. Ambulatory legs very slender and

pubescent, the first pair more than three limes the length of the cara-

pace; dactyls of first two pairs about one third, of last two pairs about

one-half the length of the penultimate joints; the dactyli of the last

three nairs are falciform.three pairs are falciform.

Length LM).r>, width is millimeters.

A single male specimen was taken in the trawl by the Albatross, off

Abreojos Point, Lower California, in hit. 26 » 16' I.V NT., long. 1 L3 1l"

15" \Y., 58 fathoms, gray sand, broken shells, temperature 56°, sta-

tion 3044, L889 (17331).

Subfamily I NACHIW i:.

Genns ERILEPTUS

Carapace broadly triangular; regions well defined, convex. There

is a postorbital and also a supraorbital spine. Rostrum slender ami
simple. Abdomen and sternum granulate; abdomen six segmented.

Basal antenna] joint with a slender spine at the antero external angle.

Merus of external maxillipeds with a prominent obtuse lobe on the

inner margin. Chelipeds very long, slender, snbc\ lindrical ; fingers

short, arched. Ambulatory legs \er.v slender, shorter than theclieli

peds; dactyls almost straight,
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Erileptus spinosus.

Carapace spinous; two spines <m the median line, one on the pos-

terior part of the gastric region, and the other on thecardiac region;

there is one long spine on the branchial region, with a small one in

front of it and two on the margin; a spine on the margin of the hepa-

tic region, and two very small ones arranged transversely on the gas

trie region; there is a slender spine on the orbital arch. Rostrum

slender, spiuuloiis on the margins, about one halt the length of the

post trout a 1 petition of the carapace. Postorbital spine small, at some

distance behind the eye. The abdomen bears a spine on the first seg

ment. Chelipeds nearly three times as long as I he carapace, granulate;

merits one-spined above at the anterior margin; hand slender, slightly

flattened vertically, increasing in width toward the distal end; dactyl

and pollex arched, gaping for one halt their length. Ambulatory legs

decreasing regularly in length from the first to the fourth; fourth pair

a little more than one-half the length of the first.

This species in the arrangement of its spines and in the rostrum re-

sembles Anasimus rostral us, but the carapace is much broader pos-

teriorly, the legs are different in character, and the postorbital spine

is small and remote from the eye, while in Anasimus it is distinct and

defines the orbit.

Length 10, width <> millimeters; length ofcheliped about 28.

Off San Diego, California, hit 32° 33' 30" N., long. 117° 16' \Y., 36

fathoms, gray sand, temperature 58.2°, station 2934, U. 8. Fish Com-

mission steamer Albatross, L889; two males (17341).

Anasimus rostratus.

Carapace with two median spines, one of which is on the posterior

part, of the gastric legion and one on the cardiac region. There are

two spines on each branchial region, and almost in line with these, one on
each protogastric lobe. Lateral margins spinulous. Surface pubes-

cent. Rostrum slender, spinulous on the margins, curving upwards
for its distal half. Then 1

- is a prominent supraorbital spine. The fust

article of the female abdomen carries a spine; the second article, one

much smaller. Basal antenna] joint very long and narrow-, terminating

in a spine, spinulous on the margins, without a prominent tubercle.

Chelipeds very weak in tin', female; margins of merus spinulous; a
slender spine above near the carpus; hand granulous; fingers nearly

as long as palm, in contact. Ambulatory legs slender, much shorter
than in fugax, pubescent, decreasing in length but little from the first

to the fourth pair; dactyls spinulous below.
This species is distinguishable from .1. fugacc, A. Milne Edwards, of

the Antilles, by the fewer spines on the carapace, by the more slender

rostrum, and the shorter ambulatory legs.

Length, 7.."); width, 5 millimeters.
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Northwest of Oerros Island, off Lower California, Int. 28 "»>>' 30" N.,

long. 118 i • i • w ., 58 fathoms, gray Hand, broken shells, tempera

mi. 55,8 , station 2983, U.S. Fish Commission steamer A.lbatroti8
}
L889;

two females, one of which is very small (17340),

I 11.11 lit IK ll' 11 111,11 (I.I 111 l< IIHIB

Carapace pyriform, regions distinct, with scattered tnbereles and

liiM- pubescence; gastric region with a transverse, arcnate row of

tubercles across the middle, and a leu tubercles <>n the posterior por

lion; cardiac region with a large elevated tubercle surrounded i>\

smaller ones; branchial regions with many tubercles at the.summit aud

;i i«>\\ near the margin; posterior margin with one tubercle; hepatic

region with :i spiny tubercle jusl below the margin. Rostrum of mod
erate length with anterior half slender. Postorbitul spines distinct,

acute. Sternum tuborculate and pubescent. Abdomen pubescent; in

i lie male six segmented, the sixth and seventh segments coalesced, and

;i spine on I lie lirsi segment; abdomen of the female covered with

large granules aud longitudinally cariuated. Spine at the outer es

tremity of the basal autenual joiul short, auuto. Merus of external

tuaxillipcds strongly notchod at the antero-internal angle. Chelipeds

weak, stouter but much shorter than the ambulatory legs, pubescent;

merus spinulous on lower outer margin; hand slightly inflated: Angers

about as long as palm, gaping a little at the base in l he male, not at all

in thr female. A.mbulator) legs long and slender, regularly decreasing

in leugth, pubescent; dactyls slightly curved.

This species can be distinguished from /. nticrorhynchus (Edwards

and Lucas) by the weak chelipeds, from Iwvis Stimpson and hfmpkillii

Loekiugton by the tuberculate carapace. In the description ofbreviros

hum by Lockingtou, no tubercles air mentioned, there is a small prre

orbital spine, and the ambulatory logs are ovideutly not all longer than

the cheliped, as in Mm- species here described.

Length ofcarapace in malell, width 8 millimeters,

Lower California; l . S. Fish Commission steamer AUtatrons. 1889:

Station I .ii \ I uiiu \\ I .ii li.MUM

I II .».! III ..'I 00
-mi •! 15 :iu 1 1

• •

ioi i la 03 io

U.S.
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a subrectangular space between these spines, which is flattened except

for a low median ridge which becomes more prominent as il extends to

the rostrum. Anterior portion of the carapace strongly deflexed.

Cardiac region divided by a shallow Longitudinal groove into two pro

tuberances each terminated by a spine, There is a small spine on the

anterior portion of each branchial region; a lateral submarginal row of

small irregular spines is continued on the pterygostomian regions; a

prominent triangular acute spine defines the outer angle of the orbit;

there is another smaller flattened spine on the upper orbital border;

and two spinules between, and in a line with, the supraorbital and the

Larger gastric spine; (here is a small spine on the margin of l he hep&l ic

region. Rostral spines short, triangular, convex, horizontal, with a

wide V-shaped interspace. Byes Large, stalks short, rather stout, with

a spinule above at the distal extremity. Abdomen broadly oval with

seven segments, granulate, carinate, carina spinuliferous. The sternum

is armed with spines on its outer margins, -and also around the margin

of the abdomen, and on the median line in front of the abdomen. An
lenine with basal joint armed with three spines on the outer margin,

and one on I he anterior porl i<>n, the spines point ing downward ; second

and third joints flattened vertically, short, broad, spinuliferous on

lower margins, the third joint reaching but little beyond the rostrum.

Antennulae lodged in cavities underneath the rostrum, the basal joint

with its anterior margin thin and elevated. Exterior maxillipeds with

ischium and merus spinous, merus with its antero-external angle pro

duced into a Hat, rounded projection, spinous on the margin,

Ohelipeds about two and one third times the length of the carapace,

spinous; menis about as long as the propodns, more or less four sided,

the two rows of spines on the lower margins being the strongest; palm

widening a little toward the Angers, with about six rows of spines;

Angers each with a row of irregular teeth within, not fitting closely

together. First ambulatory leg nearly twice as long as the cheliped,

mined with slender spines, which are longer in the two rows beneath,

and especially so in the last, two joints, where the two TOWS are Slightly

curved toward each other, the spines directed toward the extremity of

the dactyl. Second ambulatory leg two thirds ;is long as the lirsl, less

heavily armed; dactyl unarmed. Last two pairs shorter, more slender,

granillous, unarmed, except for a small spine at the distal ext remily of

the merns and a few spinnles. Ambulatory legs slightly pubescent,

except the dactyls, which are thickly hirsute above; dactyls slightly

Curved. Color Of legs in alcohol pinkish, the long spines of a deeper

shade.

Immature specimens differ from (he above description in having the

dorsal spines much longer and more slender, and additional spin ides on

the branchial region. The only male in the collection is about L2.5

millimeters Long; (lie abdomen has seven segments, the carina is spin
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ous. and also the sternum; the chelipeds arc similar in character to those

of the females.

The largesl specimen lias a span of about one and a lialffeet.

Millimeters

Leugtb of carapace 49

Widtb of carapace 'I

Leugtb of cbeliped about 112

I .cugt !i of first ambulatory leg about 214

Length ofsecond ambulator} leg about 152

Leugtb of tli i rd ambulatory leg aboul L25

Leugtb of ion rili ambulatorj legal t 120

With specimens Prom station .".171 there is an ambulatory leg of the

first pair which is much larger than that of the largesl specimen cap-

tured. The length t»t' the last three joints is 153 millimeters, while in

the specimen of which dimensions are given above the corresponding

joints measure only 120 millimeters.

Off the Sandwich Islands, I. S. Pish Commission steamer Albatross,

LS'M :

Station. Lat. X. Long. W. Fatl is. liottom.
IV| "1» ' Cal So

:u7ii

3473
::-l74

;:i7.
r
i

:u7(;

L
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the ambulatory legs, hirsute; the ambulatory legs more strougly so,

the long hairs retaining large particles of mud.

Length of carapace, 11.5; width, S millimeters.

Gulf of California; U. 8. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1889:

Station.
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riorly with a short spine; cardiac and branchial regions with irregular,

lobate tubercles arranged transversely, the cardiac tubercles in ad-

vance of the branchial. Lateral margin, with three prominent, obtuse,

flattened lobes, the first on the hepatic region; the first and second

with their margins more or less right-angled; the third long and promi

nent. Rostrum entire for more than one-fourth its length; horns sub

cylindrical, contiguous to near their extremities. There is a small but

distinct praeorbital lobe. The merus of the cheliped has three small

spines on the upper surface, one at the distal end. two near the proxi-

mal end; otherwise the legs are unarmed. The palm widens a little

towards the fingers, which are gaping at base. Surface pubescent.

Length of carapace, including rostrum, .'>o millimeters; width, 23

millimeters.

Gulf of California; U. S. Pish Commission steamer AIbatross, 1*>W:

Station.
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is much more swollen than in the male; the chelipeds are weaker, the

bauds narrow, the Angers in contact for nearly their whole length.

Young males: These resemble the females in the areolations of the

branchial regions and in the chelipeds.

Dimensions of a male in millimeters: Entire length of carapace, 11;

width, without spines, (5.5; length of cheliped, about 13; width of hand,

3.3.

RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Southern California; W. II. Dall (1750(5).

San Diego; C. R. Orcutt (17371); 10 fafoioins, II. Henrpbill (4283).

Catalina Island, dredged January, 1863; J. G. Cooper 1 17:172).

Eat. ol N., long. 119 29'30"W., 30 fathoms, pebbles, station 2945, U. S. Fish

Commission steamer Albatross, 1889 (17G28).

This species is much smaller than richii, which is found in the same
localities, and it is at once distinguished from the latter by the hepatic

region; in richii it is dilated in two flattened horizontal spines, while

in dalli it is furnished with one slender spine and a flattened obtuse

oval tooth not horizontal.

Subfamily NeoriiynchinvE.

Neorhynchus mexicanus.

Carapace broadly triangular, convex; regions well marked; surface

granulate and tuberculate, the tubercles becoming sinuous ou the lat-

eral margins and on the summit of the branchial regions. On the

median line there is a spiny tubercle on the posterior part of the gastric

region, a stout spine on the cardiac and on the intestinal region. There-

is also a shorter spine on the first abdominal segment pointing upward
and backward. Rostrum triangular, apex mucronate. Postorbital

spines longer than the eyes, the tips pointing forward. Male abdomen
with first segment long, one-spiued; second, abort; third, wide; next

three segments gradually tapering; seventh, subtrlangular, anchylosed

with the sixth. Sternum conspicuously granulate, deeply grooved be-

tween the segments. Female abdomen with large flattened granules,

live segmented, the first segment with a spine; the secoud, third, and
fourth, short; the fifth, suborbicular, convex. Basal antenna! joint

with its outer margin prolonged in a slender spine, slightly incurved,

not quite so much advanced as the rostrum. Ischium of external max
illipeds, with the longitudinal groove deep; merus not so deeply cor-

date as in depressus. Ohelipedsof male short, rather stout, granulate;

merus spinulons on lower margins; hand broad, inflated, with a tu

bercle on the outer surface near the carpus; lingers Dearly as long as

the palm, gaping at the base. Chelipeds of female more slender than

in the male, margins of hand parallel, fingers slightly gaping. Amlm
latory legs long, slender, cylindrical, granulate under the lens, slightly

pubescent; gradually diminishing in size from the first to the fourth;

dactyls with acute horny tips.
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The iiic(li;iii spines present in adult males become tuberculate in

females and smaller specimens, aiid tbe gastric tubercle is often absent.

Length of carapace 1 I.
1

,; width L2 millimeters.

Gulf of California; U. S. Pish Commission steamer Albatross, L889:

Stal ion.

3013
Kill

3020

3029
30 10

3031

3033

3031

Lai
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Length 10, width L3, length of cheliped about 25 millimeters.

Oft' Sun Domingo Point, Lower California, lat. 26° 07' N., long. 113°

32' W., 74 fathoms, fine, gray sand, temperature 55°, station .'i04.'i, U.

S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1889; one male (17365).

Mesorhcea gilli.

Carapace much broader than long. Surface minutely pubescent. Ele-

vations of cardiac, gastric, and branchial regions angular, each pro-

longed in a three sided spine, that on the branchial region situated on

the posterolateral margin. The angles or ridges are more or less creu-

ulate or tuberculate. The two gastric ridges gradually <li\ erge from the

spine and are continued nearly to the front. The cardiac spine is longer

than the others, compressed laterally so that its anterior lace is narrower

than its lateral laces. The branchial ridge is curved, subparallel to the

anterolateral margin and has a tubercle in the center larger than the

others. In front of the branchial ridge are a lew scattered tubercles: and

there are oneortwo 1 ubercles on thehepatic region. Behind the branchial

ridge the surface is concave with the exception of the median spines.

Rostrum very short, pubescent. Anterolateral margin convex, dis-

tinctly crenulate; posterolateral and posterior margins entire, thin,

with faint impressed lines indicating the normal crenulation. Postero-

lateral margin concave, about twice as long as the posterior margin,

which is slightly convex in the middle, terminating in a triangular flat-

tened spine at either angle. Ridge between t he subhepatic and afferent

channels minutely crenulate, pubescent, continued on the subbranchial

region with several bead like tubercles. Suborbital tooth strongly

ridged. Male abdomen with first segment very short; second, widest

with a transverse denticulate crest, haying a larger denticle at the ex-

tremities and in the middle; third, fourth, and tilth segments anehy-

losed; sixth, wider than long; seventh, very short, triangular. Abdo-

men and sternum smooth. Female abdomen with seven segments;

first segment in large specimen almost concealed under the carapace;

second, with transverse denticulate crest; third, with a similar faint

crest not continued to the margins. Basal antenna! joint with a long

trigonal spine below. Ischium of external maxillipeds punctate, outer

margin pubescent, inner margin crenulate; inerus with surface uneven,

pubescent, "anterior margin concave; a groove inns diagonally forward

and outward across the surface; there are two tubercles on the outer

side of this groove, one of which is at the antero-exterior angie; the

inner angle is strongly produced and bears a granulate ridge. Chef

ipeds long and strong; inerus trigonal, with margins irregularly den-

tate or crenulate; carpus more or less four-sided, margins finely den-

ticulate or crenulate, a ridge running across 'the lower surface; hand
long, trigonal, pubescent, upper surface slightly twisted, about ten

teeth on the inner margin and thirteen smaller teeth on the outer mar
gin, lower margin ten toothed; dactyl at right angles to i he upper sur-
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face <>!' the palm with a large, white, bead-like tubercle on the outside

nt the base. Ambulatory legs compressed; third, fourth, and fifth

joints crested on the margins.

Dimensions of largest specimen, a female: Length, 1 r».r» : width, 21;

length of cheliped, about 33 millimeters.

Gulf of California; U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1888

aud 1889:

Station.
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for their entire length, the tips hooked. The fingers are brown and
mottled, the color extending far hack on Hie palm, both inside and out.

Ambulatory legs flattened, crested, hairy; propodal joints broad, about

as long as the dactyls.

Small specimens have the carapace and upper portion of the hands

rougher and the carpus very deeply eroded.

One specimen in the Albatross collection, without label, is associated

with Xanthbdes tayloH and Pachygrapsus crassipes. A series of speci-

mens loaned by the Peabody Museum of Yale University are from San

Diego, California.

Cycloxauthus californiensis.

Carapace slightly convex, flattened behind, punctate and anteriorly

rugose, wider than in vittatus; regions separated by shallow grooves

and subdivided as in vittatus, but less distinctly. Antero lateral teeth

nine, besides the postorbital; the first depressed, lobate, the last two

small, the last one being absent in small specimens; margin thick, teeth

short, subacute. Front produced, more advanced in the middle than at

the orbits, with a deep, (dosed median fissure; lobes each with a shal-

low sulcus, in some specimens almost straight. Abdomen broader than

in vittatus, the second and penultimate joints noticeably shorter.

Chelipeds with carpus and upper part of hand rugose; carpus with two

blunt teeth at the inner angle; hands rather long, with upper and
lower margins subparallel; fingers irregularly toothed, not gaping,

grooved, light brown with white tips. Ambulatory legs hirsute on
margins.

Length 24.5, width 37 millimeters.

RECORD OF SPECIMENS EXAMINED. -

Catalina Harbor, California; beach (1750!)); 30 to 40 fathoms, sandy mini (17508);

W.H.Dall.
San Diego, California; J. (i. Cooper (17536); C. R. Orcutt (1740!)); H. Hemphill

(17531).

Guadalupe Island, Lower California; IT. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatt'088,

INS!) (17305).

This species is much like vittatus, but differs from it in the shorter,

blunter antero lateral teeth, in the absence of hair on the margins, in

the narrower hands, as well as in the characters mentioned above.

Lockington has described a species, Xantho novem-dentatus, from

San Diego and Lower California (Proc. (Jul. Acad. Sci., pp. 32 ami 99,

lS7f>), which he later (in annotations) decides to be identical with

Stimpson's vittatus. Lockington says that the Lower California speci

mens are narrower than those from San Diego. He probably had two
species, but there is nothing in his description to indicate that his type
is identical with the species described above, excepting the broad
carapace and t lit', locality.
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Xanthodes niinutus.

Carapace transverse, convex anteriorly. A.ntero lateral margin \\ iili

three teeth, besides the orbital angle; posterior toolli minute. Car

apace minutely granulate; regions well marked; the sinuses between

the antero-lateral teeth are continued ori the carapace; there is a

tubercle near the first and the second tooth. Fronl very broad, dc-

flexed; the two lobes convex, with very thin margins. The grooves

leading backward from the median and lateral uotches of the fronl are

deep. Orbits with two closed fissures above. The basal antennal joinl

jusl reaches the front. Ohelipeds almosl equal, granulate; carpus

wiih niilcr surface covered with about seven nodules, unequal in size

and shape; bands with longitudinal grooves; fingers acute, dentate,

brown, while ;ii tips. Ambulatory legs punctate, striped with light

color; dactyls light, hairy; remaining joints sparingly hirsute.

Length 3, width 4.2 Qiillimeters.

Color in alcohol, dark purplish.

Off the Sandwich Islands, lat. 21 II' 51" N., long. L57 13' 30" W.,

II fathoms, sand, coral, station 3469, U.S. Fish Commission steamer

Albatross, L891 ; one male (17.M7).

The broad fronl and the nodulous carpi in connection with the

relatively smooth carapace sufficiently distinguish this species.

Miciopanope polita.

Carapace transverse, convex longitudinally, smooth and punctate

posteriorly, rough granulate anteriorly, the grauules*inost prominent

on the hepatic regions. Fronl broad, median notch narrow, lobes nearly

si raight, thin, denticulate. Areola I ions distinct. A.ntero la I era I teeth

five (with the orbital angle); a concave sinus between the first and

second; last tooth similar in character to the others, but smaller.

Inferior regions of the carapace and surface of maxillipeds granulate,

Sternum and abdomen smooth and punctate. Abdomen of male with

five segments, the first ami second broad, the second narrowest al its

distal end. I hi:sal antenna I joint reaching the fronl. Anterior margiu

Of incriis of (»nter maxillipeds sinuous. Larue cheliped, with inerns

finely granulate, dentate on the upper margin; carpus with spiny

granules arranged in indistinct transverse ridges, an acute spine in-

side; hand granulate above and near the carpus, smooth and punctate

elsewhere; palm broad, convex on lower margin; fingers brown, with

lighter tips. The small cheliped differs in its much narrower, more

granulate hand, with almost straight lower margin. Ambulatory legs

slender, punctate, spinulous above, last three joints hairy.

Length of carapace 6.2, width 9.8 millimeters.

Off Magdalena Bay, Lower California, lat. 24 58 L5 N"., long lb~>

53' \W, 36 fathoms, coralline, temperature 64.3, station 2989, r. S.

Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1889 (17397).
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Menippe convexa.

Carapace more coiwex than in the American species oi the genus;

smooth <<> fche eye, obscurely granulate under the lens; regions not de

lined, except the anterior portion of the mesogastric region and the

epigastric lobes. Front with median lobes small, separated by a shallow

sulcus, the margin sloping obliquely from each lobe to the inconspicuous

lobe at the inner orbital angle. Antero lateral margin marked with a

sharp ridge. Postorbital angle not produced, separated by a shallow

sulcus from the first tooth, winch is the shortest; a slight emargination

separates the first and second teeth; the third is most prominent; the

fourth and last has a sharp ridge which extends back on the carapace.

There are no tubercles on the inferior surface of the carapace. Ohelipeds

as in the genus; with depressed granules and punctures, most evident

on the hands; hands not very deep, without stria; on the inner surface.

Length, L5.5; width, Ul millimeters.

Honolulu; one female (13908).

This species in its convexity approaches the East Indian M. leguillouii

A. Milne, Edwards, but differs in the character of the front and lateral

margins.

Pilodius flavus.

Entire upper surface covered with long, soft, orange bristles. Cara-

pace transversely oval; areola! ions distinct; five antero-lateral spines

composed of single, sharp, distinct spines (the first two the smallest),

with a. few accessory spinulcs at their bases, the largest of which is

behind the third spine. Carapace with spinulcs or granules near tin;

anterolateral margins, which are with difficulty distinguished under

the covering of seta'. Front with a wide median emargination, sepa-

rating broad arcuate lobes; lateral lobes small, less advanced; margin

denticulate. Ohelipeds spinous; mcrus with inner margin spinous, the.

spines longer near the carpus; carpus covered with spines, inner angle

produced, two-spined; hand spinous on the outer and upper surface,

the spines becoming tubercles toward the lower margin, almost naked

within, smooth and shining; fingers meeting only at the tips, spoon-

shaped, toothed on prehensile edges; dactyls spinulous above. Am-
bulatory legs spinulous above on third, fourth, and fifth joints; long-

hairy.

Length, <>; width, !) millimeters.

Color of carapace and chelipeds in alcohol, light yellow; ambulatory

legs and bristles, orange; lingers, horn color, lighter toward tips.

Off the Sandwich islands, lat. 131° 14' 51" N., long. lo7° 43' 30" W.,
14 fathoms, sand, coral, station 3100, U. S. Fish Commission steamer

Albatross, 189].; que, iuimature female (17317),
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PiluimuiB gonzaleiibis.

Carapace much broader than long, strongly deflexed in front, flat-

tened behind, covered with a short, dense, !<>ir'li pubescence, each hair

being regularly tapering, acuminate, not curved. When the hairs are

removed the outlines of the mesogastric region are distinct; there are

three or tour spinules near the anterolateral margin; otherwise the

surface is smooth. Fronl spinulous and hairy on the margin, with a

broad U-shaped sinus; the lateral lobes scarcely distinct from the me-

dian, but less advanced. Orbital margin armed with small spines.

Anlei'o-lateral margin evenly rounded, four-spined, the spine next the

orbit being double, the two parts equally large; second spine also

double, its anterior half the larger; all the anterolateral spines have
one or more accessory spinules. Subhepatic and subbranchial regions

granulous. Ridge on the endostome distinct. Lower surface of the

crab with a shorter pubescence than the upper. Ohelipeds very un-

equal, outer surface pubescent and rough with short spines which are

arranged in irregular lines on the hands. Toward the fingers and

lower edge the large hand is naked, but punctate and finely granulous

Fingers short, stout, and dentate on the prehensile edges; dactyls

tuberculous above near the base. Ambulatory legs rather broad, hairy,

the carpal joints longitudinally grooved on t lie outside.

Color in alcohol : The carapace when the hairs are removed is red,

mottled with pale yellowish. The hairs are yellow; the spines and

fingers are brown. In addition to the hairs the carapace and ohelipeds

of many specimens are covered with minute algae.

Dimensions: Length L3, width 18 millimeters.

San Luis Gonzales Bay, March liT, L889, U. S. Fish Commission

steamer Albatross; eight males and thirteen females, four of which

bear eggS (17415).

This species can be distinguished from the other described west

American forms by the following characters: /'. depres&us Stimpson

has the carapace flattened; P.'stimpsonii M.ieTS=marginatus Stimpson

(name preoccupied by Stimpson himself for an Oriental species) has a

tuberculate carapace, and a prominent anterolateral margin; P. xan

tusii Stimpson is a narrow species; /'. spino Itirsiitus (Lockington) has

the front loug-spined; in /'. limosus Smith the carapace is covered with

i tiberoles.

Family I'OUTl'M I >.K.

Neptunus (Hellenusj iridescens.

This is the western representative of spinicavpus (Stimpson). It dif-

fers from that species in its more prominent ridges, ill the obtuse frontal

teeth, of which the median are narrower and more produced than the

lateral: the eight small anterolateral teeth are less sharp and their

posterior margins more convex; the inner .suborbital lobe is obtuse
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There are no adult specimens in the collection. The largest specimen
is a female measuring 15 millimeters long, 35 wide including spines, and
22 wide between the bases of the spines. The long carpal spinereaches
nearly to tlie base of the spine on the nianns, and is no longer in the

young males. The granulated ridge on the posterior portion of the

gastric region is triangulate instead of JL-shaped, as in spinicarpus.

There are four spines on the inner margin of the merus of the chelipeds.

The posterolateral angles are strongly upturned. The surface is iri-

descent.

Gulf of California and west coastof Lower California, U. S. Fish Com-
mission steamer Albatross, 1889:

Station.
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antero-lateral teeth, the carapace is depressed, and the orbits small,

u ii h ;i slight outer hiatus.

in (Ediplnx the lit si segment of the abdomen Is very wide and

reaches the ooxhj of the fifth pair of legs; the second segment is much
narrower, exposing a large portion of the last sternal segment; the

third abdominal segmenl is wider than the second, but not so wide as

the first, nor does ii reach the coxic.

UMipl.i . 1,1, nuil. it ns

Carapace transverse, broadest a1 the last antero-lateral teeth.; de

pressions between the regions shallow, excepting the hepatic and the

branchio-gastric sutures; surface granulate; granules largest on the

hepatic region, and almost entirely wanting near the posterior margin.

Aniero luiei al and posi ero Lit ei ;d borders about equal in length ; an

tero-lateral teeth four, besides the postorbital, the third the largest;

teeth granulate; sums between the postorbital and the first tooth, and
i he space ImIow the sinus denticulate. Front deflexed; median notch

broad; lobes slightly sinuous. Orbit willi two assures above; inner

tooth of inferior border prominent. Chelipeds not very unequal,

roughened with spiny granules, arranged more or less in lines; merits

short, trigonal, with ;t stout spine on its upper margin near the distal

end; carpus rounded above with ;i largo spine at its inner angle, and
:i smaller one ;it the baseof the l. truer; dactyls granulate above for

half their length ; Angers toothed with in, in the larger hand gaping, and

wtili :t large tooth ;ii the base of iho dactyl. Ambulatory legs hairy;

merits joints spinulous on upper margin.

Length, 32.5; width, 16 millimeters.

Gulf of California, lat. 31° <»<; 15" N., Ion-, ill 28' 15" W., :v.i

fathoms, brown mud, temperature 63.8°, station 3031, I'. >s . Fish

Com mission steamer .1 H«t truss, 1889; two females, one immature (17465).

Spcor.u cuius i;i.uiulim.uius.

Carapace very convex longitudinally, almost straight transversely,

deeply ;iml irregularly punctate, obscurely granulate near the margins.

The nasogastric region is distinctly outlined; ;i deep sulcus separates

lite hepatic and branchial regions from the gastric and cardiac regions;

between the hepatic and branchial regions there is ;t deep, smooth pit.

Front two lobed, with a narrow median groove from which ;t sulcus ex

tends backward to the mesogastric region; lobes with almost straight

margins, sloping forward and outward from the middle. Frontal, or

bital :ind antero-lateral margins granulate. Orbit with two fissures

above, the outermost broad and open. A.ntero lateral margin arcuate;

teeth four, not prominent, separated by very narrow sinuses; outer

margins of the first three teeth rounded, the first (the orbital tooth)

the longest, the others decreasing successively in length; last tooth

small, acute, directed outward, Postejro lateral margins nearly straight
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and parallel. Suborbital border with an outer hiatus and a broad,

rounded inner lobe. First segment of the male abdomen very short

and wide; second, longer and much narrower; third, as wide as the

first at its proximal end; from^his point to the distal end of the penulti-

mate segment the margin of the abdomen is markedly concave; the

three divisions of the coalesced segment faintly indicated; terminal

segment rounded, about as long as broad; abdominal appendages long,

slender, and curved. JMerus of external maxillipeds produced at the

anterolateral angle in an acute angle. Chelipeds slightly unequal;

merus obscurely granulate, margins tuberculate, a small spine near the

distal end of the upper margin; carpus granulate with a spiniforni

tooth at the inner angle; hand granulate, with longitudinal rows of

tubercles on the palm and on the margins; lingers broad, not gaping,

derlexed, coarsely toothed within. Ambulatory legs smooth, shining,

sparingly punctate; dactyls margined with hair; remaining joints

Sparsely hairy. The margins of the carapace and the upper margin of

the hand are sparsely hairy, while the interior portions of the carapace,

the upper margin of the merus, the inner margin of the carpus, and the

abdomen of the female, are thickly fringed with hair.

Length, 17; width, 21 millimeters.

Gulf of California; U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatroan, L889:

Station.
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iiii; the coxre of the fifth pair of legs; from the third segment to the

extremity the abdomen is almosl triangular, the sides very little con

cave; terminal segment longer than broad, obtuse; appendages widely

separated at base, terminating in long slender filaments crossing each

oilier near the tips. Maxillipeds widely gaping; meral joint with

anterior margin concave, inner margin convex, palpus articulating at

the antero-iuterior angle. Chelipeds equal, granulate; merus with a

tooth above, one-third Hie distance from the distal end, and one near

the distal extremity of the lower outer margin. Carpus short and

broad, a sharp curved spine on the inner side near the proximal end;

outer surface of carpus and maims covered with long hair; hands com-

pressed, spinulous on the lower margin, smooth inside, except for a

line of spinules running from the lower margin near the pollex diag-

onally backward; upper margin with a small spine at the anterior

extremity; fingers beni downward, irregularly toothed within, not gap

ing, curving toward each other at the tips. Ambulatory legs long and

slender, clothed with downy hairs, which are longest on the last three

joints; third pair longest.

Length, 1 I; width, exclusive of teeth. Hi..'5 millimeters.

Gulf of California; U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, L889:

3016
301 i

10 15

1.
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coming so small on the lower half ;is to be scarcely perceptible to tlie

naked eye; on the inner surface of the palm an oblique tuberculate

ridge extends from I lie lower margin to the depression into which the

carpus fits, and joins another tuberculate ridge running to the upper

margin; 1 lie space, between this ridge and thedactyl is not tuberculate

as, in pugnax, but smooth and shining, except for the two lines of tuber-

cles near the base of the dactyl; the fingers are longer and more slendei

than in pugnax, the pollex with a large tubercle near its middle and I he

dactyl irregularly tuberculate with a large tubercle not far from the

base. The meral joints of the ambulatory leys are longer and more

slender than in pugnax.

Length, 10; width, 15 millimeters.

RECORD <>!' SPECIMENS EXAMINED.

Sau Diego, California; II. Hemphill, 1872(17504).

Todos Santos Bay, Lower California; II. Hemphill (17576).

La Paz, Lower California; L. Belding ( 1622).

Sail Luis Gonzales Bay, Lower California; U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alba-

tross, March 27, 1889 (17458).

This species might perhaps be referred to Lockington's crenulatus, ex-

cept that he describes the outer surface of carpus and maims as

smooth.
Gelasimus latimanus..

This species is represented by a single male specimen, found among
a large lot of Gelasimus gracilis from La Paz, Lower California, L. Beld-

ing (17500). It differs from all described species except gibbosus, in hav-

ing the abdomen five-segmented; and from gibbosus in the entirely dif-

ferent character of the hand and fingers which are short, and broad. The

carapace in general appearance resembles that of gracilis except that

it is broader and much more convex; it is smooth to the eye; front and

orbits similar to those of gracilis', eyes shorter and stouter. First seg-

ment of abdomen very short; second equaling the first in length;

fourth, fifth, and sixth anchylosed. Maxillipeds very convex. Larger

cheliped short ; merus and carpus with outer surface rugose, and inner

margin denticulate; propodus shorter than the width of the carapace;

palm broad, outer surface closely set with distinct granules, which

become tuberculate near the upper margin; inner surface with the

lower proximal portion granulate, the distal portion smooth, the two
parts not separated by a sharp ridge; parallel to the base of the dactyl

there are two lines of tubercles, the posterior line continuous with the

granules on the edge of the pollex. Fingers granulate, much shorter

than the palm, broad, little gaping; the pollex rounding upward, the
dactyl slightly arched and overreaching the pollex but little. Smaller
cheliped with palm broad and fingers widely gaping, but not so much
so as in gibbosus. Ambulatory legs with a few long hairs, especially

on the last three joints.

Length, 0.3; width, 10; length of cheliped about 18 millimeters.
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This may be identical with a short-fingered specime i from the west

coasl of Lower California, which Lockiugton doubtfully refers to steno-

dactylus.

Gelasimus coloradensis.

Carapace very convex, regions protuberant, smooth ; there is a lon-

gitudinal groove crossing the branchial region, and this groove opposite

the posterior margin of the gastric region widens into a deep pit from

which fine irregular grooves radiate; cervical suture deep, with a pit

near the frontal margin. Front broad. Posterior or upper edge of the

superior orbital border curving forward and outward, with smooth mar-

gin ; anterior or lower edge denticulate, curving rapidly dow nw ard near

the base of the ocular peduncle, then gradually rounding upward to

join the posterior margin at a little distance from the anterolateral

angle of the carapace, which is acute and points forward. The

lateral border is marked by a sharply upturned and finely denticu-

late margin which slopes inward anteriorly, so that the carapace is

much narrower at the antero lateral angles than posterior to them ;

and the posterior portion of the lateral margin is strongly incurved

and terminates opposite the cardiac region. The inferior orbital

border is marked by about twenty-four distinct tubercles. The eye-

stalks are slender and do not nearly fill the orbit. The jngal region is

covered with depressed tubercles. Male abdomen broad, second seg-

ment much shorter than tin* first, sixth segment wider than tin 1 fifth;

appendages slender. Ischium of outer maxillipeds wide and smooth;

merus short. The left cheliped (the larger in the one specimen at hand)

is very long; merus as long as the carapace, rugose, inner margin finely

tuberculate; carpus also rugose, inner margin tuberculate, the tuber-

cles coarser towards the proximal end ; inner surface with a tubercu-

late ridge: palm with the upper portion turned abruptly inward almost

at a right angle but without a sharp ridge; the upper surface is depressed

and obscurely tuberculate, the tubercles becoming large and coarse

near the union with the outer surface, which is crowded with granules

which are smaller toward the tuberculate lower edge; there is a deep

depression between the palm and pollex; the inner surface of the

palm has a row of coarse tubercles extending from the lower margin

obliquely upward and joining at right angles the row extending to the

upper surface. The row of denticles or tubercles on the inner margin

of the pollex is continued parallel to the base of the dactyl, and between

this row and. the dactyl there is an additional row; the irregular de-

pression anterior to the oblique row is smooth and shining to the naked

eye. bill with the lens line scattered granules may be seen near the

gape of the fingers and continued on the pollex; pollex nearly twice as

long as palm, almost straight, finely denticulate on the outer and inner

margins of the prehensile edge, \\ ith a row ofirregulartubercles between

;

distinctly two toothed at the upturned extremity; dactyl overreaching
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the pollex by about one-sixth of its length, slender, similarly armed
within except that the irregular tubercles arc prominent nearer the

palm. Smaller cheliped with fingers much longer than palm. Ambu-
latory legs with meral joints wide, transversely striated, and hirsute

near the base; remaining joints smooth ; dactyls very-slender. There

are a lew scattered hairs on the lower surface of the carapace, and a

fringe of hairs on the inferior margin ; the abdomen and sternum arc

also margined with very short hairs; otherwise the crab is smooth.

Length, 12.5; width, 2(>; length of large cheliped about 57 millimeters.

Horseshoe Bend, Colorado River, Lower California, U. 13. Fish Com-
mission steamer Albatross ; one male (17459).

Family GRAPSID^J.

Subfamily Grapsintk.

Pachygrapsus longipes.

One small specimen of a female with eggs is closely related to P.

plicatus (Milne Edwards), but differs in the smoothness of the cara-

pace. The anterior portion of the carapace and the margins arc faintly

plicated transversely, but without stiff hairs. The frontal lobes are

well marked and the margin of the front is slightly convex. There is

no tooth behind the postorbital. The chelipeds arc covered with

granules, arranged in irregular reticulations; there are several spines

at the distal extremity of the merns and one sharp spine on the inner

side of the carpus; a sharp Longitudinal crest extends from the tip of

the pollex back on the palm; the tips of the fingers are outlined with

thick, bristly hair. The ambulatory legs have the meral joints trans-

versely plicated, denticulate and hairy on the upper margin, lower

margin with one or two spines near the distal end; remaining joints

furnished with a few hairs, very slender; propodal joints much longer

than in plicatus or vninutus. Color in alcohol, green, mottled; legs

striped with dark.

Length, 0.5; width, 8 millimeters.

Honolulu, U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1801 (17o20).

Brachynotus (Heterograpsus) jouyi.

Carapace much broaden' than long, nearly as wide at the orbital

angles as at the last antero lateral teeth; slightly convex in both direc-

tions; punctate, pubescent, and roughened with minute, spiny granules

anteriorly and on the lateral margins. Front not advanced, deflexed,

seen from above almost straight ; seen from in front the margin has two
small median lobes separated by a slight sinus, the remainder of the

edge wavy. The superior orbital border slopes outward and backward
to the base of the orbital tooth. Lateral teeth three, including the

postorbital, prominent, acute, the first two similar, separated by a deep
sinus, the third smaller, separated from the second by a shallower,
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wider sinus. Terminal segment of the male abdomen much longer

than wide, oblong. Oholipeds in male unequal; merus and carpus

with line granulated rugm; palm broad, much iuflated, finery granulate,

i mi carinato, with a patch of hair on I In' inside extending from the car

pus up on the pollex am! in width occupying tin' central half of the

palm; lingers very slightly gaping. Uhelipeds in Female very Bmall;

bands with a carina on the upper margin, ami another on tin* outside

lie. n the lower margin. A.mbulatory legs hairy, especially the fourth

ami Qfth joints, rather slender; dactyls very slender.

Quaymas, Mexico; P. I/. Jouy, February 29, L891 ( 1 7496). "Gulf side,

under stones, scarce."

Family PINNOTHERID^E.

Subfamily Pinnotherin i

Pinnixa occidental!*.

Carapace t ransverse, thick, hairy on the sides, surface uneven; on (lie

cardiac region there is an acute, 1 ransverse crest, m>i interrupted in the

middle as in /'. cylindrioa ami /'. vhwtopterana
}
bul becoming low er and

curviug backward toward I he center: regions w ell defined by pubescen!

snlei. Front narrow, median groove deep. A sharp ridge inns from

the orbit diagoually outward and backward, crossing the hepatic re

gion, ami forms the autoro lateral margin of the carapace. A.bdomeu

of male narrowing a little at the first suture, and gradually tapering

from the second sninre to the terminal segment, which is more than

one-half as long as broad, and rounded. The female abdomen is very

broad, the terminal segment much broader than in chaiopterana ov cyl-

indrioa. The second joint of the palpus of the external maxillipeds is

somewhat oblong, tapering toward tin* distal end; terminal joint sub-

sp;ii n late, overreaching the preceding, < Jhelipeds stout, setose; merus
thick, trigonal; palm broad, flat, shining on the outside; pollex short,

iient downward, prehensile edge with a stout tooth in the middle and a
small one near the tip; dactyl much curved, with sometimes a minute

tooth in the middle. First paii- of ambulatory legs shorter than the

chelipeds, weak; second pair longer and stronger than the first; third

pan very long ami strong, especially the meral joint: fourth pair in

Immediate in length between tin' first and second: daclvli as long as

the propodi, A mlmlatory legs SetOSO,

In the females (lie cardiac ridge is much less prominent than in the

males, the angers are less gaping or not at all gaping, the dactylic

tooth is largor, and the teeth oi' the pollex are merged into oue low

dent idilate prominence.

Length of largest male. 9.5; width. 19.5; length of third ambulator)

leg, 27 millimeters; length of largest female. L0.5; width, 20.5; length

oi third ambulatory leg. about 24.
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From Iliuliuk Karbor, Unalaska, to Gray's Harbor, Washington; U.S. Fish Com
mission steamer Albatross, 1888 1890:

2862
2868

! 60

2870
3210
3313

3313
33 13

1,
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Genus CRYPTOrHRYS

Carapace no broader than long, hard. Front produoed : orbits lodged

.11 the sides of the front and verj slightly visible bom above, External

maxillipeds not large euougb to completely close the buccal cavity;

ischium rudimentary; meruslong and curved; palpus two jointed. Mule

abdomen with the second, third, and fourth articles coalesced. Oheli

peds in male with palms broad, inflated. Ambnlaioi \ legs, with third,

fourt h, aud ii ii li joints broad.

Ci ypt oplu y s conch.mun.

Mule: Carapace subpeutagonal, slightly longer than broad, smooth,

rigid, a fainl sulcus visible behind the gastric regiou, interior and

anterolateral margins defined by a ridge of coarse setie, which are

thickesl and longest al the anterolateral angles. Orbits circular,

completely tilled bj the stoul peduncles; antennuhe large, transverse.

Abdomen broadest near the proximal end of the second segment : tirsl

segment short; coalesced segment with the first two of its component

articles convex on the margin and separated bj a iaint line, and the

la^i article slightly concave on the margin; third and fourth segments

broader than long; terminal segment subrectangular. External max
illipeds having the merus curved on the outer margin, the distal portion

almost transverse in position; the palpus articulated al its antero

external angle, two jointed ; terminal joinl lour sided, much broader at

the extremity. Chelipeds stout, margined with a row of coarse setie,

as are also I he remaining legs; Oil the palm the upper row ol seta- is

on the inner surface just below the margin. First three pairs of ambu
latorv legs SUbequal, the second the longest; the fourth pair the short

est, overreaching the carpal joint of the preceding pair; dactyli about

as long as the propodi, terminating in slender, curved hooks.

Length, 1. 7; width, L-.2 millimeters.

False Bay, San Diego County, California; EI, C, Orcutt, dune I,

1882; from mantle of Mint armaria l.inne, two males, oue of which is

\ er\ minute
{

1 7498).

Pllgel Sound, in Cardita hor<<tlis Conrad; two males, dried (17502).

In the alcoholic specimens the sixth and seventh abdominal segments

are part iallv coalesced.

Genus SCLEROPLAX.

Carapace transverse, hard. External maxillipeds with ischium rudi

mentar) ; merus longer than broad, oblique, not curved, winged on the

margins; palpus three-jointed. Ambulaton legs similar in character,

slender, t he t lord pan the longest, but slightly exceeding the others.
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Scleroplax gramilntiiH.

Carapace subpentagonal, hard, granulate anteriorly and near the

margins, punetate elsewhere; a granulated ridge defines the la!

cml margin. Front narrow, produced, slightly convex as seen from

above. Orbits nearly circular, eye-stalks very short and thick; anten

miles almost transverse. Merus of maxillipeds granulate, with a longi

tudinal, wing like expansion on the inner margin, and another on the

outer margiu, which becomes narrower at the proximal end. Palpus

triarticulate, large, the penultjoint longer than the merus, the nlti

mate joint art iculated near the proximal end of the inner margin of I he

penultimate and about equal in width bo the adjacent portion of the

penultimate; both joints are long, wii li a longitudinal median depres

sion, and a fringe of very long hair bordering the extremities, the last

joint slightly overreaching the other. A bdomen of female very smooth
mill shining, fringed with hair, liol reaching beyond the sternum.

Ghelipeds in the female grauulate, weak, shorter than the ambulatory

legs; hands broad, somewhai compressed; dactyls strongly curved.

Ambulatory legs slender, granulate, the third pair longest, the second

Longer than the first, the first pair weakest; the joints narrow, flat

tened; the dactyls are very slender, almost straight, and equal in

length the propodal joints.

Length, <»; width, 8 millimeters.

Ensenada, Lower California, 0. K. Orcutt; three females (17497). In

the same vial is a fragment <>l" a male, apparently the same species, in

which the abdomen is narrow, tapering very gradually to the broad,

terminal segraeni ; third, fourth, and fifth segments partially anchylosed.

Subfamily Amtu i:n<><;natimn m.

Family ABthenognathidte Stirapsou, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., \, |>. 107, 1858.

Resembling Pinnotherinse, but the ischium <>i I he external maxillipeds

is longer and more distinctly developed. The last pair of ambulatory

legs is not rudimentary or abortive. In this family are included the

genus Asthenognathus and the following

Genoa OPISTHOPUS.

Carapace usually firm and unyielding; smooth, subquadrilateral, re

gious uot defined; lateral margins regularly arcuated. Epistoirie very

short. Abdomen seven-jointed, in the male not covering the sternum
between the coxaa of the last ambulatory legs. Bye-peduncles short.

Antennae small, situated at the inner orbital hiatus; basal joint small.

Antennulee obliquely plicated. External maxillipeds with the ischium

well developed, the merus broad, the palpus three-jointed, the ultimate

joint articulated on the inner side of the penultimate. Chelipeds moil

• rate; ambulatory legs snbequal in length, joints flattened.
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Opisthopua tranaveraua.

Carapace transverse, convex, thin, l>u t not sofl and yielding as in Pin

notheres, angles rounded. Fronl deflexed, almost straight when seen

from above, with a slighl median sulcus. Abdomen of male narrow at

base, decreasing regularly iu width to the seveuth joint, which is sub

quadrilateral; abdomen of female verj wide and long, almost covering

the inaxillipeds. A.ntennuhe well developed, lodged in deep, diagonal

fossas Exterior ma \i Hi pods with the ischium strong, broad : themerus

as broad as long, with the antero-external angle broadly rounded; the

palpus large; the ultimate joint narrow, inversely spatulate, overreach

ing the penultimate joint. Ohelipeds rather stout; morns broad, in

liedral; palm a little longer than the lingers, thick, slightly compressed,

margins rounded, lower margin convex. Ambulatory legs similar in

character; joints rather broad, except the dactyls, which are curved and
small, a little more than halt' the length of the propodal joints: second

pair of legs the longest, fourth pair the shortest, reaching midway of

the propodal .joint of the preceding pair.

Monterey, California; Dr. J. A.. Canfield (3446); two males and two

females, the females much larger than the males.

Point l.oma. California; U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross,

January 28, 1889; one female with eggs (17481).

Width of female, Monterey, 18; length, 11 millimeters. Width of fe

male. Point l.oma, 13; length, 1 1 millimeters; width of male. 1>.S; leugl h.

8.5 millimeters,

The front, appendages, anterior margin of the sternum, and the ab

domenofthe female, are fringed with hair. One female with eggs, from

Monterey, is eutirely covered with a short, dense sponge growth. 'The

smallest male was found in the folds oi' Lucapina crenulata Sowerby.

Family CALAPPID^E.

Subfamily ('m.aitin i

Mui si. i h.iwaiiensis.

Carapace transverse, very convex in both directions, granulate, the

granules becoming smaller on the tubercles, which are arranged in live

mori' or less longitudinal rows, one oi' which is in the median line; hit

era! inargius granulate, the antero lateral also crenulate; lateral spine

very short; carapace widest not at the base of the lateral spine, but in

advance of thai point; at each extremity of the posterior inargiu there

is a flattened obtuse tooth ; and midway between a taint projection or

convexity of the margin. Frontal margin little produced, triangular,

with three small teeth, the median more produced and depressed than

the others. Orbits with a closed fissure above, and a deep rounded

hiatus beneath: inner subocular lobe triangular; e.\ es oval, large, shtnt
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stalked, fillingthe orbits. Subhepaticregions deeply channeled. Abdo
men In male, with five segments, the second with a thin, prominent

trilobed crest, lobes minutely crenulate. Antennae lone,; antennules
oblique. Maxillipeds as in the genus. Ghelipeds granulate, very un-

equal; large cheliped with three spines on the anterior portion of the

merus, the inner very small, the outer the largest and of moderate
length; hand not very deep, nine- 1 not lied above; an Irregular crest near

the lower margin bears a sharp spine near the merus; small cheliped

with merus one-spined; band with about eleven small irregular teeth

above; both hands have the lower margin spinulifcrous. Ambulatory
legs with granulated lines on the upper surface of the carpal joints.

The alcoholic specimen has tinges of red on the carapace and elieli-

peds and an elongated patch of red on the inner surface of the hand
near the dactyl.

Length, in median line, L'!); width, without spines,.'}*}; length of lateral

spine, measured on its posterior margin, I millimeters.

Off the Sandwich Islands, lat. 21° 11" N., Ion.-. 157< 1!)' W., L'(>r>

fathoms, fine white sand, station 3472, tJ. S. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross, 1891 ; one male (1751 5).

This species is nearly related to ,1/. eurtispina Miers, but differ- in

the shorter lateral spines and the character of the hands; in M.hawaii
ensis the hand is less deep, the crest more continuous and prominent,

the sinuses of the upper margin narrower. The inner subocular lobe

is regularly triangular and does not exceed the basal antenna! joint,

instead of being rounded, with a produced acuminate tip as in curti

sjiinit. The almost entire obsolescence of the median lobe of the pos
terior margin also distinguishes this species from eurtispina and con
nects it with armata de Haan.

Platymera californiensis.

This species is closely allied to P. gaudichaudii from thecoasl of Chile,

[t agrees with Milne Edwards's brief description of that species,* but

differs in many respects from the figure in d'Orbigny's Atlas.1

The anterolateral teeth are smaller and are distinctly separated by

broad, shallow sinuses. The tuberculous ridge on the palm is nearer
the lower crest

;
the second and third teeth of the upper margin, count

in- from the carpus, are largerand stronger than in gaudichaudii. The
ambulatory legs are narrower; t his is especially noticeable in t In; fourth

and fifth joints; the lift h joint of the first three pairs is not so distinctly

granulate as in the figure. The external maxillipeds are granulate,

e.-pecially the ischium-, which has also strong irregular teeth on its inner

margins. The raised portions of the carapace have a number of de

Mist. Nat. Crust., n. p. 108, 1837.

t Milne Edwards and Lik-ms, d'Orbigny's Vby. I'Amr i. Merid., atlas, ('rustace's, pi,

xm. fig. 1. L843,
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pressed I nl>en les not mentioned in I '.d\\ .11 ils's descript ion, 1 > 1 1 1 perhaps

indicated in the figure bj the red spots. There are three on the median

line. In the young these tubercles are more prominent and the lateral

.mil literal spines are proportionally much longer than in adults.

Milne Edwards Bays of g<iudich<vidii that the second ambulatory leg

is longer than the first. In this series of specimens the i\\<» legs are

\er\ nearly equal in length, sometimes the lirsl beiug a little longer

and sometimes the second; i his difference raaj occur on opposite sides

of the same individual. The variation is due to the facl that, although

the nieial joint is always longer in tin 1 second pair, the carpal and

terminal joints are always longer in the tirsl pair; the propodal joints

are more nearly equal) bul \\ lien i lierc is a difference, u is alwaj s longer

in the first leg.

The characters above mentioned, whicb are constant in the hundred

specimens examined, taken in connection with the great difference in

habitat, are. 1 think, sufficient basis for the formation of a species.

1 iengt h of carapace, ( ;
I : \\ idth to base o\' spine. 05; lengt h of spine,

1 I millimeters.

Collet ted i>\ the Albatross *\\ the following stations oft the coast of

California

:

Station
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with, a median tubercle poiutiug backward; on the posterior margin
arc two triangular obtuse, laminiform spines, the space between con-

cave; on l lie posterior pai l of the branchial region, just above the mar
gin, there is a stout, somewhat flattened, recurved spine. Frontal re

gion without large granules; there is a cluster of granules at the sum
mit of the hepatic region. Rostrum upturned, truncate. Maleabdo
Mien with third, fourth, and fifth segments coalesced, hist segment
long, triangular; female abdomen with fourth, fifth, and sixth seg-

ments coalesced, oval; abdomen and sternum in both sexes granulate.
Orbits almost circular, with two lissures above and one below, besides

the inner hiatus which is nearly tilled by the obliquely placed basal

antennal joint. Antennular fossae oblique. Ischium of external max
illipeds with a longitudinal row of large granules; exognath with large

scattered granules, wide at the base, outer margin nearly straight, ex-

tremity rounded. There is atubercleon the subhepatic region. Cheli
peds in male about two and a half, in female about, one and a half
times the length of the carapace; inerus subcylindrical with spiny
granules; carpus and hand with flattened granules; hand compressed,
fingers about two thirds t he length of the palm, not gaping, with gran-
ulate ridges, inner edges finely toothed and hairy. Ambulatory legs
slender, granulate; meral joints cylindrical, of fourth pair with a, row
of spiny granules below; last three joints flattened; dactyls hairy.

Length, without posterior spines, 12.5; width, 11; length of cheliped,

about 30 millimeters.

Gulfof < 'alilornia; U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross. t888-'89:

2*2^

3011
::oil

3037

1,.
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i alight ciiiar-inal ion. Anlennnlar loss;!' OVUl, slightly ohlnpie. MCTUS
ol « holipods noi so long as the width of the carapace, subeylindrioal,

8tontor through its proximal half, granulate, the granules growing

smaller and loss distinct near the carpus, which is minutely granulate,

as iiic also the hand and dactyl; hand compressed, tapering a little

toward the lingers, which arc about the length of the palm, slender,

bent downward, the outer margin of the pollox concave, A mbulatory

logs wnli the merus joints cylindrical, fourth joint subeylindrioal, fifth

flattened, not dilated, cristate above; dactyls stylifonn, pubescent on

i in- margins,

This species is verj close i<> Pcrsejihona.

Length, without posterior spine, 32; width, 28; length of cheliped

about oi millimeters,

Gulf of California; U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross. 1889:

ion
;n:|

1 R
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Randallla dlstlnota.

Carapace slightly longer than broad, orbicular, convex; sulci defin

ingthe regions distinct ; antero lateral margin behind the hepatic region

slightly indented; entire surface granulate, Mir granules varying in

size, larger posteriorly, somewhat clustered on the margins; three

granulated tubercles ou the margin of the anterior portion of the

branchial region; one on fche posterior portion; posterior marginal

teeth stout, triangular; on fche intestinal region there is a shorl re

curved spine; hepatic region without a tubercle; pterygostomian

region with a faint tubercle. Abdomen of immature female with

fourth, fifth, and sixth segments coalesced, the sections distinct, how

ever, as in the young of omata. Rostrum two-lobed, the lobes high

and ridged above; median groove deeper than in omata. Orbil with

two fissures above, with nn intervening lobe, one fissure below,

iiinl nn Inner hiatus. Basal antennular joint forming nn operculum

which partly closes the fossa; basal antenna! joint larger than the

following joints, bui not reaching the front. The anterior margin of

fche buccal cavity docs not form fche lower wall of fche orbit. The max
illipeds <lo oot cover the whole of the buccal cavity as in omata and

gra mi lata, but leave an oval opening at fche extremity of the exognath;

gndognath longitudinally ridged; ischium longer than the merus, witli

smooth inner margin; merus obliquely truncated at distal extremity,

almost triangular; exognath nearly straight on the outer margin,

e\t remity rounded, not reaching the end of the endognath. Ohelipeds

in the female uearly twice as long as the carapace, slender, granulate;

merus cylindrical with granules spiny; bands narrow, slightly com
pressed, margins subparallel; fingers ridged, inner margins uneven, no

gape. Ambulatory legs slender, granulate; dactyls hairy.

Length, 20.5; width, 20; length of cheliped, about 40 millimeters.

oil' the Sandwich Islands, lat. 21° 12'K, long. ir>7 r.»' W., 295

fathoms, line while sand, station .* 1 1 7 Li ; I'. S. Fish Commission steamer

Albatross, L891 ; one immature female (17516).

Nurtla tuberculata.

Carapace with posterior two thirds very convex, densely set wit h cir

cular tubercles, many of which are large, fche space between them

filled with smaller tubercles or granules of the same character; a me
diaii ridge extends backward from the frontal region to the cardiac

region; intestinal region with a convex posterior projection somewhat
bilobed. -Antero lateral margin with a slight convexity al the hepatic

region, a broad lobe posterior to it followed by a denticle at the lateral

angle. Posterolateral margin tuberculate and slightly convex tor its

anterior half, concave for its posteripr half, the intervening angle

marked by ;i denticle. There is also a subhepatic denticle. Front

truncate with a narrow media itch, Male abdomen broad, with the

frhjrd to Mm tilt 1 » segments coalesced; penultimate segment, w it h a

l', 1M . \ \l '.»:{ IT
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short appressed spineut its proximal end pointing 1i.hKw.uiI. Inferior

regious tuberoulate, the tubercles of the abdomen and sternum much
depressed. Chelipeds short, stout', tubereulate; merus cylindrical;

carpus aud manuswitha thin superior crest; fingers almost as long

as the palm, strongly deflexed, tubereulate at base, with line teeth

on the prehensile edges, fitting closely together; dactyl with a slight

(irst. Ambulatory legs tubereulate, except the dactyls, and hairy:

(l.iri\ Is long, slender and curved.

Length of carapace, 11.8; greatest width, 12.5 millimeters.

Gulf of California; lat. 29 30 N.. long. L12 io W\, 15 fathoms;

I nut. Commander 11. E. Nichols, r. s. Navy, 1880-1882; one male,

dried (17503).

Famih DORIPPID E,

Ethnsa lata

< Sarapace about as broad as long, covered \\ it It a velvety pubescence,

interspersed with longer, curled hairs; a fringeoflong hair borders the

frontal margin and the outer orbital tooth; thecervicai and cardiaco

branchial sutures are well marked ; depression between I lie cardiac and

gastric regious verj deep but short. Front lour toothed, the median
teeth more w idely and deeply separated from each other than from the

lateral. External orbital tooth large, triangular, not quite so much
advanced as the front. Eye stalks stout. EpistOme very narrow.

Bases ofantennules moderately developed. Male abdomen live jointed.

Ghelipeds in male very unequal, minutely pubescent: merus subtri

goual; carpus in larger cheliped suborbicular, produced internally in

a rounded lobe: hand large, very broad, much inflated; lingers short

ami broad, irregularly denticulate on prehensile edges. Carpus of

small cheliped in males and of both chelipeds in females, more elongate;

hands small and narrow; fingers as long as the palm. Second and

third pairs of legs ver\ long, microscopically pubescent, dactyli much
longer than tin- penultimate joints; fourth and tilth pairs densely pu

besoent and hairy, dactyli very short.

Length o\' male, 11; width, 11.5; length of second pair of ambulatory

legs, about 34; of third pair, about 14.5 millimeters. Length of female,

11. S; width, 11'; length of male, 7.2; width, 7.

In the smallest specimen, in which the length i*\ the carapace is

greater than the width, the median frontal lobes are more produced

than the lateral, while the opposite is the case in larger specimens.

Gulf of California: U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, iss'.t.-

Station
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( arapace vei y broad, ornamented \\ it li tubercles as follows: two large

and broad on the frontal region; two small and broad directly behind

these; four arranged almost transversely across the gastric region and

i parated by the mesoga trie region, on which f li«i « are three in a tri

angle, and behind these two granule ; aero i the cardiac region there

i ,i prominent transverse ridge ol four large tubercles, which is con

tinued on the branchial region by an arcuate line of four smaller on<

between the penultimate tubercle of this row and the antero-lateral

margin there are two small tubercles; there isa tubercle near the inner

angle of the branchial region, and sometimes another exterior to it;

also a depressed tubercle behind the orbit; there are two granules on

t he posterior portion of t he cardiac region
;

t he posterior margin is boi

dered by grannies. The space between the tubercles iscovered with

short scattered setae. Front four-toothed, the median lobes produced

and near together, the lateral small. Supraorbital margin with two

teeth. Antero-lateral teeth five, including the postorbital, the last

two approximating. The inferior orbital border has two wide cut ;

the inner lobe is itself two-lobed, with the outer lobe the larger.

Sternum ;m<l abdomen finely pubescent; a ridge runs on the fifth

sternal segment from the second abdominal segment to the coxae of the

fourth pair of legs; terminal segment of abdomen threc-lobed. Cheli

peds wealj in both sexes, pubescent; carpus and manus obscurely to

berculate. Second and third pairs of ambulatory legs much exceeding

the others, the second the longer, more than twice as long as the width

of the carapace; meral joints of second and third pairs long, flattened

below, \\ ii 1
1 two dentate ridges above, the margins also dentate; carpal

joints with smooth ridges; propodal joints with I<>n^ hairs fringing

the margins, the hairs lying flat upon the joints; dactyls with hairs upon
the upper margin. First ambulatory leg a little longer than the widt h

of the carapace, slender, obscurely ridged; fourth ambulatory leg very

weak, about a- long as the carapace.

Length, 8.5; width, IL'.U; length of first ambulatory leg, about 13; ol

second, !'.">..">; of fourth, 8 millimeters.

OH' Lower t 'alifornia; tJ. S. Fish Commission steamer I Ibatross, 1889;

Station

801 I
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lobcd, the median lobes rounded and inconspicuous, and separated by

shallow notches rutin the broad Lateral lobes. The upper margin of the

orbit bears two triangular teeth; the outer angle is sharp and much
produced. In addition there are' two acute anterolateral teeth pro

jecting little beyond the marginal line, the outer edge of the teeth

nearly straight. The posterior margin of the specimen is mutilated, but

there can be discerned near the margin a transverse line of seven thin

elongated tubercles; the margin itself is very minutely granulate, and

between it and the tubercles the surface is granulate. The lower or-

bital border lias two lissures and the inner lobe is t u o lotted at the

sum mil. Basal antenna! joinl little advanced. Sternum and abdomen
finely pubescent; a transverse ridge on the fifth sternal segment; ab

domen of male more tapering than in fragilis; margin of penultimate

segment with an obtuse angle; terminal segmenl longer than broad,

rounded, reaching the inner margin of the ischium of the maxillipeds.

Ohelipeds (the right one only is preserved) weak, tuberculate, pubes-

cent; carpus armed with many irregular sharp-edged tubercles; hand
broader than in fragilis, tubercles arranged longitudinally, the two
rows on the upper surface the largest. Ambulatory legs of moderate

length ; first three pairs w it h a prominent tooth at the upper distal end

of I he meral joint; second and t bird pairs w it h a tooth near the upper

distal end of the carpal joint; the meral ridges are formed by spiny

tubercles; the carpal ridges are thin, prominent, and finely denticulate.

The specimen in alcohol is dark colored and mottled, and the legs

have broad, transverse bands of dark and Light.

Length, 9; width, L0.5; length of first ambulatory leg, about 11; of

second, IS; of fourth, about 7.5 millimeters.

Gulf of California, lat. l'I :.l N., long. 1 10 39' \V., l<> fathoms, sand,

broken shells, temperature *>l .station 2998; U. S. Fish Commission
steamer Albatross, L889; one male (17 IS I).



NOTES ON SOME FOSSIL PLANTS FROM THE TRINITY DIVISION
OF THE COMANCHE SERIES OF TEXAS.

BY

William Morris Fontaine.

(Willi Plates x xx \ix i.i 1 1.

)

The fossil plants whose description form the subject of this paper

were collected by their discoverer, Mr. J. W. Barvey, of Glen Rose,

Texas. They occur in the bed of the Paluxy River, two miles above (lieu

Rose. The material containing the fossils is a pretty firm limestone,

quite free from sand and clay, and lighl gray in color, which was evi

dently a deposit formed at a considerable distance from the shore.

This necessitated a. prolonged immersion of the plant remains in water

and their transportation over long distances. This conclusion, drawn

from the nature of the sediment, is confirmed by the condition and

character of the plant fossils. They are very fragmentary, and con

sist chiefly of types that can withstand maceration. The fact- that the

plant remains probably did not obtain speedy entombment in sedi-

ments must, be taken into consideration in determining the probable

character of the flora of the Trinity epoch, for the absence of certain

types may be accounted for by the conditions attending the fossiliza-

tion of vegetation.

The limestone is without minor structure planes and cleavage. It

breaks in any direct ion, and this fact makes it difficult to work out,

without additional comminution, the fragments preserved. An addi

tional difficulty in securing identifiable specimens is caused by the fact

that the vegetable matter of the fossils in many cases peals off from

the stone, leaving an imprint that does not always give the true char

acter of the relic.

Most of the fossils are in the form of small fragments, ('ones of

conifers and bits of twigfc of the same much predominate. The twigs

have usually thick leathery leaves and a dense durable epidermis.

These facts indicate that- the plants and parts of plants that can with-

stand long drifting are predominant, because more perishable forms

were destroyed in transportation. Conifers of certain types are most

common, probably because, under (lie existing conditions, they were

best fitted for preservation, and not because they were most common
in the Mora, Plants fossilized after being drifted long distances can

Proceedings National Museum Vol. XVI No 934
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never give so correct an idea of the flora of the time as those that are

entombed where they fell. It is greatly to bo desired thai near shore

formations of the epoch now in question containing fossil plants may
be discovered. In that case the absence of types in the fossils would

more probably indicate their absence in the flora.

While the conditions under which they were preserved indicate thai

the (lien Rose fossils probably give us a very imperiled idea of the

flora of the time, the amount of material obtained is not large enough

to give us much confidence in any negative conclusions concerning the

character of the Trinity flora. To this must be added the tact that the

plants are obtained from a single very small area, in all the vast ex-

panse of the' Trinity beds. The collection was contained in fivequite

small boxes. The greater part of the material is in the form of dupli-

cates of a few types, and this shows that Mr. Harvey obtained as full

a representation as was possible of the forms found at the locality.

Trot'. Roberl T. Hill, of the U. S. Geological Survey, established the

subdivisions of the Lower Cretaceous of Texas now generally accepted,

after determining the true order of succession of the formations of that

great state. He .-jives for the Lower Cretaceous the following groupings,

the Comanche series forming the base of the Cretaceous:

Comanche Series.

111. Washita Division

I

in. 1 tenison beds.

J
!t. Fort Worth beds.

\ s. Duck Creek )>«'<ls.

( 7. Schloenbachia beds.
i>. Caprina limestone.
5. Comanche Peak !>c<ls.

II. Comanche Peak or

Fredrickshnre hivis-s
I 4. \\ alnut clays.

ion. ., ,, ,
',

[ 6. raluxy sands.

, ,., ..,,,... ( 2. Glen Rose or alternating beds.
1. 1 runt v I Mvisioti. < 1 ., , ,., • •

.

,J
( 1. Basal 1 nnity sands.

In a letter to the writer. Prof. Hill states that the Glen Rose fossil

plants occur in a lenticular mass of fine sediment, in a chalky lime

mass full of marine fossils, about 250 \'vr\ above the bottom of the

Trinity Division. According to him, there is no break between the

basal Trinity sands and the Glen Rose beds. The latter represent de-

posits laid down in deeper waters farther from land. The Trinity ba-

sal sands were formed as the sea advanced from its present outline

across the whole state of Texas.

Attention may here be called to the similarity in the conditions at-

tending the formation of the Trinity beds and the Potomac beds, as

found in Virginia, which latter hold a fossil flora nearly allied, in its

older elements, to that of the Trinity. The Potomac beds of Virginia

(the lower Potomac) contain the fossil plants in lenticular beds of clay

which lie in the sands and other coarse materials, the clay beds repre-

senting eddies in the unquiet waters. The Virginia Potomac sands

and gravels were laid down in shallow shore waters, in a progressing

subsidence. Bui in the case of t he Virginia beds we have no evidence

that the subsidence was sufficient to produce limestone.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

EQUISETACE^J.

Equisetum texense sp. nov.

PL xxxvi, Fig. 1.

Stems small, 3 to 4 millimeters in diameter. Average length of inter-

nodes, 1 centimeter. Sheath swollen, average length, 5 millimeters.

Character of teeth not certainly made out, but apparently they are

narrow aud about twelve in number. This Equisetum is much like

E. Bwchardti, Hunker, of the European Wealden, and resembles also

E. virginicum, of the Potomac formation, but it seems to have been
somewhat larger than the latter. It belongs to the type of Equiseta

with small steins and swollen sheaths that is characteristic of the Lower
Cretaceous. These three plants, E. Burchardti, E. virginicum, and E.

texense, are all closely allied and are, perhaps, somewhat varying types

of the same species.

Only one specimen was found that showed the sheaths, aud in this

case the preservation was not perfect enough to make fully known the

shape of the teeth. There arc, however, several imprints which ap-

pear to have been made by portions of the stem of this plant. The
tumid character of the sheaths, however, is well displayed in the more
perfect specimen. The considerable length of this stem, its rigid na-

ture, and the appearance of the sheaths, remind one of Casuarina.

FEKNS.

One of the most peculiar features of the flora collected at Glen
Rose is the almost total absence of ferns. Generally in any collection

of older Cretaceous fossils ferns are among the most abundant forms. As
these Texas fossils are preserved in sediment accumulated during a

progressing subsidence, we would expect them to show a large propor-

tion of ferns. This, however, is not the case. Only a single imprint,

with its reverse, was found belonging to this group, ami this is the tip

of a pinna or pinnule, which is too small to permit the character of the

plant to be made out.

Sphenopteris valdensis Heer?

PL xxxvi, Fig. 2.

A small specimen was found of a fern of Wealden type, closely allied

to, if not identical with, 8. valdensis, described by Heer from the
Wealden of Portugal. The specimen is too small to permit the posi-

tive determination of the plant. The fragment seems to belong to the
terminal portion of an ultimate pinna, As this portion of a fern often
differs much from parts lower down on the pinna, it is of no value to
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determine character. The pinnules or laciniee bave tbe narrow elongate

shape, the oblique insertion, and the firm consistency given for 8,

voldensis. The nerves wore not distinctly seen, but appear to be' single

in each lacinia or pinnule, as in the planl from Portugal. Heer* iden

tuies bis planl with S.JnQleri, fittings, and with Jeanpaulia nervosa

Dunk., of the Wealden of Hanover. Tins type of fern seems to bave

been a common one m the Wealden of Europe.

CYCADS.

The cycads, although not very abundant in the Glen Rose fossils,

stand next to the conit'ers. They are in n very fragmentary condition,

but still suffice to enable one to determine, in a number of cases, the

character of the plant with some certainty. Fortunately the character

Of some Ol these forms is so marked that they are readily identified.

Dioonites Buchianus, var. raiinervis var. qov.

PI. \\\\ i. Figs. 3, i.

This plant agrees in all respects, except the nerves, with the typical

Dioonites Buchianus. It lias the same thick durable epidermis, the same

shape, dimensions, and modi' of insertion of the leaflets, and the same

character of stem. The nerves are stronger, fewer in number, and
more remote than in the typical form so common in the Potomac of

Virginia. They fork near the base of the leaflets, but have the ulti-

mate branches only five to seven in number. Fig. ."> gives a portion of

a leaf of medium size and shows the insertions of leaflets. V\iz. I repre

sents a terminal portion of a leaflet of large size showing the nerves.

A considerable number (live to six) of specimens of this plant, were

found, and it we may judge from this, it was one of the more common
cycads of the Glen Rose region.

Dioonites Buchianus Schiniper.

PI. xxxvi. Fig. "».

This plant, first found in the Carpathian Urgonian beds of Grodischt,

and later seen to be distributed in great abundance in the Potomac

strata of Virginia, was without doubt present in t lie Texas Trinity flora.

1 1 is, however, quite rare in the typical form as a fossil in the Glen Pose

strata. At least two well characterized specimens of it, differing in no

respect from the Virginia fossils, bave been obtained. The specimens

show the usual line closely placed nerves of the true IK Buchianus^

covered with a linn durable epidermis. As I have endeavored in pre

vious statements to show, mi conclusion can be safely drawn from the

rarity of the fossils as to the relative abundance of the form in the

Trinity flora.

• Flore fossile .In Portugal," p. 1 1. PI. x\ . Figs. 9 1

1
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Dioonites Buchianus, var. angustifolius Fonl

PI. xxxvi, Pig. <i.

In I he Potomac strata of Virginia a Dioonites was found with leaflets

much narrower than the normal form. As it did QOt graduate into the

normal J>. Buehionus, and apparently was not an accidentally narrowed

form of that species, t Ik- writer in Monograph x v of the publications of

the I'. S. Geological Survey, Pari i, text, p. L85, proposed to consider

it a variety. This narrow form is present in the Texas region, as is shown

in (»ne well characterized specimen. This specimen shows leaflets

exactly like those of the Virginia Potomac.

Dioonites Dunkerianus (Gopp.) MiqneL

PL xxxvr, Fig. 1l'; PI. xxxvii, Fig. l.

Leaves large; midrib very strong; leaflets spreading, closely placed,

somewhat thickened at base, slightly and gradually narrowed toward

their bases; attached to the sides of the midrib, as in I). BucManus,

with a slightly protracted and decurrent base, narrowly linear in shape,

obtuse to subacute at the tips, very thick and leathery in substance,

with a linn durable epidermis, attaining apparently maximum length

of 15 centimeters and a width of 2 to ."> millimeters; nerves obscure,

apparently live to six in number, very slender, and immersed in the

thick leaf substance.

Several fairly well preserved specimens of this noteworthy plant were

obtained. They apparently belong to the middle and upper portions

of the leaf, and tin basal and terminal portions were not seen. The

specimens are somewhat distorted, so that the angle made by the leaf

lets with the midrib can not certainly be made out. They seem to ,«r<>

oil' at an angle of about 45 degrees.

This plant agrees so well with l>. Dunkerianus (Gopp.) Miquel, from

the Wealden of Hanover, that it can not be separated from it. It clearly

belongs to tin 1 same genus with l>. Buchianus, wherever that may be

placed, l»nt is decidedly distinct from it. Schenk, in describing* />.

Dunkerianus, gives the length of the leaflets as 4 to ti centimeters.

I do not understand how he obtained these dimensions, for on PI. xv.

Pig. 1, of the same work he gives a figure of this plant which shows

leaflets 7 centimeters long with the entire length not preserved. That

they were considerably longer is shown by the fact that a leaflet Teen

tiiueters long, with the end broken oil', shows no diminution in width.

Scheuk's figure represents the leaflets as they are shown in the Texas

plant. Fig. 1, PI. xxxvii of this paper, gives a portion of a large leaf

with the leaflets of only one side preserved. All of the width of the

midrib is not preserved, but its great size is indicated in the specimen.

PI. xxx'vi, Fig. 1l', gives a specimen with a smaller midrib, showing its

" Die Fossile Flora der Nor<lweat(lfiitsclicn YVealdea formation," pp, 150,31.
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entire width. In this hitter specimen a number of the Leaflets attached

to the right-hand side of the midrib are doubled over t<> t lie left-hand

side, so that with casual inspection they might give an erroneous idea

of their mode of insertion. The texture of the plant figured by Schenk
seems to have been similar to that of the Texas form, for both show a

wrinkling at right angles with the length of the leaflets, due to shrink

ing in drying.

It is very difficult to seethe nerves, as they appear to be very slender

and are immersed in the leaf-substance. Thecontract ion produced in

the fleshy leaflets gives sometimes deceptive forms. In some eases two

longitudinal folds, near the center of the leaflets, appear as strong

nerves, and sometimes the space between them takes on the appearance

of a strong single nerve, giving the plant the appearance of a Cycadites.

At first 1 was led to think thatthe plant belonged to this genus. I am
not then surprised that Dunker* described a form of this plaid as Cyca-

dites Morrisianus. Schenk Correctly unites i t. with />. Dunkerianus,

notwithstanding the fact that 1 •linker's figure represents the leaflets as

nearly 8 centimeters long with the ends not preserved.

Podozamites acutifolius Font.1

PI. xxxvi. Fig. 7.

Only a single specimen was found of a plant that may be identical

witli Podozamites acutifolius Font., of the Potomac formation. This is

represented in Pl.XXXVI, Fig. 7. It is the basal portion of a small leaflet,

narrowing to a pedicel at base. It has quite tine nerves that fork to

wards the base, the branches becoming parallel. The size of the leaf

let and its shape towards the base agree quite well with the Potomac

plant,! but of course the specimen does not permit positive identifica-

tion.

It should be stated that both the species here given as Podozamites

may belong to the genus Nageiopsis as determined by the writer} from

the Potomac flora. There are no characters in the basal portions of

single detached leaflets that will distinguish the two genera. The tips

of detached leaflets, however, show distinctions, for in Podozamites

the nerves towards the ends of the leaflets converge and unite more or

less, while in Nageiopsis they continue parallel but are usually more

closely placed towards the tips.

With reference to the genus Nageiopsis, it may be stated that when

its determination was made from the study of the abundant material

obtained from the Potomac beds of Virginia, the writer had not been

able to see specimens of the leaves of the Nageia section of Podocar

" Monographie der Norddentschen Wealdeubildung," p. L6. PI. vii, tin. 1.

IMouograpb xv, U. S. Geological Survey, Pari I, text, p 181; Pari u. plates, PL
i.\ \ \ v. Fig. in.

tOp. .it.. Pari i. text, p 194 L95
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pus. Descriptions of the leaves were relied upon. Since that, owing

to the kindness of ;i friend residing in Japan, both the leaves and fruit

of forms of Nageia have been procured. The leaflets in every respect

are identical with those of Nageiopsis, while the nut-like fruits closely

resemble sonic of the smooth, rounded forms described in Monograph

xv, as Oycadeospermum. It will be noted that similar fruits are

found in the Glen J Jose fossils.

Podozamites species !

PL xxxvi, Fig. 8.

A single specimen of the basal portion of a leaflet was found among
the Glen Rose fossils, which seems to be a Podozamites. The leaflet

narrows to the base, as if to form a pedicel. The nerves are strong,

fork near the base, then become parallel. They are rather remote, and

may belong to a form like /'. dintantinervis of the Potomac of Virginia,

but the leaflets are much smaller than any shown by that species.

Zamites tenuinervis Font.

PI. xxxvii, Figs. ''•, I; PI. xxxxin, Figs. 1, 2.

A considerable number of specimens were found of a cycad not, to

be distinguished from Zamites tenuinervis Font, of the Potomac of Vir-

ginia. This is by far the most common cycad in the Glen Rose fossils,

and it is noteworthy that it is decidedly the most common Zamites in

the Potomac flora. As is the case with the Potomac fossils, the leaflets

are found detached, showing that they were easily separated from the

stem, leaving a base with a sinus. The only difference between the

Texas and Virginia forms is found in the fact that some of the Texas

leaflets show nerves rather more remotely placed than those seen in

any of the Potomac forms. The curving shape found in some of the

Potomac fossils may be seen in some of the (Hen Pose forms also.

Fig. 4
7
PI. xxxvn, may be compared with Fig. 1, PI. lxx of Monograph

xv of the United States Geological Survey. PI. xxxvn, Fig. 3, of this

paper gives the end ofa leaflet; Fig. 2 shows a portion ofoneofthe broad-

est leaflets, and Fig. 1, PI. xxxvni, represents portions of three leaflets

that were apparently attached to the same stem. This plant is pretty

well characterized, and as it seems to have been well established in the

Trinity flora it is important as showing a resemblance between that

and the Potomac flora.

CONIFERS.

Conifers are, as stated before, predominant forms in tin 1 (Hen Rose
fossils. They predominate in the number of species, and especially in

the parts of certain forms capable of withstanding long immersion in

water. The twigs of such plants as Frenelopsis, covered with a~dense

epidermis, and those of Brachyphyllum, protected by their imbricated

dense leaves, the compact cones of Pagiophyllum, and the thick
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leathery leaves of Sequoia pagiophylloides are by far the most common
fossils. The more fragile forms, like Sphenolepidium, Laricopsis, etc.,

are significant by their rarity. Owing to the facl that the parts of the

plants were probably not covered with sediment as they fell, it is

impossible to determine from the relative a Imm la nee of the fossils anj

thing concerning the numerical relations of the plants in the flora.

Abictitea Linkii (Komi.) 1 > 1 1 1 1

K

PI, xxxvn, Fig. -.

TheGIen Rose fossils furnish two or three specimens of a conifer that

agrees closely witli Abietites lAnkii as described and figured byScheuk.*

Scheuk's figures represent detached leaves, but the Texas fossil is the

end of an ultimate twig with several leaves attached. The exact mode

of attachment of the leaves is not shown, bul they, unlike the Cepha

lotaxopsis of the Potomac, a type somewhat similar to this, are seal

lered around the stem ami taper gradually to their bases. Tin' leases

are very rigid, coriaceous, linear in form, witli obtuse tips. Only one

good tip was seen, and the emarginate feature mentioned by Schenls

was not observed. The midrib is siugle and strong. It is (pule rare

among the Glen Rose fossils.

Laricopsis longifolia Pout.

PI. wwi. Fig. !•.

A very distinctly defined imprint of a small cylindrical stem was

found among the Glen Rose fossils. It has a distinct pitting, with small

depressions that appear to be the scars of fallen leaves or leaf bundles.

Attached to the stem which is proportionally verj large, are the bases

of several very narrow leaves. The leaves appear to have been i bread

like. The Stem and the leaves are exactly like some of those of Luri

copsis longifolia, described by the writer from the Potomac of Virginia.!

All the characters agree so well with those of the Potomac plant that,

although the amount of the material is very small, 1 have no hesitation

in regarding this Texas fossil ;is /.. longifolia.

The nerves of the leaves could not he made out in the (Hen Rose

specimen, but there is nothing to indicate that the\ are not single in

each leaf, as in the I'otonme fossil.

Sphenolepidium Steinbergianum, var. densifolium Font.

PI. XXXVI, I'i-. 10.

Several specimens of a conifer were found thai appear to be identi

tied with Sphenolepidium Sternbergianum, var. densifolium. This vari

ci\ was determined by the writer from the Potomac of Virgiuia.

• • I'os.silc Flora del Nordwestdeutscheu VYealdeuformatiou," pp 39, 10 PI. xix,

Figs, i 5

iMi graph xv, U. S. Geological Survey, Pari I, text, p 238 Compare of the

same « ork, Pari n, plates, I'l clxviii, Fig
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The leaves of the Glen Rose plant, especially the lateral ones, are

aarrow, acicular, and incurved, nil closely crowded. The Texas planl

agree exactly with some of the Virginia forms,* resembling most those

wit 1 1 the most delicate and crowded leaves. Some of the specimens

show undeveloped leafy buds, as may be seen in some of the Virginia

forms. i The specimens are few, probably because the parts of this

plant could not withstand long immersion in water and transportation

to a distance.

PiniiH : |

PI. \\\\ i. Fig. II.

The collection of fossils from Glen Rose contains ;i few scattered,

linear, our uerved leaves, such as are shown in PI. xxxvi, Pig. 1 1. They
are more attached, and are always so broken that only short bits are

visible, which never show the tips of the leaves. They have a width

of about 1£ millimeters, and the longest specimens have ;i length of

about '> centimeters. Their deciduous character, narrow, rigid form,

with only one nerve, indicate that they are ;i species of Pinus which

can not be at present more accurately determined.

IIOVBrachyphyllum texense sp.

PI. xxxviii, Figs. '> 5; PI. xxxix, Figs. I, la

Trees or shrubs with alternate and penultimate branches in one

plane, spreading rather widely. The ultimate branches are usually

formed by the dichotomous forking, at considerable intervals, of the

penultimate ones, but they are sometimes sparsely distributed alter

nately towards the terminations of the hitler. The ultimate branches

are short, stout, cylindrical in form, obtuse, not tapered towards then

tips. All the branches were covered with closely imbricated, leathery,

thick, scale like leaves, winch had a dense, very durable epidermis

that in its present condition looks like enamel. The leaves vary a little

in shape with age. The young leaves are broadly elliptical, the older

ones broadly rhombic, less commonly more or less rounded. Nearly

all the leaves had their ends prolonged into the form of a subacute,

lancet shaped tip, which is usually incurved in the lateral leaves.

They are strongly keeled towards their ends, and the keel runs back in

t he body of t he leaf some distance, but does not pass to its base. The
leaves are often decussate, in lour rows, but, are sometimes spirally

arranged.

The probable cones are uarrowly oval to oblong, about I centimeter

Compare Monograph xv, U. 8, Geological Suyrev, part u, plates, PI, cwm.
Fig. :;.

t Md, PI. cxxxi, Fi|
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in thickness and 2£ centimeters in length. The character of the scales
oi the cone was not made «>m. The probable staminate nments ;uc
oblong to vylindrical in form, covered with closely appressed ami im
brioated scales thai are elliptical in shape and have at their ends acute
prolongations thai are about half as long as i he bodyof the scale These
ameuts aic about 13 millimeters long and 3 millimeters thick.

Numerous specimens of this noteworthy planl occur, and it was
olearl) very common in the Trinity ftora. Unfortunately the thick
coriaceous leaves have a greal tendency to peel off in an the stone, and
hence specimeus handled without greal care are easily spoiled.

PI. wwiii, Fig. 5, gives a portion of what was a branch of consider
able si e, h shows whal seems to have beencommon in the plant, vi

the tendeucy of the tw igs to diverge at flrsl w idely from thestems \\ hich
give them oft', and then to curve upwards toward the ends of the main
branches. This figure shows also the dichotomous mode of division of
tin* laaiit lies, which seems to have been the most common.

PI, \\\i\. Fig, l. represents the end of a compound branch thai is

much smaller than thai given in Fig. ... which is the middle portion of
tlu 1 branch.

In PI. xxxix, Fig. I, the arrangeinenl of the ultimate twigs in an alter-

nate manner, a less common mode, is seen. Some <>t' the ultimate t \\ igs

in this specimen were broken off, so thai the ultimate grouping is not

full} shown. The only cone found which can with probability be re

ferred to this Brachyphylluin is thai given in Fig. 3, PI. in. A.s the
si one in splitting carried off the upper surface of this cone the character
Ol the scales was not made out, while its dimensions and shape are well

disclosed. The scales seem to have been rather thick toward their tree

ends, wedge-shaped towards their base, and to have overlapped one
anot her.

The small anient represented in PL wwni. Fig, I, most probably be
longs to this Brachyphyllum, being the staminate anient. The shape
oi its scales agrees well with those figured l>y Saporta* for />. graeite.

but the aineiii from Texas is more slender or cylindrical in shape.
Tins plant is most probably a new species, h is probabl) nearer

/>. Moreauanum Brougn., than any previously described species, but

differs from this in the greater uniformity in the shape of the leaves.
ami in the constant absence of an} mammillan prominence on their

backs as well as in the more decided development of-a lancet shaped tip.

It is quite different from B. crassicaule Font., of the Virginia Poto
macl iu showing a more sparse dichotomous branching, in the distinct

keel, in the denser epidermis of the leaves, and in their prolongation
at their tips.

'Paleontologie Pran^aise. Plautos juraaaiques, Tome in ; atlaa, PI. xmi, Fig. 7.

tMonograph xv, 1 S Geological Survey, Part I, test, p. 221.
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Pagiophyllum dubium sji. nov.

PI, \x xix, Figs. 2-11.

Tree or shrub, with the penultimate aud altimate twigs, which

alone were seen, rigid, cylindrical, and quite thick, The leaves are

slightly imbricated) or overlap by their tips, which are thin%nd parch

incut like, while 1 li< -i i- bases are considerably thickened. They are

closely appressed to the surface of the twigs, and show no keel or

prominence of any kind. They vary much in shape, being broadly tri-

angulares broadly elliptical, sometimes rounded subquadrilateral. A II

are very obtuse and rounded ;ii their tips, and have their greatest di-

mensions transverse to the axis of the twig. The epidermis is thin,

but apparently quite durable, and the outer surface of the leaves is

marked by lines (if pits which are distinctly visible to the unassisted

eye, the lines converging toward the tips of the leaves, and being ap

proximately parallel to their margins. These imprints are exactly like,

those seen on Hie epidermis of Prenelopsis, which is strikingly like

that of the plantnowin question. The cones, single or in pairs, at

the end of short, very stout ultimate branches, are small and globular in

form, the largest seen being about 15n,,n in diameter, and the smallest

*,""". The, cone-bearing branches have, next under the cones, leaves

of different character from (he, normal ones. They resemble much ab

breviated points of WreneUypsia variant. They vary in shape from the

normal kinds to those in u liich the edges of I he leaves appear as trans-

verse lines more or less convex upwards, and concave downwind, only

one rank of leaves appearing on the anterior surface of the stem.

The scales of the cones are closely appressed, small, numerous,

spirally arranged, thickened at the free ends, prolouged info an incurv-

ing spiny beak like that of Araucaria. The beak being removed

leaves a scar not unlike thai, of Araucaria, being a rhombic-shaped

depression, much elongated transversely.

The scales of the cones, w hen wholly removed, as they generally are,

leave imprints thai an; in shape snbi hombic lo broadly elliptical, and

prolonged at the tips lo a more or less acute point.

This remarkable conifer is the most common fossil at the (den Rose

locality. The twigs are not specially abundant, but the cones are very

numerous, being much the most abundant fossil. They wen- borne on

the summit of stout ultimate twigs, that generally broke off a little be-

low the base Of the cone, so that usually a short piece of the twig is

found with each cone. Owing to the fact that the exterior of the fossils

at Glen Rose is generally removed in breaking the stone, these portions

pf the twigs attached to the cones do not often show the character of

the leases. Still a considerable number of specimens are found

with a few of the leaves pretty well preserved. Unfortunately none of

the twigs attached to cones are Jppg enough to show more t ban three or

four leaves. Hence t he character of t he leaver on more remote portions
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oi the coue«bearing twigs was never seen, and the gradations of the

abnormal leaves nexl to the cones into normal ones could never be

traced on the same twig. !'>ui on comparing a number of these twigs

it can be seen thai there is a complete transition from (he mosl abnor

nial forms to the normal ones. The leaves on 'most of the twigs next

to the (ones me so nincli like \ cry much shortened internodes of Wren-

elopsis parians thai for a long time 1 thoughl that the cones belonged, to

thai sjiccies. This supposition was confirmed by the fad thai this

Frenelopsis -has, in ;i number of cases, nodes on the stems that are

much shortened. The likeness to Frenelopsis is increased by the pres-

ence of i he lines of stomata, which much resemble (hose of thai plant,

and by the texture of the epidermis, which is similar to thai of

frenelopsis.

'flic vegetable matter of the twigs of this plant is generally in the

condition of a powder, inclosed in a shell com posed of epidermal tissue.

On breaking the stone the whole of the material crumbles away, and

the exterior shell, showing the shape of l In' leaves, is especially prone

to lie destroyed. On this account it is very difficult to preserve spcci

mens with leaves. Where the thin free tips of the leases overlap on

the thickened liases of those next above, pressure often produces the

imprint of a line, so that some hint is thus given of the shape of

the leases. The imprints thus formed, however, do not uise their true

shapes, as the overlapping ends are not shown. PI. xxxix. Fig. 1',

gives the shapes produced by these lilies, and it will serve also to indi-

cate the stoutness of the t wigs, the one represented here being a penul-

timate one.

'fhe leases were proportionally very large, and of the genera] form

of those of Brachyphyllum, but they do not possess the thick enamel-

like epidermis of that plant. They have their basal portions thickened,

and show very distinct rows of stomata. In these feature's they are

allied to Pagiophyllum (Pachyphyllum) more closely than to any other

previously described conifer, and on this account 1 have, with much
doubt, placed the plant in that geilUS, indicat ing its doubtful position

by the specific name given it. It is quite probable that the plant is the

tvpe of a new genus, nearly allied to Araucaria, and uniting in itself

with features of A rauearia, some of t hose of Uraehyphs Hum and Pa

giophyllum. 'fhe type seems to differ from Pagiophyllum chiefly in tin

form of the leaves. Pagiophyllum { Pachyphyllum) cirinicum, as described

by Saporta, ' agrees in its leases on some of the larger twigs with this,

but other forms of this species! have quite dillerent leases.

indeed, the genus Pachyphyllum, renamed by Heer Pagiophyllum,

although it can hardly be considered as sharply defined, has, as the

more common form of leaf, one quite dillerent from any shown in the

Paldontologie Frangaise, Plantes jurassicpiea. Tome Hi, I'l. UUi, Fig. 1.

i [bid., PI, i i\
. Figs, i-o,
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plant now in question. While some leaves, as given by Saporta, Liave

tranversely elongated, more or less founded, or rhombic tonus, they

mostly appear with elliptic or rhombic shapes, elongated in the direc-

tion of the axis of the stem,' with a considerable portion free, more or

less remote from the stem, often incurving, with the whole leaf much
thickened. This Texas plant docs not have these features.

The leaves of /'. dubium are very large in proportion to the diameter

of t he t wigs, so t hat :i single 1
<

* ; 1

1" often extends across l lie whole upper

surface of the stem, as is shown in PI. \\\i\, Figs. 3 and I, which

represent their more common forms. The cones are nearly always

single, at the tips of short, stout twigs, but PI. xxxix, Pig. 5 gives a

pair of cones, which appear at the summit of the twig. The shape

and size of the cones of this plan! remind one strongly of those of

Sequoia. The resemblance is increased when the cone scales are re-

tained, but have lost their l>e;il< like projections. Tin's sort of cone is

shown in PI. \ \\i\, Fig. 6. Platexxxix, Fig. 7, shows thedimensions of

one of the largest cones, and also the character of the imprints lefl when
the cone scales are removed. This cone shows, at the summit of the

twig which bears it, abbreviated leaves, such as are represented in PI,

\ \ \ i x, Fig. 8, other cone bearing t wigs have such leaves as are given in

PI. \\\i\, Fig. 9. Figures 8 and 9 give magnified portions ofthe twigs.

Plate xxxix, Fig. LO gives several leases considerably magnified to show

the lines of stomata. Plate xxxix, Fig. 1] givesatwigto which a short

cone-bearing twig is attached.

Frenelopsia varians sp. nov.

PI. \i , Figs. I -2; PL m.i, Pigs. I 3a.

Tree or shrub wit h penultimate and ultimate blanches alone ob-

tained. These were originally quite long, succulent, and cylindrical,

with joints of varying lengl h. The uii imate twigs seem to have played

the part of leaves. The largest penult imate blanches have it very

small woody axis; the ultimate ones usually show little or no woody
tissue. All the branches found fossil appeal- as flat, ribbon shaped

strips of vegetable mat ter, composed almost, wholly of parchment like,

very durable, epidermal tissue, uut ;il varying intervals bylines of

constriction which represent the nodes. The twigs are very prone to

break at these nodes, hence they usually present the form of fragments
without preservation of their summits and bases. The epidermis is

marked by lines of dot like imprints, which are not distinctly visible

without, I he help of a lens. The internodes vary much in length and
often Irregularly, especially in the ultimate twigs. They sometimes

appear uniformly short jointed, and then a re exactly like /'. parceramosa*

of the Potomac formation of Virginia, and from this cause I at

first thought it identical with that plant. This uniformly short

Monograph \\, r. s. Geological Survey, Part i, text, pp. 218 220.

Prod N. i\I. 93 is
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jointed form is shown in PI. XLI, Fig. 2. The most common form,

however, shows internodes or joints averaging about 15 millimeters

in length, except towards the base of the ultimate twigs, where, near

their attachment to the penultimate twigs, they uniformly are much
shortened, being 7 or 8 millimeters or less in length. These forms,

which we may regard as the normal ones, have an average width for

the joints of aboul <> millimeters. This normal form is represented by

PL xli, Fig. 3. Other specimens, however, show great irregularity, the

joints varying in length according to no rule, normal joints and short

ones being intermixed. This is seen in PI. XL. Fig. 1. especially in the

righl lower ultimate twig. The dimensions of the ultimate and penul-

timate twigs do not vary much. The ultimate twigs must, in some

cases, have attained a considerable length, for fragments were seen 10

centimeters long, which did not have the ends preserved and did not

show any marked diminution in diameter. The largest twig seen is a

mere fragment, and is shown in PI. xli, Fig. 1. This shows the largest

woody axis, for this axis appears to conform in size to the dimensions

of the twig. The ultimate twigs seem to have been in their attach

ment to the ultimate ones rather remote and scattered around them.

Some short twigs were found which seem to have been undeveloped

ultimate twigs. One of these is represented in PI. XL, Pig. 2. These

forms show abbreviated nodes which strikingly resemble tin- leaves at

the summit of the cone-bearing twigs of Pagiophyllum dubium.

The leaves are almost always undeveloped. The summits of the

joints which should show the leaves, if they were present, almost

always appear as a line of constriction which lias various attitudes.

It may run at right angles to the axis of the twig, or be inclined to it,

in both cases being nearly straight. In other eases, and these are

common, the constriction may be convex upwards or concave down-

ward. These succeed one another in such order as to indicate that the

ends of the joints bear undeveloped teeth or leaves of triangular type.

In a very few cases there are very slightly developed teeth or leaves,

which have the form of very broad, low triangles. This is shown in the

form given in PI. XLI, Fig. 3, where the right hand lower ultimate twig,

on the summit of the third joint from the attachment, shows a leaf of

this kind.

The almost universal absence of developed leaves is one of the most
important points of difference between this plant and F. parceramosa,

for in this latter visible leaves are quite common, and of the character

of those occurring with extreme variety in the Texas plant. It should

lie noted, however, that in the Potomac fossil a number of specimens

show only the lines of constriction, as in the case of F. varians. The
leaves when present appear to be one at the summit of each joint.

While the Texas plant is most probably specifically distinct from F.

parcerainosa, it is very near to it. being nearer than to 7*'. ffoheneggeri

Schenk, of the Urgonian of Europe. This latter seems to be interme-
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rtiate in type between F. ramosissina* of the Potomac formation and
F. parceramosa, since it has the considerable development of woody
tissue, and the whorls of three leaves on the joints, possessed by the

former, with the character of jointing and general aspect of the latter.

It is interesting to note that F. parceramosa occurs in the Potomac
formation of Virginia in only one locality! in company with plants

of a type strikingly like those associated with the Texas species.

This locality is the "Entrance to Trent's Reach," on James River,

where Dioonites Buchianus, Brachyphyllum orassicaule, Williamsonia

virginiensis, etc., are also round. Baieropsis pluripartita wa i found at

this locality, and it is probable that it will yet be found to exist in the

Trinity flora.

F. variant; is one of the most common fossils in the Glen Rose collec-

tion.

Frenelopsis Hoheneggeri (Ett.) Schenk.

PI. xlii, Figs. I, la.

The specimen given in PI. XLn, Fig. 4, is the only one of the kind that

was found in the (lien Rose fossils. It 1ms all the characters of

Schenk's plant, and differs decidedly from the numerous specimens of

F. rarians, among which it was found.

The specimens of F. varians are black in color, while this is brown.

The twigs have a larger woody axis than that found in the more com-

mon plant. The tubercles are larger, so that the lines formed by them
are distinctly seen with the unassisted eye, which is not the case with

F. varians, and the general aspect of the twigs is more rigid. But
more important than these features is the fact that- I lie summits of all

the joints bear distinctly developed leaves. These have the characters

seen in F. parceramosa and F. Hoheneggeri, i.e., they are short and
triangular in form. They differ from those of the former plant, and
agree with those of the latter in the important feature That they occur

in whorls of three. Two of these leaves occur on the upper face of the

lowest joint of the specimen, and are represented in PI. vn, Pig. 4a,

which gives a portion of the stem enlarged to show the character of the

leaves. The leaves alternate in position in the successive whorls, and
resemble clearly those given by Schenk for F. Hoheneggeri.% The lig-

ure of this plant, given (PI. vi, Fig. I) in Schenk's work, shows on the

second ultimate twig attached to the main stem on the left hand side,

couiding from the bottom of the figure, a single triangular leaf, and on

the joint next above these are two leaves of the same character that

alternate in position with the one below. On the joint above these

there is again a single leaf. This shows that the leaves of F. Hoheneg-

* Monograph xv, U. S. Geological Survey, Pari i, text, pp. 215-218.

Ubid., p. 220.

X " Die fossileo Pflaazeu iler Werusdorfor Scliichten." PI. vi, Pig. 1.
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govi occur, alternately iu whorls of three. They, as given in this figure,

agree exact!,) with those of t!i«' !'»• \;i s, plant.

<>n the specimen of tin' plant found at Glen Rose the epidermal

t issues on nearly nil the joints is too poorly preserved to show fnllv the

leaves, but enough is preserved to indicate clearly that the plant has

the character ui\ en above.

This Texas specimen lias the rigid aspect which is characteristic of

/•'. Hoheneggeri. li lias much more woody tissue Mian larger specimens

Of /•'. ruritdis, and shows no short joints.

Scquni.i p.if.iophy Monies |> m>\

I'l. \iii. Fig8. I ''"I-

Tree or shrub with the penultimate and ultimate brauches spread

ing in one plane, the latter alternate in position. Leaves on the older

branches spirally arranged so as to appear as facial and lateral in

positiou. The facial leaves are inconspicuous, sparsely scattered,

closelj appressed l<» the stem, and much smaller limn the lateral ones.

They are lancet shaped 01" elliptical, rounded at the lips, and very

obtuse, with no keel or midrib. The lateral leaves are much larger aim

form the only conspicuous ones. They are, as now presented, oval or

triangular in shape, rather remote, with a much broader base, strongly

decurrent, and stand nearly at right angles with the axis of the twig.

They are very obtuse ;il the summit, and are slightly falcate in their

upper port ion. The leaf substauce is very thick and is covered with n

dense, linn, and durable epidermis. They have a distinct keel or mid

rib, which toward the summit is much attenuated, but toward the

base is widened, so as to assume ;i t riangular form. The younger t wigs

Show only lateral leaves, which are similar to those oil the older Oil63.

The probable stnminale a men Is, of which only one specimen was Ion ml,

occur on a common stem arranged alternately. They are \ cry small,

being olub or pear shaped, with a maximum l hickuess at I he summit of

about 2 millimeters, and a length Of about •' millimeters. They are not

presen ed well enough to show the details oi structure, but appear to be

covered with thin, rounded scales. That they belong t«» this plant is

shown by the presence of a normal lateral leal between two of I he

ainenls, the two lowest on the lefl hand side.

Pig. l , I'l. xlii, shows one of the most complete branches of this plant

that was found, and Pig. ia givesa magnified portion of the main stem

of this specimen i<> show the facial leaves. These do not generally

appear, as they arc destroyed in splitting the slone by the peeling oil

of the epidermis. I'l. XLII, Pig.2, gives a specimen with lateral leaves

of the largest size, and which shows no facial leaves. Fig. '.'</ L^ives a

portion of this enlarged to show the character of the lateral leaves.

Pig. 3, PI, xlii, gives the group of aments of natural size, and Fig. 3a

gives a portion of il enlarged to show the normal lateral leaf.
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This fossil is one. of I lie most common ones at (lien Hose. Tliis is no

doubt accounted ten? by the very durable character of the epidermal

tissue and the thick character of the leaves. They are very prone to

peel off from the stones and leave only an imprint. The lateral leaves

appeal' now as a leathery material, composed mainly of the epidermis.

This has in the center a sharply defined keel, that looks like a pucker

in the leaf substance, rather than a bundle of woody (issue forming a

true raidnerve. The keel, however, is probably determined by the pres-

ence of such a midnerve influencing the shrinking of the leal' (issue in

drying. No vascular bundle, however, was distinctly seen, and in (his

respect, the leaves differ from those of Sequoia, and resemble more those

of Pagiophyllum. It is difficult to determine from the present aspect

of the leaves what whs their character when living. They, however,

give strong indications that they were much thickened towards their

bases, so as to have a pyramidal form, and they probably had a, disl inct

keel, so that their (moss section would be rhombic in form. This again

is a character of Pagiophyllum ami not of Sequoia. But in Pagiophyl-

lum, as a- rule, the facial leaves are numerous and as conspicuous as the

I ;iieral ones, while in I his plant they do not appear at all on the ultimate

ami youngest twigs, and on Cue older ones (hey are so tew, small, and

Closely oppressed that (hey are not visible unless carefully looked for.

It was only alter prolonged search that I ton ml a specimen showing them.

It is true that allowance must be made tor the greater liability of the,

facia! lenses to be destroyed in splitting the stone, but a number of

specimens showed the outer surfaces of the ultimate twigs well pro-

served, and in no case were facial leases shown even in (races.

I have with great hesitation placed this plant among the Sequoias,

to which it has, in general facies, a strong resemblance. It shows a

blending of the features of that genus and of Pagiophyllum, and is

probably a, new genus with composite character, as is the case with ( he

peculiar Pagiophyllum dubium. The data at hand, however, do not

Suffice to (i\ with certainty its true character, and it maybe provision

ally regarded as a Sequoia. The large angle that the lateral leases

make with the stem is totally unlike Pagiophyllum, and more resembles

Sequoia, although no previously described species of (his genus known
to me has leases standing so nearly at right angles with the stem.

Sequoia <<i)tbi(/i< i is nearest, to it, but, its leaves have a distinct vascular

midnerve, are much thinner in texture, and more acute, while they go
off more obliquely.

Abietites species *.

PI. \i, in. fig. I.

This undetermined cone is too fragmentary to permit its character to

be made (tut, bul enough is preserved to show thai if svas considerably

larger than any of those of Brachyphyllum and Pagiophyllum dubium.

The axis \+ thick and svo >dy, the scales appear to have been long and
wedge-shaped, thin at theirlower ends and thickened at their upper ends.
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The cone seems to have been broadly elliptical in form, about -\ centi

ini'icis long and 2 imi inicit is i hick. The si out si cm, si ill attached 1«»

the i>asc of the cone, does not show any of its external surface, so thai

the leaves can tiol be made out. In si/c and shape il reminds one of

Ahietitcs augusticarpiw of Mm Potomac of Virginia.*

PL wis OF UNOER I'AIN AFFINITY.

Willi. nnsoiii.i tcx.ui.i sp, n.>\

PI. \i in. Figs. I. •_'.

The brads are arranged in two alternating whorls, lour or five in

each whorl, al (he siiinmil of apparently a largo woody stem. They

are Ianeel shaped to narrowly ovate, aboul L5 millimeters long and 4

millimeters wide in the widest portion, smooth, and with no nerves

apparent. I Male \ i.i 1 1. Pig. I, shows some of the leaves at t he sum mil of

a small si em. Plate \i.iii. Fig. 2, shows a portion of both whorls some

what contorted, while i he stem is only partially given.

This is apparently a new species of W illiainsonia. It differs from

H . riraiii i< usis of the Potomac of Virginia t in being smaller, thinner

in texture, smoother, and in not showing hairs. The shape of the

bracts is similar to that of the two forms given by Schenk as found in

the WernsdoiT beds.i and which he thinks are the male inllorescencc of

some cyead, but the Stem of the latter, especially its summit, is quite

different. This adds another to the similar types of plants found at

Glen Rose aud the entrance to Trent's Reach in Virginia,

Carpolithua obovatus sp. uov.

PI. \iui. Pig. 5.

Several specimens were found. This seed is somewhat altered from

maceration, it shows pretty strong ridges, but has been decorticated

so that its original exterior can not now be made out. There appears

;n its lower end an indication thai il was attached to a strong stem. It

has an obovate shape, being widesl near the summit, where it seems

to have borne a short beak. In I he w ides I port ion il measures 1 I mil

limeters, while the length is 3 centimeters. It seems to have had a

large amount of woody tissue.

Carpolitb.ua Harvayi Bp, nov.

PI. \iiii. Pig, ;'..

Only one specimen was found. The svc{\ seems to have had a smooth

surface and a large anumiil of woody tissue, SO that the entire form is

now preserved in lignite. Its shape is elliptical, with one margin more

s, ,• Monograph xv, I . S. Geological Survey, Pari u. plates, PI. i xxxm, Fig. 1.

(Monograph \ \ . IT. s
. Geological Survey, Part l. text, \> 273; Pari II. plates, PI,

exxxm, Piga. 5-7 j PI. ei.xv. Pig. fi

fossilen PHan en «ler Wernstlorfer Schichten, PI. v, Pigs. 3, I.
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convex than the other. In the widest part it. measures L3 millimeters,

while the length equals 2£ centimeters. It is very much like C. curva

tus* of the Virginia Potomac, the only difference being that it is not

so much eurved as that. Named for Mr. J. W. Barvey, the collector.

Cycadeospermum rotundatum Font.

PI. xi.in, Fig. f>.

Several specimens of this were seen. The seed was spherical in form

and covered with a smooth parchment-like durable epidermis, which

looks like brown enamel, and is often all that is preserved. It is about

8 millimeters in diameter. It is exactly like the seed of the same name
found in the Potomac of Virginia,t but is more strictly globular in

form, a difference that is probably due to different effects of pressure.

AGE AND AFFINITIES OF THE TRINITY FLORA.

A typical Mesozoic Horn, is composed of only four elements. These

are ferns, cycads, conifers, and eqiiiseia. The flora of this type seems

to have reached its culmination in the Jurassic, but many of its plants

were continued with diminishing numbers through the Lower Cretace-

ous, ending with that epoch. The Wealden of different parts of the

world appears to have been the fresh-water and marsh equivalent of

the lower portion of the Neocomian, which, in its typical development,

represents the marine deposits of the Lower Cretaceous. The typical

Wealden contains n<> element in addition to the four given above, but
the lower Potomac formation, as seen in Virginia, appears to coincide

in age with the greater part of the Neocomian, and this gives us, so

far as is yet known, the first appearance of angiosperms. The older 'por-

tion of the lower Potomac contains, with a great predominance of .Juras-

sic types, a number of old forms of angiosperms, such as Ficophyllum,

Protea'phyllnm, Rogersi a, etc. In the upper beds of the same angio-

sperms become more abnmla nt and they are more modern in type, while

the Jurassic element is much diminished. The plants found at Glen
Pose, show, so far as can be judged from so imperfecta collection, that

the Trinity flora finds its closest resemblance in tin' older portion of the

lower Potomac. There is, however, this important difference: No trace

of angiosperms, even the most archaic, has been found in the Texas
region. We have only the four elements of the typical Jurassic flora.

This then makes the Trinity llora somewhat older than that of the old

est Potomac. The absence of the angiosperms and the presence of the

forms that are found indicate decidedly that the Trinity llora, is not

younger than the curliest, stage of the Cretaceous. The number of

Monograph w, U. S. Geological Survey, Part i, text, p. 269; Part m. plates, PI.

cxxxv, Fig. 17.

t Monograph sv, U.S. Geological Survey, Part i, text, p. 271; Pari u, plates,

PI. cxxxvi, Fig. 12.
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plants found to be identical with certain of those of the oldest Poto-

mac shows thai Mine is little difference in the age of the two forma-

tions. The plant bearing portion of the Trinity is somewhal older limn

the basiil Potomac strata, but the difference in nge can not l>e great.

There can be little doubt thai additional collections from the

Trinity strata will show al least some of the older forms of angio-

sperms found in the Potomac, bid at present they are not known to

exist. It will be convenient, for the purpose of comparison, to give in

the form of :i table the plants found at. (lien Rose. In it the plants

will be placed in the formations in which they have been previously

found, and where similar, but not identical, species have been pre-

viously known they will be indicated in the proper formation. In the

fust column the peculiar species, or those thai occuronlyal Glen Rose,

will be placed.

Iiibli of Glen Rose fossils.

i "..-ii

Liar

species.

I. Equisetnm te

Sphenopteris faldensisl
Dioonites Buchianus var. rarinervis....

I tioonitea Buchianus
Dioonites Buchianus var. anguatii'oliue

Dioonites Dunkerianns
Podozamites acul ifolius

Podozamitea species 1

Zamites tenuinervis
Alii. lit. h Linkii
I. mi-imps is longifolia
Sphenolepidium sin abi rgianum, \ ar

densifolium,
Pious species '

Urai i.\ pbj linn, texense

Pagiophj Hum dubium
Frenelopsis \ arians

Frenelopsis Hoheneggen
Sequoia pagioph] lloides

a iii. i ii.s ' species
w illi;iiiisinii:i texana
( larpolit inis niii)\ mIus
t larpolit Inis ii.H \ ej i

.•:; i '\ cadeospemiuiu mi iiuil.it urn

i lecturing
in the

I' in ...

formal inn.

Near Equisetum
v irginioum.

Near Dioonitea
Buchianus,

Near Podozamites
distant inert is.

Near Braoh\ phj I

llllll.lMSsi. -Mlllr.

Near Fr< uelopsis
parceramosa.

Near « larpolithus
curt mi us.

similar.
7 idi-nl leal.

t Occurring
in Hi..

Urgonian
format i. .ii

\. ;ir l liooniti

Buchianus

1 similar.
2 iilriii ical.

From this table it will be seen thai all the species of the (ilea Rose

fossils hitherto found occur in the Lower Cretaceous, ranging from the

Wealden to the Urgonian. The Potomac includes both these epochs.

Some of the fossils from (lien Rose have no value for the fixing oi' the age

of the flora because they are not sufficiently well characterized, of such

;i nature are Sphimopteris valdensis .', t he undetermined species ofPodoza-

mites, the species of PillUS, and the undetermined cone. Omitting

these, we have nineteen species. Pour of these are peculiar species,

and they of course can not be taken into consideration when thoTrin-
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Lty fossils arc compared with known plants. Of the fifteen remaining,

no less than twelve are identical with plants from the older Potomac,

or are so near them that a strong presumpi ion of the neai ness in age of

the two formal ions is established. The circumstances under which the

basal Trinity beds were laid down indicate that the fossils entombed in

them form a portion of a flora that was established on the land that

was enroached upon by the Trinity sea. It is probable that this same
Mora extended northward to Virginia, where, somewhat later, it was

preserved by a similar encroachment.

The Glen Rose, or alternating strata, in which the fossil plants are

lound, contain an abundant marine fauna, from the evidence of which

Prof. Hill had. concluded that its age is Neocomian, or basal Cretace

ous. No fossil plants hail been hitherto found in the Comanche scries,

and the evidence of its ago was derived wholly from the animal re-

mains. The discovery of plants in it was then of special importance',

for it enabled us to compare the evidence of the plant life with thai of

the animal life. It is interesting to find so close an agreement. This

agreement adds one more proof of the value of fossil Moras in fixing

the age of the strata in which they are found.

EXPLANATION <>f PLATES.

Platk XXXVI.

Fig. 1. Equiaetum texenae sp. nov.

Fig. -J. Sphenoptoria valdenaia Heer. .'

Figs. '.<, 1. Dioonitea Buchianu8, var. rarinervia var. dov.

Fig. 5. Dioonitea Buchianua Scliimper.

Fig. (!. Dioonitea Buchianua var. anguatifoliuB Font.

Fig. 7. Podozamitea acutifoliua Font. '.

Fig. x. Podozamitea sp. J

Fig. 9. Laricopaia longifolia Font.

Fig. in. Sphenolepidium Sternhergianum var. denaifolium Font.

Fig. 1 1 . Pinua up. ?

Fig. 1'2. Dioonitd8 Dunkerianua (Gtipp.) Miquel,

Plate xxxvii.

Fig. 1. Doonitea Dunkerianua (Gcipp.) Miquel.

Fig. 2. Abietitea Linkii (Koem.) Dunk.
Fig. 3, 4, Zamite8 tenuinervia Font. ,

Platk xxxviii.

Fig. 1. '_'. Zamitea tenuinervia Font.

Figs. 3-5. Brachyphyllum texenaetjj). nov.

Plate xxxix.

Fig, 1, \d. Brachyphyllum texenee sp. nov.

Figs. 2-11. Pagiophyllum duhium sp. nov.

Plate xl.

Figs. 1, 'J. Frenelopaia variana sp. nov.
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Pi VTE \l.l

bigs, L—3c. Frenelopais variana up. uov.

Pi. A IK \I.H.

Figs. \-'.\(i. Sequoia pagiophylloidea sp. uov.

Figs. 4, l«. Frenelopaia Hohenggeri (Ett.) Scbenk.

I'i.a ri: \i.ni.

Figs. 1. 2. Il'illiftnisfuid texnna sp. uov.
'''..

Fig

Fig

Fin

3. Carpolithea Warvcyi sp. uov.

I. Abietites sp. .'

5. Carpolithea obovatua sp. n<»\

.

ii. Cycadeo8permum rotundatum Fonl
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE BLIND CRAYFISHES OF INDIANA, WITH
A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SUBSPECIES; CAMBARUS PELLU-
CIDUS TESTII.

BY

W. P. Hay,

I
With Plates \uv-xi.v.)

During the summers of L89] and L892, while visiting the caves of

soul hern I ndiana, an opporl unity was afforded me to observe t lie habits

and to collect specimens of the blind crayfish, Cambarus pellucidm.

The first cave visited is known as May-field's Gave and is situated

aboul •'! miles west Of Bloomington, Monroe County. Here Qine speci-

inens of a peculiar \';niety were caught and consigned to the alcohol

bottle.

No more crayfishes were seen until I reached Bedford, in Lawrence

County, although it LS possible that they existed in the eaves between

the two places. The failure to find specimens was due to the heavy

autumn rains "which had so muddied the subterranean streams as to

obscure everything in them.

Near Bedford, in Down's Cave, I collected two small specimens.

At, Shiloh cave. 15 miles farther to the west, they were very common.

This cave is a capacious one, and is traversed by a good-sized stream

which will average a loot in depth. The bottom is of gravel and lull

of small stones which have fallen from the ceiling. A few crayfish

were found here, but if was in a small branch running into the large

stream about one eighth of a mile from the entrance of the cave thai

they were the most, abundant. The bottom of this blanch is composed

almost entirely of an exceedingly fine clay, with here and therea large

rock which affords a ready hiding place for the animals.

When fust observed, the crayfish were generally, I might almost, say

always, resting quietly in some shallow part of the st ream on one of t he

banks of clay. They lay with all their legs extended and their long

antennae gently Waving to and fro. Once or twice I saw them on the

shore a loot, at least, from the water, and one of these appeared to have

been digging in the soft mud. When in the water J found it almost,

impossible to catch them with the net,, and after a few trials threw it

aside as useless. A much surer method was to approach them slowly

Proceeding)) National Museum, Vol. >'.\l Mo 935
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with the hand ami thru suddenly seize them. When once touched

they started off in greal liaste for some protecting rock, but often in

their alarm would dart out upon the bank where they would lie unable

to get back to the water. They did not appear to be at all sensitive to

the light. 1 have often tried the experiment of slowly passing my
candle hack and forth a few inches above them, or of suddenly remov-

ing the lighl and then bringing it close again, but with do effect what

over.

Noise has no etl'oet : a loud call or a shrill w hist lo t hey do not not ice.

Nor does disturbing the waters seem to affect them, and it is only when
they are touched that they manifest fear.

The larger of these crayfishes could inflict a pretty severe nip with

their pinchers, hut they did not appear to be SO strong in this regard as

the outside species.

When first taken from the water they were of a translucent pinkish

white color with the stomach showing through as a blue body, but

immersion in alcohol soon changed the color to an opaque white and

obscured all traces of the internal organs.

At my first visit to Shiloh Cave I obtained sixteen specimens and on

I he second visit thirty-live.

1 was unable to find more specimens of the blind crayfish until 1

reached Paoli in Orange County. Near this town 1 visited a small cave

and obtained two specimens. At Orangeville, a little north of Paoli,

they are said to be quite common in Lost River. At Marengo Cave the

guide informed me that a few specimens had been obtained. At Wyan
dotte Cave they are said to be, at some seasons of t he year, quite com-

mon, but at the time of my visit I secured only one small specimen.

However, in a small unnamed cave, about one-fourth of a mile distant

from the main cave, I obtained three line specimens and observed an-

other, which managed to escape. 1 was informed that they were abun

dant in other caves in the vicinity.

Alter reaching home, a careful examination of t he collection brought

out the following facts

—

Of thirty specimens from Shiloh Cave, fourteen were males and six

teen females. It needed very little examination to determine that they

belonged to the species Cambarus pellucidus, but rather to the variety

which Prof, ("ope bias described as the variety biennis than to the typi-

cal form. The variation in the length of the rostrum and in the general

spininess is very great. A complete series can be formed beginning

with individuals provided very liberally with lateral spines and whose

rostrum bears two sets of teetb near the acumen, and then running

down to Specimens Which have the rostral teeth represented by only a

salient angle and with very weak lateral spines. All the specimens,

however, had some spines, on the sides of the carapace, postorbital

ridges, or rostrum. It was in onh one specimen, a female, that the ros-

tral spines were missing.
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Of the fourteen males, only one possessed hooks on both the third

and fourth pairs of legs; the rest had them on the third pair only.

Ill tWO eases, however, (lie hook on I he fourth pair of legB 18 repre

sented by a Low, almost indistinguishable tubercle. This is also the

ease with one of (he specimens from Wyandotte, and very dose to the

typical Conn. The Sbiloh specimens with two pairs of hooks have the

anterior ones rather strong and somewhat curved toward the base of

the legs. The posterior pair are aboul hall' the length of the anterior.

The hooks of the other specimens are of the same form, but are gener

ally not so strongly developed. The specimens with a single pair of

hooks probably belong to the second form of Bagen.

1 1 may also be staled I hat , as a. rule, < 'anihanis pellueidua is sinool her

t he lull her nort h it occurs. The material which I have collected myself,

and all that I have been aide to obtain from others, will uphold me in

this statement.

The small cave near Wyandotte produces individuals of exceeding

spininess, it being the exception to find there ;i comparatively smooth

one.

Coming further north, to Paoli, we can find much smoother speci

mens, and at Shiloh they are smoother still, while at Mayfield's Cave,

in Monroe < 'ounty, occurs a form entirely wit hout spines. So constant,

is this feature of smoothness in the Mayfield Cave specimens and so

different is its appearance from the typical pellucidus, Unit I think it is

worthy of being characterized as ;i subspecies.

Cambarus pellucidus testii, subsp. nov. Pi. \u\.

Camberus pellucidus Packard. Monograph Cave Animals of N. A.. Mem, Nat. Acad.
Sri. Vol. IX . No. !!., |>. 111.

Cambarua pellucidus Faxon. Notes on \. A. Crayfishes, Proc. I . 8. Nat. Museum,
Vol. mi, |i. 621.

My attention was firsi drawn to the peculiar form of blind crayfish

from Mayfield's Cave, by inyfriend, Mr. Frederick C. Test, of the U.S.
National i\l iiseiun, w ho sent me three specimens collected by him in

1 sss.

On account of the presence in these specimens of hooks on only the

third pair of legs of the male, and other peculiarities, I was much in

(•lined to think that they belonged to an entirely new and niidescribed

species, and it was tor the express purpose of collecting additional

specimens that Mayfield's Cave was visited by me.

'the crayfishes are not very abundant, only nine being taken. They
ranged in length from l'I to 68 millimeters. Six were males and three

females.

They differ from C. pellucidus in the greal reduction of the spines.

Instead of being rough and very spiny, as the typical specimens from

Mai >t h Cave are described as being, they are entirely smooth.

The lateral rostral spines are wholly gone, the post-orbital ridges are
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smooth and rounded at the end, and the lateral spines of the carapace

are al best represented by a lew low, smooth tubercles.

The rostrum is shortened still more than in Prof. Cope's inermis, and

instead of being "deeply sinuated to form the acumen," runs to a point

in ;i gradual curve, very much resembling in this respect C. acuminatus.

The portion of the carapace in front of the cervical groove is shorter

than in the average of specimens from Shiloh Cave, and conspicuously

shorter than in specimens from Mammoth Cave. In respect to the

hooks on the legs of the males 1 find the species variable. In none do

1 find hooks on both legs of the fourth pair; generally they are wholly

wanting, but in some there is a small tubercle on one leg, which is miss-

ing from the other. The hooks on the third pair of legs are of a slightly

different form from those of specimens from Shiloh or Wyandotte.

They are shorter, blunter, and not curved.

The first abdominal appendages of the males do not differ in any

respect from those of the typical C. pellucidus.

In the female the annulus ventralis shows marked differences from

the typical forms.

The antennal scales, also, are different in form, and especially in

length.

Were it not for a few specimens collected at Shiloh and one from

Wyandotte, which in a few characteristics seem to approach the new

variety and show an incomplete gradation into the typical form, I

would feel justified in considering these Mayfield specimens as a dis-

tinct species.

More recently, Truett's Cave, a short distance from MayfiehTs, has

afforded one specimen of the new variety.

It would thus appear that ('. pellucidus testii occurs only in those

caves which form the most northern and outlying part of the cave

region of southern Indiana,

Following is a list of the localities in Indiana from which blind cray-

fish have been taken. It will be seen that they are scattered: over a

large part of the southern half of the State, and subsequent explora-

tion will probably show that they exist in every cave provided with

running water.

Truett's Cave. Monroe County; Mayfield's Cave, Monroe County;

Shiloh Cave, Lawrence County; Down's Cave,* Lawrence County;

Dunnihue's Cave, Lawrence County; Connelly's Cave,* Lawrence

County; Donnelson's Cave, Lawrence County; cave at Cliffy, Barthol-

omew County (F. C. Test, d. F. Newsom); cave near Faoli,* Orange

County; Marengo Cave, Orange County; Wyandotte Cave, Crawford

County; small cave near and southwest of Wyandotte Cave; Wild

Cat Cave, near Wyandotte: "caves in Harrison County;" -'caves near

Madison."

It ni.i v be interesting, that among the many cavea in which I observed C. pellu-

cidus, these marked with an asterisk enntained both il ;m<l C. Bartonii,
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Cambarus pellucidustestii, sp. nov. -large male. One and a half times natural size. The right
cneia, wanting in the specimen, is reproduced from left side.
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II I:

1. Ventral surface of thethoraxof C. pellu-
cidus. showing the first joints of the lees
with their hooks.

2. Same of ''. pellucidus teatii.
3. AiiimiIiis centralis of C. pellucidus
4. Antenna] scale of C. pellucidus.
5. Annulus centralis of C. pellucidus testii.
6. Antenna! scale qf C. pellucidus testii.

7. x. and 9, Rostra of C. pellucidus, a siTi,- s
showing different arrangement of spines.

hi. Rostrum of C. pellucidus testii.

11 and 12. First abdominal appendages of
C. pellucidus testii.

13 and 14. First abdominal appendages of
C. pellucidus.





THE SHOFAR-ITS USE AND ORIGIN.'

11

Y

Cyrus Adler,
. /.< nstant ( 'urator <>/ ( >«'< ntal . Xntiquities.

(Willi Platen \i.\ i-xux.)

The modern Jewish synagogue lias preserved in its ceremonial, among
other customs, the use of the shofar, translated in the English version

of the Bible "cornet." Several times during the service on New Year's

<lav, of Bosh IhisIuuhiIi, al the conclusion of the Day of Atonement, on

the seventh day of the festival of Tabernacles or SuMoth, Hostiana

Raba, and during the entire month of Ellul, after the recital of the

supplications or Selichoth, the shofar is sounded. Its use on all these

occasions is not general and probably never was, but it still survives in

many places. For the New Year's service it is the characteristic feature.

The shofar is usually made of a rain's horn, straightened and flat-

tened by heat. AH natural horns can be shaped either by heat or by

cooking in oil. t

The bore of the instrument is a cylindrical tube of very small caliber,

which opens into a kind of bell of parabolic form. J

It is not only the solitary ancient musical instrument actually pre-

served in the Mosaic ritual, but is the oldest form of wind instrument

known to be retained in use in the world. §

In the discussion of Wetzstein's paper, cited below, Prof. Stein thai

pointed out that this was an instrument no doubt used in prehistoric

times.

' In the abstract of tlii.s paper published in the proceedings of the American Ori-

ental Society, October, 1889, i». clxxi, if., I made tbe request forthe communication

of additional information on the subject, and I have been favored with some valuable

suggestions from the late Prof. Paul <le Lagarde, of Gottingen.

1 1 have recently met a curious survival ofthe use and manufact are of a musical in-

strument made of natural horn. While walking on Pennsylvania avenue, Washing-

ton, August 22, ixiio, I s;iw a negro boy about LO years of age with a cow horn in liis

hand. He told me thai he had cut off the end, shaped the mouthpiece with a hot

poker, and then scraped it with a knife. On beingurged, he blew it quite easily. I

endeavored to secure possession of it, but the hoy declined to part with his handi-

work.

]
Musical instruments Historic, Rare, and Unique, by A. .J. Hipkins, Edinburgh,

Black, 1X8X, ]>. 1-'.

$ Ihid., p. 1, and South Kensington Museum Art Books, edited by William Maskell

;

Musical Instruments, by Carl Bngel, London, ls7.r>: Chapman & Hall, p. 24.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. \v I -No. 936.
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There seems to be little doubt that it lias been continuously used in

tin' Mosaic service from the time it was established until now. (Hip

kins, KII)

FORM.

The shape of the instrument varies considerably. The modern ox

amples are usually Hal (PI. m.vi. No. 1). Two Italian specimens of the

seventeenth century preserve the form of the natural horn ; the first of

those is in possession o( the Rev. Dr. S. Morais, of Philadelphia; it

was procured for him from Venice by Dr. Isaiah Ln alio, of Padua.

The second Italian specimen (PI. xlvi, No. 2) was collected by Dr. II.

Friedenwald, and belongs to the National Museum collections. The
same shape is exhibited in a beautiful example figured by Hipkins

(PI. xi.vtt. No.l), preserved in the Great Synagogue, Aldgate, London.

A number of excellent specimens were brought together at the Anglo-

Jewish Historical Exhibition, hold in London in L887, They are figured

in the accompanying plates and briefly described in the lisi ofillustra

lions. Occasionally theinstruments contain Hebrew inscriptions. Such

an one, found near Dessau, was exhibited before the Berliner Gesellschafl

fur Anthropologic, Ethnologic und Urgeschichte, at the meeting of

March 20, L880, ami formed the subject of a valuable paper by T. (!.

Wetzstein (pp. (>.'>-73. See PI. xi.vti. No. 3). A similarly carved and in-

scribed instrument is in the possession of a lady in New York (PI. xi.ix.

No. I), The inscription reads: "Happyarethe people who know the

sound (of the shofar)," and on the reverse, "In the light of Thy coun-

tenance shall they walk." The inscription on the Dessau instrument

consists of Isaiah xxvii, L3 (quoted below), and the two blessings

recited by the person who blows the instrument: "Blessed art Thou,

() Lord, our God, King of the Universe, who has sanctified us with

His commandments and commanded us to hear the sound of the

shofar;" "Blessed art Thou, O Lord, our God, King of the Lniverse,

who has caused us to live, and preserved us, and caused us to reach

tltis time." (Wetzstein. p. 65.)

The shofar was not the only natural horn used by the Israelites as a

musical instrument, but no copies or roprosentat ions of t he other instru-

ments have come down to us.

Some commentators are of the opinion thai the instrument known in

the Bible by the generic name of qeren, was also made of ram's horn,

and was very nearly identical with thes&o/ar, the only difference being

that the latter was more curved than the former, (Engel., p. 24.)

METHOD OF SOUNDING-.

The method of sounding the shofar has been handed down by tradi-

tion, though it varies slightly in dift'erenl communities. Three sounds

arc employed: the shortest, or teqi'a, a broken or interrupted sound,
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slirbiifiiii. consisting in the teqia^ given three times, and teru'a^ which

is simply a prolongation of the teqi a. Teru a gedola, or the great tenia,

is merely an exaggeration of I he simple sound of I hat name. The ( << i

man -lews sound the teqta gedola or great teqia. (Hipkins, p. xiii.)

The sound is produced by the ejection of a volume of air into the

trumpet through the lips, which aci as a reed, pressed against the ori-

fice of the t rampet.

A.ccording to Hipkins the embouchure of the shofar is very difficult,

and lmt three proper tones nre usually obtained from it, although in

some instances higher notes can be got. The short rythmic flourishes

are common, with unimportant differences, to both the German and

Portuguese dews. ;m<l consequently date from before their separation.

These flourishes, as used in the ritual, are teqi a CG shebqrimC
|
GC

|

GC
|
GtaadteruaCCGC

\
OOOC

j
OCOC

|

<i usually a tongued vibrato

of i lie lower note. The gedola is t he great teqi " concluding the flourishes

(p. xiii). -The notes here given nre t hose usually produced, but from I he

empirical formation of the embouchure, and a peculiarity of the player's

lips, ;in octave is occasionally produced instead of the normal tilth." My
own observation has led me t> the conclusion thai the production oi

the octave is (|uite common. The fundamental, if obtained, is not re-

garded as n true shofar note.

Wetzstein gives (he following musical notation.

Teqi'a. Teq i';i gedola

^m ^pp A *" '
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"With the sound of the trumpet 1 1 » <
- Lord will reveal the period and

appointed time, when lie will blow the trumpet and go in the whirl-

winds of the south; then shall the wicked kingdom of Edombe de-

stroyed. 'God is exalted with ;i triumphal shouts

"OLord, with the sound of the trumpet wilt Thou blow upon the

holy mountain; the beautiful dwelling of Zion wilt Thou expand ; Mount
Seir shall be rent; the hxed stake shall be plucked up and removed.

God is exalted with a triumphal shout."

This is followed by a hymn composed of the various passages (to be

discussed later on) in the Bible, in which the use of the shofar is

mentioned. The sounding of the cornet thereupon follows.

The liturgy of the German and Polish Jews contains the ten reasons

tor sounding the shofar stated by Saadia Gaon.*

Rabbi Saadia observes that God commanded us to sound the cornet

as alluding to the following subjects:

First. Because this day is the beginning of the creation on which

God created the world and thus began to reign over it; and as it is

customary at the coronation of kings to sound the trumpets and cornets

to proclaim the commencement of their reign, we, in like manner, pub-

licly proclaim, by the sound of the cornet, that the Creator is our king,

and thus says David, "With trumpets and the sound of the cornet

shont ye before the Lord."

Second. As the New Year is the first of the ten penitential days,

we sound the cornet as a proclamation to admonish all to return and re-

pent, which if they do not, they can not plead ignorance, as having been

fully Informed. Thus also we find earthly kings publish their decrees

that Done may plead ignorance thereof.

Third. To remind ns of the law given on Mount Sinai, as it is said.

Exodus Xl\, H>, "and the voice of the cornet was exceedingly loud/'

and that we ought to bind ourselves to the performance thereof, as our

ancestors did, when they said, "All that the Lord has said, will we do,

and be obedient."

Fourth. To remind us of the prophets who are compared to watch-

men blowing the trumpets as mentioned in Ezekiel XXXIII, 4, "Whoso-

ever heareth the sound of the cornet ami taketh not warning, and the

sword cornel li and taketh him away, his blood shall be upon his own
head, but he that taketh warning shall save his life."

Kil't h. To remind ns of the destruction of the Holy Temple, and tin 1 ter-

rifying alarm of the enemy's warriors shouting t<» battle as mentioned

in Jeremiah iv. V.), "because thou hast heard, oh my soul, the sound of

the trumpet, the alarm of war," and therefore, when we hear the sound

of the cornet, we ought to beseech the Almighty to rebuild the Holy

Temple.

"Saadia lien Joseph, 892 mil1

, one of the great Jewish scholars of the middle ajjes.

Hi- translated the Bible im<> Arabic and wrote many important works.
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Sixth. To remind us of the binding of Isaac who willingly submitted

himself to the will of Heaven ; thus ought we also willingly submit

even to death itself, for the sanctification of the unity of His holy name.
Seventh. That when we hear the sounding of the cornet we may,

by the dread thereof, be induced to humble ourselves before the Su-

preme Being, for it is the nature of these martial wind instruments to

produce dread and terror. As the prophet Amos observes, "shall a
trumpet be blown in a city and the people not be terrified "?"

Eighth. To remind us of the great and awful day of judgment on
which the trumpet is to be sounded as mentioned, Zephaniah I, 14-16

:

"The great day of the Lord is near, it is near and hasteneth much, a

day of the trumpet and of shouting."

Ninth. To remind us to pray for the time when the outcasts of Is-

rael are to be gathered together, as mentioned, Isaiah xxvn, 13, "and
it shall come to pass in that day, the great trumpet shall be sounded
and those shall come who were perishing in the land of Assyria."

Tenth. To remind us of the resurrection of the dead and the firm belief

thereof, as the prophet Isaiah saith "Yea, all ye that inhabit the world,

and that dwell on the earth, when the standard is lifted up on the

mountain, ye shall behold when the trumpet is sounded, ye shall hear."

The Biblical passages relating to the trumpet are again employed in

the additional service or Musaf, which is read on Sabbaths and holi-

days in place of the additional sacrifice commanded for those days.

In Mishna Rosh hashana (iv, 5) minute directions are given as to the

nature of the Biblical passages to be employed.

The order of the blessings is as follows: Aboth (relating to the fore-

fathers), qedushath hashem (relating to the holiness of God), and gebu-

roth (relating to the greatness of God), and joined with them are the

malkiyoth (relating to God as king), and the shofar is not sounded; then
come texts concerning the holiness of the day, after Avhich the shofar

is sounded; then follow the zikronoth (memorials), after which the shofar

is again sounded. Next follow the shofaroth (relating to the shofar),

and the shofar is sounded; he then says abodah (worship), hoda'ah

(thanksgiving) and birkath kohanim (the priestly blessing). Such is the

opinion of Rabbi Jochanan ben Nourrie; but Rabbi Aqiba objected

saying to him: "If the shofar is not to be sounded after the reading
of the malkiyoth why are they to be mentioned?" But the proper
order is the following: Aboth, geburoth, and qedushath hashem are said

with which the malkiyoth are to be combined; after which the shofar
is to be sounded, then the zikronoth are to be read, and the shofar
sounded; next shofaroth and the shofar is again sounded; after which
abodah, hoda'ah and birkath kohanim are said. Mishna Rosh hashana
(IV, 6) provides that no less than ten texts relative to malkiyoth, zikro-

noth, and shofaroth must be said.

Part of the Bible lesson of the day consists of a recitation of the
sacrifice of Isaac, and there is a hymn in the service which dwells on
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the incident. It is possible that it was sought to establish a basis for

the sacredness of the Ram's horn from the fact that it was a ram or

}ayil which was caught in the thickets by its horns and which served

as an offering instead of Isaac In Talmud Rosh hashana we read

"Ye shall blow before me with a shofar of a ram, in order that yemay
be reminded of the sacrifice of Isaac, the son of Abraham."

The hymn referred to above contains the acrostic Abbas, Jndah,

Samuel: i. e., Judah ben Samuel ibn Abbas, a poet of the twelfth cen-

tury, who traveled from Spain to the Orient, and afterward became

Rabbi of Fez.*

MISHNIC REGULATIONS.

The Mishna permitted the use of any horn. In Rosh hashana III,

3, we read: " Every kind of horn may be used because it is a qeren."

Rabbi Jose remarked, are not allshofars called qeren (horn) ? (Joshua

VI, 6.)

The shofar of New Year's day was usually the straight horn of a

yaal, a kind of antelope or wild goat (chamois), the mouthpiece of

which was covered with gold; while the shofar of fast days was a ram's

horn whose mouthpiece was covered with silver.

The statute is found in Mishnah Rosh IhinIhohi hi. .'»: "The
shofar of the New Year was the straight horn of a ya al, the mouth-

piece of which was covered with gold, and two trumpets were placed

on either side. The sound of the shofar was prolonged and that of the

trumpets made short, because the command of the day is for the shofar;

(IV) and on fast days crooked rain's horns were used, whose mouth-

pieces were covered with silver and two trumpets were stationed be-

tween them. ' The sound of the shofar was made short and that of the

trumpets prolonged, because the command of the day is with reference

to the trumpets (v). The year of the jubilee is like the New Year with

respect to the sounding and the blessings. Rabbi Jehudah, on the con-

trary, says: "On New Year they sound with the horns of rams, and at

the Jubilee with chamois."

The instrument used in the modern synagogehas no adornments. It

probably represents a more ancient form than the instrument described

in the Mishna.

A shofar, which had been broken and joined together could not be

employed, though its use was admissible, if it contained a hole which

had been closed so as not to interfere with the sound.

t

In the modern synagogue the shofar is not sounded on New Year's

day when it occurs on the Sabbath. This seems to have been the

* Karpeles, Geschichte der Judischen Literatur, p. 196.

t "It is unlawful to use a shofar which had been rent ami afterwards joined to-

gether; also one composed of several pieces joined together. If a shofar had a hole

which had been closed, if it hinders the proper sound, it may not be used: but if it

does not affect the proper sound it may be used."

—

Mishna lloxh hashana, in, 6.
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ancient rule after the destruction of the temple, though it was subject

to some modification. *

Mishna Hash hashana, IV, provides that some person other than the

reader shall sound the shofar.t

BIBLICAL PASSAGES.

We will now proceed to examine the biblical passages with reference

to the shofar. Its use for religious exercise is prefaced by the presence

of its sound at the giving of the law. (Exodus, xix, 19; xx, IS.)

Jt is mentioned with other instruments as a fitting announcement of

the new moon. The solemn feasts were similarly announced. New
Year's day wras a "memorial of blowing," though it will be noticed that

the passages in the Pentateuch which refer to this day, both use the

word " teruah," or blowing, without expressly mentioning the shofar

itself.

"Speak to the children of Israel as follows: In the seventh month,

on the first day of the month, there shall be to you a Sabbath, a memorial

of blowing, a holy convocation" (Lev., xxm, 24), wdiile in another pas-

sage it is simply called " a day of blowing" (Numbers, xxix, 1).

Special feasts or solemn assemblies for particular purposes were

announced by the blowing of the shofar. (Joel, II, 15.)

The great year of release, which occurred after the enumeration of

seveu times seven years, was announced by the sounding of the shofar,

not at the beginning of the year, on New Year's day, as might be

expected, but ten days t hereafter, on the 1 )ay of Atonement. (Leviticus,

XXV, 9.)

In Isaiah's vision of the great day of judgment the shofar is blown

* " When the feast of the New Year happened on the Sabbath they used to sound

the shofar in the sanctuary, but not out of it. After the destruction of the temple,

Rabban Jochanan, son of Zaccai, ordained that they should sound (on the Sabbath) in

every place where there is a tribunal of justice [I'eih Din). Rabbi Eleazarsays:
" He only issued this order in respect to Jamnia," but they (the other sages) said

unto him, "it was the same for Jamnia as for any other place in which there is a

permanent tribunal of justice''

"And in this respect also was Jerusalem privileged above Jamnia, viz, that every

city from whence Jerusalem could be seen and the sounding heard, which was near

enough, and to which it was allowed to go on the Sabbath, might sound; but in

Jamnia it was only permitted to sound before the tribunal of justice.

—

Mishliu lioah

hashana, iv, 2.

f'ltwasnot permitted for the purpose of sounding the shofar on the feast of

New Year, to go beyond the Sabbatical limits, to remove a heap of stones under
which a shofar is buried, mount a tree, ride on any animal, or swim over the waters

to get a shofar, nor may he cut it with anything that may not be used, on account
of transgression against the Sabbatical rest, nor disobey on its account any nega-
tive precept of the law ; but a person may, if he choose, pour water or wine into the
shofar to improve its sound. Children should not be prevented from sounding, but
on the contrary it is lawful to be occupied in teaching them to sound."—Minima
Kosit hashana, IV, 8.
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(o assemble "those who are lost in the land of Asshur and those who
ait> outcasts in the land of Egypt." (XXVII, 13.)

When David removed the ark to Jerusalem the sound of the shofar

was heard in the procession. (II Samuel, vi, L5; 1 Chron., w, 28.)

[t is mentioned along with other musical instruments as a proper

accompaniment of psalmody. " Praise Him with the blowing of the sho-

far, praise Him with the psaltry and the harp." (Ps., cl,, 3; cf. also

KCVIII, 6.)

Sonic years ago I was informed it had been introduced into opera by

an Italian composer, with what success I do not know.

WAR HORN.

The most ancient use of signals of any sort was no doubt to apprise

a tribe of the coming of an enemy and to call together the clansmen tor

defense. Possibly the earliest, certainly the most frequent use of the

shofar in Israel, was for military purposes.

The ancient Egyptians used a trumpet for military purposes, but it

was a long, straight metallic instrument like the Hebrew hayogera.

(Wilkinson, i, 104f.)

The troops seemed to have marched to its notes. (Ibid., woodcut

289, and Rawlinson, History of Ancient Egypt, Vol. i, p. 491.)

The shofar could be heard at a great distance. There is an allusion to

its loudness in Isaiah (LVHI, 1): "Cry with a full throat, spare not,

like the shofar lift up thy voice, and declare unto my people their

transgression, and to the house of Jacob their sins."

Itplayed an important part in the imposing demonstration made
before the walls of Jericho. (Joshua, vi, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, Hi, 20.)

When Gideon Mas tilled with the spirit of the Lord he assembled

the outlaws who composed his army by blowing the shofar (Judges

VI, 34). Each man carried one of the instruments and the noise thereof

very materially contributed to tin' surprise of the Midianite army.

(Judges, VII, 8, 10, 18, 19, 20, 22.)

In the actual narrative itself, the shofar is not as frequently men-

tioned as the constancy of its use for certain purposes might lead us

to expect. The infrequency of its mention is in a way, however, a sort

of evidence of the frequency of its use. The blowing of the bugle is

as regular a part of a charge as the horses on which the cavalry is

mounted. Its picturesqueness would naturally strike the mind of a

poet and so the references to the shofar in the prophetical books are

numerous.

In the following nineteen passages from the prophets, the shofar

symbolizes war:

"Tell ye in Judah, and publish in Jerusalem, and say, Blow ye the

Shofar in the land: call out, gather together, and say, Assemble your-

selves, ami let ns go into the fortified cities."
1 (Jeremiah, IV, 5.)

"My bowels, my bowels! I am shaken, at the very chambers of my
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heart; my heart beateth tmiiultuously in me; I can not remain silent;

because the sound of the shofar hast thou heard, O my soul, the alarm

of war." (Jeremiah, iv, 19.)

"How long shall I see the standard, hear the sound of the shofar?"

(Jeremiah, iv, 131.)

"Assemble, O ye children of Benjamin, to rlee out of the midst of

Jerusalem, and in Thekoa, blow the shofar and on Bethhakkerein set

set up a lire signal; for evil is seen (coming) out of the north, and

great havoc." (Jeremiah, vi, 1.)

"Then did I set watchmen over you, (saying) Listen to the sound of

the shofar. But they said, We will not listen." (Jeremiah, vi, 17.)

"Saying, No; but into the land of Egypt will we go, that we may not

see war, nor hear the sound of the shofar, and that we may not have
hunger for bread; and there will we dwell.

1
' (Jeremiah, xlii, 14.)

"Lift ye up a standard in the land, blow ye the shofar among the

nations." (Jeremiah, Li, 27.)

" And if he see the sword coming over the land, and blow the shofar

and warn the people." (Ezekiel, xxxiii, 3.)

"And whosoever heareth the sound of the shofar and taketh no

warning; and the sword cometh, and taketh him away, his blood shall

be upon his own head." (Ezekiel, xxxiii, 4.)

"The sound of the shofar hath he heard, and he hath taken no warn

ing; his blood shall be upon him. But had he takeu warning he would

have delivered his soul." (Ezekiel, xxxiii, 5.)

"But if the watchman see the sword coming, and blow not the shofar

so that the people be not warned, and the sword cometh, and taketh

away from among them some person, this one is taken away for his

iniquity; but his blood will I require from the watchman's hand.

(Ezekiel, xxxiii, 0.)

"Blow ye the shofar in Gib'ah, the trumpet inRamah ; blow thealarm

at Beth-aven. (The enemy is) after thee, O Benjamin." (Hosea, v, 8.)

"Set the shofar to thy mouth. (Let the enemy come) like the eagle

against the house of the Lord; because they have transgressed my
covenant, and against my law have they trespassed." (Hosea, viii, 1.)

" Blow ye the shofar in Zion, and sound an alarm on my Holy Mount;
let all the inhabitants of the laud tremble; for the day of the Lord

cometh, for it is nigh." (Joel, it, 1.)

"And I will send a fire against Moab, which shall devour the palaces

of Keriyoth; and Moab shall die in the tumult, in the shouting, amidst

the sound of the shofar." (Amos, n, 2.)

" Shall a shofar be blown in a city and the people not become afraid ?

Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord have not done it." (Amos.
m, 6.)

"A day of the shofar and alarm, against the fenced cities, and

against the high battlements." (Zephauiah, t, 1G.)

"With impatient noise and rage he holloweth (with his hoot) the
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ground, and keepeth not quiet when the shofar's voice (is heard)."

(Job, kxxix, 24.)

OTHER USES.

From the Talmud we learn that the use of the shofar as a note of

alarm of war was transferred to other seasons of danger and distress.

Famine, plague oflocusts, and droughl ( Mishna Taanith, i, 6) occasioned

the blowing of the shofar.

The shofar was employed at the public ceremony of excommunica-

tion.* (Wetzstein, p. 67.)

A very curious use of the shofar in later times was in funeral cere-

monies (Wetzstein, p. 67). 1 agree with Wetzstein that this use of

the instrument is quite apart from the usual Semitic custom and was

probably borrowed.

As a signal instrument ol war it had various uses, possibly accord-

Ing to the note thai was blown. It was the signal for going out to

battle, for the announcement of a victory, and for a recall of the troops.

It was with the shofar that Ehud assembled the people. "And it

came to pass, when he was come, that he blew the shofar on the moun-

tain of Ephraim, and the children of Israel went down with him from

the mountain and he before them." (Judges, ill, 27.)

"And again there happened to be a worthless man, whose name was

Sheba, the son of Bichri, a Benjamite, and he blew the shofar and

said, 'We have do part in David, nor have we any inheritance in the

son of Jesse; every man to his tents. O Israel."" (II Samuel, XX, I.)

Isaiah refers lo this nse (XVIII, 3) :t
k> All ye inhabitants of the world,

and dwellers on the earth, when the ensign is lifted upon the moun-

tains, see ye; and when the shofar is blown, hear ye."

When Jonathan had defeated the Philistines in Geba, " Saul blew

the shofar throughout all the land, saying, Del the Hebrews hear,"

( 1 Samuel Mill, .'5,), and thus become acquainted with the victory.

It i announced the end of the struggle between Aimer and -loab which

succeeded the death of Saul. (II Samuel, u. 28.)

After the death of Absalom, which really ended the revolt against

David, .loab blew the shofar ami the people returned from pursuing

after Israel. (II Samuel, will. L6, cf. also II Samuel. XX, 22.)

The shofar was employed to announce the coronation of a king.

This may be considered but a feature of its nse for military purposes,

since, as some of the passages about to be quoted show, the coronation

In Sanhedrin, 7 b., we read: ''Sab Huna when about toholdcourl was accustomed

(o :isk for t tie implements of Ids t rade : n rod, a si rap, :i shofar, and a sandal." The
shofar, remarks Rashi, was for use al an excommunication.

t Nakiireh Khaneh, a rock near Bandamir, in Persia, is bo railed
| according to tra-

dition) because at the sound of drums and trumpets the workmen engaged on the

walls and dikes in the neighborhood assembled there to receive their wages and
l>io\ isii.n. (( uselj , ii. 186.)
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of the king and the- announcement of his victory over souk 1
, other tribe

or faction were one and the same event.

When Absalom was engaged in the revolt against his father he sent

spies among-

all the tribes of Israel announcing- Ids intentions and in-

forming them that when they heard the shofar sounded they might say

that he had become king. (II Samuel xv, 10.)

In tin 1 directions given with regard to the coronation of Solomon the

use of the shofar is expressly mentioned (I Kings, i, 34 and '»!>), and its

sound affrighted Adonijah and guests at their banquet. (I Kings, I,

41.)

Tin 1 overthrow of the house of Aha.b and the coronation of Jehu
were proclaimed in the same way. (II Kings, in:, 13.)

ETYMOLOGY.

The etymology of shofar is not at all clear. Gesenius derived it

from the stem shafar "to be bright, clear, beautiful—possibly on ac-

count of its clear sound," but this is hardly satisfactory. The editors

of the eleventh edition of Gesenius retain the same explanation.*

Nothing can be learned from Arabic sabbnr.] This is simply bor-

rowed from the Talmudic form sippura or Hppur, the b in Arabic repre-

senting the Hebrew p, as the Arabic possesses no p, but: only f.f

The trumpet now used by the Arabs of Asia- Minor, which they call

seifnr, is a metallic instrument. It is possible, however, that the word
was originally applied by the Arabs to an instrument of horn.

§

The Arabian Jews called the shofar saafar. We may, however, get

some light from Assyrian.
||

According to Stade (Grammar, par. 218a) the Hebrew shofar stands

for a form sappar, and exactly this form has been found in Assyrian.

In a cuneiform list of animals ( 1 1 Kawlinson, VI, 6 cd) we find, following

at mix, "he goat," the word mpparu, which is accordingly the name of

an animal, possibly of the goat order. The word also occurs in a

*Tliey say parenthetically that tin' shofar was the shape of a horn and possibly

made of horn.

tWetzstein, p. 7)!, proposes an Arabic etymology; sufra and safir in Arabic mean
edge or corner, and it is probably his idea that they hear the same relation tO shofar

that corner hears l<> Latin cornu. The late Prof de Lagarde compared shofar with

Armenian sMfora (Anno ische Studien
, p. 117, No. 1IJ931).

XCf. Siegmund Fraenkel, Die Aramaiseh^n Fremdworter im Aratischen, Leyden,

1888, p. 24.

§ See Musical Instruments and their Homes, hy Mary E. Brown and William
Adams Brown (New York, 1888), p. 19G. It is principally interesting because il

resembles the trumpet played by an Assyrian warrior on a bas-relief of Nineveh and
the Hebrew trumpet represented on the arch of Titus at Rome. This latter is uol

identical with the shofar; it is the straight metallic trumpet or hafogera which is

represented on the arch of Titus (Engel. p. 21).

||Fr. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen Hebraisch-Aramaisehen Worterbuches zum
Altai Testament, Leipzig, 188G, p. 125.
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bilingual Incantation ("V E&awlinson, 50, 47-496) describing the action of

the disease called ascikku. The passage reads: turdha inn qaqqadtfu u

(/(iniisii iggabit, ((liiila siijijKir sail! Sappartaiunu iggabit, "the mountain

goal by its head and horns il seizes, the he goat, the Sappar of the

mountain, by ii s sapparl u if seizes." I [ere happartu undoubtedly means
11 horn," I » *

*
i 1 1 i4,* the feminine form used in Semitic to denote lifeless objects

(Gesenius, Grammar, par. 107, 3, a); the conclusion would, 1 herefore, be

thai the shofar is so called because il was originally made of the born

of the species of goal called mppar.* The Hebrew shofar corresponds

to Assyrian Sappartu, it being worthy of notice that shofar, although

mil possessing the feminine termination in the singular, always makes

a feminine plural.

[u the discussion on the Wetzstein paper Mr. Hartmann suggested

that the peculiar shape of the horn given to it artificially was intended

to imitate t lie shape of I lie horn of some wild animal, possibly t lie wild

sheep (Oris oyprias) ; not t hat I apprehend that I he suggesl ion is exact ly

correct, since, as will be seen, t he shape is not uniform. The suggest i<»n,

however, that t he horn was not that of a domesticated animal, but of an

animal more difficult to get, seems to have a certain inherent probability.

Wetzstein is of the opinion that the use of the rain's horn may have

been borrowed by the Israelites and goes back to a people who were

engaged solely in the can 1 of sheep. By these it was used as a signal

of alarm.

SIMILAB [NSTBUMENTS.

Various ancient and modern nations have used the horns of animals

tor wind instruments. The following specimens are preserved in the

collection of musical instruments in the U. S. National Museum.
At the time of the Festival of the Prophet the Berbers use a horn

Which consists of two ranis' horns joined at t he ends and provided wit h

metal mouth-pieces. This instrument is now called zamr. The speci-

men belongs to the National Museum and was collected by Mr.Talcoll

Williams.

The Shringa, "an ancient outdoor wind instrument of the horn

species. It is eommon ly known as the Indian horn. It was (he favor

iie instrument of the Hindu god Siva." Il is a common ox or buffalo

horn of dark color, scraped and polished, the tip cut oil' and the em-

bouchure enlarged and shaped with a hot iron. It is l-A inches in

length and the diameter varies firom five-eighths to -A inches, in form

il differs in nowise from the shofar. (PI. \i.\l. No. I.)

The Etnbuchi) also known as the Ponza* Ai>i<n:<t, and Oukpwe, an A fri

can trumpet or war horn made of an elephant's tusk, the natural cavity

'Baron von Korff, in the discussion of Wetzstein'a paper, asserted thai t In- u»>;it-

horn was still used for making 3hofars i>,\ the Jews of Poland. If this statement be

correcl it would point to a tradition more ancient than that oontained in the Jewish

liturgy.
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forming the bare of the horn. (PI. xlvi, No. 10.) The embouchure is

formed on the inner or concave sideof the tusk, the ivorybeing worked

away so as to leave a projecting mouthpiece 8f inches long, 4 inches

wide and one-half inch high. The instrument itself is 21j inches long;

the diameter tapers from.'*.} by.'! 1

,' to three-fourths of an inch. If is made
by the Palla Balla uegroesofthe Lower Congo.

African war horn made of elephant's tusk, rudely carved about the

mouth hole and smaller end. It is suspended by a cord of human hair

sennit. The natural cavity forms the bore of I lie horn. The emboueh-

ure is made in the concave side of the horn and is elliptic in shape.

The instrument is no inches Long, the diameter of the bell being ''>.{

inches. There are four other war horns of elephant's tusks, made in

various parts of Africa, which do not differ in form from the specimens
described above.

The natives of Sumatra use a trumpet made of the horn of a cow.*

The earliest metal trumpets were constructed on the same principle

as the shofar, and in some cases the form of the instrument is plainly

a copy of some natural horn.t

In one of the smaller mounds at Tello, M . de Sarzec discovered a

fragment of a large bronze statue. "It was," he says, "a life sized

bull's horn of bronze plating, mounted on a wooden frame, but the

wood was carbonized by the action of lire."

There is a Siamese engraved copper horn in the U. S. National

Museum shaped like a buffalo horn. (PI. XLVI, 5.) The British Mu-
seum possesses a bronze Etruscan cornu (engraved), constructed on

the same; principle (Engel, p. 33). Of similar pattern was the tuba.

Both the cornu and the tuba were employed in war to convey signals

{ibid., p. 36).

The Greeks had a carved horn, leeras, made of brass, and a straight

born, salpinx, exclusively used in war (ibid., p. 32). Trumpets are

often mentioned by writers who have recorded the manners and cus-

toms of the Indians at the time of the discovery of America (ibid.,

p. (J7). No specimen of such trumpets have so far been discovered

among North American aboriginal remains. A wooden wind instru

ment is in use among the Oarvadoo,an Indian tribe in Brazil. " With

this people it is the custom for the chief to give on his war trumpet

the signal for battle, and to continue blowing as long as be wishes the

battle to last" (ibid., p. (19).

The metallic descendant of the Indian buffalo horn, the shringa, men-
tioned above, is the rana shringa, an outdoor instrument made of cop-

per, formerly used in military and now universally in religious pro-

cessions throughout India, both by Hindus and Mohammedans, the

Tndoneaien, oder die Ineeln dee malayischen drchipel, von A. Bastion, in. Lieferung.

Sumatra und Nachbarschaft, Berlin, isxt;, I'l. u, No. 5.

i Babelou: Manual of Oriental Antiquities, p. 'tf ; Revue archeologique, IH&i (3
,:

H^ric, t. ii), PJ. xx.
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performers usually being Hindus of the lower caste, in the villages

of southern and central India bhe watchmen- blow it at sunset and at

certain hours of the eight, like the German nachtwachter. In large

cities a horn-blower is always attached (<> (lie police. There is seldom

a guard or detachmeul of native irregular troops without one. It is

employed in all processions, temple services, marriages, and other

festive occasions, and at funerals.*

Another t.'limpet of the same class is the kurna, used chiefly in reli-

gious processions, or in festivals in honor of local divinities. Only
lira Inn ins and persons of a certain rank are permitted to use the kurna.

It is esteemed by all Brahmins to be the most ancient instrument of

music in existence, and t he sound of it to be especially pleasing to the

gods in various particular ceremonies and at solemn parts of the sacri-

fices (Of. [bid. loc. cit.).

CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion, the following deductions, which seem to bo legitimate,

are drawn, though all are not advanced with equal confidence:

(1) The oldest wind instrument used by inland peoples was the horn

of an animal, with a natural cavity, and a mouthpiece formed by cutting

off the end. Horns which required hollowing came later into use.

(2) These horns were originally used as signals in time of danger
and tor making announcements in general.

(.">) Many of these important announcements had a religious charac

ter. The antiquity of the instrument caused its permanent adoption

for sacred purposes.

(I) The Shofar, Speaking especially Of the instrument of that name,

was originally a w ind instrument, made of the horn of a wild goat. Its

sacred character may he connected with sacrificial use made of the

goat.

(."») The etymology of the word is to be sought in the Assyrian mppar,
a species of wild goat; sttpparfit (the feminine form) meant originally

the horn of the sappar, and it may afterwards have been used for horn

in general.

Tribes dwelling near the sea used shells for the same purpose. Bib

lical Hebrew possesses two other words tor t he horn of some special

animal, qeren and yobel, which were originally applied to animals. It

is interesting in this connection that Hebrew qeren, Latin cornu, and

English horn are all used both for a wind instrument and for the horn

of an animal.

('/. Capt, Meadows Taylor. Proceedings of the Royal [rish A.cadeiny, \<>l.

i\, PI. i. p. no.
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L2. Ivory war horn
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Plate XLVII.

Fig. 1. Shofar, of the great Synagogue, Aldgate, London. Photograph from Hip-
kins.

2. Shofar, exhibited at Anglo-Jewish exhibition. Supposed to belong to the
preexpulsion period (1290) of the English Jews. Prom a photograph.
(Catalogue No. 2.)

:;. Shofar, carved and with inscription. Photographed from Wetzstein's paper.

Plate XLViii.

Fig. 1. shofar of the eighteenth century, from Bagdad. Exhibited at the Anglo

-

Jewish exhibition. Enlarged from a photograph. (Catalogue 1546.)
2. Shofar, exhibited a1 the Anglo-Jewish exhibition. Enlarged from a photo-

graph. (Catalogue 1537.)

3. Shofar (hlack from age) belonging to the greal Synagogue, London. Exhib-
ited at the Anglo-Jewish exhibition. From a photograph. (Catalogue
1548.)

4. Shofar, exhibited at the Anglo-Jewish exhibition. Enlarged from a photo-
graph. (Catalogue 1536.)

5. Shofar used by the I'.ene Israel, a, colony of Jews settled in Bombay and
neighborhood. It was brought from Aden, and is said to be made of the
horn of an animal called the "cudoo." Exhibited at the Anglo Jewish
exhibition. Enlarged from a photograph. (Catalogue 920.)

Plate XLIX.

Fig. 1. Shofar in possession of Miss Elizabeth F. Aaron, New York. Photograph
from the original drawing through the courtesy of the Century Company,
New York.

2. Shofar belonging to the Great Synagogue, London. Exhibited at theAnglo-
Jewish exhibition. From a photograph. (Catalogue No. 1550.) Inscribed.
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LIST OF DIATOMACEiE FROM A DEEP-SEA DREDGING IN THE
ATLANTIC OCEAN OFF DELAWARE BAY BY THE U. S. FISH
COMMISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS.

BV

Albert Mann.

In presenting this list of species of the Diatomacere, accompanied

with mounted specimens, which I have discovered in the first of the

deep-sea Atlantic dredgings submitted to me for examination, I wish

to offer some general results of the investigation.

This dredging was taken by the United States steamer Albatross at

Station No. 2721, being in latitude 38° 56' 00" K and longitude 72° 11'

30" W., and in 813 fathoms of water. The species found (numbering

145, and with varieties 156) comprise not only marine forms, but a large

number that are known to be fresh-water, and some found hitherto

only in a fossil state.

Before treating the material with acids I carefully examined it as it

was sent to me, preserved in alcohol, and discovered that none of the

frustules contain a particle of endochrome or organic matter. This,

taken in connection with the depth of water, the large number of species

represented, and the before-mentioned fact that there are many fresh-

water and fossil as well as marine forms, makes it evident that the

entire deposit is composed of fine detritus gradually sifted down upon

the sea bottom and conveyed there by currents from a considerable

distance.

The Delaware Kiver has without doubt supplied most of the mate-

rial of this dredging, as it empties into the ocean almost directly west

of the locality where it was taken, and as most of the forms (marine

and fresh) are such as are common in rivers and streams of correspond-

ingly temperate latitude.

An interesting corroboration of this is to be found in one of the fossil

species, Navicula Schultzei Kain. This diatom was originally discovered

in material from an artesian well at Atlantic City, N. J., at a depth of 406

feet, by Mr. C. H. Kain, of Philadelphia, Pa., and named by him. The
same stratum however, outcrops at several places along the Delaware

River watershed, notably at Shiloh, JST. J., and this diatom, with, perhaps,

Raplioneis gemmifera Ehrb., and Other of the fossil forms, could have

gotten into this dredging in no other way than by being brought by the

Delaware River from some of these outcrops. Hut there are some forms

occurring abundantly in this deposit which are essentially tropical ; these

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 937.
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may have been conveyed here i».v the Gulf Stream, winch Hows north-

ward near this point.

By laborious examination of nearly all the literature on the Diato-

macese I found ii unnecessary b> give ;i new name to a single one of

the many species discovered. This is really a cause for congratulation,

for, however enticing to the investigator the opportunity of naming
"new forms" may be, ii is a thing to be avoided whenever possible.

All departments of natural science are afflicted with a host ofunwar
ranted names, and none more SO than thai of the I >ialomacea\ where at

least 20 per cent of the generic and specific names are fictitious. For this

reason 1 have been compelled t<> make, in the pages following, a num-

ber of corrections of familiar names.

The entire absence of 06W species in this gathering is an additional

Confirmation Of the Statement that it is entirely the product of trans

portation; sincediatoms found growing at so unusual a depth would

have quite certainly supplied some hitherto unknown forms.

Following is a list of genera and species found, together with refer-

ences to the drawing and descriptions in published works by which

they were idenl ified.

Actinocyclus oraaaua W. S, (Van Heurck's Synopsis, pi. 124, fig. 8. Smith'B I?.

1)., pi. I, li^. 41.) Very soaroe.

Actinocyclus Ralfsii W. s. (Van Heurok's Synop., pi. L23, fig. 6.) Common.

The forms here found are somewhat intermediate between the above

and .1. Ehrenbergii Kali's. In fact, these two species are known to

urade into each other by almost indistinguishable forms; so that it is

probable they should constitute only varieties of one species.

Actinocyclus Ralfsii, \ :ir. sparsua (- -Eupodiscus sparsus, Greg.). (Pritohard's

Infusoria, p. 835; Moebius's Plates, pi, 12, fig. 174.) Frequent.

Actinocyclus subtilis Kali*. (Nan Heurck's Syn., pi. 124, fig. 7, pi. 125, figs.9and

U.) Scarce.

Actinoptychus hexagonus Grun. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. I. fig. 15.) Very scarce.

Actinoptychus splendens Ralfs. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. ll!>. figs. 1 I. pi. 120,

figs. 1-6.) Frequent

.

Actinoptychus undulatus Ehrb. (Sohmidt's Atlas, pi. I, figs. 1 6.) Common.

Amphiprora ornata Bail. (Nan Heurok's Syn., pi. 22 ins. fig. 5.) Verj scarce.

Amphora bigibba Grun. (Sohmidt's Alias, pi. 25, figs. 69 70.) Scarce.

Amphora cingulata Cleve. (Sohmidt's Alias, pi, 26, fig. 17. t Very scarce.

Amphora cymbiffera (ire-. < Sclnni.lt's Alias, pi. 25, figs. IT IS.) Scarce.

Amphora obtUBa < J ice,. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. Id, lij,'. 16.) Scarce.

Amphora porcellus Kitton ( A. novce-calidoniae Grun.). (Schmidt's Atlas, pi.

39, fig. !•">• I Scarce.

Amphora proteus Greg. (Sohmidt's AtlaH.pl. 27, fig. 3, pi. 28, fig. 9.) Frequent.

Amphora sulcata Breb. (Pritohard's Infusoria, p, 883; "The Lens." pi, 2, fig. 11,

ami pp. T.*> 76. )
Yei \ BOarce.

Astcrionella formosa HasBal. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 51, fig. 22. )
Common.

Asterolampra Marylandica Ehrb. (Moebius's Plates, pi. 32, figs. 1 1.) Scarce.

Asteromphalus Brookei Bail. vox. (Schmidt'a Atlas, pi. 38, fig. '.'.i Freqnent.

Although Prof. II. L.Smith's suggestiou, to unite the genus Asterom

phalm with the former genUS, is along the line of much needed abridg-

ment ; it yd seems that, as most of the genera are now const it ided,
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there is sufficient difference between these two to warrant their remain
inj4 separate.

AsteromphahiB flabeilatun Grev. (Schmidt's Atlas, pL38, li^. 10; Moebius's Plates.

pL 21, fig. B.) Frequent.

Asteromphalus Shadboldtianus <<io\ . (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 38, fig. 17; Moebius's

Plates, pi. 3S, flg. L9.) Scarce.

Aiiiisf.ns caelatus Bail. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 32, figs. 14-15.) Very scarce.

The only species round of this prolific genus.

Biddulphia aurita Lyngb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 120, figs. 5-10, pi. 122, figs. 1-8.)

( '<>II I 111 < >1 1 .

Biddulphia Tuomeyii Breb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 118, figs. l-7,pl. 119, flgs, I 8.)

( lommon.

Chaetoceros coarctata Land. (Lander's Hong Kong, pi. x, fig. k, page 79; Cleve's

Java, pi. 2, CiK- 10.) Frequent.

Chaetoceros variana Land. ( Bacteriastrum varians, etc.). (Moebius's Plates,

pi. 58, fitfN. 1-6.) Frequent.

The genus Bacteriastru/m is rightly included in Chaetoceros; differ

ent frustules in the same filament often displaying the characteristics

of both.

Cocconeis distant Greg. (Pritchard's Inf., pi, 7, fig. 38, page 870.) Scarce.

Cocconeis placentula Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 30, li^H. L'(!-ii7; Moebius's

Plates, pi. 4, litf. 1. ) Frequent.

Cocconeis Bcutellum Ehrb. (Pritchard's Inf., page 889; Van Heurck's Syn., pi.

29, figs. 1-2. ) < 'ninmon.

The above figures and description by Mr. Mall's appear sufficient bo

separate this from C. cUstane.

CoscinodiscuB asteromphalus Ehrb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 63, figs. 1-2; pi. LIS, fig.

22; Van Heurck's Syn., pi. i:><», figs. 1 and 5; Pritchard's Inf., page 828.) Frequent.

Coscinodiscus confusus Rattray, (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. >>'>, t)^. 15.) Frequent.

Coscinodiscus convexus A. 8. (Schmidt's Alius, pi, 60, figs, L3 and l.">.) Scarce,

CoBcinodiscus decresceiiB Grun. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 61, figs. 8- I") Frequent.

Coscinodiscus excentricus Ehrb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 58, flg. 49; Van Heurck's

Syn., pi. 130, ii^H - ' and 8.) Common.
Coscinodiscus lineatns Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 131, li^. 3.) Frequent.

CoscinodiscuB oblongus (Jri'v. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. <!•;, figs. 10 11.) Scarce.

Coscinodiscus radiatuB Ehrb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 60, figs. 5, 6, 9, L0.) Verycommon.
CoBcinodiscus robustus (Jrc.v. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. <>2, figs. 4-6.) Scarce.

Coscinodiscus symbolophorus Grun. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. L38, figs. I-:*.) Fre-

quent.

CoscinodiaciiBBymmetricuB Grev. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. ">7, fi^. 27.) Very ooi on.

Coscinodiscus traduceus, var. hispida, Rattray. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 57, flg. 38.)

Frequent.

Cycloteila physopiea Kg. (Ehrenberg's Mik., PI. S3, 17, fig.8; Pritchard's Inf.,

page si i
. ) Scarce.

It is very probable that this is only an inner shell of some other

species.

Cycloteila striata (irmi. (V;m Heurck's Syn., pi. 92, figs. 6 10,11'.) Frequent,

Cymatopleura solea VV. S. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 55, lif,rM - •

r>-7; Pritchard's In

fusoria, pl. 9, <i^. in."), page 793.) Very scarce.

The six transverse undulations are absent in this variety. Indeed,

they are so frequently absent in specimens of iliis form, that they

| 'roe. N. M. 9.", 20
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should be dropped as a specific characteristic. The genus ought to be

included under Surirella.

Cymatosira Laurenziana Grun. (Van Heurok's Syn., pi, 15, fig. 42.) Frequent.

This genus should be, as suggested by Prof. 11. L, Smith, united

under Fragilaria, from which it differs in no important respect. Lyng-

bye constituted the genus Fragilaria in 1810: Grunow that of Cyma-

tosira in 1862.

Cymbella cistula Hempr. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 2, tigs. 12, 13.) Scarce.

Cymbella cuspidata Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. -. tig. 3.) Scarce.

Cymbella parva W. S. I Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 2, fig. 14. Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 10,

fig. 15.) Frequent.

This is, however, hardly \Y. Smith's ('. parva ("Cocconema }><<rrxm v
),

as is seen by his figure, pi. 23, fig. 222, and p. 70. It should either

receive a new specific name, or be classed as a small form of G. cymbi-

formis E, from which it differs very slightly.

Denticula elegans Kg. (Nan Heurck's Syn., pi. 19, tigs. 14, 16.) Scarce.

Ditylum (=Triceratium) Brightwellii West. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 114, figs 3-9.)

Common.

This diatom is evidently a distinct genus, and should be restored

with its old name, as suggested by Prof. 11. L.Smith. The unscien.

titic genus " Triceratium " is quite overcrowded with dissimilar forms

without this.

Encyonema prostratum Kail's. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 3, tigs 9-11.) Frequent.

As the growth of diatoms in gelatinous tubes or otherwise is no

longer considered ground to constitute a genus, this form should be

classed under Cymbella, from which it differs in no other respect.

Epithemia turgida Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 31, tigs 1, 2.) Frequent.

Epithemia Westermani Kg. (Van Heurck's Syu., pi. 31, fig. 8. Kutzing's Bao.,

pi. f>, fig. 12.) Frequent.

This is nothing more than a close variety of E. turgida Kg., and

should not be made a separate species. William Smith's figure of
11 E. Westermanii Kg." is certainly incorrect. See Smith's B. 1)., pi. 1,

fig 11.

Epithemia zebra Kg. (Van Heurck's Syu.. pi, 31, tigs. 0-14. ) Scarce.

Eunotia pectinalis Raheuli. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 33, figs. 15-19.) Frequent.

Euodia (=Hemidiscus> cuneiformis Wall. (Wall, T. M. S., 1860, pi. 2, tigs. 3 4,

p. 12. Pritchard'a [nf., pi. 6, fig. 14.) Very common.

This is probablythe E. gibbaof Bailey. Compare with above Pritch-

ard'.s Inf., pi. 8, fig. 22, p. 852. Jt is virtually identical with /*.'. M*

ornata of Gastricane. Sec Challenger Exp., pi. 12, fig. 1, ]>. L49. The
older name Euodia (1859) should take the place of Hemidiscus (1860),

Eupodiscus radiatus Bail. (Van Heurck's Syn.. pi. 118, figs. 1. 2. Moebius's

Plates, pi. 28, fig. 10. Smith's B. D., pi. 30, fig. 255.) Scarce.

This diatom is identical wit li Coscinodiscus radiatus B., except for

the ocelli of the former; and as frustules thai normally have processes

are often destitute of the same, these two forms are suspiciously alike.

Eupodiscus tesselatus Roper. (Van Hem'ck'tj syn-, pi. 118, tigs, (i-7.) Very scarce.
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There is not sufficient warrant for M. Van Henrck according to this

form the generic name u Ropcria"

Fragilaria capucina Desmaz. (Smith's ii. I)., pi. 35, fig. 296.) Common.
Fragilaria Schwarzii Grun. ( Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 44, fig. 24.) Very scarce.

The difference between this and F. -pacifica Gran, is too slight to war-

rant their separation.

Gomphonema sphaerophorum Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 23, fig. 30.) Scarce.

This is the same as G. lagenula Kg. See Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 25,

figs. 8-0. Rail's lightly unites the two. Pritchard's Inf., p. 889.

Grammatiphora macilenta W. S. (Smith's B. D., pi. 61, fig. 382, p. 43. Van
Heurck's Syn., pi. 53, fig. 16.) Frequent.

Hemiaulus polycistinorum Ehrb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 143, figs. 23-29.) Frequent.

Mastogloia apiculata "\V. S. (Smith's B. D., pi. 62, fig. 387, p. 65.) Very scarce.

This genus should be included under Cocconeis. It differs but

slightly in the presence of marginal loculi, which are frequently quite

indistinct.

Melosira ornata Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 91, fig. 20.) Frequent.

Melosira sulcata Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 91, fig. 18.) Frequent.

Melosira varians Ag. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 85, figs. 11-15.) Frequent.

Navicula abnormis Cast. (Challenger Exp., pi. 28, fin. 19, p. 27.) Frequent.

This diatom is possibly only a variety of X. apis Donk. as figured in

Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 12, fig. 17, and pi. 69, tig. 41. I have, however,

found it to be very constant in form and frequent in this gathering,

thus agreeing with the experience of Conte Castracane (p. 27). The
name, however, is unfortunate, as it had been bestowed on a totally

different diatom by Grunow. See Cleve's (1880) Arctischen, pp. 46, 47.

Also Cleve and Mollus Types No. 142.

Navicula Americana E., variety. (Ehrenberg'sMik., pi, 2-2, fig. 16; O'Meara I. D.,

pi. 30, fig. 30.) Very scarce.

Navicula aspera Ehrb. var. intermedia Grun. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 48, fig. 14.)

Frequent.

Navicula bisulcata Lag. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 49, figs. 15, 16.) Scarce.

Navicula borealis Ehrb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 45, figs. 15-21.) Scarce.

Navicula caribaea Cleve. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 6, figs. 10-12.) Frequent. See note

under next species.

Navicula clavata Greg. (Donkin's B. D., pi. 2, fig. 8; Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 3, fig. 13.)

Frequent.

This diatom, of which the typical form and three well-marked varieties

are found in this gathering, is frequently confused with the preceding
species A. caribcea of Oleve. Schmidt, after giving the correct figure

for A. caribcea in pi. 6, figs. 10-12, applies the same name to the pres-

ent species, as in pi. 2, fig. 17, and pi. 70, fig. 48. That the true 2V.

caribcea is the one figured in pi. 6, figs. 10-12, is proven by the fact

that Cleve refers to this figure in his " Vega Diatoms," p. 196.

1 must add that it would be better to include A. clavata with all its

varieties under A. lyra Ehrb.

Navicula cluthensis Cleve. (Cleve's (1880) "Arctischen/' pi. 2, fig. 49.) Scarce.
Navicula distans W. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 46, fig. 12.) Common.
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This diatom is identical with the figure above referred to,bu1 thai it

should be given Smith's name of 2V. (Pinnularia) distans is doubtful.

Thai author was very strict on the point of moniliform costffi, separating

Navicula from Pinnularia on this one characteristic. Hence lie would

never have called a diatom with the evident aaviculoid markings of

this one •• Pinnularia." Besides, his description of /'. <lisi<ats states

that the apices are "acute" (p. 56), which is not the ease here.

Navicula exemta A. s. (Schmidt's A this, pi. (i!», figs. L3, 40.) Frequent.

Navicula firma Kg. var. tumescens (Jrun. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 49, fig. in. ) Scarce.

Navicula fusca Greg. var. delicata A. S. (Schmidt's \ilas, pi. 7, lijj. 1.) Scarce.

Though this form is analogous to .V. smithii Breb., it differs in being

not compound punctate in its cost®, but strictly moniliform costate;

also in having several rows of costse a1 each end of the frustule parallel

with the long diameter. Kail's distinguishes between the above in

Prit chard's Inf., p. 898.

Navicula gastrum var. placentula Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 8, figs. 26 28;

Cleve's (1880) "Arctischen," pi. 2, fig.36; Pritchard's Infusoria, p. 900.) Scarce.

Bhrenberg's Y. gastrum and Y. placentula are virtually the same

diatom. They are considered identical by Kail's, yet, as placentula is

generally figured with narrower and more tapering apices than gastrum,

I have given both names, making the later a variety of the earlier form.

Navicula granulata l>rel>. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 6, figs. 15, Hi. ) Scarce.

Navicula He nnedyi \Y. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. '>, figs. 3 and L8.) Scarce.

Navicula humerosa Breb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 11, fig. 20.) Frequent.

Navicula interrupta W. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 45, tig. 72; Smith's B. I'., pi. 19,

fig. 189.) Scarce.

Kutzing has given the same name to a wholly different form. See

his Bacillaria, p. LOO, pi. 29, fig. !>;•».

Navicula irrorata Grev. (Schmidt's Alias, pi. 2, figs. 1'.'. 22, 23. ) Very scarce.

Navicula lineata Donk. I 1) (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 69, fig. 31.) Scarce.

This diatom, which is accurately illustrated by the above figure, is

not the real 2V*. lineata of Donkin, as is seen by comparing the above

with fig. 8 on pi. 1 of Donkin's " British Diatoms.*' It is similar to A.

Schmidt's 2V. digrediens ; but might perhaps receive a new name.

Navicula lyra Ehrh. (Schmidt's Alias, pi. 2, figs. L6, L'l 25, etc. Van Beurck's

Syn., pi. 10, figs. 1-2.) Common.
Navicula lyra, var. dilatata A. S. (Schmidt's Alias, pi. 2, fig. 26.) Scarce.

Navicula lyra, var. elliptica A. S. (Schmidt's Alias, pi. 2, figs. 29 34.) Frequent.

These varieties of N. lyra Bhrb. are all unimportant.

Navicula major < nun. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 12, figs. 8 in. Van Heurck's Syn., pi.

5, fig. 3.) Scarce.

Navicula mesolepta Bhrb., var. stauroneiformis Greg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 6,

fig. IT). ) Very scarce.

Navicula peimata A. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 18, figs. U-43.) Frequent.

Navicula prastexta Bhrb. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. ;;. figs. 30-34.) Scarce.

Navicula rhomboides Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 17, fig. L) Scarce.

The making a new genus " Van Heurclcia" for this diatom is to be

deprecated .

Navicula rostellata Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 7, figs. 23-24.) Frequent,
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This is very near some forms of X. variam Greg.} but the oostae <lo

not continue "radiant from central nodule," but midway between it and
the apices become strictly transverse.

Navicula Schultzei Cain. ("Atlantic City Diatoms" in the Tony Botanical Bul-

letin, pi. 89, fig. 2.) Very scarce.

Tin's diatom, though similar to A. maculata Edw., is probably dis-

tinct. This conclusion is reached, not from drawings, but from a care-

ful comparison and measurement of the original diatoms named.

Navicula serians Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 12, fig. 7.) Scarce.

Navicula Smithii Breb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 9, fig. 12; Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 7,

fig. 22.) Common.

This beautiful diatom presents several unimportant varieties in this

gathering.

Navicula splendida Grog. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 13, fig. 32.) Frequent.

Navicula subcincta A. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 13, tig. 41.) Scarce.

Navicula suborbicularis Greg. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 8, figs. 1-6.) Scarce.

Navicula transfuga Grun. (Clove's "Vega," pi. 35, fig. 15, p. 511.) Scarce.

Navicula Weissflogii A. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 12, figs 26, 32.) Very scarce.

Nitzschia amphionys Gruu. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 56,flgs. 1-6.) Frequent.

The creating a new genus, "Hantzschia," for this diatom is wholly

unnecessary.

Nitzschia gracilis Hautzsch. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 68, fig. 11.) Frequent.

Nitzschia marina Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi, 57, tigs. 26-27.) Very common.

The variety found in this gathering differs from the type in a de-

cidedly coarser marking, the monils being evident under a quite low

power of magnification. Its apices also are more regularly tapered. It

is found in an endless variety of lengths, but retains a constant width in

all cases. It is probably the same as "Syneara atlantica" of Castracane;

see Challenger Exp., p. f>.'3, pi. :»r>, fig. 10.

Nitzschia marginulata, var. didyma Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 58, fig. 14.)

Scarce.

Nitzschia palea W. S. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 69, figs. 22c . 29, 31.) Frequent.

Nitzschia panduriformis Greg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 58, figs. 1-6.) Frequent.

Nitzschia punctata Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 57, fig. 2.) Very scarce.

This is W. Smith's " Tryblionella 'punctata.11 It very evidently be-

longs to the Nitzschia;.

Nitzschia salinarum Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 57, fig. 18.) Scarce.

It is doubtful if the separation of this form from Smith's N. {Tryblio-

nella) lerideii.si.s is justifiable.

Nitzschia sigma W. S. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 65, ii^s. 7-8.) Frequent.

Nitzschia thermalis Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 59, figs. 15-19.) Scarce.

Pleurosigma affine Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 18, fig. 9.) Frequent.

Pleurosigma inflatum Shad. (Moebius's Plates, pi. 3, fig. !'. Pritchard's Int., p.

918.) Common.
Pleurosigma Kiitzingii Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 21, tig. 14.) Frequent.

This is certainly identical with P. gracilentwm K'abcn., but the sug-

gestion in Habirshaw's Catalogue, and in Cleve's (1880) "Arctischeu,"

that it is a variety of P. Spencer ii Grun., is probably incorrect. Great
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similarity is displayed in some figures of these two forms, as in those of

\;iii EEeurck, but an examination of the diatoms will disclose a differ-

ence too wide to admit of their bearing the same name.

Fodosira compressa West. (Moebius's Plates, pi. 34, fig. 11. Pritchard's Inf., pi.

8, fig. 34, pp. 15 and 938.) Very scarce

This genus and Hyalodiscus need to be united.

Podosira maculata W. S. (Smith's 1?. I>.. pi. 19, fig. 328, p. 54. Schmidt's Alias, pi.

139, lig. 7.) Common.
Pyxilla Baltica (.run. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 83, figs. 1,2.) Frequent.

Raphoneis amphiceros E. (Van Henrck's Smi., pi. 36, tigs. 22-28, pi. 116, lig. 17.)

Frequent.

Raphoneis amphiceros, var. rhombica Gran. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 36, tigs.

20-21. Moehius'8 plates, pi. I, fig. 10.) Scarce

Grunow lias placed the E. rhombus of Roger as a variety of amphi-

ceros, from which it differs only slightly.

Raphoneis gemmifera Elu 1>. (Pantoesek's Hung., pi. 12, lig. 104, etc.) Yen com

lllOll.

Raphoneis surirella Gran. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 36, figs. 26-27B.) Frequent.

Rhabdonema minutum Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 54, lig. 21.) Frequent.

Rhizosolenia styliformis Bright. (Van Henrck's Syn., pi. 79, ligs. 1-5.) Very

scarce.

Schizonema vulgare Thw. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 17, lig. 0.) Scarce.

Were the genus Schizonema not a fictitious one it would be well to

take this form out of it, as it lias no structural unity with any other

members of that genus. But Schizonema ought to be relegated to

Navicida, where it belongs.

Stauroneis anceps Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi, 1, ligs. 4-8.) Scarce.

Stauroneis Phoenicenteron Ehrb., var. gracilis (=S. gracilis W. S.). (Smith's

P. 1)., pi. 19, lig. 180. Van Henrck's Syn., pi. 4, lig. 2.) Frequeut.

Stauroneis Smithii (Jrun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 4, lig. 10.) Very scarce.

Wm. Smith figures this correctly, pi. 1!>, lig. 193, but incorrectly

calls it li 8. linearis B." The latter is given by Van Heurck, pi. 4>

fig. 8, as a variety of 8. anceps. Grunow has named it after the first

author, giving its correct figure. It seems to be truly hyaline.

Stephanodiscus Hantzschianus Gran. (Cleve's (1880) Arctis., pi. 7, fig. 131. Van
Heurck's Syn., pi. 95, lig. 10.) Very scarce.

Stephanogonia Danica (Iriin. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 83 bis., ligs. 7-8.) Scarce.

The form here found is a variety of the above, its ridged lines,

radiating from the central apex, being more numerous and less plainly

visible.

Stephanopyxis corona Ehrb. (Schmidt's Alias, pi. 123, ligs. 10-17.) Scarce.

Stephanopyxis turris Kail's. (Van Heurck's Syn.. pi. 83 fcer., fig. 12; Schmidt's

Atlas, pi. 130, figs. 12-13; l'ritchanl's Inf., pi. 5, lig. 71, and p. 826.) Frequent.

Surirella minuta Hrcl>. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 73, ligs. 9-10.) Frequent.

Surirella ovalis Breb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 73, ligs. 2-1.) Common.
Surirella recedens A. S. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 10, lies. 2-4, pi. 24, lig. 28. ) Scarce.

Surirella tenera Greg. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 23, figs. 7, 9.) Scarce.

Syndendrium diadema E. (Moebius's Plates, pi. 8, tins, lit 52.) Frequent.

Synedra delicatissima \V. 8., var. mesoleia Gran. ( Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 89, lig.

6.) Scarce.
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Synedra pulchella Kg. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. II, figs. 1-8.) Frequent;
Synedra ulna Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 38, fig. 7.) Scarce.

Synedra ulna, var. subaequalis Grun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 38, fig.13.) Scarce.

This, put as a doubtful species by Vau Heurck, is, as lie suggests,

only a variety of ulna.

Synedra ulna, var. spathuliferaGrun. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 38, fig. 4.) Scarce.

The same is true in this case also.

Tabellaria fenestrata Kg. (Smit li's B. D., pi. 43, fig. 317, p. 46.) Common.
Triceratium acutum Ehrb. (Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 108, fig. 1.) Scarce.

This genus, made up principally of triangular aud quadrangular
forms of Biddulphia, is so heterogeneous in character that it should be
abandoned, as Prof. H. L. Smith suggests, and its forms assigned to

their proper scientific genera.

Triceratium alternans Ehrb. (Schmidt's A.tlas, pi. 78, figs. 9-17.) Very common.
Triceratium bicorne Cleve. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 78, figs. 24-25.; Clove's W. India.

Diat. pi. 5, li^. 30, p. 17.) Very scarce.

This diatom is an evident Biddulphia, as was suspected by Cleve
when he named it. In general appearance it is much like the abnor-

mal B. reticulata figured in Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 78, fig. 21; but under
high magnification it fails to show the reticulating secondary markings
characteristic of that species.

Triceratium cinnamomeum Grew (Moebius's Plates, pi. 47, tig 12 ; Schmidt's Atlas,

pi. 151, figs. 23-27; Van Heurck's Syn., pi. 126, fig. 1.) Very scarce.

The specific name is variously spelled cimamomeum, cinnamoneum,
and as above. Vau Heurck includes it in Cestoriiscus, to which it pre-

sents doubtful analogies.

Triceratium inelegans Grew (Moebius's Plates, pi. 71, fig. 21; Van Heurck's Syn.,

pi. 110, figs. 2-5.) Common.

See note under T. punctatum.

Triceratium ornatum Shad. (Moebius's Plates, pi. 1G, figs. 10-14; Schmidt's Atlas,

pi. 98, figs. 7-13.) Scarce.

This is YVallisch's Amphitetras pentacrinm, and is essentially the
same as T. Mquadratum Janisch, T. junctum A. S., T. Balearicum
Cleve, and a large number of unimportant varieties, as "var. hirsute,,"

in Challenger Exp., pi. 23, fig. 9. This diatom is remarkably variable,

even in a single gathering, which is probably the reason for the num-
ber of pseudonyms created for it. The name " pentacrinus" is deceptive.

Triceratium punctatum Bright. (Moebius's Plates, pi. 9, lig. 18. Vau Heurck's
Syn., pi. 109, figs. 6, 9-10.) Very couimon.

The strict types of both this and T. inelegans, Grev. are found in this

gathering and many intermediate forms, which make it evident that

these two close species are merely varieties of one. Though the name
"inelegans" is not well chosen for these forms, it should be preferred

to "punctatum," as Walliscli has applied the latter to a wholly different

diatom. See Moebius's Plates, 31, fig. 21.
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Triceratium Weissii, (irmi. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. !».".. tins. 2-12.) Scare.'.

Tiinacria excavata Eeib. Forma tetragona. (Schmidt's Atlas, pi. 152, iigs. 2G-28.)

Scarce.

The necessity noted under Triceratium for doing away with the genus

also exists in this case. Trinacria should be united with Solium aud

Wemiaulus and l>«' given either the last name, as the oldest (1840 by

Ehrenberg), <>r Solium, as the most suggestive.

A number of sports and abnormalities of some of the species named

were found in this gathering, but have not been described, as they

have no bearing on classification.

Newark, N. J., March, 1892.



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF CYPRINOID FISH, COUESIUS
GREENI.FROM THE HEAD WATERS OF FRAZER RIVER IN BRIT-
ISH COLUMBIA.

BY

David S. Jordan.

COUESIUS GREENI, sp. nov.

Head 4^- in length ; depth, 4-^ . D. 8 ; A. 8. Scales, 10-57-7. Teeth,

2-4-4-2. Length of largest specimen, 6^ inches.

Body robust, the back convex before the dorsal, the profile of head
straight and rather steep, the space between eyes broad and flatfish,

3J in head. Snout bluntish, but rather long, 3f in head; the preinax-

illary just above the level of the lower part of the pupil; maxillary

reaching almost to the front of the orbit, 3f in head ; barbel well de-

veloped, not quite at the end of the maxillary ; its length considerably

lessthan that of pupil. Mouth moderately oblique, the lower jaw slightly

included. Dorsal fin inserted behind the base of the ventrals and be-

hind the middle of the body at a point midway between the pre-

opercle and the base of the caudal, the fin of moderate height. Pec-

toral shortish, 1£ iu head, ventrals nearly 2. Caudal well forked,

the lobes equal, If in head. Scales larger than in related species,

scarcely reduced forward and but little smaller on the back than on the

sides; 36 scales in front of the dorsal. Color dark olive above, the

sides reddish, silvery. Very slight traces of a lateral band, a dark
streak below the eye undulating and extending from the side of the

upper jaw to the opercle. Lining of shoulder gradually dusky. Fins

without definite markings, the upper somewhat dusky.

This species is related to Couesius pJumbeus of the Upper Missouri

and Lake Superior region, from which species it differs in the larger

size of the scales and in some details of form. The head is especially

large and heavy.

Two specimens of this species were received from Mr. Ashdown H.

Green, of Victoria; the larger specimen, measuring 6£ inches, is in the

museum of the Leland Stanford Jr. University; the second specimen,

measuring 3f inches in length, has been sent to the U. S. National Mu-
seum. The specimens were obtained by Mr. Green in Stuarts Lake,

near Fort St. James, in British Columbia. This lake is near the

head waters of Frazer's Biver. Mr. Green says: "I am told that this

is the only lake, in that part of the country at least, where tbese fishes

are found."
Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 938.
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We received at the same time from Mr. Green a specimen of the

small land-locked salmon, Oncorhynchus Icennerlyij obtained by lain in

Shawnigan Lake. This lake lies about 20 miles north of Victoria and

lias no connection with the sea.

I have also received from Mr. Green the skin of a large, white sea

bass, Cynoscion nobilis, taken in Sooke Harbor, 20 miles east of Vic-

toria, The tish weighed 45 pounds. It was found on the top of the water

in distress, its peel oral and caudal tins having been bitten by the dog tish

sharks. This species had not previously been taken much north of

San Francisco, and its occurrence in Puget Sound is remarkable.

Palo Alto, Cal., February 1, 1893.



NOTE ON THE WALL-EYED POLLACK (POLLACHIUS CHALCO-
GRAMMUS FUCENSIS) OF PUGET SOUND.

BY

David S. Jordan and Charles H. Gilbert.

Mr. David H. Hume, a fisherman of Tacoina, Wash., wrote to us re-

cently asking for information concerning a fish which he called "Wall-

eyed cod," and wliich lias appeared in abundance in Puget Sound
about Seattle. At our request, Mr. Hume sent a number of specimens

of tlie lish to tlie museum of the Leland Stanford, Jr., University, from

wliich one Las been sent to the U. S. National Museum.
The wall eyed cod proves to be specifically identical with the com-

mon pollack of Alaska, PollacMus dialcogrammus. These specimens

from Seattle, however, differ notably from any which we have seen

from Alaska, in the fact that the fins are all lower, and that there are

fewer rays than in the Alaskan specimens, and that the color is nearly

uniformly sooty, with the dark markings of the Alaskan fish either

entirely obliterated or very faintly shown.

These characters would seem at first sight to indicate specific differ-

ence; but as we find more or less variation, it is probably safe to

regard the Puget Sound fish as representing a southern variety, which

may be called PollacMus ckalcogrammus fucensis.

In the fish from Tacoma the color is nearly plain sooty, with no cross

streaks, and with generally only a trace of a pale lateral streak along

the side; on the head are some diffuse dark spots; the fins are all

dusky. The dorsal fins are low, the longest ray of the first dorsal being

from 2| to 2^- in head; the pectoral is short, from 1£ to If in head;

caudal is subtruncated, its lobes scarcely acute. The fin rays in four

specimens are as follows: (1) D. 10-15-17; (2) I). 11-15-16; (3) D. 10-

14-10; (4) D. 12-13-17; the average of all specimens, D. 11-14-10.

Anal fins, (1) A. 18-16; (2) A. 10-18; (3) A. 16-19; (4) A. 19-19; the

average of all specimens, A. 17i-18. The band of teeth in the pre-

maxillary is wider than in the Alaskan specimens, and the band is

widened at the anterior end.

In the true chalcogrammris from Alaska, taking specimens of about

the same size, we find that the body is more elongated, the nose sharper,

the eyes a little larger, the premaxillary band of teeth narrower and

narrowed in front toward the median line, the coloration is paler, the
Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. i»39.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE MOLLUSCAN SPECIES COLLECTED
BY THE UNITED STATES SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION TO WEST
AFRICA, IN i88g-'go.

RY

Robert E. C. Stearns, Ph. I).,

Adjunct Curator ofthe Department of Mollusks.

By ;m acl of Congress provision was made to defray the expense of

sending ;i scientific expedition to the west coast of Africa for the pur-

pose of observing the total eclipse of t he sun, occurring on December 22,

1889. In accordance with the recommendations of aboard appointed

by the Chief of the Bureau of Navigation to devise plans, etc., the de-

tails of the expedition were arranged. Through the courtesy of Prof.

David P. Todd, of Amherst College, Massachusetts, in charge of the
expedition, arrangements were made whereby Mr. W. Harvey Brown
and Mr. Arthur B. Brown, of the U. 8. National Museum, were ap-

pointed acting and assistant naturalists, to accompany the expedition

in the interest of the Museum, for the purpose of making collections of

natural history objects, especially fishes and mammals.
The expedition sailed from New York on October 16, 1889, on the

United States steamer Pemacola.

I am indebted to Prof. Todd for the following data as to the points

tomhed at by the expedition, and the dates of arrival and departure:

Localities.

Horta, Fayal, Azores
Porto < rrande. Si Vincent, Cape Verde
Free Tow n, Sierra Leone
Elmina < l-old < 'oast

St. Paul do Loando, a ngola

Arrived. Departed.

Nov. 2,1889 Nov. 3,1889
Nov. 10, 1889 Nov. 12, 1889
Nov, 18, 1H8!) Nov. 20,1889
Nov. 20,1889 Nov. 28,1889
Dec. 6,1889 Jan. 0,1890

Here the naturalists were in the. interior for nearly a month. After

leaving the latter place on the Gth of January, the next point reached

was (Jape Town, and the arrivals and departures were as follows:

Localities, Arrived.

Cap- Town, South Africa Jan. 17. 1890
St. Selena, South Atlantic Feb. 20, L800
Ascension, South Allan tic Mar. 16, 1890
Bridgetown, Barbados Lpr. 28, 1890
Bermuda May 18, 1890

Departed.

Feb. 0,1890
Mar. 10,1890
Apr. 8,1890
May 10,1890
May 19, 1890

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 940.
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At the latter place the naturalists did not land, owing to quarantine

restrictions. The expedition arrived home at New York on the 23d

of May, 1890.

As far as Cape Town the collections were made conjointly by the

acting and assistant naturalists; at Cape Town Mr. Arthur H. Brown

was detached from the expedition to go into the interior.

Class PELECYPODA.
Order PRIONODESMACEA.

Suborder OSTRACEA.

Genus OSTREA Linnd.

1. Ostrea mordax Gould.

One specimen. Ascension Island (Mus. No. 125110).

A single characteristic example.

2. Ostrea irons Linne".

Odd valves, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125318).

Also occurs at various places in east and west Florida, Florida

Keys, West Indies, and Barbados.

Suborder PECTINACEA.

Family SPONDYLF1XE.

Onus SPONDYLUS Linne".

3. Spondylus gaederopus Linn<5.

Three valves, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125583).

4. Spondylus imbutus Reeve.

One example, dredged. Ascension Island (Mus. No. 125411)

A small, fresh specimen of the above was obtained from a depth of

40 fathoms.

Family PECTINID.F.

Genus PECTEN Miiller.

5. Pecten miniaceus Reeve.

Three odd valves. Fayal (Mus. No. 125284).

A very pretty species.

Suborder MYT1LACEA.

Family AYICULID^E.

Genus PERNA Bruguiere.

6. Perna perna Linne.

? = P. denti/crus, var. Krauss.
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Three specimens, valves. Ascension Island (Mus. No. 125403).

The dentiferm of Krauss is probably a variety of the Linnean species;

it has a somewhat aviculoid shape.

7. Perna Chemnitziana Orbigny.

Several specimens, Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125355).

Variable in form, and perhaps connecting- with the previous species.

Family MYTILID^E.

Genus MYTILUS Linne".

8. Mytilus edulis Linne".

One specimen, Cape Town; (Mus. No. 125371)).

A solitary example of small size, only 18 millimeters in length, of this

common and widely distributed form.

9. Mytilus magellanicus Chemnitz.

Several specimens. Cape Town (Mus. No. 125368).

The shells collected at this place by the expedition that I have labeled

as above, upon comparison with examples of the same size from New
Zealand and Kergueleu Island, prove to be identical. The larger in-

dividuals measure 39 to 10 millimeters, from that to 9 millimeters or

less in length.

10. Mytilus atropurpureus Dunker.

Many fresh specimens.. Fayal (Mus. No. 125300).

These fine living examples show a rich purple seminacreous irides-

cence on the interior surface of the valves, unusually brilliant for ma-

rine mussels.

11. Mytilus ovalis Lamarck.

Several examples. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125330).

Genus LITHOPHAGUS Muhlfeldt.

12. Lithophagus aristatus Solanrter.

= L. caudigera Lamarck.

Two specimens. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125,400).

Genus DREISSENSIA Van Beneden.

13. Dreissensia africana Van Ben.

Numerous examples, living. Ashantee (Mus. No. 125334).

Many specimens of the above, separate, and a large colony attached

to a twig, numbering probably as many as a hundred individuals.
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Family UNIONID.K.

(hums UNIO Retz.

14. Unio gaboonensis KuBter.

A i.w examples. Ounga (Mus. No. 125417).

Specimens of this species were detected in a pond near this place.

Suborder ARCACEA.

Family A.ROIDJE.

Genua ARCA I iamarok

Section arca Lamarok,

15. Area No* l,inm\

One right valve, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125348).

This is a widely distributed form. 1 have collected it on the west

coast of Florida ; it is found on the Atlantic coast of North America as

far north as Hatterasj it occurs in the Florida Keys, the West Indies,

the Bermudas, Garthagena, and probably throughout the Antillean

Caribbean region, as well as in Europe.

16. Arca tetragona l'oli.

? = J navicularis Bruguiere,

Porto Grande (Mus. No. L25352); Ascension Island (125402).

A curious and variable form, offering extraordinary inducements to

manufacturers of Species. Two of the examples are from the latter

locality.

Section BARBATIA Gray.

17. Area lacteal. nm.

f = A. striata l>Yc\ >

One Specimen (
Mns. No. L25406).; Ascension Island.

Reported also from the Polynesian Islands.

Beotion anadarea Gray,

18. Area holoserica Reeve.

One right valve, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125351).

This widely distributed form also oceans in the Australasian and
I lido Pacific seas.

Bastion SCAPHARCA Bra]

19. Arca rhombea Horn.

Three odd valves, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. L25340),

Baotion skniua Gray,

20. Arca senilis l.inno.
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Many valves, beach ; one live specimen. Porto Grande (Mas. No*.

123329, 125366); Ashantee (Mus. No. L25335); Free Town (Mus. No.

125408).

Valves onlyfrom Porto Grande and Free Town. The only live exam
pie of this strongly characterized form is the Ashantee specimen. Ex-

ternally it resembles a Cardita rather than an Ark-shell.

The Free Town (Siena Leone) examples, valves only, are in a semi-

fossilized state, the surface somewhat decomposed. The general facies

is much modified and somewhat misleading through weathering; this

action of the elements, however, has exposed the hinge area, which
exhibits the development and final growth of the hinge teeth. The,

various stages may be seen between the upper line of the hinge and
the under side of the beak or umbo, in close linear grooving. These

caused me at first to think that such valves belonged to some other

species.

Genus PECTUNCULUS Lamarck.

21. Pectunculus violescens Lamarck.

-)- /'. Htillatiix Lamarck.

Three odd valves, beach. Porto Grande (Mas. No. IL'5309).

Order TELEODESMACEA.

Suborder CARDITACEA.

Family OAEDITID^.

Genus CARDITA Bruguiere.

22. Cardita ajar Bruguiere.

One left valve, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. IL'5347).

Suborder LUCINACEA.

Family LFOINIILE.

Genus LORIPES Poli.

23. Loripes lacteus Linnc.

.Several odd valves. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125301).

Family 1)1 PLODONT1 IKE.

GemiH DIPLODONTA Turton.

24. Diplodonta rotundata Mont Tort.

One right valve. Fayal (Mus. No. 135289).

Proc. N. M. 93 21
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Tins species occurs ill many places on the shores of the Mediterranean

to moderately deep water 5 its distribution extends northerly into Brit-

ish waters.

Suborder CARDIACKA.

Family CARDIID-ZE.

Genua CARDIUM Lamarck.

25. Cardium ringens Chemnitz.

Fourodd valves, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. L25341); Ashantee

(Mus. No. 125339).

Three perfect valves of as many individuals were found ;il the latter

place. The Porto Grande specimen was a single righl valve, beach.

Suborder VENERACEA.

Family VENERID^.

Genua VENUS Linn6.

26. Venus striata Gray.

One right valve, Ashantee (Mus. NO. 125321).

27. Venus mgosa Desbayes.

One lefl valve, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. N<>. L25350).

Genua CYTHEREA Laniarok.

Subgenus CALLISTA Morcb.

28. Callista cliione Lamarck.

One left valve of a young shell. Fayal (Mus. No. L25286).

Genua DOSINIA Soopoli.

29. Dosinia fibula Reeve.

-\-Do8inia torrida l.v<\ e.

Several valves, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125391).

The following African species are described and figured in Reeve's

Monograph of Artemis=Dosinia.

A. fibula Reeve, A. africana Gray, .1. radiata Reeve, .1. Orbignyi

Duuker, .1. torrida Reeve. To these should be added A. isocardia

Dunker, and .1. h<i><(/ic<t Philippi.

Of the foregoing fibula and torrida are the same withoul doubt. Or-

bignyi, africana, and hepatica are also one and the same The three

last arc characterized by their authors as exhibiting more or less col-

oration in the region of the beaks, and upon the inner side of the

valves, while torrida and fibula arc white only. While allot' these

live alleged species vary much in outline, there is no special difference
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otherwise than the color character above mentioned,ami that is of little

importance. Reeve says of liis torrida, which it will be observed is

one of the all white forms, that it is "concentrically sculptured with

tine cord-like striae, niter the manner of A. Orhignyi." The roundness

or sharpness of the stria 1 varies more or less in all. The depression

of the lunule also varies somewhat, but is usually rather deeply sunken.

In all, the closeness, definition, or sharpness of the concentric stria-,

is greater toward the anterior and posterior edges of the valve than

in the central portion or area. The hinge characters are the same in

all, and the interior of the valves are alike in the shape or outline,

angle and depth of the sinus, and muscular scars. The valves in all

of these, whether young or old, large or small examples, are heavy,

solid, and thick, with thick hinge margins and long and rather deeply

scarped ligainental area.

The foregoing critical comparison, it will be noticed, practically

unites the live so called species, the only differences being those of

color, and the greater or less roundness, evenness, or sharpness of the

concentric lira'. Now, variation in these characters, it is well known,

is a local matter dependent upon or affected by local causes or condi-

tions, such as the character of the sea bed at the spot from which the

specimens were obtained. Where the sea bed is nearly clear sand with-

out mud, gravel, etc., the shells are whiter, more evenly and regularly

sculptured, with a more porcellaneous surface- than from localities where

gravel, mud, and clay prevail. The presence of mud, particularly

clayey mud, has much to do with the coloration or staining of the shell.

Any person who has collected the hard-shell clam Venus mercenaria

of the Atlantic seaboard, at many or different places throughout the

range of said species, or the Mactra or Mya of the same faunal region,

must have noticed i\n' relation of color to the character of the sea bed.

Convexity is another somewhat variable factor, some examples being

more tumid than others.

Reeve's radiata is no doubt a distinct form, though isocardia is doubt-

fully distinct, and may hereafter, with abundant material for compari-

son, be regarded as a synonym.

30. Dosinia Orbignyi Duuker.

= I), africana Gray.

—: ]>. hepatica Philippi.

Many odd valves. Porto Grande (Mas. No. 125385). Separable

from fibula, etc., only by the color stain—no doubt the same species.

31. Dosinia isocardia Duuker.

One left valve, beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125388).

Suborder TELLINACEA.

Family DONACID. E.

Genus DONAX Limn'.

32. Donax rugosus Linne\
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Numerous examples. St. Paul de Loaudo (Mus. Nos. L25413, 125414,

125415, 125416, L25418, L25419). Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125:599).

The large number of this attractive form collected at St. Paul lias

enabled me to select an extensive ami beautiful series. The valves are

sometimes white with purple rays and zones, again white, or yellowish

orange, with broad rays of purple; sometimes light purple "with darker

purple rays and zones, and some examples exhibit- a purplish ground

with a glaze of sienna yellow, overlaying and toning the color beneath.

The interior of the valves is often white, or white rayed with purple or

pink and frequently dark purple with the edge of the valves white

rimmed. One beautiful example is of a clear delicate pink, tinged

slightly with yellow, bounded toward the ventral edge by a broad band

of deep rose pink.

Family TELLINID^E.

Genus TELLINA Linn.-.

33. Tellina madagascariensis Gmelin.

Odd valves. Porto Grande (Mus. No. L25365).

One right and two left valves of this rather solid species; these

valves are of a light rose-pink color intensified toward the beaks, and

the surface is sculptured by line incremental ami closely set radiating

lines.

34. Tellina incarnata Linn6.

One left valve. Fayal (Mus. No. 125285).

Sul.niderMACTRACEA.

Family MAOTRID^E.

Genua MACTRA Linne\

35. Mactra Adansonii Philippi.

One right valve. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125356).

This is a very pretty ami externally quite uumactra like species, with

color markings and a general facies recalling Mactra stultorum of the

Mediterranean Sea.

Class GASTROPODA.
Subclass ANISOPLEl 'HA.

Superorder EUTHYNEURA.
Order OP1STHOBRANCH I ATA.

Suborder TECTIBRANCHIATA.

Family P.ULL1D.K.

Genus BULLA Linne\

36. Bulla striata Bruguiere.
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Many specimens. Porto Grande (JMns. No. 125303).

Several examples; solid, heavy beach shells; a widely distributed

form. Inhabits the Mediterranean, Adriatic, and Black seas; and

Drouet has recorded it from the Azores. * * * Also at Faro in

Algarve, where Me Andrew procured it (Jeffreys).

Family APLYSIID.E.

Genus APLYSIA Linno.

37. Aplysia sp.

Two examples in alcohol. Porto Grande, St. Vincent.

Order PULMONATA.
Suborder STYLOMMATOPHORA.

Family LIMAC1D.E.

Genus ZONITES Montfort.

38. Zonites cellarius Miiller.

One specimen (Mus. No. 125208). Fayal.

The above species also occurs in the British Isles, and is found from

Finland to Algeria and Sicily, according to Jeffreys; also in Madeira

and the Canaries.

Family HELICID.F.

Genus PATULA Held.

39. Patula rotundata Miiller.

Two specimens (Mus. No. 125205). Fayal.

Ranges from the most northern extremity of Great Britain to the

Channel Isles; from Russia and Finland to Sicily and the Azores.

(Jeffreys.)

Section LEPTAXIS.

40. Helix (Leptaxis) caldeirarum M. and 1>.

Three specimens, dead. Fayal at Horta (Mus. No. 125293). The
examples, though dead, were in fair condition.

Section CARACOLINA Beck.

41. Helix (Caracolina) baibula Charp.

Two specimens, dead (Mus. No. 11*5294). Fayal. Found also in

Portugal.

Section FRUTICICOLA Held.

42. Helix (Fruticicola) similaris Ferussao*
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Numerous specimens (Mus. No. 125409). Green Mountain, Ascension

Island.

The above is represented by many examples, banded and otherwise,

pale to dark horn color. This is another widely distributed form thai

has almost, if not quite, "put a girdle around the earth." The National

collection contains numerous examples from Barbados, Mexico, Brazil

at Rio Janeiro, Pegu, and upper Burinah and Bombay in India; the

Sandwich Islands, at Singapore and the islands of Mauritius ami

Java in Polynesian and [ndo-Pacific waters, and from Canton, Hong
kong and Whampoa in China, it has also been found at the Sey-

chelles.

Section EUPARYPHA Hartman.

Helix (Euparypha) piaana MiilL r.

Numerous examples. Fayal (Museum No. Il'ol'TS); Cape Town
(Museum No. L25393).

A widely distributed species, occurring in England, Fiance, Tartu

gal, in the Canary Islands, ami probably elsewhere, as well as at the

localities first given herein. The Fayal specimens exhibited the usual

varietal facies and indicate its abundance on the island. From the
( 'ape. also, there are several characteristic examples.

Section POMATIA Beck.

Helix (Pomatia) aspersa M tiller,

A few examples (Mus. Nos. L25283, L25287). Fayal.

\ widely distributed form; a part of the above quite solid, and ele-

vated.

"From the McKay Firth district to the Channel isles, its range es

lends southward from France to Sicily as well as to Spain. Algeria, and

the Azores" (Jeffreys).

(a mis BULIMUS Scopoli.

Section COCHLICELLA F, > u

45. Bulimus (Cochiicella) ventricosus Draparnand,

/.'. n ntrosu8 Ferusaae.

n«>t /.'. ventricosus ( hemuitz.

One specimen, dead (Mas. N<». L25281). Fayal.

/». ventrioosus occurs in France, sin- Canary Islands, and also in the

Bermudas.

Family STENOGYRID^.

(.'nms ACHATINA Lamarck.

46. Achatina balteata Reeve.

Four specimens (Mus. No. 125307). Free Town, Sierra Leone.
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Only one example of the'above was au adult. This form, \\ il li its fine

sculpture, is apparently related to the coarsely sculptured .1. reticulata

I'lV., from Zanzibar and I hat region, t hrough A . I<(cl<« Rve., also belong

iug to Hie same general locality, and suggesting an intermediate and

connect ing variety.

47. Achat.ina variegala Roiaay.

.(. perdix I lamarck.

Several adull examples (Mus. No. l_J.
r>.'{77). Free Town.

Snbgenua LIMICOLARIA Schumacher.

48. Achntiiia (Limicolaria) flanmiea Bruguiere.

Three specimens (Mus. No. L25383). Free Town.

49. Achatina (Limicolaria) numidica Reeve.

Two specimens (Mus. No. 125384). Free Town.

Family SUC< 1 N I DM.

Genua SUCCINEA Draparnaud.

50. Succinea St. Helenas Lesson.

Several living examples (Mus. No. L25404). Fayal.

The specimens were found on the leaves <>t plaids near the top of

Diana's Peak. The shells are of a beautiful deep amber color, and

probably belong to the above species. The other form reported from

here, 8. bensoni, was not in the collection.

Superorder STREPTONEURA.

Order CTENOBIUNCH1ATA.

Suhorder ORTHODONTA.

Superfamily TOXOGL< )SSA.

Family TEBEBRID^.

Genus TEREBRA Bruguiere.

51. Terebra strigillata Limir.

A single specimen (Mus. No. L25389). Porto Grande.

52. Terebra senegalensis Lamarck.

One beach shell (Mus. No. 125332). Porto Grande.

53. Terebra chlorata Lamarck.

Several beach specimens (Mus. No. 125354). Porto Grande.

54. Terebra inconstans Hinds.
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A single example, beach (Mux. No. L25322). Porto Grande. A
widely distributed form.

Family CONIDJE.

Genua CONUS LinmS.

55. Conns guinacns IIw.iss.

One beach shell, imperfect (Mus. No. 125579). Porto Grande.

Fainilj CANCELLARIID^E.

Genua CANCELLARIA Lamarck.

56. Cancellaria similis Sowerby.

One specimen, fair condition (Mus. No. 125344). Porto Grande.

SuiHTianiilv 1 v l I ACHIG-L( >SSA .

Family OLIVID.E.

Genua OLIVA Bruguiere.

57. Oliva flammulata Lamarck.

Two beach shells in fair condition (Mus. No. 1253G4). Porto Grande.

Genua OLIVANCILLARIA Orbiguy.

58. Olivancillaria nana Lamarck.

Several specimens (Mus. No. 125343.) Porto Grande.
Numerous examples of this pretty little shell, generally ornamented

with linear, zigzag markings; sometimes not showing these, hut unicol-

ored, buff or dark chocolate brown.

(Minis AGARONIA Gray.

59. Agaronia acuminata Lamarck.

Two beach shells. Porto Grande (Mus. No. L25581).

Family MITKID.E.

Genus MITRA Lamarck.

60. Mitra fusca Swains.

Several examples, liorta, Fayal (Mus. No. 1l,

.~»l
,

7
<
.)).

Many good fresh specimens were obtained here. In Tryon's Mono-
graph of the Mitridce, he says: •• .1/. adansonii Phil., described from

Gaboon, in Guinea, West Africa, appears to agree fairly with this

species."'

61. Mitra barbadensis (Jiiul.
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One young perfect specimen, Ascension Island (Mus. No. 125405).

Heretofore credited to the Florida Keys and Barbados.

62. Mitra plumbea Lamarck.

One example, Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125386). In Tryon's Mono-
graph this is included in the synonymy of Mitra chains. I should not

place it in such a position.

Family FASCIOLAKIID^.

Genus LATIRUS Montfort.

Subgenus LEUC0Z0NIA Gray.

63. Leucozonia triserialis Lamarck.

One beach shell, Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125331).

Family BUCCINID.F.

Genus PISANIA Gray.

64. Fisania variegata (J ray.

One adult, beach; two juniors, fresh. Porto Grande (Mus. No.
125580).

Florida Keys, West Indies, Bermuda. Southerly to Trinidad on the

American side.

Genus COMINELLA Cray.

65. Cominella limbosa Lamarck.

= C. Woldemari Kiener.

One specimen from each locality. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125582);

Cape Town (Mus. No. 125326).

Family COLUMBELLID^J.

Genus COLUMBELLA Lamarck.

66. Columbella rustica Linnc.

Common, fresh, living. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125310).

The C. rusticoides of Heilprin, which ranges on the American shores

of the Atlantic from Cedar Keys to ( Juba, may be regarded as a syno-

nym of the above.

67. Columbella rustica Linne*.

variety, Azorica Droiu't.

Numerous examples. Fayal (Mus. No. 125282).

Subgenus NITIDELLA Swainsou.

68. Nitidella cribraria Lamarck.

Common; Porto Grande.
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Upon comparison 1 can perceive no difference between the foregoing

and American examples. This species has a remarkable geographical

range. Among the Florida Keys and in the Antillean region, at Pan-

ama, on the west coast ofSouth A.inerica, northerly to Lower California,

and at various places in the Gulf of California.

Family Ml KHTD.E.

Subfamily M i khin.i:.

Genus MUREX l.innr.

Subgenus PHYLLONOTUS Swainson.

69. Phyllonotus rosarium Cheniuitz.

One beach shell; Porto Grande.

Genua OCINEBRA Leach.

70. Murex (Ocinebia) augularis Laniarok.

A single, somewhat dubious example; Porto Grande iMns. No.

125358).

Subfamily PURPURIN^E.

(it'iius PURPURA Bruguiere,

71. Purpura heemastoma Linn.

= /'. uiiihiiii Lamarck,

= /'. Forbesii Duuker.

Numerous living and beach examines. Fayal (Mus. No. lL'riL'Ttit;

Porto Grande (125305, L21370) j Ashantee (125310, L25320, L25337);

St. Helena (125407).

From Fayal many specimens, some tuberculated, others without

knobs. The Porto Grande examples were adults and juniors of the

typical form : two of the specimens were quite large, triangular, and

knobby. From Ashantee numerous living specimens of the short-

spired* rather triangular form, the undata of Lamarck and narrower

examples /'. Forbesii Dunker; others with the spire of the average

height, with two rows of knobs more or less conspicuous. \ arying in this

feature as do the west coast American colonies of biserialis. A single

individual of this w idely distributed and mutable form was detected at

St. Helena; it is not a characteristic example, haviug in the white

aperture ami the inconspicuous transverse ribbing and knobs of the

bodywhorl a similar phase of variation from the general aspect oi'

hcemastoma, that is exhibited by /'. Blainvillei Deshayes + P> Callaoen-

sis BlainviUe of the west coast of South America, w hen compared w il h

the ordinary facies of /'. bisermlis Blainville of the same coast to the

northward. The St. Helena form is very close to a variety of hcema-
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stoma in the National collection (No. 95953), from Abrolhos Island, coast

of Brazil.

72. Purpura cingulata Lamarck.

Two specimens; Cape Town (Mus. No. L25324.)

Onlytwo examples of this remarkably variable and interesting species

were obtained; the larger 17.5 millimeters in length, with barely the

hint of a keel on the upper part of the basal whorl, which otherwise is

finely sculptured with closely set, fine incised lines or grooves, and

the upper or apex whorls keeled and cancellated. The small example
is only 4 millimeters long, equal to the two and one half upper whorls

of the larger shell. The National collection contains another and
somewhat larger specimen of this nearly smooth variety, as well as

one individual with a single broad keel upon the upper part of the

basal volution, connecting, it will be seen, the plain form with the

usual broadly ribbed and channeled typical specimens.

73. Purpura neritoidea Linoe*.

Three beach specimens. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125369). These
are of the typical knobby form.

Genua SISTRUM Montfort.

74. Sistrum nodulosum (J. B. Adams.

One adult, one junior; beach. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125362).

Common at many places in the Antillean region and on the Florida

Keys, etc.

75. Sistrum Brownii noni. prov.

One specimen. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125357).

Of the same general faeics as 8. nodulosum, but varying in sculptural

characters; the National collection contains a similar example from the

west coast of Florida.

Suborder STREPTODONTA.

Su|).-rfaiiiily PTENOGLOSSA.

Family JANTHINLD^E.

Genus JANTHINA Lamarck.

76. Janthiiia rotundata Leach.

= Janthina communis Lamarck.

Five examples. Fayal, one specimen (Mus. No. 125297); Porto

Grande (Mas. No. 125.311), four examples of rather small size, but

characteristic.
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Superfamily GYM N OGS-1 .< )SSA.

Family PYRAMIDELLKLE.

Genus PYRAMIDELLA Lamarck.

77. Pyramidella dolabrata Limn .

Four specimens. Porto Grande (Mus. N«». L25349). Theabovehas

heretofore been credited to the Wesl Indies. Barbados, the Florida

Keys, and west Florida.

Superfamily TJENIOGL.( >SSA.

Family TRITON HIKE.

Genua RANELLA Lamarck.

78. Ranella argus (inn lin.

Two living specimens. Cape Towu (Mus. No. 125376). This species

also occurs in New Zealand, and lias been credited to the west coast

of South America.

Family CYPILEI1LE.

(Jeinis CYPR^3A Lamarck.

79. Cypraea spmca Linm .

Two beach shells. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125342). Inhabits An

tillean and Mediterranean waters.

Family STROMBID2E.

<:< mis STROMBUS Linne".

80. Strombus bubonius Lamarck.

=5. fasciatus' Gmelin.

=S. coronaius Defrance.

One living specimen ; one fossil Postpliocene example. Porto Grande

(Mus. No. L25308).

Family CEFMTIII I I>.E.

Genus CERITHIUM Brugniere.

81. Cerithium atratum Brugniere.

One beach specimen. Porto Grande (Mas. No. L25328).

82. Cerithium vulgatum Bruguiere.

=C tuberculatum Linn6.

Two beach shells. Porto Grande (Mus. No. L25327.) Common
everywhere in the Mediterranean, Adriatic, and /Egean seas, as well
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as on the coasts of Spain and Portugal, and the Canaries, from the

shore to 50 fathoms. (Jeffreys.)

Family PLANAXID.E.

Genus PLANAXIS Lamarck.

83. Planaxis lineatus Da Costa.

Five specimens, living. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125346).

Occurs in the Viti Islands and at many plaees in Polynesian waters.

Family VEKMETID.E.

Genus VERMETUS Morch.

84. Vermetus Adansonii Daudin.

One large mass and two small examples. Porto Grande (Mus. No.

125300).

The "mass," upon the under side, has been perforated by Lithodomi.

It includes also some of the following forms.

Genus PETALOCONCHUS Lea.

85. Petaloconchus interliratus nom. prov.

Two masses. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125378).

The two clumps of Petaloconchus above referred to include examples of

the preceding species, V. Adansonii. While in external fades very like

the foregoing, the interior upon close inspection will be found to have
an elevated, thread-like ridge following the coiling spirally.

Family L1TTOUINID.E.

Genus LITTORINA Ferussac.

86. Littorina striata King.

Many specimens; living. Fayal at Ilorta (Mus. No. 125296), Porto

Grande (Mus. No. 125363).

87. Littorina pulchella Dunker.

Numerous examples, fresh. Ashantee (Mus. No. 125338). Porto
Grande (Mus. No. 125325).

Several specimens of this rather globose and somewhat angulatcd
form were obtained; it resembles some of the West Mexican species.

88. Littorina scabra Linin ;

.

var. lineata Gmelin.

Common, living. Ashantee (Mus. No. 125336). Numerous living

examples of this well-known species were found " sticking to bushes,
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at the mouth of the Etry river." The specimens are of the variety

lineata Gmelin and agree perfectly \\ itli [ndo-Pacific examples, of which

Hist and last I have handled a greal Qiimber. One variety of

the large Antillean Ploridian 1.. angulifera Lamarck, brown colored,

approaches closely t<> the ordinary aspect <»f scabra
y
bi\i 1 have never

met with examples of the [ndo Pacific scabra thai exhibited the light

pink and yellow or \ aried color aspects of the Antillean form, nor have

I observed in the large quantity of the Antillean -Floridian forms col-

lected and otherwise examined, certain varietal features that are exhib-

ited by the Polynesian scabra.

89. Littoiina cingulifera Dunker.

One example fresh. No locality, probably Cape Town (Mus. No

L25394).

Genus TECTARIUS Valenciennes.

90. Tectarius miliaris Q. and <;.

= 7'. echinata Anton.

One specimen; Ascension Island (Mus. No. 125420).

Family FOSSARIDJE.

(Minis FOSSARUS Philippi.

91. Fossarus ambiguus Linne
-

.

Many examples; Porto Grande (Mas. No. 125371).

Several specimens of both the coarsely ribbed and finely striate

forms of this little shell were in the Eclipse collection. They were

found attached to other shells and in the crevices of masses of Vermes

his, etc.

Family AMPULLAEIID^J.

Genus AMPULLARIA Lamarck.

Subgenus LANISTES Mont furl.

92. Lanistes ovum Peters.

Numerous specimens, Ounga, Dec. 25, L889; (Mus. No. 125585).

Abundant in a pond near Gunga.

Family PAFY PTK.F1 1>.F.

Genus TROCHATELLA Lesson.

93. Trochatella radians Lamarck.

Prochita radians, Lamarck, Ami.

Ivfundibulum radians, Orbigny.

Tnfundibulum radians, Mom toil. Tryou.

One, beach shell. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125312).
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The above example, though imperfect, is in a sufficiently good con-

dition, and of sufficient size ;is to leave no doubt as to the determina-

tion. It measures maximum •4.25, minimum diameter 29 millimeters.

It has not before been reported outside- of Peru and Chile.

Family AMALTIIEID.E.

Genua AMALTHEA Schumacher.

94. Amalthea barbata Sowerby.

= Hipponyx barbatus Sowerby.

A single specimen. Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125390).

Not before reported away from the west coast of the Americas.

Family NATICID^E.

Genus NATICA Lamarck.

95. Natica porata Reeve.

One specimen. Fayal (Mus. No. 12521)1 ).

Superfamjly DOCOGLOSSA.

Family FATELLIDyE.

Geuus Patella Linn« ;
.

96. Patella rustica Limn-.

Common. Fayal (Mus. No. 125277).

A good series of this speeies of various sizes, points to the two follow-

ing of Drouet's, as probable synonyms.

97. Patella Moreleti Droue"t.

Example. Fayal (Mus. No 125299).

This speeies is probably nothing more than a variety and junior of

P. rustica Linue.

98 Patella Gomesii Drou6t.

One specimen, beach. Fayal (Mus. No. 125290).

The above example though a beach shell is in tolerable, condition; it

agrees with Drouet's figure and description. /'. Gomesii suggests a

variety of the Liunean speeies rustica.

99. Patella Argenvillii Krauss.

Numerous examples. Island of Saint Helena (Mus. No. 125412);

Cape Town.

Several hue living specimens of this limpet were detected at St.

Helena. It has somewhat the appearance of /'. granularis, but the
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close set radiating cost* characteristic of both species, are Qot broken

up into granules. The two Cape Town shells are large adult examples

and well represent this characteristic species.

100. Patella plumbea Lamarck

= /'. plicata Horn.

/'. lugubria Reeve (Fig. :>'_')

One example; PortO Grande (Mas. No. 125353).

Horn's species seems to l>e simply a strongly sculptured variety of

plumbea, and Reeve's lugubris from the island of St. Vincent. 1 regard

as another varietal aspect of the Lamarckian species.

101. Patella pruinosa Krauss.

One beach shell, imperfect; Cape Town (Mus. No. 125370).

102. Patella granulans Linm.

= /'. denticulata, Martin.

Many examples living; Cape Town (Mas. No. L25396).

Numerous specimens, both mature and adolescent.

103. Patella Baudonii Droue"t.

Several specimens; Cape Town (Mus. No. 125375).

Described by Unmet from the Azores. The examples collected by

Mr. BrowD indicate a close relationship to /'. Argi nvillei and may
ultimately prove to be only a varietal form of said species.

104 Patella occulus Born.

Three specimens; two juniors, in alcohol; Cape Town.

A strongly characterized species.

105. Patella cochlear Gmelin.

One specimen, alcohol; Cape Town.

Superfttmily RHIPIDOGLt >SSA..

Family PHASIANELLID^E.

Genua PHASIANELLA Lamarck.

106. Phasianella capensis Dunker,

Two good specimens; Porto Grande (MllS. No. 125302).

107. Phasianella pulla I,iiiin'\

Two examples in good condition; Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125304),

108. Phasianella neritina Dunker.
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Three specimens; Cape Town (Mus. No. 125382) a pretty well-marked,

species.

Family TROCHIDJE.

(icuus MONODONTA Lamarck.

Section OSILINUS Philippi.

109. Osilinus Tamsi Dunkcr

1=0. Saulcyi W. & B.

?+.!/. punctulaia Lamarck.

Common living; Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125586).

Variable in umbilical character and otherwise; sometimes elevated,

conical, and again frequently depressed; often exhibiting two or three

obtusely rounded ribs following the periphery spirally, with a shallow

groove between. Some examples are closely spirally Urate, and others

are without lira*. Specimens are frequently met with that are ob-

tusely angulated. Some individuals are ornamented with light zigzag

markings, others have only a few distant light spots on a dark ground;
these point intimately toward punctulata. Apex when eroded, yel-

lowish.

Section OXYSTELE Philippi.

110. Oxystele sagittifera Lamarck.

Three living specimens; Cape Town (Mus. No. 1U5373.)

Geimw GIBBULA Risso.

111. Gibbula nassaviensis Chemnitz.

%=Gibbula umbilicatus Montagu, variety.

Three specimens; Porto Grande (Mus. No. 125359).

The three shells of the foregoing species, collected as above, are in

good condition. In the National collection under the same name I find

numerous examples that were identified by the late Dr. Stimpson (Mas.

No. 18686). Upon turning to the author I find his description alto-

gether too brief, and the figures too indefinite to make a satisfactory

determination thereby. Neither upon following his name through the

synonymy is a satisfactory result obtainable as to the identity of the

shell he has named. The umbilical character is of no value whatever

in this instance, for some individuals are distinctly umbilicated, others

are not, and again others are partially perforated. The shells, con-

sidered apart from the confusion of names and conjectures as to the

meaning of authors, appear to be an extra limital and dwarfed aspect of

umbilicaris Linne= T. umbilicatus Montagu.

Philippi makes nasmviensis a synonym of his occulta; and A. Adams
includes nassaviensis preceded by a ? in the synonymy of Gibbula

Proc. N. M. 93 22
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tumidus of Montagu. TIm- National Museum series contains specimens

from the Cape of Good Bope (No. 13098).

Family TURBINID^J.

Genus ASTRALIUM Link.

112. Astralium tuber Linn6.

One specimen; no locality given; probably Barbados.

Occurs in Florida, al Jupiter Inlet and the Keys, as well as at nu-

merous places in the Autillean region.

Family NERITIDJE.

Genus NERITA Bruguiere.

113. Nciita neritinoides Reeve.

Numerous specimens, living; A^shantee (Mus. No. L25319).

The Foregoing appears to be quite an abundant form. Sowerby's

mono and Philippi's carbonaria are apparently the same.

114. Nerita ascensionis Chenuril

Common; many examples, living; Ascension Island (Mus. No,

L25401).

A pretty shell, apparently abundant.

Sxrperfamily ZYGOBRANCHIA.
Family BALIOTIDJE.

Genus HALIOTIS I. inn.-.

115. Haliotis striata Lamarck.

One -nod specimen. Fayal (Mus. No. L25280).

Family FISSUBBLLID^J.
• (icnus FISSURELLA Bruguiere.

116. Fissurella alabastritis Reeve.

-\- /•'. glaucops Reeve.

Three beach shells. Porto Grande (Mus. No. l
•_':»;•>! tL>).

117. Fissurella mutabilis Sowerby

Two living specimens. Cape Town ^lns. No. L25372).

The above agree perfectly with named examples received from the

Albany Museum.

Subclass I^t >l »LEl RA,

Order POLYPLACOPHORA.
Family LEPTOCHITONIDJE.

Genus Leptochiton Graj

.

118. Leptochiton cyaneopunctatus kiauss,

?= lentiginosus Sby,
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One specimen. Gape Town (Mus. No. L25380). A single small ex-

ample, so close to Kiauss's figure and description thai I attach Ids name
to it, though the color varies somewhat from his diagnosis. It also

exhibits sonic of the characters of Gray's G. oapensis.

Family IS( 1 1 NO(M I IT< >X 1 1 ).F.

Genus Lepidopleurus Risso.

119. Lepidopleurus purpurascens C. B. Adams!

Barbados.

Class CEPHALOPODA.
Order DIBRANCH I ATA.

Suborder OCTOPODA.

Family OCTOPODIDJE.

Genus OCTOPUS Lamarck.

120. Octopus ? vulgaris Lamarck.

One specimen, alcohol. Ascension Island, March 25, 18!>0; dredged

20 to 30 fathoms.

Suborder SEPIOPHORA.

family SEPIIDJE.

Genoa SEPIA Lamarck.

121. Sepia officinalis Linne*.

One line example. St. Paul de Loanda (Mas. No. 117941 ; in alcohol).

Suborder PHRAGMOPHORA.

Family SIM 1MJLID.F.

Genus SPIRULA Lamarck.

122. Spirula fragilis Lamarck.

Payal (Mus. No. 125292). Beach specimens; a widely distributed

form; pelagic.

SUMMARY.

Pelecypods 35
Gastropods, marine 69
Oast ropods, Land 13

— 82
Cephalopoda 5

Total number of specjea , J22





ON RARE OR LITTLE KNOWN MOLLUSKS FROM THE WEST
COAST OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS
OF NEW SPECIES.

l:\

Robert K. C.Stearns, Ph. D.

Adjunct Curator oj the Department oj Mollusks.

(Willi Plate i..)

The forms included in this paper are all in the collection of the U. S.

National Museum. Eight of the fourteen were collected by Mr. W. .J.

Fisher in the Gulf of California region several years ago. The others

were collected by various persons: Dr. VV. II. .Jones, {'. 8. Navy; Dr. Ed

ward Palmer, Capt. George D. Porter, and others. A part of the

species have already been described. In some cases these descriptions

required revision and information relating to the species not before

available has been added.

The number of forms heretofore associated in the monographs and

by the principal authors with an Indo Pacific habitat will attract

attention. A comparison of the marine portion of the mollusk fauna

of the Gulf region, with that of the Galapagos, as exhibited in

the collection made by Hie I'. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross,

a catalogue of which is nearly ready for publication, <;ivcs a much

larger representation of distinctly Indo Pacilic or Polynesian species

to the former. In connection with the Polynesian species, attention

is called to the beautiful embroidered cone described by me in 1ST."),*

('onus halli, in its general aspect, color, markings, etc., approaching

very closely to some of the species in the group represented by <'.

textile. The original examples were obtained by vessels in the Gulf

trade and brought to San Francisco. Subsequently, in L876, Mr.

Fisher collected numerous specimens, living and beach shells, at the

island of Maria, Madre, of the Ties Marias Group, in the month of tin;

Gulf, and I have since seen several adolescent examples from the Gulf

region, which sustain the validity of the species and indicate that it is

found not infrequently within the Gulf area or upon its shores.

Family APLYSIID.E.

Genus DOLABELLA Lamarck.

Dolabella californica Stearns,

Proo. Acad. Nat, Sciences, Philadelphia, 1x7s, p. 395, PI. vn. Figs. 1, 2.

Several examples (Mus. No. 76001), Mulege Bay, Gulf of California.

This form was first detected by Mr. W.J. Fisher in L876. I have

Proc. (Jul. Acad. Sciences, April 7, 1W5, PI. 1, Fig. 1.

Proceedings National Unseam, Vol. XVI—No. 941.
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not beard of its being collected since. In Mr. Fisher's notes lie says

that the A.plysia like animal prefers "dark places in pools left by the

tide."

The shell is internal, triangular, hatchet-shaped, with a curved and

callous nucleus or apex; entire shell hard and calcareous when adult;

when young more or less membranaceous and flexible. Though several

examples of the above, soft parts and all, were obtained, 1 was unable

to get an entire specimen tor investigation. Mr. Fisher, who made

no drawings at the t ime of collecting, informed me that t he animal was

ofthe same general form that authors have given of Aplysia,* the

color of the Fisher individuals being a dark brown and the surface

covered with wartlike papilla*. In the matter (tithe color this species

probably varies as do individuals of the others.

The various forms heretofore described are principally inhabitants of

the Indo Pacitic province, and the Mediterranean region is also credited

with a representative of this group.

The shell of P. califomica is in outline very much like that of />.

Rumphii Cuvier=D. scapula, Martyn.

The nuclear callosity varies more or less in different specimens.

Family ONCHID1 l>.K.

Genus ONCHIDELLA Gray.

Onchidella Binneyi Stearns.

Plate I.. Figs, l. -2.

=z Onchidella Carpenteri Binney, Stearns, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., 1878, PI.

viii, Figs. 7. S.

= Onchidi I l<i ('arpt n I < n Binney. Third supplement to vol. v. air-breathing molluuks

of the U. S., vol. \i\. Bull. Mus. Con
i
p. Zoology , Cambridge, PI. vi, Figs. Dand

E, p. I'll,

not i hi, hidiiim Carpenteri Binney. Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1860, 154; 1>. & F. W.

Sh. ofN. A., i. 307-308, Fig. Ml (1868) aor

Onchidella Carpenteri Binney, Manual Am. Land Shells Bulletin 28, U. S. Nat. Mus.,

L885, i>. 163, Fig. L50.

Oncidiellat Carpenten W. (i. Binney, Fischer and Crosse. Mission Scientifique an

Me\ii|Ue et dans 1

* A ! n < ri (
1

1 1 c Central.

Several examples (Mus. No. 58824). San Francisquita Bay, Los

Animas Bay, and Ajigeles Bay in the Gulf of California.

The form listed herein was collected by Mi. \\ . ,1. Fisher at the

places indicated; all ofthe specimens were living. A description with

figures was published by me in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia

Academy in L878. Mr. Binney's Onchidium Carpenteri was the only

form ofthe family that had been credited to the Gulf region; without

looking into the matter sufficiently, 1 assumed that Mr. Fisher's speci-

mens belonged to Mr. Binney's species.

S< e Woodw ard's Manual, 2d ed., p. 321.
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The figures recently given by Mr. Binney in his third supplement to

the fifth volume of the Air-Breathing Mollusks of the United States

are not new drawings from the original specimens which furnished a

basis for the brief and partial description of 0. Carpenteri, as firstpub-

lished by ]jim in the Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia, but

from a specimen sent to him by Mr. Dull, one of the Fisher lot de-

scribed by me in 1878, and, as I now regard it, erroneously referred to

his species. His 0. Carpenteri is a much smaller form, "the length

of the largest* being 5 millimeters, the extreme breadth:; millimeters,"

while the Fisher specimens average 17.2 in length by 12.2 millimeters

in breadth.

My former description is here given with some modifications. Body
oblong ovate, about a third longer than wide; convex or rounded above,

hat on the under side; anterior and posterior ends equally rounded;

dorsum formed by the mantle and entirely covering the back, which

is of a smoky-brown color, coriaceous and quite thick at the edges;

under side of a dingy, yellowish color. Surface of dorsum covered

with wartlike papillae, some larger than others, the larger having

somewhat the aspect of regularity, the interspace's being filled with

the smaller; creeping disk or belly, elongated, nearly as long as the

animal, and its width equal to about one-third of the entire width as

seen from the under side.

Sexual organs on the right side, near the head. Respiratory orifice

on the left side, between the edge of the creeping disk and the mantle,

at a- point about two fifths of the total length from the posterior end.

Anal outlet on the right side, very near the posterior extremity of and

just above the edge of the creeping disk. The eye peduncles rather

short, and these as well as the buccal appendages are obscured by the

contraction caused by the alcohol. The creeping disk being compara-

tively soft is much contracted by the same cause. Mr. Fisher remarked

that he found this form "abundant, attached to the under side of stones

at low tide, sometimes overlapping each other."

In Hutton's Catalogue of the Marine Mollusca of New Zealand,

he includes a species, Onchidella nigricans Quoy, "uniform black, *

* * common on locks between tide marks," having the same habit

in this respect as 0, Binneyi.

The localities where Mr. Fisher collected his specimens are in the

Gulf of California, on the westerly shore, the first in latitude 28° 26',

the second in 2S° 50', and the third and last in latitude 29 north, as it

will be observed, hot far from each other. Onchidium Carpenteri Bin-

ney is credited by the author as ranging geographically from the

" Strait of Fuca to the Gulf of California."' It is probably a distinct

species and will sooner or later be verified by additional specimens in

a suitable condition to admit of its characters being definitely ascer-

tained and described.

Binney's Manual, p. 163.
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Family PASCIOLARIID^E.

Subfamily Pi so i .

t..niis FUSUS Lamarck.

Fusus J polygonoides Lamarck.

A single example, agreeing more closely with this species than any

other that is contained in the National collection or thai has been

described or figured, was collected at Gatalina Island, California, by
Mr. Fisher (Mns. No. 32348).

Familj N ASsm.K.

(Minis NASSA Lamarck.

Nassa brunneostoma Stearns.

Described in "Nantihis," May. L89S, Vol. vn, pp. LO-11.

shell small, elongated ovate, of seven to eight whorls, with a pointed

and acutely elevated spire with generally three spiral series oi gran

ales; occasional individuals show tour series on the penultimate whorl

and six to seven on the basal. In some examples the sculpture has the

appearance of longitudinal ribs broken up into granules; in others the

sculpture suggests spiral or revolving ridges broken into granules; in

some examples the granulation covers nearly the whole of the basal

whorl: in others an area equal to the last third of the basal whorl is

comparatively smooth, la some individuals the granules nexl below

the suture are more conspicuous than the others, and again a double

row of more prominent granules are seen on the upper part of the basal

whorl. In some individuals the suture is distinct, in others obscure.

Most of the examples exhibit tine revolving line on the lower half of

the basal whorl.

The aperture is small, ovate, about one- third the length of the shell

;

the enter lip is thickly rimmed externally and usually crennlatod and

denticulate within just below the edge. Columella roundly arcuated

with the usual callus above and a single terminal plication at the base

oft lie pillar, with four or five obtuse ridges above. The greater part of

t lie basal w horl. as seen in front, is covered with shiny callus of a w arm
chestnut brown, varying more or less in depth of color, in some cases

quite light. When held up to the lighL on looking through the aper-

ture, an obscure lightish band is perceptible. The warm brown glaze

surrounding the aperture and covering the pillar is quite characteris-

tic, and together with the acute and elevated spire, makes it easily

separable from its nearest congeners. Its nearest relatives geograph-

ically and otherwise are N^assa complanata Powis( .V. scabriuscula C.

I-. Ad.- and X.ti'jiitla hVevo
( A. tiantla Kiener), both common in

the Gulf region and forming, with brunneostoma^ a little group exhibit-
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ing similar general characters. Some examples of brunneostoma are

more robust than others and vary in the elevation of the spire.

Dimensions: Length of largest, 16 millimeters; breadth, !> milli-

meters; ;ui intermediate example measures ir> millimeters in length

and 8 millimeters in breadth. This last is, however, much above the

average in size.

Habitat.—Gulf of California, near the mouth of the Colorado River

(Mus. No. 37239) ; also at Guaymas, on the easterly shore (No. 23721,

50951),where numerous examples were collected by Dr. Edward Palmer.

Family MURICTflXE.

Subfamily MURICINJE.

Genus MUREX Linne\

Subgenus CHICOREtlS Montfort.

Chicoreus palma-rosee Mexicana Stearns.

= palma-roece Lamarck, vari

>. M. affinU Reeve.

? = M . Steei-ias Reeve.

A single example (Mus. No. 4080.3), in fair condition.

The occurrence on the west coast of any form allied to the palma-

rosae group of Murices has not heretofore been reported. In several

instances during my residence in California I noticed worn beach

shells of the above in material received from the Gulf of California.

The specimens were usually in such poor condition as to be of no value

as examples for (he cabinet, and the geographical fact of their appear-

ance among west coast shells did not impress me sufficiently, until Mr.

Fisher returned from his Gulf expedition with the quite fair speci-

men herein listed. It hardly agrees with either of the described

forms above referred to, neither does it differ greatly. A comparison

with the monographs is not quite satisfactory, and the various exam-

ples in the National Museum of such forms as it most nearly ap-

proaches, are not sufficiently numerous to remove the doubt. I have
given it the above name, as in other instances in this paper, solely for

the object that the geographical fact may be clinched and made known.
It may ultimately prove to be a variety of Reeve's affinis, for which he

has given no habitat.

The allies of the form known as palma-rosce include the following:

M. palma-ro8CB Lamarck, M. Steerice Reeve, M. Saulice Sowerby, M.
niinous Broderip, and M. affinis Reeve.

The salient features of the group are well illustrated in the principal

and best known form, the species first named.
The character, number, and arrangement of the fronds upon the var-

ices or varical fronds are quite persistent in all of these species, and
they all have minor characteristics in common.
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Commencing with the upper pari of the varices, is the principal

frond and this is divided or bifid, or we may say il is composed of

two t it) mis uniting and forming one, the main frond : then comes a gap,

followed by t hree fronds, then another gap follow ed by two fronds, and

this system of one, throe, and two is exhibited usually in each of the

three varices of the body whorl.

Chicoreus Leeamis Dall.

Proc. 1'. s. Nat. Museum, vol. \n.. pp. 329-330, L889.

Two examples of this rare and striking species were brought to my
attention when in San Diego, in May. L892, by Miss ,1. N. Cooke. The

larger measured 90, the smaller 75 millimeters in length. They were

both collected by Capt. G. I>. Porter. The first was found living be-

tween tide marks in sand, one in San [gnacio lagoon, Lower California;

the other was a beach shell. Dall's type was dredged off Cerros Island,

Lower California, in 11 fathoms muddy bottom by the U. S. Fish Com-

mission steamer Albatross, in 1888. It measured 70 millimeters.

Genua OCINEBRA Leach.

Ocinebra lugubris Shy.

Murex lugubris Shy. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, L832, |>. 17.">. Conch, 1 litis.. Fig. lV>.

Reeve, [conica, Sp., 1 13.

Murexertnaceoid.es Valenciennes. Recueil d'ohservations, etc., ii, 302, is:>:>.

Murex californicus Hinds. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1843, p. 128. Voyage Sul

phur, t. 3, pp. 9, m.

Murex californicus Reeve. Conch, [conica, Sp., ill.

Murex (Ocinebra) erinaceoides Val. < .' M. californicus Hinds) Stearns. Proc.

Acad. Nat. Sciences, l'hila.. 1S7S. pp. 395, 396.

Collected by Mr. W.J. Fisher at La Paz, Lower California, in 1867

(Miis. No. 46767).

In the late Dr. Carpenter's reports to the British association (1856

and 1863) reference is made to Muricidea erinaceoides by name only.

In his Ma/.atlan catalogue, however, he has described a "var. inden-

tutu" of a form which In 4 presumes to be Valenciennes's species, and

suggests a comparison with Kroner's Murex alveatus. [n the Smith-

sonian check-list, June, I860, he included Kroner's name, hut omitted

that of Valenciennes. The u alveatus ,} of Kiener is a quite distinct

form, not at all like lugubris.

The form under review came to my notice many years ago and its

determination sorely puzzled others as well as myself. About the same

times numerous examples of the European .1/. erinaceus were received

from various sources ami from several localities, from the BritishCoast

tt> the Mediterranean shores of southern Europe. The close rescue

blance of the West American to certain examples of the European form

at once attracted my attention and placet! me on the right track to

identification.

The propriety of Valenciennes's name was evident from the material
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examined at the time and has since been shown, as further specimens

have come to hand from other localities on the coast of Lower Cali-

fornia

Binds described the shell as having six varices, bnl his figures show
only three. Reeve's description is correct in mentioning three varices

alternating with nodes or ribs. I think thai Hinds unintentionally

included the three internodes as varices in bis description.

The variation exhibited by lugubris is so greal thai it may ultimately

be connected with trialatus; the type of lugubris as figured is hardly

characteristic when the general taciesofa large number of examples is

considered. It is to be regretted that the more appropriate name of

Valenciennes has to give way to that of Lroderip.

Subfamily PTJRPTJRIILE.

Genua PURPURA Brnguiere.

Purpura hippocastanum Limn'-.

A single living example of this Polynesian species, occurring in the

Viti, Samoan, and Pelew islands, as well as in the Australian region,

was detected at Mulege Bay, on the eastern shore, Gulf side of the

peninsula of Lower California.

Family TRITONIIDJE.

Genus RANELLA Lamarck.

Ranella cruentata Sby,

This form, generally regarded as Indo-Pacific or Polynesian, collected

at the Viti Islands by the late Andrew Garrett, was dredged by the

Albatross (depth :;i fathoms, rocky bottom) off Lower California in

latitude 22 52', longitude 109° 55'. This is oear Cape St. Lucas, the

extremity of the peninsula. This adds another Indo-I'aeilic form to

the many instances noticed in the Fisher collection, and may be ex-

plained perhaps by the greal depth of water that prevails so close to

the coast, and curves well up into the Gulf of California, where the

1,500, fathom line reaches a point that would be intersected or touched

by a line drawn across the Gulf from Cape St. Lucas to Mazatlan

and leaches nearly Up to the Ties Marias Islands on t he south. In

fact the depths of L,724 to 2,395 fathoms were found between the end

of the peninsula and Corrientes.* (Mus. No. 1250G5.)

The remarkable distribution of this species is still farther corrobo-

rated by an example collected by Mr. Charles T. Simpson, of the U.S.

National Musenin, who detected it at the island of I'tilla, on the coast

of Honduras.

'Albatross Exploral ions, A. Agassi* in Hull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. xxin. X<>. 1.
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Family < WSS1 1 )1 1 >.F.

Genua CASSIS Lamarck.

Subgenus CASMARIA II. and A. Ad.

Casmaria vibex Linne*.

An example of this form (Mas. No. 8883] ) was detected on the beach at

the island of Maria Madre, of theTres Marias, by Mr. Fisher. It is a

crab shell with the columella considerably excavated by its alien tenant

;

I he extreme upper or apex whorls are wanting} otherwise the specimen

is in good condition, the surface polish and the color being intact, with

a hint of tin' broad obscure color bands sometimes seen in this species,

and the fine dots or minute color spots that occur along the line of

the bands where they are intersected by lines of growth. Though a

small specimen, only 33 millimeters long by 21.5 millimeters in breadth,

it is solid and mature, with a thick callus in the columella region and

a heavy rim to the outer lip, exteriorly broadened and prettily color

marked, as frequently seen in this species. This example is incon-

spicuously obtusely noduse on the upper part of the basal whorl, which

is also slightly angulated below the suture. The lower part of the outer

lip, though somewhat worn, shows faint crenulation.

Anot her example of this species, the smooth, thin, inflated form, was

collected at La Paz, on the opposite side of the Gulf, near the southern

extremity of Lower California, by Mr. L. Belding. This iias*a thin or only

slightly thickened rim to the outer lip; the color markings or spots on

the same are inconspicuous, the deposit of callus in the columella region

is slight, and the subsutural nodes of the basal whorl are barely per-

ceptible. This also is a crab shell, the pillar very much worn away and

the tip of the apex is broken or worn off; the surface of the shell is in

good condition and still exhibits its normal ,uloss. The Belding speci

men is considerably larger than the Fisher shell, and measures Ion.

44.25, lat. 24.50 millimeters (Mas. No. 34184).

Family (
' V VM.VA D.K.

Genua CYPRiEA Linne\

Subgenus LUPONIA Gray.

Luponia isabella— mexicaiia Stearns.

Plate I.. FigB. ::. i.

C. controversy Gray, Stearns, I'm.. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Phila. 1878, p. 399.

In Sowerby's monograph of Cyprcea in the Conchological Illustra-

tions, species 30, Pig. 136, no habitat stated, reference is made to
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what at that time (1878) I regarded as probably applying to this West
Coast form. The only comment in Sowerby's text is "30

—

G. contro-

versa, Gray, Zool. Jour., t. 7 and 12, p. 7. Obs. This may prove to be

only a variety of C. Isabella."

My remarks in the Proc. of the Phila. Academy, following- the above

quotation from Sowerby, with the West Mexican examples before me,

were as follows

:

While its general coloration would lead to its bein»- grouped with C. Isabella of

t\\u Indo-Pcicific and C. lurida of the Mediterranean regions, it differs more from the

former than from the latter species. While it is a more ventricose form than C.

Isabella, in this respect being nearer to C. lurida, the edges of the lips are not as

finely and closely crenulated as in imbella nor as coarsely as in lurida.

Numerous examples, some fresh and living, others beach shells, were

collected by Mr. Fisher at the Maria Madre and San Juanita islands of

the Tres Maries group.

The figure of. controversa, in Sowerby, represents a more globose form

than any example of Isabella that I had seen at the time of my exami-

nation of the Fisher shells, and these latter, as a whole, varied in this

character from any examples of Isabella I had met with, and agreed more
nearly with Sowerby's figure. Since then I have seen numerous spec-

imens of rather short or ventricose isabellas, notably a lot kindly sent to

the Museum by Mr. Isaiah Greegor, of Jacksonville, Fla. An example

(No. 23394) from the "Gulf of California," collected by C&pt. Pedersen.

has somewhat more of the ordinary aspect of the Indo-Pacifie Isabellas

.

The Pedersen shell is too much worn to be of service in the matter of

determining the color. The Museum also contains examples collected

by Dr. Edward Palmer, credited to "Cape St. Lucas" (No. 23685).

Of the fresh examples collected by Fisher, the figure represents the

largest, highest colored, and most strongly. characterized individual;

the ground color is nearly as dark as the average of lurida (certainly

as dark as a light-colored lurida); the dark, longitudinal, irregular

linear markings .sometimes, rather rarely, met with in specimens of

Isabella, are exceedingly conspicuous, and the blotch-like spots at the

apical and opposite extremity strongly exhibited; these are dull orange,

shaded down with reddish brown. It may be that this is an extreme

example; by itself it might well be regarded as a distinct species; this

fine shell, as well as others in the Fisher lot, presents, in a greater or

less degree, a combination of the characteristics of both Isabella and lu-

rida.

The individual figured has the following dimensions: Length, 39

millimeters; diameter, 22 millemeters. (Mus. No. 46581.)

The National collection contains 1 example (beach), No. 23394, "Gulf

of California," collected by Capt. Pedersen; 10 from the "Tres Marias,"

Nos. 46581 and 46582, Fisher; 7 from "Cape St. Lucas," Nos. 23685,

55861, 55862, Dr, Fdward Palmer; and 46580,1 example "Gulf of

California,"
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Family LITTORINID^J.

Conns TECTARIUS Valenciennes.

Tectarius atyphus Stearns.

PI. I.. Fig. 5.

Preliminary description, "Nautilus," December, is:>l'.

Shell small, ovate, subturreted, with live whorls; the basal traversed

spirally by five principal obtuse keels, or ribs, broken into nodules; of

these the peripheral keels are the strongest; between these and below

the lower of the stronger keels, fainter keels or stria 1 are perceptible;

the penultimate whorl shows three rows of nodules; o\' these the two

upper are the more prominent and the lower one is sutural and incon-

spicuous. Color, dull ashen chocolate above, lighter below the peri-

phery of tin 1 basal whorl, and mottled below the lowest keel. Aperture

rather ovate than round, dark colored within; columella somewhat ex-

cavated and o{' a pale chocolate tint. Near the base oi' columella the

hint of a lightish band may be seen, from the edge of the outer lip, in-

ward.

Dimensions: Alt., <'>.'_'o; hit.. I millimeters.

A single example (Mus. No. L8396), from Mauta, Ecuador, collected

by l>r. W. 11. Jones, U.S. Navy.

This is the first example of this group of the lattorinuhe detected on

the west coast of the American continents. It is rather remarkable,

when the abundance of Tectaritts muricatus and its ally. Echinella nodu-

losa in the Antillean Caribbean region is considered.

Many of the so-called species of TAtiorina inhabiting the Caribbean

and Panamic waters or shores are SO much alike as to at once suggest

a common ancestry within comparatively recent geological times. The

species described above is quite distinct from T. muricatus or E. nodu-

losa, and exhibits in the details of its characters such differences as

to warrant specific designation.*

Family 'IT R 111 N 1 1 >.K.

Genns ASTRALIUM Link.

Snbgenus UVANILLA Gray.

Uvanilla regina Strain-.

PI. I.. Figs. 6,7.

Preliminary description, "Nautilus," 1892.

Shell conic, acute, imperforate, black or purplish black; whorls six

or seven, concave and longitudinally somewhat obliquely corrugated or

plicated, the plications more or less produced or overlapping at the

suture and periphery or edge of the basal whorl, producing a closely

crenulated or undulating effeel just above the suture, and at the basal

• \ ide Proc, r. S, National Museum, Vol, \iv. p,
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edge; surface otherwise closely sculptured by incremental striae, which
run at right angles to and cross the longitudinal plica'. Base concave,

radiately closely LameUose plicate; plica- sharply defined and becoming
more prominent as they approach the periphery, flattening-

, coalescing

and .sinuously curving at the edge, which latter is followed by a shal-

low sulcation or groove parallel to and just back thereof; this groove

commences at the point where the upper edge of the outer lip joins

the basal whorl and extends towards the lower edge of the aperture,

where it is less distinct. Aperture obliquely subangulate, outer edge
black, thin, crenulated, nacreous, silvery white toward the edge, bright,

lustrous golden yellow within and around the umbilical region, which

hitter, though deeply excavated, is not open. Columella white, cal-

loused, arcuated, with a moderately conspicuous rounded rib bounding
the umbilical depression, and terminating in a single tubercle. A shal-

low furrow then follows the inner rib, terminating in a notch just below
the tubercle, and the umbilical region is still further characterized by
an exterior or outer rib, part of the way double, of a brilliant orange,

which color blends in, more or less, along the edges of the rib, to the

bright yellow around it. A shallow furrow follows along the course of

this outer rib also, becoming obsolete toward the aperture. The base

of the shell is further sculptured, rather obscurely, by faint revolving

lines.

Dimensions: Altitude, 36.0; diameter, maximum, 34.0 millimeters.

The above species combines the sculptural features of the Japanese
Chlorostomas and the West American f 'rati ilia s. more especially U.

olivacea. It is a much handsomer shell than the latter, and geograph-

ically the most northerly species of the group thus far detected on the

west coast. It is numbered in the register of the department 125314.

Family TROCHID^J.

Genus CHLOROSTOMA Swainson.

Chlorostoma gallina, var. multifilosa Stearns.

PI. L, Figs. 8,9.

Preliminary description, "Nautilus,
-

' December, 1X02.

Shell imperforate, large, heavy, solid, thick, turbinate, elevated, in-

flated, globosely conical, with five and one-half to six. and one-half

whorls; whorls rounded; suture simple, moderately distinct, not chan-

neled; apex obtusely pointed, eroded, and yellowish at the tip; color

nearly black when wet, reddish or purplish black, when dry; sculpture

spiral, consisting of numerous narrow, closely set, rounded ridges or

cost*, separated by narrower incised whitish thread-like grooves;

aperture rounded, oblique, subangulate on the columella* side and
pearly within; outer edge black-rimmed, finely crenulated and mottled

by the projection of the lighter colored groovings; columella short,
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arcuated, with two somewhat elongated tubercles near the base, and

a shallow umbilical pit above; bace convex,

Altitude 36; diameter, maximum, 34 millimeters.

II \r.iivT.—Guadalupe Island, "among the rocks," Capt, George D.

Porter, This island is off the outer coast »>t' Lower California, in lati

tude 29 ' north and longitude 118° west; it belongs to Mexico. (Mus.

No. L25315.)

The ridges are not of equal thickness, Wit vary considerably; in some

instances t wioe as thick or wide as in others; and both ribs and grooA es

are somewhat coarserou ths base than elsewhere. Theexample before

me varies from the ordinary aspect or typical form t)i' Forbes's galling

by the absence throughout of ttnif trace of li longitudinal markings <>/•

sculpture" and from Hemphill's var. tincta in the absenceof the "streak

of yellow od the base, just below the columellar teeth;" in the latter

also "the longitudinal markings and sculpture are obsolete, and the

spiral grooves generally scarcely visible above," while in the example

herein described the entire surface is conspicuously ribbed and grooved

throughout.

The exceeding variability exhibited by gallina and the related forms

oi' this genus on the west coast is such that I do net feel warranted in

regarding this fine and strongly characterized shell as a new species;

it can, however, with propriety.be assigned, and is well entitled to

an easily recognized varietal position.

1MM \N \ [TON oy I'l.A IT. L,

Note.- The figures following the authority for the specific name denote the actual

si e in millimeters of the specimen figured.

Fig. 1. Onehidella Binneyi Stearns, dorsal view. 17.2 \ 12.2.

_'. Onehidella Binnegi Stearns, ventral view,

;;. Cyprata isabella-mexicana Stearns, 39.0 \ 22.

4. Cypreea isabella-mexioana Stearns.

5. Fectariua atgpkua Stearns, 6.25 \ I.e.

i;. Uvanilla regina Stearns, 36.0 alt.

7. Uvanilla regina Stearns, S4.0, mas, diam.

8, Cnloroetoma gallina var. multifilosa Stearns, .'it>.0.

i>. Chloroetoma gallina var. nutltifilosti Stearns, 34.0, max, diam,
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No. XXV.—REPORT ON THE MOLLUSK-FAUNA OF THE GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY

Robert E. C. Stearns, Ph. D.,

Adjunct Curator of the Depai-tment of Mollusks.

I
Willi Plates li, i. ii.)

The following list of the land and marine shells of the Galapagos
Islands is based principally on the collection made by Prof. Leslie A.

Lee and ln's assistants on the voyage of the IT. S. Fish Commission
Steamer Albatross from Chesapeake Bay by the way of the Straits of

Magellan to San Francisco in 1887-'88. Without any attempt to make
an exhaustive review of the mollusk-fauna of the group, or even to make
a list that would be a complete compilation or catalogue, I have in-

cluded the principal collections from authentic sources heretofore made
known or published, and have added such comments and notes as have
occurred to me in the course of my examination of the Galapagos ma-

terial collected by the Albatross and such other examples as are con-

tained in the collection of the U. S. National Museum. It should be

borne in mind that this report refers, so far as the marine mollusks are

concerned, with a few exceptions, to the littoral and shallow-water spe-

cies only. The deep sea material remains to be investigated and reported

upon hereafter by Dr. Dall ; the few species he has already described

are included in the summarized list in the latter part of this report.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

A brief description of the geographical situation and physical char-

acteristics of the islands of this group may be of some interest in con-

nection with what follows. The Galapagos are a group of islands in

the Pacific ocean, about 600 miles to the westward of the coast of Ecu-
ador, to which State they belong. They lie on both sides of the equator,

extending from about 2° north to 1° 30" south latitude, and between
80° 20" and 92° 10" west longitude from Greenwich.

There are five principal islands, eleven smaller ones, and a great

number of islets and rocks. The larger islands, situated between the

Proceedings National Muscuiu, Vol. XVI.—Xo. 942.
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equator and l degree south, arc Narborough, Albemarle, James, Inde-

fatigable, and Chatham. Of these Albemarle is thechief; it is theonly

one cut by the equator, is 75 miles long and about 15 in breadth, and

its highest summit, according to Bumboldt, is 4,636 feet above the level

of the sea. O! the smaller islands. three are between the equator and

1 degree south—Jervis, Duncan, and Barrington; three between 1 de

greeand 2 degrees south— Brattle, Charles, and Hood; and live between

the equator and 2 degrees north—Tower, Bindloe, Abingdon, Wenman,

and Culpepper; the last only about a mile in length by five-eighths of

of a mile in width. As before stated, the highest elevation occurs on

the largest island, Albemarle, 4,636 feet; next is Narborough, about

4,100; others vary in altitude from these figures to 'fower island, which

only reaches an elevation of about 229 feet above the sea level.

VOLCANIC ORIGIN.

The entire group is of volcanic origin, and most of the islands con-

sist of basaltic rocks and masses of scoria' and lava. -Scarcely any-

where else," says Humboldt in his Cosmos, •• on a small space of barely

120 or 1 10 geographical miles in diameter, has such a countless num-

ber of conical mountains and extinct craters (the traces of former com-

munication between the interior of the earth and the atmosphere) re-

mained visible.*' Darwin, who visited the Galapagos in the expedition

of the Beagle, calculated the number of the craters at nearly two thou-

sand, and two of the craters were simultaneously in a state of erup-

tion, lie wrote, "On all the islands streams of a very fluid lava may

be seen, which have forked off' into different channels and have often

run into the sea." On Albemarle, "the cone mountains are ranged in

a line and consequently on fissures." " Many margins of craters are

formed of beds of tufa, which slope off in every direction." While

these islands have been regarded as of very recent formation, some of

them are said to exhibit the remains of an older volcanic formation;

these indications occur "on Charles Island and the small islands Card

ner, Caldwell, and Ehderby, which surround it." "The structure of

Albemarle,* made up of a series of at least live volcanic centers with

the adjacent Narborough, gives us an indication of the probable ap-

pearance of the central and western groups of islands were they still

active so as finally to become connected ami form a huge island, with

James, Indefatigable, Jarvis, Duncan, Barrington, and Charles as the

culminating points of the plateau, formed by the l»»l» fathom line. We
may therefore look upon the Galapagos Islands as a group of volcanic

islands, gradually built up by successive Hows of lava upon a huge

mound, itself perhaps raised by the same agencies from the tloorof the

ocean; more active local Hows in the same region having a! special

points built up more rapidly the northern group of islands—Wenman
A. A.^Mssi/, in Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.j Vol. win, No. l.
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and Culpepper, and the two other groups of islands we have recog-

nized."#######
"While slowly steaming through the archipelago from island to island

we had an excellent opportunity of studying the natural features of

these islands, and also as we passed their shores or were dredging

within a moderate distance. As far as a cursory examination likeours

could prove anything regarding the nature of the geological structure

of the islands, our observations fully agree with those of Darwin and
of Wolf, that this group presents one of the best examples of true vol-

canic islands.

"The majority of the islands are evidently formed around a central

crater or center of elevation. They have increased in size and in height

from successive lava flows. There is nothing to show that the sepa-

rate islands are entirely the result of the disintegration of a larger

volcanic chain, though of course a certain amount of denudation and
submarine erosion has undoubtedly taken place, as is readily seen on
the slqpes of the islands and on examination of the soundings between
them. Neither do we find any indications either of elevation or of

subsidence of any part of the area of the Galapagos district which
would affect their topography; and, as Wolf maintains, we can still less

explain their formation by a separation in former periods from the

South American continent. On the contrary, every part of their struc-

ture seems to prove that the islands have been slowly formed by sub-

marine eruptions at first, and subsequently by similar accretions at

the level of the sea, until finally some of the islands have reached an
elevation of over 3,000 feet. During the process of growth some of the

islands have become joined together, as for instance Albemarle, which
is probably composed of three islands originally independent, and also

the eastern and western parts of Chatham, which were surely once two
separate islands, and are now connected only by a low isthmus.

"The volcanic activity of some of the islands has continued to com-
paratively very recent times. 1 am informed by Mr. Cobos that smoke
has been seen to issue from Narborough as late as L836, and it is well

known that Capt. Collet was driven from Tagus Cove by the heat due
to an eruption on the neighboring Narborough. It is quite probable

that the age of the Galapagos does not reach beyond the earliest Ter-

tiary period, and many parts have undoubtedly not been formed before

the present epoch, so that the time is geologically short during which
so many plants have developed from their South American, their Cen-
tral American, their Mexican, or their West Indian ancestors."*

CLIMATOLOGY AND FLORAL ASPECT:

As would be supposed, the climatology of these islands is peculiar.

Though situated directly on the equator, it is not excessively hot, being

* A. Agassiz.
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modified by the comparatively low temperature of the surrounding sea.

The rain occurs between February and June, but is very irregular, and

often there is none for one or two years. In the higher portions of the

islands, about 900 feet, there is often rain all the year. The /.one up

to between 500 and 600 feet is nearly without rain; therefore the upper

region remains always green, the lower is arid and barren. At the

edge of the sea various maritime plants occur and in some of the bays

mangroves, etc. In ascendingthe hills from the shore the whole ground

in all directions is covered with apparently withered bushes, but on a

closer examination it is found that these plants are mostly in bloom.

This brushwood grows up to a height of 5 or <i feet, rarely L0 feet, and

here and there are found M<i<>rob« trees about 20 feet high, and also

sporadic Palosantos {(! uiacum), the latter being the largest tree in the

lower region; it reaches a heighl of 30 feet and ."> feet in circumference.

On places which do not allow the growth of any other plant, the gro-

tesque, tree-like Opuwtias and gigantic Cereus are found. The Gereus

is generally seen in the most barren spots. These cactuses give a very

characteristic appearance to this region. Besides these plants there

are some fifty or sixty others, principally shrubby. Then comes an

intermediate /one, the vegetation indicating increased humidity; this

latter is included between the altitudes of about 650 and 900 feet, and

separates the dry and humid regions. This intermediate belt, between

200 and 300 U'^t in width, is still more covered with brushwood of a

withered appearance. The cactuses disappear and a trailing tree moss

(t'snc<() becomes the characteristic feature, and is easily distinguished

from a distance by its white color. When the high plateau above the

<»00 foot line is reached the whole scenery changes; a refreshing, moist

breeze comes from the coast ; the traveler is surrounded by green woods

and stands on meadows. These woods are principally of trees ,?<> feet

high, of an Andean type, and the flora of Ecuador at an altitude of, say

10,000 feet, is suggested at an elevation of only one tenth as great;

there is great resemblance to the small Paramo forests of the Andes,

not only in the habits of the trees but also in the small plants which

cover the ground, and in the mosses and lichens which cover the trees.

The woodsare free, without creeping plants, making a passage easy;

small meadows occur, consisting nearly entirely of grasses and rushes

[Cyperacece). Above this wooded region another may be seen, which is

destitute of trees and covered only with a coarse, short grass, which

extends t<» the highesl Summits of the islands. (Chatham, Hood, hide

fatigable, and dames.)

The description of these various zones is based on the conditions

found on Charles Island; it is said to be the same on the others of high

elevation. From this it is evident that such islands as do not reach to

the humid re-ion, like Hood, Harrington, Tower, etc., show only the

arid state.
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DISTANCES AND DEPTH OF WA1ER BETWEEN THE ISLANDS.

The approximate distances between some ofthe islands are as follows:

Milt;s.

Hood to Culpepper 270

Chatham to Narborough 163

Hood to Chatham 31

Hood to Charles 40

Chatham to Indefatigable 41

Albemarle to Abingdon 48

Abingdon to Bindloe 14

Bindloe to Tower 31

Abingdon to Weuman 88

Wenmau to Culpepper 22

Duncan to Indefatigable 6

Jervis to James 5

Barrington to Indefatigable 11

Indefatigable to James 12

James to Albemarle 11

Charles to Indefatigable 31

"The deepest sounding on record is (ill fathoms (4,020 feet) between

Tower and Indefatigable islands; between the Median islands the

greatest depth does not surpass 300 fathoms, but a complete series of

soundings may show quite different figures."*

Since the above was written by Dr. Baur we have additional data

relating to the soundings in-Agassiz'sf paper, wherein he says:

"Our knowledge of the hydrography of the Galapagos is still quite

incomplete. There are unfortunately no soundings between James and

Albemarle, to indicate the probable depth of the ridges connecting

them. Nothing likewise is known of the depth of the channels between

Abingdon and Bindloe and Tower, and no soundings exist to show how
far to the westward the deep valley (of over 800 fathoms) separating

Bindloe from Indefatigable extends, as there are no soundings between

either Bindloe or Abingdon and Albemarle. There seems little doubt

that the northernmost islands, the isolated rocks of Culpepper and

Wenman, are themselves separated by comparatively deep water, and

in turn separated from the northeastern group of islands, Abingdon,

Bindloe, and Tower, by a tongue of the ocean of at least 1,000 fathoms

in depth and from 60 to 70 miles in width. From a careful examina-

tion of the soundings thus far made it seems probable that the 100-

fathom line connects Indefatigable, Duncan, Barrington, and Charles,

and that there is also a connecting ridge inside that same depth be-

tween those islands and Albemarle to the southeast of Cape Woodford
on Albemarle, or a wider plateau of which Duncan Island is one of the

culminating summits.

"A comparatively shallow connection may also exist between Cape

* Baur's paper, Am. Nat., 1891.

tA. Agassiz in Bull. Mus. Conip. Zodl, Vol. XXIII, No. 1.
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Nepeail, Oil .lames Island, and Albemarle in the direction of Cow ley

Island, Narborough itself being only separated from Albemarle by a

channel less than 75 fathoms in depth. The soundings between Chat

ham, Barrington, and Hood are so lew in number that we are not yel

able lo decide whether these southeastern islands, Chatham and Hood,

are not perhaps connected by a ridge connecting Hood and Macgowen

Reef, and also uniting them with the great plateau which the islands

of Barrington, Charles, [ndefatigable, Duncan, Albemarle, Narborough,

and perhaps .lames have gradually built up.

"But it may be thai the tongue of deeper water extending between

Hood and Chatham inns toward Barrington, and also separates that

island from Chatham."

Agassiz further on says: "On account of the small number of sound

ings, no attempt has been made to draw curves of depth on the chart

of the Galapagos."

ORIGIN THROUGH SUBSIDENCE.

The position of Baur is that "the Galapagos are continental islands,

originated through subsidence; " they all formed at a past period one

large island, and this island itself was at a. still former period "in con-

nection with the American continent." This is in direct opposition

to the opinions of "Darwin, Hooker, SaTvin, Grisebach, Englar, M.

Wagner, Wallace., Peschel, and later by Wolf, and Agassiz, as herein

quoted. All declare that these islands are of recent volcanic origin,

that they have emerged out of the sea through volcanic activity, and

have become peopled from the continent," etc. '• Henri .Milne Edwards

alone holds a different opinion; ho believes that the Galapagos repre-

sent the remains of a former continent, and in this opinion I agree."

lie then proceeds by Saying that ''the principal reason of the be-

lievers of the elevation theory is the volcanic condition of the islands.

But 1 do not see any difficulty in that. If mountain ranges like the

Himalayas, the Alps, (he Andes, the Rocky Mountains, conld be ele-

vated thousands and thousands of feet, why conld not subsidence take

place in other places:' [f Central America should disappear by and by

through subsidence, the result would he that the tops of the highest

mountains would form volcanic islands, some with still active volca-

noes. This would be exactly the condition we see today in the Gala-

pagos. I think, therefore, that t he volcanic nature of a .uronp of islands

is no positive proof of its recent origin. Such groups of islands can

be just as well considered as formed of the tops oi the volcanic moun-

tains of a sunken part of a continent." * * *

•
1 believe, therefore, that the peculiar genera we find today on the

GnlapagOS have not originated there, but have been preserved in their

old condition." *

Dr. Baur in Am. Naturalist, April, 1891.
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ORIGIN OF FAUNA AND FLORA.

Dr. Baur's contention arises from the hypothesis that only subsi-

dence can explain what he terms the harmonic distribution of animal

and plant life. He says further on, "that we need only an elevation of

about 10,000 feet to connect the Galapagos with America." The pecul-

iarities of the flora which he points out and which arc referred to else-

where in connection with the arid and humid zones (ante, page— , he

regarded as explicable only by the theory of subsidence; but it seems

to me they are fully as well explained in Agassiz's paper, and so far as

the alpine fades of the flora is considered, it may fairly in this respect

be compared to that of the rainless belt of the South American main-

land 000 miles to the eastward, and the modifying influences of cold

on one side and drouth on the other may be regarded as producing

analogous results in dwarfing and otherwise differentiating vegetable

life. The theory of subsidence he assumes will explain all these, as well

as similar and other phenomena which I have not referred to, "in an

absolutely easy manner." It is very doubtful, however, in the present

state of our knowledge, whether this, that, or the other theory will sat-

isfactorily explain «//, but that theory which will fairly explain a good

portion, by those factors or agencies that are operating directly under

our eyes, would seem to be preferable and entitled to acceptance over

another, however plausible and attractive, that involves conjectural

and remoter conditions. It seems to me that anyone who has given

much thought and attention to the study of the geographical distribu-

tion of species, and has pursued it to such an extent as to justify the

term investigation, upon a glance at any good map that presents the

breadth and range of the great Peruvian current, its velocity and

direction, and the contributing influence of the Mexican as well as the

Panamic current, which latter no doubt is an important factor, and

these combined including in their sweep and embrace the various

islands which form this peculiar group, will readily perceive the geo-

graphical origin of the species that now inhabit them and the direction

from which these islands were stocked or peopled. To the continuous

or uninterrupted influence of these rivers in the sea, operating without

intermission through indefinite centuries, as well as to the persistent

agency of trade winds, storm winds, and more transient serial currents,

we may find a solution, or key, to say the least, to the greater part of

the phenomena, without resorting to topographic displacement or mod-

ification of the sea bed of 10,000 to 12,000 feet elevation to explain the

lew that are less easy or more difficult of explanation.

MARINE MOLLUSKS.

Of the marine shells (257 species) less than half a score* arc indig-

enous; of these some, if not all, may prove upon a better knowledge

of the mollusks of the shores of Central and South America to belong

* Not inclusive of dredged or deep water species.
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to the mainland. Our knowledge of the marine species along the

South American coast is not by any means satisfactory The collec-

tion made by l>r. Jones, of the U. S. Navy, which embraced 211 West
coast species, carried 90 ^[' them from 100 to 3,195 miles farther south

than previously reported. Tectarius, of the Litorinidas, previously

detected at Hood and Bindloe by l>r. Babel as listed by Wimmer, was
subsequently found at Manta, Ecuador by Dr. Joues,* and it is not

unlikely that others now regarded as peculiar to the Galapagos may
prove to be mainland tonus. Attention is called to my remarks in

the catalogue on Omphalitis Gooksoni Smith and its close resemblance
to, if not identity with, the Antilleau (K fasciatus.

The number of species, however, that exhibit intimate relationship

with Antilleau -Caribbean forms, is quite small and inconspicuous, when
placed side by side with the NY -si American types.

DBIF I' M LTERIAL.

Pertaining to the drift material, its quantity ami occurrence, the tes-

timony of the sea bed claims special consideration. Referring to the

"character of the bottom deposits." Agassie remarks: "Nearly every-

where along our second line of exploration, except on the face oi' the

Galapagos slope, we trawled upon a bottom either muddy or composed
<>f Globigerina ooze, more or less contaminated with terrigenous de-

posits, and frequently covered with a great amount of decayed vegeta-

ble matter. We scarcely made a single haul of the trawl which did

not bring up a considerable amount of decayed vegetable matter, and
frequently logs, branches, twigs, seeds, leaves, fruits, much as during
our first cruise.

' k I was struck, while trawling on our second line between the Gala-

pagos and Acapulco, to observe the great distance from shore to which

true terrigenous deposits were carried. There was not a station there

occupied of which the bottom could be characterized as strictly oceanic
At our most distant points from shore the bottom specimens invariably

showed some trace of admixture with terrigenous material. A very

tim- mud was the characteristic bottom brought up * * * from

depths of 2,000 fathoms. This mud continued all the way from the

Galapagos to Acapulco, and up to the mouth of the Gulf of California,

where it became still more an impediment to dredging, so that little

work was done until we passed the Ties Marias. Even then the trawl

was ordinarily well filled with mud, and with it came up the usual sup

plyoflogs, branches, twigs, and decayed vegetable matter. On going
farther north, into the Gulf of California, the nature oi' the bottom did

not change materially from what it had been along the coast,'" etc.

' List of sh.-lls collected <>n tin- weal coast of South America, principally between
latitudes 70 ::i> S. and 8 i!' N.. i>.\ Dr. W. II. Jones, U. S. Navy, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mas., Vol. \i\
. pp. 307 :;:;.".. 1891.
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* * * "In the dredgings of the Blake in the Gulf of Mexico, off the

W'i'st Indies, and in the Caribbean, my attention had already been

called to the immense amount of vegetable matter dredged ap from a

depth of over 1,500 fathoms on the Ice side of the West India Islands.

Bui in none of the dredgings on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus did

we come upon such masses of decomposed vegetable matter as we

found on this expedition. There wns hardly a haul taken which did

Dot supply a large quantity of water-logged wood, and more or less fresh

twigs, leaves, seeds, and fruits, in all possible stages of decomposi-

tions." * * *

WEST AMERICAN CURRENTS.

Again referring to Agassiz, lie says : " The course of the currents along

the Mexican and the Central and South American coasts clearly indi-

cates to us the sources from which the fauna and flora of the volcanic

group of the Galapagos has derived its origin. The distance from the

coast of Ecuador (Galera Point and Cape San Francisco) is in a direct

line not much over 500 miles, and that from the Costa Rica coast hut

a little over 000 miles, and the bottom must be for its whole distance

Strewn thickly with vegetable matter, which, as I have already stated,

came up in great masses in almost every haul of the trawl. This was
especially noteworthy in the line from the mainland to Cocos Island,

and certainly offers a very practical object lesson regarding the manner
in which that island must have received its vegetable products. It is

only about 27.5 miles from the mainland, and its flora, so similar to that

of tin' adjacent coast, tells its own story." "The velocity of the currents

in the Panainic district is very great, sometimes as much as 75 miles a

day, so that reeds, fruits, masses of vegetation harboring small reptiles,

or even large ones, as well as other terrestrial animals, need not be
afloat long before they might safely be landed on the Shores of the

Galapagos. Its flora, as is well known, is eminently American, while

its fauna at every point discloses its affinity to the Mexican, Central, or

South American, and even West Indian, types, from which it has prob-

ably originated; the last indicating, as well as so many of the marine

types collected during the expedition, the close connection that once

existed between the Panamic region and the Caribbean and Gulf of

Mexico; a connection once extending, probably, through deep and

wide passages all the way from the northern extremity of Colombia,

the Isthmus of Panama, Costa Rica, and as far north as the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec."

TERRESTRIAL MOLLUSKS.

The land shells are principally of a Bulimoid type and of a dis.

tinctly American aspect. One of the twenty or more so-called species,

Bulimm achatinellinus of Forbes, has in the brightness of its coloration,
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its color markings, and i lie sheen nnd smoothness of its surface a close

resemblance to some of the Polynesian Achatincllas; but ii lacks the

chief and et hi stant character of the Achat inel las. viz, the ever present

and persistenl twistofthe columella at its base. As may be seen

upon examination of the tabulated lisl hereunto annexed, the land

shells therein are assigned definitely to only eight of the islands, viz:

Albemarle, Indefatigable, Barrington, Charles, Hood, Bindloe, James,

and Chatham. It is greatly to be regretted that our knowledge of the

terrestrial mollusks of the group is so exceedingly limited. What
mighl be the result of a systematic investigation, island by island, and

zone by /one, and the environmental peculiarities, general and Local,

carefully observed and noted, we can barely conjecture; but we are

warranted in assuming from the testimony of the limited material

under review, and Whal is known of the relation of environment to

Variation in the laud shells in other parts of the world, that an ample

collection under the conditions above mentioned would be of very

greal value to the biologist and full of interest from a more general

scientific point of view

.

The various species of Galapagos land shells are in the main of dull,

unattractive colors; this might be supposed when the circumstances

of their occurrence are considered. Of a few of the species the col

lector noted the peculiarities of station, and we read of this or that

species as occurring "under scorite," "under lava," etc.: again <>t /•'.

wax, which exhibits extreme variability and is apparently the most

numerous in individuals, as being found "on bushes" or upon or

under lava. To the student who has this material, or this class of

material, before him these lew brief notes are especially suggestive,

and remind him of the exceeding variability frequently exhibited

within the compass of a comparatively limited area. An investigation

of the higher altitudes of those islands that attain an ele\ at ion suffi-

cient to include the "intermediate belt200 and 300feet in width."

what may be called the white zone or zone of Unnea^ and, still higher,

the plateau region or zone of green woods and meadows, would doubt-

less show that said zones were inhabited each by its own peculiar

species and color t\ pes, characteristic of or to the zone, peculiar and

characteristic in external facies at least, such as color and sculpture,

if not Strikingly or materially different in that of form. In the upper

or <in< ii zone it might be found that the mollusks were arboreal in their

habits, of brighl colors, like Forbes's B. ackatinellinu8 heretofore men-

tioned, and like the more show y of t he numerous species of t he Sand-

wich Island Achatinella,* which inhabit a similar station.

The land shells, as before stated, are definitely ret erred to eight of the

islands. So our know ledge of the marine species is restricted to eight,

The a u 11 colored species of this Polynesian group <>t" slid Is live generally, it not

exclusively, on the ground or near it—thai is to say. nre not arboreal, as I was in

formed i»\ m\ esteemed friend the late Dr. Newoomb man\ years ago.
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viz: Hood, Albemarle, Charles, Duncan, Bindloe, James, Chatham, and

Indefatigable.

Itmaybe Raid perhaps that the presence of the marine molluscan

forms of the West American coast is much loss difficult to account, for

than either of the other faunal elements.

DISTRIBUTION OF TERRESTRIAL SPECIES.

The distribution of the terrestrial species both by fluviatile and

marine currents as well as by atrial forces LS easily explained. It in-

cludes necessarily a consideration of the vitality of these animals as

well as of their eggs.

Binney,* referring to the introduction of foreign species into the

United States, Bays: "Oceanic currents also aid in bringing to our

shores foreign species, and have been the means of introducing and
naturalizing them. The Gulf Stream is a prominent example of this.

This great body of water, flowing from the Gulf of Mexico into the

Atlantic, passes between the peninsula of Florida and the island of

Cuba, and after turning the southern point of Florida sweeps along its

eastern shore. It is sometimes driven close to the northern coast of

Cuba, and sometimes forced much farther north, according to the

direction and force of the wind. Various countereurrents, due also

to the influence of the wind, diverge from the main stream, among
which is noticed a current, which, after a northerly wind has prevailed

for several days, sets in a southwesterly direction near the Florida

Reef. The principal stream and the currents originating in it bear

upon the surface various vegetable and other productions brought by
rivers into the Gulf or swept from its shores, and these are frequently

deposited upon parts of the coast.very distant from their origin. In

this way seed vessels from the Spanish Main, trunks of trees, and frag-

ments of wood of unascertained origin, and numerous objects from the

northern shore of Cub:! are frequently found on the shore of Key
West and on the beach of Cape Florida and the shores and islands to

the north of it.

U A few 5 ears since a bottle was picked up on Tavernia Key, near

Cape Florida, containing a note stating that it was thrown overboard

off the Moro Castle. A Cuba barge, of the kind used in lading and

unlading vessels in Matauzas, was lately found stranded on the beach

at New River, 25 miles north of ( Jape Florida. Small objects from Cuba
are often found on the shore of Key West.

"These circumstances are adequate to account for the transmission

of land shells from the island of Cuba, and even from more distant

places, to the mainland and islands of Florida; and to this source we
ascribe the origin of Ihlir rhodocheila, and Bulimm virgulatus, which

'Terr. Moll, and Shells of the United states (A. Binney) Vol. i, 1851, p. ir>L'</.^7.

(edited by A. A. Gould).
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are probably derived from the Bahamas, but possibly from the Spanish

VTain, and of Heliv ottonis, Bulimus fanciutus^ />'. zebra. B.subula. Pupa

incana, Gyclostoma dentatitiHy and Gylindrella lactaria, all undoubtedly

from Cuba, which, having found ;i congenial soil and climate in Mi»'

southern par! of the peninsula of Florida, are now flourishing there in

ureal numbers. To the same canst' may possibly be due the passage

of some of the smaller species, of universal diffusion in (he United

States, to the island of Cuba. A.mong these are Helix minuscula^ Pupa
contraeta-y and /'. rupicola^ which from their general distribution on the

continent may be supposed to have originated there rather than upon

the island.

"We can nol help thinking, loo, that such currents have had some

agency in introducing Helix hortensis ou'our northeastern coast at

some former period, although we are nol aware of the existence of one

capable of producing such an eflfeot."

FRESHETS vm> OOEAN CURRENTS.

"Tliai this hypothesis of the agency of currents is no violent one, is

proved by common experience. A single log of timber, removed from

I lie hank of a river by < he rise of its TV alers during a hesht I, and home
by them to the ocean, and driven by winds, tides and currents, inighl

cany with it and deposit upon other shores the eggs of niollnsks, or

even the living animals themselves, provided they were not too long

exposed to I lie elements. It is difficult to estimate their powers of

endurance under such circumstances, or to limit the amounl of exposure

which tlic\ might bear, lmt they are unquestionably such as to enable

them to sustain lite for several days, in the case we have supposed.

Logs and trnnksot' trees which have drifted from a greal distance may
often be seen upou our sea beaches; and we remember, on one occasion,

to have seen Nanlasket beach, at the month of Boston harbor, strewn

with logs which had been driven from the rivers of Maine by casleilv

winds of several days' oontinuanee."

i:\TK LORDIN \k\ SEASONS.

During the extraordinary winter of 1861 '(»'_', when the interiorval

leys (it California and the other seaboard regions of the west coast

were turned mi<> lakes through excossh e'rainfall in the lower altitudes

ami the melting of the previous snowfall in the higher regions of the

mountains, tor weeks the rivers were unable to carry off", within the

capacity oi t hen ordinary channels or drainage troughs, t he enormous

Volume of water; everv brook became a river, and the rivers were

changed into raging torrents, undermining the banks, cutting new
pal lis. and Sweeping along on the wav to the sea, forest trees of a

century's growth, which were carried far into the ocean and borne
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hither and thither by the currents and the winds. The greater pari

after drifting hither and yon were ultimately swept landward again by
the prevalent westerlyornorthwesterlywinds, and piledup helter-skelter

upon the beaches all along the coast, forming a complete labyrinth and
tangle or mesh work, of frequently enormous strands, and in the ma-
jority of cases absolutely concealing the beach itself for its entire

width, from the water's edge to the extreme upper limit of the highest
drift line.

Recent (December, 1892) west coast papers say: "The Wolcott re

ports that in the recollection of seafaring men on the coast there has
never been so many drift logs in (lie Straits of Fuca as at the present

time. The high freshets have swept down the fallen logs of ages and
sent them adrift to the sea. Logs that have been buried in the sand for

years along the beach below Port Crescent have been washed up, and
in some places great dams of logs are formed, rendering it dangerous
for navigation."

AGENOV OF BIYEBS, ETC.

Hooker, while discussing (Trans. Lin. Soc, L851, Vol. xx, p. 163) the

affinities of the flora of the Galapagos and its origin, lays great stress

upon the action of the currents coming north from theGuyaquil River,

and those flowing westward from t lie Bay of Panama, as agents for the

distribution of South and Central American plants. Speaking of the

affinities of the plants of the Galapagos he says: "The new species

being for the most part allied to plants of the cooler parts of A inerica

or the uplands of the tropical latitudes, the more peculiar are the same
as observed chiefly in the hot and damper regions, as the West Indian

Islands and the shores of the Gulf of Mexico.''*

Again, referring to the extraordinary winter of L861->62 in Cali-

fornia, or more properly in the Pacific seaboard States, it will be seen

at a, glance that with westerly currents and not unfavorable winds the

drift trees and logs brought down by the streams would have been
swept on and borne elsewhere, instead of being- piled up along the

beaches ofOregon and California, or would have continued to drift until

they became water Logged and sunk. Nor was the havoc made in the

forests caused Chiefly by the main streams. Streams no larger than

Russian, Smiths, and Klamath Rivers, of insignificant volume in ordi-

nary years, were changed into devastating torrents and contributed

largely to the general destruction.

In Chile there are between twenty and thirty streams of from 70 to

over 200 miles in length, rivers of rapid descent, that drain off and
carry more or less directly to the sea- the water resulting from the melt

ing snow of the Andes. The ordinary volume of these rivers is some-

times enormously increased by the winter rains, and occasionally a

• Quoted by A. A.gaasiz, as previously indicated,
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winter or rainy season occurs of unusual and extraordinary precipita-

tion when the swollen currents exhibit torrential energy.*

Peru has numerous streams in common parlance of insignificant pro-

portions and of little value for other than irrigating purposes. These,

too, iu seasons like the above, become important by reason of the

damage resulting from their catastrophic action.

And still farther to the north, along the westerly slopes that drain

into the Pacific, we may reasonably assume contributions are made to

the general drift material that rivers ordinarily carry to the sea, and
which, being within the range and influence of the west Mexican cur-

rent, are likely ultimately, in part at least, to be borne seaward along

its westerly course.

A single tree of large size might carry with it not only molluscan

and insect forms mature, living, or in the egg, of several species, but

also living individuals of many vertebrate forms that found refuge or

safety upon it, somewhere along its course from its native forest home
to the point where it found final lodgment, or was cast ashore; thus

if the environmental conditions were at all favorable, would be planted

the foundation of a colony which would extend its territory so far and

in such directions as were most congenial. The area of surface above the

water furnished by the main trunk of such a tree, and the drift consisting

of various material entangled in and amongits branches, would be amply
sufficient in the matters of space and security, for the transportat ion of

many animal forms; of these such as possessed sufficient vitality to suc-

cessfully meet the contingencies of the voyage in the way of hunger,

thirst, etc., would become the progenital stock in new regions more or

less distant from their original haunts, where, under the steady but mod-

erate pressure of new environmental conditions, in the course of genera-

tions a new fades would be gradually brought about, developed in or

given to the more plastic, and we should have what are called new

species.

GENERATIVE CAPACITY AND VITALITY OF LAND SNAILS. ETC.

The prolific generative capacity of the land snails and their extreme

tenacity of life are to be considered in connection with their geograph-

ical distribution and establishment in new areas under the circum-

stances and conditions described above, as well as in the matter of

probable aerial distribution, which last has never received sufficient

consideration as playing an important part, or any part whatever, as

an agency in dispersing or distributing animal life or extending spe

cific areas or creating new ones remote from those previously existing.

"The number of eggs produced varies in the genera and species,"

says Binney, " in the same proportion as the dangers to which they

* It '\;is the occurrence of such a w inter as this thai destroyed the botanical gar-

deu of my friend the late Thomas Bridges, whose establishment was within Hood

Eftmre of one of these Chilean streams.
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are exposed are greater or less. Thus in the Limacidw, whose means

of protection and whose chances of preservation are much less than

those of the Helieidcv, the number is much greater than in the latter.

The number of eggs produced by two individuals of Limax agrestis

kept in confinement by Dr. Leach was, in the course of rather more

than a year, seven hundred and eighty-six. It usually amounts to at

least three hundred per annum. The other species, though not equally

prolific, multiply greatly; and each pair of the various species of

Helieidce produces, annually, from thirty to one hundred eggs, and

perhaps more. The young of the Limacidce complete their growth and

reproduce their kind sometimes within the year of their birth, and
always as soon as the second year; and the species of the other families

are believed not to require a much longer time to attain maturity.

This rapid increase replaces the numbers annually destroyed, and
maintains the species in their relative importance.

" Their extreme tenacity of life is manifested in every stage of growth

from the egg to the mature animal. In the northern part of the United

States we have frequently observed the eggs of the Helieidce in the forest

covered with snow, protected only by a single leaf, where they had re-

mained through the winter months, constantly exposed to a temperature

mnchbelow the freezing point. The Helieidce'themselves withstand the

cold of the severest winters in the same situations, and tinecine<i has

been frozen in a solid block of ice and yet escaped unharmed. Helices

when fro/en in a state of confinement, though they sometimes recover so

far as to move about with some activity, usually survive but a short time.

SUBSISTING WITHOUT FOOD.

"The great length of time they can subsist without food is another

exemplification of their great tenacity of life. Those species, especially

which live in dry and exposed situations, have the power of endurance

to a remarkable degree. A friend received specimens of if. destrtorum

which had been collected in Egypt, had been shipped to Smyrna, thence

to Constantinople, thence to Rio Janeiro, and finally to Boston, occu-

pying a period of about seven months, which appeared in full vigor

when taken from the papers in which they had been enveloped. They
were laid away in a drawer, and on being examined three years after-

wards some of them still came out in tolerable vigor."

Further instances of the extraordinary vitality of the land snails

have come under my own observation, and these are more directly

pertinent because the species referred to are West American, and

inhabit areas where the physical features are more nearly like those

of the South American mainland, and that particular zone of the

same from whence no doubt the Galapagos islands were originally

stocked.

In December, 1805, the Stearns collection, now in the National
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Museum, was enriched by the acquisition of several examples of Helix

Veatchii* Newcomb, that were collected by Dr. Veatch on Cerros or

Oedros Island off the coast of Lower California in L859. The speci-

mens were given by I>r. Veatch t<> Thomas Bridges, and upon the

death of the latter came into my possession with the remainder of the

Bridges shells. One day upon a careful examination I discovered that

one of the specimens was apparently still alive, and placed it in a

box of moist earth; after a while it protruded its body from the shell

and commenced moving about and seemed to be no worse for its long

last of at least six years. It. \

T

<<<tcliii, it will be observed, beat the

time of the famous British Museum example of H. desertorum, which

lived without food within a few days of four years. In March, 1873,

Prof. George Davidson, of the United States (-oast Survey, while at

San Jose del Cabo, Lower California, collected a number of specimens

of Bulimus pallidior, and subsequently gave me a part of them, which

1 put in a box, where they remained undisturbed untilJune 23, 1875,

when they were placed in a glass jar with some chick weed and a small

quantity of tepid water. They soon waked up and began to move
about apparently as vigorous as ever after their long nap of tico years

two months (<>i<l si.then days. In connection with the foregoing it

should be borne in mind -that at the commencement of hibernation

the land snails seal up the aperture of the shell with a close-fitting

shield or epiphragin; this consists usually of thin transparent mucus,

at other times, and more especially with those forms that inhabit arid

regions, of an opaque membranaceous matter of the thickness of thin

card board; the animal protects itself still further by other and inte-

rior epiphragms, that, like so many partitions, still further protect

them against prolonged or excessive heat or aridity. It should also

be noticed that color also has some place in this connection, for

although most if not all of the laud shells that inhabit hot, arid, or

sterile regions, seek protection from the heat by burrowing, the pre-

vailing color of such species is white, or whitish, rather than dark or

black; the first reflecting the heat instead of absorbing it, as is the

case with the latter. It may be that sufficient or perhaps too much
space has already been given to these incidental or secondary matters,

nevertheless before leaving this aspect of the subject the following

from Woodward t is worth quoting:

FURTHEE INSTANCES OF TENACITY. OF LIFE.

"The fresh water molluscs of cold climates bury themselves during

w inter in the iimd of ponds and rivers; and the land snails hide them-

selves in the ground or beneath moss and dead leaves. In warm cli-

mates they become torpid during the hottest and driest part of the

year. Those genera ami species which are most subject to this 'sum-

Now regarded ;is m variety of //. areolyta,

t Recent and Fossil shells,
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met sleep' are remarkable for their tenacity of life; and numerous in-

stances have been recorded of their importation from distant countries

in a living stale. In June, L850, a living pond mussel was sent to i\I i

.

Gray.from Australia, which had been more than a year out of] water.

I< was alive four hundred and ninety-eight days alter it, was taken
from flic pond, and in I he interim had been only twice for a few hours

in water, to see if it was alive.

"The pond snails (Ampullariw) have been found alive in logs of ma
hogany from Honduras (Mr. Pickering), and M. Cailland carried some
from Egypl to Paris, parked in sawdust. Indeed, if is not easy to

ascertain the limit of their endurance; for Mr. Laidlay having placed

a number in a drawer for tin's purpose, (bund tliem alive after five

years, although in the warm climate of Calcutta. The Cyclostomas,

which are also operculated, are well known to survive imprisonments
of many months; but in the ordinary land snails such cases are more
remarkable. Some of the large tropical Bulimi, brought by Lieut.

Graves from Valparaiso, revived alter being packed, some for thirteen,

others for twenty months. In L849 Mr. Pickering received from Mr.

Wollaston a basketful of Madeira snails (of twenty or thirty different

species), three Court lis of which proved to be alive after Several months'

confinement, including a sea voyage, IMr. Wollaston 1ms himself told

us that specimens of two Madeira snails [Helix papilio and tectiformis)

survived a fast and imprisonment in pill-boxes of two years and a half,

and that a large number of the small Helix twricula, brought to Eng-

land at the same time, were all living after having been inclosed in a

dry bag for a year and a half."

THE ACIONOY OF THE WINDS.

The distribution of plants through the agency of the winds, by
nieansof which t he seeds are dispersed and borne directly or indirectly

to great distances, has been recognized for years and years, while the

same distributive factor as operating in the dissemination of animal

life has scarcely attracted attention or received the recognition it de-

serves. Showers of "sulphur " leave frequently been reported at a dis-

tance of 200 miles or more to the westward of the Atlantic seaboard

where the yellow pollen of the pines Standing in tin? barrens of New
Jersey has fallen and been deposited, in many places, to a perceptible

depth. Showers of dust or sand from the desert of Sont hern Califor-

nia are swept northerly or westerly for great distances, first carried to

a high altitude by the ascending column of heated air, and the desert

sands of Sahara are sometimes lifted by similar means and carried

northward from Africa across the Mediterranean.

Squids and fishes, inhabitants of the sea, that have been carried np

by waterspouts are borne landward by storm Windsor gales, and fall

to the earth in distant places, to the astonishment of the Intelligent as

well as the superstitious, and the cyclone, so called, or hurricane of the

Proc. N. M. 93 24
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[ndiati seas and elsewhere, sometimes of several hours' duration and

,.f terrific force, must, in the nature of things, include in the mate

rial uplifted and swepl before them, animate as well as inanimate ob-

jects. N<> pari of the earth's surface, probably, is free from the oc

casional visitation <>i' these violent storms, though their occurrence is

in ml i more frequent in some regions than ol hers. "Volcanic dust," from

the eruption of a volcano on the island of St. Vincent, Wesl tndies, fell

on an island 95 miles l<> the windward in BUOh quantities that trees

were crushed to the earth by the weight of the mass."* The eggs of

most snails are not heavier Mian particles of voleanie dnsl or desert

sands or, perhaps, the pollen of the pine, ami maj be moved separately

or as attached, either to aerial drift or the enrrenl drift of the sea.

The more general region which includes within its area the (lala-

pagOS is said to he tree from severe storms; it is highly probable, how

ever, thai in the oourse of years storms of greal severity do occur,

and it is quite unlikely thai any portion of the earth's surface is abso

lutclv exempt from occasional visitations of this character. With the

high velocity thai uol infrequently marks severe meteoric disturbances,

a storm of very short duration wonld he sufficient to carry literallv on

"the wings of the wind" plant seeds as well as the minute 6gg8 of

animals or I he larva' of insects over distances no greater than that

between the Galapagos ami the mainland. I

I have quoted, in the main literally, fr Baur, A.gassiz, Binney, etc.,

in order to present to the reader, more particularly the Student inter-

ested in the study of the Mollusca, the more important physical lea

tures exhibited in this interesting group of islands, their geographical

isolation remote from the mainland of the American continents, (heir

still greater distance from any of the Polynesian islands, as well as

the more local physical characteristics, ami the difference observable

among the Various islands when brought into comparison 0116 with an

Class I 'IXECY PODA
family OSTIM',1 1 >

.
1 1.

Genua OSTREA Liune,

l. Oatrea folium Gmel,

Two valves; differenl individuals.

.lames Island.

i>i Sharp, m Proc Voad. Nat. Soi. Phila., 1890.

i 1 lir Pauruotn group, supposed t<> bo ontlroly outside of the oyolone boll . which

mi hnlrs theSiunoan mid I 'i |i groups, was swept i>> :t fierce oyolone in L878; and the

Baiue storm extended n> the So< iotj Islnnds, The oldest untives had not ovon ;i tin

ditiou of sin h n simni occurring before in the Pauinotus.

vv lull reading the proofs of this paper the dailj papers have contained notices

of :i disastrous liurrieaue on the coaat of chili', bj whiob the mole ;>t one of the

nitrate porta was carried awaj und damage at this point was done to the extent of

I .11.(10(1.
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These valves evidently belong to a species that inhabits the littoral

zone, and to examples that inhabit the upper bell of said zone, and

fasten upon small stones or to the roots of mangroves.or some other

shore-inhabiting shrub. Of the many species that have been described

from the west const quite likely one-half are synonyms.

The form of individual examples, as well as of the several individ

nals thai constitute a colony, is so dependent upon the object to which

the individual or the mass is attached, thai a satisfactory diagnosis is

out of the question with anything less than a large series and a mttl

t itude of specimens.

Wininier credits one of Gould's species, 0. glomrraht (ride Iteeve's

Monograph Conch., Icon., Figs. 52, a, b, c, d), to the Galapagos, but

Reeve makes no reference to any species of oyster in these islands, and

it may therefore be assumed that in the Cumingian collection these

islands were not, represented. 0. glomerata is, for an Ostrea, a rather

well-characterized species, and Reeve's figures are in this instance par

ticularly good, so that it may he assumed that Wiiiiimts determina-

tion, if made from direct comparison with Reeve, is most likely correct;

nevertheless I am disposed to doubt the, presence, of glomerata in the

Galapagos until confirmed by further testimony or additional material.

0. glomerata is rather an [ndo-Pacific form, extending northerly and

westerly to the islands of Japan. It is probable that Gould's iiiorrfit.r,

collected by ("Wilson's Expedition" in Reeve, in error for) Wilkes's

Expedition, and doubtfully assigned to California, is really a West< 'oast

form; by some authors if has been regarded as a synonym of " glom

erata." I can conceive of varieties of mordax closely approaching

"glomerata," but in general features only.

Family AN< >\I 1 1 1 >.!<;.

(idinis Anomia Linnc

2. Anomia adamus Gray,

=A. Lampe Gray, variety.

One left valve, bench, in good condition.

dames Island.

Of the numerous alleged species figured in Reeve, A. adamus is the

only one credited to the Galapagos, where Cuming obtained the exam-

ple described by Dr. Gray near Lord Hood's Island, at the depth of 9

fathoms, attached to "Avicula margaritifera.n If the description had

been without the, habitat, I should have recorded the specimen herein

listed under the name of A. lampe, the latter being familiar to col-

lectors generally, and usually attached to the species in collections.

In the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London for the year

L849, Di. J. E.Gray described (pp. IK!, 117) seven species from the

west coast of the Americas, including the foregoing, to wit: fidenas,

partlus, 'larbusj alectus, and hamillvs. Dr. Carpenter, in his Check
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List of West Ooasl Shells, includes lampe and fidenas; the hitter ia

described l>.v Gray ;is "flat, smooth externally," etc. It is possible

thai holms from Payla may be a distinct species, but I doubt it. Like

fidenas, it is described as "smooth," but neither color, sculpture, form,

whether exhibited in outline, convexity, or flatness, are of any perma-

nence or of much value as diagnostic characters in this group; form, as

to outline, convexity, or llaf ness, is entirely dependent upon the object

which the individual Anomia lias fastened upon. It'it happens to be a

I'nttiK then the ribbing which characterizes the scallop shells is

reproduced in the Anomia. II' the young Anomia fixes itself in a deep

or shallow concavity, or upon the surface of a Slight or pronounced

convex object, the shell in the course of its growth will be molded

accordingly. Where they fasten upon Large, smooth cobbles, in a

sheltered nook of the coast, protected from rough seas, they are usu.

ally Hatter and of more even and regular growth. Neither are the

muscular scars to be depended upon, as a valid character for species

making, as anyone can see who has a sufficient quantity of material

and will compare the same with Gray's descriptions before him. Car-

penter, as before noticed, has adopted lampe and fidnids; these may for

Convenience be retained, the latter for the smooth variety, the former

for the standard and usual examples, while the remainder of (iray's

names may follow in the order of Synonyms.

Family PECTENID^.

Genus PECTEN Mailer.

'3. Pecten subnodosus Sby.

Four righl and one left valves, all juniors and in good condition

(Mus. No. L02519).

.lames Island.

The examples are from L| to l' inches high and have twelve to four

teen ribs.

Family IJMin.E.

< )nc broken valve

James Island.

Genus LIMA Bruguiere

4. Lima arcuata Shy.

family A Y l( 1
' Id 1 >.E.

< Minis PERNA Brngniere.

5. Perna Chemnitziana <>rl>.

Ttognomo* ChemnitziatiHun sVuct,

Two beach valves, one from each place.

Indefatigable and Eood islands.

W'imincr's list includes /. legumen Gmel. and T. quadrangulare Reeve,

hut it will be admitted by anyone familiar with the Shells of this
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genus that the determination must be more or less arbitrary. The
AMacros* specimens do aot differ essentially from the Panama and Gulf
of California form, which both C. I>. Adams and Philip Carpenter de-

termined as Orbigny's species. It, is probably the same as jlexuosa

Sby., as stated by Carpenter, to whoso comments in the "Mazatlan

catalogue" reference is suggested.

Family MYTILIDiE.

Genua MYTILUS Linne".

6. Mytilus multiformis Cpr.

Valves, beach (Mas. No. 102353).

Hood island.

This species was described by Carpenter from Mazatlan shells, and
the Galapagos valves are apparently identical. Dr. Jones detected

perfect examples and odd valves of M. cuneiformis (=M. angustanus

Uve.) at Chatham Island.

GenuB SEPTIFER Recluz.

7. Septifer Cumingianus Dkr.

One valve, beach (Mas. No. 102352).

Hood Island.

Ouming collected this species al Panama and Carpenter Includes it

in his Mazatlan list.

Genus MODIOLA Lamarck.

8. Modiola capax ? Cpr.

One example, very small, beach.

Hood Island.

Probably, but not certainly, the above species, which is credited to

the Galapagos in the Cuming collection now in the British Museum.

Family AKCIlhE.

Genus ARCA Lamarck.

Subgenus BYSSOARCA Swainaon.

9. Area (Byssoarca) solida Shy.

Valves, beach (Mus. No. 122131).

Indefatigable Island.

10. Area (Byssoarca) gradata Brod. & Shy.

Valves on beach.

James, Hood, Indefatigable, and Chatham islands.

Three perfect valves from James Island, one in good condition from

Chatham, and one broken valve from Indefatigable; also one from

Hood Island.
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11. Area ^Byssoaicat Reeviana <>il>.

( lominon, beach, valves.

Hood Island, common on bench. Indefatigable Island, thirteen odd

valves, and James Island twenty-three valves, ou beach.

This species is quite constanl in sculpture of both hinge area and

and exterior surface of valves, and the hinge teeth arc characteristic

ami quite persistent ; the outline of the valves is variable, as the byssal

foramen is often carved out nearly exclusively from one valve. The
largest example measured i bj .-.'. inches.

Family < A IMHTI DM. .

Geuus CARDITA Bruguiere.

Subgenus Venericardia Lamarck,

12. Cardita (Venericardia) flammea Micheliu 1830.

< . /luminal Ami.

-f c. varia I'.ro.l is:;'.

-f-
(

'. huiitilii Brod.

trtiimbohts flam m< u 8 Aurt.

Valves, beach.

Common on daincs Island where numerous, principally right, valves

were obtained; three valves Hood Island. Reeve says that "it is with

no little gratification that 1 now publish a good illustrative figure of a

species described thirteen years since by M, Micheliu from a worn odd

valve. The Cardita varia is the nearest allied species to it, but that

Shell is of smaller dimensions, rounder and slightly uoduled
;
the paint-

ing is also of a different character."

After acareful comparison I feel warranted in uniting the three species

as above under Michelin's name. I am quite familiar with these forms

and the color distinct ion is of no value. These shells vary considerably

in the other characters to which Reeve refers; but in the essential

features of outline, growth, /ones, etc., from adolescence to maturity,

as well as in the number of ribs and the hinge characters, they are

identical.

Family I.I'CIMD.K.

Geuus LUCINA Bruguiere.

13. Lucina bell.i t'oiiiatl.

One good example, beach; (Mus. No. L22112) also valves; abundant.

The first named from Chatham Island. Abundant on Hood Island;

two left and one ri.uht valve and one perfect fresh specimen from In-

defatigable Island. I am inclined to regard Carpenter's L.pectinata

Ma . catalogue sp., 1 12, as a varietal aspect of this species. The fibula

of \\ dinner's list is probably this species. Carpenter, in Brit, Assn.

Report L863, says '< Conrad's bella may be==pec(«i*a<a."
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Family (Ml AM II \M.

Genus CHAMA Bruguiere.

14. Chania echinata Brod,

Valves, beach.

[ndefatigable and James islands.

Five odd valves, juniors from the former and one probably of this

species from (lie latter island.

15. Chama fiondosa Brod.
Valves, beach.

Several odd valves, generally in poor condition from James mid two
from Hood Island. This species is common at many places on the

main land of South America; if is a variable form, and I lie more north

erly, C. spinas,/ Brod., may be nothing but a variety of this, Reeve
bas credited other species to Hie Galapagos, viz., spinosa, Janus, and
imbricata, Hie value of which il is not easy to determine; il is quite

probable that too many species have been made. Also dredged off the

coast of Lower California in '.».', fathoms.

Family OAEDIID^J. •

Genua CARDIUM Linne".

16. Cardium consols Brod.

One left valve, beach.

.lames Island.

Valves, beach,

dames Island.

family V UN DM 1 1 >. E.

DenuB CHIONE Megerle.

17. Chione multicostata Kby

18. Chione compta Brod.

Three left valves, beach.

Indefatigable island.

19. Chione undatella Sby.
Valves, beach.

dames Island.

Two right ami four Left valves of what may be regarded as this

species; the group to which it belongs is exceedingly numerous in

individuals, and many species have apparently been made on simple

varietal differences. Neither ( "arpenter's nor \\ limner's list credit any

species of CMone to the Galapagos islands. The Albatross shells agree

more nearly with the northerly undatella than with the geographically

related forms from the mainland of South America.
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Subfaiuih TU'I'SIN i .

Genua TAPES Megerle.

20. Tapes grata Say.

Five valvesj beach (Mus. No. L02457),

[udefatigable island.

This species, which includes in its synonomy Venus <liscor,s Shy., ex-

tends from Lower California, southerly to the GulfofCalifornia, Central

America and Panama to 1'Vuador; it runs pretty close to the west

South American T. antiqua King, in certain features.

Family TELLINIDJE.

Genua Lutricola Blainville.

21. Lutricola excavata Shy.

f Lutricola <ili« Conr.

One right valve, dead; beach.

Indefatigable Island.

Dr. Jones collected this (one valve) at Chatham Island, also at Payta,

on the main land.

Class GASTROPODA.
Family LI LL1D.E.

. t it'iius BULLA Liune,

22. Bulla punctulata A. Ad

Abundant on the beaches.

Hood and Indefatigable islands.

Dr. Jones found it common at Chatham Island as well as at various

places on the main land of South America. /»'. asperm A. Ad. is prob-

ably a synonym ; it is very close to />'. adam&i Meuke of the Gulf of

California.

Family BULIMULlDiE.

Genua BULIMULUS Leach.

Subgenua Njesiotus Albera.

23. Buliiuulus mix. Brod., 1832.

The typical form was described by Broderip iu the Pro. Zool. Soc,

London, p. L25,and figured by Soweiby in bis ( lonchological Illustrations

.17 and .'57*
; t he examples before nie are from t he same island as llrod-

erip's type. Locve's figure in the Conch. Iconiea, 150, is misleading in

this, thai while it faithfully represents a not uncommon facies, it is not
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:i facsimile of Mm' type us figured l>y Sowerby, and again ii has more
the appearance of a Pa/rtula khan the characteristic aspect of nux.

Specimens closely agreeing with Reeve's figure* arc in the National

collection (Mus. .No. L04822); they were presented by the late Dr. Lea,

who received them, as well as other Galapagos species, directly from
Mr. Cuming, and were no doubt a pari of the original lot, collected at

these islands by Cuming himself.

/>. nux\% an exceedingly variable form, and exhibits so many aspects

of variation, that the most conservative conchologist might easily be

led into species-making, even with an abundance of individuals before

him, for this is one of (hose protean forms, like, for instance, Patula

8trigo8a-Cooperi-Saydeni-Hemphillii-Idahotus is, etc., belonging to the

Central province of the United 8tates,t that can not be properly exem-
plified or understood by a, lew examples, nor even by a hundred speci-

mens. In />. nux, some individuals arc ventricose, others rather elen

der; in some the columella is straight or subarcuate, in others more or

less I wisted, or more properly distorted. < Mien t he callus on the body
whorl is heavy or thick, and connecting, forming a peristome; occa-

sional individuals exhibit a tuberculoid thickening <>r the parietal (•al-

ius on its edge. In some instances the shells are thin and almost
translucent, others again, and more frequently, are opaque and solid.

The sculpture varies from simple longitudinal incremental stria' i >e

or less conspicuous, that is to say, tine or coarse, to examples with

transversely Or spirally incised grooving. Where these two aspects of

sculpture are present in the same individual, a more OX less distinct

rectangular roughening is the result. Frequently the prevailing color

is whitish or dingy white, in others dull purplish brown; many inter

mediate shades of these colors occur, and banded examples are not

uncommon; in these the bands are sometimes conspicuous and striking

and point, towards a- possible if not probable greater color-divergence,

combined with slendemessof form, suggesting Forbes' aohatinellinua.

Taking into consideration the different expressions of variation,

i. e., form, sculpture, color, and general proportions, mix
\
exhibits

the greatest versatility; the extent of variability illustrated in the
numerous examples, about two hundred before me, warrants the
assumption that ten times the number would furnish many other

fades, if not extremes of variation. 1 have above called attention

to the discrepancies, between the figures of Sowerby and llecve. In

all cases where the various Galapagos species described by Broderip
and Sowerby are referred to, tin- hitler's figures must be regarded as

authoritative, and be recognized as the standard type. Reeve's
figures are frequently, if not usually, not a, facsimile of the original,

" It is. generally understood that Reeve's great wori is in the main, based upon,
.-Hid illustrates the Cuming collection.

HJinuey's Manual Am. Land Shells, p. 163.

J Ji. nux occurs on three of the islands, viz, Charles, Chatham, and Albemarle.
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luii a figure of what in common parlance is called ;i "finer specimen7'

than the individual thai was lirst described. It will at once be per-

ceived that this practice must often lead to confusion. There are also

discrepancies between the text ami the numbering of the figures of

tlic Galapagos Bulimi.

Reeve's figure "121 eschariferus" represents rugulosus, and his "135

JacobV probably applies to a bandless variety of unifasoiatus.

To resume the consideration of the specific and varietal sequence

and relationship of nux, as referred to and figured by authors, in

comparison with the material before me, we have first—
Bulimulus mix Brod., Shy. Conch. 111., figs. :!7 and 'M'.

*

Typical, numerous examples (Mus. No. L18568). Charles Island.

Color purplish black or dark reddish purple: apex dark; the follow-

ing one or two whorls light colored, or whitish; figure '">7 shows incon-

spicuous dark bands on the body whorl. In a large number of speci-

mens it will be seen that these run gradually into ashen gray, and

again into pale ashen-blue.

B. nux, banded variety B. ustulatus Reeve non Shy.

Four examples (.Mus. No. 118569).

Vide Reeve's Monog. Bulimus, Conch. Icon., fig. 130, not Sowerby's

Conch. Ills., tig. 4l'. Reibisch'sfigure 5, of "ustulatus Sby.," represents

banded example of nux; it is intermediate in form between the above

specimens (No. 118569), and the slenderer form to which Sowerby

gave the name.

B. nux, variety with [ntercised sculpture.

Charles Island; numerous (Mus. No. 118570).

Purplish-brown to rufous-white; surface sculptured by revolving

incised lines. Mr. \Y. (i. Binney's "Arionta intercisa, a species of

the California region, from San Clement e Island and Santa Cruz

Island." in the Santa Barbara channel and Dr. Newcomb's " A. Ayre-

siana," another island species from the same region occurring on Santa

Cruz, San Miguel and Santa Rosa islands, are pertinent illustrations

of the sculpture exhibited by the above variety of nux

1 have before called attention to the relationship of the character of

sculpture aboy,e mentioned to the environment. It will be observed

that it is present in a greater or less degree in forms that inhabit

saline, arid, sandy and wind swept stations. The Bulimi of the Gulf

ofCalifornia region, of the pallidior, vegetus, Xantusi group, exhibit it

frequently; I have in mind />'. pallidior from Carmen Island in the
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Gulf, where i lie saline, sterile, and sandy elements prevail. Occasional

examples of several species of the mainland forms ofArionta also fur-

nish illustrations. In the sculpture of the South American Bulimi we
find this character modified and carried to extreme elaboration'until

the shagreened surface is attained as in the Peruvian B. proteus and
/>'. mutoMlis (from Santos "under stones"). It will readily be seen

that a form whose area of distribution includes subareas, where the

environmental factors are varied to the extent of opposite or nearly

opposite, as well as intermediate conditions, would exhibit extreme as

well as a multitude of intermediate and what may be regarded as con-

necting facies or characters.

B. nux Brod., Sby., ventricose variety= Reeve's type.
•

Several examples, Charles Island (Xos. 104822, 104<)»;3, and 122856).

This is the Reeve type of nux, a more ventricose, much larger, and
freer growing form than the typical and original nux of Broderip.

The color, etc., quoting Reeve, is '-olive-brown stained with rusty red;

the aperture is frequently compressed at the sides so as to give a
square aspect." Some examples hint, in the matter of color, at dark

cafeau-lait. The color is sometimes a dark reddish-brown; of No.
L04822 there are three specimens; No. 104963, two; these are rather

globose, and coarsely sculptured; of L22856, there are live examples,

all in good condition.

It is apparently an intercised aspect of this ventricose variety (». e.,

Reeve's type of nux) that has received the names of asperatus from

Albers, and incrassatus from Pfeiffer (Mus. No. 23277). Beibisch

gives a figure of Pfeiffer's species in plate 1,4a, and adds a varietal

name to the same of sulcatus, tigs. 4b and 4c; while his figure ±d is

given as incrassatus variety=nuciformis Petit, which is probably cor-

rect. Reibisch's figure 3, pi. 1, of asperatus Albers, indicates the pro-

priety of its connection with the above.

# # # * #

B. nux, elongated variety.

Charles Island; several examples (Mus. Nbs. 118573,122855, and
231' 77).

This is an elongated form of nux, .sometimes strongly longitudinally

ribbed, and probably includes verrucosus I Mr., as a variety. Nos.

118573, two examples, point toward B. rugulosus. Some forty or fifty

examples in addition to the foregoing numbers, are in the National
collection.

B. nux, variety with distorted mouth.

Charles Island; several (Mus. No. 118571). Parietal callus pro-

duced, forming a continuous peristome. Columella distorted or twisted.
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The peculiar development of callus, and distorted aperture caused

thereby, are probably due bo the deposition of shelly matter, limey

uineiis or lymph, at the time of hibernation, when the animal has at-

tached itself to the t wig <>r stalk of the plaid which is to be its resting

place tor its season of inactivity. The stalk or twig, being round or

roundish, and the month of the shell or aperture not fitting closely to

the inequalities of the surface, in order to exclude the air, a deposit is

made, and a tilling in of the chinks of closing of the gaps ensues, and

perfect adhesion is secured as well as complete exclusion of the atmos-

phere. Where, in other instances, the peculiarity referred to is less con-

spicuous, the adhesion during hibernation has been to some object of a

different shape, as perhaps, to the surface ofa stalk oflarger proportions,

where the exact spot of adhesion was more nearly in plane with the

aperture; in such a, case the gap or discrepancy between the edge of

the aperture and the surface adhered to, would require but a slight

deposit in order to close it or, in oilier words, t he character of the surface

of the object to which the individual adheres at the time of hibernation,

practically molds and shapes the peristome or a\^v of the aperture,

the callus conforming to the inequalities of the surface.

B. mix, variety with crenulated suture.

Charles Island; one example (Mus. No. L22002).

Tin 4 crenulation of the suture, attributable to the butting up of the

incremental lines against the base of the preceding whorl, during the

process of growth, a not uncommon character, and an exceedingly con-

spicuous feature in many of the South American Buliini of the west

coast. ########
B. mix, variety with sutnral uodes.

Chatham island; one example (Mus. No. L22003).

This form properly follows the preceding; it has a slightly crenulated"

suture in the specimen before me; and, as well as others that 1 have

seen, is dark colored and has a sutural girdle of more or less conspic-

uous equidistant nodes. These sculptural characters occur doubtless

quite independent of coloration. B.nueiformis Petit, is referable to

this variety.

B. mix, varieties intermediate.

I also include in the general synonymy of nux, nucula Pfr., invalidua

Reib., and vemistus Reib; the latter is apparently a dwarfed form.

These species of Keibisclfs are numbered in pi. 1, figs. 6 and 7. His

Wolfi is from Indefatigable Island, upon which /.'. mix has not yet
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been detected, else I should regard that also as an aspect of mix, be-

longing to the variety represented in the National collection by No.

118571. Of the protean mix, it will be noticed upon the examination

of Reibisch's list that he had only a few imperfect examples. Of
what value to the student is such limited material?

24. Bulimulus Jacobi Shy.

Chatham Island; several examples; (Mus. No. L22005). Sowerby
figures (Conch. 111. 45,) both banded and bandless specimens. The
above number includes shells that are obscurely banded (No. 122117

of the Museum series), and others that are distinctly banded. See
previous comments (under No. 23) on Reeve's figure of Jacobi.

25. Bulimulus rugulosus Shy., not rugulosus Rve.

Charles Island; abundant (Mus. Nos. 122000, 122001).

This form is apparently nearly as numerous as mix. Reibisch refers

it to Chatham and does not credit it to < Jharles Island. On the former

he says "it is common on bushes, on tin 1
, cliffs and under stones, at an

elevation of from 300 to 000 feet; this is tin 1 prevailing form on Chatham,
the same as mix is on Charles."

Ancey* has named two varieties of rugulosus, namely infuscata and
planospira, both from Chatham Island examples.

In one example (No. 122001) we have an approach to sculpturatus

Pfr.

26. Bulimulus eschariferus Shy., non Reeve.

Chatham Island, several examples (Mus. No. 422000).

It was on this island that Darwin collected his specimens; the Petrel-

Cookson examples were detected on Charles Island. Of these, Mr. E.

A.Smith says: "TheCharles Island shells arc considerably larger than

those from the above locality [Chatham Island], and also coarser in

sculpture, some of them displaying spiral granose or rugose striation,

as in B. ruf/uIosit,s Sby., from the same islands, and, indeed, they appear
to be an intermediate variety or connecting link between the two
species, both as regards size and sculpture."

Anceyt has named two varietal aspects of the foregoing, bizonalis

and subconoidalis.

27. Bulimulus (Pleuropyrgus) chemnitzioides Forbes.

Chatham Island (Mus. No. 122004).

Several examples of this interesting form, upon which Von Martens
J:

based his genus Pleuropyrgus, were detected at Chatham Island. It

was here that Forbes's type was obtained; it is the only species in

"Bull. Soc. Malar. France. Juillet, 1887, pp. 293-299.

tld.

t Albers die Heliceen, 2d ed., Leipzig, 1860, p. 221.
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Von Martens' genus llins Car described. The National collection

contains, in addition to the above, two examples (Nos. L22014 and

L02549), collected by Dr. Babel several years ago, presumably at this

island, though not definitely stated. Reibisch reports it from ( 'hatham

only, in the Wolf collection; three examples, abundant on rocks and

under stones, with Bui. rugulosus al an elevation of from ."><><> to 600

feet. This species is "27" of the Reibisch Wolf list. His "28" B.

[Pleuropyrgiis) lima, described from t wo examples, one of these possibly

a junior, is probably identical with chemnitzioides.

28. Bulimulus (Pleuropyrgiis) Habeli Stearns.

Plate i.i, figure I.

Nautilus, January, L892, Dall.* Also described by fche author in i lu^ Nautilus,

December, L892.

/.'. (Pleuropyrgus) terebra Reibisch.1

Chatham Island (MtiS. No. L22119).

Two specimens were collected at this island April 4, L888. The,

National collection contains two other examples (No. L22015), detected

by Dr. Simeon I label, at some one of the islands, several years ago,

presumably at Chatham, which is the only island of the group where

the Pyrgus type of bulimoids has been found. The Albatross shells are

in perfectcondition, the Babel specimens somewhat rubbed. One of

the latter is of a pale, dull, reddish tint throughoul the greater part of

the shell, lighter on the upper part of the whorls following the suture,

with a narrow whitish band on the basal w horl. and the columella white

or whitish. The other of the llabel examples is white throughout;

the lower three or four whorls preceding the basal, are rather faintly

banded with pale ferruginous red, which alternate with whitish bands

above and below on the basal whorl. The llabel specimens being

somewhat rubbed, the ribbing is less conspicuous than in the Albatross

examples, and the whitish surface glazing of the Albatross specimens

obscures to a considerable degree the color beneat h, as seen in Dr.

Mabel's shells. A fuller description than that given by Mr. Dall was

published by me in The Nautilus, December, L892, together with pre

liminary diagnoses of other species from the Galapagos and elsewhere.

The portion relating to the above is here repeated: "Shell slender,

elongated, thin, smooth, and shiny, slightly umbilicated, with thirteen

to fourteen gradually increasing whorls; whorls slightly convex and

Iongitudiually obtusely plicated ; suture distinct; aperture ovate and

Slightly reflected at the base of the columella. Color ashen white,

slightlj rufous, with hints of a narrow reddish baud beneath the Sur-

face glaze.

" Dimensions (of Largesl example): Long. 1 7.r>. diameter. ;>.f> millime-

ters.

(>ii some types new in the fauna of the Galapagos Islands." by W. II. Dall.

tDie Concholiogische Fauna der Galapagos-Inseln, von Paul Reibisch, Ges. Isis in

Dresden, 1892. Abh. 3, 20 pp., 2 plates.
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"This form is much more slender than P. chemnitzioides Fbs., which is

well represented by the figs. 6a, 6&, PI. i\, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
-1850. Aside from the differences in color and sculpture, the surface of

Forbes's species is dull in fresh, unrubbed, perfect specimens; the ribs

in the latter species are comparatively sharp, threadlike, regular, and

somewhat distant, the interspaces being perceptibly Avider than the

ribs are thick."

Again borrowing from Leibiseh, it is seen that (lie foregoing occurs

at an elevation of from 900 to 2,000 feet in the wooded region, on mossy
rocks and under stones, and he quotes Wolf's notes, and says that it

is abundant, though it appears that Reibisch had only four examples,

of which hardly one was well preserved.

The various species made by Reibisch are based, it would seem, upon

a very uncertain foundation, the number of individuals, in most cases

being altogether too limited, the extraordinary variability of the Gala-

pagos land shells being considered, and the few examples upon which

in nearly every instance his diagnoses rest, were generally in poor con-

dition.

Family SUCC1NID.F.

Genus SUCCINEA Draparnaud.

29. Succinea Bettii Smith, var. - S. Wolfi Reib., var.

Chatham Island, one example (Mus. No. 122133).

This shell is a narrow, delicate variety of the species described by
Mr. Smith, whose specimens were from Charles Island (Petrel-Cookson

collection). This solitary Albatross example agrees with lieibisch's

Fig. 12b in PI. n of his paper.

Family ONCHIDIIDJB.

(tonus ONCHIDIUM Cuvier.

30. Onchidium Lesliei Stearns.

Preliminary description in "The Nautilus," December, 1S92.

Plate i.i, figures 2, 3.

Between tide marks, living.

Charles Island, April S, one example (Mus. No. 122519); Albemarle
Island, April 10, 1888, two specimens (Mus. No. 122520).

Form rounded ovate, nearly as broad as long. Dorsum coriaceous,

nearly black, shiny, closely irregularly reticulated with finely incised

lineation, and otherwise characterized by somewhat distant, rather

flatly rounded papilhe. Under side dingy, yellowish white; margin of

mantle wide, nearly smooth; edge of same simple. Anal opening pos-

terior near edge of mantle and somewhat produced. Respiratory
orifice smaller, in median line with and in front of anus. Sexual ori

flee anterior, on the right side under the edge of the large oral hood or

collar. Labial palpi thin, largely expanded. Dimensions: Length, 37.5;
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breadth, 31.6 millimeters. These proportions vary slightly in different

individuals.

Genus ONCHIDELLA Cray.

31. Onchidella Steindachneri Semper.

Plate ii. figures 1,
">.

Living examples, between tide marks.

Charles Island, April 8, six specimens (Mas. No. 122518); Albemarle

Island, April io. L888, one example (Mus. No. L22517).

A well marked species; edge of mantle prettily fringed on the under

side willi rather regularly placed trifoliate processes. Dorsum entirely

covered with closely set, rounded, granular papillae, which also cover

the surface of the wide mantle margin beneath, up to the edge of the

creeping disk. Color dark grayish or smoky black above; dingy

whitish on the under side. Anal orifice posterior, central jusl behind

the end of the creeping disk $ Respiratory orifice on the right side

near the vent. Sexual orifice anterior Dear the tentacle or oral append

age, under the edge, on the right side. Length about 20, breadth

about 17 millimeters. These proportions vary somewhat in different

specimens. Some allowance; must be made for the contraction caused

by the alcohol in both the above and 0. Lcsliri.

Family SI PI 1< >N A KI 1 1 >.E.

( Minis SIPHONARIA Shy.

Subgenus WILLIAMIA Monterosato.

32. Siphonaria (Williamia) peltoides DalL

Beach shells.

Hood Island, two examples in fair condition (Mus. No. 102365);

previously detected in the Galapagos by Dr. Mabel (Mus. No. 60416),

at which of the islands not stated. Dall* gives the range of its distri-

bution northerly as Monterey; it has since been detected near Cres-

cent City, Oal., which adds about 370 miles to its northerly range.

Family CONID.K.

Genus CONUS Linn<S.

33. Conus brunneus (Gray) Wood.

-f- C. dtademua Sby.

-f- C, tiaratus Brod,

Numerous; bench shells.

Mood, Indefatigable, and James islands each furnished many examples

of the typical form of Ininuicits.

An exceedingly variable species in size, color, and sculpture.

The uniformly brow n colored specimens C. diademus Sby. The
sharply sculptured and generally dark colored individuals (Sow.,

\m .lour. Conch. j Vol. vi, 1870.
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Conch., 111., fig. 10) axe the tiaratm Brod. described by the author from

Galapagos examples. Pale-colored specimens with a fades intermedi-

ate with these have been credited to the' [ndo Pacific species miliaris,

or rather this last has been credited to the Galapagos Islands through

the genera] and often (pule close resemblance of individuals from these

widely separated regions. Tin- variety of brunneus resembling miliaria

was obtained at both Sood and Duncan islands. Another Indo-

Pacific cone, 0. minimus "auct., 1ms been wrongly referred to these

islands, the exceeding variableness of 0. brunneus and the erroneous

determinations of authors having brought about this contusion. Tims
Reeve says, in his Monograph of the cones, "there can be no doubt of

Mr. Broderip's C. tiaratus being a variety of minimus; they exhibit too

many characters in common to allow of their being separated." Cum-
ing collected the Broderip format the "Galapagos Islands, found in

pools on the sands." Subsequently at the end of his Monograph, Reeve

changed his mind and admitted Broderip's tiaratus as valid, but tailed to

observe its relationship to brunneus. Tryon also fell into the error of

including tiaratus in the synonymy of miliaris, and in this way crediting

the Latter to the Galapagos Islands. Reeve also (Monograph of the

Cones, PI. xli) adds to the confusion by fig. 224, "(7. varius B., Gala-

pagos Cuming," which figure simply presents a variety of brunneus and

corresponds to two examples collected by Dr. Jones at Manta, Ecuador.

Cuming found this shell in clefts of the rocks at low water. It has

been monographed with varius, an Endo-Pacific species, as "pulchellus

ftby., non-Swainson, and interruptus Wood."

A common aspect of C. brunneus is of a uniform sienna-yellow with

a faint median band and purplish at the base of the columella. The

sculpture, as before intimated, varies considerably in sharpness, and

this applies as well to the granules on the main whorl as to the coro-

nation of the spire.

The importance and advantage of a large series of a species such as'

that of 0. brunneua in the uational collection are obvious when ques-

tions Of identity and distribution are involved, as in the foregoing

instance.

The synonymy also through error includes, as my remarks show,

miliaria, minimus, a>ri6 variua B., all Endo-Pacific forms. While many
forms of a decided Indo-Paeilie character do occur on the west coast of

North America, I have as yet failed to detect a, single GalapagOS Spe-

cies that does not exhibit as close or closer relationship to character

istic West American mainland forms.

34. Coaus lucidiiH Mawe,

=C retieulatua Shy.

Not common ; beach.

Hood and .lames islands.

Dr. Jones collected one example at ('hat ham Island.

Prod N. M. \Y6 25
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35. Conus pyiifoimis Kv<\

A single example (Mus. No. L02342),

Hood Island,

36. Conns mix Brod.

Beacli shells.

Hood (102345) and James islands (102271).

Exceedingly close to the Endo-Pacific species (Jeylonensis Ewass.,

winch latter includes according to Tryon the synonyms pwilhis Gould,

acutus Sow., pusillus (Ghemn.) auct., tenuisulcatus Sow., sponsalis

Ohemn., nanus Brod., to all of which, excepting Gould's, Tryon gives a

varietal position. Tryon includes t he w est coast shell in the synonymy

of Ceylonensis, but whatever may be the opinion of others on this point

Broderip's name may conveniently be retained for the West American

shell. Pound at Chatham Island by J>r. Jones.

37. Conus gladiator Brod.

One example, beach, (102273.)

James Island.

Mr. Tryon comments on the closeness of this form to brunneus. 1

have at various times possessed and handled a large number of speci-

mens, but have never been impressed by any such resemblance.

38. Conus Fergusoni. Sow.

Several specimens, beach.

James Island (No. 102270); Indefatigable Island No. L02450).

This rare species seems to have its home in the Galapagos islands.

The original example. 5| inches in length, was said to have been col-

lected at Panama. Some seven or eight specimens were obtained by the

Albatro88, four of them at Indefatigable Island. The largest of these

was 4{j and the smallest 2f inches long. One of them was quite fresh,

with epidermis intact. Notwithstanding its large size, it is quite un-

attractive, being a coarse white species without the slightest ornamen

tation.

The Galapagos islands, or rather certain of them, appear to be the

Specific center of a few marine forms, and a few other species here at-

tain, in the matter id' size and solidity, a remarkable development.

A.mong the Cones ('. Fergmoni, exceedingly rare on the mainland and

so seldom met with in collections, is not infrequent on James and In-

defatigable islands; so with ConuspurpMrascens ami the variety of the

same known as r. regalitatus, which are found at several of the islands.

The interesting and variable c. brunneus, with its characteristic ye1 ex

treme varieties, Las its metropolis in the Galapagos group. So also

with Murex(Phyllonotus) princeps, Purpura melo, P. planospira, P.patu-

hi and its close relative /'. columellari8. Cassis tenuis here attains a

vigorous growth and frequently an extraordinary size and solidity;

Cyprcea nigropunctata is common, elsewhere "exceedingly rare, ami so

with many other less eon spie nous forms.
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39. Conus purpurascens Brod.

-\-C. regaUtatus Sow.

Common; principally worn beach shells.

Hood, James, Indefatigable, and Charles islands.

Tryon, following previous writers, assigns to regaUtatus a varietal

position, but examples that are intermediate in coloration are exceed-

ingly numerous. Hence no doubt tlie following synonymy which in-

cludes C. negleotus A. Ad., based upon a young example; C. luzonicus

Sow, non Ilwass., and C. comptus Gould; and perhaps G. achatinus

Mke., non. Chemn, as the variety regaUtatus. From James and Eood
islands the examples are numerous and principally of the typical pur-

purascens coloration, etc. (Nos. 10227G and 192210); specimens of the

regaUtatus var. '(No. 102277) were obtained at James Island. One of

each IVoni Indefatigable (Nos. 102460 and 102401); and one beach shell

of the varietal form, from Charles Island (102312)1 Tryon gives the

distribution as extending from Panama to Mazatlan, but my paper on

Dr. Jones' shells carries the species as far south as Payta in Peru, and
unpublished notes on a large collection made several years ago by Mr.

W. J. Fisher adds considerably to its northerly range in the Gulf of

California region, namely, at San Josef Island, Port Escondido, Los
Animas Bay, Angeles Kay, as well as the group of islands known as

Ties Marias.

Family PLFUKOTOMID^E.

Genus MANGILIA Risso.

Subgenus CYTHARA Schumacher.

40. Cythara densistriata Cpr.

Two examples (No. 122125).

Chatham island.

Subgenus DAPHNELLA Hinds.

41. Daphnella sp.

A single beach-worn example from Indefatigable Island, too much
rubbed to admit of determination. Hinds described J), casta from the

west coast of America; it may belong to that species.

Family OLI VIDM.

Genus OLIVELLA Swainson.

42. Olivella ? gracilis Gray.

One beach specimen (Mus. 122120).
( 'hatham Island.

The worn condition of this solitary example makes the foregoing de-

termination somewhat doubtful.

The Olives, so common on the mainland and in the Gulf of Califor-
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nia, seem to be of rare occurrence in the Galapagos Islands. Carpen-

ter reports only one, kaleontina, in his Reeve list. Dr. Jones de-

tected 0. peruviana, one example, and the Albatross collectors were

the first to collect an Olivella.

Family M A ]{( J INELLI1X.E.

Subgenus PERSICULA Schumacher.

43. Marginella (Persicula) imbricata Hinds.

One example beach; (Mus. No. 1171)69).

[ndefatigable Island.

A single specimen, considerably rubbed, but agreeing in form with

the perfect examples in the National collection.

44. Marginella (Persicula) phrygia Cpr.

One specimen, beach; (Mus. No. 1170G8).

[ndefatigable Islaud.

The characteristic markings of this species are sufficiently distinct

in the solitary specimen collected to make the above determination

satisfactory. The National Museum has another example from the

Galapagos (No. f>(!077), the particular island not specified, probably col-

lected by Dr. Babel.

Family MITKIILE.

Genus MITRA Lamarck.

45. Mitra effusa Swains.

One fresh, perfect specimen (Mus. No. 102301).

dames Island.

The distribution heretofore given as "Guaeomayo, Central America,

Galapagos Islands," must be extended northerly to the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. Fisher collected it in Mulege Bay, and several years ago the

late Dr. \Y. M. (iabb detected it somewhere along the Gulf coast of

Lower California.

Genus STRIGATELLA Swainson.

46. Strigatella tristis Brod.

Beach shells not uncommon.
Hood, Duncan, and James islands.

Several examples from Hood (No. 102381), one shell from .lames

Island, and a fresh specimen from Duncan Island (Mus. No. 102315).

The occurrence of this species in the Galapagos group is corroborated

b\ Dr. Babel's specimens (Mus. Nos. 56133, 56337), as well as by other

collectors. Tryon, following Carpenter, gives the northerly distribu-

tion as Ma/.atlan, but it is found at other and more northerly localities
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in the Gulf of California, etc., where Fisher collected it in Mulege and
also in Los Animas bays on the easterly shore of Lower California re-

spectively, about 200 to 325 miles farther to the north.

Family FASCIOLARIIDJ3.

Genus FASCIOLARIA Lamarck.

47. Fasciolaria princeps Sow.

Broken shell and fragments.

James and Indefatigable islands.

Cuming collected this species on tho coast of Peru, the most south-

erly point reported; not before detected at the Galapagos Islands.

Genus LATIRUS Montfort.

48. Lath us vaiicosus Rve.

Beach specimen.

James Island.

49. Latirus tuberculatus Sby.

Common on the beaches.

Hood Island (1); James Island (3); Indefatigable (3); Duncan Is-

land, numerous fresh examples (Mus. No. 102314).

Family BUCCINID^E.

Genus PISANIA Bivona.

Subgenus TRITONIDEA Swainsoii.

50. Tritonidea sanguinolenta Duclos.

= T. hwmastoma Gray.

Beach shells, in various conditions.

Hood Island, not uncommon (Mus. No. 102379); James Island, fre-

quent, two fresh specimens; Duncan Island, one beach shell; Charles

and Indefatigable islands, beaeh shells and fragments. The inclusion

of Janelii, Val.,* in the synonomy of luvmastoma by Carpenter and
others is an error, as Janelii is a markedly different form.

Genus ENGINA Gray.

51. Engina carbonaria Reeve.

Beach shells, in various conditions.

Hood Islands, numerous (Mus. No. 1023G3); James and Duncan
islands (Mus. No. 102319), one each.

52. Engina carbonaria Reeve, var. — crocostoma Reeve. -fforticostata Reeve.

Beach shells.

Hood Island (Mus. No. 1023G4). Tryon included crocostoma and
forticostata, both of Reeve, in the synonomy of carbonaria, and I am in-

* Buecinum Janelii Val., Voy. Venus, Moll., J84G.
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clincd to iliink lie was right. /.'. crocostoma, as I see it, is a yellow-

mouthed variety of carbonaria. The typical carbonaria has a bluish-

white lllollt ll.

Family NASSID.K.

Qeuus NASSA Lamarck.

53. Nassa nodicincta A Adams.

Beach shells.

[ndefatigable Island (Mas. No. 122113); Chatham Island (No.

L22111; one ai each place. This is rather a rare form. Previously

reported from the Galapagos by Cuming. Not figured in Tryon's

Monograph of elsewhere, so far us 1 have been able to learn.

Family COLUMBELLID2E.

Genus COLUMBELLA Lamarck.

54. Columbella castanea Sow .

Beach shells, in good condition.

Hood Island, four specimens (Mus. No. L02374).

55. Columbella Paytensis Lesson.

c. spurca s.iw
.

Beach specimens.

Hood Island (Mas. No. 102373); Indefatigable Island ^Mns. No.

102468). Tho example from Hood is hardly characteristic, yel it is

nearer paytensis than to castanea. Abundant at Payta (Jones's collec-

tion i.

56. Columbella haemastoma Sby.

Noi uncommon, beaches.

James Island, five. Hood, common. Indefatigable, two specimens,

one fresh (Mus. Nos. L02460, 102372). Occurs also on the coast of

Ecuador and in the Gulf of California.

57. Columbella fuscata Shy.

Beach shells; many fresh and in good condition.

[ndefatigable and Hood islands, common ^lus. Nos. 102467,

102371 ) : Chatham, one example (No. 122118); and James Island, two

fresh specimens. Dr. Jones collected this species ai Payta, Peru, and

at Manta, Ecuador. Common in the Gulf of California.

Subgeuuu NITIDELLA Swainson.

58. Nitidella incerta Stearns,

Plate ii, figure ii.

(Preliminary description iu "The Nautilus," Dooember, 1892.)

One example, beach, dead; one perfect.

Indefatigable Island (Mus. No. L22012). Also (island not stated)

Babel collection (Mus. No. 122013),
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Shell small, rather solid, acutely ovate., spire elevated, pointed., w horls

six to seven, moderately convex, with inconspicuous revolving grooves,

more distinct on the lower part of the body whorl; upper whorls del

LOfttely sculptured with close-set, rounded, longitudinal ribs. Apex
obtuse. Aperture nearly halt the length of the shell. Outer lip

somewhat thickened, with five to seven denticles on the inner side.

Columella, with a Single rather prominent plait or tubercle, just below
the middle. Surface colored by live to six brownish red bands, alter-

nating with as many while ones, on the body whorl.

Dimensions: Length, 6.02; Length of aperture, 3; breadth, 2.75 mil-

limeters.

The above description is based on a single fresh perfect specimen

in the Habel lot (122013) ; the others are so much rubbed as to be of

little diagnostic value. All show the tubercle on the columella. If is

not unlikely that in a number of fresh specimens considerable color

variation would be exhibited. The specimen described is beaut i fully

and conspicuously banded or striped. The above is nearer to Carpen-

ter's Xitiilclla millepimctata than to any other west coast form with

which 1 am familiar. In comparison with the most perfect adult of the

latter, from ('ape St. Lucas (Mus. No. 1 1 17), certain similarities and
differences are perceptible. The interior crcuulnl ion of the outer lip,

the Longitudinal plication of the upper whorls, and the sculpture

striatum of the lower part of the basal whorl are nearly or quite alike

in both. The differences are seen in the more elongated form of mille-

punctata, the greater convexity of the whorls, the more pronounced

sntural definition, and the strong tubercle on the columella. The color

marking of millefiunctata is indicated by the specific name, and the

general tone of the surface is yellowish.

This may possibly be "24 ? sp." of Wimmer's list from Bindloe

Island, which he refers to Amycla and compares with avara Say. It is

often not easy to determine to which of t he groups of the Columbellidai

some of the forms should be assigned.

Family MTJBICIDJ3.

Subfamily M ukkin.K.

(ieims MUREX l.itnir.

Subgenus PHYLL0N0TUS Swainson.

59. Murex (Phyllonotus) princeps Brod,

Beach shells in various conditions.

James and Charles islands, common; also less numerous on Indel'at

igable Island. Frequently of large size and often quite solid and heavy.
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Genus TROPHON Montfort.

60. Trophon ? xanthostoma Brod,

= T. PeVUVianus Lesson. .

One beach shell, junior, in good condition. Hood Island. (Mus.

No. 102351).

Subfamily Purpuric i .

Genua PURPURA Bruguiere.

61. Purpura patula I. in in i.

Common on the beaches, etc.

James, Indefatigable, and Hood islands. Several fresh specimens

from the ti rst place (Mus. No. L02279), and numerous dead shells

from the other islands. Also at Chatham Island, in Jones's collection.

Section PURPDRELLA Dall.

62. Purpura (Purpurella) columellaris, Lamarck.

Common along the shores, etc.

Hood, James, Chatham, Charles, Duncan, and [ndefatigable islands;

quite large and heavy shells from the latter (Mas. Nos. lOL'.'iTti,

L02311, 102318, L02282, and L22113). From Hood one solid specimen

measured .'> inches, and the smallest adult only thirteen sixteenths of

an inch in length. The examples from James Island vary considera-

bly in the elevation of the spire.

Section PLANITHAIS llayle.

63. Purpura (Planithais) planospira Lam.

Beaches, abundant and frequently of large size.

Hood, [ndefatigable, and James islands (Mus. No. L02377); quite

numerous on the two last islands, where it often occurs with the

surface burrowed by some form of Pholador Lithodomus. This species

appears to be rather insular in its distribution. It is abundant and
line at Socorro Island, one of the Revillagigedos group, which is

situated in latitude 18° 35' north, and longitude 111 west of Green-

wich, distant from Mazatlan something over 300 miles, in a south-

westerly direction, and about 240 miles south from ('ape St. Lucas.

The Galapagos examples are often exceedingly solid and heavy.

Section THALESSA H. & A. Ad.

64. Purpura (Thalessa) melo Duclos.

Beach shells, common.
James, Duncan. Hoods, and [ndefatigable islands. Closely related

to the Antillean deltoidea, and suggestive of a common ancestry. Dr.

Jones collected the above at Chatham Island.
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65. Purpura (Thalessa) callaoensis Gray.

= Coralliophila callaoensis Auct.

Fresh specimens, beach.

Charles Island, three examples (Mus. No. 102313). In Tryon's Man-

ual the above is grouped with Coralliophila. Common at Manta, coast

of Ecuador.

Genus MONOCERAS Lamarck.

(=ACANTHINA F. de Waldheim).

66. Monoceros grande Gray.

Beach specimens.

James and Indefatigable islands; apparently rare; the distribution

of this species seems to be confined to the Galapagos group; the

national collection contains a good example (No. 00719), probably

collected by Dr. Habel ; the particular island not stated.

Subfamily Tjenioglossa.

Family TRITONIID^E.

Genus TRITONIUM Cuvier.

Section COLUBRARIA Schumacher.

67. Tritonium (Colubraria) Sowerbyi Reeve.

The basal whorl, of what I regard as the above species, was obtained

at Indefatigable Island (Mus. No. 117970). Reeve credits the above

(0 fathoms sandy mud, Cuming), as well as a related form T. reticulatus

to the Galapagos group. The fragment before me is in fair condition

so far as color and sculpture go. While it evidently has general rela-

tions with T. testaceus Morch (==distortti8 and obscurus, Tryon pars.),

it is much more finely sculptured and less rugged in its general facies

than the latter; it also somewhat resembles T. reticulatus Blve.,

(=intertextus Rve.), but is a more solid shell than that species. Both

reticulatus and testaceus are found in the Antilleau-Caribbean region.

As many marine species are common to the waters on both sides of

Middle and South America, and many of the Tritons have an exceed-

ingly wide geographical range, it would not be especially remarkable

if either of the above were detected on the west side. Reeve has

credited reeticulatus to the Galapagos, but I am inclined to think that

a small example of Sowerbyi is what that author had before him. The

sculpture of the fragment agrees with the description which Reeve has

given as characterizing Sowerbyi, and though the fragment is without

the general color or markings of either reeticulatus or Sowerbyi, in my
judgment it should be assigned to the latter rather than described as

new. In the Colubraria group of Tritons color is not a constant

character, and many of the species, to my knowledge, are colorless or

nearly destitute of color markings.
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Section SIMPULUM Klein.

68. Tritonium (Simpulum) olearium Linn6.

Beach, fragment.

[ndefatigable Island. A part only of a specimen, but sufficiently

large and in good enough condition, so that the determination was not

difficult. Dr. Jones detected Ibis species on the coast of South Amer-

ica, at Manta, in Ecuador; also at Payta, in Pern. The Albatross and

Jones collections greatly extend the previously well-known wide dis-

tribution of this form. Its geographical range is seemingly world wide

within tropical and semitropieal waters.

Family CASSIDllCE.

Genus CASSIS Lamarck.

Subgenus CYPRJECASSIS Stutchbury.

69. Cassis (Cypraecassis) tenuis Gray. C. Massence Kieuer.

Common along the shores and the beaches.

dames, Charles, Mood, and [ndefatigable islands. The Galapagos

group, if we may judge by number of individuals and the sturdy

growth and size many of them exhibit, is the metropolis of this fine

species. From [ndefatigable t ho largest specimen measured T>) inches

in length, with three to four conspicuous rows of nodules on the body

whorl. An example somewhat larger from Hood Island, is about 5£

inches long, and nearly as heavy as an average individual of the Indo-

Paciflc Cassis rufus of same length. In Tryon's monograph of the

Gassididce this species is credited to the Galapagos only; it occurs

however in the Gulf of California; the largest example from the Gulf

region that I have seen is much smaller and less heavy than the max-

imum specimens from the Galapagos. A line example from the Gala-

pagos obtained by the late J. A. MeNiol, measured nearly 0' inches in

length.

Genus ONISCIDIA Swainson.

70. Oniscidia tuberculosa Rve.

( 'otnmon on the beaches.

dames, Hood, and [ndefatigable islands. An abundant species at

dames Island where forty six shells were obtained; less numerous at

[ndefatigable (Mas. KTos. L02463, L02370). Dr. Jones obtained it at

Chatham Island.

Family < ! Y PK.E 1 D.E.

(miiiis CYPRiEA l.imir.

71. Cypraea exanthema Linn., yar. C. cervinetta Kien

Beaches, not uncommon.
James and [ndefatigable islands. This form has a wide distribution,

from Payta, Peru, in the south to the Gulf of California and La Paz,
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Lower California, in the north. The name cervinetta Kien, has (|uite

generally been applied to the west eoast .shells, and it may be well for

geographical reasons to so label them or as " C. exanthema var.=C. cer-

vinetta Kien.," as above. They are one of the u pairs ofanalogues which

inhabit both sides of the isthmus," of Darien, or Panama, as it is more
commonly called. While the individuals of the two coasts are easily

separable, there can be no doubt as to their ancestry. G. cervus, the

habitat of which has been a matter of doubt, and therefore of discus

sion, is undoubtedly an east coast form, and may be regarded as a

variety of exanthema. It is much more ventricose in proportion to its

length, aud as a rule, the spots are closer and more numerous than in

exanthema proper. I have received first and last a great number of indi-

viduals of var. cervinetta, and have critically examined many more
belonging to various persons, but have uever met with the cervus form

from the west side. The National Museum contains characteristic ex-

amples of cervus from Vera Cruz, collected by Dr. Strebel, in 18G6.

Subgenus LTJPONIA Gray.

72. Cypraea (Luponia) nigropunctata Gray.

Common on the beaches.

James, Hood, and Indefatigable islands (Mus. No. 102375). For the

most part in poor condition. The Galapagos Islands are apparently

the specific center or metropolis of this form. Dr. Jones solitary exam-
ple from Mauta, Ecuador, confirms the previous somewhat doubtful

report of its occurrence on the coast of the mainland.

73. Cypraea (Luponia) albuginosa Mawe.

Beach shells.

James Island, one example. Previously credited to the Galapagos
in Wimmer's list.

Genus TRIVIA Gray.

74. Trivia Pacifica Gray.

Beach shells.

Hood Island, four beach shells hut fresh and in good condition

(Mus. No. 102302).

Family CEPJTHIOPSUXE.

Genus CERITHIOPSIS F. All.

75. Cerithiopsis neglecta C. I?. Adams.

Beach shells.

Indefatigable Island, two examples (Mus. No. 122128).
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Family CERITHinXffi.

Genua CERITHIUM Bruguiere.

76. Cerithium maculosum Kiener,

-|- ('. (tdiisiiim Kiener.

('. in biili'siini Shy.

Common ou I be beaches.

Duncan, James, and Indefatigable islands. Numerous specimens,

some quite fresb and perfect were obtained; these include both; the

smoother form is the 0. adustum Sby. var., mom Kiener, the latter

author's figure and diagnosis not agreeing, else the wrong number is

attached to the figure. At Chatham Island, Dr. Jones collected sev-

eral examples.

Family MODI' LI D.E.

Genua MODULUS Gray.

77. Modulus cerodes, A. Ail.

Beach shells.

Hood Island, two boarli-worn specimens (Mus. No. L02354). Not
heretofore reported from the Galapagos.

Family VERMETIM1.

Genua VERMETUS Moron.

Subgenua SERPULORBIS Sasai.

78. Serpulorbis squamigerus Cpr.

Beach shells, numerous.

Hood, James, and Indefatigable islands (Mus. No. L02341, 102350,

117966, L17967). Prom Hood Island, one example apparently varie

tal (No, L02350), rather flattened with pinched sides, resembling V.

{Aletes) centiquadrus Val,

Subgenua ALETES Carpenter.

79. Aletes, apeoiea.

Beach, fragment.

Hood Island, too small and imperfect to warrant an attempt at de-

termination.

Family LITTOR1 N I D.K.

Genua TECTARIUS Valenciennes.

80. Littoriua (Tectariua) galapagiensis Stearna.

Plate ii. figure 7.

Preliminary deacription in "The Nautilus," December, 1892.

James Island; one example fresh and in good condition (Mus. No.

L02509).

Shell small, rather solid, ovate conic, angulated in outline; live to
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six and a half whorls; whorls covered with obtusely rounded and
rather coarse nodules; of these the peripheral series is the strongest

and the next preceding, somewhat less prominent, while the other

girdles of nodes are still less conspicuous. The peripheral is closely

followed by a parallel series just below, and the base is marked by
succeeding rows of less prominence. The aperture is rounded-ovate

and of a dark chocolate color; columella broad, somewhat excavated

and produced below. Exterior dull chocolate-brown above, paler be-

low, with still paler nodules.

Altitude, 7.50; latitude, 5 millimeters. Comparison with the Antil-

le.an and Indo-Pacific forms in the National collection indicates its

non identity with any heretofore described.

Wimmer's list includes two species, namely (Hamus) lemniscatus

Phil, and trochoides Gray, the first of the group reported as occurring

here. The form herein described does not agree with either of the

species catalogued by Wimmer; it is not so acutely conical as trochoides

Gray, which Tryon includes in the synonymy of nodulosm Gmel., and
the columella is broader and more produced at the base (posteriorly)

than in lemniscata Phil., an Indo-Pacific form, regarded by Tryon as a

synonym of miliaris. If Wimmer's determination is correct, which I

am rather inclined to question, then three species of Tectarius are

found in the Galapagos. Dr. Jones detected a single individual of

this group at Manta, Ecuador, which I have listed with the Jones

shells by the name of Tectarius atyphus, the first example of this

genus from the West coast of the American continent. This is not

referable to either of the species catalogued by Wimmer or to any
others of the group, which is largely represented in the National col-

lection.

Family RISSOIDJE.

Genus RISSO Freminville.

Subgenus ALVANIA Risso.

81. Alvania reticulata Cpr.

not R. reticulata Mont.,

= II. Carpcnteri Weink., (Tryon).

Beach specimen in fair order.

Indefatigable Island, one example (Mus. No. 122127).

Described by Carpenter from Neeaii Bay, Paget Sound specimens

in the Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. XIV, 3d series, and agreeing with

examples in the National Museum identified by Carpenter.

Wimmer records a species of Alvania without name; possibly either

this or the following.

82. Alvania aequisculpta Cpr.
Beach example

Indefatigable Island (Mus. No. 122126). The single specimen col-

lected by the Albatross was fortunately sufficiently perfect to admit of
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identification. Named by Carpenter from Monterey, Gal., examples;

collected by Mr. Harford and myself in L867; now in the National

Museum.

Genua RISSOINA Orbigny.

83. Rissoina fortisC. II. Adams.

Beach.

Hood Island, two shells (Mus. No. L02380). This species is in

Wimmer's list.

Family OALYPTR^BID^.

Genus MITRULARIA Schumacher.

84. Mitiularia cepacea Brod.

=Calytrcea cepacea Brod., Ami.

Beach, rare.

Endefatigable Island, one specimen (No. L02462); Chatham Island,

three good specimens (Mus. No. L22116). Dr. Jones collected a spe-

cimen of this form at Mania. Ecuador (No. 48402). Tryon includes

the above in hissynonymy of equestris. Wimmer's list contains Calyp-

trcea varia Brod., which may be the same as I regard as cepacea or

the following. The Museum has an example of this rare form from

Acapulco (No. 60248) and one from Panama (No. 3668).

85. Mitiularia corrugata Brod,

Calyptrma corrugata Brod., And.

Beach shells.

dames Island one imperfect example, but in sufficiently good condi-

tion to show clearly the characteristics of this rare species (Mus. No.

loi'ol 1 ). This species appears to be another addition to the Galapagos

list ; it occurs at Acapulco. though quite rare Dearly everywhere along

the coast (Nos. 60247 and 59298).

(..iius CRUCIBULUM Schumacher.

86. Crucibulum imbricatum Brod,

Beach specimen.

James Island; a single example in poor condition. Not before re-

ported from the Galapagos. This lbrm ranges from Lower California

in the north to Payta, rem. where several examples some L'A inches in

diameter were obtained l>.\ l>r. Jones. The small GalapagOS collection

made by Dr. Jones at Chatham Island includes C. spinosum Sby., which

seems to have escaped detection by the AlbatrOSS collectors. This

latter ranges much farther to the north than imbricatum
t
namely, to

Monterey. Cal.
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Mr. Tryon, in his monograph of the genus Crucibulum, make* the vari-

ous imbricated forms that have been described, synonyms of scutcitatum

Gray; those that arc "finely radiately costulate or smooth" he in-

cludes under the varietal name of quiriquina Lesson. Certain West
Indian species he consolidates under the varietal name of auriculatum

(Chemn.) Auet., an EndoPacific form is made var. violaceum Car-

penter, and the West American spinose forms he places under the

varietal name of tubi/erum Lesson. His subordination of groups and
species is as follows

:

C. scuteUatum Gray.

= C. imbrication Brod.

= (/ corrugatum Carp.

= C. rugosum Lesson.

= C. dentatum Meuko.
= C. costatnm Menke.

= C. Cumingii Carp.

= C. extinctorium Sowb.
= C. rude Brod.

= C. gemmacasa Val.

= C. pectin at urn Carp.

= ('. umbrella Desh.

= C. planata Morel).

= C. concameratum Reeve.

= C. serratum Broil.

The two latter presumably young
shells.

Var. quiriquina Lesson.

— C. trigonale Ads. & Rve.

= C. ferrugineum Reeve.

= C. lignaria Brod.

= C. tenue Brod.

= C. spectrum Reeve.

Var. auriculatum (Chemn.), Auct., West
Indian.

= C. Cuvieri Desh.

= C. planatum Schum.
= C. Caribbeense Carp.

Var. violaceum < !arp. ( leylon.

Var. tubi/erum Lesson.

= C. spinosum Sowb.
= C. einereum Reeve.

C. hispida Brod.

— C. Peziza Gray.

=: C. J'ezi:a,v,ir. compressoconicum Carp.

— ('. maculatum Brod.

=C striatum Brod., not Say.

= C. auritum Reeve.

It will be noticed that the West Indian forms, the Ceylon species,

as well as the rest, are made varieties of .scuteUatum. Any person who
has collected or handled a large number of Ihe West American shells

of this group is well aware of the excessive number of specific names
that have been attached to what may reasonably be regarded as

varieties, and that many of such names rest upon a very frivolous

foundation. While Mr. Tryon's condensation of these is measurably

warranted, with the ample material of the National collection before

me I can not follow or approve in toto of his very radical modification.

The first objection to the above is the reducing of the spinose forms

to a varietal position and the second [s the inclusion of others described

under the names of pectination, serratum, concameratum, .striatum, and

auritum in either of Tryon's varietal groups. One species not included

in Tryon's enumeration is referred in his index to Galenas or Trochita,

that is, C. sordida Brod. (Rve., Mono., sp. 22); this belongs with the

species pectinatum, etc., above named, making all together six. In

these the internal process or cup is distinctly separable from all the

others, and the large National Museum series shows that under any
modification of form due to the shape of the object to which the shell
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was attached,whether resulting in the pinching together or compression

of the sides, etc., the cuplike process is unaffected so far as relates to

the proportion of the same that is attached to the inner surface. Car-

penter's inclination, to which in manuscripl he gave also (he name

Jewetti (U. S. Mas., No. 56264), figured in Reeve's Monograph in pi. v,.

LI, 11a, exhibits the characters and extent or proportion of the cup that

is fixed to the side.

A careful examination of one hundred ami thirty-four examples in-

cluded iti thirty two lots from thirteen localities bet ween Lower Califor-

nia, in the north, and Payta, Pern, in the south, discovered no connect

Lug links between the usual form of the cup, as seen in the species of the

imbricated group, and the triangular cup of the pectinatum, .serration,

etc., forms 1 have named. Besides the above example of pectinatum,

which was collected at Mazatlan, the Museum series contains two from

the "Gulf of California" (No. 60239), which, on previous and hasty

identification, were wrongly determined as ^imbrication var.," and a

fourth from Panama; the exterior sculpture is also persistent and

characteristic, easily separable from the others of the imbricated

group. Of the one hundred and ninety-four examples of the spinose

form from nineteen localities between San Pedro, California, in the

north, to Payta, Pern, in the south, and the Galapagos, in the National

Museum, not one example occurs, whatevermay be its shape, compressed

orpinched, conical or flattened, wherein the internal cup is attached as

in pectination, etc.; neither have I observed in the course of going over

the two groups imbricatum and spinosum any difficulty in separating

them or any reason for uniting them by reason of the occurrence of

varietal forms wherein the characters are too indefinite for satisfactory

determination.

The foregoing is printed as written nearly two years ago. Recently,

in relation to the Tertiary fossils of Florida,* Dr. Dall has referred to

this character of the attachment of the cup, and he assigns certain

forms, wherein the cup is adherent, to I>ispota« (Say) Conrad.

THspotcea as a section or subgenus of Crucibulum will therefore in-

clude pectination + Jewetti, serration, concanicratum, striatum, auritum,

and sordidum.

In this portion of his paper Dr. Dall remarks, " the species of both

groups [Crucibulum s. s.; ami Dispotcea] have been very greatly over-

stated by naturalists who have assumed the constancy of the surface

characters or those due to station." Farther on he says, "the Pacific

imbricatum, except for the Link furnished by the fossils, is quite dis-

tinct from its near relative, C. spinosuni, but in the Pliocene fossils the

intermediate forms are more numerous, and there the two can hardly

be regarded as distinct species."

Transactions Wagner Institute, Phila., Vol. m, pari n, Dec. 1892.
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Genus CREPIDULA Lamarck.

87. Crepidula aculeata Gmel.

Beach shells, rare.

Indefatigable and Hood islands (Mus. No. 102361). Dr. Jones found
this form abundant on the mainland at Payta, Peru.

Family AMALTHEID.E.

Genus AMALTHEA Schumacher.

88. Amalthea Grayanus Mke.

=Hipponyx Grayanua Mke.

Beach shells, common.
Hood, Chatham, and Indefatigable islands. Several specimens in

fair condition (Mus. Nos. 102358, 122108, 102464).

89. Amalthea antiquatus Linne

= Eipponyx antiquchua Linne".

Beach, several examples.

Indefatigable Island (Mus. No. 102465). Six rather small specimens

from Chatham Island in Dr. Jones's collection. Wimmer's list also in-

cludes it.

90. Amalthea barbatus Sby.

= Hipponyx barhatus Sby.

Common on the beaches.

Chatham, James, Indefatigable, and Hood islands (Mus. Nos. 122100,

102466, 102357). Good, fresh examples were obtained at all of these

islands. l)r. Jones's collection includes it from Chatham Island.

Family NATICHLE.

Genua POLYNICES Montfort.

91. Polynices dubia Kecluz.

==N. Atacamenni8 Phil.

Beach, one example.

Indefatigable Island (Mus. No. 102472).

Tryon has included JV. amieulata Phil, and JV. rapulum Reeve in the

synonymy of this species.

92. Polynices uber Val.

= Mamma uberina Orb.

-\-M. Phillipiana Nyst.

Beach shells.

indefatigable, Hood, and Charles islands (Nos. 102471 and 102368).

M. uberina and M. Phillipiana, of Wimmer's list, are credited respect-

ively to Bindloe and Hood islands.

Proc. N. M. 93 26
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Subgenus LUNATIA Gray.

93. Polynices (Lunatia) otis Brod.

-f- vax./ttsca Cpr.

= N. Galapago8a Reoluz.

= N. pi rspifiut Recluz.

= N. Salangoi nsis Reoluz.

Beach, broken shells.

[ndefatigable Island (Mus. No. 102470). Pound also on the main

land, as far south as l'ayta, by Dr. Jones.

Family LAMELLARIID^E.

Genua LAMELLARIA Montagu.

94, Lamellaria '. Stearnsii Dull.

Hood Island, one example in good condition (Mas. No. 102369).

The shell doubtfully assigned to the above species is quite small,

only 5 millimeters Long, possibly not adult. It resembles in a general

way and is closer to Hall's Stearnsii than»to any species that I am
aware of; it lias a narrower columella, however, than the species sug-

gested. Without the soft parts it is doubtful whether its place is with

this group or with Marsenina. ('apt. Couthouy's species from Orange
Harbor, Patagonia, L. antarctica and L. prcetenuis, are represented by

figures of the animals, but not the shells, ami the Albatross example

does not agree with B. A. Smith's patagonica.

95. Lamellaria ? rhombica Dall,

Beach.

Hood Island, one nearly perfect specimen,

Superfkmily I >< M '< X i I a >SS a .

Family A< )M Kl DM.

Genus ACMJEA Esohsoholtz.

96. Acmaea scutum Orb.

Beach shells.

Hood and [ndefatigable islands (Mhs. No. L02359). Several spec

iinens from [ndefatigable.

97. Acmaea striata Rve.

not l. striata Q. A <;.

.' I. scutum, < >il>. v:u .

Beach.

Ib.od Island (Mus. No. 102360). Six small examples. Probably a

variety of scutum, Carpeirter regarded 'S'. striata Efrve. as a variety of

mesoleuca.
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Superfkmily RHIPIDOGH issa .

Genua OMPHALIUS Philippi.

98. Trochus (Oniphalius) Cooksoni Smith.

? 0. fasciaius Bom.

Beach.

James Island (Mas. No. 102505). A single perfect individual,

measuring 4 millimeters in height and 7 millimeters in diameter, not

quite the same proportions, but no doubt belonging to the species de
scribed by Smith. The specimen before mc is beautifully blotched

with irregular whitish spots, on a ground color somewhat duiker than

the rest of the surface, forming a girdle above the umbilicus. It seems

strange that the resemblance to 0. fasciaius of the- Antillean region

has not heretofore been noticed. A comparison with the very large

series offasdatus in the National Museum shows that it is very closely

related to that, species, if not identical.

Family NERITIDJB.

Genus NERITA Bruguiere.

99. Nerita scabricosta Lam.
= N. omnia Sby

( 'ominon on the beaches.

Hood, dames, and Indefatigable, islands (Mus. N"os. loi'.'js:',, L02280,

102473). Fine large examples, many quite fresh.

Superfivmily ZYGOBRANCHIA
family FISSURELLID^J.

Genus FISSURELLA Bruguiere.

100. Fissurella macrotrema Sby.
Beach.

Indefatigable Island, one perfect junior (Mus. No. 122129).

101. Fissurella rugosa Sby.

Beach shells, in all conditions.

dames, flood, Indefatigable, Duncan, and Chatham islands. Nu-
merous examples (Mns. Nos. L02366, L02453, L02317). The various

aspects of this protean form were found on the beach margins of the
several islands named, in most instances in fair condition.

102. Fissurella obscura Shy.

? =. /•'. rugosa Sby., varietj .

Beach.

Chatham Island (Mus. No. 1221LU). Several examples of this form,

which may be regarded as probably a variety of the variable rugosa.
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103. Fissurella viresceiis Sby.

Beach shells.

Chatham Island. One junior in good condition (Mas. No. 12211o).

l>r. Jones obtained five small specimens at this island.

104. Fissurella nigropunctata shy.

=F. r'nrsi'ciix Sby., var.

Beach examples.

Chatham Island. One junior in good condition (Mus. No. Il'l'114).

Genua FISSURIDEA swainson — GLYPHIS Carpenter, qod Agassiz.

105. Fissuridea inaequalis Sby.

Beach shells in various conditions.

Eood, [ndefatigable and Chatham islands, mostly from the first

(Mus. Nos. L02367 and L22122).

Ln my list of Dr. Jones's South American shells, this species and alta

were erroneously placed in Mr. Pilsbry's genus Lucapinella.

106. Fissuridea inasqualis Sl>\. var. pica Sby.

Beach specimen.

[ndefatigable Island. A single example (Mus. No. 122121). Mr. Pils-

bry is presumably right in assigning this to a varietal position.

107. Fissuridea saturnalia Cpr.

Beach specimen.

Chatham Island, two examples (Mus. No. L22123).

Subclass ISOPLEURA.
Order POLYPLACOPHORA.
Supoiiaiuily hAM iHITONIA.

Family LOP II V 1MD.K.

Genus CHITON b.8.

108. Chiton Goodallii Brod.

Beach, fragments and live specimens.

Chatham and Albemarle Islands, one living example from each; In-

defatigable, a single (anterior) plate (Mas. No. 102451). Suggests in a

general way 0. magnifieus.

109. Chiton sulcatus, Wood.

Beach, valves, also living examples.

[ndefatigable Islands, portion of posterior plate. Charles Island,

three living specimens. Hood Island, one worn median valve of a

very Large individual (Mus. No. L02356).
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CARPENTER'S REEVE-CUMING LIST.

The following list of Galapagos shells is made from Dr. Carpen-

ter's Reports to the British Association. The special island is given

whenever stated. The list of marine forms was compiled by Carpenter

from Reeve's Monographs; the list of land shells* was furnished hiin

byCuming and contains several species not given by Reeve, and includes

erroneously Bulimus corneus Sby., a Nicaraguau form. I have added

such notes in brackets as maybe of assistance in questions of com

parison and reference:

1. Gastrochaena rugulosa Sl>y.

2. Gastrocluena brevis 8by.

3. Gastrochaena hyalina Sby.

4. Petricola amygdalina Sby.

5. Semele rupium Sby., Hood's Island.

6. Seuiele punctatum Sby.

7. Cardita incrassata Sby. [? error for

crassa Sby.]

8. Cardita varia Brod. [=C. flanimea

Mich.]

9. Chama spinosa Sebum. Hood's I.

[? echinata var.]

10. CbamajarmsRve. [?=frondosavar.J

11. Chainaimbricata. [?=frondosa var.]

12. Modiola capax Cpr.

13. Crenella coarctata Dkr. [Modiolaria

«• g-]

14. Byssoarca truncata Sby. [Area g.]

15. Pecten niagnilicus Sby.

16. Lima Pacifica Rve., Hood's I. [=ar-

cuata Sby.]

17. Lima arcuata Sby.

18. Anomia adanins Gray.

19. Bulla Quoyii Gray.

Bulla rufolabris A. Ad.

Bulimus mix Brod. [Bulimulns g.]

Bulimus verrucosus Pfr. Charles I.

on bushes.

Bulimus unifasciatus Sby. Charles I.

Bulimus rugulosus Sby. Chatham I.

Bulimus eschariferus Sby.

Bulimus Darwinii Pfr. on bushes.

Bulimus achatinellinus Fbs.

Bulimus inerassatus Pfr.

Bnlimus ustulatus Sby. Charles I.

under lava.

Bulimus calvus Sby. James I. on

tufts of dead grass.

Bulimus Jacobi Sby. James I., under

scoria;.

Bulimus ehemnitzioides Fbs. [Pleu-

ropyrgus g.]

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

20.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

3:; [error: a Nica-

L,

[=obli-

rChiton

Bulimus corneus Sby
raguan species. J

34. Bulimus sculpturatus Pfr.

35. Bulimus rugiferns Sby. James
under scoria;.

36. Bulimus nucula Pfr.

37. Bulimus Galapaganus Pfr.

38. Bulimus Manini Pfr.

39. Siphonaria gigas Sby.

40. Siphonaria scutelluin Desh.

quata Sby .']

41. Lophyrus Goodallii Brod. [

g-]

42. Lophyrus sulcatus Wood [=Chiton

g-]

43. Chiton hirudiniformis Sby.

44. Acmsea striata Reeve.

45. Fissurella rugosa Sby.

Fissurella macrotrema Sby.

gosa Sby. var.]

Fissurella nigropunctata Sby

reseens Sby. var.]

Fissurella mutabilis Sby.

Fissurella obscura Sby. [IF. rugosa

Sby. var.]

Glyphis imequalis Sbv. [Fissuridea

g0
Turbo squamigera Rve. [Senectus

g«]

Calyptraea varia Brod. [Mitrularia

g-]

Hipponyx Grayanus Mke. [Amalthea

g-]

54. Hipponyx barbatus Sby. [Amalthea

g-]

Cerithium ocellatum Brug. Polyne-

sia [ ?]

Cerithium nebulosum Sby. [=mac-
ulosum Kien.]

57. Cerithium Galapaginus Sby. [=in-

terruptum Mke. var.]

58. Littorina porcata Phil.

53

55

56

[=ru-

[=vi-

Brit. Assoc. Report 1850, p. 359.
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I< y

59. Planaxis plauicostata Sby.

60. Luponia uigropunctata Gray

praa g. )

61. Tri\ ia pulla Gask.

62. Trivia fusoa Graj
|

.'

|

63. Trivia radians Lain.

64. Trivia Pacifica Cray

.

65. Trivia suffusa Gray | ?]

(iti. Trivia rnbeseens Gray |
f

|

(17. Trivia Maugeriaa Gray.

68. Cancellaria mitriformis Sby.

69. Cancellaria- ? chrysostoma Sby.

To. Cancellaria hsemastoma shy.

71. Strombus granulatus Swains.

72. Terebra ornata Gray.

73. Myurella frigata. | Terebra stri-

gata Sby.
|

71. Drillia excentrica shy.

7~>. Drillia bicolor Sby. [Crassispira b.

g.]

7ii. Drillia rugifera Sby. [Crassispira

|
( Irassis

97.

98.

99.

100.

101.

L02.

103.

mi.

105.

106.

107.

IDS.

109.

110.

111.

ML'.

L13.

77. Drillia albicostata Sbj

pira s. g. ]

78. Drillia splendidula Sby. [Crassis

pira s. g.]

70. Conus nux Brod. [See page ante.] ill.

80. Conus brunneus Wood. lir>.

si. Cmuis minimus var. [ brunneus 116.

var.|

82. Conus varius var. | brunneusvar.] 117

83. Conns Luzonious var, [ purpur- 118.

ascens var.
] 110.

84. Conns diadema Sby. [ brunneus
var.

|

85. Stylifer astericola Brod.

86. Cirsotrema diadema Shy.

87. Natioa maroccana Chem.
88. Lunatia Galapagosa Reoluz. [^otis

var.

)

89. Onisoia tuberculosa Rve. [Onis-

cidia g.
|

90. Oniacia xanthostoma A. Ad. [Onis 121

oidia g. |
125,

91. Cassis coarotata Sby. [Levenias.g.] 126

02. Cassis tenuis Gray. [Cyprseaoassis 127.

s. g. ]
128,

93.* Triton reticulatus Blve. [Colubra

l ia s. g.
|

129.

01. Triton Sowerbyi Rve. [Colubraria ISO

8. g.] LSI

o."). Triton pictus Reeve. [Epidromus 132.

s.g.] hi:!.

96. Triton clandestinus I.am. [Siuipu

him s. g. |

.' 134.

"To the Tritons should beadded T.lineatua Bi

of about ii fathoms. Cuming—Reeve's Monog.,

Lathi ins ceratus Cray.

Lathirus I uberonlal us Brod.

Lat liiius varicosus Rve.

Mitra gausapata Rve. [Costellaria

8. g.]

Mitra gratiosa K\ e, | Thala s. ,n'. |

Mitra muricata Swains. | lens

Wood.
|

Strigatella tristis Brod. | Mitra

g.]

Strigatella effusa Swains. [—Mitra

g-]

Olivella kaleontina Duclos. | < >1-

iva g.]

Purpura Carolensis Rve. Charles I.

[
triangularis Blve.

|

Purpura patula Linne.

Purpura eolnmellaris I .am. | I'nr

purella s. <;-.
|

Purpura planospira Lam. .lames 1.

| Planathais s. g. ]

Vitularia salebrosa King.

Monoeeros grande Cray, James 1.

Engina carbonaria L'\ e.

Engina pulohra Rve. | E, Reevi-

ana C. B. Ad.)

Engina pyrostoma Shy.

Engina maura Shy. |
'

]

Engina crocostoma Rve. [=car-

bonaria var.

)

Engina zonata live. Charles 1.

Columbella hsemastoma shy.

Columbella varians Shy. [Anacbis

120. Columbella unicolor Shy. (Alia

121.

122.

12:;.

Pseudo-Buccinum biliratum Cou-
tliony, Reeve. [Tritonidea s.g.]

Engina i Buccinum i pulchrum.
[
See

No. 113.]

Nassa nodifera Powis. | tegula

Rve.]

Nassa angulifera A. Ad.

Nassa uodicincta A. Ad.

Pusus Dupetithouarsii Kien.

Anaehis nigricans shy.

Anachis atramentaria Shy. Chat-

ham 1.

Anaehis rngulOHS Shy.

Strombina bioanalifera Sby.

Stromhiiia laneeolata Kien.

Pisania cinis Rve, [Tritonidea s. g.
|

Mures pumilus A. Ad. [Ooinebra

g.]»

Murex nucleus Brod. [Purpura g.]

od., found in coral sand at the depth

species 1, lig. 1, I u, b.
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ALBERS' LIST.*

Under the generic title of Wesiotes, Albers included all of the Gala-

pagos Bulimi known at the time, with the exception of Forbes's acha-

tinellinus and chemnitzioides. Albers first used the name Ncesiotus in

1850, afterwards as revised, jSTcsiotes in 1.860; the latter has since been

used in Coleoptera and Hemiptera by various entomological writers.

Schlatter's Omphalostyla (1838) is probably not the same group as the

Galapagos shells.

1. nux Broil.

2. nuciformis Petit.

3. sculpturatus Pfr.

4. asperatua Albera

5. incrassatus Pfr.

6. Darwini Pfr.

7. unifasciatua Sby.

8. ustulatua Shy.

9. galapaganus Pfr.

10. Jacobi Sby.

11. nucula Pfr.

V2. calvua Sby.

13. rugiferus Sby.

1 1, eschariferus Sby.

15. rugulosus Sby.

Of Albers' list of fifteen as above, four, namely, nuciformis, asperatus,

incrassatus, and nucula, should be regarded as varieties or synonyms of

nux. Pfeiffer's section T&haphiellus of Ehrenberg's genus Buliminm is

based upon Forbes's Bulimus achatinellinush and includes only this soli-

tary species.

It would seem that geographical considerations would cause one to

hesitate before placing any Galapagos form in Ehrenberg's genus. In

the light of today, it is an interesting illustration of or commentary on
the extreme systeniatization, to which the pulmonata-geophila, all the

world over, have been subjected.

The relations of achatinelUnus to the other Galapagos forms can not

be satisfactorily determined until a larger series has been collected

and examined, and the peculiarities of station and habits have been

observed.

As to generic or subgeneric titles, one may well ask why Pleuropyrgus

for the Galapagos forms, like Forbes's chemnitzioides, when we have
Pyryus turritiis Brod. (lteeve, 124) from "Truxillo, Peru," before us.

It is highly probable that the well characterized insular groups of

Bulimoids, Achatinella and Partulaofthe Sandwich and Society islands,

respectively, influenced authors to the extent of causing them to regard

the Galapagos forms as an analogous group worthy to be known by a

distinguishing name.

THE PETREL-C00KS0N SHELLS.

Commander Oookson, in command of H. M. S. Petrel, visited Charles,

Abingdon, and Albemarle islands in June, 1875. The shells collected

by him were determined by Mr. B. A. Smith, of the British Museum,

Von Mai.-ten's Albers' Die Ileliceen, etc., Leipzig, 18(10, Ed. II.

tProc. Zool. Soc, Loudon, 1850, p. 56.
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from whose paper] have quoted as below. He remarks,* "the shells

collected by Commander Cookson arc all from Charles Island. They

belong to twenty two species, the majority of which were previously

known to have been found in the archipelago, though we were ignoranl

in sonic instances oi' the islam! on which they were found. Six of the

species are additions to this fauna, three of them being apparently

undesoribed."

i. Purpura patula Linne*.* 12, Ripponys Grayauus, var., Mke.

2, Purpura callaoensis Graj L3, Troohus (Omphalitis) Cookaoni

3, Emgina orocostoma Rve. Smith. A now apeoies.1

I. Rhisochilus (CoraUiophua) parvus n. Pissarella obsoura Sby.

Smith. Anew Bpeoies. 15, Cbitou (Lopbyrns) Goodallii Brod.

5 Columbella fuscata Sby. 16. Cbitou (Lopbyrus) suloatua Wood.

6. Lathirus varioosus Rve, IT. Area s|>. "Seems most nearly

7. Lathirus tuberoulatus Brod. allied to A. gradala Brod. & Sby."

8. Mitra (Strigatella) triatia Swains. L8. Bulimusnus Brod.

9. Conus uus Brod. 19. Bulhuua uuifaaciatua Sby.

L0. Ceritbium maonlosum Kien. 20. Bulimus esobariferus Sby,

it. Calyptrsea sp. 21, Suocinea Bettii, Siuitb.

[18]. "The specimens of this species collected 1>.\ Commander Cook-

son are very coarsely striated, and much darker in color than those

described by Broderip. They are striped longitudinally with a mixture

of slate color and brown, with here and there some pale sneaks: and

some specimens have a distinct pale band around the middle of the

body whorl-, and the four apical whorls are bluish black.

••This species is considerably variable in form, some examples being

much more elongate than others.

'•Tin' following measurements show how ureal is the variation in

length. One shell is 20 millims. long and it> ia diameter, and another

very short one lias a Length of only l<» millims., and yet is the same

width as the longer specimen."

[20], "This species is quoted by Reeve as having been found at Cha-

tham Island by Darwin. The Charles Island shells are considerably

larger than t hose from the above locality, and also coarser in sculpture,

some of them displaying spiral granose or rugose striation as in />.

rugulosus of Sowerby, from the same islands; and, indeed, they appear

to be an intermediate variety or connecting link between the two

species, both as regards size and sculpture. The largesl specimen

measures 1!) niillims. in length and 7A in width."

' Proo. Zool. Soo, London, ls77. |>. til < r - ( ,/.

* ' Both tbe normal form ami t ho variety *, P. coin mil Ioris) OOOtir at ( 'harlos Island."

Mr. Smith noticeatbe diminutive si e of oocasional adnlt examples of tin- la t tor form,

t Tho author Bays "it bears n taint relationship to T. ocouUhs Phil., but is more

conoid and more Btrongl) sculptured." As tho number of examples is nol Btatetl, it

ntav i>o assumed that tho author had bul a single speoimeu as the basis of his descrip-

tion.
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|L'l ]. A new species, of which the author says (he species "is most,

nearly allied l<> 8. riibh-iitula I Mr., whieli was described as coming from

the island of Masafneia,, off the, coast of Chile."

"Long., L3millim.; diam., maxima 8. A.pertura longit., 10 millim.;

diam., 5|." Also a, "var. Testa brevior.v

WIMMER'S* LIST OK HABEL'S GALAPAGOS SHELLS-SUMMARY.

1. Mares regius Wood. [Phyllonotus

B. g.]

2. Cantharus ha&mastoma Gray . [
Tri

tonidea sanguinolenta I >uclos.
]

3. Tritonium pileare L. f
? T. (Lamp

aaia » vestitus Minds.]

4. Nassa versicolor C. B.-Ad.

5. Purpura columellaris Lam. [I'm

purella n. «;.
|

0. Purpura planospira Lam. [Plana-

fchais n. <x. ]

7. Purpura melones Duclos. [I' melo.]

s. Acanthina grandis Gray. [Monoce-

ros g. ]

9. Conchopatella peruviana Lam,

[=Concholcpas g. |

](). Rhizochilus tnadreporarum Sow.

11. Rhizochilus parvus Edgar Smith.

li!. Latirus varicosua Reeve.

13. Peristernia tuberculata Brod. [Lati-

rus g.
|

14. Strigatella tristis Swains. [Mitrag.]

ir>. Strigatella effusa Swains. [Mitrag.]

1G. fTurricula crenata Brod.
[
Mitra <;•

|

17. Columbella castanea Sow.

15. Columbella fuscata Sow.
li). Columbella baemastoma Sow.
20. Columbella cribraria Quov et Gaim.

[ -Nitidella cribraria. Lam.]

21. Columbella suffusa Sou-. [Anachis

8- g-]

L'L'. Columbella atramentaria Sow. [An-

achis s. g.]

'J'.-. Columbella rugulosa Sow. [Anachis

s. g.]

24. Amycla up.

25. f Amycla pulchella Sow. [?= Ana-
chis elegantula Morch.]

L'(». Engina crocostoma Reeve. [=E.
carbonaria var.

|

27. Volvaria rufcella C. P.. Ad. [Volva-

rina s. g. |

28. Volvaria varia Sow.
[ Marginella

(Volvarina) varia.
|

29. Cadium ringens Swains. [Maleag.]
.'50. Mamma uberina D'Orb. [ 1'oly-

aices uber Val.]

31. Mamma Philippina Nyst. ( Poly-

nices aber Val.]

32. Mamma otis Brod. [ Lunatia otis.]

:;:!. Naticina pellucida Reeve. [Sigara-

tusg.]

34. Moiiiui fcuberculosuni Sow. [Onisci-

diag.]

35. Cassidea tenuis Gray. [CypraBcas-

sis g. ]

30. Cirsotrema diadema Sow.

:;7. A.CU8 strigata Sow. [Terebrag.]

38. Eulima micans Carpent.

39. Stylifer astericola Brod et Sow.

10. Cytharaoryza Hinds. [Mangiliag.]

11. Conns brnnneus (Mawe), Gray.

[C. brunneus Wood.
]

42. ('onus coronatus Dillwyn. [= C.

brunneus Wood var.
J

43. ( 'onus mix Brod.

4 1. Leptoconus regalitatis Sow. [ — C.

purpurascens var.
]

4."). Cypraea exanthema I>.

46. Luponia albuginosa (Mawe) Cray.

[Cypraeag.]

47. Luponia, nigropunctata Gray. [Cy-

prajag.]

48. Trivia Maugeriae Gray.

li). Trivia pacifica Gray.

50. Trivia pulla Gaskoin.

51. Cerithium adustum Kiener. [=C.
maculosum Kien., var.

]

52. Triphoris? alternatus C. B. Ad.

[Triforis g. ]

53. Lacuna porrecta Carp.

54. Ilainiis lemniscatus Phil. [Tecta-

rius g.J

r>."<. ilainiis trochoides Cray. [Tecta-

riiis g.]

*Zur Conchylien Fauna der Galapagos [nseln von August Wimmer, November,
1879. Akad. der Wissensch. The species herein listed were collected by Dr. Simeon
Babe] iu 1868.
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56. lv'i-.M n;i fori is c. B. Ad.
."'7. Rissoina inca (

'. 1?. Ad.

58. Al\ ania sp.

59. Siphonium margaritarum Val.

60. Siphonium squamigernm Carp.

[
Serpulorhis g.]

61. Siphonium pelluciduni Brodet Sow.
('>'_'. Calyptrsea varia Brod. [Mitrularia

78. Nacella? suhspiralis Carp.
"!•. Lophyrus Goodallii Brod. [Chiton

g. I

'

80: Lophyrus sulcatus Wood. [Chiton

*.]

'

81. Lepidopleurus janeirenaia Gray.

[Chiton.
|

82. Acanthochites hirudiniformis Sow.

[Chiton.]g.]

63. Cochlolepaa barbata Sow. [Amal- 83. Bulla rufilabris A. Ad.
fchea g.] 84. Janthina fragilis Lam.

64. Cochlolepaa GrayanaMehk. [Amal- 85. Bulimulus achatinellinua Forb.

thea ii'.] 86. Bulimulus Darwinii 1'nV.

65. Cochlolepaa subrufa Sow. (Amal- 87. Ellobium atagnale Petit. [Auri

fchea g.]

(it;. Amalthea ant iquata I..

67. Nerita ornata Sow. [ X. Bcabri-

costa Lam.

)

68. Nerita Bernhardt Reel.

.•nla g. 1

88. Melampua trilineatus ('. B. Adams.

89. Tralia panamensis C. B. Ad.

90. Pedipes angulatud C. B. Ad.

91. Lucina fibula Ad. el l»v<'\ <•.

69. Omphalius Cooksoni Edgar Smith. i'l'. Lucina punctata 1..

|
Trochus •>•.] 93, Actinobolus vatfns Brod. [Cardita

70. Omphalius reticulatus Wood. [Tro-

ehus g.]

71. Fissurella macrotrema Sow. [=F.
rugosa Sbj . var.

]

7i2. Fissurella obscura Sow. [ : l .

rugosa Sby. var.
]

T.\. Lucapina alta ('. B. Ad. | Fissuri-

dea s-1

g.]

94. Mytilus Adamsianns Dunker.

95. Margaritifera 1 Cumingii Reeve.

[Meloagrina g.]

'.•li. [sognomon legumen Gmel. [Per-

na g.]

!'7. Isognomon quadrangulare Reeve

[Pernag.]

74. Lucapina insequalis Sow. [Fissuri-
j

98. Barbatia decussata Sow. (Area.)

deag.] 99. Barbatia velata Sow. [Area.]

7r>. Lucapina mus ]\«'<>vc. [Fissuri- 100. Barbatia divaricata Sow. [Area.]

deag.] ltd. Barbatia gradata Brod. et Sow.

7t>. Tectura patina Eschsch. [Annua [Area.]

g.] 102. Radula arcuata Sow. [Limag.]
77. Tectura spectrum Nutt. [Acmsea g.] 103. Ostrea glomerata Gould.

ANCEY'S GALAPAGOS SPECIES, ETC.

hi the Bulletin <>/ the Socirfir Malac. <l<' France* Mr. C. F. Ancey,

ander the title of "Nouvelles Contributions Malacologiques," 1ms de-

scribed BulintuluB amastroides; in connection with the description lie

riders to /»'. calms Sowerby as the only species with which it may be

compared, but his shell has a "facies general tres different," form more
oval, less height, and a more delicate sculpture.

His varieties of />'. rugulosus Sby., namely, infuscata and planospira,

and of /»'. eschariferus Sbj .. bizonalis, and subconoidalis, have already

been mentioned.

In speaking of the Galapagos Bulimoids In' says: " Les Hid hues appar-

tiennenl Lncontestablement an systems ainericaine, mais ils se sont

modifies lieu a peu, grace a la nature volcaniipie de ces iles et a leur

position geographique."

* Juiilet 1887, iv, pp. 293-299.
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As to the relationship of the Galapagos Bulimi to many of the forms

inhabiting various subregions in the general one of the South Amer-
ican main, compare J?, bilineatus Shy. in Reeve, No. 132, from "St. Elena

and west Columbia," with certain aspects of rugulosu8 Reeve's No.

121. Without making an exhaustive or even systematic search for

analogies in form, sculpture and general facies, a random reference

includes such species as pustuloses Brod., rhodaome Pfr., and pupiformis
Brod., from Iluaseo; pruinosus Sby., and scalariformis Brod., from

Peru; modestus Brod., albicans Brod., affinis Brod., arroum Brod., and

punctulifer from Chile; striatus King and striatulus of Sby., montivagus

Orb., Bolivia; sordidus Lesson, apodometes Orb., Laurentii Sby., Chile

and Peru, and limonoicus, Orb., also from Peru; Torallyi Orb., tro-

choides Orb., and crepundia Orb., three Bolivian forms. But it is

not simply to these as figured in the monographs, but to the shells

themselves that attention is called; many of the species above named
it would be quite impossible to represent satisfactorily by one, two, or

three figures, or by the same number of examples; the variation which

many of them exhibit is so great, that a large series is absolutely

necessary.

It will be noticed that the mainland forms suggested by me for com-

parison with the Galapagos shells are principally Chilian and Peruvian;

from the former especially. It would seem so far as the Bulimoids are

considered, that the islands were stocked from this part of the conti-

nent rather than from Ecuador and farther north.

REIBISCH'S WOLF COLLECTION.

Die conchyliologi sch e Fauna der Galapagos-Inseln, von Paul Rei-

bisch (mit Tafel I und n),* includes the following, being* an annotated

and descriptive catalogue or summary of the terrestrial species pre-

viously described and of others regarded by the author as new and
described as such. The material which Reibisch had before him was
collected by Dr. Theodor Wolf, State geologist of Ecuador, but the

number of examples seems to have been exceedingly limited and gen-

erally in an unsatisfactory condition ; either immature, weathered, or in

some other way imperfect.

For the sake of continuity I have quoted herein from Reibisch's

papers all of the previously described species which he has included,

following his numbers, though in some cases he has added nothing to

our previous knowledge. In other instances the information he has

given as to station, altitude, etc., is of sufficient interest to make the

publication desirable.

Mies, [sis iii Dresden, 1892, Abh. 3.
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i BULIMULU8 I i. ii.

1 UulinuihiH choIi.u ifoi iin Sow .

II LBITA r. i hatliam Island
|
l>;n\\ In),

2. Hulimiihi'i imil.mri.il mi Sou

Habitat, Charles [aland (Cuming, Wolf). One example, a dead

slmll w ii houl epidermis.

3 Bulinului uuoula i M v.

Habitat. Charles island (Wolf). Three examples, onl$ oue per

it'«i l< The snaillesl of the group of li, >uu"

4 H.iliiiiuhis vim i tu-osiis I'll

Habitat, Galapagos (teste Pfeiffer, I.e.).

5. Biiliiiiiilus .i-.pci .it us Minis

Habitat. Charles Island (Wolf), "Five examples, :iil without

epidei mis."

6. Bulimulua mix Brod,

Habitat. Charles Island (Cuming, Wolf). At an elevation of 300

to COO feet, in dm dr\ .mm: onl\ a few imperfeel examples collected
•• under bushes ami stones."

7. BulimiihiH inciass.ituH PtY.

Habitat. Chatham Island (Wolf), Not rare at an elevation of 900

bo 2000 feet in the wooded region, on bushes, with /». Chnnniteioides

Forbes and />'. (<>< i>r,t. Reib.,
[
/».

( Pleuropyrgm) Habeli Stearns] ; also

variety sulcatum, Reib, Babitat, Charles Island (Wolf); also variety

iiiici/onii's Petit, Habitat, Galapagos (Hanet-Olery), Charles Island

(Wolf).

Reibisch hereeomments briefly on the plasticity of the /•'. wmjt form.

B, Huliniiilus list ul.it us Sn»

Babitat, Charles island (Cumiug, Wolf). Color bands are more
eonspieuous than the sculpture,

9. Buliniulus iuv.iluhiH Reib,

11 LB] l \ r. Charles Island (Wolf),

io Bulimului vi'iiust us Reilt,

Babitat.—Charles Island (Wolf), The author says of this, it is

i 'lose to listnldtlis.
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11. BulimuluH calvus Sow.

Habitat.—Jamei [sland (Cuming); Charles Island (Wolf).

12. Bulimulus Jacobi Sow.

Habitat.—James island (Cuming).

13. Bulimulus pallidus Eeib.

Habitat.—Albemarle [eland (Wolf), in the dry /one, 200 to 800

feet altitude, under stones and bushes. Of four examples only one was
perfect.

14. ii ii 1 1 in ii

I

H-. cinereuH Beib.

Habitat.—James Island (Wolf). The description of this species,

according to the author, rests on two examples in pour condition.

15. BulimuliiB rugulosiiB Shy.

Habitat.—Chatham [sland (Cuming, Wolf), 300 to 600 feet; com
inon on bushes on the cliffs and under stones; the prevailing form on

Chatham, as B. nux is on Charles Island.

16. Bulimulus ventrosua Reib,

Habitat.— Barrington Island (Wolf). Common on the whole. is-

land; holds a similar position here thai nux
}

rugulosus, and Wolfi

maintain in the oilier islands. The form is inconstant and variable.

Three examples, one imperfect.

Variety 8.

Habitat. -Chatham Island (Wolf). Two examples, more shiny and
darker colored than the Barrington specimens.

17. Bulimulus galapaganus I'd.

Habitat.—Galapagos (teste Pfeififer I. c), Barrington, Wolf. Of
the foregoing species, i tbered L5, 16, and 17, Reibisch remarks they

form a subgroup restricted to the eastern part of the archipelago.

18. Bulimulus acutus Reib.

Habitat.—Chatham [sland (Wolf), at an elevation of 900 to 2,000

feet; very abundant in grassy spots and on the trunks of trees. Two
mature;, one, adolescent examples.

19. Bulimulus curtus Beib.

Habitat.—Chatham Island (Wolf), 900 to 2,000 feet. Very abun-

dant in grassy places and on I he trunks of trees. The author remarks

that it forms, with B. acutus, a peculiar group restricted in distribution

so far as known to Chatham Island.
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20. Bulimulus nigifcnis Sow.

Habitat.—James island (Ouming).

21. Bulimulus niidiis Reib.

Babitat.—Oharles Island (Wolf). The author says of lids thai in

form it stands between soulpturatus and rugtyents, but differs from said

species in size, and the sculpt are is less distinct. The description rests

on two examples, weathered (oaloinerten).

22. Bulimulus sculpturatus, I'd.

Babitat.—Galapagos (Darwin).

23. Bulimulus Darwini Eft.

II AiiiiAT—Galapagos (Darwin).

24. Bulimulus Wolfi Reib.

Babitat.—Indefatigable island, on lava cliffs, under stones, etc.

This is said to l>e characteristic of indefatigable Island, as rugulosus

is of Chatham and nux of Charles Island. Number of examples three,

two grown and one immature. Very close to Danoini, but differs in

having a third tooth, occurring on the outer lip.

25. Bulimulus Simiothi Reib,

Babitat.—Albemarle island (Wolf), Not common, in the tree-clad

region 1,000 to 2,000 feel elevation; represented by three individuals

which may not be fully grown; one of these is deformed. Reibisch

remarks that the ftrsl eleven species arc limited to Charles and

('hat ham islands;" t he latter (No. LI) up to this time observed in only

two places. The rugulosus and ciirtiis groups are restricted to Harring-

ton and Chat ham, a i id 20 to 25 grouped or subgrouped under Darwini, as

a type, occur on Charles, [ndefatigable, James, and Albemarle. Here

also comes in as a subgroup />. Jacobi.

26. Bulimulus iPleuropyrgus) teiebr.i Krib.

I

/>'. (Pltwropyrgus) ffabeli Stearns. Tbe Nautilus, January, 1892, pp. 98 '.'I'.l

11 LB] r.vr. -Chatham Island (Wolf), at an elevation of 900 to 2,000

feet in the wooded region, on mossy rocks aud under stones; abundant.

Four examples, of which hardly one is well preserved.

2 7. Bulimulus (Pleuiopyigus^ chemuitzioides Fbs.

Babitat.—Chatham Island (Wolf), station 300 to 600 feel altitude;

abundant on rocks and under stones, along with />. rugulosus.

Revising the distribution as given above bj Reibiaob <>r the ftrsl eleven species,

which Lnoludea />'. mix, Aibermarle must be credited with thai species mi the proof

di llbatroas examples, and Darwini, which he inoludes in his numbers 80 ko 25,

must '>«' oredited t<> Bindloe as nrn en i>* \\ Unmer,
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28. Bulimulus (Pleuropyrgus) lima Keib.

HABITAT.—Chatham Island (Wolf). Bare; occurring with P. tere-

hni; only two examples detected, one, of these possibly a junior.

Judging by his figure, I should regard the above as a dwarfed or

adolescent form of chemnitzioides.

Reibisch observes that this group, Pleuropyrgus, seems to be restricted

to Chatham Island. Willi our present limited knowledge of the land

mollusks of the Galapagos group it would appear so, but much more

light is needed to make generalizations of any great value.

29. Bulimulus (Pelecostoma) canaliferus Beib.

Habitat.—Chatham Island (Wolf). Abundant in moss at an ele-

vation of 900 to 2,000 feet. Four mature individuals.

This may prove to be a valid species; the figure is unsatisfactory; it

suggests relationship to rugifera and may be a dwarfed variety of that

species.

30. Bulimulus (Pelecostoma) cymatoferus Reib.

Habitat.—Chatham Island (Wolf). "Immature examples" seem to

have been regarded as a sufficient foundation Cor this species, of which

the soft parts are unknown, and the genus must rest on shell eliarac

ters only.

The above is figured in pi. n, 7, of Reibisch's paper; it is Dall's Lep

tinaria chathamen8i8,* a subgenus of 8tenogyra in the family Stenogyridce.

II. BULIMINUS Ehrenberg.

31. Buliminus (Rhaphiellus) achatinellinus Forbes.

Habitat.—Galapagos (Cuming), Chatham Island (Wolf), on mossy

rocks at an elevation of 900 to 2,000 feet; apparently rare; no good live

examples detected. Reibisch says the sole example figured differs in

several particulars from that given in Pfeiffer.

II. PUPA Draparnaud.

32. Pupa (Leucochila) munita Beib.

FIabitat.—Albemarle Island (Wolf), "on bushes near the shore,"

<-lose to /'. Wol/i, which is abundant in the province of Guayaquil,

Ecuador.

33. Pupa (Leucochila) clausa Reib.

Habitat.—Indefatigable Island (Wolf).

On bushes near the shore. Reibisch implies that this is a more de-

veloped form of /'. Wolfi,

* Nautilus, January, i«92.
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IV. SUCCINEA, Draparnaud.

34. Succinea (Tapada) Bettii Smith.

II lbitat.—Chatham Island (E. A. Smith, /. c).

35. Succinea (Tapada) Wolfi Reib.

EABITAT.—Chatham Island (Wolf).

In the wooded region, 900 to 2,000 feet above I lie sea, abundant in

moss and among rocks; also var. producta, a more elongated, slenderer

form than the typical Wolfi, represented by a single individual; sta-

tion same as type form.

V. HELICINA Lamarck.

36. Helicina Wolfi Reib. (PL n, Pig. L3.)

HABITAT.

—

Chatham Island (Wolf). Station same as the above Sue-

tineas, 900 to 2,000 feet altitude, among the mosses and rocks. This

form was previously described by Dall, and was named by him nesiot-

tea, see Helicina
(
Idesa) nesiotica in "The Nautilus " for January, L892.

Of Keibisch's invalidus (No. 9-) and his (No. Id) venustus, the number

of examples that lie had is not stated. If one may judge of these by

t he following, it may be assumed that the number was quite inadequate.

Of p<<Ili<lns (No. 13)four, only oneot which was perfect; cinereus (No.

14), two in poor condition; ventrosus (No. Hit, three examples, one im-

perfect; «<!<( its (No. IS), two mature owe adolescent example; nudus (No.

21), two examples weathered; Wolfi (No. L' I), three specimens, two

grown, one immature; Simrothi (No. 25), three individuals -which may
not he fully grown; one of these is deformed.

The extreme variation of these Galapagos bulimoids is so ureal that

it may ultimately be found that what are now regarded as three spe-

cies, ttarwinii, rugiferus and sculpturatus, plus callosities and color, are

varieties of one. To these should be added Reibisch's Wolfi, which

probably belongs to Darwini, the third tooth on the outer lip which

constitutes the difference, is ( »f insignificant value.

DR. JONES'S CHATHAM ISLAND, GALAPAGOS SHELLS:

1. M\t Llua cuneiforinis K<i\ e

tanua Lam.

2. Tellina I Capsa ) exoavata Sbj .

::. Mactra velata Phil.

I. Bulla punctulata A. A.l.

5. Conns lncidus Mawe.
<;. Conns mix Brod.

7. Oliva peruviana Lam.
s. l-'iiMis I >upe1 Lthouarsij Kien.

9. Purpura melo I luclos.

m. Purpura patula Linne".

M. augus"
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DALL'S GALAPAGOS SPECIES.

In Mr. Dall's li Preliminary Report* on the Collection of Mollusca
and Brachiopoda obtained in 18.S7-'S8" on the voyage of the U. S.

Fisii Commission steamer Albatross from Fortress Monroe to Califor-

nia, etc., the following new species are described by him, and are re-

corded as occurring "near the Galapagos Islauds," having been
dredged at the stations indicated.

1. Leda pontonia Dall.

Stations 2807 and 2808, 812 and 634 fathoms, mud and sand.

2. Verticordia perplicata Dall.

Station 2807, in 812 fathoms.

3. Dentalium megathyris Dall.

Station 2807, in 812 fathoms; this form was also dredged off Chiloe

Island and southwest Chili at stations 2788 and 2789, in 1,050 and 1,342

fathoms.
4. Actaeon perconicus 1 >all.

"Near the Galapagos" * * * 812 fathoms.

5. Scaphander interruptus Dall.

Station 2807, * * * 812 fathoms.

6. Pleurotoma exulans Dall.

Station 2808, * * * 634 fathoms.

7. Calliotectum vernicosum Dall.

Station 2807, * * * in 812 fathoms.

8. Fleurotomella argeta Dall.

Station 2807, * * * 812 fathoms.

9. Fleurotomella (Gymnobela) agonia Dall.

Stations 2807 and 2808.

10. Pleurotomella suffusa Dall.

Station 2807.

11. Chrysodomua (Sipho) testudinis Dall.

Station 2807.
12. Nassa Townsendi Dall.

Station 2807.
13. Scala pompholyx Dall.

Station 2807.

* Proc. U. S. Nat. Mug., Vol. XII, pp. 219-362, pis. v-xv, 1889.

Proo. N. M. 93 27
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14. Gaza Rathbiuii Dall,

Station 2818, in 392 fathoms.

15. Haliotis Pourtalesii? Dall.

Station 2815, in .">."> fathoms, sand, near Charles Island.

Subsequently in the " Nautilus," January, 1W2, Mr. Dall described

the following terrestrial forms collected by Dr. G. Baur.

16. Heliciua (.Idesa) nesiotica Dall.

The first species of the family reported from the Galapagos; Chat-

ham Island, on leaves of plants 1,600 feel above the sea. Mr. Dall

remarks, "the type is not unknown in the Panamic region, but is said

to be absent from the west slope of the Andes."

17. Leptinaria chathamensis Dall.

" Chatham Island, on terns at 1,600 to 2,000 feet above the sea. Some-

what analogous forms are found in the mountains of the Panamic

region."
18. Zonites (Hyaliiiia) Bauri Dall.

"South Albemarle Island, on weathered bones of tortoises. * * *

The absence of any form of Helix or Zonites has been commented on

by most of those naturalists who have treated of the Galapagos shell-

fauna, and it was certainly a most extraordinary deficiency from any

point of view. This discovery of Dr. Baur's removes the most strik-

ing anomaly of the fauna."'
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LIST OF THE MOLLUSK-FAUNA OF THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, COMPILED FROM
THE FOREGOING.

Class PELECYPODA. -

Order PRIONODESMACEA.
Suborder OSTRACEA.

Family OSTREID.E.

Genus OSTREA Linne\

1. Ostrea folium Gmel.

James Island, Albatross.

2. Ostrea glomerata Gould.

Galapagos, Wimmer.

Suborder ANOMIACEA.

Family ANOMIID.F}.

Genus ANOMIA Linne.

3. Anomia adamus Gray.

=A lampe Gray.

James, Albatross; Galapagos, Carpenter.

Suborder PECTINACEA.

Family PECTLNID.E.

Genus PECTEN Miiller.

4. Fecten subnodosus Sby.

James Island, Albatross.

5. Pecten magnificus Shy.

Galapagos, Carpenter.

Family LIMLD.E.

Genus LIMA Bruguiere.

6. Lima arcuata Sby.

James Island, Albatross; Galapagos, Carpenter, Wimmer.
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7. Lima pacifica Reeve.

Hood [gland, Carpenter.

Suborder MYTILACEA.

Family AV1(TI,I1».K.

Genua Avicula Lamarck.

8. Avicula Cumingii Reeve.

Galapagos, Wiinmer.

Genus PERNA Bruguiere.

9. Perna Chemnitzianus <>rl>.

Tsoffiiomon C. Auct.

[ndefatigable and Hood Islands, Albatross.

10. Perna legumen Gmelin,

Bood Island. Wimmer.

11. Perna quadrangulare Reeve,

Charles Island. Wimmer.

Family MYTILID2B.

Genus MYTILUS Linne\

12. Mytilus multiformis (pr.

Hood Island, Albatross.

13. Mytilus Adamseanus l>Ur

Hood Island, Wimmer.

14. Mytilus cuneiformis Reeve.

Chatham Island. ,loncs.

Genua SEPTIFER Recluz.

15. Septifer Cumingianus Dkr.

Hood Island, Albatross.

Genua MODIOLA Lamarck.

16. Modiola capax Cpr.

Hood [aland, Albatross: Galapagos, Carpenter.

Genua MODIOLARIA Beck.

17. Modiolaiia coarctata Dkr.

Galapagos, Carpenter.
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Suborder ARCACEA.

Family AUCID.E.

Genus ARCA Lamarck.

18. Area truncata Sl»y

.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Subgenus BYSSOARCA Swainson.

19. Area (Byssoarca), solida Shy.

Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

20. Byssoarca gradata B. & S.

Hood Island, Albatross, Wimmer; Charles Island, Petrel; James,

Chatham, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross.

21. Byssoarca Reeviana < >il>.

Hood, James, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross.

(Jena* BARBATIA Gray.

22. Barbatia velata Shy.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

23. Barbatia decussata Shy.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Genua DAPHNODERMA Mont., not Poli.

24. Daphnoderma divaricata Shy.

Galapagos Islands, Wimmer.

Family LEDID^E.

Genus LEDA Schumacher.

25. Leda pontonia Dull.

Oft" Galapagos, 034 fathoms, Albatross.

Order TELEODESMACEA.
Suborder CARDITACEA.

Family OARDITID^J.

Genus CARDITA Bruguiere\

Subgenus VENERICARDIA Lamarck.

26. Cardita flammea Mich.

= C. varia, I {rod.

Hood and James islands; Albatross; Bindloe, Wimmer; Galapagos,

Carpenter.
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27. Cardita crassa Sby.

? = incrasaata Sby.

Galapagos Islands; Carpenter.

Suborder LUCINACEA.

Family LUCINIDiE.

Ct'ims LUCINA Brugiere\

Subgenus LUCINA s. s.

28. Lucina bella Conrad.

Hood, -lames, and Chatham islands; Albatross.

29. Lucina punctata Linne".

HoimI Island, Wimmer.

30. Lucina fibula Ad. & Rve.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Suborder CHAMACEA.

Family CHAMID^E.

Genus CHAMA Bruguiere'.

31. Chama echinata Broil.

Indefatigable and James islands; Albatross.

32. Chama frondosa Brod.

Hood and James islands. Albatross.

33. Chama imbricata Brod.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

34. Chama inquinata Brod.

Indefatigable Island. Albatross.

35. Chama Janus Reeve

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

36. Chama spinosa Brod.

Hood Island, Carpenter.

Suborder CARDIACEA.

Family t'AIJ Dl I DM.

Genua CARDIUM. Lamarck.

37. Cardium consors Brod.

.lames Island, Albatross.
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Suborder VENERACEA.

Family VENEKIDyE.

Genus CHIONB Megerle.

38. Chione multicostata Sby.

James Island, Albatross.

39. Chione compta Brod.

Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

40. Chione undatella Shy.

James Island, Albatross.

Subfamily Tapesin^e.

Genus TAPES Megerle.

41. Tapes grata Say.

Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

Suborder TELLINACEA.

Family PETRIOOLIDJE.

Genus PETRICOLA Lamarck,

42. Petricola amygdalina Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family TELLINIDiE.

Genua LUTRICOLA Blainville.

43. Lutricola excavata Sliy.

=Z. alia Conrad.

Chatham Island, Jones; Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

Family SEMELIMJ.

Genus SEMELE Schumacher.

44. Semele rupiuni Sby.

Hood Island, Carpenter.

45. Semele punctatum Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Suborder MACTRACEA.

Family MACTRIO/E.

Genus MACTRA Linne*.

46. Mactra velata Phil.

Chatham Island, Jones.
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Order ANOMALODESMACEA,
Suborder ANATINACEA.

Family VERTICORDIIDiE.

Genua VERTICORDIA Wood.

47, Verticordia perplicata l>all.

Off Galapagos [slands, 812 fathoms, Albatross.

Suborder ENSIPHONACEA.

Family G \SThMX IF FN I D.F.

Genus GASTROCHJENA Spengler.

48. Gastrochaena regulosa Shy.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

49. Gastrochaena brevis Shy.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

50. Gastrochaena hyalina Shy.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

Suborder ADESMACEA.
Family FIIOFADID.F.

Genus PHOLAS Linne\

51. Pholas acuminata Sby.

t=Paraphola8 acuminata,

Chatham Island, Jones.

Class SCAPHOPODA.
Order SOLENOCONCHA.

Family DFNTALI IBM.

Genus DENTALIUM Linue.

52. Dentalium megathyris Dall.

Off the Galapagos [slands in 812 fathoms, Albatross.

Class GASTROPODA.
Subclass ANISOPLEURA,

Superorder EUTHYNEURA.
Order OPISTHOBRANCHIATA.

Suborder TECTIBRANCHIATA.

Family ACT.FONllhF.

Genus ACTEON Montfort.

53. Actaeon perconicus l>;tll.

Near the Galapagos in 812 fathoms, Albatross.
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Family SCAPHANDRID^.

Genus SCAPHANDER Mont fort.

54. Scaphander interruptus Dall.

Oft the Galapagos Islands in 812 fathoms, Albatross.

Family BTTLLID^E.

Genus BULLA Linnet

55. Bulla punctulata A. Ad.

Chatham Island, Jones, Hood, and Indefatigable, Albatross.

56. Bulla Quoyi Gray.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

57. Bulla rufilabris A. Ad.

Hood and Bindloe Islands, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Order PULMONATA.

Suborder STYLOMMATOPHORA.

Subfamily GEOPHILA.

Family LIMACID^.

Genus ZONITES Montfort,

Subgenus HYALINIA Ferussac.

58. Zonites (Hyalinia) Bauri Dall.

South Albemarle Island, Baur.

Family BULIMULID^.

Genus BULIMULUS Leach.

Section NJESIOTUS Albers.

59. Bulimulus nux Brodi., Sby. (type).

Albemarle Island, Albatross; Charles Island, Petrel, Carpenter, Rei-

biseh, Albatross; Chatham Island, Albatross.

59. * * banded variety.

l=iU8tulatu8 Rvo., non. Sby.

Charles Island, Albatross; Carpenter, lieibisch.

59. Variety iutercised sculpture.

Charles Island, Albatross.

59. Ventricose variety.

2= Reeve's type.
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Charles Island, Carpenter.

3 var. asperatua Albers.

Charles Island, Reibisch.

•1 var. incrassatua Pfr.

Charles Island, Reibisch, Galapagos, Carpenter.

f> var. 8lllc(ltVS Reib.

Charles Island, Reibisch.

59. elongated \ arietj

Charles Island, Albatross.

t verrucosus Pfr.

Charles Island, Carpenter.

59. ****** Variety with distorted mouth.

Charles [sland, Albatross.

59. Varietj with creuulated suture.

Charles Island, Albatross.

59. Variety with Biltural uodes.

7 nuciformis Petit.

Chatham Island. Albatross; Charles Island, Reibisch.

59. Varieties intermediate.

8 = nucula Pfr.

9 1- invalidus Reib.

10 -f- venustna Reib.

Charles Island, Reibisch; Galapagos Island, Carpenter.

60. Bulimulus Jacobi Sbj .

James Island, Carpenter; Chatham, Albatross.

61. Bulimulus rugulosus Shy. non Rve.

Charles Island, Albatross. Carpenter; Chatham Island, Reibisch,

Carpenter.
1 var. infuscata Ancey.
1' var. plano8pira Ancey.

Chat ham Island, Ancey.

62. Bulimulus eschaiiferus Shy. non Rve.

Charles Island, Petrel; Chatham, AIbatross, Carpenter.

1 var. bizonalis Ancej .

- var. subconoidalis Ancey.

63. Bulimulus unifasciatus Shy.

Charles Island, Carpenter, Reibisch, Petrel.
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64. Bulimulus calvus Sby.

Charles Island, Eeibisch; James Island, Carpenter.

65. Bulimulus amastroides Aucey.

?=c«7t'KS var.

66, Bulimulus Galapaganus Pfr.

Galapagos Island, Carpenter; Barrington Island, Eeibisch.

67. Bulimulus Darwini Pfr.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

68. Bulimulus rugiferus Sby.

James Island, Carpenter.

69. Bulimulus sculpturatus Pfr.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

70. Bulimulus Manini Pfr.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

71. Bulimulus ustulatus Sby., non Rve. nor Reib.

Charles Island, Carpenter.

72. Bulimulus pallidus Reib.

Albemarle Island, Eeibisch.

73. Bulimulus cinereus Reib.

James Island, Eeibisch.

74. Bulimulus ventrosus Reib.

Barrington Island, Eeibisch.

74a. var. (5. Reib.

Chatham Island, Eeibisch.

75. Bulimulus acutus Reib.

Chatham Island, Eeibisch.

76.* Bulimulus curtus Reib.

Chatham Island, Eeibisch.

77.* Bulimulus nudus Reib.

Charles Island, Eeibisch.

78. Bulimulus Wolfi Reib.

Indefatigable Island, Eeibisch.
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79." Bulimulus Simrothi Reib.

Albemarle Island, Reibisch.

Section RHAPHIELLUSt Pfr.

80. Bulimulus achatiiiellinus Forbes.

Chatham Island, Carpenter, Albatross; Hood Island, Wmiiner.

Genua PYRGUS.

Section PLEUROPYRGUS Martens.

81. Bulimulus chemnitzioides Forbes.

? = ]!. lima Reib.

Chatham Island, Carpenter, Albatross, Reibisch.

82. Bulimulus Habeli Stearns = />'. ( Pleuropyrgus) terebra Reib.

Chatham Island, Albatross, Reibisch.

Section PELECOSTOMA Reibisch.

83. Bulimulus canaliferus Reib.

Chatham Island, Reibisch.

Family PUPIDJE.

Geuus PUPA Drapamaud,

Subgenus LEUCOCHILA Martens.

84. Pupa munita Reib.

Albemarle Island, Reibisch.

85. Pupa clausa Reib.

Indefatigable Island, Reibisch.

Family STENOGrYBIDJE.

Genua STENOGYRA Shutt.

Subgenus LEPTTXARIA Heck.

86. Leptinaria chathamensis Dall.

= Bulimulus (Pelecoatoma) oymatsferua Reib

Chatham Island, Baur; Reibisch.

Family SUCCINILLLE.

Genus SUCCINEA Drapamaud.

87. Succinea Bettii Smith,

var. = &. Wolfi Reib., var.

Chatham Island, Reibisch, Albatross; Charles Island, Petrel.

V

I have included these (76 79) in my list, although 1 suspect their validity.

t Used here tentatively as a section of Bulimulua Leach dou Buliminua Ehiv
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88. Succinea Wolfi Reib.

Chatham Island, Reibisch.

var. prodncta Reib.

Chatham island, Reibisch.

SuperfUinily D1TREMATA.
Family OXCIIIDIIDiE.

Genus ONCHIDIUM Cuvier.

89. Onchidium Lesliei .Stearns.

(Plate i.i, Figs. 2,3.)

Albemarle and Charles islands, Albatross.

Gonna ONCHIDELLA Gray.

90. Onchidella Steindachneri Semper.

(Plate LI, Figs. 4.5.)

Charles and Albemarle islands. Albatross.

Suborder BASOMMATOPHORA.

Superfamily AKTEOPHILA.
Family AURICULIDyE.

< Minis AURICULA Lamarck.

91. Auricula stagnale Petit.

= EHobium stagnale Petit.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer. *>

Genus TRALIA Gray.

Tralia panamensis C. B. Adams.

Hood and Charles islands, Wimmer.

Subfamily MELAMPIN^E.

Genus PEDIPES Adanson.

93. Pedipes angulatus C. 1$. Adams.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer.

Genus MELAMPUS Montfort.

94. Melampus trilineatus C.B.Adams.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

SuperfUmily PETROPHILA.
Family SIPHOKARIID^.

Genus SIPHONARIA Sowerby.

95. Siphonaria gigas Sby,

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.
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96. Biphonaria Bcutellum Desb.

obliquata Sbj . I

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Subgenus WILLIAMIA, Monterosato.

97. Williamia peltoides Dall.

1I<hmI Island, Albatross: Galapagos Islands. National Museum.

Superorder STREPTONEURA.
Ordei CTENOBRANCHIATA.

Suborder ORTHODONTA.

Superfamily TOXOGL( >SSA.

Family TEREBRID^E.

Genus TEREBRA Bruguiere.

98. Terebra oruata Gray.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

99. Terebra stiigata Sby.

Galapagos Islands. Wimmer, Carpenter.

Family CON 11 ).K.

Gen,us CONUS Linne".

100. Conus brunneus Wood

Bood, Duncan, James, and Indefatigable islands. Albatross; Gala-

pagos Islands. Carpenter, Wimmer.

100a. Conus brunneus. var. diademus Sby.

Hood and .lames islands. Albatross: Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

•100b. Conus brunneus, var. tiaratus Brod.

coronatus 1MII\> yn.

Hood Island, Albatross. \\ immcr: Bindloe Island. Wimmer; James
Island. Albatross,

lOOc. Conus brunneus. var. miliaria, A.uct. in error.

Hood and Human islands. Albatross.

lOOd. Conus minimus, var.

! brioiiH us, \ ar.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

100e. Conus varius. var.

brunneus, \ ar.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.
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101. Conus purpurasceus, Brod.

Hood, James, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Galapagos
Islands, Carpenter.

101a. Conus purpurascens, var.

regalitatus Sby.

Hood, Charles, James, and [ndefatigable islands, Albatross; Gala-

pagos Islands, Wimmer.

101b. Conus purpurascens, var.

= C. Luzotiieiis Sby, var.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

102. Conus nuz Brod.

Hood Island, Albatross, Whinner; Charles Island, Petrel, Wimmer;
Bindloe Island, Wimmer; James Island, Albatross; Chatham Island,

Jones; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

103. Conus lucidus Mawe.

= C. reticulata s Sby.

Hood and James islands, Albatross; Chatham, Jones; Galapagos,

National Museum.

104. Conus pyriformus Breve.

Hood Island, Albatross.

105. Conus gladiator Brod.

James Island, Albatross.

106. Conus Fergusoni Sby.

James and [ndefatigable islands, Albatross.

Family PLETTKOTOMID.2E.

Genus PLEUROTOMA Lamarck.

Subgenus PLEUROTOMA as.

107. Pleurotoma exulans Dall.

Off Galapagos Islands, <S12 fathoms, Albatross.

Genus DRILLIA Gray.

108. Drillia excentrica Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

109. Drillia bicolor Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.
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110. Dnlli.i ingifeia Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

111. Drillia albicoaLata Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter,

112. Drill!* iplendldula Bby,

Galapagos islands. Carpenter.

Genus MANGILIA Risso

Subgenus oithara Schumacher,

113. Cith.u.i lUiisistii.it.i (pi

Chatham Island. Albatross.

114. Cith.u.i oryaa Hinds,

Bindloe Island, W iinnici.

Subgenus daphnella Hinds.

115. Daphnella Bp., o.ista Hinds.

Indefatigable Island. Albatross.

Subgenus calliotectum Dall,

116. Calliotectum veinicosum Dall

Off Galapagos Islands, 812 fathoms, Albatross,

Subgenus PLEItrotomella Verrill.

117. Pleurotomella argeta Dall,

Off Galapagos Islands, 812 fathoms, Albatross,

118. Pleurotomella suffuse Dall.

Off Galapag08 Islands, 812 fathoms, Albatross.

BMtfoa GYMNOBKLA Verrill.

119. Pleurotomella agonia Dall

OtV Galapagos Islands. 812 and 634 fathoms, Albatross

Family CANCELLARIDJE.

Genus CANCELLARIA Lamarck

L20. Cancellaria mitriformia Sby.

Galapagos islands. Carpenter.
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121. Cancellaria haemastoma Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

122. Cancellaria ? chrysostoma Sby.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter, National Museum.

Su.perfami.ly BHACIG-L( >SSA.

Family OLIVID^J.

Genus OLIVA Bruguiere.

123. Oliva peruviana Lamarck.

Chatham Island, .Jones.

124. Oliva kaleontina Duclos.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Genus OLIVELLA Swainson.

125. Olivella ? gracilis Gray.

Chatham Island, A lbatro88,

Family M A RGINELLLTXaJ.

Genus MARGINELLA Lamarck.

Section VOLVARINA Hinds.

126. Volvarina varia Sby.

Galapagos [glands, Wimmer.

127. Volvarina rubella ('. B. Adams.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer,

Subgenus PERSICULA Schumacher.

128. Persicula imbricata Hinds.

Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

129. Persicula phrygia (pi.

[ndefatigable Island, Albatross.

Family MITEIDJS.

Genus MITRA Lamarck.

130. Mitra crenata Brod.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Proc. N. M. 93 28
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Genua strioatella Swainson,

131. Strigatalla effuaa Swainson,

James island. Albatross; Hood island, Wimmerj Galapagos, Oar

penter,
132. Strigatalla tii.stis Brod.

Hood, Duncan, and -lames islands. Albatross; Charles Island, IV

del: QalapagOS Islands, Carpenter, Wiminor, National .Museum.

L33 Miti.i murioata SwainBon.

At, I, us Wood.
( talapagos, ( 'arpenter.

Subgenus COSTELLARIA Swainson,

134. Coatallaria gauaapata Rve.

Galapagos islands. Carpenter,

Subgenus thai.a H. & \. Adams;

135. Thai. i grattoaa i^< v

GalapagOS Islands, Carpenter.

Family I'ascioi.a KM 1 1> i:.

(.cniis FASCIOLARIA Lamarck,

136. r.vsi-iol.ui.i piincops sl>\

.

James and Indefatigable islands. Albatross.

Genus LATIRUS Montfort.

137. Latirua oeratua Gray.

GalapagOS Islands, Carpenter.

138. Latirua v.uicosus Reeve.

James Island, Albatross] Hood Island. Wimmerj Charles Island,

Petrel; Galapagos Island; Carpenter, National Museum.

139. Latirua tubi-u-di.it us Sby,

WiH^\ Island. AlbatTOSSy Wimmerj Charles Island, Petrel; Duncan,

James and I ndelat liable. AlbatTOSS] IMndloe Island. Wimmerj Gala

pagos Islands, Carpenter,

Subfamily kisin.i:.

i. runs rusus Lamarok,

140. Fuaua Dupatithouaraii Kienei

Chatham Island. Jones; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter,
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Family Bl '('(IN 1 1). 10.

Genua CHRYSODOMUS Swainson.

Subgenus sipho Mtirch.

141. Sipho testudinia Dall.

Ni-Mi (lie Galapagos [slands, in 812 fathoms,

• hums pisania Bivona.

Subgenus TRITONIDEA Swainson.

142. Tritonidea sanguinolenta Duolos.

'I'. hietnastoma ( Iray.

Bood, James, Duncan, Charles, and [ndefatigable islands, Albatross;

Hood mikI Bindloe [slands, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, National Mm
scum.

143. Tritonidea ciiiin Reeve.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

144. Tritonidea biliratum Reeve.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Genus ENGINA Gray.

145. Engina carbonaria Rve.

Bood, Duncan, and James islands, Albatross; Galapagos Islands,

Carpenter.
145a. Engina carbonaria Rve., var,

orocostoma Rve.

Hood Ishuid, Albatross; Charles Island, Petrel; Galapagos Islands,

( larpenter, Wimmer.

145b. Engina carbonaria Rve., Var.

forticostata Rve.

Hood Island, Albatross; Galapagos [slands, Carpenter.

146. Engina pulohra Reeve.

Buccinum pulchrum Reeve.

4- /,'. Reeviana ('. B. Adams.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

147. Engina pyroBtoma Sby.

Galapagos [slands, Carpenter.

148. Engina maura Sby. t

Galapagos [slands, Carpenter.

149. Engina zonata Reeve.

Charles Aland, Carpenter.
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Family NASSm.E.

Genus NASSA Lamarck.

150. Nassa nodicincta A. Adams.

Charles and Indefatigable islands, Albatross.

151. Nassa nodifera Powis.

= .V. tegula Reeve.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

152. Nassa angulifera A. Ad.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

153. Nassa versicolor (
'. 1'.. Adams.

Galapagos Islands, Wiinmer.

154. Nassa Townsendi Dall.

Near the Galapagos Islands, in 812 fathoms.

Family COLUMBELL1 1 >
. E.

Genus COLUMBELLA Lamarck.

155. Columbella castanea Shy.

Hood Island, Albatross, AYimmer; Charles and Bindloe islands,

Wimmer.
156. Columbella paytensis Lesson.

= C. sjpurca Sby.

Hood and Indefatigable islands. Albatross.

157. Columbella fuscata Sby.

Indefatigable, Hood, Chatham, and -lames islands, Albatross;

Charles Island, Petrel; Galapagos Islands. Wimmer.

158. Columbella haemastoma Sby.

Hoods, James, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross.

Subgenus ALIA II. and A. Adams.

159. Alia unicolor Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Genus STROMBINA Morch.

160. Strombina bicanalifera Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.
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161. Strombina lanceolata Kiener.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Subgenus NITIDELLA Swainson.

162. Nitidella incerta Stearns.

Indefatigable Island,A Ibatross; Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

163. Nitidella cribraria Lam.

Hood, Charles, and Bindloe islands, Wimmer.

Subgenus ANACHIS A. Adams.

164. Anachis atramentaria Sby.

Chatham Island, Carpenter; Hood Island, Wimmer.

165. Anachis rugulosa Sby.

Hood and Bindloe islands, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, Carpen-

ter, National Museum.

166. Anachis varians Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

167. Anachis nigricans Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

168. Anachis suffusa Sby.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer.

169. Anachis elegantula Morch.

= ? Amycla pulchella Shy., Wimmer.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer.

Genus AMYCLA H. aud A. Adams.

170. Amycla sp.

Bindloe Islaud, Wimmer.

Family MURICID^.

Genus MUREX Linn.-.

Subgenus PHYLLONOTUS Swainson.

171. Phyllonotus regius Swainson.

Galapagos Islands, Wimmer.
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172. Phyllonotus princeps Brod.

James, Charles, and [ndefatigable islands. Albatross.

Genus TROPHON Moutfort

173. Trophon ? xanthostoma Brod.

/'. pt riivituuis Lesson.

Hood Island, Albatross.

Genua OCINEBRA Leach.

174. Ocinebrapumilus A. Ail.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

Genus VITULARIA Swainson.

175. Vitularia salebrosa King.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Subfamily IVkim kin .1:.

176. Purpura patula Linne",

James, Indefatigable, and Hood islands, Albatross; Charles Island,

Petrel; Chatham Island, Jones; Galapagos [slands, Carpenter.

Subgenus PTJKFURELLA Dull.

177. Purpura columellaris Lamarck.

Hood, dames, Charles. Duncan, Chatham, and [ndefatigable islands,

Albatross; Hood, Charles, and Bindloe islands, Winnuer; Charles

Island, Petrel; Galapagos [slands, Carpenter.

Subgenus PLANITHAIS Bayle.

178. Purpura planospira Lamarck.

Hood Island. Wimmer, A fbatross; James and Indefatigable islands,

Albatross; Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

Subgenus THALESSA 11. A A. Ad.

179. Purpura melo Duclos.

James, Duncan, Hood, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Charles

Island, Wimmer; Chatham Island. Jones; Galapagos Islands, National

Museum.
180. Purpura canadensis Gray.

= Coralliophila callaoensis Ami.

Charles Island, Petrel, Albatross.
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181. Purpura triangularis Live.

— /'. Carolensis Reeve.

Charles Island, Carpenter.

182. Purpura nucleus Brod.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Genus CONCHOLEPAS Swainson.

183. Concholepas peruvianas Lamarck.

Hood Island, Wi miner.

(mhiis MONOCEROS Lamarck.

= Acarithina Waldheim.

184. Monoceros grande Gray.

Hood Island, Wimmer; James and Indefatigable islands, A Ibatross;

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter; National Museum.

185. Monoceros tuberculatum Gray.

Chatham Island, Jones.

Subfamily Coralliophtlin^.

Genus CORALLIOPHILA Adams.

Subgenus RHIZOCHILUS Steenstrup,

186. Rhizochilus parvus Smith.

Hood Island, Wimmer; Charles Island, Petrel.

187. Rhizochilus madreporarum Shy.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Suborder STREPTODONTA,

Superfamily PTENOGLOSSA.
Genus SCALA Humphrey.

188. Scala pompholyx Da 11.

"Near the Galapagos 1
' in 812 fathoms.

Section CIRSOTREMA Morch.

189. Cirsotrema diadema Sby.

Hood Island, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family JANTHINID^.
Genua JANTHINA Lamarck.

190. Janthina fragilis Lamarck.

=J. striatula Cpr.

Chatham Island, Jones; Galapagos Islands, Wimmer.
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Superfkmily (JVIMNOGLOSSA.

Family EJJLIMIDM.

Genus EULIMA Risso.

191. Eulima micans Cpr.

Bindloe Island, Wmimer.

Genus STILIFER Brod.

192. Stilifer astericola Brod. and Shy.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter, Winimer.

Sizperfamily 'IMONIOGLOSSA.

Family TEITONIIDJE.

(Minis TRITONIUM Cuvier.

Section COLUBRARIA Schumacher.

193. Triton Sowerbyi Reeve.

Indefatigable Island, Albatross; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

194. Triton reticulatus Blve.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Subgenus LAMPUSIA Schumacher.

195. Triton olearinm Limn i.

Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

196. Triton clandestiims Lam.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

197. Triton vestitus Hinds.

Galapagos Islands, Wlmmer.

198. Triton lineatus Brod.

Galapagos Islands, Cuming-Reeve (6 fathoms).

199. Triton pictus Reeve.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family CASS! MILK.

Genus CASSIS Lamarck.

Subgenus CYPRJECASSIS Stutchbury.

200. Cypraecassis tennis Gray.

James, Charles, Hood, and [ndefatigable islands, A Ibatross; Gala
pagos, Carpenter, Wimmer.
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Subgenus LEVENIA Gray.

201. Levenia coarctatus Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family DOLILIXE1.

Genus DOLIUM Lamarck.

Subgenus MALEA Valenciennes. .

202. Malea ringens Swaiuson.

Galapagos Islands, Winimer.

Genus ONISCIDIA Swainson.

203. Oniscidia tuberculosa Reeve.

James, Hood, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Hood Island,

Wimmer; Chatham Island, Jones; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

204. Oniscidia xanthostoma A. Ad.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family CYPR^EID^.

Genus CYPRiEA Linne\

205. Cypraea exanthema Linne*.

Var. = C. cervinetta Kiener.

James and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Galapagos Islands,

Wimmer.
Subgenus LUPONIA Gray.

206. Luponia nigropunctata Gray.

James, Hood, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Hood and Bind-

loe islands, Whinner ; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter ; National Museum.

207. Luponia albuginosa Mawe.

James Island, Albatross; Charles Island, Wimmer.

Genus TRIVIA Gray.

208. Trivia pacifica Gray.

Hood Island, Albatross ; Hood, Charles, and Bindloe islands, Wim-
mer; Galapagos Island, Carpenter; National Museum.

209. Trivia pulla Gaskoin.

Charles and Bindloe islands, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter,

210. Trivia fusca Gray.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.
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211. Tiivia radians Lamarok,

Galapagos [slands, Carpenter.

212. Trivia suflfusa lir:i\

Galapagos [slands, Oarpenter.

213. Trivia Munguinea Graj

Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

214. Trivia rubescens Graj

Galapagos Islands, Oarpenter.

215. Trivia Maupt'i,*' tii:i\

Bindloe Island, Wimmer.

Family STROM l'.l D.K.

Genua STROMBUS Linne".

216 Strombus granul&tua Swainson.

Galapagos Islands, Oarpenter.

Family TRIFORIDJ3.

Genus TRIFORIS Deshayes.

217. Triforis altoinatus C B. A<laius

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Family CFK1TU lOFSl 1>.K.

Genua CERITHIOPSIS Porbea and Hanlej

218. Cerithiopsis neglecta ('. l> A<1:iki,>

Indefatigable Island, Albatross.

Family CERITHIID^.

Genua CERITHIUM Bruguiere.

219. Cerithium ocellatum Brug.

Galapagos Islands. Oarpenter,

220. Cerithium galapagiims Sby.

(
'. inli i riijiliiin Mke.j \ ii

Galapagos [slands, Oarpenter.

221. Cerithium maoulosum Kiener,

t '. iiibttlositm Sbj .

Hood. Dnncan, James, and Indefatigable islands. Albatross: Charles

Island. Petrel, Chatham Islands, Jones, Galapagos Islands. National

Museum, Carpenter.
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221a. Cerithium maculosum Kiener.

var. = C. aduatum, Kiener.

Hood and Charles islands, Wimmer; Duncan, James, and Incl<*f":it-

igable islands, Albatross; Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

Family MODULI D/E.

Genua MODULUS Gray.

222. Modulus cerodes A. Ad.

Hood Island, Albatross.

Family PLANAXIDiE.

Genus PLANAXIS Lamarck.

223. Planaxis plauicostata Shy.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family VEm/LETlDM.

Genus SIPHONIUM MSrch.

224. Siphonium margaritarum Val.

Hood Island, Whinner.

Genua VERMETUS Morch.

Subgenus SERPULORBIS Sasae.

225. Serpulorbis squamigerus Cpr.

Hood, James, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Galapagos
Islands, Wimmer.

226. Serpulorbis pellucidus Brod.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

227. Serpulorbis pellucidus Brod.

Var. planurboides Serpula regularis (hem.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Subgenus ALETES Carpenter.

228. Aletessp.

Hood Island, Albatross.

Family LITTORINIDiE.

Genus LITTORINA Ferussac.

229. Littorina porcata Phil.

Galapagoj Islands, Carpenter.
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230 Littorina peruviana Laiu,

Galapagos Islands. National Museum.

Genus LACUNA Turton.

231. Lacuna ponracta Cpr.

Boot] .itid Biudloe islands. Wimmer,

Genua TECTARIUS Valenciennes

Tectariua lemniscatua Phil.

Illinois 1, miiisititits.

1 tood Island. Wimmer.

233. Tectariua trochoides Graj

II,onus trochoid s.

Biudloe [slaod Wimmer.

234. Tectariua galapagienaia Stearns.

Jau ea Island, Albatross,

Family RISSOl DM.

Conns RISSOA Fr&neuviile.

Subgenus ALVANIA Ki-s<>

235. Alvania eequiaculpta Cpr

[udefatigable Island. Albatross.

236. Alvania retioulata Cpr

[udefatigable Island. Albatross,

237. Alvania Bp.

Biudloe Island. Wimmer,

Genus RISSOINA Orbigny.

238. Rissoina foitis C. B. Idams

Hood island. Albatross: Bindloe Island, Wimmer.

239. Rissoina inca C. B. Adams.

Hood Island. Wimmerj Galapagos Islands. National Museum.

240. Rissoina strict a Mke

Galapagos Islands. National Museum.

Family rAi.Y rTR.F.m.K.

Genus MITRULARIA Bcbumaober.

241. Mitmlaria cepacoa Brod

t 'alj/ptrmt i epa< <>i Auot,

Chatham Island, Albatross.
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242. Mitrularia corrugata Brod.

=-Cahjptra',a corrugata Auct.

James [gland, Albatross.

243. Mitrularia varia Brod.

Hood, Charles, and Bindloe islands, Wimmerj Galapagos Islands,

( iarpenter.
243a. Mitrularia ap.

=Calyptrcea sp.

Charles Island, Petrel (probably belongs to one of the preceding).

Genoa CRUCIBULUM Schumacher.

244. Crucibulum imbricatum Brod.

James Island, Albatross.

245. Crucibulum spinosum Shy

Chatham Island, Jones.

Genus CREPIDULA Lamarck.

246. Crepidula aculeata Gmelin.

Indefatigable and Hood Islands, Albatross.

Genua TROCHATELLA Lesson.

247. Trochatella radians Larnarck.

Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

Family AMALTHEID^J.

Genua AMALTHEA Schumacher.

248. Amalthea Grayana Menke.

Hood, Chatham, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Hood, Charles,

and Bindloe islands, Wimmerj Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

248a. Amalthea Grayana Mko. variety.

Charles Island, Petrel.

249. Amalthea antiquata Linne".

Hood Island, Wimmer; Chatham Island, Jones; Indefatigable Island,

A Ibatross.

250. Amalthea barbata .Shy.

Chatham, Jones, Indefatigable, and Hood islands, AIbatross; Chat-

ham Island, Jones; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

251. Amalthea ? subrufa Sby.

Galapagos Islands, Wimmer.
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Family NA ncm.v..

Genua NATICA Lamarck,

252. Natlca maroccana I hemuit

Galapagos [stands, Carpenter.

Genua POLYNICES Montfort.

»3 Polynices dubia Redux,

\. illiliilllldlM'v Phil.

Indefatigable Island, Albatn m

254. Polynicea ubei \ ah "< iennea

-f- uhcrhtti Orb, + PAtfitttHINfl \v-l

Bood, Charles, and Indefatigable islands. Albatross: Rood and

Bindloe islands. Wiimner.

Subgenus LUNATIA Graj

255. Lunatla otis Brod,

Indefatigable island. Albatross} Hood Island. Wiminer; Galapagos

Islands, Carpenter,

Genus Sigaretua I aman k,

256. Sigaretua pellucidus Reeve,

Charles Island. Wimmer.

Family LAMELLARIID^J.

Genus Lamellaria Montague,

257. Lamellaria Btearnail Dall,

Bood Island. Albatross.

258. Lamellaria * rhombica Dall.

Hood Island, Albatross.

Superfnmilj) DOCOGLOSSA.

Family A( ' M I'-l 1 > .V.

(Minis ACM53A Eaobscholti.

259. Acmeea acutum Orb.

Hood and Indefatigable islands. Albtitn>ss; Chatham Island, Jones.

260. Acm<s?a striata Reeve,

Hood Island. Albatross) Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

261. Acmaea patina. Each.

Hood. Charles and Bindloe islands. Wiinnier.
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262. Acmaea spectrum Nutt.—Keeve.

Bindloe Island, Wimmer.

Subgenus NACELLA Schumacher.

263. Nacella subspiralis Cpx.

Charles and Hood islands, Wimmer.

Superf&mily RHIPIDOGLOS8A.
Family TURBLNID^.

Genua TURBO Linn.'.

Section SENECTUS Swainson.

264. Turbo squamigerus Reeve.

Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

Family TKO< IIID/H.

Genus OMPHALIUS Philippi.

265. Omphalius Cooksoni Smith.

? - (). fasc'mliiH F!i»ni.

James Island, Albatross; Hood, Charles, and Bindloe islands,

Wimmer; Charles Island, Petrel.

266. Omphalius reticulatus Wood.

Hood Island, Wimmer,

<;<?iiiih GAZA Watson.

267. Gaza Rathbuni Dall.

Off the Galapagos, in .'W-2 fathoms.

Family NEEITIDJE.

Genus NERITA Bruguiere\

268. Nerita scabricosta Lam.

= 2f. ornata Shy.

Hood, James, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Galapagos
Islands, Wimmer.

269. Nerita Bemhardi Kecluz.

Hood Island, Wimmer.

Family HELICINIDJE.

Genus HELICINA Lamarck.

Section IDESA.

270. Helicina nesiotica Dall.

= H. Wolfii Rieb.

Chatham Island, Baur, Jieibischo
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Superfkuxilj ZYGOBRANCHIATA,
Family SALIO II 1>.K.

271. Haliotis PouitaUsii Dall,

Near Charles island, hi .">.'> fathoms. Albatross.

Family FISSCJRELLII) E

Genua FISSURELLA Bruguiere.

272. FisaureUa mutabWa Sby,

Galapagos islands. Carpenter,

273. Fissurella rugoaa Sby.

Hood, Duncan, Chatham, James, and [ndefatigable islands. i//«r

tross; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter j National Museum.

274. Fissurella rnaorotrema Sbj

[ndefatigable island. Albatross; Hood. Charles, and Bindloe Islands.

Wimmerj Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

275. Fissurella crassa Lain.

Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

276. Fissurella obscuia Sby.

/'. rugoaa si.\ .. \ arietj ,

llood, Charles, and Bindloe Islands, Wimmer; Charles island,

Petrel; Chatham Island. Albatross; Galapagos islands. Carpenter.

277. Fissurella nigrocincta Cpr.

Galapagos Islands. National Museum.

278. Fissurella vireacens Sby.

Chatham Island. Albatross; Jones.

270a. Fissurella nigropuuctat.i Sbj

/'. rir, soma Sby., \ ai

.

Chatham Island. JLlbatross; Galapagos Islands. Carpenter.

(..nus FISSURIDEA Swainson.

Qlyphis Carpenter Don Agassi

279. Fissuridea iinequalis Sby.

Hood. Chatham, and [ndefatigable islands. Albatross; Hood. Charles,

and Bindloe islands, Wimmer; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter.

279a. Fissuridea Inesqualia Sby.

\ Mr. /'. pica Sbj

.

[ndefatigable Island. Albatross] Galapagos Islands, National Mu
seum.
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280. Fissuridea saturnalia Cpr.

Chatham Island, Albatross.

281. Fissuridea alta ('. B. Ad.

Bindloe [sland, Wimmer.

282. Fissuridea mus I\<<\<\

Bindloe rsland, Wimmer.

Subclass ISOPLEIIRA.

Order POLYPLACOPHORA."
Superfiamily KOCHITONIA.

Family ISCITNOCHITON 1 1>. K.

Genoa CHiETOPLEURA Shuttleworth.

283. Chsetopleura janeirensis Gray.

Galapagos Islands, Wimmer.

Genua CHITON Linn<§.

Section RADSIA Gray.

284. Chiton (Radsia) sulcatus Wood.

Hoods, Char les, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Hood Island,

Wimmer; Charles Island. Petrel; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter, Na-
tional Museum.

285. Chiton (Radsia) Goodalli J '.rod.

Albemarle, Chatham, and Indefatigable islands, Albatross; Charles

Island. Petrel; Galapagos Islands, Carpenter, Wimmer, National

Museum.
Genua TONICIA Gray.

286. Tonicia ? Coquimbensis Frembley.

Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

287. ? Tonicia hirundiformis Sby.

Galapagos Islands. Carpenter, Wimmer.

Superihmily OIPSIOKCITOlNriA.

Family MOPALIIDiE.

Genus ACANTHOCHITON Leach.

288. Acanthochiton spinifera Frembley.

= C. aculeatus Barnes.

Galapagos Islands, National Museum.

*The proper classification of the Chitons herein Listed awaits the publication of Mr.

Pilsbry's Monograph.

Proe. N. M. 93 29
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rtae total number of species in the foregoing list embraces 288, and

the varieties number 30, all together 318, which may l>o segregated as

follow s

:

>im < tea ^ arietiea

Pelecypods, marine 61 —
Soaphopods, marine '

—
Gastropods, marine 206 18

Gastropods, land 31 IT

lot a) «8 : {°

Of the 288 species 59 weredetected forthefirsl time by the Albatross

party; of these L2 are-deep water forms obtained 1<\ dredging, and not

previously described; these are included in "Dalls last." Of the

shallower water forms two are new and have been described by me
elsewhere; alsoone new aud interesting species of land shell. Many

ol the varietal tonus l regard as synonyms or of doubtful validity;

whatever may be their value, all or nearly all were obtained by the

Albatross party, as may be seen bj reference to the text.

Acknowledgments are due to Hon. Marshall McDonald, I . S. Fish

Commissioner, for the use of the drawiug from which the map accom-

panying this paper lias been reproduced, and to l>r. \\ .
11. Dall, who

kindly assisted in the correction and revision of the proofs.

Pi All 1.1

Note.—The nximbers following the authority of the specific name denote the actual

Bice of the specimen figured, in millimeters.

Fig. l. liuliniiiliK { PlenropyrgH*) li<ib,li length, 17..">; breadth, 3.5; p. 382.

2. Onckidium Lesliei, dorsal view
; length, 37.5; breadth, 31.5; p. 383.

3. (huliiiliiim Itsliii. ventral view.

I. Onchidella SMndachnerl, dorsal view; length, 20.0; breadth, 17.0; p. 384.

5. OnckidtllG Steindachntri, ventral view,

<;. Nitidella incerta, length, 6.02; breadth, 2.75; i>. 390.

7. I'titurius galapagienris, length, 7.50; breadth, 5.0; i». :!!'T.

PLan lit.

MAP OF GALAPAGOS IS] wns.
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SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF EXPLORATIONS BY THE U. S. FISH COM-
MISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS.

[Published by permission of Hon. Marshall McDonald, Commissioner of Fisheries*

No. XXVI.—REPORT ON THE PTEROPODS AND HETEROPODS COLLECTED
BY THE U. S. FISH COMMISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS DURING THE
VOYAGE FROM NORFOLK, VA., TO SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 1887-'88.

BY

James I. Peck.

(With Plates liii-lv.)

I.—THE THECOSOMATOUS PTEROPODS.

In the "course of the steamer Albatross, south from Norfolk, represent-

atives of this group of the Mollusca were dredged at a series of seven

stations, oft* the West Indies Islands and along the eastern coast of

South America, as follows

:

2750
2751
2754
2756
2760
2761
2763

18 30 N.
16 54 N.
11 40 N.
3 22 S.

12 7S.
15 39 S.

24 17 S.

Long.

63 31 00 W.
63 12 00 W.
58 33 00 W.
37 49 00 W.
37 17 00 W.
38 32 54 W.
42 48 30 W.

Depth.
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reached in her course the Galapagos [slands. Hence it is that a com-

parison of the foregoing tables of stations will show that the empty

shells, taken with the dredge, do not conform in locality to the exist-

enceof live animals at the surface taken by the two nets. This is partly

due to the tact that surface collecting was not always done at the same

time and place as the bottom collecting, and even when that was the

case the result was the same. In the deep-sea dredgings of the open

waters where the pteropods are found, the surface and bottom collec-

tions for one station may not agree closely, whereas the averages of the

surface and bottom from a number of stations of the same region may

agree quite closely. Corresponding to dredging station L'7o(i, only 117

fathoms, the surface net took hcteropods but no pteropods; while cor

responding to a surface station 7, at which also hcteropods only were

taken, was a dredging station 2755 in which shells of neither were taken

at 720 fathoms. So that from the individual position of the stations no

inferences canbedrawn as to correlativeexistencebetween livepteropoda

at the surface and the presence of their dead shells at the bottom, over

the same area. Surface collections of pteropods may be present with

out the occurrence of like shells in collections of deposit at that point,

as shown at surface station 26, as also deposit shells may be taken with

out the corresponding presence of live shells at surface, as at station

2756. lbit these dredgings would of themselves undoubtedly show that

at some seasons of the year and at some zonary depths, if not at the

surface, these mollusks exist in greater or less abundance throughout

the regions traversed in the course of the Mlxi/ross

Oi the three families of Thecosomatons I'teropoda, Limacinida*, Cav-

oliuiidse, and Oymbuliidae, the fust is represented in these collections

only by two live specimens of Limacina inflata, which were taken at

station 2754, by the dredge, at a depth of 880 fathoms associated with

six different species of CaVOliniidaB, all of which latter, however, were

represented only by empty shells. This would agree with llaeckel's

statement* that this particular species is one of those belonging to

zonary and bat hybic fauna'. The temperature at the bottom at this

point was 38° P., Hi degrees colder than that recorded for the surface

water, amounting almost to arctic temperature.

The Oymbuliidae are not represented in the collections in any way.

The Cavoliniidae, on the other hand, considering the fact that the col-

lecting points at which they occur are so few, are quite completely

represented both at surface and bottom At the dredging stations all

the eight species of CdVolinia, except one (globul08a) the one species

of Cuvierina (columella) and six of the fourteen species of Clio, nearly

one-half are represented. CavoliniidaB, in fact, were taken at every-

one of the dredging stations as well as at each of the surface stations

where any pteropods were taken. Under this family of the eight spe-

Jenaische Zeitschrifl fdr Naturwisseuschaft, Fiiuf und zwanzigste Bauds, p. 1'77

( l'lrlii|Pi.ilfli 1111(1 llcti T(i[mx1i n i.
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cies of the genus Cavolinia, uncinata occurred at two <>(' the dredging
stations 2750, 2700, and atone of* the surface stations, surface 16. The
species longirostris was found at two dredging stations 2754, 2700, and
two surface stations 26, .'>1

; tridentata was taken at four of the dredg-

ing stations 2750, 2750, 2700, 270.°,, but at none of the surface collec-

tions; gibbosa occurred at two of the dredging stations 2750, 2760, and
at one surface station, 19; trispinosa was found at four of the dredging
stations, 2750, 2751, 2754, 2700, and at one surface station, 2; inflexa

wastaken at two dredging stations 2754, 2760; quadridentata occurred

once only, as a deposit shell at 2700.

Of the species of Clio represented in the collectionsfrom these points,

Clio (Creseis) virgula has been included in the study, although it was
taken at a point farther north in the Gulf Stream (hereafter described).

Clio (Cresei.s) conica was taken at surface station 1 ; Clio (Hyalocylix)

striata was taken at surface station It!; Clio (Styliola) subulata was
taken at surface station 1, also at dredging- station 2754; Clio («. sir.)

balantium was taken at dredging station 2754; Clio (s. str.) pyramid-
ata was taken at dredging stations 2750, 2751, 2760.

Lastly, of the genus Cuvierina, the species columella was taken at

two dredging stations 2754, 27G0, and at surface station 2.

Of the data of the distribution of these families here given, results

indicate that areas of deposit and the surface habitat of these mollusks

in these particular temperate and tropical regions, are rich in Cavolin-

iidsB, especially so in CavoUnia, while Clio and Cuvierina are very well

represented; Clio occupyi ng the more northern latitudes in so far as

these collections give evidence. Results also show that there are no
marked distinctions between the kinds and distribution in the Atlan-

tic and the Pacific waters upon either side of northern South Ameri-

ica. The shells in deposit confirm the evidence of the surface collec-

tions, so far as there is any evidence from deposits npon the floor ofthe

ocean. As has been said, there is no material dredged from the Pacific

side, where surface collections were present, but these latter, from the

Pacific, were entirely similar to the relative kind and abundance of

the pteropods, both surface material and deposit shells, of the Atlantic

side. The few Limacinidse taken, either as dead shells or in the low
temperatures of bathybic collections, were obtained from the deep-water

dredgings in the Atlantic.

I have given in Plate I an outline map of the region to which this

account applies, reference to which will show the line of transit along

which the stations are laid.

Some of the dredging stations are apparently near in-shore for the

occurrence of pteropod deposits, but all are drawn in at least 500

fathoms.

After leaving station 2703, the course of the steamer lay south for

20 degrees of latitude in the shallow waters along the eastern coast of
*

South America, the depth ranging only from 10 to about 80 fathoms.
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NO shells of pteropods are recorded from the dredgings in these

waters. Twelve deep-water stations arc also recorded along the

western coast of South America in the course <>f the vessel northward

through 1"» degrees of latitude, the depth ranging from 100 to 1,200

fathoms, but no pteropods are reported.

No dredging stations were made between 38 08' south and the

equator. In fact, all the other forty-seven dredging stations in the

Pacific waters, except nine, were made in shallow waters ranging from

(J to about 7o fathoms : in none of these are pteropods recorded.'

Bui the surface collections secured them, as is shown in the outline

map. bet ween the mainland and the Galapagos Islands, as described

heretofore in this article for the various genera and species of CQ-volinia

and Clio. No dredging stations are recorded at exactly these bearings

except one at surface 26 in 1,379 fathoms.

I have given thus a sketch of the course of the Albatross and thedepths

and, in some cases, the temperature of the waters traversed, in the hope

of arriving at some reasons for the meeting with pteropods in the dredg-

ing points in the south temperate zone, upon both eastern and west-

ern coasts of the southern part of South America, in the same measure

as they are found in the northern parts in the torrid zone. Not

belonging to litoral fauna 1

, we should not expect them in the shallow

dredgings along the coast. But some other causes must operate to

prevent their occurring in the deeper waters of the more open sea

along those coasts; and w by, t herefore, should they not appear from the

deeper dredging stations on the western coast of southern South

America? The dredging stations made below latitude 38° were, as

has been stated, taken upon the eastern side in shallow waters, but

upon the western side in much deeper waters, so that bathybic or

ZOUary fauna' would be very different from that of the shallower seas;

the surface temperatures, however, agree very closely. A series of

thirteen consecutive stations of the east side below latitude 38° aver-

aged, at surface. 54.3° F. in the latter half of the month of January;

a similar consecutive series of thirteen stations in about the same Lati-

tude along the west side averaged 55° in the first half of the month

of February. Bui no pteropods are recorded at any surface stations

in the Pacific except those indicated upon the outline map in Plate I.

while deposit shells were not taken in the Pacific by this expedition.

Thus it falls out that pteropod collections of this voyage are, in

origin, for the most part from the Caribean and Panamaic provinces,

—

that the two regions furnish material entirely similar in makeup

—

which material belongs almost exclusively to the family Cavoliniidae,

representing all the species except one of the genus Cavolinia, thespe-

*See "table of trawling and dredging stations" made by Albatross during the

year and a half ending June 30, 1888, in the Report of the Work of the U. S. Fish

Commission Steamer Albatross from Januarj l. Inst, to June 30, 1888, by Lieut. Com
mander Z, I. Tanner, I'. S. Navy, commanding, Fish Commission Report of 1887.

"
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cies of Cuvierina, as also six of t lie fourteen species of Clio, counting,

however, virgula from farther north; and lastly that from none of the

deeper water dredgings in the Paeitic are reported deposit shells,

although at times dredgings were there taken in the same region with

the surface collections which secured them; also that Limadna occur-

red only at considerable depths both alive and as deposit shells.

From the work of the steamer Blake Alexander Agassiz concludes

that bottom distribution is largely determined by the course of the

ocean currents, so that by means of pelagic fauna' and their bottom

distribution, light may be thrown upon the course of the currents.*

To this cause lie ascribes the presence of Arctic pteropods along the

New England coast, from the course of the Labrador currents. In this

way also an explanation is found why surface collections of pteropods

may be abundant over deep waters while the bottom distribution must

be looked for elsewhere along the ocean current which sweeps the re-

gion ; such doubtless is the case with regard to the surface collections

of the Albatross on this voyage in the Gulf of Panama and at the Gala-

pagos Islands. As has also been stated from the evidence of these

collections, forms of < 'lio are more abundant in the more northern sta-

tions than representatives of Cavolinia. If therefore we regard the

equatorial seas of the West Indian and Caribbean regions as offering

the most favorable conditions for the growth of these pelagic molluscs,

it may be readily seen that they would be largely distributed from

these areas to the northward upon the surface of the Gulf Stream;

while in the new conditions thus encountered the abundance of the

Cavolinia forms might succumb first, and that the species of Clio might

be enabled to hold their own longer in the struggle and so be carried

farther into the temperate waters of the Northern Atlantic.

So also in the distribution of these molluscs south from these equa-

torial areas named, the Brazil current and the other currents running

southward along the coast of South America doubtless carry quantities

of pteropod shells far from the habitat of the animals when living be-

fore their final deposition upon the bottom; but the bottom accumula-

tions may at the same time be augmented by the shells of the same

species borne alive fipon the surface of the current until such conditions

were entered as to cause their wholesale destruction, producing a com-

paratively sudden precipitation, as it were, of some of the classes oi

living organisms as soon as they are swept into the regions in question.

At any rate from these or other causes large deposits of pteropod

ooze were encountered by the Albatross in her course along the South

American waters. Such an ooze was discovered at station 2760^ the

study of which has some evidence for a distribution of the family

Caroliniidw as heretofore outlined; that is to say, the accumulation of

mollusc shells upon the floor of the ocean is some evidence of the

relative kind and abundance of the molluscan life inhabiting the

Three cruises of the Blake, by Alexander Agassiz. Vol. \, \>\k 120-121.
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waters above, and, if the greater part of the ooze is made up of Oavo
liniidse deposited through constant and successive seasons in the same

region, its composition must bear some relation not only to the pelagic

but also to the zonary and bathybic faunae by which it is laid down in

this region.

This "pteropod ooze" in question was dredged in 1 ,01 fathoms depth,

and when dried it proved to lie a mass made up almost entirely of

pteropod shells in various states of entirety, in which condition it was
submitted for study. In order to compare the genera and species, as

shown by deposit, with those of the same genera and species taken

alive at the Surface, the specimen of ooze reported was separated into

its component parts and weighed. A comparison by weight, of course,

expresses only the amount of material contributed to the general mass
of the deposit by each group, and bears no exad relation to the num-
ber of individuals in each of the various groups, because of the great

difference in individual size; one of the largest, C. tridentata for in-

stance, will outweigh many of the small Clio subnUtta; one large Clio

balantiwm will contain more material than several of the much smaller

Clio pyramidatdj and yet a table of comparative weights shows very

clearly, 1 think, the relative activity of the sources from which these

great deposits are laid down, both as regards individual numbers as

well as the mass of material contributed by each kind. Such a table

of relative weight of the principal constituents in their order runs

thus

:

i
; rams.

('iiriilhiin longirostris, tridentata, uncinata, quadridentata ti. 177

( 'avolinia inflexa OS I

< 'avolinia trispinosa 500

Cuvierina columella 808

Clio (s. -sir.) pyramidata 861

Clio (Styliola) aululata i>7»>

Total Cavoliniidse 9.006

Limacinidie < fragments) 151

Limacina inflata 006

Total Limaciuidte ir>7

Atlanta yeronii • 1 III

Total Seteropoda 1 lii

Cyelammina 17(»

Triloculina (?) 282

Globigerina (etc.) 082

Total Rlrizopoda 534

Debris 7. mis

Total ooze 17. 651

The species under the genus Cavoliuia were weighed together, be

cause the specific place of so many of the fragments of shells could noi

be distinguished owing to their fragmentary stab', although their place
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in this genus was perfectly evident. But l>y far the greatest number
of individuals, and the Largest relative weight, belonged to the species

Umgirostris; of the total 9. (KM! grams of Cavolinia, 5.513 grams, nearly

two-thirds, were from this species. Then come in the order named,

uticinata, tridentata^ and quadridentata. The material afforded by the

Limacinidse is relatively light, and it is probable that even this esti-

mate of these coiled pteropods was somewhat exaggerated by sonic

fragments of spiral shells (of which only the central spire remained),

which belonged to other spiral gastropods than Limacinidae; although

weighed in this connection because they had possibly belonged to char-

acteristic species of this group, Limaciua was not even numerically

'abundant.

The Heteropoda are represented in the ooze only by medium sized

Atlanta peronii, which were quite common. The three principal genera

of Rhizopoda which characterized this deposit were TriUx-uUna (?),

Cyclammina, and Globigerina^ with a few Orbitulina and Orbitoides (f).

These forms could easily be separated from the general mass on ac-

count of their large size; but there are doubtless others that remain

mixed with the line debris of the sample, which, if they could be sepa-

rated out, would add somewhat, but not very materially, to the total

weight of the Rhizopoda of the ooze. It is worthy of remark that this

pteropod ooze was associated with a globigerina ooze, but so stratified

as to be quite distinct. This appears from the account of Capt. Tan
nciy* who describes the trawl as being buried in mud, so as to be
landed with difficulty, when the main mud bag of I lie net was tilled

with one deposit while the smaller ring nets were Idled with a very
different one—the deposits being a tine globigerina ooze, "with only

here and there a pteropod shell," and a coarse pteropod ooze, but

which was uppermost is not stated; the latter is the one here con-

sidered.

This debris, finally, is that which remained after all was separated

that could be readily identified; it therefore comprises a good deal of

very tinely ground shells as of some very tine dried silt. But there

were also weighed with if other forms of life, such as several kinds of

gastropods, two kinds of lamellibranchs, and also small sea-urchin

shells in considerable numbers—all the material, in fact, that was not

quite.plainly pteropod, heteropod, and rhizopod. It is largely made up
of triturated shells as the unaided eve may readily determine, which

triturated shells, however, represent t he scattered remains of Cavolinia,

dlio, Cuvierina, Limacina, etc., in about the same ratio, 1 am strongly

led to believe, as above given for the rest of the ooze.

Of course there are many sources of error in such a reduction of this

sample of ooze; J have no means of judging what of the smaller con-

stituents might not have been taken away in the preparation and

*Report on the work of the r. s. Fish Commission steamer .libations from Jan-
uary 1, 1887, to June 30, 1888, by Lieut. Commander Z. I. Tanner, U. S. Navy.
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drying of it, and it is by no means intended that these careful weights

imprj tlir mathematical accuracy of a chemical analysis, but 1 am very

certain that they do represenl very faithfully the relative proportions

of the kinds and abundance of the tonus actually living in the sur-

rounding waters, at least as far as the pteropods and heteropods ait'

concerned, because the evidence of the surface collections from regions

to the iK nth leads to t his same view . At thedepthof a thousand fathoms

not many, even of the more delieate shells, would be lost immediately

by solution; at least they vould all disappear at a uniform rate, since

the majority of the shells are so nearly alike in thickness and material.

This analysis of the work was entered into with the purpose of get-

ting some check upon the sum total of the work done both at the

surface and at other parts of this section of the equatorial Atlantic,

and with the result that from the ooze at this point also wo draw the

same conclusions as to the relative kind and abundance of ( 'a\ oliniid;eand

Liuiaciniidoe inhabiting these latitudes upon both sides of the northern

part ot the South American continent, as w ere drawn from the com-

parison of the other dredging and surface collecting stations. The
Cavoliniidae predominate largely, and ot' these the genus Gavolinia is

more abundant, although the various subgenera of Clio are well rep

resented.

In the sample of pteropod ooze, tin 1 species longirostris was the most

abundant of any individual form, which is also true of the surface

collecting, although the uncinata is very abundant. Such is accord-

ingly the systematic composition and distribution of the pteropods of

this expedition. The mere facl that they are pelagic forms prevents

their being divided off into distinct regions, except very broadly speak-

ing, but it is doubtless true that a corresponding number of consecu-

tive collecting points, taken in arctic or even in temperate climates,

would produce a series of pteropods agreeing among themselves as

these do, but of a differen 1 general type which should represent the

majority of individuals and species.

Some of the thecosomatous pteropods have been figured many times,

showing their anatomy as well as the form of tin 1 empty shell, and in

the figures upon Plates II and in it is not so much intended to bring-

out new points in the form of the individual genera or species as to

bring together in a series the representative species taken by the AH><(

tro88,m order that their relative size and homologies may be better

indicated, and thus their pelagic association with each other when
living the better appreciated. In order to do this, the shells of the

various groups are figured, drawn to the same scale—five times en

largcd—as showing properly enough many of the points in which the

genera of the family Cavoliniidae stand related to each other, and the

species to the genera. The outlines were drawn with an embryograph,
showing lateral, ventral, and, in some cases, front view sol' the shells,

in order to obtain the proportions of the organisms with their specific
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qualities. The classification was made in accordance wiih the radical

revision of the group as proposed in the ReportsofH. M.S. Challenger,*

and it was i lie, purpose of the figures to arrange the system graphically

as far as could be done, lor the pteropods of those regions covered by

the .1 lbatro88.

Plate ii is devoted to the genus c<tr<>li>tia
y
excepting Figure 8, which

outlines in different positions shells of the only coiled pteropods taken,

specimens of the family Limacinidse, Limacina infiata. It has already

been staled that two live specimens were taken at SSI) fathoms, and

when preserved (lie parts were withdrawn largely into the large open

ingof the shell. These minute empty shells were present also in the

ooze examined. The other figures on the plates are drawn with

ventral lace upward, the position usually assumed by the living ani-

mal, so that the dorsal pail of the shell is below in the side views of

outline drawings. Figs. 1-7 present seven of the eight species of the

genus Oavolinia, the small globulo8a not having been obtained by these

collect ions. FigS. 1 and 2 represent the species "with dorsal ljp thick

ened into a pad." That is to say, trispinosa and quadridentata. The

thickened dorsal lip— in the drawing represented by the heavy line—is

in the living animal deeply brown pigmented, and so contrasts strongly

with the translucent COlor of the rest, of the Shell. Fig. 1 represents

Irispinostt, a from ventral view, b from side view, ami C from front view.

The drawing is incomplete with respect to the long, posterior spine

(not truthfully represented by the dotted lines of the figure), which

bears upon its end the embryonic shell, and relatively is very long, as

may be seen in figures of t he living specimen. t This figure does show,

however, the relative size of this species, its greater lateral extent as

compared with it s dorso ventral thickness. In the arrangement of its

projecting points, the aperture and various proportions of the parts,

trispinosa compares with injlcni (Fig. 7.), but on account of the thick

ened dorsal lip if stands in the scheme of classification of the Challenger

Reports, next to quadridentata.

Cavolinia quadridentata is represented in Fig. 2, from a ventral view,

& lateral, and c dorsal view. It is the smallest representative of all

the species of this genus in thecollections, is very much rounded, very

compact in shape, with small aperture, and without any lateral or pos

terior projections to the shell. All the other Oavolinidae are without

the thickened anterior edge of the dorsal lip. Of these longiro8tris—
Fig. Ii a ventral and h lateral view—has a distinguishing feature in the

fact that the Ventral lip projects beyond the dorsal, so that in a t he

extreme points in the posterior contour of the shell belong to the ven

tral lip alone, since they project beyond the edge of the dorsal lip,

which ends at I he t wo small project ions at the hind end of the shell,

interior to the other extreme tips, and so nearer the middle line. The

By Paul Pelseaeor, Vol, xxin of those Reports.

I Rang e1 Souleyet, Monographiedes Ptdropodes, Paris, L852.
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side view of longirostris (/>) shows also the greal development of the

dorsal (lower in the figure) li|> of the shell, prolonged into the long

hood which runs far ou1 beneath the overlying fins, and sculptured

with the deep QOtch in its anterior part. This little shell is, in many
respects, the most highly developed, as it is also the most abundant in

the collections.

C. gibbosa— Fig. t, a ventral, & lateral view— is characterized l>\ the

prominent transverse keel into which the anterior surface of the ventral

lip is developed. This feature appears in lateral view, Fig. I /', and is

evidently due to an accelerated growth of the shell in this part, as is

shown by the strong ridges and width between the lines of deposit, giv-

ing it a markedly serrated contour at this point. The dorsal (lower ill

the drawing) lip of this species is also relatively large at its anterior

part, forming a deep hood underlie it h t he tins. On these accounts t he

posterior aspect iA' gibbosa is comparal ively narrower t ban t he anterior

part (see <t of Fig. I) which is one of the points used in giving it its

systematic position.

Fig. 5 shows in outline a representative of the species tridentata; a

from ventral, l> from lateral view. All t he members of this species taken

on this trip of the Albatross were quite large, and the one figured was

one of the largest specimens ; they were not very abundant. It might

well he chosen as a typical ( 'avolinian pteropod shell; none of the parts

are exaggerated, all are symmetrically developed. The lateral view /',

however, imperfectly represents the measure of the dorsal lip of the

shell, the anterior hoodlike projection of which was broken oil' in the

specimen figured ; in a complete specimen it is more nearly like the same

structure in C. gibbosa (Fig. 4 />), although not quite so well developed.

The two specimens of Cdroliiiia which have the posterior and lateral

parts of the shell draw n out into points (but with their anterior margin

of dorsal lip) are uncinata and inflexa. The former of these is repre

sented in Fig. ."> in a dorsal and l> lateral view. The posterior spine of

the shell is relatively quite long and strongly curved backwards, while

the lateral points of the shell give a considerable increase t<> the expanse

of the aperture between the two lips. The dorsal lip also is very

strongly curved and compressed antero-posteriorly, while the \entral

lip is very much rounded, showing upon its anterior face the lines of

growth of the shell deposit. Finally, Fig. 7 represents the form of Cavo-

linia inflexa^a from ventral, and h from lateral view. The shell is much
more tubular than that of uncinata, the lateral points uiviiii: width to

the aperture of the shell, which does not, however, extend the whole

lengl h of the shell, thus leaving a very long curved posterior part. The

dorsal lip, moreover, runs straight forward and does not curve up into

a hood below the tins, as is more or less the case in the other species.

Such are the relations of these species as indicated in Fi^s. 1-7.

In every ease the anterior of the drawings of the shells is toward the

right (except the front view ill Fi^. lc) and the ventral lace of the shell
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turned uppermost, as when occupied by the living, animal, a is in

each case the outline from the central face and h from the side,

while Fig. 8 represents the species Limacina infiata.

The representatives of the genus Clio are given upon Plate in. Of
these the one species virgula ( Figs. 9 and 10) was aot taken upon this trip

of the Albatross, but belongs farther north, having been taken abun-

dantly by flic Fish ( 'ommission Schooner rampus in her investigations

of the Gulf Stream, southeast from Mart. lias Vineyard, at the surface

in the summer of L889. Two forms of it were found—the species

virgula proper (represented in Fig. 9) from lateral view, also an optical

section from front, showing its circular shape, and a variety of the

same, comiformis, which differs from the former only in (lie length of

the shell, the size of its opening and the curve of the posterior point

being relatively about the same.

The one other pteropod taken with shell quite unsculptured and of

Circular section is Olio fCreaeisJ COnica, represented in Fig. 11, which

thus shows its straightness in all positions, its great Length, and slen-

derness also as compared with any of the others. In Fig. 1- is re, pre

sented Olio (Styliola) subuiata^ which is distinguished from the other

straight-shelled pteropods by the possession of a dorsal Longitudinal

groove which runs somewhat obliquely along the shell out into a pro

jection, w hich OB its account better resists tract lire perhaps, or else is a

Dormal feature of the shell. This groove gives a very evident asym-

metry to the shell—as if it were I lie axis of the animal and the poste

rior part of the shell were bent away from this axis.

In the optical section the groove is seen to be caused by a folding

up of a ridge of the shell; there is also to be noticed some dorso ven

tral flattening of the animal. Whether this groove bears any relation

to any anatomical peculiarities of the, animal, I have, as yet, not,

ascertained.

The course of longitudinal groove is represented by the dotted lines

in the figure. The three other species of GUo represented have cer

tain peculiarities common to all, and in a way they stand in a, series.

Thus in Fig. 13 are given outline drawings of two fragments of Clio

(Hyalocylix) striata, showing an individual variation in size, << being a

small and b one of the largest specimens; for although quite a

large vial full of the mollusks was taken at one of the surface sta-

tions, it was very difficult to get very many of flu; shells, and none

perfect; they, being so delicate and covering loosely only the posterior

part of the animal, are easily detached ami lost, in collecting. The
side, views given in a and h of Fig. 13 show how the outline of the

shell is thrown into a series of transverse grooves shown here in the

profile of the figure, Avhile the view into the, anterior end of the shell

gives a dorSO-Ventrally flattened optical section, as indicated ill C. In

Fig, 14 (a lateral of the posterior part, only, b ventral, and c frontal

view of Clio (8.8tr.) balanUum) the same features are emphasized as far
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as the dorso-ventral flattening Is concerned, bo that the 'sides of the

shell a iv produoed into well-defined " keels," "while the dorsal (lower in

the Pig. Mr) side of the mollusk Bhows the tnedian groove, which also

characterizes the dorsal lip of the shell of the Cavoliniidte (see also

the same Fig. lo). The shell of the individual here figured was one of

the largesl of tlie collections. 11 is noi uniformly grooved overits

entire length, since the transverse marking's tend to disappear at the

most posterior pari of Hie shell, as seen in the dorsal (lefl hand) tare

of the lateral view, a of Fig. I I. The exacl form of the most anterior

edge of the shell could do1 be determined on accounl of the breaking

off of the delicate material, so that the dotted lines in b represent

only the broken edge as i1 existed in the shell as preserved in the col

lections not in nature. In Clio (s. str.) pyramidata.. Fig. 15 (a lateral, b

ventral, and C front, View) the anterior part ol' the shell is the most

exaggerated into the lateral •keels" and the depth of the dorsal

groove, as can besl be seen in the optical section of the shell shown

in oj t he \ en w id e keels are benl ventralwards and the dorsal groove

(below in t he draw inu) appears deep and narrow in like manner. A

lateral view. <i, shows the extent of the aperture and the StraiglltnoSS

of the posterior part of the shell and (he length of the projection of

the dorsal part into a grooved tongue w hieh underlies the litis. The

dotted lines in i( and /> show t he corn! it ion ol the shell when figured,

but it was apparently not complete, and so maynot truthfully repre

sent the real outline of the anterior edge ol' a perfect shell.

Finally, in Fig. 16 are represented t w o view s of ( >uvh•riim COlUDU lid. a

from lateral and b from ventral view. Ordinarily, in the living spec

i me i is. one can find agOOd many with I he embryonic shell still at t ached

to the posterior end of the shell of the adult animal. " but they were

not present ill these collected l>\ the AlbatrOSS, and so have the posie

rior end bluntly rounded, although compressed somewhat on the ven-

tral edge, as is shown in the lateral view a, of which the dorsal face of

the figure is toward the left. The anterior end of the shell also shows

a difference in t he t \\ o lips of I he shell. ( 'uvierina columella, t herefore,

thus differs from the others; while the various species of Clio measure

thus with each other as outlined for the figures of PI. m.
It was purposed in entering upon the study of these collections to

deal especially with the comparative anatomy of the group to he

brought out ii\ the method of serial sections, as employed iii a former

paper for one of the Cymbuliida?,t bul as some of the species w ere here

represented only by empty shells, and since so many tissues ol' living

animals were treated only with Strong alcohol as they were collected,

it seemed advisable to deal in thi8 section of the work only with the dis

tribution of the pteropods as indicated by this voyage of the vessel, to

See figure in rryon's "Introduction to Systematic Conchology," PI. 12, Fig, 9.

ton the Anatomy and Histology of Cymbuliopsis oaloeola. Studies from Bio.

Lab., Johns Hopkins University, Vol. rv, No. 6.
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gether with such relal Ionships as may be denoted l>y ;i study ofthe shells

themselves; and to Leave for another section the completion of the

study of the comparative anatomy as it may be supplemented l>y more

material for such ;i studs of this interesting group.

The long delay of this paper has been quite unavoidable, and I owe,

many thanks to Commissioner .McDonald of the U. 8. Fish Commission,

for the generous kindness with which he hate treated all matters per-

taining to (Ids and all other points of my association with him. .Also

the most grateful remembrances are due Dr. W. K. Brooks of the

Johns Eopkins University -at vrhose suggestion the study of the Pte

ropoda and Heteropoda by serial sections was entered upon— for the

countless advantages enjoyed in his laboratory a1 the time this subject

was undertaken lour years ago as one of Ids students.

II. THE HETEROPODA.

These collections were taken together with tin' Pteropoda as dis-

cussed in the preceding part of this report, and as illustrated upon

Plate i, where the positions of the various collecting stations are indi-

cated in flic outline map.

Heteropods, accordingly, either alive or represented by their empty

Shells, were taken at two dredging stations as follows:

Sta.
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habitat. Ai dredging station 2754 there was also taken one small

broken Carinaria shell. Beyond these two collecting points east from

the West India islands, n<> heteropod shells are recorded until station

l'Tiio was reached (see the former section of this report, "Thecosoma

tons Pteropoda," p. 30), while the Atlanta shells dredged in the oo e at

this latter point are much smaller than the specimens «>t' the same

species taken farther north al station 275J as just described. Noneof

the Atlanta' were alive. One shriveled specimen »>f a Carinaria
y
how

ever, is reported from station 2751, I am unable satisfactorily to de

termine its origin, luii from appearances conclude that it may have

sunk to t ho bottom already dead and there have been taken with the

dredge. At any rate it bears little resemblance to a specimen taken

alive at the surface and is so distorted as to hide its specific distino

t ion.

All the other material from this group of molluscs was taken alive

at the surface collections as heretofore located,

1 regret \en much not having had opportunities of identifying all

the species of these surface collections, A large specimen of < 'arinaria

was taken al surface station 24, the species of which I t\o not know.

Its body is 5,85 centimeters in length, is rather more* slender than c<t

rinaria mediterranean The part of the body anterior to the prominent

eyes is markedly bent ventralwards; the nucleus, situated directly

opposite the toot, or tin. is long and cylindrical and stands vertically

up from the surface of the body to a comparatively great height. No
shell \\as present accompanying the specimen. The posterior part <>\'

the l>od\ extends behind the n Helens a ml loot about one third the length

of the animal; the eyes, also, are situated about one thud the length

i>\' tht> animal back from the month end.

The remaining material of the collections consists of Gastropods ofthe

mams lanthhm, which were thus distributed at the following points:

At surface station 7. two young specimens of an Tanthina^ the speoies

of which could not be yet determined accurately because of their mi

mature state: at surface station 8, three specimeus of an lantkina, two

of which are o\' the species globosa, I think, ami the other uudeter

mined; they are all rather small specimens. At surface station 18 were
taken tour large specimens <^i Tanthina globosa

\ I) and one large repre

sentative of the species communis; finally, at surface station 24, there

was taken another specimen of the speoies just mentioned as uudeter

mined.

It will be readily seen that the [anthinidre taken in this expedition

of the Albatross all come from regions within a lew degrees of the

equator, and are not markedly distinct from each other, although Sep

arated by the South American continent. Prof, A. B. Verrill, of Vale

University, did me the great kindness to go over these specimens ami

to compare them with the Ian! hinida- in the museum of that institution.

From Buoh a comparison, moreover, it was impossible to give the spe
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cine position to the representatives taken by the Albatross, since no

close agreemenl between them could be made; and this was doubtless

due to the difference in locality; for specimens in the museum at Yale

were of Ianthinidse from the region of the Sandwich Islands, in the

Pacific side, and from the Arctic regions of the Atlantic side; while

these from the Albatross collections of the equatorial regions belonged

to differenl specu-s which possessed intermediate qualities of different

kinds, such as a different compression of the spiral, shape of aperture,

etc. From the fact, therefore, that they do show distinctions from ma-

terial collected at other points, the representatives of this group illus-

trate also the segregation and the localization of pelagic mollusca in

given areas, broadly speaking. Although Ianthjnidse were so widely

distributed, no empty shells were taken from bottom collecting.

Biological La b< i uatory
Williams College, April, 1893.

Proc. N. M. 93 30
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Explanation of Plate LIII.

Plate i is an outline tracing of a Mercator projection map of South America, with

a part of North America, illustrating the course of the Albatross south from Norfolk.

The line of dredging stations, where pteropods and heteropods were taken, hears

the numbers L'750-2763 according to the records of the steamer. So also the surface

collecting stations where these molluscs weir taken are likewise numbered 1-31.

Plate LIV.

All the outlines are drawn to the same scale—live times enlarged—with an embryo-

graph. a ventral, b lateral, c front view, in each case.

Fig. 1. Cavolinia trispinosa.

2. Cavolinia quadridentata.

3. Cavolinia aneinata.

4. Cavolinia, gibbosa.

5. ( lavolinia tridentata.

6. Cavolinia longirostris.

7. Cavolinia inflexa.

J*. Limacina injlata.

Plate LV.

Letters as before.

Fig. 9. Cli" i < Ireseis) virgula.

10. The same, variation corniformis.

11. Clio (Creseis) conica.

12. Clio (Styliola) subulata.

13. Clio ( II yaloeylix ) striata.

14. Clio (s. str.) balantium.

15. Clio (s. str. ) pyramidata.

16. Cuvicrina columella.
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DIAGNOSIS OF A NEW CALIFORNIAN LIZARD.

BY

Leonhard Stejneger,

Curator, Department of Reptiles and Batrachians.

Among a number of lizards collected by my friend Mr. H. W. Hen-

shaw, at Witch Creek, San Diego County, Southern California, during

the present month (May, 1893), I find a most distinct new species be-

longing to the genus Xantusia. It was taken among rocks at an alti-

tude of about 2,700 feet. I propose to name it in honor of its discoverer.

Xantusia henshawi, sp. nov.

Diagnosis.—Two interfrontonasals;* one row of superciliaries;

frontoparietals in contact; an interoceipital
;
pupil vertical.

Habitat.—Witch Creek, San Diego County, California.

Type.— U. S. National Museum, No. 20.339; H. W. Henshaw coll.;

May, 1893.

Reserving a full description, with figures, for a future paper I will

here only call attention to the most salient characters by which this

species may be separated from the other two species of genus. It dif-

fers from both, and in fact from all the members of the family, by the

possession of a well-developed interoceipital shield. It also differs

from the two Xantusias as well as from Lepidojphyma by having two

interfrontonasals, in this respect agreeing with the Cuban genus Cri-

cosaura. Like Xantmia vigilis it has but one series of superciliaries

(or supraoculars), while A', riversiana has two. It is longer and

slenderer than the latter, and is more depressed than either. The
color differs from both in being blackish- brown on the upper surface

irregularly marbled with cream -colored hues which on the tail incline

towards forming cross bands; under side whitish; scales on back

small, uniform, fiat tubercles; ventral scales in fourteen longitudinal

and thirty-three transverse rows, preanal scales in three transverse

rows, the two median posterior scales being the largest; about ten

femoral pores on each side. Total length, 148"".; length to posterior

edge of occipital plates, 13""".; length to vent, 65mm .

*The nomenclature of the head shields of the Xantusiidce is yet unsettled. As the

most detailed description is Cope's description of Xantusia riversiana (Proc. Phil.

Ac, 1883, pp. 30, 31) I have here adopted his nomenclature in order to avoid confu-

sion and to facilitate comparison with the one here given.

467
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DESCRIPTION OF A SUPPOSED NEW SPECIES OF ODONTOPHORUS
FROM SOUTHERN MEXICO,

BY

Robert Ridgway,
Curator of the Department of Birds.

ODONTOPHORUS CONSOBRINUS, sp. nor.

Sp. Char.—Most like 0. guttatus Gould, bul much darker and richer

in general coloration, and differing positively in entire absence of any

buff or tawny color in the crest.

Adult female (type, No. 1 I7.'5L', Mirador, Vera Cruz, Mexico, April

5; Florentin Saitonus): Pileum, including entire crest and underlying

feathers of occiput, uniform brownish black, fading to sepia-brown on

forehead; superciliary and supra-auricular regions lighter sepia or

bister-brownj ear coverts dark chocolate-brown, approaching black

along the upper margin; continued from this dark auricular patch,

down sides of neck, a broad stripe, more or less interrupted, of rich

chestnut, mixed with blackish; cheeks .(malar and subauricular re-

gions), chin, and throat black, each feather marked with a mesial streak

of white, these markings broader and <>r guttate form on the subauri-

cular region. Hind neck, sides of neck (except as described), and

I nick rather light bister-brown, mixed with olive, indistinctly mottled

or vermiculated with dusky, the leathers of the back with narrow me-

sial st leaks of biif'l'y whitish; inner webs of scapulars with most of ex-

posed portion black (producing large black spots or blotches), preceded

by bars of black and tawny-chestnut; outer webs coarsely mottled

with olive-grayish and bully-whitish, and marked with zigzag bars of

blackish; prevailing color of wing coverts mummy-brown, varied

with zigzag markings of dusky and occasional transverse spots of

black, most of the feathers marked with a terminal small guttate spot

of light buff; outer webs of secondaries dusky, broken by broad bars

of mottled russet; tertials mixed rusty brown or bright russet and

dusky, each feather with a large and conspicuous snbterminal Lrregu

lar lunule of black, the tip marked with a deltoid spot of deep buff;

primaries dusky, their outer webs indistinctly decked along the margin

with buffy. Lower back light buffy olive brown, indistinctly mottled

with darker and with occasional small spots or decks of black; rump
similar, but rather darker, with more distinct dusky vermiciilations;

upper tail coverts with the same features still more pronounced. Tail
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dull black, with outer webs (both webs of middle feathers) varied with

narrow broken or zigzag bars of rusty brown, biider parts grading

from rich, warm brown* on the chest to bright chestnut on flanks, each

feather ornamented by a mesial gnttate streak or spot of white, mar-

gined with black; anal and femoral regions light brownish., indistinctly

barred with grayish dusky and olive tawny; under tail coverts black.

irregularly spotted, and barred with light olive-tawny. Bill black;

"iris brown;" feel horn-color. Length (skin), about 10.00; wing-, 5.60;

tail, 2.90; exposed culmen. 0.7.'!; depth of bill at base. 0.50; tarsus,

L.62; middle toe, 1.35.

An adult female from Protrero, Cordova" (No. 41649, December 20,

L869,F. Sumichrast), is essentially like the one described, bu1 presents

the following slight differences: The top of the head is not nearly so

dark, scarcely approaching black even on the longer leathers of the

crest, while, except these latter, the leathers have distinct but narrow

light brown shaft streaks; the white streaks on cheeks and throat are

broader; the under parts are somewhat less richly colored, with the

white markings broader and less regular, while the rump and lower

back are more distinctly vermiculated and freckled with dusky. Wing,

5.50; tail. 2.65; exposed (admen, 0.75; depth of bill at base, 0.50; tar-

sus, 1.62; middle toe, 1.50.

The seven specimens of O.guttatus Gould with which these two Mexi-

can birds have been compared are all from Costa Eica, and all have

the bright ochraceous crest (overlaid by dusky), as shown in Gould's

plate. The birds described arid figured by Gould are said to have come

from Honduras. The male represented by him shows the conspicuous

ochraceous crest and agrees otherwise with the Costa Rica bird; but

the other figure, representing what Gould says is the female, is with-

out any ochraceous, though not otherwise different; and he describes

the female as different from the male "in having the crest of a uniform

brown, and in the black of the throat being less extensive. " I am not,

however, inclined to credit the alleged sexual character of this differ-

ence in the color of the crest, since two of the seven Costa Rica n speci-

mens (one of them, moreover, an immature bird) are marked as females

by the collectors and have I he crest colored exactly as in the males.

Intermediate between mummy-brown and Prout'a brown



A SUBTROPICAL MIOCENE FAUNA IN ARCTIC SIBERIA.

BY

William Healey Dall,

Curator of the Department of Mollusks.

(With Plate i.vi.)

In the northeastern angle of the Okhotsk Sea, between the parallels

of 58° and 62° north latitude and in about 158° east of Greenwich,

lies a large body of water known as the G-ulf of IVnjinsk. It extends

in a northeast and southwest direction for about 300 miles and has a

greatest width of some 140 miles. At its head it is divided by a large

peninsula into two narrower arms, of which the westernmost is called

the Gijiga Bay and the other Penjinsk or Zhinsk Bay.* At the head

of the former a small river comes in, some distance np which is the

small Russian trailing post of Gijiga, which, to the best of my knowl-

edge at present, is the only permanent settlement anywhere abont the

gulf.

This arm of the Okhotsk Sea has not been visited, so far as recorded,

by any scientific explorer, unless we except the officers of a small

coast-guard steamer maintained by the Russian Government in the

Okhotsk Sea, and who did some hydrography in this vicinity. No
collections from this region are mentioned in any work on the natural

history of this region which is accessible to me.

From Russian travelers and the explorers of the Telegraph expedi-

tion of 18(i5-'G7, as well as the whaling captains of the North Pacific

fleet, something is known of the characteristics of the gulf. It is ice-

bound for more than half the year. Late in May simultaneously with

the freshets in the rivers falling into the gulf, the ice near its head

and along its shores becomes loosened and a certain amount of open

water will be formed between the main floes of the Okhotsk Sea and

the land abont the gulf. A large number of whales, supposed to be a

variety of the true Arctic Bowhead or Balcena mysticetus, were for-

merly in the habit of resorting to these sheltered bits of open water

where they brought forth their young. This came to the knowledge

of the whalers, and abont 1819 the whale fishery was established in the

Okhotsk Sea and maintained there until the whales became too scarce

to warrant their pursuit. Since the ice prevented the access of the

whale ships, they were accustomed to send boat parties through the

* The, nomenclature in these parts is somewhal unsettled and charts differ, but the

names here used arc derived from the Russian Hydrographic Office chart.
471
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narrow strip of open water along the snores until the open water at

the head of the bays was reached, according to Scammon, usually

about the 20th of June. With the boats whaling was carried on from

camps on shore until, in July or later, the main floes had so broken up
as to allow the ships to penetrate the hays.

The shores around the gulf are, in mam places, cliffy or precipitous

and the beaches stony, though the depth of water is moderate,

nowhere exceeding 100 fathoms, as far as known. While the latitude

of Penjinsk Gulf is that of Shetland or the South Gape of Greenland,

and it is not within the Arctic Circle, yet its climate and conditions

are essentially arctic, and it is the only region where the true arctic

whale has ever been known to breed except in the Polar Sea. The

marine fauna probably resembles that of other parts of the Okhotsk
Sea where it is known to be extremely scanty along the shores, profuse

in individuals in water deep enough to be tree from grounding ice. and

strictly arctic everywhere. Further south, off the west shore of the

peninsula of Kamchatka, is a noted codfishing ground, but no record

of any attempt to tish in the gulf has been brought to my notice. In

the summer a fairly large run of salmon of several species occurs in

most of the rivers falling into the gulf and wild fowl are abundant

spring and fall as they come and ge from their breeding grounds at

tin- mouths of the rivers farther north.

On the shore of one of the small bays which put out from the gulf

coal has long been known to exist, though the exact locality is not in-

dicated on any of the charts 1 have been able to examine. The place

was known to the whalers as Coalmine or Coal Bay. In 1866 the Rus-

sian transport Sakhalin, which had brought supplies for the telegraph

explorers, being short of coal, obtained a quantity from this place,

which enabled her to reach the Amoor River, though the quality of

the fuel was poor. It seems to resemble the Eocene lignites of Alaska

rather than the coals of greater age and density.

From this locality in L855, when a member of the Ringgold and

Rodgers exploring expedition in the><
T

orth Pacific, the late Dr. William

Stimpson obtained a small collection of fossils, comprising six species

of mollusks, which were deposited by him on his return to America in

the Museum of the Smithsonian Institution, where they have since

remained.*

" Although no extended data accompany the specimens, 1 Learn through the

courtesy of Lieut. Commander Richardson Clover, U.S. Navy, hydrographer of the

Navy Department, that the U. S. S. Hancock, Lieut. 11. K. Stevens, C. s. Navy, com-

manding, visited Coal Bay early in August, is">r>. ami it was doubtless by sonic one

on hoard that the species were coll. .ted. The position assigned to Coal Hay on the

map of the expedition is in latitude 60 IT north and longitude 161 55 east of

Greenwich. It is noted that coal was found aDundantly, but of inferior quality for

generating steam. Some account of the Hancock's visit to Coal Baj is given bj A.

W. Habersham in his volume entitled "My Cast Cruise" (etc.). Philadelphia, Lip-

pincott, 1857, i>]>.
3i'9-371.
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The asped of these shells indicates for them a Miocene age, to

which they were assigned by the late paleontologist P. B. .Meek. The

matrix is a light-browu or grayish, fine grained, rather hard sandstone.

exactly like many of the Miocene sandstones of the adjacent Alaskan

coast. Taking the occurrence of the beds of lignite into consideration

we may suppose that they are, like the Alaskan lignites of the oppo-

site shore of Bering Sea, immediately succeeded by a bed of marine

Miocene, from which these fossils may have been derived. In cleaning

off some adherent matter it was found that a few small particles of a

stony alga still adhered to the fossils and retained some of its original

green color. This shows that the alga is not a fossil, and indicates

that the specimens were obtained upon the beach, where they may
have remained some time after being weathered out of the original

matrix. One specimen, a large oyster, is somewhat worn, as if by the

waves, and still retains in its shell substance something of the purple

color which characterized the shell while living.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

Ostrea gigas Thunberg.

Ostrea gigas Tlmnberg, Kong. Vet. Ak. Handl. t. xiv, for 1793, p. 110, pi. 6, figs.

1-3; Liscbke, Jap. Meeresconcb, i, p. 174, 1869; n, p. 160, pi. 11. figs. 1, 2,

1871; in, p. 114, 1874; Dunker, Ind. Moll. Jap. p. 249, 1882.

Ostrea Laperousii Schrenck, Bull. Imp. Acad. Sci. St. Peterb, iv, p. 411, 1861; Reiseo

in Amur]., Moll., p. 475, pi. 19, tigs. 1-U, 1867.

Ostrea talienwhanensis Crosse, Journ. de Conebyl., x, p. 149, pi. t>. fig. ti. 1*62.

Ostrea taliemvahnensis Shy., Coneb. Icon. Ostrea, pi. 10, fig. 21, 1871.

f Ostrea borealis Jay, Perry's .Japan Exp. p. 296.

Coalmine Bay, Gulf of Penjinsk, Okhotsk Sea, W. Stimpson, Mas.

Reg. No. 4787.

The fossil comprises the whole of the upper and most of the lower

valve, held together by the indurated matrix and measuring about 103

millimetres long by 90 millimetres in greatest width. The specimen is

somewhat waterworn, evidently after weathering out of the matrix-,

but retains partly the purplish color common to this species. It

appears to agree in all essentials with the recent shell.

This oyster has, like the 0. virginica of America (which it much
resembles), a very wide range in latitude, extending from the China

seas to the west coast of the island of Sakhalin and in Japan to

Nagasaki. But the fossil, so far as its condition permits us to judge,

represents the southern form of the species rather than that which it

assumes near the northern extreme of its present range.

Semele Stimpsoni n. k.

PI. LVI, tig. 5.

Shell sub-orbicular, moderately compressed, sculptured with numer-

ous wide, low, rather irregular concentric ridges which are angulated
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;it the summit and sometimes broken up or confluent on the posterior

part of the shell; also by fine radiating stria-, strongest near the

beaks, crossed by obvious incremental lines and nearly or quite obso-

lete toward the base, in the adult ; the posterior fourth of the shell is

marked off from the rest by an obscure radial depression which gives

the hinder end the appearance of being slightly compressed and

twisted to the left ; cardinal region behind the beaks marked by an

obscure narrow lanceolate impressed area or escutcheon; hinge with

(in the left valve) a large cartilage pit, in front of which is a narrow,

thin cardinal tooth with an anterior lateral very short and closely

adjacent, the posterior lateral also extending but little behind the end

of the cartilage pit; interior surface smooth, the pallia! line distinct,

the sinus broad, bluntly rounded in front and extending to a vertical

line dropped from the beak. Lou. of left valve, 33; alt., 30; seinidi-

ameter of shell, 7 millimetres.

Two left valves (Mus. Reg. No. 4788) were obtained from the bed at

Penjinsk Gulf by Dr. Stimpson, in whose honor the species is named.

This species most closely resembles 8. modesta A. Adams* from

West Africa and St. Helena, a species which is somewhat higher, more
inflated, with longer lateral teeth, a smaller cartilage pit, and more

rounded concentric sculpture. In both the sculpture near the beak

tends to be more nearly lamellar and the radiating grooving more

prominent.

The nearest relative geographically which 8. Stimpsoni possesses is

the similarly sculptured form, referred to by Schrenk under the name
of 8. californica, which is found in the .Japan Sea and the Strait of

Tartary. While many Japanese shells are common to Northwest

America, it can hardly be said that the identity of this species, which

I know only by Schrenk's figure, with the Gulf of California shell is

fully established. It is possible that our fossil may prove identical

with the living form recorded by Schrenk, but this can only be deter-

mined by a comparison of specimens.

' This was referred by Mr. E. A. Smith, of the British Museum, to S. cordiformis

"Chemnitz," which is the West Indian and East American species variously known
as S. reticulata (Gmel.) Wood, orbiculata and radiata Say, subtruncata Shy., Jayanum
('. B. Adams, and pulchella A. Adams. From these, however, the St. Eelena Bhell

is quite distinct, as show n by a scries Kindly presented to t he National Museum by

Capt. Tnrton. lis sculpture is never sharp and rasping to the touch as in the Wesl

Indian shell, and all the specimens (five) show a minute lunnle, under which tin'

.shell substance is of a deep claret-brown color, forming a very conspicuous spot of

color and not occurring in any of the American shells from over fifty different local-

ities. The concentric ridges are broad and blunt in the S. modesta, while they arc

represented in the American species only by thin sharp lamellae. As Chemnitz was

a binomial writer only accidentally, and did not adopt the Linnean system of nom-

enclature, his name can not he accepted even lor the American shell, which will best

lie know n by the name of Omelin, adopted and illustrated by Wood, in the belief

that the shell is the Vellina reticulata ofLinmS, a conclusion to which the researches

of llanley on the l.innean types lend a reasonable probability.
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Siphonaria penjinae n. s.

PL i. vi. fig. 2.

Shell irregularly ovate, depressed, alternately radiately sculptured

with riblets and threads ; apex eroded in the specimens, but situated

at about the posterior third; lines of growth obvious; margin entire or

slightly crenulated by the sculpture; interior smooth, muscular im-

pressions strong, interrupted at the right as usual in the genus; the

shells showing evident color markings consisting of alternate light and

dark radiating lines much as in 8. lineolata Orbigny. Lon. of shell,

20; max. lat., 15; alt. (somewhat eroded), 4 millimeters.

Two specimens (Mus. Reg. No. 4791) received from Dr. Stimpson.

This species recalls 8. lecanium Opr., of the northwest coast of

America, but is very closely related to the 8. radiata Ad. & live,

figured from the China seas in the "Voyage of the 8amarang." Two
species of Siphonaria, 8. fUliginatallYe. and 8. atra Quoy & Gahn., are

known from the present seas of Japan and Korea, but neither so closely

resembles our fossil as the more tropical species above mentioned,

which indeed is hardly distinguishable from the form we have described.

Conns okhotensis n. s.

PL LVI, fig. 4.

Shell short, stout, solid, of about eight whorls; spire low and rounded,

suture appressed, with a few obscure spiral stria? in front of it; shoulder

of the shell rounded; sides smooth, hardly striated even over the canal,

aperture rather wide, outer lip straight, sutural sinus shallow; pillar

simple, slightly twisted at the end; lon. of shell, 50; lat., 35 millimeters.

A young and an adult specimen (Mus. Reg. No. 4789) were presented

by Dr. Stimpson.

This species is not unlike Conus californicus on a larger scale, and

belongs, as well as can be judged in the absence of color markings, to

a group (Chelyconu8) which is most abundantly represented in the

Moluccas and on the shores of Africa. There does not appear to be at

present any closely related species on the Japanese coasts, but G.fulmen

and C. pauperculus are found in that region and would in a general

way be associated with it. Among the recent species in the National

Museum, C. glaucus from the Moluccas presents the closest parallel in

form and conchological characters.

In the larger of the two fossil specimens a faint indication of what

might be taken as traces of spirally disposed color marks is perceptible,

but these are not sufficiently distinct to permit of a dogmatic assertion

that they are traces of color and not an incident of mineralization.

Cerithium cymatophorum n. s.

PI. i.vi, fig. 1.

Shell stout, solid, short, of seven or more whorls: nucleus lost;

aperture defective; sculpture characterized by a constriction about the
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middle of the whorl, above which there is only * pi ml sculpture; in front

of il ilif whorl is marked with about eight prominent rounded waves

or obscure ribs, with wider interspaces, which become obsolete on the

last balf of the last whorl; spiral sculpture of fine, sharp, minutely

channelled incised lines with much wider, smooth, flat topped inter-

spaces; suture appressed ; base constricted aboul the middle, sculp

lured with more crow ded incised lines; pillar with a moderate callus;

Ion. of shell, 35 ; max. diain., 17 millimeters.

One specimen (Mus. Reg. 1700) presented 1>\ Dr. Stimpson.

Tins species is related to the group represented by C. vulgatum Brug.,

C. guinaicum Phil., and C. wmulum Phil., the second of which extends

its range from the Gaboon, West Africa, to the Philippines, Lord Hood's

island, and Japan, if authorities maybe trusted. The fossil is. how

ever, sufficiently distinguished from any of them by its form and sculp

ture. The group at present is only represented in warm temperate, or

subtropical waters. Tlu' specimen described had been attacked by

Cliona before fossilization and more or less perforated, beside sustain-

ing the loss of its outer lip. A much smaller, Imt in many respects

similar, species is found in the Older Miocene of Florida.

Diloma i Chlorodiloma^ rudeiata n. s

Plate i. \i, fig. 3.

Shell small, turbiniform, rude, with little nacre, of about four whorls;

whorls rounded, suture appressed and slightly constricted, Sculpture

only of rather rude lines of growth ; surface composed of a dark sheU

layer, wit h obscure indications of spiral lines of lighter color: base full,

slightly flattened, a narrow impressed area around t he umbilicus, which

is barely perforate and nearly covered by a small callus; aperture

rounded: pillar short, concave ending in a small, low, narrow, tooth

like prominence; throat smooth. Alt. oi' shell 15; max. diain. of base.

13; nun. diain., 11.50 millimeters.

Two specimens * Mus. Reg. No. 4797) were received. No species very

closely related to this shell is at pit-sent known from the Japanese

fauna, but there are a number of them in the Australasian seas. The

genus is pei haps represented by />. perplexa Pilsbry, of Japan. I have

referred the fossil to Diloma rather than Qibbula, chiefly on account of

the sculpture ami scant pearly layer, but on such occasions it is im-

practicable to determine positively the precise relations.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

The evidence afforded i>\ these fossils indicates unmistakably that

the fauna including them must have flourished in waters ; it least as

warm as those which at present occupy the Japan Sea, at a distance of

more than a thousand miles to the southward. The oyster and Sipli

naria show that the fauna was litoral and not an olfshore or deep-
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water assembly. FaunaUy the species point to a distinct analogy with

thoseof the China and South Japan sens, and, likcthe existing fauna of

those, sens, they indicate bonds of relationship with the west coasl of

Africa and the coast of Australia rather than with the I ndo- Pacific

fauna of northeast Africa and the Malay Archipelago. These carious

analogies have been noted by all those who have studied the mollusk

fauna of Japan, and their explanation is one of the trophies for which

future students, with fuller geological knowledge of oriental countries,

may compete. At present hypothesis could rest only on speculation.

It is not often that so small a number of specimens as those we have

described would contain the elements necessary for deciding on so

many points of interest, but the present case is a fortunate exception.

We may now consider the climatic relations indicated by this little

collection. There are no observations on record from the Gulf of Pen-

jinsk, but the climate can differ but little from (hat of Okhotsk, which

is situated in the same Latitude as that of the mouth df theGalfof Pen

jinaand some .'J.

r
>0 miles to the westward. If there is any difference it

is that the gulf is colder than Okhotsk, since Scammon indicates that

open water occurs about dune 20 in the gulf, while the average at

Okhotsk is about two weeks earlier.

We find Okhotsk has a mean annual temperature of the ail- of 23.1°,

spring having a menu of 23.9°, summer of 52.1°, autumn of 24.6°, and

winter of minus 8.2°. The temperature of the sea water does not rise

above 40° F . (except in the harbor) during the warmesl part of the

summer, and. for 1 wot In I'd s of the year it is at or below the freezing

point. It may therefore be assumed that the water climate of Pen-

jinsk Gulf does not essentially differ from that which is offered by

those parts of the Polar Sea which are free from ice during the summer
months. The climate ofthe region indicated as a natural climatic home

by Such an assemblage of fossils as those we have been discussing,

should have a summer sea-water average temperature of 70°. and a

winter average of 60° F. at least, with a minimum temperature never

approaching the freezing point. As the difference bet ween the tempera-

ture of the air and that of the water can not permanently remain

much greater than 5° or 6°, it follows that the annual mean tem-

perature of the Gulf of Penjinsk in Miocene time (or the era indicated

by our fossils) can not have been much less than <i()° F., and was prob-

ably higher. That is to say, since this fossil fauna flourished in these

waters the annual mean temperature has diminished by 30° to40°F.,

at the most moderate calculation.

It is perhaps very late in the day to refer to the hypothesis which ex-

plained the warm water Old Miocene of the north Atlantic shores by

assuming a shifting of the polar axis so that, the pole at that time would

have been situated somewhere in central Siberia. Thai hypothesis has

tew if any friends at the present time. But it may not be amiss to point

out that, if it were necessary to put a quietus on that moribund specu-
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lation, the presence of a warm water old Miocene iii eastern Siberia,

such as our present fossils indicate, would be quite sufficient to prove

that no polar conditions in the modern sense could have existed there

during that epoch of geological time.

PL mm: i.yi.

Fig. I. tivithiiim cymatophomm Pall. Ion. of original 35 millimeters. Page I7.~>.

•J. Siphonaria penjincB Dall, Ion. of shell 20 millimeters. Page I7">.

;>. Diloma (Chlorodiloma) ruderata Dall, alt. of shell L5 millimeters. Page I7ii.

t. Contu okhotensis Dall, all. of shell 50 millimeters. Page 175.

5. Semele Stimpsoni Pall, left valve, ton. of original 33 millimeters. Page 17.;.
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NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF BIRDS FROM EASTERN NICARAGUA
AND THE RIO FRIO, COSTA RICA, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A
SUPPOSED NEW TROGON.

BY

Charles W. Richmond.

The accompanying List, in which are embodied the notes made during

a year's residence in eastern Nicaragua, is based on collections and

observations extending from February 1, 1892, to January 10, 1893.

Specimens of most of the species were obtained, and of others, nearly

all North American, only those well known to me have been admitted

unless otherwise stated.

(Jreytown,or San Juan del Norte, is situated oil a small lagoon at the

month of the San Juan River, on the Caribbean coast of Nicaragua.

It is almost surrounded by marshes and silico* swamps, yet the climate

is as healthful as at any other point on the coast. This is due, probably,

to the sandy nature of the soil on which the town is built, and to the

influence of the sea air. The climate of the region is apparently not as

deadly as many suppose. Many foreigners live in the country for

years, retain their health, and are seldom or never troubled with " the

fever." Unless one is peculiarly susceptible to malarial influences

no bad effects are liable to attend a sojourn in the country if proper

care is taken to preserve the health, but one is very liable to be led

into various exposures on first reaching the country, especially if one

has left a severe winter behind in the north. The country a few miles

inland is not as salubrious as directly on the coast, and those who con-

tract the fever there frequently recover entirely after a trip to the

seashore.

The coast country has a protracted rainy season of eight or nine

months, from May to January, with occasional spells of fair weather

during the other three or four months. Some years the "dry" season

is said to fail altogether. The rainfall is enormous, and from a report

of observations by officers of the Nicaragua Canal Company it appears

that over 290 inches fell at Greytown during the year 1890. The pre

cipitation during July of that year was nearly -5 inches per day. The

*The local name of a species of palm which constitutes the prevalent growth in

most swamps of the coast district.
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temperature is even ;in<l seldom reaches the nineties or goes below to

F. : the average is about 8fi al noon and 72° al night.

'Two weeks were spenl at Greytown, where colleotiug was confined

to the bushy thickets and clumps of bushes on the outskirts of the

town, and to fruit trees in the gardens. The species collected were

mostly 1 hose (bund in all clearings and open places along the coast. My

brother, W. I.. Richmond, and Mr. G. E. Mitchell, collected for a few

days al a cacao plantation on the San Juan near Greytown, and se

cured several species not noticed elsewhere. Four days, February

23 26, inclusive, were spenl ;il SanOarlos,a1 the southeast end of Lake

Nicaragua. The collecting ground there was much the same as thai

:ii Greytown, clumps of bushes, thickets of small extent, and ;i sprink-

ling of large trees on the lowland along the lake shore. Tim dry

season ;il San Carlos bad an actual existence, and the climate was de

lightful. The nexl fourteen days, February 27 to March 1 1, were occu-

pied on tin 1 l>'io Frio, which flows i n t « > the San Juan opposite Sun

Carlos. The river was ascended to the (!u:iius;i [ndian settle nts,

;ii the bead of canoe navigation in the dry season, and a few days spent

in their neighborhood. With the except ion of two clearings the river

banks were uninhabited. Owing to this solitude animal life was a bun

(hint. Water I tin Is were extremely numerous. Monkeys of three spe

cies were seen (l:iy after d;i,\ in large troops. Alligators, turtles, and

lizards actually swarmed, and sharks, probably the same as found in

the lake, were found as far us the Indian habitations. Dense forests

extend along the Frio for miles, with occasional stretches of savannah

land. Narrow patches of tall grass line the banks in low places, where

the heavj timber is replaced by jungles of sum Her trees. The altitude

of the river, as far as covered by me, is less than 150 feet, and the

vegetation therefore strictly tropical.

The < ime from March 12 to April 1 7 \\
ras passed on I he San Juan and

at Greytown, Uul no collecting was done, and much of the spring mi

gration of North American birds svas missed. I have endeavored to

givedatesin connection with the North American species, which may

be of some value in the study of the migration of those birds, but it

will be remembered thai the notes cover pints of two migrations, and

thai a species noted from October to February was seen tirst in Feb-

ruary and again on its return from the mirth in October; also that

species common at Greytown and noted as lasl seen in February (when

in) observations ended there) may really have remained a month or

more later. 'The terms winter, summer, etc., have been used to desig-

nate the same seasons ;is in the north.

The time from M;i\ I. 1892, to ,l;iiiuar\ L9, L893, w;is passed OH the

Kscondido River, principally al the "I. P." plantation. A.8 by far the

most of m\ time was spent on thai river, and most of the species ob

Served elsewhere were also collected there, I have included in the list
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two or three species not met with by me, but collected by Mr. Henry

Wickham* a Qiimber of years ago.

The, Escondido, formerly known as Blewflelds or Bluefields River, is

probably the most important one ou thecoasl of Central America, with

the exception of the San Juan. There is no troublesome bar at < He

mouth, as is usually the case, and large ocean steamers ascend the river

to Kama, 65 miles from the mouth. Two rivers, the Rama and Sequia,

join at the town of Rama ami form the Escondido. The banks for

many miles, including both branches above Rama, are lined with ba-

nana plantations, the monotony of which is broken by the numerous pic

turesque ceiba and ebo trees which have been left standing in the

clearings, and the dense tropical forest in t he background. I t he, last

15 or LM) miles of its course the river winds through dreary silico

swamps and empties into Bluefields Lagoon, a sheet of water L5 miles

long- and 7 miles broad. These swamps are of little interest; they are

covered with a dense growth of silico palms and trumpet trees, and

bird life is scarce.

The International Planting Company's plantation, or " I. P.," as it is

familiarly called, is 50 miles from Bluefields. A creek joins the river

at this plantation, and affords an excellent means of reaching the heavy
forest in the rear. Many of the forest birds delight to frequent the

open space where the creek runs through the woods, and a canoe trip

in the early morning under these circumstances usually enables one

to get a fair lot of birds. Shortly after reaching the "I. P." planta-

tion work was much interfered with by an attack of the fever, due

entirely to carelessness, which eventually led to my return to the

United States.

Special attention was given to the colors Of 80ft and fading parts of

specimens collected, and in all cases where a definite color of such parts

is given the part was compared with Kidgway's Nomenclature of

Colors.

My thanks are due Mr. Kidgway, curator of the department of birds,

U. S. National Museum, who has allowed me the use of various speci-

mens in the Museum series for comparison with my own, and has aided

me in other ways; and to Messrs. (J. E. Mitchell and W. L. Richmond
for records from Greytowa and on the Escondido. [ can never suffi-

ciently thank Mr. Sam. A. Risley, of the International Planting Com-
pany, who rendered me so many favors during my stay there that it

would be useless to try to enumerate them. He contributed in many
ways to the success of my work. I met with SO many oilers of assist-

ance and expressions of good will from Americans and others with

whom I came in contact in Nicaragua that with one exception my
thanks are due them all.

'List of birds collected on the Bluefields River, Mosquito coast, bj Mr. Henry
Wickham, by I'. L. Sclater, P. R. S., andOsbert Balvin, M. A., P. Z. 8. Proo. Zo6L
Soc. Loud., 1*67, 278-280.

Proc. N. M. 93 31
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Family TUEDID^J,

1. Turdus musteliiiuB Gmel.

Heard several times oil the Escondido; first noted November 7.

2. Turdus ustulatus swaiusonii (Cab. ),

One shot October 3. A large flight occurred <»n the 1 4th.

3. Merula grayi (Bonap.).

OommOD on tlic Escondido and also observed at (Irevtown. Us

song is not unlike that of the American Robin (Merula migratoria),

although somewhat inferior. On the Escondido t he banana plantations

are its favorite haunts, and it frequently places its nest m the bunches

o\' fruit, occasionally building in the space at the junction of a leal

with the stem of the plaid. A nest secured July 1 resembled that of

M. migratoria in Laving the walls well plastered with mud. It con-

tained two fresh eggs, measuring L.09 by 0.78, and l.l 1 by o.7".>; pale

bluisli-gray, .spotted and blotched with reddish-brown.

Two young birds just able to fly were found June is.

It is interesting to note that in the tropics many species lay but two

eggs. The domestic fowls are not as prolific as in the north ap

patently.and their eggs are small-sized.

family SVLVI1D.K.

4. Polioptila biliueata (Bonap,).

Not very common on the Escondido and at Greytown.

family M IM1 1 >.K.

5. Galeoscoptes carolinensis ( Linn. ).

Bather common; observed from October 28 to April 17.

Family TKOCLODYTin.E.

6. Henicorhina prostheleuca (Sol.).

Apparently not common. The bird skulks close to the ground in the

thick underbrush of the forest and is quite shy.

7. Thryophilus costaricensis Sliarpe.

Common at Greytown and on tin' Escondido, also observed on the

Rio Frio. It is most abundant during the winter months and possiblj

may not occur during the breeding season: at any rate, it escaped my
notice during the early summer, and it was not until July thai the

birds became conspicuous through their loud but rather monotonous

SOng. They are mostly confined to thickets bordering Streams, ami
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keep so well concealed that it is difficult to secure specimens. At
times they appear in plain sight and do not manifest any unusual shy-

ness.

8. Thryophilus thoracicus (Salv.).

Rather common. This species is found in the forest, in trees, usually

at a distance of LOor 20 feel from the ground. It spends its time much
as does Thryothorus atrogularis, searching among the bunches of dead

leaves and masses of dead material Lodged in vines. It occasionally

scolds in a somewhat harsh voice, but on the whole is rather a silent

bird.

9. Thryophilus zeledoni Lawr.

One specimen secured February 13 in a thicket at Greytown. In

its actions it resembled the following:

10. Thryothorus atrogularis Salv.

Common; appears to be absent part of the year. First seen Sep-

tember 7, and afterwards common until the end of February. Found

in the forest, LO or 20 feet up in the trees, searching for food in the

thick tangled masses of vines, or scratching in the accumulations of

vegetable matter lodged in palms. It is not very noisy, seldom utter-

ing its rather harsh note.

11. Troglodytes intermedius Cab.

Common on the Escondido. A pair or more are found on every plan-

tation. The birds are very familiar, hopping around through the

houses and outbuildings like the House Wren (7'. riedon), and the song

is almost exactly the same, but rather less musical. Nesting apparently

occupies a considerable portion of the year. 1 found young in July

and August, and nest building was observed in November and January.

The nests were constructed of fresh grass, with a small entrance in the

side. One was located in a fork in the top of a small guava tree, and
another was built in a bunch of grass which had grown through an

opening in an outbuilding.

Family MNIOTILTID.-E.

12. Protonotaria citrea ( Bodd. ).

Quite common through the wilder months; hist seen September 2.

13. Helminthophila pinus (Linn.).

Apparently rare; shot one at Greytown February8 and saw another

on the Escondido .January 17.

14. Helminthophila chrysoptera (Linn.).

Uncommon during the winter; specimens obtained November 5.
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15. Helminlhophila peregrina (Wils.).

Shot a specimen on the Escondido October 24; two days later the

species had become abundant, hundreds passing by in an almost con-

tinuous stream, pausing an instant in the trees in front of the bouse,

then off again, following the course of the river westward. This migra-

tion continued until the 29th, after which date no more were observed.

16. Compsothlypis americana (Linn.).

One specimen, in company with some Tennessee Warblers, shot Octo-

ber 2G on the Escondido.

17. Dendroica aestiva (Gmel.).

Abundant winter resident. First seen August 9, and afterwards

abundant, swarming in the tall grass bordering the Escondido River.

Remains until late in February at least.

I never heard this or any of the other North American birds sing

here.
18. Dendroica coronata (Linn.;.

Not very common. Observed at Greytown and on the Escondido.

Several noticed November 28, and one on February 10.

19. Dendroica maculosa ((hue].).

Quite common in winter. First seen October 27, and last on Febru-

ary 5.

20. Dendroica pensylvanica (Linn.).

Abundant during the winter months, noticed from September 29 to

February 10.

21. Dendroica dominica albilora Baird.

One specimen collected at Greytown, February 12.

22. Seiurus aurocapillus (Linn.).

Rather rare, first seen November 7, and occasionally noted until

May 0.

23. Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis (Grinn.).

Abundant in winter, from September 20 until May 5.

24. Seiurus motacilla (Vieill.).

Rather rare, first seen October 23.

25. Geothlypis formosa (Wils.).

Very common, first seen September 22.

26. Geothlypis Philadelphia (Wils.).

Shot an immature male on February 4, at Greytown; the only one

seen.
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27. Geothlypis trichas (Linn.).

Common, first observed October 28.

28. Geothlypis bairdi Nutting.

Common on the Rio Frio in Costa Rica. One specimen taken at Grey-

town and one at Colorado Junction, on the San Juan. Rare on the

Escondido, where I got an adult male May 29, and a young bird in first

plumage June 5.

29. Geothlypis caninucha icterotis Ridgw.

Rather common on the Escondido. First specimen shot May 17.

Next seen August 17, when an immature male was shot. Later it be-

came quite common, and individuals were frequently heard. The note

is loud and clear. The birds are found in the tall grass along the river

banks. They may breed here, but if so are very retiring, as I saw none

during the summer.

30. Icteria virens (Linn.).

Uncommon, apparently. First seen October 14, and specimen ob-

tained at Greytown February 14.

31. Sylvania mitrata (Gmel.).

Very common. First seen September 24; taken at Greytown Feb-

ruary 5.

32. Setophaga ruticilla (Linn.).

Very common; first seen September 20.

33. Basileuterus leucopygius Scl. and Salv.

Common on the Rio Frio in March. The bird has habits very similar

to fieiurus motacilla, and its note is very much the same. Instead of

jerking the tail up and down it flirts it continually after the manner of

a Redstart {Setophaga ruticilla), and at times resembles this bird in

habits more than the Seiurns. The song is loud and clear, and very

melodious, resembling somewhat that of a Field Sparrow {Spizella pu-

silla), with several variations.

Found usually along streams, but often wanders into clearings,

where it hops along fallen trees and on bare patches of ground. The
birds were found almost invariably in pairs.

Family HIRUNDINID^E.

34. Progne subis hesperia Brewst.

A pair shot September 13 on the Escondido out of a flock of six or

eight, which had settled in the top of a dead tree during a shower.

This appears to be considerably south of the other records for this

species.
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35. Progne chalybea (Gmel.).

Abundant. Nests in holes in trees standing in the plantations, and

also common in the town of Bluefields, where tin- birds use natural

cavities in the breadfruit trees lor nesting purposes. Young birds

found from April to July. Later, the birds congregate in small flocks

and fly about over the plantations and houses, occasionally circling

about high in the air during sunny days. At- times large flocks, mixed

with Tachycineta albilinea, Ghelidon erythrogaster, and others may be

seen flying about, especially in the evening before sunset or on cloudy

afternoons. The ordinary note resembles that of /'. subi.s.

36. Chelidon erythrogaster (Bodd. i.

Abundant in winter ami during migrations. Arrive late in August,

when they occur in large flocks, usually mixed with other species. In

March large numbers were seen, probably migrating, and small num-

bers were seen as late as .May 3.

37. Tachycineta albilinea (Lawr.).

Abundant, particularly on the Rio Frio, where there were many

snags and stumps sticking out of the water, in the cavities of which

the birds bred. Saw young birds early in May.

This species seldom or never occurs away from the rivers, where it

flits back and forth, frequently perching on snags or dead limbs hang-

ing out over the water.

38. Stelgidopteryx uropygialis (Lawr.).

Common on the Rio Frio in company with the preceding.

Collected by Wickham on his trip up the Escondido.

family VIKEONID^E.

39. Vireo olivaceus (Limi.).

One of a pair secured September 10.

40. Vireo philadelphicus (Cass.).

One shot October L'l A\as the only one observed.

41. Vireo flavifroiis Viei 11.

Rather common: fust ->e"ii October -'i' ami last on February 8.

42. Vireo ochraceus Salv.

A pail 1 secured in some bushes at < Ireytown. February 1. and one

seen April 10, in the same vicinity.

.My birds are in fresh unworn plumage, and almost as bright as V.

carmioli. They agree very well with the description of the bird called
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Vireo semijiavus by Salvin, which was probably a bird of this species

in unusually bright plumage.

Measurements are as follows

:

Number.
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48. Arbelorhina lucida (Sol. and Salv.).

Very abundant on the Escondido. First seen November 21, -when

several came into the house. AJterwards abundant, mixed with a few

Chlorophanes and A. cyanea. The note is a weak chirp. These birds

appeared to be attracted by the cocoanut and bread fruit trees, in

almost every specimen shot the bill was covered with awaxy substance.

In the adult male the feet and legs are canary yellow ;
claws black:

the females and young males have these parts sage green, but in the

latter the colors begin to change with the plumage.

49. Coereba mexicana (.SciA

Common at Greytown and at the Guatusa Indian clearings on the

Bio Frio. A pair started a nest at Greytown in a bread -fruit tree, but

deserted it before finishing. The note is a rather weak, rapidly uttered

chirp. ^Not seen on the Escondido.

Family TAN AH K11KK.

50. Enphonia luteicapilla iC'al>.).

One specimen secured September 28 on the Escondido.

51. Euphonia hirundinacea Bonap.

Not rare on the Escondido, where it haunts the banana plantations

and feeds largely on the ripe fruit. Has a pleasing and somewhat
varied song.

52. Euphonia gouldi Scl.

Occasionally seen in small companies on the Escondido and at Grey-

town. Does not appear to spend its time among the bananas like the

preceding.

53. Calliste larvata DuBns.

Very common in small tlocks. Immature birds obtained early in

May. Feeds largely on ripe bananas, although at times it appears to

search for insects in the Trumpet and other trees.

54. Tanagra cana S"W.

Abundant at Greytown and on the Escondido in pairs and small

tlocks. Feeds largely on ripe bananas and the berries of some trees.

Has a prolonged squeaky note.

Ripe bananas prove a great attraction for many species. Bunches of

the fruit are often cut down and allowed to rot in the plantations, and
when ••dead" ripe t hey draw most of the plantation birds, even species

that are almost exclusively insect feeding, such as Pitangus.

55. Tanagra palmarum Weid.

One specimen shot at Greytown, February 6.
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56. Ramphocelus passerinii Bonap.

With the single exception of Sporophila corvina this species is the

most abundant in localities visited by me. It fairly swarms in all fa

vorable situations, and is one of the first birds to impress the eye of a

foreigner. The birds spend the day romping-about in the bashes orinthe
banana plantations, chasing one another here and there, with no ap-

parent reason other than to pass away the time. They keep up an

almost continual squeaky chatter, which is the only note heard on or-

dinary occasions, but at times I have heard solitary males sing, if the

performance may be called a song. It is a very inferior chant, much
like the ordinary chatter, but uttered in a slow and measured way.
Females appear to be much more numerous than males. The birds are

perhaps not truly gregarious, although very social the year round, and
may possibly be polygamous. In many ways these birds remind one of

the House Sparrow (Passer domesticus). The birds show little feel

iii?4' when robbed of nests and eggs. One partial albino was observed.

Bfesting begins early, as young were found in the nest during the

first week in March, and eggs were obtained as late as July 4. As in

many other species in this region, thenumber of eggs and young found

in a nest is two. The nests are placed in bushes or vines, from 1 to 5

feet from the ground, constructed of small stems of plants and dead
leaves, and lined with fine grass stems. Eggs ovate, pale blue, marked
chiefly on the large end with dark brown, almost black, spots, mott lings,

or occasional pen lines, with a few indistinct pale lavender spots.

Measurements of four clutches are as follows : 0.96 by 0.G4, 0.04 by 0.04

;

0.87 by O.GG, 0.88 by 0.07; 0.98 by 0.G3, 0.98 by 0.64; 0.88 by 0.G8, 0.90

by 0.GS.

57. Phlogothraupis sanguineolenta (Loss.).

Not rare on the Escondido and at Indian plantations on the Rio Frio.

In habits it differs much from the preceding, being ordinarily rather

shy and quiet. Rarely more than two are seen together, except in the

fall, when there is a tendency to gather in small flocks. At this period

there appears to be something of a migration of the species, or an in-

flux of individuals from other localities, and the bird might then be said

to be common. An increase in numbers was noticed late in August.

The note is a rather shrill whistle; I did not hear the song. It occurs

in banana plantations, in bamboos along streams, and in open places

on the edge of the forest, but does not appear to frequent low bushes, as

the above species is wont to do.

A nest found May 30 was in a cluster of vines on a banana plant, at

a height of 8 feet. It was similar to that of Ramphocelus, but slightly

larger, covered with living green moss, and lined with hair-like black

stems. The eggs are pale blue, short ovate, sparsely spotted at the

large end with brownish black spots, with occasional faint marks of

lavender. They measure 0.91 by 0.71, 0.90 by 0.70. Iris reddish brown.
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58. Piranga erythromelas Vieill.

Early in March I observed two adult males on the Rio Frio, and

another on the Escondido September 27. These werein the scarlet

and black plumage, and the only individuals of the species identified.

59. Piranga rubra (Linn.),

Very abundant during the winter. Males arc found in various stages

of plumage between that of the female and adult male. First seen late

in October, when they shortly became common, and continued so until

spring, bast seen April L3.

60. Phaenicothraupis salvini Berl.

My specimens of this genus collected on the Escondido are referable

to this form, although not typical, while a pair from (ireytown, col-

lected by Holland, are true P. fuscicauda. These localities are separated

by a distance of only GO or 70 miles.

These birds are gregarious and inhabit: the forest ; individuals are

often found in company with Ant Thrushes and other birds, preying

on the traveling ants. They are rather shy and the first to notice the

approach of an intruder, when they move off to a position of safety.

scolding in a harsh voice. Iris brown.

61. Phaenicothraupis fuscicauda Cab,

Common on the Rio Frio. Habits similar to those of the above.

62. Tachyphonus luctuosus Lafr. & D'Orb.

Uncommon, occasionally met with in the forest on the Escondido,

where they are found in the trees, above the undergrowth. Feet and

legs light heliotrope purple.

63. Arremon aurantiirostris Lafr.

Very common on the Rio Frio, less soon the Escondido. While

journeying up the former river 1 camped at night in the woods, where,

at daybreak, the first signs of bird life were sine to be individuals of

this species hopping about on the ground in open places, uttering an

occasional sharp k - chip," and at the least suspicious movement darting

back into the dark recesses, from whence they would again appear

after becoming reassured. I have never seen them above the bushes,

while ordinarily they seem to prefer brush heaps and bare spots on the

ground.

BiH orange-vermilion.

The nest is slightly raised from the ground, and is very bulky. It is

constructed on abase of dead leaves, plant stems and other dry ma-

terial being largely u^v(\; the lining is of fine light-colored stems and

roots. The affair is roofed over like that of the Ovenbird (Seiuru8

aurocapillm) and covered with living ferns and mosses, which most

effectually conceal it. Several visits were made to a nest before the
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bird could be identified, owing to it.s extreme shyness and habit of

stealing- away on my approach. The eggs are two, elliptical ovate,

with straggling spots of dark brown ;it the large end. Two eggs,

taken from different nests, measure 0.95 by 0.G5, 0.03 by 0.67.

64. Saltator atriceps Less.

One shot at Greytown February 3. This was the only individual

positively identified, although the species may have been common.

65. Saltator magnoides Lafr.

Common in plantations and thickets along the streams.

66. Saltator grandis (Licht.).

Not identified at Greytown, but specimens were obtained near Blue-

tields, at San Carlos, and commonly on the Escondido. These birds

feed on berries, ripe bananas, and other fruits. They are very restless.

67. Pitylus poliogaster scapularis Rulgw.

Common on the Kio Frio and on the Escondido. This Pitylus is

gregarious; it inhabits the rather open parts and edges of the forests,

and occasionally wanders into the banana plantations. The birds sing

almost incessantly as they travel about in search of food. The song is

lihort and jerky, and its resemblance to that of the Dickcissel (Spiza

americana) very close. I saw birds with nesting material about the

middle of May.
68. Pitylus grossus (Lirm.).

Not common on the Escondido, where individuals were at times seen

in the forest. It is rather shy, and does not appear to go in flocks like

the preceding. The call note is similar to that of the Cardinal (Cardi-

nalis cardinalis). The skin is very tender. Bill vermilion.

Family FRINGILLIDJ3.

69. Oryzoborus nuttingi Ridgw.

Not common ; observed at Greytown and on the Escondido. It fre-

quents the clearings and thickets around plantations and bordering

the forest. The bill is usually flesh-color, occasionally black. I did

not note anything further on its habits.

70. Oryzoborus funereus Scl.

Abundant at the International Planting Company's plantation on

the Escondido, and probably at other places on that river; one speci-

men was taken at Greytown. It lives in precisely the same situations

and resembles Sporoph ila comma so closely that the two birds are diffi-

cnlt to distinguish at any distance, except by song, which, in this species

is very like that of the Indigo Bunting (Passerina cyanea), but is not
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nearly so loud and clear. At times, like Sporophila corvina, it socks a

perch in I lie topof a tree from which to deliver its song. Usually, how-

ever, il is content with the tall grass growing in the plantations and

on the edge of the water, where it leads a careless life and finds an

abundance of food.

A nest found June 14 was in a bush, 3 feet from the ground. It was

made of fine weed stems, the inner part entirely of fine hair like stems,

lined with the same. Eggs, two, ovate, grayish white, finely spotted

all over, particularly on the large end, with lavender, and over these

small, irregular dark brown markings. They measure 0.83 by 0.59,

0.78 by 0.58.

71. Guiraca concreta (Du Ens).

Bather common, especially in clearings, and thickets bordering the

woods. The song is not very remarkable. On one occasion I found

several of these birds a short distance in the woods behaving very sus-

piciously near a colony of army ants, but am unable to say whether

they were preying on the ants or not.

72. Sporophila corvina (Scl.).

Extremely abundant, particularly on the Escondido, where it fairly

swarms in all suitable situations, in the long grass and around clumps

of bushes. It is very social and much like Eamphocelus in its habits.

In the Gentrali-Americana, Biologia Arcs, r, 356, referring to this

species, the statement is made that "in Nicaragua alone it approaches

the Pacific, having been found at Los Sabalos on the western shore

of the Lake of Nicaragua." This is a mistake, as Los Sabalos is located

on the San Juan, some miles east of the lake (Nutting gives it as about

35 miles). This hacienda is not shown on any map, but the Sabalos

River, which gives the location exactly, empties into the San Juan from
the north, and is named on most maps, I believe. The birds arc abun-

dant here, and also on the Eio Frio in favorable places.

The song of this species is a rapid chant, giving one the impression

that the singer is in a hurry to linisli and be oft' with the rest of its

kind. The bird is quite a mimic, frequently 1 ringing t lie notes of other

species into various parts of its little performance. I have detected

the notes of Myiozetetes texensis, Crotophaga, Eamphocelus, and others

during one execution. At times the song appears to be composed

almost entirely of the notes of other species. The common call is a

"de6-ah," and reminds one of a note of 8piftU8 trtstis.

Breeding begins in May, as fresh eggs were found about the middle

of the month. The nest is usually placed in a bush, though often in

i lie grass, at heights varying from 2 to 8 feet. It is composed of tine

stalks and grasses, lined with liner ones. Sometimes the nest is made
of one material, without extra lining. The eggs are two; yellowish

white, blotched with pale lavender, over which are heavy, though
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sparse, markings of dark brown, chiefly at the larger end, sometimes

forming a wreath, and mixed with occasional fine black spots. Two
eggs measure 0.77 by 0.53, 0.7-4 by 0.53; another, 0.73 by 0.50.

73. Volatinia splendens (Vieill.).

One specimen, taken July II, found in the tall grass on the river

bank.
74. Passerina cyanea (Linn.).

Occasionally observed during the fall on the Esconclido. First col-

lected September 30, and a flock noticed October 23. All were in the

plumage of the female.

75. Embernagra striaticeps Lafr.

Very common. Found in clearings, banana plantations, and similar

places, where it prefers the vicinity of bushes, vine-covered banana

plants, and other hiding places, to which it can retire if disturbed.

The bird spends much of its time upon the ground, searching for food;

and individuals were sometimes caught in traps set for small mammals.

I have not heard this bird sing, but it has a low and rather plaintive

chirp. A nest found May was in a fan palm leaf, about 3 feet from

the ground. It was quite a bulky affair, roofed over and composed

of strips of dead leaves and weed stalks, lined with fine stems and

grasses. The base of the nest was tenanted by a colony of black ants.

Several visits were made to the nest before the bird could be identi-

fied, owing to its retiring way. The eggs were two, ovate, pure white,

measuring 0.93 by 0.69, 0.96 by 0.69. Another nest, found the same

day, contained small young, and was in a citrus tree, about 5 feet from

the ground. It was not so bulky as the first.

Family ICTERID^E.

76. Eucorystes wagleri (Gray).

Noted at various places on the San Juan and Rio Frio; one speci-

men shot on the Escondido.

A colony observed nest-building on the Rio Frio early in March.

The actual work of securing material and constructing the nests seemed

to fall upon the females, the males merely accompanying them back

and forth on these occasions. A dead tree standing in the open, con-

taining a hornet's next, had been selected by the birds, and about fifty

nests were suspended from the extremities of the branches. These

were nearly finished, and various nests on the ground testified to the

overburdening of some of the smaller branches. 1 did not hear any

song, but the birds kept up a low chuckling note as they flew to and

from the tree. The amount of energy and diligence displayed by the

birds in building these nests is truly remarkable, when one considers

the time wasted by many birds in nest-building.
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77. Gymnostinops montezumas (Less.).

Wry common. Gregarious at all times and breeds in communities,

the birds selecting a solitary dead tree, as in the ease of Eucorystes,

generally with a hornet's nest in it, where the peculiar pendulous nests,

over 3 feet in length, are suspended from the branches, presenting a

very conspicuous appearance.

At these colonies many apparently old nests are found on the ground,

having been attached to branches unable to bear the strain, or possibly

blown down by the wind. Nests occupied at the time were found late

in April, and nest building was noticed early in January. During the

summer the birds are rather retiring, and only occasionally met with

in the woods, but late in the fall and throughout the winter they are

very conspicuous, visiting the large ebo and other trees in the planta-

tions, or passing overhead from one feeding place to another. The

flight is slow and labored, and recalls that of a crow ; the birds also

have a habit of flying in an unsteady stream when moving from one

place to another in numbers, instead of going in a flock. The ordinary

note is frequently uttered, but, like the song of this species, is most

difficult to describe. The song is a gurgling sound, rapidly ascending

the scale, and simultaneously with it another note is uttered resembling

the shrill squeaking of a hinge or wagon wheel in need of attention.

The attitude of the bird in the act of singing is also remarkable.

When about to deliver its notes it makes a profound bow, bringing

the head below the level of its perch, at the same time raising the tail

to a vertical position. While singing the bird gradually resumes its

normal position. It sings at frequent intervals for a half hour or more,

and when uot thus engaged sits dressing its feathers or hops leisurely

about. It is worth mentioning that in every case that came under my
notice the bird, during its singing spell, was alone.

Iris dark brown; terminal half of bill chrome-orange, remainder

black; naked skin on side of head flesh color, with faint bluish tinge.

78. Amblycercus holosericeus (Licht.).

Common; occurs mostly in clearings and banana plantations, but is

met with occasionally in more open places in the woods. It is grega-

rious to some extent, as small flocks of six or eight are commonly ob-

served traveling about in search of food. Clumps of bamboo and

thickets of "wild plantain" (Heliconia) are favorite resorts of Ihis

species, [t spends much time investigating the dead leaves hanging

from banana plants, shaking and rattling them as if to frighten insects

from their hiding places. Ordinarily quiet and rather retiring, it is

possessed of considerable curiosity, and can be called up without any

difficulty by imitating its note or the cry of a bird in distress, when it

scolds one in a harsh voice, the note much resembling that of a Mag-
pie. Several times while trying to entice more desirable birds from the

thick underbrush have I been surrounded by individuals of this spe-
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cies, who immediately began to scold loudly, with the result of fright-

ening other birds away. This species is the author of various whis-

tling notes, that are difficult to identify before one has become well ac-

quainted with the bird, owing to its retiring disposition. On one occa-

sion, having wounded one of these birds, it escaped into the thick

brush, where I was unable to reach it. Another individual flew into a

bush close by and began to whistle, when the injured one hopped out

from its place of concealment and answered the calls of the newcomer
with an entirely different whistle.

Iris varies from Naples yellow to almost white ; feet plumbeous.

79. Cassicus microrhynchus (Scl. and Salv.).

Common. These birds are gregarious part of the year, but go in

pairs during the breeding season. The nest is somewhat over a foot

in length, constructed of the same materials and resembling in shape

the nest of Oymnostinops. The birds do not appear to select isolated

trees, as in the case of the Yellow-tails, nor do they nest in communi-

ties. A pair was noticed building late in February in the top of a

large forest tree. One of the birds, probably the female,.attended to

the nest-building, while the other escorted it to and from the nest,

singing a few lines while material was being arranged in the nest.

The song resembles notes occasionally uttered by the American Eobin

(Merula migratoria). These birds appear to have some particular roost-

ing place, to which they resort each night, when not occupied with

nesting cares. A small flock ofseven or eight used to pass over the plan-

tation each evening, drop into a tree for a moment or so, then off toward

the woods, where they spent the night. When flying they make a

whirring noise with the wings.

This is a forest species, keeping usually to the high trees, but often

found among the lower branches searching for food in company with

Phmiicothraupis and other birds.

Iris pale blue; feet black.

80. Icterus prosthemelas (Strickl.).

Common in banana plantations on the Escondido. Although this

bird was observed almost daily for over eight months, I failed to

hear its song; the only note detected was a chirp similar to that of the

House Sparrow {Passer domesticus).

81. Icterus mesomelas (Wagl.).

The common Oriole of the country. Confined to clearings, especially

banana plantations, where it is known as "Banana Bird" to all the

English-speaking people. It has a loud, clear song, with several vari-

ations. The bird is something of a ventriloquist at times, beginning

its song in a low tone, as if far away, and gradually leading up to its
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full volume, when one discovers the bird close at hand, instead of fai

away in the plantation, as at first supposed.

The nest did not conic under my observation, luit young birds were

frequently met with; two young, hardly able to fly, were found June 22.

82. Icterus spurius (Linn. ).

Common in winter. First seen August 20, and last observed on

February 23. This and the following species occur here mostly in

small flocks of from live to eight, sometimes both species in the same
company. They do not seek their food among the banana plants after

the manner of the native species, but prefer open, spreading trees in

the plantations, bamboos, and fruit trees.

83. Icterus galbula (Linn.).

Common in winter. Noted from September 20 to February 10.

84. Callothrus robustus (Cab.).

One specimen taken at San Carlos, from a flock of the following

species.

85. Agelaius phceniceus (Linn.).

Common at San Carlos and in marshy places on the Rio Frio. Not

enough specimens were preserved to decide whether this or sonoriensis

was the form occurring there.

86. Dolichonyx oryzivorus (Linn.).

Observed Hying over, October 10, on the Bscondido. Heard several

times late in August and September.

87. Quiscalus macrourus Swains.

Common at San Carlos and Bluefields; not observed at Greytown.

Several times during my stay at San Carlos I saw what appeared to

be individuals of the recently described Quiscalus nicaraguensis Salv.

and Godm. mingling with the above species at the wharf and along the

lake shore, but shooting was prohibited within the town and no spec-

imens were secured.

88. Cassidix oryzivora (Gmel.).

Not common. Observed a tew times on the Escondido.

family FUKNAKIIDJ:.

89. Synallaxis pudica Scl.

Very common at Greytown and quite so on the Escondido. Almost

always in pairs. At Greytown the birds were most commonly found

in brush, piles, prospecting for food, and on being approached would

seek the recesses of the pile rather than escape by flying to some other
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place of safety, chattering rather harshly at being interfered with.
They also have notes of one or two syllables, but although 1 observed
them on many occasions and noted their habits minutely I never heard
the song which Mr. Nutting speaks of (Proc. U. S. National Museum,
VI, 1883, p. 404), and am inclined to think some mistake was made
when he gave this bird credit for a song. On the Escondido the birds
are often found in the dense masses of vines and parasitic plants at-
tached to the trunks of trees standing in the plantations, in which they
find favorable places for concealment. It is an easy matter to bring
one of these birds out into plain sight by squeaking, as they show
much curiosity. En their habits they resemble the Wrens, but exhibit
less nervousness than those birds.

The nest is built in a bush, from 3 to 5 feet from the ground. It

resembles a retort to some extent, in having a bowl with a neck ah tin-

top slanting downward. The nest is made of small thorny sticks closely
laced together,- the neck or entrance is built out and downward until
it is below the level of the body of the nest, Sometimes this covered
way is not very well defined, being lost in the mass of sticks. The
nest is so compactly put together that it is not an easy matter to open
it bare-handed. The species appears to go much better with this fam-
ily than with the Dendrocolaptidw, where it has long been placed.

Iris reddish brown.

Family DENDEOOOLAPTID^E.

90. Automolus pallidigularis Lawr.

Common in the woods on the Escondido. Does not cling to the
trunk of a tree, but hops about and perches somewhat like a Robin.
Its note very much resembles that of the Red-breasted Nuthatch
(Sitta canadensis). It passes much of its time searching in the rub-
bish that gathers on the broad palm leaves.

My specimens appear to be pallidigularis, although probably not

typical. In two examples the under parts agree exactly in color with
cervinigularis from Guatemala, marked '-Compared with type."

91. Xenops genibarbis 111.

One individual shot in the forest near Castillo. It was hopping
about in a tree, some distance from the ground.

92. Glyphorhynchus cuneatus (Licht.).

This was the most abundant species of the family in the forest re--

gion embraced in this paper. Usually found in pairs. It climbs
like a Woodpecker, frequently uttering its sharp "chip," sometimes a
rapid succession of « chips. " The bird is very tame and unsuspicious.
A nest found May 26 was in a small, natural cavity at the toot of a

tree, not more than 10 inches from the ground, and the nest itself was
level with, if not below, the ground. The eggs, two in number, were

Proc. N. M. i)3 3li
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pure white, short ovate, and blunt at both ends. They measure 0.75 by
0.61, 0.73 by 0.60.

Notwithstanding fche fact that the eggs were somewhat incubated,

the bird was engaged in carryiDg tufts of fine roots to the nest at the

time of its discovery. When surprised on the nest it would fly to the

nearest tree and cling to the trunk, where it remained perfectly mo-

tionless, and allowed me to pass within a short distance of it. Tins

performance was repeated several times, always with the same result,

the bird evidently relyingon its dull color and silence for protection.

93. Dendrocolaptes sancti-thomae (Lafr. ).

Occasionally seen on the Escondido. It is sometimes attracted by

the armies of ants, where it mixes with the other species of Creepers

and Ant Thrushes.
94. Dendrornis nana Law r.

Quite common in the woods on the Escondido. This bird is usually

found in the forest, but one pair was observed at Greytown on the

trunk of a cocanut tree, some distance from heavy timber. I fail to

recognize the form costaricensis Ridgw, My specimens present eonsid

erable variation in size and color.

95. Dendrornis lacrymosa Lawr.

I did not meet with this species, but Wickham collected it ou the

Escondido.
96. Picolaptes compressus (Cab.).

Two specimens taken at San Carlos. They were climbing a solitary

tree, located in a marshy spot, some distance from the woods.

97. Dendrocincla anabatina Scl.

Observed severaltimes on the Escondido, with armies offoraging ants.

This and the following Species were shot from the same tree, in one in-

stance. Note, a querulous chirp, frequently uttered. Iris dark brown.

98. Dendrocincla olivacea Lawr.

One specimen shot from a company of ant-eating birds on the Escon-

dido. his dark brown.

99. Sclerurus guatemalensis (Haiti.).

One shot on the Escondido. A paii' of the birds was found on the

ground in the deep woods.

Family FORM [CAB] 1 D.E.

100. Cymbilanius lineatns fasciatns Ridgw.

Common; found in the forest, in trees, usually from 10 to 20 feet from

the ground. I las a chattering note of several syllables, rapidly uttered.

Females appear to be rather retiring, and fall under observation much
less frequently than males.

When Mr. Ridgway described this subspecies* he had only one bird

Proceedings I . S. National Museum, vi, 1883, 404, April 11, 1884.
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from South America, a Cayenne female. His description has reference

only to the female, and when applied to the male the differences pointed

out by him are somewhat misleading, as in the latter the chief dissim-

ilarity is observed on the under parts. Since that time the National

Museum has acquired four males from Diamantina, Brazil, and others

of both sexes, from Nicaragua and Costa Rica. A careful examination

of this series leads me to believe that the northern birds are easily sep-

arable from the South American ones.

Granting that the Cayenne female is a typical one of the South Ameri-

can form, and I have reason to think it is, the difference between it and

the Central American birds is at once apparent. The bars on the upper

parts are much narrower and paler than in the latter, and, while the

under parts are nearly the same as regards width of bars, there is a

very strong suffusion of buff in the Central American examples. In

males the difference between the bars on the upper parts is hardly dis-

tinguishable, but there is a decided difference below, the black and
white spaces being considerably wider in fasciatus. The statement

made in Biologia Ceittrali-Americana, Aves, n, 195, that the variation

in the width of the white bands is probably due to age, the birds with

narrower bands being the older, is disproved by two males from Dia-

mantina, in which the wings are similar in color to those of the female,

a mart of immaturity. These birds differ in no way from the other

Diamantina males as regards barring of the under parts. There is a

dirierence in size alone sufficient to warrant the separation of the two
forms, as an examination of the following table will show

:

(

'
V M BILANIUS LI NEATUS.

Number.
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101. Thamnophilus melanocrissus Scl.

Very common. This species is found in thickets bordering the forest,

in patches of bushes in clearings, in clumps of bamboo along thebanks
of streams, and in similar places. It is often seen on the ground in

these situations, searching- for insect food. The song of this bird is

heard at frequent intervals during the greater part of the day. The
performance is a repetition of notes, rapidly uttered, in one key, with

a slight pause after the first and second syllables. " Took, took, tu-tu-

tu-tu-tu-tu-took, wall," resembles it about as closely as it is possible to

give it in print. The last syllable, '• wah" is very harsh and guttural,

and is heard only when one is very close to the bird. When singing,

the bird usually seeks a perch above its surroundings, a bamboo, or

the top of a bush, where it often remains for a considerable length of

time, uttering its monotonous notes in answer to those of other indi-

viduals of the same specie's within hearing. It is rather shy under

these circumstances, and on being approached drops into the bushes,

where it remains perfectly quiet until all danger is over. On other

occasions, when in the bushes, although in plain sight, the bird may
be approached very closely without its showing any uneasiness.

The majority of males collected by me on the Escondido have white

edgings to the feathers of the under tail coverts, some of them fully ;is

much so as in T. transandeanus. Specimens in the National Museum
from the north coast of Honduras have these feathers plainly edged with

white, in one specimen to such an extent as to give it the appearance

of T. melanurus. The wing coverts in all of these specimens are con-

spicuously tipped with white.

Ins geranium red; bill black; feet and tarsi light plumbeous.

102. Thamnophilus atrinucha Salv. and Godiu.

Three specimens seemed on the Escondido. They were all found in

the forest some distance up in the trees; one of them was at least so

feet from the ground when shot. Sometimes seen with Formicivora

boucardi inspecting the palm leaves, and searching in the masses of

rubbish which accumulate in such places.

Iris brown.

103. Thamnophilus doliatus ( Linn. }.

Common. This species inhabits the same situations, and its song and
habits arc very similar to T. melanocrissus. When anything happens

to arouse its curiosity or startle it the crest is raised.

Mr. Cherrie states (Auk, i\, L892, 250) that this species occurs only

on the Pacific side of Costa Rica. It is quite probable, however, that

the species will be found on the Atlantic coast also, as the bird is com-

mon at Greytown.

Iris noted in different specimens as yellowish white and greyish white;

feet bluish plumbeous.
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104. Mynnotherula fulviventris Lawr.

One specimen shot in the forest on the Escondido, July 2. This whs

the only one observed. It was hopping about in a'tree after the manner
of a Formicivora.

105. Myrmotherula melaena (Scl.).

One shot in the woods on the Rio Frio. It resembled Formicivora

in its actions.

Feet and claws pale bluish plumbeous.

106. Cercomacra tyrannina Scl.

Very common on the Escondido. One of the Ant Thrushes most

frequently seen. Pound in bushy places or in low trees in the forest,

where it keeps concealed and often utters its chattering note. Almost
always found in pairs, but occasionally noticed roving about with

Formicivora and other species.

107. Formicivora boucardi Scl.

Common on the Escondido. It keeps in the trees some distance from

the ground. Sometimes seen in flocks of flfteen or so in company with

other species, searching the palm leaves for food, reminding one of a

troop of Kinglets or Titmice to some extent.

108. Ramphocaenus rufiventris (Bonap.).

This curious little bird is rather common at Greytown, where it passes

its time in the bushy thickets. On the Escondido it is often met with

in the forest, hopping about in the "thick undergrowth, seldom getting

more than a few feet above the ground. It is usually quick and Wren-
like in its movements, but at times acts very leisurely, scrutinizing its

surroundings in search of insect food, very much after the fashion of a

Vireo. It is a quiet, unsuspicious bird, rarely uttering a note of any
kind, or manifesting uneasiness at the proximity of an unusual object.

109. Gymnopithys olivascens (Ridgw.).

Uncommon on the Escondido. Apparently confined to the thick

undergrowth of the forest, usually found associating with other species

of the family, attending the hordes of army ants. Shy and retiring.

Naked skin around eyes pale blue; iris dark crimson; tarsi, feet, and
claws dark plumbeous; upper mandible black.

110. Gymnocichla chiroleuca Scl. and Salv.

Quite a common species on the Escondido, where it frequents the

undergrowth in the deep woods. Being a shy bird, it is more often

heard than seen, keeping well concealed, and flying hurriedly from one

clump of bushes to another during its travels in search of food. It is

doubtless gregarious to some extent, as the birds are generally found
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in small companies offiveor six. The note is a Loud, ringing whistle,

like "che<5-oo, ehe&oo, che6-oo," resembling that of the Cardinal (Gar-

dinalis) not n little. The birds call every few moments in reply to their

companions, while wandering about. This note is also nsrd during

excitement or when scolding. It is one of the species most frequently

found in the vicinity of traveling ants.

Bill, tarsi, feet, and claws plumbeousj naked skin of head azure

bine, campanula-blue posterior to the eyes; iris dark crimson.

111. Myrmelastes lawrencei (Salv. and Godm.).

An adult male of this rare species Mas shot in the forest of the

Escondido, September 7. It was found in a locality where Gymnodchla
chiroleuca was common, and it probably has similar habits. This is, I

believe, the first record for the species north of Panama.
The skin on the head is colored as in Gymnocichla, but is only

noticeable on raising the feathers.

112. Myrmelastes intermedins (Cherrie).

Met with on two occasions on the Escondido. Found in bushes in

the forest. Rather shy, and difficult to secure. This bird has a rather

pleasing call of several syllables. Skin on head colored as in the above

species.

113. Hypocnemis naevioides ( Lafr. >.

Uncommon. Habits similar to those of Gymnopithys.

114. Formicarius hoffmarmi (Cab.).

Common on the Escondido, where its lonely call maybe heard in the

woods at any time. This species passes its entire time upon the

ground in the more retired parts of the forest, using its wings only

when suddenly surprised. It is an easy matter to call the bird up by

imitating its whistle, and under these circumstances, if alarmed, will

take wing and fly far enough to enable it to escape. If one falls in

with a bird while traveling through the woods, it sneaks quietly away
without resorting to flight, unless a suspicious movemenl is made. On
one occasion 1 watched an individual for several moments while it was

perched on a large vine a few inches above-ground, calling at regular

intervals. It soon discovered me, when it jumped to the ground and

walked rapidly away.

115. Phlogopsis maclearmani | t.awr. ).

Common in the woods on the Escondido. I sawthem almost invari-

ably with the armies of foraging ants, and. when disturbed, they

quickly made off through the underbrush, uttering their curious, low,

rambling notes.

NakeU skin on head azure bine, campanula-blue hack of eyes; iris

reddish brown; bill black; tarsi, feet, and claws pinkish vinaceous.
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Those familiar with Mr. Thomas Belt's " Naturalist ill Nicaragua,"

have mi doubt been impressed with his accounts of the habits of the

various species of ants, and his observations on the Ant Thrushes and
other birds usually found with the Eseitons, or army ants. My experi-

ence with the Ant Thrushes habitually attending- armies of ants leads

me to disagree with the following statement in this book (p. 20) inso-

much as it bears on the food of these birds: • Several species of ant-

thrushes always accompany the army ants in the forest. They do not,

however, feed on the ants, but on the insects they disturb. Besides

the ant thrushes, trogons, creepers, and a variety of other birds arc

often seen on the branches of trees above where an ant army is forag-

ing below, pursuing and catching the insects that fly up."

I did not examine the stomachs of any of these birds, a circumstance

I now regret very much, but ants were found in the mouths of some
birds shot, which, while not proving positively that they were intended

as food, strengthens a belief in that direction, especially when backed
by other observations to the same effect.

In traveling through the woods one becomes aware of the proximity

of hordes of ants, either by walking into their midst and receiving the

information direct from the ants themselves, or by the medley of bird

notes proceeding from the scene of activity. If the birds are ap-

proached quietly they will be found mostly close to the ground, and,

as far as the Ant Thrushes are concerned, hidden in the thick bushes,

on which and the ground the ants arc swarming. On being discovered

the various species make off through the underbrush in a guilty way,

the Creepers begin an industrious search for insects on the trunks of

neighboring trees, and each bird calls in its own peculiar manner, as if

to disclaim any responsibility in the affair. The Creepers, or Ruby-
crowned Tanagers (Phamicothraupis), if present, are usually the first

to notice an intruder and give the alarm. Various species of forest

birds, hardly ta be expected in these assemblages, are often found,

joining in the scolding, and giving one the impression that they have
been drawn into a discussion without knowing why. These latter birds

do not appear, in most cases, to feed on the ants, but on the insects in

the bushes and trees overhead. Four species of Ant Thrushes I inva-

riably found with these columns of ants, Gymnocichla cMroleuca, Pldo-

gopsis macleannani, Hypocnemis ncevioides, and Gymnopithys olivascens,

named in the order of their abundance. Sehor Alfaro, director of the

Museo National, San Jose. Costa Kica, tells me that he has examined
the stomachs of these birds and found them to contain ants.

Occasionally another species of ant is met with in the forest ; this

one travels in a narrow trail from 4 to G inches wide, instead of 20 or

more feet, as in the case of the other, and, moreover, the trail is bare

of everything, all obstructions having been removed. Birds accom-

panying these ants can not be feeding on insects disturbed by the lat-

ter, for none are started from the path: yet 1 have found the four spe-
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cies of birds just mentioned in attendance upon these ants ;it various

limes, evidently for the purpose of feeding on the ants themselves.

1 do not think any of the other Am Thrushes met with by me feed

on mils, except possibly Myrmelastes, Formicarius, mid Orallaria.

The first of these probably is mi mil eater, but I saw ii only on three

occasions and am no! able t«> sa\ positively.

116. Giallaiia dives Sah .

One specimen shol in September, on the Escondido. It was walking
about on (lie ground, mid on my approach flew into a low bush. 1 did

nol hear its note.

Family TY KA NN 1 D.K.

117. Copurus leuconotus Lafr.

Common. Has a marked preference lor dead trees in plantations

and clearings, or dead limbs of living trees, in which the nesl is usually

located. 'Hie birds are almost invariably found close to the cavity in

which their nest is placed, during the breeding season at any rate, fre-

quently leaving their perches to fly out after a passing insect, after

which returning to the same spot. The note is characteristic, shrill

and prolonged, but rather weak.

118. Todii ostium cineiexim (Linn.).

Abundant. Has a sharp, explosive note id' three or four syllables,

giving onethe impression that it is a much larger bird than is really

the case. My experience with the bird mid its nest agrees very well

with thai of Mr. Cherrie, who has given :i description of the nesl ami

eggs in the Auk, vu, L890, L'.">3. According to my observations, how-

ever, the bird is not restricted to the hanks of streams, although it

shows a decided preference for such places. All of the nests found by
me were in perfectly exposed situations and resembled bunches of

drift mass. My fust nest of this Flycatcher was found purely by acci*

dent. While exploring a busy tract, much frequented by this species,

my at tention wasdrawn to a small bird with disheveled plumage, which
was darting at a Synallaxis pudica

}
accompanying its attacks by a hiss

ingnote. The attitude of the pugnacious little bird was striking, its

tail was elevated and fully spread, and at every movement of the bird

was switched from side to side in an angry way. With such a formid-

able appearance and spirited attack tin' intruder was soon driven off.

The victor, which proved to be a Todirostrum cinereum^ then hopped
out toward the end of a branch and disappeared into what I had sup

posed to l»e an accidental tnft of dead grass and leaves. This I found

to l»e its nest, a very c pad structure, though ragged in appearance,

with a hidden entrance in the side just large enough to admit the bird.

Eggs two or three, pure white. Three eggs, found March 31, measure
ii.c:. by <>. 16, 0.65 by »>. it;. 0.65 l>\ 0.46. Twoother eggs are 0.63 by 0.43,

o.TI by o.u.

Iris pale yellow, almost white: feet bluish plumbeous.
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119. Todirostium schistaceiceps Scl.

Gather common. Not seen during summer, but specimens obtained

August 30, after which, date it was common. At Greytown this species

and T. cinereum are found in much the same places, but, while the

latter is bold and defiant in its actions and notes, this bird is quiet and

retiring; I did not hear it utter a note at any time. On the Bscondido

it was observed in open places in the forest, where it kept in the under-

growth.
120. Oncostoma cinereigulare Scl.

As in the case of the above species, it was only observed during fall

and winter. In its actions and choice of feeding places it also resem

bles that bird. First taken September 4.

121. Mionectes oleagineus assimilis (Scl.).

Not common. A specimen taken at Greytown and two others on

the Bscondido, one of which hew into the house. These were noted

during fall and winter.

122. Capsiempis flaveola (Licht.).

Common in bamboos on the Escondido, and in bushy thickets in the

vicinity of San Carlos. Taken also at Greytown. Has a weak note

which it frequently utters while searching for food. It is very indus-

trious, almost constantly on the move, though acting in a leisurely

manner. Numerous deserted nests found in the bamboos probably

belonged to this species. They were shallow structures, attached to

forks at the extremities of the bamboos, covered outwardly with green

moss, and usually Suspended over water. An immature bird differs

from the adult in being lemon yellow below, instead of canary yellow;

wing bars yellowish buff; tail tipped with yellowish buff; feathers of

back, upper tail coverts, crown, and hind neck also edged with the

same color.

123. Tyraimulus semiflavus Scl. and Salv.

One specimen collected in some low bushes in open woods on the

Escondido, September 7.

124. Tyranniscus parvus LawT.

Common at Greytown in bushy thickets, and on the Escondido, where
it was found high up in the forest trees in open places. The stomach
of one individual examined was filled with small green seeds.

125. Elainea pagana subpagana (Scl. and Salv.).

Common at Greytown and on the Escondido. Resembles Myiarchus
in habits, but prefers clearings, in the vicinity of thickets. I did not

notice it in the woods at any time.
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126. Myiopagis placens (Sol.).

Common in bushes and thickets in the neighborhood of San Carlos.

127. Myiozetetes texensis (Giraud).

Very common everywhere in the vicinity of streams. Saw fully

fledged young on May 14, and found fresh eggs the same day.

128. Myiozetetes granadensis Lawr.

Common on the Escondido. One bird shot from a bamboo fell into

the water, and before 1 could paddle to it a lizard ran out and. dragged
it to the bank, whereupon he dropped it and disappeared in some brush.

129. Rhynchocyclus cinereiceps (Scl.).

One specimen seemed near Oreytown. „

130. Pitangus derbianus (Kaup).

Common. Called " Kiskadee" by the uatives. Confined to the banks

of water courses.

131. Myiodynastes luteiventris Bonap.

One of a pair shot od the Escondido.

132. Megarhynchus pitangua (Linn.).

CommoD, usually in pairs. Note is a harsh chatter. Not so partial

to river banks as Pitangus.

133. Muscivora mexicana Scl.

Two specimens taken on the Escondido in September and October.

The crest was not noticed in either case until the bird was shot.

134. Myiobius fulvigularis Salv. and Godm.

Shot a specimen on the San Juan, near Castillo, and took another

far up the Rio Frio, where others were observed. It is found in the

forest trees some distance from the ground, and makes a whirring

noise with its wings while flying.

135. Empidonax pusillus traillii (And.).

Common on the Escondido and at San Carlos during the winter.

Taken in fall as early as September 4, and in the spring until May 6.

136. Empidonax flaviv ntris Baird.

Several taken on the Escondido; first noticed October 22.

137. Empidonax acadicus ((Jmel.).

A specimen was taken od the Escondido October 22. Empidonaces

were common during the fall, and I probably missed noting some of the

species, as attention was directed more to other birds.
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138. Contopus virens (Linn.).

A common migrant; but few seen during the winter months. First

heard August 21, and a few days later its familiar whistle was fre-

quently heard. It was very abundant September 27.

139. Contopus brachytarsus Scl.

Common at San Carlos, but rather less so on the Escondido. An im-

mature specimen taken in July has a very dark, almost pure black

pileum. This specimen and others collected in February and March,
in fresh, unworn plumage, have a very decided wash of straw-yellow

on the under parts. This species prefers clearings and thickets. I did

not at any time observe it in the forest country. It's note is weak.

140. Myiarchus crinitus (Linn.).

One specimen secured October 14 on the Escondido.

141. Myiarchus lawrencei nigricapillua (Cab.).

Very common; found mostly in clearings and bushy thickets; occa-

sionally in open places in the forest. Note very weak.

142. Tyrannus melancholicus satrapa ( Licht. ).

Abundant at all times. Young birds fully Hedged were found May
11. In a marshy spot on the Escondido, where dead trees and isolated

bushes abounded, this species was exceedingly abundant. It is rather

difficult to get good specimens, most of those shot being either in very

worn plumage or molting.

143. Tyrannus tyrannus (Linn.).

A migrant. First seen September 8, when a small company of six

or so was seen. A flock of over a hundred was observed on the morn-
ing of September 15. The birds dropped into a large tree on the plan-

tation, and, judging from their movements, started in at once to satisfy

their hunger.
344. Tyrannus dominicensis (Gmel.).

Rather common at Greytown for a short time late in March.

Family COT1XGID.E.

145. Tityra personata Jard. and Selby.

Common. Usually found in small flocks in clearings, where dead
trees abound. This bird has a very curious note—a low, gurgling sound,

as if it wrere trying to clear its throat, sometimes hardly audible when
the bird is in a high tree. The birds are occasionally given to play-

fulness, and chase one another lazily around the top of a tree, appar-

ently with no desire on the part of the pursuer to overtake the object

of its chase, but merely to keep it on the move. Breeds in holes in
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trees. Feeds on fruits and berries, and possibly also on insects, his

light brown; terminal third of bill black; remainder dull rose-purple;

naked space around eyes purplish carmine.

146. Tityra albitorques frazeri Kaup.

Three individuals were shot out of a (lead tree on the " I. I'." plan-

tation May 18. Two of these birds were females, one of which would

shortly have deposited an egg. The species was not observed else-

where.
147. Pachyramphus cinereiventris St 1.

Species taken at Greytown and on the Escoudido. A nest found at

Greytown April 11 was in an orange free about 11' feet from the

ground. It was rather bulky, composed of grasses and steins of vari-

ous plants, with an entrance near the top. It contained three eggs, of

a grayish color, obscurely mottled or blotched. The, eggs were lost,

and this description is entirely from memory.

148. Pachyramphus ciunamomeus Lawr.

K'at her common.

149. Lathi ia unirufa (Sd. ).

Uncommon; noted in the forests on the Escondido.

150. Lauiocera rufesceus (Scl.).

One wandered into the house, on the Escondido, early in January,

and was the Only one noted.

I'h is specimen, and one from Honduras (Segovia River), both males,

are appreciably darker than an individual from Panama, and another

from Costa Rica (Barranca). In the two former the indistinct dark

edging of the feathers of the under parts extends throughout, includ-

ing the under tail coverts in the Nicaraguan specimen, while in the

Panama and Costa Rican examples this edging is obsolete on the abdo-

men. The Honduras bird is recently adult, with signs of immaturity

still apparent. The tertials and rectrices are tipped with tawny ochra-

ceous. The feathers of the greater and of some of the middle wing
coverts are conspicuously edged with black. There are also two or

three blackish feathers on the belly. The northern birds are some-

whal larger, as the following table will show:

Number.
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152. Attila citreopygius < Bonap.).

Two specimens seemed on the Escondido agree in a general way with
others of this variable species. These were taken in ratheropen woods,
and resembled Flycatchers in (heir actions. Iris brownish carmine.

153. Pipra mentalis Scl.

Rather common in the forest on the Escondido. Usually found trav-

eling about in small numbers. I once saw a male in a lemon bush, half

a mile from any timber. Twoeame into the house. Iris of adult male,

white; feel and leys Isabella color.

154. Manacus candaei (Parzud.).

Very common in the forest. Sometimes ;i flock of twenty or more
males are found assembled in the low bushes, apparently after food.

When flying the birds make a buzzing with the wings, and on alight-

ing often make ;i noise similar to the Cracking of a small twig, or of ;i

Peccary gnashing its teeth. Feet orange.

155. Carpodectes nitidus Salv.

This species is common on the Rio Frio in Costa. Rica. During a trip

up that river, from February 26 to March 10, I found the birds numer-
ous, from a few miles from the month to a point about .'! miles below

the Guatusa Indian villages, far up the river. The birds were observed
daily, passing over the river high above the trees, with steady flight

and regular wing-beats. Most of the birds seen on these occasions were
males. My first specimen was a, female, found near the edge of the for-

est in a small berry-laden tree. The berries of (hist ree proved ;i great

attraction to various species. During two or three visits to the tree, i

noticed the. following, not all of them were feeding on the berries, how
ever: Piranga rubra, Myiobius fulvigularis, Tityra personata, Pachy
ramphus cinnamomeus, Manacus candwi, Lipaugus holerythrus, Carpo
dectes nitidus, Trogon massena, T. melanocephalus T.atricollia tenellus%^

Caica hamafotis, Eamphastos tocard, and Pteroglossus torquatus. Sev-

eral days later I was fortunate enough to find a tree in which the birds

were feeding, some miles farther up the river They were, attracted by
the berries, with which the tree was laden. There were fifteen or more
of the Carpodectes in the tree, besides two or three Tityra personata,
and other species, all feeding on the berries. A f each discharge of the

gun the birds Hew out and disappeared in the Surrounding trees, from
whence, in the course of fifteen minutes or so, a bird would take the

initiative and return to I'wd, to be followed shortly by the others, who
straggled in by twos and threes.

After a. long wait 1 secured seven of the birds, also a Tityra, shot by
mistake, and wounded two or three more Carpodectes, which were lost

in the woods. Most of those Shot were gorged with the berries. About
2 miles above the tree just, mentioned I found Mr. Frederich Hansen,
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who was living on ;i small plantation bordering the river. He was

well acquainted with the birds of the region, but had never seen this

species near his clearing, nor did I, during several days staythere; yel

2 miles down the river it was common. Mr. Hansen told me that he

had seen this species on some of the small rivers emptying into Lake

Nicaragua from the east. It was known, he said, as " Espiritu Santo,"

or Holy Ghost bird. September 28 J shot a female from a tall trumpet

tree on the Escondido, and at the same locality on January 5, 1893, Mr.

<i. E. Mitchell shot ten, mostly males, which were feeding in a berry-

laden tree in the plantation. Mr. Mitchell did not hear the birds utter

a note, nor did any of the individuals observed by me make a noise of

any description. January 19, while on board a steamer going down the

river, we observed three more of the birds in a trumpet tree on the

river's edge.

Length of an adult male in the flesh, 10 inches. Iris very dark

brown; bill, plumbeous, with black line along the eulmen; feet and

legs plumbeous.
Family MOMOTHXE.

156. Urospatha martii (Spix).

Apparently rare. Noted on the Escondido.

157. Momotus lessoni Less.

Occasionally met with in the forest. The note is not very penetrat-

ing; it resembles " hoo-hoo," given in a rather jerky manner, and
sounds far away, even when the bird is close at hand.

158. Prionirhynchiis platyrhynchus (Leadb.).

Collected on the Escondido by Wickham; I did not see it.

Family ALCEDLSTIDJE.

159. Ceryle torquata (Linn.).

Very common. This species has a note similar to thai of G. diction,

but somewhat stronger.

One morning a pair of these birds went through a very curious per-

formance. Attention was fust called to them by their loud rattling

cry, which was kept up almost constantly as they circled and gyrated

about over the water, occasionally dropping—not diving—into the

the water, and sinking below the surface for a moment. Tins maneu-

vering lasted some minutes, after which both birds (lew up stream utter-

ing their ordinary note.

Two or three individuals were in the habit of passing the night at

some point on the creek back of the " I. P." plantation, and came over

just about dusk every evening. 1 noticed them for several months,

and was struck with t he regularity of their coming, and the course

taken by each on its way to the roost. The birds could be heard a
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considerable distance away, just before dusk, uttering their loud

single "chuck "at every few beats of the wings. They appeared to

come from their feeding grounds, often passing over the plantation

opposite, probably to cut off a bend in the river. One of the birds

invariably passed close to the corner of the laborers' quarters, though

at a considerable height, and the other near a trumpet tree some dis-

tance away. The third bird was only a casual visitor. At times the

birds came together, but usually there was an interval of several

minutes. Their routes met at a turn of the creek a few rods back of

the house, where they usually sounded their rattling notesand dropped

down close to the water, which they followed to the roost. This was
in a huge spreading tree, covered with parasitic plants and numerous
vines, which hung in loops and festoons from the limbs. On one occa-

sion I shot atone of the birds as it came clucking overhead, and caused

it to drop several small fish. A female nearly ready to deposit eggs

was shot October" 9.

The birds made their appearance rather late in the morning, usually

after 8 o'clock, and at times spent several hours of the day up there.

Although the birds appeared to have their home at this place, I did

not, on any of my numerous trips up the creek, discover the site.

According to my observations the Kingfishers on the Eseondido rank

about as follows in regard to abundance : Ceryle amazona, C. torquata, G.

americana septentrionalis, G. hula, C. alcyon, and G. swperciliosa stictoptera.

The first two may be found at all times, the third is rather less common,
while the last three are quite uncommon, the smallest particularly so.

C. torquota, G. amazona, and G. alcyon have notes very much alike; the

notes of the others are weak, varying in volume according to the size

of the species, and are quite different from those of the large species.

On the Rio Frio, where the solitude is unbroken by river steamers,

and rarely by the native dories, birds inhabiting the water's edge are

abundant, andamong the smaller species Geryle torquata and G. amazona

are conspicuous.
160. Ceryle amazona (Lath.).

Abundant. The note is almost the same as that of G. alcyon, but

this bird has in addition a curious laughing note, which I have not

heard from any of the other species.

161. Ceryle alcyon (Linn.).

Uncommon ; observed on both rivers.

162. Ceryle americana septentrionalis Sharpe.

Bather common. Feeds largely on small crustaceans. The note is

a weak "tuck."

163. Ceryle superciliosa stictoptera Ridgw.

Rarest of the Kingfishers in this region. Noted on both the Rio

Frio and the Eseondido.
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164. Ceryle inda ( Linn. ).

Uncommon. The first specimen I saw was in a patch of woods, in

a damp place near Greytown, some distance from any body of water,

and rather an unusual place for a Kingfisher.

Family GALBULIDJE.

165. Galbula melanogenia Scl.

Bather rare. Noted on the Escondido. Observed only on three or

four occasions. It has a piercing cry, resembling "kee'-u," with the

first syllable very shrill and strongly accented. The stomach of one

specimen shot, contained insects. The bird jerks its tail after the

fashion of a Kingfisher.

Family BUCCONID^G.

166. Malacoptila panamensis Lafr.

Bather rare in the forests on the Escondido. A female shot May 23,

was about ready to deposit eggs. It was shot from a twig directly in

front of a hole in a bamboo, in which its nest was probably located.

The stomach was distended with insects, principally loeusts. On July

2, another female was found, accompanied by one young bird, and both

were secured.

The species seems to be confined to the thick forest, where it keeps

among the lower branches, at times even descending to the bushes.

Iris carmine.

September 23, I shot two birds which I supposed at the time to be

mates, as they were found within 40 yards of one another, and subse-

quent dissection proved them to be male and female. The latter differs

so much from ordinary panamensis, in being dark clove-brown or brown-

ish slate above, with brownish black stripes on lateral nnderparts, that

Mr. Bidgway applied the name Malacoptila fuliginosa to it in a 3IS.

description, and in case the bird should prove to be really distinct

frompanamensis, thisnamemay be used to designate it. Forthe present

I prefer to include it with M. panamensis.

This bird. No. 127339, F. S. National Museum, Escondido River,

September 23, L892, may be described as follows:

Above deep clove-brown, rather clearer or more inclining to brownish

slate on head and neck; back and tips of wing-coverts sparsely marked

with minute dots of dull butfy; sides of head, beneath and behind eyes,

narrowly streaked with buff; median portion of forehead, lores (except

near eyes), and malar plumes white; chin and upper throat mixed

white and dusky brown, the latter nearly uniform on upper throat

:

center of throat white, becoming light dull button lower throat and

chest; rest of lower parts bully white, the breast and sides conspicu-

ously striped with dusky brown, these stripes broadest and most sharply
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defined on sides of breast; under wing-coverts and broad edges to inner

webs of remiges buff. Upper mandible black; lower, pale yellowish

brown, tipped with black; feet horn color; iris carmine. This color

from life, the others from dried skin. Wing, 3.30; tail, 2.05 lateral

feather 0.80 shorter; exposed culmen, 0.95; tarsus, 0.65.

Mr. Ridgway's notes on the bird, made before knowing the circum-

stances under which it was shot, however, are as follows:

It is conspicuously unlike any of the twenty-three specimens of M. panamensis

with which it has heen carefully and simultaneously compared, noWithstanding the

range of individual variation is so great. If M. inornata, as defined by Sclater and
others, is separable from M. pan amensis, then M. fuliginona is certainly very dis-

tinct from both. The only other view which can possibly be justified by the scries

before me is that there is only one species in Central America, from Panama to

Guatemala, varying individually in plumage to a remarkable degree. Should this

view prove correct, then M. fuliginosa must be admitted to represent an extreme of

coloration quite as marked as the rufescent birds which occur both at the northern

and southern limits of this range.

167. Bucco dyscmi Scl.

One specimen obtained in the forest on the Escondido. This indi-

vidual was catching insects, and acted very much like a Tyrannus.

On making a capture it would seek a new perch, flying in a leisurely

way, and showing considerable hesitancy about selecting a place to

settle upon.

Iris, wine-purple; bill, black; feet, blackish.

Family TROGONID.E.

168. Trogon caligatus Gould.

Apparently uncommon, on the Escondido, where all Trogons are

called "Mountain Parrots
1
' by the English-speaking people. Orbital

ring yellow.

169. Trogon atricollis tenellus (Cab.).

Common. One flew into the house. Trogons are almost invariably

found in pairs, rarely in small flocks. Iris very dark brown; feet

plumbeous; orbital ring blue; bill chromium-green.

170. Trogon chrysomelas sp. now

Sp. Char.—Exactly like T. atricollis tenellus, except that the metal-

lic green of the male is wholly replaced by opaque black, without the

slightest trace of metallic gloss.

Adult male (Type, No. 127338, Escondido River, Nicaragua, Septem-
ber 23, 1892; Chas. W. Richmond): Entire head, neck, and chest uni-

form "dead" black; back, scapulars, and rump dull, dusky grayish

brown, tinged or mixed with blackish ; upper tail-coverts and middle

tail-feathers brownish black, the latter abruptly tipped with deep black

(about 0.40 of an inch wide). Wing-coverts and outer surface of closed

Proc. N. M. 03 33
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secondaries very finely vermiculated with black and while: rest of

wing black, the primaries edged wit li white, this occupying whole outer

webal the base. Three outer tail-leathers mostly white (the outermost

wholly white Cor the exposed portion), broadly tipped (lor about 0.45 of

an inch on first to 0.70 of an inch on the third leal her) with white, the

remaining portion sharply and regularly barred on both webs with

black, the black bars averaging very nearly as wide us the white inter

spaces. Under parts, posterior to the chest, wholly rich cadmium yellow,

becoming a little paler next the black of the chest. Bill greenish horn

color, with tomia and cuhnen yellowish ; feet horn color. Length (skin ),

9.25; wing, 4.30; tail. 5.40, the outermost leather 2.35 shorter; cul-

men, 0.75.

Following is a description of the supposed female of this species:

Adult female (Type, No. 128377, Escondido River, Nicaragua, Jan-

uary 17, 1893, ('has. W. Richmond): Upper parts, including upper tail

coverts, sides of neck, malar region and auriculars, slate-black, almost

pure black on pileum; middle pair of tail feathers slate-black, with a

terminal black bar of O.'JO inch. Wings black, primaries, second to

sixth, with outer webs edged with white; secondaries and wing-coverts

narrowly barred with white, bars 0.10 inch apart. A white spot before

and one behind the eye; throat and breast between mouse- and smoke-

gray, a narrow band of white posteriorly ami bordering the yellow of

the lower breast. Lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts deep

cadmium-yellow; sides olive-gray; feathers of tarsus black, whitish at

the base. Second pair of rectrices black, somewhat lighter on the

outer web; third pair black; three outer pairs tipped with white, broad

on the outer web. but narrowing down to a mere edging on the inner

web at the tips of the teal hers: the outer feather barred for its exposed

length, but basal half of this barring more in the nature of spots,

which do not touch the shaft, and become smaller toward the base; the

second feather is similar but has less barring; the third still less. Ex-

posed culmen, 0.0(3; width of bill at base. 0.69; wing, 1.70; longest

tail feather, 5.10; shortest , .'l.L'.S; tarsus, 0.58. Orbital ring clove-brown;

iris dark brown.

The female just described resembles that of T. caligatus almost ex-

actly, but the hairing on the wing coverts and secondaries is very differ-

ent, and there is a slight difference on the upper parts, a perceptible gloss

being present on these parts in the bird just described.

• 171. Trogon massena Gould.

Common. These birds Uh^\ largely on berries and fruit. The birds

while picking at the fruit sometimes hang from the end of a branch,

back downward, with wings fluttering, at such times presenting a very

striking appearance.

[ris dark yellow; mandible orange.
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172. Trogon melanocephalus Gould.

Coinmou. The most abundant of the Trogons in the localities visited

by me. It often wanders into the plantations. Sometimes found in

companies of six or eight. The note is of one syllable, often repeated.

The flight of this and other species of Trogons is very irregular,

something like that of a Goldfinch (Spinas tristis).

Orbital ring pale blue; iris dark brown.

Family CAPRIMULGID^J.

173. Chordeiles virginianus henryi (Cass.).

Exceedingly abundant during fall and winter on the Escondido.

First seen August 1 7. Specimens from Arizona, Mexico, and Nicaragua

as a general thing have shorter wings than birds from the north, tlie

difference being about a half inch, but in one Nicaraguan specimen the

wing is fully as long as in northern examples, while three specimens

from the Dakotas and Minnesota are as small as any of the southen

ones.
174. Nyctidromus albicollis (Gniel.).

Abundant, particularly at Greytown. These birds are very partial

to open places and clearings, but are also found, though less commonly,

in the dense woods. Specimens shot at Greytown early in February

were breeding, and eggs about to hatch were obtained May 18. During
the mating season two or three of these birds get together and utter

very remarkable, low, guttural noises impossible to describe. The
ordinary note may be represented by "kwe-ah-reo," uttered in a clear,

ringing, and rather tremulous voice, and can be heard a long distance;

the call from a distant bird sounds like "ah-reo." The birds are so

abundant that at night the air seems to be filled with their notes, coming

irom all directions.

Stenopsis albicauda Lawr? While paddling up the Rio Frio, birds

were several times observed that I now feel quite sure were of this or

another species of Stenopsis. They made their appearance just before

nightfall, while still enough daylight remained to allow a fair sight of

them. They flew close to the edge of the forest, at a height of 30 or

more feet above the water. Their flight was steady and rather slow.

The birds appeared to be grayish and had square tails. I did not hear

any note. In April, about 10 miles from Greytown, I saw one as it rleiv

across an opening in the forest and disappeared in the dark trees be-

yond. If not Stenopsis these birds were of a species as yet not recorded

from Nicaragua or Costa Rica.

Family MICROPODIIKE.

175. Panyptila cayanensis (Gruel.).

Common at the "I. P." plantation on the Escondido, but not observed

elsewhere. Specimens are very difficult to obtain on account of the
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high-flying habit of the birds. It is almost impossible to obtain any
of the Swifts except during the rainy season, as at other times they fly

high, far out of gun range. This appears to be the only record for the

species north of Panama. For a cote on the nest of this bird see The
Auk, x, January, L893, 84.

176. Chaetura gaumeri Lawr.

Common on the Escondido. Specimens of this and the following

species taken about the last of May were apparently breeding. The
reference to Chaetura vauxi on the Escondido,in the Biologia, Aves, ii,

.")7(!, belongs to tins species, as I did not find vauxi.

177. Chaetura cinereiventris guianensis Hartert.

Two specimens shot on the Rio Frio, from a large company of Swifts,

and others were collected on the Escondido, at >v
I. P." plantation,

where, witli ('. gaumeri
7

it appeared to be common.
On the Rio Frio 1 saw numbers of a larger, black Swift, about the

size of C. bruneitorques, but was unable to gel specimens.

Family TROCIIILID.E.

178. Glaucis hirsuta (GnieL).

Common in the forest, where it keeps near the ground, as do the two

following species. Feet tiesli-colored.

179. Threnetes ruckeri (Bourc).

Much less conundn than the above; its habits are the same. It was
noted on the Escondido. Feet flesh-colored.

180. Phaethornis longirostris (Less, and Delattre).

Common in the forest on the Escondido, and not infrequently seen

in the banana plantations, near the woods. It is quite partial to the

flowers of the "Wild plantain" (Heliconia). This and the other forest

or Hermit Bummers are often found along streams, which they follow

through i lie woods, pausing an instant here and there to investigate a

spider's web or bright-colored flower, of which there are many in these

places. When darting rapidly through the woods, it utters a sharp.

shrill "chweep" at short intervals, and it is not a little startling to

have one of these birds shriek as it shoots by within a few inches of

one's head. Feet flesh colored.

181. Fygmoriiis adolphi t Bourc. I.

Commoj on the Escondido. It is con fined to the forest. I did not hear

it utter mi) note One is made aware of its presence by the noise pro

duced by its wing a fail t buzz not louder than that made by a hum-
ble bee.
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The crimson blossoms of a small spreading tree, common in the

woods, arc quite attractive to this species.

Basal half of mandible Naples yellow; feet flesh-colored.

182. Lampornis prevosti (Less.).

Taken at Los Sabalos and San Carlos. It was rather common at

the latter place in trees which bore trumpet-shaped carmine flowers.

183. Florisuga mellivora (Linn.).

A pair obtained in a cacao plantation on the San Juan, near

Greytown. It was rather common there.

184. Amazilia fuscicaudata (Eras.).

Very abundant at all places visited, far outnumbering the other

Hummingbirds. This species is confined to clearings, and does not

occur in the forest. On the Escondido it haunts the banana plan-

tations, where it is attracted by the large purple flowers of the banana
plants. The note is almost identical with the "tuck 1

' of the Junco
{Juna) liye in a I is).

Bill brownish carmine, except tip, which is black.

185. Polyerata amabilis (Gould).

Rather uncommon. Observed on both rivers. It is usually found in

clearings and plantations, but occasionally in open woods. I once shot

a specimen as it hovered before some flowers, on the opposite side of a

small creek. It fell into the water, and almost immediately a green

lizard ran to it, brought it out, and, after shaking it, deposited it on the

moss, with which the ground was covered. The lizard then assumed a

ludicrous position and contemplated the victim, which was still alive,

and would probably have devoured it had I not shot it also, thus se-

curing two specimens instead of one. Mr. Mitchell one day had his

attention called to an Iguana in a tree near the house by the cries of a

small bird, which the reptile had caught. The large lizards and

Iguanas probably catch small birds for food whenever the opportunity

offers.

Family CUCULID^E.

186. Crotophaga sulcirostris »Sw.

Abundant in plantations and clearings. Seems to be gregarious all

the year round. The stomachs of many of those I examined contained

grasshoppers, with which they often gorge themselves.

187. Piaya cayana mehleri (Bonap. ).

Common. This species has a habit of running along the limbs,

which gives it a close resemblance to a squirrel. It is indifferent as to

choice of surroundings, being found in trees in clearings or in the

forest, sometimes only a few feet from the ground, and again in the

high trees.
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188. Coccyzus minor (Gmel, >

One specimen seemed at (Jreytown.

A Cuckoo noticed on the Escondido was either 0. americanus or ft

erythrophthalmus.

Family KAMPHASTID^.

189. Ramphastos tocaid Vieill.

Common. This and the following species are seldom seen during the
summer months, but from October or November on through the winter
they are seen daily, sometimes in large flocks, and often come out into

the plantations. Both of these species»make a curious croaking noise,

while assembled in some solitary tree or retired place, but if disturbed

they fly silently away. It is the only note I have heard them utter.

190. Ramphastos brevicarinatus Gould.

This species is more abundant than the above. Its habits are the

.same. I shot a young one which had been feeding on the ground,

judging from the mud on the feet and bill.

191. Pteroglossus torquatus (Gmel.).

Very common. Frequently found in small companies of from five to

eight. Several may sometimes be killed out of a flock before the re

maining ones make up their minds to fly away. The note resembles

"paliee," which is the pronunciation of the Spanish word /W/.c, meaning
happy. It is uttered in a shrill, squeaky tone, and the natives call the

bird by this name, but I have heard it applied to neither of the

other Toucans here.

When a Hock of the birds are disturbed they call excitedly, and

emphasize their displeasure by rapping their bills against their perch.

Iris lemon yellow ; orbital space, pi mpy-red, becoming brownish black

immediately around eyes; feet and legs sage-green.

Family PICID.F.

192. Campephilus guatemalensis (Harfcl.).

Common. Although a forest bird, it often occurs in the clearings.

Iris yellow.

193. Ceophlceus scapularis (Vigors).

Not as common as the above species. Iris almost white.

194. Celeus castaneus (Wagl.).

One individual obtained on the San Juan, near (ireytown.

195. Chloionerpes yucatanensis (Cabot).

One obtained ;it San Carlos February 25. It was a female, and

would shortly have deposited ^y:^.
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196. Eleopicus caboti (Malh.i.

Couinion in the woods on the Escoiidido. Often found near the colo-

nies of traveling- ants.

197. Melanerpes pucherani (Malb.).

The most abundant Woodpecker in the region. Found in open
places in the woods, and in clearings.

198. Picumnus olivaceus Lair.

One adult male was taken at San Carlos February 2(5. Judging
from its actions and the high development of the testes, it had a nest

somewhere in the vicinity. This bird appears to be true olivaceus;

it does not agree with Air. B,idgway7sJlavotinctv,8. Feet plumbeous.

Family PSITTACID.E.

199. Ara macao (Linn.).

Very common. Generally in pairs or companies of pairs. A tree

cut down late in February contained two eggs of this species. Naked
skin on head flesh-color.

2O0. Ara militaris (Linn.).

Somewhat less common than the above. Habits and notes similar.

Naked skin on head pale carmine-purple; iris dark yellow, but varies

in different individuals.

201. Brotogeris jugularis < Miill. i.

Observed at San Carlos, on the lake, if my memory serves me right,

but I do not find any reference to the species among my notes.

202. Conurus finschi Salv.

Common on the Escondido. Feeds usually in the large trees stand-

ing iu the plantations, but at times in small trees bordering the forest,

where one day I found a flock of about twenty-five scattered about in

low trees that were laden with berries. The birds were tame and allowed
me to approach them very closely.

203. Conurus aztec S<>uanc< :

.

Abundant. Often seen in large flocks.

204. Amazona salvini (Salvad.).

( lommon. Collected at Creytown and on the Escondido. Iris orange.

205. Pionus senilis (Spix).

Very common on the Escondido. Iris orange.

* The name Dcndro bales, Sw., usually employed fur this genus, is preoccupied

(Wagler, 1830; Batrachia).
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206. Pionopsitta haematotis (Scl. and Salv.).

Observed on the Rio Frio, where a flock of about a dozen were found
in a fruit tree. The birds were perfectly quiet and made no noise,

even alter 1 had shot into the tree several times ami wounded some.

Family STKIG 1 1 LE.

207. Strix pratincola guatemalae Ridgw.

One specimen obtained on the Escondido.

Family IHJKOXI ILE.

208. Syrnium virgatum Cass.

One specimen was broughl to me alive on the Escondido. his

mummy-brown.

209. Syrnium perspicillatnm (Lath.).

Collected by Wickham on the Escondido.

Family FALCON 11 )M.

210. Pandion haliaetus carolinensis (Gmel.).

Common during' the winter months, particularly near the coast.

Observed as late as May.

211. Falco albigularis Daud.

Common on the Escondido. This bird flies very rapidly, and i.; quite

noisy. Its note slightly resembles that of the Sparrow Hawk (F.

sparverius), and also that of the Kilhleer {Mgialitn vocifera). Food
consists largely of grasshoppers. One evening just after sundown 1

saw one of these birds pursue and catch a large moth that was Hitting

above the tree tops.

This Bawk appears to be confined to the plantations and clearings,

where it prefers a perch on some prominent dead limb, from which it

makes frequent forays.

On cloudy afternoons or just about dusk the birds often fly up and
down over the river until they can hardly be distinguished in the grow-

ing darkness.

Iris dark brown; cere and naked space around eyes yellow; iWt and
legs pale orange.

212. Falco sparveiius Linn.

Very common in winter. First seen October HI, and one shot late in

February.

213. Micrastur guerilla (ass.

One specimen shot on the Escondido, in a thicket bordering the
forest.
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214. Herpetotheres cachimians (Linn.).

Common on the Bscondido. The guttural laugh which usually pre-

cedes the long call of this species can be heard only a short distance.

The birds call most frequently about dusk, and keep it up until after

dark. The first individual 1 saw was in a large dead tree on the Rio

Frio, near where I was encamped for the night. It began its monot-

onous call about dark and continued it for fully fifteen minutes. It is

often called "Rain Crow" by the Americans on the Escondido.

Iris burnt umber.

215. Elanoides forficatus (Linn.).

A small company noticed circling about on the Escondido on May 15.

216. Circus hudsonius (Linn.).

Common during the winter on the Escondido. 1 shot one October

2, in the act of carrying otf a chicken. In Nicaragua it never lets an

opportunity pass to get a chicken, probably because it fails to secure

enough food in other ways, as the conditions are totally different from

those prevailing in its hunting grounds in the United States. Small

mammals appear to enter very little into the food of the birds of prey

there, owing to the dense vegetation and the difficulty of securing them,

but lizards, snakes, and insects are much sought for.

217. Accipiter velox (Wils.).

Found by Wiekhani on the Escondido; I did not meet with it.

218. Urubitinga anthracina (Licht.).

219. Urubitinga urubitinga ridgwayi (Gurney).

Not very common. Found usually in pairs. The above two species

were observed on the Escondido, where Wiekhani secured specimens.

Also noted at San Carlos.

220. Leucopternis ghiesbreghti (DuBua).

Mr. G. E. Mitchell got one specimen in the forest on the Escondido.*

A Hawk that may be Leucopternis plumbeus Salv. was often noticed

on the Rio Fri >. It was usually found perched on limbs over the water,

and was very tame, allowing the dory to pass under it at a distance of

less than 10 feet, in some cases. One was observed to catch a large

green lizard. Unfortunately no specimens were preserved, and the

identification must remain in doubt.

221. Rupornis ruficauda (Scl. and Salv.).

This is the most abundant Hawk on the Bscondido. If is found in

the plantations and cleared places, usually in pairs.

Iris noted as yellow, and in sonic specimens as light brown, the

latter probably immature birds; cere yellow.
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222. Buteo latissimus t Wils. ).

Rather common on the Escondido during the winter months. First

seen September 30.

223. Buteo brachyurus Vieill.

One specimen secured on the Escondido.

224. Busarellus nigricollis (Lath.).

Observed at G-reytown on several occasions.

Family (ATHARTUhK.

225. Gypagus papa (Linn.).

Frequently observed on the Escondido, and occasionally several were

seen in one day, but the birds habitually pass the time so high in the

air that they will ordinarily escape notice. One secured on the Rio

Frio. It was attracted to the blearing by a large snake killed a few

days previous. As the bird came sailing overhead several Black Vul-

turesout of respect vacated the tree in which it was about to light.

[t would be quite useless to attempta description of the colors of the

naked skin of the head and neck of this bird without a diagram.

Iris white.
226. Catharista atrata t Bat tr. i.

Very common. One afternoon while paddling up the creek 1 heard

a remarkable hissing noise, as of somebody going rapidly through the

air, and looking in the direction of the sound, saw a dark object shoot

through the air in a downward direction and disappear behind sonic

trees, but the movement was so swift that 1 could not identify it, even

as a bird. Shortly afterward another object came down with the same

rapidity and noise, but I could not place it. About a month later I

was in a cattle pasture containing solitary dead trees here and there,

witli a few Black Vultures perched about, when 1 heard this same

noise and saw a bird dive down and make a sharp turn when near the

tree tops to check its speed, then sail up and perch with the other birds

on the trees. This operation was repeated by several other birds, allot

this species, which were very high in the air, and it was no doubt the

means taken by them to reach the earth quickly. The birds observed

on the first occasion were also doubtless of this species.

227. Cathartes aura (Linn.).

Common, but less abundant than the above.

Family COLUMBI 1>.K.

228. Columba nigiiiostris Set.

This is the com mon mourning Pigeon of the region. Abundant, par-

ticularly along streams, where its favorite perch is in the trumpet tree.

It is confined mostly to the forest.

Iris vinaceoiis; bill black; feel pink.
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229. Columba speciosa <!ui< 1.

Two specimens secured on the Escondido. Mr. (1. E. Mitchell shot

a young bird in first plumage October 2G.

Colors of adult: iris, brown; feet, lavender; bill, vermilion.

230. Columba rufina (Temm. ).

One specimen taken on the Escondido.

231. Engyptila cassini (Lawr.).

Several secured on the Escondido.

232. Engyptila vinaceiventris Ridgw.

Specimens supposed to be this species were taken on the Escondido,

and others seen. My identification rests on the description (Proc. U.

S. N. M., x, 1887, 583), the type not being available at this time,

The bird occurs in clearings. Iris light yellow.

233. Peristera cinerea (Teinm.).

Quite common on the Escondido, where it appears to be resident only

part of the year. First noted about September 20, when its peculiar

two-syllabled call was frequently heard.

Found in bamboos along streams, or in solitary trees in the planta-

tions, usually in pairs.

234. Columbigallina passerina pallescens (Bainl).

One shot at San Carlos.

Family CKACIDyE.

235. Penelope cristata (Linn.).

Common in the forests on the Escondido, wThere it is found usually

in the loftiest trees, as is Craxglobicera. These birds are much hunted
by the natives, who call them " Qualms." A hunter is guided almost
entirely by the low, prolonged cry of the birds, uttered at times while

feeding, as without this clew it is almost impossible to find them.
Iris carmine; naked shin of throat dull carmine; scuttehe of tarsus

and feet coral red.

236. Ortalis cinereiceps (Gray).

Common. Known as "Chachalaca" by the Spaniards, and often

called "Wild Chicken" by the Americans on the Escondido. It is fre-

quently seen on the borders of banana plantations and in open places

in the forest, usually in small flocks.

These birds are heard most frequently about dusk, chanting their

monotonous notes, which resemble their Spanish name.
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On oue occasion I lived into a tree over a dozen times while a small

Hock of these birds were feeding in it. They remained throughout the

disturbance, clucking to one another occasionally, as if uncertain as to

the propriety of remaining. At other times 1 have noticed them ex-

hibit undue haste in retreating from view, but ordinarily they are mod
erately tame.

237. Crax globicera Linn.

Rather common. Observed on the Rio Prio and on the Escondido.

It is often kept in captivity. A line male on the Magnolia plantation

was very tame, and answered to the name of "Touie." One of Touie's

peculiarities was an abhorence of women. The moment a dress ap-

peared on the plantation he- began to show great distress, uttering his

low, plaintive whistle, and running after the object of his wrath, with

body Leaning forward and almost blushing the ground, head thrown

back, and tail raised, giving him a Laughable appearance. After pick-

ing at the offending dress and following its wearer about for a time,

Touie would quiet down a bit, but would continue to sulk and utter

his note of complaint until the cause of the trouble had departed. This

bird raised its crest when excited, or when its curiosity was aroused,

but on other occasions kept it depressed.

Iris dark brown; cere Naples yellow.

Family PEKDICID^E.

238. Odontophorus melanotis Salv.

A Hock of over a dozen was observed in the forest on the Escondido.

When approached tin' birds Hew into the surrounding trees and after

wards off into the woods, two or three at a time. Two were secured.

239. Odontophorus spodiostethus Salv.

One specimen. It was one of a pair found running in a path in the

woods on the Escondido. Following is a description of this bird, which

lias been compared with a specimen from Panama, belonging to the

American Museum of Natural History:

Pileum and cervix sepia, edged with mummy brown, some of the

feathers with slender shaft-streaks of buff; a line of feathers on sides of

head bordering superciliary stripe tipped with line, tear-shaped bull'

spots, edged with blackish, these feathers most numerous and markings

largest just above, and posterior to, black auricular marks; interscapu-

lar region, including sides of neck, dark gray, broadly edged or bor-

dered with lightchestnut ; this is followed posteriorly and on the scapu-

lars by light olive-brown, the feathers for the most [tart faintly and
almost imperceptibly vermiculated with a darker shade, having slender

buff shaft streaks, and usually the inner web black, with deep chest-

nut mottlings. Back, rump, and upper tail coverts light olive, an occa-

sional feather with a narrow black shaft-streak; the feathers minutely
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and indistinctly barred with wavy lines and specks of blackish; tail

similar, but with a faint chestnut tinge. Wings dull blackish brown;
the primaries, except the first, with faint, nearly obsolete barrings on
the outer web; exposed portion of secondaries irregularly spotted or

marked with buff; wing-coverts light grayish olive, irregularly and
finely mottled and spotted with buff and didl black, some of the feathers

dull black on the inner web, with brownish edgings. Breast andjugu-
lum dark gray, feathers faintly tipped with burnt umber, just enough
to give the gray color a soiled appearance; throatdusky grayish white,

passing gradually into the gray of the jugulum; chin, malar region,

aurieulars, lores, anterior part of forehead, and broad superciliary

stripe tawny; a dusky streak before eyes; upper part of aurieulars

brownish black. Lower breast, sides, and encroaching to some extent

on abdomen, buffy ochraceous; rest of sides light olive-brown; abdo-

men creamy buff, changing to almost white posteriorly; flanks and
under tail coverts buff, rather conspicuously but unevenly barred with
black.

The American Museum specimen has more tawny on the head, the

whole pileum being tinged with it; the buffy ochraceous is more exten-

sive on the sides; the flanks and under tail-coverts are not nearly so

conspicuously barred, and the back, rump, upper tail-coverts, and tail

are strongly tinged with brownish buff.

The following measurements may be useful:

Number.
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242. Crypturus, s].. .'

A bird of this genus, shol on the Escondido, was partly eaten by a
cal before I could save it. The wings, back, and some other portions

of the plumage were preserved, and later compared with the various

species in the National .Museum series, but agreed with none of them.
In length of wing- it matches C. boucardi and C. sallwi, and in regard
to plumage comes nearer the former, but appears to be distinct from

both. Legs and feet orange-vermilion.

family CHARADRIID^J.
243. -SJgialitis vocifera (Linn.).

Common; first heard November 11.

244. JEgialitis collaris (Vieill.).

One shot February 29 on the Rio Frio.

Family SOOLOPAOID^E.

245. Gallinago delicata (Ord).

Common at San Carlos in February, and exceedingly abundant at

.Magnolia Plantation on the Escondido, during my stay there in No-

vember and December. First observed October HI.

246. Totanus flavipes (Gmel.).

One seen on the Escondido October 1(1.

247. Totanus solitarius (Wils.).

Rather common. First noticed September 30.

248. Actitis macularia (Linn.).

Common. Observed from July 30 to May 1<».

249. Bartramia longicauda ( Txchst.).

One seen November 26 on the Escondido.

250. Tringa minutilla Vieill.

Two shot on the Rio Frio February 29, and another shot on the

Escondido in December. This latter had been noticed associating

with a Hock of Killdoers some time previous to its death.

Family RECURVIROSTRLD^J.

251. Himantopus mexicanus (Mull.).

A small Hock observed on the bio Frio February 29.

Family CIC< >N 1 1DJC.

252. Mycteria americana Linn.

Noticed on the Rio Frio, and at Magnolia Plantation on the Escon-

dido. Mi. Bowman, a plume hunter, informed me that he occasionally

saw il uu the lake, where it was known as >w Beterano."
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253. Tantalus loculator Linn.

Common on the Kio Frio, and on the Bscondido. On the latter river

the birds were quite abundant in a marsh back of Magnolia Plantation.

Family PLATALEID^E.

254. Ajaja ajaja (Linn.).

A flock of seven noticed on the Rio Frio.

Family COCHLEARIIDJE.

255. Cochlearia zeledoni Ridgw.

Common on the Rio Frio, where several colonies were noticed. Two
specimens obtained on the Escondido. The note of this species is a

squawk, something like that of the Night Heron, and like the latter

bird this species is nocturnal.

Eyes black and very large; feet and legs pale green.

Family ARDFID.F.

256. Ardea tricolor ruficollis (Crosse).

Two specimens noted on the Bscondido.

257. Ardea candidissima Gmel.

Rather common on the Rio Frio; not often noticed on the Escondido.

258. Ardea egretta Gmel.

Abundant on Lake Nicaragua, where it breeds in large colonies on

the islands. Common on all the rivers and lagoons.

The plume hunter is at work on the lake, engaged in exterminating

these birds. Two men are established at San Carlos, and have been

engaged in this business for three or four years. They sell their plumes

to a New York dealer. A firm in Creytown offers 50 cents for each

bird of this species brought in, and this probably explains the scarcity

of the birds about Greytown.

259. Ardea herodias Linn.

Common
260. Ardea virescens Linn.

Apparently a winter resident only, at which season it is very com-

mon. First noticed early in October.

261. Ardea ccerulea Linn.

Abundant. Barring A. egretta, it is the most abundant of the Herons.

Individuals in the white plumage; largely predominate.

262. Tigrisoma excellens Ridgw.

One specimen shot on the Bscondido, and others supposed to belong-

to this species, heard on the same river. The bird is nocturnal, and
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has a very distressing note, like the groan of some one in agony. A
Tigrisoma was common <>n the Rio Frio, bul n<> specimens were ob-

tained.

263. Tigrisoma cabanisi Heine.

Given in tli<' list of birds obtained l>y Wickham on the Kscondido.

264. Nycticoiax nycticoiax naevius ( Bodd. ).

Common, especially on the Rio Frio.

Family A KAMI DM.

265. Aramus giganteus ( Bouap. ).

Several noticed on the Rio Frio.

Family KAKLIICK.

266. Aramides pluiubeicollis Zeledon.

One pair observed on the Escoudido. They were in the woods on

the bank of a stream, and were cackling very much like ;i Guinea fowl.

I shot one of them, at which the other set up a loud scolding. My bird

agrees with the original specimens ofA. plumbeicollis obtained at Jime-

nez, Costa Rica, by Sr. A I faro, who informs me that he has found the

A. cayennensis only on the Pacific side of Costa Rica. In looking over

the Aramides in the National Museum, I Undone specimen of cayennensis

labeled "Talamanca" (Gabb), but with this exception all others from the

east side are plumbeicollis. An immature bird from Honduras (Segovia

River) is also referable to this species. Two from David, Chiriqui, are

cayennensis.

267. Fulica americana Gmel.

Several seen on the Escondido.

268. Porzana cineieiceps l,;i\\t.

Abundant at all places visited. Et is especially numerous in the

tall grass that lines the river banks. The bird is quite tearless, and is

easily called out of hiding by imitating the squeak of a young bird, or

by making any unusual noise. It breeds commonly in the plantations

on the Bscondido, where it builds its nesl in the grass, generally about

a loot from the ground. The nest is made of dried grass, lined with a

broad-leaved grass. It is almost globular in shape, and has a small

entrance in the side, it is very difficult to find the bird on the nest,

as it leaves on the slightest suspicion of danger, and skulks off through

the grass uttering a sharp "chip."

Thecall is a curious, harsh, grating chatter. These birds were fre-

quently caught in traps set tor small mammals along the river's edge.
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The eggs are from throe to five, short ovate, pale creamy white,
spotted, principally at the large end and sparingly over the rest of
the surface, with cinnamon-rufous, mixed with lavender. Measurements
of three sets arc as follows: 1.11 by 0.85, 1.10 by 0.83, 1.08 by0.85, 1.07

by 0.85; 1.12 by 0.84, 1.10 by 0.82, 1.13 by 0.82, 1.07 by 0.83, 1.08 by
0.S1

; 1.10 by 0.82, 1.07 by 0.82, 1.10 by 0.83. Bests were found from
early in May until late in August.

In a series of seventeen adults, including the type of the species and
also that of P. leucogastra Ridgw., I find a wide range of variation,

especially in the amount of white on the underparts. In individuals

recently adult, the white extends from the throat to the under tail-

coverts, including the tibia. In some specimens this is uninterrupted,

but in most of them there is a narrow pectoral band of cinnamon, with
faint white edges to the feathers when the plumage is fresh. In these

young adults the gray on the forehead and sides of head is often en-

tirely absent, or very dull and much restricted. The specimens before

me show these variations in all stages. In some of the apparently old

adults the gray of the head is very restricted, and in one example its

place is taken by umber brown. The black and white bars of the
lower sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts varies much. In some the
white bars are very narrow and in others quite broad. The black is

intense in some individuals and dull in others. The variation in size

is also considerable, as an examination of the accompanying table of

measurements will show. The smallest specimen in the series is a
female from the Rio Frio. This bird, in addition to its small size, has
the shoulders and some of the wing-coverts very distinctly barred with
white; the feathers thus barred are much darker than in ordinary birds,

in fact almost black. A bird from the Escondido also has these barred
shoulders, and one other shows a faint approach to it. In the type of
/'. leucogastra some of the feathers of the under tail-coverts ;ure tinged

with light rufiis, an approach to which is noticed in other specimens of

the series. I am unable to separate P. leucogastra from P. cinereiceps.

Number.

670(14

120286
126334
127050
128387
l2X3*x

4042
4049
4084
4085

128390
4250
4319

128391
4321

128389
91302

Collection.

. S. X. M .

.do

.<lo

.do

.do

.do
W.R....
.do

.do

.do

S. N.M .

W.R....
.do

s.n.m .

W. K . . .

.

S. N. M .

.do

Locality.

Type, Costa Rica (Gabb.)
I rreytown, Nicaragua
Rio Frio, Costa Rica
Escondido River, Nicaragua.

do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do

Type of I', leucogastra Ridgw., LosSabalos,
Nicaragua,

Sex.
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The downy young arc entirely black above, slightly glossy; under-

parts dull black, deepesl od chest and sides; throat dull light gray,

mixed with black down; abdomen and flanks dark smoke gray, with a

tinge of buff on the former; a sooty grayish streak along the median

line.

Immature birds are clove brown above, becoming dull black on the

tertiaK-rump, and tail. Top of head dull dark grayish, the teat hers

indistinctly edged with dark brown; sides of neck, and nape, with

faint tinge of rufus; sides of head, neck, and breast smoke gray, ob-

scurely tipped with dusky; throat, and underparts medially, dull white,

the latter more or less tipped with dusky; lower sides and thinks dark

grayish, obscurely barred with dull white. Wings sepia brown. In

birds slightly older than this there isabuffy suffusion on the abdomen
and under tail-coverts, and isolated cinnamon feathers appear on the

breast.

Iris of i he adult, carmine; feet and legs, olive; bill apple green at base;

in immature birds the iris is dark brown; mandible plumbeous.

269. Porzana exilis vagans Ridgw.

One specimen taken on the Escondido. It was caught while running

through the grass by one of the laborers.

This specimen agrees very minutely with the type in most points, but

has rather less barring on the wing coverts and the tarsus is much
shorter. Measurements are as follows:

Number.

112255
127053

Locality.

Type: Segovia River, Honduras
Escondido River. Nicaragua

Sex. Cullliell

0.66
.63

WiDg. Tarsus

2.82

Eyelids clay color; feet raw umber; iris carmine, bill as in the above

species.

Family JACAXID.E.

270. Jacana spinosa (I. inn.).

Very common at Greytown, and at Magnolia plantation on the Es-

condido. Young birds about a week old were noticed April 10. Birds

in immature plumage seem to predominate at all seasons of the year.

Family II FLIORXITII I O.K.

271. Heliornis fulica (Bodd.).

Common on the Rio Frio, but much less so on the San Juan and Es

condido. no doubt on account of the traffic on the latter rivers. The

birds are usually found close to the patches of tall grass that occur at

intervals along the bauks of the streams. They are almost invariably

in pairs, rather shy, and quick to seek shelter if approached. A favor-
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ite hiding- place is under the fringes of bushes and trees which hang
over the water in many places. When disturbed they swim at once
for cover, to reach which they are sometimes obliged to cross the river,

and will fly if hard pressed or if the distance is considerable, After a
hiding place is reached they fly into the bushes overhead or swim un-

easily about until forced to take to another place. A bird will often

sink below the surface leaving only the head exposed, but as it always
faces the object in pursuit its white breast is readily seen, even under
water. When suddenly surprised, as for instance at a bend of the river,

the bird divesquickly and is not seen again. It also dives when wounded,
but only when escape by (light or swimming is impossible. My obser-

vations are to the effect that it dives only as a last resort.

Family ANAT1D.E.

272. Dendrocygna autumnalis (Linn.).

On an overflowed piece of land on the Rio Frio 1 saw a flock of over
two thousand birds of this species. Small flocks of a dozen are often

seen on the Escondido. Known as "Whistling Duck " from its note.

It is commonly kept in captivity.

273. Cairina moschata (Linn.).

Rather uncommon and extremely shy. Frequently seen in the

domestic state. Noted singly or in pairs.

274. Anas discors Linn.

Three individuals, one of which was shot, observed swimming in the
Escondido, December 27.

275. Dafila acuta (Linn.).

One specimen shot and a few others seen on the Escondido in De-
cember.

Fain i ly I »ELECANI I ),E

.

276. Pelecanus fuscua Linn.

Common near Greytown and Bluefiejds on the lagoons.

Family SFLID.E.

277. Sula pisca'tor (Linn.).

The evening before we reached Greytown, from Kingston, a pair of
Boobys flew around the ship as if intending to spend the night on
board, and, after considerable reconnoitering, one of the birds perched
on the rigging at the bow of the boat, where it was caught by W. L.

Richmond.
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278. Sula leucogaster (Bodd.).

Very abundant along the coast, nesting on the various keys which

there abound. No specimens were secured, but the identification is

supposed to be correct.

Family FREGATID.E.

279. Fregata aquila (Linn.).

Very common along the coast, and not rare on Lake Nicaragua.

Occasionally seen on the Escondido, at a distance of 50 miles from its

mouth. The birds breed abundantly on the keys off' the coast.

Family PHALACROCORAC1D.F.

280. Phalacrocorax sp.?

A Cormorant was abundant on the lake, and numbers were seen on

the Rio Frio. Rarely noted on the Escondido.

On the lake I one day saw over a thousand, fishing. Tliey nest on

the islands of the lake, where, Mr. Bowman told me, he had found as

high as five thousand in one breeding place. Such a place was visited

by him during my stay at San Carlos in February, and he reported

finding eggs and young in all stages at the breeding grounds.

Family ANHINGID.E.

281. Anhinga anhinga (Linn.). •

Abundant on the Rio Frio, and often seen on the Escondido.

Family LARID.E.

Terns of several species were seen at Greytown and Bluefields, but

no specimens were secured.



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF FRUIT BAT, PTEROPUS
ALDABRENSIS, FROM ALDABRA ISLAND.

r,r

Frederick W. True,

Curator of the Department of Mammals.

Among- the mammals recently collected by Dr. YV. L. Abbott, in the

islands north of Madagascar, are two specimens of an interesting species

of rteropiis, apparently nndescribed, from Aldabra Island. This species

is peculiar in having the orbits completely encircled by bone, and the

color of the back and hairy parts of the extremities light yellow-gray.

The two specimens here described are both males. One was collected

September 20, 1892, and the other October 5, 1892.

Pteropus aldabrensis, sp. nov.

Ears long, acute, nearly naked. Far dense and soft; that of the un-

der surfaces and rump wavy. Fur of the back about 20mm. long, nearly

straight, directed backward and appressed. Interfemoral membrane
very narrow in the center and, concealed by the fur. The fur extends

on the upper sides of the tibia nearly to the tarsus, and there are a few-

hairs on the tarsus and metatarsus and at the base of the claws. On
the under side the fur is confined to the proximal half (or less) of the

tibia. Upper sides of humerus and proximal half of the forearm cloth ed

with appressed far; a naked area on the elbow. On the under side of

the humerus the far extends thickly almost to the elbow. The under
surface of the prsBbrachium is clothed nearly to the line of the middle

of the forearm. On the endopatagium a baud of hair, having the width

of the pnebrachium, extends from the sides of the body to the elbow,

and is continued (growing gradually narrower) to the carpus. The in-

terfemoral membrane is clothed above and below about to a line joining

the centers of the tibiae. The posterior margin of the endopatagium is

sparsely clothed with hairs.

Muzzle, lower jaw, and throat dusky brown. Head and cheeks pale

yellow. Xape, shoulders, sides of neck, and breast bright ferruginous.

Abdomen ocher-yellow, shading gradually into the ferruginous color of

the breast anteriorly. Back and extremities gray-buff, tinged with fer-

ruginous on the humerus and tibia. Sides of the body below the wings

chocolate-brown, which color also extends to the fur on the under side

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI, Xo. 'MS. [Advance sheet of this paper was issued July
14, 189^.]
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of the wings below the humerus, though the hairs have more or less

yellowish-brown tips

The hairs of the crown of the head are very pale yellow at the base,

with darker tips. Those of the ferruginous collar are chocolate-brown

at the base, except over the shoulder-glands, where they are ferrugi-

nous throughout. All the hairs of the abdomen are grayish-brown at

the bases, pale about the pubis, and darker anteriorly.

The majority of the hairs of the back are pale gray at the base, with

butt' extremities; mingled with them are fewer dark-brown hairs.

Skull.—Muzzle narrow. Orbits completed behind by the union ol

the post-orbital process with the zygomatic arch. Upper incisors close

together, the outer pair nearly as large as the inner pair. Lower in-

cisors crowded, the outer pair resting against thecaninesand the inner

pair against these. The innerpair have about one-half the diameter of

the outer pair, and are so placed that one-half their mass is external to

a hue joining the anterior surfaces of the outer pair. First upper pre-

molar deciduous.

Dimensions of the hody.

Measurements.

1 1 cail anJ hi nly

Ear, from lower margin of orifice to tip

Forearm
Thumb (without claw)
Hind fool (\\ it limit claw)
( lalcaneuin

20984



NOTICE OF THE CRUSTACEANS COLLECTED BY THE UNITED
STATES SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION TO THE WEST COAST OF
AFRICA.

BY

James E. Benedict.

Assistant Curator of the Department of Marine Invertebrates.

The crustaceans enumerated in this paper "were obtained by W. Har-

vey Brown and his brother, Arthur II. Brown, during the voyage of U.

S. S. Pensacola on the recent eclipse expedition to St. Paul de Loanda
on the west coast of Africa. The ship sailed from New York on the

10th of October, 1889, stopping on the way at the Azores and the Cape
de Verde Islands, also at Free Town and Elniina on the Gold Coast, ar-

riving at its destination on the 6th of December. After the eclipse the

ship sailed for Cape Town and then homeward, stopping at the Island

of at. Helena, Ascension Island, and Barbados. For the sake of com-

pleteness, the few. things obtained at this American locality are included

in the list.

The collection, though not large, is as extensive as could be expected

where men were collecting in all departments in the limited time

allowed in the different ports. With the exception of a variety of Colli-

nectes tumidus Ordway, none of the Brachyura are believed to be new.

However, the species obtained are valuable to the Museum collection,

in every case adding a species or a locality previously unrepresented.

BRACHYURA.

Family PEKICEEIDJE.

Microphrys bicornutus (Latreille).

Pisa Meornuta Latreille, Ency. Meth. Hist. Nat., x, p. 141, 1825,

Perioera Mcorna Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. des Crust., i, p. 337.

Milnia Meornuta Stitnpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., vn, p. 180, 1860.

Microphrys bicornutus A. Milno Edwards, Crust, in Miss. Sei. an Mexique, p. 61, pi.

xiv, figs. 2, 3, and 4, 1873.

Barbados, May 8, 1890. One specimen.

Mithrax sculptus (Lamarck).

M/tia sculpta Lamarck, Hist, des Aniin. sans Vert., v, p. 242.

Mithrax sculptus Milne Edwards. Hist. Nat. des Crust., i, ]>. 322. Miers, Challenger

Report, Zoiil., xvn, p. 87, 1886.

MUhraculus sculptus Stimpson, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., n. p. 117, L870.

Barbados, May 8, 1890.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI, No. 949.
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Family CANC1M O.K.

Actaea rufopunctata (Milne Edwards).

Xantho )iifopunctatus Milne Edwards, Hist. .Vit. dea Crust., i, p.. 389.

Aetna rufopunctata A. Milne Edwards, Xony. Arch, Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, i, p. 268,

pi. XVIII, li.n'. 1. Id.

Ascension Island; one young specimen.

Leptodius americanus (Saussurej.

Chlorodtu8 americanus Saussure, Crust. Xouv. Antilles el Mexique, p. 14, pi. i, 8g.5.

Xanthodiu8 americanus Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. \. v., p. 209, L860.

Leptodius americanus A. Milne Edwards, Crust, in Miss.Sei.au Mexique. p. 269, L871.

Barbados, May 8, 1890.

Leptodius floridanus (Gibbes).

Chlorodiu8 fioridanus Gibbes. Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., p. 175, 1850.

Leptodius floridanus A. Milne Edwards, Crust, in Miss. Sci. an Mexique, p. 268, pi.

xi. i.\, fig. 2, 1871.

Barbados, May 8, 1890.

Eriphia gonagra (Fabricius).

Cancer <]<»i<t</ra Fabricius, Suppl. Ent. Syst., p. ;>:'>7, 1798.

Eriphia gonagra Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. des Crust., i, p. 426, pi. xvi, figs. 16, 17.

Barbados, May 8, 1890.

Family PORTUNIDJ:.

Genus CALLINECTES Stimpson.

Although the occurrence of the genus Callinectes on the west coast

of Africa is well known, the specimens obtained by the eclipse expedi-

tion arc the only ones in the museum collection from that region. A.

Milne Edwards, in his Zoologie tin Rfexique, describes Callinectes

africanus as a new variety of C. diacanthus from the Cape de Verde
Islands. In this work he also makes all of the Ordwayan and other

species of the genus mere varieties of C. diacanthus. Holding this

view, he naturally does not point out the affinity of his variety to any

of the species generally recognized on this side of the Atlantic. In

January, L863, Albert Ordway, through Dr. Stimpson, communicated

t<> the Boston Society of Natural History his well-known monograph

of the genus Callinectes. In this paper Mr. Ordway brings into line as

distinct species the different forms long known as Ln/xt hastataS&y

and its synonyms, and but recently placed by Dr. Stimpson in the

genus Callinectes erected by him for the species on account of its very

narrow _l shaped abdomen. Mr. Ordway, in defining the several

species, used as one of the principal characters the widely different
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forms of the appendages of the male abdomen. Seven of the species

so defined are represented in the museum collection, and unless inter-

mediate forms are found the value of this character is surely specific.

Whatever maybe the result of an exhaustive study of a large series

of specimens from the widely-separated localities in which this genus

is found, it would seem that for the present its study would be best

advanced by regarding its principal subdivisions as distinct species.

Callinectes larvatus, var. africanus? (A. Milne Edwards).

Callinectes larvatus Ordway, Boston Jour. Nat. Hist., VII, p. 573, 1863.

Callinectes diacanthus var. africanus A. Milne Edwards, Crust, in Miss. Sci. an Mexique,

p. 229.

A large male was taken in the Beyah River, Elmina, Ashantee, Novem-
ber 27, and two large males were also obtained at St. Paul de Loanda,
December 11, 1889.

These specimens agree so well with a large series from Key West that

they can be separated only by the color, the African specimens being

purple above and the American a horn color which can not be accurately

described from specimens so long in alcohol. The hands agree in color,

both having dark fingers set with red teeth.

A young female without chelipeds taken at Porto Grande, November

11, seems to belong to this variety.

Callinectes tumidus Ordway, var. gladiator, nov.

Callinectes tumidus Ordway, Boston Jour. Nat. Hist., vji, p. 574, 1863.

A small individual referable to this species was taken November 27

in the Beyah River. Although not more than one-half the size of C.

larvatus from the same place, the intromittent organs are much longer

and are curved and hooked, as in tumidus. The segments of the abdo-

men are the same. The last article of the fifth pair of legs is tipped

with black, as in turn idus. The variety is made on account ofthe longer

lateral spines and the less convex carapace.

Platyonychus bipustulatus Milne Edwards.

Arch.du Mus., x, p. 413, and synonymy.

Gape Town, February, 1890.

Family GEOCAECINID^E.

Geocarcinus lagostoma Milne Edwards.

Hist. Nat. des Crust., ii, p. 27; Miers, Challenger Report, Zool., ]>. 218, pi. xvm, fig. 2.

A fine male was taken at Ascension Island, March 21. Miers gives

a good figure of a female from the same locality and refers it to this

species with a question as to its identity. The identity of our speci-

men depends on that of Miers.
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Family OCYPODIDJE.

Ocypoda cursor (Liun6).

Cancer cursor Linne*, Syst. Nat., ed. xii, ]>. 1039.

Ocypoda cursor de Haan, Fauna Japon., ('rust., p. l".i.

St. Paul de Loanda, December 11.

Gelasinms tangieri Eydoux.

Mag. de Zool., CI. vn, notice xvn, i>i. II. L835.

Beyah River, Ashantee, November 27; St. Paul de Loanda, Decem-

ber 11.

Gelasinms perlatus Herklots.

Additamenta ad Faunam,p. 16, 1851.

One male taken at St. Paul de Loanda, December LI, agrees with

descriptions and figures.

Family GBAPSIDJE.

Grapsus maculatus (Catesby).

l'n a a r us mar a In I us Catesby, Nat. Hist, of the Carolinas, n, pi. xxxvi.
Grapsus maculatus Milne Edwards, Ann. Sci. Nat., p. 187, pi. vi. fig. 1. 1853.

Ascension Island; Fayal, Azores. A very small specimen from the

Cape de Verde Islands may also belong to this species.

Goniopsis cruentatus (Latreille).

Grapsus cruentatus Latreille, Hist. Nat. des Crust. et Ins., vi, p. 70.

Uoniopsh cruentatus de Haan, Fauna Japouica, Crust., p,
''•'>.

Ashantee, November 27.

Pachygrapsus marmoratus (Fabricius).

Cancer iiinrinnriiliis Fabricius, Ent. Syst., n. p. 150,

Pachygrapsus marmoratus Stimpson, Proc, Acad, Nat. Sci. Pbila., p. 102, L858.

Fayal. Azores, November 2.

Pachygrapsus transversus Gibbes.

Proc. Aiiht. Assoc. Adv. Sci., in. p, 182, 1850.

Porto ( 1 ramie, ('ape de Verde Islands, November 1 1.

Sesarma africana Milne Edwards.

1 1 isi
. Nat. des < !rus1 .. n. p. 7:i. 1837.

I '.r\ ah River, Ashantee.

Plagusia depressa Say.

Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., i. p. me. 1815.

Beyah River, Ashantee, November 11.
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ANOMURA.
Family HIPPID^E.

Remipes scutellatus (FabriciuN?).

Ascension Island.

Family I »( HICELLANIDTTC.

Petrolisthes magniflca (Gibbes).

Porcellana polita Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 14, 1830. Griffiths, Cuv. Crust., p. 312, pi.

xxv, fig. 2, 1833.

Porcellana magnifica Gibbes, Proc. Ainer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., p. 191, ixr><); Proc. Elliott

8oc, p. 6, pi. I, fig. 3, Noveniber, 1853.

Petroliethea politua Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., vil, p. 74, I860.

\)y. Stimpson regarded this as a synonym of P. politus of Gray, but

Gray's description is inadequate and the figure of Griffiths does not

help the identification, and unless the type is extant it would seem best

to retain Dr. Gibbes's name.

Color in alcohol: Carapace light brick-red. When the surface is

magnified innumerable punctures are brought to view, the position of

each puncture marked by a very small light colored spot invisible ex-

cept under the lens. The merus joints of the ambulatory legs are col-

ored the same as the carapace, but under the lens are more conspicu-

ously and irregularly spotted or blotched. The carpal joints are a little

darker. The propodal joints are a deep red, darkest near the distal

end, which is abruptly light. The dactyls are light, each with a deep

red ring in the middle. The chelipeds are a deeper red than the cara-

pace. The tips of the lingers are crimson with the snbterminal portion

black.

Barbados.

Family PAGUEIDJE.

Calcinus sulcatus (Milne Edwards).

Pagurua aulcatus Milne Edwards, Ann. des .Sci. Nat. (2), vi, p. 279; Hist. Nat. des

Crust., ii, p. 230, 1837. See also Dr. Hilgendorf in Monatsberichte der K. P.

Akad. zu Berlin, 1*78.

Dr. Hilgendorf shows that Herbst's description agrees better with
sulcatus than with (he tibicens of the eastern seas, and refers a Caleinns

from Mozambique to the tibicens of Edwards nee Herbst. Prof. Hen-
derson, in the Challenger Anomura, p. 61, quotes Dr. Hilgendorf, but

refers a Calcinus to Herbst's species tibicens. If the West Indian

species was the one described by Herbst, that name must eventually

be adopted for it. The eastern species would perhaps take the name
given by Randall, rat/urns levimemus (Jour. Acad. Nat. !5ei. Phila.,

VIII, p. 135,. 1839).

Barbados.

ClibanariuB, sp.

Fayal, Azores.
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MACRURA.

Family PALINURIDJE.

Panulirus guttatus (Latreille), var., Bate.

Palinurus guttatus Latreille, Ann. ilu Museum, in, p. ::'.>:'>.

Panulirus guttatus, var. Bate, Voyage of the Challenger, Macrura, p. 7s, pi. xa.

One large specimen of this species, agreeing very well with the

variety described by Bate, was obtained at Porto Grande, November 12.

Panulirus spinosus (?) Milue Edwards.

Hist. Nat. dee Crust., p. 298.

Two females with eggs, Porto Grande, November L2.

Family FA L. EMC >N1I).E.

Palaemon jamaicensis? 1 hi list.

.Milne Edwards. 1 1 is!. Nat. des < rust., n, p. 398, and synonymy.

Ten specimens from the Quanza River at Ounga. In comparison with

specimens from the island of Old Providence, West Indies, they arc a

little more slender, the teeth of the inner margin of the tinkers are

larger, and the spines of the first pereiopod are coarser. They agree

more closely with much larger specimens from Nicaragua. It is possi-

ble that a large amount of material l'rom these widely separated locali-

ties would give sufficient data to divide the species into varieties. The

length of the largest specimen, l'rom the tip of the rostrum to the end

of the telson, is 152 millimeters; length of the lefl anterior pereipod,

1DU millimeters.

Family FFN.FllhF.

Penaeus brasiliensis Latreille.

Nouv. Diet. Hist. Nat., xxv, p. 156, lsiT. Mier.s, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loudon, pp. 299,

306, 1878.

A number of specimens of this species are in the collection from

Elmina, Ashantee. Miers says that ••specimens from Whydah, on the

west coast of Africa, agree in all respects with authentic specimens

from Brazil." Our specimens range from <>."> to 90 millimeters in length.

They correspond with Miers's description, and compared with specimens

from off Trinidad, West Indies, agree well, except that the latter have

only nine teeth on the rostrum, while the former have ten. In the

Trinidad specimens the longitudinal sulci do not extend quite so near

to the posterior border of the cephalothorax and do not end in little

pits, as is the case with those from Elmina.
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ISOPODA.

Family OXISCIDj;.

Porcellio, sp.

St. Helena; Azores.

Family IJXHVKI DM.

Idotea, sp.

('ape Town.

Family SPILFKOMIDJ-;.

Sphaeroma, three species.

Gape Town.

AMPHIPODA.

Uddetermined genus and species.

Cape Town.

PHYLLOPODA.

Family APODID^J.

Apus. sp.

Pond, St. Paul de Loanda.





A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE HARVEST-SPIDERS (PHAL-
ANGUDJE) OF OHIO.

r.v

Clarencf. ivl. Weed, D. Sc,
Professor ofZoology in the New Hampshire College.

(With Plates lvii-lxix.)

The present paper is based upon a study of a large collection of

harvest-spiders from all parts of Ohio, gotten together during- the

writer's connection with the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station

from 1888 to 1S91. Most of the specimens were taken, by myself or my
assistants, in Franklin County, in 1he central part of the State, but
good series were also obtained from Butler, Cuyahoga, Fairfield, Ful-

ton, and Warren counties, so that all the regions of the State are fairly

well represented.

The Phalangiid fauna as a whole is quite similar to that of Illinois,

which I catalogued in 1887.* It is very much richer in species than

either New Hampshire on the north (six species) or Mississippi on the

south (three species), both of which I have recently treated of.t The
family seems to reach its maximum development in the latitude of

central and southern Ohio.

The figures accompanying were drawn by Miss Freda Detmers, under
my direction. Most of them have been used in previous papers, but

some appear here for the first time. The localities are given by counties.

Family PIIALANGI II ).F.

Subfamily Fhalanghn^e.

Members of this subfamily are Arachnids having the body composed
of a single piece, and long, slender legs. The teguments are not coria-

ceous, though often quite solid. The segments are only indicated by
striae, which are often obsolete. There are five ventral abdominal seg-

ments; a single anal piece, and two distinct lateral pores on the upper
margin of the cephalothorax. The maxillary lobe of the palpus has
two tubercles, and the epistoma is in the form of an elongated trian-

gular plate.

* Hull. 111. St. Lab. Nat. Hist., in, 97.

t Trans. Am. l'.nt. Soc, xix, 261; Psyche, v*I,425.

Proceediijus National Museum, Vol. XVI, Xo. 950.
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The tlncr genera found in Ohio may be distinguished as follows:

I.— First joint of mandibles with ;i tooth on ventral surface near base,

A.

—

Maxillarj Lobes of second pair of legs with ;i large base, impressed, straight

and elongated, not attenuate, but rather ;i little enlarged from the base to

the apes and very obtuse"; daw of palpus denticulate Liobunum.

15.

—

Maxillary lobes of second pair of legs forming elongated triangles, quite large

at the base, then gradually retracted, not impressed, with anterior border

straight ; claw of palpus not denticulate ifitopus.

II.—First joint of mandibles without tooth Phalangium.

Liobunum C. Koch, 1839.

Anterior and lateral borders of the cephalothorax smooth. Eyeemi-
nenee rather small; smooth, or provided with small, slightly distinct

tubercles; widely separated from the cephalic border. Lateral pores

small, oval, and marginal. Anal piece large, transverse-oval or semi-

circular, much wider than long, and much wider than the reflected

borders of the eighth segment. Mandibles short, similar in the two

sexes; first joint furnished at the base below with an acute tooth.

Palpi simple; femur, patella, and tibia without any process and w ithoul

projecting angles; maxillary lobe provided at the base with two strong

conical teeth. Maxillary lobe of the second pair of legs very long,

nearly straight from the base, not attenuated, directed niesad nearly

horizontally, and united on the ventre meson to the lobe from the oppo-

site side without forming a sensible angle; the two together lightly

arched on the cephalic bolder, and forming an even curve. Sternal

piece large, slightly contracted between the fourth pair of coxae, gradu-

ally enlarging and obtusely truncate cephalad. Legs very long and

slender; tibia of the seeond pair with a lew false articulations. Palpal

claw denticulate.

The species of Liobunum found in Ohio, with the exeeption of L.

bicolor, may he distinguished by the following artificial key, which

applies especially to the males. I have not seen mature specimens of

this sex of />. bicolor, and so have not included it:

1. Femur of front leg shorter than body 3

2. Fcinnr of front leg longer than body 5

3. Dorsum grayish-brown, spotted maculosum

4. Dorsum reddish-brown, not spotted grande

.">. Femur of palpus with a distinct spur on its outer ventro-lateral angle ....calcar

t!. Femur of palpus without a spur 7

7. A distinct black longitudinal central marking on dorsum 9

s. ix'o (list i net black central marking 11

!). Second lees 7i)-ino""" in length ; southern vittattim

to. Second lees 15-70""" in length; northern vittatum dorsatum

11. Body .and leys cinnamon or yellowish-brown ventrioosum

12. Body brown, legs black 13

13. Palpi black nigropalpi

11. Palpi brown 15

15. Sicm nl legs with a white ring ai distal end of tibia longipea

it;. Second lees hi nek throughout 17

11. Eye-eminence with two rows of many t ubercles; body small polilum

is Eye-eminence with few tubercles; body of medium size nigripes
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Liobunum vittatum (Say) Weed.

(Plate lvii, Figs. 1,2; Plate LVIII.)

Phalangium vittatum Say, Jonr. I'hila. Acad., n, 65; Wood, Comiii. Essex Inst., VI,

20; Underwood, Can. Elit., XVII, 168.

Liobunum vittatum Weed, Am. Nat., xxi, 93f>; xxvi, 999; Bull. 111. St. Lab. Nat.

Hist., in, 85, 101 ; Psyche, VI, 426.

Male.—Body 7""" long; 4""" wide, Palpi 7""" long. Legs: first, 44""";

second, 89"""; third, 45"""; fourth, (>4""".

Dorsum reddish-brown, with it dark central marking, commencing
at eye eminence and extending backward to the ultimate or penulti-

mate abdominal segment. Contracting slightly near the anterior

margin of abdomen, then gradually expanding until about the begin-

ning of the posterior third of the abdomen, where it again slightly

contracts. Ventrum slightly paler than dorsum, both finely granulate.

Eye eminence a little wider than high, black above, canaliculate, with

small black tubercles over the eyes. Mandibles light yellowish-brown,

tips of claws black; second joint with short sparse hairs. Palpi long,

reddish-brown; tarsal joints paler. Femur and patella arched; with

two rows of rather-blunt, dark tubercles on the outer ventrolateral

surface; femur also having a few small snbobsolete ones on its dorsal

surface. Tibia with a similar row on its outer ventrolateral surface,

a s^ort row on the distal portion of its inner ventrolateral surface, and
a short row on the proximal portion of its ventral surface. Tarsus

pubescent, with a row of short, blunt, black tubercles on its inner

ventrolateral surface, extending from the base to near the apex. Legs

black; coxa1 reddish-brown, minutely tuberculate; trochanters with

minute scattered tubercles; femora and patellae with rows of small

spines; tibia' with very short hairs. Shaft of genital organ slender,

subcylindrical, not broadened distally, but bent at an obtuse angle

and terminating in a very acute point.

Female.—Body 8-9ram long; 5-6mm wide. Palpi

5

mm long. Legs: first,

42"""; second, 90"""; third, 43"""; fourth, 61""".

Besides its rounder body and much more robust appearance, it dif-

fers from the male as follows : Dorsum of a much darker shade of brown
with less of the reddish tint, and the ventrum paler. Second joint of

mandibles with fewer hairs. Palpi shorter, more slender, with the rows

of tubercles on the tibia snbobsolete, and that on the tarsus entirely

wanting. Legs generally light-brown with black annulations at the

articulations. Ovipositor whitish, with no dark color in apical rings.

Ohio : Lawrence, August, 1888; July, September, 1889; Warren, sum-

mer of 1889.

This abundant species is commonly found in the extreme southern

counties of the State. It runs into the form described by Say as

Phalangium dorsatum^now known as Liobunum vittatum dorsatum, and

* Amer. Naturalist, XXVI, 1004, in an article discussing at some length the geo-

graphical variations of this sjiecies.

Proc. N. M. 93 35
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il is difficult to draw the line between them. I have suggested* that

it would be well to refer to dorsatum the forms from those localities in

which the average length of the second pair of legs of the males is less

than 7(> or possibly 75mm . According to this division most of the forms

from the central and northern portions of the State would belong' to

dorsatum.

Liobunum vittatum dorsatum (Say) Weed.

(Plate lvii, Fig. 3.

)

Phalangium dorsatum Say. .Jour, l'liil. Acad., n, p. 66, Compl. writ., u, p. L3.

Wood, Comm. Essex Inst., vi, p. 18.

Liobunum dorsatum (Say). Weed, Amer. Nat., xxi. p. 935. Bull. 111. State Lab.

Nat. Hist., in, ]>. 83.

Liobunum vittatum dorsatum (Say). Weed, Amer. Nat., xxvi, p. 786.

This form differs from L. vittatum only in its smaller body and shorter

legs. The average length of legs of seventeen specimens, taken at

Columbus, was as follows: Frst. 35mm ; second, GO. 8"""; third, 35' :

fourth, 50.2ram
. A very short-legged specimen of this form, from Dakota.

is shown in Fig. 3, Plate LVI.

This is perhaps the most abundant representative of the family in

the central and northern part of the State. "This species evidently

passes the winter in the egg state, as it has never been taken during

the winter or early spring months. The eggs of the northern form ap-

parently do not hatch very early, probably not until May. and the

young grow slowly. Occasionally I have found a fully developed one

during the hitter part of June, but generally they do not become ma-

ture until July. My collections show two half-grown specimens taken

at Columbus, Ohio, -Inly 30, 1888, and another collected iu the same

locality duly 16, 1888, which is not fully developed.

"When very young these harvest-men seem to prefer the shelter of

the grasses, low herbage, and rubbish piles, but as they grow larger they

are to be found in a great variety of situations. In the prairie regions

of central Illinois, where nearly all of the country is occupied by corn

fields and osage orange hedges, the young are very common on the corn

plants, where, as I have elsewhere surmised, they probably live upon
the numerous small insects drowned in the moisture contained in the

bases of the unfolding leaves, as well as on the corn plant lice (Aphis

maidis). The full grown individuals are to be found nearly every-

where, on bushes and trees in the woods, in meadows and pastures,

along fences, and in sheds and outhouses. They occur abundantly

from duly to October.

"The only opportunity I have had of studying the long-legged

southern form in the tield was in southern Illinois during the autumn
of 1886. Along the rocky ledges running across the State and through

Union County, these h irvest spiders were exceedingly abundant, oc-
.

curring everywhere on the rocks and ground. They were so numerous

that as one walked in the open groves on the farm of Mr. Parker Earle

they would run along in droves.
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"This species, like others of its family, has the power of exuding

from about the co\;e a liquid with a peculiarly disagreeable odor.

This doubtless serves as a protection from birds and other enemies."*

Liobunum nigropalpi (Wood) Weed.

(Plate lix. i

Phalangium nigropalpi Wood, Coram. Essex Institute, vi, 22-23, 3!).

Phalangium nigropalpi Wood. Underwood, Can. Ent., xvn, 168.

Liobunum nigropalpi (Wood). Weed, Amer. Nat., xxiv, 918; Trans. Am. Ent. Soc,

XIX, 187.

Male.—Body (1-7""" long, 4""" wide; palpi ">""" long. Legs: first,

10-51
;
second, 75-02

; third, 39-48
; fourth, 60-70

Body elongate, narrowed posteriorly. Dorsum reddish brown, of a

nearly uniform tint, with a faint central marking, and scattered yel-

lowish spots; minutely tuberculate. Eye eminence black, slightly

canaliculate, with a row of rather small, black, distant tubercles on

each carina. Mandibles light yellowish brown, tips of claws black;

second joint with sparse hairs. Palpi well developed ; black, except

tarsus, which is brownish ; a row of tubercles on outer ventrolateral

surface of femur ; femur, patella, and tibia each somewhat arched; a

few tubercles on lateral surface of proximal portion of patella, and a

row of flattened black tubercles on the inner ventro lateral surface of

tarsus; ventral surface of tibia clothed with stiff black hairs. Ventral

surface, including coxa', of nearly the same color as the dorsum, but a

little lighter; coxa-, tipped with white. Legs very long and slender;

trochanters dark brown, more or less blackish ; rest of legs blackish.

Genital organ flattened, bent with a double bow-like curve, contracted

at its distal extremity, and ending in a short acute point.

Female.—Body 7.5""" long, 4.5""" wide; palpi 5""" long. Legs: first,

37" m
; second, 70mm ; third, 38"""; fourth, 51""".

Differs from male as follows: Body larger, rounder; central marking

more distinct : inner distal lateral angle of patella more conical ; row

of tubercles on tarsus of patella obsolete ; legs brown rather than

black.

Fairfield County, September 20, 1890. This is a rare species for

Ohio. The only time I have taken it in the State was at Sugar Grove
on top of a wooded hill, where I saw several specimens running about

on the fallen leaves.

Liobununi nigripes Weed.

(Plate i.x.)

Liobununi verrucomm (Wood). Weed, Amer. Nat., xxi, 935; Bull. 111. State Lab.

Nat. Hist,, in, 88-89, 102; Amer. Nat., xxiv, 918.

Liobtuinm nigripes Weed, Trans. Am. lint. Soc, xix, 190.

Male.—Body 0.5""" long ;
4""" wide

;
palpi 4.5""" long. Legs: first,

27"""; second, 50"""; third, 28mm ; fourth, 30

Weed, Amer. Naturalist, xxvi, 1004.
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Dorsum minutely tuberculate, almost appearing finely granulate,

ferruginous brown, somewhat darker in front, with a taint indication

of a dark central marking in some specimens, and indistinct trans-

verse rows of yellowish dots. Bye eminence developed, slightly longer

than high, black above, very slightly canaliculate, with two rows of

small, black tubercles, frequently subobsolete. Mandibles light brown,

tips of claws black; second article with sparse, dark hairs. Palpi

slender, grayish or brownish in some specimens, with more or less

black on basal joints; femur with short, scattered hairs; ventral sur-

face beset with well-developed black tubercles; patella curved, with

short hairs and small black tubercles ; tibia and tarsus thickly beset

with short hairs, without tubercles, except a subobsolete row on the

inner ventro lateral surface of tarsus. Ventrum grayish brown, cepha-

lic portion tuberculate. Legs, including trochanters, black ; trochan-

ters tuberculate; femora, patellar, and tibia' with rows of small spines.

Shaft of genital organ straight, except at tip, broad, flat; about two-

thirds of the way from the base to the apex expanding into an alate

portion, which continues for about one- fifth the entire length of the

shaft, then suddenly contracting into a rather robust, curved, cana-

liculate end, and terminating in an acute point ; with two curved spinous

hairs just behind the base of the jointed tip.

Female.—Body 9mm long ; 4mm wide; palpi 4.5""" long. Legs: first,

28"'m
; second, 48— ; third,»26mm ; fourth, 40"' m

.

Besides its larger size the female differs from the male in the much
darker color of the dorsum, which varies from dark ferruginous brown

to almost black; in color of ventrum, which is grayish rather than brown
;

and in having the legs, except trochanters, brown rather than black.

Specimens of this species have been collected in Clermont County,

August,1890; Franklin, duly 7-10,1890; Warren, June 28, July 23, 1891).

The sexes of this species are quite unlike. In first going over my
collections 1 separated the males in one series and the females in

another, thinking them different species, but on finding tiiat the speci

mens of one of the supposed kinds were all males and the others all

females, and that in nearly every instance the two forms had been taken

at the same time and place, 1 had little hesitancy in considering them

the same.

During July, 1890, this form was very common in central Ohio. But
it does notappearto be so in other places, as 1 have no specimens from

any other state except Illinois.

Liobunum politum Weed.

(Plate i. \i.)

Liobunum politum, Weed, Hull. 111. St. Labr. Nat. Hist., in, p. 89; A.mer. Nat., xxv,

]>. 295; Trans. Aim. I'.nl. Sue., \i\. p. 266.

MALE.—Body 5mm long; I'.S wide; palpi 3.5 long, begs: first,

25 ; second, 51"""
; third, 26

; fourth, 36""".
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Dorsum smooth, finely granulate; clear reddish brown, with no

markings, except occasionally a faint indication (shown by a slightly

darker shade) of the usual central dark marking. Eye eminence rather

prominent, slightly constricted at base, black above, canaliculate, with

a regular curved series of small, acute, black spines over each eye.

Mandibles whitish, tips of claws black. Palpi slender, light brown,

with femur and patella dusky; finely pubescent, with a subobsolete

row of minute dark tubercles on the inner ventrolateral surface of

femur, and another row on the inner ventrolateral surface of tarsus;

joints slightly arched. Ventrum with coxa', including the membranous
distal lateral tips, and generally the trochanters, vermilion red. Legs

with proximal portions light-brown; distally dark brown or blackish.

Shaft of genital organ nearly straight, slender, flattened, canaliculate;

distal portion very slightly expanded, then slightly contracted, and

again expanded into a half spoon-shaped portion, and terminating in a

small acute point.

Female.— Differs from the male in having a larger, rounder body,

and in the color of the dorsum, which is brown, with a rather distinct,

darker central marking, and numerous whitish spots arranged more or

less transversely. In some specimens the central marking is subobso-

lete. Apical rings of ovipositor white.

Specimens of this handsome and abundant species have been taken

in the following counties of Ohio, on the dates given: Champaign,

August IS, 1890; Clermont, August, 1890; Delaware, September IS,

LS90; Franklin, July 9, 1889; July 7, 8, 9, 10, 27, 31; August 0, Sep-

tember 2, 5, li, 9, 1890; Lawrence, September 5, <>, 1S90; Madison, July

19, 1890; Scioto, Septembr 3, 1890; Warren, July 5, August 11, 16, 1890.

"This harvest spider is an out-door species, occurring abundantly in

fields and woods, although seldom found about barns and outhouses.

During the past summer (1890) I have taken great numbers in Frank-

lin County, Ohio, in the grass along the banks of a small creek,

and among the driftwood left by the overflowing of the Olentangy

Liver. The species becomes fully developed early in July, and the

males and females are about equally abundant. Loth sexes when dis-

turbed emit from the coxal region a liquid having a peculiarly sharp,

pungent odor.

"I placed a number of these harvest spiders in a large glass viva-

rium July 19, 1890. Two days afterward a pair wereobserved mating.

They were standing on one of the vertical sides of the vivarium, facing

each other. The male kept waving his second pair of legs in the air;

his body was somewhat more elevated than that of his mate, being in-

clined downward and forward, while that of the latter was inclined up-

ward in front. Similar observations were subsequently made on many
other individuals. When alarmed both sexes have a habit of standing

ou six legs, rapidly vibrating the body and moving the second legs in
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;i partial transverse circle in the air. In confinement they eagerly de-

vour plant lice."*

In New England I have taken this species oftenest while sweeping
the insect net over graf i lands.

Liobunum longipes Weed.

(Plate i. xii, Fig. 1.)

Liobunum nigropalpi (Wood). Weed, Am.Nat. xxi, 935, Bull. 111. St. Lai). Nat. Hist., in.

Liobunum longipes Weed, Am. Nat., xxiv,918; Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., xix. 265.

Male.— Body 4mm long, 3m,n wide. Palpi 4mm long. Legs: first, 41-

49 ; second, 82-99mm
;
third, 43-50

; fourth, 59-67

Dorsum minutely tubercnlate, reddish brown, with a slightly darker,

subobsolete, central marking, sometimes simply represented by obscure,

biown blotches. Eye eminence at least as broad as high, black above,

canaliculate, with rows of small, black tubercles on the carina-. Mandi-

bles light yellowish brown, tips of claws black; second joint with sparse

hairs. Palpi slender, light brown, distal portion of femur and almost

all of patella, usually a little darker, sometimes almost black; femur,

patella, and tibia with small scattered tubercles and short hairs; tarsus

pubescent, with a row of small, black tubercles on its inner ventro-

lateral surface. Vent rnm, including coxse, paler than dorsum, of a

nearly uniform, light brown tint; coxa' tuberculate, tips white; tro-

chanters black. Legs very long, slender, black or brownish black;

generally though not always with apical tenth of tibia- of second pair

white; shaft pf genital organ flattened, contracted near its distal ex-

tremity and bent upward, terminating in an acute point.

Female.—Body 6 long; 1 wide. Palpi 4n"" long. Legs: fust,

8!>"""; second, 72mm ; third, 40""'; fourth, 51m,n
.

Besides its larger body and shorter legs it differs from the male in

having the dorsum slightly smoother, with more or less dark markings,

and the central marking more distinct.

Ohio: Clermont, August, L890; Fairfield, September, October, 1890;

Franklin, August 6, 1890.

The females of this form are rare. I have a single specimen taken in

Fairfield County during October which maybe a fully developed female

of this species: its body is large and swollen by eggs. Its legs art-

dark brown with white annnlations at all the joints, including those of

tarsi, and ;i transverse white blotch on dorsum of abdomen. If this is

the female loin/i/Hs the forms with plain brown legs must be immature

conditions of it.

Liobunum ventricosum (Wood) Weed.

| Plate i.xm.)

Phalangium ventricosum Wood, Coram. Esses Lnst., vi.32, 33,39, fig. 7.

Phalangium ventricosum Wood. Packard's Guide to the Study of lusects, p. 657, fig.

633.

Phalangium ventricosum Wood. Qntlerwood, Can. Ent.xvn, 169.

• Weed. Amer. Nat., xxv, 296.
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Liobunum (?) ventricosum (Wood). Weed, A nun-. Nat., XXI, 935.

Liobunum ( ?) ventricosum (Wood). Weed, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., m, 101.

Liobunum ventricosum (Wood). Weed, Amer. Nat,, \.\i\, 918: Trans. Am. Ent. .See.,

xix, 188.

Male.—Body 7 long; 5 ' wide; palpi long. Legs: first35 ;

second, 08"""; third, 35"""; fourth, 53""".

Body elongate; abdomen conical or pear-shaped. Dorsum, legs in-

cluding trochanters, and palpi varying from dark cinnamon-brown to

ferruginous brown, mosfr commonly cinnamon rufous. Veutrum light

grayish brown. Dorsum closely granulate with an indistinct darker

marking, and numerous small grayish spots arranged in irregular

transverse series. Eye eminence black, except at base j rounded, not

(paniculate, smooth, or with a few small, acute tubercles. Palpi rather

slender, with none of the angles prolonged; femur with a very tew small

spinous tubercles and hairs; patella strongly, and femur and tibia

slightly arched; coxae minutely tuberculate, tipped with white; tro-

chanters and legs cinnamon rufous; tarsi dusky. Legs long and moder-

ately robust. Genital organ of male "flat, nearly straight, slender at

the basal portion, gradually widening and distally rather quickly ex-

panded into a broad alate portion, and then abruptly contracted into

a moderately robust, slightly curved point, which is placed at an angle

to the rest of the shaft; at the base of the point a marked notch in the

end of the shaft.

Female.—Body 10.5""" long; 5.5""" wide; palpi 5' long. Legs: first,

32mm ; second 02"""
; third, 32'"" ; fourth, 45

Differs from the male in the very

much larger size of its body. The
abdomen in most specimens is greatly

swollen, especially below.

Ohio: Franklin County, June 13,

1889; July 8, 1890; September 25-30,

1888; Warren County, August 7, 1890.

The immature form of this species

was described by Wood as Ph'alan-

giumformosum, and was later referred

by myself to the genus Forbesium.

The young occur rather commonly
during autumn, winter, and spring,

under boards and logs, being very

much more abundant than 1 have
ever found the adults. They become
mature early in June.

This immature form as found in spring shortly before maturity is

represented in tig. 1, and is described as follows:

Dorsum remarkably smooth, mottled with gray and blackish brown; a wide, dark
In-own or black central marking commences on the cephalic margin and runs to the
middle of the fifth abdominal Begment, where it abruptly terminates; it is expanded

Fig. l.—IA'jbunwm ventricosum. Immature:
«, body ; //, eve eminence, side view ; c,

same, Fronl view; d, palpus; e, palpal claw;
all magnified.
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oil the cephalotborax, contracted on the first abdominal segment; and then again

expanded. The entire abdomen candad of the middle of bhe filth segment usually

mucb lighter than the part: cephalad. There is a peculiar oblique sinus candad of

each lateral pore. Eye eminence brownish, perfectly smooth, not at all canaliculate,

almost hemispherical. Mandibles whitish, with the usual black tips to the claws;

second article with sparse blackish hairs on dorsal surface. Palpi rather slender,

mottled, distally whitish ; furnished with short blackish hairs Patella with its

inner distal lateral angle prolonged into a shorl apophysis, and having a rat her thin

brush id' hairs mi its inner lateral surface. Tarsal claw denticulate. Vent rum, in-

cluding coxae, grayish brown, cephalic portion with short dark hairs. Trochanters

brownish black. Legs light brown, ringed with dark brown; furnished with very

minute blackish spines.

Liobunum bicolor (Wood) Weed.

I
1'laies i \ i \ and lxv.)

Phalangium bicolor Wood, Comm. Essex Institute, vi, 28, 39.

Phalangium bicolor Underwood, Can. l'.ni.. wii. Ids.

Liobunum (?) bicolor Weed, Amer. Nat., \\i. 935.

Liobmmm (?) bicolor Weed, Hull. 111. St. Lab. Nat. Hist., in. 103.

Liobunum elegans Weed, Bull. 111. St. I, ah. Nat. Mist., m, 89, 102.

.tslrohitinis (?) bicolor Weed, Ainer. Nat., \\\IV, 918.

Liobunum elegans Weed, Amer. Nat.. \\\i\ , p. 918.

Female:— Body 4 mra lotto-, 2.5 broad. Legs: first, 24mm ; second,

is -; third, 24
; fourth, 37 '.

Dorsum blackish, with ;i faint indicatiou of a lighter central marking;

a large triangular rei iculated patch on the cephalothorax, the posterior

portion including the eye eminence; behind this is a smooth grayish

black space which is interrupted by a transverse reticulated band

parallel with the front of the posterior coxae; a large quadrangular

reticulated brown patch on the central portion of the abdominal dor-

sum, behind which are two other transverse reticulated bands. There

are also on the dorsum of t lie abdomen more or less distinct transverse

rows of whitish tubercles with black tips. Segmentation between

cephalothorax and abdomen and between segments 6f hit ter obsolete.

Eye eminence prominent, dark brown, canaliculate, w ith a row of well-

developed acute brown tubercles on each carina. Mandibles light

yellowish brown, with very little black on claws; tooth on lower sur-

face of first joint dist ii ict : both joints smooth, with only a few indistinct

whitish hairs. Palpi Light brown, with femur and tibia more or less

dusky; all joints except tarsi with numerous small spinose tubercles.

Ventral surface, including coxa', whitish brown; a transverse row of

minute tubercles on each abdominal segment. Coxae closely tubercu-

late. Trochanters grayish. Legs light brown, very slender, long;

proximal joints with rows of acute conical tubercles.

In Dr. Wood's description the patches mentioned above are spoken

of as consisting of "close, small black tubercles," but under a high

power they are seen to have a reticulate surface.

Ohio: Franklin, October 2, L889; October l.">, L690; Ilenr\, August
18, 1890 (immature).
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Aii examination of more than fifty specimens of ;i harvest spider in

various stages of development, taken along the hanks of the Maumee
River, in Henry Comity, August 18, 1890, leads to the conclusion that

the form from Illinois described some years ago ;is Liobunum elct/iois is

an immature stage of the male of the present species. I have never

found any adult males. The forms described as elegam are illustrated

in Plate lxv and their description is as follows:

Male.—Body, 3.2,mn long, 2.1""" wide. Palpi, 2.1 long. Legs:

first, 19
; second, 38 '; third, 20"""; fourth, 2!)

Dorsum blackish at the margins, especially on the abdomen, and

light brownish in the middle, with a faint indication of a central mark-

ing. Finely granulate, with numerous very small black tubercles

scattered in patches over the surface and a transverse row of large

whitish tubercles on each abdominal segment. Eye eminence promi-

nent, light brown, darker above; canaliculate, with two rows of well

developed tubercles having whitish bases and black tips. Mandibles

whitish, tips of claws black. Palpi slender, light brown. Femur, pa-

tella, and tibia, with distant short spinose tubercles. Tarsus with

whitish hairs. Yentrum whitish brown, with a. transverse row of tu-

bercles on each abdominal segment, and the pectus and coxa 1
- closely

tuberculate. Legs very slender, proximal portions light brown, dis-

tally darker. Femora furnished with minute blackish spines.

Liobunum calcar (Wood) Weed.

Phalangium calcar Wood, Comm. Esses Institute, vi, 26-27,39.

Phalangium calcar Wood. Underwood, Can. Ent., xvn, 168.

Liobuwum (
.') calcar (Wood). Weed, Ainer. Nat., xxi, 935.

Liobunum (?) career (Wood). Weed, Bull. 111. St. Lab. Nat. Hist., v. in, 90-91, 102-103.

Liobunum
(

'!) calcar (Wood). Weed, Auier. Nat., XXIV, 918.

Male.—Body 7.5mm long; 4.5""" wide; palpi —"""long. Legs: tirst,

Ml "
""; second, 50"""; third, MM""" ; fourth, 40""".

Dorsum reddish brown ; minutely tuberculate; some specimens hav-

ing a faint indication of a central marking and scattered light-colored

spots. Eye eminence well developed; of nearly equal height, length,

and breadth; blackish above; slightly canaliculate, with a row of

small, acute tubercles on each carina. Mandibles yellowish brown,

with obscure markings of a darker color, especially on the inner dorso-

lateral surface of the second joint, where they are sometimes arranged

in the form of a series of irregular parallelograms; dorsal surface of

second joint sparsely clothed with stiff hairs; tips of claws black.

Palpi long, very robust, dark reddish-brown, lighter distally. Femur
enlarging from base to apex, with a very robust spur like process on

its outer, ventro lateral surface near the distal extremity, the anterior

va\^v of the spur being provided with a row of short black tubercles;

a few similar tubercles on the proximal portion of the inner ventro-

lateral surface; sparsely provided with spinose hairs. Patella short,
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thick, so united with the femur as to form ;m arch, with sparse hairs

and a few scattered tubercles on its dorsal and outer lateral surfaces;

tibia arched, densely clothed with long, black hairs; a patch of short,

black tubercles on the proximal portion of its ventral surface, and a

short row of similar tubercles on the apical portion of its inner, ventro-

lateral surface; tarsus clothed with long, black hairs, with a row of

short, black tubercles on its inner ventrolateral surface, terminating

in a short, denticulate claw. Yentrum light reddish-brown. Coxae

reddish, with a few short hairs; two front pairs with a row of subob-

solete tubercles on the anterior border. Trochanters light brown,

darker above; remaining joints of legs reddish brown with darker

annuli; femora, patella, and tibia having rows of short spines. »Shaft

of genital orgau very robust, flattened, distally curved and suddenly

contracted, and terminating in a short, acute point.

Described from several Illinois specimens. This is a rare form of

which the female is yet unknown. The species does not strictly be-

long- to Liobunum on account, of the process on the femur of the palpus,

but as this may be merely a sexual peculiarity not possessed by the

female, I leave it in that genus for the present. 1 have a single speci-

men collected on Catawba Island by Mr. J. S. Hine.

Liobunum maculosum (Wood) Weed.

(Plate IA'VI.)

Phalangium maculosum Wood. Comra. Essex Inst., vi. 31-32, 40.

Phalangium maculosum Wood. Underwood, Can. Ent., xvn. 168.

Phalangium (?) maculosum Wood. Weed, Bull. HI. State Lab. Nat. Hist., in, 104.

Liobunum maculosum (Wood). Weed. Amer. Nat. xxiv. 918; Trans. Am. Ent. Soc,

xix. L91.

Male.—Body 8mm long; 4.5""" wide; palpi .">.;)""" long. Legs: fust.

10"""; second.;'.:; ; third, 21'
;
fourth, 20

Female.—Body 11 long: ((""wide; palpi 5mm long. Legs: fust,

16 ; second, 3'2mm
;

third, 20"""; fourth, 27

Body large; dorsum granulate, cinnamon-brown, with an indistinct

darker, vase-shaped central marking, beginning at the eye eminence,

contracting slightly on the first abdominal segment, and then slightly

expanding and running with nearly parallel sides to the posterior

extremity; a great many small yellow spots on the abdominal segments

arranged in irregular transverse series (in the male under examination

there is on the front margin of the middle of the first abdominal seg-

ment, and between that and the eye eminence on the cephalothorax,

transverse masses of minute golden dots); in trout of eye eminence is

a whitish V shaped mark. Eye eminence well developed; black, ex-

cept a whitish spot at t he base both in front and behind; contracting

from base upward; scarcely canaliculate; with two subobsolete rows

of blackish tubercles. On the front margin of the cephalothorax,

directly in front of the eye eminence, is a patch of three lows of small
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black tubercles, sometimes snbobsolete; other similar, but smaller

tubercles are scattered near the rest of the margin of the cephalp-

tliorax. Mandibles brownish white, with tips of claws deep black.

Ventral surface of palpi very light brown, almost white; dorsal surface

brown, femur and patella darker than the rest; inner distal angle of

femur and patella slightly prolonged in female, scarcely so in male:

femur, patella, and tibia furnished with rows of spinous tubercles,

which on tarsus are represented by similar, but more numerous rows

of stiff spines. Ventral surface very light brown, almost whitish;

coxa' tuberculate, same color as rest of ventrum. Trochanters black,

rest of legs cinnamon-brown, darker at articulations; proximal joints

having numerous spinose tubercles. Genital organ of male "robust,

somewhat flattened, distally alate, bent through its entire length with

a double, bow-like curve; at its distal extremity blunt, not bent, with

a sharp, slender, straight, projecting point."

Warren County; Lawrence County, July, 1889. A rare form, bear-

ing a close general resemblance to L. <jran<le. It is possible that it is

an immature form of grande.

Liobunum grande (Say) Weed.

(Plate lxvii.)

Phalangium grandis Say, Jour. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sti.,n, 67; Compl. Writings, n, 11.

Phalangium grande Say. Wood, Coram. Essex. Inst., vi, 34, 40.

Phalangium grande Say. Underwood, Can. Ent., XXIV, 168.

Phalangium (?) grande Say. Weed, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., m, 105.

Astrobunus (?) grande (Say). Weed, Amer. Nat., XXIV, 917.

Liobunum grande (Say). Weed, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, xix, 192.

Male.—Body 9inm long; 5""" wide; palpi G""" long. Legs: first, 21'""1

;

second, 3G ; third
1

,
23"'"; fourth, 32

Dorsum minutely tuberculate, with numerous larger, black, spinose

tubercles scattered thickly over the surface, being especially numerous
on the cephalothorax and anterior portion of abdomen and occurring

in a dense quadrangular patch just in front of eye eminence. Dorsum
varying from ferruginous-brown to almost black, with numerous small,

yellowish, not very distinct spots on the abdomen, arranged in irregu-

lar transverse series, sometimes snbobsolete, having a dark-brown

central vase-shaped marking beginning at the sides of the eye emi-

nence, where it is quite broad, and contracting until it reaches the

middle of the first abdominal scutum, then gradually expanding to the

middle of the abdomen, then again gradually contracting toward pos-

terior extremity; this band sometimes obsolete, or nearly so. Eye
eminence black, prominent, rounded, somewhat canaliculate, each

carina usually having a row of five or six well developed, acute, black,

conical tubercles. .Segmentation of cephalothorax with abdomen not

very distinct, and of anterior abdominal segments nearly obsolete.

Palpi dull yellowish-brown, often mottled with black, especially on
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patella ami tip of femur; rather long, slender, with the inner distal

angle of patella sometimes slightly prolouged; joints slightly arched,

especially patella: femur, patella, especially <>n dorsal surface, and

tibia, furnished with numerous black, spinose tubercles and hairs;

tarsus furnished with hairs, and with a row of tubercles on its inner

ventro lateral surface. Mandibles light yellowish brown, tips of claws

black; second joint furnished with numerous stilt', blackish hairs.

Ventrnin light brown or grayish; sides of pectus and coxa' tubercu-

late; trochanters black, tuberculate; remaining portions of legs dark

brown, except the joints and tarsi, which arc blackish. Genital organ

similar to that of /.. maculosum.

Female.—Body 12mm long; 6.5m,n wide; palpi 6 long. Legs: first,

20mm ; second, 35
;
third, 21

; fourth, 28

Differs from the male in its larger body, especially the abdomen, and

in having fewer tubercles on the dorsum and palpi.

Ohio: Franklin County, August 1, 1890;. Fulton County, August,

1890; Lawrence County, July, 1889, September 5, 1890; Warren
County, July 5, 18, August, 1890.

Liobunum grande (Say) var. simile Weed.

Liohunam similis Weed, Amer. Nat. xxn, !U<S; Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. xix, VX).

Male.—This variety is at once distinguished by the deep black

color of the p'alpi and mandibles. It does not differ in other respects

from normal grande.

Ohio: Cuyahoga County. August, L889; Butler County. September,

1890. 1 have not yet seen any females having the markings of this

variety.

Mitoptis Thorell, L876.

First joint of mandibles with a strong tooth on ventral surface near

base. .Maxillary lobes oft lie second pair of legs in the form of elongated

triangles, large at base, anterior border straight Claw of palpUS not

denticulate. The body teguments are soft or subcoriaceous, and the

anterior border of the cephalothorax in our species is provided at the

noddle with three small geminated points. The dorsal surface is pro

\ ided usually with small teeth, which, on the abdomen, are arranged in

transverse series. The eye eminence is of medium size, about as wide

as long, lightly canaliculate, and provided with two series of low

tubercles.

But two American species have been described, both of which are

found in Ohio. They may be distinguished thus.

1 1egs mot t led gray, not pinkish pictus.

Legs with a (list i in- 1 pinkish tiiige ohioensis.
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Mitopus pictus (Wood) Weed.

(Plate i. xii. Fig. 2.
i

Phalangium pictum Wood, Corrun, Essex Inst., vi, 30-31.

Olfyolophus pictus (Wood). Weed, Amer. Nat., xxi, 35.

Oligolophtis pictus (Wood). Weed, Bull. 111. St. Lab. N. II.. ni, 95-97.

Mitopus pictus (Wood). Weed, Amer. Nat., xxvi, 528.

Male.—Body 5 long, 3.2 mm wide; palpi, 4.1' long. Logs: first,

11 '; second, 27 mm
;
third, 13"""; fourth, 20 mm .

Dorsum minutely scabrous, mottled ash-gray, much lighter in some
specimens than others. Dark central marking generally very distinct,

commencing at the anterior border of the cephalothorax, the dorsal sur-

face ot which it almost covers, and suddenly contracting at its posterior

margin, so that it starts on the abdomen as a narrow line, slightly

wider than the. eye eminence, then gradually expanding until it reaches

tlieend ofthe anterior third of'the abdomen, where if suddenly contracts,

its borders irregularly curving toward the dorso-meson, then expand-

ing again, though not becoming as wide as before, and anally gradually

contracting and running as a stripe to the last segment, or, as in some
specimens, simply terminating at the anterior margin of the penulti-

mate segment. Anterior margin of cephalothorax nearly straight,

lateral angles slightly produced, each having a black spine on an ele-

vated base; three large brownish black, tooth like processes just back
of'the middle of the margin, each terminating with a, minute spine, the

middle process being slightly in front of the others. Back of these, but
in front of the eye eminence, there is a curved series of minute spines

on whitish elevated bases, and back of the eye eminence, on the cephal-

othorax, there are two similar nearly transverse series. There is also

a similar transverse series on each segment of the abdomen most easily

seen on the black central marking. Eye eminence large, brownish,
canaliculate; each carina having four thick, brownish tubercles, each
of winch terminates in a black spine. Mandibles light brown, tips of

claws black; dorsal surface of second joint and of apical portion of

first joint furnished with short black hairs; second joint with a blunt

tubercle on its inner dorso lateral surface, just above the base of the
finger forming part of the claw, and the apical portion of its outer

lateral surface (behind the insertion of the thumb) prolonged into a

tubercular process. Thumb with a prominent dorsal tubercle near its

base. Palpi mottled; the outer ventrolateral portion of the femur
with an irregular row of long, slender, white tubercles, terminating
with black spines; inner ventrolateral surface with a series of long,

black, curved, spinous hairs; inner lateral surface with similar shorter

hairs nfare numerous, forming a brush on the slightly produced . inner
distal angle; dorsal and outer lateral surfaces With short spinous hairs

$

patella nearly as long as tibia, its inner distal angle produced and fur-

nished with a brush of black hairs with recurved tips; shorter hairs in
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distant rows on its dorsal and lateral surfaces; tibia with its inner

lateral distal angle slightly swollen, not projecting forward as does that

of the patella, but furnished with a similar brush of hairs; outer ventro-

lateral surface with a subobsolete row of white tubercles, tipped with

spinous hairs; dorsal and outer lateral surface furnished with sparse

short hairs; tarsus thickly covered with long, black, recurved hairs,

usually with a row of subobsolete, short, black tubercles on its inner

ventrolateral surface, and terminating in a moderately robust simple

claw. Ventrum light grayish brown, hispid. Legs short, robust •.

coxae light gray, covered with spinous hairs on elevated bases; tro-

chanters light brown or grayish, tuberculate; remaining joints mottled

with blackish brown and gray; all except tarsi with longitudinal rows

of small black spines, and acute tubercles on their dorso-distal borders;

tibia> angular: tarsi hairy. Sheath of genital organ enlarged distally,

truncate; shaft moderately robust, distally canaliculate, then expanded

into a spoon-shaped portion, and terminating in a short, black, acute,

articulated piece.

Female.—Body larger and more robust; besides which it also differs

from the male in having no tubercles on the mandibles. Apical joints

of ovipositor grayish.

Ohio: Franklin County, Fulton County, August, 1890; Fairfield

County, September 20, 1890.

Mitopus ohioensis Weed.

( Plate i.win.)

Oligolojyhua ohioensis. Weed, A.mer, Nat., xxiv, 1103.

FEMALE.—Body, 6tnm long, 3.5mra wide. Legs: first, 8"""
; second, L'O"""

;

third, l.V'"'; fourth, 10 mm .

Dorsum of a peculiar glossy gray, central marking indistinct, shown
mostly by stripes at outer margin; beginning at anterior lateral angles

of cephalothorax two faint blackish stripes run obliquely back and

toward the middle of the anterior border of the abdomen (forming a

truncate V) and then run nearly parallel to each other two thirds of

the way to the posterior extremity, although they are nearly obsolete

on the anterior third of the abdomen. Dorsum of cephalothorax free

from tubercles except on margins, but having many minute brownish

granules. Dorsum of abdomen with numerous, very minute pits scat-

tered over its entire surface; and an indistinct transverse row of small

whitish tubercles, tipped with very minute dark spines on each seg-

ment. Division between the cephalothorax and abdomen almost obso-

lete, and segmentation of anterior abdominal segments wholly so.

Cephalic margin of cephalothorax nearly straight; lateral angles

slighth produced, each having a small black spine: three prominent,

acute, grayish tubercles on middle of anterior margin, each tipped with

a minute black spine, the middle one being nearly twice as large as
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those on the side, and also slightly in front of them. Eye eminence

prominent, constricted at base; grayish, except a dark spot about each

eye; eyes small; canaliculate, and having oil each carina a row of four

prominent, conical, grayish tubercles, each terminating- in a minute

black spine. Mandibles light brown, claws tipped with black; dorsal

surface of second joint furnished with short black hairs. Palpi mot-

tled; ventral surface of femur with numerous white, elongate, conical

tubercles, each tipped with a prominent black spine; dorsal surface

furnished with numerous black spinous hairs, many of which are tipped

with white; patella short, with its inner lateral distal angle much pro-

longed (almost equaling the patella in length), the whole inner lateral

surface being thickly set with strong spines, black tipped with white;

a few smaller spines on its dorsal surface. Tibia slightly longer than

patella, its inner lateral distal angle slightly prolonged, and its inner

lateral surface provided with spines like those on the patella; its dor

sal and outer lateral surfaces also having smaller and sparser spines,

and its ventral surface being provided with a few whitish conical tuber-

cles tipped with black spines; tarsus furnished with many rows of

rather long black stiff hairs, and having two small black tubercles at

the base of the well developed claw. Ventrum light gray, hispid. Legs

very short, robust, pinkish; coxa' light gray with a slight pink tinge,

provided with rather long, stiff black hairs on elevated, whitish bases;

trochanters tuberculate, light gray with a pink tinge; remaining joints

pinkish, all except tarsi having longitudinal rows of small black spines.

Described from one specimen collected in Warren County, Ohio, dur-

ing the summer of 1889. I have since received from Prof. S. A. Forbes
one other specimen taken in Illinois, which appears to belong to the

same species.

A reexamination of the type specimen after it has been in alcohol

nearly four years shows that it was apparently just ready to moult
when captured. The body has shrunken away from the outer skin, and
an inner one seems to cover it. This leads to the suspicion that this

is an immature form of M. picttis, the pink coloring possibly being due
to the peculiar conditions of the moulting period.

Phalangium Linno.

Body soft or sub-coriaceous, with dorsum generally furnished with

small sharp tubercles, which on the abdomen are arranged in transverse

scries. Eye eminence canaliculate, with two series of pointed tubercles.

Lateral pores large, oval, and near the margin. Mandibles short and
simple in the female, often more developed and provided with tubercles

in the male; first article unarmed below. Palpi simple, often having
the inner distal angle of the femur and of the patella very slightly pro-

duced, but never prolonged into a process; hairs equal, or sometimes
thicker on the inner side, but not forming a brush; patella always
shorter than tibia; maxillary lobe provided at the base with two conical
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tubercles. Maxillary lobeofthe second pair of legs much longer than

wide, gradually narrowing from the base to the extremity, directed

obliquely forward and not meeting; anterior border straight. Pectus

large, parallel between the coxae, rounded in front of slightly lanceo-

late, more rarely enlarged and obtusely truncate. Feet long, more or

less robust. < Maw of palpus simple.

But one species of this genus has been found in Ohio.

Phalangium cinereum Wood.

(Plate I.Xix.)

Phalangium cinereum Wood, Comm. Essex Inst., vi, 25; Weed, Amer. Nat., xxvi,

32; Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, nix, 269.

Male.—Body, S-^.S""" long; 3-4""" wide; palpi, 4mm long. Legs: first,

23-33'"'"; second, 44-52
; third, 24-33

; fourth, 31-30'"'".

Dorsum ash -gray, sometimes more or less brownish, with a wide,

vase-shaped central marking, which is sometimes obsolete. There is a

transverse series of small spinose tubercles behind the eye eminence,

another row on posterior border of cephalothorax, and one row on eaeh

abdominal segment except the last two; a curved series of similar

tubercles is found in front of the eye eminence. These tubercles have

whitish bases and acute black apices, and generally also have a spinose

hair arising on one side near the apex of the white portion and reach-

ing beyond the tip of the tubercle. In front of eye eminence there are

two longitudinal series of three each of these tubercles. Lateral bor-

ders of cephalothorax subsinuate. Eye eminence low, canaliculate,

with a series of five or six tubercles like those on dorsum on eaeh

carina. Mandibles brownish white, tips of claws black; second joint

and apical portion of first joint furnished with short, black, stiff hairs.

Palpi light brown, rather slender, first four joints with minute tubercles

and short black hairs; none of the angles piolonged; tarsal joint with-

out tubercles, but with hairs; claw moderately robust. Venter, includ-

ing coxa1

, light grayish brown, with many somewhat quadrangular

patches of a more pronounced brown, and scattered blotches of choco-

late brown. Trochanters light brown, with many small tubercles;

remaining joints ol legs cinnamon brown, more or less annulated with

lighter and deeper shades; angular, with longitudinal rows of black

spines; sheath of genital organ subcylindrical, truncate; shaft robust,

with two lateral oval openings near distal extremity, then contracted

into a blunt scoop shaped piece, turned upward af nearly a right angle

and terminating in a slender acute point.

Female.—Body, 0-9""" long, 4-5""" wide; palpi, 4mm long. Legs: first,

21-29m '"; second, 39-52mm
; third, 22-29mm

; fourth, 30-37""".

Differs from male as follows: Body larger, rounder. Dorsum darker

gray, more mottled, central marking more disi inct ; tubercles on dorsum

smaller, those on eye eminence more numerous, and those forming the

longitudinal series in front of eye eminence also more numerous. Palpi
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with hairs but without tubercles. Legs with auuuhitions more distinct

;

trochanters without tubercles; spines on femur less prominent, and
those on tibia obsolete; narrow quadrangular patches on venter of

abdomen arranged in transverse series. Distal joints of ovipositor

blackish; about thirty in number.

Ohio: Butler county, September 1, 1890; Delaware county, Septem-

ber 18, .1890; Erie county, July 5, 1890; Franklin county, October 4,

1890, September 18, 20, 21, 1889; October 18, 1889 ; Lawrence county,

July, 1889; Madison county, July 21, 1890.

"The ash-gray harvest-spider passes the winter in the egg state. A
few years ago in Illinois I found a bunch of about a dozen small, white,

spherical eggs slightly beneath the soil surface, which were transferred

to breeding cages. During the spring they hatched into small gray

Phalangiids, which were believed to belong to the present species. I

have never seen the female engaged in oviposition, but the structure

of the ovipositor indicates that the eggs are deposited in the ground

about half an inch below the surface. In the latitude of central Ohio

there are apparently two broods each season, the first maturing late in

June or early in July, and the second, which is much more numerous
in individuals, in September.

"This species is preeminently what may be called an in-door form.

It abounds especially in sheds, outhouses, and neglected board piles,

being rarely found in the open field. Its color especially fits it for

crawling over weather-beaten boards, making it inconspicuous against

such a background. During the day it is usually quiet, but at dusk

and on cloudy days it moves about quite rapidly. It probably feeds

upon small flies and other insects that it finds during its nocturnal

rambles. The only natural enemies I have seen it suffering from are

the web-making spiders, in the webs of which it often perishes by get-

ting its long legs inextricably entangled."*

Individuals of this species seem to be very irregular in becoming

fully developed, and it is difficult to determine whether there is more
than one generation a year or not.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate LVII.

Fig. 1. Liobunum oittatum. Male. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified: a, body; b, eyj-einiuencc, side view;

c, eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side

view.

3. Liobunum vittatum dorsatum. Male from Dakota. Natural size.

Plate LVIII.

Fig. 1. Liobunum vittatum. Female. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified: «, body; l>. eye-eminence, side view;

c, eye-eminence, front view; (/, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side

view.

* Weed, American Naturalist, xxvi, 32.

Proc. N. M. 93 36'
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Plate LIX.

Fig. 1. Liobunum nigropalpi. Male. Natural size.

2. structural details of same, magnified : a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view;

c, eye-eminence, front view; rf, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side

view.
Plate LX.

Fi^. 1. Liobunum nigripes. Male. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified : a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view

;

c, eye-eminence, front view; <l, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side

view.
Plate LXI.

Fig. 1. Liobunum polUum. Male. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified: a, body; b
}
eye-eminence, side view;

c, eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, front

view.
Plate LXI I.

Fig. 1. Liobunum longipes. Structural details of male, magnified: a, body; b, eye-

eminence, side view; c, eye-eminence, front view; '/. palpus, side view;

e, claw of palpus, side view.

2. Mitopus pictus. Structural detail of male, magnified: a, body; b, eye-emi-

nence, side view ; c, eye-eminence, front view ; </, palpus, side view ; e, claw

of palpus, side view; /, tip of mandible; <j, genital organ.

Plate LXIII.

Fig. 1. Liobunum ventrieosum. Male. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified : a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view;

c, eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side

view; /, maxillary lobes of second legs.

Plate LX1Y.

Fig. 1. Liobunum bicolor. Female. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified : «, body, with legs and palpi removed;

b, eye- eminence, side view; c, eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side

view; e, claw of palpus, side view.

Plate LXV.

Fig. 1. Supposed immature male of L. bicolor.

2. Structural details of same, magnified : a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view;

<, eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side view; e, (law of palpus, side

view.
Plate LXVI.

Fitf 1. Liobunum maculosum. Female Natural size.

2 Structural details of same, magnified : a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view

;

c, eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side view; <, daw of palpus side

view.
Plate LXVII.

Fig 1. Liobunum grande. Male. Natural size.

-. Structural details of same, magnified : a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view;

c, eye-eminence, fronl view; </, palpus, side view; e, daw id" palpus, side

view; g, maxillary lobe of second leg.
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Plate LXVIII.

Pig. 1. Mitopua ohioensia. Female. Natural size.

2. Structural details of (same, magnified: a, body; b, eye- eminence, side view; c
,

eye-eminence, front view; d, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side
view.

Plate LXIX.

Fig. 1. Phalangium cinereum. Male. Natural size.

2. Structural details of same, magnified: a, body; b, eye-eminence, side view;
d, palpus, side view; e, claw of palpus, side view; /, maxillary lobe of
second leg; h, tip of ovipositor; i, dorsal tubercle.
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Fig. 8. Fig. 3.

Liobuuum vitiation (Say). Male.
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Fig:. 1.

Liobunum vittatum (Say). Female.
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Fig. 8.

Liobunum nigropalpi (Wood). Male.
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Fig. I.

Fig. 8.

Ldobunum nigripes Weed. Male.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Liobunum politum Weed.
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Fie. 1.

Fig. 2.

1. Liobunum loitgipes. :.'. Mitopus pictus.
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Fig. 1.

mm i

Fig. 2.

Liobunum ventricosum 1W001I).
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Liobunum tricolor (Wood).
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Fig. 3.

Liobunwm bicolor (Wood). Immature male.
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Fie. 1.

Fig. 2.

Liobunum maculosum (Wood).
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Liobunum grande (Say).
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Witopua ohioenais Wood.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fhalangium cinereum Wood.





SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE U. S. ECLIPSE EXPEDITION TO WEST
AFRICA, 1889-'90.

REPORT UPON THE INSECTA, ARACHNIDA, AND MYRIOPODA.

BY

C. V. Riley,

Honorary Curator of Insects,

[including descriptive papers on Pseudoneuroptera by P. P. Calvert; and on Arachnida by

Nathan Banks and George Afarx.]

(With Plate LXX.)

INTRODUCTION.

The insects of this collection are from a region the insect fauna of

which is almost totally unrepresented in the National Museum collec-

tion. For want of funds we have been unable to make more than a

very small beginning in the collection of exotic insects, while the liter-

ature at command in Washington upon exotic species,is yet very insuffi-

cient. A large proportion also of the African insect fauna yet remains

to be worked up. for these various reasons f have been obliged to

refer much of the material to specialists for determination, my own
part in the work being little more than the orderly arrangement of the

determinations for publication. The collection as a whole is not large,

and the Coleoptera and Lepidoptera were more generally collected

than the insects of any other order.

The Hymenoptera of the collection were kindly determined by Mr.

YY. F. Kirby, of the British Museum, and 1 have simply brought the

list together in proper arrangement and added a lew notes.

The Lepidoptera, after some few species had been determined at the

Museum, were sent to Rev. VV
r

. J. Holland, of Pittsburg, Pa., who
submitted a full list of determinations arranged according to locality.

In the interest of uniformity Mr. Holland's list has been rearranged

in systematic order.

There were only seven species of Diptera collected. Dr. S. W. VYil-

jiston, who has so materially assisted me in working on the Diptera,

was unwilling to attempt their determination, and the material was so

poor and so scanty that it was not thought worth while to send it

abroad. Pour of the species have been determined generically.

Proceeding* National Museum, Vol. X\l, No. 951.
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Iii the Coleoptera, with the aid of Mr. M. L. Lincll, a certain number
of species were made out and the residue were then sent to Dr. David

Sharp, of England, who has determined them, when necessary, by

comparison with the collection in the British Museum. Mr. Champion,

of the British Museum, has given a few of the names in the families

Cistelidte, Lagriidse, and Anthicidse to Dr. Sharp, while Mr. Jaeoby

has examined some of the Ohrysomelidae and Mr. Gorham the Endo-

mychidse.

The Orthoptera have been determined by Mr. Henri de Saussure, of

Geneva, Switzerland.

The Pseudoneuroptera were sent to Mr. P. P. Calvert, of Philadel-

phia, Pa., who describes the new species.

The Hemiptera were sent to Mr. A. L. Montandon, of Bucharest,

Rouinania, who has given me most of the determinations.

In the Arachnida the families Attidae and Lycosidae have been

studied by my assistant, Mr. Nathan Banks, and his report, with de-

scriptions of the new species, is appended. The remaining Arachnids

have been referred to Dr. George Marx, whose report, with descriptions,

is also included. The Myriopoda were sent to Messrs. O. F. Cook and

G. N. Collins, of Syracuse University, and as five of the seven species

comprising this material were, according to their decision, entirely new
to science, 1 have appended their report in the form in which it was
received.*

I have added such details as to number of specimens and locality as

may have value. My sincere thanks are due to all the gentlemen

named for their courteous aid in the determination of the material.

INSECTA.

Order HYMENOPTERA.

Family APID^S.

Bombus sj».

A single poor alcoholic specimen, llorta, Kayal.

Xylocopa torrida Westwood.

Eight specimens, all females. Congo, January 2, 1S<)(), and December

20, 1889.

Megachile rufipes Fabr.

One poor specimen. Congo, January 2, 1890.

Megachile nasalis Smith.

One poor specimen. Congo, December 25, 1889.

*<>n account of the excessive delay in publication, Messrs. Cook and Collins with-

drew their report in January, 1893, and have published it elsewhere.
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Family VHKIMD/K.

Polistes smithii SauBS. Var. (?)

Two specimens. Oongo, January 2, L890.

Belenogaster sp.

One specimen. Oongo, December 27, 1889.

Family EUMENID.K.

Synagris calfida Linn.

Two specimens. Congo, December 24, L889.

Synagris aequatorialis Sauss.

Two specimens. Congo, no date.

Eumenes fenestralis Sauss.

One specimen. Congo, no date.

Eumenes aethiopica Sauss, var. (?)

One specimen. Congo, January 2, 1890.

Family LARRlDiE. .

Larra sericea Smith.

One specimen. Congo, January 2, 1890.

Larra sp.

One specimen. Congo. This is a handsome species, one-half larger

than /, sericea, with a golden pubescence on the thorax, the wings

yellowish and the abdomen black, transversely bauded with silvery

pubescence on the posterior borders of the segments. The face is

densely clothed with golden pubescence, and the legs are uniformly

light brown.

Family SPHECIDiE.

Pelopaeus spirifex L.

Two specimens. Congo, January 2, 1890. The clay tunnels of this

species were also collected, but present nothing characteristic,

Pelopaeus ecksteinii Dahlt. (?)

Two specimens. Congo. This species, which Mr. Kirby has labeled

with a query, is rather larger than P. spirifex, and differs superficially,

mainly in being red where the latter is yellow.

Sphex sp.

One specimen. Congo. This is a large and handsome species, 40

millimeters in length, with blue-black abdomen and wings, velvety,

black metathorax, and mahogany-brown pro and meso thorax, head

antenna1

, and legs.
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Family POMP] LlD.i:.

Myguimica atropos Smith.

One specimen. Congo, December 30, L889.

Family MUTILLIDiE.

Mutilla leucopyga Smith.

One specimen. St. Paul de Loanda.

Mutilla medon Smith.

Two specimens. Congo.

Mutilla sp.

One specimen. Congo. This is a small wingless insect, two-thirds

the size of M. leucopyga, which it resembles in general coloration. The
abdomen, however, is less hairy, is of an elongate pyriform shape, and

has three silvery spots each side.

Family PON KIM DM.

Streblognathus aethiopicus Smith.

One specimen. Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Family FORMICIDiE.

Catoglyphia viatica Fabr.

One specimen. < !ongo.

Catoglyphia viatica Fabr., \:ir. '. >

One specimen. Congo.

Campouotus fulvipectus De Geer.

Three specimens of this handsome species. South Africa.

Family.CHEYSIDID^l.

Pyria lyneca Fabr.

One specimen. ('011140.

Family PROCTOTRYPID^E.

Embolenms (?) sp.

One specimen. Congo.

Note.— In addition to the recognizable material, there was a muti-

lated Andrenid, an undeterminable Melinid, and a pupa apparently of

a large Eumenid, all from Congo.

Order LEPIDOPTERA.

Suborder RHOPALOCERA.

Family PA IM LION 1 D.F.

Papilio demoleus I. inn.

One torn male, Freetown, and two specimens, Congo (Banana Point).
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Family PIPIMD.P.

Terias aethiopica Triii.

Several examples, Freetown, and several specimens, Congo (Banana

Point).

Terias desjardinsii Boted.

Two females. Elmina.

Terias senegalensis Boiad.

Two or three specimens. Congo (Banana Point).

Pieris severina Cram,
i

f)

The tattered fragments of a, species of Pieris, probably xeverina, col-

lected at Cape Verde Islands (St. Vincent). The principal reason for

calling this identification into question is the fact that the anterior wing

lacks the black spot at the end of the cell. Otherwise, so far as can he

determined from the fragments of the insect preserved for as by the

diligence of the collector, there is reason to think that the foregoing

determination is correct. Two undoubted examples were collected at

Banana Point, Congo.

Pieris gidica Godt,

Several males and one female. Congo (Banana Point). The speci

mens me rather larger than, and the black markings heavier than, in

any examples 1 have seen from Natal and more southerly portions of

the continent, and upon the under side of the primaries the black angn
lated streak at the extremity of the discoidal cell is extended inwardly

along the median nervine to the origin of the first median nervnle.

This is a constant, feature in every specimen, and gives the under side a

very different facies from typical specimens of gidica taken further

SOUth. The form is worthy of a varietal name.

Pieris zochalia Boisd.

A fragment of a male specimen. Congo (Banana Point).

Herpaemia eriphia Godt.

One female. St. Paul de Loan da.

Mylothris poppea Cram

One ragged female. Freetown.

Mylothris chloris Fabr.

One female. Fdmina.

Colias electra Linn.

One example. Cape of Good Hope.

Teracolus evippe Linn.

One badly damaged specimen of the male of the species, St. Vincent?

Cape Verde Islands. Also two males and one female, St. Paul de
Loanda.
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Teracolus calias Cram.

One mutilated female, St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands. Also one

male, St. Paulde Luanda. .

Teracolus doubledayi Hopper, T.hewitsonii Kirby.

Two examples. St. Paul de Loanda.

Family DANA I ILK.

Danais plexippus Linn.

Danais chrysippus Linn.

Numerous examples, all males, Congo (Banana Point). Also two

males, St. Helena.

Danais chrysippus Linn var. <ilci])j>ns Cram.

One specimen of this, the common North Africanform ofthe species,

Freetown,

Family AC lt.EID.K.

Acraea encedon Linn.

Numerous examples, male and female Congo (Banana Point).

Acraea manjaca Boisd.

One female example, St. Paul de Loanda, differing- from Madagascar

specimens only in being a trifle larger.

Acrasa horta Linn.

Numerous examples, Cape <>f Good PI ope.

Family NYMPHALID^E.

Pyrameis caidui Linn.

Pour examples, St. Helena.

Precis amestris Drury.

One example Freetown, and one good example, Flmina.

. Hypolimnas misippus Linn.

One male of this widely distributed species was taken at Porto

Grande, St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands, one female at Congo (Ba-

nana Point), and three males and three females at St. Paul de Loanda.

Neptis melicerta Dniry.

A small example of the male, Freetown,

'There are two female sepeciinens of this insect in this collection, which were

taken by Mr. E. G. Howe at Horta, Fayal, Azores Islands. The insect is North

American originally, but within comparatively recent years has attained to a wide

geographical distribution. Its spread westwardly through the islands of the Pacific

and to Australia has recently been commented upon by entomologists, and I have a

specimen taken in Java about three years ago by Mr. William Doherty. Its pres-

ence in the Azores is in keeping with its occasional occurrence in England, and we
may soon expect to find it established upon the continent of Africa, where it will no

doubt find congenial food plants.—\V. J. II.
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Euphaedra cyparissa Grain.

The remnants of a specimen, the hind wings of which appear to have

been bitten off by a bird or a dragon fly, Freetown.

Hamanumida daedalus Fabr.

A piece of a specimen, Freetown.

Palla varanes Cram.

A perfect female, Freetown.

Harma caenis Drnry.

One male specimen, St. Paul fie Loanda.

Family SATYRIT>JE.

Mycalesis vulgaris Butl.

One male specimen, Freetown. This species is widely distributed

from Senegambia southward into the region of the Congo.

Mycalesis eliasis Hew.

Three specimens, St. Paul de Loanda.

Family LYCvENID^.

Lycaena lySimon Huebn.

One female, St. Paul de Loanda, and one female captured on board

ship between St, Vincent and Sierra Leone.*

Lycaena bastica Linn.

Two examples, St. Helena, and one male specimen, Ascension.

Family HESPERIDJE.

Tagiades flesus Fabr.

One specimen, Freetown, and one specimen, Elmina.

Pamphila mohopaani Wallengren.

One female example, Congo (Banana Point).

Pamphila n. sp.f

St, Paul de Loanda.

One specimen, in poor condition, which I can not refer satisfactorily

to any of the species known to me, but which comes very near P.

fatuellus Hopffer, from which it differs mainly by Laving two spots at

the end of the cell of the anterior wing; in this respect being like V.

niohopaan t, though otherwise, especially upon the under side, reveal

ing great differences.

s It is quite a common occurrence for specimens of Lepidoptera and other winged

insects to be taken at sea off the western coast of Africa, and numerous references

to such phenomena are found in the literature of travel. The writer has in his pos-

session some specimens of Lycama cissus Godt., and of the common Pieris rapas Linn.,

which were taken at sea 75 miles off Cape Palmas. The power of sustained flight of

such iusignincant and apparently weak creatures is simply marvelous.—W. J. H.
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Suborder HETEROCERA.

Family SPHINGIDJE.

Sphinx cingulata Linn.

Three specimens, St. Vincent, (-ape Verde Islands.

Family ZYG^NIDiE.

iEgocera veimlia Cram.

One male example of the varietal form figured by Boisduval in the

Monographie des Zygamides Planche I, Fig. 3.

Euchromia sperchina Cram.

Two specimens, Freetown.

Euchromia leonis Butl.

One specimen, Freetown.

Syntomis sp.

Two examples, too badly rubbed to make a positive determination

possible, Freetown.

Syntomis kuhlweinii Lefeb.

Two specimens, Cape of Good Hope.

Family BOMBYCID^.

Bombycid moth not determined, Freetown.

Family NOCTFID.F.

Achaea chameleon Gnen.

Two examples, Congo (Banana Point), and one example, St. Paul de

Loanda.

Eustrotia? sp.f

One broken specimen, Congo (Banana Point).

Tarache? sp. v

Two examples, Congo (Banana Point).

Order DIPTERA.

Family ASILI1) K.

Omnatius n. sp.

Two specimens, Congo. January 2, L890.

Ospriocerus sp. f

One specimen, Congo.

Family TAPANI DM.
Diachloius sp.

One specimen, Congo. January 2, L890.
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Family DOLICHOPODIDJ3.

Geu. ? sp.?

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Family CONOPID^.
Conops sp.

One specimen, Congo.

Family MUSCID.E (sens, strict.)

Gen.? sp. J

Two specimens, Congo.

Family HIPPOBOSCID.E.

Gen.? sp.

?

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1800.

Order COLEOPTERA.

Family CiCLNDELID.E.

Cicindela melancholica Fab. (Determined by Dr. David Sharp.)

Eleven specimens, St. Paul de Loancla.

Family CARABID.E.

Calosoma rugosum De Geer.

One specimen, Porto Grande, St. Vincent, November 11, 1880.

Scarites perplexus Dej. (Determined by Sharp).

One specimen, Congo.

Graphipterus limbatus Cast. (Determined by Sharp.)

One specimen, South Africa.

Anthia decemguttata Linn.

One specimen, Cape of Good Hope.

Pheropsophus guineensis Chand.

Three specimens, Congo.

Abacetus sp. (Sharp det.

)

One specimen, Congo.

Chlaenius sp.

"Probably var. major of C. cuprithorax Qued." (Sharp). One speci-

men/Congo.
Harpalus ruficornis Fab. (Sharp det.)

One specimen, Port Horta, Fayal, November 2, 1880.

Family DYTISC1D.E.

Bretes sticticus Linn.

Five specimens, St. Paul de Loanda, ( ?) December 12, 1889.
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Cybister filicornis Sharp.

Six specimens, Congo, December 25, 1889.

Cybister senegalensis Auhe\

Two specimens, Congo, December 25, 1889.

Cybister tripunctatus Oliv.

Thirty one specimens, St. Paul de Loanda ( ?), December 12, 1889.

Family HYDROPHILIILF.
Berosus cuspidatus Er.

One specimen, Congo*

Family GYRINIDJE.
Dineutes aereus King.

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Dineutes subspinosus King.

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda.

Family STAPH YLINID.F.

Goerius oleus Mull.

Two specimens, Port Horta, Fayal.

Family SCARAB^EID^E.

Ateuchus prodigiosus Er. (Sharp <let.^

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda.

Ateuchus capensis Dej. (Sharp det.)

Three specimens, Congo, and one specimen, South Africa.

Gymnopleurus chloris King. (Sharp det.)

Three specimens, Congo.

Gymnopleurus virens Er.

Fourteen specimens, St. Paul de Loanda; one specimen, Congo.

Onthophagus hybridus Dej. (vinctus Er.) (Sharp det.)

One specimen, Congo.

Onthophagus thoracicus Oliv. var. of 9 • (Sharp det.)

Three specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Anomala sp. "Unnamed in our collections." (Sharp).

One specimen, Congo.

Adoretus sp. "Unknown." (Sharp).

Two specimens, Congo.

Adoreuts sp. "Unknown" (Sharp).

Two specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Melisseus eudoxus Woll. (Sharp det.

One specimen, St. Helena, March 1, L890.
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Heteronychus sp. " Unknown, near licas, arator." (Sharp).

Sixteen specimens, Congo, December 25, 1889.

Temnorhynchus diana Beauv.

One specimen, Congo.

Oryctes boas Fabr.

One male, Elmiua, Gold Coast. November 28, 1889, and one female,

St. Paul de Loanda.

Heterorhina mouoceros Gory and Perch.

Two specimens, St. Paul de Loanda.

Gnathocera trivittata Swed. (Sharp (kit.)

Five specimens, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Gnathocera afzelii Swartz. (Sharp det.).

Eight specimens, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Pachnoda inscripta Gory and Percheron.

Four specimens, Freetown.

Pachnoda marginata Dru.

Four specimens, Elmina, Gold Coast, and twelve specimens, Free-

town, Sierra Leone.

Family BUPRESTIILE.

Aphanisticus sp. "Unknown" (Sharp).

One specimen, Congo.

Family MONOMMID.E.

Monomma giganteum Guer. (Sharp det.).

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda.

Family ELATERID.E.

Heteroderes "near crucifer. finscriptus Er., but has not been compared with

description " (Sharp).

One specimen, Congo.

Family PTINID.E.

Apate terebians Pall. (Sharp det.).

Two specimens, Congo.

Family TEKEBRIONID.E.

Zophosis muricata Fab. (Sharp det. ).

One specimen, South Africa.

Pedinomus favosus Er. (Sharp det.).

One specimen, South ( ?
) Africa.

Fsammodes tenebrosus Er. (Sharp det.).

Twelve specimens, St. Paul de Loanda.
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Blaps nitens Cast. P (Sharp det.).

One specimen, Horta, Fayal, November 2, 18S9.

? Blaps. "Unknown" (Sharp).

One specimen, Horta, Fayal, November 2, 18S (
.>.

Adesmia sp. "Unknown to me and a1 British Museum" (Sharp).

One specimen, South Africa.

Pogonobasis verrucosa Er. (Sharp det.).

One specimen, Congo.

Opatrum sp. .' (Sharp det.).

Seven specimens, St. Helena.

Gnophota curta Er. var. (Sharp det.).

Three specimens, St. Paulde Loanda.

Gnophota curta Er. '. another var. (Sharp det. |.

One specimen, Congo, December 25, 1889.

Zophobas nioiio Fah. (Sharp det.).

Three specimens, St. Helena, February 22, 1890.

Family CISTELID.E.

Hymenorus sp. (Champion det.).

Two specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Family LAGRIID.E.

Lagria aeneipeimis Ealn. '. (Sharp det.).

Three specimens, Congo.

Lagria sp. near cuprina Eahr. (Champion det.).

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Family ANTHICI1K-E.

Formicomus sp. (Champion det.).

One specimen, Congo.

Family RHIPIDOPHOBIDJE.

Emenadia flabellata Fab. (Sharp det.).

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Family MELOID^J.

Mylabris oculata Thunh. (.Sharp det. ).

Two specimens, South (
.' ) Africa.

Mylabris dentata 0]i\ . | sharp del . I.

Two specimens, St. Paul de Loanda; live specimens. Congo.

Mylabris (Actenodia) chrysomelma Er. t^
Sharp det.;.

Two specimens, St. Paul de Loanda.
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Family OTIORHYNCHIIXE.

Tanymecus sp. ? (Sharp <let.).

One specimen, Congo.

Tanymecus sp. f (Sharp det.).

Two specimens, Congo. "Genus unknown to me and not in the

British Museum; near Otiorhynchw" (Sharp). Two specimens, Cape
Ledo.

Naupactus longimanus Fab. (Sharp det.).

Five specimens, Ascension Island. This is a Brazilian species, and
its occurrence at Ascension Island is of interest.

Family CERAMBYCIO.E.

Delochilus prionoides Thorns. (Sharp det.).

One specimen, Cape of Good Hope.

"Genus near Oeme; unknown to Bates or me; not in British Muse-
um; not compared with Quedenfeldt's recent descriptions. This is the

most important insect of the lot" (Sharp). One specimen, Congo, Jan-

uary 2, 1890. This is a handsome, slender, burnished green species,

with rufous legs, 25 millimeters long.

Phryneta spinator Fab.

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Diastocera trifasciata Fab. (Sharp det.).

Eight specimens, Freetown, Sierre Leone.

Family CHRYSOMELID^E.

Cryptocephalus sp. "unknown" (Sharp).

Two specimens. Congo, January 2, 1890.

? Melitonoma (Sharp det.).

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1890.

? Melitonoma (Sharp det.).

Seven specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890. One specimen, St. Paul

de Loanda.
Aulacophora sp. ? (Jacoby det.).

Two specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Luperodes occipitalis Reiche ? (Jacoby det.).

Sixteen specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Graptodera sp. (Sharp det.).

Five specimens, Congo.

Family EKDOMYCHID.E.

Danae (Oediarthrus Gerst.) natalensis Gorh. (Gorham det.).

One specimen, Congo.

Proc. N. M. 93 37
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Family OOCOINELLID^.

Xanthadalia Cr. (Harmonia Muls. > rufescens Muls. var. (Sharp det. I.

Five specimens, Congo.

Alesia (Micraspis Cr.) aurora Gerst. ? (Sharp det.).

Five specimens, Congo, January 2, 1800.

Exochomus nigromaculatus Goeze (auritua Scriba i (Sharp de

Nine specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Chilomenes ( Cydonia Muls.) lunata Fain. (Sharp det.).

Five specimens, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Chilomen s lunata Fabr. var. ("Sharp det.).

Seven specimens, Congo; one specimen, St. Helen a, a dark variety,

in which the yellow and red maoulation lias become reddish brown.

Epilachna chrysomelina Fabr. (Sharp det.).

Three specimens, Congo.

Order HEMIPTERA.

Suborder HETEROPTERA.

Family PENTATi )M 1 1 )M.

Agonoscelis erosa Wolff.

Two specimens, Congo.

Nezara viridula Finn.

One specimen, Ilorta, Fayal, November 2, 1889.

Family COKEIDJK.

Leptoglossus niembrauaceus Fabr..

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1800.

Family LYO.FllFF.

Lygeeus elegans Wolff.

Two specimens, South Africa.

Family FYKhMIOCOKI D.E.

Odontopus sexpuuetatus Fa p.

Two specimens, St. Paul de Luanda.

Dysdercus superstitiosus Fabr.

Two specimens, Congo, January 2, L890.

Family REDUVIIDJE.

Harpactor segmeutarius Germ.

Two specimens, Congo, January 2, L890.

Harpactor albopilosus Sign.

Two specimens, Congo.
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Family HYDROMETRID^E.

Lampotrechus leptocorus Renter.

Two specimens, Congo.

Family NEPIDJ3.

Laccotrephes fabricii Stiil.

One specimen, Congo, December 25, 1889.

Family BELOSTOMATID.E.

Belostoma niloticum Stal.

One specimen, St. Panl de Loanda.

Order ORTHOPTERA.

Family BLATTID^E.

Panchlora indica Fabr.

Six specimens, St. Helena.

Panchlora maderae Fabr.

One specimen, St. Helena; one specimen, Ascension Island, March

22, 1890.

Blatta germanica L.

One specimen, Congo. January 2, 1890.

Periplaneta australasiae L.

One specimen, Porto Grande, November 11, 1889; three specimens,

Barbadoes, May 8, 1890.

Nauphoeta cinerea Oliv.

Two specimens, St. Helena.

Family MANT1D.E.

Polyspilota pustulata Fabr.

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Parathespis sp. (larva).

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda.

Thespis sj>. (larva).

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda.

Mantis ? sp. (larva).

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Family PHASMATIDJ3.

Bacillus sp. ?

One specimen, Congo.
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Family GRYLLllLK.

Liogryllus bimaculatus De Geer.

Si\ females and larva'. From Ascension Island and St. Helena, Feb-

ruary 23, 1890.

Gryllus melanocephalus Serv.

One specimen, Congo.

CEcanthus capensis Sauss.

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Gryllotalpa africana Palis d. Beauv.

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Gryllomorpha aptera Herr.-Schaf.

One specimen, Ascension Island.

Brachytrypus vastator At*/. £ J and larvae.

Five specimens, December 25, 1889.

Family CONOCEPHALLLLE.
(it'll.? sp. ? larva-.

Two specimens, Ascension Island.

Superfamily ACRIDIINA.

Family AC 111 1)1 1 ILK.

Acridium anguliferum Kraus.

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Near Pezotettix. sp ?

One specimen, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

Coptacra sp.f (larva).

One specimen, Congo.

Catantops f (larva ).

One specimen, Congo.
Catantops sp.

One specimen, Congo. .

Catantops melanostictus Schaum.

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1890.

Caloptenns femoratns 1'aUr.

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda, December 10. 1889.

Family (EDIFODI D.K.

Pachytylns (larva).

Two specimens, St. Paid de Loanda.

Cosmorhyssa oostata 1'alir.

Two specimens, Congo.

Acrotylus deustus Thnnbg. var.

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda.
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Trilophidia annulata Thnnbg.

One specimen, Congo.

Pachytylus migratorioides Reich.

Small variety. One larva, Horta, Fayal; two adults, Ascension

Island.

CBdaleus nigrofasciatus Fabr. var. gracilis Sauss.

Three specimens, Porto Grande.

Family PYRGOMORPHID^.

Chrotogonus senegalensis $ 9 .

One specimen, St. Paul de Loanda; two specimens, Congo.

Ochrolebia caffra ? Linn, (larva).

Eight specimens, Congo, January 2, 1800.

Atractomorpha congensis Sanss. $ 9 .

Eleven specimens, Congo.

Family I»AMPHAGrID^.

Xiphocera canescens St.

One specimen, Congo.

Family TETTIGID^E.

Paratettix sp.

Seven specimens, Congo.

Gen. ? sp. ? (larvae).

Congo.

Family TRYXALIDJE.

Acrida nnguiculata Ramb.

Thirteen specimens, Congo and St. Paul de Loanda, January, 1800.

Acrida turrita Linn, (larva' ).

Two specimens, Congo.

Paracinema tricolor Thnnbg.

One specimen, Congo, January 2, 1800.

Epacromia tricoloripes St.

One specimen, Congo.

Stencbothrus sp. ?

One specimen, St, Paul de Loanda.

Tryxalis sp. ?

One specimen, Congo.

Gen. ? sp. ?

Three specimens, Congo.

(Jen. ? sp. ?

Two specimens, St. Helena.
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Family FORFICULIIUS.

Sphingolabris sp. 1

Five specimens, Congo.

Labidura riparia Palis.

One specimen, Congo, December 25, 1889.

Order NEUROPTERA.

Family HEMEROBIID.F.

Subfamily Myrmeleonid^e.

A large Myrmeleonid (undetermined) having a wing expanse of 100

millimeters and a length of 40 millimeters, was eollected at Congo, De-

cember 28. The thorax and head are black, the legs brown, and the

abdominal joints brown, tipped with black.

Order PSEUDONEUROPTERA.
By P. P. Calvert.

Family LIBELLULIDiE (sens. lot.).

Subfamily LibellulinyE.

Diplax dilatata n. sp. Calvert. (Figs. 1 and 2.)

<£ . Vertex hairy, brownish or brownish yellow above, blackish in front and on

the sides; tip truncated, its outline very slightly concave from side to side.

Frons hairy, brownish yellow or reddish, grooved above, with a

rather wide blackish band in front of eyes and vertex; in front with

two small dark spots. Nasus and rhinarium brownish yellow, rhina-

riinn sometimes darker. Labrum reddish yellow with some obscure

blackish marks. Labium black ; its lobes brown, blackish on the inner

and anterior margins and at joint with labium (at this joint sometimes

yellow). Basal joint yellow. Occiput brown. Rear of eyes dark

brown with three yellowish spots, a row of light-colored hairs from

the right uppermost spot to the left one.

Prothorax blackish, anterior margin yellow; posterior lobe with a

reddish tinge (dark red in life?), hind margin broad, hilobed, with a

Fio l. fringe of long light-colored hairs.

Abdomen of Di- Thorax brownish yellow, hairy: median dorsal ridge blackish, reach-
plax dilatata J ' * '

.

cfn.sp. in^ downwards to the front margin, which is also black, a brow n

humeral stripe, first and second lateral sutures each with a black stripe, a short.

I. roader black stripe in front of the spiracle. The stripes on the sides reach down
to black spots around the feet. Pectus mostly blackish.

Feet moderately long, black, femora sometimes brownish interiorly, posterior

tibiae with two rows of 10 to 12 spines; tarsal nails toothed before apex.

Abdomen compressed at the base, becoming narrower to the base of the fifth seg-

ment, whence it widens and thickens to the seventh segment, where it is wider than

at the base; from the seventh segment it narrows to the apex, which is a little wider

than at the base of the fifth segment; the dilated portion at seventh segment tri-

angular in cross section. Color, brownish yellow, some parts with a reddish tinge

(red in life ?) ; segment 1 dark brown at base ; 2 sometimes with a small median dorsal
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brown spot ; a brown dot on eacb side of tlio median dorsal line near the apex of 3 to

fi, sometimes also on 7 and 8 ; 2 and 3, only, with a transverse carina.

Genitalia not prominent. Hainule bitid, internal branch terminating in a small,

rather acute hook directed outwards; external branch much thicker; apex obtuse.

Genital lobe with apex rounded, hairy.

Appendages brownish yellow, with sliort hairs.

Superiors of about the length of the eighth seg-

ment; viewed from above, they are straight, dilated

on the inner side before the apex, which is acute,

black ; viewed from the side, they are directed

slightly downwards to the extreme apex, which in-

clines slightly upwards (as iu vulgata) ; on the under

side are 9 to 13 black denticles corresponding in

position to the dilatation on the inner side. Inferior _ .. ,. _ _, ' '
,

.
Genitalia of Diplax duatata cf n. ap.

appendage, viewed from the side, is concave above

from base to apex, which latter is curved upwards and ends in a small black denticle

on each side; this denticle extends a little beyond the last denticle on the under

side of the superiors; viewed from below, the appendage is rather broad, triangular,

apex truncated, slightly emarginate.

Wings hyaline, reticulation brownish, hind wings with a light yellow cloud

alongside of the membranule, extending outwards to about the level of the basilar

cross vein, and backwards but little farther than the apex of the membranule.

Pterostigma 3 to 4 times as long as broad, brownish yellow, surmounting parts of

two or three cells. Membranule moderate, whitish. Sectors of the arculus stalked.

One basilar cross vein placed nearer the base than the first antecubital. Nodal

sector slightly waved. No hypertrigouals. Front wings with 10 (occasionally 9 in

one wing) antecubitals, the last not continuous; 10 to 12 postcubitals ; discoidal

triangle with one or two cross veins; internal triangle of 4 to 6 cells; four, then

three rows of discoidal areolets. Hind wiugs with 7 antecubitals, the last continu-

ous; 10 to 12 postcubitals; discoidal triangle free, its inner side in the prolongation

of the arculus; no internal triangle; discoidal areolets three, then two rows in-

creasing; sectors of the triangle arising from the same point.

One male differs in having an additional basilar cross vein placed so as almost to

form an internal triangle ou the right hind wing, an indication of the beginning of

such a vein on the left hind wing, both hind wings with discoidal triangle crossed

by one vein.

9- Similar to the male; differs as follows: Lobes of the labium yellow, mar-

gined as iu <£ . The first three segments of the abdomen yellow; 1 black at base, 2

and 3 brownish along the median dorsal line; a crooked brown stripe on the sides of

1 to 3; veuter of 2 and 3 black. Remaining segments of abdomen lost.

Nine antecubitals to the front wings, last one on the right wing having a corre-

sponding cross vein in the subcostal space although not continuous. Right-hand

wing with 6 antecubitals. Two discoidal areolets at the triangle in hind wings.

Measurements: £l Total length, 44.5 to 47.5 millimeters. Abdomen (incl. app.),

2G.5 to 31.5 millimeters. Superior appendages, 1.75 to 2 millimeters. Front wing,

35.5 to 37 millimeters. Hind wing, 33 to 34.5 millimeters. Pterostigma, 3.5 to 4

millimeters. Width of abdomen at base of 5, 1.5 millimeters. Width of abdomen

at 7, 3 to 4 millimeters.

9. Length, abdomen, appendages, ?. Front wing, 37.5 millimeters. Hind wing,

34.5 millimeters. Pterostigma, 3.5 millimeters.

Four males, one female from St. Helena. Dr. Hagen examined one of the males

forme and wrote, "It is unknown to me." This species belongs to the group <>f

genera embracing Diplax, Thecadiplax, and Erythrodiplax in Dr. Karsch's arrange-

ment of the Libellulina (Berliner Ent. Zeit., xxxm, pp. 347-392, 1890). I place it

provisionally in Diplax.
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Libellula (Orthetrum) capensis u.sp. Calvert. (Fig. 3.)

Libellula assimilis Hageu Ms.

J . Vertex reddish, in front black, tip bifid, apices acute, Frons reddish yellow,

sides lighter, grooved above, front separated from each side by a vertical carina, the

two carina- united by a horizontal carina just above the lower margin of the Irons.

Nasus and rhinarium luteous. Labrum reddish yellow. Labium and its lobes brown
< >ecipu1 reddish brown.

Prothorax with anterior lobe brown, posterior lobe yellowish, broad, its hindmar-

gin slightly notched in the middle.

Dorsum of thorax luteous, a faint indication of a brownish spot Oi) each side of the

median crestnear its summit, and a brown humeral stripe. Sides yellowish, obscure,

with ill-defined brown marks around the lateral sutures.

Feet luteous, tibiae darker, apices of femora and tarsi black.

Abdomen rather slender, compressed at base, slightly contracted at the fourth seg-

ment becoming Avider to the sixth, hut not so wide as at base; from 6 tapering gradu-

ally to apex. First three segments luteous, an ill-defined brown stripe each side.

Dorsum of remaining segments pruinose, under side of abdomen luteous.

Genitalia a little prominent. Anterior lamina with

sides rounded to the apex, which is truncated. Hamule
bifid, branches of equal length, straight, almost parallel,

separated by but a short interval; inner branch black,

slender, apex rounded, with a slight hook; outer branch
Kl<i - 3 -

. luteous: much thicker, apex rounded. Genital lobe broad,
Genitalia of Libellula capensis .

jn. sp. apex rounded, hairy.

Superior appendages black, about as long as the ninth segment, similar to those

of 1). dilatata (7. v.). Inferior appendage luteous, sides blackish, similar to that of

dilatata.

Wings hyaline, somewhat milky, a very slight yellowish cloud at base. Reticu-

lation blackish, cost a luteous exteriorly. Pterostigma, brownish yellow, three to

four times as long as broad, surmounting two and parts of two other cells. Mem-

brauule blackish. Sectors of the arculus stalked. One basilar cross vein placed

very nearly on a level with the first antecubital. Nodal sector waved. Fron-

wings with one hypertrigonal; 13 (right). 15 (left) antecubitals, the last one cont

tinnous; 11 posteubitals ; discoidal triangle with one cross vein; internal tCanglo

of three cells; three rows of discoidal arcolets.

Hind wings with no hypertrigonals ; 10 (right), 11 (left) antecubitals, the last 01.

-

continuous; 11 (right), 10 (left) posteubitals; discoidal triangle free, its inner side

slightly nearer the base than the prolongation of the arculus would be; no internal

triangle; two rows of discoidal arcolets, increasing; sectors of the triangle a little

separated at their origin. Total length, 1!' millimeters. Abdomen (inch app.), 33.5

millimeters. Superior appendages, 2 millimeters. Front wing, 34.5 millimeters.

Hind wing, S3 millimeters. 1'terostigma, :{.:"» millimeters.

One male from Cape Town. Dr. Hageu examined this specimen and wrote to me

(September 2, 1890) it "is my /.. as&iviilis, never published." This species belongs

to the genus Orthetrum of Kirby's Revision.

Libellula (Orthetrum) cafifra Burmeister. (Fig. 4.)

Dr. Hageu has determined two specimens for me as belonging to this species.

They are a male from Congo and a female from Freetown, Sierra Leone. Both have

a considerable portion of t he a lid omens wanting.

In his Revision of the Subfamily Libellulina (Trans. Zool. Soc. Condon, xil,

pp. L'49-348, 1S89), Mr. YV. F. Kirby refers caffra to his new genus Thertnorthemis

(p. 289). I think it rather belongs to his genus Orthetrum. Thermorthemia is stated

(/. c. ) to have the triangle in tin- (brewings followed by tour or five rows of cells;
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Burmeister < Handbuch der Entoni., n. pp. 855, 856) places caffra with species having

"gleich anfangs rlrei Zellenreihen in dem Felde hinter dem Dreieck der Vorder-

rliigel,"* and with this these two specimens agree. These two specimens also differ

from the characters of Thermorthemis by having the pterostigma moderate; fore

wings with 14 ( ^ ) or 13 ( 9 ) antecubitals, 10 ( ^ ) or 9 ( 9 ) postcubitals, discoidal

triangle traversed by one vein, one hypertrigonal, internal triangle of 3 (in one

wing 4) cells; hind wings with triangle free, no hypertrigonals, sectors of the

triangle a little separated at base.

Fig. 4.

Genitalia Libellula caffni , ' Burm.

Fig. 5.

Genitalia of Libellula ap ,/.

Fig. 6.

Genitalia of Libellula uni-
fasciata rf Oliv.

Another male from Congo which, at. first, I bad also referred to caffra, may per-

haps belong to another species, as there are differences in the genital hamule and in

the coloring of the thorax. Unfortunately this male has also lost the greater part

of the abdomen. (See accompanying figure, 5.)

Libellula (Cacergates) unifasciata Oliv. (Figs. 6 and 7) (leucosticta Burm.).

Eight males and three females from Congo. One male from Porto Grande, St.

Vincent. One male from Angola, December 9.

The width of the dark band ou the wings of the male varies; its least width ou

the fore wings is from the level of the second postcubital to that of the ending of the

median sector; its greatest width on the same wiugs is from the level of the nodus

to that of the inner side of the pterostigma.

This species is the type of the genus Cacergates Kirby.

HL
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half of the costal space reaching a little more than hallway to the first antecubital,

and a blackish-brown basal spot bounded anteriorly by the submedian norvnre, ex-

tending outwards to the level of the first antecubital (not

reaching the triangle), and not reaching the anal border.

In the other male the streak and spot arc similarly situ-

ated, and arc reddish-brown, with the veins lighter; the

streak reaches outwards half way between the first and
'' I(; - 1(l

- second antecnliitals. the spot a little farther so as to extend
Genitalia of Libellulaerythrsea ,,-,.. . . ,, , . ,

^. a short distance, into the triangle.

Burmeister describes ( Handb. d. Ent., n, p. 858, No. 60) both male and female of

sanguined from Madras. Ranibur says that he has described only the male [of "sun-

guinea Burm."] from Senegal. Baron tie Selys states

(/. c, p. lxiv) that signata Ramb. (Nevr., p. 117, only th<'

female, locality unknown) is synonymous with sanguined

Burm. If signata Ramb. and sangninea Ramb. are differ-

ent species, as seems probable, sanguinea Ramb. maj be

a variety of edivardsii, or founded on younger specimens

thereof. It should be noted moreover, that edwardsii _ ., ,. .J?/,/, . , ..

Genitalia of Libellula eawarusii
is recorded from Dakar in Senegal (Selys, /. c, p. Ixv). d" Selys.

The lighter colors of sanguined Ramb. approach more nearly those of the female than

of the male of edwardsii.

Two Libelluline nymphs from Congo are included in the collection.

Subfamily Agrionin^:.

Pseudagrion glaucescens Selys.

One male from Porto Grande, St. Vincent.

Pseudagrion torridum ? Selys.

One specimen from Congo, with the abdomen wanting (except the first segment),

may belong to this species.

Pseudagrion species.

One male from Porto Grande, St. Vinceut, but witli the head wanting. Seems to

belong to an undescribed species of Pseudagrion.

ARACHNIDA.
ARANEINA.

By Nathan Ranks.

Family ATTID.-E.

Menemerus margiiiellus, Simon.

One damaged specimen from "Congo."

Hasarius adsonii? And. A- Sav.

Three specimens which probably belong to this common tropical form, from

Ascension Island.

Family LVCOSIDyE.

Lycosa spf

One very much damaged specimen from Ascension Island.
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Lycosa brevipes, uov. sp. Banks.

Length, $ , 10 millimeters. Cephalothorax yellowish brown, with three yellow

stripes; a median, widest behind; and a submarginal one on each side, wider than

the median one and bnt slightly separated from the margin. On each

)\) side of the anterior part of the median stripe is a yellow, elongate spot.

-^J@— Eyes black; mandibles reddish ; palpi and legs yellowish, without mark-

Fic 12. ings; sternum yellow; abdomen gray above, yellow beneath; a narrow
Epigynuni

11()w me(ij au stripe on anterior part of dorsum, bounded by black;
OI IjVCOSII t7 L

brevipes. epigynum reddish ; spinnerets yellow.

Cephalothorax narrow, pars cephalica not very high. Anterior row of eyes

straight, as long as second row, M. E. larger than S. E. Eyes of third row same

size as those of second row and abont twice as far apart; legs short and stout;

sternum broad, rearly round; abdomen oblong oval, widest behind the middle.

Epigynum small. One specimen, " Congo."

Pardosa valida nov. sp. Banks.

Length, 9 , 6 millimeters. Cephalothorax reddish, blackened in eye region and

on margins; mandibles dark, red brown; sternum black ;
palpi and legs yellowish,

with black rings and spots; abdomen dark brown, almost black above, venter

lighter brown, clothed with white hairs; epigynum red brown; spinnerets black.

Cephalothorax broad, sloping suddenly behind dorsal groove. Anterior row of

eyes curved, little shorter than second row, S. E. slightly lower than M. E., equal

in size. Eyes of second and third rows equal in size, the latter as

far from the former as the former are from each other. Legs long,

especially the fourth pair, the tip of the femur of which reaches the

Tig. 13. ,,u(i of the abdomen. Abdomen elliptical, about as long as the
El>i

!osT™ nfla
Par

" cephalothorax. Two specimens, " Congo ;" another, much damaged,

from " Sierra Leone."

ON A NEW GENUS AND SOME NEW SPECIES OF ARANEiE FROM THE

WEST COAST OF AFRICA COLLECTED BY THE IT. S. STEAMER
ENTERPRISE.

By Geo. Marx.

1. Selenocosmia nigroventris, nov. spec. Male. Figs, ia and \h.

Cephalothorax long, 14 millimeters; broad in the middle region, 12 millimeters.

Leg I. Femur, 12 millimeters ;
patella and tibia, 14.2; metatarsus, 8; tarsus,5.8;

total, 40 millimeters.

Leg II. Femur, 11 millimeters; patella and tibia, 12.4; metatarsus, 8; tarsus, 5.5;

total, 36.9 millimeters.

Leg III. Femur, 8.6 millimeters; patella and tibia, 10.6; metatarsus, 8.5; tarsus,

55; total, 33.2 millimeters.

Leg IV. Femur, 11.3 millimeters; patella and tibia, 13.5; metatarsus, 11; tarsus,

5.6; total, 41.4 millimeters.

The whole upper surface of cepkax, abdomen, and legs densely covered with light

mouse-colored pubescence; sternum, maxilhe, labium; femoral joint of palpi and

cox* velvety black; abdomen at the central region also black; at the inner side of

maxilhe a fringe of long, pink-colored hairs.

Anterior ME largest; posterior ME very close to the former and contiguous with

the posterior L. E. ; eye, tubercle, transverse, oval.

One male specimen from the Congo.
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2. Cydrela brunnea, nov. spec. Female. Figs. 2a-d.

Cephalothorax long, 5.5 millimeters; broad, in the middle, 4.3; abdomen long, 6.5

millimeters.

Leg I. Femur, 3.X; patella and til>ia, 4.2; metatarsus, 2.5; tarsus, 2; total, 12.5

millimeters.

Leg II. Femur, 3.4 ;
patella and tibia ;>.7; metatarsus, 2.2; tarsus, 1.6; total, 10.9

millimeters.

Leg III. Femur, 3.3; patella and tibia, 3.6; metatarsus 2.7; tarsus, 1.3; total, 10.9

millimeters.

Leg IV. Femur, 3.8; patella and tibia, 4.5 ; metatarsus,:!;"); tarsus, 2.8; total, 14.6

millimeters.

Palpi femur, 3.1 long, 1.5 thick; patella and tibia, long 2.8, thick 1.3; Tarsus,

long 1.5.

Cephax, tropin, sternum and legs sinning dark reddish brown, the tibia', meta-

tarsi and tarsi a little lighter; abdomen* brown, with some spots, all parts sparsely

covered with yellowish hairs.

Cephalothorax oval, p. cephal. impressed at the sides, attenuated and globulate in

front; high, declining moderately from the center to the trout and the back, but

steeply sloping transversely; median fossa short and very distinct, clypeus high

and somewhat projecting.

The two anterior eyes contiguous, a little smaller than those of the middle row,

which are the largest of all and separated from each other by a space which hardly

equals their diameter; the smaller posterior ME are the same distance apart from

the eyes of the second row as these are from the eyes of the first row; they are sep-

arated from each other by their diameter; the two lateral eyes of the third row stand

farther back than the median eyes, and form a recurved line; clypeus higher than

the space between the eyes of the first and the second rows.

.Mandibles stout, attenuating toward the tip and directed slightly backward.
Maxilla- snbtriangular, much broader than high, surrounding the labium and nearly

meeting each other in front of the latter, drawn out externally for the insertion of

the palpi. Labium oblong ovate and nearly twice as high as it is broad. Sternum
sinuate in front, posteriorly, slightly pointed, with swellings opposite the coxae,

not higher than broad, aud flat. Palpi nearly three times as stout as the legs;

femoral joint clavate at apex, tibial joint at the inner side with a row of short

blunt spines; tarsus terminating into a long strong tooth and armed at the sides

with double rows of similar spines.

Legs slender, hairy, all joints but the femora with numerous short spines on the

superior surface and longer ones beneath, which are particularly numerous at the

distal ends of tibia- and metatarsi.—Congo.

3. Cydrela maculata, nov. spec. Female. Fig. 3a-6.

Cephalothorax long, 4 millimeters; broad in the middle, 2.2; abdomen long, 4

—

broad, 3.

Leg I. Femur, 2; patella and tibia, 3; metatarsus, 1.6; total, 7.8 millimeters.

Leg II. Femur, 1.6; patella and tibia, 2; metatarsus, 1.3; total, f>.7 millimeters.

Leg III. Femur, 1.8; patella and tibia, 2; metatarsus. 1.5; total, 6.3 millimeters.

Leg IV. Femur, 2. 1 ; patella and tibia, 2.4; metatarsus, 2; total, 8 millimeters.

Cephalothorax, mouth parts, sternum, palpi, and legs dark brown; coxa- lighter

colored, abdomen brownish with two round yellowish spots closely together at the

base of the dorsum, and two or three short, transverse, recurved lines of the same

color above the spinnerets ; at the under side the basal region and the spinnerets

ai e light brown.

* The abdomen is sn much shriveled thai it is impossible to determine its form or color.
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Cephax oblong ovate, high, not much narrower in front than in the middle region :

seen from the side the dorsum is highly arched in the longitudinal axis. P. cephal.

not distinctly separated from p. thorax, in front rounded and globulate, median
fossa short and very deep.

Eyes subequal, anterior eyes separated from each other by a space equal to three

times their diameter. Space between the eyes of the second row about equal to

their diameter; these eyes are removed from the anterior by a space equal to the

last mentioned. Posterior eye row strongly recurved, the middle eyes a little far-

ther apart than the eyes of the second row, the posterior lateral eyes removed from

the middle by a distance equal to three times their diameter.

Cephax twice as long as broad. Legs on all joints but the femora with a few

short spines, slender and short. Palpi twice as stout as femur I and armed like

brunnea.

Four specimens from Kilimanjaro, Africa.

Machomenus nov. genus.

Cephalothorax perfectly flat, a little louger than broad, much rounded at the

sides, a little constricted behind the posterior lateral eyes. A distinct and very

prominent transverse ridge between the two eye rows, extending outward, forming

a sharp and prominent point on each side.

Eyes eight, in two transverse rows, the anterior straight row situate at the vertical

frout of the cephalothorax before the ridge, the posterior slightly recurved row
with the two middle eyes ou the flat dorsal surface and the lateral eyes on the pos-

terior angle of the projecting point of the ridge. The anterior lateral eyes the

largest; space between the anterior middle eyes equals about one and one-half of

their diameter, and they are about twice as far removed from the anterior lateral

eyes. The posterior lateral eyes a little larger than posterior middle ; the eyes of

this row are about equidistant.

Mandibles weak, short, directed backward. Maxillae inclined over the labium,

truncate at apex, labium broader than long, subtriaugular, rounded at tip.

Legs : The two anterior pairs much longer and stouter than the two posterior pairs

;

first pair a little longer than second. Tibiae with a few scattered spines at the

inner side, and a double row of prominent spines at the metatarsi of the two ante-

rior pairs; no scopala on the tarsi.

Machomenus albidus nov. sp. Male (undeveloped), Fig. 4a-c.

Cephalothorax whitish, with two longitudinal brownish bands removed from the

lateral borders by a space equaling their width. Mouth parts, sternum, and legs

yellow, mottled with white spots. Abdomen oblong-ovate, with two dark spots in

the first third of its length and a number of transverse lines on the posterior region.

Several undeveloped males and females from Congo.

5. Selenops brownii nov. sp. Female, Fig 5a.

Cephalothorax long, 4.5; broad in the middle, 5.4 ; broad in front. 2.6 millimeters.

Abdomen long, 6.5; broad, 5; first leg, 15.6 millimeters long; secoud leg, 18 milli-

meters; third leg, 17.5 millimeters; fourth leg, 18 millimeters.

Cephalothorax uniformly reddish, testaceous, with brownish narrow lateral borders

;

p. cephal slightly more red; mouth parts of the same color, apex of maxillae and
labium with a paler border; sternum paler. Abdomen olive-yellowish brown, with

three pair of white spots in the middle region and several similar ones at the apical

border, several indistinct transverse dark wavy bands and brown spots ; at the under
side pale grayish-yellow

; legs yellowish at the inner side, with a brownish hue, and
at the tibiae with two dark rings, which are move distinct in the two anterior

pairs than in the two posterior; all eyes surrounded by a black area, which is lees
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distinct at the central eye and mosl prominent in the posterior lateral; these latter

are situated upon a large black tubercle.

The anterior eye row nearly straight, close to the margin of the eh pens; the median

eves about their diameter apart, the smaller lateral oblique. The posterior row re-

curved, the middle eyes a little larger than those of the first row and only apart

from these by a space equaling their radius. The posterior lateral eyes the largest,

situate at the outer side of a large tubercle; the posterior middle eyes are further

apart than they are from the posterior lateral.

Mandibles subgeniculate at the base, directed forward and diverging.

Maxilhe arched, at the basal half concave, surrounding the labium; at the dis-

tal half rounded at both sides to an oval. Labium, about half as long as max-

ilhe ; a little longer than broad, wider at apex than at the base, and rounded at tip.

Sternum oval, slightly longer than broad.

Abdomen truncate in front, with nearly parallel sides and pointed at apex, covered

with short, bristle like hairs.

Legs long and slender, with a sparse, tine pubescence; the tibiae of the two anterior

pair with three pair, the metatarsi with two pair, of very long spines. Several

females from the Congo.

6. Epeira eclipsis nov, sp. Fig. 6u-b.

Cephalothorax long, 5.4 millimeters; broad in the middle, 1.3; broad in front 2

millimeters; abdomen long, 10; broad, 6.5 millimeters; first leg, 20 millimeters long

;

second, 18.5; third, 12; fourth, L'O millimeters.

Cephalothorax pah- yellow, with a dark-brown strip running over the dorsum and

a similar one on each side, not quite at the margin. Abdomen grayish, mottled with

darker and lighter spots at the sides, a scalloped longitudinal band running over the

dorsum, a few brown short stripes near the angles of the scallops. At the under side,

in the central region, a black longitudinal band running from the epigynum to the

spinnerets, bordered by a narrow white stripe which widens into an oval spot at the

middle region, and a similar but smaller spot at the base of the spinnerets. Legs

reddish-yellow, with dark-brown bands and with many short spines. Sternum

blackish-brown, with a narrow yellow longitudinal band. Maxilhe and labium dark

brown, with lighter tips. Cougo.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX.

In. Selenocosmia nigroventris n.sp., eyes.

l/i. Selenocosmia nigroventris, malepalpas.

2a. Cydrela brunnea n. p.,female, enlarged.

2ft. t'ydrela brunnt ". eyes.

L'c. Cydrela brunnea, palpi, trophi, and

sternum.

2d. Cydrela brunnea, epigynun?

3a. Cydrela maculata n.sp., eyes.

3ft. Cydrela maculata, epigynum.

4a. ifackomenm albidua n. sp., male, unde-

veloped, enlarged.

4I>. Machonn nun albidus, face from the

front.

4c. Machomenu8 albidus, face tilted up-

ward.

5a. Selenop8 brownii n. sp., epigynum.

(>n. Epeira eclipsis n. sp.. female enlarged.

6b. Epeira eclipsis, epigynum.
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ON SOME FOSSIL UNIOS AND OTHER FRESH-WATER SHELLS
FROM THE DRIFT AT TORONTO, CANADA: WITH A REVIEW OF
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNIONID-^E OF NORTHEASTERN
NORTH AMERICA.

BY

Chas. T. Simpson,

Aid, Depariiii. at oj Mo/lnsks.

Tin 1 United States National Museum has recently received from

Mr. A. P. Coleman, oi the School of Practical Science of Toronto, ;i

number of fossil (Jnios and other fresh water shells from the drift of

that city, the former ofwhich are highly important in their bearings

on the distribution of certain species of that genus. They were ob-

tained from abed of sand between two glacial beds in a railway cut

on the Belt Line, north of Winchester street, 20 to 25 feet above the

River Don.

Eight species and one variety of [Jnios and six species of other fresh-

water shells were sent, all of which are living at the present day. All

the Unios are characteristic forms of the Mississippi Valley, but of

these only three species have ever Ween reported from Canada.

The material was received in rather had condition; in the case of

the Unios the valves were all more or less broken and somewhat

crumbled, yet I have been able to identity with certainty most of the

specimens.

It may be well before giving a list of these specimens, and stating

the range which they at present occupy, to briefly outline the distri-

bution of the Unionidce of Eastern North America. I shall not go into

details regarding this matter, which I have treated at length in a

paper recently published in the American Naturalist.*

Suffice it to say that at the present time a common assemblage of

the Naiades inhabits the entire Mississippi DrsHnage Area, to the. al-

most absolute exclusion of all other forms. Within this region is

found the most magnificent development of the Unionidae of any pari

of the world. It is an ancient fauna, having descended in a no doubt

unbroken line, and through forms which have in some cases scarcely

changed, from the Cretaceous period. The species and individuals are

exceedingly numerous; they are often very huge and ponderous, orna-

mented with beautiful and odd patterns of color and sculpture. Unione

life seems to have run riot here, and there is only one other area in the

world at all comparable to it in this respect—that of China—which has

no doubt received a part of its stock from the same source as the ter-

ritory in question.

While many species actually found within this area, and others be-

longing with groups having their metropolis here, have spread far out

*On the Relationships and Distribution of the North American Unionidce, with

notes on the West Coast Species. American Naturalist, Vol. xxvn, No. 316, p. 353.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 952.
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into other regions, I know of but a single species belonging elsewhere

that has been found within this basin, a case thai 1 shall refer to later.*

The streams of Texas are almost wholly peopled with these and
closely related forms, which, ill some eases, extend well into Eastern

Mexico, and even Central and Northern South America. To the north-

ward and eastward a number of characteristic Mississippi Unioneshave
extended into the Red River of the North, the Saskatchewan, the

Mackenzie, to the Hudson Bay Territory, Michigan, and Canada. It is

probable that one of these species is even found in the Columbia River,

I'ii'io luteolus, where it is known by the name of U. oregonensis. It will

be therefore seen that the Naiades of this region are vigorous and ag-

gressive.

The waters that drain into the Atlantic are inhabited by a totally

different set of Uniones, which, as a rule, are moderate in size, of rather

frail structure, and not remarkable for color or sculpture. The Appa-

lachian chain acts as an almost total barrier to the mingling of the

forms of the two areas, and, so far as is known, only a very few of these

eastern species extend westward to the headwaters of the St. Lawrence.

The following is a list of shells sent by Mr. Coleman :

Unio phaseolus Hild. Six valves. An abundant, widely distributed

species, whose recorded northern limits are western New York, Che

boygan County, Michigan, near the Mackinaw Straits, and St. Peters,

Minn.

Unio occidens Lea 1

? Part of a right valve. It is found living as far

north as Ottawa, Canada.

Unio pustulosus Lea. Six valves in bad condition, which I believe to

be typical pustulosus. Not reported outside the Mississippi area. It

extends north to St. Peters, Minn., and southern Wisconsin.

Unio pustulosus var. Schoolcrafti Lea. Four valves and the posterior

part of a pair. It occiys north to Grand Rapids, Mich., and Lake Erie.

Unio undulatus Bar. Part of a left valve in bad condition, but un-

doubtedly this species. Mississippi area into Texas, north to Ottawa,

and Red River of the North.

Unio rectus Lam. Right valve of a young specimen. Widely dis-

tributed, extending to Ottawa and the Led River of the North.

* No. S.">!isi of the Isaac Lea collection, now in the National Museum, was sent to

Mr. Lea from the ponds of the Wabash by Dr. Lewis, and labeled l>.\ the latter

•' Unio 8iibro8tratu8 Say." The former changed it to nasutus. No. 85938, same col-

lection, Foote's Pond, Gibson County, Indiana, wae labeled U. nasutus by Lea. I

have carefully examined these shells and unhesitatingly pronounce then) to be U.

subrostratns, a form closely resembling ('. nasutus at times, but always more inflated

and differently shaped in the ventral region. There axe authentic shells of ' • nasutus

from Ohio in J)r. Lea's collection, but they are all from streams thai fall into Lake

Erie. One Unio in the Museum collection (No. 26060), from J. A. Lapham, is labeled

U. radiatus, Pine, northeast boundary of Wisconsin. Tine County is in Minnesota,

near Lake Superior, and is drained l>y Ihe St. Croix River, a tributary of the Missis-

sippi. 1 am inclined to refer this specimen to the very nearly related Unio luteolus,&

common Mississippi Basin species.
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Unio triyonus Lea. Fourteen valves. Its northern limits are west-

ern New York, southern Michigan, and St. Peters, Minn.

Unio solidus Lea. Eleven valves. Not hitherto reported outside the

Mississippi Basin.

Unio clavus Lain? Five valves in bad condition, which, after the

most careful and exhaustive comparison, I refer to this species. It is

confined to-day to the Mississippi area, reaching north into western

New If ork.

Quite a number of specimens of the other fresh-water shells were
received in bad condition. These are Pleurocera elevatum Lea, /'. sub-

ulare Lea, P. pallidum Lea? and an undetermined species ; Valvata

sincera Say, remarkably depressed, and Sphcerium striatinum Lam.
All of these are now found living in Canada, except the first mentioned
species, which is, I believe, confined to the Mississippi area.

The theory founded by Agassiz and elaborated by Dawson, Upham,
Gilbert, Tyrrell, and others, that during the glacial period the arcluean

region of Canada was elevated from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above its

present level, and that it was covered with an ice mantle from .'3,000

to 6,000 feet thick, a mantle which in the eastern j)art of the United
States extended down to latitude 38° or 40° ; that in the Champlain
period which followed there was a subsidence over this area, during
which great lakes were formed by the melting ice, whose northern

shores were the yet remaining wall of ice, and whose southern borders

were the land that sloped northward; and that they drained into the

Mississippi system, is most strongly confirmed by the evidence of these

fossil Unios, and by every fact of the distribution of the Naiades in this

general region to day. It is believed that the entire system of the

present Great Lakes was united, and that at one time it covered a con-

siderable part of lower Michigan, and extended well into Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois. What has since become the lied River of the North, which
at that time was an arm ofthe great lake Agassiz, no doubt had its outlet

into the Upper Mississippi from the small Bois des Sioux River, which
rises in Lake Traverse, and from this connected with Big Stone Lake,

near by, the head of the Minnesota River.* The waters of the St. Law-
rence, dammed with ice, could only escape into the Mississippi system.

It is quite probable that if the species of Naiades which now are found
on the Atlantic slope inhabited any considerable part of the upper St.

Lawrence and northern drainage systems previous to the glacial

period, the great cap of ice grinding over the country, together with the

rigorous climate, nearly or quite exterminated them in this area. As
evidence in this direction, the case of Margaritana margaritifera may
be cited. It is an oriental species, having its metropolis in northern
Europe and Asia, which has crossed over into North America in all

*Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada, new series, Vol. VI, l<SKK-'s9,

p. 5. E.

Proc. N. M. 93 38
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probability by a now submerged landway, and to-day is found in "British

Columbia, Washington, Oregon, northern California, and in the upper

waters of the Missouri. It is again met with in eastern Canada, New
England, Pennsylvania, and New York, but has not been reported from

any of the intervening territory. The suggestion made several years

ago by Prof. A. G. Wetherby* that it had been destroyed in this region

by glacial action seems the most reasonable, and it is possible that at

the eastern side of the continent it might have survived in the area not

covered by the ice cap or that it may have been driven to the south-

ward before it. This is the only naiad now found living within the

Mississippi drainage area that may said to belong to the Atlantic sys-

tem, and it is undoubtedly an immigrant. It probably entered the

Missouri through streams which connected that river with the North-

western lake system.

Unio radiatus, a characteristic Atlantic drainage form, has been

reported from Lake Winnipeg and the Nelson River, t but it ap-

proaches so near to Unio luteolus, a common Mississippi shell, that the

identification may be considered somewhat doubtful. Unio complu-

natus, another characteristic Atlantic area species, has, ou the excellent

authority of Mr. Bryant Walker, been found in the southern peninsula

of Michigan, and Unio nasutus, a third abundant and widespread east-

ern form, is frequently met with in that state, and in streams in

northern Ohio that drain into Lake Erie. But the Eed River of the

North, so far as is known, is peopled wholly with Mississippi Valley

Naiades, and some of them extend to the Mackenzie River.

At the time during the Champlain period when the waters of the

northern lake region overflowed into the Mississippi Basin, many of

the hardier, more vigorous, and characteristic species of the latter ter-

ritory migrated northward and established themselves; most of them

remain in the streams that now drain northward and northeast-

ward, but a few have possibly retreated, while others, including three

of those received from Toronto, are to-day in all probability confined

to the Mississippi Valley. The lower peninsula ofM ichiganis almost ex-

clusively inhabited by these forms, as well as the Great Lakes, and they

extend well down the St. Lawrence and north and east into Canada.

To briefly recapitulate, then, the Unio fauna of the Mississippi Val-

ley is remarkably distinct, being nearly related only to a part of that

of Qortheastern Asia. It is an old fauna, dating back through an

almost unbroken series of species to the Laramie group of the Cret

a

ceous, and it is remarkably developed in large, vigorous species and

numerous individuals. That these forms are dominant is proven by

the fact that they so exclusively occupy this vast area, and that they

have spread so widely into other regions, through a great variety of

climate and conditions.

*J1. ('in. Sue. Nat. Hist. July. L881, p. 7.

t Laud and fresh-water shells of Manitoba. Roberl Christy.
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The Unionidce of the Atlantic slope are far less vigorous and aggres-

sive, and evidently arc not fitted to take possession of wide and diver-

sified areas. If they occupied any considerable part of* the great

British American plain before the drift period, it is not at all improb-

able that they were well-nigh exterminated by the onward movement
of the great cap of ice, which relentlessly ground its way from north

to south over the face of the country. At the close of the ice age,

when this great glacial sheet began to melt away at its southern bor-

der, the wajter of this great region, which sloped to the northward and
eastward, dammed up by the great ice wall in that direction, was
forced over into the Mississippi through various outlets, and the

Unionids of the latter territory, finding an easy entrance into a region

almost or quite destitute of other forms, rapidly worked in and became
the dominant fauna when the great wall had melted away and the

streams resumed their normal courses.

The absence of the Atlantic species to day throughout a large part

of the upper St. Lawrence region may perhaps be accounted for by
supposing that they have never been able to cope with and dispossess

their more persitent relatives from the Mississippi Valley, though the

evidence afforded by the fossils described in this paper would go to

show that, to a certain extent, some of* them, at least, had retreated.

Mr. Dall has called my attention to the important bearing which

these fossils may have (if the geological facts stated be fully confirmed

by further exploration) upon the theory of a mild interglacial period,

preceded and followed by an advance of the ice. If the ice receded to

the vicinity of Toronto, allowing these Mississippi species to attain to

that region, the fact that they did not establish themselves there

would be easily accounted for by the subsequent advance of the ice

and the destruction of the colony. The final melting and disappear-

ance of the ice cap, being complicated by changes in the direction of

the drainage, might not afford a second opportunity for the immigra-

tion of the species in question.





DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW BIRDS COLLECTED ON THE
ISLANDS OF ALDABRA AND ASSUMPTION, NORTHWEST OF
MADAGASCAR, BY Dr. W. L. ABBOTT.

BY

Robert Ridgway.

Curator of the Department of Bints.

1. Ixocincla madagascariensis rostrata subsp. nov.

Subsp. Char.—Similar to true I. madagascariensis, but larger, the

bill especially, aud coloration paler.

Hab.—Aldabra and Gloriosa islands.

Type, No. 128,658, male ad., Aldabra Island, October 2, 1892; Dr.

W. L. Abbott. Length (before skinning), 9f inches; wing, 4.50; tail,

4.00; exposed culmen, 0.82; depth of bill through nostril, 0.28; tarsus,

0.86; middle toe, 0.65. "Bill orange-red, tip black; feet iieshy brown."

(Abbott, MS.)

2. Buchanga aldabrana sp. nov.

Sp. Char.—Differing from B. atrava. larger and more strongly hooked
bill, much longer nasal plumes (reaching halfway from nostrils to tip

of bill), much narrower rectrices, and in the very pale coloration of the

female.

Adult male (type, No. 128,719, U. S. Nat. Mus., Aldabra Island, Oc-

tober 8,1892; Dr. W. L. Abbott): Entirely black, glossed with green-

ish blue, the remiges and rectrices much duller, more brownish, and
very faintly glossed. "Irides red, bill and feet black." Length (be-

fore skinning), 11.25; wing, 5.30; tail, 5.55; middle feathers, 4.20; cul-

men (from extreme base), 1.15; depth of bill through nostril, 0.38;

tarsus, 0.92; middle toe, 0.60.

Adult female (No. 128,722, same locality and collector, October 2, 1892)

:

Above dull slate gray, the margins of the feathers on forehead and hind
neck and lower part of rump approaching grayish white; wing-coverts

dull greenish slate indistinctly edged with dull brownish white; remi-

ses and rectrices dull grayish brown, edged with paler. Under parts
grayish white, the feathers of the breast, belly, etc., dusky grayish be.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 95:t.

[Advance sheets of this paper were published August 111. 1803.]
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Death Hie sni'iiicc; under wing-coverts almost wholly pure white. Bill,

legs, and feel black; "irid.es reddish brown." Length (before skin-

ning), 9.75; wing, 4.80; tail, 4.80; middle feathers, 4.08; culnien (tocon-

cealed base), 1.12; depth of bill through nostril, 0.38; tarsus, 0.90; mid-

dle toe, 0.60.

Immature males are variously intermediate in color between the

adult male and adult female.

The collection contains three adult males, two immature males, and

one adult female, representing- dates from October 2-19, inclusive.

3. Foudia aldabrana sp. nov.

Sp. Char.—Similar to F. madagascariensis (Linn.), but very much
larger.

Adult untie (type, No. 128,692, TJ. S. Nat.Mus., Aldabra Island, Octo-

ber 5, 1891'; Dr. W. L. Abbott): Head, neck, chest, and upper breast

bright scarlet (flame scarlet on under parts); rest of under parts rather

light chrome-yellow, tinged with orange on abdomen and with scarlet

on the crissum. Lores and orbits black. Back and scapulars light

yellowish olive broadly streaked with black ; rump plain light tawny

olive-brown; upper tail-coverts flame-scarlet. Wings dull blackish,

all the feathers margined with light olive or olive-yellowish; tail olive-

grayish, the feathers edged with yellowish olive. "Bill black; irides

dark brown; feet brownish flesh." Length (before skinning), 6.50

inches; wing, 3.30; tail, 2.10; culmen, 0.75; depth of bill at base, 0.50;

tarsus, O.Dli; middle toe, 0.65.

Adultfemale (No. 128,690, same locality and collector, October 3):

Pileum and hind neck deep olive buff, narrowly and rather indistinctly

streaked with dusky; superciliary stripe, cheeks, and sides of neck,

light brownish yellow; a post-ocular streak of dusky; anterior under

pints pale Naples-yellow (palest on throat), the posterior lower parts

deeper yellow. Otherwise like the adult male, but without trace of

red anywhere. "Upper mandible horny brown, lower mandible pale

horny; feet flesh color." Length (before skinning), 5.50; wing, 3.05;

tail, 2.10; culmen, 0.70; depth of bill at base, 0.50; tarsus, 0.85; mid-

dle toe, 0.60.

Two other adult males .show a mixture of red on the back, and

one of them has the lower rum p, as well as the upper tail coverts, red.

It is therefore probable that in full plumage this species lias the red

as extensive as in F. madagascariensis.

A young male is like the female described above, but is somewhat

brighter yellow beneath.

4. Rougetius aldabranus sp. nov.

Sp. Char.—Similar to R. gularis, of Assumption, but without trace

of dusky streaks on dorsal region, and with white bars on belly and

flanks much less distinct (sometimes almost wanting).
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Type, No. 128,835, U. S. Nat. Mus., Aldabra Island, October 10,

1892; Dr. W. L. Abbott. Length (before skinning), 12.50 inches,

"irides chestnut-brown; feet blackish brown; bill black, base pink."

Eight adults from Aldabra compared with four from Assumption
Island agree in the above-mentioned characters. In the type, there is

scarcely a trace of white bars on the abdomen, while those on the

flanks and thighs are nearly obsolete. Other specimens, however,

have these markings well developed, though never so broad and distinct

as in R. gularis, while in none of them is there even a trace of the

blackish streaks on the back, which are very conspicuous in all the

birds from Assumption.

m 5. Ibis abbotti sp. now

Sp. Char.—Similar to I. bernieri, as distinguished from I. cethiopica

but lower neck naked and minutely papillose; remiges without dark-

colored tips (blackish gray in I. bernieri, dark metallic green in I. cethi-

oplca) ; decomposed tertials greenish blue on outer, grayish green on in-

ner, webs and iris light blue instead of white.

Hab.—Aldabra Island.

Type, No. 128,812, female ad., Aldabra Island, October 8, 1892; Dr.

W.L.Abbott.
6. Sula abbotti sp. nov.

Sp. Char.—Most like 8. cyanops, but bill much more robust, and color-

ation different, the prevailing color of the wings and tail deep black in-

stead of grayish brown, the wing-feathers (both remiges and coverts)

with inner webs and bases largely and abruptly pure white, and the

upper tail-coverts and flanks marked with guttate or wedge-shaped spots

of black.

Adult male (type, No. 128,761, Assumption Island, Indian Ocean, Sep.

tember 18, 1892 ; Dr. W. L. Abbott) : Head, neck, back, rump, upper tail-

coverts, and entire under parts pure white; scapulars and wing-coverts

pure white basally, grayish black terminally, the former mostly con-

cealed, but frequently exposed as angular spots, or streaks, particularly

on the lesser and middle wing-coverts; greater coverts with inner webs
pure white, except at tip ; remiges and primary-coverts black superfi-

cially, but inner webs of secondaries chiefly (those of innermost feathers

wholly) pure white, and those of the primaries also largely pure white,

this color reaching to the shaft on the basal portion of the first quill,

which also has the outer web white, and the shaft yellowish white, at

base; on the innermost primary the white forms a broad edging which
extends nearly to the tip, gradually running out to the edge, but at the

base occupying the entire width of the web. Tail deep black, the feath-

ers (except middle pair) sharply tipped with pure white, and broadly
edged with the same at the base. Each of the upper tail-coverts has a
large wedge-shaped median spot of black, and many of the feathers of
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the flanks are similarly marked. "Iris dark brown; feel leaden gray,

lower parts of webs black; tip of bill [for about 1 inch] black; [rest of
]

bill fleshy white; orbital skin black; gular pouch light green.'
1

(Ab-

bott. MS.)

Total length (skin, about 28 inches; wing, 18; tail, 8.40, outer feath-

ers 3.20 shorter; ctibnen, 4.40; depth of bill at base (in front of lores),

1.65, width at same point, 1.22; tarsus, 2.00; middle toe, 3.50.

This tine species is a little larger than 8. cyanops, and of similar gen-

eral appearance, but differs very much both inform and coloration. The

bill is much heavier than in that species, for while but little longer it is

altogether deeper and broader through the base. The serrations of the

tomia are also much coarser. The tarsus is decidedly shorter but the

toes inuch longer than in 8. cyanops, and the covering of both legs and

feet is far rougher than in that or any other species of the genus. As
to coloration, the most conspicuous features are the sharply defined

wedged-shaped black markings, on a pure white ground, on the upper

tail coverts and flanks, the extensively white inner webs of the remiges,

and the positively black, instead of brown, general color of wings and

tail. Wherever the white and black come into juxtaposition there is

always a bold line of junction, and in no case a gradual shading to-

gether of the two colors.

7. Turtur saturatus sp. nov.

Sp. Char.—Similar to TaldabranuSj but much darker; the whole back

rich purplish chocolate, the head, neck, and chest similar but slightly

paler; light-colored tips of rectrices more restricted and more tinged

with gray (wholly gray in adult female); adult male with sides of neck

distinctly glossed with green.

HAB.—Amirante group (He Poivre; lie Alphonse ''.).

Type, No. 128,725, male ad., He Poirve, August 22, 1892; Dr. \V. L.

Abbott.



NOTES ON A SMALL COLLECTION OF MAMMALS FROM THE TANA
RIVER, EAST AFRICA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY

Frederick W. True,

Curator of the Department of Mammals.

Mr. William Astor Chauler and Lieut, von Hohnel have recently

sent to the Museum, among other East African collections, a small

number of mammals. These were collected on the Tana River, be-

tween the coast and Hameye, a point about 300 miles from its mouth.

Included among them is a new species of dormouse, Eliomys, which

I propose to name Eliomys parvus. Its characters are as follows

:

Eliomys parvus sp. nov.

Size small. Ears short, rounded, sparsely clothed with short, brown-

ish hairs ; the skin of the margin dusky.

Color above buff, tinged with brown. The hairs of the back are

blackish in the basal half, then ringed with buff and tipped with

brown. Muzzle lighter than the head, the short hairs being mostly

without dark tips. A dusky line extends from the nostrils to the eyes,

and a ring of dark color surrounds the latter. Cheeks (to the base of

the ears), lips, chin, and throat clothed with hairs which are white to

the base. The remainder of the under surfaces yellowish white, the

hairs gray in the lower half. Feet white. Tail pale reddish choco-

late-brown, washed with white, especially on the under side. Hairs of

the tail short at its base, growing gradually longer distally, and attain-

ing a length of 19mm at the tip. The hairs are equally long on the

median line and the sides of the tail, and hence there is no trace of a

distichous arrangement.

Dimensions of body in millimeters'
Cat, No.
il88S9

Length of head and body 80.

Length of tail vertebrae 69.

Length of terminal hairs of tail 19.

Length of hind foot, with claw 13. 5

Height of ear from base of outer margin 9.

Dimensions of skull in millimeters.
Cat. No.
M83S9

Basi-cranial length (anterior margin of foramen magnum to

posterior base of incisors) 18.

End of palate to posterior base of incisors 7. 3

Length of nasals 8.0

Greatest zygomatic breadth 13.

Upper premolar to posterior base of incisors 5.

Length of upper molar series 2.

8

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XV I—No. 954.
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Tins diminutive species closely resembles E. Jcelleni Reuvens, but

appears to be slightly larger, with proportionately shorter tail. The
ears are decidedly shorter. Iu E. Jcelleni all the hairs of the under

surfaces are gray at the base, while iu E. parvus those of the cheeks,

chin, and neck are white throughout. The ears have a dark margin iu

the latter species, but in E. Jcelleni the hairs of the margin are white.

The end of the tail is mostly white in E. Jcelleni^ but not in E. parvus.

The type specimen of E. parvus, No. 21005, herein described, is a

female. It was received iu alcohol'and afterwards made up as a dry

skin. It was not accompanied by a label indicating the exact point

on the Tana River where it was obtained.

The collection also contains two species of bats, belonging to the

genera Vesperugo and Nycteris.

Vesperugo (Vesperus) rendalli Thomas.

There is a- single specimen of this species, which was described by
Mr. Thomas in 1889, from Bathurst, on the river Gambia.* It is a

female of smaller size than the typical male specimen. Its dimensions

are as follows, in millimeters:

Cat. Xo.
21007?

Head and body 41.

5

Tail 33.5

Forearm 31.5

Head 15.

Muzzle to eye 5.

8

Ear, from base of outer margin to tip 12.

Thumb, with claw 1. 5

Lower leg 11.

5

Nycteris hispida (Schreber).

Five specimens of this bat were collected, which differ in no way
from those originally described. There are three males and two females.

Of mice, the collection contains but one species, which is allied to

Mus musculus. and appears to be uudescribed. Its characters are as

follows

:

Mus tana sp. nov.

Size larger than Mus musculus. Tail about one-fifth longer thau the

head and body, terete, scaly; with sparse hairs, which do not conceal

the scales. Ears thin and rounded, rather sparsely clothed with short,

Stiff hairs. These are white on the margin of the ears and brown else-

where.

General color brownish-gray above, hoary below; feet white. Fur
soft, without spines.

Hairs of the hack of two kinds, namely, long hairs, gray at the base

and black distally, and shorter hairs, gray al the base, with a snb-

Aiiu. and Ma^. X. II.. 6th ser., in, p. 3H2.
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terminal ring of buff and a black tip. Both black and burl' become

gradually less conspicuous on the sides and fade into the white of the

belly. Hairs of the belly gray at the base and white at the tip; on

the throat they are entirely white. Fore and hind feet entirely white,

the hairs longer than is usual in this group ; those at the extremity of

the toes extending beyond the claws, but not concealing them. Claws

white. Soles naked, purplish-brown (in alcohol), including the tuber-

cles, which are pitted and not striated. Scales of the tail, both above

and below, dark brown ; the hairs of the upper side dark brown, of the

under side white.

Skull exactly comparable to that of Mus musculus, except iu size.

Teeth similar, but the anterior tubercles of the first lower molar when
worn form a quatrefoil instead of a trefoil. Posterior lower molar

triangular, the apex directly backward.

Dimensions of the body in millimeters.*

Cat. Xo

Length of head and body 77.

Length of tail vertebra? 93.

Length of car from lower margin of orifice to tip 16.

5

Length of hind foot, with claw 23.

Dimensions of the skull in millimeters.
Cat. No.

Basi-cranial length, from foramen magnum to posterior base ot

incisors 21. 5

End of palate to posterior base of incisors 12.0

Length of upper molars 4.6

Length of nasals 11.0

Greatest zygomatic breadth 14.0

Length of lower molars 4.4

The type specimen, No. 21004, female, was received in alcohol. After

being measured, it was made up as a dry skin. The exact locality on

the Tana Eiver in which it was obtained was not indicated.

Accompanying Mr. Chanter's collection was an immature specimen

of UTannomySj apparently X. minimus, collected at Wange on Manda
Island, north of Lama, by Mr. Gustav Benkhardt.

* From the alcoholic specimen before skinning





REMARKS ON THE AVIAN GENUS MY1ARCHUS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO M. YUCATANENSIS LAWRENCE,

BY

Robert Ridgway,

Curator of the Department of Birds.

The discrimination and identification of tbe species and geographical

races of the genus Myiarchus is one of the most difficult tasks with

which the student of Neotropical ornithology has to deal, the style of their

coloration being remarkably uniform, the species numerous, and their

geographical variations perplexing. Some forms once considered specif-

ically distinct, and indeed very different from one another when speci-

mens from distant areas are compared, are connected by intermediate

specimens where their respective ranges come together; in some cases

(as for example that of M. cinerascens and M. nuttingi) it is not at all

improbable that hybridism plays a part and thus complicates the

problem; but in others (e. g., M. mexicanus and M. magister) the inter-

gradatiou is on too extensive a scale to warrant serious consideration

of hybridism as the probable cause.

Most writers are agreed as to the limits of the genus, the only species

involved in a difference of opinion regarding this point being the

M. barbirostris (Sw.), of Jamaica, which some of the best authorities

have referred to the Autillean genus Blacicus, though I fail to dis-

cover wherein it differs structurally or otherwise (except specifically)

from the flat-billed Myiarchi (M. lawrendi and allies). Doubt has been

expressed by Messrs. Salvin and Godman (Biologia Centrali-Ameri-

cana, Aves, II, pt. 12, March, 1889, p. 96) as to the propriety of referring

M. flammulatus Lawe. to the -genus Myiarchus, and in this doubt I

share so strongly that I have no hesitation in formally separating it.

(See p. 60G.) Another species also seems to me to require separation

on account of its very long tarsi. This is the M. magnirostris (Gray),

of the Galapagos archipelago, a species which otherwise resembles the

smaller flat-billed species, though differing in having the bill much
narrower and less contracted at the tip. These two eliminations,

together with that of the flat-billed group typified by M. tuberculifer

and including M. lawrendi and allies, make four well-defined groups

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVT—No. '.tf>5.
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included within the genus Myiarchus, as generally understood, the

child' structural characters of which may be tabulated as follows:

a '. Bill nearly cylindrical, its depth a1 gonydeal angle nearly eqaal to its width at

thesame place Myiarchus.
a'. Bill depressed, its depth at gonydeal angle decidedly less than its width at the

same place.

b l
. Nostrils distinctly lateral; width of bill at frontal feathers much less than

Length of gonys.

c 1 Tarsus much shorter than length of bill from rictus; lateral outlines of hill

contracted at tip Oxyciioi'TEIus.

o 2
. Tarsus as long as bill from rictus; lateral outlines of bill not contracted at.

tip F. RIBATES.

b'-. Nostrils superior; width of bill at frontal feathers equal to length of gonys.

(Tarsus much shorter than length of hill to rictus.) Deltarhyxchus.

The synonymy of these generic or subgeneric groups is as follows:

1. Myiarchus Cabanis.

Myiarchus Cab., in Tschndi, Faun. Per., Aves. 1845, 152. Type, Muscicapa ferox (iM.

Kaupornis Bonap., Ann. Sc. Nat., ser. iv, ZooL, i. 1854, 133. Type, Myiobius stolidvs

Gosse.

Myionax Cab. and Heine, Mus. Hein., n, 1859, 73. Type, Muscicapa crinita Lixx.

"Despotina Kaup, 1851," Gray, Hand-1. i. 1871, 363. Type, Muscicapa ferox Gm.

This section includes, besides the type (M. ferox), M. crinitus (Linn.),

M. mexicanus (Kaup), M. cinerascens Lawr., .1/. yucatanensis Lawr., M.

tyrannulus (Mull.), M. phceocephalus Scl., and all the West Indian

species except M. barbirostris (Sw.), together with, as a matter of course,

their various geographical races or subspecies.

2. Onychopterus Reichenbach.

Onychopterus Reich., Av. Syst. Nat., 1850, t. lw. Type, Tyrannua tuberculifer !>'< )rb.

and Lafr. (= Myiarchus atriceps Cab.?).

This includes, besides the type, M. lawrencii (G-ir.) and M. barbirostris

(Sw.), together with the various geographical races of and species

allied to the former species.

3. Eribates Ridgway.

Eribates Ridgw., MS. Type, Myiobius magnirostris Gray.

4. Deltarhynchus Ridgway.

Deltarhynchus Ridgw., Ms. Type, Myiarchus flammulatus Lawr.

Species which I have not examined, and therefore can not assign to

their proper sections, are the following: .1/. cephalotes Tacz., .1/. pelzelni

Berl., M. phceonotus Salv. & Godm., M. <tpic<tlis Sid. & Salv., M. tricolor

l'elz., M. semirufus Scl., and M. inquietus Salv. & Godm.

Myiarchus yucatanensis Lawr.

Although described by Mr. Lawrence in L87] (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

Philad., L871, p. 235), Myiarchus yucatanensis remained little known

until 1887, when the present writer gave it definite characters in his
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"Manual of North American Birds" (p. 334), based largely on a perfect
specimen obtained in northern Yucatan by Mr. G. F. Gaumer; the
extremely worn plumage of the type and the other specimen obtained
with it by Dr. Schott having precluded a clear perception of the spe-
cific characters. The following year Dr. Sclater also recognized it as a
distinct species and gave it (Cat. B. Brit. Mus., xiv, 1888, p. 260) a clear
diagnosis, based on additional specimens collected by Mr. Gaumer.
He also admitted its relationship to M. stolidus (Gosse), first indicated
in the key of my "Manual," stating that it "clearly belongs to the
Antillean group of M. stolidus, with broad rufous margins to the inner
webs of the rectrices."

The next year Messrs Salvin and Godman {Bioloqia Centrali-Ameri-
cana, Aves, n, pt. 11, March, 1889, p. 03) also recognized it as a species,
but assigned it to the group of M. lawrencii, and qualified their opin.
ion of its validity by the statement that they could "see very little dif-
ference between these Yucatan birds [M. yucatanensis Lawr.] and the
form of M. lawrencii found in eastern Mexico, from Vera Cruz north-
wards," though admitting that " compared with M. lawrencii from more
southern localities, including Yucatan itself,* the amount of red in the
tail of M. yucatanensis becomes a more conspicuous cli.iraeter, and the
difference between the two is more obvious."
More recently, Mr. J. A. Allen seems to be suspicious of its specific

distinctness, and says (Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist iv, No. 1, Art. xvii
Dec. 29, 1892, p. 345) that " the two original specimens * * » * are
both in very worn plumage, and were these the only specimens known
I should not hesitate to refer them to M. lawrencii" He further says
that " while the types bear a strong resemblance in coloration to worn
specimens of M. tyrannulus [a South American species not referred to
in my "Manual"] in which the amount of rufous in the tail is below
the normal, this is evidently not the species to which they bear the
closest affinity."

These somewhat conflicting views have induced me to reexamine the
subject, although the number of specimens of M. yucatanensis accessible
to me has not increased since the "Manual" was written, except that
the type, not then examined, has been borrowed for the purpose from
the American Museum of Natural History. This reexamination and
comparison of specimens fully confirms my reference of the species to
the typical section of the genus, as indicated in the "Manual" and
indorsed by Dr. Sclater in the British Museum catalogue, the form of
the bill in M. yucatanensis being Very different from that of M. law-
rencii.

For comparison with the three specimens of M. yucatanensis I have
selected all the National Museum specimens of the M. lawrencii type
from Yucatan (M. I olivascens, nobis, four in number) and five examples

* These Yucatan birds are M. lawrencii olivascens, nobis, those from Vera Cruz
northward being true M. lawrencii.
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of true M. laicrencii representing localities " fromVera Cruz north-

wards," and including Giraud's type, said to have beeu obtained in

Texas. That the differences between them are really very consider-

able, the following tabulated statement of their characters will show:

a1
. Bill approximately cylindrical (»'. e. as in typical Myiarchus).

1. M. yucatanensin. Wing, not less than 3.35 (average, 3.38) ; tail, not less than 3.32

(average, 3.34); tarsus, 0.85; middle toe, 0.48; inner webs of second to fifth

rectrices with inner half rufous; top of head distinctly more reddish brown
than back.*

a*. Bill distinctly depressed (/. c, as in type-species of the subgenus Onychopterus),

2. M. olivascena. Wing, not more than 3.10 (average 2.97); tail, not more tlian

3.05 (average 2.87); tarsus, not more than 0.76 (average 0.74) ; middle toe,

not more than 0.42 (average 0.39^); inner webs of second to fifth rectrices

without any rufous in adult (a narrow edging only in young) ; top of head

same color as back.

3. M. lawrencii. Wing, 3.22-3.35 (average 3.30) ; tail, 3.05-3.28 (average 3.15); tar-

sus, 0.75-0.80 (average 0.78); middle toe, 0.40-0.42 (average 0.41) ; inner

webs of second to fifth rectrices merely edged with rufous; top of head dis-

tinctly darker (not more reddish) tlian hack. (Colors throughout much
darker than in M. yucatanensis, the upper surface of the tail more strongly

washed with rusty, and wing-coverts edged with brown or rusty instead of

light grayish.

*This character is of course obvious or conspicuous only in fresh plumage speci-

mens.



ON A SMALL COLLECTION OF BIRDS FROM COSTA RICA.

BY

Robert Ridgway,
Curator of the Department of Birds.

The specimens referred to in the following notes were kindly sub-

mitted by the authorities of the Costa Rica National Museum, through

Mr. George K. Cherrie, the ornithologist of that establishment.

1. Rhodinocichla rosea (Less.).

An adult female from Buenos Aires (No. 3060, Museo Nacional de

Costa Rica, March 13, 1892, George K. Cherrie), is similar to 53900, U. 8.

National Museum, from Panama (J. McLeannan); but owingto its fresher

condition the colors are rather purer, particularly the dark slate-color

of the upper parts, which becomes browner with age. Its measure-

ments are as follows: Length (skin). 0.00; wing, 3.130; tail, 3.15; ex-

posed culmen, 0.79; tarsus, 1.07; middle toe, 0.72.

2. Microcerculus luscinia Salv.

An adult female from Burica, Costa Rica (No. 2593, Museo Nacional

de Costa Rica, December 15, 1891, George K. Cherrie), is similar to No.

53901, U. S. National Museum, from Panama (J. McLeannan), but dif-

fers in the following particulars: There are no dusky terminal mar-

gins to the feathers of the upper surface; the innermost greater wing-

coverts, on the other hand, have indistinct blackish tips; the general

color of the wings, particularly the remiges, is appreciably darker;

the middle portion of the lower breast and belly is much paler, inclin-

ing to dull brownish white, slightly tinged with rusty, each feather

showing a central irregular (usually V-shaped) mark of dark grayish;

the sides are more strongly tinged with raw-umber or tawny-olive.

Length (skin ), 4.00; wing, 2.15; tail, 0.87; exposed culmen, 0.00; tar-

sus, 0.87 ; middle toe, 0.00.

Some of the differences of coloration, as for example the darker hue
of the wings and tail, and the stronger rusty tinge on sides, are doubt-

less due to the fresher condition of the plumage.

3. Buthraupis caeruleigularis Cherrie, sp. nov.

Sp. char.—Similar to B. arccei Scl. and Salv., but larger, sides and

flanks extensively and uniformly bluish dusky, and chin and throat

dull indigo-blue, scarcely darker than top of head.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI— No. 956
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Adult male (type, No. 128840, U. S. Nat. Mus.,* Buena Vista, Costa

Rica, August 4,1892; Castro y Fernandez): Bead (all round), hind

neck, sides of neck, entire upper parts, sides, and Hanks, uniform dull

indigo-blne, the larger wing-coverts, remiges, and recti ices, however,

dull black except on edges; chest and breast (except laterally), belly,

anal region, and under tail coverts bright yellow, changing gradually

from rich Indian-yellow on the chest to lemon-yellow on the under tail-

coverts; axillars canary-yellow; under wing-coverts mixed primrose-

yellow and white; inner webs of remiges dull brownish gray, paler on

edges, these becoming whitish toward base of quills; thighs uniform

dusky indigo blue. Bill entirely black; legs dusky horn-color; feet

dull blackish. Length (skin), about 5.60 (tail imperfect) ; wing, 3.42;

exposed culmen, 0.60; depth of bill at base, 0.35; tarsus, 0.85; middle

toe. 0.60.

Mr. Cherrie sent an excellent description of this bird, but it has

unfortunately been mislaid and I have therefore been obliged to \>re-

pare a new one.

Although apparently very different from />'. arccei Scl. and Salv. in

the extensively and uniformly dusky sides and flanks, it is so closely

similar in other features of coloration that I strongly suspect it may
only represent an extreme variation of that species. At any rate, addi-

tional specimens will be necessary to establish its validity.

4. Tachyphonus rubrifrons Lavrr.

Although Dr. Sclater considers this.to be the female of T. xanthopy-

</ii<s, two of the three specimens now before me are marked as males

by their collectors (J. Carmiol and X. Oarranza).

The pair collected by Seiior Carranza (Nos. 7168 and 71(19, Museo
Nacional de Costa Rica, Reventazon, Costa Rica, February 24, 1892), are

almost exactly alike, and both very similar to No. 47454, U. S. National

Museum, collected at Angostura, Costa Rica, January 8, 1867, by J.

Carmiol. The two males differ from the female in the much stronger

yellow tinge to the under tail-coverts, some of the middle feathers

being, in fact, almost pure yellow, but no other difference of coloration

is observable. The Carranza male differs from the Carmiol specimen

in having the chin and throat purer gray, and the chest strongly tinged

with yellowish olive.

If really referable to '/. xanthopygius, the plumage represented by
T. rubrifrons must, therefore, be that of the young male as well as the

female.

According to the collector, the iris is reddish and the bill and feet

black in both sexes.

No. 82S7. Mnst'ii Narioiial do Costa Rica.
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Measurements of the three specimens, together with a male of T.

xanthopygius, are as follows:

TACHYrUOXl'S XAXTHOPYOHS S(i.

Mu-
seum
No.
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some specimens showing afaint transverse freckling of a paler tint on

the belly and other posterior portions.

Two immature females in the same collection differ from an adult

(possibly a young male) in the collection of the U. S. National Museum
from Greytown, Nicaragua (No. 40448, June 14, 1865, 11. E. Holland),

in the darker and richer color of the upper parts, the back being olive-

brown in contrast with the olivecolor of head and neck; wing mark-

ings rather deeper, especially the edges of secondaries: under parts

considerably more richly colored, the prevailing hue being yellowish

olive, clearing to olive-yellow on abdomen, under tail-coverts, etc., these

parts in one specimen (No. 3465, Jimenez, August 12, L889, A. Alfaro)

being almost canary yellow,* while the yellow covers nearly the whole

anterior portion of the under surface.

7. Platypsaris aglaiae obscurus Ridgw. (Proc. 1. S. Nat. Mas.. xiv. 1891, p. 474.)

An adult male (No. 5409, Museo National de Costa Rica), obtained

at the same time and place with the type of P. a. obscurus, is similar in

color to the type on upper parts, but is paler beneath, especially on

the throat, where there is not the slightest indication of the dusky

spotting, so conspicuous a feature in the type. In fact, the whole

throat, especially its lower portion, is considerably paler than any other

part of the lower surface, except under tail-coverts and anal region,

the color being a pale, slightly brownish, gray. The average hue of the

under parts is very nearly the same as in the type of P. a. kypophceusj

and still more like another specimen of that form (No. 120294, U. S.

Nat. Mus.). From all the males of the latter form, however, it may be

distinguished by the decidedly smaller size, large white spot at base of

inner web of outer primary, and correspondingly more extended white

patch covering the basal portion of other primaries on the under sur-

face. Measurements are as follows: Length (skin), 0.50; wing, 3.30;

tail, 2.35; exposed culmen, 0.58 ; tarsus, 0.82; middle toe, 0.48.

Two additional females from the same locality agree essentially with

the one originally described, and differ even more from the La Palma
specimen doubtfully referred to /'. a. latirostris (cf. Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., xiv. L891, p. 471). No. 5410 (Museo National de Costa Rica),

Jimenez, February 7, L891, lias the upper parts somewhat more intense

chestnut-rufous, with none of the grayish-browu tinge seen on the back

of the type female; the black of the pilenm, however, is slightly mixed

with dull rusty brown. The under parts are rather deeper ochraceous

than in the type. Length (skin), 6.00; wing, 3.30; tail, 2.45; exposed

culmen, 0.58; tarsus, 0.78. "Iris black: bill and feet, horn-color."

No. 3401 (Museo National de Costa Rica), Jimenez, August 0, 1889,

A. Alfaro. is still deeper in color, the upper parts tending more de-

cidedly toward chestnut, and the lower surface quite uniform, deep

This example is nol sexed, and may be ;i young male.

fProc, I'. s. Nat. Mus. \i\. 1891, p. Iti7. (Interior of Honduras.)
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ochraceous-buff, inclining (<> tawiiy along sides. There is no admix-

ture of brown in the black of the pileum. Length (skin), (1.30; wing,

3.40; tail, 2.58; exposed culmen, 0.00; tarsus, 0.75.

The three females of this form which are now on view agree in the much
brighter or more castaneous coloration of the upper parts, by which
character they may be immediately separated from females of any
other of the local forms of this species. In the clearness of this rusty

coloring of the upper parts they come nearest P. a. latirostris, in

which, however, the color is very much paler, while the pileum is dull

slate-color instead of glossy black.

8. Sclerurus canigularis Ridgw. (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xil, No. 762, February 5,

1890, 24.)

An immature female (No. 8281, Museo Nacional de Costa Kica,

Buena Vista, Costa Eica, August 14, 1892, Castro y Fernandez) is

closely similar to the type of the species (an adult female), but has the

upper parts rather more castaneous and the chest a little less so. Its

measurements are as follows: Length (skin), 5.70; wing, 3.40; tail,

2.35; exposed culmen, 0.80; tarsus, 0.88; middle toe, 0.72.

This bird is certainly distinct, at least subspecitically, from A', al-

Mgularis Scl.

9. Scytalopus argentifrons Ridgw. (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, No. 8(59, 1891, 475.)

Adult male (No. 0370. Museo National de Costa Rica, Yolcan de
Irazn, July 31, 1891): Forehead and anterior half of crown (back to

a little past posterior angle of eyes), delicate silvery gray or cinereous,

this color extending backward laterally, above ear-coverts, to the
hinder part of the occiput (terminating about half an inch from poste-

rior angle of the eye) ; lores and anterior portion of the forehead a
little darker and browner gray; orbital region nearly black, especially

above the eye; postocular streak, occiput, hind part of crown, hind
neck, back, scapulars, and wing-coverts uniform slate-black; remiges
and rectrices similar but slightly browner; rump and upper tail-coverts

dark bister-brown, barred with blackish. Ear-coverts, malar region,

chin, and throat slate-gray (slightly darker on the first), gradually
deepening on sides of breast to dark slate color, the sides and belly

dark slate-color, with broad pale gray tips, these light tips still paler*

and less pure, gray on lower median portion of belly; flanks, anal
region, and under tail-coverts dusky black, each feather broadly tipped
with light russet or tawny-brown, producing a heavily barred effect.

Bill entirely deep black; legs and feet rather dark horn-color, the outer
side of the former considerably darker. Length (skin), 4.70; wing,

2.00; tail, 1.55; culmen (to base), 0.52; exposed culmen, 0.43; tarsus,

0.83; middle toe, 0.70.

This specimen differs from the type and the example which accom-
panied it (as described in these " Proceedings," Vol. xiv, pp. 475, 470),

as follows: The frontal silvery patch is more extensive,* and exhibits

* Regarding the extent and shape of this patch in the original speeiniens due
allowance should he made lor their imperfect condition.
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a conspicuous lateral extension, over the ear-coverts, quite as far as the

end of the latter; the anterior part of the forehead and lores are paler,

slightly brownish, gray instead of dark slate-color; the general color of

the upper parts is devoid of any brownish tinge, being a pure slate-

Hack or blackish slate, and the wings are without any trace of brown-

ish markings; the side of the head, together with the chin and throat,

are paler gray. Possibly the type may be a younger bird, and the

other specimen (No. 5419, Museo Nacional de Costa Rica) may also be

an immature male, or perhaps an adult female.

Young (?) female (No. 5952, Museo Nacional de Costa Eica, Volcan

de Irazii, July 2, 1891): Above nearly uniform dusky brown (nearest

"clove brown"), inclining to bistre posteriorly, where showing rather

indistinct dusky central spots (a single subterminal one on each feather

of hinder scapulars, lower back, and rump), the upper tail-coverts rus-

set, with dusky bars; outer surface of remiges Vandyke brown ; sides

of head a little paler than pileum, the ear-coverts nearly uniform dull

slate-color; chin, throat, and chest mixed pale gray and pale isabella

color, the latter on tips of feathers, and the prevailing color super-

ficially; rest of under parts cinnamon-buff, deeper and brighter pos-

teriorly, paler and grayer anteriorly, each feather marked with a partly

exposed subterminal f\ -shaped mark of dusky; flanks, anal region, and

under tail-coverts clearmummy-brown, rather broadlybarred with dusky.

Bill brownish black; legs and feet as iu adult. Length (skin), 4.40 ; wing,

2.03; tail, 1.02; exposed culmen, 0.35; tarsus, 0.78; middle toe, 0.68.

10. Antrostomus saturatus Salvin. (./. rufo-maculatus Ridgw. Proc. U. S. Nut.

Mus„ xiv, 1891, \m.)

In redescribing this species as A. rufo-maculatus, 1 was not at the time

aware of Mr. Salvin's previous name and description, my memoranda
or references thereto having been somehow lost or mislaid. Since my
attention has been called to the matter, I find there can be no question

that I have thus, by accident, added a synonym to the nomenclature

of this species.

Another adult male, from the same locality as the type, collected by

Mr. Geo. K. Cherrie, July 24, 1891, has been received for examination.

This example (No. r>SU:>, Museo Nacional de Costa Rica) is almost

exactly like the type, but differs in a few minor particulars, as follows:

Along the sides of the occiput and across its posterior portion, some of

the feathers havi e or both webs mainly whit ish, with black bars,

producing a much interrupted series of irregular small whitish blotches;

there is considerable light -colored (pale rusty buff) mottling on the

scapulars and tertials, renderingthe large black spots or blotches more

conspicuous; the pale rusty-brown oblique bands on the middle tail-

feathers arc more interrupted, being mnch broken by irregular black

markings, and there is even less light spotting on the throat, where th.3

general color is an almost unbroken dusky black. Its measurements
are as follows: Length (skin), 8.65; wing, 6.30; tail, 4.85; its gradua-
tion, 0.70; tarsus, 0.05; middle toe, 0.60.



NOTES ON A THIRD INSTALLMENT OF JAPANESE BIRDS IN THE
SCIENCE COLLEGE MUSEUM, TOKYO, JAPAN, WITH

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY

Leonhard Stejneger.

The title of this paper explains the origin and raison $!etr:e of the

following remarks. For fuller explanation I would refer to the intro-

ductory note to the first paper of this series (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

xiv, No. 874, 1891, pp. 489-498). The second paper is entitled " Two
Additions to the Japanese Avifauna, including Description of a New
Species" (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, No. 906, 1892, pp. 371-373).

The first paper made eight additions to the avifauna of Japan; the

second two species; the third paper (the present one) also adds eight

species to the list. An inspection of the material in the Science Col-

lege Museum has consequently so far added eighteen species, several

of which were hitherto undescribed. It has, moreover, resulted in clear-

ing up many doubtful points and identifications, and I have had an op-

portunity to examine several rare species of which I had hitherto seen

no Japanese specimens. For these and many other favors I wish to ex-

press my indebtedness to the authorities of the Science College Mu-

seum, particularly to Dr. I. Ijima.

Urinator pacificus (Lawr.).

A young specimen (No. 576; $ ; Tajiri, March 14, 1884) is in all

probability referable to the present species. The dimensions are very

small, particularly the bill, and as the bird is at least nine months old,

the bill has probably attained full size.

This would make the second Japanese specimen of this species, the

first one having been recorded by me but recently (Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., xv, 1892, p. 291).

(64) Gygis Candida (6m.),

The exact identity of Blakiston and Pryer's No. 64 has been some-

what doubtful, though the probabilty that it was the present species

was very strong. It is therefore interesting to learn from Dr. Ijima

that Mr. Namiye has compared the specimen in question with the bird

sent and found them to be identical, and as the latter bird is an un-

questionable Qygis Candida the doubt is set at rest. We are still igno-

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 'J57.
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rant, however, of the locality whence came the former specimen, but

as the present specimen was collected in the Province of Owari the

species must be admitted to the fauna. No reference to the White

Tern is found in Seebohm's Birds of the Japanese Empire.

In a letter, dated February 13, 1893, Dr. Ijima informs me that he has

since obtained another specimen, but he does not give any locality. It

was found by Mr. Ota among- a lot of skins brought to Yokohama from

various places in Japan for export for millinery purposes. It is now
No. 2337 of the Science < 'ollege Museum and measures, according to Dr.

Ijima, as follows: Bill, 33mi"; wing, 221mm ; tail, 1)7"""; middle toe, with

claw, :;o""".

(75i) Stercorarius pomarinus (Teinm.).

A young specimen (No. 1677), from the Province of Owari, is the

third specimen from Japan and therefore well deserving of being re-

corded. It is a young bird.

(101) Limosa lapponica baueri (Nauni.).

Dr. Ijima justly calls attention to the great dimensions of the speci-

men sent (No. 1144: Tokyo). The wing is only slightly in excess of

the ordinary length in this species, being 230'"'", but the exposed cul-

men is 120""", and the tarsus 62mm . He writes that he has had another

specimen "of this form." Referring to the measurements given by me
in my "Results of Ornithological Explorations in Kamchatka," etc.

(Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 29, p. 123) it will be observed that all the

sexed specimens are males. The difference in sex may account for the

difference in size.

Tryngites subruficollis (Vieill.).

Specimen No. 2164, collected by Mr. Ota in the Province of Owari,

adds not only a species, but a genus to the Japanese avifauna. The

buff-breasted sandpiper is easily recognized by the peculiar pattern of

the wing-feathers, best seen from the underside; the lining and axillars

are pure white, but the under primary-coverts, as well as the inner

webs of the rciniges are beautifully marked with dusky marblings

on a whitish ground.

The present species is strictly American in its distribution, though

specimens have occasionally straggled to Europe, particularly England.

On the other hand, Mr. E. W. Nelson (Cruise Corwin, L881, p. 90)

states that he found it quite common in the vicinity of Gape Wan-
karem, on the Arctic seacoast of eastern Siberia, early in August, 1881.

It is not clear, however, that he actually collected specimens, at least

there is no record corroborating the observation, that 1 know of. If

such a colony occurs on the Siberian coast it is safe to say that the

members composing it retrace their steps to America during the migra-

tions, and the Japanese specimen can not be regarded otherwise than

as an accidental straggler.
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(14!U) Gallicrex cinereus (6m.).

So far this species has only been obtained onee in Japan, viz: a

specimen collected by Mr. Ringer at Nagasaki, Kiu-Siu. We have now
to record a specimen from Hondo, which was purchased in the flesh in

Nagoya during the winter 1890-'91 by Mr. Narazaka, who is connected

with the Educational Museum in that city. Dr, Ijima found it there

and secured it for the Science College Museum in Tokyo (No. 2188).

.Sjstrelata hypoleuca Salvm.

The bird which last year (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, p. 490) I re-

corded as Mstrelata leucoptera is really the present species, and I hasten

to correct the mistake.

I Avill say in my own defense, however, that the mistake was not due
so much to a blunder on my part as to an unfortunate lack of type speci-

mens of these difficult birds, and to various other circumstances, as

will be seen from the following explanation: The specimens of alleged

JE. leucoptera with which the Japanese bird was compared werePeale's

types of his JE. brevipes, a name which everybody has considered

synonymous with JE. leucoptera of Gould. There were differences, but

owing to the fact that there were still greater apparent differences be-

tween the Japanese bird and Mr. Salvin's diagnosis of JE. hypoleuca I

adopted the former name. But circumstances have changed since then,

Mr. Witmer Stone having kindly undertaken to compare the specimens

with Gould's types of JE. leucoptera and Rev. Canon Tristram most
generously lending me an authentically identified specimen of JE. tor-

quata (in Salvin's handwriting), the species with which Salvin compares
it. Now it turns out that JE. torquata is nothing else than JE. brevipes,

the species (under a wrong name) with which I compared it. It will

be observed that Salvin says (Ibis., 1888, p. 359) :
U2E. torquata', Macg.,

affinis, sed paulo major, cauda multo longiore distinguenda," while

the difference in the tail-feathers as measured on my specimens only

amounted to 10""n
.

Although the proportional differences are thus reduced to nothing, a
careful observation shows that there are enough color characters to be
relied upon, although not readily appreciated when reading the orig-

inal description.

The differences as they now reveal themselves upon a comparison of

the above material and an additional Japanese specimen mentioned be-

low are as follows

:

(1) In JE. brevipes (torquatus) the lining of the wing is much whiter,

only a broad margin along the anterior edge being slaty, while in JE.

hypoleuca most of the under primary coverts are lighter or darker gray.

(2) In JE. hypoleuca all the tail-feathers, including the exterior pair,

are uniform blackish slate, the concealed extreme bases being more or

less white, while in JE. brevipes the tail is much lighter gray, from slate

color on the middle pair gradually becoming lighter toward the outer
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pair, which arc medium .may ( Ridgway, Nomencl, pi. ii, no. 7), the outer

pair, besides, more or less sprinkled with white in the inner web.

(3) In M. hypoleuca the slaty color of the top of the head extends

considerably further down below and behind the eyes than in JE. brevi-

pes and the line of demarkation between the coloration oftheupper
and the lower sides is apparently less well defined.

As a rule, perhaps, the underside in .K. brevipes is more or less

sprinkled with dusky, especially on chest and flanks, but some speci-

mens, at least, arc fully as white below as .K. hypoleuca.

In addition it may be well to call attention again to the white, hairy

filaments found in all the three specimens of 2E. brevipes (torquatus)

before me and absent in my specimens of ./<,'. hypoleuca. This may be

a diagnostic character, or it maybe simply seasonal and found in all

species, [t deserves a fuller investigation, however, than I can give it

at present.

dEstrelata hypoleuca was originally introduced by Seebohm into the

Japanese avifauna upon the strength of specimens collected by Mr.

Hoist in the Bonin Islands (Ibis, L890, p. 105). I have now before

me another specimen from the Bonins, collected by Mr. B. Kakamura
in 1892 (Sc. Coll. No. 2290), as well as the specimen from the Province

ofMino, Hondo, at the time referred toby me as 2E. leucoptera.

Measurements.

MllSl-lllll

and No.
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ffl. hypoleuca Salv. and 2E. brevipes Peale, which latter 1 consider the

same as MacGillivray's JE. torquata.* Ofthe smaller Mstrelatm with

white wedge on the inner web of primaries it needs only comparison

with 2E. defilippiana and ^E. leucoptera. It differs from the latter

by the greater amount of white on the under wing-coverts (agreeing in

this respect almost absolutely with M. defilippiana as exemplified by
specimen Xo. 0001, kindly lent me by Rev. Canon Tristram), by the

plumbeous color of the back, and by the different eoloration of the tail-

feathers. From M. defilippiana, on the other hand, it differs, among
other things, sufficiently in having the top of head and nape blackish,

like the small upper wing-coverts, and not ashy like the rest of the

upper surface. I may add that the characters of ^E. leucoptera, as

now understood by me, are furnished me from Gould's types in the

Philadelphia Academy of Sciences by Mr. Witmer Stone, who also had

the kindness to directly compare them with the present species.

I know of no other species with which JE. longirostris needs com-

parison.

It is one of the most interesting recent additions to the fauna of

Japan, or, more properly, to that of the North Pacific Ocean, as the

province of Mutsu, whence came the two specimens here noticed, can

* As Peale's ^E. brevipes has heretofore always figured among the synonyms of M.
leucoptera (JE. codkii Auct. nee Gray), a few remarks may not be out of place. The
material before me consists of Peale's two specimens and Canon Tristram's No. !I771»

(J ad. Muanivako, interior ofViti Leva; T. Kleinschmidt coll. May, 187*), labeled

2E. torquata in Mr. Salvin's handwriting, and kindly lent me by the owner. The
latter specimen, it is true, is not one. of the types, but it agrees so closely with the

descriptions published that I feel confident of its correct identification. This being

the case I have no hesitation in pronouncing .ft. torquata a synonym of M. brevipes,

for the three specimens are as much alike as any three specimens of JEstrelata I have

seen. They differ from JE. leucoptera by having the back plumbeous and by having

the wedge in the inner web of primaries ill defined gray instead of Avell-defined

white. As Peale"stwo specimens served Mr. C'assin as basis for his Procellaria cookii

and Mr. Ridgway for his _7s. leucoptera the synonymy of the present species would
stand thus

:

.ffistrelata brevipes (Peale).

1848.—Procellaria brevipes Peale, Zool. Expl. Exp., Birds, (p. 294).

1858.

—

Procellaria cookii Cassin. U. S. Expl. Exp. Mamm. and Orn., p. 414 (nee Gray;

nee Gould).

1860.

—

Procellaria torquata MacGillivray, Zool., xvnr, p. 7133.

1863.

—

Procellaria desolata Schlegel, Mus. P. Bas., Proc, p. 13 (part; nee Gmel).

1871.— ?Fuhnaru8 aneiteimensis Gray, Haud-1. B., ill, p. 107 (north, nud.; fide Salvin.

Gray, however, quotes MacGillivray's torquata Inc. cit., p. 1104).

1887.

—

JEstrelata leucoptera Ridgway, Man. X. Am. 11., p. 65 (nee Gould).

I may mention a character found in all three specimens by me reterrcd to dE. brevijtes,

viz., numerous hair like white filaments on occiput, hind neck, and sides of neck.

These filaments I have been unable to observe in any other ^Estrelata in our collec-

tion, but Mr. Witmer Stone, who kindly examined and compared some of my speci-

mens with Gould's types in the museum of the Philadelphia Academy, informs me
that similar filaments are present in the uniform dusky specimen which Gould con-

sidered the Young, of his M. mollis.
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hardly be regarded as their true home. ./•-'. longirostris probably

breeds on some out-of-the-way islet in the North Pacific, and the

specimens in question, whose wing-feathers are molting, were most

likely driven from their regular habitat by a heavy gale. The discov-

ery of this species affords an interesting parallel to that of JEstrelata

jisheri, described not many years ago by Mr. Ridgway from Kadiak,

Alaska.
Measurements.

Museum and No.

Sc. Coll. Tok., 1584 .

Sc. Coll. Tok., 1583 .

Collector
and No.

Ad

Ad

Locality .

Prov. M u t 8 u .

Hondo.
....do
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description and name have been applied to Prion desolatus. So far the

parallel is absolute. The only difference is that Latham's description

of P. desolata does not fit the Prion half as well as his description of

P.fuliginosa does the present species. Therefore, if it is defensible and
correct to recognize a Prion desolatus Ginel. nee Kuhl (and I believe it

is), then it also becomes necessary to recognize the bird before me as

Oceanodroma fuliginosa G-mel. nee Kuhl.

The present specimen is strongly suffused with plumbeous above,

but this plumbeous tinge is probably present in all the uniform fuli-

ginous species, when fresh, and will probably in time disappear in this

specimen, too. It is chiefly distinguishable from the other similarly

colored species by its large size.

The specimen (Science College Museum, No. 1555) was collected by
Mr. Y.Tanaka at Torishima, 1801, and by him presented to that museum.

Oceanodroma markhami (Sal v.).

Through the great kindness of Canon Tristram 1 have before me the

specimen from Sendai Bay, collected by Lieut. G-unn in 1871, which has
caused the introduction of the name 0. melania into the Japanese
avifauna. I have also before me U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 13025, the 0.

melania collected by Xantus, at Cape St. Lucas (entirely overlooked

by Seebohm, B. Jap. Emp., p. 271), and the only specimen thus far

obtained in North America besides the type. The coloration of the two
specimens is practically identical (the uniform brown upper surface,

without plumbeous tinge of the National Musueum bird, I attribute to

the age of the specimen), but the proportions are so different that I

feel compelled to regard them as belonging to different species. The
question now arises, Avhich one is the true 0. melania of Bonaparte?
Seebohm has compared Tristram's bird with the type in Paris, and says,

in a general way, that he has "no doubt that they belong to the same
species " (B. Jap. Emp., p. 271). On the other hand, I find on the back
of the label of the Cape St. Lucas specimen, in Dr. E. Coues's handwrit-

ing, the following: "True melania, as ascertained by measurements
procured from Pucheran by Prof. Baird." Now, if Seebohm has not
minutely noted the various dimensions and found them identical, he
would naturally have no doubt as to the identity of the two specimens,

if depending chiefly on coloration. Under these circumstances I think

it safer to rely upon the measurements of the type given by Pucheran,
and to regard the two Mexican birds, the type and the specimen in the

National Museum, as being the same—consequently true 0. melania.

The Japanese bird, on the other hand, agrees very well with Salviu's

0. markhami. It will be observed in the table of dimensions given
below that the chief difference between the Mexican and the Japanese
birds is in the length of the tarsus, and we are at once reminded of

Salvin's remark in regard to this 0. markhami (P. Z. S., 1883, p. 430):

"C.melaniw, Bp. apud Coues, certe similis, sed capite plumbescente,
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t arsis brevioribus forsan diversa." I feel, consequently, confident that

there can be but very little, if any, difference between the type of 0.

markhami and the Japanese so-called 0. melania.

It maybe interesting to remark that this species (or possibly O.fuli-

ginosa) has been recorded from Japanese Maters long ago, as v. Kittlitz

(Deukw., II, p. 101) obtained, in hit. 37° X., long. 211£° W., Gr., a speci-

men of a bird which he describes as a Thalassidroma, rather large

and " uniformly blackish brown."

Oceanodroma monorhis (Swinh.).

Although not strictly an addition to the Japanese avifauna, as I

have already included the species in my list of* the birds of the Liu Kin
Islands (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. Ill) upon the authority of

Collingwood (P. Z. S., 1871, p. 122), the present specimen is highly

interesting as being the first one obtained in Japan proper. It was col-

lected by Mr. X. Ota in the province of Mutsu, and is now Xo. 1508 of

the Science College Museum. The specimen was taken to England by

Canon Tristram, who identified it as above. It agrees very well with

Swinhoe's original description (Ibis, 1807, p. 380), and I have no doubt

as to the correctness of the identification, although I cannot verify the

character which to Swinhoe suggested the specific name, and which he

describes in the following words: " Nostril with only one hole apparent

at the end of the tube.'' In the present specimen the septum is cer-

tainly present and visible, though perhaps not reaching as far forward

as in the other species.

Ciconia nigra (Lin.).

In my review of the Japanese Berodii (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887,

]>. 28.">) I gave the characters and the synonymy of tin 1 present species

" in order to facilitate the identification if any straggler should "visit

Japanese territory." The straggler has now done so, and the brackets

which included the name of the species in my synopsis may be re-

moved, as 1 have before me, through Dr. [jima's kindness, an immature

female Black Stork, shot by Messrs. Ise Jogoro and Ohashi (and pre-

sented to the Science College Museum by the former) on January 19,

1892, at Sunainura, at the mouth of Xakagawa, near Tokyo, where the

bird had been observed among the rushes for about a week previously.

Being a young bird, the feat hers of head and neck are dark brown

with lighter margins and no metallic green reflections.

(137A-) Demiegretta ringeri Stejn.

The collection contains two specimens, one (No. 426) from Sakura,

Shimosa, March 11, L884, the first record from Hondo, but not in full

plumage and consequently unavailable for comparison; the other from

Tsushima, are of the specimens upon which Dr. Ijima based his remarks

(Journ, Sc. Coll. Imp. l'ni\. Japan, v. 1891, p. 122) to the effect that
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he failed to see the distinction between the color of the occipital crest

and the rest of the upper plumage, except the scapular plumes, aDd
that consequently he refers to the specimens under the name of "Ardea"
jugularis Wagler.

To this I may remark that in the specimen sent nearly all that is

seen of the back, on account of the make of the skin, consists of the

scapular plumes. If the elongated occipitals, however, be compared
with the feathers of the hind neck no one can fail to appreciate the dis-

tinction in color. The top of the head and the occipital crest in the

specimen before me (No. 1802) are beautifully plumbeous, " while in

the Polynesian specimens the top of head and the occipital crest are

much darker, corresponding closely to Eidgway's ' slate black.' "

I must therefore contend that Dr. Ijima's Tsushima specimen, so

far from weakening the status of Demiegretta ringeri, has materially

strengthened it.

Phasianus torquatus (Gmel.).

A specimen from Tsushima (Sc. Coll. Mus. No. 1775) was sent in order

to have it compared with " continental " specimens. It agrees in every

particular with other specimens collected by P. L. Jouy in Tsushima,

now in the IT. S. National Museum, as well as with specimens from

Fusan, Korea, collected by the same gentleman. Of Chinese speci-

mens I have only two specimens procured in the Shanghai market, but

without information as to exact locality. From these the Korean and
Tsushima birds differ in the greater amount of chestnut on the inter-

seapulium. Seebohm (Ibis, 1888, pp. 313, 314) in a very general Avay

nints at local differences of coloration in Ph. torquatus, but fails to

establish any races. With a less extensive material I do not feel jus-

tified in separating the Korean birds.

(157) Coturnix coturnix japonica (Temm. & Snhl.).

In regard to the Japanese quails, I am inclined to make Mr. See-

bohm's words mine, viz, " I do not believe in the two quails." (Trans.

As. Soc. Jap., x, 1882, p. 128.) The pattern and ground color of the

throat in the European quail is very variable indeed, and the Japan-

ese subspecies is no exception, as the material before me shows, in

which I can trace all gradations from white-throated birds to those with

a uniform dark viuaceous-ciunamon throat.

One of the two birds sent by Dr. Ijiina is particularly instructive, as

it shows a phase of the throat coloration of the Japanese bird not yet

recorded. No. 2168, from the Province of Owari, is an old male in the

normal breeding plumage, i. e., with the whole throat and sides of face

uniform dark Ainaceous-cinnamou, in every respect identical with a

male collected by Capt. Blakiston at Sapporo, Yezo, May 11, 1877 (U. S.

Nat, Mus., No. 95980). The other specimen (No. 2170), from the same
locality, differs, however, in having a large black patch down the mid
(lie of the throat, sending off at the lower end on each side the usual
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upper cross branch; otherwise the throat and sides of face are as uni-

formly saturated vinaceous cinnamon as the other specimen. In addi-

tion, No. 2170 differs from the other Japanese specimens before nie in

haying the elongated flank-feathers less chestnut and with abroad
blackish edge along the whitish central stripe in these leathers.

In the first-mentioned example there is just the faintest possible trace

of dusky on the middle of the throat as an indication of the black

patch, and, moreover, near the chin there is a small white feather left.

1 am, therefore strongly inclined to the belief that the vinaceous-cin-

namon throat is derived in spring from the white throat by recolorescens.

(158) Coluniba intermedia Strickl.

A young bird (No. 139) undoubtedly belonging to this species and

collected at Kurikomayama, Miyagi-ken, northeastern Hondo, on

March 28, 1884, apparently disposes of the so-called C. domestica (or

liri/i) in Japan (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, p. 424). The probability

was certainly against the latter occuring in Japan, but without any

specimen of G. intermedia from Japan proper at hand I regarded it as

the safe course to retain the name and give the distinguishing char-

acters of both species.

The species with white tail-band is not so easily disposed of however,

and as it occurs in Korea it may be looked for in Southern Japan.*

(315) Butastur indicus (Gmel.).

Blakiston and Pryer (Trans. As. Soc. Jap., x, 18S2, p. 183) record

the Javan buzzard as common in Vainato and Shikoku, but " as yet not

found north of Yokohama." Sc. Coll., Mus. No. 1078, is therefore note-

worthy as having been obtained at Nikko, about 80 miles north of

Yokohama.

* In my review of the Japanese pigeons (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1SX7, p. 42.">). I re-

ferred to this bird as Columba rupestris (PALL.), at the same time calling attention

to Taczanowski's statement as to the difference between the typical birds from

Dauria and Baical and those from Ussuri, the Russian province just north of Korea.

1 bad not seen specimens of either form then, hut our museum having since obtained

specimens of both I am in a position to fully corroborate Taczanowski's observa-

tion, and feel prepared to carry out his suggestion (Bull. Soc. Zool., France, 1876, p.

240) that the eastern form should be separated, if additional specimens should pre-

sent the same result as he had reached. 1 propose to call it

Columba taczanowskii, Bp. nov.

Diagnosis.—Similar to C. rupestris (i. e., with white wing and tail-band), but the

gray color darker, theentire breast strongly suffused with wine-purple, with a strong

metallic gloss, which in certain lights changes to green; neck all around verdigris

green with metallic gloss, which in certain lights changes to purplish.

Habitat.—Korea, Ussuri, and probably Northern China.

Type.—U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 114582; 1 ad.; Southern Korea, November 22, 1882;

T. L. Jouy, Coll. No. 1328.
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Accipiter pallens, sp. nov.

Diagnosis.—Adult female, similar to Accipiter nisus, but upper sur-

face much lighter and grayer, being a light gray (about averaging like

Ridgway's gray, no. 8, pi. ii, Nom. Col.).

Habitat.—Japan

.

Type.—Science College Museum No. 2192; Prov. Hitachi, Japan;
Jan., 1892.

With an abundant material of sparrow hawks (A. nisus) from the

British Islands, the continent of Europe, India, Korea, and Japan,

consequently covering the entire west-to-east range of that species, I

can discover no approach to a coloring of the upper parts such as the

present bird shows; nor can I find in the very extensive literature on

the variations of Accipiter nisus any reference to a similar specimen.*

Taking a large series of specimens of the corresponding age and sex,

there is but slight difference in the coloration of the upper parts, and
in the series before me, ranging from England in the west, to Japan in

the east, it is impossible to pick out any specimens showing a decided

difference from the average.

The bird, however, which I have ventured to give a new specific

name is not one but several shades lighter and grayer than the ordinary

A. nisus, grading from Ridgway's gray No. 7 (Nom. Col., pi. ii) on top

of the head to No. 9 on the upper tail-coverts, in addition the shaft-

stieaks are very dark and pronounced; the dark bands on the tail are

nearly obsolete; and the white band at the end of the tail is very broad

and conspicuous, being fully 5mm wide. The under side is also lighter,

the dark crossbars being decidedly gray. In size, proportions, and
pattern of coloration there is no difference.

Without seeing the specimen some ornithologists might perhaps

think that the paleness and grayness of this specimen is due to fading

or abrasion. But that is not the case. The plumage is quite new and
fresh. Nor is there any apparent tendency to albinism; the concealed

white spots are not abnormally large; and there are hardly any white

margins to the upper wing-coverts or tail-coverts so common in

specimens of A. nisus. The specimen is undoubtedly old, but age alone

is hardly a sufticient explanation of the fine coloration so markedly
different from all other specimens ofA. nisus. Others might insist that

we have here to do only with an accidental individual variation, but I

would quote what Dr. Ijima writes me apropos of this bird: "Sparrow-
hawks of this color are known (though rare) to Japanese falconers

and are prized much more by them than the ordinary ones, as they are

said to be more powerful and useful."

It would be hard to believe this bird to be a resident of Japan, to-

gether with the ordinary A. nisus which is common there, but as the

* Sec, however, reference at end of this article.

Proc. N. M. 93 ±0
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specimen in question was shot in January there is every reason to sup-

pose that ii only visits the country during migration. I would then

suggest the possibility that this light gray form may be the bird breed-

ing in Kamtschatka, where we know thai the place of Acdpiter pa

lumbarius is taken by the nearly white A. candidissimus. True, t lie

Kaintsehatkan birds are said by Taezanowski to be similar to those

from Europe (Bull. Soc. Zool., France, 1883, p. 332), but this identifi-

cation can hardly be considered conclusive, as in the same breath he

determined the A. candidissimus as A. atricapillus, ll is more than

likely that younger birds of A. pattens and of A. nisus may be difficult

to identity, except by the most minute comparison, and it is not likely

that the difference would reveal itself unless he had old birds of both

species before him.

Since the above was written the first volume of Dr. Taczanowski's

posthumous work " Faune < )rnit hologique de la Siberie < >rientale," has

been received, and to my delighl I find my views strongly corroborated

on p. H>7, where he describes " un male adulte (]\\ Kamtsehatka" as

having k, le cendre* bleuatre des parties sup<5rieures dn corps beaucoup

plus clair que dans les oiseaux de hi Siberie orientale et de I'Europe

centrale avec lesquels nous I'avons compart'1

, la couleur du sommel de

la tete, qui est plus foncee que sur le reste, est beaucoup moins foncee

que celle de la rdgion interscapulaire des oiseaux cites, le cendre*

bleuatre est le plus clair sur les scapulaires posterieurs, les remiges

tertiaires, le croupion et sur la queue, les baguettes noires sont part out

bien dcssin<§es la bordure terminale (\c^ rectrices largement

blanche."
Syrnium uialense (Pallas).

A specimen from Ilanno, proviuceof Musashi ( November l<>, L883), Sc.

Coll. Mus., No. <iL'!), briugs up the old question as to the status of this

form in Japan. Four specimens from Ye/.o, one collected by I'dakiston

and three by lleiison, are apparently true 8. uralense. 1 say appar-

ent ly, because 1 have a suspicion I hat t he Japanese birds are very much

smaller than the continental—especially European—specimens, but as

1 am somewhat doubtful in regard to the sexing of the specimens

before me 1 do not venture to separate them.

Two specimens from Hondo, including the present specimen, are per

eeptibly darker than the Ye/.o birds, SO much so in fact, that I am in-

clined to regard them as a separable race. However, they are much

nearer to the northern than to the dark one from Nagasaki.

A-gainst the acceptance of three forms, viz. (1) a 8.fu8CeSCem from

Kin-Sin, (2) the very light true 8. uralense from Ye/.o, and (3j a darker

pace of the latter possibly entitled to a trinominal appellation from

Hondo, there is only the dark specimen, in the Pryer collection, said

to come from Yokohama. This occurrence seems so improbable that

1 wish to challenge the accuracy of the label, a challenge the more

justifiable as I bavemosl direct information to the effect that Mr.
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Pryerdid not always exercise that scrupulous care and promptness in

labeling hi* specimens which alone would entitle them to weight as

evidence in doubtful cases.

(165) Cuculus kelungensis Swinh.

A young specimen which can only have been out of the nest but a short

time is exceedingly interesting, as it demonstrates how far apart G.

Jcelungensis and G. canorus in reality are, in spite of the superficial re-

semblance of the adult birds.

The specimen (Tokyo Univ. Mus., No. 1050), which was collected by
Dr. Ijiraa at Norikura, July 18, 1891, may be described brieflly as be-

ing uniformly slate above, with a faint olive gloss on back and wings,

and more plumbeous on rump and upper tail-coverts, every feather very

narrowly fringed with white at tip, a few white feathers on nape; sides

of face, throat, fore-neck, and chest solid blackish, rest of lower surface

blackish, with white crossbars.

It will be seen how different this blackish bird is from the young of

the European cuckoo (and presumably from that of its Eastern repre-

sentative G. c. telephonus, an adult specimen of which was shot in the

same locality), a difference fully as large, if not larger, than that between

the young of Dryobatcs major and japonic)!*.

The specific distinction between G. Jcelungensis and canorus, therefore,

seems to be considerably deeper-rooted than the difference in their

note and the comparatively slight, though quite constant difference in

ground color and pattern, between the adults would indicate.

The correctness of referring this specimen to the present species can

not be doubted, as there is no probability that the young of G. tele-

phonus is so different from its Western relative. On the other hand
the dimensions, which in this half-grown bird are greatly in excess of

those of the full-grown G. tamsuicus, preclude its being referred to the

latter species.

(178) Eurystomus calonyx Sharpe.

The birds of this form are of very great interest, as the only speci-

men hitherto obtained in Japan proper is the specimen, often referred

to, which was procured at Nagasaki in May, 1879.

As the specimens (which were collected and donated by Mr. W. Ta-

kachiho at Hokosan, Buzen, Kiu-Siu, May 25, 1801), were carrying

branches for the nest in the hole of a big tree it is safe to assume that

the bird is a regular summer resident in the southern portion of the

country as it has already been shown to be in Tsushima.

A. comparison of these two birds and four from Tsushima collected

by Mr. P. L. Jouy in June, 1885, with others from various localities, fully

bear out the distinctions made by Mr. R. B. Sharpe (P. Z. S., 1890, pp.

550-551). At the same time a reexamination of the Liu Kin specimens

previously referred to by me as E. oriental is proves this identification
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to be correct, as it agrees in every particular with the Philippine Islands

specimens.

We have, consequently, in Japanese territory two species, or forms,

of Eurystoinus— K. orientalis in the Liu Kins, probably traveling south

over Formosa to the Philippines, and E.calonyx, the migrating route of

which is more westerly over China to the Malayan peninsula.

This shows how essential it is not to disregard the small differences

and tine distinctions, if we wish to come to a full understanding of t lie

many difficult questions for the solution of which we study ornithology.

The naming and distinguishing of these forms is not the ultimate ob-

ject of our study, but is the necessary and only means by which we can

arrive at the truth. *

(169) Upupa epops Lin.

A specimen (No. 1570) from Yamadagori, Province of Ese, and ob-

tained from Mr. Ota, agrees perfectly with European and Asiatic spec-

imens.

The Hoopoe is probably not so rare in Japan as one might be led to

suppose from the statement in Seebohm's Birds of the Japanese Em-
pire, p. 159, that "the sole claim of the Hoopoe to be regarded as a Jap-

anesebirdrests upon a single example in the possession of Captain Blak-

iston | now U. S. National Museum No. 96009], which was obtained off

the southeast coast of Yezzo," for not only was it mentioned in Fauna

Japonica from a Japanese drawing, but Prof. Maxiinowiteh, whocould

not well have mistaken the bird, noted it as having been seen at

Hakodate in 1861 (Blakiston, Ibis, L862, p. L38; Blak. and Pryer, Trans.

As. Hoc. dap., x, 1882, p. 138). The U. S. National Museum, moreover,

has received from Mr. Kinger a male specimen (No. 114759) which was

collected in Kin Siu on March 8th, 1888, and now Dr. Ijima writes me
that Mr. Nozawa lias shot it at or near Sapporo, Yezo. We have thus

positive evidence of its occurrence on all three of the large islands.

Since the above was written Dr. Ijima informs me (Feb. 13, 1893) that

Mr. Alan Owston, of Yokohama, had just shown him a specimen said

to have come from Nagoya.

(170) Yungipicus kizuki (Temm.).

When first advocating the restriction of the name Y. seebohmi to the

Yezo bird and arguing in favor of regarding the Hondo bird as typical

1*. IcizuTci, I had only 9 specimens at hand. The material at my disposal

has increased considerably since then, and after examining the 22 Jap-

anese specimens now before me I can only re-affirm what I said then

(Proc. P. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, p. 122) viz, "thai the form which inhabits

the middle Island |l!ondo| is inseparable from the Nagasaki bird and

that the birds south of 'Blakiston's Line' are more different from the

Yezobird than are Yokohama and Nagasaki specimens from each other."

Messrs. Hargittand Seebohm, who originally held that Y, hizuki is
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confined to Kiusiu and Y. seebohmi to Hondo and Yezo, have of late
modified their views somewhat, inasmuch as both forms inhabit Hondo;
but their arguments arc by no means clear and are altogether unconvinc-
ing-. Mr. Seebohm (1). Jap. Emp., 1800, p. 157) says: "All my Yokohama
examples (eight), including a breeding female, agree in color and
markings with the skin from Yezzo [ Y. seebohmi], and not with that from
Nagasaki " [

Y. JcizuJci], but on the previous page he distinctly contradicts
himself by saying that he has two exam] ties of the typical form, /'. e.,

Y. hizuJei, collected by Mr. Owston at Yokohama, and one by Mr. 1 ley-
wood Jones on Fujiyama, which is only 4L> miles distant from Yoko-
hama, Mr. Hargitt, on the other hand (Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvm, L890,
p.alO), makes me responsible for the theory of both forms inhabiting
the same island.* In my original article referred to, I expressly stated
(p. 120) that, " in order to find out the true habitat of a Woodpecker it

is necessary to ascertain where it breeds," ami for the possible occur-
rence of Y. seebohmi in Hondo T suggested (p. 123) that it might strag-
gle across in winter from Yezo. I have later suggested the possibility
of true Y. seebohmi occurring in very high altitudes in northern Hondo,
but that is hardly more than a guess and should not be rpioted other-
wise.

But the statements in regard to these forms have become still more
conflicting of late, for while Mr. Seebohm has referred the Tsushima
bird to Y. seebohmi (Ibis, 1892, p. 05), Dr. ijima (Journ. Coll. Bo., V,
1801, p. 121) says that "the typical form [Y.lcizuki] found on the Hondo
also occurs on Tsushima". He has kindly sent me a skin from the
latter island (No. 17G0; ? ad. Niimura, Tsushima, March 1G, 1801,
M. Namiyecoll. In addition to this I have two adult females (U. S.
Nat, Mus. No. 114636 and 114037) collected by Mr. Jouy in Tsushima,
May 18 and June 2, 1885, respectively. Comparing these three speci-
mens point for point with three specimens from Kiu Sin I can fully cor-
roborate the correctness of Dr. [jima's identification, for the Tsushima
birds. Lest T might be accused of partiality I mixed the birds togeth-
er and asked my friend liobert Ridgway to pick out the three darkest
specimens without giving him any information as to their habitat or
anything else. He at once picked out two, but had great difficulty in
making up his mind which of the remaining four was the darkest.
When he finally decided, it was found that he had selected as the
darkest the three Tsushima birds! Yes, the Tsushimabirds are, if any,
darker, that is, they are even more Y. Mzuki, than the typical Kiu Sin
birds themselves, and yet Mr. Seebohm calls them F. seebohmi! !

As Dr. Ijima also states, the Sagami (Hondo) birds agree in color and
markings with the typical Y. kizuki. In verification he sent me a pair
for inspection.

*1*. Mzuki. "//a/;. Japan (island of Kiusin), and, according to Dr. Stejneger,
tin- southern part of Hondo"! But why "according to Dr. Stejneger," when he him-
self enumerates as F. UzuM a specimen from Kobe .'

!
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No. L960, a young male from Norikura, July 18, 1891, is quite inter-

esting. It is generally paler than the adults and the pattern less de-

cided; the lateral nuchal red patches are present, but nearly the whole

top of the head has whitish spots at the tip of each feather.

1 may finally be allowed a few general remarks on the status of V.

seebohmi. It is a form but very slightly differentiated, but there is

enough average difference between the specimens from Ve/.o and those

from further south to make it profitable to retain the name for the

northern form. But E will emphasize the fact thai the differences be-

tween Y. Tcizuhi and Y. Tc. seebohmi, which the authors above referred

to have never ceased to maintain, are much smaller than the differences

between the other races of woodpeckers in Japan and Kamtchatka
described and named by me, but for which I have been held up to the

horrified ornithological public as an unprincipled hair-splitter. Those

who cannot appreciate the distinctness of Dryobates purus and immu-

tabilis, of Picoides albidior, or Picus yessoensis, should give up Yungip-

icus seebohmi as soon as possible.

(167) Dryobates japonicus (Seel).).

Dr. [jhna sends four specimens to help me solve the question as to

the possible distinctness of the Ye/o birds; one of the specimens (No.

1187, 9 , Sapporo, March 13, 1889, Nozawa coll.) being from the latter

island, while three (No. 1413, 9 .Tokyo, November 30, 1S!><>, Ijima coll.,

No. L098, 9 , Sagami; and No. 1093, $ , Ogawa, December 5, 1893) are

from Hondo. I do not know the exact location of Ogawa, but I do not

believe it to be south of Yokohama.
An inspection of this additional material only corroborates the view

expressed in my paper on Benson's Hakodate birds (Proc. U.S. Nat.

Mus., xv, No. 004, 1892, p. 299). The Yezo bird is the palest specimen,

although very closely approached by the one from Ogawa, but in the

former the white shoulder patch is decidedly larger. The Tokyo spec-

imen has all the white portions strongly washed with deep ferruginous,

evidently a superficial stain.

(255) Pitta nympha Temm, and Sehl.

All adult specimen (No. 1580) from the province of Inaba.

I have compared it carefully with the pair collected by Air. P. Tj.

Jouy in Tsushima and find it to agree in every particular. The brown

of the head only is a little deeper and a few of the middle wing coverts

have near the tip a mesial black wedge, presumably due to age. The

SCUtellation in the front of the tarsus is also unusually distinct, point

ing in the same direction.

Dr. Ijima writes me in regard to this species as follows: "This is one

of two specimens said to have come from the province of Inaba. I pur-

chased both for the Museum. That this species does occur in the south-

ern provinces, for instance in Kin Sin, there can be no doubt at all. Mr.
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Ota recently obtained a specimen from Owari. It is also mentioned in

Japanese ornithological manuscripts, but seems never to come as far

north as Tokyo. The Japanese name of this bird is Yairocho, meaning
eight-colored bird, and its local name in Satsuma is AJcadanna (aka=
red; danna=cloth worn about the lower parts of the body)."

(224) Accentor erythropygius Swhih.

A male in nestling- plumage collected by Kikuchi at ISTorikura,

August, 1888 (No. 889). It is very much like the adult bird, wing and
tail being identical, but the top of head is washed with ochraceous and
streaked with blackish, and rump and under side, including flanks,

more or less tawny-ochraceous streaked with dusky; the pattern on
the throat is not so well defined.

(223) Prunella rubida (Teniin. and Schl.).

No. 891, a nestling, collected by Kikuchi at Norikura-yama, Province

of Shinano, August 19, 1888. Wing and tail as in adults; upper sur-

face likewise, though with a tawny tinge instead of the vinaceons of

the adults; under side pale tawny ochraceous fading to whitish on
belly and indistinctly streaked with dusky.

A careful comparison of three specimens from Hondo with four from
Yezo proves them to be absolutely identical. There does not seem to

be the slightest foundation for the alleged subspecies P.fervida.

(261) Turdus naumanni Teimn.

Two specimens with one of T. eunomus were sent by Dr. Ijima under
the above name to illustrate a supposed combination of the characters

of the two species. They are readily referred to their respective species,

however, but the key by which the two species were supposed always

to be distinguishable requires some emendation, as both specimens of

T. naumanni show considerable dusky in the coloration of the flanks.

The differences in the color of the outer tail feathers, under tail-coverts,

under wing-coverts and rump seem to be always constant. Taking
Kobert Kidgway's "Nomenclature of Colors" as a standard, we find

that the under wing-coverts and outer tail-feathers in T. naumanni are

of a color somewhat intermediate between the cinnamon (PI. in, Fig.

20) and tawny (PI. V, Fig. 1), while the under wing-coverts in T. eunomus
are intermediate between cinnamon rufous and vinaceous-cinuamon
(PL iv, Figs. 1G and 15), or for all practical purposes the former, and
the tail practically uniform brownish slate; the latter species, in addi

tion, has a strong wash of rufous chestnut on the rump. Besides, in

T. eunomus the central portion of the longest under tail-coverts always
has some dusky added to the brown, while in T. naumanni it is unmixed,
of the same color as the under wingcoverts.
The superficial resemblance between the three birds sent is undoubt-

edly due to their being somewhat youngish birds.
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With a scries of over thirty specimens before me I must agree with

Mr. Seebohm that these well denned species do not intergrade, and

there should be no difficulty in properly identifying even young birds

by comparison, though the differences may be somewhat difficult to ex-

press in words, and difficult to grasp even when well expressed.

The two specimens of T. naumanni were collected by Dr. Ijima at

Tokyo, February 17, 1880 (Sc. Coll. Mus. Nos. 750 and 757), and are

both males.

(254) Pratincola maura (Pall.).

A young in transition from the nestling plumage collected by Dr.

Ijima at Norikuri, July 24, 1891.

I have but little to add since I last wrote about these species (Pr. U.

S. Nat. Mus., xv, 1892, pp. — ), except that I have now been able to ex-

amine several breeding specimens collected by Dr. Abbott in the Vale

of Cashmere during July, 1891. These belong to the smaller bright

race and tally, consequently, exactly with Oates's description of the

Siberian examples. When, therefore, he says (Fauna Br. India, Birds,

II, 1891, p. 02) : " Siberian specimens of Bush-Chats are not very numer-

ous, but all I have seen are so intensely black on the head and back, so

intensely rufous on the breast, and, moreover, so small, the wing not

exceeding 2.6 in length, that 1 have not been able to match them with

any breeding bird from the Himalayas, except in the case of one bird

from the interior of Sikkiin," it would almost seem as if two forms, were

breeding in the Himalayas, probably in different parts.

Comparing these Cashmere birds with my specimens from Japan I

find no other difference than the width of the bill at base, which is

markedly greater in the Japanese birds.

(207) Cyanoptila bella (Hay).

A young male in nestling plumage (No. 2015), collected by Dr. Ijima

at Norikura, July 21, 1891, demonstrates beyond the slightest doubt

that the two sexes are perfectly distinguishable in the nest. This speci-

men which has the characteristic buff plumage, scaled with blackish

margins to the feathers, has the blue edges to the wing-feathers and

the blue tail broadly white at base, like the the adult males, thus

strongly contrasting with the female nestling collected by Jouy (IT. S.

Nat. Mus., No. 88010) which combines the same scaly nest plumage with

the lu-own wings and tail of the adult female.

Mr. Seebohm has also an innovation in regard to the genus of this

bird, for he now refers it to Xiltara. The change could hardly have been

more unfortunate, and is perfectly in line with his lumping of the genera

sinlia and Grandala; but then they arc all blue! [t seems, however, as if

he was somewhat dubious, since the typical Xiltora has no white on the

tail, though taking comfort in the fact that "both have the curious pale

patch on the throat" (B. Jap. Enip., p. 59). But then, Ficedula albicilla
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li;is tlie identical pale patch! True, it is not blue, but what of " Tarsi-

gern cyanurus, which lias both the blue color and the pale throat patch 1

?

!

It is clear that the pale throat patch is of higher than "generic value."

On the other hand, were we to be guided by color alone, we shorrfd

feel tempted to place Cyanoptila near some of the species now referred

to Cyornis, but in view oi' the very weak feet and long wings of our

present species, it will be well to keep them apart until a more natural

arrangement of all the flycatchers can be effected. The experiment of

exchanging one uncertainly for another is hardly scientific.

(210) Ficedula ferruginea (Qui. ).

A young male from the province of Tamashiro (No. 1G45).

Mr. Seebohm has recently referred this species to the genus Siphia,

of which 8. strophiata is the type, but as I shall show, with but poor

reason. Oates has placed the species usually called Erythrosterna in

the same genus, but having no access to the type species of Siphia i

am unable to say whether he is right or wrong. As 1 can find no

valid character by which to separate either of them gencrically from

Ficedula, it matters little as far as my nomenclature is concerned. It

it quite plain that it is a certain resemblance in the coloration that has

led Mr. Seebohm to the ill-advised step of calling this bird Siphia, as

will appear from the following quotation (15. Jap. Emp., p. 60): "The
Mugimaki Flycatcher belongs to the genus Siphia, in which, although

the sexes differ in color, they agree in having the bane of the toil

more or less while and the upper tail-coverts marly black? I have
italicized the last paragraph for the reason that it is entirely erroneous.

In the "Mugimaki Flycatcher" the sexes do not agree in these points

at all, inasmuch as the female has the tail perfectly uniform, without

any white at base, and the upper tail-coverts not black, but uniform

with the back. There is consequently no reason to join Poliomyias

with Siphia on account of the coloration.

Locustella hondoensis, sp. nov.

.Diagnosis.—Eictal bristles obsolete, outer tail-feathers two-thirds, the

central ones entirely, covered by under tail-coverts; upper parts uni-

form olive; culmen, to extreme base, more than 10.5""" (0.65 inch).

IIa b itat.—Japan

.

Type.—8c. Coll., Tokyo, No. 166!>; province of Shimosa.
The type, although a young bird, clearly belongs to an undescribed

species, for not oidy is the coloration unique, but the length of the bill

is quite as characteristic. In proportion to its size (all feathers fully

grown) the present form is, in fact, the longest billed species among
related birds. The shape of the bill is exactly that of L. fasciolata,

though somewhat slenderer on account of its proportionally greater

length.
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The color of the upper surface is uniform and rather dark olive, with-

out any of the brownish cast so universal in the other species of Locus-

tella, a peculiarity of coloration the more remarkable since it is clearly

a young bird, and young- birds of this genus are usually strongly suf-

fused with yellowish, or bullion the upper parts as well as on the

lower.

That the bird in question really belongs to the genus Loctcstella, and

has to be compared with species of that genus alone, will be plain from

some of the characters mentioned in the diagnosis, viz, the rudimentary

development of the rietal bristles and the great extent of the gradua-

tion of the tail. To make perfectly sure, I may add that the tail con-

sists of twelve feathers, and that the first (tenth, or distal) primary is

very small, just extending beyond the primary coverts, and less than

one-third the second.

The bird in question probably belongs to the group of the genus

which has no subapical blackish bar across the tail-feathers, the spec-

imen before me showing no trace of it, but as this character is less

developed in the young birds than in the adults I do not venture to be

positive about it.

It remains to compare the specimen with those species of the genus

which have uniformly colored upper parts.

L. fluviatilis and luscinioides, being exclusively western pakearctic,

hardly need mention, but to make the comparison complete I may
remark that, aside from their shorter bills, their wing formulae are

entirely different from that of our bird.

L.fasciolata is a much larger bird, with an entirely different color of

the back. The wing formula is also sufficiently different.

In average size /,. ochotensis* comes nearer to our bird, but its bill

is much shorter and the coloration is different. The young L. ochoten-

sis (Phil. Acad., No. 30068, and U. S. Nat. Mus., No." 96247), now before

me, are distinctly tawny above, and the yellow below is more inclining

to butt'. There are structural differences besides, for both remiges and

rectrices are considerably broader in L. ochotensis, and the third pri-

mary, particularly, is much more curved near the tip.

The possibility of finding a name among the several synonyms of L.

ochotensis^ which in reality might turn out to belong to our bird, has

been investigated, but without favorable result.

By this name I understand here the bird m>w usually so called, but loan not

refrain from recording my suspicion that two distinguishable forms are confounded

under that name. [ find on comparison of Kamtchatkan and Japanese (including

Kurile) specimens, thai the Latter have a much shorter second primary and a consid-

erably more tawny color on the upper surface than the latter. I am inclined to

think that the Kaintchat kan specimens are identical with those collected by Mid-

dendorff at Udskoj < >strog, and that their migration route from and to Kamtchatka is

identical with that of Chelidon tytleri, a1 least for the first part of the route. They

would then be typical /.. ochotensis. The Kurile and Japanese specimens arc then

entitled to the name Loeustella japoniea (Cass).
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The first name we encounter is Cassin's Lusciniopsis japonica (Pr.

Phil. Acad., 1858, p. 193). Through the courtesy of Mr. Witmer Stone

the type (Phil. Acad., No. 300G8), from Hakodate, is now before me.

It is a young bird and in every detail a counterpart of U. S. Nat. Mus.,

No. 02048, also from Hakodate, and collected by Capt. Blakiston.

Both are refeiable to the species from Japan which we are used to call

L. ochotensis, and consequently, not to the present bird.

The next bird in order is Swinhoe's Locustella subcerthiola (Ibis, 1874,

p. 154), based upon another specimen from Hakodate collected Sep-

tember 3, 1801, by Blakiston (Blak., No. 734), and by him referred to

" Calamoherpe cantillans." The type is probably not now in existence,

as it is neither in the Swinhoe collection, nor in the U. S. National

Museum (see Seebohm, B. Jap. Emp., p. 73), but Blakiston's reference

to the similarity of the bird to the plate in Fauna Japonica of Sali-

caria cantillans and to Acroccphahis orientalis makes it certain that it

was a L. ochotensis and not the bird we are now considering-

.

Arundinax blakistoni was described two years later by Swinhoe from

a young specimen collected by Blakiston at Hakodate. The type is in

Seebohm's possession, who declares it to be an L. ochotensis in first

plumage. Moreover, Capt. Blakiston retained in his own collection

a duplicate specimen (fairly entitled to be regarded as a co-type)

obtained on the same date and at the same place (Hakodate Light

Ship, Oct. 3, 1875), which is now before me (IT. S. Nat. Mus , No. 90248,

Blak., No. 1880), and is the same young bird with which I have com-

pared the new species above.

There is consequently no other alternative but to bestow a new name
on the Shimosa bird, and to recommend collectors to keep a sharp

lookout for the adult bird.

To facilitate identification I append the following detailed descrip-

tion of Locustella hondoensis.

Coloration.—Entire upper surface uniform olive (Bidgway, Nom. Col.,

pi. in, fig. 0), underside pale Naples yellow washed with olive on

sides and becoming clay-colored on under tail-coverts ; chest, spotted

with dusky ; a dull olive-buff superciliary stripe ; ear coverts olive,

with pale shaft-streaks; lining of wing whitish. Bill, brown above and
on tip of lower mandible; base of latter and terminus of upper pale.

Dimenxiont)— Millimetres.

Wing... 63

Tail-feathers 57

Exposed culmen 15

Culinen to extreme base 18.

5

Tarsus 21

Middle toe with claw 21

Middle of bill at middle of nostrils 1

Graduation of tail 18

Wing formula:— First primary 2""u longer than primary coverts;

second primary equals fifth; third longest, longer than fourth.
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Acanthopneuste boiealis (Bias.).

Acanthopneuste borealis xanthodryas (Swinh.).

Aii undated and unsexed specimen from the province of Suruga
(No. 2156) is an undoubted A. borealis.

The other bird (No. 2038), collected by Dr. Ijima at Norikura, province

of Shinano, Hondo, July 27, 1891, is very young, and it is consequently

not possible at the present state of our knowledge to say, with abso-

lute certainty, whether it is a A. xanthodryas without examining the

parent bird. The coloration is typically that of A. xanthodryas', and as

the first primary is fully 15mm long I think Dr. Ijima quite correct in

referring it to the latter.

(244) Acanthopneuste tenellipes (.Swinh.).

Dr. Ijima has forwarded a specimen collected at Sapporo, Yezo,

October 4, 1800. It belongs to the Sapporo Museum (No. 820) and is

particularly interesting as the only autumnal- specimen so far obtained

in Japan.
(180) Zosterops japonica Temm. and Schl.

Dr. Ijima sends the two Tsushima specimens (Nos. 1740, 1750) which

he discussed in his paper on the Tsushima birds (Journ. Coll. Sc. I.

Univ. Jap., V, 1801, p. 100). As he remarks, the bills of these birds

are somewhat larger than those from Hondo, but the difference is

trifling in itself and I have before me a third specimen from Tsushima

collected by Jouy (U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 114046) which iu its measure-

ments is absolutely identical with those of Peterson's No. 77, from

Nagasaki, recorded by me in Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, p. 487, both

birds being females. I can discover no difference in coloration and

wing-formula and must refer the Tsushima birds to true Z. japonica.

This opens up the question of the status of Z. stejnegeri Seeb. from

the Seven Islands. I have reexamined our specimen from Osliima, the

northern island of the group, but beyond the fact that the bill is 1

millimeter longer than the longest Tsushima bill, I can see no differ-

ence. The measurements presented by Seebohm of birds from the

southern islands of the group seem to average longer, and it may be

that the birds from those islands may be larger generally. It is evi-

dent, however, that the Oshima bird as well as various larger speci-

mens from Hondo, Kiu Sin, and Tsushima, are intermediate, and that

the bird in question is only entitled to a trinominal appellation, as

Zosterops japonica stejnegeri.

Seebohm, in his paper on the birds of Tsushima (Ibis, 1S02, p. 00),

says that "no species of this genus has been recorded from Corea," but

he has evidently overlooked my reference in Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1887, p. 486.
(205 i) Lanins magnirostris Less.

A young specimen of this rare Japanese bird, collected at Nikko,

Hondo, (No. 1657) is the fourth specimen obtained in Japanese territory.
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The first one was an adult bird collected by Mr. Pryer at Fujisan; the

second, an adult female, by P. L. Jouy on Fuji, July 2, 18S2 (IT. S. Nat.

Mus., No. 91455); and the third, a fine adult male, by the same gentle-

man on Tsushima, May 22, 1885 (U. S. Nat, Mus., No. 114039).

(195) Pica pica media (Birth).

A comparison of specimens of true Pica pica from Europe with

examples from China, Korea, and Japan has convinced me of the sub-

specific distinctness of the eastern magpie. The essential difference

consists in the color of the secondaries and greater coverts which in the

adult P. media are considerably more purplish blue than in the typical

form.

The specimen in the Science College Museum (No. 1581) is an adult

collected in the Province of Hizen (in which Nagasaki is situated)

Kiu Siu.
Sturnia sinensis (Gm.).

Two specimens (Nos. 2165 and 2160) were purchased in the flesh

from a game dealer in Tokyo, February 10, 1889. According to Dr.

Ijima they were skinned by Sakamoto, who found shot holes on the

body. They show no signs of being escaped cage birds, and as there

is but slight probability of their having strayed from their regular

habitat in China, the inference is that a colony of these birds may
have become established somewhere in Hondo, probably originating

from escaped or willfully liberated cage birds.

Both specimens are nearly entirely void of the usual salmon-colored

suffusion, and the younger specimen is shedding some of the remiges.

(272) Emberiza pei sonata Temin.

I can corroborate Dr. Ijima's identification of No. 1748, Uchiyama,
Tsushima (Jour Sc. Coll. I. Univ. Jap., v, 1891, p. 110). It is unusually

pale, in fact so much so that at first I was inclined to regard it as E.

spodocephala. An examination of the outer tail-feathers, however, at

once shows it to be E. personata, as in this species the dusky of the

outer web invades the inner web toward the tips to quite a consider-

able extent, while in E, spodocephala it is almost totally confined to

the outer web.

Another specimen (No. 2187) from the Province of Owari is also sent.

There is a pinkish color, especially on the under side, evidently an ac-

cidental stain.

Emberiza ciopsis ijimae, subsp. nov.

Dr. Ijima has kindly sent for my inspection three of the Tsushima
birds which he has discussed in his valuable paper on the birds from
Tsushima, viz, Nos. 1751, 1753, and 1754 (Journ. Coll. Sc. I. Univ. Jap.,

V, 1891, p. 114). Without coming to a decision whether to refer these

birds to E.ciopsi,s or to E. castaneiceps chiefly for want of specimens of

the latter, he correctly pointed out the differences from the former.
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For comparison with /•<'. castaneiceps I have tour males collected at

Fusan, Korea, by Mr. 1'. L. Jouy during January, April, ;in<l May. It

is evident from this materia] thai the Korean birds differ from E.ciop-

sis, of which I have ten males at hand, in several other points in addi-

tion to having the ear coverts brown instead of black. Thus, the top

of the head is at all seasons less mixed with blackish, and the rump is

considerably paler. In both respects the Tsushima birds agree closely

with the birds from the other Japanese Islands. It is, therefore, en-

tirely out of the question to refer them in any wa,\ to /.'. castaneiceps.

On the other hand, as pointed out by Dr. ljima, they differ from

typical F.. tiopsis in the amount ot the brown on the ear coverts. True,

sonic winter birds from Japan proper match the least marked Tsu-

shima birds of a later date, bnt in the former the brown disappears as

the season advances, while in the latter it appears to lie permanent.

Under these circumstances it seems best to recognize the Tsushima

form as a separate race, which may be characterized as follows:

Emberiza ciopsis ijimce, subsp.nov. Closely allied to Emberiza ciopsis,

but the ear-coverts brown iii the male during the breeding season in-

stead of black.

Habitat.—Tsushima, .la pan.

Z^>e._Sc Coll. Mus.. Tokyo, No. L751. 6 ad. Niiniura, Tsushima,

March 10. L891: Namiye coll.



LAND SHELLS OF THE GENUS BULIMULUS IN LOWER CALIFOR-
NIA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF SEVERAL NEW SPECIES.

BY

William IIkalky I) mi.

Honorary CuratV of the Department of Mollusks.

I
Willi Plates i.wi and i.wm.

The peninsula of Lower California is known as the home of several

interesting species of the genus Bulimulm, including what is, perhaps,

(lie largest species of the genus, B. montezuma. As much of the penin-

sula, in its arid highlands, recalls the analogous districts of Peru and
Chile, so the hmd shells, especially the liiiliiiiiili, bear in their external

characters the imprint of a similar environment, which has none so Car

that, in one or two cases, the similar species of California and Pern

have been referred to the same species. An examination of a good se

ries shows, though this opinion proves to be mistaken, that there was
reasonable ground for it in the remarkably similar effects produced by
the similar environment acting upon plastic forms of the same genetic

history, in the two widely separated regions. The reception of an in-

teresting series of specimens from the California Academy of Sciences,

collected by an exploring expedition sent out by them, and the at-

tempt to name them, and simultaneously to review the species already

well represented in the national collection, gradually led to the study

embodied in the present paper.

The first species of the group from this region was described by Sow-

erby in is;;;!; others were named by Gould in the Boston Journal of

Natural History in lSoi'-SJ. An account of most of the older species

maybe found in the "Land and Fresh-Water Shells of North America,"

Part 1, by Binney and Bland, pp. 191-L'OS. L869. Later references to

them appear in the great work by Crosse and Fischer on the land and
fresh-water mollusks of Mexico, and in papers by Dr. J. (1. Cooper in

the proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences, second series,

III, pp. 99-103, L'07-217 and , with Pis. XI it and XIV, and also in

Zoe, Vol. in, p. 11, April, L892. The figures on the plates above men-

tioned are, unfortunately, not as characteristic as might be wished.

There is also a. short paper by the writer on />'. proteus, in the Nan
tilus, of July, 189;5.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 958.
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Genus BULIMULUS Leach.

Section SCUTALUS Albers.

Bulimulus (Scutalus) pallidior Sby. (
/»'. vegetus Gould.)

Normally arboreal; elevation L00-500 feet, chiefly in the southern

part of the peninsula; San Jose del Oabo, Belding, Eisen; Cape St.

Lucas, Xantus; Punta Arena, Bryant; Carmen Island, Stearns; Santa

Margarita Island, U. S. Fish Commission; Costa Rica, Zeledon. (Plate

lxxii, Figs. 2, 3.)

There is the typical form, polished and without any visible spiral

striation, which varies from acute and slender (20+£0miu and 7 whorls)

to stout and short, with a larger umbilicus (28+45mm and (i.\ whorls).

It also varies a good deal in size. The specimens from Costa Rica are

rather thin and the lips rather widely expanded. They agree per-

fectly in other respects with the Lower Californian shells.

The spiral striation in many specimens becomes pronounced and in

some reaches a point comparable to the surface of the B. montezuma.

For this variety I have used the varietal name striatulm. It is partic-

ularly noticeable in collections from Carmen and Margarita islands and

the Gulf coast of the peninsula.

Bulimulus (Scutalus) montezuma Dall. i
/•'. proteua auct. non Broderip.)

Almost confined to the mountains of the peninsula at an elevation

of 2,000 to 3,500 feel (Cooper). See the Nautilus, .Inly, 1893, p. 26.

(Plate lxxii, Fig. 1.)

The variations of this species seem confined to greater or less eleva-

tion of the spire and more or less acute apical angle of the same. The
specimens 1 have seen are more uniform in their general appearance

than those of either of the other species of this region. They are never

smooth, though the grannies differ in prominence.

Bulimulus (Scutalus) Baileyi Dall, u. s. (/>. Xantusi v:u\. Stearns non Kinney.)

Cape St. Lucas, W. J. Fisher and (1. Eisen; Ortiz, Mexico. Vernon
Bailey; Onayinas, Mexico, E. Palmer. (Plate lxxi, Fig. 1.)

Shell when perfectly fresh with a delicate brownish epidermis, which

is usually lost, beneath which the shell is brownish flesh color with

irregular pale streaks in harmony with the incremental lines; the mar-

gin of the whorl in front of the suture is also often whitish; dead shells

are waxen orpure white, often with a ferruginous discoloration ; whorls

five and a half, t he nucleus with a central pit or dimple at the apex, the

first two turns regularly ribbed with small, sharp, rather distant ribs,

the wider interspaces of which are spirally striate; subsequent whorls

with (dose. line, sharp, soinewdial irregular wrinkles, in harmony with the

incremental lines, sparser on the last whorl and crossed by tine sharp

close stria- of variable strength, sometimes hardly visible, but in other

specimens distinct and granulating the wrinkles; all intermediate

grades are observable in comparing many specimens; suture distinct;
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form like that of paUidior on ;i smaller scale, varying from moderately

wide to slender; whorls rounded or moderately flattened; umbilicus

small but deeper proportionately than in pallidior; aperture rounded

ovate, the lip rather widely reflected, thin, the outer and pillar lips

approximating, united by a thin wash of callus.

Measurements of <i slender and a stout specimen, respectively.

Villi- Milli-

tneters. meters.
Altitude of shell 28.0 28.5
Altitude of last whorl 23.0
Altitude of aperture 15.

Maxim mi i breadth of aperture 11.5
Maximum breadth of shell 17. u

22.

5

16.0
12.0

15.0

This species is larger than B. Xantusi and the latter is without a

reflected lip. />'. Baileyi has the color of excelsus rather than pallidior.

Its variations, within the limits of its smaller size, are similar to those

ofpaUidior; the granulation of the surface in the rougher specimens is

much finer, but of the same character as that of />'. montezuma. The
species was at hist confounded with II. Xantusi, the type of which had
been mislaid, but when the latter was found and a series compared, it

was obvious that they belonged to different sections of the genus. It

is named iu honor of Mr. Vernon Bailey, of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture, who collected it in western Mexico.

Section DRYM^US Albers.

Bulimulus (Drymeeus) californicus Reeve.

"California," Hartweg, fide Reeve; Gulf coast of Lower California,

Stearns.

Only one specimem of this little-known species is in the national

collection, and it unfortunately has had the pillar broken, apparently

in removing the animal. It recalls />'. Liebmanni, but is nearest to B.

serperastrus Say, bui is more slender than any specimen of serperastrus

observed in our very large series from many localities. The peristome

is reflected, especially in front, and the surface is polished.

Section MESEMBRINUS Albers.

Bulimulus (Mesembrinusi Xantusi W. (1. Binney, not Cooper. (//. Gabbii,

( Irosse and Fischer.

Cape St. Lucas, Kantus (type); Etancho Lagunas, Punta Arena, near

sea level, Bryant; Sierra Laguna, near La Chuperosa, altitude 2,000

feet, Bisen. (Plate lxxii, Fig. 4.)

The specimen from which .Mr. Binney described the species, and

which was figured to illustrate it. is in the National Collection (Mus.

Reg. 9017) and must be regarded as the type. It is finely but intensely

granular from, the spiral striatum, and agrees in everyrespecl with the

form described and figured by Crosse and Fischer iu their line work on

the Mollusks of .Mexico under the name of B. Gabbii. The lip is not

Proc. IS. M. 93 41
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reflected in any of the specimens. The specimens collected by Bryanl

and Eisen arc of the smooth, or rather not granulated variety levis,

which accounts for Dr. Cooper's inability to harmonize them with Bin-

ney's description and -figure. The epidermis is thin and olivaceous,

and Dr. Cooper reports the mosl perfect specimen as being streaked

with brown, lighter and darker, as on 11. altematus.

The type of B. Xantusi measures 20 mm. long, U).\ mm. in greatest

width, the aperture 10 by 7 nun. The smooth ones are variable in size,

measuring from 18 by L0.5 to 17 by 8.5 mm. None of the specimens

received from Dr. Cooper show any trace of color markings. 11. digitale,

described by Reeve (Conch. Ic, PI. 47, Fig. 308,November 1848) without

habitat, bears from the figure a very close resemblance to B. Xantusi.

Section LEPTOBYRSUS Crosse and Fischer.

The type of this section is />'. spirifer Gabb, but from a study of the

species 1 am satisfied that several of the other species are too closely

related to be separated from B. spirifer sectionally, though at first

sight they fail to show the characters clearly. The section contains

two sets of species, which are separated by the presence or absence of

the prominent lobe or flange on the pillar in the first half of the last

whorl, but all the species present occasional individuals which show a,

ridgehere, even if the majority of the conspecific specimens do not.

The nuclear whorls are peculiar, and agree closely, especially in the

sunken position of the extreme nucleus making a pit or dimple on the

apex of the spire; the nuclear whorls have a peculiar and when unworn
a very sharp and characteristic sculpture, and most of the species have

an extremely similar facies, the most aberrant form being B. arte-

mesia, which, however, differs only by its more numerous whorls,

slender form, and the less-reflected peristome. 1 am confident that all

these species are genetically connected, and that they should be em-

braced in one sectional group.

Subsection A ; without prominent Lamella.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus) artemesia W. (i. Binney.

Cape St. Lucas, Xantus, 1 (type) specimen; Sierra Laguna, at 3,000

feel above the sea, 2 specimens, Eisen. (Plate LXXII, Fig. 5.)

The type is in good condition; it has eight and a half whorls, of

which the first two are obtusely keeled above and the nuclear point

small and sunken, forming an apical funicular pit which is quite con-

spicuous. The sculpture of the nucleus is like that of the other species

already mentioned, of rather sparse tine, sharp riblets, with the wider

interspaces more or less spirally engraved. The surface is wrinkled

finely, with traces of granulation here and there on the wrinkles. The
peristome is slightly reflected, and inside thickened in the manner

characteristic .of a shell which has passed the dry season adhering to

the bark of a tree. The pillar far within the aperture shows a faint

elevated ridge. Traces of epidermis on the shell are pale olivaceous
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yellow, the shell itself of a waxen white. It appears to be u rare

species, and the farthest removed from the others which constitute the

section. Yet I cannot believe that it is less related to inscendens (for

instance) than to B. pupiformis.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus) inscendens W. Gr. Binney.

Cape St. Lucas, Xantns (types); Lower California, 100 to 3,000 feet

above the sea, San /Jose del Cabo, San Leonicio, etc., Eisen (typical

form) : Sierra Laguna, altitude 3,000 feet (smooth variety), Eisen; San
Jose del Cabo and Punta Arena, Lower Cal. (var. Beldingi Cooper)

Belding and Bryant. (Plate lxxii, Fig. 0.)

The type specimens of this species show the very distinct granula-

tion due to spiral striae, and have a nucleus like that of />. artemesia, ob-

tusely keeled above. The pillar has a more or less distinct fold which,

however, never becomes laminar, and is often feeble. The spiral striation

may be coarse, flue, or absent, as in the species previously described.

A smooth form—that is, one in which there is no spiral striation or

granulation of the axially directed wrinkles, yet which has the form of

the type, also occurs. Both this and the type have large shells with

flatfish whorls and a rather acutely conical spire. The other varieties

are as follows

:

Var. alia Dall; whorls rounder, shell shorter, last whorl 25-38,

aperture 20-38 of the whole length. This form leads to var. Beldingi.

Whorls 7 J, altitude 38; maximum diameter 14 mm. Var. montioola

Dall; more slender, smooth, compact, last whorl 23-40, aperture 17-40

of the whole length. This recalls B. Bryanti Cooper, but is less slen-

der, has not the divergent last whorl, nor the laminiferous piLar.

Whorls 7A, altitude 40, maximum diameter 14 mm. Var. Beldingi,

Cooper; smaller, stouter, without spiral striation; last whorl 22-32,

aperture 15-32 of the whole length. It is difficult, without a connect-

ing series, to believe that this is not a distinct species from the

typical inscendens. If they should be so divided hereafter, the above
varieties alta and monticola would range with Beldingi rather than

with inscendens proper. Whorls in the typical Beldingi 6£, altitude 32,

maximum diameter 14 mm. The reflection of the peristome is narrower

and thicker than in most of this group.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus) excelsus Gould, (/>'. elatua GUI, olim.)

La Paz, Xantus, Belding, Fisher. (Plate lxxii, Fig. 7.)

This is the largest, finest, and most local of the forms of this group.

When fresh is streaked with waxen-white and purplish-brown and is

whitish in front of the suture. It has two nuclear whorls obtusely

keeled and with a less conspicuous apical pit than the others. The
spiral striae on the nucleus are often extremely faint, but can usually

be made out with a magnifier on the later whorls. I have not seen any
specimens where the striation was strong enough to granulate the

wrinkles. While differing somewhat in form, the size is rather uniform
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compared with that of the other species, as might be expected from its

smaller range in area and altitude. The pillar bears an observable

fold, but no lamina.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus) Zeledoni Dal], sp. nov.

Costa Rica, Zeledon, Mus. Reg. 98231. (Plate lxxi, Fig. 2.)

Shell thin, colorless, with translucent, polished, pale yellow epidermis

and seven whorls; apical pit small, the nucleai whorls rounded, the

riblets upon them close set and cut by equidistant spiral grooving, so

as to produce a close, even reticulation like that of close-woven cloth;

apex rather pointed, whorls slightly rounded, suture distinct; surface

.sculptured with obscure incremental wrinkles and very faint sparse

spiral stria'; last whorl more than halt* the length of the whole shell;

base rounded, wit h a narrow umbilicus, over which the pillar lip is

broadly reflected; aperture short, wide, peristome t li in, reflected, except

near the sutural commissure, the reflection becoming more, marked in

proportion as one passes from the suture forward, and widest of all at

the pillar, which is straight, almost forming an angle with the li]) at its

base; body with a slight wash of callus; a slight fold at the back of the

pillar, but no lamina. Longitude of shell 30, of last whorl 17, of aper-

ture 11; maximum latitude of shell 13.5, of aperture LOmm.
I have included this species, collected by Sefior Don dose Zeledon,

because it does not seem to be described, and also because it seemed

naturally associated with the species of Lower California, to which this

article is devoted. It is easily recognized when perfect by its nuclear

sculpture and simple coloration, polished epidermis, and rather wide

squarish aperture.

Subsection 1>, with a prominent lamina projecting from the pillar in 1 1 1
«

- first half of

I lie last whorl.

This group at present comprises three species, and the internal fea-

tures are essentially the same in each. About tin' time that the penul-

timate whorl is beginning to be formed the pillar becomes gyratory, so

that, viewed from below, it describes a spiral curve around an imagi-

nary cylindrical axis of greater or less diameter. After completing its

round and beginning on the last whorl the outer edge of the gyre be-

comes thickened and expanded in a- tin-like manner with thick rounded

margin; the twist of the pillar becomes more nearly axial, and at the

aperture of the shell shows merely as a fold or rounded ridge such as

appears in the various species of subsection A.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus) spirifer Gabh.

"In the mountains, among rocks, from San Antonio below La Paz to

near San Borja, and in th« highest mountains, perhaps even farther

north." Gabb. San Jose" on the Gulf of California. Belding. (Plate

Lxxti. Fig. 8.)

Nearly all the specimens in the national collect ion were received from

Gabb, SO that they are authentic. The species has been confounded
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with others by several writers, but is clearly a distinct and well char-

acterized form, and is the type of Leptobyrsus, according to the authors

of that name. The species is noticeable for the oily gloss of its sur-

face. The lamina is usually visible with difficulty or not at all from

the aperture; "the prominent tooth winding inward from the columella,"

mentioned by Dr. < 'ooper,* is the fold on the pillar and not the lamina,

which last he does not seem to have observed or differentiated.

The nucleus hardly <liffcrs from that of imcendenSj the shoulder of it

is rounded, not angular, and the spiral stria' are faint. The color of the

shell is more brownish and less livid than in ecocel8U8, the pale streaks,

though frequently present, are less conspicuous, and the whitish edge

of the whorl in front of the suture is less constant. The shell is the

thinnest of all the species. It varies in form much like the others.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus) Eryanti (Cooper) Dall, /.'. inscendena Bryanti Cp.op.cit.,

1». 101, PI. xin, figs.4 a-c, 1893.

"On dry mountains, 800 to 1,000 feet high, climbing high copal trees,

northward from CapeSt. Lucas, through a distance of 350 miles." Xan
tus, San .lose del Cabo, Bryant. (Plate lxxi, Figs. .'}, 4.)

Usually white, but when living or fresh, pale brown, showing hardly

any spiral sculpture. Nucleus as in the last species. Lamina extraord-

inarily thick and rounded, not visible from the aperture. tturfacenearlv

smooth but not polished; reflection of the peristome narrow and feeble.

This was referred to inscendens as a variety, but appears to be near-

est to spiri/'cr and a well-defined species.

Bulimulus (Leptobyrsus; Veseyianus Dull, sp. nov,

Espiritu Santo Id., Gulf of California. Belding. (Plate lxxi, Figs.

4, 5.)

Shell stout, inflated, brownish, polished, with seven whorls; suture

appressed, distinct, but shallow ; nucleus worn in all the specimensbutap-
parentlynot differingfrom that of />'. Bryanti except as beingmoreblunt;
whorls except the last rather rounded, the last whorl somewhat flat-

tened at the periphery ; umbilicus huge but narrow, overshadowed by a
very wide expansion of t he pillar-lip; aperture large, the lips approxima-
ted behind, the reflection wide and greatly recurved, of a livid waxen
passing into white at the margin; bodymoderately callous, pillar straight

with an obscure fold visible at the aperture, internally with a large

thick sublinguiform lamina ; surface of the shell like that of B. excelsus,

but more polished. Lou. of shell, 36.5; of last whorl, 25; of aperture,

including the lip, 20; maximum diameter of shell, 20; ofaperture, 15 mm.
This species IS named in honor of Mr. .1. Xantus de Yesey, to whom

we owe much of our knowledge of tin? fauna of Lower California. It

is recognizable by its short, stout shape, widely reflected recurved

peristome, very narrow space between the commissures of the lips and
body, and large subtriangular lamina. Five specimens, all very uniform,

were collected by Mr. Belding (Mus. Keg., 34122) some ten years ago.

v

J'r(»c Cal. Acad. Sri., 2nd series, Vol. iii, p. 211, 1892,
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Section ORTHOTOMIUM. Croase and Fiacher.

Bulimulus (Orthotomium) sufflatus Gould. (/<'. veaiealia Old. olim.)

Lower California, Rich; low lands about La Paz, Gabb; San Jose

del Cabo to La Paz, Bryant. Siena Lagana to3,000 feet above the sea.

Eisen. Variety insularis Cooper, Espiritu Santo Island, Bryant. Abun-

dant near La Paz, Belding. (Plate lxxii, Fig. 9.)

This characteristic shell has no coloration except in its epidermis,

which is straw color or pale olive, intensified at lines which represent

resting stages, and more or Less polished. The form varies from .">.'>."»

by 17, and 36.5 by 21 to 32 by L'.'i nun. The peristome is slightly re-

flected in front and widely over the umbilicus : elsewhere it is not

reflected. In specimens which have survived a dry season attached to

bark or a stone, the inside of the peristome and the space on the body

between the two lips is often much thickened by a deposit of callus.

The nucleus is similar to that of Leptobyrsus, except that the apical

part is irregularly punctate, and the riblets instead of being even and

sharply defined are more or less wavy and on the shoulder and earlier

part give a vermicular effect. The apical pit is not conspicuous though

evident in some examples. Pathologic specimens showing lumps or

tubercles on the pillar are not very rare, but normally the pillar is

simple. The young are frequently taken for B.pilula from which they

may be discriminated by their projecting and more sharply sculptured

nuclear whorls and less open umbilicus as well as more ovate form.

Bulimulus (Orthotomium?) pilula \Y. <;. Binney.

Cape St. Lucas to Margarita Island, Xantus. San -lose del Cabo,

Bryant. The specimens collected at Punta Arena by Bryant and men-

tioned by Dr. Cooper are probably immature sufflatus. (Plate lxxii,

Fig. 10.)

The types of this species in the National Museum have a distinct and

mature appearance. The, specimens connecting them with sufflatus are

usually young sufflatus. The two types have 4 and 44 whorls, respec-

tively, as many as specimens of sufflatus four times their size. The

nuclear whorls are smaller than in sufflatus and more delicately sculp-

tured, while the incremental wrinkling on the body whorl is more

conspicuous and regular than in the larger species. I have seen no

specimens oipilula which appear to be genuine except the types. All

the others when critically studied resolve themselves into varieties of

sufflatus.

V . s. National Museum, June, 1893.

EXPLANATION <>K PLATE I, XXI.
Page.

I'm. I. Hiili nut I us Baileyi Dall 640

2. Bulimulus /.< ledoni Dall 644

:;. Bulimulus Bryanti (Cooper) Dall, from behind, showing internal la-

mella through an opening made into the whorl 645

1. Bulimulus Veaeyianua Dall 645

5. Bulimulus Veaeyianua Dall. from behind, the whorl opened to show the

otherwise invisible lamella 645
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXII.
Page.

FlG. 1. Bxli mul its mon Ic: ii ma Pall 640

2,3. Bulimulus pullidior Sby ... * , , 640

4. Bulimulu8 Xantttsi W. G. Binney . .. . 641

5. Bulimulus artemesia W. G. Binney 642

6. Bulimulus inscendens W. G. Binney 643

7. Buli mill us excelsus Gld 643

8. Iliilim ul us spirifcr Gabb 644

9. Bulimulus sufflatus Gld 616

10. Bulimulus pilula W. G. Binney 646
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF AMERICAN FRESH-WATER
CRABS.

Mary J. Rathbun.

(With Plates lxxiii-lxxvii.)

Family PSEtTDOTHELPHUSlTLE.

PSEUDOTHELPHUSA Saussure.

The synonymy of this American genus with a complete list of spe
cies is given by Prof. S. I. Smith in the Transactions of the Connecti-
cut Academy, Vol. n, 1870. In the Annals and Magazine ot Natural
History (6) in, p. 7, 1889, Mr. K. I. Pocock describes a new species (P.

tenuipes) from Dominica, and gives distinguishing characteristics of all

the species. The collection of the United States National Museum con-
tains no described species of Pseudothelphusa, but the genus is repre-

sented by eight new species. They all possess a cervical suture, two
epigastric lobes separated by a median suture, two small Y sn«ped
depressions near the posterior margin of the gastric region, and five

rows of spines on the dactyls of the ambulatory legs, three rows above
and two below. The exognath of the external maxillipeds is shorter
than the ischium of the endognath. The species are grouped according
to the character of the front.

A'. Front not vertically deflexed, but rounding smoothly downward to the inferior
'

margin.

Pseudothelphusa jouyi.

(PL lxxiii; PI. lxxiv, Figs. 1-3.)

Carapace convex, punctate, smooth, and shining, much broader in

the male than in the female. Cervical suture short and curved, some-
times not continued to the anterolateral margin. Epigastric lobes
faintly indicated by a short horizontal groove in front of them, of a
lighter color; sometimes the groove is obsolete, but the color remains.
There is no trace of a superior frontal crest, the front rounding smoothly
down to the margin, which is not visible from above and is strongly
retreating at the center. Median sulcus shallow, dividing the front

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—Xo. 959.

«49
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into two lobes. Seen from in front, the margin is nearly horizontal;

seen from below, the two lobes are slightly arched forward. There
is no outer orbital fissure. The frontal and upper orbital margins are

indistinctly ridged, and are granulate in small specimens; in large ones

the ridge is uneven, the normal granulation being feebly indicated.

Lower orbital margin granulate. Anterolateral margins finely den-

ticulate, the denticles obsolete in adult males, where the margin is

simply uneven. Ischium of maxillipeds elongate, merus subtriangular,

endognath but slightly overlapping the jugal area; exognath shorter

than the ischium (PL lxxiv, Fig. 3). The inferior surface of the body
is punctate, the punctse being larger next the orbit. The cervical

suture is present on the lower surface. The abdomen of the male
(Fig. J) is widest at the distal end of the third and the proximal end
of the fourth segment; lateral margins of third and fourth segments
convex, of fifth concave. Extremity of appendage of first segment
with lateral expansions above, the outer one larger and with a single

sharp tooth pointing outward and downward, the inner one with a

spatulate tooth pointing forward and inward (Fig. 2). The abdo-

men of the female conceals the sternum. Chelipeds very unequal.

Merus with short, stout spines on the inner margin; upper margin
with dentiform tubercles on the proximal two-thirds; lower outer mar-

gin rounded, with a few granules; a line of granules on the inner sur-

face near the carpus. Carpus punctate, with a short, broad longitu-

dinal groove above and a stout inner spine. Larger hand in male
much inflated, punctate, smooth; fingers widely gaping, with strong

teeth. Smaller hand with margins subparallel, fingers almost meeting
when closed. In the females the chelipeds are more nearly equal, and
in character resemble the smaller cheliped of the male. Ambulatory
legs little compressed ; merus slender, with upper and lower margins
subparallel, upper margin blunt, with depressed spiuules, which be-

come obsolete in adults; carpus feebly spinulous above; propodus,

above and below.

Color, a rich reddish brown.

Length of $ 27"""; width, 43.5; length of large chtliped, 80. Length
of ? 29;^ width, 40; length of large cheliped, GG.

Many specimens were collected by Mr. P. L. Jouy in L892 at the

following localities in Mexico:

Lake Chapala, about 5,000 feet elevation, among stones and shingle

on lake shore; February 10, 7 $ , 80 ? , mostly with eggs (17718);

Febiuary 20, 7 5,2 ? , 4 young, all small (17719).

Juanacatlan, Falls of Ilio San Juan, between Lake Chapala and
Guadalajara, April 2G; G 5,11 ? , mostly small (17720).

Prof. A. Duges has presented specimens from Valle de Santiago,

State of Guanajuato; 1 5,1 ? (17721); also an additional female

(4122) from the same State, probably from the same locality.

This species bears a strong resemblance to P. americana Saussure

from Ilayti, but that species is without a cervical suture.
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Pseudothelphnsa dugesi.

(PI. LXXIV, Figs. 1 and 5.)

This species is so closely related to jouyi that one might easily con-

found the two. It can be distinguished, however, first, by the front

which is sinuous and slightly bilobed, more abruptly deflexed than in

jouyi, with a strong marginal ridge visible from above and defined

by a submarginal groove; viewed from in front the margin is nearly

straight; second, by the more compressed meral joints of the ambula-

tory legs, which are slightly dilated in the middle, the upper edge thin;

third, by the appendages of the first segment of the male abdomen, in

which the inner tooth at the extremity is more slender than injouyi and

is directed closer to the appendage.

Color, dark olive brown.

Length of male 21 ; width, 33 ; length of cheliped about 53mm . Length

of female, 20; width, 33.5; length of large cheliped, about 43.

Ouemavaca, State of Morelos, Mexico, V. L. Jouy, August, 1892;

7 5,1? (17722).

A small female from the State of Guanajuato (
'?), A. Duges (1380),

has the meral joints of the ambulatory legs proportionally wider than in

the specimens from Cuernavaca, all of which are much larger.

Pseudothelphusa terrestris.

(PI. LXXIV, Fi^s. 6 and 7.)

This species much resembles jouyi and dugesi, but the carapace is

wider, the cervical suture deeper and more conspicuous, the gastric re-

gion more elevated. Front not rounding downward as in jouyi but

abruptly deflexed as in dugesi, the margin strongly ridged, defined by
a well-marked submarginal groove, and visible from above. Viewed
from in front the two halves of the margin slope downward toward the

center. The outer orbital angle is less advanced than in jouyi. The
denticles of the anterolateral margins are less prominent than in speci-

mens ofjouyi of equal size, the obliteration in adults being even more
complete in this species. In the abdomen of the male the terminal seg-

ment is more acute than injouyi; the appendage of the first segment
differs in having at the tip on the outer side a much narrower lateral

expansion with a narrower, sharper tooth, and on the inner side, a

somewhat scythe-shaped tooth. Chelipeds similar to those of jouyi;

the lower outer margin of the merus has a distinct line of granules. The
ambulatory legs are more compressed, the merus joints thin above,

and wide in the center.

Color, olive-brown.

Length of $ 21; width, 30; length of large cheliped, about 59mm.

Length of 9 10; width, 32; length of large cheliped, about 33. In this

female specimen the chelipeds are almost equal.

Collected by Mr. P. L. Jouy at Atamajac, 3 miles west of Guadalajara,

April, 15, 1802,3 $ , 2 9 (17723); also at Barranca Ibarra, near Cuada-
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lajara, April 20-22, L892, under stones on moist hillside, aboul L0 feet

above the river, 3,700 feel above sea level, and L,500 feei below Guada-
lajara, S $ ,8 9. small (17724).

A". Front vertically deflexed, forming a blunt nest.

IV. t'rost smont li.

Pseudothelphusa verticalis.

(PI. i.wiv. Figs. 8 and it.)

Carapace flattened, obscurely punctate. Cervical suture deep and

short, continued to the margin. Epigastric lobes depressed. Front

vertically detlexed; superior margin not ridged or granulate, but pre-

senting a smooth, rounded surface, which is almost straighl and

scarcely interrupted by the shallow median sulcus, [nfero-frontal

margin with a prominent ridge, indistinctly granulate, a submarginal

groove, and a shallow median sinus. The ridge is continuous with the

orbital margin. Antero lateral margins denticulate. Orbits deeper

than [ujouyi, sometimes with a shallow hiatus. In the male abdomen
the appendages of the first segment are very different from those of

the species above described (Fig. 9). Ohelipeds with the merus tri-

angulate, broadening distally, shorter than mjouyi; upper margin with

dentiform tubercles, winch become almost obsolete toward the carpus;

lower inner margin with two irregular rows of spiny teeth; lower sur-

face with a line of granules on the outer and distal margins; carpus

shorter than mjouyi; large hand very deep and swollen, much larger

than the small hand; fingers gaping in the larger cheliped. The ambu-
latory legs are compressed, broad; merus joints much dilated, with a

thin upper margin, obscurely denticulate.

Length of S 25; width, 42; length of large cheliped 7i'""".

Length of 9 22.8; width,39; length of large cheliped 54mm .

Tehuantepec, Mexico. Dr. Spear; 1 3,5 9 (2537).

B". Creel tuberculate.

Pseudothelphusa xantusi.

Carapace in shape resembling the preceding, slightly convex, punc-

tate, granulate anteriorly ami laterally. There is a trace of an addi-

tional suture behind the cervical suture, which is not an even curve,

but turns slightly toward the horizontal near the margin. Epigastric

lobes well-marked, tuberculate, separated by a deep, narrow median

sulcus, which divides the superior frontal crest. This crest is blunt,

and is provided with a wide row of tubercles, and near the orbit turns

backward, following t he line of the orbit for a short distance. Inferior

frontal margin with a prominent ridge, which projects forward, is some-

what bilobed, granulate, and Visible from above. Orbits large, not

tilled by the eyes; margin granulate except for a short distance be-

neath the miter angle, where the absence of granules simulates a

shallow fissure. Anterolateral margin denticulate, slightly interrupted
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at the cervical suture and between that suture and the orbital angle.

Mcius of maxilliped more quadrate, loss triangular than in the preced-

ing species. Inferior regions of the carapace very finely granulate and

punctate, cervical suture present. Jugal area pubescent as far back

as the sternum. Small cheliped (the only one present) granulate,

punctate, with a broad merus; inner face outlined below and distaliy

with bead-like tubercles, inner margin with a double row of blunt

spines, increasing in size distaliy, upper margin with spinulous rugae

extending on the outer surface distaliy. Carpus with a very shallow

sulcus, a short inner spine; inner margin spinulous. Upper and lower

margins of hand subparallel ; fingers in contact. The merus joints of

the ambulatory legs are flattened, widening toward the center, den-

ticulate above; carpal and propodal joints spinulous on the upper,

inner, and distal margins.

Length, about 20; width, 49; length of smaller cheliped, about 01""".

? Mexico, John Xantus; a single mutilated specimen, 9 (2527).

This specimen is labeled 4l ('ape St. Lucas", but it is more likely to

have come from the vicinity of Manzanillo or Colima, where Mr. Xantus
made valuable collections of fresh-water fishes and mollusks in 1862.

A'". Front vertically deflexed, forming an acute lamellate crest.

Fseudothelphusa colombianus.

(P1.LXXIV, Fig. 10; PI. LXXV, Fig. 1.)

Carapace slightly convex, finely punctate, granulate anteriorly and
near the lateral margins, the granules more evident in the smaller

specimen. Epigastric lobes very prominent, the ridge continued faintly

for a short distance in a transverse line of granules. Cervical suture

curved, becoming less marked near the lateral margin. Superior

frontal margin lamellate, almost straight, tuberculate, divided by a V-

shaped notch at the extremity of the median sulcus. The margin near
the orbit turns nearly parallel to the orbital margin and terminates just

above the base of the eye. Interior frontal margin slightly in advance
of the superior, sinuous, with a prominent, horizontal, ridged, and granu-

late margin, which is continuous with the tuberculate or crenulate or-

bital margin. Front deepest at the outer ends. Anterolateral margins
denticulate, interrupted by a shallow sinus at the cervical suture and
another between that and the orbit. External orbital fissure small and
shallow, formed by the absence of one or two granules. Inferior surface

of the carapace finely granulate near the margin. Jugal region pubes-

cent and anteriorly granulate. ( 'helipeds of female unequal, punctate
Smaller cheliped much like that of xantusi, but with few granules; the

inner margin has a single row of spines, and below it a row of tuber-

cles. Larger cheliped similar to the smaller, except that the propodus is

much deeper (PI. lxxv, Fig. 1). Fingers in contact when closed. Am-
bulatory legs little compressed; meral joints widening toward proximal
end, denticulate on upper margin, and in the last pair prominently ridged
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on lower outer margin ; carpal joints spinulous above and distally; pro-

podal joints with small spines above, below, and distally.

Length, 28.5; width, 50; length of cheliped, about 65mm .

River David, Ohiriqui, United States of Colombia, about latitude 8°

28' X, longitude 82° 24' VY., at an elevation of 4,000 feet above the sea;

"very rapid streams descending from Mount Ohiriqui"; J.A.McMel,
July, 1883; 2 9(5512). In the same bottle there is an ambulatory leg

of a specimen one-half again as large, which is apparently the same
species.

Pseudothelphusa lamellifrons.

( PI.lxxv, Figs. 2-5.)

The carapace of this species is allied to that of colombianus; the gran-

nies of the anterior and lateral portions are, however, more prominent,

and the cervical suture is supplemented by another shorter parallel

suture a little posterior to the first, but not prolonged to the margin.

Front similar to that of colombiahus, but narrower and deeper. Ex-

ternal orbital fissure very shallow and broad, with a denticle in the

middle. Autero-lateral margin very thin and acute, with fine teeth a

little more prominent than in colomManus and crowded close together.

Ischium of maxilliped broadening noticeably at the distal end. Abdo-
men of male contracted at the fifth segment (Fig. 4); the extremity of

the appendage of the first segment is laminate, and folded and com-

pressed laterally, the inner side having two lobes above, the posterior

one very large, and the outer side with a, blunt tooth pointing forward

and outward (Fig. •">). Chelipeds in shape and armature resembling

those of Colombian us, but the granules are prominent; the upper and
lower margins of the basal portion of the larger propodus more acurate

than in those of the female of .that species. Fingers in contact. The
meral joints of the ambulatory legs are compressed, very wide at the

center, the upper edge thin.

Length, 22; width, 34.3; length of cheliped about 4(i""".

Isthmus of Tehuantepee, Mexico, F. E. Sumichrast ; :> males (3289).

Pseudothelphusa richmoudi.

(PI. lxxv, Figs, ii-10.)

Carapace more convex than in the two preceding species, finely

punctate, with scaly grannies near the lateral margin. Cervical

snt nre deep and almost straight. Epigastric Lobes well marked.

.Median sulcus short, making a V-shaped notch in the superior frontal

margin. There are three faint depressed tubercles arranged trans-

versely across the gastric region. Margins of front and orbits crenu-

late or granulate. Superior frontal margin nearly straight, as seen

from above, but seen from in front, the two sides slope downward to

the median line: the outer extremities join the orbital margin. Inferior
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margin sinuous, its lobes visible from above (Fig. G). The external

orbital tooth and the next lateral tooth are finely dentate; posterior to

the cervical suture there are ten small spiniform teeth nearly equal in

size, followed by a diminishing series of spinules on the posterolateral

margin; the first of the ten teeth has, on one side of the carapace, one,

on the other side two, accessory spinules. Orbital fissure broad, shal-

low, U-shaped. Inferior surface of the carapace granulate near the

lateral margin, and granulate and pubescent on the jugal area. Max-
illipeds broad, considerably overlapping the jugal area; ischium much
wider at the distal than at the proximal end ; merus more quadrate

than in preceding species. Last two segments of the male abdomen
longer and narrower than in lamellifrons (Fig. 7); appendages of lirst

segment with superior portion of the extremity armed with three un-

equal spines, the inferior portion having a concave oval area. (Tieli-

peds unequal, punctate, with scaly granules, which form rugosities on

the outer surface of the merus; merus and carpus armed similarly to

those of colombianus, except that there is not a continuous line of

granules near the upper margin of the inner surface. Hands rough,

with scaly granules, especially on the margins. Large hand deep,

lower margin very convex. Fingers in contact. Meral joints of am-

bulatory legs compressed and widening toward the center; upper

margins of meral, carpal, and propodal joints, and lower margin of

propodal joints spinulous; dactyls very slender.

Length, 32.5; width without spines, 49; length of cheliped about 70mm .

Found on dry land near a small creek which flows into the Escon-

dido River, 50 miles from Bluefields, Nicaragua, by Mr. Charles W.
Richmond, October 30, 1892; one male (17725).

POTAMOCARCINTJS

.

Established by Milne Edwards* for a species (/'. armatus) which
differs from Pseudotkelphusa in having the superior frontal crest sharp

and lamellate, and more prominent than the inferior, the carapace

armed with strong spines and an external orbital hiatus.

This genus is doubtfully distinct from Ptieudothclphusa, some species

of which have an orbital hiatus; in P. richmondi the front is sharp and
lamellate, though not entirely concealing the inferior crest. In Pscu-

dothelphusa can be seen every gradation between the sharp-crested

front and the smooth front without a ridge. There seems to be no ex-

ternal character to distinguish Potamocareinus except the strong mar-
ginal teeth, which is hardly a generic character. The following species

is therefore placed provisionally in this genus.

*Aim. Sci. Nat. (3), xx, p. 208, 1853.
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Potamocarcinus nicaraguensis.

(PI. i.xxvi ; PI. i.xx vn, Pigs. 1 :;.
|

Potamocarcinus armatus Stimpsou (no 1 Milne Edwards), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci, Phila.

\. p. LOO, L858.

Stimpson, iu his unpublished report od the Crustacea collected by
the North Pacific Exploring Expedition, says of P. armatus, "Wehave
bill one specimen of this species, a small male, half an inch in leugth.

It differs somewhal from the large female described by Milne Edwards,

in thai the carapace is punctated, and. toward the lateral margins,

somewhal granulated. The second and third anterolateral teeth are

bifid. Dactyli scarcely quadrangular, almost rounded, also smaller

aud less spinulose. It was found at Omotepec Island in Lake Nica

ragua, by Mr. Charles Wright, botanisl of the expedition."

Potamocarcinus nicaraguensis is a large species; small specimens

agree with Stimpson's diagnosis, excepl that the dactyls are not less

spinnlons than in Milne Edwards's figure of armatus.

Carapace broader anteriorly than in armatus, slightly convex, dis-

tinctly marked with small punctse, granulate near the lateral margins,

the granules most prominent in young specimens. Cervical sulcus

deep and curved; there are wide and deep grooves either side of the

posterior gastric area, and small Y-shaped grooves between t hem. The
epigastric lobes are well marked, divided by a narrow sulcus leading

to the front. Superior frontal margin horizontal, granulate, more
advanced in the central portion; median fissure V-shaped. Front

concave, the inferior margin much behind the superior, the two halves

separately arched upward. I'ostorbital tooth obtuse, outer margin

rounded. Second tooth broader, obtuse, often with one or more acces

soi \ teetli on its margins. Third tooth, that directly posterior to the

cervical suture, broad, very variable in shape, but always bilobed.

Remaining large teeth, four to six in number, irregular in shape and

position, acute, spinous. There are often small intervening teeth.

Postero lateral margin with several spinules which decrease in size

from the lateral angle. External orbital hiatus deep and wide: orbital

margin granulate, bower surface of the carapace granulate near the

lateral margin and on thejugal area. The margin of the epistome is

I lirce spiued ; median spine long and curved upward. As in (intuitu,

the endognatb of the external maxillipeds is very wide and covers a

portion of the jugal region; the exognath is much shorter than in

iiniidtfi, never exceeding one-half the length of the ischium. The

appendages of the first segmenl of the male abdomen are very stout,

and at the summit present a concave outer surface which has a spine

at the anteroinferior angle, a lobe at the antero-superior and postero-

iuferior angles, and t wo spines at t he postero superior angle (PI. Lxxvij
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Fig. 3). Abdomen of female very large, concealing l he sternum. < 'heli

peds long and strong, unequal, punctate; merus roughened above,

inner margin spinous, the spines longer and .stronger at tlie distal end;

inferior margin granulate. Carpus with a very shallow median groove
near the center, and a stout spine on the inner margin. Large hand
much swollen, deep; there is a short line of tubercles on the inner side

of the lower margin near the carpus; dactyl strongly arched ; fingers

and lower surface of hand speckled with small dark spots, which, on the

fingers, are granulous; teeth of prehensile edges irregular, broad, and
strong. Smaller hand less broad and deep; lingers in contact or

slightly gaping; otherwise as in the larger hand. The chelipeds of the

female are shorter and more slender than those of the male. The merus
joints of the ambulatory legs are slightly compressed; upper and lower

margins almost parallel; upper margin obscurely granulate; carpal

joints unarmed; propodal joints spinulous on the distal portion;

dactyli compressed, with five rows of spines.

Length of S 57mm ;
width without spines, 85; approximate length of

larger cheliped, 158; length of propodus, 90; depth, 37; thickness, 23.

Length of 2,63; width, without spines, 95; approximate length of

larger cheliped, 135; length of propodus, 71; depth, 25; thickness, 15.

Lake Nicaragua, Dr. J. F. Bransford; 4 5,29 (5837), grading in size

from two inches to three-fourths of an inch in length.

Near Greytown, Nicaragua, Dr. Louis F. II. Birt; 2<5,3S (13788) all

large. Greytown is at the mouth of the river San Juan, an outlet of

Lake Nicaragua.

Rio Frio, Costa Rica, a tributary of the San Juan, Charles \Y. Rich-

mond, March 3, 1892; one 9 (17957).

EPILOBOCERA Stinipson.

In 1860 Stimpson instituted the genus Epilobocera (Ann. Lye. Nat.

Hist. N. Y., vii, ]>. 23-i) for a fresh-water crab of the family Thelphu-
sidse, distinguished by the frontal process meeting the internal subor-

bital lobe, behind which the antenna passes to the orbital cavity. The
merus of the external maxilliped is transverse, its anterior margin
rounded, and the palpus goniarthroid. The type species, E. cubensis.

was found in fresh-water streams near Santiago, Cuba.
In 1870 Prof. S. I. Smith (Trans. ( Jonn. Acad. II, p. 150) gives a more

detailed description of E. cubensis, and describes another species, E. ar-

mata, probably from the Bahamas. The generic diagnosis should be
amended so as to include species in whieh the frontal process nearly

joins tin- suborbital -lobe, the character being at best of doubtful value.

The following distinguishing characters may be added: A process pro-

jects from the upper side of the expiratory canal, and the exognath of

the external maxillipeds overreaches the ischium of the endognath.

I'roc. N. M. 93 42
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SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES.

A Superior frontal crest projecting beyond the inferior,

B Carapace granulated near the margins above and below cubensis.

B" Carapace nol granulated near the margins .....' a km .via.

A Superior frontal crest no1 projecting beyond the inferior.

IS Carapace with coarse scaly granules Dear the margins above and

lie low GRANULATA.

B Carapace without coarse scaly granules near Hie margins haytensis,

Epilobocera haytensis.

(PL lxxyii, Figs. 1 and 5.)

Carapace very slightly convex, finely granulate, and punctate. Cer-

vical sulcus deep. Cardiac region with shallow depressions on either

side, and two minute Y-shaped grooves in the sulcus between the

gastric and cardiac regions. Epigastric lobes distinct, separated by a

well-marked sulcus, which extends forward and forms a wide median

sinus in the superior frontal margin. This margin is prominent and

nearly straight when seen from above, but slopes downward toward the

middle, and in the larger specimen the two halves are inclined slightly

backward toward the median line. The margin is unevenly tubercu-

late. and near the orbital border it is directed backward and ends above

the base of the eye. The inferior margin of the front is three lobed. the

median lobe directed downward and forward, the lateral lobes rounded

and horizontal, projecting well beyond the superior margin. The mar-

gin is crenulate, and also the orbital border, which is continuous with

it. Then; is a broad hiatus beneath the outer angle of the orbit. The

internal suborbital lobe is very broad and concave, and nearly, but not

quite, touches the subrrontal process. Tin 1 anterolateral margin is

marked by small blunt teeth, irregular in size and shape, and inter-

rupted by a wide sinus at the cervical suture, and another near the ex-

ternal orbital angle. The teeth become smaller and more indistinct

near the posterolateral margin, which is slightly concave, smooth, and

rounded The marginal teeth are less plainly marked in the smaller

specimen. Labial border of the epistonie with three lobes; median lobe

acute, projecting downward and slightly forward; lateral lobes shorter,

less acute, their inner margins arched upward and forward. The mar-

gins of the lobes are t uberculate. On the lower side of the carapace

there is a line of tubercles following the cervical suture, and the ante-

rior portion of the jugal area is tuberculate. The endognaths of the ex-

ternal maxillipeds in width do not exceed the buccal cavity: the merits

is more or less quadrate, the antero-external angle rounded (Fig. 5). The

male abdomen is widest at the third segment, and does not taper regu-

larly to the last, but the mar-ins of the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments

are separately convex. The appendages of the first segment are bent

outwards at almost a righl angle near the extremities, which are lobed

and spinuliferous. Chelipeds unequal. The merus is armed with stout
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blunt spines on the inner margin, irregularly dentate on the upper mar-

gin, scabrous on the upper portion of the outer surface, and with a line

of small tubercles on the lower outer margin; carpus faintly scabrous

near the merus, with a strong, blunt spine at the inner angle. Hand
inflated; fingers irregularly dentate within, gaping to the tips in the

male, in contact in the female. Ambulatory legs flattened, sparingly

pubescent; merus joints denticulate above; carpal joints indistinctly

denticulate above, with a few spinules on the distal margin; propodal

joints with two rows of spines above and below, the lower ones the

longer, and one row on the distal margin; dactyls with three rows

above and two below, with fewer spines in the lower rows.

Length of larger specimen, a female, 46nim ; width, 70. Length of

S 21.5; width, 38.

Hayti; A. G. Younglese; 9 (3210). San Domingo; W. M. Gabb,

1878; $ (3192).

Epilobocera granulata.

(PI. lxxvii, Fig. 6.)

The specimens are smaller than in the preceding species, and are

sexually immature. The species is closely allied to haytensis. The
areolations of the carapace are the same. The anterior portion is

more distinctly granulous, especially the epigastric lobes, and the

branchial regions are coarsely granulate near the margins. The
anterolateral margin is not interrupted at the cervical suture, but

there is a deep sinus next the postorbital tooth, and the first tooth

following is very small. The next to 9 teeth are larger and more
regular than the remainder. Superior frontal border as in haytensis.

The inferior frontal border is thin, more advanced than the superior,

and in a front view the two halves are seen to arch upward. The ex-

ternal suborbital fissure is very shallow, scarcely more than an inter-

ruption of the denticles of the orbital border. The subhepatic and
subbranchial regions are granulate, and the cervical ridge is present

as in haytensis, but the jugal area is smooth, except at the anterior

extremity. The epistonie has three acute lobes, tuberculate on the mar-

gins, similar to those of haytensis. The maxillipeds in width exceed

the buccal cavity; the merus has the antero-external angle much more
arcuate than in haytensis (Fig. 0). Abdomen of male narrower than in

haytensis, especially noticeable in the penultimate segment. The merus
and carpus of the chelipeds of the male are similar to those in hayten-

sis; the carpal spine is sharper. Hands little dilated; fingers very

slightly gaping at their base. Ambulatory legs sparingly pubescent,

with meral joints denticulate above; carpal, propodal, and terminal

joints armed as in haytensis.

Length, 13.5; width, 23 millimeters.

West Indies (0705). Four specimens, all more or less mutilated.

Two of them are males, and probably also the other two,
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Family TRICHODACTYLID^E.

Trichodactyhis quinquedentatus.

(PI. lxxvii, Fig. 7.

)

Carapace very convex longitudinally, slightly convex transversely.

Surface smooth, shining, punctate, the punctie irregular in size and

numerous. There is an f-|-shaped depression in (he centerof the cara-

pace. Front narrower than in punctatus^ consisl iug <>l two broad lobes

more pronounced than in specimens of punctatus of equal size. Exter-

nal orbital angle obtuse. Lateral margin strongly arcuate, armed with

live teeth, besides the orbital, the firsl three sharp and spinilbrin, the

last two blunt. Carapace widest at the fourth tooth. Frontal, orbital

and lateral margins ridged and smooth. Outer margin of men is of

maxilliped ridged and more strongly produced at its anterior angle

than in punctatus. Abdomen of female covering the sternum; termi-

nal segment broadly triangular, rounded at the tip. Ghelipeds in

female unequal, punctate; merns triangular, upper margin acute, with

a tooth at the distal end; lower surface with a small sharp spine on

the outer and the inner margin, and a blunt projection at the extremity

of the outer margin; carpus with a spine on the inner margin. Hands

convex beneath, almost straighl above; smaller hand about two thirds

as deep as larger; fingers in contact in both hands. Ambulatory legs

very slender; meral joints not dilated. Ambulatory legs, fingers, and

upper portion of hand and carpus, covered with a close velvety

pubescence.

Length, 1!>; width, 22 millimeters.

Found in a ditch, almost dry. near the Escondido River, 50 miles

from Bluefields, Nicaragua, by Charles W. Richmond, August b"». 1892;

one female (17726).

'/'. quinquedentatus can be distinguished from other species by the

number of lateral teeth.

EXPLANATION <>K PLATES.

From drawings by Mr. A. II. Baldwin.)

I'i.a 1 1: lxxiii.

Pseudothelphusa jouyi, A. X 11.

I'I.A I E L.XXIV.

I'n.. 1. P. jouyi, five segments of male abdomen, x l:.

L'. P. jouyi, Qrsl abdominal appendage, outer side, x '•<

::. P. jouyi, external maxilliped, v
- I .

I. /'. dug< hi, carapace of ,( . x L$.

5. P. dugeni, first abdominal appendage, outer side, • L,

6. P. terrcslris, carapace of f, x 1 .

7. /'. terrestria, first abdominal appendage, outer tide, '<
.

8. P. vt rliriilis, largo band of I

9. /'. vertivnlid, firsl abdominal appendage, upper side,

10. P. colombianua, earapaco of small Yt X ' •
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Pjlate r,xxv.

Fig. 1. P. colomoianus, large hand of 9, x If.
'2. I'. lamellifrons, carapace of $ , x l;.

:i. /'. lamellifrons, large hand of r? ; x l;;.

I. P. lamellifrons, five segments of male abdomen, x 1;.

.".. /'. lamellifrons, first abdominal appendage, outer side, x 3$.

6. P. richmondi, carapace of $, x aboul I ,,.

7. P. richmondi, five segments of male abdomen, x If.

8. /'. richmondi. lirst abdominal appendage, outer side, x 2jj-.

!». /'. richmondi, external maxilliped, x about 1 ,',,.

10. /'. richmondi, large hand of ,' , x about 1 ',
•

Plate lxxvi.

Potamocarcinus nicaraguensis, <i
, x J,',.

Plate lxxvii.

Fig. 1. /'. nicaraguensis, external maxilliped, x 1;.

2. /'. nicaraguensis, five segments of male abdomen, x
3. P. nicaraguensis, first abdominal appendage, outer side, x I

-1. Epilobocera haytensis, carapace of 9, x %.

5. A', haytensis, externa] maxilliped, x I ;.

«i. ZJ. granulata, external maxilliped, x :!',

.

7. Trichodactylus quinquedentatus, 9, x 1;.
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1-3. Pseudothelphusa jouyi.

6, 7. P. terrestris.

10. P. Colombia mis.

4, 5. P. dugesi.

8. 9. P. verticalis.
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l. Pseudothelphusa colombiamus.
0-10. p. richmondi.

2-5. P. lamellifrons.
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1-3. Potamocarciniis nicaraguensis.

(>. E. granulata.

4. 5. Epilnbnccra haytensis.
','. Trichodactylns quinquedentatus.





SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF EXPLORATIONS BY THE U. S. FISH COM-
MISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS.

[Published by permission of Son. Marshall. McDonald, Commissioner of Fisheries.
|

NO. XXVII—CATALOGUE OF A COLLECTION OF BIRDS MADE IN ALASKA
BY MR. C. If. TOWNSEND DURING THE CRUISE OF THE U. S. FISH COM-
MISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS, IN THE SUMMER AND AUTUMN OF 1888,*

BY

Robert Ridgway,

Curator of the Department of Birds.

Family ALCllU:.

1. Lunda cirrhata Pall. Tufted Puffin. Middleton Island, August 26; one spec-
imen.

2. Fratercula corniculata (Nauin.). Horned Puffin. Shuuiagins, August 2; one

specimen.

3. Ptychoramphus aleuticus (Pall.). Cassin's Auklet. Shumagins, August 4;

one specimen.

4. Simorhynchus cristatellus (Pall.). Crested Auklet. Big Koninski Island,

August 4; two specimens.

5. Brachyrarnphusmarmoratus(Ginel.). Marbled Murrelet. Kodiak, August 18,

and Barclay Sound, September 27; two specimens.

6. Cepphus columba Pall. Pigeon Guillemot. Shumagins, August 2; two spec-

imens.

7. Uria troile californica (Bryant). California Murre. Shumagins, August 2;

one specimen.

Family STERCORARIID^l.

8. Stercorarius pomarinus (Temm.). Pomarine Jaeger. Kodiak, August 15;

one young bird.

9. Stercorarius parasiticus (Linn.). Parasitic Jaeger. Kodiak, August 18; one

specimen.

Family LARID^E.

10. Rissa tridactyla pollicaris Ridgw. Pacific Kittiwake. Middleton Island,

August 26; two specimens.

Family DIOMEDEIDjE.

11. Diomedea albatrus Pall. Short-tailed Albatross. "North Pacific Ocean," no

date; one specimen.

Various circumstances have delayed I In publication of this list, which was pre-

pared in 1889.

Proceedings National Musuum, Vol. XVT— No. 9(50.
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Family PROCELLARIIDJE.

12. Fulniaius glacialis glupischa Stejn. Pacific Fulmar. Light-house Rock.

August 8; two specimens.

13. Puffinus tenuirostris (Temm.). Slender-hilled Shearwater. South of Unimak
Passj .1 iih 29 ; one specimen.

Family SCOLOPACID^.

14. Tringa bairdii (Cones). Baird's Sandpiper. Kodiak, August L5; one specimen,

15. Trlnga minutilla Vieill. Least Sandpiper. Shumagins, Augusl L ; one specimen.

Family FALCONHLE.

16. Falco columbarius Linn. Pigeon Hawk. Kodiak, August L5; one specimen.

Family BUBONID^E.

17. Asio accipitrinus (Pall. i. Short-eared Owl. Unalashka, July 28; one specimen.

Family LICIlLL.

18. Ceophloeus pileatus( Linn. i. Pileated Woodpecker. " Alaskau cruise, Octoher
'92 "

; one specimen

Family CORVID^E.

19. Gowns caurinus Baird. Northwest Crow. Barclay Sound, Septemher 27 ; one

specimen.

20. Pica pica hudsonica (Sah.)- American Magpie. Shumagins, August 2; one

specimen.

Family FRINGILLID^E.

21. Leucostictegriseonucha (Brandt). Aleutian Leucosticte. Unalashka, July 27

;

two specimens.

22. Acanthis linaria (Linn.). Redpoll. Kodiak, Angus! 11: one specimen.

23. Calcariuslapponicus( Linn. J. Lapland Longspur. Shumagins, Augusl 1; one

specimen.

24. Ammodramus sandwicheiisis (Gmel.). Kodiak, Augusl 11; Unalashka, July

27; Middletou Island, August 26; sis specimens.

25. Zonotiichia coionata (l'all. i. Golden-crowned Sparrow. Shumagins, August
_'; Kodiak, Augusl 11 and 15; three specimens.

26. Melospiza cinerea (Gmel.). Aleutian Song Sparrow. Kodiak, Augusl 15 and
17 ; t nn specimens,

27. Passerella iliaca unalaschenais (Gmel.). Townsend's Sparrow, Kodiak. Au-

gusl 1 1-17 (six specimens i
; Middletou Island. Augusl 26; two specimens.

Familj MNIO I 1 LTl ILL.

28. Dendroica cestiva ((ini'l. >. Xellow Warhlar. Middleton Island. Augusl 26;

three specimens.

29. Sylvaniapusilla pileolata (Pall.). Pileolated Warhler. Kodiak, Augusl 11;

one specimen.

Familj TROGLODYTIDiE.

30. Troglodytes hiemalispacificus Laird. Western \\ inter Wren. Kodiak, Augus4

l."> and 19; two specimens.

A young bird in first plumage may be described as follows:

Zoung (No. L15795,U. 8. Nat. Mus., Kodiak, August 17,1888; ('. II.

Townsend) i A.bove plain bister brown, duller on top of head, brighter

posteriorly, the upper tail-coverts inclining to Vandyke-brown: wings
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and tail brighter brown (very nearly a medium tint of Vandyke), barred

with dusky, the primaries dusky spotted with pale butty brown or light

brownish buff. A very indistinct superciliary stripe of pale brownish.

Chin and throat dull buft'y-grayish ; breast and belly dull light butty-

brownish, the feathers indistinctly margined with grayish dusky; sides

and flanks more decidedly brown, especially the latter, which are

rather broadly barred with dusky; lower belly similarly baited, but

ground-color paler (like color of breast, etc.); under tail-coverts light

Vandyke-brown, each with a central sagittate spot of dusky. Bill and
feet as in the adult.

31. Troglodytes alascensis Baird. Alaskan Wren. Unalashka, July 27; two
specimens.

Family PARID.E.

32. Parus atricapillns septentrionalis (Harris). Long-tailed Chickadee Ko-

diak, August 15 and 17; two specimens.

Family SYLVIlDiE.

33. Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird. Western Golden-crowned Kinglet. Ko-
diak, August 15 and 17; two specimens.

Family TURDIDiE.

34. Turdus aonalaschkae Gmel. Dwarf Hermit Thrush. Kodiak, August 15 aud

17; lour specimens.

35. Hesperocichla naevia (Gmel.). Varied Thrush. Kodiak, August 15; two
specimens.





A REVISION OF THE GENUS FORMICARIUS BODDAERT.

BY

Robert Rioowav,
Curator of the Department of Joints.

The present attempt to elucidate the species and local forms of the

Genus Formioarius was brought about by a peculiar combination of

circumstances. The TJ. S. National Museum has for a long time pos-

sessed specimens of two Conns from Central America, one represented

by specimens from (Josta Rica and Nicaragua; the other by examples

from Panama; and, although unquestionably distinct forms, all were

labelled " Formicarim hoffmanni? Further, while F. hoffmanni was

described from a Costa Rica specimen, the description made it clear

that the Panama birds in the National Museum and not those from

Costa Pica represented that species, a fact to be explained only <>n the

supposition that this Panama form extended into some part of*Costa

Pica from which the National Museum had no specimens, perhaps, on

the Pacific side, a hypothesis which specimens recently received from

the Costa Pica National Museum have proven to be correct. To add

to my perplexity, the leading authorities on Neotropical ornithology

ascribed another species (F. analis) to Costa Pica which could not be

recognized among the many specimens examined. In short, I found it

quite impossible to properly label the material examined with the as-

sistance of Volume xv of the "Catalogue of Birds in the British

Museum," or that portion of the Biologia Centrali-Americana, J res,

including this genus.

After bringing together a series of nearly sixty specimens, however,

from various collections, the matter is made quite clear regarding a

number of doubtful points, though the material is still far from ade-

quate for a satisfactory treatment of the subject, immense areas of South

America and considerable portions of Central America being absolutely

unrepresented.

As one result of this accumulation of material, it has been ascertained

that three very distinct forms of the analis section of the genus occur

in Costa Pica, the commonest of which, or at least the one having the

mostextensive range there, appears to have been universally confounded

with 7^. hoffmanni, while that referred to /•'. analis, is really not that

species at all, but a very distinct one, ranging from Costa Pica to west-

ern Ecuador, which Mr. Cherrie has named, in manuscript, /•'. nigri-

eapillus. It is also found that between F. hoffmanni and F. rrissalis,

or in the district extending from the island of Trinidad through Vene-

zuela to the interior of Colombia, is interposed a form of somewhat in-

Proceedinga National Museum, Vol. XVI—&o. 961. (J67
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termediate but definite and very constant characters, which I have

named F. saturatus. Of F. crissalis 1 have seen but one specimen; of

F. analis only two (possibly three), and none of /•'. rufipectus or its near

ally (possibly not different), F. thoracicus.

In the case ol few specimens of a given form, or what are supposed

to be the sumo form, it is of course difficult to tell whether certain ob-

vious differences represent individual or local variations; but, as has

so often been the case in other instances, it has been found thai the

larger the series of specimens the more uniform are their characters,

and consequently I he various local forms t hus represented can bo more

easily delined.

My thanks are due for the loan of specimens to the authorities ofthe

Mnseo National de Costa Rica, the Boston Society of Natural History,

the American Museum of Natural History, New York City, and '.Messrs.

Salvin and Godman, of London, England, all of wl 1 have lent me
important specimens, wit hout which no sat isfactory conclusions could

have been reached. The considerable series of specimens which I have

thus been able to bring together Suggests very Strongly the probability

that /•'. analis (Lafr. <\; D'Orb.), F. crissalis (Cab.), F. hoffmanni (Cab.),

/'. moniliger Scl., and the three forms which I am obliged to describe as

new, are not distinct species, but merely more or less differentiated

geographical races of one widely distributed species, which ranges from

southern Mexico to Bolivia; and that when we have specimens from

the very considerable areas of continental tropical America from which

examples of the genus have not yet been examined it w ill become nec-

essary to characterize and name still other forms. However this may

prove to be, I find that the ten forms of the F. anaM8 section treated

below can easily be made out from the comparatively scant material

w hich I have been able to compare:

I'll.' following table will show the numberand Bource of the sped incus examined

in i lie preparal i«>n of this paper:

No. Species.

1
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(hums FORMICARIUS 15 IAERT.

Formicarius Bodd. Tabl. P. E2. L783, 43. Type, /'. oayanensia Bodd.
"Atyrmoriiis Herrm. Tab. Ai'liu. Anim. L783, 235." Type.

Myrmecophaga L.\c\':v. Mem. L'Inst. Paris, in, isol, 507. Type undeterminable.

Myiothera Illig. Prodr. 1811. 218. Type, Tardus colmaGM.., Formicarius cayanen-

W.S I>()|)]>.

Myrmothera, part, Vieill. Analyse, L816, 43, 70. Type (none specified, and no

species named ; includes " Befroi, et quelques autres fourmilliers < 1 <^ BufFon").

Myocincla Swains. Classif. I>. u, 1837,230. Type, Tardus colvia Gmel., -.Formica-

nus cayanensia !><>!>i>.

Gen. Char.—Wing exceeding tail in length by at least the length

of the tarsus, much rounded (first quill, shortest, third fco fifth longest),

the primaries strongly curved. Tail rounded, the difference between

the shortest and longest feathers about equal fco Length of gonys or a lit-

tle less. Tarsus about two and a hall' times as long as bill from nostril,

distinctly scutellate on both anterior and posterior divisions. Middle

toe more, than half as long as tarsus. Inner too with the tip ofits claw

reaching to or slightly beyond base of middle claw; outer toe a little

shorter, its basal phalanx united to middle toe; hind toe decidedly

shorter than lateral toes, hut with, claw nearly as long as the digit. Bill

shorter than head (exposed culmen about as long as distance from nos-

tril to posterior angle of eye), slightly compressed anteriorly, somewhat
depressed at base, the tip obviously notched. Nostrils exposed, ob-

liquely longitudinal, with overhanging membrane. Bictal bristles

-hoit, inconspicuous. Eyes large, the region immediately behind and

beneath naked. Plumage normally compact; general color uniform

brown above (the Lead sometimes rusty or black) ; dusky, grayish, or

brownish below, sometimes with the chest rusty, the under tail coverts

also usually rusty, and the throat black; inner webs of remiges with

basal portion butty, ochraceous, or tawny, the under wing coverts sim-

ilar, but tipped with black.

The genus most nearly related to Formicarius is, apparently, Phlo-

gopsis RlSIOHENBAOH, with which it is compared by Mr. Salvin (Proc.

Zool. Soc, London, L86C, p. 73), as follows:

The genus Formicarius seems well defined, and separable from the allied forms by

several trenchant characters. The plumage consists ofshort, moderately firm feathers,

giving (lie bird a compact appearance very different from I hat- of Phlogopsis, all mem-

bers of which genus Lave softer and longer feathers, more like those of Pitkys ami its

al'fines. The region behind the eye is naked ; in Ph logopsis the entire oirclef is hare.

The supranasal feathers of Formicarius are short ami compact; iu Phlogopsis they

are long ami prominent . The scutellaj of the tarsi of i he former are distinct ami di-

vided, while Phlogopsis has a single shield on the front of the tarsus. The nostril

of Formicarius is oblong ami situated nearer the base of the bill than that of Phlo-

gopsis, which isronnd. The liind claw is longer and Less curved. The tail is shorter,

stiller, ami less rounded.

hKV TO THE SPECIES.

q\ Top of head and hind neek in leseont or tawny, COnspic islv different from

e(dor of hack; outer web of e.\lerior leather ol' alula lighf lawny ni-

hil If.
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6'. Foreheadbright bawny or rufescent, like crown, etc. (Brazil.). 1. /'. cayanenaU.

h -'. Forehead blach or dusky. (Amazon Valley. ) 2. /•'. nigrifrona.

a 2
. To]) of head dull brownish, not conspicuously different from color of back or

else black ; outer wd> of exterior feather of alula grayish brown.

b '. Chest black or some shade of grayish or grayish brown.

c '. Sides of neck similar in color to hind neck, not rufescenl or cinnamomeous.

d\ Top of bead brown, like back, with only centers of feathers blackish;

chesi slate-gray, in contrast with black of throat; smaller. (Upper

Amazon Valley, Bolivia to northeastern Peru.) 3. F. analis.

d 2
. Top of head, also chest, black; larger. (Pacific coast district, from west-

ern Ecuador to Costa Rica.) 1. F. nigricapillua.

c-. sides of neck rufescent or cinnamomeous.

d\ Under tail coverts wholly tawny, rusty, or chestnut.

e 1
. Forehead eoncolor with crown,—not rufescent.

/''.White loral spot large, conspicuous; under parts clear brownish gray,

becoming nearly white on belly; under tail coverts clear tawny.

(British Guiana.) 5. /•'. mssaHs.
/'-. White loral spot small, sometimes obsolete; under parts nearly uni-

form deep brownish gray; under tail coverts rufous-tawny. (Trini-

dad, Venezuela, and coast of Colombia.) 6. F. satitratus.

<-'. Forehead distinctly rufescent. different from crown. (Under tail coverts,

as in /•'. crissalis; general color of under parts much browner than in

either F. crissalis or F. saturatus.) (Isthmus of Panama, north to

western Costa Rica.) 7. /•'. hoffmanni.

(?-. Under tail coverts only partlj (if at all) tawny, rusty, or chestnut, the

longer (posterior) feathers being dusky margined with brown.

e 1
. "No rusty collar across fore neck. (Eastern Costa. Rica and Nicara-

gua.) 8. F. umorosus.

e 2
. A distinct rusty collar across fore neck,

f. Darker; rusty brown above, the pileum much darker. (Eastern Mex-

ico, Guatemala, and British Honduras.) 9. /•'. moniliger.

/'-. Paler; light grayish brown above, the top of head not darker. (Yuca-

tan.) 1". F. pallidum.

b 2
. Chest rufous or chestnut,

c'. Top of head rusty brown; chest chestnut-rufous. (Yeragua; Ecua-

dor.) 1U F. rufipectua.

c 2
. Top of head black; chest dark rufous or chestnut. (Eastern Ecuador.)

12. /•'. thoracicua.

Formicarius cayanensis Boddaert.

Formicarius cavaiicnsiH BODD., Tabl. 1'. E., 1783, 50 (based on Le Teteiua, de Cayenne

Buff., 1' Enl., 821).—Gray, Gen. B.,i, 211; Hand-1. i., 1869, 298, No. Mis.—Scl.,

P. Z. s., L857, 16 (Guiana; Brazil); 1858^277 (Cayenne; Brit. Guiana; north

and southeast Brazil).

Formicarius cayennensis ScL.,Catal. 1862, L90 I
Brazil >.— s.w.v.. 1'. /.. S., 1866, 71 (Gui-

ana; Cayenne; Brazil).—Pelz., <>rn. Bras., II, 1868, 168 (Brazil).—Scl. and

Salv.j Xom. Neotr., L873, 7.~>.

Myrmorni8 cayennensis Cab. and Heine, Mus. Ilein., n, 1859, 7 (Brazil).

Tardus colma Gmel. S. X.. i. 1788, 827.

Myrmolhera colma Vieill, Enc. Me"th., ITl'.J. 681, 683.

Myiothera colma Cab. in Schomb. Guiana, in, L848, 686., Bonap.—Consp., 1,1850,

205(8. Brazil).

Formicarius colma Scl., ('at. B. Brit. Mus., w, L890, 302 (Sad Paulo, IJahia, and

southeast Brazil; Peru .')
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Myrmothera tetema Vieill., Enc. Mrth., L823, (583.

Myioturdus tetema M.vx., Beitr., hi, pt.2, 1831, 1038.—Men<str., Mem. Ac. St. Peters.

ser. vi (Sc. Nat.), 1835, 466.

Myiothera tetema Bonap., Consp. i, 1850, 205 (Cayenne: north Brazil).

—

Buem., Sys1

Ueb. in, 1856, 46.

Myrmothera fuscicapilla Vieill., N. 1)., xu, 1817, 112; Enc M.'th., 1823, 681.

Myiothera ruficeps Scix, Av. Bras., i, 1823, 72, pi. 72, ihj;. 1.

Formiearim ruficeps Pelz. Orn. Bras., n, 1X68, 90, 168 (Walcle ilo.Cravari, Matto.

Grosso; Boden; Borba; I'ani).

HAB.—Southeastern Brazil (Sao Paulo; Bahia).

Sp. Char.—Entire pileuui and hind neck bright rufous-tawny (paler

laterally, often clouded with dusky medially); sides of* head (includ-

ing- lores and superciliary region), chin, throat, and chest black,

changing gradually into sooty grayish brown or dull sooty slate on

under parts of the body; upper parts olivaceous, the tail blackish

terminally, the outer web of external feather of alula and basal portion

of remiges and under wing coverts buff or pale tawny.

Adult male (No. 32S71, IT. S.Nat. Mus., "Brazil"; E. Verreaux) :—Pi-
leum and hind neck russet-tawny, paler (light ochraceous) laterally,

the median portion clouded with darker by the showing through of

the dusky bases of the feathers; rest of upper parts plain grayish

olive; the outer webs of the remiges inclining to Prout's brown, and

the terminal halt" (approximately) of the tail blackish brown ;
outer web

of exterior feather of alula ochraceous buff; primary coverts plain

blackish brown; under wing coverts buff, tipped with brownish black,

the larger (more posterior) feathers almost wholly of the latter color;

inner webs of remiges ochra •eons-bulf for basal third or more. Sides

of head (including lores and superciliary region), sides of neck, chin,

throat, and chest black; remaining under parts dull brownish gray,

tinged with olive laterally, the ventral region suffused with grayish

white. Bill, black; legs and feet, brownish. Total length (skin), 7.10;

wing, 3.20; tail, 2.20; exposed culmen, 0.62; tarsus, 1.18; middle

toe. 0.72.

"Lores and throat varied with whitish." (Sclater.)

The series which I have been able to examine of this species is very

unsatisfactory. There are only four specimens, all adults, but only

one of them sexed.

An example in the National Museum collection, supposed to be from

Santa Catarina, Brazil (No. 24049, Lemuel Wells, coll.), is essentially

like the one described above, but has the colors rather deeper through-

out, the rusty color of pileum, etc., richer, the upper parts more de-

cidedly olive, and the lateral under parts much more olivaceous.

Wing, 3.30; tail, 2.20; tarsus, LIS: middle toe, 0.75.

Two specimens from Bahia in the collection of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History are similar in color to the example described

above, except that the color of the pileum is much brighter and more

uniform—rich rufous-tawny, passing into ochraceous along the edges

—
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with little, if any, visible clouding of dusky along the median line.

Their measurements arc as follows: No. 43537: Length (skin), 6.75;

wing, 3.45; tail, 2.10; exposed culmen, 0.70; tarsus, L.23; middle toe,

0.72. No. 43538: Length (skin), 6.10; (tail not grown out); wing,3.40;

exposed culmen, 0.68; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe, 0. 75.

2. Formicarius uigrifrons Gould.

Formicariua nigrifrom Gould, Ann. N. H., ser. 2, xv, May, 1855, 344 (Chamicuros,

i>. Peru; mus. J. Gould); P. Z. S., 1855, 68 (Chamicuros).—Scr.., P. Z. S., 1S55,

145 (Bogota); 1857, 47 (Colombia; Amazouia); 1858, 68 (Rio Napo, e. Ecuador);

277 (Colombia; e. Peru); Catal., 1862, 190 (Bogota); Cat. B.Brit. Mus.. xv,

1890, 303 (Cayenne, Brit. Guiana, Bogota, Sarayacu, e. Ecuador, Chamicuros,

e. Pern).—Salv., P. Z. S., 1866, 74 (e. Peru; Colombia); Ibis, 1885, 429

(Camacusa, Brit. Guiana).—Scl. and Salv., P. Z. s., 1873, 277 (e. Peru); Norn.

Neotr., 1873, 75 (Colombia; e. Peru).—Taczan., P. Z. S., 1882, 32 (n. e. Peru);

Orn. <lu lVr., ri, 1884, 77 (Yurimaguas and Chamicuros, e. Peru).

Myrmornia nigrifrom Cap., and Heine, Mus. Hein., n, 185!), 7 (('avenue).

Formicariua cayanenaia (nee Bodd.) Pelz., Orn. Bras., 1868, 90, 168 (Rio Negro, Mari-

batanas, Barra Mai, and Rio ltrancko).

Hab.—Gruiana to the Amazon and Colombia.

Sp. Char.—Similar to F. cayanensis Bodd., but with whole forehead

glossy black.

Adult male (No. 32872, U. S.Nat. Mus., Rio Napo, e. Ecuador; E.

Verreaux).—Entire forehead and lores glossy black; sides of head

(including narrow superciliary line), sides of neck, chin, throat,

chest, and breast "dead" black; rest of under parts dark sooty gray,

the anal region mixed with whitish. Crown, occiput, nape, and hind

neck deep rufous-tawny, paler, or more ochraceous, laterally, darker

(almost chestnut) on the crown, where the feathers are blackish imme-

diately beneath the surface; rest of upper parts clear bister-brown, the

tail darker, inclining to brownish black on about the terminal half;

outer wel) of outermost feather of alula deep buff; primary coverts

wholly brownish black; basal third (approximately) of inner webs of

primaries ochraceous-buff; smaller under wing coverts light buff, tipped

with blackish, the larger coverts chiefly blackish. Bill, black; legs and
feet, brown. Total length (skin), 6.00; wing, 3.15; tail, 1.95; exposed

culmen, 0.60; tarsus, 1.15; middle toe, 0.70.

Young mule (No. l<i71S,' Amazon R., Lieut. Ilerndon, U. S.N.).—Sim-

ilar to the adult, but forehead less extensively black, the lores and

suborbital region hugely rusty, chin and throat white squamated with

black, chest dark sooty brownish gray, rest of under parts lighter and

duller brownish gray than iu adult, and upper parts browner (ranging

from (dear bister on buck" to mummy brown on upper tail coverts).

Three adults from British Guiana in the collection of the American

Museum of Natural History differ from the single example from the

upper Amazon (Rio Napo) in much larger bill and iu having a distinct
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plumbeous cast to the under parts, even the chest being washed
with this color. They measure as follows:

No.
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an indistinct central spot of white; sides of neck light bister, like

hind neck. Chest dull slatecolor, the remaining under parts (excepl

under tail coverts) lighter gray, tinged with olive on sides and Hanks

and inclining to whitish gray on lower part of belly. Undertail coverts

wholly clear deep tawny. Bill, blackish; legs and feet, horn color.

Total length (skin), 6.40; wing, :>.52; tail, 2.18; exposed culinen, 0.75;

tarsus, 1.20; middle toe, 0.72.

An adult in the collection of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory (So. 30700 his.) from Yungas, Bolivia, altitude 6,000 feet, ill. II.

Rusby) is brighter bister brown above, with the dark centers of the

feathers of the pileum fir h'ss distinct; the white loral spot much
larger; the sides of the neck and postocular region appreciably dif-

ferent in hue from Hie hind neck and other upper parts (deep wood
brown instead of light bister) and the under parts are paler and less

pure gray, the entire chest, as well as sides and flanks, being strongly

tinged wit!) light brownish. The under tail coverts, however, are col-

ored exactly as in the Yquitos specimen. Length (skin), 6.50; wing,

."..40: tail, 2.00; exposed culmen, 0.70; tarsus, 1.22; middle toe, 0.72.

What will doubtless prove a local form of this species, aproaching

F. nigricapillus Cherrie in its characters, is represented in the collec-

tion of Messrs. Salvia and Godman by an adult from Sarayacu, north-

eastern Peru (C. Buckley). This differs from the Bolivian specimens

in its much darker coloration throughout, the upper surface ranging

from dark' sepia on the head to mummy brown on upper tail coverts,

the under parts ranging from dark sooty slate on the chest to deep-

olive-gray on sides and flanks. The under wing coverts and axillars

have their basal portion bright tawny, and the under tail coverts,

instead of being deep clear tawny, are rich chestnut. The white loral

spot is about as well developed as in the Yquitos specimen. Total

length (skin), 5.70; wing, 3.57; tail, 2.05; exposed culmen, 0.72; tar-

sus. 1.25; middle toe, 0.71.

Of this very easily recognized form 1 have seen three specimens, all

mentioned above. These agree minutely, in essential features, with the

original description and colored figure by Lafresnaye and D'Orbigny,

in which (he cinnanionieous coloring on the sides of the neck in all the

related species (except F, nigricapillus CHERRIE) is conspicuously

absent, and no doubt represent the true F. analis. In the Lafresnaye

collection, for sometime the property of the Boston Society of Natural

History, are the alleged types of F.analis; but they certainly are not the

types of thai species, since they unquestionably belong to the forms

subsequently separated as F. crissalis by Gabanis and /•'. saturatus by

the author of the present paper, and ;ire probably from < '.iiiana or lower

Amazonia and some part of Colombia, respectively. (See remarks

under F. crissalis and V. saturatus, on pages {',',
l and <»7!»)

According to D'Orbigny, the naked postocular space is whitish in

life, the eyes red, and. the feel violet
; but Taczauowski (Orn. Per., ir.
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p. 78) gives the fresh colors of an adult female from Yurimaguas as

follows: "Bill, Lorn-black; feet, gray; iris, deep brown."

4. Formicarius nigricapillus Cherrie.

Forniicarius analia (nee Myothera analis Lafr.) Scl. P. Z.S. I860, 294 (Babahoyo, w.
Ecuador) ; Cat. 1862

;
190 (Esmeraldas, w. Ecuador) ; Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xv, 1890,

304, part (Esmeraldas, Balzar Mts., and Sta Rita, w. Ecuador).—Salv. P. Z. S.

1866, 74, part (Costa Rica; Veragua); 1867, 145 (Sta F< ;

, Veragua).—Lawr. Am.
Lye. N. Y., ix, 1868, 110 (Veragua).—Scl. and Salv. Nom. Neotr., 1873, 75, part

(Panama; Costa Rica).

—

Salv. andGODM. Biol. Centr.-Am., Aves, ii.pt. 80, 1892,

235, part (Tucurrique, Costa Rica; Veragua; w. Ecuador).

—

Taczan and Berl.

P. Z. S. 1885, 118 (Esmeraldas, w. Ecuador).

Hab.—Costa Eica to western Ecuador.

Sp. Char.—Similar to F. analis (Lafr.) in the entire absence of ru-

fous on sides of neck, etc., but larger (the bill conspicuously so), and
very much darker throughout in coloration, the entire head and fore

neck (sometimes chest also) being deep black, instead of this color

being confined to cheeks and throat.

Adult male (Coll. Salvin and Godman, Costa Eica, 1869, J. Carmiol).

—

Entire head (including whole of the lores), neck (except hind neck)

and chest deep black, fading gradually on the breast into dark sooty

slate color, this fading into dull sooty slate on sides of abdomen, the

middle of the belly paler and browner, the sides and flanks strongly

washed with olivaceous; under tail coverts bright russet, becoming
gradually darker on the more posterior feathers, the longest of which
are mainly dusky blackish with their tips and edges mummy brown

;

under wing coverts and axillars buff (varying in intensity on different

feathers) each feather broadly and abruptly tipped with black; remiges

with the basal portion of their inner webs dull cinnamon. Upper
parts, including hind neck, rich -dark brown (intermediate between
"mummy" and "bister," the feathers brownish black beneath surface),

changing gradually to deep chestnut on upper tail coverts and to a less

reddish hue (nearly pure "bister") on outer webs of wing coverts and
tertials; outer webs of remiges (except tertials) grayish brown. Tail

brownish black. Bill entirely deep black; legs and feet brownish.

Total length (skin), 7.50; wing, 3.70; tail, 2.00; exposed culnien, 0.90;

tarsus, 1.30; middle toe, 0.82.

Adult female (type, No. 128852 *, U. S. Nat. Mus., Euena Vista, Costa

Eica, August 10, 1892, Castro y Fernandez).—Similar to the male, as de-

scribed above, butupper surface not quite so bright a brown, the breast

and sides of belly more slaty, and under tail coverts rather paler:

legs and feet brownish black. Total length (contracted skin), 6.40 ; wing,

3.55; tail, 2.02; exposed cubnen, 0.90; tarsus, 1.15; middle toe, 0.85.

An adult (sex not indicated) from Sta Rita, western Ecuador, in the

collection of Messrs. Salvin and Godman (•* Villagomez, per C. Euck-

No. 8284, Mused Nacioual de Costa Pica.
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ley") is most; like the female from Costa Rica but is even less castaueous

orrufescent above»(nearly pure "bister" on the back) and more exten-

sively slaty beneath, while the hind neck, instead of being similar in

color to the back (as in both Costa Rica specimens), is dark slate color,

like the chest, and the under tail coverts bright rufous-tawny. It very

likely represents a local race. Its measurements are as follows: Total

length (skin), 7.00; wing, 3.70; tail, 2.28; exposed culmeu, 0.89; tarsus,

1.30; middle toe, 0.80.

This species undoubtedly conies nearest to F. analis (Lafr.), which re-

places it in Bolivia ami eastern Peru (ami eastern Ecuador?), but may be
easily recognized by its perfectly black pileum (the whole top of the head

iu F. analis being. olive brownish, like the back), darker under tail cov-

erts with their longer feathers chiefly dusky, and decidedly largersize,

the bill especially. From the other two species found in Costa Rica it

may at once be distinguished, in addition to its black pileum, by the

eutire absence of any cinnamomeous coloring about the head or neck,

and by the absence of any trace of white on the lores.

5. Formicarius crissalis (Cabanis).

Myiothera avails (nee Lafr.) Cab. in Schomb. Guiana, in, 1848,686 (Roraima, Br.

Guiana).

Formicariu8 analis Scl. P. X. S. 1858, 277, part (Cayenne; Brit. Guiana; Para?).

Myrmornis crissalis Cab. J. f. 0. 1861,96 (Roraima).

Formicarius crissalis Sex., and S.u.v. P. Z. S. 1867,576 (I'ara).—Sai.y. I'. Z. S. 1866,

75, part' (Guiana; Cayenne; Parfi).

—

Scl. Cat. B. Brit, Mus. xv. 1890,305, part

Cayenne; Guiana).—Salv. and Godm. Biol. Centr.-Am., Aves. n, pt. 30, 1892,

234, in texl (Guiana).

Formicaritis hoffmanni (nee Cab.) Salv. Il>is. L885, 429 (Camacusa, Br. Guiana).

Sr. Char.—Similar to F. analis (Lafr.), but postocular region and

sides of neck distinctly cinnamomeous, in marked contrast with color

of hind neck.

Adult male (coll. Salvin and Godman, Carimang River, British G-uiana,

December 7, 1885, II. Whitely).— Feathers of pileum blackish, broadly

margined with bister brown, producing a distinctly scaled appearance;

rest of upper parts bright bister brown, deeper, warmer, brown on wing

covert-- and secondaries, brighter on upper tail coverts. Tail warm bister

brown, with exposed terminal half blackish. Postocular region (sides

of occiput and terminal portion of ear coverts) and sides of neck vina-

. ( (ins blown (inlerniedi.de bet w ten .Mars brown and fawn color) ; lores,

margin of orbit, il region (except posteriorly) cheeks, chin, and throat,

deep black, the first with a large central spot of white. Chest dull

slate-gray, clanging to paler gray on sides and Hanks (which aretinged

with olive on outermost leathers), and lightening into pale gray on lower

breast and belly, the lower portion of I lie la I ter quite while; under I ail

coverts clear bright tawny. Kill black; legs and feet horn brownish.

Total length (skin), <i.7.~>; wing, 3.60; tail 2.10; exposed culmen, 0.72;

tarsus, 1.30; middle toe, 0.80.

*Not the description, which is entirely bhat of /•'. saturatus Ridgw.
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Of this form 1 have seen l>ut the one specimen of known locality de-

scribed above. Oneofthe alleged types ofMyothera analisljAFU. in the

museum of the Boston Society of Natural History (Lafresnaye collec-

tion, Xo. 5052) is apparently referable to tins form, though I have not

been able to compare it with Guiana specimens, having returnedit

before the one described above was received. The entire belly is dull

white, and the breast and sides very pule brownish gray, without any

olive tinge, while the under tail coverts are bright tawny. Its meas.

urements are as follows: Wing, 3.(55; tail, 2.00; exposed culinen, 0.80;

tarsus, 1.35; middle toe. 0.82.

6. Formicarius saturatus Ridgway.

Myrmornis an alls (nee Myothera analis Lafr.) Cab. and Heine, Mas. Hein. it, 1859, 7

(Port j Cabello, Venezuela).

Formicarius analis Scl. P. Z. S. 1858, 277, part (Trinidad).

Formicarius crissalis (nee Cab.) Scl. Catal. 1862, 191 (Trinidad).

—

Salv. P. Z. S. 1866,

7."), chiefly* (Trinidad).—Scl. and Salv. 1'. Z. S. 1867, 576, part (Trinidad) ;1869,

252 (San Esteban, Venezuela).

—

Chapm. Bull. Am. Mus. N. II., No.—. 18P3, —

.

(Trinidad.)

Formicarius hoffmanni (nee Cab.) Leot. < lis. Trinid. 1866, 1ST.

—

Finsch, P. Z. S. 1870,

568 (Trinidad).

IIab.—Trinidad, Venezuela, and northeastern Colombia.

Sp. chap.—Intermediate in coloration between F. crissalis and F.

hoffmanni; agreeing with the former in the darker pileum, without

rusty on forehead; more restricted rusty color on side of neck, etc., and
purer gray under parts, but differing in much darker coloration (espe-

cially lower parts), more intense rufescent color of sides of neck, and
smaller (sometimes almost obsolete) white loral spot.

Adult male (Type Xo. 59315, American Museum of Natural History,

Princetown, Trinidad, March 24, L893, Frank M. Chapman).—Feathers
of pileum dull black centrally, broadly margined with sepia-brown,

producing a distinctly scaled appearance; rest of upper parts clear

bistre brown, deepening into Vandyke brown on secondaries and
brightening into burnt-nmber on upper tail coverts. Lores, orbital

region (bordering even the posterior margin of naked postocular space),

cheeks, ear coverts (except terminal portion), chin, throat, and fore

neck, deep black, the first with a small central spot of white; sides of

head and neck immediately posterior to the black area, rusty brown or

burnt-umber. Chest dull deep slate color; sides and flanks similar but
somewhat paler, the belly still paler, though not approaching white,

even on the lower portion; under tail coverts entirely clear cinnamon-
rufous. Bill wholly deep black; legs and feet dark horn color. Total

length (skin), 6.85; wing, 3.60; tail, L'.-'iL'; exposed euhnen, 0.75; tarsus,

1.25; middle toe, 0.7l\

Adult female (Xo. 59313, same locality and collector, March 11,1893).

—Exactly like the adult male, as described above, except that the sec-

Description entirely
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ondaries and upper tail coverts arc less rufescent, the reddish-brown

color (Mi sides of neck less intense, the sides more washed with brown,

and the under tail coverts very slightly paler and duller. Total length

(skin). <'. s <>: wing, 3.55; tail, 2.12; tarsus, LIS; middle toe, <>.7r>.

This new form is bused on a series of fifteen adult specimens, ten

of which are from the island of Trinidad (Frank M. Chapman), one

from San Esteban, Venezuela (A. G-oering), one from Remedios, Colom-

bia (T. K.Salmon), and two from unknown localities. These specimens

are so uniform in their characters there can be no doubt that they rep-

resent a race easily distinguished from either F. hoffmanni or F. cris-

salis, though doubtless grading into both, as these almost certainly do

with other forms. •

The ten Trinidad specimens are so much alike that the only differ-

ences observable are exceedingly slight variations in the amount of

reddish tinge to the brown of the upper parts, the size and distinctness

of the white loral spot (in none is it nearly so large as in the single

example of F. crissalis examined, its average size being about the same

as in F. hoffmanni), and in the exact hue of the under tail coverts. As
to the last-mentioned character, the variation is all but inappreciable,

the extremes being what maybe termed deep tawny* and chestnut-

tawny. In all the specimens examined, even including those from

Venezuela and Colombia and the two from unknown localities, the

black of the throat has a very definite posterior outline, but is not so

sharply contrasted with the color of the chest as in /•'. hoffmanni, nor

is there ever any tendency of the rufescent color on the sides of the

neck to form an incipient collar across the fore neck, as is often the case

in F. lioffmanni. The black of the throat is also much more extended

posteriorly, occupying the entire fore neck, than in the single specimen

of F. crissalis, in which the fore neck is slate-gray, like the chest.

An adult male from San Esteban, Venezuela (A. Goering) and an-

other from Remedios, Colombia (T. K. Salmon), in the collection of

Messrs. Salvin and Godman, do not differ from the Trinidad specimens,

except thai in the former the upper parts are very slightly browner,

though the exact hue is approached very closely by one or two speci-

mens.

In the National Museum collection is a specimen from unknown
locality which agrees in most respects with this form, but is still more

intensely colored, the under tail coverts being rich chestnut and the

upper parts a redder brown. It may be more fully described as fol-

low s:

Adult (No. L10222, U. S. Nat. Mus., H. K. Coale).—Above rich bistre

brown, tinged with Vandyke, somewhal darker on top of head, and

deepening on upper tail coverts into a rich burnt-umber or chestnut-

brown; tail seal brown, with a broad terminal band (about 0.60 of an

" That is, a color a little mure .saturated than the •• tawny" of my "Nomenclature . <

of Colors" ( PI. \ . Pig. l |.
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inch wide on middle feathers) of brownish black; lores, orbits, anterior

half of ear coverts, malar region, chin, throat, and -foreneck uniform

black; the first with a distinct central spot of white. Sides of occiput

and neck and terminal half of ear coverts, burnt umber or brownish

chestnut; under surface of body, deep brownish slate, darker and clearer

on chest; under tail coverts, rich chestnut*. Bill wholly deep black-

legs and feet dusky horn color. Length (skin), 6.00; wing, 3.50; tail,

2.00; exposed culmen, 0.80; tarsus, 1.22; middle toe, 0.80.

One of the alleged types of F. analis (Lafr.) in the collection of l In 1

Boston Society of Natural History (Lafresnaye collection, No. 5053)

appears, from the memoranda which I made during its inspection a year

or more ago, to be referable to this form. Its measurements are as

follows: Total length (mounted specimen), 6.70; wing, 3.70; tail, 2.20;

exposed culmen, 0.80; tarsus, 1.22.

The other alleged type of F. analis (Lafresnaye collection No. 5052),

on the same evidence, is F. crissalis (Cab.) (See p. 071.)

Compared with F. hoffmanni (Cab.), F. saturatus differs as follows:

The pileum is darker and decidedly less reddish brown, without any
ciunamomeous tinge on the forehead. The sides of the occiput and
neck are far less distinctly ciunamomeous, being merely tinged with

this color. The general color of the upper parts is very decidedly less

russet, being of a nearly pure olive-brown with the rump less tinged

with rusty brown, and the upper tail coverts duller rusty brown. The
under parts are decidedly darker and more uniform ; the whole chest

and breast nearly clear slate color; the belly lighter but not approach-

ing white; and there is much less of au olive tinge on sides and flanks;

the under tail coverts are of a deeper or brighter tawny cinnamon-

rufous.

7, Formicarius hoffma nni (Cabanis).

Myrmorni8 hoffmanni Cab. J. f. O. 1861.95 (Costa Rica).

Formicarius hoffmanni SCL. and Salv. P. Z. S. 1864, 357 (Panama); (?) 1879, 526

(Antioquia, Colombia); Nona. Neotr. 1873, 75. part (Panama, Costa Rica?)

—

Lawk. Ann. Lye. N. Y. ix, 1868, 110 (Costa Rica).—Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 75

(Panama; Costa Rica); 1870, 195 (Bugaba, Veragua).

—

Scl. Cat. IS. Brit.

Mus., XV, 1890, oOt, excl. syn. part (Panama; Veragua).

—

Salv. and Coum.
Biol. Centr.-Am. Arcs, n, pt. 30, 1892, 231. part (Las Trojas,* Costa Rica;

Chiriqui, Bugaba, Lion Hill, Obispo, Paraiso station, and Chepo, Isthmus

of Panama; " Colombia").

Formicarius analis (nee Myothera analis Lafr.) Lawr. Ann. Lye N. Y. vn, 1861,

326 (Panama).

Hab.—Isthmus of Panama, Veragua, and southwestern Costa Rica.

Sp. Char.—Similar to F. moniliger Scl., but paler, especially below,

with the under tail coverts entirely clear rufous-tawny; without a dis-

tinct rusty collar across the fore neck, and with top of head much paler

brown, becoming distinctly rusty or ciunamomeous on the forehead.

*But not other specified Costa Rican nor Nicaraguan localities, whicli refer to

F. itiitbrosits RlDGW.
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Adult nude (No. ."»;;770, Panama, J. McLeannan)— Forehead warm
brown (intermediate between Prout's brown and Vandyke brown); resl

of pileum brighl bister,, the centers of the feal liers, especially on crown,

blackish; rest of upper parts bright bister, inclining to mummy brown
on ramp and secondaries and passing into nearly a burnt-umber hue
on upper tail coverts; tail warm bister brown, the terminal third (ap-

proximately) blackish. Lores, cubits, cheeks, chin, and throat black',

the iirst with a central spot of white; sides of hinder head and sides of

neck chestnut-cinnamon or mars brown, this extending narrowly across

the fore neck along the hinder edge ofthe black throat patch ; chest and

upper breast brownish gray, abruptly defined against the narrow cin-

namomeous collar; sides and Hanks lighl olive-brown, tinged with gray

ish ; lower breast and entire belly pale dull buff, the feathers pale .may

ish beneath the surface; under tail coverts wholly bright rufous-tawny.

Bill black; legs (in dried skiii) pale brown, toes darker. Length (skin),

6.50; wing,3.40; tail, 2.18; exposed culmen,'0.78 ; tarsus, 1.20; middle

toe, 0.70.

Adult'female (No. 53780, LT. S. Nat. Mas., Panama; J. McLeannan).—
Similar to the male, but rather brighter brown above, without the

narrow cinnainomeous collar across fore neck (the grayish olive of the

chest directly touching the black throat patch), under parts more tinged

with olive, and longer under tail coverts rather darker and duller fawny-

rufous. Length (skin), 6.10; wing, 3.40; tail, 2.00; exposed culmen,

0.75; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe, 0.70.

Four additional adults (no! sexed) from Panama belonging to the

American Museum of Natural History, New York City, and an adult

male in the collection of Messrs. Salvia and (lodinan agree in all essen-

tial particulars with the birds described above; three of them show an

indication of the cinnamomeous collar across the fori 1 neck, but in none

is it nearly so distinct as in the specimen described. An adult from

Lion Hill, near Aspinwall, in the National Museum collection is like-

wise similar. The adult male in Messrs. Salvin and G-odman's collec-

tion (Panama, McLeaiman) differ slightly from the specimens described

above in being a very little darker below, particularly on the belly, and

in having the cinnamomeous collar across the fore neck much less dis-

tinct, though still strongly indicated.

Four specimens from southwestern Costa Rica lent me by the au-

thorities of the Costa Rica National Museum are quite like Panama
examples, though averaging a little, larger. The localities represented

are Trojas, near Cobagre (altitude about 3,000 feet), and Buenos Aires,

all on the Pacific side.

A specimen in Messrs. Salvin and Godinan's collection from Bugaba,

Ohiriqui (E. Arce), likewise agrees closely with Panama examples, ex-

cept that the under parts are unusually dark, particularly on the chest.

Another specimen from Ohiriqui (precise locality not stated), in the

same collection, is equally dark, though of a clearer slate-gray color
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below, and the crissuin is so deep a rusty line as to be almost chestnut.

In fact, this example agrees so closely with specimens of /''. saturatusiw

the colorati >f the under parts, throughout, that were it not lor the

more cinnamomeous forehead, and the locality, it might bo referred to

that form. Possibly it may be from the Atlantic side of Chiriqui, and

if so would indicate the probability that F. saturates follows the Co-

lombian littoral on that coast to Chiriqui and there grades into F,

hoffmanni.

Putting aside this one specimen, the remaining fourteen examples
of F. hoffmanni can he easily distinguished from any of the fifteen

specimens of /''. .sat it nd its by the following characters: The postocular

region and sides of the neck are much more extensively and distinctly

cinnamomeOUSj the top of the head is lighter, more reddish brown,

with the forehead conspicuously rusty or cinnainomeous; the under

parts are paler, less uniform, and more brownish gray ; the cinnamon

or rufous on t he sides of t he neck usually follows the posterior margin

of the black throat patch, forming an incipient, or occasionally contin-

uous though narrow, collar across the fore neck, and the under tail

coverts are of a decidedly lighter rufous-tawny.

8. Formicarius umbrosus Ridgway.

Formicarius hoffmanni (nee Myrmornia hoffmanni Cab.) Bouc. I'. Z. S. 1S7S, 62 (San

Carlos, Costa Rica).—Zeled. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mue. vm, 1885, ins (Costa Rica);

Am. Mus. Nac. ('. R. 1887, L15 (<'<>sta, Rica).—Salv. and Godm. Biol. Centr.

Am., Aves. ii, pt. ."(>, 1892, 234, part (Los Sdbalos, Nicaragua; San Carlos,

Jimenez, and Pacuare, Costa Rica).

Formicarius lioffmani Nutting, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus., vi, L883, 405 (Los Sdbalos,

Nicaragua).

Hab.—Atlantic slope of Oosta Rica and Nicaragua,

8p. Char.—Similar to F. hoffmanni (Cab.), butcolors more intense

throughout, the under tail coverts dull rusty brown, with longer

feathers chiefly dusky; rusty coloring on sides of neck darker and
more restricted, and forehead same color as crown.

Adult male (type, No. 68243, Talamanca, Costa Rica, J. Cooper).

—

Pileum rich bister brown, with centers of the feathers blackish, pro-

ducing an indistinctly scaled appearance, these dusky centers more con-

cealed on the forehead; rest of upper parts rich mummy brown,

brightening into burnt-umber or almost chestnut on upper tail coverts.

Lores, margin of bare orbital space, cheeks, chin, and throat black;

post-ocular region, terminal portion of auricular region, and sides of

neck rusty blown or light burnt-umber. Chest, sides, and Hanks dull

grayish brown (the sides washed with bister), lightening on breast, and
belly into dull brownish gray or hair brown. Shorter under tail cov-

erts bright russet, the longer feathers blackish, margined and tipped

with light mummy brown. Bill black; "iris chocolate;" legs and feel

horn brown. Total length (skin), <;.r>0
; wing, 3. L2; tail, 2.15; exposed

cuhnen, 0.77; tarsus, L.35; middle toe, 0.72.
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Adultfemale (No. 68245, same locality and collector).

—

Similar to the

adult male, as described above, but upper parts less reddish, brown
i nearer ••bister''

1 than •• mummy." the upper tail coverts brightmummy
brown instead of chestnut umber); chest and sides brownish slate-

gray, the latter washed with olive-brown ; middle line of breast and
belly, also the anal region, dirty whitish. Total length (skin), 6.30;

wing, 3.40; tail, 2.10; exposed culmen, 0.72; tarsus. 1.23; middle toe,

0.70.

Young female (No. 8108, Museo National de Costa Rica, Jimenez,

Costa Rica, July 11, 1802, A. H. Verrill).—Similar in general colora-

tion to the adult female, but whole pileum uniform brownish black

with tips of leathers more blown, chin and throat buff spotted with

dull black, chest sooty blackish, feathers of belly tipped with brownish

gray (producing an indistinct spotted or clouded appearance), ami

longer under tail coverts uniform black. Basal two-thirds of lower

mandible light colored (dull yellowish in dried skin).

The nineteen adult specimens of this form show the same amount of

individual variations as other forms. This variation affects chiefly

the exact hue of the brown color of the upperparts (which ranges from

rich mummy brown to clear bistre on the back and rich burnt-umber,

almost chestnut, to mummy brown on the upper tail coverts, the aver-

age hue being intermediate) and the relative amount of blown and

gray on the under parts. The adult male described above has the

under parts more brown than any others in the entire series. The

opposite extreme is represented by No. 912G4, I*. S. National Museum,

from Los Sabalos, Nicaragua (adult male, May 17, 18S3, C C. Nut-

ting), and No. 7170, Costa Rica National Museum, Reventazon, Costa

Rica (adult male, February 21, 1892, N. Carranza), in which the under

parts are a nearly uniform deep smoky slate color, darker on the chest,

paler on the belly, only the sides and flanks being distinctly tinged

with olive. In a few specimens (as No. 128340, adult male, Escondido

River, Nicaragua, September 6, 1892, 0. W. Richmond) the belly

is quite extensively light colored—pale butfy grayish, sometimes in-

clining to soiled white toward the anal region. In the coloration of

the under tail coverts there is practically no variation, the longer or

more posterior feathers being always blackish, merely margined with

rusty brown, only the shorter or more anterior leathers being uniform

rusty, and this not nearly so light and tawny a hue as on the same feath-

ers of /'. lioffmanni. In none of the nineteen specimens does the rusty

color of the sides of the nock show a tendency to extend across the

fore neck, forming an incipient or occasionally distinct though narrow

collar, as frequently occurs in J*, lioffmanni; and, while the black ofthe

throat always has adefinite posterior outline, the color of the chest

is sometimes so dark that the contrast is by no means conspicuous.

From F. moniliger this form maybe readily distinguished by the

entire absence of the rusty band across the fore neck and the more

rusty shorter under fail coverts.
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9. Formicarius moniliger Sclater. *

Formicarius moniliger Scl., P. Z.S. 1856, 294 (Cordova, Vera Cruz, Mexico; ; 1857,47;
1858, 278 (Vera Cruz ; Mosquito coast) ; 1859, 383 (Playa Vicente, Oaxaca) ; Catal.
1862, 191, No. 1165 (Oaxaca); Cat. B. Brit. Mas. xv, 1890, 303, part (s. Mexico;
Guatemala; Belize, Brit. Honduras).—Salv., Ibis, 1861, 353 (Chisec, centr.
Guatemala) ; P. Z. S. 1866,75 (Mexico and Guatemala).—Sumich., Mem. Bost.
Soc. N. H. i, 1869, 556 (near Protrero, Vera Cruz) ; La. Nat. v, , 248 (do).— Si %.
and Salv., Norn. Neotr. 1873, 75 (Mexico and Guatemala).—Salv. and Godm.,
Biol. Centr.-Am., Aves, n, pt. 30, 1892, 233, part (Cordova, Cerrode la Defensa,
near Protrero, Atoyac, and Playa Vicente, s. Mexico; Cayo, Brit. Honduras;
Vera Paz, Chisec, Kampamac, Choctum, and Tactic, Guatemala).

Myrmornii moniligera Cab., J. f. O. 1861, 96.

Hab.—Southern Mexico, Guatemala, and British Honduras.

Sp. char.—Above brown, more russet on upper tail coverts; chin,
throat, cheeks, orbits, and lores black, the latter with a white spot;
sides of neck and band across fore neck, immediately below black
throat, dull cinnamon-chestnut; rest of under parts dull brownish
gray, darker on chest, paler on belly; under tail coverts dusky, more
or less tipped with light brown, this nearly uniform over shorter ante-
rior feathers.

Adult male (No. 223G7, "Mexique," Verreaux).—Pileum deep warm
bistre, the feathers darker centrally; bind neck Vandyke brown; rest
of upper parts rich brown (intermediate between mummy brown and
bistre), brightening into burnt-umber on upper tail coverts. Lores,
orbits, malar region, chin, and throat uniform dull black, the first with
a distinct central spot of white; immediately behind this black area
is a broad band of chestnut, beginning on the ear coverts, passing over
the sides of the neck, and thence across the fore neck; chest dark olive-

grayish; sides and flanks olive-brown or light bistre; breast and sides
of abdomen brownish gray, considerably paler than chest, the feathers
of the median portion of the abdomen margined at tips with buffy
whitish, which predominates posteriorly; under tail coverts dusky,
tipped with light fulvous brown, this amounting to a mere terminal
edging on the longer posterior feathers, but prevailing on the shoiter
anterior ones. Bill black, the lower mandible more brownish ; legs and
feet light brown (iu dried skin). Length (skin), G.80; wings, 3.45 ; tail,

2.00; exposed culmen, 0.80; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe, 0.75.

Adult female (Coll. Salvin and Godman, Atoyac, Vera Cruz, Mexico,
April, D.W. S.).—Similar to adult male as described above, but darker,
especially below, where the entire surface posterior to the rusty collar
(except under tail coverts) is dark sooty gray, darkest on the chest
and palest on the lower belly. The rusty collar across the fore neck
much narrower (only about 0.10 to 0.15 of an inch), and the white
loral spot smaller. Total length (skin), 0.35; wing, 3.55; tail, 2.15; ex-
posed cnlmen, 0.80; tarsus, 1.23; middle toe, 0.80.

Juv. (No. 43531, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Guatemala: Lawrence collec-

tion).—Upper parts colored as in the adult, lower parts also as in the
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adult, except the throat, which has the black replaced by dull brown-

ish dusky (almost exactly like color of chest), the feathers of the pos-

terior portion lipped with rusty, forming a narrow, somewhat broken,

band, much less distinct than in the adult. CTpper mandible black,

tipped with yellowish white; lower, brown, with yellowish-white tip.

With two specimens from Mexico, four from Guatemala, and one

from British Honduras, i am unable to appreciate any constant differ-

ences of coloration according to locality, except in the case of the last-

mentioned example, which is lighter colored (extensively buffy-whitish)

en the middle line of the breast and belly, with the upper parts of an

appreciably lighter or clearer tawny-bistre. The darker specimens

from Guatemala are quite as dark as the Vera Cruz specimen described

above, but all the Guatemala examples are perhaps a little bit brighter

in the color of their upper parts than those from Mexico, though the

difference is so very slightthat 1 strongly doubt its constancy in a large

series. Certainly there are no variations of color in this series which

even approximate the paleness of coloration which strongly character-

izes Mr. Lawrence's V. pallidus, from Yucatan.

10. Formicarius pallidus Lawrence.

Furnarius ilnjisus pennse) pallidus Lawr., Ann. X. Y. Acid. Sci., n. No. !', May 'J'.K

L882, 288 (Yucatan).

Formicarius pallidus Lawr., Ann. N. V. Acad. Sci. n. No. :». L882.

Formicarius moniligerSch., Cat. B. Brit. .Mns..\v, L890; 303, part.

—

Salv. and Godm.,

Biol. Centr.-Am., Aves, u, pt. 30, 1892, •_';;:;, pun.

Haij.—Yucatan.

Si\ Char.—Similar to F. moniliger Sci., but very much paler

throughout.

Adult (Type, No. 43543, American Museum of Natural History. Yuca-

tan, G. F. Gaumer).—Above, plain light grayish brown,* deepening on

lower rump and upper tail coverts into a more tawny-olive or russet

hue; tail rather light olive brown, with inner webs and terminal por-

tion of outer webs dusky. Chin, upper and middle portions of throat,

and thence upward to and surrounding orbits, dull black; lores also

black, but marked with a central spot of white about 0.15 of an inch

long. Sides of head and neck immediately behind the black area deep

cinnamon-rufous, continued in a band across lower throat; chest, sides,

and flanks rather deep brownish gray, fading into dull white on the

belly; under tail coverts lighl wood brown, with indistinct paler shaft

streaks, the longer feathers less buffy. Bill black; legs and feet horn-

color. Length (skin), G.80; win-. 3.65; tail, 2.25; exposed culmen,

0.85; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe. 0. so.

Another adult in tic collection of Messrs. Salvia and Godinau (Tizi-

min. Yucatan. G. F. Gaumer) agrees closely with the type, but is very

slightly deeper olivac is above, and the rusty collar across the fore

' intermediate be1 ween olive and hair-brown, wit li ;i slight t Lnge of Isabella color.
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neck is a duller, more cinnamomeous, hue. It does not, however, ap-

proach in intensity of coloration even the palest and dullest colored

specimens of F. moniliger from Guatemala, Honduras, and other parts

of the latter's range. Its measurements are as follows: Length,

(stretched skin), about 8.00; wing, 3.55; tail, 2.23; exposed eulmen,

0.82; tarsus, 1.20; middle toe, 0.80.

While there can be no doubt that this form is merely a pallid local

race of F. moniliger, and should therefore be known as Formicarius

moniliger pallidas, we have not yet the proof of such fact; and, in order

to preserve uniformity of nomenclature in this paper, I have given it a

binomial appellation, as I have done with forms which undoubtedly are

conspecific with F. totalis.

11. Formicarius rufipectxis Salvin.

Formioariua rufipectua Salv., P. Z. S., 1866, 73, 74, pi. vm (Veragua); 1867, 145

(<lo.).

—

Scl. and Salv., Nom. Neotr., 1873,75 (Veragua).—So.., Cat. B. Brit.

Mus., \ v, 1890, 306 i Veragua ; Baisa, Ecuador ?).

—

Salv. and Godm.. Biol. Centr.-

Am., Aves, n, pt. 30, 1892, 235 (Santiago de Veragua; Baisa, Ecuador?).

f Formicariua thoracicua "Stolzm. MS.," Taczan. and Berl., P. Z. S., 1885, 101

(Machay, e. Ecuador).

Bab.—Veragua; eastern Ecuador?

Sp. Chap.—Above brownish black, the rump dusky rufous, the

pileum tinged with rufous; lores and throat black; breast, crissum,

and middle of the belly chestnut-rufous; sides of the body sooty; bill

black; feet brown.

Total length, 7 inches; wing, 3.40; tail, 2.25$ tarsi, 1.50; bill to the

rictus, 1.10.

Similar to l\ analis (D'Orb. and Lafe.), bul at first sight distin-

guished by the chestnut-rufous breast. [Translation of the original

description.]

According to Messrs. Salvin and Godman (Biol. Oentr.-Am., Aves, II,

pt. 30, pp. 235, 236), "this well-marked species comes next to F. analis

[i.e., F. nigricapiUus Cherrie] in many of its characters, such as the

absence of the white spot on the lores and the wholly black car coverts.

Its rufous breast, however, renders it readily distinguishable as well

from F. analis as from all its congeners."

Never having seen a specimen of this very distinct species, I am
unable t<> give a more detailed description of it.

(12 ?) FormicariuH thoracicu.s Taczauowski and \<>n Berlepsch.

Formicarius thoracicua "Stolzm. MS." Taczan. and Berl., 1'. Z. s., ]xxr>. KM < Machay,
e. Ecuador).—Scl., Cat. B. Brit. Mus., xv, 1890, 301 footnote.—Salv. and Godm.,
Biol. Centr.-Am., Aves, n. pt. 30, 1890, 236, buo /'. rufipectua.

Ham.— Eastern Ecuador ( Machay, altitude 5,000 feet).

Sp. Char.- -Above dusky olive-brown; entire head, will) throat,

black; breast dark rufous; abdomen olive-brown ; under tail coverts

rufous; wings blackish, the upper coverts and the miter webs of the
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remiges tlie some color as the back ; the under wing coverts varied with

ochraceous and black; tail black.

Adult male.—The black occupies the whole of the head, including the

throat ; the upper parts arc brownish olive, much darker on the rump,

and changing into rusty on the upper tail coverts; fore neck and breast

very dark rust-red; abdomen sooty olive, much lighter than the back

;

under tail coverts dark rusty. Wings blackish, the upper coverts and

outer webs of the remiges the same color as the back, the under wing-

coverts bright ochraceous with two large black cross-bands, the inner

webs of the remiges russet at the base. Tail blackish. Bill horn-black;

feet dee]) brownish gray; iris deep brown.

Fondle.—Resembles the male in all particulars, and is only dis-

tinguished by the less intense rusty on the breast, extended to the

middle of the abdomen and continued as a wide stripe of russet-ocher

to the under tail coverts.

Male.—Length oi wing 89, tail 59, bill 27, tarsus 39 millimeters.

Female.—Total length 218, spread of wing 310, wing 89, tail GO, bill

27, tarsus 38 millimeters.

The above is a free translation of the original description, cited

above.

Although Messrs. Salvin and Godman (I. c.) consider this bird as

being probably the same as F. thor'acicus Salv., there arc features in

the description which seem to indicate its distinctness. For example,

the following points of disagreement in the descriptions may be cited:



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW STORM PETREL FROM THE COAST OF
WESTERN MEXICO.

BY

Robert Ridgway,
Curator of the Depart?nent of Birds.

The type-specimen herein described was collected by John Xantus

nearly thirty-five years ago, but Mr. Cbas. H. Townsend's considerable

series of excellently prepared specimens—the only others taken, to my
knowledge—entitle him to the credit of having established the specific

characters of this species, to which I consequently take pleasure in

giviug his name.

Oceanodroma townsendi, sp. nov.

Thalassidrovia melania " Bonap." Baikd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sei. Philad. 1859, 301, 306

(Cape .St. Lucas).

Cymochorea melania Coues, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. 1864, 76; Key, 1872, 329;

Check List, 1873, No. 589.—B. B. & R., Water B. N. Am. n, 1881,411.

Cymochorea melcena Ridgw., Noiii. N. Am. B. 1881, No. 724.

—

Coues, Check List,

2d ed. 1882, No. 824; Key, 2d ed. 1884, 781.

Oceanodroma melania A. O. U., Check List, 1886, No. 107.—RlDGW., Man. N. Am.
B. 1887, 70.

Oceanodroma townsendi Ridgw., MS.

Sp. Char.—Tarsus decidedly longer than middle toe, with claw.

Color, sooty brownish or dusky, darker above: under wing coverts

entirely uniform in color with lower parts; exposed surface of greater

wing coverts entirely light grayish brown. Total length (skins), about

8.00-8.50 inches (average, 8.20); wing, 6.60-7.00 (6.78); tail, 3.30-3.60

(3.43); depth of fork, 0.95-1.30(1.15); exposed cnlmen, 0.57-0.62 (0.59);

length of nasal tubes, 0.22-0.30 (0.27); tarsus, 1.20-1.28 (1.24); middle

toe, with claw, 1.10-1.20 (1.13).

Hab.—Off coast of western Mexico, north to Cape St. Lucas and
Guaymas.
Type, No. 13025, U. S. National Museum, S ad.. Cape St. Lucas,

Lower California; J. Xantus.

Observations.—A series of nine finely-prepared skins of this spe,

cies. collected by Mr. C. H. Townsend off Guaymas and Acapulco-

Mexico, proves conclusively that this bird can not be the Thal<(.ssi-

droma melania of Bonaparte, neither the dimensions nor the coloration
..

,

... .,..
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agreeing at all closely with the latter, as the following comparison

will show:
Measurements.



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF MOUSE (SITOMYS

DECOLORUS) FROM CENTRAL AMERICA.

By
Frederick W. True,

Curator of the Department of Mammals.

Among- some specimens of mammals recently collected by Mr. E.

Wittkugel in Honduras for the National Museum, is a species of

Sitomys, belonging to the subgenus Rhipidomys (=Nyctomys Saussure),

which appears to be undescribed. Dr. J. A. Allen has already made
mention of a specimen of this species,* which specimen he regarded as

the young of 8. sumichrasti. He has kindly sent it to me for exami-

nation. It is an imperfect skin of a youngish individual, collected at

Santo Domingo, Tehuantepec, Mexico, by Dr. A. C. Buller. The tail

is wanting. It appears to agree in every respect with the Honduras
specimen in the National Museum, from which the following description

is taken. J may say incidentally that we have in the museum the skin of

a young 8. sumichrasti, which shows the closest possible similarity to

the adults of that species.

The following is a description of Wittkugel's Honduras specimen,

No. 21092, from Eio de las Piedras, collected Dec. 11, 1890:

Sitomys (Rhipidomys) decolorus, sp. now

Size intermediate between Mus musculus and M. decumanus. Ears
prominent, thin, nearly naked. Soles naked, except in the proximal

fourth, the naked portion not granular, and with prominent pads.

Tail clothed with longish hairs, growing more abundant toward its tip,

where they conceal the scales and form a pencil.

Color above brownish-isabelliue, more or less shaded with gray

along the middle of the back. Flanks clearer. Under surfaces and
lower part of cheeks pure white, not blending with the color of the

sides. Feet like the back, but the hinder ones somewhat more dusky.

Toes impure white. Ears sparsely clothed with rather long, choco-

late-brown hairs externally, and similar, but somewhat lighter-col-

ored, hairs internally. Hairs of the tail chocolate-brown, not lighter

* Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat, Hist., Ill, 1890, 187.

Proceedings National Museum Vol. XVI—No. 963.
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below than above.' .Whiskers black. Eye surrounded by a dark-brown

ring-.

Dimensions of the body.

'

l W isp
,, ,'' Mexico.
Honduras.

mm. mm.
Length of head and hoilv 108.0 104.0

Length of tail-vertebra 85.0

Length of terminal pencil of tail 10.

I length i>i hind foot and claw 23 '_'-.

Height ni ear from lower margin of orifice 14.0 13.5

<( Auk riciin Museum of Natural History.

The .skull has strong supraorbital ridges, but presents no well-defined

differences from that of 8. sumichrasti.

This species is easily distinguished from S. sumichrasti, of which

there are two specimens in the National collection—one, as already

stated, a young individual, and the other an adult from Mirador, Mex-

ico, collected by Dr. Sartorius. The latter was compared with the

type-specimen of 8. sumichrasti from the Geneva Museum, in 1890, l>y

Dr. J. A. Allen, Dr. Merriam, and myself, and found to be identical.

From 8. sumichrasti, the species herein described differs by its much
paler and yellower coloration, its dusky cars and tail, and also by the

comparative shortness of the tail.

1 am unable to find any described species to which it can be consid-

ered as belonging, from the fact that one specimen comes from Mexico

and the other from Honduras it would appear that it has a wide dis-

tribution in Central America.

I would remark in this connection that if seems probable to me that

8. salvini (Tomes) is distinct from 8. sumichrasti, although the two are

united by Alston and Trouessart. Specimens of 8. salvini from Guate-

mala and Honduras in the National collection agree with each other

and differ from 8. surmichrasti, from Mexico, in having a chocolate

brown tail and large, thin ears, clothed with hairs of the same color.

The tarsus is also more or less dusky, and the ferruginous of the back is

shaded with black by the intermingling of hairs of that color.

In 8. sumichrasti the upper surfaces, together with the tail, ears, and

tarsi, are nearly uniform dull ferruginous throughout.

From iln drj -kin.



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW GEOTHLYPIS FROM BROWNSVILLE,
TEXAS.

BY

Robert Ridgway,
Curator of the Department of Birds.

In The Auk for July, 1S91 (p. 316), Dr. J. A. Allen records the

capture of a bird at Brownsville, Tex., which he identified as Geo-

thlypis poliocephala palpebralis
( Ridgw.), and he also mentions a speci-

men in Mr. Sennett's collection taken at Aldema, Tamaulipas, on the

Mexican side of the Rio Grande. I have not had an opportunity to

compare the specimens referred to with the type of G. palpebralis;

but the National Museum has recently received from Dr. Win. L.

Ralph live adult males and one adult female of a form of the G. polio-

cephala group, collected at Brownsville in April and May, 180.3. and

therefore presumably identical with the specimens mentioned by Dr.

Allen.

It requires but a glance, however, to show that these specimens are

not G. palpebralis, which is entirely yellow beneath, while all the

Brownsville birds have the sides, flanks and anal region—some of

them much the greater portion of the under surface of the body—pale

dull buffy, in marked contrast with the clear yellow color of the throat,

etc. In this respect they do, however, agree very closely with the

type of G. poliocephala Baird (from Mazatlan, Mexico), and, were it not

for certain constant differences of coloration and proportions, might be

considered the same. Since these constant differences do exist, it

becomes necessary for me to recognize the Brownsville birds as repre

seating a local or geographical form, which amy be characterized as

follows:

Proceedings National Museum, Vol, XVI. No. h«4.
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Geothlypis poliocephala ralphi, subsp. mtv.

Geothlypis poliocephala palpebralis (Ridgw.) Allen, Auk, July, 1891,316 (nee Geo-

thlypis palpebralis Ridgw.).—A. <>. U. Chock List (Fourth Suppl., 1892), No.

682.1.

Subsp. Char.—Similar to (!. poliocephala Baird, l>ut larger (the bill

especially), upper parts grayer (the tail particularly), and the edge of

the wing and under tail coverts much paler yellow.

Hah.—Lower Rio Grande Valley.

Type, Xo. 1121)348, S ad., Brownsville, Texas, May 1, L893. Presented

by Dr. Win. L. Kalph.



THE PROPER GENERIC NAME OF THE TUNNIES.

BY
Theodore Gill, M. D., Ph. I).

It must bo conceded that neither of the names generally used tiil

lately for the tunnies can be retained. What is the proper substitute

has been a question in dispute.

President Jordan has proposed a new name (Alhacora) for the true

tunny and another (Oermo) for the long-finned albacore, but referring

both as subgenera to a common genus for which lie took the name
Alhacora *

The present writer has accepted the name Orycnus, originally the

result of a lapsus calami,t but subsequently deliberately adopted for

the short-finned tunnies, t

The reasons given for the revival of the name of Orycnus have not

satisfied President Jordan or his disciples, Dresslar and Fesler. The
latter have commented on the subject as follows:

The name Orycnus Cooper, it seems to us, is preoccupied by its previous use for

another genus or subgenus by Gill. It is therefore ineligible. In other words, ;i

generic name originating in a misprint of a well-knowr name can not be later used

as a name of another genus.

§

Orycnus was not taken by Cooper for another genus or subgenus
than that for which it was originally used by Gill. That author, under

the caption u Genus Orycnus Cuv.," specified " Orycnus secundidorsalis?

the tunny, and that only. For the tunnies only Cooper retained the

name, restricting Orcynus to the long-finned Albacores. It seems to

me that the course was legitimate. However, a discovery which I

made soon after the publication of my paper " On the proper generic

name of the tunny and albacore" will settle the question against all of

us in accordance with the principles of nomenclature recognized by us.

In 1815 the twenty-fifth volume of the Encyclopaedia Metropolitan
was published, and in it are zoological articles by Dr. J. F. South.

*Jordan (1). S.) A Manual of the Vertebrate Animals of the Northern United
States. Fifth edition. Chicago, 1888 (p. 106).

t Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, Vol. XI, p. 319, 1888.

t Proceedings of the California Academy of Natural Sciences, Vol. in, p. 77, 1863.

§ Bulletin of the U. S. Fish Commission, Vol. vil, for 1887 (p. 437). Washington.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol, XVI—No. 965.
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Anions them is one on • 77/ mi h us." Alter I he •• generic character"

and some comments, ;i paragraph was devoted to ili«' nomenclature in

i lie following terms:

Cuvier has applied the word Tkynn us generioall.v to these fish, bill as il had been

I < n
i

f^' before used by Pabrioius ;is the title of ;i genus of bymeuopterous insects, it

will lir better to use i lie corresponding word Thunnus in |)reveu1 confusion.

The name Thunnus was Ums suggested and used ;is a substitute for

Thynni(8 and as sufficiently distinct from the latter; it has classical

sanction, the form Thunnus being the regular one and preferred by

many scholars* to ThynnusA Thunnus, it is true, is a mere variant of

'I'll /Imi us, Imt, being a variant, it is different ami. as different, was

formally introduced as a substitute for Thynnus. By most, American

ichthyologists it will therefore be accepted.

The essential synonymy of Thunnus is as follows:

THUNNUS.

Synonym i/.

x Thynnus Cuvier, Regno Animal |
I" 6cl.], i. '-'. p. 313, 1817. i

/'. thynnus. N<»i

Thynnus of Pah., 177."».

)

Oroynus Cnvier, Regno Animal |
l" 6d.], t. 2, p. 314, ISI7. i

/'. alalonga. N
T
o1

Orcynus of Raf., 1815.)

Thynnus Cuv. <)' Vol., Hist. Nat. de Pois3ons, i. 8, i>. 57, 1831.

Tliini ons South, Knc Metrop., \. 25, p. 620, 1845.

Thynnus Qlinther, Cat. Pishes in Brit. Mus., v. 2, p. 362, I860.

(Myelins Gill, Cat. Pishes E. Coasl N. A rica, i». 35, L861 ; ['roc. A.. id. Nat. Sci.

Phila., [v. 14], |». 125, 1862. (Lapsus calami.)

Orcynus Uill, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., [v. 14], p. 329, 1862.

. Orycnns Cooper, Proc. Cal. Aoad. Nat. Sci.,v. :;. ]>. 77. 1863.

.Orcynus Cooper, Proc. Cal, A.oad. Nat. Sci., \. '>. p. 77. [863.

Albaoora .Ionian. Man. Veil . An. \. [J. S., 5th ed., |>. 106, 1888. |

/'. thynnus

. Germo Jordan, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., [888. i

/'. alalonya.)

Scomber *|>. Linn, el \ el . aucl

.

"Thunnus (also written thynnus), i, m, Oivvog, the funny or tunny-fish, Scomber

Thynnus, Linn.; Plin. 9, 15, 17, § 44, sq. ; Hor. s. 2, 5, 14; Ov. Hal. 98; Mart. 10, 18,

12;" Andrews' Copions and Critical Latin English Lexicon.

\ "Thynnus, i. \ . [

/'. < .

\ i«l«*
|
thunnus." Andrew s <-/'• rif>



THE SHELL HEAPS OF THE EAST COAST OF FLORIDA.

BY

DeWitt Webb, M. D.

(With Plates r,xxviii-LXxxiv.)

There arc many evidences thai a portion of the cast coast of Florida

was quite thickly settled in prehistoric times, and remains of this set-

tlement are found in refuse heaps of villages and single habitations.

These heaps are from a few square yards to many acres in extent, and

from 1 to lo feet in depth. They must have been the abode of a race

for many generations. The remains indicate thai the variety of tbod

obtained was great, and included all kinds of shellfish, from the

Large Busycon perversum to the tiny Donax, numerous kinds of lisli

and a species of turtle, together with various birds and mammals which

now inhabit the peninsula. The skull of a whale has also been found.

[n connection "with these remains arc found the various members of

the human skeleton in positions which would at least suggest cauui

balism. There are hearths with accumulations of ashes and shells

mingled with pottery (mostly in fragments) and implements and

weapons of shell. These implements and weapons tell us all we know
of the mode of life of the race which inhabited the region, and enable

us more or less correctly to reconstruct this early society. That the

people were hunters and fishers, the variety of animals, birds, and lish

which went to supply their larders abundantly testifies. The porpoise

seems to have been a favorite article of food, while the remains of the

manatee are found in the shell heaps farther north than the present

habitat of the animal. The whale, whose remains were found beneath

one of the large heaps, at least a quarter of a mile from the ocean,

may have been stranded on the beach; but all the other fish, birds,

and animals were doubtless captured by the wary and active savage.

It would seem ;is if many of the fish might have been taken with some

sort of a net, as they must have employed a twisted cord for many
purposes. There are marks on much of the pottery showing it to have

been molded in baskets made of cord. Sinkers of various shapes

were used.

The implements of shell were, for the most part, constructed from the

Bv&ycon cariea, and the St. Augustine collection shows all forms and

Proceedings National Museum, Vol, XVI -No. 966,
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stages of iliis construction. While the use i<> which the greater num-

ber of the implements of shell must have been put is obvious, there is

much uncertainty regarding others which are found in abundance.

One of these, known as the perforated shell, may have been used for

the dressing of skins, and the perforation which has provoked so much
speculation, made for the insertion of the finger to give more firmness

to the grasp.* (PI. lxxviii.)

Another, found in abundance, is made usually from the smaller shells

of the Strombus, and is worked as near as possible to the form of a ball.

They may have been playthings of the children. The drinking shells

were prepared with great care, and seem also to have been used as

cooking utensils, some of them show ing marks of exposure to fire. ( IM.

lxxix.) From the great number of perforated shells found on one small

heap I was led to conclude that it was in some sense a manufactory of

these articles. Some of these scrapers or gouges show as sharp an

edge as it is possible for a shell to receive, while others are dull. Othei

utensils take the form of spoons. A granite or other pebble with an

end flattened and polished was probably used to put an edge on such

implements as required to be sharpened.

The pottery, though mostly in fragments, affords an interesting study

and shows great variety of design in its ornamentation. Some of the

vessels were made in baskets woven from cord, while others, from the

peculiar marking on their external surface, must have been made in an-

other way. The great smoothness and perfect regularity of the internal

surface of these vessels is remarkable. They vary much as to the char-

acter of the material of which they are made. Some are of pure clay;

and of these, some are thoroughly baked and hardened, while others

are slightly baked and therefore brittle. Others have an admixture,

to a greater or less degree, of sand, and are harder. In size they vary

from a bowl holding 1 or 2 quarts to vessels holding 5 gallons, and in

shape from a shallow pan like dish to a pot or vessel resembling a jug.

(Pis. lxxx, LXXXI.) The ornamentation includes about one hundred
different designs, the principal of which are shown in PI. lxxxij. It

is easy to understand the origin of the tine cord like markings which ap-

pear on the surface of those vessels which were molded in baskets.

Other vessels were apparently ornamented by using a pen-like instru-

ment made from a reed, while the clay was soft, and still others by rolling

portions of the soft clay and then putting them on as a housewife some-

times ornaments her pie crusts. In one specimen, the impress of the

fingers is plainly visible, showing even the texture of the skin. By far

the larger portion, however, appear to have been ornamented by the use

of a stamp, which left the surface arranged in squares, as shown in the

plate, fully three-fourths of the pottery found is ornamented in this

'These shells have heen found withwoodeu handles inserted in the perforation

foi use as hatchets or picks, and the I'. S. National Museum possesses several .speci-

mens.—T. W.
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way. Those vessels must have served for cooking, as well as for holding

water, as many are blackened from exposure to the fire. While it is

probable that these people <•< >oked the greater part of their food by roast-

ing over the fire, yet the tiny Donax shells at least, which are present

in immense numbers, must have been boiled in water to obtain a broth.

They are too small to have been cooked in any other way. The num-

ber and extent of the hearths and the amount of ashes proves that

the Indigenes usually cooked their food.

The form of the mounds and collections of shells is of interest, and

some of the larger ones may enable us to determine the form of the pre-

historic habitation. When individual families dwelt by themselves

there would be one slowly growing heap for each, which after a time

might be abandoned. When a comparatively wide extent was occupied

the remains would take the form of what we now call Shell Fields

—

places where the ground for many acres appears to be full of shells,

but without elevations rising above the general level. A form com-

mon among the heaps is that of a long bank or mound, from 2 to

10 or more feet in thickness, and covering from one to several acres,

always near the water and usually in proximity to an inlet of the sea.

Scattered through these heaps, from the surface of the soil beneath to

their summits, are found implements, utensils, and fragments, of pottery.

A. hearth, with a foot or more of ashes and feet or even more across,

may be found, with 5 or feet of shells above it. This disposition of

remains gives a clew to the manner of formation of the mounds and is

well shown in the large mound below Matanzas Inlet, which covers more
than 30 acres (PI. lxxxiv). The side facing the ocean is from 10 to 12 feet

in depth, but has suffered from the encroachment of the sea to an ex-

tent which can not be determined (PI. lxxxiii). The highest partof the

mound covers about _! acres, and back of this, extending to the Matanzas
ltiver, lies the remainder, disposed in circles of greater or less extent

and covered with forest. These circles adjoin each other over a large

part of the territory. They are from 4 to 8 feet in depth and from 12

to 15 feet across at the bottom. This was a dwelling place, and the

daily refuse was thrown out on all sides, and so the circles of shells,

bones, etc., gradually grew higher and higher, surrounding the rude

dwelling like a wall. This wall would also serve for protection from

the winds of winter and likewise as a pit for defense in case of attack.

When this hollow had become too deep, or the wall about it too high,

it would be abandoned, and the owner, pitching his tent on the top of

surrounding ridges, would use the hollow as a pit in which to throw-

refuse.

The mound of which 1 am now speaking would appear to have been in

some sort a center of population for many miles around. A spring of

water lies in the midst of it, and the waterway was kept open to the

river. Smaller mounds are found scattered up and down the river for

several miles in the vicinity. One of these, some 2 miles north and
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near the i 1 1 lei a I Ma tan /.a Bar, was perhaps used as 11 Lookout and signal

station. A large part of this mound (PI. lxxxiv) was removed from the

northeast part and piled ii| the remainder, forming a peak about 35

feet high. From this point a good view is obtained for several miles

along the level country, and an approaching enemy could be easily seen.

A covered waj or ditch runs from the base l<> the summit, thus hiding

those \\li<» were passing from the sight of the enemy.

As to the age of these heaps all must be left to conjecture. Trees

hundreds of years old are scattered over them. AH instruments and

implements <>r wood have long since- perished, and not even a tradition

of them remains. The shell heaps appeal 1 to me older than the earth

mounds which some times adjoin them.
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Pottery from Shell Mounds in Florida.

A perfect vessel from Homosassa, holding five gallons
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DESCRIPTION OF A NEW BLENNIOID FISH FROM CALIFORNIA.

i:\

Tarleton H. Bean, M. D.,

Assistant in charge Division of Fish Culture, I'. S. Fish Commission.

During the month of June, 1893, ear jSo. 2 of the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion made a collection of fishes at Monterey, Cal., for its aquarium at

the World's Columbian Exposition. Among- the species obtained and
delivered in Chicago alive is a stichseoid fish, which resembles a Gimnell

in general appearance, and yet differs in some essential characters,

and appears to represent an undescribed genus ami species. It may
be introduced into the literature under the name

Plagiogriuniima Hopiknsii.

PLAGIOGR VMMUS, now genus.

Body moderately elongate, compressed, covered with very small

scales; lateral lines, 2; viz, one beginning above and slightly in advance
of the upper angle of the gill opening, and extending along the upper
part of the body, but not reaching to the tail; one beginning in advance
of the end of this and reaching to the caudal; numerous lateral ridges

on the sides, similar to those on Dictyosoma of Temminck and Schlegel:

a series of subpentagonal plate-like bodies along the abdominal

edge on each side between the ventral and the anal. Head moder-

ately long, naked, with pointed snout: mouth oblique and rather

large. The jaws subequal, or the lower slightly projecting; jaws with

strong teeth jn broad bands, the intermaxilla with an outer series of

enlarged canine-like teeth; teeth on vomer and palate; a pair of large

canines near the symphysis in each jaw, the canines of the upper jaw
fitting into an interspace behind the inandibnlary canines. A series of

pores on the ramus of the mandibula continuing around the preopercu-

lar edge; a series of similar pores along the lower margin of the pre-

orbital continued Backward and upward towards the nape. Anterior

nostril tubular; posterior without tube. Maxilla broadly expanded
Proceedings National Museum. Vol." XVI—No. 967.
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posteriorly; lips well developed. Branchiostegals 5; gill membranes
partly united, bul free from the isthmus behind. Gill rakers minute,

tubercular, in moderate cumber. A single long dorsal lin consisting of

spines only. The spines, longest in the posterior portion; anal fin lower

than the dorsal, hut similar in shape. Pectoral large, entirely below

median line. Ventrals well developed, in advance of pectorals; caudal

rounded, distinct. Intestinal canal short, with live small pyloric cceca.

Plagiogiammu :> Ho ?klns i new Bpecies.

The type of the description, (". S. N. M., No. 44721, is a single exam-

ple, (5 inches long, obtained at Monterey, Cal., June 22, 189.';.

1). XLI; A. II, 29; v. I, 5; 15. Y. Scales about 95; ridges on side32.

The greatest depth of the body, 1 inch, is contained 5^ times in

the total length without caudal. The length of the head—1^, inches

—is one-fourth of the total without caudal. The diameter of the eye

is one-fifth of the length of the head. The snout is acute. The ante-

rior nostril is tubular and nearer to the eye than to the tip of the snout.

The posterior nostril is close to the upper anterior margin of the eye.

The maxilla extends almost to the vertical through the hind margin of

the eye. The intermaxilla is long and slender and reaches nearly as

far back as the maxilla. The intermaxillary teeth are in broad bands.

with an outer series of 5 or 6 large canines, those near the symphysis

largest. The teeth in the mandible are in broad bands in front, fol-

lowed by several enlarged canine like teeth. A large canine on each

side of the symphysis, the interspace between the two mandibulary

canines receiving the canines of the intermaxilla when the jaws are

closed. A row of 8 pores along the ramus of the mandible and the edge

of the preopercle; another series around the lower margin of the pre-

orbital bone as described for the genus. About <S gill rakers on the

first arch below the angle.

The distance of the dorsal origin from the snout is nearly equal to

the length of the head. The spines are lowest in front: the longest

spine is two-sevenths ofthe length of the head. The longest rays of the

anal are near the end of the tin and scarcely exceed the length of the

eye. The length of the pectoral equals that of the postorbital part of

the head. The ventrals are close together; the inner rays longest

—

two-sevenths as long as the head. The caudal is rounded, its length

nearly one-half that of the head. The vent is under the eleventh spine

of the dorsal.

The upper lateral line begins above and slightly in advance of the

upper angle of the gill opening, curves very slightly over the pectoral

and extends to below the twenty-fifth spine of the dorsal, its distauce

from the dorsal edge equal to the diameter of the eye and also equal to

its distance from the lower lateral line. The lower lateral line begins

under the sixteenth spine of the dorsal and extends to the caudal. On
each side of the abdominal ridge, between the ventrals and the vent,
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are located about 10 subpentagonal plate-like bodies, the largest about

one-half as long as the eye.

Color dusky brown; the fins black.

Little is known about the habits of the species, beyond the fact that

in the aquarium it hides in rock crevices and seldom ventures from its

hiding place. I take pleasure in associating with this blenny the name
of Mr. Timothy Hopkins, of Menlo Park, Cal., the founder of the Sea-

side Laboratory at Pacific Grove, Monterey Bay, in commemoration of

his services in behalf of science.





NOTES ON MYRIAPODA FROM LOANDA, AFRICA, COLLECTED BY
MR. HELI CHATELAINE, INCLUDING A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW
GENUS AND SPECIES.

BY

0. F. Cook.

A small collection of Myriapoda presented to the National Museum
by Mr. lleli Chatelaine, formerly United States commercial agent ;it

St. Paul de Loanda, was entrusted to me for study by Dr. Riley. This

material supplements that collected by the United States Eclipse Ex-

pedition of 1889 and 1890*, and makes necessary some emendation of

the former paper, including- the establishment of a new genus of Iulidae.

Spirostreptus variabilis CooU and Collins.

Ann. X. V. Acad. Sci., vm, 28, PI. II, Figs. 11-14 (1893).

A mature male agrees entirely with the description and figures

quoted. A female specimen 115 mm. long and with 55 segments has

the clypeus very coarsely rugose, with the depressions between the

antenna' not very apparent; the crescentic excavations lower down are

very well pronounced. There are four punctations in the upper and

seventeen in the lower row; teeth very broad and blunt. Lower edge

of eyes slightly convex instead of concave, The eye-formulae are, re-

spectively, 13+12+ll+10-f8+6+4+2=66 for the left eye, and 13 + 12

+11+10+8+7+ 5=66, a variation not recorded in the former descrip-

tion. The surface of the segments are without ridges, but have occa-

sional very fine furrows. Anal valves scarcely wrinkled at base of

margin. The exposed parts of the anterior subsegment are, in alcohol,

yellowish buff.

Another female specimen 85 mm. long has 52 segments, the exposed

parts of the anterior subsegments reddish, the crescentic depressions

of the clypeus not evident, while those between the antennas are much
more apparent than in the other specimen.

In the Eclipse Expedition Myriapoda there were eight specimens,

four males and four females, and there are thus eleven specimens of

this species in the Museum.

* O. F. Cook and (I. X. Collins: The Myriapoda Collected by the United States

Eclipse Expedition to West Africa. Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., vm pp. 22-40, PL [-III.

Proceedings National Museum. Vol. XVI—No. 968.
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CTENOIULUS, gen. nov.

Odontopyge of von Poratb (probably), not <>f Brandt, Peters, and Karsch.

Body of moderate size, about 15 times as long as broad, cylindrical,

narrowed, and slightly compressed posteriorly.

Covered portion of vertex with transverse and longitudinal striations.

Olypeus with two rows of setigerous punctations immediately above

the labium.

Labium with shallow emargination and blunt teeth, which project

nearly as far as the edges of the labrum outside the emargination.

Eyes pointed-oval or triangular-crescentic, distant from each other

by more than the transverse diameter of one of them; ocelli 40-80 in

number.

Antenmc subclavate, nioniliate, second joint longest, followed by the

third, sixth, fourth, fifth, first, and seventh; eighth joint distinct;

olfactory cones large, widely separated.

Mandibulary stipe with exposed surface convex, subrectangular;

margin plane or elevated.

Masticatory plate rounded triangular, about twice as long as broad,

divided into a flat triangular, roughened surface with a raised margin

and a broad groove.

Mandibulary tooth large, triangular, with rounded apex, about twice

as long as the breadth of base.

Dentate lamella with five blunt teeth.

Pectinate lamellee, nine.

Hypostoma more or less arcuate, the ends enlarged and with a

chitinized projection on the x>osterior edge.

Mentum of male with the ends very narrow, that of the female

oblong.

Promentum semi-elliptical triangular, broadest behind, rounded in

front; a narrow posterior portion with the surface plane, the larger

anterior part concave, with a distinct line of demarcation.

Cardo small, subtriangular.

Stipe between two and three times as long as its greatest width.

Lingual lamina subequal in length with the promentum, half as

wide as the stipe.

First segment with the lateral lobes rounded or somewhat truncate,

with one or two oblique striations.

Anterior subsegments concentrically striate anteriorly, and with

scattered granules along the striations.

Posterior subsegments finely, longitudinally rugulose; coarser stria-

tions on the lateral and ventral surfaces.

Supplementary margin regularly pectinate.

Hepugnatorial pores beginning on the sixth segment, absent frcm

the last two segments and sometimes from the fourth from the last;

pores located near the middle line of side.
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fedigeroua laminae punctate areolate, uot transversely striate.

Last segment carinate on the median line above, completely closed

below.

Anal valves carinate near the margins, the carinae produced above
into a larger or smaller subconic, pointed mucro.

Legs 6-jomted, the first joint short, the others subequal, with the

fourth slightly longest; males with membranous cushions on the ven-

tral face of the fourth and fifth joints; cushions wanting on the first

live and last two pairs; seven pairs in front of the genitalia, first three

pairs with pedigerous laminae free.

First pair of legs of males 5-jointed, the basal joint with a large

curved process directed cephalo-laterad.

Genitalia of male with the flagellum expanded and lamellate.

Segments 54-09, length 30-8mni.

Distribution: The species typical of the above genus has been

found only at St. Paul de Loanda, but several other species, probably

congeneric, are known from Caffraria, so that the genus will probably

be found throughout southern Africa.

This genus differs from Spirostreptus in the nine pectinate lamellae,

the shape of the nientum and promentum, the pectinate supplementary

margin, the repugnatorial pores wanting on the penultimate segment,

the membranous cushion of the two penultimate joints of the male legs,

and the lamellate flagellum of the male genitalia. How far any indi-

vidual character will prove to be diagnostic of the genus can not, of

course, be inferred, but size, shape, habit, and coloration enforce the

opinion that the present is a new generic type.

From the species of Spirostreptus, subgenus Xo<loj>>/<je, the spinal

anal valves are a distinguishing feature. Whether the two subgenera

of Spirostreptus ought not to be given generic rank, remains to be

determined; the spined anal valves, if a constant character, should be

given, it would seem, as much weight as the additional pore of Alloporus.

Ctenoiulus chatelainei, sp. now

Odontopyge fnrcata (Karsch), Ann. X. V. Acad. Sci., vm, oti. PL in. Figs. 24-28. not

Spirostreptus (Odontopyge) furcaiua Karscb, neue Jnliden des Berliner Museum,

p. 22.

Body of males slightly constricted behind the head.

Covered portion of epicranium with two well-pronounced transverse

striations, the space between which is finely striate longitudinally.

Vertex smooth or very finely striate longitudinally: sulcus obsolete,

but the suture distinct, as well as the transverse intraocular suture

which it joins.

(Typeus smooth, sometimes with a large shallow depression below the

middle; upper row of 5-8 punctations, lower row of 10-20; each of the

punctations has a bristle, some of which are .125 mm. long.

Byes pointed oval, distant from each other by more than the trans-

Proc. X. M. 93 45
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verse diameter of one of them; ocelli subequal, arranged 11+10+9+8
+ 7+ 5+ 3=53.

Antenna' 4 nun. long, the tilth and sixth joints together longer than

the second.

Mandibulary stipe with anterior edge of exposed .surface broadly

emarginate.

Mentuni oblong, about six times as broad as its median length, pos-

terior corners rounded in the female, in the male replaced by a mem-
branous pouch into which fits the large process of the copa of the first

pair of legs.

Promentum without bristles.

Slipe of gnathochilarium with scattered bristles along the promentum
and the anterior half of the lateral margins.

Lingual laminae with a few short bristles at base, and three long ones

toward the anterior margin.

First segment smooth, anterior angle rounded; one complete and

deep striation, and a branched, more shallow, marginal striation.

Anterior subsegments with seven or eight concentric striations on the

anterior portion, the striations with small protuberances about as far

apart as the striations are from each other; some of the protuberances

not on the striations, but located without regularity on that part of the

subsequent which is behind the striations.

Posterior subsegments with fine curved and branching wrinkles

whose general direction is longitudinal; the coarser striations of the

sides and inferior surface begin about two-thirds of the distance from

the median line to the repugnatorial pore, but the striations above the

pore are very short and to be found only along the suture.

Supplementary margin finely and equally pectinate, 0.055 mm. long,

including the teeth, which are 0.01 mm. long, broad at base, pointed;

sinews between teeth rounded, 0.01 mm. broad.

Pvepugnatorial pores longitudinally elliptic, 0.04 mm. long, situated

at the middle line of side, nearer to the nearly straight suture than to

the posterior margin of the segment. In front of the pore the surface

of the segment is smoother, and immediately behind the pore is a more

or less evident depression. On male specimens the fourth segment

from the end may have no pores. Sometimes there is a pore on one

side and not on the other.

Last segment rugose above, smoother below and finely punctate,

strongly earinate on the median line above; posterior angle somewhat
produced, rounded.

Anal valves rugnlose-punctate, each with a prominent carina which

incloses a crescendo space between it and the moderately prominent,

slightly compressed margins; the carina is produced above into a large,

usually sharp-pointed mucro, curved slightly cephalad at apex.

Pre-anal scale punctate, rounded, nearly twice as broad as long.

First pair of legs with the process of coxa tnberculate-wrinkled, a
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setigerous punctation near the distal end of the anterior face of the

coxa.

( 'olor of alcoholic specimens chestnut-brown, alternating with yellow

;

anterior portion of each posterior subsegment brown, the posterior

margin and usually a broad dorsal median line, yellow or buff; feet

pale reddish, antennae chestnut-brown ; anterior and ventral portions

of segments buff. In the young the colors are paler and less distinct,

so that the general color appears to be a dirty yellow.

Length of larger specimens 60 nun., diameter 4 mm. ; 61-64 segments.

Habitat.—St. Paul de Luanda. Mr. Chatelaine's collection contains

three female specimens and several others in more or less fragmentary

condition. This additional material has made necessary some changes

in the specific description quoted above, and many of the characters

previously placed in it have been relegated to the new generic descrip-

tion.

The spined anal valves appeared to Mr. Collins and myself so remark-

able a feature that we were inclined to believe them characteristic of

a genus, and rather than establish a new genus we preferred to believe

that there was some mistake about Dr. Karsch's statement to the effect

that the species described by him under Odaitopyge had no pectinate

supplementary margin. Since the former paper wras written, the study

of a more extensive collection of African Iulidae has established the

fact that the spined anal valves exist in several genera, and are found

in forms which have the supplementary margin entire.

It therefore becomes necessary to distinguish the present and allied

forms from the other described groups, and when studied with such a

purpose in view, the differences from SpirostreptHs are evidently such

as to demand a separate description, not merely the establishment of

Spiro.strcptxs, a genus no longer adequately definable by reason of the

diversity of forms now referred to it.

Porath has described five species with pectinate supplementary mar-

gins and other characters which render it probable that they are con-

generic with the above, and the generic description has been drawn up
to accomodate them. They are Gtenoiulus foveolaius, puncticaudus,

acqualis, dimidiatus, and prcetextus, the last with the apices of the teeth

of the supplementary margin connate. As Dr. Karsch has examined
thetype of Spirostreptus dimidiatus Peters, and finds the supplementary

margin entire, it is probable that Porath's dimidiatus is distinct, and
the name should be changed as Dr. Karsch has suggested.

All Porath's species are from Caffraria, distant from Loauda by 20

degrees of latitude, and the descriptions do not include the characters

of the mouth-parts, legs or genitalia, so that their generic affinities can

not be determined with confidence, hence it can only be said that from

what is known of them they seem to belong to the present genus rather

than to any other.

From the West Coast of Africa three species of Odontopyge have
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been described, acutus, angolensis, farcatus, the first two from Angola,

l Ik» third from the Gold Coast, so that no differences of distribution can,

as yet, be alleged betweeu the two allied groups. On the East Coas£,

however, the case seems somewhat different, for nine species of Odonto-

pyge have been described from the tropical region, while none were

found in Oaffraria.

Scolopendra morsitans Finn.

Nine specimens, varying from 60-80 mm. in length, and with no char

acters longer noteworthy in so variable a species.

Huntington, \. V.. 29 Aug., L893.



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF BLIND-SNAKES |TYPHLO-
PIDj*E) FROM THE CONGO FREE STATE.

BY

Leonhard Stejneger,

Curator of the Department of Reptiles and Batrachians.

The National Museum is under obligations to Mr. J. H. Camp for a

small, but very interesting collection of reptiles and batrachians from

Leopoklvillc and Stanley Pool. One of the species scut proves to be

new and may be described as follows:

Typhlops preeocularis, sp. nov.

Diagnosis.—A preocular, not in contact with supralabials ; no sub-

oculars; ocular in contact with nasal below preocular, reaching lip

behind second supralabial; snout with sharp horizontal edge.

Habitat.—Congo Free State, Africa.

Type.—U. S. National Museum, No. 20700; Leopoldville, or Stanley

Pool, Congo Free State: -1. II. Cam]) coll.

Description.—Snout very prominent and pointed, but not hooked,

with sharp cutting edge: nostrils inferior, situated just beneath the

cutting edge, between two large nasals almost at the point where the

internasal suture joins the rostral; rostral very large, about two-thirds

the width of the head, the portion visible from below wider than long;

labial border of rostral concave, without the usual central prolongation

backwards; anterior nasal half-moon shaped, the outer edge nearly

parallel with the rostral, the nasal cleft proceeding from the lower

border of the rostral, ending at the rostral just below the cutting

edge; posterior nasal at the cutting edge as wide as the preocular and
ocular together, becoming narrower above and below, in contact above
with prefrontal and supraocular, below with second supralabial and
ocular; preocular about as wide as ocular, below widely separated from

the supralabials by the posterior nasal and ocular; ocular rather nar-

row, below anteriorly in contact with posterior nasal, and second su

pralabial reaching the lip behind the latter; eyes indistinguishable;

first supralabial exceedingly small, forming the edge of the lip below
the anterior nasal, anteriorly receding within the mouth behind the ros-

tral, being separated from the corresponding labial on the other side

by a small squarish scale behind the rostral; second supralabial rather

larger, in contact with first supralabial, anterior and posterior nasal

and ocular, its upper posterior corner wedged in between the two last

mentioned shields; a long and narrow shield behind the lower posterior

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—Jgo. 969.
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edge of the ocular represents what is ordinarily the fourth supralabial,

its anterior point, however, barely reaching the lip; prefrontal and
frontal subequal, wider than long; subocular and parietal subequal,

wider than long, somewhat wider than frontal; one mental; two sub-

labials; diameter of body at the middle 07 times in the total length,

the body growing thicker posteriorly; tail very short, wider than long,

ending in a short spine; 24 to 20 scales round the middle of the body.

Uniform, pale brownish gray, scarcely paler below. Total length 340

millimeters.

Remarks.—This very distinct species seems to be quite unique in the

way in which the facial shields border the upper lip. The rostral, as

described above, forms the anterior border as usual, but instead of this

consisting of a narrow square projection backwards, the lower free

border of the rostral is distinctly concave forward. The posterior pro-

jection, however, can be detected under the microscope as a separate

small scale inside the mouth back of the rostral, separating the two
exceedingly small but elongated anterior supralabials from each other

by barely discernible sutures, while the suture separating it from the

rostral is very distinct. The next peculiarity of the upper labial border

consists in the absence of the third supralabial, in place of which the

lower end of the ocular reaches the lip, while the fourth (in this case

third separate) labial is forced backward. Another rather uncommon
feature is the exclusion of the preocular from the supralabials, the pos-

terior nasal and the ocular being broadly in contact below it. The
snout from below, therefore, superficially somewhat resembles that of

one of the Leptotyphlopidae. The nostrils are placed uncommonly close

to the rostral, being situated almost at the junction of the cutting edge

with the rostral and internasal sutures.

Altogether this is a very remarkable form which seems to have no

particularly close relationship to any of the hitherto known species.



ON SOME COLLECTIONS OF REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS FROM
EAST AFRICA AND THE ADJACENT ISLANDS, RECENTLY RE-
CEIVED FROM DR. W. L. ABBOTT AND MR. WILLIAM ASTOR
CHANLER, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY

Leonhard Stejneger,

Curator of the Department of Reptiles and Batrachians.

The collections treated of in the present paper were sent home at

various times by the gentlemen mentioned in the title. In addition

to these I have enumerated several specimens, chiefly from the Sey-

chelles, collected by the late Col. Nicolas Pike, and presented by him

to the Museum, as well as a few others from the same islands obtained

from the British Museum, in 1883, and the Paris Museum, through Prof.

Leon Vaillant, during the present year.

Dr. W. L. Abbott's collections from the base of the Kilinia-Njaro were

made during 1888 and 1889, and the specimens mentioned in the follow-

ing pages were probably taken at altitudes between 5,000 and 8,000 feet

above the sea.

He collected twice on the Seychelles, viz, in April and May, 1890, and

again in 1892 during themonths of July and August. In October, Novem-

ber, and December of the same year he collected in Aldabra. The rep-

tiles obtained in Gloriosa Island were taken during the latter part of

January, 1873.

The collection received from Mr. William Astor Chanler was made
by him and Lieut, von Hcehnel, of the Imperial Austrian Navy, along

the Tana Eiver, en route from the coast to Hameye, about 300 miles

inland. His expedition left Mkoumbi, on the coast of Witu, on Sep-

tember 18 and reached Hameye on November 2G, 1892, following the

left bank of the Tana from Merifano to Subaki, where he crossed over

to the right bank. He also presented the Museum with a small, but

interesting collection made by Mr. Gustav Denhardt at Wange on the

island of Manda, a short distance north of Lamu.

Mr. Chauler's collection is chiefly interesting in furnishing material

from a region between that of the Massai land and Somali. Species

found hitherto only in the latter country are among Mr. Chauler's

treasures, while the range of several southern forms have been extended

northward.

The most interesting portion of Dr. Abbott's collections are undoubt-

edly the specimens obtained in the Seychelles. Aldabra, and Gloriosa.

So far as I know no extensive collecting has been done in the last men-
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lionet I islands/ The lierpetological result is only three species of lizards

in each island, but il is not supposed that the fauna of these islands is

exhausted. The following is a list of the species collected by Dr.

Abbott:
Gloriosa.

Hemidactglus mabouia.

Zonosaurns madagascariensis.

.ti>l< plmms gloi'i08H8.

Aldabra.
Phelsuma abbotti.

ETemidactylus mabouia.

thlij>li(iriis poecilopleurus.

The Seychelles, on the other hand, are by this time pretty well ex-

plored, though it is to be regretted that the collectors so tar have neg-

lected to furnish data by which it would have been possible to ascer-

tain the distribution of the species in the various islands composing

the group. Nevertheless, Dr. Abbott's collections have added several

additions to the fauna of these interesting islands, including two species

hitherto undescribed, one of which belongs to a genus hitherto only

found in Australia.

The only list of the reptiles and batrachians of the Seychelles, so far

as 1 know, is given in Wallace's Island Life (London. 1881, pp. 3!>5-

.">!>7). lie enumerates eleven species as found in the group, five of

which he considers peculiar to the islands. Since then it has been

learned that two of the species enumerated by him, viz, BocedQn geo-

metricus and ('<tn-ili<t rostrata,in reality are peculiar, though at that

time supposed to occur in other localities as well, making the peculiar

species seven. Today we know fifteen land species as occurring with

certainty, ten of which are peculiar, while a number of additional names

may be regarded as of doubtful occurrence. The following is a revised

list, the fall explanation of which will be found further on in this paper,

under the head of the various species. The names in brackets are those

of Wallace's list:

SEYCHELLES

Denotes thai tin- species is considered peculiar t<> the group.

t Denotes thai specimens are in the I'. s. National Museum.

(In loin imbrieata, title Peters, Monatsb. Berlin, 1866, p. 887.)

H. SternothasruB nigricavR.

;sti rnotha rits simiatus.

12. Himidactyhts mabouia.

! Hi niiilin I ijl us i'ii n a ins.

*:;. Dipluihirliiliis in, i /„ ilahis.

tl. riiilsiiniii madagascarU list [Pli. repedianus].

One species of lizard is so far recorded from Gloriosa by Dr. Giinther as Gerrhono-

tus wadagascariensis (Zool. Coll. 'Alert,' 1884, p. 186) evidentlj a lapsus foi Zono-

adiiiiis niiuliiijiiscdricllsis.
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"t~>. Ailuronyx seychellensis [Pkelsuma s.].

ti. Peropus miitilatus [Wallace].

t7. Mabuya sechellensis [Euprepes cyanogaster]

.

*t8. Chamceleo ligris [Wallace].

*t9. Lycognathophis seychellensis [Dromicus s.].

tin. Bocedon geometricus [Wallace],

I4A i i:\ciiia.

til. Megalixalus seychellensis [M. infrarnfus]

.

112. Rbna mascareniensis [R. mascariensis].

? Urceotyphlus oxyurus [Caecilia oxyura].

*13. Cryptopaophis multiplicatus.

til. HypogeopMs restrains [Caecilia rostrata].

tl.~>. HypogeopMs altemans.

I. REPTILIA.

LORICATA.

Crocodylus niloticus Lath.

Mr. Chanler sends a small specimen from the Tana River (No. 20071
),

and Dr. Abbott a nearly grown one; exact locality not given (No. 16027).

TESTUDINES.

Stemothaerus nigricans ( I >oxxn. ).

There are four Sternothceri in the collections sent home by Dr. Abbott,

three from La Digue Island, Seychelles (IT. S. National Museum, Nos.

19S02-1 9804) and one dried specimen from Gloriosa Island (No. 29.'U7,

Dept. Comp. Anat.).

The determination of this species (for most certainly all four speci-

mens are strictly conspecific) has caused me considerable doubt from

the fact that BouleUger, among- the British Museum specimens, enumer-

ates one specimen from La Digue under 8. sin not us (Cat, Chel. Br. Mus.,

p. 105). 1 have no undoubted specimen of the latter species to com-

pare with, and consequently liave to rely on the literature. Now, 8.

>i iyrieaHsissiudhy Vnn\\euger (>>)>. < '7., p. 1 !>.">) to have the upperjaw neither

hooked nor bicuspid, and it is very certain that our specimens can not

fairly be called " bicuspid," though there is an indication of a notch

with the faintest possible swelling on both sides. Then again he stales

that in this species u the frontal suture [is] not or but slightly exceed-

ing the width of the interorbital space," while in 8. sinuatm "the
interorbital width [is] considerably less than the longitudinal suture

between the frontal shields." This would most certainly make our

specimens 8. nigricans, as in all of them the interorbital space is at

least as wide as the length of the frontal suture.
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In addition to this our specimens agree exactly with the characters

given by Peters (Reise Mossamb., Zool. Ampli., p. 8) as characteristic

of 8. nigricans in as much as the posterior margin of the carapace is not

serrated, the median marginals are not keeled and hardly visible when
the carapace is viewed from above. I may also mention that Peters

has identified another specimen from the Seychelles (Mane" Island) as

8. nigricans (Monatsber. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1877, p. 455).

Finally, if Smith's plate representing 8. sinuatus (111. Zool. S. Afr.

Kept., pi. i) is only approximately correct, our specimens can not well

belong to that species.

The largest specimen (No. 29347) has a shell 160 mm. long.

SAURI.

Hemidactylus mabouia (Moreac).

Of this widely distributed species our collectors have brought speci-

mens from nearly all the localities visited.

Mr. Chanler has one from the Tana River (IT. S. National Museum,
No. 20087).

Dr. Abbott sends two large specimens labeled Kilima-Njaro (Nos.

10748-16750). He has also two specimens from the Seychelles (Nos.

L'O454-20455) in pretty poor condition. I am not aware that this species

has been collected in these islauds before.* It would be interesting to

know in which particular island they were obtained.

Three more specimens from Gloriosa Island (Nos. 20459-20461), also

collected by Dr. Abbott, have apparently been taken from the stomach

of some bird, as they appear to be half digested. I have no doubt about

the correctness of the identification, though the tubercles on the back

are rather large.

The same gentleman, finally, has three specimens from Aldabra

Island, one of them quite young (Nos. 20470-20472). I can discover no

other difference from typical specimens than the separation of the

second chin-shield from the second infralabial by two small scales,

identical in both the grown specimens, while in all the other specimens

of H. mabouia before me the second chin-shield is in contact with the

second infralabial.

Diplodactylus inexpectatus, sp. nov.

Diagnosis.—Back covered with uniform granular scales; digits with

regular transverse lamella) interiorly; rostral and first labial entering

nostril; digital expansion considerably wider than digit, two thirds the

'Boettsjer (Abb. Senckenb. Ges., XII, 1881, p. 531) records Hemidaetylua fremitus

as occurring in tbe Seychelles, but upon wbat authority I do n<>t know. It may per-

baps not be unnecessary, in view of this record, to state emphatically that tbe speci-

mens collected by Dr. Abbott are true //. mabouia, with well-developed inner digits

and tubercles on the postocular portion of the upper surface of tbe bead.
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diameter of the eye; 12 entire lamellae under the fourth toe; ear-open-

ing small, one-third the diameter of the eye.

Habitat.—He Mahe, Seychelles.

Type.—TJ. S. National Museum, No. 20433; Dr. W. L. Abbott coll.

Description.—Snout considerably longer than the distance between

the eye and the ear-opening; ear opening small, rounded: digits rather

long, slender, feebly depressed, inferiorly with large, undivided, trans-

verse lamella?, 12 under the fourth toe, which are broken up into small

tubercles some distance before the distal expansion; the latter cordi-

form, considerably wider than digit, two-thirds the diameter of the eye;

digits above, including the upper surface of the expansion covered with

small granules like those on the back ; upper surface of body and limbs,

as well as tail above and below covered with small uniform granular

scales, somewhat larger on snout and tail; rostral four- sided, fully twice

as wide as high, without cleft above; nostril pierced just above the

suture of the rostral with first labial, between both the latter and three

small scales; three scales along the upper border of the rostral between

the anterior supero-nasals; eleven supralabials, first largest; ten infra-

abials; mental trapezoid, not larger than the adjacent labials; no chin-

shields, but small polygonal scales passing gradually into the minute

granules of the gular region; abdominal scales small, about the size of

the caudal granules, but smooth, roundish hexagonal, slightly imbri-

cate; tail cylindrical, tapering, with uniform granulation ; two enlarged

granules close together on each side of the base of tail ; no preanal pores.

Color (in alcohol) above dark brownish gray, with indistinct darker

marbling on head and sides; traces of dark cross bands on lower back;

below whitish; labials white; a pale stripe from nostril through upper

part of eye to above ear-opening bordered below by a dark line; digits

cross-barred with dusky.

Dimensions.—Total length, 75 mm. ; tip of snout to ear-opening, 9 mm.

;

width of head at ear-opening, 7 mm.; fore limb, 11 mm.; hind limb, 17

mm.; tail, 35 mm.
Remarks.—The discovery of a new gecko of the phyllodactyl group

in the principal island of the Seychelles is not so very surprising, be-

cause in the first place the reptile fauna of these islands is probably
not yet thoroughly explored, while in the second place other species of

the same group, as for instance Phyllodaetylus oviceps, Ph. sancti-

johannis, Ph. stumpffi, Ph. porphyrem. Ph. pictw, and the two species

of Ebenavia, inhabit either Madagascar or some of the surrounding

islands. The surprise is, however, that the new species belongs to the

genus Diplodactyhis, as now understood by Boulenger, all the hitherto

known species of which are confined to Australia. That the present

species really is a Diplodactylus can not be doubted, for the digits are

"not dilated at the base, clawed, the distal expansion covered above
with small tubercular scales similar to those on the basal part," the

sub-digital transverse lamellae are undivided, and there is no penul-
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timate expansion. However, in view of the fact that the genus Phyl-

lodactylux, which unquestionably is closely allied, has a similar and

even wider distribution, the present extension of the range •»{'

Diplodactylus can not be considered particularly abnormal, while the

discovery of a species of the nearly related Australian genus Oedura

in southwestern Afriea a few years ago (Oedura africana Boulenger,

Ann. Mag. N. 11. (6) [I, Aug. L888, p. L38) is even more startling.

Phel-nma abbotti, sp. nov.

DIAGNOSIS.—Nostrils pierced above the first upper labial only ; ven-

tral scales smooth; snout not twice as long as the distance between orbit

and ear-opening; chin shields much larger than adjoining gular scales;

tail not much depressed, narrower than the body; 33. femoro-preanal

pores altogether; segments of tail not very distinct, composed of six

transverse rows of scales on the side as well as on the upper surface.

Haijitat.—Aldabra Island.

Type.—U. S. National Museum No. 204(i7; Dr. W. L. Abbott coll.

Description.—Snout once and two-thirds as long as the distance

between the eye and the ear-opening, twice the diameter of the orbit;

upper part of rostral with a median cleft; nostril pierced above and

bordered beneath by the first supralabial; supralabials seven to eight;

infralabials seven: chin shields four on each side, gradually decreasing

in size, inner pair about four times as large as outer; one to three

scales between tin' naso-rostrals; ear-opening small, its vertical diam-

eter not half that of the orbit; dorsal scales small, keeled from the

head; ventral scales smooth; femoral pores thirty-three altogether;

tail not very much depressed, narrower than the body; segments of tail

rather indistinct, composed each of six transverse rows of rather large,

tiat scales both on sides and upper surface; lower surface of tail (when

intact) with a median series of transversely dilated scales, two nar-

rower ones alternating with a wider one. Color (in alcohol) dark olive

slate above, on the sides gradually passing into the whitish of the under

surface; a black line from nostrils through eye to neck; supralabials

and a broad band backward to oxer the ear-opening whitish; sides and

upper surface of limbs coarsely marbled with blackish.

Measurement8 {in millimeters).

r. s National Museum number.

Total length
Tip ill siiuiil

Width ill lie;

ln|V limb to

Hind In, ill I..

Tail (intact)

in eai
ill Ml cms
tip ni longest finger
lip of longest 1 1»- !

'-' : <- o

20467
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Remarks.—The present species, in its general features, resembles
Ph. madagascariense, having the same arrangement of the scales sur-
rounding the nostrils, but it has a considerably shorter and somewhat
broader snout, and the supralabials are higher. It is probably also a
much smaller animal, as the specimens before me have every appear-
ance of being full grown. The coloration is also very different when
compared with individuals of the same size from the Seychelles, the
lateral stripes of the head being quite characteristic.

In some respects, especially the length of the head, Ph. abbotti
approaches Ph. laticauda, but the shape of the tail of the latter seems
to be quite different, while in the former it is exactly like that of
Ph. madagascariense. From both of these species, as well as from
Ph. ceperfianum, from Mauritius, our new species differs in tha much
greater size of the scales which cover the upper and lateral surfaces of
the tail, these scales being regularly hexagonal and Hat. Boettger's
description of these scales in Ph. dubium, from Nossi Be, as quoted by
Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Br. Mus., I, p. 215, is not explicit enough, but it
would seem as if they may be similar to those in Ph. abbotti. From
Boettger's species the latter seems easily distinguishable by its large
chin shields which are fully as well developed as in Ph. madagascar-
iense, while in Ph. dubium they appear to be more like those of PA.
ccpedianum.

Agama colonorum Daud.

Six specimens (IT. S. National Museum, Nos. 20081-200SG) collected
by Mr. Chanler at the Tana River are so much alike typical western
specimens that I am unable to separate them. The eastern ones have
possibly the nuchal crest on the average consisting of fewer (10-12)
and slightly larger spiiies than in specimens from the West Coast (12-15).

It will be noticed that Peters records A. congica, which Boulenger
unites, with A. colonorum. as having been collected by Hildebrandt

&

at
Ukamba (Monatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin, 187s, p. 202).

Varanus saurus (Lack.).

By recording the two young specimens collected by Mr. Chanler on
the Tana River (Nos. 20072-20073) as above 1 wish to express the tact
that they have the scales on the nape larger than the dorsal scales, as
Peters asserts that the reverse obtains iiLtrue V. niloticus from Northern
Africa.

Latastia spinalis (Peters).

A single specimen of this species, hitherto found only in Abyssinia,
was collected by Mr. Chanler on the Tana River (U. S. National Mu-
seum, No. 20070). This discovery is the more interesting since Boett-
ger has recently described a nearly related new Latastia from Lafarug,
Somaliland, but this species, I. lwUrolepi^ is distinguished by having
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the supraoculars entirely surrounded by granules (Zool. Anz., xvi,

April 10, 1893, p. 115).

Prom Boulenger's description (Oat. Liz. Br. Mus., in, p. 57) our spec-

imen differs only in having' all the gular granules of the same size, the

lour posterior rows, including the edge of the collar, suddenly appear-

ing as flat, subequal scales, while Boulenger says: " Gular scales mod-
erate, gradually increasing in size toward the collar."

From Peters' original description and figure (Monatsber. Akad. Ber-

lin, 1874, p. 309, pi. — fig. 2) our specimen differs chiefly in having a

narrow but elongate interparietal; in having the frenal divided off an-

teriorly; in having the subocular between fifth and sixth supralabials;

and in having only one series of very wide brachial plates covering the

outer aspect of the humerus.

In our specimen the average number of scales across the body is 38;

ventral shields in 27 transverse rows; two enlarged median preanals

surrounded anteriorly and laterally by a row of smaller scales ; femoral

pores 11 on each side.

In coloration our specimen agrees very well with Peters description

of the type.

Eiemias sextaeniata, sp. uov.

Diagnosis.—Ventral plates in six straight subequal longitudinal

series; lower nasal undivided, resting on first labial only; supraoculars

entirely surrounded by granules; upper head-shields strongly striated;

subocular excluded from lip by one or two supralabials; back with six

pale longitudinal bands, including five darker clay colored bands,

which contain each a series of numerous black spots.

Habitat.—Tana Kiver, East Africa.

Type.—U. S. National Museum, No. 20080; W. A. Chanler coll.

Remarks.—Differs from E. speJcii chiefly in the exclusion of the sub

ocular from the lip and in the coloration.

Two specimens were collected by Mr. Chanler (Nos. 20079-20080),

both having the subocular excluded from the lip by well-developed

supralabials, two on both sides of No. 20080, while two on one side and
one long one on the other side in No. 20079.

On the other hand it appears that the types of E. spekii (two speci-

mens in British Museum) as well as the types of W. rugiceps Peters

(how many? Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Br. Mus., in, p. 84, footnote, says

"Types (Mus. Berol. 9287) examined") all have the subocular bordering

the lip.

This character might be supposed to be subject to individual varia-

tion, and I have no material at hand that will throw any light upon
this subject, but I find that Boulenger [torn, bit.) when describing

species of whichBritish Museum contains very large series (forinstauce,

/•;. guttulata, pp. 88-89, 28 specimens; /•;. arguta, p. 102, 28 specimens)

does not mention any variation in this character, although he always

notes the irregularities in the numbers of the adjoining supralabials.
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The coloration, moreover, seems to offer another tangible difference.

Boulenger describes E. spekii as being- " brownish above, with three lon-

gitudinal paler lines, and a more indistinct one along each flank; small

black cross bars between the light streaks " (Cat. Liz. Br. Mus., in,

p. 84), and Peters also describes the synonymous E. rugiceps as having

live longitudinal pale lines, of which the middle one bifurcates anteri-

orly, (Monatsber. Akad. Berlin, 1878, p. 203). Our specimens, on the

contrary, have G distinct pale lines, the median line, like the other dark
interspaces being marked with a series of black spots. The number of

these spots averages in each row eighteen to twenty.

Eremias breimeri Peters.

The specimen (No. 20078) collected by Mr. Chanler on the Tana River

agrees in all essential points with the characters given by Boulenger

in the description of E. brenneri, as distinguished from E. mucronata

(Blanford) (Ann. Mus. Genova (2), xn, 1892, p. 8). It has the upper

head-shields strongly striated, and the upper caudal scales strongly

keeled.

Thi specimen seems, in fact, to be perfectly typical, except that it has

the anterior three chin-shields in contact, a difference evidently within

the individual variation. The subocular is excluded from the lip, being-

wedged in between the sixth and seventh supralabials on the right side,

but between the seventh and eighth on the left side. There are, more-

over, five elongate infralabials on each side, followed by two or three

rows of small hexagonal scales. The top of the head is also normal,

but the interparietal is quite minute. With these exceptions, in addi-

tion to the strong striation of the upper head- shields, the figures of the

head of E. erythrosticta given by Boulenger (Ann. Mus. Genova (2), xn,

1892, pi. i., figs. 2a and 2b) would answer for our specimen; that one

representing the side of the head is particularly an exact reproduction

of No. 20078.

Eremias hoehneli, sp. no v.

Diagnosis.—Ventral plates in eight straight longitudinal series;

occipital shield present; lower nasal divided, resting on first and second

supralabial; supraoculars entirely surrounded by granules; scales on

upper surface of tibia much larger than dorsals ; upper head shields

strongly striated; subocular reaching the lip; posterior chin shields

reaching the lip; first pair of infralabials in contact behind the mental.

Habitat.—Tana River, East Africa.

Type.—\J. S. National Museum, No. 20077; W. A. Chanler coll.

Remarks.—This species is very closely allied to E. brenneri, with

which it shares the strong striation of the upper head shields, the strong

cari nation of the upper scales of the tail, the granules surrounding

the supraoculars, and the divided subnasal. It differs, however, in

having eight longitudinal series of ventrals, instead of six, in the sub-
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ocular reaching the lips, and in the very remarkable scutellation of

the lower jaw. E. brenneri lias five to six elongate, narrow infrala-

bials, none of which are in contact with those on the other side, the

last one followed by two or three rows of small hexagonal scales; it

has, moreover, four pairs of chin shields, two or three anterior pairs in

contact. In our present species, on the other hand, there are only two

or three anterior infralabials, the first pair in. contact on the median

line behind the mental. Thus there are but three pairs of chin shields.

only the anterior pair being in contact, while the last pair form the edge

of the lip. At the posterior end of the last chin shield there is a long

and narrow infralabial, while in the corresponding place in E. brenneri

there are two rows of small scales.

In addition to these differences the type specimen, the only one

collected, shows several divergencies from the only specimen of E.

brenneri which we have for comparison, viz, the frontoparietal is longer

in proportion to its width and is deeply grooved mesially; the two

parietals form a straight line behind, while in E. brenneri they form a

concave angle; gnlar scales as well as those forming the edge of the

collar apparently smaller in the former than in the latter; there is no

elongate shield along the outer edge of the parietals. There are probably

still other differences between the two specimens, which, however, are

somewhat damaged.

In the arrangement of the mandibular shields the specimen upon

.which I have ventured to base a new species certainly seems somewhat

abnormal, and it is possible that the characters adduced from it may
prove not to be diagnostic. Nevertheless, the two additional ventral

rows and the admission of the subocular to the lip appear of sufficient

importance to justify the separation.

1 have named the species in honor of Mr. Ohanler's traveling com

panion, Lieut, von Hoehnel, of the Imperial Austrian Navy, who has

also done part of the collecting.

Mabuya sechellensis (Dim. & Hum. i.

With It* specimens from the Seychelles before me, 10 of which were

collected by Dr. Abbott, I am unable to recognize J/, wrightii (Cat. Liz.

Br. Mus., [ii, L887, p. L62, pi. viii) as a valid species.

From the appended table it is evident that the number of scales

round the body varies from 34 to 42, entirely irrespective of the shape

of the frontonasal or its relation to the rostral. As to the comparative

width and length of the frontonasal, I have only to remark that the

difference either way is usually so trifling, and the cases of equality be-

tween the two dimensions so frequent, that one is often doubtful as to

the location of the specimens. In two cases only, viz, two very large

specimens, is the frontonasal completely excluded from the rostral by

the supranasals being in contact with each other; in most of l lie speci

mens the anterior angle of the frontonasal just touches the rostral, and
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only in a few, mostly small specimens, does the frontonasal broadly join

the rostral.

List of specimens examined.
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dorsal and lateral scales very feebly tricai inate: first pair of nuchal

8

entirely smooth; thirty-two scale rows round the middle of the body;
\

the hind limb readies beyond the elbow of the adpressed fore limb

half way to the axilla; scales on the soles sharply keeled, spinosje;

subdigital lamellae sharply unicarinate, spinose; tail very slender.

Color of upper side of back, tail, and limbs brownish black, with large

rounded whitish spots, each spot usually covering the adjoining por-

tions of three scales, the point of contact between the three scales in

the center; the spots are arranged in pretty regular transverse and

longitudinal series, about twelve of the former between head and tail,

and about ten of the latter, the lower row on each side; continent with

the whitish color of the under surface; head lighter brownish, most of

the sutures emphasized by darker, with about five more or less inter-

rupted transverse bands of whitish; snpralabials as well as snblabials

whitish, with broad vertical dark brown bars in continuation of the

brown of the top of the head: lower surface whitish, with a few dusky

spots on the chin.

Measurements.

[In millimeters.
]

Snout i" end of interparietal 11.5

Snout tu ear-opening 13

Snout to fore limb 21

Snout to anal opening 50

Axilla to groin 23

Fore limb 17

Hind limb 21

Ta il (tip broken off) is

Remarks.—Only one specimen of this well-marked species was sent

home by Mr. Chanler, for whom it is named.

Lygosoma kifimensis Sti.in.

Proc b. s. Nat. Mus., xiv |
No. 862), 1892; [>. 405.

The description of this novelty was based on the specimen collected

by Dr. Abbott at the foot of Kilimanjaro (No. 16749),

Riopa sundevallii (Smith).

One specimen from the Tana River by Mr. ('hauler (No. 20109).

Ablepharus boutonii poeciloplemus (WlEGM.)-.

The various subspecies, or forms, by which A. boutonii is represented

in various localities seems ;is yet but imperfectly worked out, and the

problems concerning its geographical distribution are therefore but

imperfectly understood. The material at my command is, however,

ton scanty to allow me to take the question up in full, but. small as it is,

it seems interesting enough to warrant the publication of a few obser

\ations.
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The specimens before rue from the .same locality show a remarkable

uniformity of color pattern, especially if we consider the great varia-

bility of the species. On the other hand, the structural characters

—

for instance 1

, the relations between frontal and prefrontals, number of

scale rows around the body, relative length of limbs, etc.—are subject to

great differences in series of specimens from the identical locality.

This will account for my adopting the above name for three speci-

mens from Aldabra Island (Nos. 20473-20 47 5, collected by Dr. Abbott),

notwithstanding the fact that they have only 24 scale rows round the

body. In coloration, however, they agree perfectly with specimens

from the Hawaiian Islands (Nos. 5700 and 12260, U. S. Exploring Expe-

dition) as well as with Wiegmann's colored figure of, A pcecilopleurus.

from Peru (Nov. Acta Ac. Leop.-Carol., xvn, 1835, pi. viii, rig. 1).

They possess the dark lateral band spotted with whitish ; a rather well-

defined light baud above this, and an olive back with black dots which

are most numerous in a line bordering the light band.

On Gloriosa Island we find another form which looks entirely dif-

ferent, the status of which will be set forth under the next heading, as

I am obliged to give it a new name in order to discuss it intelligently.

Ablepharus gloriosus, subsp. nov.

Diagnosis.—Similar to A. boutonii, but with two white and three

blackish very distinct and straight-edged lateral bands; four suprala-

bials anterior to the subocular; 20 to 22 scale rows round the body.

Habitat.—Gloriosa Island.

Type.—U. S. National Museum, No. 20403; Dr. W. L. Abbott coll.

Color description.—Top of head aud inner half of the two median
dorsal seale rows olive brown; a well-defined brownish black band on
either side occupies the outer half of these scales and the inner half

of the next scale row, commencing at the outer edge of the supraocu-

lars, the two black bands joining a little back of the anus and con

tinning as a median dark band down the upper surface of the tail;

below this band on either side an equally well defined white band
occupies the next two half scales commencing somewhat indistinctly

above the nostrils, proceeding backwards over the superciliaries and
scales of upper eyelids, whence the band is well defined, and continu-

ing down the tail; below this white band, on either side, another
brownish black band occupying on the sides of the body one whole and
two half scales, on the neck two whole and two half scales, originating

at the nostrils, proceeding backwards through the eye and across the

temporal region, and finally continuing down the sides of the tail; the
two next half scales are marked with a well-defined white band which
involves the supralabials, passes through the ear-opening and above
the fore limb, but stops upon meeting the hind limb; finally, below
this there is a dusky band, well defined but not of so deep a color as

the others, occupying a half and a whole scale row, starting below the
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ear-opening, passing through the axilla, and stopping in the groin;

limbs above blackish brown with white dots; entire under surface

white; palms and soles blackish.

Remarks.—I have given so detailed a color description for the reason

that specimens from such a small island may not always be accessible

to my brother herpetologists. The description is the more to be relied

upon as there are four specimens in the collection, all perfectly alike

and all characterized by the same distinctness and straightness of the

outlines of the lateral bands.

These specimens are of the same size as those from Aldabra, along-

side of which they present a totally different aspect. One of the

Gloriosa specimens has only 20 scale rows (No. 20404:), the others have

22, while in the three Aldabra specimens there are 24 scale rows.

There is, however, another structural difference which seems to me to

be of more importance, as I find the nuchal shields of all the four

Gloriosa specimens to be wider and with more arched outlines, against

the straighter outlines of the same shields in those from Aldabra.

Dr. Boettger (Zool. Anz., 1881, p. 359) has described a specimen

from Nossi Be as variety A. cognatus. This specimen also has 22

scales round the body, but only three supralabials in front of the sub-

ocular; moreover, and I think this the chief difference from my ^4.

gloriosus, it is colored like ^4. peronii, that is, without the lower two
bands so characteristic of the former.

Judging from Dr. Peters's remarks (Keise Mossamb., Amph., p. 77),

the Ablepharus occurring in the Comoro Islands is identical with our

Aldabra specimens.

Looking at the map, it can not be denied that the Ablephari inhabit-

ing the four islands, or island groups, here mentioned have a rather

peculiar distribution, and it will at once be clear how necessary it is

to treat these closely allied forms carefully and iu detail.

Chamaeleo roperi Boul.

Four specimens (Nos. 10741-10742; 10745-10740) were collected by
Dr. Abbott at the foot of Kilima-Njaro, and two by .Mr. ('hauler on the

Tana liiver (Nos. 20103. 20108).

Chamaeleo dilepis Leach.

Mr. Chanler sends home two specimens from the Tana River (Xos,

20074-20075).

Chamaeleo tigris KniL.

Numerous specimens from the Seychelles by Dr. Abbott. Xos.

L6715-16716; 20458. The exact locality of Nos. 20434-20439 is specified

as He Mahe.
Chamaeleo taitensis Steini».

Three specimens collected by Dr. Abbot! at the foot of Kilimanjaro
were described by me, in 1891, as Ch. abbotti. Dr. Steindachner's
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name, however, seems to have the priority by a few mouths. I wouhl

state, however, that the number of the Wiener Sitzungsberichte con-

taining the description (Math. Nat. 01., Vol. C, V-vn heft, May—July,

1801) did not reach the library of the Smithsonian Institution until

June 30, 1892, while the "Anzeiger" was never received at all.

SERPEN TES.

Typhlops schlegelii Bianc.

Two specimens, a large one (U. S. National Museum, No. 20123) and
one half-grown (No. 20124) were collected by Mr. Denhardt on the Island

of Manda, both alike in all essential points. Color above, dark olive;

below, yellow ; the outline between the two colors irregular, and the four

lowest olive scale rows on each side with a yellow spot in the middle

forming four narrow yellow longitudinal lines.

No. 20123 is 430mm long; diameter, 15mm; scale rows, about 36.

No. 20124, 200mm long; diameter, 7mm; scale rows, about 30.

Typhlops mandensis, sp. now

Diagnosis.—Nasal large, semidivided, nasal cleft proceeding from

the first labial; four supralabials; preocular present, narrower than

the nasal or the ocular; no subocular; eye not distinguishable; rostral

large; snout uot hooked, with obtusely angular horizontal edge; nos-

trils inferior, just below the edge; prefrontal, frontal, and interparietal

of equal size, much larger than the scales on the body; supraoculars

and one pair of parietals still larger; diameter of body 23 times in the

total length; tail exceedingly short, much wider than long; 34 scale

rows round the middle of the body, the median dorsal row not en-

larged. Color above, uniform pale greenish gray; below, pale buff.

Total length 135 mm.
Habitat.—Wange, Island of Manda, north of Lamu, East Africa.

Type.—U. S. National Museum, No. 20125; Gustav Denhardt coll.

Remarks.—This new species is apparently nearly related to T. hal-

lowelli Jan, which, however, has only 3 supralabials and 28 scales

round the body. The scutellation of the head is very much as figured

by Sordelli (Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 4, 1804, pi. V, fig. G) except that in

T. Jiallowelli the prefrontal, frontal and interparietal decrease in size

backwards, the latter being scarcely larger than the scales of the body,

while in the present species these three shields are of equal size aud
much larger than the scales of the body. The supraoculars and pari-

etals are also proportionally larger in the latter.

The only specimen collected has a small abnormal scale on the right

side at the junction of the sutures between the preocular and ocular

on the one hand, aud the second and third supralabials on the other.
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Lycognathophis seychellensis (Sculeuel),

The Museum possesses 18 specimens of this species from the Seychel-

les, of which 2 were collected by Col. Pike (No. 8284) and 16 by Dr.

Abbott (tfos. 16723-16724} 16732; 20419-20431) the last 13 being from

the Island of Mahc.

This large series demonstrates, probably, the extremes of individual

variation. It may therefore be useful to enumerate, individually the

exceptions from the normal scutellation which may be expressed thus:

Anal,
j ; supralabials, 9; loreal, 0; postoculars, 3; temporals, 1+2.

All the specimens have the normal number of temporals and supra :

labials (No. 20422 has the sixth supralabial on the left side divided

horizontally). The greatest variation is in the number of postoculars,

Nos. 20420 and 1072.'! having only two postoculars on both sides, while

No. 20429 has two on one and three on the other. More interesting is

the fact that one specimen has an undivided anal (No. 10732), but most

so is No. 20419, which has a well-developed loreal on both sides.

The coloration varies greatly, as there are specimens nearly uniformly

colored from a light yellowish to nearly black, while others have dark

or light spots.

Simocephalus chanleri, sj>. nov.

Diagnosis.—Frontal much shorter than the parietals : three postocu-

lars; two labials entering the eye; secondary keels on all the scales,

but no oblique striation; dorsal scale row next to the vertebral row

not much larger than the laterals; eye much larger than nostril.

Habitat.—Wange, Island Manda, north of Lamu, East Africa.

Type.—U. S. National Museum, No. 2012G; Gust a v Denhardt coll.

Description.—Depth of rostral two-thirds the width, visible from

above; internasals slightly wider than long, two-thirds the length of

the prefrontals; frontal as long as wide, much longer than the prefront-

als and much shorter than the parietals; loreal as long as deep; one

preocular and three postoculars; temporals 1+2, the anterior large,

elongated, and widely separating the fifth supralabial from the parie-

tal; seven supralabials, third and fourth in contact with the eye, seventh

very small; five sublabials in contact with the anterior geneials which

are considerably larger than the posterior ones; 15 scale rows, all the

scales, including the row next to the gastrosteges, strongly keeled, the

latter row even showing a secondary keel on each side, while in the

adjoining row there are two secondary keelson the lower half of each

scale; vertebral scale row with two very strong primary keels, begin-

ning on the fourth scale from the parietals, and two well-marked second-

ary keels on each side; scales in row next to the gastrosteges largest,

the others gradually diminishing in size toward the vertebral row, the

one next to the latter but slightly larger than the others; scales in

second row from gastrosteges not elongated, scarcely longer than wide;

none of the scales with any oblique striation; color above, including
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the lateral portion of the gastrosteges, uniform olive grayj below, yel-

lowish. Length of head from tip of snout to end of parietals, 1 4mm.
The type and only specimen is somewhat damaged, hence the impos-

sibility of giving the number of gastrosteges and urosteges. Anal
single.

Remarks.—Bouleuger, in the first volume of the new Catalogue of

Snakes in the British Museum (1898, pp. 344-347), recognizes five species

of Simocephalus with which it is necessary to compare the new species.

Of these, two are at once easily excluded, 8. capensis by its very short

parietals, and 8. stenophthalmus by its extremely small eyes. From the

other three species the one here described is at once distinguished by
its three postoculars.

This, however, is not the only character in which it differs, as will be
shown by the following comparison:

The outline of the head of S. chanlcri, both in profile and seen from

above, is most like that of 8. guirali (See Moquard, Bull. Soc. Philom.,

(7) xi [ou plate erroneously x] 1SS7, pi. ii, fig. 3), consequently not so

flattened and elongated as that of 8. poensis (see Moquard, torn, cit., pi.

i, fig. 2) or 8. nyassce (Cat. Snakes Br. Mus. i, 1893, pi. xxiii, tig. 2).

The size, form, and sculpture of the dorsal scales of >v. guirali are

entirely different, the comparative smoothness of the extreme lateral

row, the elongation of the next one as well as the proportionally greater

size of the former and of the one next to the vertebral row being quite

characteristic, not to mention the oblique striatum of the scales, which
is not seen at all in 8. chauleri. In the latter the prefrontals are also

comparatively smaller and the frontal larger.

The island whence came the present species is situated not far from

the mouth of the Tana River, and is, I believe, the most northern local-

ity on the east coast of Africa in which any 8imocephalus has been col-

lected.

Boaedon geometricus (Schleg).

Jan. Icon. Ophitl., livr. 36, pi. iii. fig. 2 (1870).

Booduit seychellensis GI'ntuer, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) I, May, 1888, p. 330, pl.xviii,

fig. c.

B. geometricus BoutENGER, Ami. Mus. Genova (2) xn, 1892, p. 11.

Dr. Abbott has sent home three specimens from the Seychelles, viz:

Nos. 1C733, 20440, and 20432, the latter being a comparatively young
specimen, collected on the He Mahe in 1892. It is somewhat darker,

but otherwise colored like the larger specimens, the five dark lines on

the back being clearly visible in all. There is a fourth specimen in the

museum, collected by Col. Pike on Frigate Island, Seychelles, (No. 828G).

All four specimens have 23 scale rows.

Boaedon lineatus Dum. A BiBR.

Two specimens from the island of Lamu, collected by Denhardt, a

large one (No. 20131) and a young (No. 20130); the former has 27 scale
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rows, the latter only 25. A large specimen (No. 16754) from Kilima-

njaro, collected by I>r. A.bbott, has 29 scale rows.

Boulenger has recently (Ann. Mus. Genova (2), xn, 1892, pp. 13-ir>,

and Oat. Snakes Br. Mas., i, L893, pp. 327-336), reviewed the genus and
decided that Giinther's />'. MprCBOCUlaris is only a synonym of 11. Uncut its,

and as lie with his abundant material undoubtedly is in a better posi-

tion to judge, I have named my specimens accordingly, in spite of the

tact that all three have two preoculars. I have for comparison only

five specimens from Loanda, on the west coast, collected by Mr. Heli

Chatelain (TJ. S. National Museum Nos. L6246; 16249-16251; 20033), and
one from Gunga, collected by Brown (No. L6075). All ofthese have only

one preocular; moreover, in all, except No. 16075, the third supralabial

has the upper posterior angle produced backward so as to join the eye

below the preocular, while in the one from Kilima-Njaro as well as in

both the Lamu specimens the third supralabial is excluded from the

eye (No. 1()075 has it joined on the right side, excluded on the left);

finally, in the western specimens there are three longitudinal white

stripes on the head, the lower one originating beneath the eye on the

fourth and fifth supralabial, while in the eastern ones before me there is

no trace of such a stripe.

The young specimen in every respect closely resembles Jan's var.

variegata, from Mozambique (Icon. Ophid., livr. 36, pi. ii, tig. 4), which

also has the same arrangement of the third supralabial, at least a

partly divided preocular, and hicks the subocular white streak.

1 am strongly of the opinion that it may be possible and profitable to

recognize the various subspecies of li. lineatus. In such a case the

present form would probably stand as B. lineatus variegatus (<lAN), Gun-
ther's B. prceocularis being a strict synonym of it.

Crotaphopeltis hotamboeia (Lack.).

Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 30, pi. ii, fig. 1.

Five specimens, from Tana River, by Chanler, two adults (Nos. 20110,

20091), two young ones (Nos. 20093, 20094), and one somewhat older

(No. L'OO'L').

The old ones are lighter in color, being of a medium brownish gray

above, with the top of head lighter brownish and a blackish cloud on

the auricular and postauricular region, while the young ones are dark

brownish slate, approaching blackish, sprinkled with whitish, but with-

out any marked difference in the color of the head.

I have compared them with three specimens (No. 20806-'8) recently

received by the Museum from Mr. .1. ! I. Camp, who collected them at

Leopoldville, Congo State, and find them identical.

Philothamnus semivariegatus (Smith).

Three specimens, two (Nos. 20098 and 20105) from the Tana River,

by Chanler, the other (No. 20128) from Island Mnnda by Denhardt.
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Nos. 20128 and 20105 are spotted to the .same extent as Peters'

figure of his Ph. punctatus (lleise Mossainb., Zool. Amph., pi. xix A,

fig. 2), while No. 20008 has only a few black spots on the anterior por-

tion of the body.

Hemirhagerrhis kelleri Boettger.

Zool. Ariz., xvi, April 24, 1893, p. 129.

Two specimens of this species (Nos. 20100, 20112), recently described

by Dr. Boettger from Somaliland, were obtained by Mr. Chanler on the

Tana River.

Structurally both specimens agree closely with Dr. Boettger's descrip-

tion, allowing for a reasonable individual variation (thus No. 20100 has

2-3 temporals on one side and 2-4 on the other, while No. 20112 lias

2-3 on both sides; in the former the preorbitals are somewhat sepa-

rated from the frontal, while in the latter they barely meet it). In

coloration No. 20100 also corresponds well with the Somaliland speci-

mens, but No. 20112 differs in this respect considerably inasmuch as

the middle of the back is marked with a broad and very dark brown
stripe from the head to within a very short distance of the tip of the

tail. This band is four scales wide, occupying the median three rows and

one-halfscale on each side, the color of these halves being darker, almost

black. In addition the other markings above and below are much
darker and better defined, the dark vermiculations on top of the head

and the outer double line on each side of the gastrosteges being par-

ticularly well marked; the two lower whole scale rows in the light

space between the median dorsal band and the broad lateral bands are

marked with a narrow dusky stripe along the center. The broad

median dorsal band is also traceable in the light-colored specimen,

especially posteriorly, but it is but slightly darker than the rest of the

upper side.

U.S. National Museum number.
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Settle rows 17; gastrosteges 170; anal |: urosteges 98 ; supralabials 8,

fourth and fifth in contact with eye, seventh largest; Lnfralabials 10,

lour in contact with anterior chin shield; temporals 2 -f-
.'!.

Rostral normal, more than twice as wide as high, quite visible from

above; nasal large, much swollen and bent up on the upper surface of

the head, the nostril being pierced on the canthus rostralis and quite

visible from above, the subnaral suture not reaching the nostril, ob-

lique posteriorly, meeting the suture between first and second supra-

labials; intemasals almost triangular, very small, less than one-third

the prefrontals; loreal long and narrow, twice as long as high; a deep

furrow from rostral to eye formed by the suture bordering the supra-

labials above; preocular comparatively small, just touching the frontal

above; frontal long, twice as long as broad, longer than prefrontals

and intemasals together, as long as parietals; supraoculars large, con-

siderably swollen; two postoeulars, upper one slightly larger; anterior

temporals two, long, the upper one particularly narrow, pointed ante-

riorly and barely reaching the upper postoeular; two pairs of chin

shields, the posterior slightly longer. Dorsal scales smooth, with one

very distinct apical pore.

Color above drab, with a broad serrated brown band down themiddle

of the back almost to the tip of the tail, the borders and lateral projec-

tions being almost black, the adjoining scales, especially anteriorly,

pale bull'; a series of blackish spots corresponding to the lateral serrse

of the dorsal band on the scale row nearest to the gastrosteges and

urosteges; on the posterior half of the body a more or less distinct

line on the third row from the grastrosteges and urosteges; tip of tail

nearly unicolored buff; top of head drab, with indistinct niarblings of

dark brown; a dark-brownish transocular streak; each of the labials in

both jaws with an ill-defined dark brownish spot; underside whitish, in-

distinctly marbled with dull rufous and marked with ill defined, narrow,

longitudinal blackish spots; underside of tail densely sprinkled with

grayish.

Length of head and body, 250mm.; lenth of tail, 107mm.

Remarlcs.—This species is evidently rather closely related to Giin-

ther's Coronella nottocenia (P. X. S., ls<>4, p. .'501), pi. xxvi, tig. 1), which

should apparently stand as Hemirliagerrhis nototcenia. The difference

between the two species, as Car as it can be made out from the descrip-

tion alone, consists in the number and shape of the anterior temporals

and the greater length of the tail in the present species. The colora-

tion appears to be very similar, the chief difference being that the dorsal

band in the present species is serrated all the way and the presencein

this species of the spots on the scale row next tothe gastrosteges.

Manyother differences mightbe pointed out wereweto accept thedetails

of the scutellation of the head as shown in the figure as absolutely cor-

rect in every instance, but that is hardly to be expected.

From Hemirhafu rrhis leelleri, the type of the genus, the present
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species differs somewhat in the dentition, it having nine supramaxillary

teeth instead of five. They are somewhat smaller and more closely set,

but this would .scarcely justify their generic separation, inasmuch as

all the other characteristics of the genus are present, particularly the

single, swollen nasal with the incomplete, oblique subnaral suture.

The coloration is also of a very similar character.

At first I had determined upon a new name for the present species,

not supposing that an opistoglypli snake had been described by Peters

as an Ablabes ; but a comparison with his figure and description leaves

but little doubt but that it is the same species, and that Peters over-

looked the groove of the last maxillary tooth.

Since writing the above I find that BOuleUger has recently united

H. notoiwnia and H. Mldebrandtii under the name of Amphioph is noto-

t(vnia (Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1891, p. 307), For the reasons given

above I still retain the two names distinct. As to the propriety of

uniting Hemirhagerrhis Boettger with Amphiophis Smith, I can have

no opinion, since I am unacquainted with the type species of the latter.

Psammophis sibilans (Lin.).

Jan. Icon. Ophid., livr. 34, pi. iii, tig. '.*>.

Two adult specimens, one (No. 20129) from Wauge, by Denhardt, the

other from the Tana, by Chanler (No. 20099).

Psammophis biseriatus Peters.

Sitziingsbep. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1881, p. 88.

I have no doubt that the two specimens (U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 20095 ad.,

20096 jun.) collected by Mr. Chanler on the Tana River belong to this

species in spite of some differences from the description of the single

type specimen (Mus. Berol, No. 9391) collected by Ilildebrandt at Taita.

The chief differences consist in the single anal, as described by Peters,

against double in both our specimens, and in the somewhat greater

number of urosteges in the type. The latter difference, however, is

easily within the range of individual variation, and the difference in

the anal seems hardly to be of much greater importance in this instance,

inasmuch as the specimens in all other respects seem to agree per-

fectly. There is the less room for doubt, as both Boulenger and Boettger

record the species from Somaliland (Ann. Mus. Genova (2) xn, 1892,

p. lo.; Zool. Anz., 1893, p. 119), our locality, consequently, being inter-

mediate.

The chief characteristics of the species, viz, the very elongated head
and the great length of the frontal as compared with the supraoculars,

the former, consequently, being broadly in contact with the preocular

and the prefrontals widely separated from the supraoculars, are very

strongly marked in our specimens, and Peters' description of the col-

oration agrees very well with the larger one. Peters does not at all

describe the coloration of the head, which is very characteristic, how-
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ever, bul as the markings ou top of the head are less distinct in the

largerof our specimens than in the smaller one, it is possible that they

disappear by increasing age. The sides of the head in both specimens

are equally strongly marked, as follows: Labials pure white, with a few

minute black specks near the commissure and a well-defined black line

along- the upper edge of the supralabials, bordering below a chestnut-

brown transocular band, and no light marks on preocularorpostoculars.

Top of head grayish brown, with several well-defined light clay-colored

marks, narrowly outlined in black in the young specimen; thus the

posterior half and the anterior lateral corners of the frontal are marked
in this manner, joining behind a curved line occupying the exterior and

posterior border of the supralabials; a cu-shaped figure crosses the

parietals, while a narrower and fainter line joins the frontal with the

rostral covering the internasal and the prefrontal sutures.

The young specimen differs from the old one in the coloration of the

back, the ground color being more ashy and the markings more ferru-

ginous. The median scale row is of the latter color, forming a narrow

line down the entire length of the back, the inner corners of the lateral

spots almost touching it and the outer edges of these in turn connected

with a similar line on the fourth outer scale row; each of the outer

three scale rows are also marked with a darker brown line; the lateral

lines appear to break up into spots on the posterior third of the body

and to disappear entirely on the tail.

Of minor differences between Peters' description of the type and our

specimens may be mentioned that in these the loreal is perceptibly

longer than the nasals together.

Both our specimens have nine supralabials, fifth and sixth in contact

with the eye; the younger specimen has 24-3+3 temporals, the older

one 14-24-2, but the upper ones are large and plainly the result of the

fusion of two plates; the second pair of geneials arc very elongate in

both specimens, exceedingly so in the larger one.

U. S. National Museum number. Vows

20095 15

20096 15

( rastro-

steges.

ir.5

i/i

i/i

Fro Length
of body

and head.

Pairs
120
102

mm.
420
220

Leugth
of tail.

mm.
28 I

105

Our specimens agree, as it will be seen, perfectly with the one col-

lected at Arusha, a1 the base of Kilima Njaro, by l>r. << A. Fischer, and

described, as well as figured, by Dr. J. (i. Fischer (Jahrb. Hamburg.

W'iss. Anst., I, 1884, p. 13, pi. i. tig. 4). which lias 144 gastrosteges, {

anal, and 109 urosteges. This specimen seems to be somewhat larger

than our largest, and the top of the head appears to be uniformly

colored ;is the type; the spots on the labials are larger than in ours.
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Thelotornis kirtlandii (Hallow.).

One specimen (No. 20007) from the Tana River.

R hamphiophis rostratus (Peters).

An adult .specimen (No 20111) from the Tana River, by Chanler. The
specimen shows on the right side of the face the abnormality of having

the upper posterior angle of the fifth supralabial separated as a large

subocular.

Dasypeltis palmarum?

U. S. National Museum, No. 16755; Kilima-Njaio; J>r. W. L. Abbott coll.

Dasypeltis abyssina?

U. S. National Museum, No. 16756; Kilima-Njaro ; Dr. W. L. Abbott coll.

There is such a confusion in the literature concerning- the species of

the genus Dasypeltis, and the specimens before me agree so little

among themselves and with the published descriptions, representing

about half a dozen species or subspecies, that I have been unable to

name them to my own satisfaction. I have therefore selected the names
belonging to descriptions which come the nearest to them, adding a

query to each. The only other course would have been to make new
names, but as I have no doubt that sonic of the old names will be found

available as soon as some one with more material shall have been able

to untangle the present skein. But I will ask as a favor of my fellow

herpetologists that, if they ever quote the names heading these remarks,

they will kindly not omit the question marks which I have added.

No. 16775 is much the larger of the two specimens before me; it is

of a uniform dark brownish olive above and yellowish beneath; it lias

23 scale rows. This would make it easily I), palmarum (Gunther, Cat.

Col. Sn. Br. Mus., p. 142).* lu addition, it has 3+4-(-5 temporals, the

first row scarcely longer than the others, second and third rows keeled.

The denticulation of the keels of the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

lower lateral scale rows is very pronounced, the scales themselves be-

ing very small and placed obliquely. The supralabials are quite high,

the fifth, for instance, being considerably higher than wide. The pari-

etals are very small, being only as long as the frontal.

The other specimen (No. 1075(5) is much smaller; in fact, quite young.

The ground color is the same dark brownish olive, perhaps a shade

more brown, and at first sight it appears to be uniform, but upon a

closer inspection it is found that there is a scries of darker spots on

the back separated by a pale space, the markings closely resembling

those on the back of Sordelli's figure of B. ncaber (Jan, Icon. Ophid.,

"Leaving out of consideration the Bachiodou inomatus described by Dumeril and
Bibron(Erp. Gen., vn. p. 498) having LT> scale rows and '-la carene <les ocailles

du bas des flancs . . tres-forte . . mais a peine dentele"e."
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.">!) livr., pi. ii, fig. 4,*) which Peters refers to his />. scdbra var. medici.

Even the markings on the neck and head seem to be identical. Were
these the only distinctions r should unhesitatingly regard the specimen

as the young of the one here called />. palmarumf, and the var. medici

as a synonym, but the scutellation of the head of the young specimen is

so -radically different from the old one, and from Sordelli's figure as

well, that 1 must regard them as two distinct species until it be proven

that the individual variation in these snakes is almost unlimited, and

that there is only one species of Dasypeltis. The specimen in question

has 25 scale rows, the keels of the lateral rows well denticulated. The
head, as compared with No. 16755, differs as follows: The supraoculars

are more arched, as described by Dumeril and Bibron in ease of D.

abyssina; the temporals are 24-4+5, the two first ones being excessively

long and smooth, the others small, carinatedj the supralabials are very

low, the fifth, for instance, being wider than high; the sixth supra-

labial is extraordinarily developed, the upper border being elongated

obliquely backwards along the lower first temporal and parallel with

the latter; the seventh supralabial is also quite elongated and partly

below the sixth ; the parietals are long, being as long as frontal and pre-

frontals together. I may add that both sides of the head are identical.

It will be observed that the large uniformly colored specimen (Xo.

10755) as regards cephalic scutellation agrees closely with Sordelli's

figure, quoted above, while the young and spotted specimen (No. 1075(1)

in nearly every respect agrees with Dumeril and Bibron's 7). abyssina,

both as described (Erp. Gen., vn, pp. 4!>0-497) and figured (Atlas, pi.

lxxxi, fig. 2) by them, the chief difference consisting in the lighter and

yellower ground color of the latter. It is difficult to see in which other

respect Petev&D.scabra var. mossambica (ReiseMossainb.,Zool., in, 1882,

\). 120) differs from Dumeril and Bibron's species, and it would even

appear that Peters' D. lineolata (Monatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin, 1878, p.

200) only differs in coloration.

In view of the above fads lam inclined to think that all through

eastern Africa there occur two well defined species of Dasypeltis, (1)

D. palmarum (possibly only a color variety of true D. scabra) having

23 to 25 scale rows; ;; short anterior temporals: parietals not longer

than frontal; ami (2) />. abyssina (with several color varieties, mossam-

bica, lineolata) having 25 to 27 scale rows; L.' very elongate anterior

temporals: parietals as long as frontal and prefrontals together.

Naja nigricollis Reinii.

A young specimen (No. 20090) from the Tana River, by Chanler.

The scutellation of (he head is perfectly normal, except that on the

right side there are four postoculars, ilie lower one having been divided,

and that on the left side a small portion of the fifth supralabial is

divided off forming an additional minute supralabial.

' Probably the type of Bianconi's Dipsas medici (torn Mozambique; see )». 2 of cover

of livr. 29.
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The scale rows <m the middle of the body number 25.

The coloration above is pale drab, the margins of the scales being-

paler, the underside uniform pale buff; round the neck a single broad

blnish black collar covering" 12 gastrosteges and about as many scales

on the vertebral line, starting on the fifth gastrostege and on the sixth

vertebral scale from the parietal. A spot of similar bluish black below

the eye, but not reaching the commissure.

Atractaspis rostrata GIxther.

One specimen (No. 20127) from Wange, Islaud Manda, collected by
G. Denhardt; 23 scale rows.

C'ausus rhombeatus (Liciit.)-

Two specimens (U. S. Nat. Mus., Nos. 16757, 10758) collected by Dr.

Abbott at Kilimanjaro, in poor condition. They have 19 scale rows;

normal rostral; internasal broadly in contact with loreal; large dark,

white-margined spots on the back. For these reasons I refer the species

to C. rhombeatus, of which I have no authentic South African specimen

at hand for comparison; but Abbott's specimens agree well with the

type of Halloweirs C. maculatus, except that in the latter the rhombs
are more distant, and the angle of the black cephalic chevron more
acute. It will be observed that Peters has already recorded the species

from Taita (Monatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin, 1878, p. 207).

Causus nasalis, sp. now

Diagnosis.—Nineteen scale rows; rostral produced, but forming no
ridge above; internasal not in contact with loreal, being excluded by
the prefrontal which is in contact with the posterior nasal; anal single;

back with narrow, more or less distinct chevron cross-bands having the

angle turned backwards.

Habitat.—Tropical Africa.

Type.—V. S. National Museum, No. 10055, $ ; West Africa; W. H.
Brown coll.

Remarks.—In the form of the rostral the present species seems to be
somewhat intermediate between Causus rhov&beatw and C. resimus (both

species with 19 scale rows), it being more pointed and prominent than
in the former, though not to the same extent as in the latter, which is

described and figured (Mouatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin, LS02, p. 277, pi.,

fig. 4) as having " das Bostralschild vorspringend mit auf'gestiilpter

Krempe." From both of these, however, it differs in the relation of the

internasal to the loreal, the posterior outer corner of the former 1 (ending

down behind the posterior nasal in the two old species, while in the pres-

ent one it is considerably shorter and not meeting the loreal at all. The
cross-bauds on the back of (7. nasalis show a style of pattern entirely

different from that of (J. rJbombeatus. The type of V. resimus appears

to have been uniform on the back, but it is possible that young speci-
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mens may show a coloration more approaching ft nasalis than ft

rhornbeatus.

Camus rostratus GtJNTHER (P. Z. S., 1804, p. 115, pi. xv) is a species

marked like ft rhornbeatus, but with the rostral of ft resimus. Judging

from the illustration quoted, the interuasal is broadly in contact with

the loreal, as in both of these species, and differs consequently in the

same manner as they from ft nasalis. It has, moreover, only 17 scale

rows. In view of these facts I am unable to regard ft rost ratio* as a

synonym of ft resimus, as du Bocage has been doing (Jorn. Sc. Lisboa,

Viii, No. 32, Mch. 1882, p. 290).

Camus lichtensteini Jan (a specimen of which is in the Museum, No.

20805, collected by Mr. J. A. Camp at Leopoldville, Congo State),

differs in so many points that a comparison may be considered unnec-

essary; it has 15 scale rows and a bluut rostral, even less prominent

than that of ft rhornbeatus. On the other hand, the coloration is some-

what similar to that of ft nasalis, and the interuasal is widely sepa-

rated from the loreal. The above characters are more than sufficient

to separate them.

Causus jaclcsonii Gunther is the latest species described (Ann. Mag.

Nat. Hist., (6) I, May 1888, p. 331), and in many respects the one which

comes nearest to ft nasalis. The coloration appears to be very similar as

well as the form and size of the rostral. Whether the interuasal joins

the loreal, or not, is not expressly mentioned in the description, and

no figure is given, but it is said that "in other respects [except rostral]

the scutellation is very much as in the other two species" [ft rostratus

and ft rhornbeatus]. The chief character to be relied on in Dr. Guuther's

description is therefore the number of scale rows, wdiich is 23, and as

he had three specimens before him this alone would seem sufficient.

The exact locality of the type of Causus nasalis was not furnished

by the collector (Mr. W. II. Brown, of the U. S. Eclipse Expedition to

West Africa, 1889). However, a very similar specimen, though larger

but in poorer condition, was obtained by him at Cunga on December

25 (U. S. Nat. Mas. No. 16071), and the type is probably from the same

neighborhood. This large specimen has lost the arrow-shaped mark

on the occiput, as well as the postocular streak, but the dorsal chevrons

are well marked. In the type both the cephalic and the dorsal marks

are well pronounced.

In addition to these West African specimens we have recently

received two specimens collected by Mr.Chanler on the Tana River (U. S.

Nat. Mus. tfos. 20088 and 20089), both smaller than the type; No.20089,

in tact, quite young, only 14S 11 "" long. In the larger specimen the black-

ish color markings have nearly disappeared, but they are well devel-

oped in the young one, agreeing perfectly with the type in color, though

the ground color is more bluish.

In scutellation the eastern specimens differ but very little from the

western ones. The internasals and loreals are quite alike. The only
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difference which I can detect is that the indication of a keel on the

dorsal scales is slightly more pronounced in the eastern ones. The
number of scale rows are also somewhat variable in the latter as I have
counted 20 rows almost as often as 10. In addition I may say that in

the youngest specimen the rostral is but slightly prominent, hardly

more so than in C. rhombeatus.

U.S.National
Museunj
number.
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In the first place the rudiments of webs between the fingers are

very minute; the temporo-crural fold as well as the gular fold and the

one surrounding the ventral disk strongly marked; skin on the disk

as well as on the space between the lateral folds coarsely granular,

skin on throat and underside of thighs more finely so.

Color above (in alcohol) very light drab with minute brownish spots

on lower back; a well-defined arrow-shaped brownish gray mark be-

tween eyes, the point turned backwards and a short shaft like projec-

tion from the anterior margin ; a similarly colored band from nostril

through eye obliquely down to corner of month; lips white, with an in-

distinct broad brownish band from eye to lip; a dusky line across the

wrist and a similar one across the middle of the forearm, the Space

between being perceptibly lighter than the ground color; lower half of

tibiae apparently similarly marked; lower surface of limbs, breast be-

tween the gular fold and the anterior border of the ventral fold, as

well as space between the lateral border of the latter and the temporo-

crural fold, cinnamon colored.

Phrynobatrachus acridoides (Cope).

Two specimens (I
T

. S. National Museum, Nos. 20101-20102), collected

by Mr. Chanler on the Tana River, agree in all essential points with

Cope's original description (Jonrn. Acad. Phila., vr, 1807, p. 198) of

Staurois acridoides. In addition to the characteristic dorsal plica; our

specimens have another descending from beneath the well-pronounced

tympanum to the humerus. The coloration is also as described, though

our specimens have no vertebral band, but there is a large blackish,

pale-margined, triangular patch across the top of the head to the outer

edge of the eyelids, the apex of the triangle pointing backwards; the

tympanum is covered with a dark patch and the upper lip is dark with

minute white dots.

Rana mascareniensis Dim. & Bibr.

Five specimens ( U. S. National Museum, Nos. L6734-16738) from the

Seychelles by Dr. Abbott. In all the specimens the fifth toe is longer

than the third, or exceptionally equal to it, but never shorter. No.

16735 is a male with the external slits of the vocal vescicles parallel

with the commissure and situated directly under the tympanum.

APOD A.

Hypogeophis rostratus (Cuv.).

Six well-preserved specimens, live adult and one young (
I'. S. National

Museum, Nos. 20440-20445), collected by Dr. Abbott in the Seychelles,

and one half-grown specimen received from the Paris Museum (No.

20403), throw considerable light on the individual variation of the

present species and the validity of the characters assigned to it.
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They show, among' other things, that the relative number of com-

plete and incomplete "circular folds" relied upon by Boulenger in con-

structing his key to the species of this genus (Cat. Bat. Grad. Br. Mas.,

1882, p. 96) is of no value. It is plain from the appended table that

while in some of the specimens " nearly all the circular folds* com-

pletely surround the body," in others the majority of these folds are

widely separated on the anterior portion of the back, a few nearest to

the head being complete, however, in most cases. On the ventral sur-

face all the rings counted are continuous, the lateral impressions on

the posterior portion, which were not counted, alternating with the

complete rings. It seems, therefore, better to rely upon the smaller

number of rings and their incompleteness on the anterior portion of

the ventral surface in separating H. (juentlieri\ from H. rostratm.

List of specimens.

U. S. National Museum number.
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Description of type specimen.—Teeth small, subequal in eacli jatv, the

mandibulars larger than the maxillaries, the palatines very small;

number of teeth on one side: Maxillary, about ."><>: mandibulars, outer

row, about 25, inner row, ."">; snout rounded, prominent, shorter than

w idtli of head across the eyes; eyes very indistinct : tentacle near t he

border of t lie lips equidistant from eye and nostril ; body depressed,

with a shallow longitudinal groove on each side of the back and one

along the ventral median line; 1 75 folds, of winch the posterior 40 are

continuous across both the dorsal and the ventral lines, while the pos-

terior 8(i are also continuous on the dorsal line; anterior to the 40 below

ami the 86 above complete primary rings alternate with incomplete

folds, the latter decreasing in length toward the head, though clearly

.traceable to within one ring from the latter; tail somewhat conical,

indistinct. Purplish-black above and below, anterior portion of head

dark yellowish gray.

Total length, 315 mm.: greatest diameter of body, LOmm.; snout, 6.5

mm.; width of head across t he eyes, 8.5 mm.

Bemarlcs.— In general coloration the present species, of which we

possess the large type specimen collected by Dr. A.bbott and a half-

grown one received from Prof. Leon Vaillant (No. -(Mot; Seychelles),

agrees very closely with our specimens of II. rostra t us, but it is at once

distinguishable from the latter by tin 1 different arrangement ami num-

ber of the folds, the greater width of the head, shorter snout, and dif

ferent position of the tentacle, which in the latter is much nearer to the

nostril.

On the other hand, the new species shows considerable similarity in

the arrangement of the folds to Boulenger's Gryptopsophis multiplicatiiSj

which also hails from the Seychelles. The latter represents a different

genus, however, lacking the interior row of mandibular teeth, while

our specimen has live well-developed inner mandibulars on each side.

The position of the tentacle is also widely different it being three times

nearer the eye than the nostril in ('. multiplicatus.

As the arrangement of the folds also resembles somewhat that of

Urceotyphlus oocyurus, I was at first inclined to refer Dum6ril's two

small Specimens from the Seychelles, and recorded by him as belonging

to the latter species (Mem. Soc. Sc. Nat. Cherbourg, ix, L863, p. '>1(»,

pi. i, fig. 8), to the species here described by me. In looking at the

figure (/. c.) I find, however, that tin' tentacle is placed directly under

the nostril, and I am consequently forced to believe that there is still

another csecilian found in the Seychelles in which the tentacle is thus

located, though its identity with the true Indian ('. oxyurus appears

lather doubtful.

In regard to the generic position of the new species I have to remark

that the tentacle appears to be surrounded entirely by a groove, but as

it presents the same appearance as iii several of the specimens of H.

rostratU8, in which 1 have been unable to make out its (hip like nature.
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I have concluded that this is due to shrinking of the alcoholic speci-

mens. The squamosals are in contact with the parietals.

The young specimen is in less satisfactory state of preservation, but
the characteristic points are readily made out and the differences in the
folds between the two specimens are expressed in the diagnosis.





NOTES ON RECENT COLLECTIONS OF NORTH AMERICAN LAND,
FRESH WATER, AND MARINE SHELLS RECEIVED FROM THE
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

EY
Robert E. C. Stearns, Ph. D.,

Adjunct Curator of the Department of Mottusks.

The following" species, received during the year 1892 from the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, represent the Molluscan portion of the collections

made during said year by Dr. 0. Hart Merriam and his assistants, in

the Division of Biological Explorations.

As in previous accessions from the above source, many interesting

facts pertaining to the geographical distribution of the forms collected,

give additional value to the material obtained, and furnish many items

ofimportance relating to the local faunae of various parts of the country.

Following the terrestrial species which constitute the principal part

of the collection, a few fresh-water species are listed, closing with sev-

eral marine forms from the Gulf border of the State of Mississippi.

(lass GASTROPODA.

Pulmonata-Geophila.

Family TESTACELL1D.K.

Genus GLANDINA Schumacher.

Glandina truncata Gmelin.

One or two examples from each of the following localities:

Chattahoochee, Fla. ; Houma, La.; Washington, Miss.; Rieeboro,

Liberty County, Ga.; Vernon Bailey, April, 1892. Mr. R. J.

Thompson also obtained two examples of this species at the last-named

place at about the same time. The Georgia specimens were found on

the Le Conte plantation.

This is a widely distributed species and probably the most familiar

form of the genus. It is found in the "Atlantic and Gulf States, from

North Carolina to Texas, as far north as Macon in Georgia, Bibb

County, Ala., and Jackson, Miss.'- I found it quite numerous among
the grass in moist, springy ground just outside the military reserva-

tion of Fort Brooke, at Tampa City, Fla., in 1809. ^\ly collection

included the typical form as well as the varieties, parallela, etc.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI, No. 971.
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Family LIMACIDiE.

Genus ZONITES Montfort.

Zonites laevigata's Pfeiffer.

Three examples.

Washington, Miss., "in thewoods," Vernon Bailey,May, L892. Binney,
in his useful "Manual of American Land Shells," says of this spe-

cies, "I have received specimens from Pennsylvania to Arkansas,

from Illinois to St. Augustine. Fla., and Mobile. It attains its

greatest development in the Cumberland subregion."

Family I'HIlJ >MY< IILK.

Genus TEBENNOPHORUS Binney.

Tebennophorus carolinensis Lose.

One specimen.

Stone County. Mo., near Marble Cave; Vernon Bailey.

This large and distinctly characterized slug occurs as far north as

"Canada, and as far to the south as Texas and Florida." (Binney.)

1 have collected numerous examples among the bricks, ruins of an

old building near the historic Burns residence at the foot of Seven-

teenth street, Washington, and it is apparently quite common at many
places in the District of Columbia, and presumably in the surrounding

country.

Family HELIOID^E.

Genus PATULA Held.

Section ANGTJISPIRA .Morse.

Helix (Patula) alternata Say.

One dead specimen.

Washington, Miss.. Vernon Bailey.

The solitary example obtained here was not quite mature. The vari-

ation exhibited by this species makes it an exceedingly interesting

form to the student. While limited in this respect when compared

with the protean strigosa, Nevertheless it includes cumberlandiana,

Fergusoni, and mordax, ;is heretofore indicated.* and as proven by the

ample series in the National Museum, which exhibits a direct gradation

of intermediate and blending varieties. Mr. Pilsbrvi in this connec-

tion speaks of "alternata, including also mordax and cumberlandiana

(which are hardly more than extreme forms of alternata),n etc.

"This pretty and variable species ranges from Labrador to Texas

throughout the eastern United States, and is found in the postplio-

< cue of the Mississippi Valley, retaining some of the color of the

red flame-like patches." (Binney.)

Proc. I. s. Nat, Museum, vol. xi\, 1891, p. 96.

t Manual of Conchology, vol. \ in. |>. 115.
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Helix (Patula) Hemphilli Xewcomb.

=ZT. (Patula) strigosa Gould var.

Five examples, dead.

Fort Huachuca, Ariz., at an elevation of about 4,300 feet above the

sea; Dr. A. K. Fisher, May 14, 1892. (Mus. No. 125,509.)

The specimens of the above, collected by Dr. Fisher, exceed in size

any of the numerous examples of the Hemphilli variety of strigosa

that 1 have seen. In other respects, too, they are of interest, as they

exemplify within a small number of individuals a range of differentia-

tion from the subangulate to the keeled or angulate whorls. They are

all more or less flattened and carinate, for extreme as the typical

Hemphilli is when compared with the typical strigosa, it is neverthe-

less connected by a chain of intermediate and gradually connecting

forms. In some of Dr. Fisher's specimens, a supersutural groove fol-

lows the whorls, and one nearly fresh example shows two color-bands,

one above and one below the periphery. It is to be regretted that Dr.

Fisher did not obtain more, and living examples of this interesting

form from the Arizona region.

Bailey collected this form in August, 1890, " among rocks at an alti-

tude varying from 8,000 to 11,000 feet," on the slopes of Needle Peak,

Lost Eiver Mountains, Idaho. The variety Hemphilli had previously

been obtained in Idaho by Hemphill, and has heretofore been reported

from Nevada, Utah, and Colorado.

In the May, 1892, number of "The Nautilus," I published the fact of

the detection of Patula strigosa (Mus. No. 123,576), by Mr. Marcus

Baker, of the U. S. Geological Survey, at Coon Mountain, Ariz., about

10 miles south of Canyon Diablo. Mr. Baker's specimens were found

"scattered along the interior slopes of the crater;" they are mostly

dead shells. The elevation, as stated, is between 5,L'0O and 5,700 feet

above tide level. The whole region is excessively arid, and the gen-

eral aspect of the shells collected by Mr. Baker implies an environ-

ment of that kind. As a whole they are rather flat than elevated, and

more or less angulated at the periphery. The fresher examples are

slightly rufous, with two narrow revolving bands on the body whorl.

The character of the locality partially described by Mr. Baker will be

still better understood by the following abstract of a paper read be-

fore the National Geographic Society of Washington, 1). C, by Mr. G.

K. Gilbert, in March, 1892, and it will further give a pretty lair idea of

the general-character of the environment elsewhere, where this remark

able species and its varieties are the prevailing forms.

From Mr. Gilbert's paper, it appears that Coon Mountain is a curiously shaped

crater in a desolate region some three days journey from Flagstaff. The crater is

about three quarters of a mile in diameter, bowl shaped and quite deep, and various

reasons have been given at times for its existence. Near it have been discovered

so many specimens of meteoric iron, that it would seem almost necessarily more than

a mere coincidence. Speaking of the unequal distribution of land and -water on the

surface of the earth, Mr. Gilbert said that one reason given in explanation of that
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was thai there was a greater density in that hemisphere and hence a greater attract-

ing power for water. This unequal density might bo accounted for by sonic unusual

accretion there, such as would arise from contact with a star. Speculation as to

the possibility that the earth's greater hollows originated in this way suggested to

him a similar explanation for the origin of the Arizona crater, that it was caused
b\ the collision of an iron star several thousand feel in diameter.

In order to find out what this theory was worth, Mr. Gilbert, accompanied by Mr.
Marcus Baker, \ isited Coon Mountain and camped near there tor some time, carefully

studying all the peculiarities of the place, and making a number of observations to

discover whether the relation between all this meteoric iron and the crater, was one
of cause and effect, or of coincidence merely. Coon Mountain rises some 400 feet

above the level of the surrounding plain, and the bottom of the crater is about 000

feet below the highest point on the rim.

The rock strata of the plain are limestone and sandstone and lie nearly flat. In the

rim of the crater these rocks are bent upward, and upon them lie broken fragments

of the same materials. The peculiarity of the crater, from the geological point of

view, is that it contains no volcanic rocks, and in this respect is unique. The
phenomena observable in connection with the crater had given rise to a number of

hypotheses, two of which the speaker discussed more freely than the others. The
glacial hypothesis ami the theory of the limestone sink are both inadequate. The
true hypothesis of* the crater implies the expenditure of a tremendous amount of

energy in a very brief space of time. By the system of elimination all the hypotheses

have been abandoned with the exception of the stellar and the explosive. Magnetic
and volumetric tests were applied, and with the former the needle showed no

evidence of the presence of a considerable mass of iron. After experiments with

these same needles later it was estimated that if the crater was formed by the pen-

etration of such a mass, it must have been buried 50 miles below the surface to have
affected the needle so slightly.

By the volumetric test it was necessary to determine whether the d6bris sur-

rounding the crater would just till it or exceed the necessary amount by the supposed
amount of the embedded star. It was found that it would just fill it, and this would
seem to compel the abandoning of the stellar theory, arid we are forced to believe

that the relation of rock and crater is one of coincidence only, though the chances

of such a coincidence are not greater than one in five thousand. After comparing
the phenomena of Coon Mountain with those of the volcanic eruptions in .Japan in

1888, Mr. Gilberl said that in the future Coon Mountain will probably be looked upon
as an example of the burst bag of the earth's surfaceby volcanic steam unaccompanied
by lava. It is highly improbable that this catastrophe was witnessed by man.

From a description of the region and the phenomenal character of

the remarkable locality where Mr. Baker collected his examples of

strigosa, we will return to a further consideration of the shells and the

varietal aspect they exhibit. In a recently published portion of his

Manual in cefering to thestrigosa group of Patula, Mr. Pilsbry says:*

In the species of this division [Anguispira], the characters of sculpture, form and
color and to a less degree of the soft parts, vary to an extent inconceivable to those

who have not actually seen the shells. It may now be demonstrated that the forms

described as //. strigosa, Cooperi, i(I<ilmi iisis, Hemphilli, Waydeni, etc., are connected

by such a multitude of intermediate forms that it is absolutely impossible by the

most acute analysis, to draw lines of demarcation between them.

It is refreshing in these days of excessive systeinization and species-

making to meet with a paragraph like the above by an author of justly

recognized ability in a publication of standard character and impor-

Vol. vin Manual of Conchologj page 11."-. Feb. 2S, is:i.'
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tance; yet it would not be a matter that need cause surprise to iiud in

the course of twelve months some disciple of the " new school " rushing

into print with a " revision " of this peculiar group, in which every third

individual shell is honored or dishonored with a generic, subgeneric, or

some other title, to say nothing of elaborate, though more general,

divisions, subdivisions, etc., ad libitum, in frivolous perplexity.

The National Museum contains a magnificent and exhaustive series

Of strigosa and what are now regarded as its varieties, probably sur-

passing all others excepting that contained in Mr. Hemphill's private

collection; it includes not only the ample series received directly and
indirectly from Mr. Hemphill, but numerous accessions, large and
small, made by various parties, in the course of explorations and travel

within the general territory inhabited by strigosa and its allies.

Genus POLYGYRA Say.

Helix (Polygyra) amiformis Bland.

Ten specimens.

Bay St. Louis, Mississippi; Vernon Bailey, April 30, 1892. "In the

pine woods'"; examples mostly dead and bleached. The foregoing has

been found to inhabit Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Texas, and the

Indian Territory. Numerous beds of semifossil specimens are found

in Middle Alabama. (Binney.)

Helix (Polygyra) Dorfeuilliana Lea.

Dead shells.

Stone County, Mo.,' Vernon Bailey, on side hills near Marble Cave.

This form is widely distributed through many of the Southern States,

having been collected in Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Indian

Territory, etc., and as far to the north as Kentucky, opposite Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Mr. McDaniel reports its occurrence in eastern Texas, in

Anderson County.

Genus MESODON Raiinesque.

Helix (Mesodon) albolabris Say.

One specimen.

Stone County, Mo., near Marble Cave, on sidehills, with the previous

species; Vernon Bailey.

This familiar form has a wide geographical distribution. The
national collection contains numerous examples, forming an exceed-

ingly fine series, embracing nearly seventy trays.

The geographical range of albolabris extends from Maine to Minne-
sota, inclusive of Canada (at various places), thence southerly to

Arkansas, Mississippi, and Florida, and the States and Territories

included between the above northerly and southerly lines, comprising,

as shown in the collection, a representation of twenty-three of the

States, etc.
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As would naturally be supposed, of a form inhabiting so great an

area, considerable variation is exhibited, and one finds adults in sonic

places with small shells, in others with shells conspicuously large;

some with elevated and some with depressed shells. Again, in some

localities, the growth lines arc delicate, and the shells also light and

thin; others have heavy shells, and a coarse sculpture. Another and

more striking varietal character is the occasional presence of a tooth-

like prominence on the parietal wall, and sometimes a toothlike process

is seen at the base of columella on the peristome.

The genus Mesodon is represented on the Pacific coast of North

America by several species. At the present time there is a great gap

between the western and northern extension or limit of the group as

we trace it westward from the Atlantic side of the continent, and the

extremest eastern locality, at which it has been found as we follow it

eastward from the Pacific coast. Regarding, as 1 do, both H. Town-

sendiana and II. ptycJiophora as Mesodons, and considering the latter as

a variety of the former, we find these West or Pacific-coast forms ex-

tending eastward as far as Idaho, where ptychophora has been detected,

near Salmon River and in the valleys and on the slopes of the Bitter

Root Mountains; it also occurs in Montana, according to Binney. Be-

tween western Idaho and Minnesota there is, it will be seen, a great

gap, in which we have no evidence of the existence or presence of any

form of Mesodon. It is not, however, unreasonable to suppose, that

sooner or later this long reach will be materially shortened by the de-

tection of Mesodon at new localities, both in the easterly and westerly

margins of the present boundaries.

From the Miocene of the John Day region,* in the neighborhood

designated as the North Fork of the John Day River, Oregon, longi-

tude 110° 40', latitude 44° 50', as given by Prof. Condon, we find

Mesodon associated with //. (Arionta) fidelis, II.
(
Patula) perspectiva

and the rare and curious Ammonitella Yatesii of Dr. Cooper.1 To the

Mesodon, which [regarded as an undescribed form, I gave the name

of Dallii. The other species, from the John Day beds, are familiar to

the collector and student of recent land shells, though Yatesii is about

as rare uxjidelis is common.

Mesodon /><<llii differs from any of the living representatives of the

group inhabiting the Pacific States. It suggests an ancestral form,

from which may have proceeded the species known as columbiania,

devia, germana, etc. Ammonitella Yatesiiis so exceedingly rare, and

"Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Survey No. is. On the Marine Eocene, Fresh-

water Miocene and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America, by ('has. A.

White, m. i). Washington, 1885.

tThis species is generallyreferred fcohy authors as Gono8toma Fateaii, but Cooper's

fjemis Ammonitella, 1868, which is based on this form, is valid and should therefore

stand, as Rafinesqne's Oonostoma (applied to a -iron]) of fishes), 1810, lias precedence

over the use of said name in the Mollusca. (Held., 1837) l>.\ twenty-seven years, as

well as over 1't'ei tier's use of Gonoatoma ill 1ST!'.
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is so restricted and peculiar in its distribution, that, considered in con-

nection with the fossil examples, it may be regarded as obsolescent or

as an interesting survival of the extraordinary physical changes of the

John Day epoch, and the apparent absence of Mesodon in the region

heretofore indicated, may be due to its absolute obliteration through

similar causes during the middle or later tertiary periods as well as to

still later physical changes.

Helix (Mesodoir) dentifera Binney.

One dead, fresh example.

Washington, Miss.; Vernon Bailey.

Mr. Bailey has carried this form quite far to the South. Its range

has heretofore been given as from Maine to North Carolina.

Helix (Mesodon) thyroides Say.

Var. bucculenta < luulcl.

Several examples.

Washington, Miss, (one example living); uear Marble Cave, Stone

County, Mo. (three specimens), occurring on the sidehills, and at

Houma, La. (nine dead specimens); Vernon Bailey.

Mr. Binney says of thyroides: "A post-pliocene species now (bund

all over the eastern province. The variation in size is very great-

The small or bucculentus form of this species is usually that found in

the Southern States. Both the larger and smaller forms exhibit a
small parietal callosity or tooth, and the shell is also variable in the

umbilical feature." Binney credits it to Washington County, Tex.,

and Mr. W. L. McDaniel, of Tyler, Tex., has collected the bucculenta

form in Williamson County in that State.

Some examples of thyroidcs-bucculenta that I have iuspected are exter-

nally very close to occasional individuals of the so-called ptychophora,

from Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

Germs TRIODOPSIS Rafinesime.

Helix (Triodopsis) inflecta Say.

Two specimens, dead.

Stone County, Mo. ; Vernon Bailey, July, 1892.

The above examples were found on the slopes of the hills near

Marble Cave. The species inhabits a large territory, extending from

the Atlantic seaboard westerly to the valley States of the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, and southwesterly to Texas. A well marked and
easily recognized form.

Helix (Triodopsis) Levettei Bland.

Ten examples.

Fort Huachuca, Ariz., Dr. A. K. Fisher, May 14, 1892.

The specimens collected by Dr. Fisher, though much larger than the

type, having from one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half more whorls, agree
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perfectly in every other respecl and also agree with examples in tlie

I'. S. National .Museum (No. L24481) from Tucson, Ariz., presented by

the late Dr. Isaac Lea. The Lea specimens, of which there are several,

include examples that exhibit the characteristics of Triodopsis, as well

as others, in which the peristome is simple or not tridentate or dentic-

ulate, in this respect being like other Species that have been placed

in the above genus, and show upon what an infirm foundation some of

these genera are based.

It is quite evident that however persistent the tridentate character

may be in certain forms, in others it is variable, and therefore of lit-

tle value; the latter may be regarded as the connecting links which

unite Triodopsis to Mesodon.

Bland's description* rests upon " two living' and one dead specimen,"

collected by Dr. (L M. Levette, near Santa Fe, X. Mex. Binney, <piot

ing Bland, says; li this species is quite distinct from any known North

American or other form. The number of whorls and of teeth, their

form and color, with the color of the shell and peristome, are its

peculiar features. The stria' are by no means so well developed as

shown in the figures."

Further on, lie observes: u the species varies in the number of teeth

on the peristome. Some have one basal tooth only, which in some

specimens is widely and bluntly bifid."

Attention is called to the geographical extension of the range of this

species and of Patula strigosa var. HemphilU; for this addition to our

knowledge we have to thank Dr. Fisher and the Biological Division

of the Department of Agriculture.

From the habitat of Dr. Levette's examples to Tucson, the locality

of the Lea specimens, and Fort Iluachuca, is nearly 400 miles in a

southwesterly direction: the latter place is so very near the boundary

line between the state of Sonora, Mexico, and the United States, that

there can be hardly a doubt that further exploration of the general

region will detect both //. (Patula) HemphilU and //. (Triodopsis)

Levettei south of the boundary, and add their names bo the list of the

Mexican fauna.

Genus ARIONTA Loach.

Sen inn LYSFNOE II. and A Adams.

Helix ( Arionta ) californiensis Lea.

One specimen, dead.

Monterey, Cab. "in the woods," October 8, 1891 ) Vernon Bailey.

A familiar form, which seems to have its specific center in this region.

1 collected a large number of the above at this place in March, 1867, in

openings on grassy slope-.

Binuey's Manual of Am. Land Shells i Bull. 28, U.S. Nat. Mas.),
(
>. ;>x:>, :-sst>. lig. li:i.
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Helix (Arionta) Dupetithouarsii Deshayes.

Two examples, dead.

Monterey, Oal., with the foregoing, on the same day; Vernon Bailey.

This species is rather local in its occurrence; the Santa Cruz form,

somewhat differentiated in color and epidermis, though modified envi-

ronmental conditions, has received the name of sequoicola.

Helix (Arionta) Rowelli Newcomb.

=If. Lohri Gabb.

Three specimens, dead.

Fort Huachuca, Ariz.; Dr. A. K. Fisher, May It, 1892.

Dr. Fisher's examples agree perfectly with the specimens in the
National Collection, collected by the late Prof. Gabb, who found them,
as elsewhere stated by me, in the table-lands of Lower California, near
Mulege. It has been reported from the Salt River Mountains, 7 miles

north of Phoenix, Ariz., by Pilsbry, and has been credited to Chihuahua,
Mexico, and still further to the eastward in the State of Texas.

It is interesting to note its occurrence at Fort Huachuca, associated

with Patula Hemphilli and Triodopsis Levettei.

Biuney, on page 22 of the Manual of American Land Shells, in speak-

ing of H. Rowelli, says it "has been referred to Arizona, but errone-

ously," and, in connection with E. Remondi (CarpenteriJ, says "it is

the only species common to the peninsula and mainland of Mexico;"
these statements, in the light of later knowledge, require correction.

It is highly probable that other forms now regarded as peculiar to the
peninsula of Lower California, will sooner or later be detected on the
mainland.

Family BULIMULI1LE.

Genus BULIMULUS Leach.

Bulimulus dealbatus Say.

Four dead shells.

Stone County, Mo., near Marble Cave, "on the side hills;" Vernon,
Bailey.

The upper whorls of the adults exhibit the longitudinal ribbing char-

acteristic of B. Bagsdalei Pilsbry. This species has heretofore been
reported from various places in Texas by Mr. Bailey and others con-

nected with the Biological Division of the Department of Agriculture.
William Lloyd collected several examples of this species at Monterey,

Mexico, in 1891.

Family SUCCINIID^E.

Genus SUCCINEA 1 traparnand.

Succinea Salleana Pfeiffer.

Six examples, dead.

Houma, La.. Vernon Bailey, May 8, 1892.

This is a well-marked species and quite distinct from the following:
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Succinea concordialis Gould.

Six specimens.

Houina, La.; Vernon Bailey.

This also is a well-defined and characteristic form, easily separable

from the preceding species, and has heretofore been credited to "Lake
Concordia, in Texas."

IVLMoNATA-N YGUOl'IIILA.

Family LI.\I\ .LULL.

Genua PLANORBIS Guettard.

Planorbis tumidus Pfeitfer.

Numerous bleached specimens.

Pan Handle. Tex., August 25, 1892; Vernon Bailey.

The si i el Is of this species were ''found in a dry basin on the prairie,

at an altitude of ;>.(><>() feet above sea level." This form also occurs in

Nicaragua.
Planorbis trivolvis Say.

Ten examples.

llomna. La.; Vernon Bailey, May, L892.

These shells are partly juniors, but the lot contained a sufficient

number of perfect adults to admit of identification. A common form

found nearly everywhere in North America. The National Museum
contains examples from Puebla, in the State of Puebla, and from Jalapa,

in the State of Vera Cruz, received from the Mexican Ceographical

Commission a few years ago.

Genus PHYSA Draparnaud.

Physa gyrina Say.

Numerous living examples.

Stone County, .Mo.. Vernon Bailey, July 7,1892,

"Found in a creek near Marble Cave."

Physa mexicana Philippi.

Ten or more living specimens.

Houina, La. ; Vernon Bailey.

These agree with the form to which Philippi gave the name mexi-

cana; it appears to be a very globose variety of lieterostropha.

SCUTIBRANCHIATA.

Section RHXPIDOGLOSS.A

Family ULI.K 'INI1LL.

Genus HELICINA Lamarck.

Helicina orbiculata Say.

Numerous specimens.

Missouri, in Stone County, near Marble Cave; Vernon Bailey.
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Common on the slopes of the bills.

In addition to the localities heretofore credited with this species, Mr.

.Me Daniel has collected it in eastern Texas, in both Bell and Smith

counties.

Writing of this form Mr. McDauiel says: "I found large numbers of

this species in Bell County, Tex. The exact locality was on limestone

bluffs on either side of Salado Creek. On one morning-, just after a

moderate rain, the whole face of the cliffs was sprinkled with them.

On to]) of the bluffs they were found walking- on twigs in the low brush

and brambles and on trees 8 feet from the ground. Associated with

them were found Helix alternata Say, and an occasional Bulimulus

Schiedeanus var. Mooreana Pfr. This species also occurs in Florida. I

found a solitary living example under a cedar log between Tampa and
Pocky Point when collecting in this region in 1869.

The following marine species were collected by Mr. Bailey on the

shores of St. Louis Bay (Mississippi), Gulf of Mexico.

Class PELECYPODA.

Family CHAMID.E.

• Genus CHAMA Bruguiere.

Chama arcinella Linne',

Valves only.

A widely distributed form, ranging geographically from Hatteras in

the north, on and around the shores of Florida and the Gulf of Mexico
to the Antillean region as far south as the island of Guadaloupe, West
Indies. When perfect this is a peculiarly interesting and striking

species.

Family VKNF.RID^E.

Genus DOSINIA Scopoli.

Dosinia discus Reeve.

One example, fresh.

This species is quite common at many places on the eastern and gulf

shores of Florida and at many other places in the Gulf of Mexico. Its

northern limit is given as Virginia, by Dall,* and its southerly range as

Vera < Iruz.

1 have found it abundant on the outer beach of Amelia Island near

Fernandina, Florida, associated with Tellina alternata Say.

In Bull. No. 37, U. S. National Museum; Cat. marine mollusks, etc., southeastern

oast of the United States, etc.

Proc. N. M. 03 48
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('hiss GASTKOPODA.

I'.i in il\ I AS( Iol.AKIIKi;.

Genus FULGUR Montfort.

Fulgur perversa Linni .

One good example.

This form has a wide distribution, and is one of the largest species

of marine gastropods, the shell often attaining a Length of 15 inches or

more. It is found as far north as Cape Batteras, on the Atlantic side,

where it occurs between tide marks; thence southerly, along the coast,

to and around the extremity of the peninsula of Florida, and on the

shores of the Gulf of Mexico, in many localities, with Cuba as its south-

erly limit. At many places within the range of its distribution the

animal (softer parts) is used as an article of food. It is, however, for

the most part, tough and indigestible, in these respects rivaling the

abalones or Haliotis of the Pacific coast, which are so largely used as

food by the Chinese, and also exported to China in great quantities for

culinary, or rather gastronomic purposes.

Family LiTTOKINIDJE.

Genus LITTORINA Ferussac.

Littorina irrorata Say.

Numerous specimens, living.

This also is an abundant and widely distributed species, living not

only between tide marks, but frequently far above high-water line; it

occurs on the shore of Rhode Island, thence along the shores southerly

around Florida and the (lull of Mexico to Texas and is credited to the

AVest Indies and the island of Jamaica.

It is a solid and rather pretty form, and may be seen in localities

where it occurs, crawling up or attached to the stiff, wiry sedge grass

of the lagoons and salt meadows or marshes near the shore.

Family NATICH >.K.

Subgenus NEVERITA Risso.

Neverita duplicata Say.

One dead beach shell.

A common form at many places along the ocean and gulf shores from

Massachusetts Baj to Texas; occurs also at Vera Crux. I have collected

numerous examples on Nahant and Chelsea beaches in the north, and

on both coasts of Florida, and on the Florida Keys, in the south.

Lunatia herns Say. may be regarded as the Atlantic analogue of the

West American <>r Pacific Lunatia Lewisii, though the latter attains a

much larger size than hems. So Weverita <litplic<(t<( may be considered
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as the cast '-oast analogue, of the Pacific X. Recluziana, though the

latter exhibits remarkable extremes of variation in many ways, and is

much less constant in form than duplicata. T have collected both of

these western forms at many places, from Puget Sound to San Diego.

L. Lewisii is occasionally met with of extremely large size; it is the

giant of the Naticas; it is frequently eaten by the Indians inhabiting

the region bordering on the sound.

Family NERITIDJ3.

Genus NERITINA Lamarck.

Neritina reclivata Say.

Numerous living examples.

Dall gives the distribution of this species, as St. Augustine and both

coasts of Florida, Texas, and the West Indies to Jamaica, the latter

place being its southerly limit so far as known at the present time.

Wherever found it is usually quite abundant. It is a rather pretty

and well characterized species. It is quite common around the mouth

of Hillsboro Eiver where the stream flows into the bay near Tampa.

Class CEPHALOPODA.

Family SPIRULIDJL.

Genus SPIRULA Lamarck.

Spirula peronii Lamarck.

One example, shell.

This is a pelagic species and its shells are fouud, sometimes in vast

numbers, after storms or high winds, cast up on the beaches. The
shells which are internal, are quite common in collections, and are often

sold and used for fancy shellwork,but complete and perfect examples,

animal, shell and all, are rarely met with in the museums.

Washington, D. C, November 15, 1893,





ON THE RELATIONSHIPS OF TAYLOR'S MOUSE, SITOMYS
TAYLORI.

BY

Frederick W. True,
Curator of the Department of Mammals.

In 1SS7, Mr. Oldfiekl Thomas described a very small mouse from San

Diego, Texas, under the name of Hesperomys ( Vesperimus) taylori.*

Later he gave a full description of it under the name of Cricetus {Ves-

perim us) tayloriA

For many years the National Museum possessed no examples of this

interesting little species except a mutilated skin in alcohol, but on two

occasions since 1887 it has received some complete specimens in alcohol

from Mr. William Taylor, in whose honor the species was named.

This mouse is readily distinguishable from other American field-mice,

as Mr. Thomas has pointed out, by its small size and nearly uniform

coloration.

Mr. Thomas placed it unhesitatingly in the subgenus Vesperimus, and

remarked "no detailed comparison is needed of this little mouse with

its nearest allies." I propose to show, however, that it possesses char-

acters intermediate between those of Vesperimus and Onychomys, and

is typical of neither.

Dr. C. H. Merriam, in 1889, raised the subgenus Onychomys of Baud
to the rank of a genus, giving as the principal characters the follow-

ing:!

1. Anterior upper molar with three external and two internal cusps.

Last lower molar subcircular in outline.

2. "Coronoid process of mandible well developed, rising high above

the condylar ramus and directed backward in the form of a large hook."

3. Nasals wedge-shaped behind.

4. Body stout and heavy; tail short and thick.

5. Hind feet with four phalangeal tubercles only.

These characters are contrasted with those of Hesperomys § (especially

subgenus Vesperimus), in which the first upper molar has three cusps

on each side, the last lower molar is somewhat elongated, the coronoid

process is very short, the nasals are truncated behind, the tail is long,

and the hind feet have six tubercles.

*Anii. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 5th ser., xrx, 1887, p. 66.

tProc. Zool. Soc, London, 1888, }>. 416.

t North Amer. Fauna, 2, 1889, p. 3.

§ = Sitomy8.

Proceeding* National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 972.
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Upon examining critically specimens of Sitomys taylori, I find that a

different combination of characters exists. Tims, the anterior upper

molar lias three cusps on each side, and the last lower molar is some-

what elongated, as in Vesperimus, but, <m the contrary, the coronoid pro-

cess is high and prominent, as in Onychomys. The nasals are trunca-

ted behind, as in Vesperimus. In the proportion of the length of the

tail, however, the species is intermediate between the two subgenera.

Thus, in Onychomys the average length of the tail, for all thespecimens

of the several species cited by Dr. Merriam in L889 (except 0. longipes),

is 40 per cent, of the length of the head and body; the longest tail, 62

per cent., is found in O.longicaudus, and the shortest, 36 percent., in 0.

melanophrys. The average for four specimens of Sitomys ( Vesperimus)

leucopus is 89 per cent., while in S. tayloriit is 65 to 70 per cent.

The hind feet in -s'. taylorihavesix tubercles, as in ordinary Vesperimus,

but some hairs are found on the anterior part of the soles as far as the

base of the toes, and even under the toes themselves.

On account of the peculiar combination of characters mentioned

above, I am disposed to regard 8. taylori as the type of a separate sub-

genus, which may be termed Baiomys.

Baiomys, subgen. nov.

Ascending ramus of mandible short and erect. Condyle terminal.

Coronoid process well developed, uncinate, and near the condyle.

Size very small, tail short. Plantar tubercles, six. Soles hairy.

With Vesperimus and Onychomys, this subgenus will form one section

of the genus Sitomys. It is more closely allied to the former than to

the latter. In Vesperimus, the nearest ally, as My. Thomas has pointed

out, is S.
(
Vesperimus) micMganensis, which has many of the character

istics of S. taylori, but so far as regards the skull is typical of the sub-

genus to which it belongs.



NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF ALDABRA, ASSUMPTION
AND GLORIOSO ISLANDS, INDIAN OCEAN.

BY

Dr. W. L. Abbott.*

The atoll of Aldabra lies 220 miles northwest of the north point of

Madagascar, in latitude '.1° 25' south, and longitude 1<P east. It is about

22 miles long- by 8 miles in extreme width, the long axis lying east and

west.t It is entirely of* coral formation, and forms an oval ring of land,

broken at several points by channels, and inclosing ;i lagoon. The ring

of dry land is widest at the southeast and northwest corners, where it is

nearly 3 miles across. The Grande Terre, or main island, forms three-

fifths of the circumference of the ring. It includes (from midway on

the western side of the ring) the whole southern and eastern sides

to a point on the north shore, being 35 miles long. It is separated

by Pass Hourreau, 200 yards wide, from North or Middle Island. This

is 12 miles long, forming the north shore as far as Grand Pass. This is

the principal opening into the lagoon. It is 400 yards wide, and 8 to 10

fathoms deep. West of this lies lie Picard, or Northwest Island,

forming the northwestern corner of the atoll. It is about 5 miles long.

Between the south end of lie Picard and the northwest end of Grande

Terre, lie half a dozen small islands and as many shallow channels.

The lagoon is about 20 miles long and (5 miles in width. Excepting in

the northwestern corner near Grand Pass and in a- few channels, it is

very shallow, half of it being nearly dry at low tide. Grand Pass is

the only inlet deep enough to allow the passage of a large vessel, and
through this the current runs with great rapidity, 5 to 7 knots, so that

it is dangerous for sailing vessels except at the turn of the tides. At
Pass Hourreau there is a narrow channel, through which a small

vessel might pass. . The inner or lagoon shore of the land is everywhere

bounded by mangrove swamps, intersected by numerous channels.

During the northwest monsoon a heavy swell rolls in through Grand
Pass and breaks upon the reef within the lagoon. It is very danger-

ous to boats at such times, and the pass cannot be traversed. There

are numerous islands scattered about the lagoon, the longest being lie

Sepoy, about 5 miles from Grand Pass and directly opposite to it, and

lie Michel, opposite to Pass Hourreau, and close to the southern side

"Edited by Frederick \Y. True, with tbe assistance of other curators of the

Museum. No identifications of species were included in Dr. Abbott's manuscript.

t The island was completely surveyed by II. M. S. Aleft, in 1882.

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. 973.
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of the lagoon. There are hundreds of other smaller islets, varying
in size from a lew acres to a lew square yards.

The atoll is entirely of coral formation. Darwin, in his "Coral Reefs,"

relying principally on the reports of Capt. Moresby, did not regard it

as a true atoll. The roeks of whieh it is composed were said to be "vitri-

fied." The rock certainly resembles lava in its outward appearance

;

but it is easily broken, and the fracture displays a white interior and
numerous fossil corals that are in a scarcely altered slate. The rock

gives a peculiar ringing sound when struck.

The principal difference between Aldabra and other coral islands is.

that it seems to be of very ancient formation and has undergone an

elevation of 15 to 20 feet. The island is flat, composed almost entirely

of naked coral rock, rough and jagged, completely honeycombed in

every direction with pits and fissures. Scarcely any soil exists, except

ing where a small quantity of rich mold, formed by decomposing coral,

has accumulated in hollowr
s of the rock. The .sea face is an overhang

ing cliff of rock, but in a few places, especially on lie Picard and on
the west coast, are sandy beaches and low sand-hills. Upon the south

coast are Dune Jean Louis and Dune du Meche, sand hills, which reach

G5 feet above sea level—the highest points in Aldabra.

Nearly the whole surface is covered with a dense, almost impene-

trable scrub of tangled bushes. No large trees now exist except the

mangroves, which attain a height of (10 feet and a diameter of a foot

or more. Formerly some large trees existed, as shown by the decay-

ing stumps and fallen logs, occasionally 2 feet in diameter, still to be

found upon lie Picard. In some places the larger mangroves are dead
over areas of several acres. The disappearance of the larger trees can

only be attributed to a diminution in the rainfall.

The supply of fresh water is very scanty, only obtainable in hollows

in the rock, except at one place near the southeast corner of Grande
Terre. Here there is a sort of spring, filling a hollow in the rock 6

by 2 feet, and 5 feet deep. This seems to drain a considerable area, as

the level of the water can not be appreciably lowered by baling out.

The water is of poor quality.

The rainfall is scanty and very irregular. Sometimes many months
elapse during which not a drop of rain falls, and, on the other hand. (J

inches have been registered in a single night.

The islets in the lagoon are of very peculiar form, generally more or

less mushroom shaped. The level of their flat summits is a few feet

level of preaenl reef.

Fig. i. Sectiou of an isle< in the lagoon.

above that of spring tides. They are* evidently the remains of the

ai'.cient floor of the lagoon. All the other parts having been cutaway
by the action of the water, the sides of all are undermined, and the

smaller frequently present a very perfect mushroom-shape, as shown
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in the accompanying figure. Sometimes the top is 30 feet in diameter,

perched upon a support of 5 or 6 feet in thickness.

As before stated, the island is full of pits. These are often 20 to 30

feet in diameter and as many feet deep, and are full of salt water at

high tide. Near the western end of the floor of the lagoon is a large

hole, through which the water spouts up as the tide rises. This open-

ing doubtless communicates with the sea outside through subterra-

nean passages, and as the tide outside the lagoon is one or two Lours

in advance of that inside, this phenomenon is easily accounted for.

The currents sweep with great rapidity through the lagoon, especially

near the channels, but in some of the calmer corners, particularly in

the southwest, the bottom is covered with a layer of line white mud,
similar to that described by Darwin at Keeling atoll.

The average temperature on the island during October was 76° in

earlymorning and84° during the day. After the monsoon changed, early

in December, it became much damper and warmer—up to 90° in the shade

at 2 p. m. During October and November we had no rain, the vegeta-

tion became quite dried up, and mosquitoes were absent. In December
about 15 inches ofrain fell; vegetation awakened, nearly every plant put

forth fresh green leaves and flowered. A more complete transforma-

tion could scarce be imagined. The desert island became a blooming

garden filled with the perfume of flowers.

The most remarkable indigenous inhabitant of Aldabra is the gigan-

tic land tortoise,* similar to those of the Galapagos group. They were

formerly very abundant, but being easily caught and in great demand
for their flesh, their numbers have been greatly diminished by the

whalers and fishermen visiting the island. They are now protected

(nominally) by the government of Seychelles, to which Aldabra belongs.

They are still found upon Grande Terre and lie Nord, probably in con-

siderable numbers, although I met with but few, as many parts of

Aldabra are wholly inaccessible, owing to the rugged surface and dense

jungle. They were completely exterminated upon lie Picard about

twelve years since, but have recently been reintroduced by the present

lessee of the island, Mr. James Spurs. At the present day they are

more plentiful in the Seychelles than in their original habitat. They
were brought many years since to the former islands, where they breed

freely in confinement, and are much valued for food, being eaten at mar-

riage feasts and on other festive occasions. It is the only remaining spe-

cies of the gigantic land-tortoises that formerly inhabited Bourbon, Mauri-

tius, and Rodriguez (and probably also Madagascar) at the time of their

discovery. A single individual, probably of the Rodriguez species, still

lives at Fort George Barracks, in Mauritius. The greatest enemy of

the land tortoise is the common rat, which swarms upon Aldabra and
eats the young as soon as they are hatched.

The only other laud-reptiles upon Aldabra are a small lizard {Able-

Probably Testudo elephantina. F. A. L.
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pharus pcecilopleurus) and two geckos (Hemidactylus mabouia and I'ltvl-

swna abbotti*).

Turtles are plentiful. Many thousands annually ascend the sandy

beaches to deposit their eggs. Tortoise-shell was formerly gathered in

large quantities, but this fishery has been overworked and large "carr6"

arc now scarce.

Mammals are represented by a large fruit bat (Pteropus aldabrensis,

True), and two smaller bats, t Rats (Mus decumanus), probably from

wrecked vessels, swarm everywhere, and are very destructive. Tats,

probably from the same source, are common upon Grande Terre, where

they have completely exterminated the flightless rail.

Land-birds are represented by fourteen resident ami six accidental

or visiting species; Mater-birds by twenty-four species. Doubtless

many more occasionally visit the island from Madagascar and Africa.

The most interesting species of birds is the curious flightless rail

(Rougetius aldabrantts, Eidgway), the sole survivor of the numerous
flightless birds that inhabited the Mascarine Islands at the time of

their discovery. I fear the present species must follow their example,

as their arch enemy, the cat, has already exterminated them from

Grande Terre. and must sooner or later reach the other smaller islands

of the group, where the rails as yet abound in great numbers. The
other land-birds are apparently similar to, or identical with, Madagascar

species.

Boobies of several species, | frigates (Fregata aquila minor), and

various species of terns § and sandpipers, abound.

A flamingo (Phcenicopterus erythrceus f) is found in considerable num-

bers. This is particularly interesting as having also existed in Maun
tins at time of its discovery.

Fish are not very plentiful in the neighborhood of the islands. Huge
cocoanut-crabs (lobsters) abound, as also land-crabs.

Insects are not numerous either in species or individuals. Six or

seven butterflies, a few moths, a dragonfly, a few beetles, some flies,

and bees are found.|| Mosquitoes abound

New species described by Mr. Stejneger.

tOnc of these is Nyctinomus pumilvs. F. \Y. T.

!<>nh Sula piscatori Linn.* is represented in the collection made by Dr. Abbott.

—

R. R.

§Sterna bemsteini, S.fuliginosa, S. melanauchen , Anon* stolidus and Gygia alba.— R. R.

II Mr. Linell furnishes the following list <>i' Aldabra insects received from Dr.

Abbott :

Butterflies:

1. Diadema misippiM, 1>. Both sexes taken; .1 , black with violet-shol white spots;

9, brown with black and white wing-tips, closely imitating Danais chry-

xii>))its. The distribution of this species is remarkable. It is rare in

America from South Florida through the West Indies to t lie A ma /on region

;

more common in Africa (except the Mediterranean region) and through

Southern Asia and the Malay Archipelago to New Holland,

2. Junonia delta, Cram. Common in South and Easl Africa.
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Theislands are covered with dense scrub, mostly composed of shrubs
4-to 8 feet high. No large trees except mangroves now exist, and
small plants are remarkably scarce. There are no ferns or orchids, but
considerable quantities of Orchilla moss are gathered. Formerly
"porche" and - bois rose" grew to considerable size, judging from the

iirSr
Umi,Samll°§

'

8
'

A ^ C°COaimt tre6S exist
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Aldabra is not permanently inhabited, but there are usuallv a few
fishermen from Seychelles living there. The whole Aldabra grout)
including Aldabra, Astove, Assumption, and Cosmoledo, belongs to
the British colony of Seychelles, and is leased by the Government
tor the turtle and tortoise-shell fishery.

ASSUMPTION ISLAND.

Assumption lies;*) miles southeast of Aldabra and is about 5 miles long
by 1^ miles wide. In its physical features it is much like Aldabra but
its surface is smoother and it is not so densely covered with scrub' A
considerable part of the surface is covered with "champignon " as the
rugged fossil coral rock of Aldabra is called. There are two large sand
dunes upon the eastern shore, about 70 feet high, which are visible from
a considerable distance. No fresh water exists, unless just after aram, when a little collects in hollows in the rock. The animal life and
vegetation is similar to that of Aldabra. The little flightless rail
(Rougetius abbotti, Eidgway)* abounds, as well as most of the other
land-birds found upon the latter island. Numbers of goats run wild
having been introduced many years since from Europa Island finMozambique Chaunel). v

GLORIOSO ISLAND.

Glorioso Island lies about 90 miles west-northwest of the north point
of M^igasc^CCape^ Amber), and 120 southeast of Aldabra. It is

3. Lyorna UUeanus, Hub. South Europe through East Africa to the Cape of
(jrood Hope. • *

Dragon ily

:

1. Pantalaflavescens, Pah. A common East African species
Myrmeleon. Myrmeleon, sp.

Mantid:

1. rohjspilota variegata, Oliv. An East African species
Beetles:

1. Oxythyrea amabilis, Schonh.
; var. Smaller than the continental forms

-. Small scaraband—undetermined.
3. Small longicorn—undetermined.

Wasps

:

1. Sphex, sp.

2. MonQdula, sp.

Otber diptera

:

Qdantomyia, sp.

wt^T* 8PeCie8 fr°m tba
*
°f Aldabra

'

d—iW »' «• A «*> for'^'naiy,
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situated upon the south end of the Glorioso bank. The bank is about

8 miles long by 2 in width, tie du Lise lies at the north end of the

bank.

Glorioso Island contains about 700 acres, being 1
;
\ miles longby 1 mile

wide. It is partly covered with sand hills 50 to60feet high. Formerly

it was almost entirely covered with a growth of "porch6," "bois

lose," "fouche" and other large trees, but at present many have been

cut down. The soil is unusually fertile for an oceanic island, having

been manured for ages by thousands of sea-birds. "Champignon," or

fossil—coral lock, such as composes Aldabra, ( 'osmoledo, etc., exists in

only a few spots, and the soil or sand is of fair depth. Large quanti-

ties of maize are grown. Water from wells is of poor quality. There

are live species of land-birds, three of which, a sun bird,* Zosterops,]

and abulbulj are probably peculiar.

i oininon fowls run wild in the jungle inconsiderable numbers. They
are very shy and not easy to shoot. Among sea-birds there is a booby,

which seems to be peculiar to the island. § They breed in large num-

bers upon the "fouche" trees, in company with frigates and common
boobies.

Upon the neighboring small islet of Lise vast numbers of "Wide-

awake" terns (Sterna fuliginosa) breed, together with ''General" and

"Capucin" boobies (Sula cyanops and 8. piscator). A gecko (Hemidac-

tylus mabouia) and two other lizards, (Ablepharus gloriosus Stejneger,

Zonosaurus madagascariensis) are plentiful. Numbers of wild cats

range the jungle, so that birds are far less numerous, individually,

than in Aldabra.

* Cinnyris souimanga.

\Z. madagascariensis.

\ Txocincla madagascariensis f

vS Two species of boobies were collected by Dr. Abbott, sula cyanops and S. piscator
)

lmt both of these are of very wide distribution.— R, R.



REMARKS ON JAPANESE QUAILS.

BY

Leonhard Stejneger.

When writing my remarks on the Japanese quails recently sent me
by Dr. Ijima (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvi, 1893, p. 623) I had not yet

seen Mr. Oglivie Grant's "Notes on the Genus Goturnix" (Ann.

Mag. Nat, Hist. (0) x, 1892, pp. 166-173), in which he advances the

theory, or rather announces as a demonstrated fact, that there are two

species occurring in Japan (and other portions of eastern Asia) viz

:

G. coturnix, the typical European species, and G. ja/ponica, which, in

their purity, may be distinguished as follows:

a 1 Feathers on throat and chin short and rounded.

b 1 A black band down the middle of the throat C. coturnix $
b'1 No black band down the middle of the throat.

c ' Chin and throat white C. coturnix $

c 2 Chin and throat dark vinaceous-cinnamon [dull brick-red, O. G.]

C.japonica $ ad.

a 2 Feathers on throat and chin elongate and lanceolate.

b ' Entire throat white C.japonica 9

b* Middle of throat suffused with dark cinnamon-rufous C.japonica $ juv.

The multitude of specimens which do not fall within the limits I have

here drawn, he disposes of by the following remark: "The intermedi-

ate forms are, as I shall presently show, undoubtedly the results of inter-

breeding." But I am sorry to say that he does not show this, for there

is no discussion of the material upon which he bases his remarks, nor

are we furnished with a list of his specimens with the accompanying
data upon which we might be enabled to base an opinion as to the cor-

rectness of his conclusions. All he gives us is a bare assertion to the

above effect, the essential part of which is as follows: " In Japan and
China the migratory Quail (G. coturnix), as already pointed out, inhab-

its the same tract of country during the breeding season as C.japonica,

and there can not be the slightest doubt that the two species fre-

quently interbreed, with the result that all sorts of intermediate hybrids

are produced. These intermediate plumages are most noticeable among
the male hybrids. For instance, some have the dull brick-red throat

of C.japonica and the black anchor-shaped mark of G. coturnix, others

have only the upper two-thirds of the throat dull red and the lower

third white, while again a third lot have, in addition, a black band down
the center of the red part, and all kinds of intermediate stages between
these three examples may be found."

Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVI—No. <»74.
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It is evidently in order to meet the objection that rufous-throated

males are often found in Europe that lie makes the following remark:

"Equally also, though of secondary importance, C. cotumix inter-

breeds freely with the red-throated resident race (G. capensis)* in South

Africa and the islands surrounding the coast, and the results are seen

in the many male birds from South Africa and Southern Europe, etc.,

in which the white parts on the sides of the head and throat are more

or less suffused with the bright rufous chestnut of the resident bird."

But this is hardly more than a postulate, and it is, in fact, some-

what difficult to see how such a hybridization can take place between

a resident species and a subspecies (and he calls them only "races"),

the results to be found both among- the residents and the migrants,

The facts are that these so-called intermediates between G. capensis

and G. cotumix are not only found in South Africa and Southern Eu-

rope, but that they are quite common in Central Europe, as evidenced

by the detailed description of the throat color and markings by Kau-

mann (Naturg. Yog. Deutschl., VI, 1833, pp. 578, 579, and particularly

pp. 580-581). From his remarks it will be seen that the male quails in

Germany vary as much and almost in the same way as the Japanese

and < Jhinese birds described by Mr. Ogilvie-Grant, and by him asserted

to be hybrids.

Looking over my material I find nothing in it to contradict the sup-

position that the color and markings of the throat of the male Japanese

bird is subject to as much individual variation as in the German bird,

and 1 can see no reason for regarding these various plumages as " inter-

mediate stages" or "hybrids." 1 think such a view also effectually

disposes of the somewhat curious peculiarity that "these intermediate

plumages are most noticeable among the male hybrids."

Mr. Ogilvie-Grant does not mention any specimens in which the sup-

posed hybridism is expressed in an intermediate state of the enlongated

throat feathers. On the other hand, in the males he regards the pres-

ence of these specialized feathers as the sign of youth, in support of

which he mentions the case of "a rather more mature male" in which

"one side of the throat has lost the immature elongate feathers like those

of the female and assumed the short, rounded, dull rufous feathers

characteristic of the male adult," but all other data which would make
it profitable to discuss the case are wanting.

1 now turn to the material before me.

(1) F. S. Nat. Mns., No. 95980; $ ad. ; collected byBlakiston at Sap-

poro, Ve/.o, May, II, 1*77. In coloration this specimen is exactly like

the front figure of Fauna Jap. A v., pi. lxi, with the exception thai the

posterior half of the superciliary stripe is white and the anterior half

spotted with white; the Hank feathers are less marked with blackish;

throat feathers, both in the middle and on the sides, short and rounded.

*I would suggest that the proper name of this subspecies is Cotumix cotumix afri-

cana (Schlegel) (see Fauna Jap. Aves, p. 103). There is no reference to this name
in Mr. Ogilvie-Grant's synonymy.
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(2) Imp. Mus., Tokyo, No. 2108; Province of Owari, Hondo; Mr.

Ota coll.; no date. Coloration almost identical with the foregoing

specimen, though with a faint blackish wash on the middle of the

throat. Otherwise the similarity of the two specimens is so complete

that I have no hesitation in pronouncing it of the same sex and age as

the foregoing. Throat feathers in the middle short and rounded; on
the sides perceptibly longer and narrower, though not pointed.

(3) Imp. Mus., Tokyo, No. 1*170; Province of Owari, Hondo; no

date. Coloration like 1 and 2, but chin, middle of throat, and first

lateral branch of the throat patch black; Hanks as in figure quoted

above; throat feathers much as in 2.

The above three specimens thus appear to be fully adult summer
males.

(4) IT. S. Nat. Mns., No. 109409; $ ; Shimosa, Hondo; December 22,

1885. General coloration much as the above, but all light markings,

including superciliary stripe, more strongly washed with buff; breast

deeper ferruginous; -chest feathers with a large chestnut spot in either

web, but no black spots; feathers on middle of throat dull cinnamon-

rufous, with broad white terminal margins; those on the sides of throat

and on cheeks cinnamon-rufous with a white shaft streak, with terminal

black spots on the cheeks. Middle throat feathers rounded ; lateral

ones elongated and pointed; a few of the latter still in their sheaths.

The richness of the coloration, especially that of the breast, leads me
to believe that this is a fully adult male in, at least, its second winter.

(5) IT. S. Nat. Mus., No. 91582; <$ ; Yokohama, Hondo; April 4,

1883; P. L. Jouy coll. Considerably paler than any of the foregoing;

throat and upper fore neck white, with a narrow dusky band down the

middle of the throat, united below with a semicircular dusky line

descending from the ear; lateral throat feathers edged with cinnamon-

rufous; middle ones more or less suffused with the same color and
tipped with whitish; a few blackish spots on the chest; all the

throat feathers elongate and pointed.

(6) IT. S. Nat. Mus., No. 95983; sex not given; A. Owston coll.; no

date. Practically identical with foregoing, except that ouly lateral

throat feathers are pointed, the median ones being short and rounded.

(7) U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 95982; $ ; Nagasaki, Kiusiu; January 1,

1877 ; F. Ringer coll. Like the foregoing, but throat band twice as

broad, occupying the whole middle part and continued backward
beyond the first semicircular line, though not reaching the second;

throat feathers all strongly elongated and pointed.

(8) U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 114127; $ ; Fusaii, Korea; November 21,

1885; P. L. Jouy coll. Like the foregoing, but throat and upper fore

neck pure white, with a faint indication of a dusky band down the

middle of the throat, caused by the dark bases of the feathers shining

through the white tips; two semicircular black lines, the upper one

imperfect on the median line; median throat feathers rounded, lateral

ones moderately elongated, pointed.
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(9) U. S. Nat. .Mas., No. L14126; $ ; 10 miles from Seoul, Korea;

November 11, L883; P. L. Jouy coll. Like foregoing, with pure white

throat, but simicircular lines scarcely indicated; middle throat feath-

ers short and rounded, lateral ones elongated and pointed, but even less

marked than in the foregoing; a number of these feathers, however,

still in their sheaths.

The above six specimens (4-9) are unquestionably males, but 1 would

not like to say anything concerning their age. Thus lean not bring

myself to believe that 7, with its widely and distinctly black throat, is

a very young bird, in spite of the fact that the feathers are more pointed

and longer than in any of the others.

(10) U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 100410; 9; Shimosa, Hondo; December

22, L885. General coloration like 8 and 0, but throat suffused with buff

and chest with numerous rows (at least five) of black spots; middle

throat feathers rounded, lateral ones pointed, elongated.

(11) IT. S. Nat. Mus., No. 95981; 9 ; Yubuts, Yezo; September 13,

1882; Blakiston coll. Very pale and very little rust color on back;

throat white, washed with buff; chest thickly spotted with black;

flanks also heavily marked with black; lateral throat feathers pointed,

middle ones less so; feathers appear considerably worn.

(12) In this enumeration of our Japanese and Korean specimens I

have omitted No. 15849, collected during the Perry expedition by W.
Heine, because it is uusexed and with no definite locality, besides being

now somewhat soiled and faded. It seems to be most like No. 4 of this

enumeration.

Our European series available at the present writing is very poor,

but I wish to call attention to one specimen.

(13) U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 100345; <? ; Koncza, Transsilvania, Hun-

gary; August 28, 1883; J. von Csato coll. Throat coloration almost

identical with Hingers Nagasaki specimen (7), except that the lateral

feathers are not marked with cinnamon-rufous. The lateral throat

feathers are perceptibly lengthened and pointed, fully as much as the

Korean example (9).

Id the above series there are hardly two specimens in which the

throat feathers are of exactly the same size and shape. .Mr. Ogilvie-

(Irant will probably maintain that this is exactly what we would expect

in the hybrids. On the other hand, I would call attention to the fact that

an intermediate shape is not at all coincident with an intermediate

coloration or pattern. Specimen 7 is iu this respect very instructive,

as it unites the extreme elongation of the leathers of G. japonica with

the extreme blackness of the throat of G.coturnix. Were we to accepl

the theory of hybridism, there would only be one purebred specimen

(1) in the whole lot. This one is a typical G. japonica, and were we

to identify our specimens by means of the key all. except No. .",. must

be called C. japonica. The fact that a European specimen (13) also

shows elongated pointed lateral throat feathers throws considerable

doubt upon the value of this character as being diagnostic.
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I have yet to sec undoubted specimens of G. coturnix from Japan.

Of course, that proves nothing-, for Mr. Ogilvie-Grant may have seen

them, but with his paper and the above-described series of specimens

before me I can only say in regard to the occurrence of the two species

in Japan "not proven."

Concerning the exact significance of the elongated throat feathers

in the eastern birds, I have no well-founded theory to offer, but it seems

to me as if there might be only a strong tendency toward the develop-

ment of a "beard" in the eastern form, with an individual variation in

this respect similar to the throat coloration.

It will probably remain for the Japanese field ornithologists to settle

this question by the study of large series of fresh birds.

1 hope that the above remarks may help them to fully understand

the issue and consequently to collect intelligently.

Proc. N. M. 93 41)





NOTES ON BIRDS OF CENTRAL MEXICO, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF
FORMS BELIEVED TO BE NEW.

BY
P. L. Jouy.

The following notes on the birds of central Mexico are the result of

about twelve mouths' travel in that interesting country. Landing at

Tampico on the 13th of October, 1891, a few days were spent in vigor-

ous battle with mosquitoes and in courteous intercourse with the custo-

dians of the custom house, who, thanks to the kindness of Senor
Don Mateo Romero, passed all my luggage and collecting outfit through

without examination. Few birds were seen, the only species worthy of

mention being Corvus mexicanus and Milvulusforjicatus, which were not

observed at any other place. A deep narrow river empties into the

Gulf at Tampico, giving access to the interior of the country by means

of native dugout canoes. I was strongly advised by the United States

vice-consul, Mr. Presley, to make the trip some 10 or 50 miles up the

river, but fear of malaria and possibly "yellow jack" drove me to seek

a safer climate. I was assured that it was perfectly safe to spend the

winter mouths, that is from October to March, in the hot country by
using ordinary precautions in regard to diet and drink. By working
up and down the railroad considerable country could be covered with

little loss of time.

Eighteen hours by the Mexican Central Railroad brings the traveler

through the tropics, where nature is most luxuriant, up through cooler

regions, across dashing mountain streams, through magnificent gorges,

and, finally, across arid plains to the city of San Luis Potosi, the

capital of the State of the same name. This, one of the largest and
most important cities of Mexico, has unrivaled railroad facilities,

being on the direct line of the Mexican National Road, running north

and south, and is the western terminus of the Tampico branch of the

Mexican Central. It also connects with the west by means of the

Aguas Calientes branch of the Mexican Central. It is thus easy to

reach the surrounding country, and, although the immediate neigh-

borhood of the city is uninviting, yet an hour's travel in almost auy_

direction takes the traveler into sparsely-wooded or hilly country,

Avhere collecting is possible.

Having paid my respects to the governor, Gen. Don Carlos Diez

Gutierrez, and presented my letters and credentials, 1 received, through

Proceedings Xatioual Museum, Vol. XVI—Xo. 975.
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his kindness, a general letter of introduction from him to all officials

and others in the State, which proved <>f great service to nie.*

From the city of San Luis, therefore, as headquarters, a number of

trips were made from time to time. One to Charcas, in the northern

part of the State, established the habitat of Aphelocoma cyanotis.

Through the courtesy of Sefior Don Xavier Espinosa, I was enabled to

visit the hacienda Angostura, belonging to his family, which lies near

the station of San Bartolo on the Tampico Line; here a new form of

Basileuterus rufifrons was obtained, together with other varieties. Grus

mexicana was here numerous in December. Several species not else-

where obtained were collected at Solidad Don Carlos, a suburb of San
Luis; also at Ahualulco, a station 24 miles from the city on the Aguas
Calientes branch. Before leaving San Luis a trip was made to Lake
Patzcuaro, in Michoacan, where fresh specimens of that interesting

bird, the Mexican Jacaiia, were obtained and forwarded to Washing-
ton, where they were mounted into a striking group for the U. S.

National Museum Exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition.

From January 9 to July 12, 1892, was spent in or near the city of

Guadalajara, from whence numerous expeditions were made into the

country. The Barranca Ibarra, a favorite collecting ground, lay about

half a day's journey north of the city. This beautiful gorge, descend-

ing abruptly 1,500 feet, gave access to a quite varied and tropical

fauna and flora. Here grew and were cultivated the pineapple, banaua
and the mango; and here also the coffee plant flourished; many species

of birds found here were never seen on the plateau above, and collect-

ing would have been ideal if some of the tropical insect pests had not

also entered into this paradise.

Other trips made from Guadalajara were to the falls of Juanacatlan,

the "Niagara of Mexico," to Lake Chapala, reached from the station

Atequiza, where I found unaccountably poor collecting, and also to the

hacienda El Molino, which I visited through the kindness of Sefior

Don Jose Maria Negrete. This place, reached from the station Negrete,

is probably the best locality for the naturalist near Guadalajara. A
large, semi-wild garden planted with a great variety of trees and shrubs,

and well watered by means of irrigating ditches, proved to be a great

attraction for birds of all kinds. The proprietor, a gentleman who
had traveled in nearly all lands, was also a great lover of birds, and
kept several magnificent living specimens of the rare Orus americana,

said to have been taken in the country, as an ornamental feature of

his place.

In the latter part of March a trip was made on horseback south of

* In no country are letters of introduction more valuable than in Mexico. The
proximity to our wildesl borders and the case of ingress has flooded the country

with the worst varieties of I ramps and advenl u rets, until the oft-deluded native lias

come t<> regard all foreigners with suspicion. The traveler intending to spend any
leu-

1
h of t inie in Mexico will, therefore, do well to provide himself with credentials
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Guadalajara, through the town of Zapatlan, to a place known as San

Marcos, in the southern part of the State of Jalisco, and on the east

base of the volcano of Colima. In this locality and in the neighbor-

ing Barranca Veltran (or "Beltran," as it is commonly known), a num-
ber of species were seen for the first time.

These barrancas, or gorges, produced either by ages of erosion or else

by volcanic agency, are often a mile, more or less, deep, and perhaps 3

or 4 miles across in places, narrowing down to the width of a small

stream at the bottom ; they are therefore rather precipitous, and as

they lie in the direct line of travel they give scope for the engineer's

abilities. The change from the comparatively barren plateau to trop-

ical luxuriance is often so great that the effect is that of entering into

one of nature's greenhouses, a grand forcing house, a score or more
miles in length, sheltering what unknown treasuries for the botanist

and zoologist! Here are found such birds as Dendrornis, UJngyptila,

Conurus, aud Amazona, besides numerous hummers and other tropical

forms.

A few species are included in this list which were collected at Guay-

mas, on the Gulf of California, and also a few from the mountains in

Sonora, 32 miles south of the border town of Nogales, notably Parus

wollweberi, Dendoica gracicv, Columba fasciata, and Cyanocitta macro-

lapha.

It will be seen from the foregoing that most ofthe species enumerated

are from the temperate table-land region most nearly corresponding

to our own southern borders of Arizona and New Mexico and although

many common tropical birds will be looked for in vain in this list, yet

it is hoped that it will not prove the less valuable on that account.

Color notes of the iris and other soft and fading parts of specimens

have in all cases been compared with the plates in Ridgway's Nomen-
clature of Colors, which is an indispensable companion of the field nat-

uralist, and is likewise invaluable in determining the tints of feathers.

I am also much indebted to the author for advice and aid in the identi-

fication of species. In conclusion, I take pleasure in acknowledging

the extreme courtesy received from the officials of the Mexican Gov-
ernment in all parts of the country, who did everything in their power
to further my objects. Through the interest of Sefior Mariscal, at the

request of Minister Ryan, I received an autograph letter from his

excellency President Porflrio Diaz, introducing me to the favorable

notice of the governors of all the provinces of Mexico. These gentle-

men in turn, so far as I traveled, gave me letters current in their

respective States, which did much to facilitate traveling in the couutry.

Family TURDIDvE.

1. Catharus melpomene clarus, subsp. nov.

A comparison of two adult male birds from Jalisco with a series from

Vera Cruz and Gutemala shows that the western bird is a clearly rec-
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ognizable geographical race. It is a slightly larger and very much
paler bird than the eastern form and has decidedly longer wings and

tail. It may be recognized by the following description:

('a thorns melpomene elarus, subsp. nov. Type, IT. S. National Museum,
Xo. 126627, $ ad. Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, W. Mexico, May 13, 1892,

P. L. Joiiy, coll.

Above, head and back olive brown, rump tawny-olive, tail slightly

darker, wings tawny-olive, the inner webs of the primaries and sec-

ondaries abruptly dusky; the center of the under surface of the wings

cream-buff (clay-color in melpomene). Breast and flanks pale olive-gray

;

throat, belly, and crissum pure white; a few feathers of the sides of

the crissum tinted pale isabella-color.

Dimensions: Length (fresh specimen), 173ram ; wing, 86; tail, 74: tar-

sus, 33. Iris very dark brown; eyelids, angle of mouth, and inside of

mouth, cadmium-orange : tarsi and toes pale yellow.

A very shy, elusive species, always found on or near the ground in

deep shady woods.

This clearly marked form has apparently escaped the notice of both

collectors and writers, as I find no mention of Gathartis melpomene as a

western Mexican bird, nor has a paler race been referred to by authors.

As Prof. Baird has pointed out in Eeview of American Birds, page 7,

Costa Rican specimens differ from east Mexican and Guatemalan
examples in "the prevalence of a grayish olive shadein the back; "they

are also a deeper, clearer gray on the breast and flanks, and average

shorter tails. A larger series of specimens in spring plumage would

probably show it to be a distinct race.

2. Merula tristis Swains.

A common bird in the Barranca Ibarra, near Guadalajara. Speci-

mens taken March !» and April 21. Only note heard was a single sharp

chirp or alarm note.

Iris dark brown.

3. Myadestes obscurus occidentalis Stejn.

San Marcos, southern Jalisco, March 25.

This bird, popularly known as the vlarin, is a familiar and highly

prized cage bird all through the interior of Mexico. The finest clarins

are said to come from the eastern part of the country from the State of

Vera Cruz southward. .1/. unicolor being more highly prized as a singer

than .1/. obscurus.

The song of this bird, impossible to describe, lias the most sylvan

character of any bird music 1 am acquainted with. It is the very essence

of deep shady woods and falling water. Poured forth suddenly, it

has a surprising tinkling metallic quality, mingled with flute-like warb-

ling notes given in falling cadences. The song is not loud nor is it long

sustained, but it has a character all its own.
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The color characters given by Dr. Stejneger in Proc. U. S. X. M., iv,

1882, page 371, separating var. occidentalis and var. insularis from M.

obscurus are shown by this specimen to be untenable, it having white

tips to all the tail feathers, and also light edges to the tips of the inner-

most secondaries. The wing formula of the three birds, however, ap-

pears to be distinct. My specimen agrees with the type of occidentalis

in having the forehead white.

4. Sialia mexicana Swains.

Taken in foothills, 25 miles west of Charcas, San Luis Potosi, in

November. Common in the valleys at that time and in the mountains

up to an elevation of 7,000 feet.

Iris dark brown.

Family MIMID^.

5. Melanotis caerulescens (Swains.).

Taken in Barranca Ibarra, near Guadalajara, in March and April.

This bird, known as the Mulato by the Mexicans, is a very common
cage bird all over the country. It is a very fair singer and mimic, and
is much valued for its lively and familiar ways.

Iris deep reddish-brown.

6. Harporhynchus curvirostris (Swains.).

A very common species in the central part of the State of San Luis

Potosi: it was taken at Ahualulco in October, and was found abundant
in the valleys about Charcas in November. It seemed to be found

exclusively in the valleys grown up with Opuntias, in the larger speci-

mens of which it builds its nest. Iris chrome; upper mandible, dusky;

under mandible, pale yellow: tarsi, pale yellowish; toes, dusky.

7. Harporhynchus longirostris (Lair.).

Taken at hacienda Angostura, in southern part of State of San Luis

Potosi, in December. Rather a shy bird and apparently not very com-

mon, as few specimens were seen.

Iris cadmium -orange.

Family SYLVIID.E.

8. Regulus calendula (Linn.).

A single specimen was taken at Soledad, San Luis Potosi. on No-
vember 27, but was apparently not at all common. Not seen elsewhere.

9. Polioptila caerulea obscura Ridgw.

Taken in the neighborhood of Guaymas in February.
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Family PA1MD.E.

10. Psaltriparus melanotis iulus, snbsp. imv.

Stjbsp. char.—Differing from true /'. melanotis in having the back

hair brown instead of "yellowish brown" (bistre); paler under parts,

the ventral region being only very slightly tinged with buffy ; bill larger

and heavier but other dimensions apparently the same.

Habitat.—Western Mexico (type No. 120630 U. S. National Museum,

$ ad.. Hacienda El Molino, Jalisco, dune 15, 1892; P. L. Jouy).

An example from Guanajuato, collected by Prof. A. Duges, agrees

fairly well with the type except that being a very young bird it is

darker above and has buff edgings to the wings and tail. The flanks

are also tinged with viuaceous.

This form is apparently intermediate between P. melanotis and P.

lloydi but is easily distinguished from the latter by its distinctly gray

head and light, hair-brown, back. The dimensions of the bill are about

the same.

11. Parus wollweberi (Bonap.).

Adult and young of this bird were taken at an elevation of 6,000

feet in the mountains, 32 miles south of Nogales in Sonora, June IS.

They were in small flocks with full-grown young whieh they were

tending very solicitously.

Bill lavender at the base, tip dusky, edges pale yellow; gape yellow;

tarsi and toes lead color.

Family SLTTIDJE.

12. Sitta carolinensis aculeata (Cass.).

Taken 32 miles south of Nogales in Sonora, June 10, in the pines.

Family CEKTHIIDyE.

13. Certhia familiaris mexicana (Glog.).

Seen in the pines 32 miles south of Nbgales, Sonora, June 19.

Family TROGLODYTIIXF.

14. Heleodytes brimneicapillus (Lafr, ).

Common everywhere in the arid plain region wherever the cactus

is abundant. Taken at Ahnalulco, near San Luis Potosi, in October,

and found abundantly in suitable places in Jalisco. Its loud purring

notes proclaiming its presence unmistakably wherever found. In habits

this great wren acts more like one of the Harporhynchi, than one of its

relatives. It builds its nest in the cactus (Opuntia), like Harporhynchus
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ourvirostris, and I have never seen it cock its tail over the back in. the

characteristic wren attitude.

15. Thryophihis sinaloa Baird.

Tliis is the commonest species of wren at the Barranca Ibarra. Jalisco

where it was taken May 13. It affects deep, shady woods, and breeds

in the thickets bordering the stream which flows at the bottom of the

barranca. Iris burnt-sienna; under mandible lilaceous ; tarsi and toes,

lilac-brown.

Family MNIOTILTID^.

16. Helminthophila celata (Say).

Common in the latter part of [November at Soledad, San Luis Potosi.

17. Dendroica virens (Gmel.).

Common in Cnernavaca, Morelos, in September; specimen ta1ren

September 14.

18. Dendroica auduboni (Towns.).

Very common all winter about Guadalajara. Familiarly seen in the

gardens and about the court-yards of the houses, searching for insects

in the crevices of walls and among the plants.

19. Dendroica dominica albilora Baird.

Taken in Cuernavaca, Morelos, September 4.

20. Dendroica graciae Cones.

Quite common in mountains 32 miles south of Nogales, Souora.

Specimens taken June 17. Exceedingly shy, keeping high up in the

pines.

21. Dendroica aestiva sonorana Brewster.

Common in Cuernavaca, Morelos, in August and September. Speci-

men taken August li>.

22. Sylvania pusilla pileolata (Pall.).

Taken at the falls of Juanacatlan, Jalisco, January 31. Common in

the willows near the banks of streams.

23. Basileuterus rufifrons jouyi Ridgway.

[Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., xv, p. 119.]

Two specimens, male and female, of this new form were taken at the

Hacienda Angostura, December 8. These were first seen in bushes

overhanging a small stream. They had the quick, nervous movements
of a Geothlypis, and uttered scolding notes when disturbed. Another
specimen collected at the Barranca Ibana, Jalisco, May 11, is identical
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in color with the type specimen. These versatile little birds seem to

be of varying habits, and arc found in all suitable places affected by
warblers. Never found far from running wafer, they may be seen

dodging in and out among the bushes on the banks of streams, or on

the shady side of a barranca they will be seen gleaning a harvest of

small game in the treetops.

24. Euthlypis lachrymosa (Bonap.).

Tolerably common in the Barranca Ibarra where it undoubtedly
breeds. Specimen taken May 14. Of very shy, skulking habits, this

bird is almost invariably found on or near the ground. Delighting,

like a water-thrush, in shaded thickets near running streams, it affects

boggy places and is very expert in dodging behind bushes when dis-

turbed. It lias the constant habit, when walking on the ground, of

flirting the tail sideways.

Family VIKEONID^E.

25. Vireo flavoviridis (Cass.).

Tolerably common in the Barranca Ibarra in May, where it was
undoubtedly breeding.

Iris pale venetian-red; bill and feet plumbeous.

26. Vireo noveboracensis (Gmel.).

Taken at the Hacienda Angostura, San Luis Potosi, December 16.

Iris, white.

Family LANIID^.

27. Lanius ludovicianus excubitorides (Swains.).

Exceedingly common and abundant everywhere in the central plateau

region. Taken at Soledad, near San LuisPotosi, in December. Fond
of perching in a conspicuous place, it has taken' kindly to the telegraph

wires and may almost invariably be found on them. A nest seen on

the border at ISogales on June 2 contained five eggs. It was placed

in the center of a mesquite tree and about 6 feet from the ground. The
nest was so loosely put together and SO tangled in the (horny growth

ot the tree that it could not be lifted out. It was composed of coarse

grasses and sticks and lined with limn' grasses and thickly and softly

padded with the dried flowers of the amaranth.

family TANA( JFID.K.

28. Euphonia, sp.

A single specimen of one of these small birds was seen in the Bar-

ranca Ibarra, but could not be identified. It was dark metallic blue

on the back and brighl yellow on the under parts. It was only seen

for a moment and then disappeared and was not observed again.
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29. Piranga hepatica Swains.

Barranca Ibarra, near Guadalajara, March 10. Several specimens

seen.

30. Piranga bidentata Swains.

An adult male was taken in the Barranca Ibarra, near Guadalajara,

May 14. This is probably near its most northern range, and no other

specimens were seen.

Family FKINGILLID.E.

31. Cardinalis cardinalis cauicaudus Cbapm.

Hacienda Angostura, San Luis Potosi, in December. Common in

all suitable cover.

32. Pyrrhuloxia sinuata Bouap.

Collected at Ahualulco, in San Luis Potosi, October 28, but appar-

ently not very common.

33. Guiraca caerulea eurhyncha Coues.

A common species throughout the central plateau region of Mexico;
it was taken at the Hacienda Angostura, San Luis Potosi, in De-
cember, and was also found quite abundant in Jalisco. Iris, dark
brown; upper mandible, dusky; lower mandible, dull lead-color.

34. Sporophila torqueola (Bouap.).

Apparently not very common. A pair were seen and taken at the
Hacienda El Molino, Jalisco, June 12.

35. Passerina versicolor (Bonap.).

Taken at the Barranca Ibarra, March 10.

36. Amphispiza biliiieata (Cass.).

Abundant in the hills near Guaymas in February.

37. Zonotrichia leucophrys intermedia Ridgw.

Fields and hedges around San Luis Potosi, November 20, abundant.

38. Spizella breweri Cass.

Abundant in small flocks in the fields among low bushes. Falls of

Juanacatlan, Jalisco, January 31.

39. Junco cinereus (Swains.).

Quite abundant in small flocks in the mountains 25 miles west
of Charcas, San Luis Potosi, at an elevation of 7,000 to 8,000 feet.

Specimens taken November 13. They were found on the open sunny
slopes of the mountains, feeding on the ground or in low scrubb.v
growth.
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Iris, chronic; uppei mandible, dusky; under inaudible, pule yellow;

tarsi, pale yellowish; toes, dusky.

40. Pipilo fusens Swains.

This is one of the commonest birds everywhere in central Mexico.

Almost invariably found on the ground, or on low walls, in tangled,

grassy places; it is particularly partial to hedges along the roadsides.

Of familiar and inquisitive disposition, it is constantly intruding itself

on the passer-by. Utilizing the runways of the ground squirrels it

keeps dodging in and out, appearing and disappearing, to the confusion

of the collector. Taken at Ahualulco and San Luis Potosi, October

28 and November 30.

41. Pyrgisoma rubricatum (Licht.).

Only seen at the Barranca Ibarra, near Guadalajara, May 11 and 13.

This is essentially a ground species, and, although it was not exactly

rare, it is a- very shy bird and difficult to get. It was found almost

exclusively around the head of the barranca on the bare hillsides and
on the road leading down, but never descending any distance toward

the warmer lower country.

Iris, reddish brown; tarsi and toes, pale brownish lilaceous.

42. Carpodacus cassini Baird.

Abundant in small flocks among the live oaks at an elevation of 7,000

to 8,000 feet. In the mountains 25 miles west of Charcas, San Luis

Potosi, November 13.

43. Spinus psaltria mexicanus (Swains.).

First seen at Soledad, San Luis Potosi, November 27, in small flocks

in cottonwood trees, also taken at the Hacienda El Moiino, in Jalisco,

June 13. This is the large form first described by Swainson from the

table land of Mexico, Peal del Monte, and which ranges north to south-

ern Texas. Average measurements of six specimens of this bird from

southern Texas and northern Mexico give the following results: Wing,
2.(50 inches; tail, 1.70; culmen, 0.40. Two other forms, apparently dis-

tinct and with different habitats, have been called mexicanusby various

authors, but can readily be distinguished by their smaller size and the

more brilliant coloring of the under parts. They may be distinguished

as follows

:

Spinus psaltria croceus, subsp. nov. •

Subsp. criAR.—Differing from S. mexicanus in having the entire under parts a deep
gamboge-yellow instead (if pale canary-yellow; tin' white of the wing at the base

of the primaries more restricted, and with less white on the tertials. Axillaries

mainly jet black (axillaries gray, or gray uarrowly streaked with black in mexica-

nus). size -mailer, average of four specimens from Costa Rica, Guatemala, ami
Panama give, for the wing, l'.Il' inches; tail. 1.52; culmen, 0.37.

Habitat.—Western Central America (type No. 53,83'J U. 8. National Museum,
4 ad., Panama. ,1. McLeannan.
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Spinus, species.

The species inhabiting the Peninsula of Yucatan resembles croceua very closely in

size and general coloration, but has the axillaries bright yellow with black bases.

This may prove to be a distinct form, but the absence of reliable material from that

locality prevents me from arriving at any conclusion in regard to it.

Family ICTERID^E.

44. Icterus abeillei (Less.).

Two adult males of this species were taken June 10 and 12 at the

Hacienda El Moliuo, Jalisco. They were apparently not very com-

mon and the female escaped notice.

45. Icterus wagleri Scl.

Two adult males taken in Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, April 20, 22.

Iris dark brown; base of under mandible lead color; tarsi and toes

dusky olive.

46. Icterus audubonii Giraud.

Two adult females taken at the Hacienda Angostura in San Luis

Potosi, December 10 and 16.

47. Icterus cucullatus Swains.

One specimen, a young male, taken in the Barranca Ibarra, April 21.

48. Icterus pustulatus (Wagl.).

Taken in Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, April 21.

49. Sturnella magna neglecta (Aud.).

Abundant in the salty meadows of southern Jalisco. Specimens
seen seemed very pale in color.

50. Quiscalus macrourus Swains.

Taken at Saledad, near San Luis Potosi, November 30. Iris light

yellow. Very abundant all through the central Mexican region. A
noisy and familiar bird, it makes itself at home in all cultivated places,

and is particularly abundant in the parks and gardens of the cities.

It even invades the patios of the houses and steals the food from the

domestic fowls.

Family CORVID^.
51. Cyanocitta stelleri macrolopha (Baird).

Abundant in the mountains south of Nogales in Sonora. Frequent-
ing the pine woods in small flocks, they are very noisy birds, cawing
all the time, and moviug about from place to place continually.

52. Apheloconia cyanotis Ridgw.

This bird first described by Mr. Bidgway in his "Manual of North
American Birds " from a very old specimen collected by John Taylor,
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esq., in L836, and labeled simply "Mexico," was taken in the moun-

tains, L'.l miles west of Charcas, San Luis Potosi, November 13. It

was found tolerably abundant in small flocks among the live oaks at an

elevation of 7,000 to 8,000 feet Found in rather open sparsely-covered

situations, it seemed to spend much of its time on the ground feeding

on fallen acorns, its habits resembling the Arizona jay, and, like that

species, it also has a rather weak voice.

53. Calocitta colliei (Tig.).

Only seen at the Barranca Ibarra, where specimens Avere collected

March 9. This noisy, showy species was found in the lower sides of

the barranca in small hocks of four or five. Very shy and wary and

constantly on the wing, flying from place to place, they make the air

riug with their loud, harsh eries.

There seems to be considerable difference in size between the sexes

of this bird, the male being larger in every way. The crest of the

male also differs from the female's in being longer, recurved, and

tipped with white, while the female's is straight and tipped with blue.

54. Corvus mexicanus Gin.

This species, long supposed to be restricted to the west coast of

Mexico, notably at San Bias and Mazatlan,* was taken near the gulf

coast at Tampico, October 15, thus apparently extending the range of

the bird clear across the country. Several specimens were seen in

company with grackles (Quiscalus maerourus) feeding in a plowed

field. Seen from a distance their glossy plumage corresponded so

closely with that of the grackles that, at first sight, it was difficult to

tell the* two birds apart; of course closer inspection revealed their

different proportions, but I believe that this circumstance, if it is a

constant habit, of the crows being found in company with the grackles

may have led to their being overlooked by collectors.

I did not observe this bird elsewhere, but I have no doubt that fur-

ther investigations will show that the species has a much larger range

than has been credited to it heretofore.

Family TYRANNISE.

55. Sayornis nigricans (Swains.).

Very common in state of Jalisco in summer.

56. Pitangus derbianus (Kaup).

Abundant in the cottonwood trees in the outskirts of Guadalajara;

its noisy, querulous notes were constantly heard. Taken at Agua
A/.ul, Guadalajara, February 4.

Iris dark brown.

Biologia Centrali-Americana, Aves, Vol. i, p. 488.
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57. Megarhynchus pitangua (Limi.).

Barranca Veltran, southern Jalisco, March 24. Common in the

tree tops at the bottom of the barranca. Not taken elsewhere.

Iris very dark brown.

58. Pyrocephalus rubineus mexicanus (Scl.).

Abundant everywhere in the arid valleys of Mexico, this bird is one

of the most familiar and well known forms. Its brilliant color and
showy habit of darting iuto the air render it very conspicuous wherever

found. Taken 15 miles west of Chicas, in the state of San Luis Potosi,

November 13.

59. Empidonax griseus Brewst.

Taken at Soledad, near San Luis Potosi, December 3.

60. Empidonax hammondii (Xantus).

Taken at the Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, March 9.

61. Empidonax wrightii Baird.

Taken at Soledad, near San Luis Potosi, November 20; also at the

Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, March 9.

62. Myiarchus mexicanus magister Ridgw.

Common in cottonwood trees along river bottoms. Taken at Haci-

enda El Molino, Jalisco, June 10.

63. Myiarchus lawrencii olivascens Ridgw.

Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, May 14.

64. Milvulus forficatus (Gmel.).

A single specimen of this bird was shot at Tampico, October 15. It

was perched on a telegraph wire, and seemed to be very unsuspicious.

It was not seen in any other locality.

Iris dark brown.

Family COTINCID^E.

65. Platypsaris albiventris (Lawr.).

A shy, silent species found in the tree tops. Of rather sluggish

habits, they present a rather striking contrast to the vivacity of the

flycatcher. Only observed in the Barranca Ibarra, where a specimen
was obtained May 13. Iris umber brown: bill and feet lead color.
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Family DLNDUOCOLAPTID.E.

66. Dendrornis mentalis Baird.

Only met with at the Barranca Veltran, southern Jalisco, where it

is apparently not very common, as only one specimen was seen. This

was taken March 24.

Iris dark brown ; upper mandible dusky olivaceous, under mandible

lilaceous; tarsi and toes olive.

Family TKOCHILID^.

67. Cceligeiia clemenciae Less.

Taken at Cuernavaca, Morelos, September 24.

68. Trochilus colubris Linn.

Very abundant at Cuernavaca, Morelos, during the whole of Septem-

ber.

69. Cyanomyia ellioti (Berl.).

A common species in the vicinity of Guadalajara ; they were taken

at Lake Chapala, February 10, and were found quite abundant at the

Barranca Ibarra, where specimens were collected in March. A female

from Chapala has the throat stained a dirty yellow from contact with

the pollen of some plant. These specimens appear to differ from violi-

ceps in having a longer and broader bill, as well as having a shining

green tail instead of bronzy red, as in the latter species.

70. Cyanomyia violiceps Gould.

This species was quite abundant in Cuernavaca, Morelos, from the

latter part of August to the first week in September, during which

time quite a number of specimens were taken.

71. Amazilia beryllina (Licht.).

Taken at Cuernavaca, Morelos, September 3. Apparently not very

common.

72. Iache latirostris (Swains, t.

Taken at Hacienda Angostura, San Luis Potosi, December 10; also

at the liana iic;i [barro, Jalisco, March 10, where it was a common
species. Base of bill carmine.

73. Chlorostilbon auriceps (amid.

Two specimens of tins rather rare species were taken at San Marcos,

southern Jalisco, March 25. Other specimens seen at about the same

time would indicate that this locality, the base of the volcano of Colima,

was the proper habitat of the species.
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Family CAPKIMULGIDJE.

74. Chordeiles texensis Lawr.

Very common at Lake Patzcuaro, December 22, flying low over the

water at dusk. Not observed elsewhere.

Family PICLDiE.

75. Dryobates scalaris bairdi (Scl.).

Taken at Ahualulco, near San Luis Potosi, October 28. Apparently

not very common, as a single pair only were seen. Not seen elsewhere.

76. Sphyrapicus varius (Linn.).

Very abundant near San Luis Potosi in November and December.

Taken at Soledad November 30 and December 3.

77. Melanerpes aurifrons (VVagl.).

Very abundant in the State of San Luis Potosi, where it was taken

at Ahualulco and Soledad, in October and November, and also at the

Hacienda Angostura, in the eastern part of the State, in December.

78. Melanerpes uropygialis (Baird).

Taken in the Barranca Ibarra, May 14.

Family MOMOTID^E.

79. Momotus mexicanus Swains.

San Marcos, southern Jalisco, March 29. Only seen at one place,

a tangled thicket near a small stream. They did not seem at all shy,

but sat on a low branch of a tree and eyed oue with mild curiosity, all

the while uttering a soft, low note. A singular characteristic noticed

was the prominence of the ear tufts, which in this species project, in

life, from the sides of the head very conspicuously, and give the bird a

very unusual and grotesque appearance.

Iris dull carmine.

Family ALCEDINID^.

80. Ceryle americana septentrionalis Snarpe.

Very common on the borders of the lakes and all small streams

throughout the country. Specimens taken at Hacienda Angostura,
San Luis Potosi, and at Lake Chapala, Jalisco.

Family TKOGONHXE.

81. Trogon ambiguus Gould.

Taken in pine woods at Agosto, en route from San Marcos to Aten-
quiqui, April 1. A few were seen at this place in the pine woods, where

Proc. N. M. 93 50
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they were very shy; also occasionally seen at the Barranca Ibarra.

Iris very dark brown, eyelids orange; bill bright yellow.

Family CUCULIDiE.

82. Crotophaga sulcirostris Swains.

Common in thickets in small Hocks near Lake Chapala, Jalisco, in

February.

83. Piaya mexicana Swains.

Taken at the Falls of Juanacatlan Jalisco, January 31, and the

Barranca Ibarra, April 20. For such a large, showy bird, this is an
exceedingly unsuspicious one. It is easily approached, and in fact

seems to be unconscious of danger even after its mate has been killed.

It has a note resembling that of a small woodpecker.

Iris carmine or crimson; bill apple green, slightly dusky at the base;

inside of mouth blue-black; tarsi and toes plumbeous.

Family PSITTACID.E.

84. Ara militaris (Linn.).

Tolerably common at the Barranca Veltran, southern Jalisco; also

found in the pine forests of Agosto. I was told that it had been taken

as far north as Guadalajara, at the Barranca Ibarra, but I did not see

it at that locality. This bird joins in the noisy evening flights of the

parrots, flying very high and uttering piercing cries.

Iris yellow ; naked skin around the eye carmine.

85. Conurus petzii (Wagl.).

Common in small flocks in the Barranca Veltran, southern elalisco,

but not met with elsewhere. Specimen taken March 24.

These birds readily become domesticated, and are familiar pets with
the natives. They are seldom caged, except at night for protection,

and soon learn to distinguish their master and to say a few words.

Iris naples yellow; naked skin around eye king's yellow; upper
mandible desk-tinted, sides of lower mandible dusky, middle portion

horn color.

86. Amazona finschi (Scl.).

This is the most abundant species of the family found in southern
Jalisco. Common in the Barranca Veltran, where specimens were taken
March 24 and 27. During the day these birds are scattered in small

docks all over the country, feeding on the various wild fruits, but
toward evening they assemble in flocks of thirty or more and seem to

take delight in long flights up and down the barranca, screaming in

noisy chorus all the while. Suddenly they swerve off their course and
alight in a large tree and for a few moments all is silent, when, appar-
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eutly without cause, they fly forth and seek some other tree, only to

repeat the performance which they keep up until darkness sends them
to their final roosting place. Ordinarily stupid and easily approached,

they seem to he unusually suspicious at nightfall and occasionally fly

quite high, when their rapid powerful flight much resembles that of a

wild duck. Inner ring of iris brown-ocher, central portion chrome,

outer edge, orange; bill pale yellow, brightest on sides of upper mandi-

ble; naked skin around eye dusky lead color; toes lead color; nails

dusky.

Family STKIGID.F.

87. Strix pratincola Bonap.

Specimen shot in a cultivated field at noontime. It had probably

been disturbed at its roosting place and seemed to be in a dazed condi-

tion, and was easily approached.

Taken at Agua Azul, Guadalajara, February 4.

Iris very dark brown.

Family BUBONID.F.

88. Bubo virginianus subarcticus (Hoy).

Specimen taken in Guadalajara, May 30.

89. Speotyto cuniculaiia hypogaea (Bonap.).

A few specimens were seen in the State of San Luis Potosi, at the

Hacienda Angostura. Their mounds were spread over a considerable

portion of a barren plain, and although the weather was stormy and
unauspicious, being in December, as soon as the sun came out they
were seen standing on top of their little mounds, bowing gravely as one
approached.

Family FALCONLELE.

90. Circus hudsonius (Linn.).

A common species in central Mexico. Specimen taken at Soledad,

San Luis Potosi, November 27.

91. Buteo borealis calurus (Cass.).

Exceedingly abundant through the whole central region.

92. Urubitinga anthi acina (Liclit.).

This bird has a peculiarly heavy awkward flight and seems to be very
stupid in comparison with other hawks. It has also a most peculiar

voice. I was attracted from quite a distance by a curious harsh squawk
which I at first took to be the note of a night-heron; following up the
sound my surprise was great to see a large dark-colored hawk perched
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on the branch of a tree and uttering, at frequent intervals, a harsh and
prolonged cry like Kd-d-d-dh, Kd-d-d-dh! It was sitting about 20 feet

from the ground and allowed rne to approach quite closely, showing no

sign of alarm. Apparently not very common as I saw no other speci-

mens. Collected at the Hacienda El Molino, .Jalisco, June 11.

Iris rich brown ; cere and eyelids lemon-yellow ; bill plumbeous, darker

at the tip; gape chrome yellow; tarsus chrome.

93. Polyborus cheriway (Jacq.).

Very common in the valleys both in San Luis Potosi and in the State

of Jalisco. Often seen in scattered troops of three or four individuals

on the ground prowling around in search of dead bodies of small ani-

mals or other refuse.

Hacienda Angostura, San Luis Potosi, December 14.

Iris yellow; bill lead-color; cere and throat chrome-yellow; tarsi and
toes bright chrome.

Family PELECANID^.

94. Pelecanus califomicus Ridgw.

Very abundant in the harbor of Guaymas, where specimens were

taken in full plumage in latter part of February.

(Color notes of this species have been unfortunately mislaid.)

Family AEDEID.E.

95. Ardetta exilis ((hue].),

Taken at Lake Patzcuaro, December 20.

96. Botaurus lentiginosus (Montag.).

Taken at Lake Patzcuaro, December 20.

97. Tigrisoma cabanisi Heine.

This bird, which is quite common in the streams of the lower part of

the State of San Luis Potosi, shares with the laudotter the native

name of "perro de agua," or water dog. This incongruous name is

said to have been applied to the bird on account of the hoarse barking

croak which the creature makes when disturbed.

Male, female and full-grown young were taken on the Rio Verde, at

the Hacienda Angostura, December and 15.

Eris, pale chrome j under mandible and cere, pale greenish yellow;

throat, king's yellow; tarsi and toes, dusky greenish.

Family LBIIHILE.

98. Plegadis guarauna (Linn.).

Very common in all marshy places in the central table-land, also

found about all small streams and lakes. Taken at Lake Patzcuaro,

December 22.
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Family ANATILVE.

99. Erismatura rubida (Wile.).

Taken near San Luis Potosi, November 14. Common in streams

throughout the State.

A flock of ducks were frequently seen as late as the middle of May
in the Barranca Ibarra, Jalisco, but they were very shy and no speci-

mens were obtained. From their size I should judge that they were
some species of Anas. Several species of ducks were common on Lake
Chapala during the winter mouths the most abundant being Dafila

acuta, Aythya coVlaris, Anas boschas and obscura^l). Grebes were also

abundant and coots thronged the beaches.

Family COLUMBID^.

100. Columba fasciata Say.

Specimens taken in northern Sonora, 32 miles south of Nogales,

June 14. Inner portion of iris, pale yellow; outer edge, lilac; eye-

lids, maroon; bill, dull cadmium; tip, black; tarsi and toes, clear cad-

mium.

101. Melopelia leucoptera (Linn.).

A common species throughout central Mexico, it is much prized by
the natives as a pet, and almost every hut shows a cage or two with

its mournful occupants, hanging at the door. Its doleful song has
been transposed by some poetical genius into the following refrain,

Tn ! Tn

!

Quo" quieres?

Que" qnieres?

Quierotu! Qnierotu!

You! you! What do I want? I want (or love) you! I love you!

Fresh colors are as follows: Iris, ochraceous-rufous; cere campa-
nula-blue ; tarsi and toes, dull maroon-purple.

102. Scardafella inca (Less.).

An abundant and familiar species everywhere. It has become semi-

domesticated and may be found at all times about gardens and road-

sides. Specimens were taken at San Luis Potosi and Guadalajara in

October, December, and June. Iris, dull orange; bill, dusky, tarsi and
toes, pale flesh color.

103. Engyptila, sp.

Apparently not a common bird in the regions visited. A specimen
was shot in the Barranca Veltrau March 24.
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Family PERDIOIDyE.

104. Cyrtonyx montezumae (Vig.).

A beautiful specimen of this bird was seen in captivity at Guadala-

jara, and said to come from the neighborhood. It was exceedingly

tamo and very loquacious, answering-

its master's call and keeping up
a continual piping as long as any attention was paid to it.

105. Callipepla squamata (Vig.).

Quite numerous in the rocky hills near San Luis Potosi, at Ahual-

ulco; also brought into market by hunters at Guadalajara.

106. Callipepla gambeli (Nutt.).

Seen in cages in Guadalajara. Said to have been taken in the

neighboring hills.

107. Colinus graysoni (Lawr.).

Common in the neighborhood of Guadalajara where it was frequently

offered for sale by the hunters,- also found in the State of San Luis

Potosi, at the Hacienda Angostura. Specimens taken at the Hacienda

El Molino, Jalisco, June 13.

Family GRITID./E.

108. Grus mexicana (Mull.).

This species was numerous in winter time at the Hacienda Angos-
tura in San Luis Potosi, frequenting the cultivated fields, and were

often seen in large flocks circling high in air, their load " Kr-r-r-r-rukP

being distinctly heard when the birds were almost out of sight

109. Grus americana (Linn.).

Several living specimens of this magnificent bird were kept at the

Hacienda El Molino by Sehor Jose Maria Negrete, as one of the

attractions of his place. They were quite tame and walked freely

about, guarded by an aged peon with a staff, whose sole duty it was
to feed them and drive them to and from their watering place.

Family JACANID^E.

110. Jacana spinosa (Linn.).

Abundant at Lake Patzcuaro, but not seen anywhere else. They
seem to be scattered abundantly all around the margin of the lake,

but are generally seen singly walking over the lily pads. At times,

generally in early morning or late afternoon, small flocks of four or

five individuals may be found on the beach feeding after the manner
of waders. They are rather shy and difficult to kill, and have a noisy
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cackling voice when they take flight. When standing in reeds or

sedge, they frequently stretch the neck up straight on the lookout for

possible danger. They have also a curious habit of stretching the

wings and raising them up over the back until they meet, thus dis-

playing to the best advantage the beautiful contrasting colors of the

wing-feathers, which in this position are conspicuously visible for a
long distance. On wounding one of these birds, I found that it was a

very fair swimmer, and, when I overtook it in a boat, it dived with as

much confidence as a grebe, and I never saw it again.

Adults and fully grown young were taken December 20.

Fresh colors of a female adult were as follows: Iris, very dark

brown; bill and frontal lobe, king's yellow, the latter dusky ashy at

base; base of bill dirty white, slightly dusky at juncture of yellow por-

tion; tarsi and toes, dusky greenish, brighter at the joints; alar spines,

chrome.

Fresh colors of a male bird differed slightly, as follows: Iris, alar

spines, and under mandible, dull yellow; frontal lobe, slightly greenish

yellow; upper mandible, olive, dusky at the base and with a whitish

spot at the angles of the mouth; tarsi and toes as in the female.

Family RECURVIROSTRID^.

111. Himantopus mexicanus (MiilL).

In small flocks on the shores of Lake Patzcuaro, December 22. Very
shy; a specimen shot had a tapeworm in its intestines. Iris, carmine
(the pupil in this bird is so large that the iris is reduced to a mere
line); tarsi, pink; joints, lilaceous; toes, dull orange; nails, seal brown;
bill, purplish black.

Family SGOLOPACIDyE.

112. Gallinago delicata (Ord).

Common in suitable places along marshy banks of streams in winter.

Taken at Hacienda Angostura, San Luis Potosi, December 8. Two
birds were discovered sleeping at noonday on a mossy bank, side by
side, with their long bills tucked under their wings.

Smithsonian Institution, November 3, 1S9S.
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Cynopterus, measurement of meiubranes

.

7

Cyprseidre from California 348

from Galapagos Islands 394

from West Africa 332

Cyprinidse, Mexican species of 55

Cyprinodontidie, Central American gen-

era of 56

Cyprinoid fish, new species of 313

Cypseloides cherriei, new species of swift 44

Cyrtomaia smithi, new species 228

Cyrtonyx montezmme 790

Cythara densistriata 387

D.

Daeuis ultramarina 487

Datila acuta 531

Dakota, explorations by Lieut. "Warren in 33

fossil plants from 35

Dall, William Healy 353, 595, 639

crabs collected by... 225

on Albatross collec-

tion of mollusca. .

.

417

on fauna of Arctic

Siberia 471

Danaida? from West Africa 570

Dasypeltis abyssina 733

palmarum 733

Dasy pterus, characters of 28

Davidson, Prof. George 368

Dawson, Sir William 105

Deltarhynchus 600

Demiegretta riugeri 622

Dendrocincla anabatina 498

olivacea 498

Dendrocolaptis sancti-thonue 498

Dendrocolaptidse from Mexico 784

from Nicaragua 497

Dendrocoris piui, new species 51

Page.

Dendrocygna autnmnalis 531

Dendroiea sestiva 484

aestiva sonorana 777

auduboni 777

coronata 484

dominica albilora 484, 777

gracia> 777

maculosa 484

pensy 1 vauica 481

virens 777

Dendronis lacrymosa 498

nana 498

Denhardt, Gustav, reptiles collected by.. 711

Desmodus, measurement of membranes .

.

7

Devonian plants from New York 105

Diatomacere, Albert Mann on 303

Diaz,, President Portirio 773

Dictyotites, new genus of fossil plant 113

fasciolus, new species 110,113

maximus, new species Ill

Diloma (Cblorodiloma) ruderata, new
species 476

Diomedeidse of Alaska 663

Dione affinis 101

Dioonites Buehianus angustilolius 265

Buehianus rarinervis, new va-

riety 264

Dunkerianus 265

Diplax dilatata, new species 582

Diplodactylus inexpectatus, new species. 714

Diptera from West Africa 572

Discosoma fuegiensis 200

DiscosomidiB, characters of 199

Distant, M., quoted 45

Doherty, William, Javan insects collect-

ed by 570

Dolabella californica 341

1 >olichonyx oryzivorus 496

DolichopodidfC from West Africa 573

Dormitator, Central Amoi iean species of. 60

Dorippida 1

, new species of 258

Dorosoma, Central American species of . 56

Uorosomithe, Central American generaof

.

56

Dosinia discus 753

Dresser, If. E., on gray shrike 217

Dryobates japonicus 630

scalaris bairdi 785

Dryopbyllum aquamarum from Wyoming 35

DytiacidsB from West Africa 573

E.

Ebalia amerieana, new species 254

Kcandat a 737

Eckstein, Dr.,U. S. Navy 68

Edwardsise, tribe of Actinia; 135,206

Edwardsia intermedia, new species 136

Eigenmann, Carl H., on fresh- water fishes

of Central America 53

Elainea pagana subpagana 505

Elanoides forficatus 521

Elateridee from West Africa 575

Eleopicus caboti 519

Eleotris, Central American Bpeciesof 60

Eliomys parvus, new species 601

Emberiza ciopsis ijluiae, new subspecies 637
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Emberiza personal a 637

Embcrnagra striaticepa 493

Km I ml i in us 568

Euipidonax acadicus 50G

naviventris ( ?) 506

griseus 783

hammondii 783

pusillus traillii 500

wrightii 783

Endomychidas fromWesI Alrica 577

Engina, species of, from Galapagos

Islands 389

Engyptila cassini 523

Epeira eclipsis, new species 590

Epilobocera 057

yran ukit a 569

bay tensis 058

Epomophorus, measurement of mem-
branes 7

Equisetum texense, new species 203

Eremias sextseniata, now species 718

Eribates 606

Ericerus, new genus 223

latimaniis. new species 224

Erileptus, new genus 220

spinosus, new species 227

Eriphia gonagra 536

Erismatura rubida 789

Etbusa lata, new species 258

Eucbromia leonis 572

sperchina 572

Eucorystes nagleri 493

Euderma, characters of 28

Eulamia, Mexican species of 54

Eumenes aethiopica 567

Enmenidse, from West Alrica 507

Euphaedra cyparissa 571

Euphonia gouldi 488

hirundinacea 488

luteicapilla 488

Euprognatka bifida, new species 230

E rem ins brenneri 710

hoehneli, new species 719

Eurynome aspera 89

Longimana 102 104

Eurystomos calonyx 627

Eutblypis lachrymosa 778

F.

Falco albigularis 520

Bparverius 520

Ealconida) from Alaska OGi

from Mexico 787

from Nicaragua 520

Fasciolariidse 751

from California 344

from ( ralapagos Islands 389

from West A frica 329

Ficedula ferruginea 633

Fish Commission, collections by 67, 1 19, 699

crabs collected by 223

mollusks collected by

.

353

ptei opods collected by. 451

Fish, new blennoid 099

Fishes, fresh-water, catalogue of ( lentral

American 53

Page.

Fishes, fresh-water, of South America... 53

Fisher, W.J. , mollusks collected by 341

Fishery, whale, in Okhotsh Sea 471

Fissurellidae from Galapagos Islands 403

from West Africa 338

Florida, shell heaps of 695

Florisuga mellivora 517

Fontaine, William Morris, on fossil plants 261

rorficulidse from West Africa 582

Formicariidae from Nicaragua 198

Formicarius, key to species of 669

analis 073

cayanensis 070

crissalis 076

hoffmaniii 502.079

revision of genus 067

moniliger 083

nigricapillus 075

nigrifrons 072

pallidus 084

rufipect us 085

saturatus 677

thoracicus 085

umbrosus 681

Forroieidae from West Africa 568

Forruicivora boucardi 501

Fort Berthold, fossil plants from 33

Fort Clarke, fossil plants from 33

Fori Union, Montana, fossils from 36

Fossaridse from West Africa 334

Fossil plants of Montana 33

from New York and Penn-

sylvania 105

new species of 110

from Texas 261

Fossil shells from Arctic Siberia 471

from Canada 591

Fossils, Glen Rose, table of 280

Foildia ahlahrana, new species 598

Fregatidae Irian Nicaragua 532

Frenelopsis Hoheneggeri 275

varians, new species 273

Friedenwald, Dr. II 288

Fringillidae from Alaska 604

fromCentral Mexico 779

from Nicaragu P 491

Fulgur perversa 754

Fulica aniericaiia 528

Fundulus, ( lentral American species of.. 5G

Furnariiihe, from Nicaragua 496

Fusus polj gonoides 344

G.

( lalapagos Islands, description of 353

fauna and flora of. . .

.

359

mollusks of 3.'.:!. 410

mollusks, Alber's list

of 107

mollusks, Carpenter's

listof 405

mollusks, Dall's list

of 417

mollusks, Reibischon. 411

mollusks, Wiminer's

listof 409

volcanic origin of .... 354
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Galbula melanogenia 512

Galbulidse, from IS' iuaragua 512

Galeorhinidas, Mexican speciesof 54

Galeoscoptes carolinensis 182

Gallicrex cinereus 017

Gallinago delicata '. 520, 79 1

Gambusia, Central American species of . 57

( lastropoda 74:i. 754

from Galapagos Island 370

from West A frica 324

Gastropods of Albatross explorations 4(i4

Gelasimus coloradensis, new species 240

gracilis, new species 244

latimanus, new species 245

perlatus 538

tangieri 538

Gelatin casts, J. W. Scollich on 01

Geocarcinid;e from Africa 537

( leocarcinus lagostoma 537

Geothlypis, new subspecies of 091

bairdi 485

caninucba icterotis 485

formosa 484

Philadelphia 484

poliocephala ralphi, new sub-

species of 092

trichas 485

Gerrhonotus imbrieatus from Mexico 41

Gibbnla nassaviensis from Africa 337

i rilbert, Charles II., on wall eyed pollock. 315

( i ill, Br. Theodore 60

on generis name of

tunnies 093

Girardinicbthys, Central American
species of 50

Girardinns, Central American species of. 58

Glacial period in North America 593

Glaucis birsuta 510

Glaudina truncata 743

Globigerina of Albatross explorations 457

Glorioso Islands, description of 703

natural history of 759

reptiles from 711

( ilvphorhynchus cuneatus 497

Gobiidse of Central America fiu

Gobioides, Central American species of .

.

60

Gobiomorus, Central American species of 00

Goniopsis cruentatus 538

Grallaria dives 504

Grapsidse from A frica 538

new species of 247

( Ira] is us ma cubitus 538

Gray, J. E., quoted 371

Gray sbrike, status of 217

Greegor, Isaiah, shells collected by 349

Green, Ashdown II., fish collected by 313

Greenland,- crabs from 08

Grenada, new species of bird from 43

( ii-eytown, Nicaragua, birds from 4su

Gruida' from Mexico 790

Gins americana 790

mexicana 790

Gryllidse from West Africa r.so

Gniraca cserulea eurhyncha 779

i in ice ret a 492

Page.

Gygis Candida 615

Gymnocichla chiroleuca 501

(!\ mnopithys olivascens 501

Gymnostinops montezumse 494

Gypagus papa. 522

Gyrinidse from West Africa 1 574

H.

Ilaliel, Dr. Simeon, shells collected by 409

Haddon, A. (.'., i ited 209

Baddon, Prof 119

Ealcampidae, family of Actinia- 141

Halcurias, new genus 143

pilatus, new species 142

Haliotnbe from West Africa 338

Haliserites chondriformis, new species . . 110, 1 1.3

Dechenianus 109, 112

lineatus, new species 110,113

Hal), Prof. C. W., fossil plants from 33

llama num iila daedalus 571

Harma csenis 571

Harporhynchus curvirostris 775

longirostris 775

Harvey, J. W., fossil plants collected by. 201

Hay, Dr.O.P 37

Hay, W. P., on blind crayfishes 283

Hayden, Dr. F. V., fossii plants from 33

Heleodytes brunneicapillus 776

Helicidie 744

from West Africa 325

Ilelicina 752

orbiculata 752

Helicinidas 752

Heliornis fulica 530

Heliornithidse from Nicaragua 530

Helix albolabris 747

alternata 744

auriforniis 747

caMforniensis 750

dentifcra 749

Dorfeuilliana 747

Dupetithonarsii 751

Hempbilli 745

inflect a 749

Levettei 749

Rowelli 751

thyroides 749

Helminthophila celata 777

chrysoptera 483

peregrina 484

pimis 483

Ileiiieiobiicbe from West Africa, 582

Hemidaetylus mabouia 714, 702

Ileniiderina. measurement of membranes. 7

Heniiptera from West Africa 578

heteroptera, Montandon on

American 45

Hemirhagerrhis bildebrandtii 729

kelleri 729

Ileinus crisiulipes from Yucatan 07

Henicorhina prostheleuca 4S2

Henshaw, II. W., lizards collected by 407

He
i
list ia. species of, in National Museum. 79

Herpainia eriphia 509

Serpetotheres cachinnans 521
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Hertwig, Prof., on Actinaria 20C

Hertwig, Prof. Richard 119

Hcsperidas from West Africa r>7

1

Hoteroccra from West A friea 072

Eeteropods of Albatross explorations 451, 40:;

Heteropteru new species of 51

Hoxactinia?, tribe of Actinia? HO, 200

Hill, Prof". RobertT 262

II i ma ii I ii] i us incxicaiius 526, 791

llippolmscida- from West Africa 57.'l

Hirundinida- from Nicaragua 485

Holmberg, F.L 00

Honduras, mammals from 089

Hopkins, Timothy, fish named for 701

Horned toad from Mexico 41

Howe, E. G., insects collected by 570

Howgate Expedition, crabs collected bj 08

1 1 nine, David II., fish collected by 315

11 \ as a ra neus, distribution of 07

coarctatus, distribution of 69

latifrons from North Pacific 00

lyratus, distribution of 72,104

llyasteiius, species of, iu National Mu-
seum 85

Hyastenus caribbaens, new species 85.104

longipes, figure of 104

Hydrometrida.' from West Africa 57!)

Hydrophilidae from West Africa 574

Hyla eximia from Mexico 40

miotympanum from Mexico 40

I T \ 1 i < 1 ;
i

• from Mexico 40

Hylopliius deenrtatus 487

Hymenoptera 500

Hyperolius cinctivontris 737

Hypocnemis nserioides 502

Hypogeophis alternans, new species. .... 739

rostra t us 738

Hypolimnas misippus 579

I.

Iache latirostris 784

Ianthina, species of, collected by Alba-

tross '.

163

Ibididai from Mexico 788

Ibis abbotti, new species 599

Ictalurus, Central American species of .

.

54

Ictoria rirens 485

Icteridas from Central Mexico 781

from Nicaragua 493

Icterus galbula 490

mesomelas 495

prosthemelas 495

spurins 490

letioln s, Cenl ral American species of. .

.

55

rdotea 541

Idotaiihe from Africa 541

Iguanidae from Mexico 411

Inacbidie, new genera of 223

Inachoides magdalenensis, new species.. 228

Indiana, blind crayfishes from 283

I ill idle, new genUS of 701

Iscliiioeiiitoiuihe from West Africa 339

Isopoda 541

Ixociiula madagascariensis rostrata, new

subspecies .".!»?

J.

Page.

.lac ana, Mexican 772

spinosa 790

Jacanidse from Mexico 790

fi om Nicaragua 530

Jantliinida' from West A frica 331

Japan, crabs from si, loo

gray shrike from 217

Jerdon's Mammals of India, quoted 30

Jewish historical exhibition 288

Jewish sliofar. Adler on 287

Jordan, David Starr 693

on new species of cv

prinoidfish 313

on walleyed pollack. 315

Jones Dr. W. II., niollusks collected by .

.

341

Jouy P. L., crabs collected by 83

on birds from Mexico 771

.1 unco cinereus 779

K.

Kam ('. II. on Diatomacese 303

Kerivoula, characters of 31

Kuowlton, F. H 115

on fossil plants of Mon-
tana 33

L.

Lacertilia from Mexico 40

Lagriidse from West Africa 576

Lake Pat zcuaro. Mexico 772

Lake ( 'liapala, Mexico 772

Lambrus (Parthenolambrus) exilipes, new
species 234

Lamellariidss from Galapayos Islands 402

Lampetra, Mexican species of 54

Lamporius prcvosti 517

Land birds on Aldabra Island 762

Lanidas from Central Mexico 778

Lanius ludovicianus excubitorides 778

Laniocera rufescens 508

Laricopsis longifolia 268

Lariike, from Nicaragua 532

of Alaska 063

Larra 5G7

sericea 567

LarridsB from West Africa 507

Lasionycteris, characters of 28

Latastia spinalis 717

L.illiiia un i 111 fa 508

Latirus from Galapagos Islands 389

Lanius niagnirostris 636

Lee, Prof. Leslie A., niollusks collected by 353

Leiotealia badia, new species 194

Lepidoptera 568

Lt-.pidosteidsB, Central American species

of 54

Lepidosteus, Mexican species of 54

Lepteces. new genus of crabs 83

ornatus, new species 84, 104

Leplocliifonida- from Wist Africa 338

Leptodius americauus 536

floridanus 536

Leptopus longipes 95

Leucopternis gheisbreghti 521
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Leucosiids,new species of 251

Libellula (Cacergates) unifasciata 58'{

(Orthetrum) caffra 584

(Orthetrum) capensis, new spe-

cies 584

(Urothemis) edwardsii 585

Libellulidas from West Africa 582

Lima arcuata 372

Limacida? 744

from "West A frica 325

Limacina, illustrations of 466

inflata 459

Limacinida? of Albatross explorations 452

Linmaeidse 752

Limosa lapponica baueri 616

Liobunum 544

bicolor 552, 562

calcar 553

grande 556, 562

longipes 550, 562

maculosum 554, 562

nigripes 547, 562

nigropalpi 517, 562

politum 548,562

ventricosum 550, 562

Tittatum 545, 561

vittatum dorsatum 546, 561

Littorina 7.">4

irrorata 754

(Tectarius) galapagiensis, de-

scription of 396

Littorinidae 754

from California 350

from Galapagos Islands 396

from West Africa 333

Lizard, new species of 467

Lizards. Mexican species of 40, 41

Locustella hondoensis, new species 633

Loncboglossa, measurementofmembranes 7

Loomis, H., crabs collected by 92

Lopbostoma, measurements of membranes 7

Lopbozozymus (Lophoxanthus) frontalis,

new species 236

Lophyrida? from Galapagos Islands 404

Loricata from East Africa 713

Lucina bella 374

Luponia isabella-mexicana 348

Lutricola excavata 376

Luzzatto, Dr. Isaiab 288

LycsenidaB from "West Africa 571

Lycognatbopbis seycbellensis 726

Lycosa brevipes. new species 587

Lycosidai from West Africa 586

Lyga-idre from "West Africa 578

Lygosonia kilimensis 722

Lysince 750

M.

721

720

587

589

Mabuya ehanleri, new species

sechellensis

Macbomenus, new genus

albidus, new species

McDonald, Marsball 119, 223, 353, 451, 663

McMurricb, J. Playfair. on Actinia' 119

Macrotns, character of 28

measurements of membranes .

.

7

Proc. N. M. 93 51

Tage.

Macrura 540

Mactridse, species of, from West Africa. .

.

324

Maia squinado 80

verrucosa 81

Maiidne, catalogue of 63

key to species examined 65

key to subfamilies of 63

list of, in National M iu,eum 93

Maiinse. key to genera of 64

Malacoptila panamensis 512

Manacus candsei 509

Mann, Albert, on Diatomacea? 303

Mantidse, from West Africa 579

Marginellidae, from Galapagos Islands. .

.

388

Margaritanamargaritifera, distribution of 593

Martens, Prof, von 208

Marx, George, on new genus of aranea?.. 587

Mason, Otis T., on throwing-sticks 219

Matanzas Inlet, sbell heap at 697

Mauritius, crabs from 92

Meeds, Prof. A. D 34

fossil plants from 33

Meek, F. B 473

Megachile uasalis 566

rufipes 566

Megarbyncbus pitangua 506, 783

Melanerpes aurifrons 785

pucberani 519

uropygialis 785

Melanotis cserulescens 775

Meloidse, from West Africa 576

Menippe convexa, new species 239

Merriam, Dr. C. Hart, collection of shells

by 743

Merula graj i 482

trist is 774

Mesodon 747

Mesorhoea gilli, new species 235

Mexico, batrachians and reptiles from - .

.

37

birds from 771

new species of birds from 469, 687

fresh-water fishes of 53

throwing-sticks from 219

Micippa Haanii 100

hirtipes 99

mascarenica 92

spinosa 92, 98

tbalia aculeata 92

Micippinae, key to genera of 65

Micrastur guerilla 520

Microcerculus luscinia 609

Micropanope polita, new species 238

Micropbrys bicornutus from Africa 535

Micropisa ovata 97

Micropodidie from Nicaragua. 515

Milvulus forficatus 783

MimidsB from Central Mexico 775

from Nicaragua 482

Minnesota, University of, fossils from... 33

Miocene fauna in Siberia 471

Mionectes oleagineus assimilis 505

Missouri River, fossil plants from 33

Mitchell, G. E 481

Mithras sculptus 535

Milmrbicularis 102

Mitopus 556
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\I itopns, ohioensis 558, 563

pici us 557

Mitridoe from Galapagos Islands 388

from West Africa 328

Kfitrularia from Galapagos Islands 398

Mniotiltidse from Alaska 664

from Mexico 777

from Nicaragua 483

Modiola capax 373

Modulidae from Galapagos Islands 390

Mollienesia, Central American species of. 57

Mollusks, from West Africa 317

from west coast of America ... 341

new species of 341

of Galapagos Islands 353, 419

Molossi, external ear of 10

lsey to genera of 28

Molossus, measurement of membranes. .

.

7

Momotida- from Mexico 785

frcm Nicaragua 510

Momotus lesson i 510

mexicanus 785

MonommiiliP from West Africa 575

Monophyllus, measurement of mem-
branes 7

Montana, fossil plants of 33

Montandon, A. L., on American Hemip-

tera heteropt era 15

Morais, Rev. Dr. S 288

Mbrmops, measurements of membranes.. 7

Mouse, new species of 689

ftfoxostoma, Central American species of

.

55

Mugilidas, Central American species of .

.

58

Murex, species of, from California 345

Muricidas from California 345

from Galapagos Islands 391

from West Africa 330

Mursia hawaiiensis, new species 252

Musical instruments ami their homes 297

Muscidffi from West Africa 573

Muscivora mexicana 506

Must ana, new species 602

Mutilla 568

leucopyga 568

medon 568

Mutillidae from West Africa 568

Myadestes obscur'us occidentalis 774

Mycalesis eliasis 571

vulgaris 571

Mycteria americana 526

Mygnimica atropos 568

Myiarchus 6 6

ciin it us 507

lawreiicii 608

lawreuceei nigricapillus 507

lawrencii olivascens 783

mexicanus magister 78J

olivascens -608

yucatanensis C06, 608

M\ iobius fulvigularis 500

M \ iodynastes luteiventris 5CG

Myiopagia placens 500

Myiozetetea granadensjs 506

tcxensis 50G

M\ lot In is chloris 569

Page.

Mylothris poppea 560

Myonanthus ambiguus, new genus and

species 151

M via subovata, new species 256

townsendi new species 255

Myriapoda from Africa 703

Myrimotherula melsena 501

Myrmelastes in termed i us 502

lawrencei 502

Myrmotherula fulviventris 501

Mytilus multiformis 373

N
Naja nigricollis 734

Nassa brunnesotoma 344

Nassidae for Galapagos Islands 390

Naticidse 754

from Galapagos Islands 401

from West Africa 335

Naxia dicantha 100

robillardi 88

Nebraska, explorations by Lieut. Warren

in 33

Neet roplus, I lentral American species of. 59

Nematopbyton crassum, notes on 115

Neorhynchinse, subfamily 233

Neorhynchus mexicanus, new species ... 233

Nepidse from West Africa 579

Neptis melieerta 570

Neptunns (Hellenus) iridescens, new
species 240

Neritidae 755

from Galapagos Islands 403

from West A frica 338

Neritina 755

reclivata 755

Neuroptera from West Africa 582

Neverita duplicata 75 4

Newberry, Dr. .T. S., on extinct floras of

North America 33

New York, fossil plants from 105

New Zealand, crabs from 81

Nibilia erinacea 90

Nicaragua, birds from 470

Nitidella incerta 390

Noctilis, measurement of membranes 7

Noctuidas from West Africa 572

Noctulinia, characters of -30

North Pacific ocean, crustacea of 95'

Noi t h nip. Dr. J. I 134

Notropis, Central American species of... 55

Nursia tulieiciilata. iu\\ species , 257

Nyciiris liispida 602

Nycticegns, characters of 28

Xvcticorax nyctorax nsevius 528

N\ ct idiom us albicollis 515

Nyctinomus, characters of 28

Nymphalidfe from West Africa 570

0.

Oceanodroma fuliginosa 620

markliami 621

monorhis 622

low osendi, new species 687

bra lugubria 346
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< >( topodida? from West Africa 339

( ic ypoda cursor 538

Oeypodidae from Africa 538

new species of 241

( (cypodinse, subfamily 244

Odontophorus consobxinus 469

mclanotis 524

spodiostethus 524

CEdiplax, new genus 241

granulatus, new species 242

(Edipodidse from West Africa 580

O'Fallons Creek, fossil plants from 34

Ogilvie-Grant, Mr., description of Chi-

nese birds by 766

Okhotsh Sea 471

Oli vella gracilis 387

Olividse from "West Africa 328

Omphalitis trochus Cooksoni 403

Onchidella Biuneyi 342

Steindachneri 384

Onchidiidae from Gulf of California 342

Onchidium Lesliei, new species 383

Oniscidse from Africa 541

Oniscidia tuberculosa 394

Onychopterus , 606

Opisthropus, new genus 251

trausversus, new species . .

.

252

Oractis Diomedese, new species 138

Oractis, new genus of Actinia' 138

Orbitutina of Albatrocs explorations 457

Orizaba, Mount, batrachians and reptiles

from 37

Ortalis cinereiceps 523

Ortboptera from West Africa 579

Oryzoborus funereus 491

nuttiugi 491

Osteology of bats 13

Ostrea folium from Galapagos Island 370

gigas from Arctic Siberia 473

Otago Museum, crabs from 82

( Itiorhynchidae from West Africa 577

Oulactis californica. new species 196

P.

l'achvrliamplius cinereiventris 508,611

cinnamomens 508

ornatus 611

Paehygrapsus longipes, new specis 247

marnioratus 538

Pagiophyllum dubium, new species 271

Paguridse from Africa

Paljemon jamaicensis 54 o

Palsemonidae from Africa 540

Palinuridae from Africa :>4o

Palla varanes 571

Palmer, Dr. Edward 341

Pamphagidae from West Africa 581

Pamphila, new species of 571

mobopaaui 571

Panama, birds from 680

Pandion haliaetus carolinensis 520

Panulirus gut tat us 540

8pinosus 540

Pauyptila cayanensis 515

Papilio demoleus 568

Page.

Papiliouida from West Africa 568

Paractidae, family of 160

Paractis, characters of 101

lineolata 102

vinosa, new species 163

I'aramitlirax. species of, in National Mu-
seum 81

Pardosa valida, new species 587

Paridae from Alaska 665

from Centra] Mexico 776

Parthenopidae, new species of 234

Parus wollweberi 776

Passerina cyauea 493

versicolor 779

Patclhdae from West A frica 335

Patula 744

Peachia. characters of 144

koreni, new species 144

Peck, James I. o:i pteropods and hetero-

pods 45i

Pecten subuodosus 372

Pelecanida^ from Mexico 788

from Nicaragua 531

Pelecanus caifornicus 788

Pelecypoda 75'!

from Galapagos Islands 370

Pelia, species of, in National Museum ... 89

Pelqpseus ecksteinii 507

spirifex 567

Penaeida- from Africa 540

Penaeus brasiliensis 540

Penelope cristata W2'\

Penhallow, D. P.. on fossil plants 105

on Nematophyton cras-

sum 115

Penjinsk Gulf, Siberia 477

Pennsylvania, fossil plants from 10.1

Pentatomidae from West Africa 578

Pentatominse, subfamily 45

Perdicidie from Mexico 790

from Nicaragua 524

Periceridae from Africa 535

1'eristera cinerea 523

Perna Chemnitziana 372

Petrel, storm, new species of 687

Petrolisthes magnifica 539
Petromyzontidae, Central American spe-

cies of 54

Phaenicotbraupis fuscicauda 49a

salvini 490

Phaethornis longirostris ... 516

Phalacrocoracidae from Nicaragua 532

Phalangiidae from Ohio 543

Phalangiinae 543

Phalangium 559

cinereum 560, 563

Phasianus torquatus 623

1'hasianellida' from West Africa 336

Phasmatidse from West Africa 57!)

Phelsuma abbotti, new species 716,762

Phethodontidae from Mexico 37

Philomycidas 744

Pbilothamiis semivariegatns 728

I'hienicopte'us erythroeus from Aldrabra
Island 762
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Phlogopaia maelcannani 502

Phlogothraupia sanguincolenta 489

Phrynobatrachus acridoides 738

Phrynosoma orbiculare from Mexico 41

Phrynomantia bifasciata 737

Phyllactidse, characters of 196

Pin Uopoda 541

Phyllostoma, measurement of membranes 7

Phyllostomidiv, external ear of 10

key to genera of 28

Physa gyrina 752

Mexicana "52

Piaya cayana mehleri 517

Mexicana 786

Pica pica media 637

Picidse from Alaska 664

from Mexico 785

from Nicaragua 518

Picolaptes compressus 498

Picumnus olivaceus 519

Pieridae 569

Pieris gidica 569

severina 569

zocbalia 569

Tike, ( 'ol. Nicholas, reptiles collected by. 711

Pilodius flams, new species 239

Pilumnus gonzalensis, new species 240

Pinnixa californiensis, new species 249

Pipilo fuscus 780

Pinnixa oceidentalis, new species 248

Pinnotheridse, new specie s of 248

Pionopsitta hsematotis 520

Pionua senilis 519

Pipra mentalis 509

Piranga bidentata 779

erythromelas 490

hepatica 779

rubra 490

Pisa, species of, in National Museum 83

Pisania trilonidea sauguinolenta 389

Pitangus derbianus 506, 782

Pitta nympha 630

Pitylus grossus 49!

poliogaster scapularis 491

Plagiogrammus, new genus 699

llopkinsi, new species.. 700

Plagusia depressa 538

Planaxidso from West Africa 333

Planorbis trivolvis 752

tumidus 752

Plants, fossil, from Montana ''•''<

from New York 105

from Texas 261

Plataleidse from M icaragua 527

Platymera californiensis, new species 253

Platyonychua bipustulatus 537

Platypcecilius, Central American species

of 57

Platypaaria albivontris 783

aglaiie obscurus 612

Plegadis guarauna 788

Pleurotomidse from Galapagos Islands. .

.

387

Podochela lobifrons, new species 226

mexicana, new species 225

tonnipes, new species 224

Page.

Podozamites acutifolius 266

Pcecilia, Central American species of 57

Polioptila bilineata 482

cserulea obscura 775

Polistes smithii 567

Pollachius chalcogrammus fucensia 315

Pollack, wall-eyed 315

Polyberus cberiway 788

Polyerata amabilis 517

Polygyra 747

Polynices from Galapagos Islands 401

Polyps, classification of 121

Pompilidae from West A frica 568

Poneridae from W est Africa 568

Populus Meedsii, new fossil plant, descrip-

tion of 34

Porcellanidae, from Africa 539

Porcellio 541

Porter, Capt. George D., molluska col-

lected by 341

Portunida?, from Africa 536

new species of 240

Porzana cinereiceps 528

exilis vagans 530

Potamocarcin.ua 655

nicaraguensis 656

Pottery from Florida shell heaps 696

Pratincola maura 632

Precis ameatris 570

Prionirhynchus platyrhynchus 510

Procellariida? from Alaska 664

Proctotrypida?, from West Africa 568

Progue chalybea 486

subis hesperia 485

Promops, characters of 28

Prosser, C. S 1 05, 1 1

5

Protactinise, tribe of Actiniae 137.206

Protonotaria citrea 483

Prunella rubida 631

Psaltriparua melanotis iulus, in-w sub-

species 776

Psammophis biaeriatus 731

aibilans 731

Pseudagrion. African species of 586

Pseudomicippa variana 92

Paeudoneuroptera from West Africa .... 582

Pseudothelpliiisa Colombianua 653

dugeai 651

jou\ i 640

lamellifrons 654

richmondi 654

terrestris 651

\ erticalis 652

xantusi 652

PseudothelphuaidsB 649

Pseudoxiphophorus, Central American

species of 57

Psilophyton grandis, new species 111,113

Psittacidse from Mexico 786

N icaragua 519

Pterogloaaua torquatua 518

Pteropod ooze, contents of 458

Pteropods, of Albatross explorations 451

thecoaomatoua 451

Pteropus, measurement of membranes of.
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Pteropus, aldabrensis, new species 533

Pterosperniites Cupanioides, description

of 35

Ptiiiida? from "West Africa 575

Pugettia dalli, new species 232

Pulmoiiata-Geophila 743

Pulmonata-Hygrophila 752

Purpura, species of, from Galapagos Is-

lands
'.

392

hippocastanum 347

Pycnanthus, new genus 172

maliformis, new species 172

Pygmornis adolphi 516

Pyrameis cardui 570

Py ramidellida? from "West Africa 332

Pyrgisoma rubricatum 780

Pyrgomorohidai from "West Africa 581

Pyria tyneca 568

Pyrocerihalus rubineus mexicanus 783

Pyrrhocorida? from "West Africa 578

Pyrrhuloxia sinuata 779

Q-

Quails, Japanese 765

Quercus dentoni, from Dakota 35

Quiscalus macrourus 496. 781

R.

Rallidae from Nicaragua 528

Ralph. Dr. Wid. L., birds collected by 692

Ramphastidse from Nicaragua 518

Rampbastos brevicarinatus 518

tocard 518

Ramphoca?nus rufiventris 507

Ramphocelus passerinii 489

Rana mascarenieusis 738

Randallia distincta, new species 257

Ranella cruentata 347

Rapp, classification of polyps by 121

Rathbun, Mary J., on Dew species of crabs 649

on crabs of family

Maiidre 63

on new genera and

species of crabs 223

Raynolds, Capt. "W. F., explorations by . 33

Read, Charles H., on throwing-sticks 220

Recurvirostrida? from Mexico 791

Nicaragua 526

Rediiviida; from West Africa 578

Regains calendula 775

Reibiach, vol Paul, on Galapagos rnol-

lusks 411

Remipes scutellatus 539

Reptiles and batracbians, new species. .. 711

new species
. from Mexico. 37

Reptilia from Mount Orizaba, Mexico... 40

Rhamdella, Central American species of. 54

Rhamphiopbis rostratus 733

Rhinopoma, measurement of membrane. 7

Rbipidnglossa 752

from Galapagos Islands .. 403

Rhipidophorida? from West Africa 576

Rhizopoda of Albatross explorations 457

Rhodmocichla rosea 609

Page.

Rhopalocera 568

Rbyncbocyclus rinereiceps 506

Rhynchonycteris, measurement of mem-
branes 7

Richmond, Charles W., on birds from Nic-

aragua 479

Richmond, W. L 481

Ridgway, Robert 481,605

on Alaskan birds 663

on birds from Aldabra

Island 597

on birds from Costa

Rica 609

on genus Formicarius .

.

667

on new species of bird . 469

on new species of swifts 43

on new storm petrel 687

on new subspecies of

Geothlypis 691

Riley, C. V 45,703

new species dedicated to 52

Riopa sundevallii 722

Risley, Sam. A 481

Rissoidfe from Galapagos Islands 377

Kodgers, Capt., crabs collected by 96

Rodgers exploring expedition 472

Roestes, Central American species of 56

Rougetius aldabrauus, new species 598

Rupornis ruficauda 521

S.

Sagastia crispata _-_ i8i

lactea, new species i7tj

paradoxa, new species 180

Sancti-Matthsei, new species 179

Sagastida?, characters of 175

Salamanders from Mount Orizaba 37

Saltator atriceps 401

grandis 491

magnoides 491

Salvin, Osbert 431

Sandwich Islands, new species of crabs

from 223

Satyridaj from West Africa 571

Sauri from East Africa 714

Sayornis nigricans 782

Scaraba'ida> from West Africa 574

Scardafella inca 789

Sceloparus peneus from Mexico 40

mierolepidotus from Mexico.. 41

variabilis from Mexico 40

Schizophrys aspera 91

Sehizophryslua^ key to genera of 65

Schizostoma. measurement of mem-
branes 7

Sclater, P. L 481

Scleroplax, new genus 250

granulatus, new species 251

Sclerurus cauigularis 613

guatemaleusis 498

Scollick, J. W., on gelatin casts 61

Scolopacida- of Alaska 664

from Mexico 791

from Nicaragua 526

Scolopendra morsitana 708
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Page.
Scoville expedition to Mount Orizaba 37

Scutibranchiata 752

Scyra acutifrons, distribution of 88

compressipes ioo

Scytalopus argentifrons 613

Seiurus aurocapillus 484

motacilla 484

noveboracensis notabilis 484

Selenocosmia nigroventi is. now species .

.

587

Selenops brownii, new species 589

Semele Stimpsoni, new speeies 473

Sepiidas from West Africa 339

Septi Per Cumingianus 373

Sequoia pagiophylloides, new species 276

Sesarma africana 538

Setophaga ruticilla 485

Seychelle Islands, reptiles from 711

Shell heaps of East Florida 695

Shells, collections of 743

fossil, from Arctic Siberia 471

Canada 591

Shofar and its uses, Adler on 287

Shrike, gray, status of 217

Sialia mexicana 775

Siberia, crabs from 97

Siberia, Arctic, subtropical fauna of 471

Siberian tropical miocene fossils 478

Sicyopterus, Central American species of 60

Siluridae, Mexican species of 54

Simocephalus chanleri, new species 720

Simpson, Charles T., on fossil unios 591

Sinea Rileyi, new species 51

Siphonaria penjinse, new species 475

(Williamia) peltoides 384

Sitomys decolorus, new species 689

Sitta carolinensis aculeata 770

Sittida- from Central Mexico 77fi

Smith, E. A 474

on Galapagos mollusks 407

Smith, Prof. II. L 304

Snails, land, vitality of 366

Snakes, new species of 709

South, Dr. J. F 693

South America, fresh-water fishes of 53

Spelerpes bellii from .Mexico 37

gibbicaudus, new species of

Mexican salamander 38

orizabensis, new species of

Mexican salamander 38

Sp iocarcinns granulimanus, new species. 242

Speotyto ciinicularia bypogsea 787

Sphaeroma 541

Spbseromidae from Africa 541

Sphecidae from West Africa 567

Sphenocarcinns agassizi, new species. . .

.

232

Sphenolepidium Sternbergianum densifo-

limn 268

Spbenopteris valdensis 26:!

Sphes 507

Spbingidse from West Africa 572

Sphyrapicns varius 785
spinas psaltria i roceus, new subspecies . 780

mexicanus 780

Spirostreptus variabilis 703

Spirula peronii 755

Page.
Spirulidse 755

from West Africa 339

Spitzbergen, crabs from 68

Spizella breweri 779

Sporophila corvina 492

torqueola 779

Squires, L.M 102

Stiil, Prof., quoted 45

Staphylinidse from West Africa 574

Stearns, Robert E.C., on mollusks of Gal-

pagos Islands - - - 353

on W e s t African

mollusks 317

on West coast mol-

lusks 341

on shells 743

Stejneger, Leonhard 37

on gray shrike 217

on Japanese birds . . . 615

on Japanese quails.. 765

on New Californian

lizard 467

on new species of

blind snakes 709

on reptiles and bat-

ra chia 11s from
Africa 711

Stelgidopteryx uropygialis 486

Stenogyridse from West Africa 326

Stepbanactis. genus of actinia/ 194

byalonematis, new species 193

Stercorariidse of Alaska 603

Stercorarius pomarinus 616

Sternothaerus nigricans 713

Stevens, Lieut. H. K 472

Stichodactylina- 198

Stimpson, Dr. William 63

on crustaeea of

North Pacific. 95

Streblognathus sethiopicus 568

Strigatella tristis 388

Strigidse from Mexico 787

Nicaragua 520

Strix pratincola : 787

giiateinake 520

Strombidaa from West Africa 332

St or no] la magna neglect a 781

Sturnia sinensis 637

Succ i nea 751

Bettii 383

concord ialis 752

Salleana 7"i

Succinidss from West A frica .127

Succiniidse 751

Sula abbotti, new species 599

Sulidas from Nicaragua 531

Sumichrast, Prof

Swifts, new species of 43

Sylvania mitrata 485

pusilla pileolata 777

Sylviida' from Alaska 665

from Central Mexico 77">

from Nicaragua 482

Synagris a qua tur ialis 567

calfida '567
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Synotus, characters of 30

Syntomis huhlweinii 572

Syrninm perspicillatum 520

uralense 626

virgatum 550

T.

TabanidSB from West Africa 572

Tachycineta albilinea 486

Tachyphontis luctuosus 490

rubrifrons 610, 611

xanthopygiua 611

Tagiades flesus 571

Tanagra canas 488

pahnarum 488

Tanagridae from Central Mexico 778

from Nicaragua 488

Tantalus loculator 527

'lapis grata 376

Tebennophorus carolineDsis 744

Tectarius styphus, description of 350

Teeth characteristics of bats 26

Telliuidse from Galapagos Islands 370

from West Africa 324

Tenebrionidaa from AVest Africa 575

Terebridae from West Africa 327

Teracolus calias 570

doubledayi 570

evippe 569

Terias a.'thiopic.i 569

desjardinsii 569

senegaleosis 569

Test, Frederick C 285

Testacellidse 743

Teatudinea from East Africa 713

Tetragonopterus, Central American spe-

cie;; of 55

Tettigidse from "West Africa 581

Texas, fossil plants from 261

new species of birds from 691

Thamnophilus atrinucha 500

doliatus 500

melanocrissus 500

Thelotornis kirtlandii 733

Thomas, Oldfleld, description of mouse
by 757

Throwing-sticks from Mexico and Cali-

fornia 219

Thryopbilus costaricensis 482

sinaloa 777

thoracicus 483

zeledoni 483

Thryotboms atrogularis 483

Threnetes xuckeri 516

Thuya interrupts from Montana 34

Tigrisoma cabanisi 528, 788

Tinamidse from Nicaragua 52">

Tiuamus rolmstus 525

Tityia albitorques frazeri 508

personata 507

Todd, Prof. David P., "f African expedi-

tion 317

Todirostrum cinereuro 504

schistaceieeps 505

Totanus rlavipes 526

Page.

Totanus solitarius 520

Town send, ( lias. II., birds collected by . . . 603, 687

Trichodactylidse 600

TrichodactyJus quinquedentatus." 660

Triloculina ofA Ibatross explorations 457

Tringa minutilla 526

Triodopsis 749

Tritoniidse from Galapagos Islands 393

from Lower California 347

from "West A frica 332

Trivia Pacifica 395

Trochidse from West A frica 337

from West Coast 351

Trochilidse from Mexico '

734

from Nicaragna 516

Trochilua colubris 784

Troglodytes intermedins 183

Troglodytidas from Alaska 664

from Central Mexico 770

from Nicaragua
. 482

Trogon, ambiguus 785

atricollis tenellus 513

caligatus 513

chrysomelas, new species 513

inassena 511

melanocephalus 515

Trogonida? from Mexico 785

from Nicaragua 513

Trophon xanthostoma 392

True, Frederick W 4;,, 602

on new species of bat. 533

on new species of
- mouse 689

on Taylor's mouse 757

Try ngites subruficollis 616

Tryxalidac from West Africa 581

Tunnies, proper generic name of 693

Turbinidae from West Africa 338

from West Coast 350

Turdidffi from Alaska C65

from Central Mexico 773

from Nicaragua 482

Tunlus, species of, from Nicaragua 482

naumanni 631

Turner, L. M 68

Turtles on Aldrabra Island 70.'

Turtur saturatus, new species 600

Typhlopidae, new species of 709

Typhlops mandensis, new species 725

prseocularis, new species 709

schlegelii 725

Tyrannidaa from Central Mexico 782

from Nicaragua 5i)4

Tyranniacus parvus

Tyrannulua semiflarua 505

Tyrannus dominicensis 507

melancholicus satrapa 507

tvraunus 507

r.

UnionidsB, review of Nbr1 li American 591

Unios, fossil, from Canada 591

Upupa epops 628

Urinator pacincus 615

(Jrodela from Mexico 37
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Urospatlia martii 510

Frubitinga anthracina 787

ridgwayi 521

Uvanilla regina, description of 350

V.

Vaillant, Prof. Leon 711

Vampyropa, measurement of membranes. 7

Varanus sanrus 717

VeneridaB 753

Veneridse from Galapagos Islands 375

VermetidsB from Galapagos Islands 396

from West Africa 333

Verrill, Prof. A.E 464

Vespidse from West Africa 567

Vespertilio, characters of 28

measurement of membrane .

.

7

Vespertilionidse. external ear of 10

key to genera of 28

notes on genera of 29

Vesperugo, character of. 28

rendalli 602

Viburnum asperum from Montana 36

Vireo flavifrons 486

flavoviridis 778

noveboracensis 778

ochraceus 486

olivaceus 486

philadelphicus 486

Vireolanius pulchellus verticalis 487

Vireonidse from Central Mexico 778

from Nicaragua 486

Volatinia splendens 493

W.

Ward, H. A., crabs collected by 92

Ward, Prof. Lester F., fossil plants from. 34
War liorns, Adler on early use of 294

Warren, Lieut. G. K., explorations by 33

Page.
Webb, DeWitt, on shell heaps in Florida 695

Wells, J. G., birds collected by 43
West Indies, new species of swift from .

.

43

pteropods from 451

Wetherby , Prof. A. G., cited 594

Wetzstein, T. G 288

Whale fishery of Okhotsh Sea 471

White, Dr. C. A., fossil plants from 34

Wickham, Henry 481

Williams College 465

Williams, Talcott 298

Williamsonia texana, new species 278

Wittkugel, E., mammals collected by 689

Wolf, Dr. Theodor, shells collected by . .

.

411

Wyoming, fossil plants from 35

X.

Xanthodes minutus, new species 238

Xantusia henshawi, new species 467

Xenops genibarbis 497

Xiphophorus, Central American species

of 57

Xylocopa torrida r 566

V.

Tale University, museum of 464

Yellowstone Ki ver, exploration of 33

fossil plants from 33

Yungipieus kizuki 028

Z.

Zamites tenuinervis 267

Zhinsk Bay, Okhotsh Sea 471

Zonites 744

laevigatas 744

Zonotrichia leucophrys intermedia 779

Zosteropsjaponica 636

ZygsenidaB from West Africa 572

Zygobranchia from Galapagos Islands. .

.

403

Zygonectes, Central American species of. 56










